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How Charles Wilson Jumped to $600 a Month
One morning,

three years ago, two

brothers, Charles and John Wilson,
dropped into my office for a little manto-man talk on the future. At that time
John was driving a delivery wagon
Charles was a clerk
in a grocery store.
Both were earning
about $20.00 a week

and could see nothing ahead except long hours
at small pay.

Having heard of the big opportunities in
the Electrical Field, and my easy home-study
Course in practical electricity, they came to me
for advice.

my

"Boys," I told them, "if you will follow
easy course of training, which I will outline ior you, you
can qualify in a very short time as Electrical Experts and
be ready to earn at least $75 to $100 a week."

Charles Wilson Said
And Today

YES

Earns $600 a Month

Charles Wilson promptly agreed
to follow

my

and that

instructions,

week took up the study of my course
in Practical Electricity. He made
rapid progress with the various

les-

And, by doing practical work on the side, with the tools which I gave
him, more than paid for the course through spare-time work.
He graduated as an Electrical Expert in less than a year. And in the two
years since he finished my course has made wonderful progress. Today he
earns $600 a month as an Electrical Expert.
A prompt yes, three years ago, coupled with back-bone and the determination to get ahead, has brought him big success.
sons.

John Wilson Said
And

NO

Earns $85 a Month

Still

John Wilson, the younger of the two brothers, could not see the big possibilities
of my plan— he wanted to "think it over," "talk to his friends," "would come back
and see me again," etc. And, as is usually the case when a man delays action, he
failed to do anything definite. He drifted along, month after month in the same old
the same old pay.
other day John Wilson dropped into my office again. "Mr Cooke," he saio.
"three years of foolish indecision have cost me thousands of dollars, I say this because Charles, who wrote me yesterday of his new position, is now earning $600 a
month as an Electrical Expert.
I have simply wasted three years.
Now I want you to start in and do for me just
what you did for Charles. I want to start today to make up for lost time."

job, at

The

You,Too, Can Earn $600 a
How long will you stay in the "John Wilson" class?
Why should you work for $20 to $30 a week when with a
few months training under me, through my Home Study
L. L.

COOKE,

Chief Engineer,

Chicago Engineering Works, Dept. 449
1918 Sunnyside Avenue, Chicago,

Dear

Send

me

Illinois

once your Bjg Free Book: "How to
Become An Electrical Expert" and full particulars of
your Free Outfit and Home Study Course— all fully prepaid, without obligation on my part
Sir:

at

Course

in Practical Electricity you too can quickly fit
yourself for a big-pay job and be ready to earn >'our $3500
to $10,000 a year.
I know exactly the kind of training you need for a
big-pay job. And I give you that training. I furnish you
with a complete set of fine electrical tools and instruments free of charge. I positively guarantee your success and satisfaction.
Fill in the coupon and mail it today for my Big Free
Book, "How to Become an Electrical Expert," and full
particulars on my course in Electricity.

Do

It

TODA Y!

It's

the

first

step towards bigger pay^

Yours for success!

L.L.Cooke. Chief Engineer.

Name.
Address.

Month—£i;en More

ChIOAEO
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THE COOKE TRAINED MAN

Dept. 449

IS

E[NEl|IE|RIIMi Woii&^s
1918 Sunnyside" Ave., Chicago,

111.

THE "BIG-PAY MAN
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Keep

Or Return
It At Our

It

For $4.00
Per Month

Expense

A Finer Typewriter

Pre-War Price $100
Now $64

at a Fair Price

The Oliver Typewriter-Was $100-Now $64
The Guarantee

Company that it Is the Identical Model
You
We ship direct from the factory to you. No

of a $2,000,000

Be your own salesman and earn $36.
get the identical typewriter formerly priced
not a cent's alteration in value. The
$100
finest, the most expensive, the latest Oliver
Model. Old methods were wasteful. Our new
plan is way in advance. It is in keeping with
new economic tendencies. It does away with
waste. Inflated prices are doomed forever.
During the war we learned that it was
unnecessary to have great numbers of traveling salesmen and numerous, expensive branch
houses throughout the country. We were also
able to discontinue many other superfluous,
costly sales methods.
You benefit by these

—

savings.

Brand

New — Latest Model

Do not confuse this with offers of earlier
models, rebuilt or second-hand.
Note the signature of this advertisement. This is a $2,000,000
concern.
We offer new Olivers at half
price because we have put typeVv^riter

selling

on an

—

no red-tape. Try the Oliver
Nine at our expense. If you decide to keep
it, send us $4 per month.
If you return it,

we

even refund the out-going transportation
charges. You are not placed under the slightest obligation. That's our whole plan.

We

We

know you don't
rely on your judgment.
to pay double. And who wants a lesser typewriter? You may have an Oliver for free trial by
checking the coupon below. Or you may ask for
further information.

want

An. Amazing

Book

All the secrets of the typewriter world are revealed
in our startling book entitled "The High Cost of
Typewriters—The Reason and the Remedy" sent
free if you mail the coupon now. Also our catalog.
Order your free-trial Oliver— or ask for further information at once. Canadian Price, $82.00

—

1 25-C Oliver Typewriter Bldg., Chicago
NOTE CAEEFTTLLY—Tliia coupon will bring you either the Oliver Nina
lor free trial or farther information, Cbecis carefully

which you wish

efficient,

THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER COMPANY,

scientific basis.

You can now

money down

deal direct

—

sell

to yourself, with no one to influence you. This puts the Oliver on a merit test.

You Save $36 Now
This is the first time in history that a new
standard $100 typewriter has been offered for
Remember, we do not offer a substitute
$64.
model, cheaper nor different. But the same
splendid Oliver used by the big concerns.

Over 900,000 Olivers have been

Ship

you

125-C Oliver Typewriter Bldg., Chicago
me a new Oliver Nine for five days' free inspection. If I keep
the rate of %i per month. The title to remain in

will pay $64 at
until fully paid for.
it, I

My shipping point is
This does not place me under any obligation to buy. If I choose to
return the Oliver, I will ship it back at your expense at the end of fivedays.
Do not send a machine until I order it. Mail me your book "The
High Cost of Typewriters The Reason smd the Remedy," /our
de luxe catalog and further information.

—

—

Name.
Street

Address

sold.
City.

Occupation or Baaineta,

.

State.
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,
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There's a vicarious thrill tucked away for you in
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many
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is.

Gordon Gassaway
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a picture nowadays, as this

article veils you.

Over the Teacups
The

irrepressible

Fanny continues

The Bystander

to believe that all's well that

.

46

ends in gossip

about motion-picture players.

Thar She Blows

Mai^orie C. Driscoll

50

Rugged, sea-faring Hobart Bosworth shows what his own productions are going
to be like.
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Herbert
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Howe

.
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for the geese and ganders of the motion-picture professions served with
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visit to
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Gordon Gassaway
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become dramatic
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stars.
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throueh amenta unknown to you. Complaints are daily made by persons' wlio
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Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle

In

"The Traveling Salesman"
From James Forbes' popular farce.
Cosmopolitan production

"The Wild Goose"
By Gouverneur Morris.
Thomas Meighan in
"White and Unmarried"
A whimsical and romantic comedy
By John D. Swain.
"Appearances," by Edward Knoblock

A
Made
Thomas

Donald Crisp production.
England.
With David Powell.

In

H. Ince Special, "The Bronze Bell"
By Louis Joseph Vance.

Douglas MacLean
Fred

in "One a Minute"
Thos. H. Ince production
Jackson's famous stage farce.

Ethel Clayton

PARAMOUNT NIGHT

"Sham"

In

Our J^ight

is

By Elmer Harris and Geraldine Bonner.
George Melford's production, "A Wise Fool"
By Sir Gilbert Parker

A drama

of the Northwest.

Cosmopolitan production

"The Woman God Changed"
By Donn Byrne.
Wallace Reid in "Too Much Speed"
A comedy novelty by Byron Morgan.
"The Mystery Road"

A

British production with David Powell
E. Phillips Oppenheim's novel,

ipARAMOUNT

Nights at your

modern equivathe Thousand and One

theatre are the
lent

of

Brady's production "Life"

By Thompson

Buchanan.

Dorothy Dalton in "Behind Masks"
adaptation of the famous novel by

An

E. Phillips Oppenheim
"Jeanne of the Marshes."

Gloria Swanson

in

Elinor Glyn's

Specially written for the star by the
author of "Three Weeks."
William de Mille's "The Lost Romance"
By Edward Knobiock.
William S. Hart in "The Whistle"
A Hart production
A Western story with an unforgettable punch.

"The Princess

of

Each Paramount Picture you
see gives birth to a desire to see
next an endless chain of

—

the

happy evenings.

Cosmo Hamilton.
Douglas MacLean In "Passing Thru"
By Agnes Christine Johnston
Thos.

H.

Ince production.

Thomas Meighan In
"The Conquest of Canaan"
By Booth Tarkington.
Ethel Clayton In "Wealth"
By Cosmo Hamilton

New

York's artistic Bohemia.
story of
Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle In
to

It

is

a whole world of both
fantasy that

week you go, or how
often, as long as you choose the
Paramount Nights,

—

nights bright with the subtlest
magic of modern screen art,

—nights planned and plotted and
acted

mount Pictures

Para-

perpetually create

your pleasure, a world as real
yet borne more
forward on the
shining wings of romance.
for

as this and
magnificently

does not matter which eve-

nings in the

New York"

British production from the novel by

"Crazy

of the photoplay.

realism and

"The Great Moment"

A

life

Paul. Powell Production.

William A.

A

reactions to the vivid, audacious

It

Nights' Entertainment.

From

A

too!^'

by the

directors

Paramount offers you a portal
through which you may at any
time escape to the Land of
Magnificent Entertainment.
That portal is the entrance to
the proud theatre that announces
it shows Paramount Pictures.

greatest dramatists,

and actors of Europe

1

ally

and America,

1

,200 of these theatres perpetu-

have "the best show

in town".

Marry," By Frank Condon

From the

hilarious

Saturday Evening

Post story.

— dressed and staged and photographed by the most eminent tech-

Coming

4tM

nicians in the film world,

—nights

rich

with your

That's

They

own

why

mount Night

people say "Para-

is

Our Night Tool"

KNOW!

Do you ?

ANNUAU

Cparamount

WEEK

Cparamount pictures

a
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60
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fills
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them.

Harriette Underhill
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Helen Klumph
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quite as interesting off-screen as on.

Times Square

fascinating history of
screen.

of the studio,

Tony Sarg, who has brought something new

A Girl's Adventures in Mo vieland.
She attends a big luncheon given

for

Part VIII.

Mary Miles

to

.

the

Ethel Sands

.

many

Minter, and has

66
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surprises.
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is
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What

many
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is
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from our readers.

Aw, They Like to Be Bunked!"

press agent who blurted out those words
THEhadold=fashioned
We had declined a story
had the shock of
his

just

life.

about a star which he had offered to

us,

and we had told him

—

frankly that we didn't use stuff of that sort stuff which we
knew at a glance to be without any foundation of truth
storj' which was obviously sheer invention; a so=calied inter=
i'u^
view with a star whom either he had never interviewed on the
subject in question, or if he had, who had never made the ob=
servations with which he had credited her, so silly and unconvincing were they.
"
"I know it's the same old stuff," he admitted, "but you know they eat it up. Why, they
"We know nothing of the sort," we replied warmly. "You're years behind the times—as out of
know that our readers don't like to be
date as the story of Theda Bara being born in the Sahara.
bunkedl And if you had so much as looked over a single copy of our magazine you would know that
that is why we engage such writers as Helen Christine Bennett, one of the best=known investigators
and magazine writers in the country, whom no magazine could induce to write anything except the
truth as she sees it! That that is why we have used so many stories by Emma=Lindsay Squier, a
young woman who has begun to attain a wide recognition for the feeling and sincerity of her stories,
whether they are about the movie stars, every=day folks, people of other lands, or animals. That that
is why we took Ethel Sands, an enthusiastic and observing but inexperienced girl who had never been
inside a studio or a magazine office, and brought her to New York, to see for herself every phase of
movie making, and to write her impressions in ber own way from the point of view of a typical fan.
That that is why we engaged Grace Kingsley, movie editor of the Los Angeles 'Times,' who knows the
home life of every star of note as well as she knows the studios, to tell the stories of their romances.
That that is why we gave Herbert Howe—undoubtedly the most brilliant and best=informed man writing anywhere about the movies a department of his own in
which the lid is off, where there are no restrictions, where he
can record the impressions of a clever sophisticated «Man
"
About Hollywood.' That that is why
"Wait a minute," the old=fashioned press agent interrupted.
"I guess I better look over a copy of your magazine and come

—

,

We

—

back again."
We encouraged him to do
tainly he never
satisfied.

so,

but

we doubt

if

he

did.

Cer=

came back. And for our part we're

For you

can't teach

an old dog new

just as well
tricks.

And we know that our readers don't want

to be

bunked.

—

'

—

.

t
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How Many Pounds
YOU Like to Lose
Next Week?
Three pounds^

pounds?

five pounds, seven pounds, ten

One woman lost thirteen the
remarkable new discovery. Thousands
many?

first

week through

lose

from three

How
this

to seven

pounds weekly, without inconvenience.
AN

amazing new discovery takes oflF flesh
almost like magic, without medicine,
special baths, starving or strenuous exercise,
and without the slightest discomfort. Most
people i)egin to lose weight ritrlit away.
great many see results in 48 hours. All wlio
have used it have reached their ideal weight
through this simple new secret.

very same two foods at different times, they are converted into blood and muscle, and the fat you already
have is used up in energy!

And now people are actually eating off
weight;
Men who were formerly so stout
tliat they puffed when they wallied Quickly,
men who had to deny themselves many pleasures because of their burdensome flesh, report that their return to normal weight and
youthful energy was amazingly rapid.
Stout women
who always felt tired and listless, who had to deny
theraselyes the colorful, fluffy clothes they would like to
wear, marvel that this one simple little rule should enable them to attain their ideal weight so quickly.
And
not only have they eaten down to normal, but they
enjoy their meals more than ever before, they feel refreshed, brightened, strengthened.
A delighted woman writes, "I now weigh 137
pounds just what I should weigh.
I feel so splendid,
and everyone says how 'just-right' I am."
Remember, you don't have to starve yourself, or
follow a rigid diet, or put ynurselt to any discomfort
through this new method of flesh reduction.
Tou
eat off the fat you want to lose; eat it off as quickly
or as slowly as you wish.
Tou control your weight
just as you control your speech or the pace at which
you walk.

Yet they have not starved themselves. They have not
punished themselves with strenuous exercises, with hot
baths, with bitter self-denials.
They ate food they liked
and did fully as much as they pleased, followinp: only
the one simple little natural law that has recently been
discovered.
And their superfluous weiKht disappeared,
melted away by a rapid, natural, safe process.

—

"I

am

glad I tried your
one delighted woman

way

of

reducing weight,"

from Montana.
"I lost
Still another
pounds and feel so much better."
writes, "I have .taken off twenty pounds of my surplus
writes
fifty

—

find that I am able to reduce just as fast or
And one man who reports that
as I desire."
he has always been 25 pounds overweight writes an
enthusiastic letter in which he says, "I have reduced
my weight 25 pounds without discomfort."

flesh.

I

as slow

Scientists have been searching for this very secret of
weight control for years. It is not a fad or a theory. It
"treatment" or a series of selfis not an expensive
It's just a simple little natural
sacrifices and denials.
law that anyone can follow with ease.

Weight Control the Basis of Health
Mr.

You Too Can Quickly
Reduce

to

Normal

You can begin right away, the
moment you make up your mind,
as you
to lose as much weight
wish.
You can so regulate this
remarkable new law that has been
discovered,
that
you can reach
your ideal weight in a definite time.
You can take off just as much or
and
as little fat as you please
When you
whenever you please.
reach your normal, perfect weight
you can retain it without gaining
or losing another ounce.
Some people report that they
have reduced weight at the rate of
Otliers arrange
ten pounds a week.

—

to take off a pound of fat a day.
Some apply this new method so
that they reach their ideal weight
in a month's time
taking it more
gradually.
For instance, one man
who lives in Hickory, N. C, writes:
"I arranged to lose three pounds
per woeU. and by the middle of May

—

I weighed just what I wanted to
175 pounds."
Only a short while
before he had weighed 205 pounds.

ReadWhat Others Say:
13 Pounds Less in 8 Days
"Hurrah!

Monday

last

I

have

pounds since

loot 13

(8 days),

am

and

feeling" fine.

I used to lie in bed an hour or so be ore I
could po to sleep, but I go to sleep now as
soon as 1 lie down, and 1 can sleep from
eigrht to nine hours.
Before I began losing
weight I could not take much exercise, but
now I can walk four or five miles a day. I
feel better than I have for months.
Mrs
, New Y ork City
l

'

.

Loses 40 Pounds
"It is with great pleasure that I am able
to assure you that the Course on Weight
Control proved absolutely satisfactory.
I lost. forty pounds."
Mrs.

.

Glen

Falls,

N.Y.

20 Pounds Lighter
"Eugene

Christian's course has done for
I reduced
it said It would do.
need to
twenny pounds
I will
reduce s-ime more, and with the directions
fast
or as
of the Course I can do that as
for
your
slow as I desire. Many thanks
interest and the Course."
Detroit, MichMr.

me just what

Everyone knows that food causes
But why do some people befat.
come fat and others remain thin?
Why may thin people eat whatever
they please without seeming to gain
an ounce, while fat people who
deny
themselves
the
they
food
would like to eat, continue to put
on flesh?
Specialists realized that
there

law of

must

some vital natural
food upon which the whole
be

secret of weight control is based.
It was to discover this secret
that Eugene Christian, the world's
foremost food specialist, began his
remarkable experiments.
For a
long time the secret remained hidden, because of its very simplicity.
But now that Christian has made
his important discovery, it exceeds
even his greatest hopes.
He discovered that certain foods, when
eaten together, take off weight Instead of adding to it
Certain food
combinations
cause
fat:
others
consume fat.
If you eat certain
binds of food together at the same
meal, they arc converted into fat
In the body.
But if you eat these
I

Christian has incorporated

his remarkable food revelations
In 12 simple lessons which he
calls "Weight Control— the Basis

And to enable
everywhere,
to
profit
his
valuable
discovery,
he
offers
to
send
his
complete
course on trial to anyone sendHealth."

of

everyone,

by

ing for

it.

Tou

have always wanted to
weight
to
attain
the
ideal
weight for your height.
Here
is
your
opportunity
to
prove to yourself tliat you can
do it. and without discomfort,
without
denials
or
sacrifices!
Here is your opportunity to take
off just
as much flesh as you
reduce

wish,

and

many

of

make

the

"Weighed 216 pounds when I started,
I can safely
I weigh 153 pounds.
I feel
100 per cent better than I
did when 1 was fat, and I am sure that
I look much better also.
„
'

'

Mrs.

Ryder. North Dakota.

,

Weighs 34 Pounds Less
"I reduced from 207 pounds to 173 pounds
months without the slightest inconvenience, and still retain this weight by
following your course. It's a godsend to

In three

Lost 25 Pounds
•*I

have found your Course

in

Weight

Control very satisfactory. Have lost about
twenty-five pounds in weight, and expect
to lose a few more in order to bring my

weight down to normal."
Tacoma, Washington.
Mrs.

—
Reduces 6 Pounds
.

in

One Week
Off
48V2 Pounds Taken
lessons carefully

I
"After studving the
began to applvthem to myself, and as proof

of results will say that

pounds."
Mrs.
(Note. The letters
to print in full.

I

lost just 48 1-2

Washington.
art" in moat cases too long
The above are merely
.

Colville.

excerpts.)

eat delicious foods,

Everyone Can Now Have the Attractive
Grace of a Slender Figure Through
the New Discovery of Science.

test.

No Money

>f

in

others who
in this

figures

Advance
Just put your name and
dress
on the couDon to

As we
at

wait

the

profit

postage) paid to the postmalte it your property,
with the understandiHK tluit if
it
doesn't do all we claim or
you are not fully satisfied in
every way, you may return tlie
course within five days and your
money will be instantly re(plus

will

funded.
As soon as the course arrives,
weigh
yourself.
Then glance
through the lessons carefully,
and read all about the startling
revelations
regarding
weight,
food and health.
Now make
up your mind as to how much
weight you want to lose the
first
week, and each week following'.
Then put the course
to the test.
Try the first lesson.
Weigh yourself the very next

day or so and notice the marked
Still,
you've taken no
medicines,
put yourself to no
hardships, done fllmo°t nothing
you would not ordinarily have

r.jautiful
-

-lynMn,

avalanche of uni(_i: for tiiis
he wise to scnil vuar cr-i'T
^urV
have to be disapMoiiitc-i.:
hut mail the cuuimn :;(i';v and
i

by

The Course

di=irtnl
Christian's v. cii
will be sent in a pii»ia cuuLaiucr.

Dr.

I'.

Katlng Society, Inc.
43 W. 16th St., New York City

Corrective
Dept. W-1959,

Corrective

Eating Society,

West

Dept. W-f959, 43

ToJ may send me
Christian's

Course.

Inc.,

!6th St., W. Y. Cliy,

prepaid in plain cont.ii'jor, Tugene
of
"Weight Control tW: T

Health," complete in 12 lessons.

man

ouly

arrival,

I will p.iy
uosrr'^.yipnijt
on
(plus postage)
in full
I am to have the privile'j;e cf returning
after a 5 day trial and have my money
I am not entirely satisfied.

$1.07

but

the course
refunded, if

Name
(Please

print

name

and

address)

result.

happily
done.
You'll
be
as
surprised as are the thousands

lmo

will

it

immeiliately

covery.

No money — ju^.t

receive an

shall

once.
Some will
to lose weight,

ad-

Don't send any money.
The coupon alone will brinff
Eugene
Christian's
comjilete
course to your door, where $1.97

regaining uormr.],
way.

scientific

NOW.

remarkable course,

right.

man

quickly

are

new

Mail the coupon

.

and today

.yet

which you may now
be
denying yourself.
And it
need not cost you one cent to

100 Per Cent Improvement
say that

The Secret Explained

New Method

Eat Off Flesh by

A

Street Address

City

State

—

;

To any one who is skeptical as to the A. D., 1921, in a Renaissance of the "What You Are"
future
Age the "What You Have", era belongs to the past of
of motion-picture production and
Facts and
To-day the man with a million dollars keeps
the natural need of countless stories
eternity.
_,.
r^lgures
^he story being the basis of every photo
the fact dark; even the magazines devoted to success
play
some statistics, culled from the and getting ahead are laying off from facts and figures,
Literary Digest and at random, will prove disconcerting.
and dealing more with a successful business man's atrecent canvass of moving-picture playhouses in the
tainments from the standpoint of his idealism and his
United States by the George Loane Tucker Company
hewing to convictions. The artist within the young
showed 19,966 film theaters. The Literary Digest says
American of to-day is struggling for assertion; the
There
there are approximately 17,500 theaters of all kinds in
creative instinct is supplanting the exploitative.
^
are more people who would rather
the rest of the world.
Theaters in
write photo plays than own banking
this country have a seating capacity
For our readers who wish to ensystems than vice versa.
of more than 5,400,000, and most of
gage in screen writing we publish
them hold from four to six shows a
a booklet called "Guideposts for
day.
The records of the commisThe Morosco stuMental
Scenario Writers" which covers
sioner of internal revenue for the
dios in Los Angeles
;

—

A

—

^fiscal year

ended June 30, 1920, show

a ten-per-cent admission tax amounting to $76,733,647, which would indicate that last year's box-office remust have totaled over 767
millions of dollars. After all American demands had been filled, more
ceipts

than 47,000 miles of film were exported in 1920 counted in footage,
the 1920 export figure totals 175 million, a gain of 18 million over 1919.
The total import in 1920 amounted
to 106 million feet of film, or about
60 per cent of the export. Surely,
the Yankee screen writer has nothing
to feel perturbed or alarmed over.
;

A

A

Hot

Shot

well-known

nario editor,

asked

me

sce-

who

to

about every point on which beginners wish to be informed, and
which will be sent for ten cents
in stamps.
For those who have
written stories which they wish to
submit to producers we publish a
Market Booklet giving the addresses of all the leading companies,
and telling what kind of stories
they want. This booklet will be
sent for six cents. Orders for these
booklets should be addressed to
the Scenario Writers' Department,
Picture-Play Magazine, 79 Seventh
Please
Ave., New York City.
note that we cannot read or
criticize scripts.

has
with-

hold his name lest some simple scribe in
the back country or the corn belt fall
upon him with sharpened pen and burning ink, has
threatened future "wholesome love stories about Jasper
and Sarah Ann and the buttercups" with the studio
incinerator.
He vows that a story, to be wholesome,
does not need to hail from the hinterland. He believes
"Main Street" has proven the case against "hick idealism." He swore by the beards of sundry prophets that
he had met as many "fine, wholesome people" in the
mazes of the metropoli as he had ever encountered in
the R. F. D. districts.
After that galvanic outburst,
he inbreathed a few billion powerful molecules, and
at the risk of stirring the choler of such philanthropists
as Baron Rothschild and the war profiteers, defies another scenario to elude his vigilance and escape to the
luminous square which deals with a poor girl who preserves her virtue and is rewarded by rolling out of the
final flickers of the fifth reel in a Poils-Royce
as the
bride of a chaste and monogamous young millionaire.
Photo dramatists, check yourselves
are living in

—

!

We

masters

Wanderlust

recently received a
story from a man in
Alaska, the locale of

which was Ecuador

!

An

examina-

tion of the script promptly revealed
the author's ignorance of the little

South American country. Since O.
Henry, every one including young
photo dramatists seems to essay a
South American story garnished with
The
a few revolutions, et cetera.

—
—

Why
is invariably the same.
should a man living in as romantic a
country as Alaska allow his noodle
to wander off into Ecuador? Hasn't
every authority on every form of art
warned the tyro against attempting
to describe or depict that which he
It
has never seen or experienced?
is never necessary to so warn the
they haven't the termerity of the beginner.
recipe

Thompson Buchanan, author and
playwright, and now supervising director at the Famous Players-Lasky studio
in Hollywood, recently told the writer
Opines
of this department that he believed every
conscientious playwright should go to school to the
screen.
He believes that the screen plays of the past
two years have surpassed the stage plays in point of
depth and subtlety, and accounts for the fact in the
greater significance and revelation possible through pantomime than through the spoken word.
gesture or
a bodily movement may indicate vast areas of plot,
theme, and individual and predilections according to
Buchanan which could not be expressed in hours of
dialogue.
Buchanan, the author of "Civilian Clothes"
and "Life," two of the most successful stage plays ever
written, is convinced that what the stage needs is economy of dialogue. He says "Words are cheap and' will

Thompson
Buchanan

A

—

—

:

Continued on page 10

—

—
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CLARA WILLIAMS -^LOUISE' FA7ENDA.
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ROLAND
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-

ABSOLUTELY FREE,

In "The Wonder Book for Writers" which we will send to you
Stars point out the easiest way to turn your ideas into stories and photoplays

these

and become a

'

MAY ALLISON

famous Movie

successful writer.

Millions oP People Can yfxitm
Stories and Photoplays and
It /
Dorit

Know

THIS
made

is the startling assertion recently
by one of the highest paid
writers in the world. Is his astonishing statement true?
Can it be possible there are countless thousands of people

yearning to write, who really can and simply
haven't found it out? Well, come to think of
Why
It,
most anybody can tell a story.
Why is
can't most anybody write a story?
writing supposed to be a rare gift that few
possess?
Isn't this only another of the Mistaken Ideas the past has handed down to us?
Yesterday nobody dreamed man could fly.
To-day he dives like a swallow ten thousand
feet above the earth and laughs down at the
tiny mortal atoms of his fellow-men below
So yesterday's "impossibility" is a reality
!

to-day.

"The

writes the same
autliority, "when millions of people will be
writers
there will be countless thousands of
playwrights, novelists, scenario, magazine and
newspaper writersthey
are
coming,
coming
a whole
THIS
LETTERS LIKE

time

will

come,"

—

ARE POURING

m

'"I

wouldn't

Uko

« i^llon dol-

for it.'"~MAEY WAT30N.
rUBMONT. W. VA.
worth ItB weizht In gold.
It
Ifl

UOCKWirz. New

— G.

Cabilx,

Wasb.
Ererr obstacle that mennces

•nccess can be mMtered throoffh
this simple bnt thoroneh Bys•- MRS OLIVE MICHAUX.
Cbaaleboi, Pa.
"It contAins A sold mine of
TAlnable •uuKSsllons. " - LENA

Um

.

•

.

BAILEY, Mt. Veenon, HJL.
I can only say that I am Amased
that It Is possible to set forth the
short story and
principles of
photoplay wrltlne in such a clear,
ioncise manner."

-GORDON

UATBBWS, UONTKKAL,

Cam.

receiyed your Irving System
It Is the most
remarkable thins 1 have ever
seen. Mr. Irvins certainly has
made story and play wrltin*
amazingly simple _and easy. -I

some time a2o.

ALFRED HORTO,
Falls. N. Y.

Niaoara

them

world

all

^ors." - HAZEL SIMPSON
N A Y L O R LrTERART Editob,
.

Motion Pictubb Maga^ini:.
with this volume betore him,

what these
writers-to-be are do-

ing now? Why, they
armies
are the men
of

them

old,

clerical

vators,

waiting

When I first saw your ad 1
waa working In a shop for $80 a
week. Always hayinv worked
doubted

my
my

to make money with
brain. 8o It waa with much skepticism that I sent for ypar Easy
Uathod of Writine. Wben tlie
System arrived, I carefullystudled it ovenliwa after work. Within
ability

I

had completed two

for $500,
Blaya, one of which soldunhesiUtI
lia other for «<60.
feMl* aay that 1 owe It all to tne

RS,%lS.m!"-HELEN KIN

PONTATLAMTIOCm,

of-

street

on

cars,
tables,

at barber
chairs, following the

plow,

or teaching
schools In the rural

districts

;

and
and

young
by scores, now
pounding
t y p e -

women,

standor
ing behind counters,
or running spindles
writers,

bending
masewing
doing
or
Yes
housework.
you may laugh but
in factories,

Writers

month

in

working

these

PIERCE WELLER. Mah.
Aoma EDrroB. Tbb BmaHAJfP-

i

work

keeping books,
merchandise,
or even driving
trucks, running eleselling

_.

I

and

fices,

TON PBE3S.

hands,

—

—
young

now doing mere

over

my

of

do you

know

the veriest novice should be able
to build stories or photoplays that
will find a ready market. The bast
treatise of its kind I have encoantered Id 24 years of newaper and literary work." --

with

And

!"

old,

)

(,

the compositions I have
read on tbia sabiect. I find years
most helpfai to aspiring

Of

—

new

IN I

N, i.

chines,

—The

are
of

Tomor-

row.

by some lucky chance, they had first
learned the simple rules of writing, and then
given the imagination free rein, they might
have astonished the world
if,

!

BUT

two things are essential in order to
come a writer.
First, to learn the

isn't

only for geniuses as
most people think.
yon Relieve
Don't
Creator
pave
the
you a story-writing
faculty just as Re
qreatest
the
(lid

Only may-

be vou are simply
bluffed"
by
the

beor-

dinary principles of writing.
Second, to
learn to exercise your faculty of Thinking.
By exercising a thing you develop it. Your
Imagination is something like your right arm.
The more you use it the stronger it gets. The
principles of writing are no more complex
than the principles of spelling, arithmetic, or
any other simple thing that anybody knows.
Writers learn to piece together a story as
easily as a child sets up a miniature house
with his toy blocks.
It is amazingly easy
after the mind grasps the simple "know how."
A little study, a little patience, a little confidence, and the thing that looks hard often
turns out to be just as easy as it seemed

Imagination

Thousands

of people imagine they need a
education in order to write. Nothing is
farther from the truth.
Many of the greatest writers were the poorest scholars. People
rarely learn to write at schools.
They may
get the principles there, but they really learn
to write from the great, wide, open, boundless Book of Humanity
Yes, seething all
around you, every day, every hour, every
minute, in the whirling vortex the flotsam
and jetsam of Life even in your own home,
at work or play, are endless incidents for
stories and plays
a wealth of material, a
world of things happening.
Every one of
these has the seed of a story or play in it.

fine

!

—

—
—

Think!

If you went to a fire, or saw an acyou could come home and tell the folks
about it.
Unconsciously you would de-

may

provide an endless gold-mirre
Happy Success and Handsome Cash Royalties. How new writers get
of Ideas that bring

names into print. How to tell if you
SL writer.
How to develop your "story
fancy,"
weave clever word-pictures and
unique, thrilling, realistic plots.
How your
friends may be your worst ju'iges.
How to
avoid discouragement and the pitfalls of Failtheir

ARE

ure.

How

to

WIN!

This

surprising booit
charge. No obligation.

is

ABSOHITELT FKEE.

No

YOUR copy is waiting for you.
Write for it NOW. GET IT. IT'S YOURS. Then
you can pour your whole soul Into this magic new enchantment that lias come into your lite story and play
writing.
The lure of it. the love of it, the luxury of
it will till your wasted hours and dull moments with
profit and pleasure.
You will have this noble, absorbing, money making new profession!
And all In your
spare time, without interfering with your regular job.
Who says you can't make "easy money" with your
brain! Who says you can't turn your Thoughts Into
cash! Who says you can't make your dreams come

—

true!

Nobody knows—BUT

THE BOOK WILL TELL

YOU.

difficult.

So why waste any more time wondering, dreaming,
Simply fill out the coupon below you're not

—

waiting?

BUYING anything, you're
FREE. A book that may
Magic Book
Destiny. A
women young and
hours

old

may

getting it
prove the

which

through
learn

ABSOLUTELY
Book

to

of

men

Your
and

turn their spare

cash

into

letter in the mail before you sleep to-night.
knows it may mean for you the Dawn of a New
To-morrow! Just address The Authors' Press, Dept.
Auburn, New York.
255,

Get your

Who

—

This BooXFREE

cident,
all

scribe

it

all

very realistically.

And

if

some-

body stood by and wrote down exactly what
you said, you might be amazed to find your
story would sound just as interesting as many
you've read in magazines or seen on the
screen.
Now, you will naturally say, "Well,
if Writing is as simple as you say it is, why
can't / learn to write?" Who says you can't?

LISTEN
recently
!

A wonderful FREE

book has

been written on this very subthat
— a book
about the
System — Startling New Easy Method

ject

Irving

For writing

luriterf

thou'.h j that you "haven't the gift." Many people are simply afraid to try. Or if they do try,
first efforts don't satisfy, they simply give up in despair, and that ends It.
They're through. They never try again. Yet

and their

tells

all

a

Writing Stories and Photoplays.
This
amazing book, called "The Wonder Book for
Writers." shows how easily stories and plays

I

of

are conceived, written, perfected, sold.
How
many who don't dream they can write, suddenly find it out.
How the Scenario Kings
and the Story Queens live and work.
ETow
bright men and women, without any special
experience, learn to their own amazement
that their simplest Ideas may furnish brilliant

1^^^^^^^^^

and

Stories.

How

one's own/

I
I
'

THE AUTHORS' PRESS, Dept. 255. Auburn. N. Y.
Send me ABSOLUTELY FREE "The Wonder
Book for Writers." This does not obligate me in
any way. [Print your name plainly in pencil]
JVame.

A ddress
I
I

City

and

State.

;
:

Chats with Screen Authors

10
Continued from page 8

never express the more exalted or
poignant moments of life
in life
crises words fail, where a glance or
a gesture tells everything."
;

I

It

Can't

have before

me
^

P^^^"*

^

young

photo

draDone
matist who claims
that the brain child
of his fondest dreams has been
warped out of all recognition by one
of
our best-known directors.
I

Hq

should like to sympathize with this
young screen writer, who is a very
likable and idealistic young chap, but
I cannot. The condition he speaks of
can no more be changed than the positions of the

moon and

stars

—that

by mere mortals. No screen author can ever expect to see his brain
child exactly as he visualized it
in
the ultimate photo play. No two humans see anything the same if a
thousand painters read a masterful
descriptive passage in a book, and
then essayed to interpret the passage
through the medium of the brush and
easel, we should find a thousand
widely variant depictions. Directors
"^viii
perfectly interpret photo dramatists when elephants roost in trees
and the aurora borealis shakes hands
with the procession of the equinoxes.
is,

—

;

Who

The

Can

number

of

people actually writscenarios
and
Photn
submitting them to
relays.
the studios has been
grossly exaggerated from many misinformed sources.
recent checking of the files of the representative
West Coast studios revealed the fact
that only slightly over ten thousand
different names are on tap as having
submitted original scenarios.
The
Thomas H. Ince studio, during the

^^j^^g

A

past two years, of intensive activity,
has, for instance, received only 3,100
"originals."
Of course, many of the
people writing for the screen send
their manuscripts to various studios;
a story turned down by Ince may be
sent to a studio that the photo dramatist believes is more sympathetic
toward the type of story being submitted.
Among the ten thousand
screen writers are many who have
written dozens or even hundreds of
photo plays.
many of them are
actually qualified to write for the

How

cinema ?

An

institution

which teaches the

photo dramatist's art by correspondence has recently sent out a questionnaire,
prepared by a former
instructor in English composition and
short-story writing in Northwestern
University, and a noted photo-play
author-producer.
The purpose of

the questionnaire is to determine the
extent of the individual's dramatic
insight and creative imagination.
In this questionnaire, those aspiring to write photo plays were asked
their age, favorite author and favorite books extent of schooling favorite subjects in school; average number of books read a month favorite
current magazines.
What is your
;

;

;

vocation?

What your

avocation?

Special hobbies, special ideals, ambitions?
These and other pertinent
questions were asked
a condensed
dramatic plot presented, and two incidents related
all to specifically test
the aspirant's intellectual background,
dramatic perception, and creative
;

—

faculty.

Of

the first hundred questionnaires
returned, ten were from boys and
girls under eighteen who wrote in a
spirit of curiosity
thirty-two gave
evidence of insufficient education;
thirty-nine evidenced a moderate gift
nine indicated an entire lack of earnest purpose, and ten passed with
distinction.
This test would indicate
that ten per cent of the adult population of the United States possess the
fundamental stuff out of which successful photo dramatists are made.
It does not follow, however, that ten
per cent of the population of America
could become financially successful
screen writers, any more than that
any boy who can qualify for law
school can make a successful laywer,
or that any girl who can qualify to
enter and graduate from a conservatory of music can attain success on
the concert platform, or the operatic
stage.
The individual gift is the determining factor in the practical success of any one who achieves distinction in any of the arts.
Those who
have it are the ones who, feeling that
they have it, study, work, and fight
their way past all obstacles.
;

Do Thev
^

Want
Originals?

among

Inquiry
twenty-eight

scenario editors
of the
West Coast studios
resulted in a land-

favoring original stories
for filming, according to Jay Chapman of the Brunton studios, who
conducted the investigation.
The
editors agreed that outside scenarios
are in more demand than ever, while
very few are coming in.
In a recent number of the Los
Angeles Times, Marshall Neilan says
slide

vote

of his picture and less energy
competing with his fellow producers
purchasing well-known works as screen

duction
in
in

the enormous prices now defor well-known works would not

material,

manded
exist.

A

Nocturnal
Concen-

Alas, the life force is disturbing at
times at most times.
In the process of chemicalization, there is oodles
of confusion resultant from the interplay of various personalities with
their differing intellectual and emotional diffusions
upon any sensitive,
thoughtful person. I believe the nocturnal hours spent alone in one's
room at home are most productive of
The quieter the
creative efforts.
home the better. When the babbling,
scrambling, intense world has simmered down, and the hundred and
one distractions of traffic, conversation, and general activity have subsided, then can one listen to the message of his own soul then, with the
wide plateaus of the mind depopulated, the great white birds of thought
will come swirling down from the
far-away corners of consciousness, to
be translated into lettered sounds at
the will of the writer.

—

—

—

;

v^iever

Comedy
Titles

saying the fact that
appealing
title

an

^^^^

^^^P

^

story's

chances with a scenario editor.
The success of such
stories written directly for the screen
as "Don't Change Your Husband,"

"Whv Change Your Wife ?"

"Charge

"The Gilded Lily," and "The
Turn in the Road" in attracting
immediate audiences was due to the
titles.
Now the comedy companies
It,"

titles as "Robinson's
Trousseau," "The Reckless Sex," and
"Assault and Flattery."

are using such

\x7"ii 4-u

^®

The
series

writer of a
of successful

popular songs must
necessity be pretty
Writer Do?
well attuned to the
public consciousness if he ttirn his
attention to the art of writing photo
plays, and succeeds in mastering the
technique, he should come prett}^ close

Song"

;

to piercing the bull's-eye

For some time I have contended that
the original scenario can be made into
as big a box-office attraction as the
story or play known to thousands.
The
mad scramble and foolish expenditure of
fortunes for well-known books and plays
has been entirely unnecessary. Had the
producer shown more zeal in the pro-

recently

tyro

wrote me that he
found concentration
difficult, inasmuch as
tration
he is constantly disturbed by visitors while attempting
to conceive and pen photo plays.

comedy

—

especially

On

the above
hypothesis, Harold Lloyd has signed
Jean Havez as a staff scenario writer.
Havez is the composer of over two
thousand popular songs, notably the
in the

field.

famous "Everybody Works But Father."
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Our Composer

I

write the music

FOR A SONG

Submit Poems to
Us on any Subject
Edouard Hesselberg,

A Big Raise

Our leading Composer is a
world's famous pianist, appearing in concerts with
such celebrated sinfeers as
Sembrioh, Nordica and de
Reszke. Among his greatest song successes are,

a song-writer of national
reputation and has written many big
is

"IF

I

in Salary

WERE A ROSE"

Very Easy to Get, If You
Go About It in the Right Way

Is

of which a million copies

Millions of copies of his

song-hits.

will

—w e'U

have complete song
printed and copyrifehted
,
in your name, accotdinfe to
our special plan.

Write the words for a song. We
revise song -poems, compose
music for them, and guarantee
to secure pubheation on a royalty
basis by a New York music publisher.
Our Lyric Editor and Chief
Composer

11

have been

songs have

been sold.
Mail your
song-poem on love, peace, victory or
any other subject to us today. Poems
submitted are examined free.

Don't

2et

sold.

anothef day go

hy without submittlnS

poem

to

Its.

You have often heard of others
who doubled and trebled their
salaries in a year's time. You
wondered how they did it. Was

<t

Do it toaofi

The Metropolitan St udios
Department 2S7
916S. Mich. Ave..ChicaKo

Broadway Composing Studios
257 Fitzgerald BIdg., NEW YORK, N. Y.

Don't you think it.
is hired he gets
paid for exactly what he does,

a pull?

it

Easiest Shorthand
Learn

in

5

study; then acquire speed with

E. I. Shorthand. Amazinsly
simple, easy. Approved oy
experts. Write dictation, messages, etc., rapidlyas spoken.,
after brief, pleasant practice.
^Favorite method for personal
r ose; make jiotes at lectures,

New

confidential ^

fcccp

-.jry. Used in Army, Navy, courts, comnercTal schools; by poblic and private stenoBraphers. teachers,
Siieht cost. K. I, Shorthand—for busy people, includini? YOU.
Let as mall yon Proof Lessons with Refund Guarantee and
Address:
Brochure FREE, postpaid.
YORK CITY.
KING INSTITUTE, EP-X51, Station F,

CANYGaDRAWS

SEXUAL

and

tried to ride a bike for the very
time? You thought that you would
never learn and then all of a sudden

KNOWLEDGE.

first

What every young man and

TODAY
Omaha, Nebr.

YOU WRITE A SONG

Every young woman should know
What every yonng husband and
Every yoimg wife should know
What every parent should know
Mailed in plain
wrapper. Table conteitts and comme7tdati fns on request.
AMERICAN PUB CO., 936 Winston BIdg. Philadelptiia

and invest a lot of money in it blindly. Better be
careful than sorry.
give amateurs frank, detailed criticism of their songs, also advice that is an
eye-opener to those who believe song writing an easy
road to lame and fortune.
have had years of experience in the song game and have no promoting,
arranging or publishing schemes to offer. Write for
particulars.
Long
Link, Song Critics, Dept. J,

Photoplays,

Gillespie, IIL

helpful.

We

We

&

We Will

,

loss to you of a single working
hour, we can show you a sure way to
success and big pay. A large number
of men in each of the positions listed
are enjoying their salaries because of
our help we want to help you. Make
check on the coupon against the job
you want and we will help you get it.
Write or print your name on the coupon
and send it in today.

AMBITIOUS WRITERS
fo"^

FREE

send tocopy of America's

leading magazine for writers of
Instructive,
Poems. Songs.

Stories,

Writer's Digest, 624 Butler BIdg.,

—

Hawaiian Guitar

AMAZE YOUR

Just Like the Hawaiians!
Our method

and easy that you
begin on a piece with your first lesson. In half an hour you
can play it
have reduced the necessary motions you
learn to only four
and you acquire these
in a few minutes.
Then it is only a matter of practice to acquire the weird, fascinating tremolos, staccatos, slurs and other
I

effects that
ful.

MFRltNDSl

of leaching is so simple, plain

We

—

make

this

The Hawaiian

of music, both the

th

AMERICAN SCHOOL

eaccom-

Your tuition fee
includes a beautiful

WRITE
THE WORDS FOR A

Hawaiian Guitar,
all
the necessary
picks and steel
bar and 52 complete lessons and
Special
sons if

of

les-

own

V

guitar.

Send Coupon

Now

p^rticuurs

jT^^

FREE

First Hawaiian Conservatory of Music, Inc.
233 Broadway, (Woolworth Building) New York City
am interested in the HAWAIIAN GUITAR. Please send
I

complete information, special price

Addreis..

Ta

SONG

We

music.

arrangement for
you have your

Name

Drexal Ave. and $8th St.
CHlcaCO
Oepf. G-676K.

instrument so delight;r plays any kind

paniment.

pieces

AMERICAN SCHOOL
,

Guii

melody and

Show You How

Without

C
P m\_t\t_M
C*

Cincinnati.

Play the

—

you knew how, and said in surprise:
"Why it's a cinch if you know how."
It's that way with most things, and getting a job with big money is no exception to the rule, if you know how.

SEX FACTS MADE PLAIN

and Where to SelL

DON'T

Clilcaso, 11^

320 PAGES, ILLUSTRATED, CLOTH
By Winfield Scott Hall, M.D., Ph.D.

HUNCHES FOR THE ARTIST- -book
instructs you. How and What to Draw
List of Markets, etc.
artist in the country as well as the
Satisfaction guaranteed. Send $1
for copy or write for particulars.

4737 Broadway,

Room 237

Artists make big money. You
have opportunity to increase
your earnings. Learn to do at
once and make pay.
"MONEY

For the

Remember When You
Were a Kid

WILLIAM CHANDLER PEAK, M.B.

NEW

city.

there's no sentiment in business. It's
preparing for the future and knowing
what to do at the right time that
doubles and trebles salaries.

,One-Step,Two-

learn

Step, Waltz and latest "up-to-the-minute" soyour ovm home by the wonderful
Peak System o£ Mail Instruction.
Diagram Method. Easily learned; no
music needed; ttiousands taught succeasfully;
Buceesa absolutely guaranteed.
Write for Special Terms. Send today for
FREE information and surprisingly low offer.
ciety dances in

,

etinea;

When a man

to Dance
f1^ Learn
Fox-Trot
You can

evenings tiome

offer, etc., etc.

revise poems, compose music,
secure copyright and print professional
copies which are distributed to over
200 performers and theatres and submitted to 80 publishers for outright
sale. Investigate our plan before you
sign a contract. Our Chief of Staff

wrote the Greatest Ballad Success
of all time. Millions of copies of his
songs have been sold. Submit your
poems on any subject at once. Free
examination.

Dept. G-676K, Drexel Ave. and 58th St., Chicago
Send me full information on how the PROMOTION PLAN will help me win promotion in the
job checked,
Architect
Lawyer
Building Contractor
Macbine Shop Practice
Automobile Engineer
Automobile Repairman
Engineer
structural Engineer

Business Manager
Cert. Public Accountant

Accountant and Auditor
Bookkeeper
Draftsman and Designer
Electrical Engineer
Electric Light & Power
General Education

Name

Print

BELL MUSIC STUDIOS
1490 Broadway

Dept. 701

NEW YORK.

Address
N. Y.

Pliotoplay Writer

Mechanical Engineer

Civil

.

,

Shop Superintendent
Employment Manager
Steam Engineer
Foremanship
Sanitary Engineer
Surveyor (& Mapping)
Telephone Engineer
Telegraph Engineer
High School Graduate
Fire Insurance Expert

News Notes from

the Studios

Items of interest about motion-picture players
and the productions in which they appear.

LILLIAN

and Dorothy Gish

will share

honors in

Eighteen crocodiles play an important part in one
episode of "Fool's Paradise," the Cecil De Mille adapwith Joseph Schildkraut and JuHa Arthur, both
tation of Leonard Merrick's "Laurels and the Lady."
prominent on the speaking stage.
Mildred Harris, Conrad Nagel, and John Davidson
The long-heralded production of "The Rubaiyat" to share honors with the reptiles, and so far as they are
be made by Frederick Pinney Earle, has at last been
concerned they would have been glad enough to let
Hedwig Reicher, world-famous for her
begun.
the animals monopolize the screen.
It isn't par"""^^"^
performance of "Iphigenia" in the universal
ticularly pleasant to be near these animals,
language, Esperanto, will play a leading
especially at meal time, as the troupe re...ia^.
role, as will Edwin Stevens and Fred
quires one hundred pounds of raw meat
erick Warde.
at each meal.
Marshall Neilan has corralled three
Seena Owen and Matt Moore will
famous American authors to work
appear in "Back Pay," a Fanny
with him on his productions.
Hurst story, presented by CosmoGeorge Ade has written the spepolitan.
Frank Borzage who di-

"The Two Orphans," a D. W.

Griffith production,

.

cial

for

titles

.

"The Lotus Eat

rected "Humoresque" is also the
director of this production.

John Barrymore picture which Mr. Neilan directed,
Donn Byrne is collaborating
with him on "The Stranger's
Banquet," and Hugh Wiley is
^af'work with Mr. Neilan on
ters," the

Collette Forbes, a famous
English beauty, will appear op-

posite

"Bits of Life," a special production that weaves several
stories into one main theme.
Rockcliffe Fellowes plays a

William

also appear in impor-

tant roles.

Gale

Henry minus her
is

appearing in the

role.

pear in support of the

star

is

the

star.

Mae Busch who plays an important part in Von Stroheim's

first

Gareth Hughes star play for
Metro.
Galsworthy's "Justice" is to be
screened by the Selznick company,
with William Faversham in the leading

Desmond

H. H. van Loan's story,
"Fightin' Mad," a modernized
version in Western setting of
Three
"The
Musketeers."
Rosemary Theby, Doris Pawn,
and Virginia Brown Faire apstar of

and Lon Chaney and Teddy

make-up

in the

ciation."

leading part in "Bits of Life,"

Sampson

Hobart Bosworth

second picture of his independent star series, "Renun-

"Foolish Wives" will appear in
support of Ethel Clayton in her new

Paramount picture,
"Her Own
Money."
That there is no villainy too vile for
him to play with unction, Lowell Sherman will prove in Mabel Normand's picture, "Molly-0."
Jacqueline Logan
he loved playing Peter

"The Gate of a Hundred Sorrows" will
be the second Kipling picture to be filmed by
Pathe.
Much as
will also take an unscrupulous part.
"Assault and Flattery" is the title of
Ibbetson^'' Wallace Reid loved even
more the opportunity that working in
The all-star cast of "Lucky Damage,"
a Gayety comedy which is soon to be
the East gave him of running down to
released by Educational. Teddy Sampa coming Thomas H. Ince production,
see his mother occasionally at the old
includes
son plays the leading part.
Florence
Marcia
Vidor,
Reid home at Atlantic Highlands.
Manon, Milton Sills, Tully Marshall,
Because of the popularity she has
The camera man p^irsued him even
and Charles Clary.
achieved as leading woman in Parathere, however, as this picture shows.
George Walsh will appear in the
mount pictures, Agnes Ay res is to be
made a star. On the completion of "Cappy Ricks," in leading role of Peter B. Kyne's "Kindred of the Dust,"
and having glanced at some of the requirements of the
which she plays opposite Thomas Meighan, she will go
story he offers up thanks for his athletic training.
to Hollywood and begin work on her first star producAfter "The Hunch, '^ in which Gareth Hughes will
tion.
Jack Holt is also to be made a Paramount star
make his first appearance as a star, he will appear in
in the near future.
two more George D. Baker productions for Metro.
special performance of "The Queen of Sheba" was
"Garments of Truth" will be the first one, and the secrecently given for President Harding, who professed to
enjoy' it immensely.
"The Connecticut Yankee" was ond, a story of barnstorming life, will be called, "Little
shown in Buckingham Palace, and "The Four Horse- Eva Ascends."
As reward for his brilliant work in "Shame," the
men" before the King of Spain, making movie fans of
Fox special production which was directed by Emmet J.
many of the notables present.
Flynn who directed "A Connecticut Yankee" Jack
Wallace Reid, Gloria Swanson, and Elliott Dexter
Gilbert is to become a star under the Fox management.
will appear in a Cecil De Mille special production which
Continued on page 14
is to be started as soon as "Peter Ibbetson" is completed.

A

—

—
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Suddenly

Made My Skin

Beautiful

PERHAPS
lamp-shaded

was the glow of the
candle on our table.
was the quaintness of our

Perhaps

it

Which Is yof//?
Type of Skin?

surroundings, in the little restaurant.
It
may, even, have_ been the striking contrast of the vivid orange blouse I was
wearing. At any rate, Will became sud-

denly eloquent.

greasy.
^
Oily Skin ^'^^
shiny appearance
—
a tendency towards enlarged pores
and blackheads. Looks coarse pow-

"How

you look with the
on your face!" he
whispered.
"Do you know," he added
earnestly, "you remind me of a rare old
cameo so delicate and pearly that you
seem almost transparent."
I smiled
and dropped my eyes so that
exquisite
candle-light playing

:

der does not stay on.
Needs special
preparations for proper cleansing and
to remove excess oil and refreshen
the tone and texture of the skin.

—

—

Will could not

Dry

their brightness,
how exultant I was, how elated. If he
only knew the secret hidden behind
see,

in

cause

_

!

nourishment and make

—The Secret

Here's the way it all happened.
reading a magazine, one day, and

announcement

by

a
three

I

was

I

no-

famous

that there are
distinct
types of skin oily, dry and normal and
that the preparations that benefit a Dry
Skin are absolutely harmful to an Oily
Skin. Thus, the blonde whose skin is dry
cannot use a powder meant for a brunette
whose skin is usually oily.
In other
words, all women have one of three types
of skin dry, oily or normal and each
type requires a special kind of treatment
with the correct preparations.
specialist

—

—

;

—

This seemed very logical to me. I knew
my skin was quite dry and flaky.
Whenever I went out in the wind it would
smart and chap. Powder caused a drawn
feeling.
It was easy to see that such a
skin would require different cosmetics
than one which was oily or normal.
that

smooth and

Normal

SUm^i^fl-JX/.

colored.
Soft and smooth. Looks almost transparent in artificial liKht.
Wrong treatments cause normal skin
to become either too dry or too oily.
Proper care retains beauty.

How

May Benefit
This Discovery

You, Too,

By

In order that women everywhere may beneby this new discovery of science, the
makers of the Luxtone Beauty Preparations
have asked me to make this announcement.
They have prepared a special outfit which
they will send, together with valuable in-

fit

formation regarding the use of soap on the
face, how to massage, how to make the most
of the hidden beauty in your complexion
by
They have also created
mail, on approval.
a special department of experts who will
answer any questions regarding the care of

—

peculiar skin conditions.
There is a treatment for each type of skin.
Just mention in the coupon which kind of
skin you have, and the treatment will be sent
In this Luxtone Beauty
by return post.

Combination you will find everything you need
soap,
for complete care of your complexion
day and night creams, and a .1ar of the famous
Luxtone Beauty Secret which is a powder and
cream in one. The preparations will last a
full month.
And with it you will receive a
book of startling facts about the skin facts
that will be of value to you always.
Send no money with your order on this introductory offer. Simply mail the coupon and

—

—

—

Three Types of Skin
an

it

soft.

that I liad tried treatment after treatment, and that after each my skin seemed
to be more unlovely than before.
Then one day I made an amazing discovery, and the result is that today my
complexion is all ^yes, all that Will said
it was.

ticed

it

—

my cameo-like complexion
But how could he know that only three
months ago I despaired of ever having a
good complexion. How could he know

—

Flakes o£C like
dandruff be-

fine

lacks oil.
Skin wrinkles
and is affected by the wind and by
the use of ordinary soap. Very sensitive
requires soothing cleansers and
special
creams
to
supply
extra

my

beauty, behind

the Luxtone Combinations especially de\signed for the dry skin.
And that was what led to Will's remark in
My skin
It was true.
the little restaurant.
is now like a pearly cameo, all because I am
using preparations designed specially for my
kind of complexion.
of

it

But where was

I to

me

just

go to find anyone
what to use ? The
problem was solved for me, one day, quite
unexpectedly.
I was passing the toilet
counter in one of the large department
stores, and I heard a woman talking about

who

could

tell

the care of the different types of skin.
She was ofTering certain Combination
Preparations made especially for each
type. Just what I was looking for.
asked the young woman what to
skin.
She took an immediate
"You have been using the wrong
And then
preparations, my dear," she said.
she told me all about the beauty specialist
who had been working for years on this very
problem.
She explained why oily skins, that
have a tendency toward enlarged pores and
blackheads, need particular skin preparations
made especially for its care. And she explained wh.v the woman with a dry skin would
require just the opposite kind of preparations.
It was all so clear and simple and sensible
that I easily understood why my dry skin
had always become coarse and flaky when I
used powder.
Needless to say. I bought one

Eagerly

use

for
interest.

I

my

the outfit will be shipped.
When it arrives,
If, after 5 days'
just pay the postman ."i;2.00.
use, you can't see a remarkable improvement
n .your complexion, just write and .your money
will be instantly refunded.

But it is urgent that you mail the coupon
at once, as this is a special offer that may
be withdrawn at any moment.
Be sure and
specify your type of skin.
The Luxtone Co.,
Dept. 29, 2703 Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago.
111.

THE LUXTONE COMPANY,

Dept. 29,

2703 Cottage Grove Ave.. Chicago, 111.
Send me your special Luxtone Beauty Combination consisting of a special soap, a day
cream, a night cream, and a jar of tlie powder-and-cream Beauty Secret.
I will pay the
postman .$2.00 on arrival.

FOR
Name
Address

DRY
NORMAL
OILY

(Please check your
typo of skin)

Advertising Section
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News Notes from

the Studios

Write

Continued from page 12

the

Words

Some of the most remarkable double exposures ever taken appear in
Mary Pickford's production of "LitIn them she
tle Lord Fauntleroy,"
plays a double role and appears to
be several inches taller in one character than she is in the other.

for a

After finishing "The Secret of the
Antonio Moreno will go to
Honolulu for a vacation. Many of
the scenes for this picture were taken
at Lajolla, one of the most beautiful
Hills,"

near San Diego,

sections

Select your own
subject, then submit your poem to
us.
write the

California.

As soon as her scenes in "Over the
Wire" are completed, Alice Lake will
start

We

work on "The Infamous Miss

how

The above picture was
drawn by Student Wynn Holcomb.
We have a great number of students and graduates whose work
appears in magazines and newspadrawing.

pers

all

Can You Draw?
If you like to draw write for our book.
Read about our new method Home Study

Course in cartooning, illustrating, designing. Learn at home, by mail, in spare time.

Become an

Artist
Commercial

Cartoonists,

Artists make big money.
You can earn $25
to $100 a week and more. Learn under personal direction of Will H. Chandlee, famous
newspaper, magazine, advertising artist of
30 years' successful experience.

Book and

Complete outfit free to new students.
Write for handsome book, "How to Become
an Artist."
Tells what Course includes,
shows many drawings made by Director
Chandlee and many students.

NOW

Become an

Mail letter or postal.

Artist."

Washington School
Room 1663 Marden Bldg.,

of Art, Inc.
Washington D. C.
,

$$ For Ideas. Photoplay
accepted

Plots
righted,

any

form;
Advice

marlieted.
910 Exchange

Corporation,

revised,

copyUniversal Scenario
Los Angeles.

tree.

Bldg.,

criticised,

"Oh, Buddy" has been selected as
the title for the Christie comedy to
follow "Nothing Like It," the first
of the Christie Comedy Features to
be released by Educational.

"Good

for Nothing," which is said
to be the funniest scenario ever written by John Emerson and Anita Loos,
will

BeautyParhts

Find at ho
fortun
/node
Beauty Work. Cryjncr

demand every-

where

for

skilled

lanicurists.

I^eveakd

Hair

Dyers,

ellen
___nt- Wavers, Chiropo-

dists, etc. We can make
you an Expert in every
branch in just a few weeks'
spare time at home. Moner-Ba"k Guarantee. You can earn a
splendid income givintT Beauty Treatments among your friends
and neighbors, or start a Beauty Parlor.
for Free Illustrated BookFREE BOOK. Write
let.
See how easy it is to become a R,>auty Specialist and
make big money in this fascinatintr work with our help.

NOW

Orienlal System of Beauty Culture, Depl 89,
Oriainatore of the famous Oriental

^^"^

Set'on

Send us a poem today.
Micfea. l^.jj. T?! :'

Mailt Co;, 920 S.

vc

UNDER MASTER TEACHERS

Course
A Complete Conservatory
home

study music lessons under
R-«r l¥la.ll Wonderful
great American and European teachers.
Endorsed by Paderewski. Master teachers guide and coacb
you. Lessons a marvel of simplicity and completeness.

Dy

Any Instrument ^oS^rllSe^d^^-S

Piano. Harmony.Voice, Public Sciiool Music. Violin, Cornet,
Mandolin, Guitar, Banjo, or Reed Organ— and we will send
details of course you want. Send novr.

our Free Catalog with

427

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY

Chicago. ilUaois

Siegel-Myers Bldg.

be Constance Talmadge's next
vehicle.

The

vivacious

young star has been resting in Lakewood, New Jersey, from her strenuous year of picture making and
bridal gayeties, and promises to' bring
greater freshness and vigor than ever
Several scenes for "The Poverty
Riches," in which Leatrice Joy
and Richard Dix play the leading
roles, have been filmed at the Lewellyn Iron Works in Los Angeles.
of

Harriet
Hammond has been
loaned by the Mack Sennett company
to appear in support of Fatty Arbuckle in "Should a Man Marry?"
Mary. Thurman, who was also once
a member of the Sennett bathing contingent, plays opposite the star in
this picture.

Formerly Closely
Guarded Secrets
Now Yours!

Secrets

of copies.

to this production.

Don't miss our book. Even if you have no
previous knowlcdsu of drawing, our Course
will enable you to become a successful cai*toonist or illustrator.
Many students earn
money while they are learning. If you are
ambitious to get ahead, to earn more money,
write for our free book and special offer now.
You can do as well as our other successful
students!
Write now for free book, "How
to

^.

"MEET ME
DREAMLAND," "LET ME CALL YOU
SWEETHEART." Sales ran into the millions

star for booming their trade,
they have notified her that if she
ever returns they will gladly supply
her free with all the peanuts, popcorn, and hot dogs that she wants.

starring

Outfit Free

Write Postal

.

little

over the country.

Illustrators,

.

"

"

IN

Viola Dana filmed scenes
for "The Match Breaker" at Coronado Beach, such crowds were attracted there that the peanut and popcorn merchants prospered even more
than usual. Out of gratitude to the

in the missing lines.
See
close you come to the original

•

'

-^v^'^Jtfe;^'

can people is at the head of our staff. Among
his great successes are
TONIGHT

When

Finish This Picture

.

"^rv

music and guarantee publication. LEO
FRIEDMAN, Composer to the Amer-

Revell" for Metro.

Fill

^^Kt:

^ch" ago
PreparaiionB

"The Shulamite," based on the
Edward Knoblock and Claude

Learn

shows how you can become a
skilledplayerof piano or or^ran in
your own home, at one-quarter usual
cost. Dr. Quinn's famous Written
Method is endorsed by leading niuaiclana and heads of State ConBervatories. Successful 25 vear?. Play
chonia at once and complete piece in every key. within 4 lessons.
Scientific yet easy to understand. Fully illu.strated. For becinners or
teachers, old or younif. All music free.
Diploma granted. Write
today for 64-patre free liook. "How to Learn Piano." M. L. Quinn
Conservatory, Studio PP29, 59S Columbia Rd. Boston, 25. Mass.

LEARN

play by

Askew

will

be Gloria Swanson's sec-

ond starring vehicle.
Shannon Day who appears

in WilMille's production of Rita
Weiman's story, "The Stage Door,"
had ample training for such parts in
the
Ziegfeld Follies and Frolic,

liam

De

where she played three

Piano!

This Interesfing Free Book

Movie Acting!
A

fascinating profession that pays Ibic.
Would yoa
to know if you are adapted to this work?
Send
for our Twelve-Hour Talent-Tester or Key
to Movie Actins Aptitude, and find whether or not
you are suited to take up Movie Acting.
A novel,
instructive and valuable work.
Send dime or stamps
today. A large, interesting, illustrated Booklet on Movie
Acting included FREE

like

10c

!

years.

FILM INFORMATION BUREAU.

Sta. R,

Jackton.

MicL
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HIGH SCHOOL

COURSE

TWO

IN

TEARS

You Want

Earn
Big Money!
to

And you

will not be satisfied unless
you earn steady promotion. But are
you prepared for the job ahead of
you? Do you measure up to the

For
a more responsible position a fairly
good education is necessary. To write
a sensible business letter, to prepare
estimates, to figure cost and to compute interest, you must have a ceitqin
amount of preparation. Ail this yoa
must be able to do before you will
earn promotion.

standard that insures success?

Many

business houses hire no men
whose general knowledge is not equal to a

high school course. Why? Because big
business refuses to burden itself with men
who are barred from promotion by the lack
of elementary education.

Can You Qualify

for

a Better Position?
We have a plan whereby you can. We
can give you a complete but simplified high
school course in two years, giving you all
the essentials that form the foundation of
practical business. It will prepare you to
hold your own where competition is keen
and exacting. Do not doubt your ability, but
make up your mind to it and you will soon
have the requirements that will brint; you
success and big money. YOU CAN DO IT.

Photo by Puffer

Mrs. Lydig Hoyt as she appears in support of Norma Talmadge in ^^The Wonderful
Thing.''''
Mrs. Hoyt created a sensation when she announced that she was going to
appear in motion pictures, for she has long been one of the leaders of New York
society. Now it is rumored that fortified with the many points the beautiful Norma
taught her about screen acting, she will soon launch her own company.

how to get on the
It will not cost you a single
working hour. We are so sure of being able
to help you that we will cheerfuily return to
you, at the end of ten lessons, every cent
you sent us if you are not absolutely satisfied.
What fairer offer can \ve malce you ? Write
today. It costs you nothing but a stamp.
Let US show you
road to success.

Great changes have taken place in
the personnel of the Mack Sennett
studios.
Charlie Murray and Kalla
Pasha are the last to go, following-

Ford

Sterling, Louise Fazenda, John
Henry, Jr., Teddy the Great Dane,
and Marie Prevost. In their places
Ethel Grey Terry, Jack Mulhall, and
other prominent players have come
into the company to appear in the
more dramatic offerings that Mr.
Sennett plans to make from now on.
He is not abandoning comedies, however.
He will star Ben Turpin in a
series of two-reel comedies, the first

of which will be "Love's Outcast."
"Find the Woman," a Cosmopolitan production, will present for the
first time on the screen Eileen Huban.
hailed by dramatic critics a few seasons ago as one of the most charming
and gifted young actresses on the

American

stage.

cludes Seena

The

Owen and

"The Beauty Shop"
into a picture play,

Hitchcock as the

made
Raymond

to be

star.

x\n original screen story by Rupert
Hughes, called "From the Ground
Up," is Tom Moore's latest starring
vehicle for Goldwyn.
Helene Chadwick plays opposite the star in this
picture.

Ruby de Rem.er will play the leading role in "Passersby," a film version of E. Phillips Oppenlieim's famous

story.

The

title

of the picture

will be changed as a previous production by another author has already
Raymond Llatton,
used this title.
Lewis Stone, and Kathleen Kirkham
will appear in support of the .«;tar,
who has been called by Paul Helleu,

the
ca's

cast also in-

Ethel Duray.

is

v/ith

be

famous French artist, "Amerimost beautiful blonde."

Anita Stewart's next picture will
"A Question of Romance."

AMERICAN SCHOOL
Dept. KS76 Drexel A.ve. &. SGcli

9.

St.,

Cbicago

dmciricanSchool
D9pt.H673 Chlcaga,lll.
A
Explain howl can qualii y{oT position checked: p
Architect85,OOOtol5,000
Lawyer 55,000 to $15,000»
Building Contractor
So.OOO to $10,000

Automobile Engineer
S4.000 to $10,000

Automobile Repairmar
S2,500 to $4,000

Civil

Engineer

$5,000 to $15,1
Structural Engineer
$4,000 to $10,000
Business Manager
$5,000 to $15,000
Certified Public Ac»
countant $7,000 to $15,000

A
Mechanical Engineer
84,000 to $10.000(

A
I
$4,000 to $10,000*
Steam Engineer
J
$2,000 to $4,0001

Shop Superintendent
63,000 to

$7,000^

Employment Manager

Foreman's Course

W

$2,000 to S4,00D«
*
Sanitary Engineer
$2,000 to $5,000

Telephone Engineer

"
•

& Auditor
Draftsman & Designer

Telegraph Engines

$2,500 to $4,000
Electrical Engineer
84,000 to $10,000

High School Gradoate •
In two years T

Accountant

$2,E0O to $7,000

General Education
In one year

Namp

$2,500 to $5,000

$2,500 to $5.0001

Fire Insurance Expert
$3,000 to $10,000
Address...

Advertising Section

Actual photoeraph of tur
quoise blue silk sweater after

a season'*s wear and 15
washings with Ivory Flakes.
Statement of original owner on

file in

Gamble

the Procter

offices.

15 washings—yet this blue silk sweater is like new!
To Wash
If

the color

is

Silk Sweaters
not

set

fast,

it

before

washing. Place 1 or 2 tablespoonfuls
of Ivory Flakes in bowl and add a
quart of boiline water.
Work up
suds, then add three quarts of cold
water.
Drop sweater into suds and
squeeze suds gently through the fabric
with the hands.
Do not lift garment
from the water and do not rub.
Put
a towel under the sweater to lift it from
the suds.
Rinse gently in three waters
of same temperature as suds.
Always
use a towel in taking garment from one
water to another.
Place between
cloths and run through loosely adjusted
wringer.
Lay flat on thick towels
in shade andpul) into shape for drying.
Turn frequently.
Press with iron
barely warm.

Send

for Free

Sample

with complete directions for the easy

garments that you
would be afraid to wash the ordinary
way. Address Section 47-1 F, Department of Home Economics, The Proccare

ter

of

The

sweater in the picture was photographed after a season's wear and 15

swishing

launderings.

no matter

It is as lustrous,

shapely

and colorful as new and there is not
even one ,break in the delicate open-

work mesh
that

it is

wear
wash

It shows
keep knitted outer-

of the weave.

possible to

as clean

and attractive

as ordinary

Cincinnati,

The owner attributes
ty of the sweater

washing other

that

cleansed just by soaking and
the bubbling foam.

in

how

Ivory Flakes
flake

And,

often the garment

is

genuine Ivory Soap

form and cannot injure any

that water alone does not

To

is

in

fabric

harm.

—and

silks

keep your sweaters, blouses,

—

lingerie

Ivory

Soap

beautiful as
last

Flakes

makes such

you do not have

and

all

thick suds

to rub the gar-

new, and

to

make them

the longest possible time, use Ivory

Send

for the free

sample and

directions offered at the left
for yourself

how

clothes last longer

and see

Ivory Flakes works.

lYORYsoAP FLAKES
Makes pretty

silk

other fine garments as

her success in
to

Flakes.

Ohio.

it

washed with Ivory Flakes, it shows no
sign of wear from the soap, because

the present beau-

Flakes.
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it is
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& Gamble Company,
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Announcing
Eugenie
Grandet
"The
EVER
Horsemen"

Four
upon
the screen and was acclaimed one of the finest mosince

burst

tion-picture

productions

ever

made, there has been a good
deal of interest in what Rex
Ingram, who directed it, would
do next.
His next picture is to be
based on Balzac's immortal
"Eugenie Grandet," one of the
greatest

novels

which

built

is

of

all

time,

upon the theme
martyrdom to unself-

of a girl's
ish love. The screen version is
to be called, "The Conquering

Power."

Eugenie

is

exquisitely

portrayed by Alice Terry, who
is shown here as she appears in
the role.

—

:

As Shakespeare Would
Not Have Said
Balconies may have been all right in Romeo's day,
but now Juliet must have a cellar. Will Rogers is
superintending the metamorphosis of Romeo, a
part of which process is described below.

By Emma-Lindsay

him wherefore he was Romeo,
most certainly intended her
swooning smile of love:
"Yes,

my

cellar

Romey

Squier

as Will Shakespeare

to do, replied, with a

dear, but just wait until

you

see

!"

It may be that Shakespeare, or Bacon, or whoever it was wrote the immortal love drama turned
over in his Westminster niche just then. But such
a thought did not worry Will Rogers, who was playing Romeo to Sylvia Breamer's Juliet, in his latest

Goldwyn feature, "Doubling For Romeo."
"We know our lines as well as most Shakespearean actors do," he drawled, as the director
"And there's one consolation, we
called "Cut!"
can't do 'Romeo and Juliet' any worse than it has
been done."

We

were on the spacious

lot

of

the

Goldwyn

where, out of doors, a balcony had been
erected, with an impressionistic pine tree silhouetted
against the Maxfield Parrish sky, and Sylvia Breamer
was lovelier than Juliet ever dreamed of being, in
a brocaded white satin gown, and a cap of pearls
holding her darks curls in place.
And, whether you believe me or not, Will Rogers
didn't make the worst-looking Romeo in
the world.
I've seen less appealing ones
both in opera and in drama. To begin
with, he has as noble a pair of legs as
ever graced a pair of tights.
I understand that the company waited breathlessly and with some trepidation for him
to make his first appearance in the silk and velvet
studio,

Continued on page 96

His lariat

was snatched away
from him, bat

'^We can't do 'Romeo and Juliet' any worse than it has
been done," Will Rogers as "Romeo" consoled Sylvia
Breamer as "Juliet."

Rogers
lowed

was

Will
al-

to retain

his ukulele be-

tween scenes.

was the balcony scene of "Romeo and
Everything was perfect, the slow,
throbbing music that the orchestra was
playing, the white-robed Juliet leaning from her
tapestried balcony to throw a rose and a kiss

IT

Juliet."

who waited beneath
Romeo was speaking. But he was

to her lover

not declaiming his passion in the immortal words of
the Bard of Avon, he was not murmuring his
wish to be a glove so that he might touch
Juliet's silken cheek
instead, he was strumming a ukulele, and was singing, more or less
tunefully
"Oh, Juliet, what a lovely balcony you

—

have

!"

And

she, I regret to say, instead of

asking

—

'

Can You Break

Into the Movies?

articles which answer, from every angle, the above question. The first, published last month,
what you need by way of equipment before attempting to "break into" the movies. This article tells you
what you will find on reaching Hollywood, what to avoid, and what you must do to eet a foothold there.

The second of two
told

By Helen

Christine Bennett

day New York and Los Angeles are going
SOME
being the reputhe
have a

to

fight to the finish,

stakes
tation of standing as the first city of fakers, bunko
steerers and swindlers in general. Whichever city wins,
the other will run a close second. So if you have packed
your trunk and are waiting for this article to come to
the Mecca of moviedom, come prepared to look out for
yourself.
Look out for anybody who promises you
"training" for motion pictures with a job

No

at the end.

Nobody

a job.

one can guarantee you
time can give

at this

you any training that the studios
All producers and
will respect.
directors issue warnings to keep
away from all schools profess- ,
^
ing to teach "movie acting."
Now none of that money
you have determined to venture ought to be wasted
so avoid

and

all

tion.

all

men come
and

such schools

offers of instrucGirls and young
to

Hollywood

promptly

"school"

number

join

— there
of

are

them

—

a
a

right

near the studios confident that being on the
spot these schools mean

something worth while.
After a time they go
away, their purses lighter

and

their

hearts

Give yourself a

One

heavier.

fair chance.

group

located at Culver City, some miles away.
most practical plan is to live
in the city itself, and rooms are undoubtedly cheaper
there, but because Hollywood is the place where you
meet folks in the profession, and like attracts like, most
newcomers at least prefer to locate in Hollywood. This
is a half hour's ride from the center of the city and
is a charming and delightful place in which to live.
They tell me that Los Angeles has been
frightfully overcrowded, but ever since I
have been here there has been no difficulty
in securing a decent place in which to
live with a rental far lower than anything I have known in the East for
similar accommodations. What is
large

For

is

real convenience the

known

as the Studio Club is the
headquarters for the girls who
come to Hollywood. This is a
branch of the Young Women's
Christian Association and op-

on the same

erates
it is

linesx^as

branches except that

other

restricted to girls

work-

ing in some capacity in
motion-picture
companies.
The Studio Club has a fine
large house, but it can
shelter only twenty girls

and offer
only

table

about

more.
waiting

As

that
it

board to

number

always has a

list of from thirty
to forty applicants there is
little hope of a girl securing

accommodations

there.

But

of the first things you
she can get a list of approved
will hear is that you must
and investigated rooming and
know how to make up, that
boarding houses which will help
you cannot get a job unless
her to find a resting place. The
you know how to make up. It
manager of the club and several
certainly is wise to learn this first,
directors estimated that board and
so take five dollars of your money
room would cost fifteen dollars a
and offer it to some girl or man work
week, this to include laundry.
ing as an extra.
For that sum, which
Get yourself established then and set out
represents a day's work in the studio, any
to find work. From this point on the direcexperienced actor can teach you to make
tions apply to young men as well as to
You probably won't be able to hire
up in an hour. If you feel it is worth
The first thing to do is to go
girls.
Lila Lee to instruct you in making
it, pay double.
That is a safe, sane,
into Los Angeles and register at the
up, but you can find some one
and legitimate way of spending money.
Motion Picture Producers' Service Buwho will do it for a small fee.
And insist upon paying your way.
reau, which is a kind of exchange mainOne of the most important questions
tained by twenty-odd companies for the
is where to live.
Los Angeles is a great crab of a
supplying of extras and types for small parts. It seems
city, sprawling out in all directions.
one must do this, but, between you and me, it is of very
I had supposed
that all I had to do in Hollywood was to skip lightly
little use.
For the same casting director v/ho told me
from one studio to another, but when I arrived I found to insist that one must sign there added hastily:
to my great surprise that even when studios were in
"Of course there are so many who do register that
or near Hollywood they were anywhere from one to
it doesn't count for much, although we do send there
five miles apart and that many of them were away off,
in emergencies and get girls and men from there.
But
on sides of the city remote from Hollywood. Streetif a girl comes to an office and sees a casting director
car lines do not run direct to the studios, and one needs
he may be impressed by her, and naturally she secures
to be a good walker.
In and about Hollywood, howpreference over a girl who is merely a name on a list."^
ever, are the majority of the studios, although quite a
So register and expect nothing, and then get on you/
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nicest clothes and prepare to walk miles and miles visiting studios. How shall you dress ? As well as you can.
Look as young as you can and not look foolish, be you
girl or man.
Don't make up too much any casting
;

knows what an eyebrow

the Movies?

imagine that you will be the only one to watch the ads.

Mr. Harry B. Harris, a director at Universal, was puton a picture featuring Gladys Walton when Miss
Walton hurt her toe and was unable to walk. Mr. Harris

ting

and
advertised for a girl to act as a double for Miss Walton,
rouge will do. On the other hand, if these things imto be used in the scenes where walking was required.
prove you greatly, by all means use them. Above all,
To spare applicants the expense of a trip to Universal
male or female, be spick-and-span and have your shoes
City he directed that they call at the Motion Picture
polished.
Wear the kind of clothes that will look well Producers' Service Bureau. When he arrived the street
after sitting around hours in crowded waiting rooms.
v/as full of women "aged," said Mr. Harris, "anywhere
Don't expect to be welcomed. As far as I have obfrom sixteen to sixty Miss Walton is eighteen and
served, even as a visitor with an introduction, the studios
two of them actually had babies in their arms. I inhave a glittering stare for any one daring to approach
terviewed, I think, about five hundred, and selected sevthem. The doormen have not yet learned the universal
enteen for a tryout before the camera. Of these sevenrule of all big corporations, which requires the turning
teen just one photographed like Miss Walton. She herdown of applicants with such courtesy that the victim self did not really look very much like Miss Walton,
feels he has been crowned.
Nothing like that at the but the photograph was so like her that no one could
studios. You will be received as a suspicious character
That is the history of any such newstell them apart."
prepare for it.
But don't worry. These people are paper advertisement, a host of applicants and a line wait.
human underneath, even if some strange policy makes
Perhaps the best chance a man or girl has to break
them think they can work better for not showing it. in is with the comedy companies. There are over a hunIn course of time you will get to the casting director,
dred of these, and they do what the fake schools cannot
and then use that talent you believe you possess. Imdo they teach the mechanics of acting. They are a
press him! Try anything you can think of to do it. I
hard training school, but one of the best the profession
can't tell you how.
No doubt some
offers, and they have graduated so
girls get in by looking pensive and
many successful actors and actresses
sweet, and others by looking flippant
IS
that the list would be a long one.
and tough, and still others by seemGloria Swanson, Betty Compson,
for a girl in the motion-picture
ing honest and sincere. And doubtBebe Daniels, Billie Rhodes, and sevbusiness ?
began in
less men get in by looking aggressive
eral others
as you know
and /pugilistic, and others by looking
comedies. Now, sooner or later, you
"There is much more danger for
ana seeming world-worn and weary
are going to get a chance. You will
a girl in the motion-picture or
and blase. They need all kinds for
get in, as an extra, you will have a
theatrical business than in any of
motion pictures, and the casting dichance to act, to find out how well
which I know, except trained
rector has to try out all types.
will have to assume
Do
you screen.
nursing," is Mrs. Bennett's reply
your best, and if it doesn't work try
that you pass the test and screen
to this question.
a new stunt the next time. For you
well, for if you do not go home at
But no danger can imperil the
will come back, doubtless.
once or get a job at something else.
The peoperson who is forewarned; and
ple who succeed in this business are
If you do not screen well you are
-those who continue to come back and
done for as a motion-picture possiyou will find in this article just
come back and back until some one
bility.
what the dangers are, and how
tries
them in desperation, if he
You are "in" then as an extra.
they may be avoided.
doesn't try them for qualities of their
You get engagements in mob scenes
own. But if you have all the assets
and in crowds, help to fill up dance
I have enumerated you will get a trial.
Now for a little halls and ballrooms and restaurants and so forth. What
They depend on
help.
are your chances for getting ahead?
The most besieged offices of any are those of the your ability to learn the mechanics of screen acting, to
Famous Players-Lasky. Not considering the reputation do what a director tells you, to portray accurately what
If you can do this much and will
of that corporation as makers of fine pictures, there
is demanded of you.
are certain practical points that make them desirable.
work as hard and as intelligently as you can you will
They are in the center of Hollywood, two blocks from in time arrive at small parts. Do you have to have a
a car line, easy to walk to. They keep a stock company
"pull" to go farther?
of players working on annual salaries, which is a very
I should say that most of the stars have a very active
desirable end in itself, as most companies engage from
pull, but it is not the kind of thing that you are thinking
All people who engage
picture to picture, and there will be days and weeks
of.
It is the pull of chance.
of idleness in between.
They are the only producers in artistic professions are impressionable. They have
who furnish all costumes. Well, then, they can get to keep impressionable to keep going on producing live,
Motion-picture directors and
the pick of the extras their studio is far more crowded
active, attractive features.
with applicants than any other, and they rarely take a
producers are perhaps the most impressionable people in
girl without experience.
On the other hand. Universal the world. Well, then
Given two girls or two young men who have worked
City is so far away that you have to take a bus and
pay a fifty-cent round-trip fare to get there. But Unithemselves into about equal parts. Let's assume that
versal is the largest studio in the world.
At the time they are working for a director who is going to need
I write it has twenty-five companies, all working, and
a new leading lady. One of the two impresses him with
director

pencil, lip stick,

—

—

;

—

THERE DANGER

—

—

•

We

;

number is rather low. It offers the biggest market
of any studio. Mr. Fred Dagit, the casting director, who
kindly gave me much of the most helpful information in
this

other studios, they are
but any one can see that
relative chances here are good.
Watch the newspapers
for advertisements for needed actors.
Some of these
f^ fakes, but there are many genuine ones.
Do not
this

article,

says that, like

overcrowded with applicants

all
;

The other does not.
possibilities.
knows why one appeals to him more than

charm, with potential

Heaven

only

He just "can't see one" and
the other. He doesn't.
he can see the other, that is all. The other girl or the
other man may appeal to another director, but never to
him. Henceforth this girl or man who makes the apAll over
peal has a pull with that particular director.
the motion-picture world this kind of thing is recognized.

—
Can You Break

Don't expect to be welcomed.
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The studios have a glittering stare for any one daring to approach them,
at the

Lasky

Every one knows that Mary A. has a pull with one
director, Helen B. with another, John C. with a third.
It is a perfectly legitimate pull, and it is going to last
just as long as the profession.
All it means is that the
director has to believe in some one, as he simply has to
believe to keep on working and that Mary A. or Helen
B. or John C. has somehow impressed him that there
is a big future there if he will work for it.
The whole
motion-picture profession knows how suddenly a director will take hold of a hitherto unknown or little-known
actor or actress and "make" him or her.
Nobody can

explain why it wasn't done before or why it was ever
The only thing left for you is to pray some
done.
director will discover you some day and make you. Then
you will have a pull with that director, who will rave
over you, believe in you, and work with you while other
folks wonder how you did it, and you, if you are honest,
will wonder a bit yourself.
There are other kinds of pull in this business without
Any one with money can put a girl on the
a doubt.
screen many have done it but no one can make her
last.
The thing that gave the pull with the director is,
after all, something honestly worth while, something
that will make a hit with a motion-picture audience.
If the girl financed into pictures has it she will last.
Without it she will be off the screen before long. In
the matter of pull the odds are even.
Is there danger for a girl in the motion-picture business? Danger in this connection means just one thing
danger of bartering one's virtue for a job or promotion
or of losing it for nothing. In a recent magazine article
Mr. Benjamin B. Hampton, himself a producer, states
that "a girl runs no more risk in the movies than she
would encounter in the shoe factories of Lynn, Massachusetts; the carpet factories of Yonkers, New York;
or a wholesale drug establishment in Atlanta, Georgia."

—

—

—

These are extras waiting

studios.

am

not acquainted with these particular geographical
tell the reason that led Mr. Hampton
to this particular selection, but, assuming that they are
merely ordinary industrial centers of their kind and no
worse than others, I am going to disagree with him.
There is much more danger for a girl in the motionpicture and theatrical profession than in any of which
And the reason is this
I know except trained nursing.
that the people in the motion-picture and theatrical profession, whatever their standard for morals, are, for the
most part, such charming, lovable people that their personalities loom larger than their conventional worth.
The girl who, in her teens, goes from home life into
pictures is almost sure to know that there are two classes
of people
those who are "nice," and those who are
"not nice." When she gets into pictures she finds many
people who, according to her ideas, are "not nice" and
yet who are awfully jolly, lovable human beings.
If
she met a real stage or screen villain she would repulse
him sternly, but she will meet folks much kinder perha;is
than any she has known so good to her that she is
disarmed. They have, moreover, no intention of doing
her harm indeed they do not know her idea of "harm"
as she knows it. This insidious changing of standards,
this toppling over of her own artificial world of "nice"
and "not nice" leaves many a young girl honestly so
perplexed that she is likely to flounder badly.
girl
h'ke this recently applied for a job at one of the big
The director asked her to raise her skirts to
studios.
her knees as he had to have short-skirted girls in the
picture.
She complied and he engaged her. But she
I

spots

and cannot

—

—

;

A

hesitated.

"What do I have to do?" she asked. The director
explained, but although the matter was merely one of
short skirts she still hesitated.
"Are the girls in this picture good girls?" she asked.

:

:
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Movies?
now.
Decide that because you
have to undress in semipublic manner in the studios is no reason for
being careless of your body at any

Try not to be a prig
or a prude, but don't be the least
afraid of being called one."
other time.

Mr. Hampton advises bringing
your mother, aunt, or some motherly, elderly lady with you.
This
is always good advice
I wonder
if he would give it about the carpet
factories
but many, many
girls, and young men, too, who

—

—

would
mothers

be
will

better

off

for

their

have to come alone.

Lack of money and confessing
are the two most potent

failure

reasons for a girl going wrong.
Don't come without the money.
And if you are going to be

ashamed when you

fail don't tell
the neighbors why you are coming.
Tell them you are coming
It is better
out for your health.
far to lie about that than to stick

on and on and do unmentionable
A

fioiiiedy

/

company

is

a hard

things because you are ashamed to
And when you have
face them.
failed don't hang about one moGo home, or go somewhere else and earn your
It's fatal to morals, to your whole progress, to

training school, but they offer the best opportunities.

perhaps, for the beginner.

/'

The director quashed her engagement. He said he
could not take care of her morals or of those of the
other girls in the picture.
She had to do that. But
that girl was in the position of trying to put her "nice"
world into the studios. It can't be done. By patient
weeding you will find your kind of people in the studios,
for the studios are big enough to have all kinds of
jicople.
But you will have to take them as you find
them and know every one as you go along. The risk
comes in many ways, partly because girls have to think
constantly of their bodies, partly because they have to
do a good deal of semipublic dressing and undressing,
which is certainly not a part of the business of shoe
factories or carpet factories or wholesale drug shops.
And if a girl is as attractive as she ought to be to be in
pictures at all, men are going to like her and make all
kinds of advances to her. She will have these from two
sets of men, those inside the studio and those out. There
is no question that there are studio hangers-on, as there
are stage hangers-on, and women who have worked long
with clubs for girls at Hollywood say frankly that there
ifi
a set of men, some very rich, some moderately so,
who hang about, waiting to get acquainted with the girls
who work at the studios.
wise girl will leave them
entirely alone.
Men in high-powered touring cars are
not safe playmates for working girls.
Then there are
the men who are her companions, who work with her.
She can very soon and very easily make them understand just where she stands.
She may be a bit lonely
tor a time, but she will find her own kind of men sooner
oi later.
She won't have to buy promotion or a place
with her body; that is certain. She may do it if she
wants to perhaps there are still directors and assistant
directors who do that kind of thing, but as a whole the
industry is worked along clean lines, and any girl who
believes anything else is foolish indeed.
If it were my daughter who was starting in I would
say to her
"Decide where you intend to stand. Decide that people can be lovable and pleasant and yet far from conventional moraHty. Steer clear of such vintil after many
years you can take them at their real worth. You cannot

A

;

rrient.

living.

hang on and on.
How can you tell?
director at

Mr. Louis M. Goodstadt, casting
Famous Players-Lasky, who supplied me with

much information

for this article, says that this is the
quote him
"After six months you should have engagements as
an extra, enough of them to provide a wardrobe and
help pay for your board, if not wholly pay for it. You
began on five dollars a day you ought to be getting from
seven and a half to ten dollars a day as an extra. After
the first year you ought to be getting small parts at from
seventy-five to one hundred and twenty-five dollars a
v/eek.
If 3'ou are doing this you have the right to
test.

I

;

hang on."

know whether you
you never become a star or a
player of prominence. There are some men and women
Vi'ho like the profession in itself and who are wil!in<;" to
keep on whether they succeed or not, beyond the making
of a comfortable income, which is a success in itself.
Los Angeles is a pleasant place in which to live, a thing
which many former stage actresses and actors have
For this reason older people stand
already found out.
There are
little chance of getting into the business.
always on hand ex-vaudevillians enough to give a goodly
supply for the older parts, experienced peo]:)le, and to
these are added every year screen actresses and actors
who are growing old.
,
^
At

want

the end of two years you will

to stay on, even

if

With every motion-picture company using three men
woman, a young man is likely to know his chances

to one

—

long before two years have passed. Now suppose you
like the profession and want to work about motion pictures and you cannot make good as an actor or actress.
mighty
Yes.
Is there anything else you can do?

A

poor actor sometimes makes an excellent director.

There

are assistant directors who become directors who have
started as actors. Many of the camera men, electricians,
scenery men, carpenters, et cetera, have been would-be
Although there are few women
actors at one time.
Continued on page 110

The Wildest Day

in

Hollywood
When all

You'll be thrilled

the greatest of
learning

to hold carnival

Hollywood turns out

some show!
what

all

movie

by

carnivals,

and interested

your favorites contributed
gayety of the affair.

By

Herbert

it

is

this description of

to

in

the

Howe

THERE

has been a bloodless revolution in the
as recorded in the Grill of this
issue.
I suspect Petrograd was like this after
the czar took bootlegger's leave and the muzhiks cut
Many of the
out vodka to put on their own show.
Hollywood nobles have gone into retirement, and those
who remain have cast off formality. Daniel Frohman
is the great leader who succeeded in staging a real
democratic demonstration of the players, by the
players, for the players. Princes smiled at proletariats,
and one man's money was as good as another's.
Heretofore if a star recognized me upon second
meeting I asked him for an autographed photograph.
But now oh, my clear
they wave
I have five such.
Sometimes they even offer to pick you up in
at you.
their equipages.
But that's dangerous.
You never
know how many payments have been made. The
film

capital,

—

—

!

—

you at any moment and leave
you hanging on the brow of Lookout Mountain or
clasping the epidermis of the Arroyo Seco. Only yesterday I saw Eddie Sutherland and May MacAvoy
sheriff is likely to evict

on the curb.
"What's happened

sitting

to Eddie.
He said they

were

to

your droskky?"

I cried

gayly

just resting.

That's what most actors are doing now.
Unlike
Mr. Sutherland and Miss MacAvoy, however, the majority are in no need of rest. Those who tell you they
are "between pictures" have been so for five months.
No longer are there two weeks' vacation between
stellar efforts, no matter what contracts may say.
Either one works all the time or one vacates permanently.
Those who have not joined the great democracy of the unemployed are fearful of the draft.
Hence Mr. Frohman caught Hollywood in a fraternal mood.
Naturally there was sympathy for the
Actors' Fund charity.
No actor knows at what time
he may be journeying to the Thespian home in the
East.
few months ago the million-a-minute men
would have scorned the need for a fund to protect
them against possible poverty. But now, with palaces
and motor cars and other necessities of life going at
auction, the spirit of sweet charity comes into her own.
The carnival for the benefit of the Actors' Fund was
held in the hippodromic stadium in Beverly Hills.
It
was a regular actors' fair. All the birds and the eggs
were there.
The hyperbole "all-star" was never so

A

literally

true.

The Lady

Who

Does Not Care and

I set

forth in a

rang out high noon
Although we arrived early we had to
in Hollywood.
dock the tug about three miles out and it wasn't beRanged for leagues
cause we carried anything either.
and fathoms and kilometers about were handsome maLowering
chines, richly upholstered and mortgaged.
ourselves over the sides, we soon were struggling in the
"Humantides of humanity, as the subtitle would say.

piratical fliv just as cafeteria trays

—

Elinor Glyn, attired as an Egyptian seeress, officiated as a

fortune
ity,"
if

teller.

Lady Who Does Not Care. "Well,
what the war was fought for, I'm a con-

sniffed the

this

is

scientious objector."
The head of a family platoon had just taken a stand
on the rhinestone buckle of my lady's slipper.
fear the Lady
Does Not Care will never
I
become a true democrat short of the guillotine. As for
me, 'twas a glorious sight. Not even in France have
All the
I seen such a splendidly undisciplined army.
tourist populace of Los Angeles had responded to the
call.
Iowa must have gone way over its quota.
The first onslaught was staged by the program sellers
at the gate, and well-nigh routed the shock troops from
Missouri. The next attack almost caused dissension in

Who
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Hollywood

in

with

orchestra;

Harem Show with

Dick
its

Ferris'

hundred-

thousand-dollar collection of "art
in the nude," which was exerting
a potent lure on the gentlemen
from Missouri Mrs. William De
Mille's art studio with living artists' on display
a cage full of
trained and untrained authors in
charge of Mrs. Rupert Hughes;
Charlie Ray's country store with
Charlie as hick clerk, assisted by
;

;

"Los Angeles society girls" who
seemed quite at home behind the
counter Mrs. Charles Ray's em;

broidery booth a Spanish restaurant and fandango palace Charlie
A snapshot taken at the rodeo, showing Tony Moreno, in Spanish costume, and at
Murray's '49 camp with bathing
his right, Douglas Fairbanks and Jack Pickford.
girls, vaudeville show, and a mastodonic she-blonde, dubbed the
Golden Nugget, who sang "Silver Threads Among the
the ranks. Ann Forrest made a brilliant sally and landed
with her cigarette tray right in the middle of a large
Gold" in a near-beer tremolo a Blue Law street patrolled
agrarian family. She placed a gold-tipped fag between
by ex-bandit Al Jennings Dan Frohman's art theater
her lips, lit it, and handed it to the patriarch of the
with "The Triangle" drama enacted every thirty secclan.
onds an American bar with a home-brew tenor as rival
"Yours for a quarter !" she cried.
to the Golden Nugget in Murray's place.
"We give no quarter !" cried the valiant wife of the
"See the world's greatest authoress and have your
patriarch.
fortune told !" bawled a ballyhoo.
But, despite his right guide, the old rascal dug into
Sure enough, 'twas Elinor Glyn with an Egyptian
his wallet after good butter-and-egg indemnity.
front
That is, her tent had an Egyptian bodice that
"Remember you're made it look like the bungalow of Mr. and Mrs. Cheops.
"Silas!" screamed his helpmate.
!"
Elinor gave psychic demonstrations and proved a pera deacon
Silas trembled for a moment, rallied, and bravely paid
fect charlatan.
full-bosomed matron steamed up, towing a rubberhis tribute.
"Somebody's pew rent gone for a pill," muttered
collared gentleman and seven lollypopped offspring. She
the Lady Who Does Not Care, still suffering under
all but stormed Elinor's tent before the barker could
The dreadonly three dollars."
her rhinestones.
yell, "Tickets here
naught made an about-face in half a count. "We'll be
I already had one of my favorite-emmas in my mouth,
back later," she said, and away steamed the convoy as
but it was unlit. Ann snatched it away and put it in
working order for half a dollar, which I thought cheap,
though it had sighted a submarine.
considering I didn't have to take a gold tip.
Rubye de Remer, golden and chic, paid the grand"Thank you !" shouted Ann, and was off after Sa- opera price and waited her turn, chatting with Gloria
Samantha lowered her specs like a
Swanson, a symphony in gray.
mantha Allen.
drawbridge, recognized Ann as the sweet little girl of
Business was not rushing for Elinor, so Bert Lytell
Oh, what a scandal there
took the platform as barker. Bert seized the megaphone
the movies, and took one.
and yelled:
would be in Thompkinsville if the villagers could have
Palms down on the
Elinor Glyn
"Come on in
seen Sister Samantha purchasing a pill!
!"
"Write your name on it, will you, honey?" asked
tiger skin
Hearing this, Madame Glyn drained off a flagon of
Samantha, true to her bargain instinct if not her moral.
The vast bowl of the stadium was circled by side oolong.
"Who is that vulgah puhson that shouteth without?"
shows and concession booths, while mingling in the conshe demanded when sufficiently revived. When I passed
course were huckstresses, some in Parisian frocks,
the place an hour later Bert was not there.
some in riding habits, and some in harem trousers. If
Next to Little Egypt's hangar was the house of the
spirits of departed mortals still hover over the earth,
famous authors. The Lady Who Does Not Care insisted
the shades of the Pharaohs and P. T. Barnum must have
upon going in to have a look at Lord Byron. I guess
been doing tail spins over the stadium that day. It was
I asked her if she
she thought it was a waxworks.
ideal circus weather with the sun turned on full, breedwouldn't like to take a peep at Chaucer's carcass also.
Aeroing a lust for pink pop and ice-cream cones.
Ignoring, as is her custom, she vamped the gatekeeper
planes played in the skies and dropped paper. But when
and entered. I followed, hoping to see Ring Lardner
some confetti chanced to lodge in the imperial chapeau
and F. Scott Fitzgerald. But the only ones who seemed
of the Lady Who Does Not Care she let out a squawk
to be eminent among the samples on display were Rob
that would have made you think they were dropping
Wagner and Upton Sinclair. Up didn't look at all like
window weights or ten-day eggs.
The squawk so frightened the monkey who was as- the hero of "The Brass Check." He looked like a
Humphry Ward gallant in cream dimity. The only persisting Raymond Hatton at the hand organ that he spilled
son of distinction I saw was the girl who waited on
his tin cup, and I was compelled to dig trenches look;

;

;

;

;

!

A

—

!

!

ing for the change.

our

With Mabel Normand as guide, we then did double
time around the track, Mabel pointing out the sights.
There was the Uplifters' '49 camp with dance hall, bar,
dancing girls, et cetera much winking over the et

"Oh, I'm the only nobody here!" she said in a pretty
English accent to match her complexion.
Later I
"I knew you were distinguished," I said.

— Sid

cetera

—

Grauman's Million Dollar Beauty

Show

table.

discovered her to be the daughter of Cleveland Moffet,
I now esteem a great author.

whom

—
The Wildest Day
After young Miss Moffet had served us ale and
cheese we staggered outside, where the One-and-Only
was being raffled off. The One-and-Only is a volume
of original manuscripts from forty-five famous authors.
Among the renowned literati who contributed are Perley
Poore Sheehan, Paderewski, Bayard Veiller, Judge Ben
Lindsay, Upton Sinclair, Douglas Fairbanks, and Charlie
Chaplin. I was wishing George Jean Nathan could have
been there. He would have mortgaged his cellar to get
that classic.
But I refused to take a chance because
Ring and Fitz hadn't been counted in.
"Only a dollar !" pleaded the ballyhoo.
"I'd like to read what Paderewski wrote,' said the
Lady Who Does Not Care.
said I,
"Ya, and you'd probably want to play it
'

refusing to grasp the hint.
"I wonder if Doug Fairbanks put any of his 'Laugh
and Live' in it?" continued the Lady, who does not give

up

easily.

"I dunno," said I. "But I can laugh and live a darned
sight better if I don't read it. And as for what Charlie
Chaplin's press agent wrote, I read his last fiction about
Charlie being burned and it was too morbid for my

happy temperament."
!"
"Only a dollar
Samantha Allen heaved

forward

with

hand

bag

Hollywood
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numerous

lotteries.
While thus engaged I espied the
mercantile Ann Forrest charging the crowd again, this
!"
time swinging p, batik wrapper.
"Fits any figger
screamed Ann.
"Fifty cents a chance !"
Stuart

Holmes won

it.

Just as the excitement was dying out we were assaulted by newsgirls shouting, "Extra
Extra
Nazi!

mova kidnaped

!

!"

I hastily purchased a paper, which proved to be Tlie
Spotlight, with screamer headlines that would do credit

William Randolph Hearst. The big story, of course,
was the kidnaping of Alia by Daniel Frohman, who had
been seen with the struggling young Russian actress
lying across the pommel of his motor cycle as he sped
to

for his retreat in Laurel Canon.
Another head carried the news that Pauline Frederick
had applied for police protection against herself. Pauline had called up headquarters and said she had the
peculiar feeling that she was going to remarry Willard
Mack and she wanted the cops to come right out and
stop her. The paper stated that a cordon of braves had
been placed about the Frederick cote with orders to
stop any suspicious-looking party who might be carrying
a marriage license on his hip.
The sun was slinking behind Dick Ferris' harem
probably with Olive Alcorn, the shapely danseuse
v/hen the Lady
Does Not Care declared she would
perish if she didn't have a hot dog.
Colleen Moore
arrived with a tray just in time to check the death rattle.
The moon came out at last with a signal to bring on
the women, and the night spectacle, "The Eternal jF'\iinine," a vision of The Adornment of Woman and thc|
Awakening of Romance was staged in the cer<:er of the

Who

hoisted.

"How many copies
When informed that

dollar?" she inquired.
she was buying only a chance,
Samantha hauled down the purse and said she'd wait
until the Poultry Journal put it in a clubbing offer.
for

the

Who

Does Not Care scornfully remarked
Samantha never read anything but the
books by Sears-Roebuck and an occasional seed catalogue.
I knew the jab was meant for me, but I swore
Ld rather buy a dollar's worth of hot dogs than the
same amount of literature. A lot of others seemed
to be feeling the same, because the lottery had

The Lady

in

that she bet old

Eventually,
be continued after the festival.
however, the book brought five thousand dollars,
which is only a trifle more than I spent giving
my friends copies of "This Side of Paradise."
"Come right in and dance with your favorite
movie star for ten cents," whispered a barker in
my ear. It was the actors' dancing pavilion, but

to

was Kala Pasha
shimmying with
Kala.
So we moved on to where Bill Russell
was bellowing for Dan Frohman's "The Triangle."
Every thirty seconds the cast changed, players beI saw
ing drafted from those who patronized.
the show put on by Bert Lytell, Robert Edeson,
Lois Wilson, Rubye de Remer, Herbert Rawlinson,
Walter MacGrail, Aimee Torriania, Eileen Percy,
and several other Barrymores and Bernhardts of
the dumb drama. The Lady Who Does Not Care
the only movie star I saw around
I didn't think I'd get a thrill

and

performed five different times before her dramatic
thirst had been quenched and we could go outside
to viev/ the track events.
Antonio Moreno in his cootie roadster

was

to

big fliv, but Tod didn't show
race Tod Sloan 'vn
Undaimtec Tony raced alone, then donated
up.
his pet car to te raffled off for the fund.
There was a wild-West rodeo in which Douglas
.

Fairbanks, Dustin Farnum, Will Rogers, "Hoot"
Gibson, Roy S':ev/art, Antonio Moreno, Bill Hart,
"Buck" Jones, Harry Carey, and Jack Holt were
supposed to participate under the direction of Tom
Mix. I didn't see it, but it may have taken place
while I was watching the Lady, lest she light-finger
some of the embroidery in Mrs. Ray's booth or
gamble away her savings of a lifetime on the

Continubv* on puge 108

For further details concerning how Colleen Moore was pressed
service at the wild-West tavern, see Fannv the Fan.
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CHAPTER X.
CLAUDIA DORVENN,

I

could shake you to think
you don't go on the
stage!" I told my lovely hostess,
when she joined me on the south
terrace the next noon.
"Your
looks are simply wasted on the
!"
screen
"Don't encourage me," she answered, stretching out in a long
wicker chair and staring down
across the rose gardens. "I want
to do it so much, but I simply
haven't any voice for stage work,
you know; I couldn't be heard
back of the third row.
I'm
studying all the time, of course,
but oh, my dear!"
I/, turned as she leaped to her
•^^^'just in time to see my young
son plunge headlong into the
shallow pool, on the edge of
which he had been sitting dangling his bare feet in the water,
and trying to scoop up a goldfish in the big water-lily pad
which he held.
He landed on all fours, staggered to his feet, and then, as
Claudia and I dashed to the
water's edge, he laughingly made
his way among the water lilies to
the very center of the pool and
stood there shouting gleefully at

—

.

WHAT HAS GONE BEFORE.
THERE no class of people more
is

motion-picture stars they love the most, the
author of this amazing narrative discovered
soon after her husband went into motion pictures.
At first it amused her to hear the comments on the life of motion-picture players
that were made by the people who did not
really know them.
But later on the realization came to her that the great public only
believed lies about motion-picture players because they did not know the truth.
So she
started this gripping series of disclosures about
motion-picture life as she has known it, determined to give fans a true picture of the
people they admired.
Hugh Beresford the name she has given
her famous husband depends on her so much
for advice and sympathy and helpful suggestions that his friends too fall into the habit
of making her their confidante.
There was
Danny Gardner, for instance, who fell in love
with Hugh's leading woman. He thought his
life was wrecked when her mother persuaded
her to give him up, but Sally who is telling
the story decided to try her hand at matchmaking and invited him to join her and Hugh
at the home of Claudia Dorvenn, who had
proved not to be the vampire that the screen
and many rumors had painted her.
New stories of prominent film players are
constantly being interwoven in this narrative,
as their lives touch those of Sally and Hugh.
Even if you have missed the opening installments, read the story now.
You may find
your favorite in this and succeeding parts of
the story.

—
—

"Junior, come back here this instant!" I commanded.
But young as he was, he must have realized my impotence to make him mind, for he just planted his sturdy
little legs wide apart and defied me, for the first time
in his life.

could have made him mind, I'm sure, but Hugh
to the railway station to meet Danny Gardner.
Claudia and I stood there staring at each other,
trying not to encourage Junior by laughing at him, and
thoroughly disgusted with our inability to handle the

Hugh

had driven

situation.

"We'll have to get him out at once, or he'll be chilled
through, even though the day is so warm," I declared.
"I'll just have to wade in after him, I suppose."
"No wait a minute; you needn't do that it would
ruin your gorgeous frock, and I know a better way, I
think," Claudia cut in, as I sat down on the grass and
began to untie one pump.
And there followed one of the funniest scenes I've
ever played audience to it was delicious. For Claudia
Dorvenn, famous on several continents as one of the
most beguiling vampires on the screen, knelt down on
the wide marble rim that encircled the pool and devoted all her artistry to enticing that two-year-old son
of mine back to dry land.
She held out her hands and coaxed, cajoled, and

—

—

—

—

us.

—

mis-

understood by the public than the very

cooed at him in a low, warm
voice with a hint of laughter in
it,

that

delight.

made Hughie gurgle with
She caught up two or

three of the gorgeous lilies and
tossed them to him, and he
shouted joyously and tossed them
back.
His mutiny had turned
into a game, but he didn't know
it.
She praised him extravagantly, and he beamed with pride
and splashed so hard that he
nearly lost his balance.
Then, quite suddenly, she lost
interest in him.
She turned
away, picked a great yellow rose
from the bush beside her, and
devoted all her attention to it.

Hughie

didn't care

for this at

He

shouted to her, threw
the lilies around, and waited for
her to laugh, but she didn't even
see him.
He shouted again, but
she gave no sign that she had
heard. Finall}^ half anxious and
half disgusted, he went stumbling through the lily pads to
where she sat, put his damp little arms around her neck, and
tried to wheedle her into being
all.

friendly again.
"Oh, you darling infant!" she
cried, catching him up in her
arms, "I adore you and how I
!"
wish vou belons^ed to me
And just then Hugh and
Danny came upon us, throitgh the clematis-hung arbor.
They had seen the whole thing.
So that was how Danny and Claudia met she with
my bedraggled son clinging to her neck, so that her
And
eyes met Danny's over Junior's dripping curls.
when I saw how Danny's face lighted up, and how
Claudia's eyes widened, I felt exactly like Old Lady
Fate. Our gorgeous vampire was going to have a beau
at last, like any dear little covtntry girl
Hugh had had Danny bring him the script of his
first picture
the continuity writer had just finished with
and Hugh and I wanted to go over it together. So
it
we were busy most of the time, and Claudia, with Danny
and Jimior, wandered through the gorgeous gardens or
went motoring. It was heavenly vveather, and if there
ever was a more perfect setting for a love affair, I don't
know what it could have been.
"You ought to call this place 'Garden of Eden,' Claudia," Hugh told her, one evening, when we were having dinner out in the pergola that faced the hills.
"It is almost perfect enough for that, isn't it?" she
"And yet I want to get out of it to-night.
agreed.
There's going to be a dance at that big hotel in Lenox,
really a gorgeous affair for charity, with a lot of the
diplomats and other summer people as gttests, and I
"
thought that is, I wondered

—

—

I

—

—

—

—

:

The

—

"Of course
"And let's

let's

go

!" I cried,

Revelations of a

knowing how

she'd love

not go as ourselves in such a crowd as
!"
that nobody will recognize you celebrities
"Marvelous I'm going to be Pamela Hicks
Yes,
I am !" Claudia insisted, facing our storm of protest.
"Being named Hicks will be just like eating bread and
butter after having nothing but cream puffs."
"All right I shall turn my back on 'Daniel' forever
and call myself Putnam Wellington if you scorn distinction, I'm going to have it," declared Danny.
I've
forgotten what names Hugh and I chose, but they were
so unlike our own that Hugh wrote them down on his
cuff so we'd be able to remember them.
It was a gorgeous dance, and Claudia looked absoHer gown was a very simple little
lutely marvelous.
thing of white net, caught up with garlands of French
flowers, and her red hair and violet eyes had never been
more beautiful, I felt sure. I was so proud of her
when we entered the ballroom and every one turned and
it.

;

—

!

—

—

stared.

And she was as happy as any young girl at her first
party.
She simply glowed. As for Danny, he raved
his head off about her, nor could any one have blamed
him.
"She's the loveliest thing I've ever known!" he told
me once when we were daijcing together. "She's so
beautiful, and has such character, and such a really

wonderful disposition

"

Wife

Star's
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"And what about Carol Burnet, Danny?" I asked.
"Was I right when I told you that you weren't really
and that when the hurt was over you'd
you hadn't cared so awfully much after all?"
"You're always right, Sally," he answered vv^ith the
boyish grin that is so endearing.
"But I was crazy
about Claudia from the minute I saw her coaxing Junior
out of that lily pond. She was so wonderful about it
she certainly loves children and knows a lot about them,

in love with her,
find that

doesn't she?"
I smiled a bit to myself at that, for Claudia has said
to me shortly after that little episode
"I'm sorry that your nice Danny saw me trying the
vampire tactics of the screen on Junior he'll be like
the other men I've met, I'm afraid, and think that I'm
a professional charmer off the screen as well as on."
"He'll never recognize the vamping part try it on
him," I'd advised, but she'd laughed and answered, "I'd
never be able to I like him too well, and, anyway, I'm
too bashful in real life to do the things that succeed
on the screen. Anyway, they have to succeed there because the scenario arranges that they shall; I'm certain
that half the wiles that go in the movies never would
get across with a regular man !"
And I thought of
that, of course, when Danny began talking about her.
That party was such a success that Claudia and
Danny went crazy over the idea of repeating it. They
went to another one the next night, and came home per;

—

;

—

I
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over their success in discarding their

hilarious

fame.

"A man did
me that I

ask me, though, if any one had ever
looked like Claudia Dorveen," Claudia
laughed, when they were telling Hugh and me about it.
'x\nd when I asked who she was, and he said she was
a famous and very wicked woman, I was horribly
shocked !" And she went off into gales of laughter.
She was still chuckling over that when she came into
my room the next morning, while I was dressing Hughic
told

We

;

My

Junior.

me borrow

your son, Sally," she begged.
"Danny and I are going off in the car, and I adore
having the baby, you know. Can't he come ?"
"Of course will you be home for luncheon?' I answered, endeavoring to lasso the squirming Junior with
"Please

let

—

his sailor tie.

still.

—

—

^ater.

—

"Good heavens ^re they trying te lynch 'em?" gasped
Hugh, as he swung the car around into a vacant space
"Danny must have run over
at one side of the jail.
somebody, or something

was frightened

like that."

then he laughed and said
he'd been joking, as he lifted me over the door that
was the quickest way out and hustled me along toward
th' steps of the ramshackle little building.
Somehow we got through the crowd and into the
office inside, though the fussy little man who was keeping the crowd back didn't want to let us in. But Hugh
convinced him that we'd come on official business, so
he opened the doors, and we pushed into a stuffy, glaringly lighted little room.
And there sat Claudia, on a tumble-down old couch,
I didn't even see Danny at
with Junior in her lap.
first; all I could see was that son of mine, who was
sleeping as peacefully as if he'd been in his crib at
home. Claudia thrust him into my arms, and then sank
back in a corner of the couch with a sigh that came
I

"Yes, indeed we're just going down to Stockbridge
for some candy," she answered, and went off downstairs with the boy bouncing along beside her.
But they weren't back for luncheon. They weren't
back for dinner, either, and Hugh, pretending that he
only did it because I was worried, and not at all because he was pretty anxious himself, phoned everywhere
that they could possibly have gone to see if there'd been
an accident. But he couldn't get any trace of them.
Nine o'clock came, and ten. Hugh's face got grimmer and grimmer, and I choked down so many sobs
that my throat felt swollen.
I could just see the roadster q;/erturned in a ditch somewhere, and the mutilated
body of my baby boy lying in the mud and brackish

'

—

"All right but let's remember it; it's just the thing
for that stunning long shot I've wanted for the picture."
talked shop all the rest of the way not because
v/e were so completely absorbed in the subject, but because we both wanted to keep our minds ofif the prosj^ect
that confronted us.
Having two of your friends in
jail isn't exactly comforting.
I think every one in the town of Grantstown was
grouped around the jail when we arrived; anyway,
there was a mob crowding around the narrow, barred
windows and trying to peek through.
heart stood

at first

;

—

—

jangling summons had never been
before as when it brought Hugh and
me running in from the terrace where we'd been anxiously watching the drive.
Hugh reached it first, but
turned and handed the receiver to me I think he
thought I'd go mad if I had to wait an instant for
the news.
"Hello hello, Sally?" It was Danny's voice. "Say,
will you and Hugh come down here to Grantstown and
bail us out?
We're in jail!"

from her heart.
"Don't look so frightened, Sally," she begged,
Beware, though
"You're whiter than any ghost
you're associating with an impostor."
"Yes'm," Danny chimed in, hunching himself up on
"You're
a kitchen chair, that stood on my other side.

CHAPTER XL

And so Danny
I settled down with my son.
laimched forth on his tale.
"We headed for Stockbridge," he began. "And then"
well, that is, I
I got to trying to pursuade Claudia
"You needn't look so sheepish about it; you were
asking her to marry you, of course; I can see it by the
way you're both blushing," I cut in.
"Your insight is nothing if not amazing," declared
Danny with a grin, dragging his chair over to where
he could be beside Claudia. "As it happens, you're right.
And somehow, we got off the main road, and took a
lane that was awfully pretty, and then switched off on
another road, and after a while we got lost. And we
couldn't find a telephone, to call you folks, and then
we had a blow-out, and had it fixed at a garage, and
then discovered that I'd left my money in my other
clothes and Claudia hadn't brought a pocketbook.
"So we couldn't pay the man who'd sold us the new

The

so

telephone

welcome

to

bell's

me

—

—

;

—
—

—

We

A

:

I

suppose so," agreed Hugh.

"Sometimes

I

think we'd better bring Junior up to be something staid
Gosh, what
and dependable a plumber, for choice.
!"
a view, Sally look off across that valley
"I will when we pass it on the way home," I an"I can
swered, trying to pin down my flying hair.
appreciate it better when I have Son in my arms."

—

—

!

company of criminals; will you bail us out first
and hear the horrible details later, or leave us here to
suffer till court convenes?"
"I'll do the bailing out while you tell Sally the facts,"
offered Hugh, who'd been having a word or two with
in the

him while

While Hugh ran to the garage and got one of the
cars I slipped into my warmest coat and got a sweater
for him and one for Junior almost before I had mine
buttoned up Hugh had driven around to the door, and
we were off down the drive but my thoughts had raced
far ahead of even the speeding car.
rather cool, and with a full
It was a gorgeous night
moon that showed whenever the wind subsided enough
to leave it clear of the little clouds that went scudding
seemed to fly before the wind, too
across it.
felt as if we had wings.
to Z,"
"I thought I knew Danny Gardner from
Hugh exclaimed, as we tore along a deserted road, beside one of those long, white fences that mark New
England for the motorist. "But what crazy thing he's
done now it's beyond me to imagine."
"I should have asked him, I suppose, but just as
soon as I found out where they were my one thought
was to get started," I answered. "If this ever gets out
people will say 'Isn't that exactly like motion-picture
people, though?' no matter how it came about."
"Yes,

straight

—

—

of course, this would all happen when we hadn't
a spare along, and not one of the old ones was worth
The financial situation didn't worry me any,
patching.
though: I remarked with all the nonchalance in the
world, 'Sorry I haven't any money, but I'll give you
my card, and when I get home I'll mail you a check.'

tire

"

And

with that I started to drive ofif
"And the garage man stopped us !" Claudia burst in.
"He was horribly ugly, the minute he looked at Danny's
card, and he said: 'No, siree, young man, you don't
Continued on page 90

Two
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assistant directors sat on a snowbank and watched Eva Novak, bundled in furs, battle
her way through the seven-foot snowdrifts the beautiful heroine lost and despairing in
the wilds of the frozen North.
"Gosh," remarked one assistant director to the other. "I wish they'd finish that scene and call
it a day.
I've got my mind all made up for oysters on the half shell and chicken a la king for
dinner, and there's going to be a dance to-night."
It's a strenuous life in the movies, but not for the Western players when they go to the YoLocation work for "Alaskan" scenes made there is very different from that done
semite Valley.
by members of Eastern companies who have to endure the rigors of "Arctic City."
Yosemite was designed, and the Sentinel Hotel was built long before studios started card indexing the scenery, but if it had been done with an eye to locations, it could not have been improved
upon.
Wilderness of the wildest and civiHzation of the most luxurious nestle cozily side by side.
Does the combination appeal to screen actors? It does. Many a scene of the "trackless Northwest" has Yosemite for its home address. Camp life is all very well for summer location work,
but in winter there is a certain appeal about being able to spend the day clambering over seven
feet of snow and the evening in a comfortable hotel lobby.
However, there is plenty of strenuous work to be done to get those scenes full of crisp winter
In "The
cold that flash so gratefully before the eyes of an audience in a summer-heated theater.
Cave Girl," a Jesse D. Hampton picture filmed in Yosemite last winter, there are a few scenes
that only those who have visited the valley and climbed the eleven miles of trail to Glacier Point
They are scenes without any actors at all, and the real
will be able to appreciate thoroughly.
hero never appears except in one brief line on the screen -"Photography by Victor Milner."
From Glacier Point there is a superb view of the valley, miles on miles of glittering snow-covered slopes, dark patches of forest, huge cliffs shouldering through the snow, and the great Sierras
The director knew how much it- would add to the scenic beauty of the picture; also
beyond.
he knew how much Bell-Howells weigh. He realized that it was a tough job, but

—

—

Freeze-Outs
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Well, Milner set out on his eleven-mile stroll over
the drifts, and when he came back he had safel}^
'"canned" some of the most beautiful panoramic views
of Yosemite Valley in winter that were ever taken.
But that was a night when Milner was mighty glad
to tuck his feet under a regular dinner table, instead of
sitting on a hard log by a camp fire, and to have all
the season's dainties set before him instead of stowing
away bacon and beans.
Every actor who has worked in Yosemite Valley has
Something
tender memories of those Yosemite meals.
in the crisp air of the valley does amazing things to

anyway. Even
Hampton, who under ordinary circumstances "must be

theatrical appetites, traditionally active,
" that threatening

careful, or

Yosemite a

fatter

Civilization

may

phrase of doctors, left

and a happier man.
furnish snowy table linen, polished

and steam-heated hotel rooms, but scenario writers have a habit of putting into their stories of the
frozen North, rude, rough things like bears and wolves,
Yosemite has an extento say nothing of dog teams.
sive repertoire of wild life, and the Yosemite forest
rangers have never yet been baffled by unexpected demands.
silver,

De Luxe
While the Hampton company was filming "The Cave
it dawned upon the director that the cast was

Girl,"

incomplete.
He needed a bear, a large, shaggy, businesslike bear to meet the hero face to face on a narrow
trail
whereupon the two were to stage a mutual flight
in
opposite directions.
Chief Ranger Forrest S.
Townsley was called into conference.
"Say, Townsley," pleaded the director, "we've got
to have a bear, a regular honest-to-goodness bear.

—

How

about it?"

"Bear?"
him ?"

said Townsley.

"Sure.

When

do you want

Of course, self-respecting bears are not supposed to
be wandering abroad in the winter, but it may be that
the lure of getting into the movies had penetrated into
the depths of a nice warm cave and disturbed the
winter's sleep of the candidate that Townsley brought
in, but when the time came for the bear's scene, there
was the

bear.

Collaborating with an inexperienced bear on his native heath is fairly risky business, but this bear played
Bear and man
his part like a veteran of the Kliegs.
met face to face, registered mutual alarm, and in a
Continued on page 103
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They say that forty thousand persons
The Surviconnected with motion pictures are out
val f the of work in Los Angeles. In New York
So
City, only a few studios are open.
slack is production that the theater managers are beginning to wonder where they will get their
Certainly we are going to have
picturfes next fall.
fewer pictures. Whether they will be better remains
to be seen.
Salaries are slumping, and some of the minor-league
stars are glad to work as mere leading men and women
at five hundred dollars a week or less.
It is a case of
Fittest

survival of the fittest, and our guess is that next winter
there will be a resumption of the star system by most
of the companies that have been depending a great deal
upon a good story, a good director, and a good all-

around

starless cast.

—

The really big pictures the sort like "The Miracle
Man," "Way Down East," "Over the Hill," and "Humoresque"

—

will be starless or genuinely all star like
But the
Cecil De Mille's ten-star edition of "Anatol."
pictures that keep us going to the theater week after
week will be the star pictures. The star will mean more
to us, for the slump of 192 1 has wiped out the folks
who didn't have the goods. Gone, for the most part,
is the young lady or young man who was a star only
because some producer said so. Instead, a list of real
stars has been established, selected by the public.
It has been a stormy summer for the producers, and
in the storm the weak ones are being tossed overboard.
It's tough on those who can't swim, but we've seen a
good many so-called "stars" that we'd rather drown than

feed.

Haven't you?

Folks

Who Are

Censorship of motion pictures is a
New York and Massachusetts
now, and doubtless all crime in Boston

and New York City will cease instantly.
Governor Miller has announced that he
will appoint for New York a censorship board of "sensible" folk, which he seems to believe, makes everything

:

:

thing.
If it cuts out the things you want left in, you
brand the board as tyrannical.
Doubtless the men and women comprising the Pennsylvania board would poll a heavy vote if they were
running for a place in the Congress of sensible people.

But would they be elected, after the following evidence
of eliminations from Bill Hart's picture,' "The Whistle,"
were submitted as evidence of a fair and unbiased mind
Eliminate: Foreword: "Since the day of Plato and Socrates
there have been many men of wisdom, but none sage enough
to solve the struggle eternal between capital and labor."
Substitute
Foreword "Since the day of Plato and Socrates there have been many men of wisdom, but none sage
enough to solve one of the eternal struggles of life."
:

:

.

This, remember, is the story of a working man, presenting his side more forcibly than the side of capitat.~
In Pennsylvania, don't admit that there is any struggle between capital and labor.
Here's another elimination and a title substituted that
shows how the board's sympathies lie
Eliminate subtitle
"The Chappie Home, a realm which
does not jump at the imperious call of the whistle."
Substitute
"The Chappie Home, the domicile of a manufacturer not typical of those of to-day; a man not bad of
heart, yet who does not realize his interest lies in seeing
that the interests of his employees are equally as well pro:

:

tected as his own."

And

note this one

Eliminate
"Conner's widow came to you, and you sent
her away with a few filthy dollars when you killed her
husband."
Substitute "When Conner's widow came to you, why didn't
you act like the decent bosses of to-day?"
:

:

Another along the same

fact in

Sensible'

:

Eliminate

thing you took from her your
bring back."
"Men like you belong to the past."

"The

:

money won't
Substitute

line

:

rotten

There are other eliminations, some of which we would
call

"sensible" for

we agreed with

the board that Bill

all right.

Hart has rather oversupplied "The Whistle" with cuss

Sensible people are not difficult to find. You are one,
for instance, and The Observer is another. So is every
soul in this world who agrees with us in whatever opinions we may advance. But when they stop agreeing with
us, they are sensible no longer.
The man who sees labor's side of the problem, for
instance, is sensible according to the judgments of labor.

words.

To

or printed in a newspaper.
should be just as het up about the thing if the
Pennsylvania board had altered a picture so as to give
capital more the better of it than the author intended.
What we object to is the altering of ideas to make
them jibe with those of che censor board's.
If a censor board can alter pictures to make them

capital he is anything but sane.
The Pennsylvania
Censorship Board is made up of sensible people according to the judgment of certain classes.
But we doubt
if they are sensible under the standards set by Samuel
Gompers.
If a censorship board cuts out of motion
pictures the principles with which you do not agree, you
hang a medal on the board and say censorship is a great

We

are not arguing here, either for labor or for capiadmit that there were several thin.ojs
in "The Whistle" that we did not care for particularly.
But that's no reason why the right of free speech should
be denied in Pennsylvania, when that speech is thrown
upon a screen instead of being spoken from a platform
tal.

And we must

We

!
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favorable to capital, why can't they bar pictures that
deal with the advantages of electing a Democratic president, if they happen to be Republican in viewpoint?
can't they throw out scenes showing the eating of
meat, if they happen to be vegetarians?
"The Whistle" was shown in New York City just

Why

Hart turned it out originally, and the struggle
capital and labor does not seem to have been
affected in any way whatsoever.
as Bill

between

It may surprise the Pennsylvania board to know that
the human race is so constituted that all the propaganda
in the world won't make a laborer believe bosses are
benevolent, unless his particular boss is so. And if he
is being treated right, he can look all the rest of his life
at pictures showing bosses who "belong to the past,"

as the Pennsylvania board puts it, and he never will
become restless about the wrongs that he is told are
being perpetrated upon person who work in other parts
of the country.

Jack Reads
Pirfurp
rtcmre-

Play

Jack Dempsey's favorite magazine appears to be Picture-Play, according
Heywood Brown in the New York
Tribune, which news caused a hasty
change of certain plans that The Ob-

server had for this issue.
had thought of making a few remarks about
Jack's acting, as demonstrated in the films showing him
in training at Atlantic City, but if Jack is going to see
it
:ihat's a different matter.
/It might be that some day we would meet this Dempsey and somebody would remark "Mr. Dempsey, shake

We

—

:

hands with Mr. Observer."

And Mr. Dempsey would

say, with a wicked, laughchuckle "Ah, Aa-ah
So you're the guy that said
I wasn't as good an actor as Bull Montana, are you.
"
Well, let me
And then well, we might as well be honest and admit
that the chances are that the publishers of Picture-Play
would be looking around for some one else to write The
Observer until we got out of the hospital and could
hobble about.
So we merely pause to call attention to the fact that
the prize fighters are becoming more discriminating in
their literary tastes and will omit the remarks we had
prepared along the lines that the motion-picture producers were becoming less discriminating in selecting
less

:

!

—

their actors.

Why Not
Include
Theaier

The Cleveland School

of Education
added a "Course in Visual In-

struction" to

its

summer

struction in the operation of motion-picture machines,
selection of films, and when a teacher finishes the course
he knows what films he should get for his students,
where to get them, and how to show them which is
more than some theater managers know.
Most teachers are eager to use the motion picture in
helping to teach their pupils, but they are helpless in
not understanding the method of showing them.
This
course should help start things going.

—

Is Cecil B. De Mille the man who is
'taking the American woman gown herprettily?
That's a first-class
Influence
question for a debating society. Somebody brought it up at an author's luncheon the other day.
"De Mille shows women that in order to capture and

ue
Pi

Milh
LViiue

wrecked."
What do you think?

No

is only one type of actor who
not going to be forced to take a sub*
stantial cut in salary as a result of the
slump in the making of motion pictures.
That fellow is the leading man, the good
leading man, and you can count all of them on the fingers of two hands.
What's happened to the fine-looking young fellows
who used to make love to the women stars ? Some have
become stars themselves and the remainder seem to have
grown old or have lost their charm in some other way.
Mainly, the young men who have had their chance and
who have failed have let their popularity go to their
heads.
"Swelled up" is a brand that has killed many
prospects.
If the flappers once get the idea that a
leading man thinks he is all that they think he is, out
he goes. Only the unspoiled remain popular with the
girls who do everything in their power to spoil them.
Think over the leading men who have supported our
Who was the last film sweetheart
best women stars.
for Mary Pickford, the Talmadges, Elsie Ferguson?
Go down the list and see if you can pick out as fine
a lot as when Wally Reid, Tom Meighan, Eugene
O'Brien, Richard Barthelmess, and the other nice young
stars of to-day were nothing but leading men.
Where are we going to get
It's a desperate situation.
our men stars when the present crop grows old ?
Are the likable young fellows passing out? There
are a lot of five-hundred-dollar to fifteen-hundred-dollar
jobs waiting for the right ones.

J

There

p^Jjyig.

is

Men

Why?

Boston saw "The Birth of a Nation"
Now that it
it was first released.
being reissued, it is decreed by the

when

We

is

Ask

authorities that it shall not be shown
there, since the negroes object to it.
The question of censorship seems to be one of moods.
If the picture was all right for Boston five years ago,
why isn't it all right for Boston now? The film has not
changed.
The people of Boston are about the same.
But evidently the folks in control aren't.

school courses,

9 this being, we believe, the pioneer in
ivianagers. starting to teach teachers how to use
pictures in educational work.
The course includes inn '

The

hold the male, they must fix their hair prettily and be
sure their stockings don't wrinkle at the ankle. He's a
public benefactor."
The speaker was a bachelor.
"Don't fool yourself," said a married man, "he gives
the wives an excuse for buying more clothes, and the
husband, therefore, hasn't any money, and the home is

Here's a

The
•

ivlOVie

new way of using motion
Out in Lecompton,

pictures as a lure.

Kansas, it was found that something
had to be done to get the farmers and
their wives into town on Saturday afternoons, as they do in most places.
The idea wasn't so much to help the farmers as it
was to help the local merchants, for when farmers come
to town, especially with their wives,' they spend money.
Somebody thought of having a free motion-picture
show. It was done. The free show was advertised, and
the farmers in their cars, with their whole families,
came chugging in to see the pictures. The show was
open only to out-of-town folks, and enough came to
fill the theater.
And they liked the idea so well that
they said they'd like to have it repeated.
Now it is to be a regular thing. The performance
starts plenty early, so that the wives will have time to
do their shopping after the performance.
And no one loses by it

Lure

Moranimated

News
Of the Universal star who
from this day forth will play
without a

costar,

but who
honors

laughing

share

will

with his scenario writer.

By

H. C. Witwer

My

Gigantic Followin'

iiiiil

To

Dear Sir or Madame:
Well, I have just had the
exotic pleasure of seein' a
short story by my favorite author made into a movin' picture.
The deed was done by
a comedian with two eccentricities

makes

which

him

somethin' of a curiosity in his
profession. The eccentricities
is as follows, viz: i. He does
not claim at each and every
opportunity that he is one of
the funniest giggle developers
which ever cavorted before a

camera.
This

He

2.

is!

remarkable

young

man's name in round numbers
is Lee Moran, form'ly of the
firm of Lyons & Moran and

now

in the wholesale chuckle
business for himself at dear
old Universal's City in the
land of California, or as the
noble-hearted
Westerners

from
says

:

How
cute

and

t

Ik'

^

New York

and Boston
Country !"
the so ever, Lee has a
"God's

little

Own

combination

office

self

room all to himwith his name and the

line

he

dressin'

One knock-out that the scenario hadn't provided for came when H. C. Witwer volunteered to show
Lee Moran just how a regular prize-fighter would act.
painted on the
door and a equally cute little
secretary with well, apart from that, I talked to her
Sennett or Al Christie will be glad to disclose the figover the phone and as she had never read none of my
ure, as that is a old hobby of theirs.
How the so ever,
stories why a interview was arranged in four jiifys and
I identified myself to Mister Moran, as I familiarly
a twinklin'.
call him, mainly by my long and intelligent nose and
In a voluptuous tourin' car of a well-known brand,
as it was nigh two years since I laid a eye on the boy
or to get disgustin'ly frank, one of them boilers which
why we devoted possibly a hour and possibly not to
has been the plot of manys the joke, I was hustled out
praisin' the Golden West to each other.
It is silly to
to the studio with the break-your-neck speed.
The try and bring up any topic out here besides California,
horseless carriage, by the ways, Was furnished by no
as they is not nobody extant which will waste as much
less than myself at a total cost of upwards of twelve
as a adverb with you on any other subject.
If a guy
berries, and the first time I get around to it I am goin'
fell out of a airplane and landed on Santa Monica Bouleto ask Eric Stroheim to get the jack back for me from
vard the first baby to rush to his assistance wouldst
Carl Laemmle.
holler in his battered ear: "Ain't this a wonderful cliWell, as they is no doubt that whoever is readin'
mate, hey?"
this document is no more interested in my personal
As the matter of fact, it is! I don't blame a Caliaffairs than my wife is, I will get back to the Right
fornian for throwin' out his chest accept it from me,
Hon. Lee Moran, the victim of this interview. I found
we got the greatest country out here in the world, bar
the defendant sittin' in the conventional chair readin'
none and eh no bars. I say we, because I am goin'
the continuity of "Robinson's Trousseau," a short story
to take the plunge and become a permanent resident of
recently bought for him at a price which wouldst make
Hollywood the minute I can raffle off my igloo in the
gibberin' idiots out of all the profiteers in the world
Far East.
if they ever heard the amount.
I am not at liberty to
Funny how I keep gettin' away from my subject, to
name the exact sum. but I am sure that either Mack
Continued on page 99
is
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PREDICTIONS FOR SEPTEMBER.
will be a marked increase this month
in the attendance at matinees in movie theaters
Owing to the
located near school buildings.
censorship scare of last winter the fall season
The
promises to be mild and temperate.
storms aroused over the German pictures are
expected to have died down, save for occasional local flurries.

There

1

— Th.—Reginald

Barker appeared as Jonathan Wise in "The
Wife," at the Central Theater, San Fran-

— Sa. — Elliott

17

Dexter appeared as De Castro in "The Man
from Missouri," with Tim Murphy, at the Academy
of Music, Selma, Alabama, 1903.
Ethel Sands began her "adventures in movieland."

Mormon

cisco, 1902,

2—Fr. —Viola Dana

a

(then

Celeste Bergeret in

New

— Su.—
19— M. —

precocious stage child) was
"The Model," Harris Theater,

18

York, 1912.

— Sa. —
"Way Down East" opened
New York, the
best seats selling for ten dollars each, 1920.
4— Su. — Bert Lytell was leading man of the Blaney Stock
3

Griffith's

in

Company, Brooklyn, appearing
"The Cherry Pickers," 1902.

— M. — "Intolerance,"

5

the

the

time in

first

Griffith

New

John Nazare

as

was shown

spectacle

for

York, at the Liberty Theater,

Bobbie Harron died, 1920.
Fairbanks was Eddie, an office boy, in "A
Duel in Wall Street," with the stock company at
Manhattan Beach, Denver, 1898.

22
23

— Tu. — Douglas

7—W. — Tsuru

Aoki born,

in "In a Woman's Power," a melodrama,
Heuck's Theater, Cincinnati, 1901.

Fenwick
at

10
11

24

in

'

Olive Thomas
— Sa. —
— Su. —-A serious

fire

studios on

died in Paris, 1920.
almost wiped out the

West Twenty-sixth

Famous

Plaj-ers

New

Street,

—Th. —
— Fr. —
— Sa. —

1892.

—Th. — Alice Brady was warbling sweetly as Hehe "Pinafore," at the Casino Theater, New York, 1911.
g—p^v. — Herbert Brenon was appearing as Hon. Thomas
y
8

was cast as Pauline in "Frou Frou,"
with the Proctor Stock Company, One Hundred
and Twenty-fifth Street Theater, New York, 1904.
Constance Talmadge gave the order "not at home" to
all sttitors except John Pialoglou, 1920.
The Oracle answers for the one thousand five hundred and eighty-seventh time the question, "Does
Pearl White wear a wig?" 1920.
Dorothy Dalton born, 1893.
Milton Sills, Charles Richman, and Theodore Roberts
were leading lights in "Diplomacy," at Maxine
Elliott's Theater, New York, 1910.
Pauline Frederick was skipping merrily in the chorus
of "The Rogers Brothers in Harvard," at the
Knickerbocker Theater, New York, 1902.

—Tu. —
21 — W. —

20

in

1915.

6

25

— Su. — Elsie

26

— M. —A

Ferguson enchanted all as Grecba in "The
Bondman," with Wilton Lackaye, at the Bijou

York,

IQTS-

12

— M. —Mabel

13

— Tu. — Anita

Ballin was Pippins in "Sergeant Brue," supporting Frank Daniels, at the Jefferson Theater, Port-

— Tu. —

27

land, Maine, 1906.

Stewart saw herself upon the screen as Josephine Blake in the Vitagraph picture, "The Lost

Grand Opera House, London, Ontario,

— W. —Famous Players two million dollar studio on Long
Island opened, 1920.
— "Buster"
15 — Th.
Keaton was starting a vaudeville tour with

— Fr. —Lew

16

at the

Orpheum

1902.

a play entitled "A Fool and a Girl," written by a
man named David Wark Griffith, which this date

Theater,

in "The
and
the Humming Bird," with the Poli Stock Companjr,
Worcester, Massachu.setts, 1910.

OUR MONTHLY
Cream

RECIPE.

Puff.

Use

the cream of the acting profession
Hero's heart must be tender though shell

may seem rough
Lots of dough must be there
This is cooked with hot air
ror i'ue press agents furnish the puff.

HISTORICAL ANECDOTE.
About ten years ago, David Belasco,
the famous theatrical producer, was in
Rochester, New York.
He went behind
the scenes in a theater and found a child
of seven years sitting alone on a chair
and crying as if her heart would break.

"What

the matter?" asked the kindly
Mr. Belasco.
No answer except sobs. Mr. B. put his
hand on her head. Then he took her in

in

Mummy

Cody was Signer D'Orelli

—Fr. —

30

received its premiere at the Columbia Theater,
Washington, D. C, 1907.
Herbert Howe started for New York, after a year
in Los Angeles, 1920.

his arms and sat down in the chair.
In
a quavering voice, choked with tears, she
told him that the Rochester Society for
the Prevention of Cruelty to Children
had refused to permit her to appear on
the stage that night, because she was too

young.

"And

I

—

love

I

to

a-act

so

much

!"

sobbed the child.
"Never mind," said Mr. Belasco. "Some
day you'll be a big girl and a star."
Well, she isn't such a big girl now and
she isn't a star, but she's gone far. The
kiddie David Belasco held in his arms

was

in

When motion pictures were
New York, the manager of

predicted

that

in

ten

years

first

shown

one theater
vaudeville

salary every week.

And back
William^

spearean

town,

by the name
Hart was doing Shake-

in '92, a fellow

S.
roles.

Whereas,

in 1888,

when

New York

the circus

came

papers complained
that "Barnum's parade hurt theatrical
business all over town."
Going a little farther back, we notice
to

gagement

in

when Forrest opened an enSan Francisco, the first ticket

for the opening brought^ $500. Regular
present-day speculator prices, evidently.
Readjusting the telescope for another
squint, we learn that in 1776, the city fathers of Providence, Rhode Island, passed
an "Act to Prevent Stage Plays and
other Theatrical entertainments." because
they caused "great and unnecessary expenses."
"The star system in the theater is

doomed," sighed Daniel Frohman
Guess again, Daniel

A

would be dead. And yet we understand
that Eva Tanguay is still drawing a small
of

that in 1866,

in 1903.

Lila Lee.

SQUINTING BACKWARD.

is

1909.

—W. — Conway Tearle played Paul de Lahne "The Best
of Friends," at Drury Lane Theater, London,
29— Th. — Fannie Ward and John W. Dean headed the cast of

14

Myra,

Theater, Evansville, Indiana, 1907.
convention of hair dressers offered Mary Pickford
twenty-five thousand dollars if she would give a
testimonial to the effect that her curls were supplied
by them, not nature, 1916.
Hedda Hopper was an imposing Mrs. Grey in "A
Matinee Idol," supporting De Wolf Hopper, at the

28

Millionaire," 1913.

his parents, Joe and
Kansas City, 1901.

1920.

^rBessie Barriscale

film censor is but one step removed
the income-tax collector in_ point of
The two couldn't win a vote
popularity.
in an election even if they ran for a dog
catcher.

from

FAVORITE PICTURE PLAYERS

•"yHE LAST DOOR"

was the one through which
Martha Mansfield passed to stardom, and incidentally the title of the last picture in which she played
opposite Eugene O'Brien. "The Fourth Sin," her first
star picture, will appear early thb falL

1

Pfaoto by

TT/HAT

is said to be the most h^hly romantic role
she has ever had is provided for Dorothy Phillips in her next First National picture, whose exterior
scenes will probably be filmed in Italy.

»»

Edwwd Timer Moaroe

DOROTHY DEVORE
made what she

is

another

and

whom

comedies

for one, is
satisfied with the dramatic situations they provide.
In
"Nothing Like It," her latest Christie comedy, she
plays a village maiden who outdoes Cleopatra.
is

to-day,

she,

•yHE
••

Now

answer to "Whafs Yoar Reputation Worth"

was many new admirers for G)rinne
she

is

GrifBth.

sharing stellar honors with Catherine Cal-

vert in "Moral Fiber."

nuta hr Georga U. Kexlen

T

"HE supreme
fessionals

Lillian Gish,

is

duction of "The

artist

and the

of

the

piiblic

screen—as fellow-proalike have acclaimed

soon to appear in D.
Two Orphans."

W.

Griffith's

pro-

AGNES

AYRES

is one of those players whose eluso devoid of eccentricities that her
public is never quite sure that it knows her. Catching
her off guard, our interviewer came to loiow a side of
her personality that the screen does not reveal. The
article that follows will make you feel that you really
know her.

sive

chann

is

—

The Lonesomest
Even stardom

make

doesn't

a

girl

immune

Girl in
iio loneliness,

Town

says Agnes Ayres.

By Malcolm H. Oettinger
was the sunlight of June that brought the shades
O. Henry to Boston town. Of that much I

IT of

am

It all will look fairly fictitious in cold

certain.

bus driver and the lady behind us are
witnesses to the veracity of our tale.
The weather invited pleasure riding circumstances
frowned upon a touring car or even a taxi temperament rebelled at thought of a street car, and so, happily
enough, I decided to join the proletariat on a Royal
Blue Liner that promised to show all the historic points
Once aboard the bus, next the driver, I
of interest.
In front of the
settled back to enjoy the regal journey.
Copley- Plaza we stopped to take on a single fare. A
The profile was familiar, the smile even
fair fare.
print, but the

:

;

familiar.
It was pleasant to
her occupying the remaining
third of the broad front seat that I
Secretly I
shared with the driver.
studied the slender lady beside me.
O. Henry Neilan Cecil himself

Joyce was beginning to star. The O. Henry cycle introduced Agnes to the camera man. Every one, I supAnd every one also is aware of her
pose, knows that.
switch to the Coast, where Mickey Neilan employed her
gentle graces in his nonstop record-breaking "Go and
Get It." And, for that matter, who will start in surprise at the news that De Mille picked her to supplant
the glorious Swanson when the latter decided to star?
"Forbidden Fruit" marked the Ayres debut before a
Lasky lens. "Anatol" followed. Here she was, in Boston, getting San Francisco dock scenes with Tommy
Meighan for the forthcoming "Cappy Ricks." Not a
lengthy history; hardly a sensational one. Like Agnes,
perhaps.
She is not very tall, and she is anything but

more
find

Ayres

—
—Agnes

Agnes

Ayres

—

Ayres

!

This

was

seeing

the historic
points of interest—this the swimming
vision of Anatol gracing a Royal
Here
Blue Line bus seeing Boston
was novelty in duvetyn smartly
!

—

tailored romance.

Hat

in hand, I

murmured "Aren't
:

you pretty far from Hollywood?"
She blushed, smiled, and put a
!"
warning finger to her lips. "Incog

ANOTHER BEAUTY
One of the first letters we received in response to our invitation last month to name your
favorite film beauties, was one
that extolled the loveliness of

Agnes Ayres.
"She has the freshness and roseJune morning,"
this correspondent wrote, "and

ate beauty of a

her eyes hold the tranquil peace
of deep pools in the woodland.

She must have a sweet
for

it

is

mirrored in her face. I
know her, wouldn't

woiild love to

you?"
This

article will

quainted with the
Ayres.

she whispered.
During the remainder of the ride
we talked of shoes and ships and
sealing wax and Paul Revere and the Boston tea party
and the Einstein theory and high heels and Faneuil Hall
and the Ware glass flowers and the Cabots and the
Lowells and other things that one never talks of when
"interviewing" a picture star. And when we had made
the trip we alighted at the Copley.
"This," Miss Ayres was reminded, "would never do
for an interview."
"I'm glad you respected the incognito," she smiled.
"I dread being pointed out and stared at.
I engaged
the front seat on the bus just to make recognition impossible.
Or next to impossible. You see it was so
dull about the hotel
and I didn't know any one and
"
I hadn't seen Boston
so I just
real, tea-for-two, tete-a-tete interview appointment
was arranged for the following day. The Copley, it was
decided, furnished an admirable setting.

A

—
—

—

The only

thing that reminded me that Agnes Ayres
star was the fact that she was fifteen minutes late. In every other respect she was above reproach.
She was dressed quietly, but, ah noticeably well. She
was beautiful, but not in five-color calendar style. She
was interesting, but she attempted no monologues no
five-minute discourses on, "What I Think of the Screen"

was a movie

!

—

and "How I Would Play Juliet."
She looks astonishingly like Alice Joyce. Strangely
enough she started at Vitagraph, too, when the radiant
2

disposition,

make you aclovely Miss

sensational.
She is essentially wellbred, naturally eye-filling, indubitably

charming.
Even her years of picture experience did not detract from
her personality as revealed by the
cross-questioning
process
popular

among all professional probers. S«(,
many stars grow calloused to interviews so many repeat themselves
and everybody else. Not so Agnes

—

Ayres.
"It's wonderful to be a star," she
assured me, "but I cannot understand
why being one makes one a piece of
public property.
Actors are people,
you know. They eat and drink and
dance and hate the dentist and wait
for hours at the telephone to be told

the line's busy.

"What would Mrs. Smith say if
she were interviewed?
Who cares? What if I do
like ravioli and beige motor coats and pecans and skiing ?
What if I can't enjoy Dickens, and devour Conrad, and
and, well, what of it? I love to act, and some day I
want to act right out in public, footlights and all, but
honestly. Mister Magazine Man, I'm just an average
sort of person."
(If only average persons were half so easy to look

—

at!)

Pressed further, the Ayres confession acknowledged
Laurette Taylor as the favorite actress, and the debonair Lionel Atwill as the idolized actor. The Barrymores, be it said, were rated high, also, and interestingly
enough, Lionel was accorded a niche above John. But
Atwill and Taylor would be the leads in the NeverNever Theater.
"I enjoyed 'Liliom' when I was in New York," she
added. "Metro is making it 'A Trip to Paradise.' The
picture will probably resemble the Molnar play just
as much as the title resembles Molnar's title."
And yet Miss Ayres declared that it was fair to modify Schnitzler to make a De Mille holiday.
She is still
another of the Cecilists loud in her praise of the putteed producer of purple pictures.
"He is in a class by himself," he said. "I have never
worked under a greater artist, and I never expect to.
To have him suggest a scene clarifies the action per-

—

Continued on page 98

Real Chinese gamblers were gathered together from the depths of the Los Angeles Chinatown and told to "Go
Lasky stage during the filming of Betty Compson^s picture, "At the End of the World.''^
picture studios of
HOLLYWOOD
have gone gambling mad. You hear
late

seem

on the big

to

the calls

of the French croupier in the "Camille" sets
Metro, where Nazimova has been at work, the guttural Chinese sounds on the Betty Compson set at
Lasky's, the cosmopolitan babel and rattle of chips on
the Von Stroheim set of Monte Carlo at Universal City,
not to mention the peculiar noises made in the big
C. B. De Mille set showing a gambling den of Tia

You Don't

If

at

^

to if"

You may

That, at
enjoy watching others do so
when
producers
they
of the motion-picture

By Gordon

—

Juana and others.
Gambling, in large and small doses, will be handed
the public allopathically for the next few months to show
why gambling is an evil habit, and one to be avoided.
You won't, of course, hear the sounds referred to, but
you will watch the wheels go round which is much
more interesting. Everything is shown in full. Take
that gambling scene in Betty Compson's picture, for
example. You are led by the hand into a sublimated
Chinese "joint" in Shanghai, where the blooming Betty
Penrhyn Stanlaws, while
is a calla lily among crocuses.

—

directing the picture,
into that atmosphere

was not content
and out again

to subtitle Betty

—he

showed the

gambling den in actual operation, fan-tan and all. Real
Chinese gamblers were gathered together from the
depths of the Los Angeles Chinatown and told to "go
to it" on the big Lasky stage where all the necessary
paraphernalia was put at their disposal.
Chinaman would rather gamble than do laundry,
and there is nothing on which he will not gamble, from
the number of holes he can rub in your silk shirt to
the probable contents of a bowl of chop suey. Between
"shots" on this picture, the Chinese actors worked pretty
hard on some heavy games of dominos.

A

Any

hard-working gamyou that the essence
gambling is the artistic

earnest,

bler will
of real

tell

touch. That, too, has always been
my experience. Whenever I have
lost to a professional gambler I
usually found that I had been artistically
touched.
The "Cherokee Xid," otherwise known as
Mr. Scott Turner, while engaged
in helping direct the Monte Carlo
gambling scenes for the Von
Stroheim picture at Universal
City, pointed out the difference between this artistic touch, and the
clumsy, or amateurish in gambling.

Your amateur

will

handle poker

chips, he pointed out, as he would
hot, fried potatoes, while the artistic

possibly plan— —handle them as

professional

ning a touch

will

Pauline Frederick recently spent two
hours a day for two weeks teaming
how to turn a roulette wheel.

Gambling experts were

called in to supervise such scenes as this one in

''The Witching

Hour^

David Belasco started that style himGirl of the Golden West," and every director and stage manager has stuck to it ever since.
Now, the next time you see a wild West gambling
scene in a picture, notice whether or not the players are
sitting on chairs or on stools.
If they are using stoqls,
then the atmosphere is correct. If they are using chairs,
get-up like that.
self in

Gambleseems to have been agreed upon by several
began some of their recently made films.
least,

"The

In Western gambling halls, they always
because the stools could be shoved under
a table when a player "went broke" or cashed in and
left the game.
chair with a back to it, could not be

wrong.

Gassaway

it is all

he would twenty-dollar gold pieces, buttered on both

pushed under the table.
Pauline Frederick recently spent two hours a day for
a period of two weeks learning how to turn a roulette
wheel properly, and then she almost gave up in despair
before she began to work on the picture in which it
was to be used when she learned that it takes months
and even years to perfect the artistic touches which
makes one a professional at it. In the old days about
three years ago gambling scenes were thrust into motion pictures without any thought as to whether they

used

stools,

A

sides.

The Cherokee Kid, once the most noted professional
gambler in the world, is now kept busy putting the
gambol in gambling for the motion-picture studios in
Hollywood and Culver City.
greatest trouble in the beautiful Monte Carlo
been to keep the extras from er spitting on
the floor. You see, they have worked in so many Nevada and Arizona gambling saloons, that they hardly
know how to act in a Monte Carlo salon. It is only
recently that such elegant gambling
sets have been reproduced for the
screen with the object in view of
saving the world from destruction.
I have never yet seen a gambling house correctly reproduced on
the screen.
There is always something wrong.
The public, largely
through films, has gained a distorted idea of the professional gambler.
I'll bet you
no, I won't bet
you, because I'm through with
gambling but I am willing to state
that the average picturegoer sees in
his mind a gambler as a gentleman
with a wicked little black mustache,
a high, silk hat, and a long, black
coat, with prissy manners.
I have
been a gambler since 1870, and
never in all my travels around the
world did I see any gambler in a

Our

— —

set has

—

—

"TOe Old

iVissf," a Goldwyn production,
another picture which reproduces a
gambling joint and peoples it with real
gambler types.

18

—

—

Continued on page 104

Over the
East or West, home is best so long as it is a motionhome. Other times, Fanny the Fan prefers a

By The

"Pardon me,"
is

I

remarked

coldly.

"But what time

it?"

"I don't know," Fanny answered airily. "And furthat's a caustic way of calling me down for
I simply couldn't help it.
being late.
First I had a
letter from Colleen Moore, and that reminded me that
she told me before she went West that I simply must
see Vivian Martin on the stage in 'Just Married ;' so
I did, and she was so darling that I went around behind the scenes afterward to see her, and it's a wonder
Vivian's wonderful on the
that I showed up at all.
she's acquiring a sort of hunted look though,
stage
for the play is one of those farces in which the heroine
is always having people drop into her room by mistake.
It makes you perfectly breathless the way she gets into
scrapes faster than she can get out of them. She loves
the stage, but she hasn't lost interest in pictures at all.
She has just made a Goldwyn picture, "Pardon My
French," and as soon as she feels able to play on the
not exactly
stage and in pictures at the same time
she
at the same time, but you know what I mean

thermore

;

—

Katherine MacDonald hates

—

to read the mail marked "Imporwhen her manager isn^t watching her, she pushes that
aside and delves into her fan tetters which she loves.

tant,^''

Vivian Martin has gone on the stage and is rapidly
acquiring a hunted took from playing in one of
those farces where the heroine is always having
people drop into her room by mistake.

WHAT

is

that

woman

out there yelling

about?" I demanded of Fanny. "I
might have known that you would
come along just in time to find out."
"She's shouting, 'Women and children first.'
There's a stampede because some one said that
Wallace Reid was in an automobile that was
passing. The crowd surged out into the street,
they've stopped traffic, and she's lamenting because she can't get near enough to introduce
him to Mary Pickford Gazooks, her baby
.

daughter, whom she is sure Wally would like
to put in pictures."
"He ought to be thankful she doesn't

want to kiss his hand," I offered.
"She
would if he were in his 'Peter Ibbetson' costume !"
Then I remembered that I had intended upstaging Fanny for keeping me waiting the excitement over Wally had made me forget.
;

so

Teacups
picture star's home,

and so long as the

studio or one of the tea-time haunts of the

star is at
stars.

Bystander

going to do pictures again.
softest voice."

is

She has the

loveliest,

"And how about Colleen?" I put in impatiently.
"What did she write?"
"All about the Actors' Fund Fair," Fanny answered,
at mention of her favorite.
And she pulled the top off of
"Just listen to it !"
the Japanese wicker basket she was carrying under
her arm, and started pawing around among the papers.
"What on earth is that?" I knew that some star
was responsible for the idea.
"Oh, Lillian Gish has one, and it is so convenient
to carry papers around in that I got one, too."

beaming as she always does

"Not that you wanted to be as much like Lillian
as possible," I mentioned.
"You're just jealous because you didn't think of it
first.

But you can go to-morrow where Dorothy

is

getting reduced and then we'll be even. You'll need to
if you keep on stuffing with that peach ice cream.

Here's the letter.
" 'The pageant was beautiful, and Mary Pickford
"
as Little Lord Fauntleroy was the hit of the show/
"
tried
hours
'For
I
to
get
into
Charlie
read.
she
Ray's country store; finally gave up and went to the

Kathryn Perry has done splendid work in Setznick pictures,
but people insist on referring to her, not as an actress, but as
the girl Owen Moore is going to marry.

The great outdoors calls loudly to Alice Calhoun
nowadays, but not quite so loudly as the studio, so
she takes only a dny^s rest between pictures and
iVs a strictly original way of resting, as Fanny
can testify.

—

gambling house run by Charlie Murray and
the Sennett people, and that was almost as
There were side shows and a
crowded.
Mille set with C. B. directing.
You would
have loved Ben Turpin's show. I was terribly
sorry not to get out here in time really to be
a part of the show, but every one was awfully
nice and a place was found for me serving
drinks at the American bar. Pauline Frederick
was there in the afternoon in a riding habit,
looking almost as marvelous as she did in the
pageant at night. Of course every one in pictures was in that, and they all looked gorgeous,
but I remember Dorothy Phillips best.
Her
dress was made of plumes and mirrors.' "

Over the Teacups
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pany was ordered to Mississippi," Fanny told me breathlessly, "and
she had to go away."
"Go away," I echoed. "How I hate those words !"
"Yes; every one's doing it, aren't they? Mary Miles Minter
went abroad and then Alice Brady went, and now if Constance
Binney goes the Realart studio will be simply deserted. Dorothy
Phillips and Colleen Moore may go in the fall, and speaking of
Colleen reminds me I've had a letter from my friend Jane, who
lives in Cleveland."

"But why?" I asked. "She doesn't know her."
"She knows her just as well as you did a few months ago, and
that means she just adores her pictures. Jane's favorite is 'When
Dawn Came.' She has seen it three times. A newspaper critic
out West who hadn't particularly liked Colleen before he saw that
wrote 'Miss Moore's impersonation is a thing not only of marvelous
beauty because Miss Moore is beautiful, but is transcendently lovely
Wouldn't you think that
as breathing sweetness and spirituality.'
would make her conceited?"
"Not Colleen. She probably read it and said, 'Oh, what a kick
But what did Jane say?"
I got out of that!'
"She said that Ralph Graves had been back there for a visit
when 'Dream Street' opened. He and Alice Calhoun both came
from Cleveland, you know. Ralph told Jane that it was great
fun jilaying the bully in 'Dream Street,' knowing that he could
slam any one and they couldn't hit him back.
Clara Kimball Young had been there, too, and
of course Jane lost her heart to that wonderful
jade ring that Miss Young wears."

I

Where's yours? Have you lost it?"
"No, but jewelry doesn't go with this dress.
know because I copied it from one Katherine

MacDonald wears

in 'Stranger

Than

and she didn't wear any.

Fiction,'

Kath-

erine's taste is so perfect that you
can't go wrong when you copy

And

her.

me

I

speaking of her reminds
haven't heard from her for

She

ages.

is

terribly

busy making

every one says, but then
Katherine always is busy with the
business affairs of her company and
everything.
She always has heaps of
mail on her desk to be taken care of
when she doesn't have to be acting.
She hates to read the mail marked 'important,' so when her manager isn't
watching her she pushes that aside and
delves into her fan letters, which she
pictures,

loves.

nia

is

But the
about

latest

news from Califor-

May MacAvoy."

Fanny beamed so that I knew there was
romance in the air, and she was so intent
on what she was telling me that she didn't
even see that Elliott Dexter had sat down
just a few tables away.
"May MacAvoy and Eddie Sutherland are
terribly interested in each other

I'hoto i-opyri(rht by Kviins

Hope Hampton, wearying a

of beins reco'ynized only as the most goroeousty dressed woman
at play openings craves new honors as well. She is
tittle

having her voice trained, and will soon appear on
the stage.

"I'd

a bar,"

like

to

I

edged

appropriate

as

see

Colleen

in.

using

serving

drinks

at

"It would be about as
a violin as a baseball

;

he's

Tommy

Meighan's nephew, you know. And, speaking of romance, I saw Kathr3^n Perry at the
theater the other night in the most beautiful
evening coat.
It was midnight-blue satin,
and it had big, gold-colored flowers on it
with embroidered centers. She looked very
should think she'd be discouraged
She has done splendid work in
some Selznick pictures, and still every

lovely.

I

though.

bat."

Of course Fanny wasn't listening to me.
"Colleen was so happy about being back in Los
Angeles for a while that she frantically
telegraphed everybody to come and see
her right aviray, and then the first thing
she knew the whole 'Slippy McGee com-

The quaint little town of Forest Hills. Long
Island, used to be noted for its Enslish
architecture, but now it is known to fame
as the place where Martha Mansfield introduces such charming sports costumes
as this.

Over the Teacups
one

insists

on mentioning her as the

girl

Owen Moore

is
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going

to marry."

"Well, don't you?" But Fanny didn't pay any attention to my
remark, so I asked her if she had seen Alice Calhoun lately.
"I spent the day with her a while ago, and I'll never forget it,"
Fanny told me distractedly. "She had only one day's rest between
making 'Peggy Puts It Over' and starting 'The Matrimonial Web,'
and I spent that with her. It may be her idea of rest, but it would
kill me.
She tried on dresses for hours, and then she had to go
It wasn't quite lunch time when we dashed
to the photographer's.
up Riverside Drive toward her apartment, so she suggested going
she keeps it at the pier just a
did
out in her motor boat.
and we started off with
short distance from her home, you know
such a spurt that I thought we'd arrive in Albany in no time.
After we went home and had luncheon there were more clothes
to try on, and then a friend of hers came over to sing with x\lice.
She's an excellent musician in addition to everything else, you
know, so they played and sang for a long time. Then she rushed
me out to see a picture she was particularly interested in, and
downtown to do some shopping. By dinner time I felt like a
wreck, but not Alice. She told the maid she could go out to the
movies, and Alice insisted on washing the dishes herself. I never
saw any one so industrious in my life.
"She had the funniest experience out on location last week. Her
new roadster is red and there were to be bulls in the exterior
scenes of her picture.
She didn't know
that until she drove up in their vicinity.
You can imagine what happened,
wasn't
fortunately
but
Alice
hurt.
The property man was
occasion.
the hero
of
the
Alice's rich uncle ought to re

We

—

—

—

member him in his will."
A moment later Fanny
had darted away from the
table where we were sitting
and out into the lobby. I
wondered who it might be
that she had seen, but I
follow

didn't

her

because

Wesley Barry went past the
window just then and I motioned him to come in. "Don't you
ever do anything but eat ?" he asked
disgustedly. Wesley never was strong on
these "My, but I'm glad to see you"
speeches, but perhaps he'll change as he
grows older. He looked tanned, but still
a little melancholy.
"I've gotta hurry
along," he said just as Fanny came in

"I'm

sight.

gonna

work

start

on

'School Days' to-morrow, and even if
Mr. Neilan isn't directing I'll be glad
to be working again. These vacations
are all right for people in school but
!"
I hate 'em
Fanny looked after his retreating back
sadly.
"I'm sorry I missed him, but I saw

Anita Loos and John Emerson out in the
lobby, and you know how I feel about them.
If I had been choosing beauties of the films
as Herbert Howe did recently, I wouldn't
have chosen all actresses.
I'd ha^-e put
Anita Loos in."
"It is a pity she can write so cleverlv."
I observed; "if she couldn't she'd probably
act.

They say

for Constance

the

new Emerson-Loos

Talmadge

is

a

riot.

story

It's called

came to Fhnny^s rescue with this idea
oriQinal hathins; suit, but Fanny is puzzled about wearing the suede pumps into the
water.

lAla Lee

for

an

Beautiful Claire Windsor is the cynosure of alt
eyes, even in Hollywood where strikin<^ ly beautiful
girls

abound.

Their own picture, 'Red-hot RoPlace.'
mance,' will be out soon, too, and I'll go to see it at
It is the ambition of my life to
least three times.
talk like an Anita Loos subtitle, and I don't intend
The only person i
ever to give it up as hopeless.
know who does it is Constance, and being entertain-

'Woman's

ing comes naturally to her."
"Or perhaps she has played in so many Anita Loos
pictures that they've afifected her," Fanny remarked,
'
as though anything could change Constance.
"Have you seen her ? Is she still so thin ? Isn't
it tragic that none of the stars are just the size
Continued on page 92

—
ward, toppling overside into the water twenty
feet below.

Then

there

rose

man who danced

a plaintive

frantically

form extending over the
a megaphone.

"Who who

wail

on a

from a

little

plat-

and waved

ship's rail

—WHO

moved that line?" he
of the world in general. "Let him
grab it himself don't fish for him
we
gotta do the whole thing over again."
demanded

;

Now

!

—

Dripping and shivering for the waters of
San Francisco Bay are not the warmest waters
in the world
Harry Kearley crouched on the
edge of the deck, and let Hobart Bosworth
knock him overboard for a second time.
A Bosworth picture is no place for any one

—

who

is

looking for a mild and peaceful exist-

ence.

Bosworth,

with

Bessie

Love,

his

leading

woman, Emory Johnson, Jack Curtis and the
rest of his company spent two weeks in San
Francisco recently, making scenes for the first
of the series of six pictures he will offer as
Hobart Bosworth productions.
They will
probably be sea stories of the rugged type in
which the public likes him, and judging from
the lively times aboard the schooner Oregon
where the first scenes were filmed, there will
be plenty of thrills.
Captain A. R. Paulsen of the Oregon transformed his schooner into a whaler for the
picture.
Extra davits were added, and

Captain Bosworth
undeniably

gets

rough

with his

seamen.

Hobart Bos worth portrays another of the rugged characters

his public likes.

Thar She Blows
An

ill

wind

of

Hobart Bosworth producand terror into it. How some

strikes the plot of the first

tion bringing mutiny, bloodshed,
its thrilling

scenes were filmed at sea

By

is

told in this story.

Marjorie Charles Driscoll

FIGHTING

his way through the struggling ranks of his mutinous crew, the ca])tain of the whaler sprang to the afterdeck. Close behind him came the ringleader of the mutiny.
The two men grappled and swayed on the unguarded edge of
His fist
The captain's huge arm drew back. Crash
the deck.
landed in the sailor's face, and the man sprawled limply back!

Thar She Blows
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Bessie Love amuses herself on deck while she reflects that later on she will have to be thrown about and dragged through portholes.

whaleboats borrowed from the Caroline Francis, a fathat made a record of seventy-one whales
last season.
Captain Paulsen's cabin became a dressing
room with grease paint and make-up strewn over the
desk where his charts usually repose. Several of his
regular crew were drafted into service as extras while
the rest lent a hand at the ropes or sat in a row on
the rail and grinned at the strange antics of the "movie

mous whaler

people."

A day aboard ship with Bosworth is an entertaining
combination of exciting moments and naps snatched on
the sunny deck while a camera is being hoisted to the
main truck for a long shot down the deck; of bloodsmeared mutineers lunching on lettuce sandwiches and
red-shirted bucko mates quoting Shakespeare of Bessie
Love in faded blue overalls and a sable cape.
Bosworth retires into the cabin dressing room to
make up for the second act of the fight with the crew.
He emerges, a fearsome figure in tattered garments,
face, chest and arms smeared with blood.
To the horror of Mrs. Bosworth, who has come along to enjoy
the day, he calmly licks the "blood" from his arm and
remarks that it is the best blood he ever tasted.
He is quite right, for the gore that streams over him
is nothing more nor less than innocent raspberry jelly,
rather soft jelly that makes wonderfully realistic blood.
Jack Curtis, looking like all the pirates of the Seven
Seas in his red shirt and dilapidated trousers, suggests
that it might add a novel touch to the fight scene if
the combatants should stop at intervals to lick each
;

ether's

wounds.

As solemn

as a judge, Bosworth turns to him.
"Jack," he says, "I've thought of a good touch for
the finish of that fight. It gives you a close-up."
Bosworth goes on.
Curtis looks interested.
"After the crew has chased me up on the after-deck,
you follow me, and I knock you down the companionway. You fall on your back, and I make a running
"
jump and land on your face with both feet

It

dawns on Curtis

that the incorrigible

Bosworth

is

having his little joke.
Lunch time arrives. A camera platform serves as a
table for Mr. and Mrs. Bosworth, Bessie Love, Rowland Lee, the director, and stray guests. The "crew"
makes itself comfortable on the tarpaulined hatches in
Lunch boxes are distributed, and everybody
the sun.
Bosworth, clad in the deep-sea garb of the
is happy.
whaler captain, waves a banana as he quotes Shakespeare

— speech after

speech from "The

Shrew," done with gestures ad

Taming

of the

lib.

Lunch over, the company goes back to work. It
appears that Bessie Love is to be dragged through a
porthole into a whaleboat, to be hidden under a tarpaulin and there to lie concealed while the boat starts
Emory Johnson, the
off,
presumably after whales.
handsome young hero of the tale, is chief dragger. He
gets Miss Love safely under the tarpaulin, and the
boat starts off.
It is a grand day for small-boat sailing, and with sail set, the whaleboat sails like a witch.
Very reluctantly, and only in response to mad megaphonings, do they come back.
Johnson, who incidentally is not only hero but author of the story, returns
with the firm determination to write in some more
scenes like that.
While Mate Curtis is doing a Simon Legree with
the crew at the pumps
the whaler springs a leak at
the dramatic moment
and Captain Bosworth is being
undeniably rough with Apprentice Seaman Johnson for
using fresh water to wash his face in, Bessie Love
curls up on the hatch with her embroidery. She is wearing her torn blue overalls, an ancient blue jersey, brogans, and a sou'wester, and the embroidery is rather
out of the picture.
"How do you happen to be escaping the fights?" we

—
—

inquire.

"Oh, he hasn't started with
plies as

me

yet,"

Miss Love

re-

she deftly decorates a luncheon set with silken
Continued on page 107

RIGHT OFF THE GRILL
There is no more fearless, frank, fair, and fully informed comment to or on
the movies than the writer of this department and there is no one who
wrkes more entertainingly upon the subject of the cinema and its people.

—

By Herbert Howe
the movietropolis suffering
fate of Sodom or just
that of Petrograd?
It certainly is suffering something dreadful, judging by the

and First National. Unless pictures can measure up to the specifications laid down by these two

groans one hears along Hollywood Boulevard.
Many a cordovan now treads
formerly
that
concrete
the

murderess can't rush into pictures now and expect to peddle
her film to any theater. No more
can the inefficient producer.

stepped on the gas.
For more than six months the
entire picture industry has been
shaking harder than old Frisco
or young Gilda Grey.
Every day brings its casual-

of the

IS the

great organizations they haven't
much chance for big profits.

A

We are witnessing to-day the
climax of movie history.
It is a conflict for the survival
old order changeth and
changeth on the run.

The first to go are the emactors, directors, camployees
But beera men, and the like.
fore the smoke has cleared I
predict that high thrones will
topple.
Unless certain czars abdicate there can be no hope of

ties.

You

can't count fast

count the falling

And
money

enough

out
bankruptcy.

—

to

stars.

stars don't
They
here.

falling

fittest.

The

mean
mean

Various causes are given for
the chaos.
Some say

improvement.
The day of high salaries is
This
over, saith the pessimist.
I never
is true to some extent.
could see any reason for paying
a man seven-fifty or a thousand

Overproduction.
Financial depression.

Monopoly.
Foreign invasion.
A few eminent jackasses blame
it all on the four German pictures imported and seek to remedy matters by braying. They

a week for the use of
when there were men in

his face
the pub-

licity and scenario departments
using their brains for two hunI agree that
dred and less.
artists deserve greater remuneration than mere hack writers, but
where, pray, are the artists?
There are very few among the

would sink the continent of Europe so they might continue to
draw about ten times what they

are worth.
That's like self-centei^ed addlepates.
Wars may go
on forever so long as they don't
players of the picture industry.
And
art is not confined to facial
vitally affect salaries.
The averGareth Hughes, an actor who is on the ascent,
Scenario writing is
expression.
age actor is only interested in
as he appears in his new picture, "The Hunch."
also an art, and I happen to knowworld events so far as they may
some excellent scenario
affect him.
that
He doesn't try to
grasp the international theories of H. G. Wells with
writers on the staff of the largest producing organizathe vision of a world state. He only wants to know if
tion are not getting four hundred a week, while leading
the Wells "do-dingus" will raise his salary from sevenmen in that same company are drawing down seven-fifty
fifty to fifteen hundred per week.
He doesn't stop to and a thousand-, say nothing of the stars.
reason that other goods than films are being imported
So the day of reckoning has come.
and that other mechanics have to face competition. He
The artist will receive high pay always. The public
says, "Well, the Germans won't let in more than fifteen
will award that through the medium of the box office,
per cent of our pictures, so why should we let in theirs ?"
just as it awards it to writers whose names are an asset
So far not more than one per cent of pictures shown to magazines. The actress who has the drawing power
have been from abroad. And I dare say^ a tariff will
of Mary Roberts Rinehart will receive a corresponding

be forthcoming, but whatever that tariff may be it is
a cinch we are going to have the best of the foreignmade pictures at any price. The screen is taking on
an international aspect.
No, the reason for the blow-up is not to be attributed
to four or five continental productions nor the possibility
of more.
There has been overproduction. There has
teen financial depression. And there has been a gradual
concentration of distributing business until now the
majority of the theaters are controlled by Paramount

return for her efforts.
No player can enjo}^ the

same popularity

forever.

excellent pantomimists have passed from the
screen.
Others have had their contracts expire during
The stage is
the revolution and now await events.
coming back as a competitor to the screen and offering
tempting money. It is generally supposed that the stage

Thus some

cannot match salaries with the screen. Yet Miss Marilynn Miller, the season's hit of New York and as lovely,
a charmer as the screen can boast, receives a minimum

Right Off the
of twenty-five hundred dollars and a percentage that has
brought her weekly wage up to thirty-five hundred.
At this writing we find
LilHan Gish returning to the stage to co-star with
Arnold Daly.
Dorothy Gish, with her husband, James Rennie, trying
out the stage preparatory to a Broadway footlight debut
in the fall.
Bessie Barriscale about to star in a play written by
her husband, Howard Hickman, while her Los Angeles
home is being placed on auction.
Mae Marsh rehearsing a spoken play for Broadway
production.
H. B. Warner and his wife, Rita Stanwood, returning
to their first love.
Elsie Ferguson contemplating starring in the latest
Zoe Akins opus.
Frank Keenan touring the country by stage.
Madge Kennedy continuing with the speakies.
Pauline Frederick considering the lure of the "spot."
Mildred Harris Chaplin theatening vaudeville.
Crane Wilbur and Martha Mansfield in a vaudeville
act.

May
Metro

Allison, at leisure after the expiration of her
contract, considering both stage and screen.

Alia Nazimova unable to announce her plans, having departed from Metro.
Carmel Myers out of Universal and likely to try
musical comedy again.
Mabel Normand going abroad for a vacation.
Will Rogers quitting Goldwyn for parts unknown.
Dorothy Dalton eastward bound, with the stage a possibility.

Enid Bennet and husband, Niblo, planning to tour.
Mary Miles Minter at liberty in Europe, but promising to return.

Bryant Washburn touring the country
appearances.
Pearl White voyaging.

in

personal

Louise Glaum at home.
Blanche Sweet resting.
Gladys Brockwell among the missing.
Theda Bara A. W. O. L. in France.
Clara Kimball Young receiving stage

hard at
sits
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Grill
five dollars

down

sets, Freddy
bedroom and writes notes of sin-

a day loafing about the

in his hall

cere appreciation to the kindly critics.
He wishes he
might send them diamond studs and fancy waistcoats.
But the time will come
He buys himself a five-thousand-dollar speedster, making an initial payment of two
!

hundred dollars.
Act n. Freddy gets a leading role in support of
Tensie Thompson. Of course he doesn't have a chance.
Tensie is insanely jealous and cuts out all his good stuff.
He had one close-up, and when she saw it in the projection room she had to be carried to a sanitarium for two
weeks' rest "nervous breakdown," the papers said, "op-

—

—

eration

probably

formed

in the cutting

The operation is perroom and Tensie comes back to

necessary."

"Just you wait until I'm a star," says
give everybody a chance."
He gets his
first interview, reads it as he never read a script, and
puts it in his scrapbook. Buys a closed car, making an
initial payment of one hundred dollars.
Act III. With tears in his eyes Freddy thanks the
producer for making him a star and raising his salary
from two hundred to six hundred. If ever a boy was
appreciative and unspoiled it's Freddy. Of course they
hand him a rotten story no one could do anything with
the part and a punk director.
Nobody ever gets a
chance at the studio except the producer's pet.
So
Freddy tells an interviewer and asks him not to print
Freddy buys a fifty-thousand-dollar home, paying
it.
down five thousand and mortgaging it to buy a new
model limousine with a gold-winged victory on the ho6d.
Act IV. Freddy forms his own company because theproducer fails to appreciate his value and won't give
him three thousand a week, although Freddy has inside
dope to prove he's earning the producer not less than
two hundred thousand a picture. Freddy is careful to
get a good organization, hiring only those who admire
him intensely and tell him so each day. "Harmony is
everything," said Frederick to an interviewer, who must
submit his interview to
Frederick for O. K. before
the

studio.

Freddy.

"I'll

—

—

—

—

The

publication.

from

offers.

inter-

viewer doesn't. No
interviews granted
henceforth.

Frederick

engages

Continued on page 92

The old order
changeth," ob-

serves

our

scribe.

But

Mary and
Doug, year

And

there are others on the list.
Who, then, will comprise the new order? Here are
a few on the ascent: Pola Negri, Richard Barthelmess,
May MacAvoy, Gloria Swanson, Betty Compson, James
Kirkwood, Rudolph Valentino, Gareth Hughes, Betty
Blythe, Florence Vidor, Bebe Daniels, Harriet Hammond, Alice Calhoun, Marjorie Daw, Colleen Moore,
Jackie Coogan, Cullen Landis, Buster Keaton, Alice
Terry, Agnes Ayres, Robert Gordon, George Arliss,
Pina Menichelli, Emil Jannings, Joseph Schildkraut.
Are these the favorites of to-morrow?
It's up to you.

The Career of a Star.
A drama from life.

Act

—Freddy Finesap

is

year,
con-

.

tinue

to

iiold

their places in

the hearts

of

enormous
following. Here

an

they are in their

D'A rtagnan
and Fauntleroy
costumes,

•

discovered doing a bit
in "Knut, the Kidnaper," and is hailed a "find" by
the critics.
They compare him to Warfield, Al
Jolson, Caruso, Chaplin, and Rabindranath Tagore
Overjoyed after struggling
in their younger days.
I.

after

which

in

they

appeared at
the recent
A c to rs'
Fund carnival in

Holly-

wood,

Beach
.

o'

Dreams

The Sennett Studio is a fairyland from which good little actresses are whisked away to become dramatic stars. How the present incumbents feel about their futures is here presented.

By Gordon Gassaway

THE

waves were only paint that had dried on the
canvas, and the beach sand was the grime of
the studio floor, but here dreams were born.
After all, it was a magic beach, and the paint and
were standing on the
the grime didn't matter.
selfsame spot where Louise Fazenda once had dreamed
of owning her very own company and becoming the
stood where Gloria Swanson
Queen of Slapstick.
Where
had once posed for a bathing-suit close-up.

We

We

Marie Prevost and Mary Thurman had dreamed dreams
of the day when they would break out of the Kingdom of Slapstick and become queens in the Land of
Drama. Where Mabel Normand, as a little girl, had
had visions of becoming the greatest screen comedienne
in the world.

Now
flights

others are dreaming there, and contemplating
from the nest which even Father Sennett wots

not of.
It

was a

at the great

California,

studio

jolly

day

Edendale,
Sennett

when

Work was

I arrived.
starting up

again in all departments, and big sister

Mabel was back again,
on
beginning work

new
Normand, plump and

"Molly-O"— a

happy again, after her
rest cure.

Een Turpin

vv'as

rehearsing over in one corner of

the studio, while Charlie ]\Iurray was muttering to himself and others in another corner.
The studio cafeteria,
upstairs, where we lunched, was bustling with activity,
and the white-coated chef was grinning with glee be-

cause his "children" were back.
I was led through the maze of tables to one in the
farthest corner, where two young people were already
And then we were introduced. I caught my
seated.
breath and blinked my eyes almost blinded by beauty.
It was Flarriet Hammond and Phyllis Haver
I had
never before noticed that these girls had faces
And
such faces
No wonder Llack Sennett has decided to
do away with bathing scenes.
There are four best bets now in the Edendale fold.
These are Kathryn McGuire, Phyllis Haver, Flarriett
Hammond, and Mildred June. They were the fledglings
of the nest when Llabel Normand and Louise Fazenda
were preening their wings for flight. And now these
are dreaming dreams
of what?
"I don't like comedy and I hate pie, particularly in

—

!

!

!

—

the face, and I want to be a great dramatic, emotional
actress."
All this was gulped out at once when Harriett and I were comfortably seated on some old sawhorses in the coolest spot the studio could boast, which
Vvas over near the big property room, where, strange
as it may seem, there hung a canvas on which were
painted some weary waves and a bit of crackling beach
a relic of other Sennett days, for Sennett has turned
over a new leaf in the book of fashion, and will never
again produce a bathing comedy.
"Then how did you ever happen to start work at
this studio?" I asked, knowing that she never
had been in pictures before coming to this
home of slapstick.

—

"I lived at Santa Monica, and an assistant
director or some one connected with this
studio saw me in swimming one day and asked
my mother if she would let me pose for some
])ictures.
She did, and that is how it started.
But I am not a comedienne, and I just love
cry.
I'd almost rather cry than spend
money, and no one knows except the stores
on Broadway how much I like to spend money.
"So there's no use asking me if I intend
I am
to give up pictures, because I don't.
going to stav in pictures as long as they want
me and make money while my face shines.
I've had a taste of emotional work over at
Roberston-Cole in a picture, and I know I

to

like it."
I am not exaggerating when I say that one
needs dark glasses if he intends to gaze long

at Miss Hammond, particularly
just discovering that any of the Sennett
This one reminds you
girls really have faces.

or

intently

upon
of

what

'Elsie

Ferguson must have been some

She is so dazzlingly beautifid.
years ago.
"My contract has some years yet to run
with Mr. Sennett, so I am not planning much
only dreaming now and then that he vvill
be a dear and loan me out to other studios

—

—

—

!

Beach

o'

"

—

"
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making emotional dramas so I can cry real sad tears, and not funny tears
to shed here.
Now if you will pardon me, I must go and rehearse
with Mr. Turpin!"
So our cozy meeting on the beach o' dreams was broken up.
A moment later I found myself sitting face to face with Phyllis Haver on the
very same spot. She was twitching her short little veil into place.
"Shut your eyes and dream out loud for me a minute," I asked her quietly.
"Tell me what you want to do when your contract here is up next December."
"I re-ally think I ought to be a good comedienne after doing this sort of
thing"
she waved her hand to where some pies were cooling on a shelf
"for five years, don't you?" she drawled, witla a fascinating lisp.
"I expect to re-ally be a comedienne next year, but I hope it will
be with Mr. Sennett. I don't want to go anywhere else like Gloria
Swanson or Miss Fazenda. I will re-ally have to be pushed out of
that are

like

we have

—

^

this place."

/

a most complacent little person, this most famous of all
water babies.
One feels that she will take whatever comes
along, just as she took the pies and things
in the rougher and older days of slapstick.
Here re-al dreams are more concerned
with chocolate creams and delicious shortcake than with her future. This she admits with a sidelong glance at the pies
cooling on the shelf.
It dawned upon me
that she would always have preferred to
eat them rather than have thrown them
Kathryn McGuire, she of the short
golden curls and the babiest face in films,
is the baby of the Sennett flock.
She has
not quite found her metier yet.
I suggested this to her, when her turn at the

She

is

canvas dream beach came.
"I've got the comedy meter on now, if
that's what you mean," she said, "and Mr.
Sennett's quarter is in it, so he's letting
me run along to see how I turn out.
"I'm in a daze most of the time here,
dodging things, and when I signed my
contract I wasn't quite sure whether or
not I was funny, although my brother had
said I looked that way when I bobbed my
hair.
I think that I am not funny, and
I

know

Lillian

that

I

would rather emote like
I know, but

Gish than anything

Photo by Abbe

Continued on page 109
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Ma— She

Ask

Knows!

By William Warren

CAYS

ma

'Td like to go
to see a movie show.
The table's cleared, the dishes done,
I guess I've earned a mite o' fun."
*^

to pa:

Downtown

Says pa to ma: "That hits me strong,
We'll take the whole darned fam'ly 'long,
An' now we're fixed an' fancy free

What movie

are

we

It's

full o'

Woo.'

vamps

an' furbelows.
sorts o' 'spensive clothes."

They sport all
"Lay off that stuff," says Brother
"The one fer me's, 'The Two-Gun
wanter see a wild shebang,
An' cowboys' pistols goin' bang!"

I

Gi'

"

Sister Sue,

Women

A

me some

action in

We'll go see 'All Tied

goin' to see?"

"Oh, joy!" pronounces
"I wanter see, 'When

"Well, now," says ma, "I kinder lean
seein' 'Simple Seventeen.'
It's peacefttllike the papers say,
sweet an' real old rustic play."
"Sweet mush !" says pa, "I'd ruther spy
Somebody slingin' custard pie.

To

Bill,

Kill,'

'When

Women Woo

mv plots,
Up in Knots.'

!'

"

"Aw,

ma,^

'Two Gun

!'

"

"I'm goin' to see some comics done."
"Oh, pa!" "Aw, ma!" "Swell clothes!" "Gee whiz,
!"
Real bronchos kickin' wild as is
"A funny film'd give vou roars
"
a pause
"It's 'Simple Seventeen'
"We go to see," says ma to pa.
"You think you're right," says he "you are."

—

—

—

;

The Screen in
As

guide to motion pictures, this depart

a

cerity of the author, her clean-cut criticisms,

— not
will

to mention her deft and clever touches
be repaid for following it in selecting

By Agnes

It is all wool and seven reels long.
Written by the somewhat flippant Rupert
Hughes, it proves that Mr. Hughes has a heart
of goldwyn.
It is a story of family life, and
But it is
it reminds you of "Over the Hill."
much better than the Fox production because
its humor is sharper, clearer, and less hackneyed and because it goes beyond mere senti-

Old Nest."

mentality.
The story of

"The Old Nest"

But

is quite simple.
singularly undramatic.
the most uninteresting parts of the picture

are

its

Drawn from
thrown

life,

it

is

Evidently they were
movie thrills.
by Reginald Barker just as a matter

in

of form. All directors believe that if a picture
to be entertaining something has to happen.
As a matter of fact, many of the most enjoyable pictures are those in which nothing

is

happens at

all.

As for "The Old Nest:" Were you ever
the member of a large family in which mother
and father did all the work and the children
had

all

the fun?

how many
to make so

Did it ever occur to you
mother and father had

sacrifices

that sister could have pretty clothes

wear to dances, so that brother could go
away to study, and so that the black sheep
of the group might have enough money to
pay his bills?
And did you ever stop to
think how lonely father and mother must
to

when all the children have left the old
nest and successfully established themselves
in a world of their 'own ?
"The Old Nest"
be

"r/!e Old Nest"

is

the

most

sincere and worthy picture that Goldwyn
has ever made.

THE

early-fall styles in motion pictures are
inclusive as the early-fall styles in dress.

as

We

have some dashing models, copied from the
foreign creations, cleverly adapted for the American
trade.
We have some comfortable, staid, home-made
models, guaranteed to wear and give general satisfaction.
And we have some exquisite importations that
are likely to be a little too extreme for general popularity.

Plots will be longer, and although they are fashioned
on standard models they will be heavily trimmed. In
fact, except for a few conservative creations, most of
them will be overelaborate. Star decorations are popular.
Some of the more daring designers of motion
pictures are going in extensively for the all-star model,
The exembroided heavily with expensive settings.
treme lavishness that is a popular word with the pro-

—

—

ducers- of these pictures indicates that there will be a
reaction during the winter in favor of the simpler and
better production.

"THE OLD NEST."
As

will

and

a good, all-around, useful model there

make you
mother

stop and remember that father
deserve something more than

perfunctory gratitude and respect.

The
who is

action of the picture centers around Mary Alden,
seen as the mother.
few months ago I wished
that Miss Alden would have the opportunity to play a
real acting part.
She has that chance in" "The Old
Nest."
The mother sketched by Mr. Hughes is not
the modern mother, who leads her own life and wears
her daughter's clothes. She is the old-fashioned mother
the sort of woman who slaved, cheated, and lied, if
need be, for her children, who ruled them by her affections and not by the latest theories on how to bring up
children, the woman who submerged herself completely
in her family.
Miss Alden's performance is a fine and
sympathetic one. Miss Alden is not a type actress that
is to say, she is not in motion pictures because she
happens to look like a certain genus of human being.
She acts with her brains, not merely by her looks. The
rest of the cast includes Dwight Crittenden, Cullen Lan-

A

;

dis, Louise Lovely, Helene Chadwick, Molly Malone,
and the popular children of the Edgar comedies, Johnny
Jones, Lucille Rickson, Buddy Messenger, and Robert de

Vilbiss.
is

"The

If

producers

want

to

send

American

pictures

to

—

—

Revi ew
ment

is unequaled.
The sinher freedom from restrictions

—are what
your

make

screen

it

You

so.

entertainment.

Smith

Europe

to give the

Europeans

a representative idea of life
in the wilds of North America, the reviewer recommends
"The
Old
Nest."
Mr.
Hughes is a wonderful reporter and he has a great eye
for

details.

The

picture

is

with those wistful memories that amuse us and make
filled

us a little sad.
For instance,
do you remember the snapshots of the family taken on
the front porch?
Do you re-

member

the hired girl, harsh

and hard working?

Do you
remember the negro man who
was called in to cut the grass ?
Do you remember the gossipy school-teacher?
Do you
remember the humiliation of
" Without Benefit of Clergy," in the Pathe production, makes a deep appeal to the sympathies.
being "late for school ?" "The
Old Nest" is just like getting out the family album and
sibilities of the futurist school of dramatic expreslookmg at the faded pictures of your youth back home.
sion.*
It is worth seemg because it
is the most sincere and
Perhaps "The Golem" will not be wildly popular with
worthy picture Goldwyn ever has made.
those who merely "go to the movies."
The average
person doesn't want to strain his mind by looking at
"THE GOLEM."
scenic effects to which he is not accustomed, and he
yo^^will find traditions of a dififerent sort in "The
doesn't want to strain his brain by thinking back as
Golem," a picture brought to this country from Gerfar as the fourteenth century.
But if those who are
many and sponsored by Hugo Riesenfeld. With "The responsible for the presentation of pictures like "The
Cabinet of Doctor Caligari" and "Deception," it ranks
Golem" are persistent enough they will succeed in makas one of the most Important artistic achievements of
ing the public care for something better than the shallow,
the year.
Its peculiar distinction is that it brings to
trite, so-called society drama in which the personages
the screen from the obscurity of centuries a legend that
behave just as disgracefully as do the society folk who
almost as old as the Jewish race.
In Yiddish the word "golem" is slang for a dummy.
Its original meaning is "idol."
The Golem is a Frankenstein monster created, according to the story, by Jewish magicians who practiced the black arts in the city
of Prague in the fourteenth century.
At that time
Prague, only half civilized, was the center of Jewish
persecutions. The Jews were herded in a ghetto, forced
to vi^orship underground, and treated very much in the
fashion the early Christians were treated bv the pagan
is

Romans.

Where

there is oppression vices exist both among the
masters and the slaves.
group of Jews versed in the
black arts debased the fine traditions of the religion of
Moses and brought to life the Golem, an unhuman
figure destined to frighten their savage masters.
The
legend is old and steeped in Jewish folklore.
The
picture is lit by the fires of centuries of racial feeling and centuries of religious fidelity.
It is marvelously produced.
Paul Wegener, who directed it and
acted in it, is a disciple of Max Reinhardt's theater
in Berlin.
Like the producer of "Doctor Caligari/'
he brings to the screen the immense imaginative pos-

A

figure in front-page scandals in the newspapers.
If
the screen can cultivate true sentiment, imagination, and
humor among its followers, then it may properly be
As it is we have
called the eighth art.

—

"THE AFFAIRS OF ANATOL."
"The Affairs of Anatol" was produced by Cecil B. De
Mille, written by Jeanie MacPherson, and suggested
in

fact,

great

—

merely hinted at by Arthur Schnitzler.
A
persons will see the film amalgamation of

many

"The Affairs of Anatol." Fortunately, few of that
number have read the book or seen the play. And so
Mr. De Mille stands small chance of being shot at sunrise.
Schnitzler's play was a light, sophisticated comedy
that concerned the affairs of a charming young man

who

lived in a formerly blithe

and naughty

city called

Vienna.

To make

the

comedy a

respectable evening's enter-

tainment for American audiences, Mr. De Mille and
Miss MacPherson, by some paradoxical form of reasoning, have made it about three times as vulgar as the
Scenes from "The Golem"
second rotogravure section.

will be

found on pages

80

and

81,

in the

—

—
The
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Screen in Review
After watching Miss Swanson, Miss Daniels, and Wanda
Hawley wearing clothes that
would put a deficit in any expense account, it was a real
relief to see Agnes Ayres in
a

gingham

dress.

While Wal-

Reid and the other two
hundred and fifty-nine stars
emerge with much celluloid
and glory, Miss Ayres does
lace

the best bit of acting in the
picture.
However, as I said,
maybe it was the gingham
dress.

De Mille's latest, released
of course by Famous PlayersLasky, is going to cause more
comment than the Einstein
theory.
Only twelve persons
in the world can appreciate
the Einstein theory.
Eut we
are all born with eyes.

"WITHOUT BENEFIT OF
CLERGY."

''Without

Benefit
of
Clergy" serves to demonstrate
that the author of the story
is not such a dub and a handicap as he is pictured. In fact,
the little fellow often can be
a great help to the producer.
When Pathe planned to film a
story by Rudyard Kipling, it

"The Road

In

original.

to

London" Bryant Washburn takes us

is an American and married when the
Evidently he lives on Riverside Drive.
played by Gloria Swanson, and Miss Swan-

Anatol

story opens.

His wife is
son absolutely outglorias herself in this picture.
clothes are enough to make an innocent schoolgirl
papa's Liberty Bonds and cut loose.
The high spots of the picture are many.
There is the scene in which Wallace Reid, as
Anatol, breaks up a million dollars' worth of
furniture.
There are Gloria Swanson's legs.
There is Bebe Daniels as Satan Synnc, "the
most wicked woman in New York." Consider
the name
Satan Synne. As reader to critic,
can you beat it ? There is the cabaret scene
bigger, brighter, and more glorious than any
cabaret scene ever filmed.
There are Elinor
Glyn and Lady Parker seen as "extras" in a
bridge-party scene.
There are the decorated
subtitles, done in colors, that look like lantern
slides for illustrated songs.

The

picture

calculated to knock your eye
glittering section of celluloid ever turned loose on a public that spends
most of its time trying to figure out how to
pay the butcher's bill. The censors may say
that it is naughty; but it is no more wicked
than a two-hundred-and-fifty-pound woman
out.

It is the

is

most

covered with jewels and riding around in a
limousine.
"The Affairs of
Anatol" has one Mabel Ballin brings her delicate charm to the leading role
clever episode.
It
in her husband's picture, "The
is the adventure of
Journey's End."
Anatol with the
f

a

r

m e r's

wife.

sent Randolph Lewis to England to gather a few of Kipling's ideas on the subject.
Mr. Lewis, being a scholar and a gentleman, carefully
followed Rudyard's ideas when he wrote the scenario,
and he saw to it that Robert Brunton created the real
city of Lahore in his studio. The result ?
fine picture.
The story tells of the love affair of an Indian girl

to the real English countryside.

Her
steal

A

The
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and an Englishman. It is a
poetic and idealistic romance
that shimmers with the beauty
of the magic of the Near East.
it is better than
"MaButterfly."
dame Butterfly" smacks of
operatic
the
dramatic and

Just as a story,

"Madame

stage.

"Without Benefit of

Clergy" makes a deeper appeal to our sympathies.
Unfortunately, because of the
ubiquitous censors, the hero
and heroine are married' by
a brief, informal but picturesque native ceremony.
The
craze for respectabihty has
become a mania.
The picture has beauty,
grace,

and charm

;

the settings

are convincing without being
obnoxiously pretentious. Virginia

Brown

Faire, as

reminds you of
ford, so simple
is her acting.

Ameera,

Mary

Pick-

and touching

"THE JOURNEY'S END."
Hugo Ballin's pictures are
getting better and better.
At
"The Affairs of Anatol" is going to cause more comment tlian the Einstein theory.
the risk of sacrificing a little
drama, he steers clear of the
rocks of vulgarity.
His latest production, "The JourNita Naldi, as Temptation, lives up to requirements.
ney's End," was written by a Dominican nun. Its chief
Beauty is played by Edna Wheaton, who works under
asset is the fact that it tells a trite story in an original
the handicap of winning the beauty prize in a contest.
way.
You may be tired of the married woman who
PRODUCTIONS.
"loves another," but see "The Journey's End," anyway.
The story is told without the aid of subtitles, because
"A Broken Doll" was produced by Alan Dwan. It
Mr. Ballin believes that the term motion picture should
is as pure as the driven snow and so filled with simple,
be taken literally. Luckily, Mr. Ballin is an expert at
kindly interest that the whole family can see it and
grouping pictures.
Mabel Ballin brings her delicate
come away refreshed. The outstanding feature of the
charm to the leading role, while George Bancroft, new
picture is Monte Blue's performance of a farm hand
to the screen, gives such a good performance that unwhose devotion to a little crippled girl forms the basis
doubtedly you will see him frequently.
of a heart-interest plot. Mary Jane Irving is the little
girl and Mary Thurman is the lovely young lady who
"EXPERIENCE."
is inevitable, on the screen as well as off.
After seeing "Experience," the reviewer smiled
"The Mother Heart," a Fox production, is another
slightly and let it go at that.
picture that can be put on your white list. It has more
This "morality play" was
written by George V. Hobart and presented on the stage
genuine qualities than many of the bigger pictures that
with such success that it has made almost as much
are so widely exploited. The unfortunate part of this
money as "Uncle Tom's Cabin." Mr. Hobart used the
business of getting pictures before the public is that the
ingenious device of giving all his characters such names
good films are sneaked on and off the screen while the
as Youth, Beauty, Pleasure, Wealth, and Temptation,
large, luscious cabbages are advertised as world-beaters.
and then he wrote a straightforward "Shadows of a
Another picture that is good entertainment is "Scrap
Great City" melodrama.
Iron," which introduces Charles Ray as actor, director,
But with the new monikers
on the characters, "Experience" is highly moral and upand prize fighter, all combined. But why take the troulifting and not just a plain "ten-twenty-thirty" show
I know of women
ble to recommend a Ray picture?
about a boy who comes to the city, treads the primrose
who would rather miss their own wedding than fail to
path, goes to Chinatown and then returns to the little
see Ray's latest.
Shirley Mason's sister, Viola Dana, pulls a lot of
home in the country where love is waiting for him.
funny tricks in "Home Stuff." It is a trick picture,
George Fitzmaurice has made for Paramount an elabanyway, and contains an amusing burlesque on " 'Way
orate production of this prize quarter-snatcher.
It is
Down East" and all the gol-darned plays that were ever
full of goody-goody platitudes and wild scenes of night
"Thunder Island," with Edith Roberts, is a
written.
Except for the
life, so it is sure to please every one.
It is
gorgeous melodrama, beautifully photographed.
fact that Mr. Fitzmaurice has treated us to some unone of the best hot tamales that has come out in a long
usual pictorial effects, "Experience" is just like the old
time.
"The Last Door" has Eugene O'Brien and Marshows you used to enjoy at the local stock company
Isn't that enough for any one
tha Mansfield in it.
before the movies changed the theatrical map.
picture? It's a crook story.
The players in "Experience" do the best that they
"Carnival" is the forerunner of many non-German
can.
May I risk the fury of the fans and say that
European pictures. It was directed by Harley Knoles,
Richard Barthelmess, as Youth, gives a negative perContinued on page 93
Marjorie Daw is ideally cast as Love.
formance?

OTHER

a

Temperamental Actors
Jim Kirkwood knows about them because he has directed the

biggest,

and right

now

he's

one of them.

By Bruce Reid

KIRKWOOD commands male
JAMES
He's a fine loafer.
admiration.

to

nothing
half-hearted
There's
about it. It's finished loafing. Telephonic irritations, which send some
of us off our merry orbits, only
elicit from him a casual "damn."
His concentration is perfect.
I offer no apology for idleStevenson has scooped
ness.

Yet

me.

Stevenson's

feel

I

excuse

somewhat
When
Wally

Kirkwood
tions.

you

—
—

His speech

my

fault.

I

formulated

Jim was neatly attired
I had been
bath robe.

Kirkwood domus
in

before

ex-

idle dally is not an evil example for urchins. His re-

Rodin's
as imperturbable as that of a wellOne catches no glints
fed lion.
brimstone temperament
of
the
of
that
pose
is
"Thinker." His calm

was a

Mr. Stevenson warns us not to spend all
our leisure in reading, else we will have no
Idleness, he says, intime for thought.
duces thought. Jim Kirkwood, as well as
The morning
Wally, heeds the advice.
visitation at the

slow and

Irish
as well as the Irish sympa1
thy and poetic quality.
trust that Jim Kirkwood in

pajamas and

is

peculiar to the actor or director, yet
both.
He was
an actor with Griffith in one and tworeel days, and he was the first man chosen
He
to direct under Griffith supervision.
has directed Mary Pickford, John Barrymore, Blanche Sweet, Doroth}^ Gish, Lionel

Kirkwood has been

mind.

my

is

The sheen of
humor is omnipresent,

lazy interviewer in quest of
novelty who shamelessly made a
goat of the chaste Sir Wallace.
Nothing would convince the lady
that Wally did not resemble at all
times a nifty pantalooned Apollo sitting
about in graceful postures, improving his

of

hold

pressed.

she of course did not

all

most con-

clean cut, his thoughts well

into

blame the charming Wally.
She said she knew that he
was no such good-for-nothing.

was

like

men who

self.

having some big stiff like
Wally being held up as an
ideal.
Being feminine gen-

It

coins.

fascination for the fair, his
strength is tempered with
tenderness.
There's nothing
potent
as
the
so
strength which controls it-

washing neck and ears
and doing chores without

der,

And,

querors of

male dishabille
lady rebuked me in Spartan fashion. She informed
me that it was hard
enough for a mother to
offspring

Roman

on

see

period.

recently I sketched
Reid at ease in

coerce the

of heroic propor-

He's a Caesar of the Martian

ineffectual.

typical

is

His head bears a family

resemblance to those profiles

Mr.
was

that

contradict myself.
He's a male of
powerful make, ridiculously incongruous with the title, "ladies' favorite."
But I'm told that styles in
matinee idols are changing. Daintiness no longer is in fashion.

Kirkwood doesn't suggest by
his

appearance

temperament

as ifs usually understood, for
he is a man of heroic proportions, with a profile like those
on old

Roman

invited to breakserved just as the sun dawned on high noon.
There was nothing idle about breakfast. The one
small Jap boy staggered to and fro through swinging
doors, weighted with frigates of wheat cakes, omelets,
hot porridge, fruit, and dainty caldrons of coffee.
performed like athletes. After the last cake had
been vanquished we retired to the living room for TurkKirkwood had just finished a someish contemplation.
what arduous eight weeks on the Lasky production of
Sir Gilbert Parker's "The Money Master," aptly retitled
"The Wise Fool." He had submitted his ripe red beard,
raised for the occasion, to the well-honed scythe of the
barber. Thus another reason for staying indoors.
Kirkwood, I'm told, is a great favorite of the ladies.
But only the day before I heard him gently promising
fast,

We

to behead the entire Lasky publicity department if it
ever again called him a matinee idol. Therefore I hasten

coins.

Barrymore, Antonio ]\Ioreno, Henry B.
Thomas Meighan,
Mary JMiles Minter in fact it once was
said that one did not become a member of
the film four hundred until directed by
Kirkwood. Since returning to the screen
Walthall, Billie Burke,

—

little more than a year ago, Kirkwood has played the
leading male roles in "The Luck of the Irish," "Man,
Woman, and Marriage," "The Scoffer," "Bob Hampton
of Placer," "Love," "The Heart of a Fool," "The Wise
Fool," and soon he will be featured in George Melford's
production of "The Great Impersonation," by E. Phillips

a

Oppenheim.
If any man should know about that mystic thing called
temperament Kirkwood certainly should. Has it not
been said that the lordly John Barry-more bristles with
Kirkwood directed him in several pictures. Scarcely
it ?
a star has risen immune from imputations of temperament. I wondered how the masterful Jim had met it.
The wonder, backed by query, caused him to reflect.
"Talk about the great white light that beats on a
throne," he remarked after musing.
"It is not in it
Continued on page 86

Puzzles for the Property
How

make

to

cats'

Man

eyes shine in the dark, how to make goats climb trees, and how to get a picfeet, or shoulders when she is far away are only a few of the usual ones.

ture of the star's hands,

There are only a
girts around
Hollywood studios whose blood
photographs light
enough in close-ups

few
the

By
Gordon
Gassaway

of hands, and they
are always in great
demand at the studios.

WHAT

are they doing over there?"

I

asked.

"They are photographing Miss Swanson's
ankles," Sam Wood, the director, answered

matter-of-factly.
"But that isn't Miss Swanson," I muttered to myself,
looking at the young woman whose ankles were posing
for the picture camera and thinking that I was being
politely spoofed.
"Oh, no," he admitted naively, "but those are her
ankles. At least they are a very fine pair of ankles, and
when you see the close-up of them on the screen you
will think they are the ankles of the star, for those are
the same shoes and stockings that Miss Swanson Vv^ears
in this picture.
"We simply can't take up Gloria Swanson's time or
patience for takes and retakes of mere ankles, so we
use one of Mr. De Mille's stenographers instead. This
girl's ankles have appeared as 'doubles' for the star in
seven recent Lasky pictures.
If you look closely you

may understand why."

A

great light began to dawn upon my somnolent consciousness, and all kinds of possibilities and questions
began to bob up and down in my mind. What a1)ont
stars'

hands and arms and

— —
er

legs

and

shoulders?
But the answer to some of
these questions was already coming from

Mr. Woods'

"One

lips.

of the most important parts of a

This girl's
ankles have app e a r e d as
''Doubles'^ for
Gloria
Swanson's in seven

Lasky

pictures.

"By that
picture to-day is the 'insert,' " he went on.
mean, of course, the flash of a beautiful hand on
which a wedding or engagement ring is being placed,
or a more elaborate insert where- a whole dream is
shown on the screen.
"The most costly and elaborate insert ever made was
that of the Cinderella Ball in Mr. De Mille's 'Forbidden
Fruit,' where the ballroom was constructed out of thirty
thousand dollars' worth of plate glass. But the humble
insert, even if it is only a flash lasting not more than
five seconds, is most important."
In Hollywood there are girls who are used for nothing else but to pose in the place of stars for close-ups
They have mbre
of various portions of the anatomy.
constant employment and make more money than the
average popular extra. There is one girl who is much
Unfortuin demand on account of her beautiful hand.
nately her face is scarred and is impossible for straight
picture roles, though she often plays character bits.
Another girl has a particularly beautiful throat and
shoulders, and when Pauline Frederick or May Allison
are too tired to pose for an insert showing their arms
or shoulders this girl is called and paid a very respectable sum for taking their place.
^
Perhaps the most interesting inserts are those
showing a fly crawling over
the leading man's nose
cat tipping over
I

!
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an ink

bottle

—anything which

is

apparently

photograph.

difficult to

—

A common

or ordinary variety of house fly drat him
a delight to the camera man. This is something new
One of the biggest laughs
I learned from Sam Wood.
in a recent picture was caused by the antics of a fly on
the forehead of a comedian in the picture.
How did
they get a fly to go through its paces? Perfectly simple
when you know the Wood method.
They stretched the comedian out on a bed and covered the bed, the camera, the director, and dozens of
flies all over with a fine net.
Then they delicately
smeared some marmalade on the comedian's forehead.
In a moment one of the flies was right on the job licking
up the marmalade, and the comedian, supposed to be
half asleep, tried to brush the fly away.
Hence the
laugh.
cat is the most difficult animal to photograph for
an insert. There was Pep, of course, the Sennett cat,
but that cat was an exception. She loved to be photographed better than to eat. But every other cat yet tried
has caused trouble. Usually strenuous methods have to
Every one remembers the little white
be resorted to.

—

•

is

A

.

in Griffith's "Way Down East" and how it
drowsed dreamily on the porch of the country store.
That cat, it is said, was shut up in a dark box for a
while, and then it was suddenly put in the bright sunlight.
As soon as it was taken out the box and put
on the porch in the sun it blinked sleepily, and the camera

kitten

did the rest.
-Who is there who can't remember the close-up insert
of the star reading a letter in which the unattractive
finger tips created a sudden feeling of repulsion ? Could
those hands belong to the beautiful Jane? No, of course
they didn't. The close-up of the letter was taken perhaps
near the property room, and the fingers belonged to
Jim, the property man, obliging his friend the camera
man. But nowaday if Viola Dana is supposed to be

Man

reading a letter, and they want a close-up of it showing
her thumbs at the edge of the paper, and Miss Dana
is too busy to pose for such a trifle, they get a girl with
beautiful hands to take Miss Dana's place.
But it is not easy to photograph hands in close-ups,
I learned from Mr. Wood.
Human blood, under the
skin, is peculiar photographically.
For instance, the
blood of one person photographs very black, while that
of another comes out on the screen very light. There
are only a few girls around the Hollywood colony whose
blood photographs light enough in close-ups of hands
and thumbs, and they are always in great demand at
the studios. The hands of Lila Lee are the most photographed hands on the Lasky lot, by the way.
In "Peck's Bad Boy" the director needed a close-up
insert of some garden ants moving in single file across
a sidewalk. He instructed his assistant to get a picture
of ants acting that way.
"But there are no ants in California at this time of
"They come out of the
year," protested the assistant.
ground only in the summer. They are hibernating now."
"That doesn't make any difference we aren't going
to keep Jackie Coogan here until summer to get those
ants.
Go get 'em!" And the assistant got the ants!
He got them by heating the ground in the corner of
his back yard around some old ant nests and then baiting
Then he put them in
the little beasts with molasses.
a bottle and lured them to walk from it across the sidewalk, and the picture was saved and released on time.
While directing one of Wally Reid's pictures Mr.
Wood found that he needed to get the effect of some
He tried every breed
cats' eyes shining in a dark room.
of cat in Hollywood, but with no success further than to
disprove the myth that cats' eyes shine in the dark. But
the insert was provided for in the script, and must be
;

made.

One day

W^ally suggested that they try Rufus, the
Continued on page 102
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Breakfast at Eleven
During which Conway Tearle comments on his work, as does the family

By

parrot.

Harriette Underbill

parrot
CONWAYandTEARLE has aConway
eloquently.

ently

mensely

;

Mrs. Conway

it swears fluenjoys it impretends to be shocked,
;

We

she doesn't dare to encourage the 'bird.
enjoy the performance just as much as Conway does
and get ourself invited over to the Tearle apartment
It isn't only to hear the parrot
as often as we can.
swear, although he is second to none in his line. He
is the most profane, although not the most amusing,
member of the Tearle family.
When Conway Tearle married Adele Rowland we,
for

Not that we knew either
for one, were delighted.
of them or ever expected to, but we had seen them
many times on the stage and worshiped them from
weren't writing interviews then. _We were
afar.
on the stage, too, but never happened to be in a com-

We

pany with either of them, and if we had they wouldn't
have known it because they were stars, while we weresaying "Tea is served."
then we became an interviewer and Conway
Tearle became a movie star not quite simultaneously,
however and the first person we asked to interview
was Mr. Tearle. At that time he was playing opposite Constance Talmadge, and as Connie was an old
friend she invited us over to luncheon. Luncheon at
still

And

—

Conway and Mrs.

Tearle.

—

!

Breakfast at

Eleven

63

the Talniadge studio used to be a most
unceremonious meal. It was brought in in
a box and unpacked on a trunk or on the
floor of the dressing room. Heretofore we
had thought of Mr. Tearle as a romantic,
blase, rather unhappy hero who perhaps
never ate at all, or, if he did, who ate listlessly from a Limoges plate with a mysterious Japanese butler at his elbow.
But
that day at the studio our illusions were all
shattered. When luncheon was brought in

Conway

called loudly for the hard-boiled

eggs and the sandwiches, and he ate so
much that he hardly left anything for Connie and me.
Right there our idea anent

Conway

Tearle's living on natural ambroa rude shock, and it seems as
though every time we have done a regular
interview with him since it has been to
see him eat.
The second time we were
scheduled to hold him up and say "Stand
and deliver your life's secrets" it was after
the first performance of his wife, Adele
Rowland, in "Irene" and the rendezvous
was the "Midnight Frolic," on top of the
sia suffered

New Amsterdam

Theater in New ^York.
That was also the first time we had met
Mrs. Tearle. It has remained in our memory that we all ate lobster Newberg and
got along famously.
And then the other
day the editor of this magazine said:
"Write me a story about Conway Tearle:
You know him so well that it ought to be
an easy one to do."
"Now it's strange, but no matter how
well we know any one, every time that we
are called upon to write the story of his
life

we

insist

on

"in-

terviewing" him again.

Otherwise it would
seem as though one
was merely writing

Perhaps one of these pictures was sent

to you.

Lee they told you that he had just gone out on
you called up the Friars they told you that he had
left that moment to go home, and if you called up home the maid
said that Mr. and Mrs. Tearle had just gone to the theater.
So
we decided to "let George do it," and it just happens that the
publicity director's name is George.
Well, George called us back in
fifteen minutes and said "Mr. Tearle isn't working to-morrow and he
wants you to take breakfast with them at eleven o'clock."
At eleven we presented ourself at the Tearle apartment on Fiftyfourth Street, and then it was that we made the acquaintance of the
new member of the family, Polly. "Go to hell !" said Polly in answer
to our inquiries as to his
or her
health, and how we envied him his
studio in Fort

location.

the

siiiK'

thing

ii\er

and over.
So we called up
the
man who
presides
over
the professional
engagements of

the

Selznick
and asked

stars

him

arrange
something for
to

us.

We had

learned

that it
useless to
try to find Mr.

was

Tearle

unas-

sisted.

If

you

called

up

the

He doesn't always
took so
serious.

If

:

—

—

privilege of speaking as he felt
"That's not a pretty way to talk," chided
her strategic position back of the coffee urn.

Mrs. Tearle gently from

"What makes him so unpleasant and yet so frank?" And before either
of his foster parents could answer he shrieked, "I'm a movie director,
I'm a movie director," over and over.
"Has he ever been in a movie studio?" we asked supiciously, and
then the grapefruit was brought in. This was the first time we had
talked to Mr. Tearle since he became a star, and we wondered how he
liked it.
"Not so much," he said in answer to our question. "It's a responsibility, you know, which you do not have when you are merely a leading
man playing opposite a woman star."
"But think of how nice it is to see your name and your face out in
electric lights.
And think of the money!"
"But there isn't so much more money in it. Good leading men
now get as much money as stars, and then one never gets quite
enough to live on, no matter what one's salary is, you know. As

!
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"Why, I think the lack of good stories.
when you realize what the directors have

soon as your pay envelope swells so does your expense
account.
We're always poor."
"Always poor, always poor," groaned Polly, and then
he went into wild shrieks of hysterical laughter.
"Are you going back to the stage?" we asked, not
because we were doing an interview, but because we

give

role."

"So," said Mrs. Tearle laughingly, "you know his
guilty secret.
He was once a prize fighter, just like the
young man in the play."

up pictures?"

"Never," said Mr. Tearle decidedly.

am

"I

"Not

only

just

IF

YOU ENJOY

you?"
"Ever since I was five years old,
but, you know, a Broadway reputation doesn't help at all on the screen.
It is only what you have done in pic-

read

tures that counts."

in

some

time.

it, we know
"But you have made a lot of pictures, haven't you?"
"Yes, I have, but do you know that I worked for
one whole year without having a single picture exhibited ?
It seemed as though every picture I made, for some
reason or other, was put on the shelf. That was before

made my

present affiliation."
"There wasn't anything wrong with the pictures, was
there?" we ventured.
"No," answered Mrs. Tearle; "it was just a stroke
of hard luck."
"Hard luck, hard luck !" groaned Polly.
"What is the greatest difficulty you have to encounter
in being a star?"

I

You'll

boxer.

at all."

"Not

Grace Kingsley's "Romances of
Famous Film Folk " don't miss
the one aboat Will Rogers which
will appear in our next issue.
It is one of the most interesting, and certainly the most human
and appealing stories we have

!

Mr. Tearle modestly.
That isn't the same thing

a prize fighter, dear," said

"A

getting to be known, and I
should hate to give it up now."
"Only getting to be known!" we
incredulously.
"Why,
exclaimed
You have
every one knows of you
been on the stage always, haven't

appalling

work with

sometimes. And of course, no matter what goes wrong,
the star is always to blame in the eyes of the public.
You see all the plays; haven't you any idea for a good
story for me ?"
"Why don't you do 'The Champion?' That ought
to make a fine screen play with you in Grant Mitchell's

missed Mr. Tearle on Broadway.
I want to go back next season,
"I hope so, indeed.
and am reading plays now. Here is one of Samuel
Shipman's," he said, picking up a fat manuscript, "that
sounds promising, although I haven't finished reading it."

"And

It's

to

at all," shrieked Polly trium-

phantly.

"But were you

really a boxer,

and

when?" we asked incredulously.
"Thought you were always on the
stage."
"I was.

company
to

like

walk

I started in my father's
as soon as I was old enough
on, and I played small parts

was fifteen. Then I got so
and ungainly that I felt I had
missed my vocation and 1 mourned
over my lack of personal pulchritude in secret.
Boys
of that age are extremely introspective, though one
seldom guesses it. Failing, as I thought, to make good
until I
tall

my

inherited profession, I decided to be a boxer.
I
to be pretty good at it, and from the time I was
seventeen until I was nineteen I earned my living in the
ring."
"Why didn't you continue to be a prize fighter, as
in

seemed

your wife

calls

you?"

"Because, by the time he was nineteen, he began to
shown signs of the manly beauty which has since made
Continued on page 102
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FILM CLIPPINGS
By Nat N. Dorfman
The millennium is due any minute now. A well-known
movie star is reported to have refused an interview to
a newspaper man because she had nothing new to say!

know

where heaven seems to
be located geographically, but from the large number

Nobody seems

to

Uneasy

Some

the head at

which a custard

pie

is

aimed.

fans seem to think that all a movie star has
day long is how to get a larger con-

to think about all
tract.

But

this isn't at all true.

think about this

all

The movie

stars also

night long.

Time and tide wait for no man.
movie vamp when she gets going.

Neither does the

Tough on the Hero.
The old-fashioned hero who used to
few feet of film is denied
several States where the censor is very

in the last

is

to hold her hand.

Fairy Tale.

Once upon a time

a scenario was accepted in which
the villain won the hand of the fair maiden just as it
often happens in real life.

Authors who are running dry on movie plots have
to worry about in comparison to the fellows who
are running dry on their liquor supply.
little

There's one thing about a curious woman and the
movies, anyway.
She can't turn to the last fifty feet
of film on the last reel to see the end of the picture
as she does with the last few pages of a new novel
she's about to commence reading.

We often wondered why
until

kiss the heroine

we saw some

the Turks went in for harems
of the one-piece-bathing-suit maidens

in the movies.

this privilege in
strict.

New

So while

York, the
he may still enjoy her warm kisses in
farthest the censor will let him get with her in Pennsylvania

A

just

of bathing beauties we see disporting in the movies
the average man ofifhand will give its location as "somewhere in California."
lies

Cy Hopkins, the Oshkosh philosopher, can't underwhy they call it the silent drama when so many
women are in it.
stand

They say curiosity once killed a cat,
many of us would like to know

that

yet in spite of
just how much

Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks earn
together.

a year

:

The Toy-Maker

Times Square

of

and because he
a
—toys,
"Tony Sarg's Almanac."

Because a famous magazine illustrator amused himself in his spare time making
man of great inventiveness and striking humor, the screen has a sensational novelty

is

By
Helen

Klumph

\
Tony Sarg has a
miniature

theater

in his studio

where

he shows his
"Almanac" to his
friends.

DON'T

like to take any of the credit for "Tony
Sarg's Almanac" away from Tony Sarg himself,
because he deserves the sensational success that his
but in
irrepressible little screen children are enjoying
the interests of truth I must tell you. His grandfather

I

—

really started

it.

It

was

like this

Grandfather Sarg was a merry old soul whose hobby
was collecting rare and beautiful toys. It horrified his
friends, for though collecting Limoges plates or first
editions was quite all right, who had ever heard of such
a thing as collecting toys? No one had, apparently, and
that

is

why

the collection of toys that

is

now Tony

Sarg's

unique and extremely valuable. And it is love for
the dear old grandfather as well as pride in the toys
themselves that makes Tony Sarg turn down whatever
fabulous sum the British Museum offers him for his
is

collection.

may have been one

of the old sailing ships in his
carved by hand, and with every tiny sail an
exact replica of its bigger brothers that were made in
the sixteen hundreds, or it may have been the toy
guillotine made during the French Revolution, that beheads a pig labeled Louis Seize, that first inspired
It

colleciion,

Tony Sarg
Z'c when it
day's work

to make toys.
He doesn't recall just how
started.
He only knows that after a long

—

drawing board he is, you know, one
of the most prominent magazine illustrators
he craved
amusement. And he couldn't find it along any of the
well-trodden paths up Broadway, or the less-traveled
paths through the studios of his own Greenwich Village.
So he started playing with his toys, and somehow drifted
at his

—

into studying the Marionette Theaters of the Continent.
result was the Tony Sarg Marionette Theater which
delighted Broadway for two seasons and then went out
on the road. For three seasons they have been playing
all over the country, in big towns and small, in churches
and theaters, in schools and in homes. They have been

The

the chief attraction at big
in millionfetes
charity
aires'

earned

homes,

where

they

much money

for

have
played to packed houses at

the

poor,

and they

sixty cents a ticket in the

Neighborhood Playhouse

in

the lower East Side section
of New York.
During the war these

marionettes
became Red
Cross troupers, and last
year they helped to swell
the funds of the .Smith
But
College Endowment.
even thot:gh they have been
so phenomenally successful
their inventor still looks

upon them

as

an experi-

ment, and he is constantly
inventing some means of

making them more
more expressive.

pliable,

While

everywhere
them and his motionaudiences

hail

picture
"Almanac"
as the last word in
ingenuity, he is tirelessly inventing

new

means of making them still more
agile.
And the more free in

movement they become, the funnier they are. The
marionettes and the characters in the "Almanac" have
made many friends and much money, but of far greater
importance is the fact that they have made known to
Continued on page 102
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A Girl's Adventures in Movieland
She attends a luncheon given

Part VIII.

for

and spends a rapturous afternoon with the

By
when I begin to
JUST
about motion-picture

feel sure that I know a lot
stars something always hap-

—

It

was

to

—

Mary but, oh, what it meant to me
Mary Miles Minter was going to be in

like this.

New York

for a few days before she went abroad, and
some one in the Realart company thought it would be
nice for them to give a farewell luncheon for her and
invite all her friends on the newspapers and magazines

around

New

York.

It

Miles Minter and her friends
visiting

many

who

write

other famous stars.

Ethel Sands

pens that proves to me that there are many wonderfully interesting things in their lives that I've never
even heard of that are accepted as a matter of course
by them. It surprises me so why after I had met several stars at their homes and studios and gone shopping
and to the matinee with them, it seemed as though I
nuist have found out the most pleasant things about
their careers.
I hadn't though, and it was Mary Miles
Minter's luncheon that convinced me of that. It didn't

mean much

Mary

little star,

seems the companies often do

Realart did, and by some lucky
that for their stars.
chance they invited me, even though I had never met
Mary. Perhaps some one had told them how much
I've always admired her, though who it could have been
I can't imagine.
When the day came I was ready hours before noon,

I must have tried my hair a dozen or more ways
before I finally finished fussing with it. Then I was
so disappointed with it that I just pulled my hat down
tight and tried to console myself by thinking that no
one would see me with Mary around, anyway. I fidgeted all the way to New York; the train seemed slow,
and it seemed as though all the dust in New Jersey came
in my window and settled on me.
I could have cried.
I guess it was all nervousness over going to such a
swell affair as Mary Miles Minter's luncheon, though,
for when I got oi¥ the train and caught a glimpse of
myself in a mirror, I didn't look nearly so bad as I'd
imagined.
I was supposed to meet Emma-Lindsay Squier at the
Picture-Play office and go to the luncheon with her,
and I felt almost as excited over meeting her as I would
have been over a star, having enjoyed her stories for
so long.
But she was just moving, and had an awful
time finding out whether the clothes she wanted to wear
were in her former or future home, so she didn't get
there on time. I was so afraid that I wasn't going to get
to the luncheon
I am always afraid that something will
come up to prevent these adventures of mine among
the stars until they really happen, you know ^that Eliza-

and

—

—

A
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beth Peterson, who was there, took pity on me
and took me up with her. It seemed awfully
I had met
nice to be with some one I knew
her when she was Pearl White's press agent,
so she knew about how excited I get over
meeting one of my favorites.
went to the Biltmore Hotel where the
luncheon was to be held, and when we went
in from the crowded street to the elegant and
quiet coolness of the lobby I just held my
There were lots of people hurrying
breath.
about and bell boys looking for people, but it
People sat
didn't seem a bit bustly or noisy.
around on the most beautiful chairs as though
they were quite used to them at home, and
I was the only person who seemed a bit interested in stopping to stare at everything. Over
the buzz of voices a low orchestra could be
heard.
I guess there must have been a dining room somewhere near there, but I didn't
see it though I did peek in all the doors we
Everywhere there were just lots of
passed.
palms like a big wedding, and magnificently
upholstered dark-colored chairs and lounges
where people sat and talked.
man in a uniform stunning enough to be
leading man in a movie about royalty- directed
us to a private dining room where he said
Mary Miles Minter's luncheon was to be held.
He didn't seem to be at all surprised or imI
pressed because we were going there.
couldn't help wondering what would impress
a man who worked' in an elegant place like
that where great celebrities from all over the
world come and go every day.

—

We

A

the end of a thick-carpeted corridor we
into a room furnished with luxurious
lounges and chairs, where several groups of
men and women were standing about chatting.

At

went

awfully shy about going in

I felt

among them,

m

for I knew that all the rest were brilliant
writers, but an awfully nice girl came out to
the door to meet us and was so cordial that
I felt much less strange.
She introduced us
around to everybody, but I was so busy glancing about and trying to locate Mary Miles
Minter that I hardly noticed any one else.
And when I met her she fairly took my breath
away, she looked so pretty in the extremely
short dark taffeta dress that she wore with
a bunch of sweet peas at her waist.
She
seemed so animated she fairly sparkled with
life and freshness which you wouldn't expect
in a young person whose entire life had been
spent in the atmosphere of tlje theater.
I

is 7*

—

thought she would be

much more

blase,

and

wearylike.
]\Iiss

iMinter

is

beautiful

— she looks

exactly

I felt like stopping every one to tell them that Mary Miles Minter had given
even to her height and
me my flowers and that she had actually worn them for a while, too.
build.
I can't understand that, for most players look somewhat different off screen than on,
thinner and smaller usually.
Her complexion is exdifferent from regular people, wear mannish costumes
quisite, and her wide, grayish-blue eyes and pearly-white
and horn-rimmed spectacles,, but none of them at this
teeth make her exceptionally lovely.
She was talking
luncheon seemed like that. They were mostly all young
about her grandmother when we met her.
girls dressed in the latest fashion, and the men didn't
She spoke
of her as being "Such a dear !" Then she went on to
You
look at all like reporters or long-haired writers.
tell how young and full of pep her grandmother is.
can surmise from Miss Squier's interviews that she is
You could see she just worshiped her.
lively and pleasant, and you know from the pictures
While we were talking, Emma-Lindsay Squier enof her with stars she interviews that she is yovmg and
tered
You know, I was awfully anxious to see what pretty. \\^hen I asked her if it weren't wonderful to
she and some of the other writers whose stories I had
live out in Hollywood right in the midst of the movie
I thought they ought to look a little
read were like.
people she laughed. I suppose that living among them
like

her movie

self,

!

—

:

!
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they get to seem just like any one else, and it ceases
to be wonderful just knowing them.
I can't imagine
that time ever coming in my life though, no matter
how much I saw of movie stars.
Luncheon was announced by a man dressed as a

maybe they're
when they serve in a

waiter,

called butlers like in private

homes

in

Movieland

with my treasured picture that she sent me in answer
to a fan letter long ago, and they will always recall to
me what pleasure each one brought.
Miss Minter told me that she had never really played
herself on the screen, and I believe it, for she seems
a great deal different when you meet her. She doesn't
act at all the ingenue she does in pictures except when
she skips happily around in girlish fashion while seeing
to little duties.
Most times she amazes you by talking
wisely, and seems so perfectly poised and unselfconscious that she doesn't seem like a young girl at all.
I
noticed that sometimes she would seem slightly depressed, but only for a second.
Then, she would be
abounding with enthusiasm and full of life again.
While I was watching her intently while she put her
hat on before the mirror she surprised me by giving me
the corsage of lavender sweet peas and lilies of the
valley tied with satin ribbon that she had worn.
Somehow the fragrant, delicate blossoms

private dining room, but, anyway,
he looked like a regular waiter. I stuck by Miss Peterson because I wanted to be near some one I knew, for
there were so many people there it seemed as though
it would be easy to get lost among them.
I never imagined that luncheons were such big affairs, it seemed
more like a banquet to me.
sat at a handsomely
decorated table that was so long and wide that the
other side of it seemed like across the street.
Fern
leaves were ctru-'nged artistically across the white tablecloth and fivf. big bowls of beautiful cut flowers of all
colors and kinds were set the length of the table.
It
seemed as though there were a dozen
or more waiters serving us, quietly
laying one course after another.
There were so many courses that I
For years Ethel Sands had read
didn't have any more appetite left
of location trips, and at last she
before we were halfway through.
had an opportunity to join a com=
The dainty menu card read
pany on location, to see how they
Cup Lola
work. This adventure took place
Cream of Asparagus
on the wonderful out=of=door set
Soft Shell Crabs Murat
that was constructed for the Fox
Broiled Breast of Chicken
special picture, "Footfalls," a rep=
Maitre d'Hotel
lica of an old New England vil=
Salad Melrose
lage, a picture of which Is printed
Fancy Ice Cream
on page 82 of this issue. In our
Cakes
Demi Tasse
next issue she tells what happened
on that memorable day, and of her
so I suppose that is what we had to
impressions of Tom Douglas and
eat, though I never should have recEstelle Taylor, whom she met
ognized any of the things except posthere.
sibly the ice cream, they were so

We

ON LOCATION!

wonderfully fixed. It hardly seemed
real
me at the Biltmore being served royally at such a
magnificent table, and Mary Miles Minter herself sitting across from me, laughing and talking and glancing
over at me now and then.
At the close of the luncheon some one suggested that
Miss Minter make a speech. She didn't want to, but
she got up, anyway, and made a very nice speech on
how pleased she was that the luncheon had been such
a success, with every one congenial and friendly and
not stiff and formal, as luncheons sometimes are. Can
you imagine any one not enjoying herself at such a
marvelous luncheon? I can't, but Mary evidently knows

—

some people

like that.

There were other speeches,

too.

very complimentary to Mary and her sister and her
mother, who looks just like her and who was an actress
some years ago herself.
At last the luncheon was over and all the guests left
except me, for I was informed that I was to have the
added pleasure of going for a drive with Miss Minter
It made me feel so important I could hardly keep from
When we started to go
gloating over all the others.
up to her suite in the hotel a man followed us bringing
her a tiny derni-tasse cup, saucer, and spoon to keep as
a souvenir of the luncheon, which pleased her beyond
measure.
She laughed and danced around the room
calling to her mother and sister to come and see it.
Margaret Shelby won my heart at once. "Most all of
the souvenirs we could manage to get from the differ"That's why
ent hotels were only towels," she said.
Mary is so pleased at their giving her a cup and saucer."
While Mary was so pleased over her souvenir, it
seemed to me a good time to ask her to autograph my
menu card for me, so I did. Now I shall keep that

all

me

All the way
stopping people to
tell them that Mary Miles Minter
had given me those flowers and that
she had actually worn them for a
while, too. I put them in water and
kept them for days, and now I have

reminded

home

I

felt

of herself.
like

them pressed.
When we went out of the Biltmore
a photographer took our pictures.
There was no doubt about the pedesrecognizing
Mary
They
simply flocked around our carriage

trians

!

in droves.

I coitld see

how

thrilled

they were at just getting a glimpse
of her, and I knew that they envied
me for being with her.
drove up Fifth Avenue in an
open carriage in the bright sunshine,
and Mary told me about her future
plans, making me feel like the luckiest fan in the world.
She was to sail for Europe in three days, and it was
her first trip there, too.
'T'm really going over to study the European people," she told me.
"I consider the American people
best, of course, but I want to study the Latin temperament their vividness and colorful personalities. There
can be no happiness without knowing human nature."
She sighed in pity at a little lame boy we passed and
remarked that people who had their health ought not
to be discouraged or blue because their troubles could
all be changed by a bit of good fortune, while cripples
had little to look forward to.
How many fans would exI looked at her in awe.
pect an actress with youth and beauty and fame and
fortune in her hands to give a thought to anything but
And Mary Miles Minter rarely
having good times?
seems to think of enjoying herself.
When I told her that I liked her in "Anne of Green
Gables" best, she told me that was her favorite, too.
And she called me "Ethel," which thrilled me a lot.
She told me that she didn't want to be "America's
Mother" or "America's Sweetheart;" she just wanted
to play America growing up.
"Oh, Ethel," she said impulsively, 'T don't want peoI want to be just a sort
ple to look on me as a star!
of mirror reflecting other peoples' lives for them. And
I want people to like me."
just one of her thousands
It seemed funny for me
of fans to be assuring her that she needn't worry about
that, as we liked her just as she was.
By this time we were back at the hotel, where we

We

—

—

—

Continued on page 88
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The Girl You Never

Know
Windsor upsets all your ideas
about types, because she has the
best characteristics of all of them.
Claire

By Helen Rockwell
Claire Windsor out must hold
TAKING
the fascination of having the whole

For she
Follies chorus to yourself.
a whole roomful of beautiful women rolled
into one.
And she doesn't look the same any
way you look at her, or twice in succession.
I first saw her at Frank's well-known restaurant in Hollywood.
Even in this gathering place of the blessedly beautiful I was
struck by a distinctive girl and inquired who
she might be.
She wore a tailored suit in a
is

way

make you

envious.
that is Claire Windsor," was the enlightening reply.
day or so later I was struck by the beauty
of a girl who rode past in a machine. I was
impressed by the way she looked in a sweater.
to

"Why

A

I

asked her name.

My

companion

—who had been my compan-

ion the day I had my first glimpse of Miss
Windsor looked at me suspiciously and then
deciding that I looked guileless explained

—

"Why

Windsor."
have been more than three nights
when I sat enthralled watching a beaugirl dancing in the Grill Room at the
that's Claire

It couldn't

later
tiful

She was exquisite

Ambassador Hotel.

in eve-

ning clothes.

"Do you know
name?"

I

asked

and what is her
companion.
Said com-

that girl,

my

this occasion showed disgust.
"Good heavens," was the reply I received,

panion on

"You'd

better take a

girl is still Claire
I

memory

course.

That

Windsor."

have since seen Claire Windsor on any
occasions, and each time I see a

number of

She" is the type you
wouldn't tire of seeing day in and day out,
and I am of the opinion that when one's One Claire
physical appearance changes, it is due to a
process of cerebration. The more you change, the more
pronounced your mental gymnastics must be, and so
Claire Windsor upsets my American Credo concerning
beautiful women. Or perhaps she's the exception which
proves the rule.
She is sweet to meet and extremely proud of her
If she were less excited about her
success in pictures.
success she would be unnatural.
"Only a year ago I was an extra girl with Alan
Dwan's company," she told me. "I worked very hard
and don't want any one to believe that I merely fell
different type of beauty.

into

good fortune.

I

hke to

feel that I

am

really de-

serving of my success."
Motion-picture fans first became acquainted with her
in Lois

Weber's "To Please One Woman," and since

that time she has appeared in

all

the Lois

Weber

pro-

"What's Worth While," "What Do Men
Want?" and "Married Strangers." She is worthy of

ductions:

joining the distinguished ranks of Lois

Weber

discov-

Windsor

is

equal to an assorted box of the usual cinema confections.

cries, which include Mary MacLaren, Mildred Harris,
and Lois Wilson.

"All of us in the Weber studio avoid all semblance of
acting," Miss Windsor told me.
"Miss Weber insists
above all else on naturalness. She is never cross when
she directs, but I always know when a scene is not going well, for then she walks up and down the set instead
of sitting in her easy chair.
"While working in a picture I keep my eyes constantly on her.
I try to read her thoughts, to anticipate
aim is to be as plastic
what she wants me to do.
as possible in her hands, and that is not difficult, because
Miss Weber literally takes one's personality away from
one."
She is Lois Weber's one and only star, but if others
see Claire Windsor as an optical illusion as I do, she
doesn't need to acquire any more. One Claire Windsor
is equal to an assorted box of the usual cinema con-

My

fections.
I

wonder

if I shall

know

her

when

I

meet her again!

"

And they were right. Almost as
interesting as her wily gift for characterization and her glowing charm

May MacAvoy's taste in dress.
She has brought to the screen the

is

tasteful flapper

—a personality as

elu-

and kaleidoscopic in
She represents the re-

sive as a firefly
its

moods.

modern girl who can be
without being officious and
original without being bizarre.
She
she is jazz music played
is To-day
she is a ripple of genin a cathedral
uine laughter celebrating the close of
the epoch that considered a new embroidery stitch sufficient adventure
for any nice young girl. And because
she is all that and because she brings
out her many-sided personality in the
selection of her clothes with such unerring good taste, you ought to study
her. Perhaps, after a while, she will
cast the same spell over you that she
has over a friend of mine a promiThis woman goes
nent designer.
twice to see every picture that May
MacAvoy appears in the first time
to look at the picture as a whole, and
then to look at May MacAvoy, her
clothes, and the way she wears them.
This is why she does it. There is
no type that is harder to dress than
sourceful
eflicient

—

—

—

—

—

modern flapper, and May MacAvoy has proved that she knows how
From the shaggy suit of
to do it.

the

I'

Photo

iJonald Biddte

Scotch plaid that is topped with
a javmty tam-o'-shanter to
an evening frock of softest
chiffon, her clothes sing a
song of sophistication tempered with ingenuousness.
They are colorful without
being loud, and as daringly demure as a sun-

iiMiitf'

Keyes

nnet.

After unrclentinn- Scotch plaids had lon^ been relegated to the limbo of storm
coats, Mav MacAvov revived them in this suit and tam, and under the
softening spell of her eyes, her fluffy hair, and lustrous
sable skins they acquired a new charm.

Flapper Fancies
With

the dignity of years offset by the irrepressible twinkle of
May MacAvoy decides that the old rules of fashion for the
young girl are no more suited to the modern flapper than hoop skirts
would be for swimming. Whether you boast the arrant sophistication of the little Realart star's lips or the serenity and depth
of her eyes, her selection of clothes will be a good guide for you.
fifteen,

the girl in front of me said to her companion,
show the girl back at boarding school. Loyalty to the Alma Mater that taught me to love clothes
forbids that I sit through a scene where the pupils at a fashionable
finishing school wear home-made middies and hair ribbons."
get out,"
LET'S
"before they

"What ?"

her companion remarked superciliously.
They don't do it any more even in the
movies. Besides, this is a May MacAvoy picture."
Her tone spoke volumes of praise. So did her
friend's later when she remarked, "This ought not
to be called 'The Truth About Husbands.' It's 'The

Truth About

Clothes.'

couple

"Daring" with "Demure-'
ness" because it takes a
real spirit of reckless
ness for a girl with the
responsibilities of being a star to wear

would
that
the least show
fatigue or bore-

clothes

make
of

dom show up

By Louise Williams

you been?

I

"Where have
Sometimes she wears
frocks that belie all her
frothy whimsicalities
but make the most of
the smoldering tenderness in her eyes.

like

an

awning stripe on a
fat woman.
Sometimes it is
one feature, someanother that
times
provides the keynote
of a May MacAvoy cosIf the eyes have it,
tume.
she wears such simple frocks
as the one of midnightblue velours, shown in
the illustration at the
frocks that beleft,

a

Flapper Fancies
lie. all her frothy whimsicalities and make the most of the smoldering tenderness in her eyes. This dress is artful in its very artlessness, for the simplicity of the dress brings out the multiplicity of
charms in the girl.
You have noticed probably what straight lines all of May MacAvoy's frocks have. You may have thought at first that she would
appear more graceful if the lines of her figure were more accentuated by the lines of her clothes. But study her well, and you will
The
see that she is wiser to emphasize her boyish slenderness.
modern flapper is a curious and baffling mixture of wary selfpossession and unbridled glibness she wavers between tremulous
audacity and disarming poise all qualities that prove attractive only
And likewise the flapper
so long as they seem sincere, unstudied.
can wear striking colors, unusual designs only so long as the frocks
are made on the most youthful and simple lines.
Long ago unrelenting Scotch plaids were relegated to the limbo
of storm coats and children's ulsters, probably because they were
so harsh that nothing short of the merriest blue eyes and the
But May MacAvoy refluffiest of blond hair could offset them.
vived such a plaid for a walking
For sports wear May
suit, and under the softening spell
.s£^
MacAvov discards all the
of her eyes, her fluffy hair, and
stijfly-starch concoctions that
are a joy only to laundries,
lustrous sable skins it acquired a \
and wears a knitted frock
new charm.
\
that is soft as fur and as
For evening wear she discards

—

71
I

;

i

|

light as thistledown.

the ruffles and lace, the tulle and
crystal so beloved by the more pert
flapper type, and wears a frock of
deep turquoise-blue chiffon embroidered delicately in soft pinks,
yellows, and greens, and finished
at the side of the waist with two
all

Photo by Donald Biddle Keyes

this makes heavy demands on
wearer; it demands perfect grooming, grace
of movement, and vivid coloring.

Such a suit as

its

pieces of lustrous soft satin of palest coralpink.
This dress presents May MacAvoy,
the serene, the little lady of bewitching poise
far more sedate and grown-up young woman
than she appears in most of her clothes. "But
you can't get over feeling grown up when you
go to parties at night," a flapper friend of mine

—

remarked. "And even though May MacAvoy is
a star, she hasn't forgotten her 'bed-at-ninethirty' days by a long sight."
That may be the
explanation or it may be just because the deepblue of the dress brings out the slumbering intensity of her eyes that she chose it.

—

When

it comes to sports clothes. May Macdiscards all the stiffly starched concoctions
that are a joy only to laundries and wears one
of the new knitted frocks that is as soft as fur and as light as thistledown.
The dress is gray a gray that no girl could wear tmless she had a complexion as glowing and clear as the little Realart star's, for it is a blue
gray that deadens flesh tints. The border at the neck
Photo by Donald Biddle Keyes
and hem is a vivid king's blue, as is the border on her
hat.
Her sports shoes are of white buckskin banded
For evening wear
she discards all the
with gray leather that matches her stockings and dress.
ruffles and lace, the
Altogether it is one of the most attractive sports costulle and crystal so
tiimes that has been seen in the California studios.
It
beloved by the more
takes bubbling high spirits to live up to this dress
but
pert flapper type,
there could be no better choice than this for a flapper
and wears a frock
with the exuberance of May MacAvoy.
deep turquoise-

Avoy

—

—

of

blue) chiffon.

Continued on page 103
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Impressions That Last.

seems to

some day to spend a few weeks in New York,
would go to the Capitol for every change of program
What are the admission fees? Ours are from twenty
cents up to four dollars. And the program? I dare say
ours are stronger. Every theater here changes its program twice a week, and every program must be at least
as I hope

me

that motion-picture players come in
for a lot more praise than they rightfully deserve, for
in many cases it isn't the player that makes a scene
memorable, but the combined ability of the author and
director. When I look back over the many picture plays
I have seen, it is the scenes rather than individual players
that I remember. Of course, if these scenes hadn't been
well played they wouldn't have been effective- but that's
I only want to tell what scenes have
beside my point.
made a lasting impression on me and ask if there are
others who agree with me.
few years ago, as you
It

—

A

I

eighteen parts. The Victory sometimes goes as far as
to show twenty-three parts, a five-and-a-half -hour entertainment from seven-thirty to one a. m. It's terribly
tiresome to sit through the entire program! Fortunately
the seats are comfortable enough, or I could never do it.

Lucy Marks.

remember, Amelia Bingham had an act in
K. Lumpur, Selangor, Malay Peninsula.
vaudeville made up of "Great MoIn Defense of Critics.
ments from Great Plays." When I
In the April number of Picturerecall how satisfying it was to go and
IS
Play Magazine "A Serial Fan"
see again some of the scenes that had
to express what you think about
saj^s
"Banish all the critics !"
thrilled me, I wish that something of
motion pictures, for this departthe sort might be done in motion
I wish to defend the critics, espement belongs to you. If there is
pictures.
cially those who write for PictureI suppose the plan isn't
any instance in which you think
feasible
but it is nice to arrange the
Play Magazine. "J. M, H." in the
program in one's mind at least, for
May issue praises Herbert Howe in
critics have been unfair, if there is
such a performance.
Here are the
far choicer words than I have at my
anything about motion pictures
scenes from some recent pictures that
command, so I shall only add a hearty
that you would like to discuss with
seem to me memorable.
second to all J. M. H. said. But why
congenial friends, or if you have
thrilling
in
did he fail to mention Agnes Smith ?
Most
the ice scene
praise, blame, applause or comI think she is one of the most re"Way Down East."
freshing of writers, and I notice that
Most emotional
the courtroom
ment to offer this is the place to do
one fan whose letter was printed in
scene in "Madame X."
Only the most interesting
it.
the May issue appreciates her as I
Most gruesome: Ccsare stealing
communications can be published
do, and so I echo the words of "B.
the girl from her bed in "The Cabinet
each month — but your chance to
A. S." who says, "more power to her
of Dr. Caligari."
break in is as good as the next
biting pen."
Most impressive the circling-in of
As for Picture-Play, I look forIndians around Custer's army in
man's. Why don't you try?
ward to each number as I do to the
"Bob Hampton of Placer."
showing of some important picture.
Funniest Charlie Chaplin's dream
If I had to live on the African veldt or on the Sahara
of Heaven in "The Kid."
Desert I could do so with fortitude if I could have
Most touching: Grizcl rocking her mother to sleep in
Picture-Play regularly.
When my copy arrives 1
"Sentimental Tommy."
usually read The Observer first, not that I enjo}' that
There are lots of others, of course, but these are the
department more than the others, but because I feel
ones I remember best. Does any one agree with me?
that in it I get in touch with the general situation reGladys M. van Tuyl.
Bethel, Maine.
garding the latest developments of interest in the movie
They Have Long Programs in Malaya!
world. I love the fashion articles by Louise Williams,
and Ethel Sands writes as all true fans feel, but few
I was absolutely amazed by an article in your April
can put into words.
Her enthusiasm bubbles out so
issue, entitled "Our New Temples of Art," by John
naturally that no one can grudge her the wonderful exAddison Elliott. I could hardly believe some of the
periences she is having, for she appreciates every one,
figures. Just to think the Capitol Theater in New York,
"Peniel."
I am sure.
for instance, which seats fifty-three hundred persons
Boston, Massachusetts.
and spends five hundred thousand dollars on music a
year, whereas our Victory Theater, which is the largest
Norma Is This Fan's Queen.
and grandest of Malaya, seats only one thousand perBeing a constant reader of your magazine, which I
sons and spends only nine thousand dollars on music
And the other two, Scala and Estana can think is simply great, I feel that I should like to tell
a year.
you and all fans who are ardent worshipers of Norma
seat only five hundred persons each and spend only
six hundred dollars on music a month. My, if I could,
Continued on page 100
probably
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When

Doubt,
Mention Bullfiglits
in

Star and writer engage in a near-bloody dispute over real bloody ones. The victor? Well,

Miss Squier drives
doesn't

want

spoil the

Tony's car and

in

off

to leave

it.

But we mustn't

suspense

By Emma-Lindsay Squier

THIS

interview threatened to be one of
those "in-name-only" affairs. That is
to say, the interview was mostly a

monologue

— by me.

Tony Moreno

is

supposed

to be a sure-fire subject; I was told that he
would talk brightly, quotably, continuously,

would only have to listen.
But, I think he had been out too late the
night before.
Or perhaps he was in the
lethargic grip of that "between-pictures" feeling.
At any rate, the only talking he did was
to order the luncheon, rebuke the waiter for
spilling coffee on him, and reply monosyllabically to my questions and observations
I (brightly)
"Do you know, I thought you'd
speak with a Spanish accent?"
He (gloomily)
"No, I've been in this
country too long."
conversational chasm, which he bridged
by ordering a Spanish omelet.
(with enthusiasm)
I
"Oh, do you like
Spanish food?
I know a wonderful place
"
where they have chicken tamales
He (just as gloomily)
"No, I don't like
'em."
I tried in quick succession the subjects of
"Will the star system be abolished?" "What
do you think of 'Passion?' " "Are serials
more interesting than feature pictures?"
that I

:

:

A

:

:

Absolute ennui.
Then one of us mentioned bullfights. I
don't know which one it was, but I came forth
with a statement to the effect that bullfights
were brutal, that they were relics of barbarism,
the national sport of a decadent people and

—

He

Tony woke

up.

roof, but he

came

didn't

exactly hit the
within a few inches of it.

His brown eyes snapped, he waved his hands
like an opera singer, he skidded occasionally
A typical Spaniard in looks, Antonio Moreno has the energy and
on a Spanish accent.
assertiveness of the typical American.
"Brutal no! How can you say so? It is
a test of skill, marvelous, superb!
Do you
mean to tell me that there is not something magnificent their fists or they twist each other's arms and legs out
in a man, unarmed, holding a piece of red cloth a yard
of place or what about football! Isn't that brutal?"
long, standing before a huge, jet-black bull with horns
"No," I defended weakly, "I don't think it is."
like needle points
kneeling before him, touching him
"You don't? You think it is right for men to step
on the neck, the nose, the forehead playing with him
on each other's faces, to kick each other in the ribs
like a baby
sitting in a rocking chair while the bull
look at the fine young men who have been killed or
"
charges leaping over him to safety can't you see the
crippled for life
thrill in that?"
Well, there was more of the same.
Just what he
"But the horses !" I argued.
The point is, that Mr. Moreno
said doesn't matter.
"Yes," he admitted, "that is true. I feel sorry for
was jerked out of his melancholy mood, and stayed out.
the horses, who are often gouged terribly by the bulls.
From that moment the interview really became one.
But remember, they are old hacks, ready for the bone
He lived up to previous plans and specifications withyard, and when one is injured, even a little
it is a pisout a single slackening. His brown eyes became humortol against his head, and his suffering is over.
As for ous, pleasant, his smile was infectious. He used his
brutality
what about your American sports ? Two men
hands with true Latin frequency. He was as uncon(Continued on page 86)
stand up and hammer the blood out of each other with
scious of self as a child.

—

—
—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

!

"She is having a scene with a baby, and
you can't see her!" somebody tiptoes out
of the set to

tell

"Well," you
a person who
baby,

you.

"who wants to see
having a scene with a

reflect,
is

anyhow?"

You

steal gingerly

over to a place near
and, by and by, when the baby has
done its worst, they let you in. Then you
the

set,

rub your eyes.

Where
gone

are the pies of yesteryear?

All

—given to the poor maybe.

Where

is

Gone

Mabel's bathing suit?

the dry cleaner's perhaps
where to be seen.

;

at

any

rate,

to

no-

You peep around the set, and there, in
the dainty drawing-room, is Mabel, clad
like the lilies of the field.
But instead of
dashing wildly about in the old, mad, elfin
way, there is Mabel in a corner, drooping
pathetically over a baby, who is reaching
its tiny arms up to her

Instead of just dashing about in her old, mad, elfin way, Mabel 'is to appear
in a rote that has real emotional touches.

And Mabel is weeping! For the first
time in her whole professional career Mabel is weeping. If you don't look out you'll
It's being done these
be weeping, too.
days at the Sennett studio, during the progress, of "Molly-O," so poignantly effective
is this, Miss Normand's first dramatic work
on the screen. "I get married right in the
middle of the picture," says Mabel, "and
marriage always does give a chance for
drama, doesn't it?" she says with an impish

little

grin.

Oh, the comic irony of fate

That

!

it

should be at the Sennett studio, dedicated
to the comic god, Jazz, that Mabel Normand becomes a dramatic actress
Not that the whole picture is like that.
For that's the picture that's to bring Mabel Normand
Not by any means. Can you imagine a
back to the screen. It's her first really dramatic attempt,
Mabel Normand picture without comvery different from anything she has ever done before.
edy? At the first she's a little washerwoman's daughter, joyously mischievous.
By Grace Kingsley
But the comedy is of the whimsical, natural, incidental sort
not the hokum that's
dragged in by the heels. Mack Sennett indeed is boastthere a story about a little elf who wanted so
much to become a human being that by and by ing that there isn't a bit of hokum in the whole picture.
Did you ever hear of a picture which epitomized the
they let her?
actress herself ?
Well, that's "Molly-O."
I don't know whether they have girl elves or not, but
"Molly-O" is going to be Mabel Normand. The real
I suppose they do, and if there isn't any such story there
Mabel whom the world has never quite seen. Out of
ought to be. Because that's what has happened to that
elfland she has brought a rich store of whimsical humor,
jazz comedy elf, Mabel Normand, who was a very cute
which is going to make you adore her in "Molly-O" as
little elf, to be sure, but not half so lovely as this human
you have never adored her before. Mabel is Irish, and
maid who has emerged.
" 'Molly-O' is across the street."
You naturally look there's going to be all the tenderness and wit and humor
and poetry and human appeal and love of adventure
across, expecting to hear the noise of Charlie Murray
which characterizes the rich Irish nature in "Molly-O."
breaking something with Ben Turpin, or to hear the
Mack Sennett, it seems, doesn't want Mabel to be as
shrieks of the professional mermaids as the studio goat
funny as she thinks the part calls for to get the story
chases them into the water, or to see a trick auto soaring
over properly. The two have frequent arguments on
aloft in some of the comic miracles they pull off over
the subject, and after she has reasoned with him quite
there.
"When's Mabel going to take her high dive?" you ask. seriously for an hour or two on the subject, he nearly
!"
always ends by coming over to her point of view.
"There isn't any high dive
What a picture of health is the Mabel who is playing
"Well, when does she fall off the horse?"
!"
"There isn't any horse anyway not to be fallen off "Molly-O
When she left the Goldwyn studios she was thin and
of."
"
white and overworked. She went back to New York
"Well, then
for a vacation, but developed a cough that never left
Just then you find yourself in the annex, and there
her, and somebody told her about the milk treatment.
isn't a bit of noise to guide your footsteps in the labyShe went to a milk farm at Lake Saranac and took
rinth of sets that confronts you except the faint wail
the treatment, and came home looking as round and
of a violin and organ playing Mabel Normand's favorite
Continued on page 88
sob music.

Watch Out

for

"MoUy-O!

!

—

ISN'T

—

Mabel Normand, retiirned from her long
and rosy and even prettier
than ever. Back at the Sennett studio where
her first great success was made she is
making "Molly-0," a picture in which she
hopes to crowd the tenderness and wit, the
humor and poetry, the human appeal and

vacation, is round

love which characterize the rich Irish nature.
The picture above shows Mabel as she is;

below, as she appears in "MoUy-O."

/

The Three

Those of us who love romance
with a capital R, of the swashbuckling, doublet and hose variety, will be leaning forward in
our seats at the theater soon,
a-quiver with all the thrills that
always accompany this most beloved of Dumas' tales, on the
screen version of which Douglas
Fairbanks has been working fcur
several months.
As the famous D'Artagnan,
Doug will have ample opportunity
to display his usual agility and
"death-defying feats of daring,"

Musketeers

and the production,

it is

said, is

most spectacular and ambitious one which he has ever
made.
The pictures on these pages
show him, first as he appears in
the story a French country lad,
the

—

green, but courageous,

—

Paris

^while the others

bound for
show him

he has become a guardsThe lady—lyArtagnan's
sweetheart, a maid-in-waiting to
the queen is played by Marafter

man.

—

garet
is

De La

Motte. The Queen
played by Mary MacLaren.

A

Classic in
Pictures

Stories that successive generations have enshrined in their heaits are being brought in
Of
all their potent beauty to the screen.
these, Du Maurier's "Peter Ibbetson" will
seem to many most important, for the poignant
loveliness of its

and

offer

dream scenes are unforgetable

imusual

possibilities

Above

for

settings

shown the old
garden at Passy where Mimsy and Gogo
played as children, and at the left are Elsie
Ferguson .as the Duchess of Towers and Walof

great

delicacy.

is

lace Reid as Peter Ibbetson.

This film version of "Peter Ibbetson,'
Famous Players-Lasky by
George Fitzmaurice, promises to be one
of the outstanding features of a year
directed for

crowded with

brilliant

film

offerings.

As these scenes show, the IjTic
beauty of the book's many famous passages has been translated into pictures, preserving the
profound feeling of the original
Wallace Reid as Peter,
shown above, has a role of
greater depth than any he has
hitherto portrayed, and in the
dream episodes the beginning of
which is shown at the left, he
and Elsie Ferguson invest their
roles with picturesque beauty
story.

and poetic

intensity.

Sensational success is
predicted for "The Golem,"
the latest foreign-made film
to

be

shown

this

in

country, nnder the auspices of Adolph Zukor, and

from which the scenes on
this page are taken.
It
tells the story of an ancient

—the

Hebrew legend

story of a figure of clay
that

came

to life bringing

terror to the hearts of the

people.
laid in

The scenes
times.

The Golem

One

of the most important
Kuropean productions to be
seen in this country based on

an ancient Hebrew legend
and told in the terms of
the

modem

film

artist.

are

Prague in ancient

"The Golem" introduce

America
Richard
Wegener, Long one of Europe's most
important artists of the theater, he has
the work of a prominent

to

artist,

invested this production with a curious

haunting beauty. The story concerns
a rabbi who is alchemist and seer and
who makes the clay image that dominates this strange story.

The

picture

above shows "The Golem" on his appearance at the king's feast, which is
one of the most notable scenes of this
amazing story.

At the

left

are shown

Tyrone Power in the role
of the blind cobbler and
Tom Douglas as his son.
Below is a glimpse of the
charming reproduction of
an old New England village which is the setting
of this remarkable story.

I

Footfalls
An

innovation unique in the history of motion picthe basis of the story of this Fox special production. It is an attempt to muTor in the minds of the
'audience the impression of various sounds on a blind
man ^the tragic impact of a murderer's feet and the
tures

is

—

joyous reaction to the coming of friends. It is an intensely human story in which Tom Douglas and Estelle Taylor reveal themselves as character actors of
the first rank.

The Art
Much
Hugo

of

Mabel

has been written about the "Art of
But there is something to

Ballin."

be said about the art of his wife, who
here presented in a new light.

is

By Helen Rockwell

CAMERA!"
It was Hugo

Ballin giving orders,
calico curtains parted with the dignity of brocades
and showed by their perkiness that they
were conscious of the picture they were

and immediately a pair of

about to reveal.
balcony scene set in a gold frame could
not be mistaken, and Mabel Ballin as a
bobbed-haired Juliet came forth with a
expression.
In
"where-art-thou-/'iom(?o"
answer to her mute appeal Wyndham
Standing with a blond wig and elegant blue
legs swung perilously up a festooned ladder

A

and boldly embraced the lady. The embrace was worthy of Ronico and Juliet.
"Cut!"
"Now we'll try that over, Mabel."
You can see for yourself what a pecu-

man Hugo
own wife in

Ballin is
Dilove scenes and
commanding her to put more energy into
her embrace of a handsome man must prove
a sore trial at times, but Mr. Ballin never
faltered in his pursuit of art for art's sake.
liarly nerveless

recting one's

!

Mabel Ballin as a bobbed-hairect "Juliet" came out
with a " Where- Art-Thou-' Romeo' ^' expression.

Photo by Victor Georg:

Mabel

Ballin

would rather play parts for her husband than
starred by some one else.

to

be

Of course, another explanation might be that Mr. Ballin isn't
affected the way I am by Wyndham Standing.
I held my breath when Romeo and Juliet embraced again and
only let it out when the calico curtains rolled proudly into place.
Mr. Ballin was quite calm.
"That will do, thank you!"
In a minute Mabel Ballin, resplendent in Juliet's white satin
and seed pearls, picked her way daintily over an endless assortof wires to meet me.
She reminded me of a full-grown
magnolia blossom stirred by a soft spring breeze, if you go in

ment

for that sort of description.
I had intended doing a severe and conventional interview
based on "The Art of Hugo Ballin."
Everybody's done an
article under that title and I understood the tempo.
I had defi-

Continued on page 106

go running around handling daughter's contracts and denying her marriage announcements.
Her mother has brown eyes and
a pleasant plumpness of figure, and Mr.
Lake has a nice kind face with twinkling
blue-gray eyes.
They came out to California from their home in Brooklyn at
Alice's earnest solicitation.
And the cozy
little white bungalow where they have settled down is not at all the average fan's
idea of the average movie star's home.
It is just that
a home. There is a comfortable front room with a wide fireplace,
and a tiled hearth that is studded with huge
silver cups
prizes which Alice has won for
her dancing.
There is a breakfast room
with curtains of blue cretonne, and a whiteenameled kitchen that is the pride of Mother
Lake's heart.
"The house is so small that I haven't a
room for a maid," Alice said to me, "and
I can't get any one to work by the day and

—

—

go home

at night."

"I'm glad of

her mother interrupted

it,"

and I'd rather
do the cooking myself. Papa will wipe the
dishes for me, and you can set the table."
Papa and Alice assented cheerfully. So
there you have a family of movieites who
are just "folks." It's very unorthodox, but
very refreshing—very
Especially as I had
just heard that morning of how Rubye de
Remer had leased a palatial home in Hollyplacidly.

"I like housework,

!

wood with Heaven knows how many
ants, a gold-plate dinner service,

to-film-type butler,

serv-

and a true-

who

has sideburns, says
everything.
sat and chatted in the cozy living
room.
piano was loaded down with the
latest jazz tunes from New York.
Alice
owned up that she played, a little. Her

"Yes,

madam"

We

—and

A

mother was more specific.
"She plays very well," she told

me with
"I-must-be-modest-about-it" air that
every mother assumes when she is bursting with pride because of her child. "She
studied music when we lived in Brooklyn,
and if she had kept it up I think she would
have been a fine musician. Her teacher told
me that Alice had a wonderful sense of

that

rhythm."
Alice

way

all

made a little grimace. Just the
daughters do when mother is prais-

ing them to a stranger.
The laurels of stardom

sif lightly

Alice's

on Alice Lake's brow.

Folks

—

view of Alice Lake, which proves
A striking and unusual
luminary
can have a regular home.
that even a motion-picture
off-stage

"Oh, I wasn't so much in the musical
way," she said, "dancing was my big stunt.
I have always been crazy about it.
I
danced at the Waldorf for a whole season
professionally, I mean, when I was just
starting in pictures at Vitagraph, and even
now I dance whenever I get a chance."
She indicated the silver cups on the tiled
hearth.

By Emma-Lindsay

Squier

MOST

movie stars have mothers. A few have
mam-ahs, and two or three have parents, one

The latter class are in the miof each sex.
Fathers, as a rule, are not done in movie cirBut Alice Lake has folks. You know what I
cles.
mean, a comfortable father and mother, who know that
a movie parent's place is in the home, and who don't
nority.

—

"I got all those for dancing prizes, that
biggest one was offered by Fatty Arbuckle

—

one night down at Sunset Inn and I won it."
"Yes," her mother cut in, "and when Pavlowa was
here, Madame Nazimova gave a party in her honor, and
Alice was invited.
They wanted her to dance the
Argentine tango with Rudolph Valentino, and she did."
"Can you imagine my nerve?" Alice demanded.
"Getting up there before all those celebrities Pavlowa

—

!

Alice's

It's

very unorthodox, but very refreshing

—

this

left to right,

and her whole

ballet

— and

they did say they liked

—

polite."
I asked if there weren't some baby pictures of Alice.
Alice thought not, but mother remembered where they

were

—mothers

always do.
laughed over them together. There was Alice's
first portrait, wherein she had ptidgy cheeks,
fuzzy
black hair, and sucked her thumb.
Six months was
the age, I believe.
Then there was Alice with hair
carefully curled for the occasion, smiling at the photographer with a smug Daisy Ashford expression and
Alice wearing a straw hat wreathed with daisies, holding on to a chair, and looking very dignified because
she had achieved the age of seven years.
Her father was proudest of a picture which showed
Alice perched up on a horse, her short legs sticking out
over his wide flanks.
"She always loved horses," he told me, "never was
afraid of them.
I used to sell and trade horses, that
was my business when she was a little girl. At one
time I owned Sam Patch, nephew of Dan Patch. Yes,
sir, if Alice had kept on, she would have made a won-

We

;

derful horsewoman."
Did I detect a tinge of regret that Alice had become
only a movie star ?
"Did you want her to go into the movies?" I asked
of them collectively. The orthodox cinema parents, you
know, always disapproved. Oh, yes, strongly

Papa Lake answered me.
"No, not at all. I figured that Alice knew what she
wanted to be, and we were always glad to encourage
her in whatever seemed best.
She is our only child,
you know."
"I began going to the Vitagraph
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family of movieites who are just "folks." Reading, as custom prescribes,
you find the Lake family and the interviewer.

'showing oW like that? Yes,
but then they had to be

it

Folks

studio

when we

rom

ft

"I would go after
school with a girl chum to see if I could get extra
work. It was hard, viphill work for several years. It
was only when I came West that I really began to get
ahead.
I worked at Universal, did some comedies at
Christie's, and finally got some wonderful parts at Metro.
Then they starred me, and when that happened I just
told myself that mother and father had to be out here
and share the good times. I hadn't seen them for four
years
That's too long to be away from your folks."
Papa Lake looked at his talented daughter, and his
gray eyes twinkled.
"Yes, I figured that it would be cheaper to come to
California to live than to stay in Brooldyn," he said.
"Alice cost me a lot of money there."
"How come, papa?" Alice wanted to know.
"Well, every time one of your pictures came to the
neighborhood theater mamma and I went to see it
every night, and we would always have to take from
Then there was a magazine mersix to eight friends.
chant who used to keep track of every picture or story
He'd come in to my store
that came out about you.
and say, 'Well, I have something that you'll want to
buy, Mr. Lake,' and he'd pull out the magazine.
Of
course, I'd buy it
and a half a dozen like it. That
man must have made a small fortune off of me."
There is no pretense about any of the Lake family.
The laurels of stardom sit lightly on Alice's brow, and
as for Mother and Father Lake
the}^ don't think of
her as a movie queen, she is "our baby."
I've no
doubt that she is told not to stay out too late, and to
wear her rubbers in rainy weather. And I'm sure, too,
that Alice takes these parental admoniti ons in the same
Because, as I've said
spirit in which they are given.
before, they are all
just "folks."
lived in Brooklyn," Alice explained.

!

—

——

—

When
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I

Doubt, Mention Bullfights

in

Continued from page 73

"When

^Moubt,

i

fights,"

Wrked

mention bullmyself for

to

M

.0

somehow reminds

you of a Swj^.up little boy. He
doesnt pos^ f]oesn't play up to
you.
like him or you
,

needn't.

He

tells

matter to him.
y^ingg with the utmost
Ijesn't

candor a^^ things, things you
could not^^
^i^g interview becaus^^^^-A^--^3ignl<^l not understand, yet he never once says "This
is just between ourselves, I wouldn't
want it to get out." He trusts even
a magazine writer
He is, in many ways, a paradox.
typical Spaniard in looks, he has
energy and assertiveness of the typical American.
The reason he was grouchy, he in:

A

formed me presently, was because,
they aren't v/orking him hard enough
Vitagraph studio.

at the

"If they would just put me to nailing boards or something," he said
plaintively.
"Just anything at all.
!"
I hate being lazy
Yet we have come to think of the
Spaniard as indolent and ease-loving.
He has been in America since he
was fourteen, can speak Spanish only
with an effort unless angry or excited
yet he has never become nat-

—

—

never

will

be.

He

loves Spain with an ardor that maniassisting any one and
fests itself

nearly all paid back now, and
1 clean it all up
then Spain

—

m

future refei

Tony

He

uralized.

every one

Tony's

who
life

has an Espanol look.
is

book, and indeed
into one.

Born

as interesting as a

now

being

made

in Madrid, he

went

it is

with his mother and stepfather to
Campamento, where he won the
friendship of two American

men who

brought him to the United States and
put him in school.
He often ran
away to play hooky, he admits, and
when old enough, quit school entirely

work at odd jobs. One of these
was as electrician in a Massachusetts
town where he understudied the theto

ater

electrician

and

got

his

first

glimpse of the magic world of the
footlights.
He suped in Maude

Adams' company, and
Leslie

Carter.

her company.
with Griffith,

also for

Mrs.

Later he played in

Then came

pictures,

Biograph, Vitagraph.

His first part was as a comedy sonin-law with Sidney Drew.
Serials followed, and now he has
left them to be featured in straight
dramas. His next will probably be
a Western.
"When I get out of debt I am going back to Spain," he told me. "I
lost a lot in stocks, and borrowed
oh,

from everybody.

But

I

have

it

"Do you know what

I

when

He

want?"

leaned over to me boyishly. "I want
to go back there and meet a blueeyed Spanish girl oh, yes, they have
them, and they are wonderful
want to meet her and marry her.
Maybe stay over there and maybe
come back here. Only one thing 1
would not like; being known.
I
would like to go incognito 1 hate to
be pointed at, slapped on the back."

—

—

;

After luncheon he put

me

in his

which has
a sort of trick drop tonneau which
you have to open with a can opener
and ease yourself into with a shoe
horn.
Once you're in, it's hard to
and that is a compliment as
leave
specially designed Cadillac

—

well as a criticism.
So I spent the
rest of the afternoon having the
chauffeur drive me around where I
I
thought I'd see people I knew.
tried to look as if I owned the car.
After that I can forgive Tony any-

thing

—even

If he

fights.

fondness for bullcan overlook my hobby

his

for football

After

all it's

just a matter of taste.

P. S. Editor's Note You'll observe
that our Emily is not in sympathy
:

with Tony's wish to be incognito

Temperamental Actors
Continaed from page 60

with the light that beats on the stage

and screen."

He

paused to pass the cigarettes.

Again there was that periodic silence
so frequent in Kirkwood's conversa-

You never know whether or
curiosity
not he will resume.
hung mid-air, ready to pounce if he
tion.

My

didn't.

"Take this matter of temperament," he finally came back. "Actors
are supposed to be reeking with it.

And
really

word as applied to them
means temper. Just consider

the

the thing for a minute.
Some time
ago when a well-known actor manager was playing a quiet scene some
people in a box talked loudly of their
own affairs. The actor stood it ^ s
long as he could, then advanced to
the footlights and said that the play
would be stopped until the people had
finished their conversation.
They
left the theater in a huff, and everybody shrieked to heaven about the
They
temperament of the actor.
never stopped to think that the rudeness of the talkers had been an insult
to them as well as to him.
"Suppose that a number of finan-

are discussing a momentous
business question. Two men who are
supposed to be interested start debating with heat their respective
merits as golfers. How long do you
suppose the other financiers would
stand for this talk? If the chairman
called them to order would there be
ciers

any holler about temperament? No.
"Or, say a ditch digger was at
work and some gentlemen paused on
the edge of the ditch to discuss the
relative merits of Messieurs Dempsey and Carpentier, meantime kicking in the dirt which the digger had
neatlv piled.

How

long before there

would be a 'temperamental' outbreak
from the artisan below?"

The

Irish humor glanced in the
blue eyes as Kirkwood paused in his
serious deliberation.
"This talk about temper," he said,

world-famed answer of
the little boy who was industriously
scratching himself and whose friend
"recalls the

demanded
" 'Why, Bill, have you got fleas ?'
'"Of course I be,' said Bill.
"I am not saving that temperament
is utterly lacking among us, any more

it
is among members of any
other profession, but that it is rare.
Unlike the automobile, it is indulged
in only by those who can afford it.
You don't find an actor with a small
part and a large family having tem-

than

perament."

Kirkwood has neither a small part
nor a large family. He lives in bachelor comfort on an income that is the
largest paid any actor in pictures who
is not a star.
In "The Great Impersonation" he will be featured and
will receive, I'm reliably informed,
two thousand dollars a week. On
that amount he ought to be able to
afford a little temper, particularly
George Melford declares his
"The Wise Fool" is the finest ever registered by a camera.
Jim is no paragon. He is tempersince

work

in

amental. He gives way to fierce outbreaks.
But they don't occur when
acting the^^ occur when golfing. And
it is my observation that golfers inWhich
variably are temperamental.
of us isn't? As Shakespeare said, all
the world's a stage and all the men
and women merely players golfers
or actors, they all have temperament.
;

—

"

Versus— p. T. Barnum
The man who thought

that tne public liked

to be fooled had never met George Arliss. If
he had, he would have been convinced that

the public likes the glitter of real gold best.

By Marion Lee King

THE

queen in person will confer upon you

the Order of the Bath," the stentorian voice
of the director boomed from within the
The sleepy group under the trees sat up
building.
attentively.

"What's that about* a bath in there?" the property
bestirred himself to ask. "There can't be any-

man

thing like that in this picture." The others agreed,
No
so they returned to their noon-hour snooze.
need to worry about George Arliss doing anything
The prop men had learned that in
incongruous.
the few days he had been working at the studio,
and when they give a man their approval he's

—

faultless.
first they hadn't known just what to make of
the Victorian atmosphere that was seeping into
The sets called for were simple, but
their domain.
everything had to be genuine, even to the massive
copy of a painting of Victoria as a young girl. And,
too, there was a certain unusual austerity about
everything, which they understood better after they
had seen Mr. Arliss at work. He wasn't playing
Disraeli, the gifted prime minister he was Disraeli.
There was no assumption of regal manners when he
went on the set, no passing from slang to courtly
speech. From his first entrance into the studio they
knew that they had among them a personage of
rare insight, of still rarer poise. His was the grand
manner, not assumed for the occasion, but bestowed
at birth with the best traditions of generations of
distinguished forbears.
While the prop men outside drowsed a^vay, the
final scene of "Disraeli" was being filmed, the famous scene where Disraeli, at the moment of his
greatest triumph at the court of Queen Victoria,
There was majesty
fears that his wife is dying.
and a sort of gripping power in the scene.
'Don 't worry, child," George Arliss said to pretty little Louise Huff in Iiis
"There's too much rush and sensation in it," Mr.
courtly way.
"Just remember that you are in the reception hall of
"We must have
Arliss complained to the directc
the queen, and you will act this scene as it should be.
are in the reception hall of the
more poise.
queen, you know."
No detail was too slight to be given his
concise way.
As he resumed his place, pretty little Louise Hufif, searching scrutiny.
almost hidden in a fluffy confection of pink tulle,
You who saw him in "The Devil" know something
spoke up plaintively: "Do iell me, Mr. Arliss, did I
of the great artistry that has made him one of the most
do that right? Or should I be a little more this way?"
admired actors of his day. But "The Devil" carried only
And she moved back on the set and took her posi- a hint of what he is capable of. He is the character
tion.
actor par excellence of this day; he is the suave, scin"Doii't worry, child," ^.e said.
tillant prototype of the great men of previous genera"Just remember that
you are in the reception nail of the queen and you will
tions that he depicts.
His Disraeli is matchless in the
His manner was that
act that scene as it should be."
His Paganini is
annals of modern theatrical history.
sympathetic, but aloof
of Disraeli kindly, "-et regal
beloved by all who saw it. Even when he essays such
from sympathy or camaraderie. From time to time he
unworthy roles as the burbling bolshevist Poldckin his
went just off the set to where Mrs. Arliss was sitting
characterization is enthralling.
Their dependence on each other and
to ask her advice.
Now you who worship Wallace Reid and Eugene
their tremendous mutual admiration is akin to that of
and Antonio Moreno and other matinee idols
O'Brien
the parts of Disraeli and Lady Beaconsfield that they
p'ay.
To her he is always the cavalier, and only she may think that you would not care for Mr. Arliss. But
if for no other reason, his work should appeal to you
knows that side of his personality.
because it represents the fulfillment of the ideals and
dozen times or more they rehearsed a bit of action,

At

all

;

".

We

—

;

A

and each time Mr. Arliss coached the players in

his

ambitions of these young

stars.

!

A
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Girl's

Adventures in Movieland
Continued from page 68

into a| limousine to go over
to the Famoijjis Players-Lasky studio
piled

on Long Island. This was the first
time that sme had Visited the completed studijo, and I couldn't help
wondering it it would seem anywhere
near as wonderful to her as it did to
me the firstt time that I saw it. Apparently it /did, for she kept saying
that it siniply fascinated her.
She
said she wi'shed she could work there.
1 iiimiffiiH"

first set

we

:iYalked

through on

the big floor was a marvelous reproduction of a street in Japan for an

Alice Brady picture, and it seemed
wonderful to have all the people on
it staring at us instead of expecting
us to stare at them. Then we came
to a most charming garden scene
laid out with grass and blossoming
trees and everything.
Two little
children in quaint, old-fashioned costumes played and tumbled around on
the sttidio lawn while Elsie Ferguson, also dressed in character, sat in
the garden ready for her scenes. This
was for "Peter Ibbetson," which is
said to be the picture play of 1921.
I was so entranced with the pretty
scenes that it was some time before
I took notice of the young actor Mary
Miles was talking to. And then I

He was
handsome I just stared and stared,
because it was none other than Wallace Reid.
I thought sure I would
certainly did take notice

!

so

have to be carried out as Herbert
Howe predicted I would be if I ever
met Wally Reid. But that was one
of Mr. Howe's predictions that went
wrong, because I finally didn't.
Then, before I had time to recover
from that shock, Miss Minter introduced me to Elliott Dexter, whom
any fan would describe as "just
grand." There I stood in the center
of all those famous people
no wonder I was dazzled
There was Elsie
Ferguson and Mary Miles Minter to
the left of me, and Wallace Reid and
Elliott Dexter to the right of me,
and George Fitzmaurice, the director,
just ahead. It was like one of those
dreams movie fans are subject to,
being in the midst of a lot of film

—

!

celebrities like that.

I don't

expect

even again to be in such a group.
Then I went downstairs where
there were some more gorgeous Japanese sets and I met Alice Brady.
Like Mary Miles Minter, she is just
like she is on the screen with that
winning smile of hers.

Watch Out

for

A

very pleasant lady showed us
through Agnes Ay res' and Constance
Binney's dressing rooms. I was interested to see these lovely rooms furnished with wicker furniture, a tiny
dressing room, sitting room, bath, and
big roomy closet for each star, but
vvhat thrilled me most was to find

my

interview with Miss Binney on
her table
It was so nice to think
that she had read what I said about
!

her.

Then we left the studio and sped
away from Long Island City to the
bridge that leads to New York.
I
have crossed that bridge several times
now, and each time with movie players, so it would seem unnatural if I
came over it with just ordinary people.

we

Corinne Griffith remarked when
it one afternoon at dusk

crossed

how pretty the twinkling lights
of the city were from there, and it
about

seemed
is

my

leads

me. That bridge

significant to

frontier of

me

the stars, for

it

back from the reality of

knowing them
them twinkling

to

where

far away.

I

just see

And Mary

Miles Minter is one of the brightest
who has sped toward that frontier with me.
stars

"Molly-O!"

Continued from page 74

rosy and even prettier than the old
Mabel.
It's amusing to hear her tell of that

milk-farm life.
"We had to go to bed

eight

at

o'clock because there wasn't anything
else to do.
And, besides, trying to

sneak off to go to a dance or anything like that didn't do you a bit
of good.
They only made you go
to bed an hour earlier the next night
and take twice as much milk.
/

know!
"It was pretty awful to have to
run on a schedule like that. T don't
want any milk to-day,' I'd object
mildly, hoping to get out of it for

But they

once.

didn't

they did look so big and strong
I

drank

And

care.
!

So

it.

"Of course a person simply

can't
stay in bed all day, so I used to get
up with the sun and go to play golf
or ride horseback."
It isn't easy to interview Mabel
Normand concerning her work, because she doesn't seem to care in the
least to talk about herself in a personal way.
In the first place, she
seems not to have a single trace of
restless vanity
that's

why one

of describing

about her.
doesn't

Perhaps

somehow think

Mabel Normand super-

ficially.

Any

other girl as pretty as

Mabel Normand you would describe
in the usual flaming phrases.
But
somehow it's Miss Normand's quick
and brilliant mind that interests you.

Her home

life also is

very inter-

She lives in a roomy andsunny apartment, in her own apartment house.
For Miss Normand,
though generous to a fault almost, is
counted a rich woman. There, when
not going out to a party or to work,
she reads and sews by the hour. She's
a very quick reader and a very quick
seamstress, and the results are many
noteworthy books perused and many
esting.

gifts of pretty lingerie to her friends.

She's simply a jitney

dynamo

of en-

Mabel, and she has a mind
that never misses a tick concerning
She
all matters of current interest.
can run an automobile as well as her
ergy,

is

chauffeur,

"contoggle"

But
slightly

and she knows how to
it

quite

as

well,

too.

something
always
mysterious about Mabel's

there's

Maybe

it's that characturning the interview
on yourself that gives you that impression.
You always feel there is
something behind those big brown
eyes that you can't quite get at.
How she can retire into that indi-

personality.

teristic trick of

viduality of hers indeed
You could
eat with her, live with her, work with
her, and there'd still always be that
baffling something about her.
!

Were the people at the Sennett
studio glad to see Mabel come back?
I'll say so
From Charlie Murray
to the prop boys
not to mention
Jimmie, the blacksmith, and the old
gateman they were all delighted
when Mabel hung up her hat on the
old peg behind the door. The gateman brings her a flower every day.
And maybe she appreciates it more
than orchids. I believe she does, for
she can buy orchids herself, but the
old gatemen are always particular
about their friends. To Mabel the
prop boys are Sammy, Jim, Tom,
and Bill. I don't see how she knows
'em apart.
But she does, and she
!

—

—

knows all about their families, too.
If you don't believe that Mabel
means business about the elimination
of those pies I'll tell you something.
She's going to make a picture of the
story of Nell Gwynn.
And she's going to play it in a
human way, you may be sure, so humanly you'll forget it's a costume
play. Nell Gwynn will step right out
of the pages of history for you, smile

—and maybe wink—

^at

you

Boy

Little

Butler
Another

discovery has
popular favor until his
own producing company is the reward. But he hasn't grown up, or
upstage, as this interview shows.

grown

Griffith

in

By

Celia

Brynn

said David Butler,
THIS,"
pointing down the Bol-

shefilm

street,

"is

the

Nevski Prospekt."
It

was nearly noon, and

I

was

more

interested in eating than in
looking over the location of the

"Sophie Seminoff" company, picit was.
"And what is the Prospekt of
lunch?" I wanted to know.
"Wait by this Pole, and it will
come a-Rushin'," David answered
me in kind, and added something
to the effect that we would "Finturesque though

interview after lunch.
constitutes the lowest
form of wit, as some writers aver,
our humor was about three miles
underground.
But David Butler
sort of makes you that way. That
is not intended as a slam.
Quite
the opposite. He is so big-boyish
that you feel youthful and irresponsible when you're with him.
You know that if you suggested
a game of tag he'd be with you;
if you could think of a joke to
play on the camera man or the
nish"

If a

the

pun

David Butler

is

so big-boyish that you feel youthful
are with him.

—

—

director
who is his right reverend father ^he would
help you with the details and devise a few of his own.
The location for the Russian scenes in which he was
working, was the old Inceville lot by the roaring sea
waves north of Santa Monica. Flanking the street were
Western sets, now deserted and dilapidated, and just a
little to the north was the lighthouse tower from which
many a celluloid signal has been flashed to film ships
on a cinema sea. But just here where we stood, was
Russia, the Russia of the Bolshevik regime.
Crudely
lettered Slavic signs hung above the stores, and named
the avenue which lay before us.
flock of light open
carriages which the Russians call 'drogi" and which
we pronovmce "droshki," lined the curbs. Shaggy little ponies were hitched to them.
At our right, a stone
archway led into the courtyard of a fortress, a courtyard in which, a little later, Helen Ferguson was to be
nearly shot, but saved in the nick of time by David
Butler, as the well meaning, but blundering, American

A

doughboy.
Every one

David Butler "Dave." No one ever
him after the first five
minutes.
He is so big and lumbering, his imitations
of chorus girls and opera singers are so suggestive of
the overgrown sportiveness of a St. Bernard puppy,
that one finds it hard to treat him with the respect
that is due his years of experience on stage and screen
yes, and the respect which is due his very excellent
calls

thinks of saying "Mister" to

•

—

acting.

and irresponsible when you

A

shaggy Russian extra man was investigating the
contents of his lunch box. David hailed him joyously.
"Ub ge wub?" he questioned.
The man nodded blankly.
"Yes?" persisted David.
Again the stupefied nod.

"No?" David asked earnestly.
The extra blinked and inclined

his head once more.
triumphantly.
"You see?" he said, "that makes us both Elks!"
David Butler is one of those rare creatures, a native
son of California. He was born in San Francisco, and
went to college at Stanford. His father, Fred Butler,
is a veteran actor and stage manager
they were together for many seasons at the Alcazar Theater in Frisco.
Then Butler, senior, came down to Los Angeles to be
stage manager of the Morosco Theater, and Butler, junior, came along, to play juvenile leads and character parts.
"It was Griffith who got me into pictures," David
told me over a ham sandwich and a pint of milk.
"I
had been playing in 'Yes or No' at the Morosco Theman's
ater, and one morning there was a phone call.
voice said that Mr. Griffith wanted to know if I could
come out that afternoon to rehearse the part of Monsieur Behc in 'The Greatest Thing in Life.'
I thought
some one was kidding me, so I said, 'Sure, I'll be right
And
out, tell Mr. Griffith to send a machine for me.'
imagine how I felt when the voice said respectfully, 'At

David turned

me

to

;

A

what time, please?'
Continued on page 104

—
The

90
ContSnued from page 28

Only
pull any of jthat stulf on me!
yesterday ypu tried that game over
in Westharppton and got away with
And he
it, but youj can't fool me!'
grabbed Djanny by the shoulder the

wq

minute
out of

stopped and hauled him

the' car."

"Oh, it was simple enough to see
what had happened, of course,"
Danny went on, laughing. "Some
chap's been going around here saying be. w,i^s Dan Gardner, and cleaning up; probably he'd recognized me,
though why he didn't pick somebody
who was better known I can't see.
And there's been a girl with him who
claimed to be Claudia Dorveen, who's
been cleaning up everywhere buying
things at the antique shops around
here, and staying at hotels and not

—

—

paying her bills especially in Lenox
and Stockbridge and Pittsfield and

Revelations of a Star's

—

about folks like us 'Isn't that ex"
actly like motion-picture actors !'

CHAPTER
Hugh and

While he was away arrangements
had been made, through an agent, for
him to lease a studio near New York,
in a pretty little town on Long
Island Sound, and a friend of ours
had looked up the dearest little house
there and taken it for the summer
for us.

"That

really

laughed Claudia.

and
to

made him mad,"
"He simply raved,

when he marched us ofif
Danny thought the whole

that's

jail.

thing was
course, and

screamingly

we planned

to

funny,

of

phone you

come and identify us, but
got to the courthouse in
this town, there was the man who
took tickets at that dance Danny and
I went to the other evening.
And
my dear, he identified us as Pamela

at once to

when we

Hicks and Putnam Wellington!"
"And that enraged the constable so

was all for shipping us off
to Sing Sing or somewhere and getting a big reward for capturing us as
that he

impostors,"

Danny

continued.

"It

seems that these other people have
been cashing checks that were forged
with our names, in addition to their
various other crimes

;

certainly

it

must

have been some one who had seen
us around near Claudia's and so knew
that we were both up here.
But
that's all the tale there

—

is, folks
except that there's a wedding booked
for to-morrow morning, if you can

get us out of jail

for the ceremony

and home in time
!"

"Ye gods !" murmured Hugh, as,
having carried out varipus transactions with the stuffy little man in
charge and convinced him that Claudia and Danny were themselves, he

way

out to the car. "All I
can think of to say is what Sally
claims the public always remarks
led the

I

felt at

home

the instant

I

delightful garden and
the wide, cool hall, with
its great bowls of flowers, and dark,
beautifully polished mahogany.

went

suppose this kid's a
and Claudia said that
he was Hugh's son!"

man

things.

crossed

I'd give a lot to be able

XII.

I officiated as best

and matron of honor at the wedding
ceremony on the south terrace the
next day at noon; then we departed
for New York and work.
I wasn't
sorry to go, delightful though the
time had been that we'd spent at
Claudia's, and I could see that Hugh
was wild to get back and jump into

"So when Claudia cut in and said
she was herself and would identify
me, that settled things.
But what
put the finishing touch on the whole
party was when the man said with
to imitate, 'I
celebrity, too,'

That's not so

awfully long ago,

either, as motion-picture history goes.
It was when
and I first went

Hugh

the other big towns.

contempt that

;

its

into

"It's really

home,

Hugh !"

West for
down here."

"Let's send

I cried.

servants

the

and settle
But Hugh didn't answer, and when
I turned around I realized that I was
alone.
However, before I could go
back to the door he came in and hur-

out to the Coast that she was reaching the very height of her power.
But a friend of mine"even then predicted the end that came to Mary
Serolla' s day of glory, the end that
she confessed to me there in that
quiet little garden.
"Everybody out here knows her
history, of course I'm not repeating
scandal when I tell it to you," this
friend told me, one afternoon when
we were out driving, and Mary
Serolla has just whizzed past us in
a big, imported car with her monogram on the door. "She was in musical comedy in New York last winter
;

came up from some

down

—

and patted me on the shoulder, with
the kind little look in his eyes that
means more to me than a million
pretty speeches could.
"It's Mary
Serolla who's waiting out there,
dear," he went on.
"And she needs
you pretty badly, I think."
I went to her at once.
She was
crouched down on the little stone seat
that stood near the sundial, and the
poplar trees at the edge of our yard
threw long, sinister shadows across
her, like pointing fingers.
I had a
spooky sort of feeling as
I

down

I

crossed

beside her.

have never seen a more hopeless

face than the one she lifted to me.
It was terribly thin and drawn, and
about her great blue eyes were deep
circles, that made her look like an
old woman.
She had taken off her
hat, and her yellow hair fell across
her forehead in a heavy wave she
still wore it as she had in the days
when her name I mean her real one,
of course not the one I have given
her was on every one's lips.
;

—

;

—

mining town

just to see her.

"After

"I think you'd better go out and
see the girl who's waiting in the
garden, Sally," he said, and his voice
was so grave that it frightened me.
"She's been hanging around here for
hours said she'd heard that we were
coming up here to-day, and that she
simply had to see you. It's awful to
"
think that
Then he broke ofif,

little

Virginia, as winner of

a beauty contest, and somehow got
into a Broadway show. She's so awfully pretty, and so clever and entertaining that as soon as she flipped out
on the stage and began to dance, the
critics picked her out of the chorus
and began to rave. They featured
her in their reviews of the show, giving her more space than they did the
stars of the piece, and after that she
was known as 'The pretty chorus
girl,' and people went to the play

ried over to me.

the grass and sat

West

in

it

had been running about

month she began to play around
with an awfully gay crowd, mostly
young college chaps who came down
to New York and thought it was
a

rather gay to take a chorus girl out.
And one of them asked her to marry
him.
Curiously enough, he hadn't
much n7oney, but he was remarkably
good looking, and they say Mary was
mad about him from the first time
they met. "His mother was an Englishwoman, and when the war broke
out he joined the Royal Air Force
and went off overseas. And Mary
was left to play around with just any
one. 'Any one' happened to be a big
theatrical producer in her case
a
man who writes bright, rather snappy
plays, such as the one in which she
made her debut on the stage, and
who makes no secret of the fact that
he gets his inspiration and most of
his material from intimate association with just such girls as Mary;
girls of the world in between good
people and bad people, girls who
know the latest slang and the latest
drink and the latest dance the girls
people go to Broadway to see.
"So he cultivated Mary's society,
and after a while he wrote a play
around her. He gave her marvelous
presents, and furnished an apart-

—

ment for her
perfect

that

was

said to be a

Arabian Nights' dream, in

the top of a building that looked out

over

New

York, so that the

city lay

!

;;

The
Imagine that for a litof seventeen who'd never seen
a big city until about eight months
before.
No wonder it went to her
at her feet.
tle girl

head

"Then she got word that her fiance
had been wounded and was coming
home. She didn't know what to do.
She still cared for the boy in her
way, but she couldn't bear to give
up the beautiful home that the older

man had
explain

And

given her.

it

she couldn't

to the boy, of course.

"They say she looked like a ghost
from the time he cabled that he was
on his way home until word came
that his ship was in.
She knew that
he would go to the boarding house
where she had been living when he
went away. She put on a plain suit
and hat and started down there, to be
there when he'd come, and stopped
on the way, at a drug store in Times
telephone the producer
that that was what she'd decided to
do. He'd spent half the night before
trying to persuade her not to do it,

Square,

you

has done amazingly well, considering
her face has aged. Her pictures
go wonderfully. But her experience
has embittered her dreadfully. She's
convinced that there's nothing to life
but having a good time while she's
young and able to enjoy it, and she
goes rushing around, drinking and
jamming about till all hours she
can't last long at this pace."
Hugh and I often saw her in Los
Angeles after that always the center of a wild party, with her young
husband the wildest of the lot. He
was learning to be a director, they
said, but I don't know when he

how

—

—

worked

see.

—

"And then

well,

it

was

raining,

the crowded,

stuffy

apart-

little

ment that was the best the boy would
be able to give her and she called
a taxi and went back to the gorgeous

—

apartment she'd just left.
"The producer gave a wild party
that night to celebrate her return, he
said.
In the midst of it Mary wrote
a note which he dictated to the
boy, telling him the truth about the
situation.
In it was mentioned the
fact that the producer had just finished a new musical play. Mary was
led to believe that she would be
;

—

—

starred in

it.

But when the party

broke up the producer stayed behind,
and with him stayed a very pretty,
rather common girl who'd been in
the chorus when Mary was. And the
producer took the keys to the apartment from Mary's hand bag and gave
them to the girl. To Mary he suggested that she go back to her boarding house."

"Oh, how cruel!"

way

I cried.

"What

She
had done wrong, of course and yet
she was so young, and things had
"
happened to her so fast
"Yes but she had to learn a lesson, evidently.
Well, she turned to
the telephone and called a man who'd
been begging her to marry him, a
young actor who was related to some

a horrible

to treat a girl

—

!

—

big motion-picture people. He came
over to the apartment at once, and
they went out and had breakfast,

routed out a justice of the peace, and
were married.

"That was about six months ago.
She went into the movies at once, and

at

She had an amazing

it.

of sobering up when she was
wanted, and as she was really a wonderful dancer, and had a piquant, in-

way
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I

She wasn't happy, however.
I
went to a photographer';} one day, for
some prints oi pictures of Hugh's
and she was hue died dov."n on a couch
in the dressing! room, slabbing as if
her heart would! break.
The attendants couldn't do anything with her,
so I'd tried to quiet her down, but,
though she just kept crying that she
wished she was dead because she was
so miserable, she wouldn't tell me
why. She'd come to have some photographs made, aiad had just suddenly
collapsed, her maid told me. Fmally
she let me put on her wraps and take
her to her apartment, and after that
she used to feel that we were friends,
evidently, for she always spoke most
graciously when we met, and when
Hughie was born she sent me gor-

geous flowers and presents.

Hugh wanted
but

DARE-DEVILS ALL

to

and her feet got wet, and people jostled her, and I suppose she thought
of

Revelations of a Star's Wife

One
lains

in

many

most fascinating vilof modern fiction a group
of the

—

who

of chorus girls

see

life

only

—and the author

terms of luxury

Revelations

these

of

are

pitted

against each other in the struggle

Mary Serolla, whose

to save

begins to unfold in this

The giddy

ment.
the

New York

dios

—the

the

idyllic love

story

install^-

that borders

life

theaters

—the

stu«

cabarets, flashes across

story of Sally and

Hugh Beresford

in

next month's

installment? providing one of the

most

colorful

and exciting

epi"

sodes of this remarkable story.

triguing sort of beauty that photographed unusually well, she managed
to burn the candle at both ends successfully.
I

couldn't

dislike

her;

she

was

charming to meet, and to me she always seemed like a pathetic little
thing to whom life had happened far
She would never tell
too swiftly.
anything about her life back in West
Virginia, but I know that she came
from the humblest, most squalid sort
of home.
Not many girls who'd
started out in that way, without any
training to help them be halfway decent, would be able to keep their
heads

when everything

they'd longed

was thrown at their feet.
Yet I regretted her way of doing
things terribly.
For of course girls
all over the country would read about
her beauty, and her success, and know
for

about the wild way in which she
lived, and the many admirers she had,
and think that if they could only follow her example they'd have everything that

was

desirable, too.

I

wouldn't

to

let

girls like

throw them out,
There aren't

him.

Mary

Serolla in pic-

thank goodness, and I hate to
think of their being even a few. But
I don't see that for you and me to
condemn them is going to help either
them or us. All we can do is to try

tures,

to prevent careers like theirs being
glorified on the screen, and so keep

our young girls from trying to follow
their example.
Mary's health broke after a few
years, and when Hugh and I were
in Florida I read in the newspapers
that she and her husband, who had
finally become a full-fledged director,
had gone abroad. The tales that came

back weren't any help to Mary
doubtless they were exaggerated
nearly all such stories are, but according to nearly all of them Mary had
taken to drugs, and never would be
able to pull up again.
I didn't believe that, somehow.
I'd always contended that there was
something fine about the girl, if somebody would only be patient enough to
dig for it, but certainly I'd never
thought I'd be the person to prove

that theory.

So it was a shock when, as we sat
there in the garden in the twilight,
she turned to me and said:
"I guess you're the only friend I've
All the way back from Paris
got.
I've

of

been hanging on to the thought
I've taken to dope, you

you.

know.
it

— or

Can you
shall

I

help pull

slide

me

out of

back and go to

the devil again?"
I pushed back her short, curly hair,
that made her look somehow like a
little child.

And

I

took her face in

my

hands and looked down deep into
those great, weary eyes of hers.
"You're not going to slide back,

Mary

dear," I told her.

TO BE CONTINUED.

—
Over the Teacups
Continued fioia page 49

they want to be

Constance

?

Some

of them, like

aod Anita Stewart and

Mabel Normand, are always taking
milk cures apd things to get fatter,
and the rest are always looking for
some new way to get thin. Pnscilla
I

Dean has succeeded

in losing thirty

pounds by going on a

diet of

baked

almost broke her heart
because it r^ieant giving up the spaAnna
ghetti Itali^nne she Joves so.
Q. Nilsson writes that it is even
harder to diet over in Sweden than
it is here because they make such
wonderful pastries there.
I'd hate
to have them any better than these,
though," and Fanny helped herself
to another pineapple tart from the
fast-diminishing tray before her.
"Do stand on your chair or something to wigwag to Hope Hampton
that we are over here.
She won't
stop long, I know, because she's
potatoes, but

it

moved way up

to

Yonkers

so

that

the dogs can have plenty of fresh air,
and it takes her hours to get home."
Fanny was right. The only time
that one can ever see Hope Hampton
for long is at home or between the
acts at first nights.

"She's going on the stage," Fartny
me just after she left us. "She
has been having her voice trained
she sings beautifully, you know and
she's
going into vaudeville right
away.
After a few weeks of that
she'll know how she likes it, and if
she likes it as well as she expects to
she may go into musical comedy or
light opera next winter."
"Why speak of winter," I interposed, "when Matt Moore is out
there looking as though summer was
invented so that he could wear white
flannels?
He looks like a tennis
told

—

champion or a

life-saver.

why

directors

casting

I

don't see

looking

for

handsome types don't go around
the bathing beaches.

ing

men

I've

seen

The

to

best-look-

have been

life-

savers."

"And

speaking

of

swimming,"

Fanny

paused

to

stare

at

Mae

Murray, who had just come in
and who looked like a boardingschool flapper in her deep rose-colored organdie, "I thought I'd never
find an attractive bathing suit, but
Lila Lee came to my rescue.
She
sent her picture in the most fetching
costume you ever saw, and 1 had it
copied.
She wore suede pumps,
though, and I don't know whether
she intended .wearing those in the
Surely she wouldn't
water or not.
go to a bathing beach just as part
!"
of a fashion parade
"Perish the thought," I reassured
her, "especially when Lois Wilson
has jtist ordered a surf board from
She'll want to get one,
Honolulu.
Every one else is getting ukutoo.
leles, but Lois is naturally quiet, so
Ruth
she took the surf board.
Roland has formed a quartet in her
company, and now for the sad scenes
that none of them are in they provide
the music. She sings beautifully, but
oh, what I'd give to hear her yodel
All the stars seem to have
again
some other talent besides acting.
Look at Martha Mansfield !"
I looked around, but didn't see any

—

!

one but Thomas Meighan. He was
just passing outside, and I didn't tell
Fanny so because she would have
been off in hot pursuit.
"Aren't there any romances?" I
asked despairingly.
"Not many," Fanny admitted with
"Of course, you know that
a sigh.
Leatrice Joy, out at Goldvi^yn, married Jack Gilbert, who is going to be
a Fox star, and of course there is
always the Charlie Chaplin-May ColAnd Ethel Clayton dines
lins rumor.
and dances a lot with a tall, handsome, dark man, but she won't admit
that she's engaged."
" I
"But about Charlie Chaplin
tried to edge into the conversation.
"I bet you've heard that he's been
seen about with Claire Windsor,"
Fanny interrupted. "Well, he has,

but that

is

no cause for comment.

Any man would

be glad to be seen

and besides she is just
teaching him some new dance steps.
Claire Windsor is so beautiful that
with

she
in

her,

is the cynosure of all eyes even
Hollywood, where beautiful girls

are as common as fake motion-picture producing companies and correspondence schools that teach acting.

"There has been one real romance
lately.
That was Betty Ross
Clark's marriage to Lieutenant Arthur Collins.
He was rumored to
be engaged to Lila Lee, but when
he met Betty Ross Clark there could
though,

be no one else for him. She's going
to stay in pictures, but may find time
for a honeymoon abroad this summer."
"Oh, don't tell me about any one
else going away!" I protested.
"Elsie Ferguson is," Fanny defied
"Just as soon as she finishes
'Peter Ibbetson' she's going abroad.
She says that the only time that she
can enjoy a game of bridge is on
shipboard."
,
"You're a regular crape hanger,"
"All you can talk about
I objected.
to-day is friends who are going away
or are gone already."
"Yes, and illness, too," Fanny cut
in. "Leatrice Joy and Sylvia Breamer
went to a Chinese restaurant and ate

me.

something that gave them ptomaine
poisoning.
But cheer up. I'll tell
If you'll
you something pleasant.
hurry I'll take you with me and have
you made beautiful. I'll get you an
Eminent Author's Face."
"A what?"
"An Eminent Author's Face," she
"Gouverneur Morris is a
repeated.
Goldwyn Eminent Author, and his

wife has started a wonderful beauty
shop, so of course when one goes
there it is to get an Eminent Author's
Face. Come and see."
And marveling at the way Fanny
can link up the movies with everything she does, from massage cream
to tea, I meekly followed her.

Right Off the Grill
Continued from page 53

and builds a fifty-thousand-dollar addition to his house to
accommodate them.
Act V. Frederick decides to disix servants

—

rect himself in order to bring out the
best that's in him.
Proves his busi-

ness ability by hiring a cast not one
of which gets over a hundred a week
and a long shot. Critics roast Frederick.
That's because he doesn't
bribe them with meals and presents
like all the other stars do.
He has
to fire his leading woman because
she's careless about making up the

back of her neck and is always trying to turn around.
Everybody has
it in for him.
No one appreciates.
Frederick is miserable.
Buys himself another diamond, divorces his
wife, builds a Roman bath and hires
a personal masseur and chiropodist.
Act VI. Hall bedroom same as
in Act I, except that it is decorated
with "stills" and portraits of Frederick Finesap, also has a splendid
library of scrapbooks. Frederick sits
down to write letters, each in a different hand, to the answer and que-

—

ries departments ot the magazines
asking what has become of Frederick
Finesap and demanding his immediate return to the screen. Each letter
Frederick
is signed "Finesap Fan."
also writes note to the papers stating
that he has had innumerable offers
and that he may be lured from re-

tirement.

(curtain.)
Enter Mr. Barthelmess,

Star.

Richard Barthelmess is to star in
made by the Inspiration Pic-

pictures

—

:

Right Oft the Grill
tares Company and released by First
National. It is well for Mr. Barthelniess and the public that it is not one
of those his-own-company effects,
than which there is no finer mauso-

Mr. Barthelmess' salary is
said to be greater than that of any
male star with the exception of those
leum.

who

roll their own.
While not a betting man, I am willing to wager a
ruble that within a year Mr. Barthel-

mess
male

will
star,

prove the most popular
Charlie Chaplin eliminated.

"Mickey" Normand Comes Back.
"Mickey" Normand has taken an

No

encore.

star has a greater

fol-

lowing of personal friends than Mabel Normand, and few could match
her fan popularity when she was
"Mickey" on the Sennett lot. Then

Goldwyn
from which few stars have escaped intact. For several long years
her comedy was entombed in concrete sets.
But a rescue has been
effected.
The Mabel of old again
she entered the den of the

lion,

blooms on

Sennett

The Land
"The Birth

soil.

of the Free.

of a Nation," the most

popular film classic made in America,
is barred from Boston.
"The Cabinet of Doctor Caligari,"
an innovation in film art made in

Germany,

is

mobbed from Los An-

Pola Negri to Marry.

may have

According to a letter received by
a friend of Pola Negri, the famous
Polish delineator of Carmen and Du
Barry is to become the bride of a
wealthy German person.
am
I
cabling Marshal Foch to take action
at once.
America should get gomething out of the war.
Because of the mob attack on "The
Cabinet of Doctor Caligari," it is not
deemed safe to present Pola Negri's

"Gypsy Blood" in Los Angeles. John
McCormack, representative of First
National, arranged a private showing
of the film, however, in the Hotel
Ambassador.
Among those who
risked their citizenship by attending

were

Mabel Normand, Katherine
MacDonald and her mother. Buster

Keaton and his bride, Virginia Fox,
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Storm, Mabel
Condon, Edwin Schallert, and several
hundred other scribes and pharisees.
Pola Negri is the first Carmen
Calve and the only one the
screen has reflected. Farrar dressed
up in a mantilla and draped a rose
over her molars a few years ago.
Bara also appeared in a mask-ball
version.
But la Negri is Merimee's
since

Carmen.
Her performance is a
kohinoor in a phony setting, but it
is sufficient to hold you entranced.
If you are not so fortunate as to live
in the patriotic

geles.

The
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movie settlement you

seen

t

lis

picti ire

or will

have the opportiinity.
I i southern
California one mdist be content with
lemons and such native products.

The Great Impersonat

ons.

Mr. James Kirkwood, a great impersonator, is soon to come forward
with "The
This moves

menu

Great

me

Impersonation."

to present tie Grill's

of the greatest impertonations

to date
Lillian

Gish's
East."
LiUian Gish's

Anna

"Way

of

Down

Lucy of "Broken

Blossoms."
Pola Negri's Du Barry.
Pola Negri's Carmen.
Dorothy Gish's Little Disturber of
"Hearts of the World."
Alia Nazimova's Joline of "Revelation."

Mary

Pickford's Stella Maris.

Richard Barthelmess' C/z^wgr Huan
of "Broken Blossoms."
John Barrymore's Doctor Jekyll
and Mr. Hyde.
of

Henry B. Walthall's Little Colonel
"The Birth of a Nation."
Charles Ray's The Coward of "The

Coward."
Charles Chaplin's father of The
Kid.
Emil Jannings' Henry VHI in
"Deception."

Screen in Review
Continued from page 59

an American, and it brings Matheson
Lang, an excellent English actor, before American audiences.
It reeks
with Old World splendor, and the
Venetian scenes are particularly
If
in

fine.

you want to be strictly up to date
your film entertainment you can't

afford to miss it.
It is more of a
treat to the eyes than any scenic
picture you ever saw.

Those

lively

.

Fox

stars,

Buck

Jones and William Russell, appear,
respectively, in "Straight from the
Shoulder" and "Children of the
Night."
The boys have plenty of

pep and vigor,

and

fairly bristle

over with what

all

their

mother's.
It reminds me of one of
Miss Stewart's first successes, "The
Sins of the Mothers," only it isn't
as interesting because the characters
are such unbelievable persons.
Poor May MacAvoy is now a star
and is taking the consequences. "A
Private Scandal" is as routine a picture as I ever saw.
Miss MacAvoy
does her best, and manages to put
a little life in a dead-and-gone story.

Kiss in Time," with Wanda
Hawley, is amusing because T. Roy
Barnes and Walter Hiers do their

"A

best to

is

known

as "American vitality" and
"good clean Yankee humor." Edith
Storey, one of my earliest favorites,

has rather hard sledding in "The
Greater Profit."
Miss Storey is
wasting her time in bad plays. Anita
Stewart wastes a little time herself
in "Sowing the Wind," a clap-trap,
"you-don't-say-so" melodrama.
In
this particular picture she is seen as
a young girl who is suffering from
a "past." To make matters worse,
the "past" is not hers, but her

make

"Home

pictures

it

so.

Talent"

is

Mack

Sennett

not quite at his best. However, the
reviewer saw it in a projection room
one of those terrible stuffy little
boxes where the companies hold the

—

private showings of their pictures
and was nearly thrown out for laughIt is extremely bad manners to
laugh in a projection room because
critics are supposed to be solemn and
highbrow. "Home Talent" is rough
and genial, even if it isn't so sharply

ing.

clever
satires.

some of Mr.
Ben Turpin heads

as

Maurice

Tourneur

Sennett's
the cast.
filmed
has

Donn Byrne's story, "The Foolish
Though it isn't on the
Matrons."
same
neur's

with some of Mr. Tourmore ambitious productions, it

level

proves that the director can give us

good

character

studies.

It

also

proves that he can skip over delicate
situations without offending the most
The picture is an intimate
captious.
study of domestic life, but there are
a few cabaret scenes thrown in to
Doris May and
please the children.

Kathleen
feminine

Kirkham have important
roles.

As for the other pictures, here are
a few you might enjoy: "Lessons in
Love," taught by Constance Talmadge; "Not Guilty," an adaptation
of "Parrot and Company," directed
by Sidney Franklin and revealing the
lovely Sylvia

Breamer

in a congenial

role; "Fine Feathers," another ver-

Eugene Walter's stage play;
Divorce of Convenience," a farce
with Owen Moore "A Voice in the
Dark," which is not as good as it
should be; and "The Silver Car," an
old-fashioned Balkan story starring
Earle Williams.
sion of

"A

;

!

—
GRAYgetEYES.
into

get passes to theaters, get rid of freckles,
find a husband, or grow taller.
And this

for a lot of other correspondents,
But don't think that I am cross. I
too.
love to get your letters, even when you ask
me a question I cannot answer, so write
again, as often as you please

goes

—

Miss
part

of

Rubens

L. H.
Nigel Barrie played the
Philip Poynter opposite Alma
in "Diane of the Green Van."

Donald

P.

— Surely,

we'll

But where have you been?
sen

played

be friends!
Juanita Han-

Tom Mix

opposite

in

"A

Roughriding Romance." You will have
to write him personally for his picture. I
can't say whether you will be successful
or not.
His latest picture is called
"Hands Off" and the cast follows: Tom
Mix plays the part of Tex Roberts, Pauline Curley plays the part of Ramona
IVadley, Charles K. French plays the part
of Clint Wadley, Lloyd Bacon plays the
part of Ford Wadlcy, Frank Clark plays
the part of Captain Jim Ellison, Sid Jordan plays the part of Pete Dinsmorc, William McCormick plays the part of Tony
Alviro, Virginia Warwick plays the part
of Bonita, J. Webster Dill plays the part
of Stupe Simpson, and Marvin Loback
plays the part of Jumbo.

—

Earle Williams Fan.' You are mistaken. I have nothing to do with the interviews.
You will have to write to the
editor about that. Earle Williams is marHis wife is Florenz Walz.
was born February 23, 1880.
ried.

He

—

Carroll. Sidney Drew, Olive Thomas,
Harold Lockwood, Robert Harron, Clarine Seymour, Lieutenant Locklear, and
Jean Gaudio have all passed away. Colleen

Moore played

mental

Tommy"

in

Avas

"Dinty."
"Sentireleased in April.

Eugene O'Brien was born
"Worlds Apart" is one of his

in
1884.
latest pic-

Mary M. — Hazel Dawn

lady.

He

Jr.

—Your

letter

to

Miss Bernardine

I.

—Harrison

Ford

is

New

York, playing op-nosite either
or Constance Talmadge. He has
signed a contract to appear exclusively
with them.

in

Norma

Miss Agatha W.

—There

are a good
many studios in New York. In fact.
New York and Los Angeles boast of
having practicalh' all of the studios in the
United States.
If you will v/rite the
editor and inclose six cents in stamps, he
will mail you a copy of the "Market Booklet," which contains the names and ad-

has left the screen, at least for the present.
He is directing his sister, Mary, with
the aid of Al Green.
Harry is "Snub"
Pollard's correct name.
The actresses
dress themselves according to the character they portray and there is no set rule
as to what kind of clothes or how many
they wear in their pictures.

—

H._ M. L.
"Jiggs and Maggie" were
put into pictures by the Christie Comedy
Company. I never heard of that picture

you asked about.
The
wanted is given elsewhere

cast
in the

that

you

columns.

Hammerstein

—

in

California.

Elaine

Airs. Jefferson.

is

unmarried.

is

"One A. M." was produced
B. C. W.
by Charles Chaplin and he was the only
one in it.

—

Ethel AI. B. The part of Reverend
John Hodder in "The Inside of the Cup"
was taken hy William P. Carleton.
C. E. H. Spencer.
been answered.
A'Ir.

J.

—Your questions have

H. B.— You

personally
the pictures

will have to write
different players for
desire.

the

to

you

—

ORACLE

'T^HE

wUl answer in

these columns as many questions of general interest concerning the movies as space will allow.
Personal replies to a limited
number of questions such as will
not require unusually long answers
will be sent if the request is ac-

—

—

companied by a stamped envelope, with return address. Inquiries

should be addressed to The Picture
Oracle, Picture-Play Magazine, 79
Seventh Avenue, New York City.
The Oracle cannot give advice about
becoming a movie actor or actress,
since the only possible way of ever
getting such a job is by direct
personal application at a studio.
Questions
concerning scenario
writing must be written on a
Those
separate sheet of paper.
who wish the addresses of actors
and actresses are urged to read
the notice at the end of this

not on the
Harold Lloyd has not

His latest picture is "Now
Mildred Davis is his leading
is unmarried.
Jack Pick ford

makes her home with her
Vivian Martin

is

left pictures.

or Never."

H.,

Pauline Starke was forwarded.

department.

tures.

screen at present.

James Henry

cannot help any one

I

pictures, sell a scenario,

to

dresses of all the principal studios. Yes,
In
the Gish girls lived in Dayton, Ohio.

Dorothy was born in Dayton. Lilwas born in Springfield, Ohio. Viola
Dana was born in 1898. Dorothy was
born in the same year. It is not necessary to be a millionaire to become a movie
star.
I know of no player who was one
at the time of entering pictures, and there
fact,

lian

aren't so

story?

Mary
Day,

many who now

Who

either.
I

told
can't help

Allies
1902.

—

M inter
She

is

are millionaires,

you that impossible
you with your career.
was born April Fool's

just nineteen.

GussiE. Lila Lee's correct name is
Gussie Appel. Her mother is living. Lila

Wallace Reid was on the
Al. H. N.
His
stage before he entered pictures.
screen career dates back to the old Vitagraph and Universal. He helped to direct and write, and he also acted in "The
Birth of a Nation," D. W. Griffith's most
famous picture. Actresses vary in weight.
I can't tell you what the most popular
It depends upon the height
weight is.
of the person. Alost players have had at
"The River's
least
a fair education.
End" was a Alarshall Neilan production.
Lewis Stone played the parts of Keith
and of Connistoii, Alarjorie Daw plaj-ed
the part of Coiiiiistou's sister, Mary, Jane
Nova'iv appeared as Miriam Rirkstone, J.
Barney Sherry as Inspector McDowell.
Charles West as Miriam's brother, and
Togo Yamamoto as Shan Tung.
E. Syital.

—Robert

Warwick was born

Bilin Sacramento, California, in 1881.
Her
lie Burke was born August 7, 1886.
latest picture is called "The Education of
William S. Hart's latest picElizabeth."
ture is "The Whistle." Alyrtle Steadman
Little Georgie
plays the feminine lead.
Stone returns to the screen in this picture.

—

Babs and Joa. Bebe Daniels is unmarShe was born in igoi. Alabcl Normand is not married. Katherine MacDonald has been married but is not at
Your other questions you will
present.
find have been answered elsewhere in the
ried.

columns.

—

Mrs. O. R. AIcA. Whoever told you
that Harold Lloyd was dead was exagBebe Daniels is unmarried.
gerating.
Ida.

—Marie Walcamp will

return to the

long absence in a Lois
Weber production. She is the wife of Harlan Tucker, who is also a professional.
I
don't know who you mean by Fred.
Those players you mentioned are appearing in pictures, but they don't work for
me. I haven't a companj^ They play in
Afarion Davies' latdifferent companies.
Texas
est picture is "Buried Treasure."
Guinan was born in Waco, Texas, in iSgi.
screen

after

a

_

—

—

Advertising Section

—

A. S., The Jewish Thunderbolt. It
very hard to get permission to visit the
They are very strict about
studios.
is

guests.

am

I

Elinor M.

sorry, but

—Charles

1

can't help you.

Ray was born

in

He was
Jacksonville, Illinois, in 1891.
on the stage about four and one-half
He
years prior to entering pictures.
started with Ince and made his name
He now has his own studio. His
there.
He is six
latest picture is "Scrap Iron."
feet one-half inch tall and weighs one
He has
hundred and seventy pounds.
dark-brown hair and brown eyes. Mrs.
Ray was

Charles

Clara

They

Grant.

Albert Ray is his
children.
cousin, not his brother.
Moore's
latest
picture is "Beating the Game."
Helene Chadwick will play opposite him.

have no

Tom

She appeared with Mr. Moore

one of
Heaven."
He lately married Renee Adoree. Tom
was born in County Meath, Ireland. His
recent

his

pictures,

"Made

in

in

stage career consisted of about seven
years of playing in stock.
His screen
career commenced about six years ago
with Kalem. He is five feet ten and onehalf inches tall and weighs one hundred
and fort\--two pounds.
He has lightbrown hair and blue ej'es.

P<-:sed by May Allison, a Metro motion picture star, and entkusiastcc motorist.
Miss Allison is one of many beautiful women "in pictures" who %ise and
endorse Ingram's Milkweed Cream for proper care of the complexion

—

Marie L. Mollie King was born in
New York in 1898. In private life she
Mrs. .'\lexander. She has a small son,
Kenneth.
Erich von Stroheim directs
and also plays in "Foolish Wives." Viola
is

Dana

—

D. Betty Compson played
Thomas Meighan played Tom
Lon Chaney played The Frog, J.
M. Dumont played The Dope, W. LawId.a.

Rose,
Burke,

son Butt played Richard King, Elinor
Fair pla}-ed his sister, Claire, Joseph J.
Dowling played The Patriarch in "The
Miracle ]\'Tan."

Irene D.— Will Rogers was born near
Claremore, Indiana.
Your other questions have already been answered.

—

Helen
i.s

ters
in

C.
Kenneth Harlan is married.
playing opposite the Talmadge sis-

He

in their latest pictures.

New

hot sun and dusty wind play havoc
with your complexion ?

a widow.

is

Mrs.

He

Do

is

now

York.

K.—Helen

Miss Alice M.
was born in 1901.

Ferguson

are several.
J.

R.— Monte

enjoy motoring without fear

of a reddened, coarsened

Blue was born

Indianapolis in 1890.
He is married.
He has been on the screen quite some
time. He plaj-ed in "The Perfect Crime,"
an Alan Ehvan production. He is to appear in Alan Dwan's next picture with
Mary- Thurman. I don't know who you
mean by Be Dell. You will have to write
to some concern that sells reproductions
of the players' pictures in order to obtain
in

drive in the afternoon sun
AN —hour's
a cloud of dust from another
car— a swift rush of wind as you speed
what happens
your comdown a
to

hill

plexion?
You can protect your skin from the
ravages of sun, dust and wind if vou
use Ingram's Milkweed Cream regularly.
Ingram's Milkweed Cream guards the
skin against the coarsening effects of
the elements.
More than that, it preserves
the
complexion,
for
Ingram's
Milkweed Cream has an exclusive therapeutic property that actually "tones-up"
revitalizes
the clogged, sluggish tissues of the skin.

—

—

i'ou will find that its special therapeutic

property will soon soothe away redness
and roughness, banish slight imperfections
th.1t its regular use will protect
your skin from sun and wind, will keep
your complexion as soft and clear as

—

you have always hoped to have it.
For the most effective way in which
to use Ingram's Milkweed Cream read
Health Hints, the little booklet packed
with every jar.
It
has been prepared by
'Ws.a^Bi,£*y
JMift j^'
specialists
to
insure

lives

the fifty-cent or the one-dollar size.
its regular use
it will
so much to you.
Ingram's Rouge "Just to show a
proper glow" use a touch of Ingram's
Rouge on the cheeks. A safe preparation for delicately emphasizing the natural color.
The coloring matter is not
absorbed by the skin. Subtly perfumed.
Three perfect shades
cake.
Solid
Light, Medium, and Dark
50c.

in

mean

—

Souveraine Face
Powder A complexion powder especially distinguished by the fact that it
Furthermore, a powder of
stays on.
unexcelled delicacy of texture and refinement
perfume.
Four tints
of
White, Pink, Flesh, Brunette 50c.

Sell

was

—

T.
M. Curious. "Civilization" was a
Thomas H. Ince picture and not D. W.
Griffith's.
Howard Hickman, George
Fi.sher, and Enid Markey had the leads.
Gareth Hughes is not married.
Elsie

—

Frederick

F.

Ingram Company

Established

31

Tenth Street

1885

Detroit, Michigan

Canadian residents address P. F. Ingram
AustraCompany, Windsor, Ontario.
lian residents address T. W. Cotton Pty.,
38."?
Ltd.,
Flinders Lane. Melbourne.

New Zealand

residents address Hart,
Pennington, Ltd., 33 Ghuznee Street,
Wellington.
Cuban residents address
Espino & Co., Zulueta 36%, Havana.

Cfeata

j=

"Foot-

—

Ingram's Beauty Purse an attractive, new souvenir packet of the
exquisite Ingram Toilet -Aids.
Send us a dime, with the coupon below, and receive this dainty Beauty Purse for your hand bag.
Feederick F. Ingram Company, 31 Tenth Street, Detroit, Michigan.
Gentlemen Enclosed, please find one dime, in return for which
please send me Ingram's Beauty Purse containing an eider-down
powder pad, sample packets of Ingram's Velveola Souveraine Face
Powder, Ingram's Rouge, and Zodenta Tooth Powder, a sample tin
of Ingram's Milkweed Cream, and. for the gentleman of the house,
a sample tin of Ingram's Therapeutic Shaving Crn.Trn.

—

Name
Street

lights."

111

Velveola

—

son,

born in Los Angeles, California, in 1889.

Continned on pagf

—

Ingram's

with his mother.

Ferguson's most recent picture

—

Begin at once

first

Violet Heming played Everywoman in
the picturization of that play.
She is not
on the screen now.

Miss Gladys F.— Henry G.

Ingram's Milkweed

you get from

Cream the fullest possible benefit.
Go to your druggist today and purchase a jar of Ingram's Milkweed Cream

iMiUCweed'

Pickford.— Douglas Fairbanks'
wife was Beth Sully. They had one
_M.

He

that

IngitinVs

Robert Harron's photograph.

Douglas, Jr._

s^in ?

If you have not yet tried Ingram's
Milkweed Cream, hegin its use today,

—

Cincinnati Reader. ^Your questions
have been answered. I don't know who
you mean by the tall, blond girl. There
Mrs. E.

Can you

City

State

(260)

Advertising Section

INCREASED

I

^ M ey^ INCHES

What

made.

the

of

thousands

o f
who have
robbed of
their ambition
by these false
people

been

High

to meet an instructor,
h o
willing to

w

me

with

and who started

me

my

on

hard

and

work.

sized

I

body
at

I

"Sure," he drawled, when they
complimented him about it, "how do
you suppose I stayed in the 'Follies'
for five years
on account of niy

I didn't know whether I was supposed to laugh or not. That is one

professional

face ?"

mised on a

feather looked less at home than his
battered hat would have done.
He
made continual furtive reaches for
his rope, which he would twirl blissfully for a few moments, only to have

by

gradually
d e veloped myself to
have an average
that

got

wrapped around him like a bath robe,
and the dinkj' little cap with its jaunty

rouif

to succ^^ss.
-By
faithfully
f o 1 lowing his teach-

ings

legs.

But there the characterization of
Roiiico ended.
His walk was still
the cowboy slouch for which he is
famous, he kept his rich velvet mantle

was

I

was
work

in suddenly, "it

;

fortunate enough

so

least

need not be
ashamed.
y
* r m
measured

M

fairly snatched

from

hand by

his

10 inches in cir-

it

cumference
my whole

implacable director who was
afraid he would soil his lovely new
costume.

had

and

an

body

developed

Into fair
aortions.

o

r o

-

The Secret Discovered
I was so pleased with these results that I decided to make this my life study so I bought all
the books I could obtain on "human anatomy" and
tested various forms of exercise to see what their
effects would be on my body.
I finally discovered
the real secret of progressive exercise and 1 want to
Bay right here that never was a man more happy
than I.
I knew
at once my fondest hopes were
realized.
I could feel real vim and vigor thrilling
my veins and was soon able to accomplish feats of
strength which I had thought impossible.
Friends who met me on the street began to
look at me in astonishment.
The boys started to
call me the strong man and you can imagine how
delighted this made me.

mentioned

my

biceps
measured
but 10 inches before I made this discovery.
Today
they are e.\-actly 16H inches.
This is not only
far beyond that of the average strong man of today but is conclusive proof to me that my secret
method far surpasses that of any other system.
I

before,

Numerous demands were soon made of me to
appear in public displaying niy wonderful development and also perform the numerous strength tests
which I was able to accomplish.
After traveling
throughout the country as the headliner in the
various theatrical houses, I decided to become a
public benefactor and impart this knowledge to
others.
Today my pupils run Into the thousands
and I receive letters daily from other men who have
sprung into prominence like myself by following my
guidance and instructions.

What

This

Means

to

You

Tou too can have this powerful physiciue and
abounding health if you wish it, 1 don't care how
you are.
I
will
broaden your shoulders,
deepen your chest and give you the same powerful
arms and legs which I have developed for myself
and thousands of others. Don't take my word for

weak

it,

make me prove

the

secret,

and

is

handsomely

—

E.

LIEDERMAN

Dept. 1409, 305 Broadway,

EARLE

E.

New York

UEDERMAN,

Dept. 1409, 305 Broadway, N. Y. City
Dear
you are

—

Sir:
I enclose herewith 10 cents for which
to send me, without any obligation on my
part whatever, a copy of your latest book, "Muscular Development."
(Please write or print plainly.)

Name
Address
City

publicity

to take

me

State

man

to lunch

about Shakespeare.

him he had
and talk to me
Mr. Rogers reand somewhat

told

me sadly
timorously. If there is one thing in
the world he hates, it is a woman interviewer. To have to talk to one is
bad enough, to take one to lunch is
well, what Sherman said war was.
garded

—

He
and

to lunch, though,
best to be noninterBut he was plainly ill at
kept thumping the table

tried

and

ease,

with his

me

as

made me

He

me

did take

I

viewial.

illustrated

with 25 full-page photographs of myself and some
of the world's best athletes whom I have trained,
also full particulars of my splendid offer to you.
The valuable book and splendid offer will be sent
you on receipt of only 10 cents, to cover wrapping
and mailing. The sooner you get started on the road
to health and strength, the easier it will be to
reach perfect manhood.
Don't drag along one
day longer mail the coupon today.

EARLE

The

accompaniment.

my

it.

Send for my new book
"Muscular Development"
It tells

However, he was allowed to retain
between scenes, and he
would slouch down in a camp chair,
one long leg swung over the other,
and commence a popular song, to
which the studio orchestra, consisting
of an organ, a violin, and a saxophone made harmonious and toehis ukulele

tickling

The Result
As

Said-

from page 18

togs which went out of style a few
hundred years ago, doubtless because
there were so many knock-kneed and
bow-legged gentlemen who couldn't
be beautiful and stylish at the same
time.
But, lo and behold. Will was
quite a perfect thirty-six, or whatever the measurement is for correct

When

teachings.
I entered

School

Cull Linued

a

terrible faiseliood
this is.
And to
tJuiii<

As Shakespeare Would Not Have

fork.

He

"ma'am,"
feel

also

addressed

which

somehow

very important.

indicated a

young woman

Rogers.

commented upon his make-up.
thought he might say something
humorous about it. But he merely
said that Lon Chaney had done it for
I

I

first

"Say,

experi-

me

it's

a funny thing," he broke
was Shakespeare who

into the 'Follies.'

"

of the difficulties in interviewing a

humorist.

I

comproenough

polite smile; just

that I had a sense of humor
remark was intended for a

show

to

his

if

joke.

"Yes, ma'am," he went on, seriously, "he did just that.
You see, I
was doing a stunt on the roof, at the
time of the Shakespearean revival.
did some burlesques of his plays
downstairs at the 'Midnight Follies,'
and Ziegfeld wanted me to go down
and do an impromptu act, kidding
Shakespeare. The act flopped. He
was too deep for the crowd, and he
was a dead one. So I switched to
W'ilson and Bryan, who were just
as dead, but not yet buried.
People knew who they were, and the act
went over big.
Ziegfeld liked my
stuff so well that he signed me up

They

regular for the 'Follies,' and that's

how come."
There was

silence,

while

to think of the least offensive

I

tried

way

of
getting
some humorous remarks
anent the late lamented bard.
Mr.
Rogers voluntarily relieved me of my
anxiety.

"Well, I have quite a respect for
Shakespeare," he said, with his slow,
drawl..
"He was the
George Cohan of his time. He always fixed a late entrance for himself
in the first act so he could have time
to count the money before he came
on.
He acted at the old Globe Theater
and he was a success because
he didn't have competition. The rea-

half-nasal

—

son he's lasted so long is because they
didn't have continuity writers in those
days to improve his stuff."

at

a near-by table who was publicly busy
with a baby-grand vanity bag. She
was applying the bloom of youth
where it would do the most good.
"Some come in here to eat, and
some to make up," remarked Mr.

him. It is practically his
ence in grease paint.

I led the conversation around to
Shakespeare by easy stages. I had
to be careful.
If I hadn't been, Will
would either have fled the premises
or emulated the talkative clam.

I

asked him

if

he thought Bacon

or Shakespeare wrote the plays.
"It's too late to argue about that
"There ain't
now," he answered.
any royalties any more.
I understand that they still argue that question in college, but college boys have
to argue about something while they
take time off to color their meerschaum pipes,"
"I don't suppose you ever thought
you'd uc playing Romeo, did you?" I
asked cautio.-'sly.

—

—
Advertising Section

*'Well, no, but then I thought I
might as well have a try at it. Every
one else has done it except me and
Bull Montana."
The story, he explained to me, was
that of a cowboy who loves a girl
who craves romance. She wants him

Romeo

to be

to her Juliet.

So, after

combing the small town to get a copy
of the play, he goes to sleep reading
is the hero
it, and dreams that he

drama to the characters of the
The girl he loves is Juliet; the

of the
play.

drug-store clerk, his rival, becomes
played by Raymond Hatton
and his cow-puncher friends are

Paris

—

by

transformed

The

cloaks.

is

modern

broadly, with

and

tights

episode

velvet

played rather

subtitles,

many

which Mr. Rogers himself has

of

supplied.

The

story

more than

is

it

in continuity form.

"I have to

Way

Try This

own, he having given the sug
gestion for it to Elmer Rice who put
half his

fence in this picture.

The only fencing

I

how your

See

ever did before

was with barbed wire and a pair of

teeth look then

pliers.

"The French fencing instructor got
excited trying to show me how to
!'
handle the foil, and shouted, 'Lunge
Darned if all the company didn't stop
work and run for the restaurant."

He

sidetracked back to the subject

of "improving" a picture.

"They have a
of

offering

I
it

vise

twenty-five

dollars

for

results

of

this

of teeth cleaning

ten-day

See

it.

means to your
your home.

Millions

teeth

Watch

test.

yourself

for

—what

it

is

the

same

The

is

and

problem

film

stays.

effectively

It
It is the basis of tartar.
look dingy.
holds food substance which ferments and
forms acid. It holds the acid in contact
with the teeth to cause decay.

They, with tartar,
in it.
Thus
cause of pyorrhea.
most tooth troubles are now traced to film.
the

chief

Combat
combat that

daily

it

now found ways

Dental science has
daily

A

10-

everyone

sent free to

Its five effects

to

Careful tests have

film.

ef-

They are now embodied, with other most important factors,
in a dentifrice called Pepsodent.
amply proved them.

It

stimulates the salivary flow

great tooth-protecting agent.

—Nature's

It

multiplies

the starch digestant in the saliva, to digest
starch

deposits

that

cling.

It

multiplies

the alkalinity of the saliva, to neutralize
the acids which cause tooth decay.

Modern
them

deem

authorities

these

effects

Every use of Pepsodent brings

essential.
all.

See the

Germs breed

are

tooth

this

highly polishes the teeth,
so film less easily adheres.

Old ways of brushing
combat it. So millions
of teeth are dimmed and ruined by it.
Film absorbs stains, making the teeth
do not

now

use

advice.

Pepsodent combats the film in two

viscous film clings to your teeth, enters

on.

him "Bill."
"Makes me feel Hke

Day Tube
who asks.

It

crevices

by dental

the

Film has been the great tooth problem.

A

now

of people

largely

what it
means in

off the

Simple, straightforward, shy with women, a regular fellow with men.
His pet stamping
ground is the Goldwyn barber shop,
where he always drops in after lunch,
and where the studio force gathers
to hear the latest Rogersisms.
They

paste,

fective ways.

re-

see t'-day that they're goin' to let
ride."

screen as

new way

it.

Ask

to

Will Rogers

a

is

habit around here

any one who can think up a
better title for a picture than the one
it
already has.
They bought 'The
Poor Relation' the other day for my
next picture. And there on the billboard was the notice, 'Twenty-five
dollars reward for a better title.'
I
wrote underneath it, "Twenty-five
hundred dollars reward for a better
title than 'The Poor Relation.'
And

ward

Here

a modern, scientific way. Authorities approve it. Leading dentists everywhere ad-

results

Send the coupon for a 10-Day Tube.
Note how clean the teeth feel after using.

Mark the absence of
See how teeth whiten
Watch the
disappear.
This

home

the
as

viscous
the

film.

film-coats

other good effects.

we believe, will bring to your
new era in teeth cleaning. And

test,

a

you
coupon now.
benefits

never

had

before.

Mail

all call

the

first

of

he remarked.
When
lunch was over happily over for
him, I've no doubt he gathered his
velvet mantle around him awkwardly
and started for the door. Raymond
Hatton was coming into the dining
room. Will Rogers surveyed him inthe

month,"

—

this is

Paris!" he said.

PAT. OFF

Jrn W JMB^—^^ME^^^
%nVU.
The New-Day Dentifrice
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—

tently.

"So
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scientific film

application

.

i
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10-Day Tube Free
THE PEPSODENT COMPANY,
Dept. 925, 1104

brings

five

Approved by highest

desired

authorities,

effects.

and

S.

Wabash

111.

Mail 10-Day Tube of Pepsodent to

now

advised by leading dentists everywhere.
All druggists supply the large tubes.

Ave.,

Chicago,

combatant, whose every

Only one tube

to a family

—
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The Lonesomest Girl in Town

j^)PPORTUNITY
know

.oil

that millions have heen

made

in every

Continued from page 43

branch of the motion

jicture industry.

)o you knov/ that there is a tremendous demand for a safe, fire-proof,
;ool-proof portable projecting machine?
Jo you know that such a machine exists, which, due to exclusive fea'ture's. should soon have the field to itself?

IDo

you know

secure a .s!iare
return of 8%?

that an opportunity is now presented whereby you can
in the profits of this business, with an assured minimum

READ ON
PARAMOUNT PROJECTOR CORPORATION
TRANSFER AGENT
CENTRAL NATIONAL CORP.
HARRIMAN NATIONAL BANK
NEW YORK
NEW YORK
CAPITALIZATION
TO BE OUTSTANDING
AUTHORIZED
REGISTRAR

8% cumulative

$500,000

participating preferred stock
$10 per share

$500,000

Par value

COMMON STOCK
par value $10 per share,

1,000,000

WE RECOMMEND THE PURCHASE

full paid,

non-assessable

1,000,000

OF THIS SECURITY FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS

1— This

stere opticon piiriioses.
The Corpora ion has an almost unlimited field for its products.
The dividends on the Preferred Stock will be paid quarterly.
4
Its estimated earnings, basid on conlraets and
o
orders now on hand, appro.xiniate thi-ee times
its dividend requirements for I'.iL'l. this without takin.g into consideration orders to bo obtained during the balance of this year.
I

—

G

statements, before
— Financial
to this financing, are by

after giving
W. A. Fleming

anri

effect

Acconntauts and I'.yrnes
t,'o.,
I'ublic
r.aker, Certified I'ublic Accountants, both
New Yorl;.
Its plant has l)cen favorably reported on

&
7

— Moses,

by
En-

l'o|'e
Trainer, Consulting
an
New York. The machine has bei-n
inspected and favorably reported on by .T.
^errier of \"errier. Eddy Co. and by practical
men of the motion picture industry,
Th original owners are receiving only stock in the Company for
the interests they held prior to the organization of this Corpora1

The exceptional field for the company's product, the exceptional
demand for a machine of this character and tlie large margin of

profit create, in our opinion, exceedingly attractive earning possibilities for the Common Stock.
10- Taken from a report by Byrnes & Baker, Certified Pulilic Accountants, the statement of the Company, after giving effect to
this financing, shows
Tangible Assets
.?303,4^'n.20

Total Liabilities

4,.">00.S1

The following comments are quoted

in full from the report of Byrnes & Baker,
Accountants:
your attention to the fact that, according to the foregoing Balance Sheet
on completion of the proposed financing, the company will show an exceptionally

Certified Public

"We

call

strong cash position.
Its cash resources alone will lie .f L>7(i.7:)7.(>0. wliile total current assets, including cash, accounts receivable and inventories, will amount to
$8;?2.8.SG.67.
We have your assurance that the accounts receivable and inventories
have heen guaranteed by tlie party from wliom th(> assets are being purchased.
Against this, the total liabilities of the company, consisting of current accounts
payable, will be only .$4. ,590. 81.
There will be no loans froni the bank, no accrued
interi>st or taxes, nor current indebtedness of any kin !, with the exception of the
relatively small item of accounts payable.
The company has therefore adequate
working capital with which to conduct its business and (jrovidc for the expansion
that growing business will necessitate.
"Fixed Assets of the company, comprising machinery and tools installed in the
factory, and furniture in th.e office, amount to .'i;60,G4(>.62.
Adding the above to
the current assets, the total tangible assets aggregate .$.30:5. 48,'?. 29. without allowing
for patents, models, and similar assets, on wliich it is difficult to place a tangible
valuation although they are undoubtedly of value if the product which they protect
has merit.
"Summarizing, the tangible assets of the corapanv. exclusive of patents and intangibles, are .i;;59.'?.4S;5.20 against total lialiilities of ^^.i^OG.Sl.
"Deferred Charges represent rent, insurance, and printing paid in advance, which
are properly chargeable to future operation.
"There are no bonds or funded indebtedness of any kind outstanding, and accordingly, the stockholders- will have sole claim to the net earnings of the company
remaining after payment of operatin.g expenses."
The business of the Corporation is the manufacture of portable motion picture projectors.
Paramount projectors produce a picture as efficiently and as clear and flicUerless as the larre
stationary machines used In motion picture theatres.
It is built In compact form to give portability
and is absolutely safe and most efficient for use hi schools, churches, institutions and the home.
Its
Spherical Reflertor and Beflectini; Lens are supreme in their fleUi. The Condensin."; Lens is a speci'l
heat-resistins glass designed to give the ma.ximum amount of inuminiition.
The
SCKEEN, an
exclusive feature, assures safety from fire by abscrbing the hc:'.t rays, yet permits the unobstructed
passage of the light rays.
The film may be tlireadcd with the lifbt oii and may be stopped at any
l)oint to project any particular scene of a picture for an indefinite period of time with absolute safety.
The machine uses standard film, has a capacity of 1,000 feet, and ct 70 feet throws a clear, sharp
picture !1 feet by 12 feet in size.
The demand for such a portable projector is tremendous and world
wide.
Estimated on orders ?nd contracts now in hand, the corporation should m»r''et not less than
5.000 maehines per year, which represents a profit of $250,000.
Contracts already closed call for the
delivery of 2,500 machines,

WATER

FERGUSON^GOODELL &
Gent'emen

am

28 West 44th

Street.

Interested in securing, without obligation on
Corporation.
I

.\ame

He
He

is

quiet,

thoughtful.
doesn't
shriek and tear his hair and shout:
'Camera !'
He builds wonderful
photo plays."
Incidentally, "Forbidden Fruit" is
favorite picture.
It gave her
tears and triumph, rags and royal raiment, worn, of course, for virtue's
sake, and moreover, it gave her opportunity to be a child as well as a

her

woman. As she herself put it, "What
more could one ask of a scenario?"
And, according to Agnes, "you
It's
should see the new Ambassador
exactly like the Grand Central Station

CO., Inc.

New York, N.

my

part,

Y.

further details on

except that there is no green line to
follow.
It has a patent-4eather grill,
and a purple dining room, and liver-

Paramount Projector

and phones at the tables.
hours to get in, and untold

ied waiters,
It takes

wealth to get out.
As a pictureplayer magnet, it's 'way ahead of the
Sunset Inn."

&

tion

9-

opens

criticize

to better acting.

moderate,

Her enthusiasm was

of

gineers.

8—

way

!

Corporation manufactures what is claimed to be the only safi',
fireproof, portable projecting machine on the marki't.
Its safety features are unique, the most important of which is its
water screen which absorbs the heat rays, prevents heat reaching
the lilm and makes possible the use of motion picture film lor

3—

To have him

fectly.

the

infectious

She was not
her smile contagious.
was
overbearing
she
bored or
amused, perhaps, at any one's interest in her and her ideas, but there
was no doubting her sincerity. Here
was no affected hand painting here
no celluloid queen of the cold cream.
Agnes was Agnes, in movies or out.
;

—

"I love to

make

public appearances

showing our pictures,
It
but I never know what to say.
And people are
thrills me, though.
so affable and friendly toward us.
at the theaters

The only trouble is the publicity of
the thing.
I confess I can't enjov
being pointed out as I walk along
Tremont Street or tea at the Touraine.

Now

alone,

it

it's

here we're p*"etty much
happens, but on the street
awfully embarrassing at times."

This Ayres creature, you

see,

is

human

sort of star, a flesh-andAnd imagine
blood luminary lady.
her boarding a sight-seeing bus in
Boston because she was so desperThat proves she's a
ately lonesome
regular girl.
For whoever heard of

a

!

a

being lonesome?

star

The

Author's

Day

Is

Here!

have passed through
the phase where they were a curiosity
through the days when the success of a
picture depended on a star. The author's
day is here.
What proxnise does this hold for those
who want to write? Helen Christine
Bennett will tell yovi. What she did for
the aspiring actor in "Can You Break
Into the Movies?" she will do tor the
ambitious author in this article. You can
depend on her. She gets the fact.s and
tells them entertainingly and convincingly.
Jilotion

pictures

—

!

—

—

—
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Moranimated News
C

Lee Moran.

wit,

iiiiiiiued

You'd think

my

from

pci'j,\-

33

gloves and

show him

name was Lyons, hey?

fighter wouldst act.

ways, the first
I appeared in a brief movie with Lee
for the News Weekty.
This drama
was written and directed by Lee and
was based on the Annual Crop Re-

good nature

Well, anything on the program

The

port, I think.

Made up
walk

plot

run thusly:

H. C. Witwer,

to resemble

on the scene, shake hands
we have exchanged a few bon mots and like that
I

in

with Lee, and, after

before the camera, I resort to the
use of pantomime to make known the
fact that

beastly hot in UniverCity and I wouldst fain quaff
a drink. Lee then smiles and moit is

sal's
ofif

tions

me

into

his

office,

and

here,

gently reader, the film ends.
So's
they will not be no epidemic of deaths
from curiosity, I will come out with
the bald statement that the liquid
which was served to me in Lee's office is chiefly noted as bein' the main
ingredient of Niagara Falls.

Irving Thalberg, the youthful and
popular heavy boss of the entire
works, strolled along as we finished
the first movie I ever appeared in,
claimed he was glad to know me and
made me a present of the freedom
of the lot. As I had nothin' adequate
with me to of¥er in return, I bowed

and borrowed a cigarette from him
to cover my embarrassment.
Well,
that bein' all settled, Lee asked me
wouldst I like to see him makin'
"Robinson's Trousseau." I answered
in the pro-affirmative, as havin' read

the yarn I

was greatly

how

seein' just

interested in
close he wouldst stick

to the author's text.

The story is a
of the prize ring, and I will not
spoil the gently reader's enjoyment
of the film by relatin' the plot here

tale

as

have

I

Never 's the

completely
less,

as in

forgot

it.

some circles—

—

notably in my own imagination I am
credited with bein' quite a authority
on the manly art of assault and battery for pennies, Lee was
anxious
to get

my

fighter.

dressin'

opinion of his idea of a
Well, he sidled into his
•

room with

the

admonition
that he wouldst be out in a second
and about two hours later he come
out caparisoned in a sweater, a cap,
and a pair of boxin' gloves, with
trousers to match.

Strikin' a unique

he asked me how do I like
it, and I kind
of evaded the issue.
So Lee says will I put on a pair of

attitude,

how a real
With gracious

just

I obliged, and, standin'
before him, I put his arms in the
correct position, and I says I am goin' to jab him with my left and when
I do he is to cross his right over to
my jaw. Of course my jaw won't
be there, but that will give him the
idea.
Well, gently reader, I jabbed
Lee with my left as advertised, and
he crossed his right to my jaw as instructed, and they was fifteen minutes
bringin'
your correspondent
back to life.
It seems I forgot to
move my jaw.

That wound up the athletic events,
and to top off the day, Lee took me
over to a snow-covered "set" and
showed me a horseless sleigh which
he claims he has been workin' on for
months, and he has fin'ly got everything about

it

perfected except one

minor detail. I failed to find any
motor or other means of locomotion
about the thing, and I asked Lee
what made it go. He says that's the
one minor detail which as yet he has
not been able to perfect.
Followin'
that, I

took the

sits

"Brown,
unskilled

down

men we can

a typewriter.

Lee's a pleasant, modest, wide-awake
young guy with a world, of
personality, a unusually keen sense
of humor and one more asset, undoubtlessly the thing which put him
across he's intelligent enough to accept advice and has enough imagination to use and identify the valuable
suggestions from the idiotic "tips"
which every young star is deluged
Briefly, Lee Moran will keep
with.
on hittin' looo because he can be
fold!
He don't think he knows it all
and he confines his actin' to the
screen.
Since the firm of Lyons &
Moran dissolved, the boy has a big
opportunity ahead of him now
standih' forth dn his own, facin' the
eternally interestin', romantic, and
terrific battle to get to the top in a
tough game. Lee Moran is a nice
clean kid, and I certainly wish him
the best of luck.
I'm sure you
wouldst, too, if you knew him. Make
no mistake, he has the stufi:
lookin'

—

Yours truly,
H. C. Witwer.
Loose Angeles, Kentucky.

dead wood
tomorrow if

—

"But keep these men whose names I
have checked. They draw big pay but they

know

They

their work.

men who

are the

looked ahead and trained themselves to do

some one thing better than any one

We

else.

can't afford to lose them."

Thousands

of

men

are

idle

right

now

one

reason they are unskilled!
They work at any kind of job they can get,
and when a slow-up comes, they are the
first to be dropped.
for

just

climb out of the ranks of the

and be sure of your job if you
really want to do so. You can get the position you want by spare time study in the
evening hours you now waste.
Yes, you
can!
unskilled

For thirty years the International Correspondence Schools have been helping men
and women to win promotion to earn

—

more money
in

the

—

ahead

to get

in business

and

More than

life.

Up-road

2,000,000 have taken
to Success with I. C. S. help.

let another priceless hour go to
Without cost, without obligation,
waste.
tear out and mail this coupon. It will take
only a moment of your time. But it's the
most important thing you can do today.

Don't

DO

IT

RIGHT NOW!

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
SCRANTON, PA.
BOX 4565- B
Explain, without obligatine me, liow I can qualify for tha
CosiUon, or In tlie subject, before which I mark X.

SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING

ELEOTMOAL ESSINEEU
DEIeetrls LUhtlneand Uja.

Window Trimmer
B Show
Card and Sign PtB.

DElectric Wiring

UTelegraph Engineer
13 Telephone Work

Railroad Positions

UEOIIANIOAL ENGINEEB

ILLU STR ATING

Mechanical Draftsman
Dlaoblne Shop Practice

Cartooning
BUSINESS HIANAGEBBRT

Q Private Secretary

BToolmaker

Gas Engine

Operatlnfij

eBusiness Correspondant

DCiVIL ENGINEER

BOOKKEEPER

BSnrveyinff and Mapping
MINE FOllEDIiN orENH'R

Stenoffraptier and Typist

Cert. Pub.

STATIONART ENGINEEU

TRAFFIC

Marine Engineer
Ship Draftsman

Oommon School Sabjeeta
CIVIL SERVICE

Concrete Builder

Railway Mail Clerk

Structural Engineer

AUTOUOnlLES

PLCUBINS AND HEATUia

Worker

Textile Qyerieeror Snpt.

J Pharmacy
NamePresent
Occupation-

MANAGER

GOOD ENGLISH

Contractor and Bnllder
Arohltectnral Draltimao

Sheet Metal

Accountant

Railway Accountant
Commercial Law

ARCHITECT

OHKMIST

In the excitement I nearly forgot
to mention that "Robinson's Trousseau," the picture Lee was makin'
when I seen him, was written by.

replace

necessary.

You can

to

ve been putting the axe to the

I

I've cut out a lot of

pay-roll.

air.

But all apple sauce to one side,
Lee Moran can no more help makin'
a first-class impression on you than
the writer of the above and the below can help abusin' the "I" key,
once he

"Keep These Men"

.

>

Mathematics
Navigation

SnSpaalih

^aGRICCLTDP.E iDTeacher

P Ponltry Kalslns

B

Banklm

Business

_Address

-

Street

and No
City

_State

-

Canadians may send thiB coupon to TnUmaUonalOomapondence Sohoola Canadian, Limited, Montrral, Canada

:
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from page 72

Talmadge how very much we English

To

countless hundreds
of us she is the Queen of Filmland.
greatest wish is that 1 might have an
autographed photo or letter from her,
one that 1 could really and truly believe
she signed herself.
She must have so
many thousands of letters though that
it
would be impossible to expect her
to answer all personally.
Have you any suggestion to offer as
to how I could be sure of getting one?
1 have been longing to write to her for
two long years, but that one thing has
If ever she comes to
kept me back.
visit our "Isle" she will get a tremendous
reception from us.
N. R.

adore her.

girls

My

Carrp

Hill,

Birmingham,

England.

Once More —the German Films.
When I read the letter from TI. KenJohnson in the last number of
Picture-Play answering my letter of
W'lith

Remove

Hair

The Common-sense

Way

merely removing hair from the

IFsurface

required

razor

would

hair

problem.

De

Miracle,

liquid,

of

solve

the

the

superfluous

original

sanitary

does more than remove sur-

face hair.
is

were all that
a depilatory, a

of the skin

were

the only

remove

It devitalizes it, which
common-sense way to

hair from face, neck, arms,

under-arms or limbs.
De Miracle requires no mixing. It
Simply wet
is ready for instant use.
the hair and it is gone.
Only genuine De Miracle has a money back
guarantee in each package.
with testimonials of
FREE
eminent physicians, surgeons, dermatologists and
medical journals,
explains how De Miracle devitalizes hair, mailed in
plain sealed
envelope on request.

BOOK

Three

Sizes: 60c, $1.00. $2,00

or direct from us, in
plain wrapper, on receipt of 63c, $1.04 or
which
includes
war tax.
$2. 08,

At

all

toilet counters,

previous

the

month

in

to

him reiterating

my

But

stand.

—

and am willing

insidious propaganda,
let

it

go

at

to

that.

But there was one minor point that
made, which deserves a reply.
He
said: "li showing unsavory incidents in
the historj' of a .nation is propaganda
against that nation, then Bill Hart is do-

he

ing us a lot of harm in letting his pictures go abroad."
Well, he's right.
If he had ever lived
in Montana, as I have, and had to entertain people from abroad and set them
right about the honesty of our sturdy
pioneers, he would apreciate the misunderstanding that those pictures have fostered.
And Bill Hart was portraying
only a type not a ruler and predecessor
of the present king. There's a difference,

—

Detroit,

I)e^iraef(
New York

the

to

what's the use? The question is not one
for him and me to impose any further
on the readers of Picture-Play. I am
convinced that most persons will view the
German films as I do as malicious and

H.

you know.

Dept. D-32, Park Ave. and 129th St.

regard

propaganda-trend of the German films,
my first impulse was to write a lengthy

answer

Wortzell.

Michigan.

From Another
To

C.

Editor of
zine:
As an English movie fan who lives in
^ countr)^ that cannot boast of a really
first-rate movie magazine, I am greatly
interested in Picture-Play, and espeI just
cially in What the Fans Think.
love Miss Ethel Sands' contributions.

She writes as

I

think

I

would

if

Now

had

I

and she puts into
opportunities,
words just what we fans feel but cannot
of using high-flown
express
instead
flowery phrases such as "she reminded
me of a rose leaf in the summer rain"
No
or some equallv idiotic expression.
doubt that sort of thins; sounds all right
to some, but to my mind it doesn't get
anywhere. Miss Sands tells us just what
we really want to know_about the movie
folk and makes them seem very real
Another thing is, why
people indeed.
do most of the interviewers ask the

Saxophone
A Buescher Trae-Tone Saxophone
opens the way for you to greatly increase your income, opportunities,
popularity and pleasure. Easiest
of all wind instruments to play
—you can learn to play the scale f
in an hour and in a few days (
be playing popular airs. Practice is

.

a pleasure.

Saxophone Book

Fr^f^^S^.'^'Tsn^^,

!n sextettes, or in regrular band; how to transpose cello parts
in orchestra and many other things you would like to know,

l^voA^i^skl
MrTCG
A rial

and try

their philosophy of life is,
and then credit them with saying the
most marvelous things about their viewpoints on this and their theories on that,
et cetera, which I'm just sure no sane
human being ever uttered? I'm getting
just about "fed-up" with that kind of
interview.
Miss Sands and also Miss
.stars

order any Buescher instrument
days without obligation. If

it six

perfectly satisfied, pay for it on easy payments to suit your
convenience. Mention the instrument interested in and a
complete catalog will be mailed free.
(26)

BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT CO.

Makers of Everything in Band and Orchestra Instruments
2426 Buescher Block, Elkhart» Indiana

the

stars
themselves.
favorite.
I
would
dusty miles to see
Monte than be taken in a Rolls-Royce
just across the street to see any one
else.
The reason is that Mr. Blue always
gives a fair sincere performance, and

my

is

walk

rather

fifty

1 have never yet seen anything he has
done that wasn't worthy of the highest

In such films as "Pettigrew's
absolutely outshone the star,

praise.

he

Girl"

and in "Johanna Enlists" he made the
three other leading men, clever as they
are, look colorless.
I wish him the success
he so truly merits. Another male player
like
I
is Rod la Roque, who always gives
a commendable performance also Rudolph Valentino, who surely is one of
the screen's most colorful players.
Of course 1 like Charles Ray, but I'm
getting a trifle tired of the "wishywashy" plays he's been appearing in of

—

late.

Among

the ladies

— well

!

Mary

Pick-

ford used to be my favorite, but we so
seldom see her films here that I've nearly
forgotten what she's like.
The greatest
favorites over here are Norma and Constance no need to mention their surname
Norma is one of the most beautiful emotional actresses in pictures, and
as for Connie, well, there isn't another
comedienne on the screen to touch her.
They're both splendid, and we love them.

—

!

And now

I've

had

my

little

say

I

must

"ring off."

London,

England.

Betty Phillips.

This Fan Doesn't Like Mary!
To the Editor of Picture- Play Magazine
suppose there will be no possible
chance of this being published, nevertheless I intend to free my mind about
Mary Pickford.
How any one can sit for an hour or
more watching such a senseless, un:

I

and distressing slapstick picture
and then proclaim Mary Pickford a queen of the stars, is more than
I can understand.
Miss Pickford may
have been, and 1 believe was, a delightful actress at one time, but that time is
sightly,

as "Suds,"

—

—

So you fans however few who still
remain loyal, please remember that, although every one doesn't write his likes
and dislikes, there are a great many
sane, movie-attending people who do not
care one snap for that haughty little
lady in
I

California.

saw an advertisement something

like

this

Tom Mix

her

True-Tone

about

Monte Blue

past.

English Girl.

Picture-Pl.\y Maga-

the

Think

the Fans
Coiiiiiiued

We

fans

also Mary Pickford
who admit that we do

not
willing to see
else rather than a ridiculous
"falling-in-a-tub-of -soapy-water"
picture
which is as bad as a custard-pie comedy.

Pickford

Miss
anything
like

are

Why, Mar}'

Miles Minter is as sweet and
as beautiful as Mary Pickford ever was
and is still j'outhful.
If
I would like to have this printed.
What the Fans Think is not partial, I
Ruth Werst.
believe it will be.
Sidney,

v/hat

Ohio.

To

This One Mary

the

Editor of Picture-Play Maga-

Is

Queen.

_

Squier and Miss Harriette Underhill are
refreshing exceptions to the rule.
.

To

zine
a follower of motion pictures since
'way back in the days when Mary Pickford was "knee-high to a grasshopper"
and, by the way, she never did get
much higher and Florence Laurence
was our first popular idol playing oppo:

As

—

—

—
Arthur Johnson,

site

—
I

think

it

:

:

Advertising bECxioN

about

is

to express my sincere appreciation for the many happy hours
old friends of the silver
given me by
screen.
Every movie fan now and again gets
a "v/ild, wild crush" on his or her favorite star, so as I am no exception to

me

time for

my

I have had for many years a
most enduring love and affection, which
has never wavered, for that wonderful

the rule.

actress,

the

tell

Mary

Pickford,'

world she has

^aindit

J'm here to
over them

all

anything she has ever attempted.
a rightful queen reigning on a
rightfully earned throne, and her subin

all

She

is

are

jects

Streaked^

legion.

There are many that through beauty,
or grace, or charm, some have all three,
plus ability, and by hard endeavor, have
earned their right to stardom and I am
glad to see them shine and twinkle but
there will never be another to take the
place in my heart that is now occupied
called
truthfully
Mary,"
"Our
by
"America's Sweetheart."
A word more about our first love
Florence Laurence.
It has been many
years since she has favored us with her
charming presence on the screen, and
now I hear she is coming back, but seems
She
to think we have forgotten her.

—

my

hand

isn't

it,

to ask

—too

bad we're all married
and before I adjourn I want

why more

people don't rave about

comedian who doesn't receive as many press notices as I want
him to in other words Douglas Mc-

a very

artistic

—

Lean.

Some day he will be to the screen
what Harry Fox is to vaudeville, and
when that day comes I'm going to holler
so you'll hear me clear
I told you so

from Mexico.

We

The

of Hair Coloring Revolutionized

glory of permanent youth

is

now

possible through the discovery of Dr.
Emile, Physician-Scientist of the Pasteur Institute, Paris.

public under the following specific

guarantees
1.

2.

3.

5.

6.

gives streaked or faded hair the
original or desired color, banishes gray
hair in 30 minutes and brings back the
lustre to hair

has been damaged by ordinary

W.'.'

the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine:
What the -Fans Think is a very interesting part of your very interesting magazine.
I usually read it first,
and almost alwa3-s find a letter which expresses
my views on some subject. In the June
number it was the one from "M. D. W."
who "started with the stars." I'm sure
I'm not the only one who hopes she will
treat us again with some of her reminiscences.
I agree with her fannerites
all
except one, whom I've never been

somehow.
!

M. D. W. forgot to menHowe!!! And he's there!

Your Oracle is delightful. What paand wisdom he has! (He?) Am
I correct?
There seems to be some doubt
about it, among his "family" members.
I'll
bet he's glad William Duncan and

tience

Edith Johnson are married, at last.
Last, but not least, I should like Miss
Sands to know how very much I enjoy her "Adventures ;" more, indeed, than
if
I
were taking them myself for I
should be more severely affected with
stage fright than she is ^the very thought
of seeing Dick Barthelmess would simply
bowl me over!
(This from a married
woman who loves her husband!)

—

—

New

Hampshire. M. B.

B.

Never to
to
desired.

7.
8.

a

uniform

shade

over

a

period

cause too dark a color through inathe process at the exact shade

stop

To color any head, any color in 30 minutes.
To be unaffected by permanent waving, salt
water,

sunlight, rain, shampooing,
Russian or Turkish baths.

"d3'es."

as in the case of commercial coloring
preparations.

maintain

To be harmless to hair or growth.
Not to make the texture of the hair coarse or
brittle and not to cause breakage.
bility

which

INECTO RAPID in a natural manner accomplishes repigmentation by
penetrating the hair shaft instead of
merely coating the surface of the hair

To

of years.
4.

It

and

To produce a color that cannot be distinguished
from the natural color under the closest scrutiny.
Not to cause dark streaks following successive
applications.

This scientific formula, Inecto Rapid,
employs an entirely new principle ranking in importance with other discoveries of the Pasteur Institute.

9.

To

Newport,

The Art

ilexico.

Also Hope That "M. D.
Will Write Again.

able to like,
But, odeer
tion Herbert

30 minutes

original beauty

Nellie R. Cornelius.
Tampico,

in

am,

Thomas Meighan in "The Miracle
fairly won my heart and almost

Man"

banished

still

can't close without making some
I
mention of the crush I have on Thomas
Meighan, Wallace Reid, and Charles

Ray.

gray hair

—

has her old loyal
with many others,
only too glad she hasn't forgotten us.
May
Hail to the return of Florence.
she soon prove me right.

will find she
friends, and I

faded or

10.

Not

to soil

perspiration,

linens or hat linings.

To produce

delicate

ash

shades

heretofore

im-

possible.

INECTO RAPID is packed in new
and very attractive manner that eliminates waste.

Every woman who wishes

INECTO RAPID may

to improve
the appearance of her hair should investigate
RAPID.

INECTO

Just

be applied to
any texture of hair with absolute and
positive assurance of success.

R.A.PID

used exclusively

is

INECTO

Send

No Money

out coupon and mail today.
will send j^ou full details of
fill

in the

We

London and throughout
Europe where it has raised the

INECTO RAPID and our "Beauty
Analysis Chart" which will enable you

fashionable hair dressing salons
all
of
art of
hair coloring to a position never before
approached. It is employed by 1500 of
the foremost European hairdressers
and is endorsed by the highest medical
of

most harmonious and becoming shade for your hair.

to find the

INECTO,

Inc.

Laboratories

818 Sixth Avenue,

New York

authorities.

INECTO
made

RAPID

applications

are

at the leading hairdressing salons

throughout the world.

:

INECTO,

I

818 Sixth

I
I

In

New York

used exclusively in
the Waldorf-Astoria, Biltmore, Plaza,
Pennsylvania and other leading salons.
it

is

INECTO RAPID

is

given

to

the

SEND THIS COUPON TODAY

;

Laboratories,

Chart"

RAPID.

\

Name
Address

New York

me at once your "Beauty Analysis
Form M and full details of INECTO

Please send

I

I

Inc.,

Avenue.
Gentlemen

—

!

!

!
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The Toy Maker

of

Times Square

Continued from page 65

theater audiences Tony Sarg, the
repressible humorist.

ir-

Many of you may have seen his
marionettes, but for the benefit of
those
who haven't let the late
B. L. T. of the Chicago Tribune tell
you of their ephemeral charm.
TO TONY SARG

PL

— Not One
Now'

the years

"

Gray Mair.

"And my hair was quite gray a
short time ago!
"It was falling out, getting brittle and
Btringy. My scalp was filled with dandruff
'

and itched almost constantly.
"A few applications of Kolor-Bak produced a wonderful improvement. The itching stopped instantly. There was no more
dandruif. And— marvel of marvels— it is

now

restored to its original color
gray hair shows anywherel"

— not

a

not a dye or stain. It is
harmless and restores
original color to gray hair simply by putting hair and scalp in a healthy condition.
Send for our special trial offer; also Free
Book on Hair which explains how Kolor-

Kolor-Bak

is

colorless, stainless,

Bak

:

Tony, dear deity of blocks and strings,
Whose hand draws back the curtain of

Through cloud and mist of memory appears

A

happy vision of departed

things.
tiny actors with their gesturings,
Their puppet passions and their mimic
fears
Rip and his wife, his dog, his daughter's
tears

Your

O, what a vanished joy the whole play
brings

While little people in your audience
Shout out in pleasure at Nick Vedder's
fun

Or watch gray Hudson's

sprites,

with

features tense.
elders gaze along a vista, whence
From our young past there smiles

We

restores gray hair to its original color.

on

every one
old features of Joe Jefferson

HYGIENIC LABORATORIES

The kind

3334-3338 W. 38th

Now all of this may seem a long
way from motion pictures in general
and even "Tony Sarg's Almanac" in

St., Dept.

9317 Chicago

WATER-WAVE]

^V^OUR HAIR
Water-Maid Wavers ^

particular.

was

It

though,

isn't,

his experience in

marionettes that

made

for

it

making these
it

possible for

him

to make his motion pictures without the tedious labor attendant on
making animated cartoons. He con-

structed

little

cardboard figures, so

that they move as
people do, insteafdi^f in jerks, and
made them act before the camera.
Pictures that would require twelve
thousand separate drawings to be
made by the old animated-cartoon
process, can be made with his little
dolls with comparative ease. But the
big advantage of them to you and me
out in front is that they are capable
of so much more than the animated
cartoons were.
In those the movement was concentrated in one or two
figures.
Everythitig in a Tony Sarg
cleverly

jointed

picture acts, even to the little birdie in
his cage.
The accompanying illustration shows the second installment
of the "Almanac," "The First Dentist."
In its pantomime it is one of
the most excruciatingly funny scenes
ever screened and decoratively it is
One of the later episodes
a joy.
introduces a romantic Lochinvar that
once seen will never be forgotten.
Tony Sarg has stepped right into
the ranks of the screen's great humorists where Charlie Chaplin has

—

so long

marched almost

alone.

Produce a natural, beautiful ripple

wave that remains in straightest
hair a week or more, even in damp
weather or
hair

is

perspiring. If the
only use the wavers once

—

WATER-MAID WAVER

B West Seventh St.

Cincinnati,

Lasky negro bootblack.
and found that his eyes

They

Ohio

ASPIRIN
Name "Bayer" on Genuine

did,

actually did

shine in the dark, and, what's more,
the carnera caught the shine

CO.

Man

Continued from page 62

shampoo.

Send for Water Wavers (patented) today stop
burning hair with hot irons or twisting with
curlers which breaks the hair. Absolutely sanitary—universally successful endorsed by society'sleaders. If yourdealerdoesn't handle them
send $2 for set of 6 mailed with full directions.
1 17<

Puzzles for the Property

when

flufFy

after every

some goats climbing a

tree.

We

.

and many days passed.
Then one day when we were working
out on the island where the shipwreck took place I noticed some wild
despair,

!

When I asked him how he defined
an insert he said, "An 'insert' is
something that doesn't want to work
when you want it to work, but will
always work when you don't want
When Mr. De Mille was
it
to.
filming 'Male and Female' last year
we had to get a close-up insert of
every

so humane, to get those goats to
climb the inclined trunk of a tree.
They wouldn't do it.
were in

We tried

humane method, and some

not

goats leaping up the trunk of a tree
after a certain growth much like
mistletoe.

The problem was

solved.

took some of this goat weed back
to the studio with me, and, whatever
it was, it was powerful enough to
make a goat climb a tree and that
I

was

all

we wanted

!"

—

Breakfast at Eleven
Continued from page 64

Warning!

Unless you see the name
"Bayer" on package or on tablets you
are not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians
for twenty-one
years and proved safe by milHons. Take
Aspirin only as told in the Bayer package for_ Colds, Headache, Neuralgia,
Rheumatism, Earache, Toothache, Lumbago and for Pain. Handy tin boxes of
twelve Bayer Tablets of Aspirin cost few
cents.
Druggists also sell larger packages.
Aspirin is the trade mark of
Bayer Manufacture of Monoaceticacidester of Salicylicacid.

him famous," said his wife teasingly,
"and his mother persuaded him to
go back on the stage. Thus was the
career of a famous welterweight
switched from its course."
"How do you know I should have
been famous?" said Conway modestly.

"Because," said Adele sweetly,
"you'd be famous in whatever you
did."

"Your wife

likes you, doesn't she?"
asked, thinking to tease him, as
all arose
from the little table
where breakfast had been laid in the

we
we

bay window in the sun. "I had always been led to believe that stars
didn't make good husbands."
"I don't look like a long-sufifering
wife, do I?" Mrs. Tearle asked by
way of reply. "Well, I 'in not. I
am a most tyrannical person, and I
am sure all of our friends think that
poor Conway ought to take a course
"
in 'The Taming of the Shrew.'
And, as a matter of fact, if you
really wish to know the truth, the
Tearles are an answer to that question,

"Can you be happy though mar-

ried?"

;

^
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ON CREDIT

103

Flapper Fancies

ti^ DIAMONDS

Continued from puge 71

Perhaps the most interesting

a' DIAMONDS

WIN HEARTS
NUINE DIAMONDS

GUARANTEED

^

-

•

^

Send for the large illaatrated Loftis
Catalog. There are 128 pages of beautiful Diamond-set Jewelry. Diamond
Rings in the new Green, White, or
Yellow Solid Gold, pierced and engraved, now offered at $50, $75,
$100, $125, $150 and ap. Special values in Diamond Bar Pins,
Scarf Pins, Cuff Links, Watches,
Wrist Watches, Bracelets, Pear) Necklaces, etc. Send today for Catalog and
make vour selectiooe. We pay all Bhii>*
ping cbarses.

Credit

Terms

S?ret^rne°/fi£th

down, balance in ei^bt eqaal amoants,
payable monthly. LIBERTY BONDS ACCEPTED.

The National Credit Jewelers
Dept. D.927

lOS N. state St.
CHICAGO, ILL.

H

BROS & COl ImS

stores

in leading cities

Hair&Roots

ITb OUT

ITS OFF Icccuoi^

"ZIP is indeed the
only actual hair

\

destroyer."
Faithfully,

^yUargaret Irving

the only

remedy

for

and the Gray Disappears
Don't think there is no choice between
old fashioned dyeing and gray hair. S'cience has come to the rescue with .a clear,
colorless preparation which restores the
original color in

from

4

to 8 days.

Mail the coupon for a trial size bottle.
Test on a smgle lock of hair. Mary T.
Goldman's Hair Color Restorer doesn't
interfere with washing, there is nothing
to rinse or rub off. Buy from your drug-

from

or direct

gist,

us.

MAIL THE COUPON
The

and comb

trial size bottle

by return mail.
Mary T. Goldman, 690 GoIdmaaCldg.,

will

St. Faol,

come
Minn.

Mary T. Goldman, 690 Gcldman
Please send me your FREE trial bottle of Mary T.
Goldman's Hair Color Restorer with special comb. I
am not obligated in any way by accepting this free

one without distinction

The natural

offer.

black

color of

my hair

medium brown

Name

Address-,

Reduce Your Flesh

it.

roots.

variance of moods as May MacAvoy
has if so, do not attempt to wear
as many totally different styles of
clothes as she does.
But if you are
young and pretty you are fairly sure
to be like her in one of her moods.
And when you find out what it is you
will find many a hint for you tucked
away in her costumes.

brown

light

—

Exactly where desired
by wearing

you may not rejoice in such
a many-sided personality and such .a

'

is

dark brown__„

jet black

Now

effectual

ently destroying hair

and

And no

can wear

Praised

perman-

Comb It Through Your Hair

BIdg.. St. Paul. Minn.

of black on it, and the
black toque that she wears with it
are truly Parisian. Paris demands its
touch of black on everything this season, and wisely, for nothing else can
so successfully lift a suit out of mediocrity of style and give it distinction.

Rapid, haimless, painas

;

The touches

Superfluous

fragrant.

for the rest the costume is as Parisian as the dainty light suede pumps
that accompany it.
This outfit presents the flapper in one of her most
bewildering and attractive guises, for
it masks the gentleness and witchery
of the young girl in unrelieved and
sophisticated severity.
Such a suit
as this makes heavy demands on its
wearer it demands perfect grooming,
grace of movement, and vivid coloring.

Destroys

less,

fact

of Miss MacAvoy's many-sided personahty is the one that is brought
out in the trim suit of sleek broadcloth which she wears in the Realart
picture, "A Private Scandal."
Its
straight box jacket is youthful, but

Dr. Walter's
Famous Medicated
Reducing

;

A T YOUR Dealer or
direct by rnail. Write

FREE Illustrated
Book. "A Talk on

for

Str-

Superfluous Hair." Or
call at my office to

sr EC! A

FREE DEMONSTRATION. Avoid.
have

1

Imitations.

.,

•

1ST

Dcpt.l, SbT; Ti

ft.1,

AVe:.

Vf \v York

high School Course

2 Yfears

in

nde of two
and tho

yeara.

this simplified Hi?h
School Coarse at home in-

Meets all reqairementa for entrance

to college

leadinsr profeBsiona.
This and tfcirty-eix other practical
scribed in our Free Bulletin, Send for it

TODAY.

!i«Pt.

H-676'>

DR.

AMERICAN
SCHOOL
Droxel Ave. & 53th
St.

LAWTON'S

sliow reduction
taking place in 11
days or money refunded.
The Redufer fnot electrical)
r e rl u c e
iinsislitly
parts
promptly,
re(iucinjr
only
where
you wi^li to lope, and
the l,auton Method
dissolves nnd eliminates superfluous fat
from
the
system.
Easily followed
directions ilo not re-

CHICAM

Guaranteea

FOR MEN AND

WOMEN

and

enablft you to regain and ret.iin your
normal weight.
Dr. Lawton (shown in picture)
dured from 211 to 152 pounds.
This reducer and s
nine method have been the means wliereby a greiit number of fat people tlironghont the United States and
elsewhere linve easily gotten rid of unhealthy disfiguring fatty tissue without discomfort.
Any stout man or
woman car obtain these results, wliedier 10 or lOn
lbs. overweight, look better and feel better.
Tlie complete cost is $5.00.
ReSend for your reducer today.
member it Is guaranteed. Office hours, 10-4 daily.

120 West 70th

THOMAS LAWTON
St.

moment

bruin was

departing

for

iihysicia ns.
Send
iluoklct.

illuptratfd

Reducer. Price $6.00
Reducer, Price $2.50

Pacific Coast Representative:
Adele Millar Co., .3i5Sioc!ctonSt..
San Francisco. Cat.

from

could carry him.

Speaking of animal Thespians, the
dogs that went to Yosemite V';-th
Eva Novak have no doubt about ^neir

They know
professional standing.
they are actors
they get into the

a little thing like that stand in
his way.

appearance

DR.

leadin.L;

Dr. Jeanne G. A. Walter
353 Fifth Avenue, New York

De Luxe

let

and ceneral health,
hrinss physical and
vi.ior.

Men and Women

;

quire exercises, starving.
meiMcine
or
treatments: not only
rids you of fat. Init

mental

For

Continued from page 30

valley because they are.
It happens
that dogs are decidedly unwelcome
in the valley under ordinary circumstances because of the care given the
wild life there, but Norman Dawn,
Miss Novak's director, declined to

5;

improves

'

Cover tlic entire body or
any
part.
Endorsed
by

that place as fast as four sturdy legs

FAT REDUCER
will

Freeze-Outs

You can complete
I

Rubber Garments

Dept. 186

New York

So vividly did he lay the ease before the authorities, pleading the absolute necessity of the dogs, that permits for their entrance were granted
but they were permits for the entrance of dog actors, not just plain
No nonprofessional Fido will
dogs.
be able to plead precedent because
the Universal dogs got in.

Bobbed Hair Strikes a New Note
in Your Appearance
RutbRoIand,motionpicturestar,says,"The NATIONAL BOB
"
is not on!y smart but it makes you look artistic andbeautifuL
in dainty little curls around your head making
IT fallsdelightfully
lovely and saving your own hair too.
you
The tv/o little combs on the inside of the Bob and a few
invisible hair-pins attach it securely— on and off in a jiffy.
Send us a strand of your hair and S10, The Isational
Bob will be sent you at once, postpaid.
Ash us about anythingin hair goods jve handle eoerytking.

—

Send for catalogue.

NATION.iVI^ HAIR GOODS CO.
Dept. L.S.
308 Sixth Avenue
New York
Buv them by the half-

WEAR

dozen

in

BOUDOIR

BOXES -or SEND

85c.

.vour dealer's name
for Box of 6- each net
iruaranteed extra lar^e
State color and
size.

and

stvle.

—
Advertising Section

If

You Don't Gamble
Continued from page 45

were correct or

not, just so they afforded the hero and maybe the heroine a chance to get gay with a sixshooter and to wear such picturesque
costumes as were never actually seen
on land or sea. Now the motion-picture studios on the Coast always hire
from one to four real professional
gamblers to see if everything is shif>-

imtant Relief
Do«'t send

tnc ono cent—just
let T11& prove i. to you as I have
done Tor over 72,50C others in the
last six monthsJ claim that
"FoJryfoot" is an absolute succesfu] bunion remedy clundreds
of thousands say so anc I want
you to let me send it
yoa
FREE, entirely at my expens'^
I don't care how disgusteu voi
f6e\ with yourbunion— you hr
not tried myremedy and 1 'au\
such absolute confidence ir
that I
going to send you
this treatment absoluteily^
FREE* It is a wonderful yet
simple home treatment whicn^
relieves you almost instantly of
all pain; it removes the cause of
the bunion ar.d thus the vs^ly
deformity cijsaopears— all this
while yoa are wearinR as tight shoes
asever. I know it ivill do all this and
I want yoa to send for "Fairyfoot"
FREE because 1 know you win then
tel) all your fi-iend: 'ibout it just as
these 72, 500 othera ire cloinp. Write now. as this
announcement may .lot appear in this paperafrain.
Just send your name and addresaand "Fairyfoot"
'

j

-

am

1

shape,

and

to

act

as

supervisors.

When

Universal City produced "Renunciation" from the story by Peter
B. Kyne, four of the best-known
gamblers in America were constantly

1

employed to supervise the Western
gambling scenes.
The "Montana
Kid" known on the pay roll as
George Blair "The Cherokee Kid,"

L

i

will be sent promptl: in plain Bealed ^nvfjiope.

fool Remedy

—

33. Chicago

Co.. 22d'j iVliUard Ave.. D^^p

—

Charles Brinley, who managed gambling halls in Reno and Goldfield in
*'lower Drops, the liioet concentrated andexqu isite perfume ever
prodnc'd. Made without alcohol.
A single drop lapts a week.
Bottle like picture^ with long
flasB stopper, Rose or Lilac $1.50;
.ily of the Valley or Violet $2.00;

Romanza, our very latest Flower
Drops, $2.50. Send 20 cte. stamps
or silver for minatnre bottle.
Flower Drops Toilet Water,
5-oz. bottles, $1.50; Talcum gl&es
3ars, 50c; at druggists or by mail*

Mon Amour perounoe

Kieger's

Queen $2.00; AlcaParfum Bienzi $2.50;

Honolulu Boquet

At drug,

SI. 00.

gists or by m:iil. Nothing finer.
Send $1.00 for souvenir box ot
five 25c bottles, different odon>.

PAUL RIECER &

CO. (since

1872)319

First

St. San Fnmdsco

"Well, when I finally got it
through my head that the whole thing
wasn't a joke, I went out to the

Bottlers

2.5 <

—

yes, they sent a car for

me

Of

Griffith

course, that
went at it.

made me

feel fine,

Mr. Griffith would
watch me, then walk the length of
the set, and once he made a noise,
I

that sounded like a cross between a
grunt and a sneeze. It was his way
of registering mirth.
"I got the part, and he thought I

made good
SPECIAL

LOW PRICES— 30 DAYS

cast
TRIAt.

Brilliant (Tenuino blue-white diamonds, full of rmnbow color and fiery rxIMPORTERS ot whofefliance, now sold direct to you by
eale prices. Each diamond ia set in a real 14 karat SO!id gold rine
Included free of cbarge. Choose your ring and give linger size.

dIaMOND

NEW BARGArN PRICES SAVE YOU 40 PER CENT.
Ono carat 3165.00 now. Former retail price $275.00t
3-4 carat $123.75; 1-2 carat $82.60; 1-4 carat $41.25.
We ffuaranteo to satisfy you or refund yourmoney. You can return your
dtansond within one year for 90 per cent of what you paid us.
Order direct from advertisement or write tor 128 page catalog

^

B.GUTTER&SGNS

^f.^S.^g

a

La Goutte-a-Goutte
RESTORES

GRAY HAIR

^"i^/d

Gray, faded, streaked
or lifeless hair restored

any shade in one
npplication.
Does not
to

discolor scalp, fade, nor
rub off on the pillow.
Makes a lasting, rich,
lovely color. No after

shampoo

Anyone

necessary.

You can apply it in ttie
privacy of your own
home in a few minutes.
of 32 shades given from ONE package,

Sl,67 postpaid.

me

in

it,

so

head and say what color you wish.
have helped thousands of ladies with dandruff,

dry scalps, falfeig hair, getting bald. etc.
No charge for frank opinion.
Write fully.
oily or

of

BEAUTY," my new

booklet,

mailed free on request.

L

Butler

I

fellow in San Francisco, who has
never done a stroke of work in his
life.
He enlists, after a row with

and is sent to Russia.
Bolshevist government orders all
women to be married. The fellow
has met an attractive Russian girl;

he

left

A

leases

"I like to play 'boob' parts," he
"Where the fellow is
bluncermg but good-natured. I don't
like 'sex' pictures, and I'm never going to make one.
This storv we're
confidec'

doing now illustrate,^ what I mean.
The hero is a happy-go-lucky rich

family,

The

when he hears that she is to be shot
because she won't marrv the man that
the government picked out for her.
he beats it for the s'^ene of the execution, driving a hundred-year-old
horse, and arrives just in time.
He
bribes the commanding officer, and
asks the girl if she wouldn't as soon

marrv him as get shot. She savs vf"?.
and they get married. But when he
brings her to America, his familv
snubs her.
So they set up hou'^ekeeping very simply, he goes to work,
and she finally makes a real man of
him. Then it is discovered that she
is a princess, the family aoologize
and everything ends happilv."
Father Butler strolled up just then
to tell "Dave" that the camera was
ready. The last thing I heard D^i-^'id
saying, as T climbed into the car that
was to take me back to town, was a
paraphrase of his proposal to Helen

—"Wouldn't

Ferguson

you

iust

soon get shot as marrv me?" A 'id
T heard the laug-hter of the com-^^-^v
when she nodded her head emphatically.

Order direct, or

close to

"SECRETS

so that

the stage then for good.
I don't
think I'll ever go back."
lady fan described his pictures
to me as "clean and wholesome. The
kind of a picture that makes vou forget that the theater is stuffv." "Sitting on the World" and "Smiling all
the Way" are his best-known re-

me a Little Lock of Your
Hair—I'll color It Witbout Cbarge
I

much

in his next picture.

Send
Cut it

the

tables.

his

was on the stage
with LilHan Gish. He gave me an
idea of the part, and encouraged me
by saying that nine other actors had
been tried out for it, and had failed.
but

iFiVe

With

Continued from page 89

and Mr.

$1.50; Garden
zar $2.25j

camera man expressed it.
frown of the law on
open gambling in the United States,
and the proximity of Tia Juana to
Hollywood, the Coast has become the
haven for the one-time professional
gambler, and he now rusticates in a
Los Angeles vine-covered cottage and
admits making more money directing
pictures than he did over the gaming
assistant

Boy

Little

studio

PER ^>fc^E * TOIL|T''wATE(»

the palmy days of those places, and
Lee Glowner, a New York gambler,
handled the situation.
Nazimova, in "Camille," was not
content until she had devised an ornate French gambling scene to "jazz"
the picture up a bit, and to provide
a stunning locale in which to give
Armand the grand razoo, as the third

PlERRf VAIilGNY, Room 98, No. 34 Wesl58Bi

St.,

KewYorh

Fugitive Flickers
An optimist is the fellow who gets
a job in a mob scene of several htmdred and expects his friends to recognize niir when the picture comes
'''^

his hoiTie to A'n.

Because truth is stranger than ficis no reason for a great manv

tion

press

agents

to

reverse

worn epigram simply
ulous natures.

this

ti'^e-

to tax our cred-

;

Advertising Section

Patents and Lawyers

Songs, Poems, Etc.

INVENTORS desiring to secure patents
should write for our guidebook "How To Get
Your Patent." Send sketch or description for
our opinion of its patentable nature.
Randolph & Co., Dept. 412, Washington. D. C.

YOU Write the Words for a Song. We'll
compose the music free and publish same.
Send Song-Poem to-dav.
B. Lenox Co., 271
W. 125th St., New York.

Agents and Help Wanted

WE START YOU

IN BUSINESS, furnishmen and women $30 to $100
weekJy operating our "Specialty Candy Facing everything

anywhere.
Booklet
98, East Orange. N.

tories'
Co.,

;

Box

—

Ragsdale

free.
J.

r-T^
nr
BE A DETECTIVE. Excellent opportunity,
good pay, travel.
Write C. T. Ludwig, 436
Westover Building, Kansas City, Mo.

MEN—Age

1

-

:

.

I

I

(

I

Experience unneces-

17 to 55.

make secret investigations, reSalaries expenses. American Foreign
Detective Agency, 114, St. Louis.
sary.
ports.

Travel

PATENTS. Write

.

I

;

105

for Evidence of Conand free guide book.
Send
sketch and description for free
opinion of its patentable nature.
Highest
references.
Prompt Attention.
Reasonable
Terms.
Victor J. Evans & Co., 767 Ninth,
Washington, D. C.

Blank

ception

model

;

or

PATENTS.

Highest references. Rates jeaBest results.
Promptness assured.
Booklet free.
Watson E. Coleman. Patent
Lawyer, 624 P Street, W^ashington, D. C.
sonable.

WORTH

$10.00
of finest toilet soaps, perfumes, toilet waters, spices, etc., absolutely
free to agents on our refund plan. Lacassian
Co., Dept. 427, St. Louis, Mo.

RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTORS

earn

Trademark, Copyright, foremost word free.
Correspondence solicited.
Results procured.
Charges reasonable. Write
Metzger, Washington.

No age limit. We train you. Positions furnished under guarantee.
Write for Booklet
CM 28, Standard Business Training Institute,

GORDON AUTO BED.

Exclusive representatives

DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY.

Travel.

Great Demand. Fascinating work. Experience
unnecessary. Particulars free. Write, American Detective System, 1968 Broadway, N. Y.

MEN WANTED

for Detective

Work.

ExGanor,

perience
unnecessary.
Write J.
former U. S. Gov't Detective, 120, St. Louis,

AGENTS, $60 to $200
ies.
Gold Sign Letters
ce windows.
Any one

a Week, Free Sarnfor Store and Ofcan do it. Big demand. Liberal offer to general agents. Metallic
Letter Co., 431T N. Clark Street, Chicago.

—

AGENTS Our soap and toilet article plan
a wonder get our free sample case offer.
Ho-Ro-Co.. 140 Locust, St. Louis.

Is

;

passenger car.

five

Prepaid.

$11.50
Carl Crawford, 322

AUTOMOBILE

Garagemen,

Owners,

Me-

chanics, Repairmen, send for free copy of our
current issue. It contains helpful, instructive
information on overhauling, ignition troubles, wiring, carburetors,
storage batteries,
Over 120 pages, illustrated.
Send for
etc.
free copy today. Automobile Digest, 530 Butler Bldg., Cincinnati.

Short Stories and Photoplays

FREE to writers — a wonderful little book
money-making hints, suggestions, ideas
the A B C of successful Story and Movie

of

writing.
Absolutely Free.
Just address
Authors' Press, Dept. 89. Auburn, N. Y.

W'RITE News Items and Short Stories for
pay in spare time. Copyright Book and plans
Press Reporting Syndicate (406), St.
free.
Louis, Mo.

WRITE PHOTOPLAYS

$25— $300

paid
Experience unnecessary complete outline Free.
Producers
League, 439 St. Louis.

any one for suitable

opportunity.
No canvassing, good
Business
Builders,

Spare or whole time.
money.
Chautauqua
Jamestown, N. Y.

MAKE

$314

MONTHLY

vest-pocket windshield

selling

cleaner

:

patented

made

Firins

this first month
one rub keeps entire windshield clear 24 hours ; chemical-felt enameled
;

;

mountings
guaranteed one year
sells
Security Mfg. Co.. Dept. .359, Toledo Ohio
;

;

:

WRITERS

Poems, Plays, etc., are
wanted for publication. Literary Bureau, 175,
Hannibal Mo.
Stories,

!

AMBITIOUS WRITERS send today for
Free Copy, America's leading magazine for
writers of Photoplays, Stories. Poems, Songs.
Instructive, helpful.
Writer's Digest, 605
Butler Bldg., Cincinnati.

MONEY AND FAST

owner buys gold

initials

charge $1.50, make

PHOTOPLAYS

$1..3o.

SALES.

EVERY

for his auto.

You

Ten orders

daily

Write for particulars and free samples
Monogram Co., Dept. 170, East

easy.

American

Orange. N.

J.

wanted.

Big prices paid.

W'e show you how.
Get free
Rex Publishers, Box 175 P 26,

agents to
sell work and dress shirts direct to wearer.
Big values. Exclusive patterns. Free samples.
Madison Mills. 503 Broadway, New York.

WANTED — Railway

month.

'Write

Institute, Dept.

particulars.

for

N

2,

$50

weekly writing Moving Picture
;

XY

31,

;

Chicago.

PHOTOPLAYS, MAGAZINE STORIES,
;

Mail Order Business
I

MADE

;

Help Wanted

Proof
EB-26,

—Female

small Mail Order
article 25c.
Free
Alss Scott, Cohoes, N. Y.

$25,000 with

Sample

Business

Home.

Booklet.

Stamp.

practical system, learn

In 5 hours
speed with easy practice.
lessons, brochure free.
King Institute
Station P, New York.

"Stammering
Stammering
ST-STU-T-T-TERING
And
Cured at Home.
Instructive booklet free.
Walter McDonnell, 80 Potomac Bank Building, Washington, D. C.

Stamping Names

—

$6 $18 a dozen decorating pillow tops at
home, experience unnecessary particulars for
stamp.
Tapestry Paint Co., 110, LaGrange,
;

HAVE

Learn of the public's
songs suitable for dancing and
the opportunities greatly changed conditions
offer new writers, obtainable only in our
"Songwriters Manual & Guide" sent free.
Submit your ideas for songs at once for free
criticism and advice.
We revise poems, compose music, secure copyright and facilitate
free publication or outright sale of songs.
Knickerbocker Studios, 304 Gaiety Bldg., New
York.
!

for

DO YOU WANT YOUR SONG POEMS

ac-

Send them today for best offer, imcepted?
mediate publication and free examination.
Song writing booklet on request. Authors &
Composers Service Co., Dept. 602, 1431

Broadway,

New

Y'"ork.

SONG—

WORDS

W^e
FOR A
W'RITE THE
write music, copyright and endeavor to promote popularity and outright sale. Bell Studios, 1400 Broadway. Dept. 707, New York.

WRITE

the words for a Song.

We

write

music and guarantee to secure publication.
Broadway
Submit poems on any sub.iect.
Studios,

159C Fitzgerald Building, New York.

WRITE THE W^ORDS FOR A SONG. We

will compose music, secure copyright, and
Seton
Suljmit poems on any sub.ipct.
print.
Mtfsic Company, 920 S. Michigan Ave., Room
109. Chicago, Illinois.

Personal

To win friends
success?
"SucW'onderful results.
cess" key and Personality sketch for 10c and
Thomson-Heywood, 300 Chronicle
birthdate.
Bldg., San Francisco.

DO You want
be

happy?

WEEK

with our Keycheck Outfit.
Sample stamped with your name and address 25c. Jewell Keycheck Co., Shelby. Ohio.
$30

—

ASTROLOGY Stars tell life's story. Send
Eddy,
birth date and dime for trial reading.
Kansas City, Missouri,
W^estport Station,
Suite 74.

etc.,

Criticism free
sell on Commission.
Submit Manuscripts, or, if a beginner, write
for Free Plot Chart and Details.
Harvard
Company, 460, San Francisco.

wanted.

Clerks.
$135
positions.
Franklin

Shorthand

Ind.

— $100

Plays.
Get free book valuable information
prize offer.
Photo Playwright College, Box

Rochester. N. Y.

SHORTHAND—Best

—

Mail

list

YOU SONG POEMS? I have best
proposition.
Ray Hibbeler. D102, 4040 Dickens Ave., Chicago.

Chicago.

278

SHIRT MANUFACTURER wants

Dept. 210, Chicago, Illinois.

and

.'SI.

Great demand.

BIG

The
Submit poems on any sub.lect.
Metropolitan Studios, 914 S. Michigan Ave.,
right.

ideas.

:

SPLENDID CLERICAL W^ORK

YOU WRITE WORDS FOR A SONG —We

write the music, publish, and secure a copy-

demand

Peyton Bidg., Spokane, Washington.

TIRE AGENTS.

Chicago.

SONGWRITERS

Automobiles

Any

to use and sell the new Mellinger Extra-Ply
Tires.
(No seconds.) Guarantee Bond 8.000
Miles.
Wholesale Prices.
Sample sections
furnislied.
Mellinger Tire Co., 976 Oak, Kan.sas Cily, Missouri.

Mother,

Love,

PATENTS.

from $110 to $200 per month and expenses.
Travel if desired.
Unlimited advancement.

Buffalo. N. Y.

WRITE A SONG POEM.

Home, Comic or any subject. I compose muSend words
and guarantee publication.
today.
Edward Trent, 625 Reaper Block,

sic

FORTY,
WHY MANY MEN ARE OLD AT much
of

free booklet holds
to
men troubled with headache,
painful and tender feet, disturbed
slumber, prostate gland disorder and other
painful conditions peculiar to men of middle
age and past. Write today for your copy, it
Adwill be sent free without obligation.
dress Electro Thermal Company, 33-F Kirk
Bldg., Steubenville. Ohio.

our illustrated
interest

sciatica,

ASTROLOGY. Send dime and birth information for reliable scientific test to Plato,
oldest astrologer. Box 102, Buffalo, N. Y.
One year's future one dollar.

Farm Lands
START FARMING

—

if

you

want

to

be-

come independent. We offer you choice hardwood land. Small down payment, easy terms.
Send for Free booklet. Swigart, X-1265, First
Nat'l

Bank

Bldg, Chicago.

J
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The Art

of

Mabel

Continued from page 83

decided to be technical and
extensive use of the word

nitely

make

I was alive to the exceland fascination of the BaUin
backgrounds, and I was prepared to

"artistic,"

lence

be enthusiastic.
And I was.

fFEAR Genuine "DIA-GEMS
Genuine Dl A*GEMS are now offereddirect to you from importers
at wholesale prices. We guarantee that if you can tell a Genuine Just Send Your Name
DIA-GEM from high priced blue white diamond we'll refund Select ring, give your linger sixe
your money. Compare a DIA-GEM with your diamond. See the marvel- and show your full address. We'll
ous resemblance. Notice the same fiery radiance, gleaming brilliance, send a DIA-GEM weighing about
one carat to you by parcel post
fascinating sparkle. All rings guaranteed lo be SOLID GOLD.
the same day. You deposit only

I

DAYS FREE
SEND
NO MONEY- 30
DIA-GEMS
and

ma

.

DIA-GEM
COMPANY,
a
WHOLESALE JEWELERS

SAY£ 25%
on

"'^

NVvJv^fRTN.v.'-'"'-

60%

to

eligbtly used

GRAFLEX-KODAKS
Cameras and Lenses of every description.
Equal to new. Save money. Write now for

Free Bargain Book and Catalog
listinfT

bundreda of money-savinff barRaina in
used and new cameras and snpplies. All

slightly

goods snid on 10 duys* Free Trial. Money back
not salisfied- You take no chances dealincr with U8. W«
have been in the photographic business over 16 yrs. Write now*
if

CENTRAL CAMERA CO.

Dept.

399

124 S. Wabash Av. Chicago

which are distributed

the

SUCCESS OF ALL TIME.

MilUons of copies of

Broadway, Dept. 702,

YOU HAVE A BEAUTIFUL FACE
BUT YOUR NOSE?
THIS DAY and AGE attention to your appearance an absolute
INnecessity
you expect to make the most out of
Not only should
is

if

life.

you wish to appear as attractive as possible, for your own selfsatisfaction, which is alone well worth your efforts, but you will find the
world in general judging you greatly, if not wholly, by your "looks,"!|
therefore it pays to "look your best" at all times. Permit no one to see
you looking otherwise; it will injure your welfare! Upon the impression |
you constantly make rests the failure or success of your life. Which is
to be your ultimate destiny?
'

tFi-ile

My latest Nose-Shaper, "Trados Model 26," U. S. Patent, with six adjustable
pressure regulators and made of light polished metal, corrects now ill-shaped noses
without operation, quickly, safely and permanently. Diseased cases excepted. Is
pleasant and does not interfere with one's daily occupation, being worn at night.
today for free booklet, -which tells how to correct Ill-Shaped Noses luilhout cost if not satisficlor

M. TRILETY, Face Specialist, 1478 Ackerman BIdg., Binghamton.
Also For Sale at Riker-Hegeman, Liggett's and other First-Class

^

TRADE MAflK

^^^k

N. Y.

Drug Stores

REC STEREO
I

WUPUlZER
2Q0

lC£Af1S

OF »MUSlQAUlllS7miMENT MWUMC

^

On Trial
instrument sent with complete
ANY
musical outfit, for a week's free

slightly.

She can do all sorts of tricks with
her eyes.
Not that she is the least
bit obvious or flirtatious or frivolous
with them, but she is generous. Her
eyes suggest everything in the world
and in their depths one may discover
all of the feminine wisdom of the
ages.
I suggest that mothers with
marriageable daughters send them to
study Mabel's eyes before inviting
Freddie Astorbilt up for dinner. Her
eyes are really an education, and a
study of them would benefit a girl
much more than a course at Vassar.
I might add that I was completely
charmed by Mrs. Ballin after I discovered that she was aware of her
eyes.
I have no use for the listless
beauty that doesn't recognize itself.
I find a woman in a Tappe hat at
the Ritz infinitely more engaging
than Hannah in a hayfield.
When I recovered from the first
suffusion of Mabel's introductory
glance I heard her saying:

bangs

Monthly Payments

Send for Catalog
All instruments illustrated with price,
easy terms and free trial blank. Catalog
free. No obli(?ation. Seod coupon now.
^'''^.117 East Fourth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
Th**"Rnr1r»1t-fcVi
r'rfc ^®P*'
A ne XVUaOipn Wiirlif-T*»f
Uriirzer \^Oo
329S.Wabash Av.. Chicago; 120 W.42nd St., NewYork
Seed me roar Dew catalo£r illustrated in color with detafls of Warlltzer Complete Outfits, &ee triai and easy payment otiec.

W

the balcony scene," she exsupposed to be funny.
You see the people in a little mining
town are giving tableaux which are
supposed to be quite crude. Wasn't
it funny?" she repeated a bit fear-

Address
/

Masical Instrnroent fn which
am especially Interested.

J I

Stat0

i

"It's

fully.
_

I

tried

thing
*

my

in interrogatory fashion.

plained.

Victrolas included in this plan.

-

it funny?"
an eyebrow up under

"Why,

A few cents a day vpill pay. Wurlitzer
instruments are known all over the
world for artistic quality. Every instrument known, including pianos and

•

his

I forced

A

NatM

to

And they are not "limpid pools" or
"wells of softness."
They suggest
nothing so untrained.
They are
sophisticated and artful, and she does
the right things with them at the
right time.
They are quite heady,
and I should think Wyndham Standing would forget his lines.
All of
Hugo Ballin's best effects in lighting
and tones are really amateurish compared to the effect Mabel creates
when she artfully looks at you artlessly and droops her eyelids ever so'

"Wasn't

at home. No obligation. Return it
at our expense after trial if you wish.
Outfit includes velvet lined casej self
instructor, music and all accessories at
factory cost.
tremendous savingr.
trial

=

realize that your
friends have eyes, but only after a
fashion.

1490

New York-

Mabel

She makes you

GREATEST BALLAD

Bell Studios,

songs have been sold.

feet are of clay.

Ballin's eyes."
eyes remind you how painfully inadequate are your own and
all the other eyes you have ever seen.

over 200 performers and theatres and submitted to 80 publishers for outright sale. Our
Chief of Staff wrote

enthusiasm centered on "the

Her

Write the Words for a Song
We write the music, copyright and print
professional copies

my

art of

$4.00 with the postmaster toshow
your good faith or you can send
cash with order. It Is only a deposit, not a payment. Take 10 days
to decide. If you or your friends
can tell a genuine DIA-GEM from
a diamond, send it back within
ten days and we'll refund your deposit at once. If you are satisfied,
pay only $2 -00 each month for only six months. Send OrderToday.

cutting; no flaws or imare absolutely perfect in color
perfections. Stand all diamond tests. So marvelous is the resemblance
that you will be amazed. Your friends will be fooled. Don't tell them
it's not a real diamond, and they will never know. The snajjpy, fiery,
dazzling- brilliance and color are guaranteed forever. Each is set
real solid gold ring, like diamonds. DIA-GEMS can be had In any
Mention weight wanted.
desired weight at proportionate prices.

But

My

my

funny

Wyndham

as

hardest to see someMabel Ballin and

in

Romeo and

Juliet.

If

they had both used the balcony for

—
Advertising Section
an exhibition of the Chicago Toddle I would merely have thought that
they were sure showing up Shakespeare.
"If that was funny," I said, "I'll
learn to laugh in church."
I had been told that Mabel Ballin

was probably the only

living actress

of the Romeo and
has a history.
It is
called "Ava Maria," and it was written by a nun, the late Sister Eileen

The

picture

Juliet tableau

Mr.
was consulting

of the Sisters of St. Dominic.

me

Ballin told

that he

some

a priest on

ecclesiastical detail

who

and was

I

among the effects of Sister Eileen.
The priest believed the story would
make a good motion picture and

could be starred who wouldn't.
asked her about it. Or rather I
asked her why she didn't want to be
a star.
"Oh, but I do," she said, opening
her eyes so wide that I feared for
them. "The truth is merely this. I
would rather play parts for my husband than be starred by some one
else."

"And hubby won't star you?"
"He doesn't believe in stars. Or
rather it isn't that he believes in stars
less, but that he beHeves in uniform
casts more.
He doesn't think that
the public is ready to accept me as.
a star yet that stars should be made

—

by

told

about a story found

Mr. Ballin were

added that

if

ested in

the purchase price could

it

inter-

be donated to Sister Eileen's favorthat being her wish.
ite charities,

Mr. Ballin found the story

suitable
In fact he thinks it
for the screen.
the best story for picture purposes
he has read in some time. It has a
thoroughly modern setting and is not
religious in theme, although it points
a moral as all good movies should.

Another thing I liked about Mabel
Ballin was her enthusiasm concerning

popular approval and not by
various members of the company dodoting husbands.
She was sweet in her
"As a matter of fact I have had ing bits.
praise of them and helpful in the
offers from other companies which
have wished to star me, but I have few suggestions she offered. There
such faith in my husband's future was genuine admiration when a very
that for the present I wish to remain lovely girl posed as Liberty and atwith him.
This is only his second tracted approving eyes.
"Isn't she beautiful?" she said, as
picture as an independent producer.
pleased apparently as if the approval
The first was 'Pagan Love.' "
had been centered tipon her. Still,
I liked her enthusiasm and her
when one has eyes like Mabel's one
point of view.
It was not all sentiment which kept her with her hus- can afford to keep the cat out of
one's nature.
band.
It was half admiration and
keen insight. Hugo Ballin, for some
I don't mind telling Hugo Ballin
time art director for the Goldwyn that nice as I think his art is I really
company has long been identified- prefer Mabel's.
And, though I
with artistry in motion pictures. He never had a wife I'm sure if I had
has been one of a few to make dec- one, and I were her director, and
orative art an established fact in the
she had eyes like Mabel's, I'd force
motion-picture world, and he un- her to play opposite Roscoe Arbuckle
doubtedly has a big future.
or Larry Semon.

Thar She Blows
Continued from page 51

blossoms.
"He throws me through
a door, I know, and I think there
are some more scenes like that, but
I don't remember all of them."
Five o'clock arrives, and a launch
comes chugging out from San Francisco to ferry the

Johnson and

his

company

to land.

crew are out

in the

whaleboat again. Johnson poised in
the bow with the whale gun.
Jack
Curtis springs to the rail and gestures violently.
Obediently Johnson
points the whale gun this way and
that until the boat comes close enough
for him to see that there isn't a

camera in

sight.

Curtis

is

having a

bit of fun, that's all.

Waiting for Johnson and his crew,
Bosworth and Curtis fall to comparing notes on their costumes. Curtis
remarks that the ancient trousers he

is wearing date back to the first picture he made with Bosworth.
Nobody disputes him they look it.
Bosworth exhibits the worn leather
belt he wears.
There is a bit of tradition attached thereto.
"The Sea
Wolf" was Bosworth's great success in the spoken drama, and now
;

he always manages to wear some bit
of the costume he wore in that playOften, as now, it is only the belt,
but he is taking no chances on break-

Johnson and his crew clamber
overside and shed their oilskins.
Cameras, film boxes, and company
are packed into the launch, and she
chugs away from the Oregon, leaving her watchman waving good-by
rail.

Nothing

to

Perfect Hal for Fall

That's
gear for

the

only

—

o-shanter.
Just now when summer
is still lingering and autumn Lasn't
yet arrived
when the weather is so

—

uncertain now indeed every girl
needs a Tam.
In fact a Tam is just right for
any season it's the ideal thing for
all-around, general wear.
And always good-looking!
A Tam-o-shanter means to a girl just what a cap
means to a man it's good taste for
all
outdoor occasions, easy, comfortable, always smart.

—

—

And when you buy your tam be
sure

it

You

will

a f;enuine Prisc'lla Dean.
find the name inside the
band that's
your
guarantee
cf
quality.
is

—

lam

ca.7\
TRADE MARK COPYRIGHT
is

made

of

soft,

Like" so artfully
a charming frame
fits
it
all heads
band at the back
The colors are

beautiful, "Suede
draped that it is
for any face. And

—an

inner elastic
takes care of that.
bright

fall

shades.

Popular oDes are Bright Red, Jade Green,
Silver Gray, Navy Blue, Tan, African
Brown, Orange, Lavender, and Copenhagen.
A neat grosgrain, ribbos band and bow
completes the hat.
You'll find it the perfect, completing touch in your wardrobe.
Choose your favorite color, and
order now, either from your dealer
or direct from us
enclosing |2.50
to pay for the tam.

—

BAER BROS. MFG.

CO.

CHICAGO
Exclusive makers of
Dean Tarns

Priscilla

BAER BROS. MFG.
St.,

CO.,

Chicago,

111.

Enclosed is $2.50 (Canada, 83.00) fcr
which please send me a Priscilla Dv.<.n

Tam

in

postage paid.

Name-

A ddress
If I decide to returntam,

do until to-morrow.

practical heada Tam-

between seasons

904 W. Lake

ing his luck.

over the

A

money is to

be ref-^mded

:

'
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The Wildest Day

Hollywood

in

Contiuued from page 25
Note the remarkable improvement

m the same eyes

Virtually every rag, bone,

stadium.

and hank of hair was

there.

For

hours the. divinities of
filmland
streamed across the stage in glittering pageant, while in the heavens
above the aeroplanes, like shadowy

You, Too,

Instantly

Beautify Your Eyes With

Just a wee touch of

"MAYBELLINE" will make light,

Bhort, thin eyelashes and brows appear natorally dark,
lonpr and luxurious, thereby giving charm, beauty and
soulful expression to any eyes. Unlike other preparations, will not spread and smear on
the face. The instant beautifying
effect will delight you. Perfectly*
harmless. Used by beautiful ffirlsi
and women everywhere.
Each'
dainty box contains mirror and
two brushes. Two shades, Brovm Jor
Blonds. Black for Snmettea: 75c AT

YOUR DEALER'S

showered petals of colored fire.
An inspired ballyhoo, who must
have spent the afternoon at Murray's
bar, judging by his inaccuracy of
speech and vision, would scream out
"Here comes Miss Pauline Fredbirds,

May

erick as

Luxury!"

Whereupon Miss Louise Fazenda
would stumble on, looking like The
Curse of Poverty.
Quite imperturbed,

or direct from os.

Accept only gen nine' 'MAYBELLINE'
and your satisfaction la assured.
Tear out thia ad MOW as a reminder.

the

ballyhoo

then yelled:

stream
grapes

of

flowing

gold

on which

'Twas

America's
most beautiful blonde, according to
Helleu Miss
Rubye de Remer.
Marjorie Daw came piquantly forth
as Pandora, Kathleen Clifford as
Semirainis,
Queen of the East;
Gladys Brockwell as Cleopatra, Edith
Storey as Schclierazade, Mary Thurman as Salome, Florence Stone as
Empress Theodora, Kathlyn Williams as Judith, Ethel Grey Terry as
floated.

—

NO
— MONEY DOWN

^"%<^ your name and
address brings you
LIZNITB GEM Rine you want. See for yourself the
neater brilliance, fire and sparkle of Ibese matchless sems.
Examine the hand eneraved SOLID GOLD mountings and

the

beautiful, extra heavy rinss.

Man's Rlng>-No. 1. $18 50- No. 3. S15.50-Na. 4, S15.50
Lady's RIngi-No. 2, $16.50— No 5, $1Z.SO
rioK MUST satisfy you perfectly.
GUARANTEE Give postman
$4.60 when ring errivee.
I'his

it

in that time.

monthly

10 days. Your money back if ^ou return itwitbBut if yon decide to keep it just send in $3.00

until balance is paid.

thia price limited.
•Tt..>

Include finder size.

ORDER TODAY.

Offer at

GEM COMPANY

THE

»32
LIZNITE
House of Quality and Price" 128 ». Wells St..ChlcaKO

Dept.

Y^/fS THC STAUDflftD rm/AV/^O
SCHOOL FOR TWATff£ ARTS

JlX.VrEIV]B SCHOOIy
roui? SCHOOLS IN ONE. PRACTICAL STAGE
TRAINIMCTHE SCHOOL'S STUDENTS STOCK <wd.
THEATRE AFFORD PUBLIC STAGE APPEARANCES"
Write lor catalog mentlomngr study desired to

D.

IRWIN,

43 W. 72d St.
JBetweon B'way

IT IS
Bhe's

all

&

Secretary
New York

City

Central Park West

TO LAUtiH!

dolled up and looks like she lias a black eye.

HER MAKE-UP RAN. Can't liuppen If you use Wm.
For eyeJ. Brandt's Bed Fox Liquid COL-Y-BROW.
WILL NOT RUN. Colors: Black
brows and eyelashes.
and Brown, By mail $1.00.
UAIU SPEt'IALTV to., Dept. E. 24 E. 21st ST., SEW YORK

Ruth Roland as Astarte, Eva
as The Art of Beauty, Shirley
as Perfume, Priscilla Dean as
Star of the East, Mrs. Wallace Reid
as Dream of the East, Dagmar Godowsky as Flozvcr of Babylon, May
Allison as Venus, Claire Windsor as
The Eternal Feminine, Lois Lee as
Rose of Persia, Doris Pawn as

Ishtar,

Novak
Mason

Flower of Greece, Helen Ferguson
as Beauty Adorned, Rosemary Theby
as Queen of Sheba, Margaret Loomis
as The Grace of JJ'oman.
Ted Shawn and his dancers led
Egypt, in which power pays homage
Margaret
to the eternal feminine.
Loomis appeared as Isis surrounded
by slave maidens.
Then came Dorothy Phillips as
Vanity, Pauline Frederick as Luxury, and the Marion Morgan dancers
as Bacchantes.

Freckles
are "as acloud before the sun." hiding
your brightness, your beauty. Why not

remove them? Don't delay. Use

STILLMAN'SS^
remove

freckles.
especially to
Leaves the skin clear, Binooth and without a blemish. Prepared by specialists with
Monej' refunded
years of experience.
If not satisfactory.
50c per jar. Writo
today for particulars and free booklet

—

many beauty

bintB,
and deaonbes a nuTDlier of elegant preparatloTig IndiBpensabli
to tbe toilet. Sold by all druggiata

STILLMAN CREAM CO

W

Aurora,

Ahce
as Butterfly,
as Allure, Grace Darmond as
Renick

Terry
Rainbozv of Beauty, Virginia O'Dare

rWoniastThoa Be Fair?"

Dept.

Ethel Clayton, with stately tread,
portrayed The Spirit of Fashion.
The Charm of JVoman was led by
Mabel Normand, followed by Kathleen Clifford as Floxver of Love,

Ruth

Made

ContainB

Raymond

Hatton, Lea-

Rene Adoree, Helen Chadwick, Molly Malone, Mabel Julienne

trice Joy,

Mary

Scott,

Alden, Louise Lovely,

and Phoebe Hunt.

The bathing

proved the Folly
every man agreed
with such samples as Harriet Hammond, Phyllis Haver, Katherine Maguire, Mildred June, Viora Daniels,
Vera Steadman, Dorothy Devore,
and Helen Darling.
girls

And

Style.

of

Romance was presented by The
Three Musketeers of Douglas Fairbanks' company.
Doug appeared as
D'Artagnan, Jean Pallette as Aramis,
Leon Bary as Athos, George Seigmann as Porthos, Barbara la Marr

" and
"Rainbow of Beauty
Mary MacLaren as
as
Milday,
Ben Turpin galloped forth in the
Queen, Marguerite de la Motte as
place of Grace Darmond.
Constance, Nigel de Brulier as CarThe Mystery of Woman was a
dinal Richelieu, and Thomas Holding

MAYBELL LABORATORIES
4305-47 Grand Boulevard, Chicago

Then wear

Will Rogers,

as Spring, Ella Hall as Loveliness,
Ann May as The Bloom of Youth,
and Carmel Myers as Fascination.
The Whims of Style were personi-

111

fied

by

Tom

Moore, Cullen Landis,

as

Buckingham.

De Mille's productions furnished Woman's Dream of Beauty,
with Lois Wilson as A Dream, vShanCecil

non Day

as

Beauty

in

Bed, Carmen

Phillips as Negligee of Night, Ruth
Miller as Dream of the Sea, Julia

as Imperishable Loveliness, and
Barbara Gurney as Lovely Dream.
Shopping in Dreamland was made
attractive by Lila Lee as the Dream
of Beautiful Fabric, Mildred Harris
as Love of Luxury, Bebe Daniels as
The Temptation of Luxury, Fontaine

Faye

Rue as Luxury of Night, Ann
Forrest as Luxury's Dream, Betty
Compson as A Dream of Fashion,
May MacAvoy as A Dream of Youth,
Wanda Hawley as A Dream of Diamonds, Betty Francisco as Unforgetable Dreams, and Gloria Swanson
Woman's Fairest Dream A
as
la

—

Pearl.
It

the

was midnight when I escorted
Lady Who Does Not Care,

wearied and weighted with her lottery winnings, toward our barouche.
As we passed through the gates
Betty Compson informed us that the
festival had taken in a hundred thouMy companion comsand dollars.
menced weeping softly into her armful

of

prizes.

"A hundred

thousand dollars." she
as she wearily stumbled into
'T spent half that much
the fiacre.
!"
and look what I got

moaned

Her lottery winnings consisted of
a Japanese parasol, a gooseberry pie.
and a framed picture of Eddy Polo.
"Democracy pays," I said grimly,
stepping on the gas and the pie simultaneously.

"Shut up!" said
Does Not Care.

the

Lady

Who

!

Advertising Section

Beach

o'

Dreams

The Trademark That

Continued from page 55

Eddie Foy always wanted
play Hamlet."
then,

Why

to

Guarantees the Best

that all the funniest people are the saddest ?
Honestly, the
Sennett studio is more like a morgue
than a comedy factory. Not a sound
is it

in

to be heard there except now and
then the dull splash of a pie against
some one's face, or the thud of a
cream puff against the wall.
And here all but one of Sennett's
feminine funsters dreams of being a
tragedienne
is

Mildred June

you
WHEN
most

I

—er—love
suits

make up your mind which

town you want

picture in

one that bears the First National Trademark. For
that trademark guarantees you fascinating entertamment and the highest quality
of production. Every First National picture combines art with entertainment value.

own
and

First National pictures are made by independent stars and directors in their
studios.
These artists are responsible to no one but their public to you—
that assures you that their work will always be the best of which they are

—

capable.
is

Associated First National Pictures, Inc.

to

are

swim

!

I

attractive,

a nation wide organization of in-

is

dependent theatre owners who foster the production

who

of finer photoplays and
are devoted to the constant betterment of screen entertainment.

First National accepts the work of independent artists for exhibition purposes
on its merit as the best in entertainment.

strictly

Associated First National Pictures, Inc.

—

see,

are trying to

Entertainment

to see, look for

shy about interviews, but after a search she was prevailed upon to take her seat upon the
beach of dreams.
There was a tear in the corner of
her eye. I wanted to know why.
"Because I feel like that little Duck
Baby up at the Exposition in San
Francisco after the lights went out.
She was only a little statue, but she
didn't like it when they closed the
Fair, and put the lights out.
You
bathing

109

Ask Your Theatre Owner

If

He Has a

First National Franchise

think
don't

you ?"
agreed that most certainly I did.
was too bad, I had to admit, that
Mr. Sennett was going to go out for
a reputation as maker of highbrow
I

It

except that
"Yes, I know," she finished for
me, "except that now we will have
a chance to use our faces. But bathing comedies are so easy.
All you
have to do is to put on a cute little
bathing suit and skip along a beach
until Mr. Turpin or some one sees
you and starts to chase you, then you
films,

down, and that's all there is to it.
"But now that we are playing in
these regular highbrow dramas like
'A Small-Town Idol' and 'Heartbalm,' you have no idea how hard
we have to work! They actually
take close-ups of our faces, and it
seems so shocking to have the camera
pointed right at your face where you
think your thoughts and everything.

If You Can Tel I it. -from a
CENUINE DIAMONDSendiihtck
To prove our blae-white

almost makes me feel positively
naked.
"1 should think some of these
thinking actresses
like
Nazimova
would be fussed to death all the time
I would just like to make bathing
comedies always.
I
can't dream
about anything else."
Poor little water babies. They are
all like ducklings out of water, rather
uncertain of their next step.
But
they are keeping at least half an eye
on the careers of those who have
gone before, and as Marie Prevost
said when she signed her contract
with Universal City
"How can you learn to swim if
you never go near the water?"
!

closely

tings. GUARANTEED 20 YEARS. SEND NO MONEY. Just
mail postcard orthisad. State Size, We will mail at onceC.
O. D. Ifnot pleased return in 2 days for money back less
handling charges. Write for Free Catalog. Agents Wanted*
MEXICAN DIAMONO IMPQRTiNG CO. Dept.CDZ Las Cruces, N. Mex.

(JSxclUBivo controllera

fall

It

MEXICAN DIAMOND

resemblesa genuine diamondwith saraeDAZZLINGRAINBOW FIRE, we will send a selected 1 carat gem in Ladies
Solitaire Ring (Cat. price $4.98) for Hall Price to Introduce, $2.33, or in Gents Heavy Tooth Belcher Ring
(Cat. price $6.26) for $3.25. Our finest 12k Gold Filled moun-

Mexican Diamonds)

The Hair Root

Kill
My method

la the only way to prevent the liair from growingr
EEisy. painless, harmless.
No KcarB. Hooldet free. Write
enclosing 3 stamps.
teach Beauty Culture.

Famous FRENCH Depilatory

We

MAHLER.

D. J.

189-X Mahler Park,

1^

Face Powder

— Vividly remember
grance
her
powdered cheek.
— powder—always
Ma

mere

I

of

lightly

the delicate fra-

Lablache

her
suggestive of her
plexion, beautiful as wild rose petals.

than ever

I

refreshing

for removin^^ hair

Providence,

com-

guarantee to
basis

boxes

and

written

many

of

songs

his

music publisher.
Chief Composer

big song-hits.

have
love,

been

Mail your
any

victory or

Poems

BROADWAY COMPOSING

lOo.

Fitzgerald BIdg.,

Broadwa;

at

submitted

STUDIOS

box.

2S8

a
has

Millions of copies
sold.

peace,

other subject to us today.
are examined free.

Our
is

and

reputation

national

song-poem on

sold

Send

a sample

secure publication on a royalty

New York

Editor
song-writer of

gerous. Flesh, White,
Pink or Cream, 76c.
a box of druggist or
by mail. Over two
annually.

by a

Lyric

appreciate the
purity of

Refuse Substitutes
They may be dan-

million

We

revise
Write the words for a song.
song-poems, compose music for them, and

More

Lablache.

fot>

Write the Words
For a Song

Times Square,

NEW YORK

BEN. LEVY CO.
rren«h Perfamers, Dept. 48
1S& KingBton St., Boston,

You can be quickly cured,

if

you

^STAMMER

for 288 -page book on Stammering and
It tells how 1
"Its Cause and Cure."
cured myself after stammering 20 yrs. B. N. Bogue,
SlOSBoBue BIdg., 1147 N. III. St., Indianapolis.

'Send 10 cents
Stuttering.

Cuticura Talcum
Fascinatingly Fragrant

Always Healthful
femple freeof Gntlcnra Kaboratorioi, DeplD, UtldOt
0B. Everywhere 26c,

Advertising Section

"SEW-ONS"
The

function of the

for Corsets
Supporter
support— how

Hose

is

to

?

it

VELVET GRIP the only Hose Supporter with
Oblong All-Rubber Button

The

Movies

effi-

performs that function determines its worth as a
Supporter. Merely holding up the stocking is not enough if the
grip or
clasp
slips
or
rips,
causing
in
hosiery.
runs
ciently

Can You Break Into the

is

a unique feature which, because of

its

the

Continued from page 22

and no camera women,
no real reason why women
should not aspire to and attain either

directors

there

is

shape and larger holding

of these offices.

surface, does

Prevent Slipping and Ruthless Ripping

_

Velvet Grip "Sew-Ons" can be bought separately and attached
easily to any corset.
Ask for them at the Notion, Hosiery or
Corset Department.

George Frost Company, Boston
Makers of the famous Boston Garter for Men
and **Pin-On8*' for Children.

FREE
Drawing Outfit

women

I

think myself that

directors are sorely needed in

would be much
improved by using them.
In the
offices there are numerous positions
for girls and men. From the frosty
clerk who takes your name at the
door to the highly paid scenario
writer there are many and diverse
the industry, which

The telephone girls make
perhaps fifteen dollars a week, and
the continuity writers from one hundred to four hundred, sometimes
more.
But most of these positions
positions.

demand some

some ability,
They use
trained stenographers and accountsome

SIZE

or

OUTFIT

20X2SINCH

Complete Bet of drawing' mstntments fn a handsome
higb clasg, plu3h lined folding case. They are re^lar
draftsman's working instruments They are absolntely
free on this offer. Write for foil information.

Select your own
subject, then sub^

.

mit your poem to.
,
.
us. We write the
music and guarantee publication. LEO
FRIEDMAN, Composer to the Amercan people is at the head of our staff. Among
.

•

"MEET ME TONIGHT
DREAMLAND," "LET ME CALL YOU
SWEETHEART." Sales ran into the millions
his great successes are

$3600 a Year!

There la an argent demand for akilled draftBisen. Companies are
issuing calls every day for men to fill positions paying $3600 ayear.
Get my free new book "Saccessful Draftsmanship" and the
great special offer 1 am making. Write today. A lettsr or

Act NOW.
CHIEF DRAFTSMAN DQBE.Deirt.l286.4001Broadwar,Cbicago IH
post card will do.

Send

u;3

a poenni today:
f

920 S.: Michigui, D«pi. ffm ChiiC6°o

Seton Mh'ic Co.,

Down Go

Why Pay
FuIlPricesNOW

^This 75-year old Diamond Banking
J Institution, rated more than SI. 000, 000. 00
/ Is making thoiisanda of loans, many of
which are not paid and mustbc soldnpw.
Also other special advantage diamonds.

,'

Uneqnalledi

Diamond Values

In all CUT 75 years we have never offered
such bargains. Customers write they
;an't match at even 60 per cent more
"Send for Latest List. Different from
ordinary cataloR-, Every gem described
'q detail. Weights given to smallest
fraction. We ship for FREE exami nation. Norisk or expense./
,

JOS.

New Faces
Wanted for
the Movies

ml

Our Prices^^'^
3\

Get this Book Today
Telia why photoplay directors say
there isa great demand for new screen

free;

faces and how yoa can place yoor
photograph in Directors* Gallery at Hcllsrwood, California — the heart of "Movieland" — where it may be
seen by directors seeking new screen faces. Yoa maybe

some director seeks. **Type*' is sought
before beauty. Yoor photograph tells the whole story.
Send today for yoor free copy of *'The New Door to
jast the person

Movieland"cont^ningcompleteinformation

—it's Free.

CASTING DIRECTORS' EXHIBIT
8th Fl.v 20 E. Jackson Blvd. Dept. 334 Chicago^lH.

DEAFNESS

DE ROY & SONS

IS

MISERlf

know because I'was Deaf ancl had Hfead Nolsei
My invisible Antiseptic E«i
over 30 years.
Drums restored my hearing and stopped Head Noise»,
and will do it for you. They are Tiny Megaphones.
Cannot be seen when worn. Effective when Deafnen
I

OnlyXhiP' Port OJJUm

for

/-V

Da Roy Bide.

is caused by Catarrh or by Perforated, Partially or
Wholly Destroyed NatiiraJ Drums. Easy to put in,
easy to take out. Are "Unseen Comforts." Ineipensive.
Write for Booklet and
Statement of how 1 recovered my hearing.

my swom

QUICK HAIR GROWTHS
Box Free To You I

training.

ants in the business offices of motion
pictures just as any firm does, and
you stand a chance, if you are
trained, of getting a job here just as
at any other place.
By all means, if
you like the work, make all the
friends you can, and if you do not
succeed as an actress you may be
able to work with, if not in, motion
pictures.

am

writing this in the year 1921.
I see them.
It is not fair to conclude these artiThe mocles without two additions.
tion-picture industry has just passed
through a very dull season. It, like
all business, has suffered in the general depression that has followed the
war.
It has not yet completely recovered.
With all good wishes to
you who wish to break into the
I

These are conditions as

IN

of copies.

education,

special

A. O.
Suite 28

70 5tb Avenue

LEONARD
New York CUj

.

movies

I

must

tell

And

lastly.

This industry

of

Kos-

bottt that has proved successful la 8o many
oaaes? If so, you need only to answer this adv.
by poatoardor letter, asking for fREE BOX.

,

This famous preparation Is for dandruff, thinning hair and several forms of
|^
Ei
BALDNESS, in many cases, f"
a new hair growth has been reported when

Rb

1

J

all else

had

failed.

So

why

not see for

Koskott ia used by men and
W3men; it Is perfectly harmless and oftet
etarta hairgro-wth in & few davs. A(1dr<^AAi
Koskott Laboratory, KB-151, Station F. New York, N.Y.

yourself I

tunities offered new writers as a result of
greatly changed conditions which are described fully and obtainable only in our
booklet,
"Song-writer's
Manual
and
Guide,"
FREE on request. Submit
your ideas for songs to us at once for free
criticism and advice.
revise poemSf
compose music, secure copyright and facilitate free publication or sale of songs.

SENT

We

Knickerbocker Studios 201 Gaiety Big.N.Y.

is

in a

chaotic and changing state. It is very
poorly organized, very badly managed, and will have to change indeed will have to be almost made
over within the next few years.
And it is going to be made over for

—

—

the better. The people who come to
the studios these days are a far more
intelligent, higher-calibered set of human beings than the average of five
Standards are rising.
years ago.

The mother who
Learn of the public's demand for songs
suitable for dancing and the fine oppor-

Your

this.

usual.

tion-picture
Would Tou Like Such a Remit as Thisf
Do yon want, free* a trial box

you

chances this year are slimmer than

is

career

planning a moher son or

for

daughter need not feel that I have
In two years the
problem may be very different. But
the mother or the girl or the young
man who is thinking to-day of entering the motion-picture field, of breaking into it, has here the truth as
nearly as I can see and write it.
settled the matter.

Advertising Section

A Book on

The

Picture Oracle

—

Mr. Robert S. I have already answered
your question concerning that company.

—

Dan B. I do not give home addresses
of the players or producers.

—

T. Charles Ray was born in
Lila Lee has no sister or brother
who is playing in pictures. William Fairbanks is not a star. I don't know of the
Miss Darnell you ask about.

BiLLiE

1891.

—

U. No. The cast for "The Palace of
Darkened Windows" follows Claire Anderson plays Arlee, Arthur E. Carew
plays The Rajah, Gerald Pring plays
Captain Falconer, Jay Belasco plays Billy
Hill, Adele Farrington plays Eva Ever:

sham, Christine Mayo plays Asade, Virginia Caldwell plays Mizpah, Nicholas
Dunaev plays Snake Charmer. In "The
Beggar Prince" Sessue Hayakawa plays
both the part of The Prince and of Niki,
Beatrice la Plante plays the part of Olala,
Thelma Percy plays the part of Sosad,
Bert Hadley plays the part of the Grand
Vizier, Robert Bolder plays the part of
Bunko, Joseph Swickard plays Nodo, and
Buddy Post plays The Murderer.

Dorothy M.

— Corinne

YuKi-KO Japan.

mar-

Griffith is

Webster Campbell. That
name.
Kenneth Harlan
player you refer to.
ried to
correct

is

is

her
the

—

Your questions could
not possibly be answered in the limited
space I am allowed, I am very sorry to
say.

— Creighton

Washington.

Hale

played

Mary Hay's

sweetheart in "Way Down
Clara Kimball Young was married.
She was the wife of James Young.
They have been divorced. James Young
East."

directed

George Arliss

They are very

strict

in

"The

Devil."

about allowing vis-

itors in the

various studios. I think you
would find it next to impossible to gain

an entrance.

—

_Isabelle v.- William Desmond is marand they have a small daughter. His
^yife is Mary Maclvor.
Your other questions have been answered.
Buck Jones
was born in Vincennes, Indiana.
ried

—

Picture- Play Fan.
George Walsh
was born in New York in 1892. He is
five feet eleven and weighs one hundred
and eighty pounds. He has been playing at the New York Fox studios, but is
to work on the coast for a while at least.
He is appearing in the productions of
his brother, Raoul Walsh, opposite Mrs.
Raoul Walsh, known on the screen as
Miriam Cooper.
Patience.

— Perhaps

you wouldn't be so
you knew my identity. Isn't
it
lots more fun surmising?
Wallace
MacDonald was born in Nova Scotia in

interested

1891.^

if

He

^yas educated in

Sydney,

Nova

His

Scotia.

—

Miss Beatrice C. May Allison was
born in Georgia. Mary Miles Minter was
born in Shreveport, Louisiana, April i,
1902. Constance Talmadge is the one who

stage career consisted of
playing in stock at Vancouver, British
Columbia, and in San Francisco, California, Phpenix, Arizona, and El Paso,
Texas. His screen career has been with
Triangle and Vitagraph, playing opposite
such well-known stars as Pauline Fred_

Mae Marsh, Mabel Normand, Marguerite Clark, Mary Miles Minter, Olive

erick,

Thomas, and Anita Stewart. He is five
feet ten and weighs one hundred and
forty-two pounds.
His hair is dark
brown, as are his eyes. He is engaged
to marry Doris May.

Why

Suffer Impaired

Health and Vitality?

Why

Lose Your Good

Looks and Energy

recently married.
December 26th was
the date of her marriage and John Pialoglou was the groom.
She and Dorothy

Sealth
and

ter Keaton, the
ture.
In fact,

comedian, in the near futhe wedding may have
taken place before you read this. Katherine MacDonald has several sisters. The
one who appears on the screen is Mary
MacLaren. She used to be a star with
Universal.
"Shoes" was her first big
screen success. She is to appear in Douglas Fairbanks' new picture, "The Three
Musketeers."
Katherine has just signed
with First National for two more years,
so you will continue to see her under that
banner. Mary Miles Minter is not married.
Her sister, Marguerite Shelby, has
played on the screen. Helen Darling appears in Christie Comedies, taking the
leading feminine roles.
She is unmarried.
That is a matter of taste, as to
which is the prettiest. That would be a
hard question for any one to decide. "The
American Beauty" is the title Katherine

MacDonald

is

known

by.

Her

Dazzling Beauty

—

John C. May McAvoy
New York in 1901. She

Dept

W. Madison

1S9, 326

is

J. G. G.— D. W. Griffith produced
Fall of Babylon."

"The

—Richard

Barthelmess is
She is
York on the stage.
is

his wife.

is

still

making

pic-

He

Miss June H.

—You

will find all

your

questions concerning Wallace MacDonald have been answered elsewhere.

—

Clara S. Baby Marie Osborne and
Zoe Rae have not appeared in any pictures of

late.

to!

feeder?

Do you expect Hoalfh and Strength
In tablet form -through pills, potions
and other exploited piffle ?
You can't do tt. It can't be done.
The only way to be well is to build
up your body — all of it, through

Nature's methods- not by pampering the
stomach. It
__
._
„ _
a failure; it's that poor emaciated body of
yours; your half-sickness shovs-s plain in
your face, and the world loves healthy
So be HEALTHY - STRONG-people.
VI'TAL. That's living. Mention the ailments
upon which you wish Special Information
and send with a 10c piece (one dime) to help
pay postag-e on my Special Talk on Thinness and my book. "Promotion and Conservation of Health, Strength and Mental Energy." Don't put it oft— send for my
free boob Right Now.
i

LIONEL STRONGFORT
^''-V^^'"

STRONGFORT
STR

The Perfect Man Dept. 462,

""^ "'"'"'^ Specialist
Newark, New Jersey

DIAMOND
Pg^^l^ RING
O FFER
Just to advertise our fnm

diamonds— the erreatest di:
has ever known. We will

Ha

J

ry the world
nd absolutely

with a l-2k
_
leautiful ring
_ _
paid.
Pay postmaster SI. 48
C. O. D. charges to cover postage, boxing,
advertising, handling, etc. If you can tell
it from a real diamond return and money
refunded. Only 10.000 given away. Send no
money. Answer quick. Send size of finger,
free this 14k gold

f.

ring

It

.

box postage

KRAUTH &

REED. Dept. 3S

Masonic Temple

Pci'sonal

Chicago

Magnetism

Mary fMckford's charm Chariie Chap
fun— Douglas Fairbanks' smile and Billy
Sunday's appeal. The compelling force of successful
business men is personal mapr netisra. Yoursuccess. your
happmess, your ability to make friends, to be popular,
depends on your personal magnetism. You can develop
this wonderful power by studying and practicmg.
Is the secret
lin's wistful

has finished "The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse" and is working
on another Metro production. He was
born in Taranto, Italy. He received his
education in Italy.
Pearl White is not
Italian.
She was born in Missouri.
tures.

111.

through

in

time

New

Chicago.

stay thin as a rail ? You don't
And you don't have to go
life with a chest that the taiior
gives yon; with legs you can hardly
And what about that
stand on.
stomach that flinches every time you
Are you a pilltry a square meal 1

born in
four feet

this

in

St.,

Why

have

mailed to you_ and probably by
you have received it.

Rudolpho Valentino

Offer

Vi-Rex Electric Company

Normand, nor May McAvoy is marThe "Market Booklet" has been

Mary Hay

it.

Send for Free Book and Trial

ried.

Theresa A.

recognized

are

the astonishing results obtained

with

vs^as

Martha Mansfield was born

married.
appearing

Rays

throughout the medical profession as a great curative agency;
beauty specialists, too, advocate
the Violet Ray treatments. Find
out for yourself what Vi-Rex will
do.
Read what it is and about

latest pic-

Mansfield, Ohio, in 1899.
She is two
inches shorter than Pearl. She has signed
with Selznick Pictures Corporation. Sessue Hayakawa is appearing in RobertsonCole productions.
He recently had to
stop work on account of a serious operation that had to be performed, but he
is well
once again and back at work.
Mabel Normand was born in Boston,
Massachusetts.
She is appearing in
"Molly-0," under the Mack Sennett banner.
She has finished her Goldwyn contract.
The Mack Sennett studios are on
the coast.
Sennett has no New York
studio.
Neither Mary Miles Minter, Mabel

for the asking

Ten Days Trial Free
Violet

eleven and weighs ninety-four pounds'.
Her hair is dark and her eyes are blue.
"Sentimental Tommy" is her latest release.
That picture was released some
time in April.
Since appearing in that
picture she has become a Realart star.
Nazimova is five feet three. Mary Miles
Minter is an inch shorter than Nazimova.
Pearl White is four inches taller than

Mary.

YOURS

are

Try the Wonders of Violet Rays

"Trust Your Wife."

is

?

When

Gish had a double wedding.
Dorothy
became Mrs. James Rennie. Natalie, the
youngest Talmadge girl, is to marry Bus-

ture

Rays—FREE

^"Violet

Continued from page 95

Perfect Health

of

-

Art and Science of
Personal Magnetism"
Theron

" The

Q.
wriiten by that marvelous French Scientist
Drm' nt- Study this book chapter by chapter. Read It
your own home nights. Practice these wonderful lesevery
young
man.
young
Every
sons day by day
womnn. every husband and wife should take advantage
of this special offer.
Send only SI .50 for this great work
on persona] magnetism- Study it
Then if you ere not
five days.
sure that it is going to bring
fnore power and happiness into
Your
your life, send it back.
money will be instantly returned.
We guarantee this to you and to the Picture-Play
Magazine. Send coin or money order to
in

FIVE

DAY

TRIAL
OFFER
H. E. GRIFFIN,

4652

N. Campbell Ave.. Dept. 10.

CHICAGO

m

Advertising Section

The Phantom

Questioner.

—I

—two

soft

Prett)'

answers

in

one month

while others are waiting in line
Send
twenty-five cents in stamps to the circulation department of Picture-Play and
you can secure that back number you desire.
Thelma Percy is unmarried. She
is still in her teens.
William Duncan's
latest serial is called "Fighting Fate."
Edith Johnson, his wife in private life,
plays his leading lady in it. They are to
appear together in Bill's next picture,
which is to be a seven-reel feature.
!

miONTHS TOPAv^
CPECIAL TERMS—Ten months' credit on
any

from the

article seloctod

NO MONEY

catalogue.

SWEET

IN ADVANCE.

Shipment m a d e for
your examination. First
payment to be made
only_ after you hare
_

convinced yourself that

SWEET values cannot
be equalled.
If not
^vhat you wish return
at our expense.

B.
|

|

do

justice to yourself

and

your dollars unless you

in-

spect our unusual values

IH

like

ct

NOW

Solitaire.

I

Capital $1,000,000

g
I
f

|,,l|

$1800

for

a Story!

RECENTLY an American writer was paid $1800 for ^
elngte short story. Bj' learniner to tell the Btorlea of ber
dreams this woman has found her way to fame mnd for'

tone. You can learn to write, too. A new practicftl conrae ef
instructioD will give yoo the training right in your own bom*
during your spare time. Endoreed by eminent writers lo*
cludins tbe late Jack Ijondi
for o^'V booklet ''How To Writ*.'*
AUUtftjr
VTi:il.C I^Afllav
oblleations— tbe hooWot ta frM.
Spaclal offer now beins made. Write Today—Now I

WritA

HOOSIER INSTITUTE, Short Story Deptu
Dept*

I

756

Ft.

Wayne, Indiana

Love Story
Magazine
has just

made

contents

are,

appearance.

its

as

its

name

Its

implies,

based upon the greatest thing in the
world: LOVE!

Love Story

is not just another of
those sex-problem magazines, which
have done incalculable harm.

clean at heart, and
stories are written around the love

Love Story
its

of the one

Civilization
this

is

man

sort of

for the one

has
love

—

woman.

been built upon
all

Just Addie. All of Olive
tures have been released.

Thomas' picThe last one

—

j

YORIC

..f^.5P.:.!.66pJBR0A^^^

.

I

Write
to Dept. 501-P.

bWSWEET NEWINC

1

]

Luxe Catalogue.

» ,'THE HOUSE OF QUA LlTr"

i

\

TODAY for SWEET De-

Only $3.80 a month.

the Beverly
help you.

don't

Sorry

to.

she made was "Everybody's Sweetheart."
It has been out for some time.
That is
Ethel Clayton's correct name. I explained
that answer concerning Ella Hall's husband elsewhere in these columns. If you
look it up you will see how you misinterpreted it. I am glad you spoke of it.

J

Diamonds. Watches,

In

Jewelry, Silverware, Leather Goods, etc.
Send

Sweet's Cluster:
7 Fine Diamonds, set
in Platinum.
Looks

I

know

I can't

you refer

I

No Red Tape— No Delay
Every transaction CONFIDENTIAL. You don't

W. W.— I

j

the great ac-

—

Prudi£ Well, Prudie, if you just stick
long enough and wait your turn you'll
always get your answers. Fair enough?
Here they are, then
Tom Mix is about
five feet eleven.
Your other questions
concerning him have already been an-

greatly beloved.

swered.
ten

will take a

place in your life that no other

azine can occupy, because

has an irresistibly

Ask your news

mag-

Love Story

human

rent number.

Farnum is about five feet
Harry Carey was born
year i88o, and has grown to the

—

Miss Blanche R. Wallace MacDonwas born in 1891. He is married
George Walsh was
to
Doris May.
ald

He

born a year later than Wallace.
married to Seena Owen.
ToPNESs.

S. O.
left the

—Anita

is

Stewart has not

screen.
She has been making
pictures regularly.
I have given her latest pictures elsewhere in the columns.
She has had no stage career. Her screen
career dates back several years.
She
started with the old Vitagraph.
"The

Wood

was her

Violet"

first picture.

Vera

Stedman
Comedies

is
not appearing in Christie
any more.
She appears in
Charles Rr^'s latest picture, "Scrap Iron."
She works by the picture now. I never
heard of the serial you asked about. I
don't think there has ever been one by

name.

that

A Thomas
land.

— Those

Carrtgan Fan of New Engpictures you sent for iden-

are
Number l, Mary Pickford; Ti, Elsie Ferguson; 48, Anna Q.
Nilsson
50, Alice Joyce
51. Montague
Love; 52, Bessie Love; 15, Will Rogers;
41, Otis Skinner; and 42, Constance Binney.
Neither Marguerite Snow nor Lillian Walker are at present in pictures.
Justine Johnstone has only recently entered pictures.
Shp 1 as onlv been with
Realart Pictures. "Blackbirds" was her
tification

:

;

_

first

release.

M. W.

— Herbert

Rawlinson was born

Brighton, England, in 1885.
married.
Your other question
swered.
in

He

Is

was an-

—

PRICE, 15 CENTS

Helen H. Tom Moore was not in
"Jenny Be Good" with Mary Miles Min-

TWICE A MONTH

wouldn't be anpearing in a small
part such as you described, anyway. Tom
is a star in Goldwyn pictures.

STREET & SMITH CORPORATION
Avenue
New York City

Miss Helen G. I know of no such
book that can be obtained free of charge.

79 Scventli

—Barbara

Bedford plays

—

LuciA E. Wallace Reid only finishes
one picture to start another. I think that
is keeping pretty busy.
There is very little time for vacationing. - His son, "Billy,"
Sometimes playis about four years old.
ers change their names for one that is
easier to remember or to pronounce.

—

Adolph S. I would hardly say that any
particular type of player is the most imSome are more popular than
portant.
others. Pauline Frederick is a very popuShe does not devote her art
lar actress.
to portraying just mother roles, however.
She has only depicted a few such characters.

—
D. — Lieutenant

Jeanne S. You will have to write
those players personally for their pictures.
H. W. F.
was making the

lear

last

Ormer Lock"The

scenes for

Skywayman" when he was

That

killed.

the only picture he made.
Fox production.

is

Dustin

the
height of six feet even. William Russell
is two inches taller than Harry.
Betty
Blythe stands five feet eight inches in
Anita
her "Queen of Sheba" clothes.
Stewart was born in 1896 and she is
about five feet six. That didn't take a
year, did it?
in

appeal.

dealer for the cur-

S.

the lead in "The Last of the Mohicans."
John Barrymore played both the role of
Mr. Hyde and of Doctor Jekyll in "Doctor Jekyll and Mr. Hyde." Charles Lane
was Doctor Lanyon.

It

was a

cer.

Addresses of Players

and one-half.

_

Love Story Magazine

W.

:

;

complishments of mankind have been
inspired by good women who were

Robert

have

seen you somewhere before this month.

He

—

Asked for by readers whose letters are
answered by The Oracle this month:
Buster Keaton, Helen Ferguson, Rudolpho
Valentino. Alice Terry, Viola Dana, and Alice
Lake at the Metro Studios. Hollywood, California,
Also Gareth HuRhes.
Mary Thurman, Mary Tickford, Mae Marsh,
Clare Adams, Niles Welch, J. Warren Kerrigan, and Marguerite Dela Motte at the
Brunton Studios, Hollywood, California.
William Farnum, Estelle Taylor, and Pearl
White at the Fox Film Corporation. New

York

City.

Ben Wilson, Helen Holmes, and' Neva Gerber at the Berwilla Studios. Santa Monica
Boulevard. Hollywood. California.
Charles Ray at the Charles Ray Studios,
Fleming Street. Los Angeles. California.
Katherine MacDonald and Ro.v Stewart at
the
Katherine
MacDonald
Studios,
Los
Angeles, California.
George Chesboro and Texas Guinan at the
Francis Ford Studios, Sunset Boulevard,
Hollywood. California.

Mabel Normand, Ben Turpin. and Charles
Murray at the Mack Sennett Studios, Allessandro Street, Edendale. California.
James Corbett and Percy Marmont at the
Lambs' Club, New York City. Also Carlyle
Blackwell.
Lionel Barrymore, Dorothy Phillips. Miriam
Cooper, and Gladys Leslie at the First National
Seventh
Pictures Corporation, 729

Avenue. New York City.
Gertrude McCoy at the Gaumont Company,
101 West Forty-second Street.
W.yndham Standing. Mabel Ballin. and
Irene Castle at the W. W. Hodkinson Pictures
Corporation. 527 Fifth Avenue. New York
City.

William Desmond. Thomas Meighan. and
Antonio Moreno at the Los Angeles Athletic
Club. Los Angeles. California.
Gloria Hope, Claire Anderson. Rosemary
Thehy. Elinor Fair. Vola Vale. Frank Clark,
Paul Willis. ZaSu Pitts. Francelia Billington,
Wallace MacDonald. Doris May. Kathleen
Kirkham. .Tuanita Hansen. Mitchell Lewis,
Ann May, and .Tames Morrison, care of Willis
& Inglis. Los Angeles. California, or Mabel
Condon Exchange, Hollywood, California.
Address Gloria Swans'on. Theodore Roberts,
Wallace Reid. Ethel Clayton. Dorothy Dalton.
Mildred
Harris.
Henry Woodward. Clyde
Fillmore, and Margaret Loomis at the Lasky
Studios, Vine Street. Hollywood. California.
Dorothy Phillips. Pat O'Malley. and MarJorie Daw at the Hollywood Studios. Hollywood, California.
.Tay Belasco, Grace Darmond.
and Vera
Stedman at Christie Studios. Sunset and
Gower, Hollywood, California.
.Jean Paige. Earle Williams, Joe R.van. William Duncan. Antonio Moreno, and Edith
.Johnson at Vitagraph Studios, Los Angeles,
California.

Marguerite
Hansen,
Courtoh
Juanita
George B. Seitz at Path^ Exchange. 35 West
Forty-fifth Street, New York City.
Will Rogers. Helene Chadwick. Barbara
Castleton. Molly Malone. Leatrice .Toy. Sylvia
Bremer Richard Dix and Tom Moore at the
Goldwyn Studios. Culver City, California.
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Are You Interested

in

HENRY?

O.

The September

issue

of

AINSLEE'S

THE MAGAZINE THAT ENTERTAINS
is

dedicated and devoted in large part to

this short story genius,

whom

this

maga-

You'll find in the
September Ainslee's interesting and intimate details about O. Henry, the man,
as well as a reprint of one of his best
"
earlier tales, " The Shamrock and the Palm.
And, besides the foregoing unique
material, September Ainslee's contains,
zine

discovered.

among

the

others,

THE FUSING FLAME

following

I

stories:

by Constance Lindsay Skinner
(Complete Novelette)
MOS' BEAUTSIFUL GIRL IN NEW YORK, by Sophie Kerr
.

,

THE
THE HINDERMATE
A CHANCE TO COME BACK
THE ROMANTIC LADY
WHAT NO MAN KNOWS

...

....

.

.

.

by Gilbert Frankau

by Alice

.by

L. Tildesley

by Winston Bouvl
Marie Beynon Ray

Ainslee's for September
FOR SALE WHEREVER MAGAZINES ARE READ
READ WHEREVER MAGAZINES ARE SOLD

Twenty

cents the copy
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NoMoneyDown
The Genuine Gold Medal

Electric

Washing Machine,

the world's best machine, the winner of the gold medal at the Panama
Pacific Exposition in 1915, on

4Weeks1rial
Sensational offer— find out free— send the
coupon. The famous Gold Medal Electric
Washing Machine sent direct to your home
for four weeks of washing without a penny
down! Convince yourself first—thsX^s our
offer. See how it washes the clothes clean
and white; how it takes the back-breaking
drudgery out of washing. No risk to you.
Not a penny of cost ^not even freight
charges if not satisfied. And: for a limited
time, on a special factory output, only

—

—

—

More than

machine prices smashed on the genuine
Gold Medal machine the best of all machines. Washes as
well as any make at any price the very best.
The factory price less than the price dealers have been paying and are paying right today for this same machine, for
this exact, identical 1921 model
direct to you on this

Yes, washing

—

—

—

—

sacrifice offer.

And

besides

35,000
Women
this identical model

at the
full price

and are
satisfied

users

Special Easy Monthly Terms

OM you have seen it in the tvindoivs
of the dealers and exactly as we
ship it to yoa. It has the one way
noiseless cylinder which makes even the
daintiest laces safe in the Gold Medal,

have bought

!

—As Low As

Swinging Wringer with Automatic Safety

I-ovel Electric

.Re/ease, adjustable in 3 positions, recognized everywhere as
Genuine DOMESTIC ball
the best wringer ever made.
bearing motor, known as the best for washing machines.
Automatic oiling system. All moving parts enclosed—no
danger to children. No belt to get out of order— direct shaft
Celebrated Armco Rust-Resisting Iron
drive
simpler.
(used throughout) is proof against any kind of water, soap
and alkalis.
good sized family washing done in 90 minutes
—about one hour and a half and at a cost of 2Vi cents
for electricity. Can be run from any electric light socket
Every Gold Medal machine
or from a farm lighting plant.
shipped on this offer is aold on a

—

aM<mlh!

Easy terms depending upon amount of first payment—
but no money in advance 4 weeks' trial first then,
if satisfied, a year to pay!

—

—

A

—

lO'Year Guarantee
every machine. The longest and most
sweeping absolute guarantee ever given on a washing inachine. The best— at the factory price— and guaranteed.
10 years sent with

Cataloir Free
Cnnn
OUUU

these Cold Medal
Washing Machinma

must be sold at once. The manufacturer
was overstocked; his dealers wouldn't
give up their fat profits, so they couldn't
sell. So. the manufacturer offered these

machines to Straus & Schrcun atthe
We offer
factory cost for quick sale.
them now to oar customers direct atthe
factory price, while they last. When
these 5,000 are gone, we won't say how
much more the price will be.
5,000

These xnachines at $99.60
are the exact in value of
other machines at huge
prices— $150 to $165 and up. We guarantee that these Gold Medal machines were
formerly priced by the factory to sell at
3150 up. Now note this: Formerly priced
$160 and up, and now on a lot of 6,000
finished best machines— $99.50- Rockbottom price and a four weeks* free
trial and easy terms thereafter. Send
coupon— for free catalog.

Straws

Send coupon. No obligation.
Get our completely illustrated catalog, FREE. Learn about

/
//^

Straus

& Schram

Deptl756
West 35th St. Chicago, m.

our special factory output offer:
Send me your complete catalog of Gold
Medal Washing Machines and details of
5,000 Genuine Gold Medal
your four weeks free trial, easy payment
output offer and a copy of yonr XO
y factory
Electric Washing Machines, Madam: get
year Boarantee, No obligation,
_
_ through
^
with the drudgery of
1921 Model, while they last, the washboard which »/
t
has killed more women
only $99.50! The exact equal thanwar
r
Name,
lias killed men.
in value to the best washer you ever
saw at $150. And on easy monthly
terms four weeks' free trial. First
come, first served. Don't be disap-

—

pointed—get the free catalog now!

& Schram

gssthstrtet,

Surely the family can
save enough for the
small monthly payf
ment to keep the
mother well and

^

#

X

X

happy. Sendthi3
coupon for free
catalog

A^OW

Chicago

Address.

#y

^

;

prove by four weeks' free trial that thla
REMEMBER— We'llequal
X machine
to the best on the market, lou,
at $99.50

/

is

alone to judge. If not satis6ed, return it at our expense. No
decide.
obligation, no arguments, no risk to yon! Yon, Madam,

This Superb 110-piece Set. with initial
in 2 places in wreath with 5-col"r
decorations on every piece and srold
covered handles, consists of:
12 Dinner Plates, 9 inches
12 Breakfast Plates, 7 inches

12 Soup Plates, 1^ inches
12 Cups
12 Saucers
12 Cereal Dishes, 6 inches
inches
12 Fruit Dishes—

12 Individual

Bread and

1

Butter Plates, 63i inches
13K inches

1

Platter,
Platter,

1

Celery Dish,

1

1

1

11% inches

B%

inches

1

Sauce Boat Tray, 1^ inches
Butter Plate, 6 inches
Vegetable Dish, lOH inches
with lid (2 pieces)
Deep Bowl, B% inches

1
1
1

1
1

Oval Baker, 9 inches
Small Deep Bowl 6 IncbSB
inches
Gravy Boat.
,

Creamer
Sugar Bowl with cover (2 piec«B)

Brings this llO-Piece Gold Decoraietl
H/larilta Wasltingion DinnerjSei
—

we

Send only $1 and
ship the full set 110 pieces in all. Use it 30
days. Then if you are not so delighted that you would not part with these superb,
gold decorated dishes, return them and we will refund your $1 and pay transportation charges both ways. If you keep them, take nearly a year to pay on easy terms.

Your tnhiai in 2 Places on Every Piece—
5-Color Floral Decorations and Gold
Wonderful artistic effect is given not only by the new and attractive shape of
every dish, but by the wreath and the rich design surrounding the initial. The one initial with
these superb decorations of scrolls, leaves and roses in natural colors, put on by special fired
process, appears in 2 places on every piece. As handsome as enameling you see on fine jewelry.
'

/Ill

Handles Covered with Gold

Every handle
is

is

covered with polished gold. The ware itself
snowy white. No other pattern to equal

beautiful, lustrous,

Important!
Hartman guarantees that every
piece in this set is absolutely
quality.
Don't confuse

first

these with "seconds'* or "run
of kiln" dishes which show im-

This is a standard
or "open" pattern. Replacement pieces can be had of us
perfections.

for three years.

the famous "Martha Washington."
Elegant, refined, artistic, and yours
now at a bargain price. Shipped on

FREE

/
/

HARTMAN
^rp'lrsS
3913 Wentworth Avenue

Dept. 3436
Send
I enclose $1.00.
Bargain Catalog / Washington
Dinner Set
'

Chicago,

Martha

No. 326CCMA15.

I

.

,

326CSMA15.

Pay $1 now.

IHARTMAN
'3913 Wentworth Avenue,

Bargain price, $34.65.
Balance $3 monthly.

Furniture

&

Carpet Co.

Dept. 3436,

Copyright, 1921, by Hartman's, Chicaso

Chicago,

III.

am

to

This great free 392-page /have 30 days' free trial. If notsatisfied, will ship
it back and you will refund my $1.00 and pay transcatalog gives you the most
portation charges both ways. If I keep it i will pay
amazing bargains in furniture, rugs, linoleum, stoves, / $3 00 per month until full price. $34.65, is paid. Title
watches. silverware, / remains with you until final payment is made.

30 days' free trial direct from our
Chicago warehouse. Shipping weight dishes, washingmachines,
about 90 lbs. You must not miss this sewing machines, alumi- /
ware, phonographs, / N
opportunity. Mail the coupon today. num
gas engines and cream /
Order No.

Illinois

110-piece Golden

separators, etc —all on

our easy
days'

terms

FREE

—

trial

30

^ Street Address

.

on

everything. Post
R. F. D.

card or letter brings
it

Free.

"Let Hartman
Feather

Your Nest"

Town

State.

/
Occupation

Give

Initial

Wanted (Any One

(^olor.

Letter)

.

.
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Mf xiuAky hair mid
"QRUNETTE"

one man will insist, and
belie his statement by displaying
intense interest in the fairest blonde.

Ijthen

Without exception, my
genuine Dorin preparations,
ty

made

for the

especial'

women

of

have
this
America,
label on the bottom of
every box. Only those
Rouges and Poudres
which bear the name
F. R. Arnold & Co.,
New York, in addition to

my own

label,

are genuinely guaranteed by me.

Signed

Paris
26ienie mars, 1921
lis a

an
"Blonde" another wUl claim unwaveringly as
preference,
and then promptly reverse it
his
by succumbing to the graces of a dark-eyed
olive-skinned brunette.
The truth of the matter is that men are attracted by distinct types by young women
who stand out definitely in their general coloring, whether fair or dark.

—

Intensify
The coloring

self,

her poudre

— must be unobtrusive

yet so becomingly tinted that

it

in

it-

makes

her eyes appear more brilliant, throws into
relief the gleam of her hair, accentuates her
individual type of beauty.
It is only natural that the study of skin colorings and skin textures has reached its zenith
in the century-famed ateliers of Dorin of Paris
in the heart of France. There, poudres

Look tor

this

on

the

label

bottom
every

tnx)

of

'.

\

Akin

/

and rouges, of exquisite softness and

refine-

ment, have been perfected for the many types
of brunettes and blondes for the "indefinite"
type
(the
brune-blonde)
for
the
Titian

—

—

beauty.

These poudres and rouges are imported
from Paris and sold throughout America in
the better drug and department stores in the
handy-sized compactes (.originated by Dorin)
for all sizes of vanity cases and your dressing

—

table.

Study your own coloring

your type of beauty

of your hair, eyes and skin is
80 subtly blended by natiu-e that to disturb
the color scheme by the slightest shade, detracts from the beauty of your type.
So closely does the smart Parisienne observe
this, that she selects the shade and texture of
her rouge and poudre with the utmost care.
Even the occasional dabs on the shiny nose
from her compacte must leave no jarring note.
The touch of color that she applies so artistically must harmonize perfectly with the
tint of

L'Arc
de Trtomphe

As an

aid in selecting the tints that will

emphasize your particular kind of beauty,
\{e have prepared a booklet, "What is Your
Coloring?"
It defines the various types of
beauty and recommends harmonizing combinations of poudre and rouge for each type.
For 25c. in stamps or coin, this booklet, together with two miniature compactes (La
Dorine Poudre and Dorin's Rouge) will be
mailed you. Tell us the color of your eyes,
hair and skin, so that we can select the exact
shades for you.
Or send 10c. in coin and you will receive
the booklet with two Dorin packets (one of
poudre and one of rouge) en poudre (Iiose
powder form)
(Remember to send desc Option of your coloring.)
Address your letter to F. R. Arnold & Co.,
Sole Importers, ]1 West Twenty-Second bt.,
New York.
.

DORIN OF

PARIS

ShudreSu ^Bmipuctel {M^prine) Shiyel ^tripack
There

is

only one Dorin, and each article he makes For the U. S. A. alto
bears the name F. R. Arnold
Co.

&

If

not. we'll

show you how

to organizG

one

D
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howdM ea&vm Cooke
makes bk-

pay men
THERE'S no trick about

it.

First of

Electricity, the greatest force
of today, offers unlimited opportunities to the trained man.
Thousands
of big-paying positions are open to
all,

"Electrical Experts."

Then,

my

specialty, in fact

my life

work is in producing—training— "Electrical Experts" for big-pay jobs in
the Electrical Field. I do this
through my perfected Home-Study

Course in Practical

Electricity,

As Chief Engineer

of the Chicago

Engineering Works, / know exactly the kind of
training a man needs to get and hold a big-pay
job and I give my students that kind of training
without any fuss and frills with no big words,
no useless theory, no higher mathematics, just
plain every day, easy-to-understand English
that's all. A 16-year-old school boy can understand everything in my course. I train my students at home, step by-step, lesson-by-lesson, to
become "Electrical Experts" and a man
with this training is in constant demand,
at $3,500 to $10,000 a year. The records
of hundreds of my students prove that'The
Cooke Trained Man is the Big Pay Man."

—

—

Be an Electrical Expert
Earn $3500
Your Success

is

to

Certain

Decide today to fit yourself for a big pay job
in this fascinating field. With
help you
will climb surely, steadily and swiftly upward.

my

The

success of

my

system of putting ambi-

young men into the big-pay class has been
proved over and over again, and this success
makes it certain that I can put you into the bigpay class also. Yes, I can qualify you to step
into the $3500 to $10,000 a year field.

$10,000 a Year
So sure am I of this that I will positively
guarantee under bond to return every cent paid
me if you are not entirely satisfied that my
Course in Electricity is the best investment you
ever made. There's no chance for failure here!

Free Electrical Outfit

tious

COOKE, Chief Engineer, Chicago Engineering
Works. Dept4410, 1918 Sunnyside Ave .Chicago.
Dear Sir: Send at once your Big Free Book, How to
Become an "Electrical Expert," and full particulars of
all fully
your Free Outfit and Home Study Course
prepaid, without obligation on my part.

L. L.

—

Name.

Address.

my

students a splendid outfit of fine
electrical tools, materials, instruments, etc., absolutely
FREE. You do practical work at home, right from the
start. These tools will help you pay for your course
in picking up spare-tim3 money.
I

give each of

Get Started Today-Write Me
I

want to send you

full particulars,

showing you how

my Course in Electricity will mean success and Big-Pay
for you
I want to send you a copy of my Big FREE

Book, "How to Become an Electrical Expert."
This book has started hundreds on the road to a real
Use the coupon TODAY— it's the first step
future.
towards bigger pay. Yours for success

L.L. Cooke. Chief

Engineer.

Dept. 4410, 1918 Sunnyside Avenue, Chicago
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Just Two Profits
Yours
aittf

Ours

Direct to

You—Minus

Selling Cost

Here's an unusual opportunity for you to test, prove and obtain a typewriter of highest
quality at a price possible only thru our revolutionized selling plan.

—

—

a typewriter of finest materials and construction for $36.00 less than pre-war prices you
and try it five days without paying a cent or assuming an obligation. Then, if the Oliver has
convinced you if it has proven itself far more than a good buy, you send us $4.00 a month until you have
paid $64.00. If, for any reason, you wish to return it, you do so at our expense, and the transaction is
closed.
We even refund the outgoing transportation charges. Could anything be more fair?
Consider

inspect

—

Oliver

Nine—New— $64

Don't misunderstand us. This is not a second-hand machine or a cheaper model Oliver, but a brand
new Oliver 9 that formerly sold for $100.00 and won itself an enviable place in thousands of ofiSces
in every kind of business.

—

The reason

for this big price reduction in spite of increasing production costs is simply this:
instead of running up selling costs with hundreds of salesmen and expensive branch houses,
the Oliver comes to you direct— we have done away with the extravagance in selling organization and the saving is clear profit to you.
The flood of orders is convincing proof of the
plan's success.

The

—

Before

theWar

^
JB #%

JKKKm
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—

—
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Oliver 9 is the latest development of years of typewriter building.
It's the original visible
writer, perfected to the highest degree.
One-third lighter touch permanent alignment due to arch
shaped bars. Every machine is tested at 800 strokes per minute, 50 per cent faster than human hands
Built for hardest usage famed for dependability.
Among its users, the Oliver 9 numbers; The
National City Bank of
York, U. S. Steel Corporation, Curtis

aa
AA

jBomf
MKm

/^^^W
Jmmm?

New

'

A-tMW

Publi5hing_ Co., Ward Baking Co., _ Morris & Co., New York
Central Lines, Encyclopedia Britannica, and a host of others.
_

—

Sum up the advan tages the Oliver offers you
,

quality, endurance,

ease in operation, price, etc. .And remember that on every
point, it is_ backed by a two million dollar concern of long expericnce in typewriter manufacturing, and a national reputation for fair dealing.
Thereisnotasinglereasonwhyyou
should not be enjoying the savin? and excellent service
which the Oliver offers you. It is easy to try it out,
simply fill out the coupon and ask it be sent you on
free trial.
You risk nothing, you gain everything.

Free Trial BeforeTtbuBuy
1357 Oliver Typewriter Building, Chicago,

O

Pg

shipping point

is

This does not place me under any oblisation to buy. If I choose to
return the Oliver, 1 will ship it back at your expense at the end of five

—

your de luse catalog and further information.

^•^^
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Name

I

street Address

I
I

city
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^^1^

M^
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A Finer
Typewriter

"

0.t

a

Fair Price

I
'

not send a machine until I order

I

'

—

Mail me your book
it.
Typewriters— The Reason and the Eemedy,"

m
I
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remain in you until fully paid for.
.
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Canadian Price $82
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.

in the latest gossip about motion-picture players.

Herbert
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Howe

Choice roasts for the delectation of motion-picture fans, delivered hot from the
center of the motion-picture colony.
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.
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.
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Arbuckle

"Fatty"

Roscoe

in

"The Traveling Salesman"
James Forbes' popular farce.
Cosmopolitan production
"The Wild Goose"
By Gouverneur Morris.

Thomas Meighan

A

in

"White and Unmarried"
whimsical and romantic comedy

By John D. Swam.
"Appearances." by Edward Knoblock
A Donald Crisp production
Made in England. With David Powell.

Thomas

Twenty; Miles Each Wciy

and worth
THERE

are still places in America
where the audience arrives m the
saddle and the hitching post does more

than support the figure of a loafer.

The Paramount dramas

of luxurious

the mansions of Fifth Avenue, the
castles of old England and the chateaux
of the Riviera are as wonderful to these

life in

tanned horsemen as photoplays of their
lives are to the

metropolitan fans.

Paramount Pictures draw people from
longer distances than any other photoplays.

"Twenty

each

miles each

way and worth

way ajtd worth it!" to
who may pass three

dweller,

the city
or four

ordinary theatres en route.

Unremitting devotion

to the ideal of

better entertainment, better motion pictures,

You people with an ounce of discrimination know that Paramount Pictures
are everlastingly there.
You know by your own business
gumption and experience that more than
11,200 theatres are not showing Paramount

has not gone unrewarded.

better.

MacLean
"One a Minute"

"The Woman God Changed"
By Donn Byrne.
Wallace Reid In "Too Much Speed"
A comedy novelty, by Byron Morgan.
"The Mystery Road"
A British production with David

acting,

authorship

and screen technique did not just happen, like the mushroom, overnight, but
was laboriously cut and polished, like
the diamond.

And

like the

from

Powell,

E.

Oppenhelm's

A Paul Powell
William

A.
"Life," by

by

—

Phillips
novel.

production.

Brady's

productions,

Thompson Buchanan.

Phillips
of the

Oppenheim
Marshes."

Swanson in Elinor Glyn's
"The Great Moment''

Specially written

for

the star by the

author of "Three Weeks."
William de Mille's

V/illiam

"The Lost Romance"
By Edward Knoblock.
S.
Hart in "The Whistle"

A Hart

A

story with an

production
unforgettable punch.

"The Princess

of

New York"

David Powell
production
Hamilton.
Douglas MacLean in "Passing Thru"
By Agnes Christine Johnston
Thos. H. tnce production.
with

A

Donald

Crisp
British
from the novel by Cosmo

Thomas Meighan in
"The Conquest of Canaan"
By Booth Tarkington.
Ethel Clayton in "Wealth"
By Cosmo Hamilton

diamond, the brilliance

of Paramount Pictures is indestructible,
making men and women tireless in quest
of them, knowing as they do that if it's
a Paramount Picture it's the best show

E.

"Jeanne
Gloria

A

story of New York's artistic
Bohemia.
Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle In
"Crazy to Marry"

By Frank Condon
From the hilarious

in town.

Saturda

Evening

Post story.

Qoming

Qhramouni Q^ictures
If it's

a Paramount

Pkture^^

in

Dorothy Dalton in "Behind Masks"
an adaptation of the famous novel

that the greatest
organization in the screen industry
with magnificent studios in England and
America and with a reputation for success so magnetic as to draw the greatest
directing,

nee Special,

Douglas

And you know

in

I

Thos. ii. Ince production
Fred Jackson's famous stage farce.
Ethel Clayton in "Sham"
By Elmer Harris and Geraldlne
Bonner.
George Melford's production
"A Wise Fool"
By Sir Gilbert Parker
A drama of the Northwest.
Cosmopolitan production

Pictures regularly merely because

someone said they were

talent

it!" for the folks of the open country
might be translated: "Twenty blocks

it!

H.

"The Bronze Bell"
By Louis Joseph Vance.

it's

the best

show

in

town
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from our readers.

Making

the

Whole World Kin

"1 never realized until I began reading your 'What the
Fans Think' department what a tremendous thing the movies
are doing in making the whole world kin."
That was the beginning of a letter that came tumbling
out of our mail pouch recently.
"I've been going to the
movies for some years, of¥ and on," the letter continued,
"and of late I've become more and more interested in them.
But I never had thought much of them except as something
that showed at our town theaters. But since I've been read\ /^.^
ing the letters in your magazine from all over- the world
from Canada, Europe, Brazil, China, from places like Mala3-a I looked that one up in the atlas
I've been deeply
to find where it was, for I couldn't have established even its general location
impressed with what a wonderful, widespreading influence the movies are.
"x\nd it seems to me that, next to the movies themselves, your magazine is doing as much as
anything connected with them toward establishing a sort of kinship between the people who
are interested in them.
It isn't only that your magazine is
a sort of melting pot for the ideas of your readers from all
over the world, but there's an intimac}' about the wav you do
,

—

—

—

!lllllllll!liti;ll]llllilijlIil!lllll1llllllllllllilIIIIIIIF

human touch, a feeling of sincerity that appeals to
me and makes me feel as though I were really getting acthings, a

my screen friends through the eyes of Ethel
Sands and your other writers."
That letter expresses, as well as anything that we could
have written, what we are trying to do. And we hope that
what we are doing appeals to you in the same way.

quainted with

,
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Mellin's Food
Baby
Her mother
"I

writes:

am

enclosing a
picture of my haby^

Ruth Adelaide Mason
age one year, who took
the prize in baby contest held in Akron,
Ohio, for most beautiful and perfect baby.
"I feel that we owe
it

all

to

Mellin's

Food."

Mrs. J. E. Mason,
Akron, Ohio.

Thousands of mothers
the Mellin's Food

testify that

Method of Milk

Modification solved their infant feeding

problems.
Send today for a copy of our book, ''The Care
and Feeding of Infants.'"

Mellin's

Food Company,

Boston, Mass.

;

Film
Tendencies

Now that Will Rogers, an acknowledged front-rank favorite of the fivereel photo drama, announces that he
will appear in a series of two-reel "intimate" human stories, and Marshall

Neilan is following in the wake of "While New York
Sleeps" with "Bits of Life" a feature consisting of
four separate stories, each running about two reels in
length there can be no question as to the fact that the
two-reel renaissance is upon us. Sam Rork and Colonel
Selig have secured an excellent release for their series
of two-reel stories.
It looks as though the prevalent
American taste for fulgurous sketches

—

—

of character and locale must find expression in the condensed screen
story, an ineluctable evolution out of
the tedious, padded five-reeler. With
the Yankee still somewhat quixotic,
it
will behoove
screen writers to
avoid the tenebrous depths of the
Russian school of short-story writers.
Uncle Sam's nephews are too busy
warding ofif the wolf to cherish anything savoring of the saturnine, and
screen writers who woo success in
this duo-reel field will infuse dash
and sparkle in their photo-play miniatures, leaving the unwieldy, somnolent, and dreary passages to the creators of full-length photo dramas.
Marshall Neilan has struck the keynote of American psychology in
offering our read-and-run, vaudevillescurrying public "Bits of Life."
If
these morsels of existence do not

;

scenarioist

who can

The present tendency toward

justment of the motion-picture art industry. The ptiblic must be entertained three hundred and sixty-five days
in the year, and production must be uniformly improved,
rather than that the producers should put all their eggs
in a few baskets.
The renascent two-reeler may bring
about a Little Theater movement of the screen. Everything is against the so-called super feature. From chats

tell

sequential

in

terms

pictorial

business-girl romance, another believes stories dealing
with the early years of marriage would prove timely
Ingenue comedy dramas and straight
screen material.
dramas of mother love are still in vogue. Capital-andlabor stories seem to be taboo, and
the erstwhile popular faith-healing

and

spiritistic

photo play

is

appar-

Perhaps, after all, a
ently passing.
"good" story on any theme is acceptable
but there is no disputing the
advantages of timeliness.
;

Frances

White

Elijah won the first
prize of twenty-five

Prize

Winners

hundred

dollars

in

the J. Parker Read,
junior, national scenario contest, carried on in representative American
cities through the Newspaper Enterprise Association.
Mrs. Elijah, a

young Chicago

society matron, wrote

her story, "A One Man Woman,"
while vacationing at Del Monte, California.
The second prize of fifteen
hundred dollars was won by A. Earl
Kaufifman of York, Pennsylvania

the third prize of one thousand dollars was won by
Mrs. Anna B. Mezquida of San Francisco. Over ten
thousand scenarios were received by the J. Parker Read
organization during the run of the contest, some from
prominent American novelists and short-story writers.
Strange to relate, Mrs. Elijah, the winner, had never
written a novel or short story however, about six months
previous, she had sold her first photo plav, "Wagered
;

Love." to D.

spec-

costume photo plays, et cetera,
will probably be checked in the immediate future, if for no other reason than
the forthcoming general economic adtacles,

—

what Conrad, McFee, and Jack London created through
One producer is anxious to film a
the printed word.

criticize scripts.

—

,

of the great

who wish to engage in screen writing we publish
a booklet called "Guideposts for
Scenario Writers" which covers
about every point on which beginners wish to be informed, and
which will be sent for ten cents
in stamps.
For those who have
written stories which they wish to
submit to producers we publish a
Market Booklet giving the addresses of all the leading companies,
and telling what kind of stories
they want. This booklet will be
sent for six cents. Orders for these
booklets should be addressed to
the Scenario Writers' Department,
Picture-Play Mngazine, 79 Seventh
Ave., New York City.
Please
note that we cannot read or

close-ups of life than in evolving a number of sequences
He will have to paint in bold,
in a five-reel photoplay.
avoiding entirely the factitious and illogical,
true colors
which appear the more glaring in ratio to the compression or concentration of the channel of expression.

biories

stories

For our readers

tamper with popular illusions, Mr. Neilan will accomplish a huge financial success and open up a highly
However, the screen
fecund form of art expression.
writer must exercise a finer art in creating these intimate

Kinds of

it would seem that
American West are still in some
demand, although one would think the public would be
satiated by this time sea stories are in big demand, with
a few being received the screen has yet to evolve a

with various studio scenario editors,

Griffith.

Baj-ard
dramatist,

How
J-

W.

.

UreadlUl

playwright, photo
producer-director for
Metro pictures, is in a quandarv. He
]^^^ written the National Board of Re-

view

and

Veiller,

and

Censorship

Boards

as

to

permissible for him to film a close-up of
a young girl who insists on exposing her ears
All
screen writers had better take heed of this matter and
forgo writing of ear-revealing women until the board
has decided Mr. Veiller's question.
Of course, it is

whether

it

is

!

probably

still

commensurate with morals and good
Continued on page 10

taste

.

:

Advertising Section

Palmer students capture every prize

Earl Kaufpman, Secretary
Mayor of York, Penna.,
whose photoplay "The Leopard

A.
to

9

the

won

Lily,"
$1,500.

Second

Prize

A// three %vinners
scenario
$5,000

of

KaufEman writes
"I didn't win the $1,500 prize..
The Palmer Plan n->on it. But
Mr.

success

I'm going to spend it."

The

Palmer

to

Photoplay

in the J.

Corporation

the
success
of these
three
students, against a field of nearly io,ooo
scenarios submitted, as complete justification for everjr claim its advertising has

made.

writes

tive

Service.

:

That

"I should not have known hoiv
to go about preparing an acceptable scenario ii>ithoui the Palmer
Plan to point the way.
Screen
technique is so different from
that of the .short story that they
must be learned separately."

The Palmer
tion

Its

of

Department of Education
school

for

the

Is

a

development

men and women whose

worth

ability

training.

Is
is

ThiS» department
combing the country for the

literally

right kind of story telling talent.

Advisory Council
Thomas H. Ince
Thomas H. Ince Studios
Cecil B. De Mille
Director General Famous PlayersLasky Corp.

Lois

gift,

which we have

Photoplay Corpora-

is

sale

It

training

story-telling

discovered in farm houses, citj^ offices,
average homes and industrial plants, often
exists unknown to its possessor until it
has been revealed by the unique test which
we require of every applicant before accepting enrollment for the Course.

primarily a clearing house for
of photoplays to producers.
is the industry's
accredited agent
for getting the stories without which
production of motion pictures cannot
go on.
the

—
— that

any person possessed of creaimagination, or story telling ability,
can be developed into a writer of saleable
scenarios
by the Palmer Course and

Mezquida, of San Francisco,
short story writer and
poet,
whose photoplay "The
Charm Trader," won Third
Prize of $1,000. Mrs. Mezquida
B.

Weber

Lois Weber Productions, Inc.

Developing native story telling
ability
Palmer Photoplay Corporation did
not endow j\Irs. Elijah, Mr. Kauffman, and
Miss Mezquida with their gift no human

The

;

agency could do that.
What the Course
and Service did was to develop it to teach
these students how to use native ability to
their lasting satisfaction and profit; and
they took the training at home during their

—

did

for

these

three,

Service.

photoplaywrights.

Will you

let

us test you, free?

you have ever

felt the urge to tell a
story for the screen, this may prove the
most interesting offer you ever read. In
its
nation-wide search for story-telling
ability suited to the screen, the Palmer
Photoplay Corporation will gladly send you
without cost or obligation the Van Loan
Questionnaire.
It is the test that started
the three photoplaywrights whose pictures
appear on this page on the road to suc-

From

cess.

not

or

The

test

it,

we

can

you possess the
is

confidential.

requisite ability,

we

shall

tell

you whether

talent

we

seek.

you lack the
frankly tell you

If

We

accept for training only those who
show real promise of success. It will be
a waste of their time and ours for children
so.

to appl}-.

We

invite you to send for the Van Loan
Questionnaire.
It may open the way to
fame and fortune, and establish you in
the most fascinating industry in the world.
Use the coupon below, and do it before

you

spare hours.

And what we

their

have done for many others who are today
enjoying fame and income as successful

If

You have read that advertising. You
know that it has alwa^^s been our confident
claim and we now renew it with increased
Anna

Jr.,

attribute

Palmer Course and

the

construes

faith

Parker Head,

contest

we

forget.

the questionnaire we will send you a free samThe Photodramatist, offlcial organ of the
Screen Writer's Guild of the Author's League, the
photoplaywright's magazine.

With

ple copy of

Jesse L. Lasky

yice-Presirl:nt Famous
Laslcy Corp.
0. Gardner Sitllivan

Players-

PALMER PHOTOPLAY

Author and Producer

Frank

E. Woons
Chief Supervisinpr Director

Players-Lasky Corp.

James

R.

Editor

Famous

Publisher,

Magazine

or

your

Quirk
and

Please

Photoplay

Allan Dwan
Allan Diuan Productions

KoB Wagner

Author and Screen Authority

send

Corporation, Dept. of Education, Y-10
124 West 4th St., Los Angeles, CaL

without cost
on my part,

rae,

obligation
questionnaire.

I

will

answer the auestions in it
and return it to you for analpass the test. I am
to receive further information
ahout your Course and Serr-

ysis.

If I

send free sample
copy of the Photodramatist.
ice.

Also

Name
Address

—

—

Chats with Screen Authors
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—

Continued from page 8

young

female characters
whose ears are partly concealed in
fact, this is in keeping with the highto

depict

;

est

aesthetic

which dictates
formed girl in the

feeling

that a beautifully

half-revealed, half-concealed state is
far more attractive than the same
demoiselle in the altogether.

than real. In fact again within the
creed of material gain it is unwise
to plumb life too deeply strange, disturbing depths are apt to be sounded,
complacency disturbed, illusions vin-

—
;

The

successful screen writer
the commercial viewpoint
will be the one whose mental and
spiritual development parallels the
popular novelist's one whose achievement will be upon the plane of the
leading magazine writers and popular fictionists of the day, rather than
in the realms of Flaubert, Balzac,
Andreyev, Gorki, Dreiser, Conrad,
Pierre Loti, Anatol France, et al.
The realist of the photo drama will
come upon the scene when we have
evolved the Little Theater of the
screen.
veiled.

— from

;

Following

his
he
that

statement
would, in addition to
lations
a cash advance, give
all authors of stories
chosen by him a certain percentage
of the receipts of the ultimate photo-

Congratu-

Ray

play production,

—motion-picture

C.

Smallwood

—

producer received
over a hundred congratulatory letters
and telegrams from prominent screen
writers.
He ought to also receive a
congratulatory spiritogram from Karl

Marx.

In certain c|uarters
there has been some
talk oi giving royal-

Remuneration

ties iQ

There
The Box

are two
of writing for

ways
the box

one

office;

UlTlce

consists of introducing a number of
thrills and sure-fire sentimentality,
in which case the motion picture will

probably become a fairly successful

program feature the other way is
draw your characters with an intimate and sympathetic insight, placing them in situations which confront
the average man or woman at some
;

to

time or other, laying bare those inmost impulses and motives which
constitute the essence of drama. The
"all too human" public will respond
in huge droves to a photo play which
which
reveals them to themselves
makes each individual wonder what
he or she might do under the same
circumstances confronting a character
in the play. The surest way of writing for the box office is to ignore
the box office, in the certainty that

—

what

is

interesting

and

real

majority of human beings
to attract them.

We
Knowing
Life

is

hear so

about

the

to

the

bound

much
good

screen writers
"knowing life." Just
who knows life? Is
a question of knowing

not really
those aspects and elements of life
that are most interesting to the greatest number?
That is, if popularity
and monetary reward are the criteria
of achievement. It seems to me that
it is not the knowledge of the various
underlying forces that govern human
acivity or the expensive knowledge
of varied forms of living and being,
but the exposition of phases of life
which all would like to experience
phases idealized and magnified, rather
it

—

:

tists.

photo dramaThis thought

seed may germinate.
The idea is
highly feasible and would result in
screen writers putting their hearts

and minds wholly and solidly in their
works, making each photo play written the very best possible. Novelists
and playwrights are at present enjoying royalties why should not the
authors of screen plays?
;

The Screen

The Screen Writ-

Guild held its
Writers'
first meeting at its
clubhouse
at
Guild
Las P a 1
a s and
Sunset Boulevards, Los Angeles,
California, the evening of July 14th.
Its purpose primarily is the upholding of its members' rights in their
dealings with the motion-pictureproducing organizations.
However,
ers'

m

the guild is also striving for fuller
recognition for the screen writer in
relation to the exploitation of photo
The members
plays he has created.
of the guild have recently organized
The Screen Writers' Club. Those
desiring further information regarding the guild activities are referred
to The Photodramatist, the official
organ of The Screen Writers' Guild
of the Authors' League of America.

Thompson Buchanan, who gave
"Life" and "Civilian Clothes" to the
stage

and

screen,

is

president of the

guild.

Author
Collabora-

In a recent magazine

article,

Elinor

Glyn comes forward

with the following
"I shall never consent to the filming of any of my
novels unless I am to be on the
ground, to cooperate in the direction,
assembling, and cutting of the cinema

tion

version.

The

public should be spared
I do not
mean to be intellectually snobbish, to
infer that no director can make a
screen drama equal to the book. He
might surpass it! But it can rarely
ever be a faithful interpretation of
the book
the- director's viewpoints,
his temperament, differ in many cases
from the author's. No two persons
have the same mental image of any
character or locale in a book.
Misinterpretations
and misconceptions
are bound to be.
Only with the
disillusion, disappointment.

—

author being on hand to guard against

and interpolations, and the
introduction of false psychology, is
it possible to film a novel
so that
the public will see in the cinema the
same meaning and intent as in the
novel."
In the same article, Mrs. Glyn
states that it is not absolutely necessary for the screen writer to collaborate with the director. She here refers to the writer of originals, as she
says: "If the director misinterprets
an 'original' no one is disappointed
excejjt the photo dramatist. The public does not read the scenario, and
therefore has no preconceived idea of
the story or the characters."
Elinor Glyn takes a very philosophical viewpoint, if not one of positive altruism.
She would have the
public's feelings spared, believing
revisions

—

—

and justly that it is better to invite
the wrath or dismay of the writer
than the disappointment of the audiences.
This seems to be a pretty
good argument in favor of the original screen story.

Entertainment

The
Chameleon

people,

of
that

world-old problem of

who would make
mankind happier and
^jj-n

better, is so kaleidoscopic in its nature that only he who Paddocks may
read.
The writer who seeks to provide first aid in the business of giving the movie lover what he wants
to-day and especially to-morrow
should be the first to read the signs
of the times.
The popular demand
in this direction now seems to have
turned heavily to the comedy drama.
It has been discovered that it is not
always the great theme that cleans
Somewhat to the surprise of
up.
the manufacturer himself, it now is
found that a sparkling feature, chockfull of entertainment value, is the
money-maker of the season, even
though the cheer-'em-up photo play
hasn't much of a plot. It is the secret
the writer should hug up, the one
embodied in that meaningful word,
"entertainment." Smother your sub-

—

jects

laugh.

with sunshine and make them
Gloom never cured an ailment.

—

!
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HELENE.CHADWICK

CLARA WILLIAMS

-

-
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FA2ENDA

-
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ROLAND

RUTH

-~

RUTH STONEHOUSE

'

MAY ALLISON.

In "The Wonder Book for Writers" which we will send to you ABSOLUTELY FREE, these famous Movie
Stars point out the easiest way to turn your ideas into stories and photoplays and become a successful writer.

Millions oP People Can yiftite
Stories and Photoplays and
Dorit
It /

Know

THIS
made

is the startling assertion recently
by one of the highest paid
writers in the world. Is his astonishing statement true?
Can it be possible there are countless thousands of people

yearning to write, who really can and simply
haven't found it out? Well, come to think of
Why
most anybody can tell a story.
it,
Why is
can't most anybody write a story?
writing supposed to be a rare gift that few
possess? Isn't this only another of the Mistaken Ideas the past has handed down to us?
Yesterday nobody di-eamed man could fly.
To-day he dives like a swallow ten thousand
feet above the earth and laughs down at the
tiny mortal atoms of his fellow-men below
So yesterday's "impossibility" is a reality
!

to-day.

writes the same
authority, "when millions of people will be
writers there will be countless thousands of
playwrights, novelists, scenario, magazine and
newspaper writers
they
are
coming,
a whole
LETTERS LIKE THIS coming

"The time

will

come,"

—

—

ARE POURING
'•I

Im

wonldn't take «

IN

new world

I

them

tnllllon dol-

it."-MABY WATSON.

for

Faiemont. W. Vi.
"It is worth ItB weiffhtin eo!d."
G. MOCKWITZ. NEW Castlb,

Wash.

*'Ever7 obstacle that menaces
•Qccess can be mastered tbrooffb
this simple bnt thorooKh eys-

t«m."-iaRS. OLIVE
Cqaklbboi, Pa.

MICHAUX.

know

what these
writers-to-be are do-

ing now ? Why, they
armies
are the men
of

—

them

old,

—
young and

now doing mere

clerical

work

'

'
'I can only say that I am amared
that It Is possible to set forth the
short story and
principles of

vators,

street

waiting

on

eoncls.

working

at

manner." ~ GORDON
MATHEWS. UONTKEAL, Cam.
receiyed yonr Irving System
It la the roost

soma time aeo.

remarkable tnlnfr I have ever
seen. Mr. Irvine certainly has
made story and play writing
amazingly simple and easy."—

ALPBED HOBIO,

Niaoaka

districts

young

and
and

by scores,

now

women,
old,

the compositions I have
read on this subject. I find yours
the most helpful to aspiring
authors." - HAZEL SIMPSON

pounding

all

A Y L O R Literary Editob,
PlCnmB MAGAZINE.
.

idOTION

this volume before him,
veriest novice should be able
to build stories or photoplays that

"With

.-le

ready market. The beat
treatise of its kind I have enitered in 24 years of news-

will find a

and

sr

_.

literary

work."

PIERCE WELLER.

—

Mah-

AoiNQ Editob. The Bin champion Pbess.
"When I first aaw your ad I
traa worklns In a shop for $80 a
week.
Always having worked
with my hands, 1 doabted my

to make money with my
brain. So ft was with much skepticism that I sent for your Eaiy
Method of Writing. When the

ability

System arrived,
led

It

carefully etndeTanings after work. Within
I

m month I had completed two
8lays, one of which sold for $[>00,
I unhesitatle other for t'.M.
ingly say that i owe it all to rna
Irvtng System."-BELEN KIN

DON.

AtLiAntio

Cnr. N.J.

cars,
tables,

barber
chairs, following the
plow, or teaching
schools in the rural

FALL3. N. Y.

U

of-

keeping books,
selling merchandise,
or even driving
trucks, running ele-

photoplay writing in such a clear,

Of

in

fices,

_t contains a eold mine of
Talaable snffeestlons. ' -- LENA
BAILBY, MX. Veenon. III.

I

of

And do you

!"

;

type-

standor
ing behind counters,
or running spindles
writers,

in factories, bending

sewing
machines,
or
doing
housework.
Yes
you may laugh but
over

—The

are

these

Writers

Tomor-

of

row.

For writing isn't
only for geniuses as
most people think.
you

Don't
the

believe

Creator

gave

you a story -writing
jfaculty

did

just

the

loriter?

as He
greatest

Only may-

be you are simply
"bluffed"
the
by

thought that you "haven't the gift." Many people are simply afraid to try. Or if they do try,

and their

don't satisfy, they simply give u
in despair, and that ends it.
They're through. They never try again. Yet
if,
by some lucky chance, they had first
learned the simple rules of writing, and then
given the imagination free rein, they might
have astonished the world
first efforts
1

!

two things are essential in order to beBUT
come a writer. First, to learn the

or-

dinary principles of writing.
Second, to
learn to exercise your faculty of Thinking.
By exercising a thing you develop it. Your
Imagination is something like your right arm.
The more you use it the stronger it gets. The
principles of writing are no more complex
than the principles of spelling, arithmetic, or
any other simple thing that anybody knows.
Writers learn to piece together a story as
easily as a child sets up a miniature house
with his toy blocks.
It is amazingly easy
after the mind grasps the simple "know how."
A little study, a little patience, a little confidence, and the thing that looks hard often
turns out to be just as easy as it seemed

.

Imagination may provide an endless gold-mine
of Ideas that bring Happy Success and Hand-

some Cash Royalties. How new writers get
their names into print.
How to t^U if you
ARE a writer. How to develop your "story
fancy,"
weave clever word-pictures and
unique, thrilling, realistic plots.
How your
friends may be your worst judges.
How to
avoid discouragement and the pitfalls of Failure. How to WIN!
This surprising book Is ABSOLUTELY FREE.
No
No obligation. YOUR copy is waiting for you.
Write for it NOW. GET IT. IT'S YOURS. Then
you can pour your whole soul into this magic new enchantment that has come into your life story and play
charge.

—

true!

Thousands

of people imagine they need a
education in order to write. Nothing is
farther from the truth.
Many of the greatPeople
est writers were the poorest scholars.
rarely learn to write at schools.
They may
get the principles there, but they really learn
to u-rifc from the great, wide, open, boundless Book of Humanity
Yes, seething all
around you, every day, every hour, every
minute, in the whirling vortex the flotsam
and jetsam of Life even in your own home,
!

—

—
—

at work or play, are endless incidents for
stories and plays
a wealth of material, a
world of things happening.
Every one of
these has the seed of a story or play in it.
Think
If you went to a fire, or saw an accident, you could come home and tell the folks
LTnconsciously you would deall about it.
scribe it all very realistically.
And if some-

fill

Nobody knows—BUT

THE BOOK WILL TELL

YOU.

difficult.

fine

The

lure of it, the love of it, the luxury of
your wasted hours and dull moments with
profit and pleasure.
You will have this noble, absorbing, money making new profession!
And all In your
spare time, without interfering with your regular job.
Who says you can't make "easy money" with your
brain! Who says you can't turn your Thoughts Into
cash! Who saya you can't make your dreams come
writing.
it will

So why waste any more time wondering, dreaming,
Simply fill out the coupon below you're not

—

waiting?

BUYING anything, you're
FREE. A book that may
Destiny. A
Magic Book
women young and

old

may

getting It
prove the

through
learn

ABSOLUTELY

Book of Your
which men and

to

turn their spare

cash

hours into

Get your letter in the mail before you sleep to-night.
knows it may mean for you the Dawn of a New
To-morrow! Just address The Authors' Press. Dept.
298,
Auburn, New York.

—

Who

ThisBooKFREE

!

body stood by and wrote down exactly what
you said, you might be amazed to find your
story would sound just as interesting as many
you've read in magazines or seen on the
screen.
Now, you will naturally say, "Well,
if Writing is as simple as you say iit is, why
can't I learn to write?" Who says you can't?

A wonderful FREE
IISTEN
recently been written on this
!

— a book that
Irving System — a Startling New
.

'

ject

tells

all

book has
very subabout the

Easy Method
This
Writing Stories and Photoplays.
amazing book, called "The Wonder Booi for
Writers." shows how easily stories and plays
of

are conceived, written, perfected, sold.
How
many who don't dream they can write, suddenly find it out.
How the Scenario Kings
and the Story Queens live and work.
How
bright men and women, without any special
experience, learn to their own amazement
that their simplest Ideas may furnish brilliant
plots for Plays and Stories.
How one's own

I
I
I
'

THE AUTHORS' PRESS, Dept. 298, Aubum, N. Y.
Send me ABSOLUTELY FREE "The Wonder
Booh for Writers." This does not obligate me in
any way.
[Print your name plainly in pencil]

I
I

j
•

Name
Address
City

and

State

•

News Notes from
Items of interest

the Studios

about

motion-picture

players and productions in which they appear.

RUDOLPH
"The

VALENTINO

will play the title role
Sheik," a Famous Players-Lasky production, directed by George Melford, and Agnes
Ayres will play opposite him.
Guy Bates Post, a stage favorite, is going to appear
in the film production of
"Omar the Tentmaker,"
which was one of his most
popular successes on the
stage.
The production will
be made under the supervision of Richard Walton
Tully, who wrote the play.
Richard
Barthelmess'
first star picture to be pro-

in

duced by

his

when a part of the Hudson River Chain which stopped
the British fleet, was made there.
While many players are taking long vacations, made
necessary by business depression, Zasu Pitts and Tom
Gallery are rejoicing in the formation of their own

A

producing company.
banker in Santa Cruz,
which is Mrs. Zasu Pitts
Gallery's home town, persuaded San Francisco capitalists
to
put up the

money

jiroducrecently
started work at the King
Vidor studios.

own company

picture

Mr. Hergesheimer
wrote the story, and many
of the locations used are

be

be

to

next
called

A

adaptation

film

"Three Live Ghosts"

made

of
will

the London
Famous Play-

at

studios of

ers-Lasky by George Fitzmaurice.

the ones actually described
in the story.
Gladys Hulette plays opposite the star.
Marion Davies has signed
a five-year contract to appear in Cosmopolitan productions.
Under her new
contract she will be able to
make several ambitious productions which she has long
contemplated. The first of
these is to be an elaborate
presentation of

Rogers

A\^ill

that brevity

wit

believes
the soul of

is

even in motion picso he has formed

tures,
his

own company

to

make

two-reel comedies. These
will be released by Pathe.

When

Will

ished

"The

tion,"

his

picture, for

''When
Knighthood Was in
Between pictures Irene Castle Treman £,'0c up to her home at Ilhaca,
New York, where she and her husband both enthusiastic sportsmen have dailv swimming contests in their own swimming pool. Her
next picture is "The Broadway Bride" to be released by Hodlcinson.
>'

—

—

Norman Trevor will appear with Mabel Ballin
the next Hugo Ballin production, a film adaptation

Rogers finPoor Relalast

five-reel

Goldwyn, and

prepared to leave for his
own studio, he felt so bad
over
leaving
his
old
friends that he persuaded
director,

camera man, and
go

entire technical stai¥ to

with him.

"Under
in

of

"Jane Eyre."
Marshall Neilan has not appeared on the screen since
"Daddy Long Legs," having contented himself with
directorial honors only.
But in the midst of making
"Bits of Life" he became so interested that he just
had to give himself a part in it. "Bits of Life" promises

made up of four separate stories,
each the work of a well-known author. The cast includes
Wesley Barry, Lon Chaney, Rockcliffe Fellowes, Teddy
Sampson, and Harriet Hammond.
The first Rex Beach picture to be made f^r release
by LTnited Artists is "The Iron Trail," in which Wyndham Standing, Thurston Hall, Reginald Denny, Alma
Mining-camp
Tell, and Betty Carpenter will appear.
scenes will be made in a little-known locality near New
York City, the iron mines near Tuxedo Park, which
have been in operation ever since Revolutionary times.
to be a novelty, being

Glaum 's
is

"Greater Than Love."

where

Violet
Mersereau
has
sailed for Italy, where she
will appear in a Fox production, the story of which
is based on the life of Nero.

their

they

Louise

"Tol'able David," from
the story by Joseph Hergesheimer.
It is being filmed
in the Virginia mountains,
is

Flower."

for

and

tions,

the

Lash"

is

the

new

title

of Gloria Swanson's

second star picture.
It is an adaptation of Edward
Knoblock's "The Shulamite," in which Mahlon Hamilton plays opposite the star.
Corinne Griffith is forsaking a screen life of ease and
luxury and is appearing in calico in her newest production, "The Single Track."
Richard Travers, long' a
popular favorite, appears in her support.
In the interest of economy Cecil B. De IMille has
bet that he can complete a picture in four weeks.
At
first glance this seems impossible, but Mr. De Mille

wants

to call all scoffers' attention to the fact that two
of the best pictures he ever made, "The Cheat" and "The

Golden Chance," were made

in little

more time than

that,

and, what is more, they were produced during the same
period
one during the day, the other at night.
Henry B. Walthall will return to the screen in a
Vitagraph special. "Flower of the North," a James Oliver Curwood story, to be filmed by David Smith, who

—

Continued on page 14

.
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b Avoid
'E have all had our embarrassing moments. We all suffered
moments of keen humiliation,
when we wished that we had not done
or said a certain thing.
We have all
longed, at some time or other, to know
just what the right thing was to do,

you what to wear to the dinner,
the dance, the party, what to take on
week-end trips and on extended Sum-

or say, or write.

mer

Every day,
social

life,

Do you know

the correct thing

ti
i

arise.

little

-if
-if

— Ift
were

ment?
you overturned a
cup of coffee on
your hostess'

-if

asked to
at a ball?

you

dance

made

for-

affair?

Do you know how

to

tions, acceptances etc.
,

word

invita-

I

is

know

Etiquette

not a fad.

the

Do you know how

to

left

create con-

alone

with

You

It is

not a

principle or theory or belief.
It is
meant not merely for the very wealthy
or for the extremely well-educated. It
is meant for all people, who, in the
course of their everyday life, find it
necessary to keep themselves well in
hand; to impress by their culture,
their dignity; to know how to be
trusted and respected in business, and
admired in the social world; and for
women who wish to be considered at

times cultured and charming.
It is embarrassing to overturn a
cup of coffee and not know just
what to say to the hostess. It is
embarrassing to arrive late to an
entertainment, and not know the
correct way to excuse yourself.
It is
embarrassing to be introduced to
some brilliant celebrity, and not
know how to acknowledge the introduction and lead subtly to channels of
interesting conversation.
The man who is polished, impressive, and the woman who is cultured,
will find the doors of the most exclu_

Do you know what to say when
vau arrive late at an entertainment 1

everyday etiquette.

how

the
Etiquette

sent
for

two-

of

you

to
5

days.

through the
Read a page here

Do you know

the correct

way

to

introduce people?

and

there. See for yourself some of the blunders

you have been making.
immediately realize that
of Etiquette is a won-

FREE

to read, examine and study.
After 5 days, you have the privilege of
returning the books without obligaor keeping them
$3.50 in full payment.

tion,

Do

It

and sending

NOW!

Do you know how to avoid embarrassment at exclusive restaurants?

—

Send off the coupon today now
before you forget.
You've often wondered what you would do or say
in

a certain embarrassing situation.

You've often wished you had some
authoritative information
right conduct.

regarding

Don't overlook this opportunity to
the famous
Don't wait
until some very embarrassing incident
makes you regret that you never
knew the right thing to do or say.
Here's your opportunity to examine
the Book of Etiquette in your
own home without cost. You cannot
afford to miss this opportunity. Mail
the coupon NOW. Nelson Double-

Do you know

the correct eliquette

Oyster Bay, N. Y.

of the theatre

and opera?

examine

Book

of

yourself
Etiquette.

for

day, Inc., Dept.

4010.

—

himself barred, ignored.
You have often wondered how to
word invitations, how to acknowledge
introductions, how to ask a lady to
dance, how to act at the wedding, the
Here
funeral, the theatre, the opera.
is your opportunity to find out the
absolutely correct thing to do, say,
write and wear on all occasions.
The Book of Etiquette, in two
large volumes, covers every detail
of

tht

derful help to you.
Just mail the coupon below, filled in
with your name and address. Don't
send any money just the coupon.
The two-volume Book of Etiquette
will
be sent to you at once

opened to admit them.
But the world is a harsh judge and
he who does not know what to do and
say and wear on all occasions will find
sive society

will

Book

the

at

—

?

all

versation when
a noted person ?

Glance
books.

exactly the correct
thing to do or say.

dering mistakes if you
simple rules of etiquette.

Etiquette

FREE

know

company of
brilliant celebrities or ordinary people,
you will be immune to all embarrassment, you will be safe from all blun-

set
of

be

will

These are only a few of
hundreds of situations in which you should

are in the

embarrassing

avoided

FREE

The complete
volume
Book

an

blunder at a

the

be

Examination

the

home, whether you are
at the most elaborate
ball or the most simple
barn-dance, whether you

Is

Five-Day

not

embarrassing

-if
mal

were

to

Send No Money

with him, or

her, aloiie?

you

Do you know
blunders

wedding?

times, cultured, impressive and charming.

and

celebrity

left

it

haps unknowingly been
making; helps you to
avoid
all
embarrassment; shows you the
way to be always, at all

you were introduced to a noted

•

You need

pending.

table-linen?

occasions. Whether you
are dining in the most
exclusive restaurant or
at the most humble

What

without
the
You need it

to refer to whenever you
are in doubt, whenever
you are puzzled, anxious.
It corrects the
blunders you have per-

several platesand
chafing-dish were
set before you in
a restaurant and you did
not know how to use
tliem?
you arrived late
at an entertain-

is

—

do

Etiquette.
to refer

-if

—

to

cannot
of

What Would
YOU Do-

only one sure
way to be calm and
well-poised at all times
to be respected, honored and admired wherever you happen to be.
And that is by knowing
definitely, positively, the
correct thing to do on all

wear

Book

to whenever
some important event is

The Only Way

the correct thing to
every social occasion ?

trips.

You

questions of

only what is absolutely
in good form.
But, oh,
the embarrassing blunders
that
are
made
every day by people
who do not knoiv!

Do you know

introductions.

It tells

We

know that people judge
us by our actions, and
we want to do and say

There

make and acknowledge

our business and

puzzling

good conduct
tay in this embarrassing situation

in

excuse yourself if you drop a fork, how
to accept and refuse a dance, how to
write and answer invitations, how to

It tells

to act at the dinner table,

you

how

to

NELSON DOUBLEDAY,

INC.

Dept. 4010, Oyster Bay, N. Y.
Send me, without money

Book of Etiquette. After
you $3.50 in full payment.
i

Name

advance, the complete two-volume set of the
days I will either return the books or send
This places me under no obhgation.

in
5

Please print

name and

address.

I

I
I
1

Address
The[beautiful leather binding is far more attractive and costs but little
more. For a set in that binding change above price from $3.50 to $5.50.
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News Notes from

the Studios

Continued from page 12

"Black Beauty."
Pauline
Starke will play opposite him.
Rupert Hughes has attained such
popularity with motion-picture fans
that his prodtictions are awaited with
almost as much interest now as the
most popular of actors. Following
"The Old Nest," which has been acclaimed as the finest of "mother" pic-

Angeles, where he
other picture.

directed

tures,

Goldwyn

will release

appear.

House Peters heads the cast of
"The Alan from Lost River," an
original story by Katherine Newlin
Burt, which Frank Lloyd is produc-

"Danger-

ing for Goldwyn.

Mr. Hughes.

Tom Mix

gave the metropolis almost as many thrills as it gave him
when he visited New York City re-

He brottgh: his famotts horse
with him, rode up to a theater where
one of his pictures was showing,
dashed right into the theater and up

cently.

the

main

aisle to the stage

back and made a speech.

TEX
—and

years in the railway mail service
then, in one jump, a $10000 a
Warren Hartle,
year Star Saleman
4425 N. Robey St., Chicago, whose picture
appears above, did it
He's taken his
place among the ranks of the big money
makers. $10,000 a year as a Salesman
and he never sold goods before.
How did he do it? Simply by leamiug the
fpcrets of successful salrsinansbip from Master
Salesmen and Sales Mnii.iu^rs throush the
National Salesmen's TiMiiiin;^ A ssociatiou.
Think what j'ou coiUd d" with bis splendid
income
You could own your own lionn'. have
money in the bank, drive a car and have many
of the luxuries that make life worth living.
What Hartle did, you too can do.

on horse-

The

audi-

ence liked it so well that he had to
repeat the performance at several theHe has now returned to Los
aters.

work on an-

"Rainbow's End" is the title of the
Famotis Players-'Lasky special production in which Gloria Swanson,
Wallace Reid, and Elliott Dexter will

ous Curve Ahead," in which Helena
Chadwick and Richard Dix play the
leading roles, and "From the Ground
Up," starring Tom Moore, both from
the pen of

is at

•

Louise Fazenda, who is starring in
a series of comedies for Educational,
has written one of her own scenarios.
Natalie Talmadge has also been
seized with a desire to see "Scenario
" introducing her name on the
by
screen, so she has written a starring
vehicle
for her
husband, Bustejr
Keaton. It will be one of his first
comedies to be released by Associated First N'ational Exhibitors.
Cleo Ridgely, an old favorite
among picttire players, has returned
to the Lasky studio to play a leading role in the Clyde Fitch play, "The

!

!

!

Why

Don't

YOU

the Selling

Get

into

Game?

The quickest wa.v to earn big money is In
the selling game.
Be a Star Salesman. You
can learn the secrets of selling as thousands
have done.
Our amazing methods make
mastery of Salesmanship easy for any man
who wants to succeed. You don"-t have to
lose a day or a dollar from your present .job
Just a part of your spare time will do.

—

r

Jt%.

r

Proof that You Can
"P
r < r i Be a star Salesman

Mai] the coupon below.
It will bring you a wonderful book entitled "A Knigbt of the Grip."
In it you
will find thf- proof that you. too. can do as Hartle did.
as thousands have done through this System.
See for
yourself the wonderful opportunities in this fascinating
profession.
Learn how you can quickly qualify.

We
—

Help You Land

^"'ms

wo'Klerful s.vstem.
Just as
soon as .vou are ready and
EmplosTioent and Service Department of
the N. S. T. A. will help you select and secure a good
selling position.
The moment you are a Salesman your
chances for making money are unlimited.

Ct^llino' *rwu
JrtVt
Udiiiig

**

Qualified

the

Lose no time!
this minvte.

Mail the coupon right now—

A ddress:

NATIONAL SALESMEN'S TRAINING ASSOCIATION
Dept. 30.R
CHICAGO, ILL., U. S. A.
National Salesmen's Training Association
Dept. 30-R, Chicago. III., U. S. A.

With no obligation on my part, please send me "A
Knight of the Grip" and full information about the
N. S. T. A. Training and Employment Service. Also a
list showing lines of business with openings for salesmen.

Name
Street
City

State

Owen Moore and Kathryn Perrv followed the fashion of eloping to Greenwich recently, and
now they have taken possession of a little home in Douglaston,Long Island. They appear
together in "A Divorce of Convenience" and will continue to work together in pictures.

—
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What Do You

Owe Your

Wife?

Do you remember the promises
you made when you wooed the
is now your wife?
Have you

who

gotten the scenes your fancy painted
that home of your own a real yard for
the kids a maid to lighten the household burdens
a tidy sum in the bank
a wonderful trip every summer? She
not
has
forgotten. She still hopes that
you will make true these dreams. She
still has faith in you.

—

—

—

—

The names of Rex Ingram,

who stands on one

side of his art director, Ralph Barton,
on the other side, have long been linked by fans because
their great successes, "The Four Horsemen" and "The Conquering Power,
have been
made together. Now their partnership is to be more than professional—for they
liave announced their engagement.
They will be married in the fall, and will at
once start work on "Turn to the Right."

and

Alice Terry,

who

sits

''^

Woman

in the Case," in which Betty
Conipson will star. Casson Ferguson, William P. Carleton, and Helen

Dunbar

next be seen with Bert Lytell in

"Lady Fingers," which will be directed by Bayard Vieller.
Juanita Hansen is to be starred in
•serials by the Foremost Photoplays
Company.
Charles Gilpin, a negro,
a

phenomenal

York
in

hit

who

on the stage

last season, is to

make

In

scored

in

New

his debut

support
many well-known players will appear,
the cast of his first production including
Marguerite
Courtot
and
Lilyan Tashman.
Edna Purviance will be loaned to
the Goldwyn Company on completion
of the next Chaplin picture, to play
the leading role in "Grand Larceny*"
This does not mean that she will no
longer play opposite the great comedian it only means that during the
weeks between productions, when he
is cutting and titling his pictures, she
will make excursions into drama.
Marshall Neilan bids fair to become the popular hero of the motionpicture fans, for as soon as his present feature picture, "Bits of Life," is
completed he will direct a picture
pictures

;

soon.

his

censorship.

No

Rupert Hughes

are also in the cast.

Edythe Chapman, whose specialty
is playing mother to many of the
most prominent stars on the screen,
will

which he has written for the Public
Rights League of America ridiculing
a person than
will write the subless

the Goldwyn Company having
generously loaned him for the occasion.
Prominent stars have -"oiunteered to appear in this production,
which will be exhibited in theaters
all over the country at no cost to the
titles,

exhibitor.

A

new type

of serial

is

to be pro-

duced by Universal which promises
It is an acto arouse great interest.
count of the adventures of Captain
John C. Fremont on his trail-blazing
trip

from Booneville, Missouri,

Sutter's

to

You don't want to disappoint your wife
and make her life a burden, do you?
You want to put the light of happiness
in her eyes. You have in you the power,
the ability and surely the desire to
make good your promises, and you can
do it easily. If you could only realize how
quickly success came to thousands of other

how splendidly they made true the
of courtship days, then nothing in
the world could stop you from your success
and happiness.
husbands,

dreams

After

and

Lack of money makes the cold
day life a bitter trial and
constant worry. It makes young wives old
before their time it brings bitterness into
homes where happiness should rule.
realities of present

—

A BIG RAISE

Collins will play the leading
role in "Little Eva Ascends," a Metro
picture in which Gareth Hughes

YOUR SALARY

PROMOTION PLAN.

You owe

Marguerite de la Motte will play
one of the leading roles in "The
Daughter of Brahma," a Frothing-

ham

production.
H. C. Witwer's short stories, over
two hundred of which have appeared
in popular fiction magazines, are to
be made into motion pictures by the
H. C. Witwer Stories Productions,
Inc. The first one will be a two-reel
called

"Yon Can Do

It."

is pos-

Send coupon today.

to your wife.

it

AMERICAN SCHOOL
Dept. G-776,Drexel Ave. and S8tb

St.,

Chicago.

III.

AMERICAN SCHOOL
Dept.

G-flie,

Drexel Ave. and 58th St., Chicago
information on how the PROMOwill help me win promotion in the

me full
TION PLAN
Send

job checked.
Architect
Building Contractor

stars.

comedy

IN

Go after it. You can easily
double your pay by the PROMOTION PLAN.
It is nothing new and untried. The PROMOTION PLAN has helped thousands of men
and women for the last quarter of a century.
Mark the coupon for the job in which you are
interested and we will send you our free book
and copies of voluntary letters from some of
our students who have made good in the line
in which you want to succeed through the
sible for you.

play the leading role.

May

said and done, it is money
right use that promotes con-

all is

its

tentment.

Creek, California, in 1848.

"Winners of the West," this serial
will be called, and Art Acord will

girl
for-

Automobile Engineer
Automobile Repairman
Civil Engineer
structural Engineer
Business Manager
Cert. Public Accountant

Accountant and Auditor
Bookkeeper
Draftsman and Designer
Electrical Engineer
Electric Light
Power

&

General Education

Name.
Address

Lawyer
Machine Shop Practice
Photoplay Writer
Mechanical Engineer
Shop Superintendent

Employment Manager
Steam Engineer
Foremanship
Sanitary Engineer
Surveyor (& Mapping)
Telephone Engineer
Telegraph Engineer
High School Graduate
Fire Insurance Expert

;!

;

—
;

!

;

!

;

;

—

;

!

;
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The Ride

of Pearl Revere

(As Longfellow might have done

If

By Harry Hamilton

Well-trained commercial artists earn $50, $76,
$100, $150 a week, and sometimes even more.
like to draw, develop your talent— learn the

you

make your drawings worth real money.
Well-trained artists are always at a premium.

seccets that

Learn at
The Federal

"
"

Home

YOUR FUTURE."'

56-paB:e

book

a

shall

Of

the movie ride of Pearl Revere,
Daughter of Paul, an engineer.

telling

every detail, and how
to tuin iioiir
spare
hours into money. Send
6c in stamps today,
filivins your age.

Federal School of
Commercial Designing
05 IVienii Si'liools

and you

children,

hear

ex-

clusiue lessons by leading illustrators and
desiifners. Every step is clear and simple, no
previous training needed.
You receive individual personal criticism ou your work.

Write for "

my

Listen,

Quickly

Master" Course contains

Minn.

Music Lessons

A

local freight, and a heavy one,
Paul used to pull on his daily run
To Concord town and Lexington.

Down

A

She

band of bandits bad, one day,

^t=Home
Course
A Complete Conservatory
home

IVlclil great American and European teachers.
Endorsed by Paderewski. Master teachers guide and eoaeh
Lessona a marvel of simplicity and completeness.
»
.n
^i.^. ...^ ^Tv-> #- Write tellingus course
you are interested inPiano Harmony.Voice, Public School Music, Violin, Comet,
Mandolin, Guitar, Banjo, or Reed Organ— and we will send
our Free Catalog with details of course yoo want. Send now.
you.

Any InStrUmieilt

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY

oi¥ the car

Now

and

comes Pearl

let

to

'er slide

track

the

to

wait

to

the

railroad

Time

What

for Paul and his local freight
is the matter?
Dad is late.

Out

of the distance, something black
Rearing along the westbound track

Runaway

ensrine

— dad's — stand

New Faces

Get this Book Today
why photoplay directors say
there is a great demand for new screen
faces and how you can place your
B
photograph in Directors' Gallery at Hollywood, California— the heart of "Movieland"— where it may be
seen by directors seeking new screen faces. You maybe
just the person some director seeks. "Type" is sought
before beauty. Your photograph tells the whole story.
Send today for your free copy of "The New Door to
Tells

from

the mustang's

view the smoking

to

stack.

Mounting the bridge's frame of steel.
Ticklish job for a high French heel,
She gains the top, come woe or weal.

Now,

westbound track she

o'er the

glimpse of her parent's

wild

Now, swings

Now

drops

mands

!

in air

Ah,

by her
'tis

lily

hands
com-

as Fate

!

You know

from

the rest

the reels

!

back

One

flings herself

stands

Chicago, lUmois

Wanted for
the Movies

FREE
m

more

once

track.

As looms

studyjnusic lessons under

f

!

time.

is

back,

The engineer with ropes they tied
Opened the engine's throttle wide.
Cut

Siegel-Myers Bldg.

—

yet

Robbed the train in a bandit way
Villainous band of bandits, they

428

Five miles of dust and grit and
grime
Five miles of rugged hills to climb
Then Heav'n be praised
There

Bi.ig.,

Minneapolis.

By

for the Movies.)

it

you've seen
Pearl times her

And

plight

One

close-up to register fright.
Then, to the saddle, vaulting light.

with an optic

all

but lands on her

father's

bean.

She gains the
Off on her mustang dashes Pearl,
Hair awry and her skirt awhirl,
After the engine. Go it, gir-r-r-l!

fall

keen,

cab, applies the air.

Unties her dad, half fainting there.
Then coils, with dainty touch, her
hair.

Ten

miles by track as engines go,
But five, no more, as flies the crow,
To Concord Bridge and the river's
flew.

This

is the ride of Pearl Revere;
Also, of Paul, the engineer
Four shows daily, readers, dear

Movieland"containinKCompleteinfonnation— it's Free.

8th

CASTING DIRECTORS' EXHIBIT
20 E.Jackson Blvd. Dept. 337 Chicago, HI.

FI.,

Picture Phrases

Learn to Dance
You can learn Fox-Trot,One-Step,Two-

Step, Waltz and latest "up-to-the-minute society dances in your own home by the wonderful
Peak System of Mail Instruction. learned; no
Diagram Method. Easily
music needed; thousands taught successfully;
success absolutely guaranteed.
Write for Special Terms. Send today for
FREE information and surprisingly low offer.
WII.I.IAM CHANDLER PEAK, M. B.
4737 Broadway, Chicago, IIL
Room 238

Bv Harold Seton

New

STANDARD TRmWfiO
SCHOOL fOR TH£A TR£ ARTS

2^ yCAKS

THE

ACVTEIWE SOaOOI/

ORAMATIC ARTS
FOUR SCHOOLS IN ONE. PRACTICAL STAGE
TRAINING. THE SCHOOL'S STUDENTS STOCK""".THEATRE AFFORD PUBLIC STAGE APPEAFWNCES
Write ror catalog mentioning study desired to

D.
43
,

IRWIN,

W. 72d

St.

Between B'way

&

Secretary
New York City

Charles

is

a

Ray

of sunshine.

Hart knows that
S.
only skin deep," so he goes
deeper.

William
"beauty

much

Billie

Burke

is

so kittenish that she

Louise Fazenda is making a fortune by making faces.

Norma Talmadge is a musician
who plays on one's heartstrings.
to

cards.
Quickly and easily learned by our new simple
method.
No canvassing or soliciting. We teach

you how; sell your work and pay you cash each
week. Full particulars and booklet free.

AMERICAN SHOW CARD SCHOOL
236 Ryrie Building,

Toronto, Canada

Louise Glaum has stepped into
Theda Bara's shoes, but has had them
considerably repaired.

drinks milk out of a saucer.

Charles Chaplin alwaj^s gets two
rounds of applause, one for each leg.

in

packages."

is

Central Park West

$2 an hour
can earn from $1
Youyour
spare time writing show

Mr. and Mrs. Carter de Haven
prove that "good goods come in small

Young

hands with their
male escorts while watching Wallace
Reid make love.
ladies hold

Nazimova's actions
than words.

speak louder

Thomas Meighan
ingly that it
acting at all.

is

acts so convinc-

hard to realize he

is

Mae Murray began as a dancer,
but developed into an actress. Some
feat

After Clara Kimball Young registers hope, fear, love, hate, she cash
registers.

D. W. Griffith believes in miracles.
Naturally, because he believes in himself

!

—
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Loses 13 Pounds in 8 Days
Through New Discovery
Without Drugs, Medicines, Exercise, Starvation, Baths or Massage
"T T URRAHl

I have lost
13 pounds
since last Monday (8 days) and
am feeling fine," writes Mrs. George
Guiterman, of 420 East 66th St.,
York
City, whose photographs are shown above.
"I used to lie in bed an hour or so before I
could get to sleep but I go to sleep now as

I

I

I lie down and I can sleep from 8 to
9 hours.
Before I began losing weight I
could not take much exercise but now I can
walk four or five miles a day. I feel better

than

I

have for months."

Best of all, Mrs. Guiterman can continue
to reduce her weight, rapidly or slowly, just
as she pleases. When she reaches the exact
weight she desires she can retain it no increase, no further reduction.
This is all under
her own control.

—

brings youthful
as well as youthful form.

in so short a time as 48 hours there
considerable reduction of weight, a
clearing of the skin, a brighter eye and a
firmer step which shows you that at last
you have found the one safe, easy, natural
way to regain youthful form and vigor.
Yet you make no change in your daily
You continue to eat the food you
routine.
In fact you will be able to eat many
like.
dishes which you have denied yourself in the
past for you will be shown how to avoid
All you have to
their fattening qualities.
do is to follow one of Nature's simple laws
in return Nature gives all and exacts nothing.
You can regulate your rate
of reduction— can reach your
normal weight on a date set

is

a

—

Takes off 20 pounds
"Eugene Christian's Course has
done for me just what it said it

Health, Vigor

and Appearance Also
Study again the two
photographs taken only
They are
8 days apart.
exactly as taken by the
camera
no alteration
no re-touching. Even in

—

—

this

short

period,

folds

and

facial lines have vanNotice particularished.
ly
the improvement
in

the eyes.

The heaviness

and

listlessness
which,
sooner or later, appears
in
the
stout
eyes
of
people have gone.
In
their place is a brightness
which shows that
the
years
have
disappeared
with the flesh.
You see
in the eyes the most convincing evidence of the

additional

come

benefits

when

which

unhealthy,

dangerous fat is removed
by the proper methods.
Increased

health and vigslumber;
all these

deep restful
soothed nerves;
or;

are

the

result

of

reduced twenty pounds.
... I will need to reduce some
more, and with the directions of
the course I can do that as fast or
as slow as T desire. Many thanks
"
for your interest and 'the course.'
Detroit. Mich.
Mr.
Now 40 pounds lighter
"It is with great pleasure that I
am able to assure you that the
course on Weight Control proved
would.

this

wonderful
new method
which, because it follows

I

absolutely satisfactory.
"I lost 40 pounds. ..."

Glens Falls. N. Y.
Reduces 32 pounds
"Both my husband and myself
were benefited by following the
suggestions given in Weight Control. I lost thirty-two pounds

by yourself. Then you can
retain that ideal weight
no
furthergainorloss. Menwho
were so stout that even walking was a torture women
who had been forced to deny

—

—

themselves fluffy, colorful,
stylish clothes, marvel at
their quick return to normal
weight and the health, energy and vitality secured also.

The

Secret Explained

Mrs.

.

We

find

much

.

.

our general health very

benefited."

Charleston. W. Va.
Weighs 39 pounds less
"Am thankful that my attention was called to your course on
Weight Control. Since January
30th of this year I have reduced 39

Mrs.

pounds ... I have
inches around my

taker; ofT five
'silo,"

which

helps some.

"When

I

first

started reading

weight control I weighed 267
pounds, and could hardly walk a
I now
block without resting.

walk ten miles by section lines
every morning, weather permitting, and do it easily."
Mr.
Holton, Kansas.
The names are withheld out of
to our subscribers, but
furnished to any one, sending for the course on free trial, who
requests them.

deference

•will be

Eugene

Christian,

the

world-famous food specialist,

nothing complicated,
nothing hard to
understand. It is simply a matter of learning
properly combine your food.

how to

Even

Read What Others Say

Gains

spirits

Results in 48 Hours

New

soon as

own law

Nature's

and energy

Free Trial

—Send No Money

Elated with his discovery and with the new hope,
the renewed vigor it would bring to stout men and
women, Eugene Christian incorporated his method
in the form of simple, easy-to-follow little lessons
under the title of "Weight Control the Basis of
Health." This is offered on free trial. Send no
money; just mail thecoupon or a letter if you prefer.
See your own unnecessary flesh vanish. See how
your complexion improves, your eyes brighten,
See how it
your step become more springy.
brings you charm, grace, attractiveness all
naturally and without the slightest harm. Aa
soon as the course arrives weigh yourself. Decide
how much weight you wish to lose the first week
and each week thereafter. Then try the first
lesson. Weigh yourself the next day and note the
remarkable result. Still you've taken no medicine, undergone no hardships or self denial.
You'll be as happily surprised as the thousand*
of others who have quickly regained a beautiful,
normal figure in this new, delightful, scientific

—

—

way.
Mail coupon or
mailed in PLAIN

letter

now.

Course

will

be

CONTAINER. And $1.97
paid to the postman makea it
yours.
But if you are not satisfied with it in
every particular, return it within five dayi
after its receipt and we'll gladly refund youf
money. Act to-day before you overlook it.
Think of the surprise and envy you will create
among your friends by your renewed appearance
in just one short week after the course arrives.
(plus postage)

CORRECTIVE EATING SOCIETY,
Dept W-19510, 43 West 16th

St.,

Inc.

New York City

discovered, after years of

experiment the one safe, cer-

and easily followed
method of regaining healthtain

normal weight. He disthat
certain
covered
ful

foods, when eaten together,
take off weight instead of
adding to it. Certain foods

cause fat, others con5«»je fat.

For instance,

if

you eat cersame meal

tain foods at the

CORRECTIVE EATING SOCIETY.

INC.

Dept. W-ISSIO, 43 West 16th St., New York City:
You may send me. postpaid, in PLAIN CONTAINER, Eugene Christian's Course. "Weight
Control the Basis of Health" in 12 lessons. I wUl
pay the postman only $1.97 (plus postage) on arrival.
If I am not satisfied with it I have the privilege of
returning it to you within five days after its receipt.
It is. of course, understood that you are to return my
money if I return the course.

—

Name
(Please print

name and

addreas)

they are converted into excess fat.

But eat these same

foods at different times and
hey will be converted into
olood and muscle. Then
the excess fat you have
already stored up is used
There is
up in energy.

Address

•

City
State
If you prefer to wriU a letter, copy wording of
coupon in a letter or on a post-card.

Advertising Section

y
J.

^

JsJ

launderings for this Geo?-geite Blouse before this photograph was taken and there are months ofwear in it still!

—

Kansas
THE
owned
this

City

woman who

blouse sent

it

to the

manufacturers of Ivory Soap Flakes
with this letter:

Send for Free
Sample
with complete directions
for tbe easy care of delicate irarments tliat you
would be afraid to wash
the ordinary way. Address Section 4 7-JF.
Department of Home
Economics, The Procter
<t

Gamble

Company.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

"/ attribute the length of Service I have
had from this blouse to the safe laundering of Ivory Soap Flakes.
The Flakes
really are wonderful. Their cleansing is
as easy and quick as it is harmless. I
simply make a lukewarm suds of the
flakes , and dip my blouse up and down a
number of times after a short soaking.
Then I squeeze out the suds, rinse the
blouse in lukewarm water, roll it up tightly
in a Turkish towel for a while, then press
it out with a warm iron while still damp,
stretching it into shape as I iron."

The

perfect condition of this Geor-

its scores of laundereloquent proof that the quick
cleansing of Ivoiy Flakes is harmless
That Ivory
to the finest fabrics.
Flakes cleanses without rubbing is

shown by the fact that the heavy
braiding has not torn loose from the
it would have done if
had been subjected to rubbing the
many times it was washed.

sheer fabric, as
it

Ivory Flakes does for

what

it

all

fine fabrics

has done for this blouse.

preserves

the

luster

of richly finished silks.

materials

crisp

and

It

and smoothness
It keeps sheer
charming.
It

keeps the most delicate colors bright,
they can stand the touch of cleai
water alone.
It makes blouses and
silk
hose and
silk undergarments,
if

sweaters, fresh and lovely after jtist a few

minutes in the bathroom washbowl.

you watit to get the utmost

gette Blouse after

If

ings

faction <2»<^ ser'vice out of your pretty

is

clothes,

wash them with these flakes
proven their safety on thou-

that have

sands of delicate garments.

lYORYsoAP FLAKES
Genuine Ivory Soap in Instant-Cleansing Form

Makes

satis-

pretty clothes last longer

—

II

AUli

—
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THE MOVIE ALMANAC
OCTOBER

Edited and Il'uiiraled by
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Charles Gatchell

PREDICTIONS FOR OCTOBER.
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1

^sf-

Reports this month will show that the
1921 crop of motion pictures will be considerably below that of the last few years.
Blue-law agitators will continue to demand "no movies on Sunday," to which
Despite the
little attention will be paid.
cutting of stars' salaries the price of seeing a picture will remain the same.

—Sa.—Elsie

1

Ferguson was decorating the chorus of "The
New York," at the Grand Opera House,

16

— Su. — Charles

Belle of
2

Augusta, Georgia, 1900.
Farnum was doing his best as Humbert in
"Two Little Vagrants," at the Museum Theater,

— Su. —William

Boston, 1896.

18

in

in

— ——
—Th. "Fatty" Arbuckle hurled
Mack Sennett, 1913.
21 — Fr. — Dorothy Gish and Owen

Bold," with Francis Wilson,
at the Garrick Theater, New York, 1907.
Rudyard Kipling signed with Pathe, 1920.

—W.—
6— Th. — Herbert

pla^-ed a small part in "The Choir
at the Lafayette Square Opera House,

— Fr. —

7

Washington, D. C, 1899.
Alarguerite Clark was an exquisitely
in

"The

New

Theater,

New

York,

Lamb

— Sa. — Thomas

8

AI.

Yorkers," at the Herald Square

in

— W. — D.

"The Man on

Karloff

Pittsburgh, 1905.

Griffith returned to America after seven months
on the European battle front, gathering material
for "Hearts of the World," 1917.
Eileen Percy was one of the numerous children prancing about in "The Blue Bird," at the New Theater,
New. York, 1910.
Mae Murray did well as Eleanor Winton in "Such a
Little Queen," at the Liberty Theater, New York,

York,

— — Thomas

24

— W. —

— Fr. —

— Fr. —

2Q

14

— Sa. — Monroe

Salisbury was an able Percival
"The Genius and the Model," at

Cliittcrhuck in
the Southern

FILM TITLES EXPL.\INED.

—

"The Golden Snare"
girl.

—A

—

blond chorus

"Scrap Iron" Last year's flivver.
"The Conquering Power" $ $ $.
"Too ]\Iuch Speed" Ten dollars or ten

—

days.

—

at the
1912.

Thirt\'-ninth

in

many

Alice Pope in
Street Theater,

sec-

"The

New

Music, Reading, Pennsylvania, 1899.
Wark Griffith opened an engagement with the
MefTert-Eagle Stock Company, at the Temple
Theater, Louisville, Kentucky-, 1897.
Cecil De Mille was tiplifting the drama in "Alice of
Old Vincennes," with Virginia Harned, at the
Euclid Avenue Opera House, Cleveland, 1901.
A man rattled a pair of stirrups and shot a gun off in
front of Bill Hart's house.
Bill decided to come

back to the screen, 1921,
Burke was an exquisite of course
Lisefte in
"The Duchess of Dantzic," at the Lyric Theater,
London, 1903.
Wallace Reid was a clerk in a hotel run by Buffalo

—

Billie

!

— Sa. —
at Cod}', Wyoming, 1909.
appearance on the stage
30— Su. — John Barrymore made his
as Max in "Magda," at the Cleveland Theater,
Bill's sister,

first

Chicago, 1903.

31

— M. — Norma Talm.adge married Joseph

Theater, Columbus, Ohio, 1905.

"Secret Service" When the waiter, in
exchange for a wink and a ten-spot, brings
you "something" under his napkin.

Griffith-Triangle

— Th. —

27

28

15

new

H- Ince was Blanc in the number two company of "Zaza," on this date at the Academy of

]\I.

26

— —

1913-

a

— Tu. — David

25

13

Th.

for

pie

Moore, directed by Alan

— Sa. —
tions of the country, igi8.
23 — Su. — Ethel Clayton was an excellent

the Box," at the Belasco Theater,

W.

custard

Yonkers, New York, 1915.
Influenza epidemic was closing theaters

Brute,"

Meighan was juvenile man with the Boyle
Stock Company, Grand Opera House, Nashville,
Tennessee, where the stage director was J. Gordon
Edwards, 1901.
Tsuru Aoki born, 1892.
An American picture was picketed in Berlin by mem-

first

picture, at

1901.

11

12

Mary

his

Dwan, began work upon
22

dainty

— Su. —
10—
—
bers of the Deutscher Soldats Verein, 1921.
— Tu. — Earle Williams was a properly sinister Count
9

20

Brenon

Invisible,"

— —

19

"When Knights Were

5

—

— —

17

—M. —The Capitol Theater, largest movie theater the
world, opened, in New York City, 1919.
4 — Tu. — Pauline Frederick was a dazzling Lady Rowcna
3

Ray and Webster Campbell shared honors in
"The Word of His People," a Kay-Bee picture
remember 'em? released this date, 1914.
M. Theodore Roberts made his first appearance on the
New York stage, at the Fifth Avenue Theater, in
"Our Bachelors," 1881.
Tu. George Beban was cutting capers with the Social
Maids Burlesquers, at the Olympic Theater, Providence, Rhode Island, 1899.
W. Harold Lockwood died, 1918.

M. Schenck

at

Stam-

ford, Connecticut, 1916.

^'The Call of

Youth"— Honk!

"The Great Day"

— Pay

Honk!

day.

HISTORICAL FACT.
A

wise mother once
to fencing school for
pose of improving her
ing out of her head a

sent her daughter
the combined purhealth and knockfoolish notion that
she wanted to go upon the stage.
The
girl enjoyed fencing, but she met a fellow-student who interested her still more.
This fellow-student was a girl who was
"on the stage" in a musical comedy.
The two became fast friends.
One day the girl who was "on the stage"
took the wise mother's daughter to rehearsal with her.
While there, they met
the manager, and he, knowing beauty
when he saw it, offered a job on the
stage to the girl who had been sent to
fencing school to forget the stage. Even-

—

tually

she

low her

persuaded her mother

to accept

to

al-

it.

Later, both mother and daughter were
glad things had happened as they had.
For the girl's name was Elsie Ferguson,
and soon she became a great star.

A villain crushed to earth in the last
episode of a serial will rise to earth in
the first reel of a new one as sure as
you're born
!

I

—

a

WHEN FANS GET TOGETHER
Here are fans who

more out of a motion picture than an evening's entertainment. Some of them want
some of them want to write scenarios, but most of them just enjoy movies and take
the keenest interest in learning about their favorite motion-picture players.
If you belong to a club that has
motion-picture programs or that attempts to influence the motion-picture exhibitors in your town, you will enjoy
reading this account of what others are doing. If you do not belong to such an organization, this may inspire
get far

to get into the movies,

you

And

to start one.

many

holds

if

—

By

N

I

a

many

great

cities

— this

you have never belonged to such a club or never even heard of one
These girls are enjoying motion pictures to the utmost.
for you.
Marjorie Powell

article

Are you?

delightful surprises

Fohn
tures of stars hung on
the lattice walls, clev-

and towns,

scattered

erly

arranged

shelves

throughout the United
States, a spontaneous
movement has been

which held stacks of
cinema magazines, and

growing of late among
the younger motionpicture devotees. This

on a small

a

well-filled

scrapbook

stool which,

Clubs, but formed for
any one or more of

apparently,
had been
more often consulted
than The Oracle. The
pride of the club sat in
state on the table
small cabinet holding
answers to the letters
written to favorite

several

players.

the
is
forming,
and
here
there, of clubs genermovement

ally

known

as

—

Fan

purposes.

"Our

Having been adviser
to a number of these

pleasure,

and having seen

'pep,'

the splendid results of
their different undertakings, I have be-

most

clubs,

is going to have
a tremendous growth
in the near future, as
soon
as
the
fans
throughout the coun-

what lots of
fun a really live Fan
Club is.
These Fan Clubs,
for the most part, are

try learn

of

we

our

spend
meeting

We

that

up

and
of

evenings at the theater.
frequently entertain our friends with
burlesque movie parties, our 'line' includes
a general knowledge of
moving-picture gossip.
Our club crushes are
Dorothy Gish and Tom
Douglas. The individual ones are too numerThe
ous to name.
screen as a whole ?
agree with old R. L. S.
that 'romance herself
has a dwelling among

come convinced that
this movement is one

made

purpose is
our motto

We

the

younger generation

men' and let it go at
those who aren't too
that," summed up the
old to have "crushes"
president in answer to
on favorites, or to
my queries concerning
have aspirations to be- Some of the members of the "Mile-o-Minter" club of Oakdale, La., snapped
come a screen star, at one of their fancy-dress parties. Beginning at the left, they are Ida the club.
The Talmadge-Reid
for example.
club
Dixon, Loring Terrell, Gladys Steinhojf, Alma Hughes, and Nell Wise.
Fans of the same city
may only consist of
have a club of the second type. Recently I met one
"crushites," as they sometimes are called, or it may
of the members and we had a short talk about the club.
consist of screen aspirants or of the "all-around" fans,
who are merely interested in pictures and everything
Help for Screen Aspirants.
pertaining to them, and who like to meet with others
"Have you ever known," she asked, "a girl who hasn't
sharing their hobby, for mutual discussions, exchange
at some time in her life wanted to be a,n actress? Why,
of opinions, to help boost the cause of the kind of
let the editor put the announcement 'How to Break
pictures they want especially to see, and
for a good
in the Movies' on his magazine cover and there's an
time generally.
That last is perhaps one of the most
instant literary bargain sale. Well, we're going to help
important features of a successful Fan Club.
Put
the girls who are really earnest in their ambitions.
The "Crushites. "
an imaginary sign, 'How to be a motion-picture actress,'
let's say, on the club door."
The "Gish-Douglas Club," of San Antonio, Texas,
"But how will you do it?" I inquired.
The members are
is a good example of the "crushites."
"Here's a rough sketch of our plan. The club chooses
"Fan Flappers" in every sense of the word. I recently
At the end of two years, the one having
four girls.
attended one of their meetings, held in a rose-covered
the best record of club work and who has fulfilled
summerhouse on the lawn, where I found framed pic-

A

—

;
!

;

When

Fans Get Together

21

several necessary requirements, will have her expenses
Abou Ben Adhem of the old poem, we want our name
paid to some studio center and for a short time afterto lead all the rest, though personally I'm a little dubious
ward.
This money and an emergency fund will be
concerning Abou Ben, since Irvin S. Cobb declared any
obtained by the club in various ways during the two
one whose initials were A. B. A. would naturally head
years.
All available information rea list, referring to the telephone book
garding personal welfare, the best
and city register for proof.
Still,
practical method of finding employit's the spirit we're after and we inment, and other subjects of help to
That's what some movie Fan
tend to make our club instructive,
Clubs are organized for and what
the screen aspirant will be secured
lively, and interesting enough to lead.
wonderful opportunities the mem=
and discussed. If the girl succeeds,
are proud of it as it is."
bers have for enjoyment! You've
she is to return the money and a
These clubs are growing in number
no idea what an uproariously good
written account of her experiences
time a crowd can have making
and purpose.
They intend to exspeeches, playing games, and gos=
are
to aid the next member.
press their opinion on censorship,
siping unless you belong to a
enthusiastic over our plan, the coblue Sundays, and other motion-picmovie Fan Club. Just read about
operation of the neighborhood has
ture problems. They are giving their
the good times they have and see
given us a splendid start, and we've
if you don't think they're a great
attention to the cinema while their
idea.
increased our membership from the
interest in unjaded and their enthufive charter members to twenty girls
siasm is high, not waiting until, as
within two months. But I must tell you of our paper,
Heywood Broun has said, "films will be on view in the
the Talrcco. It's typewritten, and issued monthly. The
museums and carefully studied under the direction of
learned professors in imiversity extension courses."
whole membership contributes to it, and it's composed of
editorials concerning the cinFull Enjoy-

JUST FOR FUN!

—

We

We

—

ment

ema. I always
stumble over
that word," she
added naively;
it's a 'company'
one with us
for everyday
use we rely on
about

Now

the

how

to

William Lord

how

Wright

pa-

to

ings,

them.

picture

and

movies,

Oh, yes
We have reviews of photo
plays, draw-

and

break

into the

per.

write

for

them, I'm going to

how

poetry,

personal

that

Mrs. Bennett
has told you

But

'movies.'

from

the Movies.

tell

to

you

enjoy

"Tell us
how to enjoy

bits,

moving-

news.
we in-

the

Later
t e n d
exto
change papers A group
with some of to right

movies

!"

you that are
at one of the outdoor meetings of the "Gish-Douglas" club of San Antonio, Texas. From left
are: Dorothy Marsh, Irene Hudspeth, Maura Townsend, Bell Townsend, and Laura Poivell.

the other clubs.
Just now we are busy increasing our membership to
thirty girls then we will be the largest of the clubs.
;

fans cry indignantly.
I

retract

you

enjoy them.

But do you get your

full

already
share of pleasure

from them?

You

read favorable comments of some special screen
play, and you want to see it, but you
A HELPING HAND
wait in vain for the picture to appear
There are Fan Clubs that have
at your local theater.
Possibly, a
more serious aims than merely en=
good share of the time, you are comtertaining their members, though,
"We six girls are members of the
pelled to view mediocre pictures there
of course, they do that too. This
article tells you about the Tal=
'Mile-O-Minter Fan Colony,' named
or to stay away altogether.
There
madge=Re!d club of San Antonio,
after Mary Miles Minter, as she is
are times, too, when you have been
Texas, which has a wonderful
a Louisianian and an advocate of our
so interested in a good screen producscheme for helping girls get a
policy for clean, good comedy and the
tion that you would have liked to disstart in motion pictures.
It tells
best in all pictures.
about some others that plan to in=
cuss the salient points of the acting
I suppose you
fluence the exhibitors in their
would call us all-round fans, as we
and plot, but could find no opportown.
One
of them is sure to
are interested in everything pertaintunity to do so, no group of perappeal to you.
ing to moving pictures.
sons who were interested. These are
have
wonderful times at our meetings. Our chaperon, Mrs.
only a few of the small things that detract from genL. Fitzgerald, is a writer she won the thousand-dollar
eral motion-picture enjoyment.
You are, as a fan,
prize offered by a Chicago paper in 191 1 for the solubeing cheated by them, but how can you help it?
tion of the mystery story, 'The Black Secret,' and she
First, let us diagnose your case.
can plan most original programs.
You attend the movie theater regularly, and watch the
also exchange
letters with several of the other Fan Clubs, and find
pictures with an observant eye. You read your favorite
it interesting to
get their points of view concerning
moving-picture magazine from cover to cover. You displayers, photo plays, and" directors.
In short, as an
course volubly upon favorite players.
All in all, we've a
far better knowledge of motion pictures than we had
outside observer, you are an authority on motion picAll-around Fans.
As an example of the third type,
I quote part of a letter received from
Ida Dixon, of Oakdale, Louisiana.

We

;

We

when we

first

organized.

At the end of the year,

like

tures.

When
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Fans Get Together

There are some sixty thousand others Hke you.
Yet it takes the American Legion or the Mothers'
Club in your community to stop an undesirable photo
play from being shown, while you fans, who are the
backbone of the audience, can do nothing if you disapprove of a picture but stay away. Moreover, and this
is even more important, you have no means of using
your influence to get the pictures you want. You lack
what the others have cooperation.
Staying away from the theater, or sitting through a
poor picture is not enjoying the movies. So, you see,
if you would have all that is coming to you in the way

—

of motion-picture enjoyment,
Hunt
you must cooperate.
out the portion of sixty thousand fans that live in your
neighborhood, or among yovu"
friends, then "combine for
the promotion of some common object" which is Webster's definition of a club,
and "motion-picture enjoym.ent,"

which

is

your

defini-

tion of the object.

How

to Form a Fan Club.

Having

gathered

once

prospective members,
discuss the possibilities of
such a club.
One topic of
interest will be some picture

your

you wanted to see that never
came.
Perhaps you even
wrote the exhibitor,
weighed your single
against the many he
receive and decided

but he
appeal
did not
against

Suppose there had been
twelve or fifteen names attached to the request, do you
think it would have gone to
it.

the wastebasket so quickly

An

Innovation— a

la

?

Dick

Barthelmess.

The next best thing to
knowing something interesting

All of us
like to express our thoughts

and

is

to tell

ideas,

it.

and how we do
!

dressing tables.

Use Your Influence.
such clubs as yours would be that let the exhibitor, and the producer in his turn, know what you
want. You have a voice as it is, 'fellow fans, but it
isn't loud enough.
"In heaven," said George Bernard
Shaw, "an angel is nobody in particular." Neither is
one more dissatisfied fan among hundreds of others,
each of whom is crying for a different thing.
Stop
It is

those around you and talk it
over, then unite in one cry
and see the difference. Be

NOW— HOW ABOUT YOU?
Are you satisfied with just watching motion pic=
tures and talking about them occasionally, or do
you feel a closer interest in them?
Motion pictures are made, not to give players a

careful, however, that

chance to

act, or writers to write, but to entertain
But, sometimes, as you sit watching a picture
or reading about the players, don't you wish that
the movie world wasn't quite so far out of your
reach; that if you liked a player you could show
your like, to his advantage, or, if you disliked one
that your reasons would gain some attention; that
you could help a picture you thought wasn't getting
the praise it deserved?
One fan alone can't do much but a group of fans
can. Better still, a number of groups all over the
country combined in one big organization can

—

wield great influence.

What

fans need

is

when

"

tells you how some fans are cooperat=
and what mighty good times their clubs are
bringing them. Wouldn't you like to belong to a
Fan Club? Wouldn't you like to exchange ideas
with other fans about your favorite players and
ways of getting the best pictures shown in your
town, and any other interesting points about mo=
tion pictures that might occur to you? Of course,
you would.

HERE'S A CHANCE TO WIN A PRIZE.
Organizing a club isn't always an easy matter, but
our Fan Club Editor can make it easy for you. She
has had lots of experience with fan clubs, and wants
to give you the benefit of it. She has interesting
plans in mind for the Fan Clubs. You will want to
be in on them. Write to her to=day Fan Club
Editor, "Picture=Play Magazine," 79 Seventh Avenue, New York City and she will tell you all about
forming a Fan Club. Furthermore, we will offer

—

—

to start

sound.

How
I

to Organize.

have enumerated only a

few of the possibilities of organization
you can, most
likely, think of a great many
;

others.

After you have

dis-

cussed these thoroughly you
should begin to organize. I
am going to give you some
suggestions gathered from
my experience with fan
clubs that might help you in
becoming a cooperative club
of fans of the kind that will

add to your enjoyment of the
movies.
First

name.

you

must

have

a

You

—

OF FAN CLUB FUN.

Colony," and if you would
have a hint of the movie
world about you call your
club "Fan Colony."
You
might adopt the surnames of

—

—

—

Who

a

are to be a distinctive club of fans.
In
California they call the place
the
motion-picture players
gather "Hollywood Cinema

prizes of twenty=five dollars, fifteen dollars, and
ten dollars for the three best letters describing the
organization or activities of a Fan Club. The letters
are to be selected not on literary merit but on
their novelty, originality, sincerity, intelligence,
and thoughtfulness. Any member of any club new
or old is eligible to enter this contest. Letters
entered in this contest must reach the Fan Club
Write to her to=day
Editor by November first.
about starting to organize.

porter of "Boots," with horn-rimmed glasses and an
overcoat, the uniformed soldier of "The Little Girl
Staj^ed at Home," the slant-eyed Cheng Huan of
"Broken Blossoms" in a Chinese jacket, the mustached
Spaniard of "Scarlet Days," the adventurer of "The
Love Flower" in canvas trousers and a yachting cap,
the ragged beach comber of "The Idol Dancer," the
farmer boy of " 'Way Down East" in rough clothes
and a cap with ear flaps. They were so cleverly done

came

wasn't

Every one was listening to
hear what kind of a noise
the other fellow would make.

co6pera=

This article

the signal

—there

tion.
ing,

you do

not proceed like the people
in the old fable, who were
going to make the greatest
noise ever heard by each
shouting their loudest, but

fans.

plan
What an opportunity there is in arranging original programs. There
GET YOUR SHARE
are so many things you can
do to add color to the social
Recently, at a Richard Barthelmess
side of the club.
meeting of a club composed of eight girls, I was surThey were
prised at the novelty of the plate favors.
nine small china dolls dressed in crape paper, black hair
painted on in the approved Barthelmess style. The real
Dick came first in an evening suit; then followed eight
I recognized the little
of his screen characterizations.
brother of "War Brides" in a Russian blouse, the relike to

that the fans of the neighborhood have made a fad out
of them, substituting them for the kewpies on their

an
your

club, such as:

actor, actress, or both, for

"ReM Fan

Colony," "Pickford-Ray

Fan Colony,"

or whatever your preference might be.
Several of the clubs already formed have adopted this
type of name.
Now the purpose of your club is most important.
Generally speaking, it is to promote a broader imderstanding. an encouragement of sincere ability, and a desire for the best in all phases of motion pictures.
But
you must have an especial purpose also something concerning" the cinema in your own community.
Discover
the particular grievance of the fans in your club and
make it your purpose to eliminate it.
"Viola Dana is our club's favorite actress," a friend
said the other day, "but we used to have to wait ages
Finally we gave a Viola Dana ento see her pictures.
tertainment and went out of our way to persuade people
;

Continued on page 102

—

Nazimova's proposal to make a picture in which all the characters Vv^ill be
77'? /7 T7
1/1/
women brings a request from a reader
Picture
for information as to whether any fulllength play or motion picture ever has
been produced without the use of men in the cast.
The Observer never has heard of such, and with
all due respect to Nazimova and her proposed picture
will venture the prediction that there never will bs one.

An

All-

TT7-

—

An example of the way Pennsylvania
keeps the motion pictures from ruining
~
letter from
the morals of its citizens
ship
a Pennsylvanian tells us that the censors
cut a lot of footage out of "Midsummer
Madness," leaving the story so that the audience believed
Keen

:

_

A

two of the characters had sinned, eliminating the
scene that proved that they were innocent of wrongdoing.
Better, according to the censors, to have the
people think of sin than to see the resisting of temptathat

and Mr. Zukor's answer was that if he
wanted theaters he could buy a thousand of them
in a week and that the main complaint from exhibitors
was not that he was buying theaters but that he wasn't.
The reaction on the producer is resulting in a cutting
in the country,

really

down

new

jobs.

What
A J

It?

"How's

the

show business?"

sonie-

body asked a producer the other day.
" Whatta you mean 'business ?' " he

OL

Business

replied.

And there he told it all. There is no
such thing as business in the theaters these days. The
folks aren't going to see the shows, and that's all there
is to it.
In New York at this writing there are hardly
enough theaters open to keep a visitor amused for a
week. Throughout the country, outside of Boston, Chicago, and Philadelphia, even vaudeville theaters are
closing for the

summer.

Motion-picture theaters are hard hit, but are suffering
probably less than the legitimate houses. Fine "milliondollar" cinema palaces are not making enough money to
pay their rent, but the fellow with a medium-class house,
who is playing to moderate prices and who has not,
through panic, cut the quality of his show, is about
breaking even.
They used to say "business is always bad for a bad
show, and a good one never needs to worry."
Yet the Ziegfeld Follies, the sure-fire success, is suffering so greatly that on hot nights in New York City
you can buy Follies tickets around eight p. m. from
.

the "cut-rate" shops.
The box-office price of an oris five
chestra seat for the Follies
one seat, not two
dollars and fifty cents, which is one reason why business
over there is not what it usually is.
Theater owners are trying frantically to get out from
under.
year ago theaters were as hard to get as
houses to live in.
every fellow wants to sell his

—

—

A

Now

show shop.
They've recently been accusing Adolph

Famous

Players, of trying to buy

up

all

Zukor, of
the theaters

He

can't get the

money

to keep

Marcus Loew, who owns Metro, recently stated that
the success of "The Four Horsemen" was about all that
If "The
kept him from shutting up the Metro shop.
Four Horsemen" had been a failure he would have put
the lock on the studio door.
Jesse L. Lasky announced that the whole motionpicture business would go to pot unless extravagances
in the studios were ended, and he gathered his forces
about him and told them to stop wasting money or get

tion.

The

in production.

going at his old pace.

.

All of which means what, to all of
us we fans who certainly don't want
our motion-picture supply to be cut off?

—

We

have no desire to see the builders
don't
of fine theaters discouraged.
want them to be forced to cut the equality of their pictures and the size of their orchestras.
It means a readjustment in motion pictures, no different from the readjustment that is taking place in
every other industry, as a result of inflation during the
war and the resulting deflation. It means better business methods in every branch, from the hiring of the
The weak and inactor to the selling of the ticket.
competent will be weeded out, and if this is properly
accomplished the motion-picture fan is the fellow who
will profit.
You might say that the fan is the one that
all this fuss is about.
Just after the war, when you had plenty of money
and no worries, you went to see almost any picture
Now some of you are
show and you went often.
out of jobs and the others are worrying over whether
It's not so easy to get
or not you'll" ever get a raise.
money, and you've been saving more than you did last
Perhaps you were saving it for your vacation,
year.
perhaps for payments on a house. Anyway, you're not
Besides that, the
the spendthrift you were last year.
weather has been hot and you've been learning to play
golf or you have a new car and you don't care much
about going into a theater during the summer.
And so the show business suffers.
They have to please you in order to live, and be
assured they are trying.
They have to make better pictures at lower cost.
The producer who doesn't
That's the big problem.
do this is going to go into bankruptcy, for right here
and now The Observer rises up to predict that the
They won't
prices of motion-picture shows will drop.
fall in the small towns, where they never were exor-

We

.

:

The
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bitant, but they will go down in the cities where the
prices have been as high as two dollars, plus war tax.
About seventy-five cents will be the limit for the theaters with the big orchestras and the elaborate preparations, while you'll see the return of the twenty-five-cent
picture show in the smaller cities.

You don't need to worry. The producers and theater
managers are doing that for you.
They know they
have to please you and they are bending every effort
to do so.
The show business used to be the only business in
which every person in it would tell you that he knew
everything there was to know about it.
You couldn't
tell an actor anything about directing, and every camera
man knew just what was the trouble with the managers
Every fellow was so busy criticizing
of the theaters.
the other that he had no time to think about getting a
little

advice along his

own

line.

Now

they're getting down to work and are letting up
on their campaign for general improvement of other
people's business and are trying mighty hard to do as
much for themselves as they tried to do for others.
Until now there has been little cooperation in the making
It was each man for himself, take
of motion pictures.
advice from no one, but give advice to everybody.
Knock all the rest and boost yourself, was the general

motto.

A

change has come, brought about by the fear of
good job. There is less temperament and more
work about the studios, more striving to please somebody besides yourself, and a general spirit of buckling
down to the job for a cooperative effort to give the
picture patron something that he will pay money to see.
losing a

So with the close-up. The director who uses it, except in rare instances, admits thereby that he cannot tell
his story without putting you on a shuttle that shoots
you first up close to the camera, then jerks you back.
The close-up, used as most directors employ it, makes
a picture a series of shots, a tour of inspection of actors
and settings, instead of a definite telling of a story.

The

German
.

Pictures

Reid or Norma Talmadge will not lose patronage if
they are in the theaters on one side of the street and
"Deception" and "Passion" are on the other. The public has patronized the German pictures thus far because
they were different.
They went much as they would
attend a showing of captured German guns, and admired their workmanship in much the same way.
Demand for German pictures, there is none. The
Negri is a drawing card because she is a curiosity. She
doesn't get admiring letters from the girl fans, and there
is little interest in her home life or her favorite flower.
Nobody goes up to the box office and says, "Please show
some more German pictures," but the public does appreciate the fact that the five or six German pictures that
have been shown have been well worth seeing and that
competition German, French, or English is a healthy
thing for the American director.
Regarding which, let us quote Charles E. Whittaker,
American scenario writer, who is now investigating con-

There used

to be a theory that people

^ scene ran more than thirty
or forty feet without being broken by
Close-up
a close-up or a title.
So the directors
ran amuck with the close-up. Now it
is being so abused that scene after scene is ruined because directors want to show every teardrop and every
twitch of the mouth.
Let's throw this close-up theory
out of the window and get some real direction.
film doctor tells us that the director uses the close-up
to cover faulty directing.

^A^ith the

^^^^^

A

a good director to carry a scene to the
a break," he says, "and few of them
seem to know how to make actors express emotion by
suggestion.
The secret of great acting is to suggest
the effect you want to get over, and to let your audience
imagine the rest.
The most effective scenes on the
stage are those that are underacted, in which the actor
merely suggests the feeling and the mind of the spectator furnishes the details."
"It takes

finish without

We

believe that Mack Sennett knows this better than
director.
Charlie Chaplin is a close second.

any other

realize that comedy is a matter of suggestion rather
than actual description, and you get the greatest laughs
from Chaplin and Sennett in long shots and not in closeWhen they start a scene they go through with
ups.
They know that what they don't
it with few breaks.
show is stronger than what they do.
Most directors feel that they must furnish you with
a pair of opera glasses, which are the greatest of all
At the theater, if in
destroyers of emotional effects.
a scene in which the actor is trying to make you cry
you pick up your glasses and look to see if he really
is crying you destroy every appeal the actor is making.
You get out of tune with the scene you become a proofreader, looking for errors, instead of a person enjoying
a well-told story.

They

;

—

—

ditions in

Europe

Our producers

Out

The general feeling among motionpicture distributors is that the public
doesn't actually want German pictures.
but that it will go to see them if they
don't come too fast.
That is, Wallace

—

—

directors, actors, scenario writers
being, in
the mass, uninstructed in the rudiments of their own professions,
few of them students of literature or drama, are going to be
driven off the map if they are not careful, by others possibly
Germans, or French, or English who do know what they are
doing because they have passed through a definite apprenticeship to their craft.
This is not a plea for scholastic training; but is an argument
need more
for technical training in a gigantic industry.
directors like Cecil and William De Mille and John Emerson,
all of them men of high scholastic attainments, dramatists, in
whom learning has not swamped the human sympathies and
fewer directors of the type of
but names of the
other type will occur to anybody who thinks for a moment.
When it comes to a question of modern stories, we can breathe
more easih'. In a wilderness of pictures I have seen in Berlin,
I can only say that my outstanding impression is one of general
tragedy and gloomy endings. The worst picture I have seen
was a German-made picture of life in Arizona. It proved conclusively as other German pictures of America have proved, that
the German has a desperately poor comprehension of other
countries.
So far as modern pictures are concerned therefore, the embargo advocates need have no fear; but, if our public has
developed a taste for historical pageant or spectacle, the European is going to make us weep tears of blood; and if he ever
gets to understand modern life as we know it, what with his
better and more powerful stories, his intelligent directors, and
above all his excellent actors and actresses, the Has-Beens of
our industry, now hanging on merely because they look wise or
shout loudly, can kiss themselves good-by.

—

—

We

—

The

D

When

Julia Faye shot Theodore Rob"Old Wives for New," Cecil
De Mille staged what The Observer

erts

•

in

Scenes
as

we

believes to be the finest dramatic scene
And,
ever put into a motion picture.
reinember it, there wasn't a close-up, a soft-focus

shot, or a vision in

it.

Now

comes a reader who says the finest scene is the
one in "The Kid," where Charlie Chaplin debates with
himself whether he shall drop the baby down the manhole.

What's your favorite scene?

—

!

Romances
You

like

of

Will Rogers,

Famous Film Folk
we know.

You

will

like

and

better after reading the story of his romance,

his

him a

lot

home

life.

By Grace Kingsley

TAFFY

pulling

ain't it?
is

all

is

sure some great American sport,
glad to see the game to-night

And I'm

Don't see why
and horse racing,
and win whichever

square and aboveboard.

folks need the excitement of gambling

anyway, when you can pull taflfy
!"
side you're on
Pretty Betty Blake looked up, puzzled, into
the face of Will Rogers, but his expression
told her nothing. Was he kidding? she won-

"Come on !" she exclaimed to cover her
puzzlement.
"Let's get this lump finished
before it gets too cold."
Then her partner's face broke into its
characteristically quick, sunshiny grin
that the picture fans have all learned
to know and like, and Betty Blake
gave a quick stamp of her foot.
Just to think she hadn't "got" him
away
She wore a white dress, even if
it was wintertime, and young Will
Rogers thought she was the prettiest
girl he had ever seen.
It was back in Ooglah, Oklahoma,
where Betty was visiting her married
sister from her own home in Arkansas, and the sister was giving
candy pull by way of introducing
Miss Blake to the social circles of
right

Ooglah. Will Rogers, having heard,
with the other ranchers thereabouts,

was that fascinating personage, a "new girl," in town, had
saddled his horse and had ridden
over to get a look at her. Oh, my, yes,
that there

they were formally introduced to each
other at that candy pull.
There was
never anything informal about social
gatherings in Ooglah.
"Oh, Betty," Miss Blake's sister had
said, "Will Rogers is over there, and he
wants to know if he can have the honor
of pulling taffy with you."
And Betty
had looked up to behold a bashful-looking
young man who was gazing admiringly at

He

had grown embarrassed when

she looked at him, and maybe that's
why she liked him. At any rate
there had been such a boyishly appealing look in his eyes that she
couldn't resist him.
"Pleased to meet you,""
Miss Blake had said graciously.

"Pleased to meet you!"
Will Rogers had echoed.
They were very young
then, Betty and Will

around sixteen or seventeen and Will Rogers
never from that day to
this
paid court to any

oh,

girl.

it,

room of

living

handsome

their

—

entirely

}et

homy

house in Beverley Hills.
It seems that Betty Blake didn't take the matter so seriously

;

anyway not

to the final "yes," they

dered.

her.

Doesn't it seem natural, when you come
that Will Rogers should marry a sensible
girl with a sensible name like Betty Blake?
That's what I thought as I sat en famillc with Mr.
and Mrs. Rogers the other night in the big, homelike
other

to think of

just at

first.

As

were both so delightfully

shy about it I just couldn't find the heart to pry
matter of the actual proposal.
"She took an awfully long time to make up her
mind !" Will Rogers laughed an embarrassed little
into the

laugh.

"Did he propose lots of times?" I mustered up
courage to inquire of Mrs. Rogers.
"I suppose he did."
Mrs. Rogers smiled with
a shy sort of pride and happiness.
So I let it go at that.
"But we weren't married for a long time after
I first met my wife," Mr. Rogers vouchsafed.
"I went to South America after Betty went
home from her visit to her sister, and from there

my pasAustralia.
I
didn't write to
Betty that trip-

I

worked

sage

to

somehow I was
much for let-

never
Will

ter

when

Rogers

working

came home

I

—

before the

camera,

Betty blushed, lout didn't
say anything.
Right here

he's

always

I

met her again. That's
when it became serious
between us eh, Betty?"

isn't

nearly

But

writing.

I

let

me remark

that

Mrs.

Rogers

has a very pretty,
twirling
girlish,
transparent skin,
his rope.
which shows blushes very becomingly.
"She was visiting her sister
again.
I had a lot of horses on the ranch, and
I used to ride a dififerent horse over pretty nearly
every day when I went to see her.
I used to
do roping and riding tricks out in front of her
house.
I always hoped she was looking out of
the window when I did 'em."
"AVere you?" I asked Mrs. Rogers.
"I suppose so," answered the lady in the tone
of the wife who knows it doesn't do on general principles to encourage her husband too

much.

"Then

my

bicycles came in, and I used to ride
bicycle over in front of her house did tricks
;

—

on it stood on my head on the saddle, et cetera.
But I don't know whether it ever got me very
far with Betty at that."
And Rogers
scratched his head
thoughtfully.
Finally,
rate,

Betty

at

any
Blake

:
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But it wasn't until Rogers came home to
announce he had gone into the show business.
He
became a showman when he went broke down there in
South America, and when he came back to New York
he went into vaudeville.
Just then in came the maid to tell us dinner was
did say yes.

served.

And of course Mr. Rogers wore that inevitable
sweater of his, even to dine in.
"He wouldn't dress up if the president were coming
to see him !" cried Mrs. Rogers with a smile, not in
In fact, I think she feels that
the least embarrassed.
sweater in a way epitomizes Rogers' attitude toward
life and that she is proud of it and glad the habit of
wearing it has never ceased to be. There's no swagger
about the way he does it, no aggressive pose, no arrogant flying in the face of the conventions just because
he can get away with it on account of being Will Rogers,
but instead there is a simple naturalness which goes
with all the rest of him the rest being preeminently
fine and clean and strong and masculine.

—

You feel somehow that it's that plain-dressing habit
of his which has kept Rogers away from the midnight
suppers and the hectic night life and all the rest of the
things that mean "speed" in the metropolitan world.
And you feel vaguely, too, somehow that, despite his
simple ease of manner, it took character and poise and
the strongest individuality to maintain that aloofness,
yet remain the best of friends, as he always was, with
the girls and boys of the Follies during four long years.

Now that he's in pictures it's the same way. Whatever
unduly gay parties there may be, you may be quite
sure that Will Rogers and his' wife will not be among
those present, yet they

number many

film people

among

their friends.

Not that there is anything in the least Puritanical
or priggish about them, either. They entertain and are
entertained by the artists of the film world, but they
remain the most human, natural, simple-mannered home
bodies in the world. It's simply that they prefer home
and each other and their children to anything else.
To me there is something in Rogers' wit that's akin
to that of Lincoln in its quaint keenness, the kindly
humor which characterizes it despite its rapierlike quality of going to the heart of his subject.
Sometimes he
is like Mark Twain, too.
Maybe nothing he has ever
said illustrates the quality of his wit better than his
humorous commentary on

his married life
"I'm about the only actor out here," said Rogers with
his twinkle and drawl.- "who has the same wife I started
I have a dififerent child every year, but the
out with.
!'"
same wife
Indeed, in all picturedom, and perhaps in all the
world, there isn't a more beautiful and genuine romance
than that of the Rogerses.
While it's due largely to his natural bashfulness probably, do you know that Will Rogers won't kiss a woman
They found it out on the Goldwyn
in a picture ?
Fact
lot the very first picture Rogers made for them.
He
was so shy he wouldn't embrace her, so they had her
!

The Rogers family spend their evenings getting acquainted with Dickens, Thackeray,

Mark Twain, and

Bret Harte.
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rholo by Stage

The Rogers family are mighty proud of their

embrace him

— which

boy.

made him blush

—

like

a

new home

school-

—

As for Mrs. Rogers Betty she is a quiet, well-bred,
cultured, home-loving woman whose principal interest
right now is the renovating of the handsome home they
have just bought.
Regarding her husband's humor,
while doubtless she relishes it, she rarely more than
smiles a quiet little smile at his whimsicalities, even when
the rest of us are shouting at his quips.
I think she
feels she must mother her boyish husband as well as
her children and that to be too hilarious over his jokes
would make her lose a little of her dignity.
While the children were with her mother, back in
New York, she and Rogers took long trips through
California, but now that they are with her she won't
leave them with the servants.
Though she has three
servants, she looks after the children's work and play
and study herself.
The youngsters were with us that evening at dinner
Bill, Mary, and Jimmie
all wholesome children who
live up to their wholesome names.
Big Bill, by the way,
is "Billy" to his wife, while little Billy is "Bill."
Speak-,
ing of the children, there was another a year-old baby
boy. You will remember the Illiterate Digest, perhaps,
full of caustic and humorous observations on current
events and matters of human concern, which used to
accompany his pictures as an additional feature? Well,
he hasn't written any of these since his baby passed
away, about a year ago. He took that loss very heavily,
it is said, and the world as a result has temporarily at
least lost the Illiterate Digest.
all ate dinner, quite delightfully and informally,
in the cozy breakfast room, instead of in the big dining
room, which I considered a very subtle compliment but
afterward, as we went about looking at the new house
of which both are so proud, we took a look at the
somewhat impressive, handsomely carved dining-room
furniture.
The table is a long one, and the chairs high

—

—

—

We

;

and stately.
"Looks like the peace table, don't it?" inquired Will
"And," he went on, "I got to
Rogers with a grin.
be more prosperous than I am now before I'll feel
at home sitting in them chairs !"
By the way, Rogers made a trip back to his old home
Everybody made a big
in Oklahoma a few weeks ago.
fuss over him.

"There's one town," he exclaimed with a humorous

out

in

Beverley Hills

— as
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they might well be.

twinkle as he told me about it at dinner, "where I can
be sure of getting a meal without having to tell a joke
for it."
It was Mrs. Rogers, it seems, who suggested the running fire of jokes 'which Rogers uses during the course
of the roping act, which, more than even the roping
itself, has made Mr. Rogers famous.
It all came about
when Rogers, who was working in the Follies, and
getting off the same line of funnyisms night after night,
came home one day and told his wife he was afraid
the jokes were getting stale.
They were sittisg on the couch before their big open
fireplace when they told me about that feature of his
work, and Rogers leaned over and touched his wife's
cheek with a shy, beautiful sort of tenderness as he explained
"It was Betty here who suggested the changing of
the jokes daily.
I used almost the same line of jokes
all the time in vaudeville.
Funny thing, too," he digressed, "I began using talk to explain my stunts early
in the vaudeville days.
But one performance soon after
I began it the audience laughed.
I thought they were
guying me, and I didn't talk for a long time after that.
One day the management came to me and asked 'Will,
why don't you talk any more in your act?' 'Ain't my
act good enough?' I asked.
'Yes,' he said, 'but folks
liked that talk that day.'
So I decided maybe it wasn't
Later on, when I complained of my
so bad after all.
jokes in the Follies getting stale, Betty answered, 'Well,
the whole world keeps moving. There are things in the
"
papers every day that you can comment on.'
Thereafter Rogers spent hours daily reading the papers, reading all sides of the questions he commented on.
so that the result would be a striking of fire from his
own mind in the form of an epigram or a joke. Then,
before the audience at night, he would make those apparently nonchalant and spontaneous remarks on current events.
Not that he isn't spontaneously witty and quick as a
flash.
They follow him around with a pad and pencil
all day when he's working on a set, putting down his
remarks and using them for subtitles. That's why the
subtitles of his pictures usually ring the bell.
When Rogers isn't working before the camera, he's
nearly always twirling that rope.
He has a bunch of
goats which he practices roping at the studio, and when
:

:

Continued on page 96
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PITY THE POOR PRODUCERS
This

is

not an impassioned appeal for funds to relieve the starving Zukors,
As yet, they ares till helping Mr. Hoover, not

Goldwyns, and Schencks.
beseeching his
self

to

give

So, with no danger of being led into pledging youraid.
something monthly for the next five years, read on.

By Helen Klumph

Producers

will probably manage in some way to save their stock-pattern
cowboys, Wall-street Wizards, detectives, reporters, and all the

the poor producers
PITY Their
business
to give the public what
wants, and frequently —
too frequently—you
is

it

all

do not want it.
you laugh and

You go

some of
and some of you even applaud
mildly when the dastardly Lowell Sherman or Joseph
Kilgour is circumvented. But do you go out of the
theater with a smile of gratitude on your face and murmur to the starry heavens that you are thankful for
motion-picture producers ?
Do you write p;eans of
to ,see their pictures,

cry,

praise to the producers ?
For the most part, you

do

not.

A

glance at Picture-Play's mail bag suggests that
you would have things done differently in motion pictures, oh, quite differently.

In a recent issue of this magazine there appeared
letters chosen from among hundreds of similar
ones received. One was from a girl who lived in New
York City. She was all wrought up over the way New
York restaurants are reproduced on the screen. She

two

coming from out of town were disnot finding the wild life they had seen
])ictured.
And her more conservative friends
were shocked to know that she went to the

said that friends

appointed

at

midnight-roof
shows
that
the
screen
had
taught them were frequently scenes of lurid
disorder.

The defense glibly offered by a director who
may deceive the
trusting heroine, but

The villain

he must
not
deceive
you.

villains, queens,
rest.

is that his screen plays repreHe insists
but as it might be.
would not conjure the quarters out
of persons' pockets if he pictured the New Amsterdam
Roof as it really is, with the exciting event of the evening being the arrival of Mary Hay, from the cast of
"Sally," which plays in the theater downstairs, and, if
he went further, and showed her with Dick Barthelmess, her husband, quite obviously enjoying each other's
society, the thrill-hungry public would be dismayed.
The other letter was from a girl in Texas, who objected strenuously to the way life in Texas is depicted
on the screen. She pointed out that there were sizable
towns in Texas where one did not have to flag trains
to make them stop; that there were automobiles and
cabarets and fashionable clothes in profusion; that a
stagecoach would be as much of a curiosity in Texas
as in New York.
What she did not take into account is that most
Western pictures of the wild and woolly type are supposed to represent conditions in the days when Texas
was a frontier. But neither do other people in the
audiences.
Canvass any Eastern audience and see how
many people think that these pictures are typical of
The result would probably be
the West of to-day.
appalling.
Man}^ have seen the educational possibilities
Give a thought to them now as
of motion pictures.
purveyors of misunderstanding. And at the same time,
shed a tear for the producer who puts these pictures
out as representative of Western life in the '6o's and
and is promptly reviled by Westerners, who ob'70's
ject because it is not like the life they know to-day.
William S. Hart is said to be hated by Westerners,
but don't think that his position is unique. He makes
Western pictures that Westerners don't like; others
make New York pictures that make New Yorkers writhe
with pain and chortle with glee. The Canadian Mounted
Police feel like wearing a band of crape whenever a

specializes in such scenes

sent life, not as it
that his productions

—

is,

Pity
drama of the great Northwest
bandits'

local

is

the
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shown, and Mexican

When

No. 29 wants to register a kick when

the

screen

wanders

ter

Ruth Roland is represented as able to escape singlehanded from two of them.
"The pictures aren r a ue to life," a mighty chorus

pet field

charac-

into our

own
we

— then is when
holler.

proclaims.
"But they're true to tradition," producers, directors, and actors reply.
characters
aren't lifelike," says
the public.
"Perhaps not," an-

"The

swer

producers,

swelled by the voices
of a thousand scenario writers,
''but they're
dramatic."

and charm in
will go
further than an air

tality

an

office

of importance, rebrisk,
sent
the
abrupt manners of

the screen business

woman. But

that's

what a considerable part of the
audience

thinks

a

business

woman

is

It is
so the other kind wouldn't get over.
one of those sad cases where the imitation is better
than the real.
I haven't a doubt in the world that producers
as well
as chorus girls
are weary of these tinsel-and-gilt
like,

And

there the argument stands, and probably will
for some time to come.
Job-lot, stock-pattern
villains, queens, cowboys. Wall Street wizards, detectives, reporters, bell boys, business women, and uplifters
will probably always be with us.
not for
It is easier
the producer
but for the public.
"Oh," you say, as
a sinuous form, mantled in peacock feathers, glides into
the scene, "Here's the vamp."
Then you can relapse
into a coma again until the big moment when she lures
the hero on to the hearth rug, secure in the knowledge
that you are in the presence of an old friend.
Now
the producer of that picture could have made that same
girl come on the screen and show you in a few incidents that she was a vampire, not exactly pure and
simple.
That would have been the more artistic thing
to do.
On the speaking stage it is more effective to
have a lion roar offstage than to have him amble on,
and likewise in the movies it is better to have a trick
horse do tricks than merely to come out in full circus
regalia, but you
the audience
want your types easily
recognizable.
The villain may deceive the trusting
heroine, but he must not deceive you.
You want to
know him from waxed mustache to button shoes the
moment he flashes on the screen.
But curiously enough, you and I, and the rest of the
motion-picture-going public aren't consistent on this point.
Those of us who aren't vampires in real life don't demand that vampires on the screen should conform to
the Gold Diggers' Rules of Order or the Marquis of
Anybody's Rules. Those of us who aren't villains, reporters, Wall Street, magnates, politicians, scholars, or
waitresses in quick-lunch rooms, don't mind the patterns on which their screen prototypes are cut.
But
when the screen character wanders into our own pet
field and steps on our own toes
then is when we holler.
Physicians can look on with enthusiasm while the
crowd in a courtroom on the screen rises and cheers,
but can a lawyer?
And likewise a lawyer's attention
is hardly distracted from a story when a physician stops
to chat with a nurse during a critical operation.
But
the doctor?
His woe at the way his profession is being misrepresented is illimitable.
In the same way,
business women, who have found that homelike hospi-

stand

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

chorus girls that have a heart of gold underneath, that
are so popular on the screen.
I suspect that some of
them have met chorus girls who weren't like that. But
having built up an illusion in the public mind a very
well-paying illusion, incidentally they hesitate to knock
it down.
And so, we may expect more heroines like
the ones in "The Plaything of Broadwav," and "The
Gilded Lily."
Society people make up so small a part of the motionpictu-re-going population that producers don't need to
take their point of view very seriously.
little girl
from a town in New Jersey summed up the point of
view that the producers do contend with when she
said: "I don't like the kind of society pictures Famous
Players put on.
Gloria Swanson and the rest of 'em
are pretty, but they act so kind of nice that they don't
seem natural. But when Alice Lake dresses up like a
society lady, it almost seems as though I was there myself."
So, the poor producer must continue to give us
society types as we think they are
and hope that the
doors of society will not forever be closed to him because of it. He must continue to mirror certain phases
of life with about as much verisimilitude as Charlie
Chaplin's idea of heaven in "The Kid" conforms to
present-day theology.
After the entrance of the
While we are on the subject
vamp, you can relapse
we must admit that sometimes
into a coma until the big
the -producer is slightly at
w.oment comes.
fault.
Occasionally, as one
of
our correspondents
points out, he departs

—

—

A

—

from the truth
a

little

an

just

too far in

effort

dramatic.

to

be

Bill

Gowan, of Tonopah, Nevada,
writes as follows:
Continued on page
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A GIRL'S AD
MOVIE
She visits a quaint little New England vil
not far from New York City just for the
there she makes friends with two of the

By

Ethel

Estelle Taylor and Tom Douglas were the
two players I had the good fortune to meet,
and I can't see now how I had ever happened
to miss them in pictures.
They are two of
the most likable people Eve ever become ac-

quainted with.
On the way to the location I was glad of
the chance to drop in at the Eox Manhattan
studios again, because the first time I went
there

I

was

so

excited

at

the

prosi^ect

of

meeting Pearl White that I hardly got a clear
idea of anything else.
However, every single
company was working out of doors that day,
so we just waited in the publicity office. There
were great piles of photographs and publicity
magazines that are sent out to exhibitors lying
on the desk in front of me. I couldn't resist
looking at them, as I wanted to see the pictures of Estelle Taylor that were in them, so
that I might recognize Miss Taylor when I

saw

her.

was almost

It

location.

a full hour's ride out to the

Part of the

way we went through

Central Park and some of the spots were so
pretty, with the lakes and rolling ground and
Tom Douglas has such a friendly manner that he makes you feel at
the people horseback riding, that it was hard
ease right away.
to believe it was in the heart of a great metropolis.
Some parts were more picturesque
than many a real rural section of the country can boast
Eve seen a picture on the screen
of.
Then after a long trip through a less-interesting
that looked as though it might have been taken
section farther on, we at last reached a countr}^ road
in a little town like the one where I live, I
and suddenly turned of¥ into what looked like a regular
think of how exciting it would be to walk down the
little village.
I knew at once that it was the motionstreet and suddenly find a motion-picture company taking scenes there.
The idea of whole companies travel- picture set, for there was a long line of cars parked
near by and the telltale camera right in the middle of
ing miles away to make scenes in just the right location
the road.
seems wonderful to me, and I always wonder about a
I couldn't get out of the car quick enough
I was so anxious to see everything.
There were quite
lot of little details connected with working that way
whether the star took her maid along, for instance,
a lot of people arovmd,'but I didn't recognize any one
and I didn't know who to speak to, not wanting to
where they all ate lunch, and particularly whether they
used the location just as they found it or built additions.
mistake a star player for an extra, or vice versa.
So perhaps you can imagine how excited I was when
This didn't last long, however, because some one hurI was invited to make a location trip with the Eox
ried right up to us, and I vvas introduced to a young
company that was making "Footfalls." You see, this
man who was dressed in country costume. It was
picture is .supposed to be taken in a little old New
Tom Douglas The first thing I knew he was shaking
England village, and Ed been told that the location near
hands warmly and praising my stories before I had a
City Island which is near New York City had been
chance to say anything to him, so that he almost made
chosen because of the wonderful old trees and natural
me feel as if I were the movie player instead of himsurroundings.
self
He has the same friendly manner that Constance
Binney has you feel at ease with either of them right
Another interesting thing was that I was to meet two
away. You don't get awed at all you just feel very
movie players I had never seen on the screen, though
This ivas unglad that you know them.
So I knew right away that
their names were very familiar to me.
usual for me, since Eve always prided myself on havI was going to be a Tom Douglas fan from then on.
He's a great lad, not a bit like an actor, just a regular,
ing seen about every well-known player on the silverThe fact that they were of the movies, though, natural boy, like any I might know back home. He's
sheet.
quite tall and well built, with brown eyes, and lightwas reason enough for me to be more than anxious to
brown hair, and is good looking in a wholesome, boyish
meet them, even if they hadn't been working in such a
In some ways Tom Douglas reminds you of
wonderfully interesting place.
way.

WHENEVER

!

—

—

!

—

;

;

VENTURES
LAND
which has

IN

under sheltering trees
"Footfalls," and
most engaging young players on the screen.
lage

settled

duration of the filming of

Sands
But while he admires Ray immensely he doesn't want to be compared to
him. "I've even stopped going to see Charles
Ray's pictures," he told me, "because I'm
afraid I might get to imitate him, and I want to
be original. You can never hope really to reach
Charlie Ray.

the top if you're not." Which proves, I think,
that Tom Douglas has the right idea.
strolled up the village street.
They had
built the sets right along the side of the road
so the trees and grass were right handy and
didn't have to be "planted," and this all helped
to give it a natural look.
There was a cobbler's shop and stores with windows filled
with merchandise, several little cottages, the
town hall, and at the end the church. Most
of the sets had just the sides and fronts, but
the cobbler's shop was much more complete,
and even finished inside, as most of the action
takes place around there.
From the foot of
the road the set gave the illusion of a real
little
village
but when we got up by the

We

—

church and looked down

we got quite a difAll we saw was queer framework, props to hold up the houses, and black
Estelle Taylor looked like a real country girl, and 1 had expected to
curtains.
I didn't see any sense of looking at
see a sophisticated vampire!
things from their worst angle, though, and
it
was easy to imagine there was something behind those fronts
so we walked back again.
'Blind Wives' were my most notable plays.
Did you
An automobile came down the road from the old farm- see them ?"
liouse in the background.
very blond young man
I had to admit that I had only seen the "still" photowas driving, and I recognized him instantly as Gladden
graphs of her in those pictures.
ferent effect.

—

A

james, who used to play in Vitagraph pictures so often
and with Norma Talmadge in "The Heart of Wetona."
The girl who sat in the back I recognized as Estelle

so wild?

Taylor.
It is so thrilling to meet the different movie
players you wonder if they'll be nice, and if you'll be
glad you met them afterward or disappointed.

part

—

Miss Taylor presented a different picture from any
had seen of her, for she wore her dark hair, which
was very pretty and silky, in short curls. She had on
a plain, short little dress with a frilly scarf tied around
I

her shoulders, a

little

old-fashioned straw hat,

worn one-

strap slippers, and cotton stockings.
She looked like
a real country girl in that costume
and I had expected
to see a sophisticated vampire
It was a surprise.
She
doesn't act a bit like a vamp, either, in real life, though
she has dark hair and big brown e3'es, is well rounded

—

!

and of medium height. Estelle Taylor was like Tom
Douglas in being unaffected and natural, so much like
a regular honest-to-goodness person that if it wasn't for
the make-up you'd never think she was an actress at all.
I asked her how she felt wearing her hair in curls like
that, and she confessed that it seemed strange and a
little silly.

"I've been in the movies
"
she told me.

half,"

only about a year and a

When New

York

Sleeps'

and

"Oh, did you see those awful stills, with me looking
f"
Weren't they terrible
But I hadn't thought so,

"In

this picture, called 'Footfalls,' I play a dift'erent

from any I'm used
Gladden James is the

to

— that of a

city

villain,

little

and

country

Tom

girl.

Douglas

plays the country boy who is in love with me."
Then we got to talking about the most ordinar}- things
Miss Taylor hardly said a word about herself. She
doesn't try to impress you a bit with her importance
she's exceptionally modest about her achievements, considering how far she has climbed in such a brief while.
1 kept wishing that she'd tell me more about herself
but she didn't. Somehow, I hadn't supposed that emoI imtional actresses would act like ordinary people.
agined they'd be rather serious and sad looking and
very aloof and stately but I haven't met any }-et that

—

;

—

were.

—

Tom Douga lot of pictures of all of us
Gladden James and Miss Taylor and myself it
wasn't hard to pose with so many. Only when we stood
in the shade they placed some big boards that were
covered with something that looked hke tinfoil at an
angle that would reflect the sun on us. They use these
They took

las,

;

reflectors a great deal in taking the out-of-door movies,

A
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Girl's

Adventures in Movieland
and informal, passing around the dishes to each other,
and hearing them relate their experiences of working
out on location. Miss Taylor was telling how one time,
after working hard all day, they had to work at night
and a storm came up and drenched them, and then their
car broke down, I think, and the man they went to for
help didn't know what to make of them. "My make-up
was half washed off, mascara was running down from
my eyes, and we all looked a sight. When we said,
'We're in the movies,' the man looked at us as if he
thought we were crazy."
Somebody passed the remark that Miss Taylor was
m u c h better looking
without
her
make-up,
but it was hard to con-

Here are three views of the
"Footfalls" set— two as it
will appear on the screen, and
one as it will not. Above, you
see one of the little houses,

vince her.

"To

apparently a completely finwith the
writer on the steps, being told

ished, solid liouse
"all

about

the

—

movies" by

I

learned.

It

isn't

very

for the

reflected sunshine all but

blinds you and roasts you
I didn't envy
to death.
the players that had to
act with that light cast

on them

It

!

was

all

I

could do even to try to
look natural, just being
under it a few minutes.
As it was time to eat

we

piled

all

in

the

circum-

This modest, old-fashioned farmhouse seemed
such an odd place to be
lunching with movie
players it seemed almost
;

like a setting for the pic-

she

heavy

make-up.

such

uses

She

Now, would you

set.

extras and
helpers ate in a large
room in back, and the
principals were served in
Usuthe front room.
ally when the companies
work out on location
they eat at some near-by
restaurant; if there's no
may
restaurant
they
bring equipment along to
prepare food, army fashion, or sometimes they
have lunches made up
in parcels, choosing the
method that seems to be
the most practical, acto

cause

exterior
of
the
scenes way up in Provincetown.
They had
many
filmed
great
a
scenes at night on this

Mr.

stances.

I

rest

The

cording

truth,

work on this location.
They were to take the

James' car and went to
a farmhouse down the
road a little way for
lunch.

the

uses a great deal of red
over her eyes and on her
throat to make shadows.
There wasn't much
time for eating because
they were needed back
on the set, so most of
them only took a cup of
tea and a piece of cake
or a sandwich.
This was to be the last
day the company was to

Tommy.

pleasant, either,

tell

do I ?" But every
one agreed that she did.
And I beheve them, bedon't,

ever think that they took
movies outdoors at
night?
But they do, I
discovered. Tom Douglas told me they strung
the studio lights tip over
the street and it made
it look so pretty with the
lighted windows in the
People
little houses.

would come from

all

the

near-by places to watch
them work. Of course,
their

buggies,

hitched

Continued on pntie 86

Bv carefully comparing these views
you will be able foideniify the little
house where the writer and Tommy
are sitting as tlie one just bacl< of
the shop with the ice-cream sign in
tlie picture looking straight down
the street.
The third view shows
the same house, taken from behind
the buildings on the right side of the
road, and also shows how these sets
are made to appear realistic only
where they will be seen by the
motion-picture camera's eye.

ture they were making.
It was so different from
the day before, when I
had eaten in the grand
Jiltmore Hotel amid splendor that seemed the natural
setting for movie stars.
But this was all so friendly

Here
"There

is

no rank

in

beauty"

And

Is

Picture-Play proclaimed
"There

reigning beauties of the screen.,

readers in reply.

—

;

!

that one

is rank in

Beauty!
a short time ago

beauty

when

dared to print a choice of eight
all" chorused our
of the audiences from Hoboken to Hongit

—and one unquestionably leads them

—but read and learn what the members

kong think of beauty as mirrored on the screen.

By Readers

WE

recently imposed

on a

single

member

of

Picture-Play Magazine

of our

staif the thankless task of selecting eight lead-

We

—

knew as he
ing beauties of the screen.
did that no man's judgment in such a matter is final
or even authoritative.
What is one man's Venus is
another's Flora Finch.
And so, as we expected, the
man we elected to don the robes of Paris and act as
judge of beauty has been the target of bitterest invectives.
Perhaps he, too, now will keep silent on the
subject, as does The Oracle. You have noticed, perhaps,
that the relative beauty of this, that, or the other film
favorite is one subject which The Oracle always sidesteps and declines to discuss, or even offer an opinion.
The Oracle is wise.
and our Paris knew that we would get protests
popular vote was called for, the
we invited them.
results of which are herein presented.
It will be interesting to those who read the other list to learn that
although many of our readers indorsed the majority
of the chosen beauties, and that although every one mentioned there was favorably commented upon by some
fans, there was only one of the eight stars who seemed
to fulfill the majority of our readers' requirements for
beauty.
That was Katherine Macdonald.*
There was agreement, too, on the subject of magnetic stars, who are more alluring, the writer said, than
Our
those who could really be considered beautiful.
Paris declared that "Nazimova holds me in an optic
Scores of our correspondents adopted his
trance."
phrase but they all declared that it was Gloria Swanson who so affected them
Now when the robes of Paris were stretched to include thousands of our readers one might have expected a shower of golden apples.
So far the motionpicture-going public lived up to expectations, for hardly
a prominent star but received some tributes.
But the
fans acted with one accord, surprisingly, in awarding
the fairest apple of them all to one great favorite.

—

We

A

—

Exit
It

they

Venus— Enter

Lillian Gish.

be a severe blow to many who think that
have unusual penetration to learn that Lillian

will

also the admired of the many as well as of the
few.
Some there are who thought that they alone
could appreciate her.
"Of course she is not a popular type," was often remarked, "but to me she is
the loveliest of all."
That illusion may now be cast away, for if the hundreds of letters which we received from the fans mean
anything she has proved to be the popular favorite
among the screen beauties. The Venus type has departed, not to give place to the luscious beauty of a
bathing nymph, but to yield to the more potent charm
of ethereal loveliness such as Lillian's.
John Barrymore has paid high tribute to her "Enchaining loveliness."
Paul Helleu has found her most
bewitching of subjects for his dry-point etchings, but
is

*The other seven were, in alphabetical order, Betty Blythe, Betty
Compson, Corinne Griffith, Harriett Hammond, Mary Pickford, Anita
Stewart, and Florence Vidor.

no greater tribute can come to her than that of little
Grace Ogden of Fredericksburg, Texas, who says:
"To me Lillian Gish is the most beautiful, not only
of screen actresses, but of all women I have ever seen.
She reminds me of all the hauntingly lovely things I
have ever known, of violin music and flowers, and manyfaceted jewels.
I have not seen many of her pictures,
but any one of them would have been sufficient to convince me that she is the screen's greatest beauty.
"I don't know what the standards are that one is
supposed to judge beauty by, but I should think that the
most beautiful person would be the one who inspired
the most beautiful thoughts in people, and if that is so,
Lillian Gish stands supreme."
And Ethel Rodriguez, of Plainfield, New Jersey, extols her "not so much for the symmetry of her features, but for the beautiful expression of her eyes and
lips of supreme faith and trustfulness, and her deliciously quaint, birdlike daintiness.
Ethereal, perhaps,
but embodying the only sort of beauty worth while
the outer characterization of inner loveliness that gives
her subtle appeal."

What Counts in
we are asked to

Beauty's Score.

give our reasons for our
says H. A. Kennedy, of Ottawa, Canada.
"The only reason that can be formulated is a woman's
'because.'
That settles it in our agile, shallow mind.
Miss MacDonald is beautiful because she is beautiful.
I defy any deep, logical, manly mind to do better.
No
one can define beauty, that most elusive, illusive, vague,
immaterial, indescribable, indefinable, impalpable quality.
It doesn't lie in perfect features or coloring, expression is by no means a requisite, though an immense
addition.
It's the perfume of a flower, the bloom on
a fruit, the purple of distant hills.
"Lack of 'soul' cannot quench it, though it mars.
Soulless beauty is an accepted term. It is a materialized
radiance that hovers over like a mist that softens and
adds glamour to a full moon."
Beauty of face and form do not impress our readers
so much as personality.
It is that elusive thing called
charm that constitutes real beauty in the majority of
opinions expressed.
And so the tape measure is no
longer the score card of beauty it is something inefirable,
something of the spirit that goes to make up beauty's
"I

see

selection,"

—
;

score.

Physical grace counts for much hardly a tribute but
contained such expressions as "Lightly poised as a bird
prepared for flight," or "Fleet with the grace of a
tiger," or "Moving with the airy grace of a dancer."
Coloring counts for little or for naught, for these writers
know their beauties only from the black and white of
;

the screen.
letter of all came from
of Harlan, Iowa, because she was the
could not select as many as eight
most correspondents named ten or -twelve, unbeauties
and because
able to narrow their choice down to eight
the seven she selected were all among the winning eight.

Perhaps the most interesting

Madge W. Buck,
only person who

—

—

: :

!

Here

34
Her

choice

is

for

making

it.

"When

interesting, too,

Is

tried

tine Johnstone."

The Favorite Type of Beauty.
From the eight beauties
who evoked the most gener-

—

from
strongly differentiated
the others.
blondes find
any comfort in the fact that
the majority of the chosen
beauties are blondes— let them
make the most of it. The brunettes can console themselves
by magnifying the brilliance
of the beauty of Norma Tal-

H

women

beautiful

—

Lillian

—

Gish,

Norma

Tal-

Harriett

naming four beauties

I

really

;

Hammond

ards of beauty for screen stars aren't our standards for
our sisters and friends.
"I have a weakness for Mae Murray on the screen.
I think she is lovely to look at, but I wouldn't be seen
walking down the street with a girl who had her mouth
made up that vvay. And I think Constance Talmadge is
and I think cuteness
the cutest-looking thing in pictures
is the greater part of beauty.
But if my sister dared
to use her eyes the way Connie does, I tell you she'd
hear a lecture and it wouldn't be on beauty either

—

voters agree.
Her wistfulness and fragility play no
small part in enthralling her
audiences, but many like Rudolph Carr, of Grandport,
Louisiana think that in her
all

—

—

moods

happy

beauty
sublime
Edith Markell,
her

most

reaches

the

Lillian Gish

heights.

And

Norma Talmadge
Mary Miles Minter

of
Bayside,
Long Island,
voices the sentiment of many
when she says, "Her beauty
makes you not only admire
her from afar, but want to
draw near to her and protect
her."
Her Anna Moore in
"Way Down East," her Child

Claire

Windsor

Mildred Harris

Anna Q. Nilsson
Justine Johnstone
Rubye de Remer

The portraits in rotogravure on the pages
following are those of the stars elected by
our readers as the screen's leading beauties.

—

—

choice I play safe,

same personalities we
So when I make

the

like off.

admire on the screen, and four I'd like to pal around
with off screen."
His first four favorites were Constance Talmadge,
Mae Murray, Dorothy Dalton, and Marion Davies, and
the second four were Lillian Gish, Anna Q. Nilsson,
Sylvia Breamer, and Constance Binney.
But others did not feel as Mr. Walton did. Their
choices represented their ideals of beauty both on the
screen and off.
Girls, take heed of these favorites
are you like one of them?

Katherine MacDonald
Mary Pickford
Anita Stewart
Florence Vidor

and most of us haven't had that advantage. As
I've seen some of my favorites oft" the screen
and promptly disowned them. Furthermore, our standofl^,

my

Betty BIythe
Betty Compson
Corinne Griffith

Beauty on the Screen— and Off.
"The man who chose the first eight beauties didn't
play fair at all," Roger B. \Yalton, of Salt Lake City,
complained.
"He considered them both on the screen
for myself

on the screen we don't

At the left the one which was printed in our
July issue as the eight who lead the ranks of
the screen beauties. At the right is the new
list, a composite selection, made up from the
votes of our readers:

madge, Mary Miles Minter,
Claire Windsor, Mildred Harris, Anna O. Nilsson, Justine Johnstone, and Rubye
de Remer.
Could there have been one more choice it would have
been closely contested between Agnes Ayres, Elsie Ferguson, Sylvia Breamer, Marjorie Daw, and Colleen
Moore. Pauline Frederick and May MacAvoy had many
enthusiastic supporters, and to only a slightly less degree
were May Allison and Pearl White extolled. Hardly a
prominent player but had her enthusiastic cohorts of
admirers who sang her praises in the most glowing
terms. While most of them extolled the ethereal loveliness of Lillian Gish and others, one alone paid tribute
to a star because, as he put it, "she is so gloriously
physical." The writer, Harold Dyson, of Toronto, Canada, was referring to Priscilla Dean.

and

judge not beauty on the

And

like

HERE ARE THE TWO LISTS

Beauties.

on the screen as
chosen by our readers are

We

Transcendent Lillian Gish.
Here is a poignant beauty,

madge.

The Eight Chosen
The eight most

are.

screen, but personality.

to

ous praise no general conclusion can be drawn.
They are
of
no one type each is

"So there you

because of her reasons

She wrote

decide which eight of the many
beautiful women on the screen were the most beautiful
It was not until I thought of
I was completely at sea.
the things in the world that I consider the most beautiful,
and then thought of the screen actresses who remind
me most of those things that I could determine my
The things I decided upon were: Harp
favorites.
music, rubies, peacocks, butterflies, iris blossoms, and
the fresh radiance of sunrise. The stars, in corresponding order, are Lillian Gish, Norma Talmadge, Rubye de
Remer, Mary Miles Minter, Mildred Harris, and JusI

Beauty!

"Broken

Blossoms," her
the
"Hearts
of
World." "True Heart Susie,"
and "The Birth of a Nation"
-r— none of the roles designated
merely as a frame for beauty have toppled over the
old standards of beauty and established the standard of
inner radiance. "Prettiness is on the outside," as many
of our readers pointed out, "but beauty shines from
within." And many of them added, "And Lillian Gish
in

in

roles

—

has both."
Brilliant Norma Talmadge."Because the alluring mold of her features and force:
and fire of her personality lend a colorful charm to her
rich, dark beauty," Carol' McDermott, of Minneapolis,
Minnesota, pays tribute to Norma Talmadge. And her
voice is only one of a great chorus, for Norma Talmadge
next to Lillian Gish most prized as the favorite
is
beauty of the screen. "Fire," "brilliance," "magnetism"
all are mentioned as the qualities that make the beauteous Norma admired, and her quick, graceful movements

—

—
—

come

in for considerable praise.

From far-away China come many

tributes, and from
South America, too, showing that Norma's beauty has
From one of her earliest star pictures,
wide appeal.
"Panthea," her finest impression seems to have been
made, for more correspondents mention that picture than
any other.

Sunshiny Mary Miles Minter.
is just deliciously, indescribably
beautiful," Hortense J. Bowes writes from Denver, Col"Hers is the delicate, radiant beauty of sunorado.
shine, of youth, and of hope."
The roguish camaraderie of "The Little Clown" attracted many, the tempestuous moods of "Don't Call
Me Little Girl" pleased her admirers, but it was the

"Mary Miles Minter

Continued on pnge 88
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dainty, reserved

and

Cameolike are her fea-i
unaffected in her manner.
"She walks in beauty," her very perfection seeming
to detach her from' all others.

RUBYE DE REMER

is the delicate Norse type of beauty,
of exquisite fragility in pearl and gold.
Hers is a
personality of which the screen tells httle; on the page that
follows win be found an interview which gives you as fine a
picture of her personality as the screen does of her beauty.

Rubye
The

—and Her Vertebrae

Norse star, whose picture appears on its opposite page as one of the eight beauties
by our readers, displays some characteristics unusual for a player as you'll observe.

delicate

selected

By Doris Smith
make you mad?"
WOULDN'T
Rubye de Remer's gray eyes
was too excited over a scene
to wait for

my

suggested that all this was very flattering, but frankly
didn't give a hang about the flattery. She wanted
the picture on this side of the ocean, and told me so.
I had no wish whatever to argue with any woman of
her established determination and was content when the
talk turned to motion pictures instead of still ones.
I

it

flashed.

She

in a recent picture

reply.

Rubye

''We weren't really fighting until that man knocked
my hat and I had put it on to stay for the day.
She wanted to know if I liked "The Four Horsemen
What would you expect me to do under the circumHence the disof the Apocalypse." And I wanted to dodge the issue.
stances? I fought like a wild woman.
And Rubye wriggled about on a I thought of telling her that I was the interviewer—
located vertebrae."
but didn't dare. So I stammered "Not not altogether."
very hard chair.
Rubye took it quite mildly. Her
"And the worst of it is that every
gray-blue eyes widened to a new inone thinks I had a double in that
LIKE
terest in me.
"Well, did you like
scene!
Can you understand that?"
'Passion?'"
That happened to be the one thing
to form your own impression of
"Yes, altogether."
Rubye said that I could understand.
a star from what she actually says,
I had disappointed her.
It would be hard to imagine this frail,
rather than to have the writer
"Oh, I
analyze her personality for you?
thought surely you wouldn't like that
lovely blonde roused to such pugilisIf you do you'll enjoy this inter=
either !" she expostulated.
Later I discovered it
tic endeavor.
"I didn't.
view, for it leaves you something
I left before it was over."
to be characteristic of Rubye to know
to read between the lines. You'll
"But, Miss de Remer, you're one
just exactly what she wants and
find it interesting, too, after draw=
out of five hundred !"
doesn't want and to act accordingly.
ing your own conclusions, to com=
"I know, but I talk enough for
What matter a few vertebrae more
pare your conclusions with those
two," she insisted vibrantly. "It irrior less?
of others who have read the inter=
"I'm so glad to have some one to
tates me terribly to hear every one
view, to see in what respects they
raving over Pola Negri." There was
talk to.
Every one around the stutally and in what ones they differ.

—

off

:

—

DONT YOU

dio is maintaining a frigid silence. I
certainly am 'in wrong.'
saw

We

the 'rushes' of the pictvire this morning, and, my dear,
!"
I look a positive fright
Rubye's small hand cut the air in a breezy, emphatic
gesture. Then she bubbled on "A friend remarked quite
audibly, 'Are those test pictures, Rubye?' Just as audibly I told her she couldn't be blamed for the mistake.
:

The camera man heard me, and
of the day looking for

an

I've spent the
arbitration committee."

rest

Apparently Rubye had decided that she wasn't in
form yet for another fistic bout. The vertebrae advised
her of more amicable methods.
''I told the director," she admitted casually, "that I
knew I could look a great deal nicer. He said nothing
would please him more." Then, as if it had just occurred to her: "If he wasn't always so perfectly nice,
I'd

him of sarcastic intent."
had the amazing experience of hearing a star
herself.
At last I'd found a screen luminary

suspect

And

I

laugh at
who claimed no "old Southern aristocrat" at the base
of the family tree
"I suppose," Rubye suggested, "that this sounds like
the raving of a conceited woman.
But Helleu, the
French artist, spoiled me. He painted me the way I
want to look and then was diplomatic enough to say it
resembled me. After thoroughly indulging my fancies,
he packed up the portrait and carted it back to France.''
"But he gave it to you, didn't he?" F countered, eager
to have Rubye realize that I did read the papers occa!

sionally.

"Indeed he did !" I was, assured. "But when I called
with a truck to take it home he nearly cried in French.
At least I imagine that was what he was doing. After
much concentration, I gathered that it was his 'inspiration' and he couldn't bear to part with it.
But I could
consider it mine."

a dangerotis ring to her voice.
I
hitched my chair back a few inches.
"Think of our own actresses who have made pictures
what they are to-day! Think of Mary Pickford and
Pauline Frederick
To hear the remarks going the
roimds about these foreign players you'd imagine they
were responsible for all the good acting in the world."
!

Rubye was gesticulating as emotionally as though the
camera were facing her instead of my humble self. I
feared the vertebra might register protest just as emphatically, so queried to offset the possibility: "You
prefer drama to anything else?"
"Of course. I don't care for comedy or comedy
drama. I want to do emotional parts as emotional as
I'm capable of. But don't judge my ability from to-day's

—

work when

I tell you that I've actually made two 'walking scenes'
and a lot of sitting scenes out of camera
range." Again that chuckle at her own expense.

—

It was all very charming and entertaining, but really
the interview wasn't shaping itself according to the usual
form.
I hadn't had any opportunity to ask this star
if she preferred California to any place else or if she
considered acting before the camera the highest form of
And if I had, the irrepressible Rubye would unart.
doubtedly have made a joke out of it.

thought perhaps I could flatter her into a thoughtmood and then pop the questions. It has been
done before with stars of less astronomical certainty
So I hauled out the old propaganda
than Rubye.
about her sweetness in letting me take up so much
of her time and ranted on considerably with saccharine
I

ful

aforethought.

An absolutely sincere amazement rebuked me.
"Why on earth should I be 'up stage?'" Rubye
paused, and I could fairly see a mischievous gleam
shadow her astonishment. I knew before she spoke that

:

!

Rubye
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—and

Her Vertebrae

her sense of humor was running riot again. You simply
couldn't prophesy effects on Rubye.
"You know, I'm really nothing but a factory hand.
Whenever I'm supposed to 'emote,' a siren blows and
the carpenters stop hammering. When I've shed enough
tears to move even the sternest of directors, the siren
!"
whistles again and the carpenters lay to
Rubye was something new in stars. She
I gave up
escaped classification and interviewing
With a feeble
last effort I asked her to tell me about her first starring
!

—

!

experience.

"Well," Rubye replied rather dubiously, "it will only
mean another person to laugh about the beginning of
my young career."
I showed no inclination to let her off.
And Rubye

was when

was first given the lead in a play in
years ago, that I was the proudest
creature in the world. I spent all my time between rehearsals looking at my name in big letters outside the
theater.
You know how it is," she apologized. "I had
never been so happy.
But the night before the play
was to open the manager announced that all bets were
"It

York,

I

five

to

buy shoes for the

hated to see my name torn
imagine what it meant to me,"
and Rubye smiled ruefully. "Well, my bank account was
pathetically small, but it was enough. I spent every cent

was heartbroken.

"I

off the boards.

I

I

You can

owned for shoes."
"So the show opened

after all?" I anticipated hope-

fully.

—

—

opened all right" she hesitated "but even
my violent enthusiasm couldn't keep it alive, and it closed
in three days. At least, it died with its shoes on !"
She
laughed. And it's a safe wager that she had laughed
"Yes,

five

it

years ago, too.

Rubye had given me
had nothing

began her story

New

There wasn't enough money

off.

cast.

the

title

of

my

interview.

It

do with her delicately etched features, her
goldy hair, or the intensity of her eyes. It was concerned
with Rubye's backbone that sturdy spinal column that
had carried her through disapix)intment, struggle yes,
and fights to the actress she had determined to be.
And even as I said good-by, those stubbornly dislocated
vertebrae made Rubye twitch about on a very hard
to

—

—

—

chair
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Boom Towns
The

of

Filmland

is not old, but it has its deserted villages, its shattered ruins.
In the Pompeii
wild flowers grow where once mighty crises shook and sundered lives; but the almost

motion-picture industry

of picture-plays

forgotten

old

scenes

still

cast

a

spell

of

romance

By Edwin

w

E

had come to view a ghost city of filmland, its
ruins and its shambles, its flotsam and jetsam
of castle and cabin, left to disintegrate vinder
the sweep of wind from the sea and
the force of rushing torrent from the
hillside.

There was Thomas H.

Ince,

in

recalling

the

feats

and

favorites

of

yesterday.

Schallert
the producer; William Collier, the farceur of the stage;
Buster Collier, of the screen juvenilia, all of whom had
been in the studio during its heyday, and myself.
stood at the gateway of Inceville, and none of us was
oblivious to the spell of the past, the sense of romance
that the old place conjured.

We

"Jove
Collier,

!"

exclaimed Mr. Ince.
"Do you remember,
from morning until
to work here
night, and then a bath in the ocean and back
to work again until midnight or after? There
was nothing like it."

—

how we used

Colonel Selig tramps through the moldering ruins of the
temples where "The Adventures of

Kathlvn"

were made, and

splendors of that

recalls the

greatest of animal

pictures.

Boom Towns

The old church set and Scotch street used

in Billie

—

—

—

—

—

We

had

at that time.

tell you," he said, shaking his head something like
Gareth Hughes does in "Sentimental Tommy." "They
all thought it was pretty fine!"

"I

I

took a glance

Two

in.

rooms
Nowadays stars have a whole
house sometimes and think nothing of it.
The other dressing rooms, however, were mere cubbyholes.
I could see why every one had felt envious of
the exclusive privileges Miss Burke enjoyed.
What memories those rooms recalled. Here and there
we found a stray picture, a name scratched on the door,
a visiting card pinned on the wall.
In one room somebody had sketched a skull and crossbones with the legend
over it, "Take my make-up box if you dare."
Elsewhere we found initials cut in the wall just as young
lovers are accustomed to grave them on trees.
They
little

!

Filmland

Burke's first starring vehicle,

Mr. Collier was all enthusiasm in a moment.
"I
should say I do !" he replied. "And do you know, Tom,
I did something- here that I never did in my life before
ate a breakfast one morning at six o'clock and came
back at eight and had another."
On our right reposed the Scotch church from "Peggy,"
Billie Burke's first picture
weather-beaten, but curiously preserved.
The sunlight had seared the ivy that
formerly adorned the walls, while blood-red geraniums
were springing up to take the place of the vines. To
our left, along the shore line, stretched a twisting street,
with quaint, moldering dwellings.
They culminated in
a gaunt lighthouse a part of "Civilization."
Directly
in front of us was the road leading to the stage and
dressing rooms, all stripped of their adornments and
conceits
deserted, barren, decaying. Beyond
the portals of some grandee's great hacienda
the uncertain
semblance of a temple, vague outlines that suggested
palaces and courtyards of desolation.
As they reminisced, we made a tour of the dressing
rooms.
were viewing Billie Burke's, and Mr. Ince
was vividly relating what a wonderful abode the star

—

of
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"Peggy," are weather-beaten but

curiously preserved.

brought to mind the romances of Inceville, how Reginald
Barker met and married Clara Williams there how
Charlie Ray smiled at a pretty girl one day, who smiled
back at him and later became his wife; how Bill Desmond and Mary Mclvor first discovered that they had
;

many

tastes in

was

common.

conducting a search into the romantic
legends of some lost Pompeii of glorious, golden history.
And such indeed was the history of Inceville,
beside the blue Pacific, and at the foot of the greenclad mountains from 1912 to 1916.
Stars and planets,
meteors and comets of the screen and stage climbed to
Bill Hart made his first
a meridian of fame there.
pictures
and some of his most famous, like "The TwoIt

like

—

—

gun

Man,"

"Hell's

Hinges,"

and

Men."

"Between

Ray and Frank Keenan were doing their famous series of father-and-son features, when Ray
Charles

soared to the zenith of dramatic success as the costar
of "The Coward."
It was here that Sessue Hayakawa
started his career, I believe, appearing with Gladys
Brockwell in "The Typhoon." It was here that Dorothy
Dalton dared the Alaskan wilds in "The Flame of the
Yukon," thrilling thousands. It was here that Dustin
Farnum impressed his admirers with his vigor and his
dramatic power in "The Iron Strain," one of his greatest
films, while George Beban, too, caused thousands to
weep with him in "The Sign of the Rose."
In the lunch room, at the noon hour, Orrin Johnson,
star of the stage, would come stalking in, wearing the

sword and buckler of "D'Artagnan ;" Bill Hart would
clank in with his spurs, garbed in chaps and rough wool
shirt and carrying huge revolvers George Fisher would
have on the white mantle for "Civilization;" Dorothy
Dalton v/ould be dressed in a dance-hall costume Frank
Keenan would be in Confederate uniform; Billie Burke
would jauntily make her entrance in a riding habit,
Lew
while Desmond wore the frock of a minister.
Stone, H. B. Warner, Bessie Barriscale, Louise Glaum,
Julia Dean, Catherine Calvert, Enid Markey, Bessie
;

;

Boom Towns
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Love, Tsuru Aoki

—they

were

all

present at one time

or another.

Indians and cowboys flocked about the place. Scores
them were camped on the hillsides. The red men had
their powwows and their squabbles
the cowboys their
camp fires and their anecdotes of the plains, their tourneys with the lariat and rifle.
Several of them were
quite smitten with Mildred Harris at the time, I am
told.
She used to canter to the studio every morning
on a pony, and canter back home again in the evening,
and she always had an escort of the choicest cowboys
on her departure.
Mr. Ince himself lived right at the studio. His former
home still stands on the brow of the hill, back about a
mile from the sea.
He tried to buy the place about a
year ago for its recollections.
At the foot of the hill is the great corral where the
stagecoaches used in the Bill Hart pictures and the big
carryall that took the extras to location are now covered
with dust and cobwebs. They look even more prehistoric than they are.
Yet they are still great picture
props, as Mr. Ince and the Colliers determined by staging
a mock holdup.
Beyond is the Aztec palace used first in "The Captive
God," starring Hart and Dorothy Dalton, and later by
of

;

WiUiam
made at

Qollier in "Willie's

and

Wabbly Way," which he

farther from the ocean the
remains of the ''Civilization" setting, now nearly vanished except for the monument with the horse that stood
in front of the temple.
Inceville is now controlled by Robertson-Cole, but is
little used except as a location.
It was essentially an
Inceville,

still

It was abandoned chiefly because of
distance and inaccessibility and because of the fact
that interiors have come to play so important a part
in modern picture making.
It is, however, distinguished
among the dead cities of filmdom because so much of
it has
been left undisturbed except by the elements.
The rule of the present is to tear down what you build
as soon as possible, leave nothing for the other fellow
to profit by.
But the rule of the past was to let your
cities live until they perished.
The lure of the unexplored held a fascination, too,
for all companies then.
Everything was exteriors and
sunshine.
Filmland had not yet clustered around its

outdoor studio.

its

capital.

Kalem tried a location away up in the hills, far from
everything.
Melies built a temporary studio at Santa
Paula, about fifty miles from Los Angeles Vitagraph
chose Santa Monica for their home, not far from the
site of Inceville.
So, too, did a second Kalem company,
;

in

which Ruth Roland and Marshall Neilan then played.
The most venturesome probably was Essanay. They

from San Francisco
and some four hundred from Hollywood, which was
not then known as the cinema metropolis.
Thither
came Charlie Chaplin to make his famous comedy, "The
Tramp." Thither came also Edna Purviance to be his
leading woman, she having previously been a stenographer in Oakland.
"Broncho Billy" Anderson was the leader of the expedition to the Land of Promise for Essanay.
Twice
did he make tours westward in search of sunshine and
located at Niles, forty miles or so

locations, using a portable stage.

On

the first trip

Ben

Turpin was with him as a prop boy, and Clara Williams
played leads. Later Victor Potel and Gus Carney, then
making "Hank and Lank" comedies, came West with
Anderson.
Their first stop was in Colorado.
They
stayed there until the first snow, and then caravaned
westward, finally settling at Niles, where they found
dififerent and beautiful locations and plenty of sunshine
and cheap ground. The studio they built is still a model

Filmland

of

of its kind, although
location seeker.

deserted except

for

the

casual

Niles was a movie town de luxe in its time. Ambitions ran so high among the inhabitants who took part
as extras that one lady threatened to leave her husband

and go down

to

The independent
it

is

Los Angeles to star independently.
was evidently on then just as

craze

now.

Victor Potel remained at Niles the longest, I believe,
appearing in the "Slippery Slim" comedies with buxom
Margaret Joslin opixjsite.
In the stock company at
one time were Evelyn Selbie, who recently portrayed
the Mother of Ainccra in "Without Benefit of Clergy,"
and Marguerite Clayton, well-known leading woman, besides Harry Todd, Bud Anderson, and others popular
then and now. In Chaplin's company were Pat MacGuire, Ben Turpin, Billy Armstrong, John Rand, and
Bud Jamison.
Mr. Potel told me that they all lived in houses that
looked just alike, right back of the studio. "I remember coming home late one night and getting into a lady's
bedroom by mistake," he said. "I got out in a hurry,
too, but I'd kicked her cat oft' the porch on entering, and
the result was she wouldn't speak to me for a week.
Told everybod}- what a mean man I was. After that
I hung a green lantern on my porch so I'd know it."
The American was another company that traveled
nomad fashion before settling at Santa Barbara, about
one hundred miles from Los Angeles.
The studio at
the seaside town is shut down at present, but I l^elieve
its abandonment is only temporary.
In days gone by
such stars have appeared there as Richard Bennett,
Mary Miles Minter, Margarita Fisher, William Russell,
J. Warren Kerrigan, the late Harold Lockwood, Charlotte Walker, Beatriz Michelena, and Gail Kane.
Retoo, those famous serials, "The Diamond from
the Sky," with Lottie Pickford and Irving Cummings,
and "The Secret of the .Submarine," with Earl Hum-

member,

phreys and Juanita Hansen.

They were

filmed at this

studio.

Abandoned studios are, of course, nowhere near as
numerous as abandoned locations in California. You
remnants of many of the great settings of long
a walk in some unfrequented part of the
hills near Los Angeles will bring you unexpectedly upon
some castle or trading post, pagoda or temple, or even
The sensation produced is strange and eerie,
a town.
like coming across a deserted settlement in an old mining
district, where everything remains intact, yet silent and
will find

Even

ago.

devoid of

life.

remember coming across a lake setting once, used,
I believe, in some serial, just about twilight.
It was
isolated from habitation.
So curious did the sudden
vista of water, gondolas, and pavilion appear in the
I

dusk that

it

seemed for a moment like a mirage.
of you remember "The Adventures of

How many

Kathlyn," that greatest of all wild-animal serials, in
which Kathleen Williams starred a decade ago ? Or
can you ever forget the picture? The ruins of the City
of Lions are still extant, and

They say the Hon and lizard keep
The courts where Jamshj'd gloried and drank deep

My

own

impression

the ancient ruins.
or else are locked

The
up

is

that the lizards only inhabit
have all died of old age

lions
in

their cages,

and the tunnels

through which they appeared in terrifying manner are
crumbling to dust.
The great Babylonian setting of Griffith's "Intolerance," long present in the midst of Hollywood residences,
became such an unsightly aft'air that it was finall}- torn
Continued on page 89

—

Fan mail never received a more enthusiastic

reception than Colleen

filming of''' Slippy

had a husband," Fanny launched at me
even congratulating me on getting the center table at the Algon
quin, from which the parade of motion
picture stars through the lobby and
I

IF without

into the restaurant can best be seen,
"and he was a motion-picture

magnate, I'd make him promise
never to star any one but Ben
Turpin and 'Bull' Montana,
and perhaps Gale Henry and
Flora Finch.''
I sniffed

McGee"

Moore gave hers when she was
in

Ever

Greenwich has been terrible.
Theda
Bara and Charles Brabin were married there and then went off on a
motor trip without giving any one
their address.
Owen Moore and
Kathryn Perry followed soon
after, but they took their friends

and every one knew that
they were going to get married.
Owen had taken a
house down on Long Fsland
and was getting it all fixed
up fit for a bride, and they
had both been utterly oblivious to the rest of the
Selznick studio for weeks.
"Rex Ingram has an-

along,

scornfully, feel

of that.

"But Gloria Swanson's
protested.

I

"Her husband can

star

nounced his engagement to
Alice
Terry maybe the
men do it in motion-picture
circles
and
Mary Aliles
Minter is rumored to be engaged to Orville Erringer, of
J^eattle.
She isn't back from
abroad yet, so I couldn't ask

one in the whole
motion-picture business

any

yes,

Juanita

elude

d

Hansen

—and

—

in-

—

people

about how
stunning his wife is, and
not how attractive his star
will

still

talk

is."

"Who
anyway?"

was true. And if I
would probalily just
smile and say, 'What a dear romantic you are
in that grown-up

mentioned Gloria,

her

Fanny countered.

did,

"But, speaking of husbands,
did you ever hear of so many

Every time I go
weddings?
through Greenwich I expect to
motion-picture
star
meet
some
proudly leading his blushing bride out
of Justice of the Peace IMeade's house.

up by the heat daring the

since Constance Talmadge and Dorothy Gish
started it, and Virginia Valli followed their
example, the rush of engaged couples to

ing very proud of myself
that I didn't have to ask
her who made her think

different!"

laid

Natchez, Mississippi.

if

it

she

!'

way

of hers."

Miriam Cooper was so enraptured with the
Spanish laces that she wore in "Serenade" that
she insists slie is going to adopt them for evening

wear from now

on.

—
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in my scrutiny of the woman at the next table to
remark. Was it Dorothy Dalton, or wasn't it?
"Don't be sarcastic," Fanny ordered in her most
superior manner, and intuition, rather than real thought,
told me that she was modeling her manner after the
Queen of Shcha. "Some of the loveliest of them can
it in real life.
And if you don't believe it, go
to see Betty Blythe.
She got so tired of living
in a hotel that she's taken a little apartment in the

do
up

West

and whenever she has time she plays
the kitchen and entertains her friends at
luncheon or dinner. She's wonderful at that, but of
course she would be. And speaking of homes Lillian
Gish has rented a house in New Rochelle.
Her
mother's been ill in the hospital, and Lillian's spent
every minute there tliat she didn't have to be in the
As soon as she found out that her mother
studio.
would be well enough to leave the hospital in a few
days, she rushed up to Xew Rochelle and found this
Dorothy and her husband will be there most
house.
of the time, though they plan to go to Canada for a
few weeks to try out a play on the speaking stage.
Can't you imagine Dorothy at the last moment before
the curtain rises getting so shy that she refuses to go
on the stage? She'd probably act on the stage just
as she did at the tea parties she gave last winter
perfectly happy so long as she was concealed behind
something. The tea service protected her nobly then.
Fifties,

around

in

—

Gladys
Photo by Apeda

Photo by Victor Georg

Tiiere will

never be another home as dear to Richard Barthel-

mess' heart as the

little

he and

"What
married?"

one in Harrison,

Mary Hay,

New

York, where

his ivife, live.

the newspapers do if Mary gets
asked her.
"They won't have any-

will
I

thing left to print rumors about, now that the
Talmadges are all married. Let them worr}^ about
that, though.
I bet I know what the Metro Company is giving Rex Ingram for a wedding present."
"One of them, you mean," Fanny insisted. "I
know. They're going to let him direct Alice Terry
in 'Turn to the Right,' the most expensive scenario
they ever bought. And all I remember about the
play is that somebody got rich making peach marmalade
I can't see Alice Terry hanging over a
kitchen stove.
Incidentally, Lucy Cotton played
it on the stage, and you can hardly associate her
with kitchen stoves, either."
"They can all do it in pictures," I interrupted
!

Hiilettc is

hack

in

pictures, playing opposite

Richard Barthelmess.

—
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I suppose she'll stipulate that they provide one in the
play."

"Faire Binney's gone on the stage," I volunteered,
craning my neck to prolong a glimpse of Irene Castle
Treman gliding" into the elevator. There was a hubbul)
throughout the lobby as one of her griffons escaped
from her arm and dodged in and out among the chairs,
and for the next few minutes the restaurant and the
lobby of the hotel were transformed into a sort of
three-ring circus while every one tried to recover her
dog for her.
"Looks as though her picture ought to be taken from

and called 'The Broadway Dog Catcher,' instead
of 'The Broadway Bride,' " Fanny volunteered. "She's
just finished it, and now she's going up to Ithaca to
She simply won't allow pictures to
stay for a while.
life

interfere with her home life very much.
She told me
that she danced until all hours of the night so long
when Castle House was at its height that now she longs
just to be a nine-o'clock girl in a nine-o'clock town."

"That's all very well," I retorted. "But Irene Castle
would be herself no matter where she was or when.

Why,

she'd hardly been
Elks asked her to put on
the costumes, trained the
wonderful success. I
tay in pictures

"And
ders,"

now

Cosmopolitan

is

before the

—

Alma Rubens and
"Alma Rubens is

production,

Jackie Saimders

all

She did designed
dancers and all, and it was
do hope, though, that she'll

that she's back."

that goes for

Fanny added.

Ithaca at

in

a show.

'Find

the

Jackie Saunplaying in

Woman,'

and

playing in an Alice Lake picture,

'The Infamous Miss Revell.'
Dorothy Hall

is

so deliciously pretty and moves with such grace

that directors find her a jo v to

work

ivith.

Photo by Geoi-Cf M. K^ssl.

Photo by Witzel

Lake has never photographed better than ^hc does in
"The infamous Miss Revell," but she is not entirely happy
because Viola Dana has cut out parties lately and that spoils
any occasion for her friend Alice.
Alice

"But speaking of Faire Binney, I saw her on the
stage in Stamford, Connecticut, where they tried
She was simply darling, and about
out her play.
half of the motion-picture players in the East
motored up there to applaud her. Constance was
there, and so was Alice Brady."
"Yes, Alice Brady played in that same theater
for two nights when she was making a picture
Stamford will never forget
in the neighborhood.
her.
About half of the small boys in the town
played extra parts in the picture she made there
'Little Italy'
and they grew so fond of her that
now nothing suits them but an Alice Brady picture. And they expect all stars -to sing beautifully,
just because she could."

—
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"Well, there aren't many that wouldn't dis
them in a hurry," Fanny remarked

improvements on Main Street, and consumes as many ice-cream sodas as she
and Pauline Starke did when they
romped around the Fine Arts studio years ago.
She and Wheeler
Oakman and Wesley Ruggles
gave a dance for their Natchez
friends
had about two hundred guests and Colleen de-

illusion

"Hope Hampton would

caustically.
all

right, though.

be

She_ has a lovely

voice.
She's appearing in person
with her pictures now, and the
audiences are so surprised to find
that she really can sing that they
applaud her wildly. They are
used to having stars come out

—

and mumble a few words and
run

oS

the

to the

woman

table.

It did

my

much

it

the gor-

geous parties she went to
in New York.
"And speaking of letters
I
had one from
Rubye de Remer yester-

words dwindled to a whisper as she followed

loved

more than any of

Her

stage."

—

she

clares

gaze

—

at the next

look like Dor-

othy Dalton.

day.

"I

don't believe it is,"
Fanny offered.
"And I
wish it was.
Her friends
are simply distracted.
She
was supposed to get to New
York several weeks ago,

not

She's

back to

coming

New York

for a
while, either.
She says
that she is making such

strenuous efforts to recover from a nervous

that

breakdown

but no one has seen her, and
her phone's disconnected and
no one has heard from her.

she's

afraid she'll bring on another.
She's finished 'Pilgrims of the Night,' and
now she declares she's rushing from author to author

And

after what happened to
Claire Windsor, you might exanything.
She disappect
peared, you know, and search
parties were out for three days
She had
before they located her.

and from book

to

book

in

an

for her
next picture.
Talk about the
poor, struggling young authors,"
Fann}- continued, even after I rebeen horseback riding, and was
minded her that there was no reason
thrown down into a canon, where she
in the world for talking about poor,
lay unconscious until she was found.
struggling young authors when we might
Charlie Chaplin offered a thousand dollars
Photo by Brotherton
be talking to or about Anita
reward to the person who
In Katherine MacDonald's neiv picture, "Peachie," she
Loos, who was sitting not ten
could find out about her, and
wears twenty complete changes of costume, and in each
feet away, looking even more
he wasn't a bit more worried
one she looks as charming as this.
radiant than usual.
her than
"Where
to find a

efifort

story

and anxious about

She's
the rest of Hollywood.
!"
such a favorite
"Speaking of favorites," I
broke in, "I know you've simply haunted the Griffith studio
since

Lillian

Gish has

been

making 'The Two Orphans,'
but what about Colleen
Moore ?"
"I feel so bad over her being away," Fanny sighed, dabbing at her eyes in true dramatic fashion, "that I can't
even think of her without beSometimes I
ing lonesome.
think she's never coming back
I had a letter
to New York.
from her just before she left
Natchez, Mississippi she was
making 'Slippy McGee' there,
you know, -and she said she
was almost dead from the
heat. All the time she wasn't
acting and dancing she was in

—

Never
reading letters.
did fan mail get a mere enI'd read
thusiastic reception.
you her letter, but I know it
by heart. She says she knows
bed

every

one

in

Natchez,

and

loves it, takes a keen interest
in the arrival of trains and

do
Helene Chadwick has acquired a pet monkey

Ground Up" and The Bystander would like
like Fanny the Fan, calls hers Rudolph

to

"From the
know if she,

in

Valentino.

they

conceal

themselves?
is looking
I'm
stories.

know

Every one

I

frantically

for

simply distracted trying to
think up excuses why I've
never written a scenario, or
even recognized one in the
rough when I saw it in a novel
or stage play.
My only salvation is to look so frivolous
that no one can accuse me of
being able to do anything."
claim that it is to my
I
credit that I didn't assure
Fanny that she succeeded admirably without trying, but
Carold Dempster came in at
that moment and we forgot
everything else.
She had a
darling Pomeranian she had
brought from abroad, but the
startling thing about her was
her clothes. Carol, the schoolgirl beauty, had disappeared,

and we had Carol, the vision
of Paris, instead.
"Just wait
till
you see what's in my
trunk," Carol confided, her old
self in manner if not in appearance. "The skirts are so
long
Every one in Paris is
!

Continued on page 104

RIGHT OFF THE GRILL
Recent happenings in Hollywood, told with a dash
and commented on without fear or favor.

of wit,

By Herbert Howe

N

OT

to be outdone by Daniel Frohman, who staged
the great festival for the benefit of the Actors'
Fund, Pauline Frederick originated a rodeo this
for the benefit of the crippled children's hospital

month
in Los Angeles.

Miss Frederick has a magnificent estate on the road
Beverly Hills. On the day of the rodeo it resembled
a field meet of movie kings and queens. Poor, indeed,
was the player who didn't park a car at Polly's place.
to

A

Mabel Normand purchased it for five hundred dollars,
the names that glittered on its pages were those
of Alia Nazimova, her husband Charles Bryant, Rudolph
Valentino, Roscoe Arbuckle, Tom Moore, Renee Adoree',
Mrs. and Mrs. Hobart Bosworth, Mr. and Mrs. Buster
Keaton, Jackie Coogan, Eddie Polo, Charles Ray, Antonio Moreno, Harold Lloyd, Julian Eltinge, Fay Bainter, Noah Beery, Rubye de Remer, and the players who

Among

participated in the events already listed.

great field at the side
of the house was walled
by canvas, and within this
inclosure performed the
greatest stars in captivity.
Will Rogers was the
star of stars. But he took
unfair advantage by aug-

Tickets

event

Mar-

Neilan paid a hun-

dred dollars for his. Another gentleman paid two

hundred dollars for the
privilege of having it autographed

by

Miss

Fred-

The revenue from

erick.

pop and peanuts would
have savored of profiteering were it not for the
cause.
Every cent went
to the orthopedic hospital.
Thirty-five
crippled
kiddies were given a great

famous goat-

Will's

the

shall

menting his attraction with
the entire Rogers family.
The three young Rogerses,
standing on the deck of
a fiery steed, rode behind
Will as he galloped around
the course.
There was
also

for

sold for high sums.

roping stunt only most of
the goats leaped over the
wall and ran for Tahiti
before Will's rope could
get in action.
Will said
they didn't like the company he kept.
On a stand constructed
alongside the field were

day.

thirty-five

The Eastern taverns
have followed the fashion

;

cripples

pedic

pathetic

the

little

Allan

ringmaster.

The

Photo by C. Heighton Monroe

Rubye de Remer autographing her favorite book

—

on his famous horse. Boomerang.
Art
Acord, "Buck" Jones, and "Hoot" Gibson rode bucking bronchos.
But not one was more daring than the

Ben Turpin, who served in many
Larry Semon also supplied comedy touches.

A

capacities.

program containing the autographs of all the
was auctioned off by Charlie Murray.

celebrities present

Del-

— her

and
check book.

Betty

hostess

Blythe was
following

the

week.

stunts

brave

fashionable

has inaugurated a series
of these soirees. Wallace
Reid was host at the first,

—

devil

ten

monico of Fifth Avenue

cluded a blouse of flaming orange her favorite color and shiny black boots.
George Beban was the announcer. He also rode in
a race with Ruth Roland.
George won but they say
his horse ran away with him.
George was hailed "the
champion of Italy."
"Fatty" Arbuckle arrived, and, to the delight of the
kiddies, proceeded to swing a wicked baton as leader
of the kiltie band.
"Snowy" Baker of Australia performed some dare-

—

the

nights.

Frederick

She was attired in cowboy
outfit,
which
in-

of

of the Western resorts in
celebrating photo players'

acted as their representative and explained
to them all the activities
of the day.
as

benefits

Nights at the Inn.

dios,

Pauline

with

stellar friends raised.

Boone, general manager
of the Robertson-Cole stu-

served

they,

others, will share in

thousand dollars which
Pauline Frederick and her

from the ortho-

hospital.

And

many

Out on the Pacific the
nocturnal cafenehs have been increasing in number. The
Ship, which burned down last year, has been rebuilt.
And several other electric joy boats dot the shore. Sunset Inn, with its Thursday-night gambols of players,
continues the most popular.
Pauline Frederick was hostess at Simset recently. She
looked very slender and gracile in jade-green silk with
jade pendants swinging from her ears.
It was a dignified evening
for Sunset. The stellar aristocracy was
well represented.
The dance contest resulted in three
favorites
Anita Stewart, Rubye de Remer, and Clara

—

—

The cup was awarded to Miss Horton. Larry
Semon made himself evident as usual by cutting up
Also
antics to his own amusement if to no one else's.
among those present were Bebe Daniels, Bessie Love,
Horton.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gordon. John McCormick, Eileen

:

:

:
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Percy, Ruth Roland and her omnipresent ex-husband,

Dagmar Godowsky, with Frank Mayo, Grant MacKaye,
Anita Stewart with husband, Rudy Cameron, Rose
Mints, Lottie Pickford, Harold Lloyd with Mildred
Davis, Mr. and Mrs. Buck Jones, Shirley Mason and

husband Burning.
The next Thursday night found a merry concourse
at the Hollywood hotel
now known as the British embassy because of the English "atmosphere" supplied by
Elinor Glyn and her countrymen. Madame Glyn danced
conscientiously.
Gloria Swanson danced continuously
with Dana Todd. Others of lesser rank who were seen
now and then were Marjorie Daw, Betty Compson,
Mr. and Mrs. Conrad Nagel, Mildred Considine, Mr.
and Mrs. Rex Taylor, Edward Knoblock, Wanda
Hawley, and Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Storm.

—

Our

Grill

"By popular request. Miss Tutabear is disposing of
her rare jewels, motor cars, and personal effects at a
sale arranged by the popular sheriff this week."
It might be a tragedy were it not that the Tillies
are born comediennes. It is hard to transfer from the
cushions to the rods, but not so hard when one transferred from the rods to the cushions only a few vears
ago.

One

of the Tillies said to

—

Stars

Star of the

Picking

-

,

The Happy Hunting Ground.
Speaking of a conspicuous cow
boy star, Bessie Love said
"He's "had wonderful experiences.
He used to hunt with

,

'

-

Roosevelt."

hunting

him now," replied Rubye
de Remer, powdering her panose.

Coming Back?
Theda Bara has marher former director, Mr. Brathere are rumors that she will
Bara

ried
bin,

that

again vamp for us.
I believe the
producer who would make a good
production with Miss Bara would
clean up.
She is a singularly interesting woman who is not to be
judged by her Fox "past." Given
sane pictures, with characters that
suited her strange personality, she
would attract. No name in screen
lexicography is so potent, save that
of Mary Pickford.

Vocations.

San Fernando Valley.
Salary Slashers.

Stars and directors have been forced
to take heavy cuts in salaries even where
they are under contract. One star took
a cut that amounts to fifty thousand
dollars on the life of her three-year
contract. Another star, whose contract
at two thousand two hundred and fifty
dollars a week expired this month, was

^

Vvfith

Now

fruit in

The

one of the finest charac
I have seen in a long
Here is a genuine star.

trician

New

ing arts
Selling real estate.
Selling suit lengths.

is

be

Seek

you miss your favorite from the screen
you may find him pursuing one of the followIf

terizations

to

the other day

of the conductor,' either.."

Nazimova,
Pola
Compson,
and
Negri.
She has high-voltage mag
netism. Her performance in "Rep

"He ought

me

"Well, all me diamonds are gone and all I got to
wear is a string of tickets and they don't read 'In care

the verge of declaring Priscilla Dean
the finest actress of the screen.
Certainly she belongs to the select group
that includes Lillian Gish, Betty

time.

::

How is Miss Tutabear spending her well-earned vacation? You will find a clew, perhaps, in another part
of the paper

Month.
After seeing "Reputation" I was on

utation"

:

:

offered five hundred dollars a week.
He accepted. Each train that leaves
Los Angeles carries its cargo of
stars and lunch boxes.
Stars always have been blamed
for the high cost of pictures. They
are the goats. The H. C. has been
due to the inefficiency, extravagances, and chicanery of the company officials for the most part.
A\'hile cutting the salaries of bum
stars it might be wise to cut the
salaries of the movie magnates who
are to blame for the bum stars. But
I have heard nothing of this.
I presume I am sacrilegious in suggesting
it.
The magnates go on their high-

powered way, making more stars.
Three dumb-bells were raised to
Mabel Nonnand was Miss Frederick's guest

stardom

this

month.

at the rodeo.

Revolution Needed.

A

They Wear Tickets Now.
The

salutation of the Thespian fraternity along Hollywood boulevard used to be:

complete revolution is needed. And it may take
place.
It should be a radical, red-red revolution.
But
imlike the Russian revolution it should be a deposition
of mental proletarianism in favor of mental aristocracy.

"Where yuh working?"

Now

it

Art or Business?

is

"When

d'yuh work last?"
The Angeles fciillitons are full of such items as:
"Tillie Tutabear, favorite of thousands, is taking a
well-earned vacation."
No doubt it is well-earned, but ill-afforded. Yet
read on:
"Miss Tutabear is considering munerous offers from
the biggest film companies in the business, some of
which want to star her at the head of her own company, but Miss Tutabear refuses to be annoyed while

on her vacation."

The

question before the movie industry to-day is
Art or Business ? The movies as a business, masquerading as an art, have failed. Art is a breaking away from
The great pictures have
limitations of the medium.
been those who dared adventure from the beaten way
"The Birth of a Nation," "Broken Blossoms," "The
Miracle Man," "Passion," and "The Kid."
The movie industry has been simply a cannery. It
canned film in neat tins. It attempted to standardize
pictures under a trade-mark just as beans are canned.
Yet secretly the producers must have known that the

:

Right Off the
art, for they masqueraded as such in
the producers known of a gentleman by
the name of George Moore they might have learned that
"Art is not mathematics it is individuality."

movies should be

Had

publicity.

;

The Case

of

Nazimova,

CuUen Landis.
Goldwyn probably has managed to
put more personalities into eclipse
than any other company.
In return, it
has discovered but
one,

far

so

as

tonio Moreno, who also would do justice to a larger
organization, leads the males.

Universal
Priscilla Dean, a great actress of personfar outshines all others.
Eddy Polo is a serial
hero of wide popularity, particularly in foreign countries.
Sennett
Mabel Normand comes back to save the day
for Sennett, now that Doctor Crafts has chased the
bathing girls out of the screen surf.
Norma and Constance Talmadge are
First National
the financial mainstays of this organization, with Charles
Ray a few points below. Charlie Chaplin and Pola
Negri are cleaning up for franchise holders, but they
are not permanent possessions. Richard Barthelmess is
destined to become First National's competitor against
Paramount's Wallace Reid.
Associated Producers Florence Vidor, Louise Glaum,
and Rubye de Remer are the only featured players
The producers intend to feature themselves,
at present.
but they'll need
:

ality,

:

Alia Nazimova, an individualist, who dared to do
Ibsen on the stage and therefore succeeded came into
pictures.
She was a great success. Then she became
absorbed by the pictures and adopted their standards.
Instead of making what Nazimova believed in, she made
She
pictures which she believed the public wanted.
failed sadly.
Instead of being satisfied with Nazimova's
style, she adopted that of Mary Pick ford, and did
"The Brat," "The Heart of a Child," and "Billions."
She lost her following, who loved the Nazimova type,
and she did not gain a following from those who kn^ed
the Pickford type.

—
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:

:

stellar personali-

Snowy Baker,

the

Australian

ties before they
get through.

who

performed stunts at Miss Frederick's
rodeo, enjoys wrestling with a kangaroo. He's to appear in pictures
soon
so watch

WiUiam Fox:

Tom Mix

—

ace, but

Jones
him a

I

Cullen Lan-

know.
is

He

star.

Mr. Landis' opportunity has come accidentally.
Tom
Moore saw fit to "resign" at the very moment when Director
Frank Lloyd was

Neither Qualified.

The
:

come a well-known

"The Man With

The

Two

film

To

ambition:

star's

society

be-

woman.

Salary Quotations.

hastily

summoned from

There are

"vacation"
and
given the part.

tive
tions.

:

:

:

some

stars

who can

:

Mabel Normand is reputed to be the
highest-salaried movie star, receiving
seventy-eight hundred dollars a week

Who

are the stars
and substars having
the greatest b o x office value to-day?
In plain cinema patois, who gets
the dough for the exhibitor?
Sleuthing among theaters and film exchanges, we get these somewhat reliable reports on the various companies
Paramount:
M^allace Reid is head and shoulders
above all other stars on this program. First National
would like to have him. High hopes are also maintained for Betty Compson and Gloria Swanson, who
have yet to try their stellar wings.
Realart
Bebe Daniels is running ahead of all Realart
stars as a box-office attraction, although a Los Angeles
newspaper recently revealed her salary to be only three
hundred a week.
May MacAvoy is a potential best
seller, judging by her first Realart picture.
Metro
Viola Dana is the champion of this circuit,
with Bert Lytell second.
United Artists
Mary Pickford in the lead, followed
by husband Fairbanks.
Vitagraph Corinne Griffith is the feminine attraction
suoreme. onlv limited by the Vitagraph circulation. An-

still

afford platinum and gasoline. While it
is impossible to view the books, the following figures are close to authorita-

Stock Quota-

:

film star.

come a well-known

Mothers."
Cullen
Landis

Stellar

society

woman's ambit i o n
To be-

prepared to shoot

was

giving

is

liam Russell is
the only other
of consestar
quence.

is

many who now

the

run for
the money. Wil-

a personality.
not a great
actor, yet as great as
dis

is

"Buck"

during the course of

"MoUy-O"

at

Sen-

nett's.

Anita Stewart

is

quoted at forty-five hundred dollars

per week straight salary.
Pauline Frederick has been receiving forty-five hundred dollars from Robertson-Cole, but it remains to be
seen whether she will remain in pictures or return to
the stage.
Mary Miles Minter is said to be receiving a fabulous
wage, quoted all the way from four thousand to seven

thousand
Gloria

dollars.

Swanson

is

generally listed at twenty-five hun-

dred dollars.
Richard Barthelmess

is

quoted at twenty-five hundred

dollars.

Viola Dana has been receiving around two thousand
two hundred and fifty dollars.
Wallace Reid has been considered a Lasky bargain.
It is said that he receives only a little over two thousand dollars, although the leading male attraction oi
the screen, with the exception

(^f

Chaplin.

Continued on page 101

—

Gouverneur Morris is one of the famous authors who was sought
by the Goldwyn company, not only to write direct for the screen,
but

to

stav at

the

studio

and see

his

productions

WHEN

I arrived at the center of the motionpicture industry, which, despite all attempts
to the contrary, is, and is likely to continue
to be, Los Angeles, I found that authors were very
much in fashion. Authors had preceded me to the
Coast, authors accompanied me, and authors came soon
after. Almost every author of my personal acquaintance
had caught the fever and threatened to come. It seemed
to be generally felt among writers that now or never
was the time to conquer the field of motion pictures.
I can testify that now is the time, but I have my doubts
as to the never.
I believe that the autlior in picture
plays has come to stay
provided he is adaptable enough
to learn a new medium.
Beyond doubt this is the day
of the author, and becoming more so every passing

—

moment.

Among the older figures in the world of motion pictures the advent of the author is regarded with skepticism.
Every one frankly admits the need of some one
to

make

stories for picture plays, but frankly there is

where most of those engaged

What About

through.

in the industry prefer the
author's work to stop.
One veteran in motion pictures
talked to me quite seriously of the lack of understanding
of authors of the limitations and technique of the screen
and the utter impossibility of any writer ever learning
it.
Considering the fact that the motion-picture industry
is less than a score of years old, that most of the people
now engaged in it have been with it less than four years,
and that its limitations are constantly being extended and
its technique is even now in the process of making, that
seems rather hard on the authors. But this prejudice
exists, and nothing but the active work of writers can
scare it away.
Despite this prejudice, the industry wants authors.
It proves it by parting with real money for authors.
I have been hunting, but I have not yet found a case
where an author's remuneration approximates that of
a star or of a successful producer, but it has been increased so much that the motion-picture industry can
outbid any field of the writer's work, excepting possibly

Just what is his position in the motion-picture world?
the present outlook for the newcomer the outsider?

—

ingly in

By Helen

Chris
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the

stage,

and here the element of

risk

is

not

so

great.

Writers who can please great numbers of readers
The magazines with the largest circu-

are in demand.
lations confer a

special motion-picture halo on their
managing director of one of the largest
companies on the Coast said to me frankly that he
deduced that any one who could please one million people
writing stories was a good gamble on pleasing the

writers.

A

who go daily to motion-picture shows.
companies have already demonstrated their faith
authors by contracting with a number of writers of

twelve millions

Two
in

reputation for original screen stories. The writers come
out to the Coast to do the stories, presumably to see
them through. At .Goldwyn's they actually do see them
Rupert Hughes, Gertrude Atherton, Leroy
through.
Scott, Rita Weiman, and Gouverneur Morris are workMary Roberts Rineing there at the present writing.
hart has just left, and Alice Duer Miller is on her
At Famous Players-Lasky, Sir Gilbert Parker.
way.
Elinor Glyn, Edward Knoblock, and George Pattullo
Most of
are working, and there are more to come.
the other companies have contented themselves with
buying the motion-picture rights to published stories,
instead of buying the author, for a time, outright. Any
company will proudly repeat a list of at least a dozen
names of writers more or less well known, whose stories
have been purchased more or less because of the name
and reputation of the writer as well as the possibilities
The prices paid for such rights vary
of the story.
from one thousand to one hundred thousand dollars

!

;

Photo by Famous Playera-Lasky

the Author?
What are his financial rewards, and, above all, what is
These questions are answered completely and convincthis article,

tine

Bennett
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The
have only rumor to vouch for the last sum.
motion-picture industry does not seem to have arrived
at a point where any one tells the truth about the price
paid for a story unless it is for advertising purposes.
But in any event, the sum paid for motion-picture
rights to a story is far in excess of any sum paid
for serial rights, anywhere from five to twenty, times
as much.
Small wonder authors are flocking to Los
I

Angeles

Now, what is happening as a result of all this? For
one thing, a good many ex-stage hands, sceneshifters,
made-over-night directors, who both wrote and directed,
are out of jobs.
As any one who has followed the
development of motion pictures has guessed, there was
a time when any one could, and did, write for the screen.
Pictures' were photographic displays of what could be
done with a camera, and interesting from that standpoint only.
The connecting links between the photographs were so weak that they often broke entirely,
and the resultant hodgepodge was

in no sense a story
Then followed the day of the star, of
of any kind.
the personality so compelling that it could create a following. Then the day of the post-card idea, when companies openly announced that they would pay for an
idea sent in on a post card.
They did this, actually,
but that day, too, is over.
The only thing a motionpicture producer wants now is a developed- idea.

discouraging to any one who is ammotion pictures, but in reality
The fact that one has to work
it is most encouraging.
on an idea cuts out all the post-card writers. It also

This

may sound

bitious to write for the

The unknown writer has no such avenue open to him; he must
consider the weary first reader, who reads manuscripts all day,

week

in

and week

out.

has diminished the large body of employees employed
by the companies to write stories.
few years ago
the majority of stories made into pictures were written
by people in the offices of the companies, who were
there to write stories.
The said stories having been
written, they were produced as a matter of course.
Those people are fading away rapidly. In every studio
which I have visited, with the exception of those tied
up, at present, with authors, the heads of the scenario
departments have quoted a percentage of from seventyfive to ninety of stories or screen scripts bought from
outside.
So that, despite the advent of the authors who
have made their way in print, there is a chance that
never before offered for the newcomer who can develop ideas suitable for the screen.
There is money
waiting, too. The post-card idea brought a few dollars
the developed screen script will bring hundreds of dollars even to an unknown.
What is a person who is little known or unknown to
do with a story written directly for the screen? It is
the most difficult thing to get replies from directors
and producers which are of any assistance to any one

A

wanting to write.

I

have been shown successful orig-

long as eighteen thousand words, and yet
every one tells me to have them made short, as short
as is possible.
I almost despaired of getting anything
helpful along this line until I talked with Mr. Lucien
Hubbard, head of the scenario department at Universal
inal stories as

City.

'Tf I were working on stories for the screen," said
Mr. Hubbard, "I would consider the psychology of the
Every studio has readers, but. it is the
first reader.

who

Now

counts.
she, or he, has to read
You've
day, week in and week out.
got to calculate that she is pretty tired of reading and
has to have things made easy for her.
She isn't as
likely to hold out on a story of fifteen thousand words,
with a pile of manuscript waiting for her, as she is
one of five thousand. If the long manuscript isn't verv
interesting she finds it palling on her and puts it down

first reader
manuscripts

all

:

—

!
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as worth less than the next short one.
She can't help
and there isn't any way of getting over it. She
is a most important person to outside writers, that first
reader, and to my mind she ought to be well nourished
and have plenty of exercise and take a fresh, wholesome, contented view of life we ought to take better
care of her than we do."
As I listened I couldn't for the life of me help visualizing a tea for first readers, dinners, dances, et cetera.
What an idea for those of us
that,

—

who want our

scripts accepted
in the event of such popularity
the
companies would

Only

probably cage them.

Hubbard
was once
azine

But Mr.

quite right.
For I
a first reader, in a magis

office,

not a motion-picture

was just as he
read one hundred and
twenty-five short stories a day,
and I found out many things.
Manuscripts in pale-blue or yellow or red ink hurt my eyes at
the end of the day, and I
skimmed them, do what I would.
Writers who used the typewriter
ribbon to the last bit of ink on
it paid for their economy.
I read
impatiently; I could not help it.
Long manuscripts had to be extra good or I found myself skipping bits here and there. So as
an ex-first reader I agree with
one, but the case

put

it.

Mr.

I

Hubbard and add

to

write a story for the screen.
But I did find out one
thing from looking at a story of Rupert Hughes'. The
first few lines read something like this:
"Adelaide was in the dickens of a pickle; there was
no doubt about it. She had promised to go to the dance
with two young men."
I am sure the first reader would have read on.
In
that is, writing that is not fiction
straight writing
most people would begin with a description of Adelaide,
her family history, or so on. But
Hughes put his first picture of
IT?
Adelaide in action, in the pickle,
and any first reader, or second
girl
and
enraged
lion
pursues
the
An
for that matter, would want to
which
she
her
into
a
corner
from
forces
know how she got out of it. I
cannot escape.
You hold your breath in the face of this
want to know myself.
terrible danger. Each time the lion snarls
At the present writing, thanks
clench
your
fists
and starts toward her, you
to
the dread of censorship, moEach moment threatens to be
in terror.
tion pictures are more limited
her last.
than usual with regard to subBut to=morrow night you can see her
again in another picture, you know she is
ject matter.
Studios do not want
safe, and yet it terrifies you just to see the
stories dealing with the underlions and tigers and leopards on the screen.
world, troubles of capital and
How do they do it? Is it really danger=
labor, or anything involving capous or is there some trick of making those

HOW DO THEY DO

pictures?
Helen Christine Bennett went out to the
Selig=Rork studios and the Selig Zoo to
try to find out about the making of scenes
She was
in which wild animals appear.
amazed at what she found out and you

—

will be, too.

Don't miss reading her next great article,
It?" in the next number

'How Do They Do
of "Picture=Play."

—

Suppose it's a mystery story. The writer
the heroine into some awful mix-up and then
calmly says
" 'And then by a clever trick she escaped.'
That
kills that story.
can't think up the clever trick any
more than the writer could. On the other hand, some
writers say that Mary Jane is a handsome, light-hearted
schoolgirl, and proceed to take up pages showing that
Mary Jane is handsome and how her friends admire
her and what she does because she is light-hearted, just
to show her light-heartedness.
can show Mary Jane
is handsome in one picture, and the story either shows
her light-hearted or not. The thing is to get in all the
business and all the characterization needed to develop
the major points of the story and cut out everything
distracted.

takes

We

We

else."

Mr. Frank E. Woods, chief supervising director for
a number of the Famous Player-Lasky companies, advises that any one sending in a manuscript send also
a hundred-word synopsis of the manuscript to save time.
This may save time, but I don't think I agree with
Mr. Woods that it is a Avriter's best chance. That first
reader has dislikes and likes.
If the topic does not
appeal to her she might not read the -whole script.
I
myself have become converted to many a story through
the reading of it.
aren't

two

directors, producers, or editors con-

nected with motion pictures, as far as I can find out,
who will give you exactly the same advice on how to

and labor, religion, and color
problem or distinction.
These
restrictions, absurd as they are,
ital

are holding in a good

—

many

most

stu-

them.
.Some day they will be as anxious

dios

in

fact,

of

for films on these subjects as
they are now anxious to avoid
them, so save your ideas for that

day.

his

warning, use good ink and black or heavy blue on your
typewriter ribbon and do not fold manuscripts at all,
but send flat and well protected the first reader is more
likely to send you on.
How long? It seems to be generally agreed among
motion-picture people that any story can be told for
the screen in five thousands words.
It may be told in
many less. As one editor put it:
"We have a lot of stories coming in that drive us

There

—

What

chance does an unknown or little-known writer
have? As good a chance as in the magazine world or
in any other business where he is a novice.
Every
company has readers who read, or try to read, every
manuscript which comes in to that company. If an unknown sends in a manuscript which is just as good as,
but no better than, one by a known author, naturally
the known author gets the preference.
But when there
is a real worth-while story from outside it has every
chance of getting over. There are not many of these,
but every producer I have yet seen has assured me that
he wouldn't stop reading on that account because some
day he may discover a genius. One good story thus
discovered was that of the "Hitching Post," in which
Frank Mayo starred. "The Hitching Post" came into
the Universal office unsolicited and was written by an
unknown, H. S. Shumate, of St. Louis.
Every producer says he wants big stories. But the
great story in movies, to my mind, has to be a rare one.
Most of the movie producers talk as if they wanted as
one said to be the. Bernard Shaws of moviedom. But
Bernard Shaw is a cocktail, and the motion-picture theaters are filled with people who come too often to flourish on cocktails. And most folks don't like cocktails very
often.
The big picture will always be the rare picture
because an audience which goes to be entertained as often
as a motion-picture audience cannot stand being stirred to
Between times
its utmost depths more than so often.
it wants to be amused, and for one picture that touches
humanity at its lowest or highest there will have to be
This does not mean that
ten that run along easily.
such pictures will not be good, or cannot be good, I
should say, but it does mean that they will not be great.
Any reader of the popular magazines knows that the
great stories come now and then nicely wedged in be-

—

—

tween

light, clean,

well-constructed stories that

make no

attempt to be anything but just what they are.
Continued on page 101
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How Doth

Busy

the
—

Little

Bebe

—

The famous humorist is almost but not quite unnerved by the glowing
gorgeousness of Bebe Daniels. But read what he has to say about it.

By H.
To

My

C.

Constant Reader.

Madam

Well, I trust you spent a pleasantly
summer and was not bothered by the mosquitoes or in
fact anything of a

Dear

nature.

botherin'

No

:

doubt you are

back

and

down

to

grind

settled

Witwer
Woof — what

a sweet damsel she is!
can now understand why the eminent jurist of de.ir
old Santa Ana gave Bebe ten days in the Bastile Ljcause she thought
her
speedometer
was tryin' to kid
her when it regI

istered

the daily
of eatin',

and whatyour own
home and the daily
knittin' tourneys on
the hotel porch is
sleepin',

not

now

worship and had
hi s
chance
of

in

past,

hey?
I

my

The

much
so
about what does
the speaker sex do
know

my annoypractice, I
called on her
lowin'
in'

I have decided to
nickname rheumatism and as the re-

letic

whilst she was in
the midst of mak-

was forced

I

my

a

in'

picture.

managed
up traffic

athto

activities

I

was run off at the
Realart studio,
where Miss Daniels toils, and fol-

at a summer hotel,
gently
reader,
is
because I had the
rare pleasure this
summer of havin'
a attack of what

sult

in

town,

wouldst of made
it
life and then
traded jobs with
the warden.
Well, my interview with Bebe

apparently

to confine

Bebe

keepin'

a thing of the

reason

fifty-five

miles the hour. If
/ had of been his

to

I

gum

for the

and
sittin'
aroimd on
the veranda watch-

next twenty minutes, thereby add-

the girl purlin'
a cruel stitch, the

Campbell

rapidly growin'

while pretendin'

list

openin'

mail

was nothin'
that

my

to

it

find

nia

acted like it was
against the law for
her to miss a single
dance.

Nevers the
it's

says

Denby, and

now

I

smartly
though

little stiff.

physically,

era

11

y

again,

am

I

ani

on

carryin'

still

I

lit-

Whilst

.

to

my

'em in acthe example, if you'd of
had a chance to
tion.

Bebe gazed up at me till I got so dizzy you
I wouldst never of knew nothing about

opinions differ as
to exactly what caused me to get well and I understand
the matter is to come up before Congress the week
after next,

I wish to personally go on record right here
with the wide statement that I owe my recovery to
one interview with a young lady which woulds't of

made Mark Antony throw away
Cleopatra's phone num'
ber, to the
c. Bebe Daniels.
7.

I

to see

a

mean

not

hopes

the Califorclimate un-

—

Sims

Secretary

to

the

directors

suitable

as

Admiral

to

wishes. How the
so ever, regardless of what the
directors think
and some of 'em
do I believe that
the best way to
get a line on any
one or anything is

less,

fun,

all

of

which

me

charmin'
helpmeet

young

Mawreeeece

in'

in'

coiildst
it

— and

of amputated my left arm and
cared a great deal less!

For

see the burnin' of

Rome,

why you

wouldst of wanted to see it about the time they was
sendin' in the third alarm and not three or four days
afterward when they was all chasin' around lookin' for
Nero, hey?
But to return to Miss Daniels and who wouldn't?
I was guided to one of the scenes in the picture which

—

Continued on page 100
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The Revelations

of a Star's Wife

Further disclosures about motion-picture people
one of the most fascinating stories ever told.

in

ILLUSTRATED BY EDGAR FRANKLIN WITTMACK
CHAPTER
was a hard

IT Mary

WHAT HAS GONE

XIII.

fight to interest

Sorello in life again;
she feh that she had noth-

ing to go on for, and would alternate between fits of despondency
and the wildest abandon, when
nothing was too foolish for her
to do.

Hugh and

had persuaded her

I

to stay with us for a while.
He
wanted to give her a part in his
picture, and arranged to do so,

though that would be,
had already been
engaged.
But a screen test
proved at once that the only way
difficult

since the cast

that Mary could return to pictures at that time was as a character woman
her beauty had
gone all to pieces and she would
have fallen flat in a part that
called for good looks.
;

"Oh, I'm about done for !" she
remarked to me one morning
when we were sitting out in the
garden. "I'm absolutely no good
life isn't worth going on with

•

—

BEFORE.

Like caravans in the desert that meet at
oases and camp together for a while, drawn
closer together by their very isolation and

moved

exchange confidences, the players in
companies who work now
here, now there, look deep sometimes into
each other's lives. Because she is among them
and yet not one of them Sally Beresiord,
the name the author of this story has adopted,
comes to know the players better perhaps than
any other of their associates.
She is confidante, adviser, and audience to them all.
In
this story she tells you of their hopes and
struggles, their eccentricities and allurements.
Many of the incidents about your favorites
to

motion-picture

—

—

you may recognize. Some of the episodes
have been commented upon in newspapers and
magazines, but -never before has tb.e true ston'
all been told by one who knows.
The author
takes you behind the screen and shows you the
high points in the careers of some of the most
striking personalities before the public to-day.
This installment concerns Mary Sorello, one
time a famous beauty, and now still young
but largely disillusioned. Though Mary is still
dazzled bj^ the brilliance and sensation of the
most pernicious influences of Broadway, she
begs Sally to help her back to the health and
success her sensation-seeking career had robbed
her of. Here the story continues.

as far as I'm concerned."

"You have your husband

restaurant in the building; there

was

wonderful swimming
which more than one gay

also a

pool, in

crowd was quite likely to be disporting itself when the wee,
small hours rolled around.
In
fact, for a while the approved
end of every riotous party was
a swim in the pool and a
breakfast of wheat cakes at one
of the restaurants near by.
]\Iary and I arrived at noon,
just in time to share breakfast
with the girls whom she'd come
to see.
They were both amazingly pretty, and the strange part
of it. to any one who didn't know
their type of girl, was that theirs
was the fresh, clear-eyed loveliness commonly supposed to belong only to country girls who
go to bed at eight and are up
with the sun.
Of course, the
popular type of chorus girl has
changed no longer is the "hardso high in favor as she once was.
slim little thing who uses make-up
;

you could work with him,

;

directing pictures."

She gave me a queer little look, her dark eyes narrowed in amusement.
"Don't make the mistake of thinking that he and I
mean anything to each other," she answered after a
moment. "We aren't like you and Hugh, remember.
All he cares about is interviewing pretty girls and judging their value in pictures and in doing pictures like
Mae Murray's 'On With the Dance,' only his are all
No, I'd
shot to pieces when they get by the censors.
hardly bank on a happy future with him. Come on
let's go into town; I want to see some of the girls."
I'd rather have done almost anything else than go
into New York that morning I was making some rompers for Hughie, and his nurse had asked me if she
might have the afternoon off, as she wanted to spend
But Mary's mood
it with her sister in Mamaroneck.

—

;

rather worried me, so I made the necessary arrangements
for getting away, and by eleven o'clock she and I were

dashing along in my little car, halfway to town.
I wish you could have seen the apartment that was
our destination. It was owned by two of Broadway's
most famous chorus girls that is, they'd started in the
chorus a year or so before, and had gone up, until now
each had a song or two in one of the midnight roof
shows, posed in very beautiful and undressed tableax
in that same show, and spent the rest of their time
spending money so fast that no one man could have paid
the bills unless he happened to be a millionaire.
For instance, take this apartment. It was in a stun;

ning big building at the edge of
Central
Park, in which you
could buy your own apartment,
just as if it had been a house.
There was an unusually good

boiled"-looking girl
Nowadays it's the
only on the stage and who is wide-eyed and charming
looking, no matter how shrewd she may be underneath,
who wins out on Broadway.
One of these girls was very blond not peroxide
blond, but quite obviously naturally so.
Her hair was
that soft, wheat-colored yellow, and her deep-gray eyes
had straight, thick, light lashes that lay down on her
cheek when she dropped her eyes. Her name was Cynthia Mayo, and she had come to New York just two
years before, when she was sixteen, from Detroit.
The other girl, Vance Eaton, had wonderful darkbrown eyes and this curly, fluffy black hair that winds
itself into delightful little ringlets.
They lay on her
white neck she wore her hair bobbed and two or three
of them clung to her forehead the rest tumbled in a
great mass over her head, and occasionally she would
run her fingers through it, inspiring any one who watched
her with a sudden desire to do likewise.
I had heard something of her the summer before,
when a charming and very conventional woman, the
mother of a rather pretty eighteen-year-old girl, had
poured out to me her tale of woe.
"What chance have girls like my daughter?" she had
demanded. "They're simply nowhere when one of these
chorus girls comes along. Now, down at the beach there
were a number of attractive .young chaps college men,
But my daughter and the girls
business men
all types.
I don't
like her were crowded out by that Vance Eaton.
know how she holds the men, but you can't tear them

—

—

—

;

—

—

!

—

!

The

Revelations of a Star's Wife

away from her. I think she's a public menace. What
does she do?"
And so I, who had never met Vance Eaton, was
tremendously interested in seeing her this morning. And
her remarks, after Mary and I had settled down with
our hostesses in big wicker chairs, on the balcony overlooking the park, gave me the answer to the question
that harassed mother had asked me.
"I'm a rag this morning," she declared, refilhng her
"Honestly, I worked like a slave last night
coffee cup.

—

was ghastly !"
"Where'd you go after you
it

left the

roof ?" inquired

Cynthia languidly.

"Oh, that man Chalmers waited for me after the
show, and we had supper at an awful place in Greenwich Village one of these holes that you go down an
alley and through a basement to get to, where you
give the high sign to get in and your pocketbook to
Awful! He's the boob kind that thinks all
get out.
just about as exciting
that sort of thing is exciting
as the Culture Club in Keokuk, if you ask me
Why,
the place is under police protection, and I got put off
the floor there once for doing the

—

—

!

shimmy
"Well, after that v>^e started for
Shanley's, in Yonkers it was three
then, and the man and woman who
joined us in this joint in the Village
wanted to have a wild time. So we
;

rushed up to Yonkers and danced
for an hour up there. And this guy
with me, he kept telling me how he'd
kicked the bottom out of his private

It

her.

was

59
Nobody could have doubted

perfect, of course.

And Mary acknowledged

it

by laughing softly as

she broached another subject.

"What I came to see you girls about is work," she
began.
"I've got tc get a job.
Oh, I know I look
like the wrath of the gods, but I've got to have something to do.
Hugh's offered to give me a job in his
picture, but I'm a mess on the screen.
So what can
you do for me in the way of a chance to get in as a
high-class extra?
I'll be ready to work again after a
while, if Sally's prescription of sleep and eggs and milk
does what she says it will. But I've got to have something to do in the meantime. And when I went abroad
last year you girls were all cleaning up as 'hand-picked
going over to the studios and dancing a bit and
extras'
getting pretty good pay for it.
What's the chance of

—

—

my
I

doing it now?"
" answered Cynthia doubtfully. "But
"You might
don't know; th^ producers ar-^ always cutting down

on expenses, you know, and they've found that they
can do about as well with just regular extras as they
can with more expensive ones. You might try it, though,
if you want to; I'll give you a bunch
of introductions. Who is it, Chloe?"

SHE WANTED TO

KNOW
What made men

prefer the strik=
ing=looking chorus girl to her at=
tractive young daughter. "1 don't
know how she hoEds the men," the
mother complained, "but you can't
tear them away from her. What
does she do?"
Even Sally, the author of these
Revelations, was curious to know
the secret of this girl's charm.
She had known professional vam=

she raised her voice to ask as the
doorbell rang, and the colored maid
ushered a young man into the living
room that opened on our balcony.
"It's Mr. Benito," answered the

maid.

And
I'd

I

come.

congratulated myself that
For I'd heard a good deal

of Armand Benito, who'd made one
of the biggest sensations of the year
on the screen. I'd seen him in the
picture in which he made his hit, and
was eager to learn whether he lived
pires and found them shy, retiring
up to every one's description of him
natures in real life; she had delved
or not. And now here he was, dark
under the crusty exterior of self=
and devil-may-care looking as I'd imimportant actors and found in^
agined him.
genuous hearts, but she was not
prepared for the surprise Vance
"Hello, girls," he remarked as he
Eaton gave her.
ran up the steps to the balcony. "I
What Sally found out about the
with a little less attention, and finally
oh, how do you do !"
He bent to
winning ways of a famous chorus
kiss my hand as we were introduced;
I just turned my eyes his way and
beauty is set forth in this install
didn't listen at all.
then, as his lifted eyes met mine, I
ment of the Revelations.
!"
"But let me tell you one thing
felt oddly shivery and excited.
She leaned forward among the
moment later I was thoroughly disgusted with myself.
green-and-primrose-colored cushions of her chair and
Was I going to be an idiot and
fall in love with a popular actor, like any schoolgirl ?
looked at us impressively, and I learned what that woman
friend of mine had wanted to know.
"Some day I'm
going out and find me a man who'll let me talk. And
XIV.
I'm going to begin with the days when I was in the
Armand Benito was one of the most charming irrecradle and go right down the line to the present.
Oh,
I know you can get any man or any number of them
sponsibles in New York, I firmly believe. He had never
if you're willing to listen, but I'm so darned sick of it
had enough money to get on quite without working, but
that I'd rather be an old maid and hear my own voice
what work he did had apparently been done when he
once in a while than be so blooming popular and have
could get nobody to play with him. He came from Honolulu, and theoretically was established as an artist in
to spend my days and nights listening."
New York in reality he painted casually once in a while,
"I heard that that Chalmers fellow was a regular cave
man," Mary cut in, and her voice was soft and her eyes "and his work brought him success quite out of proportion

stock that night just to show how
much he loved me, and all the time
he kept bringing out bottles, and I'd
pour mine into the ice bucket or on
the floor or anywhere to get rid of
it.
If
he'd known how I hate
liquor
"And he talked all the time. Lord,
how he talked I listened adoringly,
and then I found that I could lisien
!

A

CHAPTER

;

were guileless.
and refused to

"I heard that he locked you in a room
you out till you'd promised to marry

let

to his labors.

Occasionally you'd see an unusually good poster, adsome new play or motion picture, signed with
his initials.
Or it might be a magazine cover or a series
of tableaux which he'd arranged for some big benefit

him."

vertising

Vance Eaton's eyes narrowed just a trifle. I knew
mind was working like lightning. If she denied
it. neither of the other girls would believe her.
If she
admitted it, her stock would go down with the young
millionaire whom Mary had told me she was angling

performance that reminded you of

that her

Then, after the almost imperceptible hesitation,
she answered wistfully:
"Oh, my dear, I wish he had !"
for.

his existence.

He

frequented the roof shows, knew all the girls, danced
better than most professionals, v/as known everywhere.
It was as the result of a bet that he went into motion
One of the big producers had watched him
pictures.
one evening at a huge costume ball that v/as given at

The
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/

one of the

hotels.

Benito, dressed as a Spanish gypsy,

was rather outdoing himself with a pretty little dancer
from the Winter Garden. With a fine eye for effect,
neither of them danced with any one else, and when
they were on the floor the other dancers promptly be-

watched him that morning as he sat at Mary Soi

into an audience. Slim, lithe, remarkably
graceful, they moved so beautifully that the motionpicture producer I've already mentioned was entranced.
Half an hour after he'd first caught sight of them he
was offering Benito an engagement as leading man to

came converted

The

Revelations of a Star's Wife

play opposite one of his prettiest stars in what promised
one of the season's biggest pictures.

to be

Benito refused at first. But one of his friends slapped
him on the back and cried, "Oh, you don't dare, Benno
at last we've found sotnething you're afraid of
Bet
;

!

61

you wouldn't make good

—bet

you're afraid to tackle

it!"

And
his

Benito borrowed his partner's

name with a

fine

flourish

of

lip stick and signed
crimson across the

contract which the producer had hastily

drawn up on

!

The
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Affected, of course

hotel stationery.
to

make an

effect in that

He

Revelations of a Star's Wife

— but

just the thing

crowd.

if

—

screened unusually well his dark eyes, clear-cut
and, above all, his mocking, devil-may-care
smile were so effective on the screen that there was little
need of his acting. But it was soon discovered that he
was equal to playing even the big emotional scenes
which the producer had been quite willing to cut if
Benito couldn't put them over.
Quite obviously, the
ability to act was included in his large list of talents,
and Benito, as much surprised as any one, took this
success rather seriously.
I watched him that morning, as he sat there on the
brilliant cushions that were piled at Mary Sorello's feet,
and, smoking innumerable cigarettes, exchanged the latest gossip with the girls.
And two significant little
words that kept creeping into his talk were a revelation
to me.
For always with Benito it was "my work."
And the serious way in which he evidently regarded it,
the unconcerned way in which he refused Cynthia's
invitation to a jamboree that night because he was going
to study the script of his new picture, I found amazingly
features,

interesting.

It

was

so clear that unexpected success in
turned this charming butterfly into

a serious role had
a worker.
"I wish you'd look the story over with me, Mrs.
Sally," he said suddenly, turning to me. "Your husband
does regular stuff, and you've helped him so much,
every one says will you talk over this characterization
with me this afternoon? I'm going to be a second John
Barrymore, you know it's only a question of time."
"Of course I will vv^e can do it now," I answered,
leading the way back into the studio.
sash caught
in the door hinge just then, and Benito turned to loosen
it just as I turned around.
He did it carefully, delicately, and when it was loo,-e he drew the iilmy fabric
through his fingers caressingly before he let it go. I
smiled a little, surprised, and then as if she had called
me I turned to look at Mary Sorello. She was staring
at Benito with her heart in her eyes, and I knew suddenly why she had wanted to come in to see the girls
that day.
It was clear that she was in love with
him.
And from the expression on Benito's face as he looked
up at me just then, I knew what was behind his desire
Happily married
to have me read that script with him.
woman that I was, I couldn't help being interested. I
smiled a little, too, when I thought of how amused Hugh
would be when I told him.
But Hugh wasn't amused at all. I called for him
at the studio on the way home, and told him about
my day's experiences as we drove on to our little house.
Mary had decided to stay in town, a decision which I
regretted, but which I was powerless to avoid.
"I hate to have you playing around with that crowd
of rounders, Sally," Hugh tnld me.
"Oh, I know that
the girls are a much-maligned lot and all that," he
hurried on as I opened my lips to protest.
"But even
I don't believe any of them
so, they aren't your kind.
are downright bad, and I know that most of those
girls marry and settle down and make the best kind
As for Mary Sorello well, you've done a
of wives.
good deal for her, and I admire you for it, but if
she really wants to go into town and live with those
friends of hers, why not let her?"
"Oh, but she can't, Hugh," I protested. "You know
how it would be. She needs peace and quiet, and if
she stayed with them and was up till all hours and
gambled and danced and all that sort of thing again,
she can't stand the
she'd about begin to take drugs
excitement and if I can't get hold of her somehow
I'm afraid that she'll go to smash completely.
She

—

—
—

My

—

—

me that she'd come back out here to-morrow, and
she doesn't come I shall go in and get her."
"All right only don't let your kind-heartedness run
away with you," he answered almost sulkily.
I settled back in the seat without saying anything
more.
Obviously this was no time to tell him that
Armand Benito had urged that I play opposite him
in his next picture
told

—

—

CHAPXER

XV.

couldn't sleep that night for thinking of Mary
Sorello
she was so alone in the world, so without
an anchor, that almost anything could happen to her.
I knew that her husband had long since lost interest
in her, just as she had ceased to care for him.
I knew,
too, that Benito had no idea that she was in love with
I

;

him. And I began to wonder if in some way I couldn't
transfer his interest in me to her.
So the next morning I drove Hugh to the studio, and

then went on into town.
I was a little worried as to
what condition I might find Mary in she was so eager
to be happy, to forget the muddled condition her life
was in, that I knew she would accept almost any means
of deadening her memory even temporarily.
I found her still in bed, looking very wan and frail, but
with some of her former beauty. She had Vance Eaton's
room, a gorgeous place done in jade green and apricot
yellow, exquisitely furnished, and so luxurious that I
wondered how its owner ever tore herself away from it.
It was half -past eleven when I arrived, and Mary
had just awakened.
She pushed back her tangle of
dark, thick hair as she held out one hand to me then,
sitting up in the gay little painted bed, she let the maid
slip a lacy breakfast jacket over her shoulders.
She
looked oddly childlike this morning; she was such a
little thing, and the clinging silken robe she wore showed
how pitifully thin she was. My heart ached as I looked
;

;

at her.

"Out last night, Mary?" I asked as she bathed her
face and hands in the bowl of perfumed water which
the maid brought her.
"Yep and all morning, too," she answered with an
apologetic glance at me.
Then, almost defiantly, she
hurried on: "Oh, Sally, I've got to have a good time
I can't work, don't you see, and I'm sick and tired
of the whole game, and
well, why shouldn't I jam
around with the girls and see life?"
Why, you know as well as I do that
"See life!
all you're seeing is a lot of restaurants and cabarets
that you've seen hundreds of times before," I pro"You don't know any more about life now than
tested.
you did three years ago. Oh, Mary, dear, what's going

—

—

to

—

happen

to

you?"

"What happened to Dora Blair maybe," she retorted,
shrugging herself down into her pillows and lighting a
"She had a good time while the going was
cigarette.
good, and was such a peach that everybody, even the
carpenters and electricians in the studios where she
worked, was crazy about her. And wasn't it a good
thing that she did, when death was going to slip up
and grab her from behind while she was still so young?
I tell you, Sally, I think that's the best way
wasn't it
better that she came to New York and had a good time,
instead of staying at home in Qiicago, married to that
"
man who was her husband there, and
;

"Mary, do you know what Dora told me once?" I
"Well, she showed me a picture that was

interrupted.

taken before she left Chicago, a picture of her with
her mother and brother and the rest of the family, when
she was just a carefree, happy girl; I don't suppo.se
Continued on page 90
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you
WHENEVERmotion
tired of

think you are a

little

pictures, try this ex-

periment,
Go to your theater with
Disregard
to ignore the plot.
the subtitles.
Forget the hero and heroine.
If you are wise to the ways of the merry
movies, you know that they will come up
smiling and happily married in the last reel.
Don't follow the action or study the characters.
Simply look at the shadow show on the screen
as a succession of pictures.
If these pictures,
by their lighting, their composition, and their
settings, please your eye, then you will learn
that you really are not tired of motion pictures
at all.
What bores you is the eternal struggle
of the scenario writer to put drama on the

a firm resolve

screen.

The reviewer saw

the

new

Italian picture,

"Theodora," when it was nothing but moving
pictures.
Properly sponsored by Goldwyn,
"Theodora" had landed on Ellis Island just
like any other immigrant.
She had not a subtitle to her name and no plot to guide her.
Nevertheless, "Theodora" is a gorgeous personage. It is said that over a million lire was
„
.
„
r>
u
. ^
rated bv our reviewer as the best
Amenean
^'"^ Conquering Power
spent on her and that her Italian producers
went broke after_ the picture was completed.
Each and every lire shows in the picture, and
even at the present rate of foreign exchange the film
never have seen anything like ye ancient city of Byzanlooks expensive.
You can't just run put and build a tium. For those who are interested in architecture, dereproduction of the ancient city of Byzantium without
sign, and decoration, "Theodora" will be an unusual
expecting to spend a little money.
Even with one million lire to spend, the retreat.
The plot was adapted from a melodrama by Victorien
viewer marvels that the producers found the artists to
Sardou.
By doing a little detective work around the create these settings. At first when I saw one huge
public library I might have found out what the story
setting, I thought that it represented the entire city of
is about.
But far be it from this reviewer to run
Byzantium. But then I figured out that it was supposed
around in the heat looking for the plot of a Sardou
to be merely the town house of the emperor and empress
play.
I have a haunting fear that Sardou's plot is going
of the Eastern empire.
If the grandeur of the ancient
to spoil the barbaric beauty of the immigrant "Theodora"
world has been popularly handed to Rome, it is only
that I saw.
I am afraid that it isn't going to be half
because that city had a good press agent in one C. Julius
so exciting watching the finished production as it was
Ceesar.
seeing ten reels of uncut, unedited film projected at
The moving pictures of "Theodora" are peppered with
random.
Sardou action. Murder «and sudden death lurk in ever}^
You have to get used to "Theodora ;" it seems too scene. Most of the players in the melodrama go through
garish and bizarre at first to modern eyes.
To watch the picture in a fever heat of excitement. When a
it is like going from a dim room into tropical sunlight.
murder isn't being enacted before your eyes some one
The fashions in Byzantium are disconcerting. The emis running cn the scene just bursting with the glad tidpress wears an old-fashioned pompadour, the kind that
Sometimes the murders do not come
ings of bad news.
was built over a stuffing of false hair, and this strange
singly.
In one scene the queen lets loose her favorite
headdress is surmounted by a crown. The soldiers wear
lions while she is entertaining a crowd of guests in the
helmets that might have been the original models of
amphitheater.
The Hons leap into the arena, and the
the derby hat.
The entire cast and there are thou- guests frantically climb the gilded walls. Ignorant of
sands of players in the pictures looks as though it
the story, I felt sorry for the well-intentioned lions when
had been given free rein in a huge costume establishI
I saw their corpses being dragged from the field.
ment and told to go out and do its worst.
fancy one item of the expense account of "Theodora"
The settings are unbelievable.
Though you are reads "For dead lions, five thousand lire."
used to seeing entire cities built for the movies, you
When "Theodora" goes before the public it will have
•

•

•

i.

—
—

:

;
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have for "The Birth of a Nation."
Both pictures make me a little uncomfortable

yet, just as I

because they make me realize how little progress the screen has made in the last six years.
But I like "Cabiria" because it represents an
honest effort on the part of Gabriele d'Annunzio to bring poetic narrative to the screen.
D'Annunzio produced "Cabiria" long before it
was fashionable for authors to stoop for movie
gold.

The

pictorial possibilities of the screen

probably captivated his imagination, and he saw
it as a modern Scheherazade with a thousand
and one tales to tell. Since "Cabiria," other
authors have thought of the screen as a modern Mrs. E. D. E. N. Southworth.

"Twice-born Woman."
While we have heard a lot about the German
menace and about the Teuton competition that
threatens American films, we have not heard
so much about the competition that threatens
the Germans from other European producers.
And yet the cameras of the French and Italian
directors are grinding. "Twice-born Woman,"
produced by Malcolm Strauss, was filmed in
southern France and in northern Africa. New

York audiences saw it when it was presented
Hippodrome for a summer engagement.
The story of "Twice-born Woman" is the
story of Mary Magdalene. In order to account

at the

for scriptural inaccuracies,

it

is

offered as a

historical spectacle instead of a biblical picture.

The producer has

nearly fallen over backward

in order to avoid a religious tone in his picture.
As a spectacle, it fascinates the eye,

"Dangerous Curve Ahead" fells of the struggles and temptations of a
voung married couple.

been edited and titled by Katharine Hilliker, who performed the unusual feat of translating "Passion," the
first

German

film, for

American audiences.

When

last

heard from, Miss Hilliker was so deep in Byzantine lore
that she had only time enough to confirm our suspicion
that Byzantium was Constantinople before the Golden
Horn became infested with Turks.
To compare "Theodora" with the German films would
be unfair to both sides.
The Italians have a certain
gift for producing spectacles and a certain audacity in
attempting to bring the beauties of the most gorgeous
and luxurious epochs in lijstory before the camera. But
they have neither the restraint nor the intellectual power
of the Germans. The emotional quality of "Theodora"
is florid and tawdry.
For the most part, the actors never
rise above the standards of the Italian operatic stage.'

The German players carefully conceal their nationality
the Italian players are anxious to be Itahans first and
natives of Byzantium afterward.
However, no more
comparisons. The role of Theodora is played by Rita
Jolivet, well known on the stage and to motion-picture
audiences in this country.
Miss Jolivet
the only
player of distinction in the cast.*
"Cabiria."

after seeing the arrival of a new Italian mas"Cabiria," you will
terpiece, I saw "Cabiria" again.
remember was one of the first, and perhaps the greatest,
I have a pecuhar affection for it
of Italian pictures.

Soon

*Scenes from "Theodora" will be tound on pages
Becond rotogravure section of this issue.

78

and

79,

In the

but it hasn't the extraordinary vitality of "Theodora." However, the backgrounds serve one
useful purpose they distract your attention
from the pla}-ers. Deyha Loti, who plays the
role of the Magdalene, belongs to the early

—

school of movie actresses, who believed that a heavy
black make-up around the eyes was absolutely essential
Miss Loti goes
to the portrayal of an emotional part.
through the picture looking as though she had just
emerged from a long and smoky tunnel.

"The Conquering Power."
list "The Conquering Power" as a
French production, although I know very well it was
made in Hollywood at the Metro studios. But after
"The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse," I shall always
think of Rex Ingram as a French director, despite his
Irish lineage.
Like Griffith, Ingram has established his
own little staff with Rudolph Valentino and Alice
I

am

inclined to

—

—

Terry and June Mathis an ideal foursome.
After winning the gratitude of the public for transferring "The Four Horsemen" to the screen without
making a change in the story, Ingram and Miss Mathis,
with beautiful inconsistency, have gone out and done
considerable damage to Balzac's novel, "Eugenie GranNot only have they disregarded the letter of
det."
the story, but they have ignored the intent.

And

besides

Ingram has made some obvious slips in accuracy
But in spite of this, "The Conquering
of setting.
Power" is the best American picture I have seen this

that,

Ingram, like Griffith, is a hypnotist. I wish all
I wish all of them could
directors were hypnotists.
I
lake simple stories and make you believe in them.
wish all of them would sacrifice plot to beauty. I wish
all of them would ignore the demands for action and
give us charming and sympathetic character studies.
The story of Eugenie Grand ct is a simple romance.
month.

—
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Of course Balzac made it more than that, but
Ingram has chosen to present it as a love story.
Eugenic is the daughter of a provincial miser.
Into her quiet home comes her cousin Charles,
a Parisian and son of a bankrupt uncle.
Eugenie loves this swell city feller with a devotion that braves

all

Balzac cruelly

storms.

and truthfully makes Charles unfaithful

to

Eugenie, but in the picture he returns. And
I, for one, was weak enough to be glad to

him come back.
For the sake of critical accuracy, I am
obliged to award only second honors to Rudolph Valentino.
First honors go to Alice
Terry, who plays Eugenie Grandet. Her portrayal of Eugenie is beautiful, touching, and
unassuming.
She proves that ingenues need
not be vivacious, overgrown children.
She
acts with dignity and restraint.
As Charles
Grandet, Mr. Valentino assures us that his success in "The Four Horsemen" was not sheer
luck.
The boy can act. Where, in all of
Hollywood, did Miss Terry and Mr. Valentino acquire such exquisite manners?
Ralph
Lewis is seen as Pere Grandet, the miser, and
gives a sharp drawing of the character. During the hottest weather of the summer, "The
Conquering Power" attracted big audiences in
see

New

York.

right.

It is

Perhaps the sentimentalists are
makes the reels go 'round.

love that

"Dangerous Curve Ahead."
That outrageous, though eminent, author,
'^Nobody" is notable as the vehicle ivhich brings Jewel Carmen back
R-upert Hughes, is with us again. His newest
to the screen.
picture is "Dangerous Curve Ahead."
Come,
come, Mr. Hughes, have you no respect for
the eighth art ? When Mr. Hughes wrote "Scratch My
"The Conquest of Canaan."
Back," he made us laugh loud and long. And now he's
"The Conquest of Canaan" brings us to Thomas
at it again.
"Dangerous Curve Ahead" purports to tell
Meighan.
Isn't it tough to be an Irishman?
Most
of the struggles and temptations of a young married
Irish comedies
or so-called Irish comedies
are rather
couple.
In its best moments it is the married life of
poor for the simple reason that no good Irishman has
the comic sections in its worst moments it is the marthe nerve to act in a playwright's conception of an Irishried life of the De Mille pictures.
man. The real Irish humor is deeper and not so popThe picture is funny, but annoying. _ Its comedy is ular as the Chauncey Olcott brand of humor. When
wonderful, its drama is atrocious. When Mr. Hughes
Mr. Meighan attempts to play a straight American role
takes himself seriously and tries to devise sentimental
he gives himself away.
x-Vny good American business
situations, I believe that he is, consciously or unconman would be ashamed to be so charming as Thomas
sciously, burlesquing all the movies he ever has seen.
Meighan.
But when he is flippant and impudent, he really is sinParamount bought "The Conquest of Canaan" for
cere.
The streaks of comedy and there are many of
Mr. Meighan and attempted to combine Booth Tarkingthem in "Dangerous Curve Ahead" are pure gold.
But the two
ton's humor with Mr. Meighan's humor.
Mr. Hughes is a cartoonist. His characters are pretty
won't mix. Can you see Thomas Meighan as the ne'erconventional.
The heroine of this comedy, played by do-well of a little Hoosier town? Can you picture him
Helene Chadwick, is a composite picture of all the comicIf I can imagine
as an unpopular loafer?
I can't.
section Mrs. Newlyweds in the country.
Mr. Meighan in Indiana at all, I instantly picture him
The Villain
who pursues her is a young society man who acts as as the popular leader of the Knights of Colum.bus. Mr.
though he had stepped out of the Stone Age and bought
Meighan is no more Mr. Tarkington's Joe than I am
himself a box of cigarettes. I suppose Mr. Hughes was
Margot Asquith.
making fun of our beloved movie villains. Have a care,
The picture strays rather far from Indiana, anyway.
Rupert; it isn't safe to make a joke tmless you careThose who know the Middle West will realize that the
fully explain it.
Lots of young girls are going to take
backgrounds are too consciously fine and that there is too
your villain seriously, and so do you think you have
little of the hard, gritty quality about the telling of the
been quite fair to the society man? Maurice B. Flinn
Doris Kenyon, as the heroine, is closer to the
story.
better known as Lefty
Why doesn't some one star Miss
plays the villain much as he
Tarkington type.
would play any character from "The Young Visiters."
Kenyon in "The Flirt?" Although Tarkington is belied
The part makes no heavy demands on him. AU he
on the screen, "The Conquest of Canaan" is well worth
has to do is to smoke cigarettes and make love to the
Most of us can spend an hour
a visit to the theater.
heroine.
or so watching Mr. Meighan's eyes and admiring Miss
But by all means see "Dangerous Curve Ahead." If
Kenyon's dimples.
it doesn't make you laugh, write Rupert Hughes and
"Little Italy."
apologize for your lack of a sense of humor. Goodness
knows, Mr. Hughes has done all he could to be funnv.
If Thomas cannot forget that his last name is Meighan,

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—
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"The Sign on
"The Sign on

the

the Door."

Door"

another victory
the heroine of
Channing Pollock's melodrama, she acts with
such vitality and zest that she makes you forget the heroine was a fool to go to dinner in
a private dining room with Lew Cody, the

Norma Talmadge.

for

is

As

villain.
How many times do you
have to be warned about the fatal ways
of Mr. Cody ? After her first slip, the heroine
marries and prepares to live happily ever after.
But Mr. Cody comes bouncing up again and
taunts the poor girl so that she kills him. And
then oh, then the fun begins.
"The Sign on the Door" is unusually good
melodrama. It is so good that you can almost
believe in it.
Mr. Pollock has a gift for de-

handsome

girls

—

—

vising the sort of situations that make you
glad you spent your two dollars, plus the war
tax.
Herbert Brenon transplanted the play to
the screen with such care that there isn't a
thrill

missing.

"The Golden Snare."

Pauline Starke deserves a large share of the credit for the success of
"Salvation Nell."

Alice Brady can easily persuade herself that her last
name is not Brady. Her newest name is Alice Bernucchi
and her newest picture is "Little Italy." It is a clever
and swift-moving melodrama by Fanny and Frederic
Hatton. Peter Milne, my predecessor on Picture-Play
Magazine, wrote the scenario. Very good, Peter I
liked your fillum.
And I liked Alice Brady's acting.
She is what is known as a "smart girl."
;

Evidently James Oliver Curwood believes
that a lot of dogs and several miles of snow
constitute a plot.
After seeing "The Golden
Snare," I never want to go to the great Northwest.
I would rather live in New York than
in God's country.
Frankly, the picture is tiresome. Lewis Stone and Ruth Renick play the
leading roles. An adorable baby named Esther
Scott runs away with most of the close-ups.
Oh, yes, there is a fire scene at the climax of
the picture. I hope it melted some of the snow.
In General.

suppose that you have heard that Will Rogers is
going to make two-reel comedies, thereby leaving the
drama flat. I am sorry that Mr. Rogers considers himI

actor.
"An L^nwilling Hero"
new Goldwyn production. In it Tvlr. Rogers has
another "Jubilo." The story was written by O. Henry,
self a

is

comedian and not an

his

has been considerably changed to suit Mr. Rogers.
fans this is an outrage, but to Rogers
fans the outrage is not so great.
"Devotion," from Associated Producers, is filled with
sawdust and rags. The plot is clumsy and falls over
Hazel Dawn, Violet Palmer, and E. K.
its own feet.
Lincoln struggle conscientiously through a mass of banalities.
"Who
I ?" a Selznick production, is rather
The
better, although it smacks of factory melodrama.
acting is in the hands of such experienced players as
Claire Anderson, Niles Welch, Gertrude Astor, and
but

it

To O. Henry

"Nobody."

A

Here comes a batch from First National.
picture
with the fascinating title of "Nobody" ought to attract
popular attention. The story of the young wife of a
middle-class business man who goes to Palm Beach and
falls into the snares of society, it is trashy in its general
trend. But it is skillfully told. It is one of those murder-mystery stories that keeps you guessing. The plot
has been filmed backward.
Personally, I think that a
great many pictures would be much more interesting
if they were run ofif backward.
Jewel Carmen does
some excellent acting as the poor heroine who learns
that it is dangerous to go on yachts and drink cocktails.
promising young actress, Miss Carmen has
been kept from the screen by a series of lawsuits.
And so, now that she has returned, give her a
hand.

A

"Salvation Nell."

"Salvation Nell" is an adaptation of Edward Sheldon's
popular play. Although the Salvation Army is still with
us, the story of Nell seems a little out of date.
It has
gone the way of beer and the Bowery. The picture is
made notable by the acting of Pauline Starke, who
Young and
plays the role created by Mrs. Fiske.
serious, Miss Starke acts as though she believed in
her work, believed in herself, and believed in the
movies.

Am

George Periolat.
"Behind Masks," starring Dorothy Dalton, is a 'good
way of wasting an evening. If you don't want to waste
an evening you can go to see Tom Mix in "The Big
Town Round-up." Eugene O'Brien has a pleasant comedy drama in "Is Life Worth Living?" while Elaine
Hammerstein does the best she can in a flat and unconvincing story called "The Girl from Nowhere."
Have you seen any of Shirley Mason's more recent
pictures?
Miss Mason is now one of William Fox's
most valuable stars. And why? Because she is the
Life is strange and
direct antithesis of Theda Bara.
movies are stranger. For instance, Owen Moore stars
in "A Divorce of Convenience." and then walks out and
marries Katherine Perry.
But to get back to Miss
You will find Lovetime" and "The LampMason.
lighter" two delightful pictures.
Continued on page 104
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Of Course the Stars Are Human.

Are the Stars Affected?
Fan's Confession," by C. M.
Thougli perhaps not what \ou would call a fan, I am
Brentner, in your July issue. It amused me very
very much interested in motion pictures. But if there
is anything I dislike, it is to see a person who is crazy
much, but no less so than what a friend said to
me some time ago.
about, or a great admirer of a motion- picture star.
I
We had been discussing the ditferent players when I l)elieve every one should be interested in America's
happened to mention that .Priscilla Dean had recovered
greatest art to a reasonable extent, but not after the
from an attack of pneumonia. My friend looked at
manner of the above-named type of person.
me in amazement, and then exclaimed, "Why, I always
I certainly believe in giving full credit to many of
thought movie actors and actresses couldn't get sick!"'
our actors or "actresses, such as Douglas Fairbanks, Mary
I think that remark, strange as it may seem, is typical
Pickford, William Farnum, Elaine Hammerstein, and
Lionel Barrymore, and many otherS;
of thousands of persons who cannot
for their fine productions on the
understand that, after all, an actor
silver-sheet.
is only human.
Don't they love, eat,
Yet I only know these stars in
sleep, and drink, even as you and I ?
with everything that is printed on
their productions what they are like
Of course they do
this page, and you won't, either.
.personally I do not know, though I
It's curious, too, that so many of
You couldn't very well. But we
have some surmises of stars as a
my acquaintances speak of actresses
think you'll agree with us that
whole.
star's life is acting
acting
as "no good."
Some one once said
we're absolutely impartial in offer=
all
the time, morning, noon, and
to me: "Don't think for one moment
ing to our readers an opportunity
night.
I should think this could not
that
here she mentioned the name
express their beliefs, their likes
to
fail to have the effect of making
of a famous actress is any good
them a little affected in their rhanner.
and dislikes. And that is what is
She can't be
No actress is !" And
Also, with so much wealth, I should
I have met several persons who are
making this the most interesting
think they could hardly avoid being
convinced that the movie vamps are
and the most widely read page of

HAVE

I

just read

"A

WE DON'T AGREE

•

;

!

—

A

—

—

!

just the
sional

same

in private as in profes-

letters

lif e

When
ried

Constance Talmadge marJohn Piagloglou last December

a friend said to me "I bet she married him just for his
money. She can't love him! I wouldn't be surprised
if they were divorced before the year is up!"
should Miss Talmadge or any other actress be
:

Why

love?
As for the money part, if Miss
Talmadge needed money she could earn it by her wonElsie Janssen.
derful work before the camera
incapable of

!

Passaic,

New

Jersey.

Long Live
To

the Stars

the Editor of Picture-Play
I, for one, believe in stars.
I

Magazine.

have my favorites and
seeing them. I care nothing for a mere
play, I care nothing for a mere director I am a regular
fan, and I care only to see my favorites, regardless of the
and enjoy it,
play. Why, I'd go to see J. W. Kerrigan
too
even if he were cast as Topsy in "Uncle Tom's
Cabin."
Of course, the better the story the better the picture,
but still I think the producers are wrong in thinking
"the play's the thing." That may be so with some people who go to the movies only infrequently, but the real
fans go only to see their stars, and all of us fans have
dozens of favorites, enough to keep us busy following
have no time, to waste in seeing
all their pictures.
pictures about which we know nothing except the title
I will persist in

;

—

—

We

"Pansy."

and director.
Buffalo,

New

York.

somewhat

concerning the movies that
printed anywhere.

is

spoiled.

these actors and actresses
are supposed to have beauty and personality supreme.
They are interviewed time after time, and naturally the interviewers
usually write about them in the most flattering of terms.
They receive bushels of letters by fans like the ones
I spoke about in the lieginning of this letter, who rave
Lastly,

about them.
there many persons who can stand all this, added
the flattery they receive from persons whom they
meet personally, and yet live an unaffected life? W^ho
can stand all this and keep a sane, normal point of
view? If there are some, and I presume there are, I
believe they must be in the minority.
The acid test of
being popular and not losing one's head is a very severe
one.
Few are able to endure it, and to pass with flying

Are

to

colors.

That, at least,
very wrong.
It
directly
I

is

my

may

on the head.

opinion.
It may be that I am
also be that I have hit the nail
If
If I am right, well and good.

am wrong,

E. Y.,
here I stand to be corrected.
1273 Pacific Street, Brooklyn, New York.

The

Jr.

Favorites of France.

have just subscribed to your magazine, and the first
thing I saw in your What the Fans Think was the
So I am not the
letter of A. M. Delaure, from Paris.
I

French fan who reads the Picture-Play
have, in fact, a great number of readers in our
country.
only

!

You

Continued on page 91
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A

Career

ot

Crime
Mack Sennett started Ethel Grey Terry
it,
and now she is afraid that
wickedness will always be expected

in

of her.

By

Martin

J.

Bent

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli|||||||IIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlllllllllllll»^

Wall Street broker, and a svelte
young juvenile without any trimmings.
"No, it wasn't distasteful," she
smiled. "I thought it was going to be,
because it was the first terribly wicked
role I had ever played.
I didn't like
a

the idea at all. When I talked it over
with Mr. Sennett, though, I found that
the woman he wanted to show was

not to be the ordinary sleek vamp, but
sort that would appeal to men
through her goodness as well as her
badness.
Mr. Sennett wished her to
have character ^and to be versatile
crude at times and refined at others
a sophisticated society lady when she
the

—

;

was

attracting rich, elderly men,

an

in-

nocent ingenue, if possible, when she
was preying on the young. Naturally
the range of the part interested me,

and

I

began quickly to

like its possi-

Photo by Melbourm- Spun

Ethel Grey Terry had to be crude at times in "Heartbalm" and refined at others; a
sophisticated society woman at moments and an innocent ingenue at others.
In real
life she is a sort of maturer counterpart for Norma Talmadge.

never
I HAD
be wicked

been wicked before. I didn't want to
all.
But they said that I'd have to

at

be to play the part in the picture. So, reluctantly,
consented.
And now I shall probably always be referred to as a vamp.
But I think that it is terribly
"

I

wrong
"So do

—

I !"

exclaimed, struck by the dramatic tone
voice.
"A woman's past should
never interfere with her future. That is I mean, film
My equilibrium
past," I murmured, somewhat abashed.
was momentarily out of focus because of the convincing
way in which the actress before me had objected to
becoming a chronic screen siren.
Miss Terry and I were discussing her portrayal in
"Heartbalm" of the wily adventuress of the badger
game. Her dark eyes reflected a disdain for the word
vamp. Her expressive shoulders had given a shudder
Her whole attitude had conveyed draof displeasure.
matic "atmosphere."
When I recovered my equilibrium I couldn't help feeling that, on general principles, she might have real cause
.She
for grievance if she were doomed to vamp roles.
was so decidedly unlike the conventional Medusa. While
her dark hair, her histrionic savoire-fairc, the meaning
she gave to words with gestures, suggested perhaps a
certain Latin background, that was the only link
that might bind her anywhere near the rock of the
in Ethel

I

Grey Terry's

—

Lorelei.
I remarked that it had undoubtedly been distasteful
for her to play the part of a woman who extorted sentiment and service successively from a butler, a stenographer (male), a press agent, a messenger boy, a jurist.

bilities."

you have seen "Heartbalm" you
no doubt have noted that the picture gave Miss Terry great scope.
If

will

She herself declared that she didn't

bel'ieve

she would

have been able to characterize the Circelike lady properly if it hadn't been for her training in stock.
She
had done such a variety of things, from "Madame X"
to "Twin Beds," on the stage that she was ready for
anything in the dramatic line.
The Sennett feature
afforded the first really good opportunity for her to
utilize her varied footlight experience, because previously
she had played mostly society parts and straight leads
in pictures.

my work in 'Heartbalm' shows the results
acquaintance with the theater," she continued.
"One can never be quite sure about the screen. So
much is required of you. I myself have never been
quite satisfied, and the first time I saw myself I was
positively shocked.
"Little things are so likely to work against your
acting
I mean the way you photograph.
Mere externals are so important, for that is what the public notices
"I hope

of

my

—

first.

"Few

persons are able to analyze acting well enough
go into details of a performance and say whether it
is dramatically good or bad.
But they know whether
they like your work or not, and above all they know
exactly how they feel about you the way you w^ear
your clothes and dress your hair and smile and weep,
and all the rest of it. So no matter how good an actress'
interpretation may be, if her hair gets mussed the
wrong way" and she disturbed a tress of her own heavy,
dark coiffure to illustrate "the people will say. 'How
"
awful she looks on the screen
Miss Terry's keenness for externals mav be traced
to

—

—

—

!'

A

Career of Crime

the training of that master of stage detail, David
Belasco, when she was playing in "The Lily."
"In New York I was just a member of the supporting
company," she reminisced. "But that gave me the best
chance in the world to see Mr. Belasco work. I used
to sit and watch him intently as he directed Miss O'Neil
and Miss Dean in the play. He always insisted that
an actress should not overdo her part in such a way
He knew that the public was
as to lose her charm.
to

frequently affected by what they
they heard.

saw more than what

"It convinced me that you cannot give too much of
yourself in a play, or the illusion of beauty will vanish.
The audience is much more susceptible to emotion if
artistic.
they know that it is reserved and conscious

—

"Norma Talmadge

is

my

ideal in this respect.

She

That is one of the
has her emotion so well in hand.
big reasons for her success."
I couldn't help thinking as she made this, remark that
she was herself a sort of maturer counterpart for the
star

whom

She and Miss Talmadge, I
she admired.
have always been great friends, because they

believe,

have

felt a certain

Here's Viola!
Not a description of the irrepressible
young star about whom "The Oracle"

—

a

least

dozen

"Her real name is Flugrath, not
Dana"; not an impression recorded by
an enthusiastic interviewer, but an informal chat such as you might have
times:

with Viola yourself.

By Jerome Weatherby

SHE

was standing on a

cool piece

newspaper, in her stocking
feet, when we were introduced
on the darkened stage of the Metro
studio, with Director Bayard Veiller
of

shouting some instructions to some
one somewhere in the dim recesses.
I suggested that she use a block of
ice instead of a newspaper, if she felt
like I did on that broiling day, and
that put an idea into her head.
"Please go get me a glass of ice
water," she called to her faithful maid,
who always sits on a Viola Dana set,
holding that little trunk in which
Viola carries everything from make-up
to tops and toys, "a great big glass
about as big as a lake !" she finished
as her maid scurried away.
Although I had seen Viola one
soon gets familiar with their names
in Hollywood
many times lunching
at Frank's or scurrying about in her
big car, I had never met her, nor felt
the full bewitchingness of her wonderful long-lashed
When she looks at you
eyes before.
"You are er very suddenly and opens

—

—

—just

—

as

small

her blue-gray eyes very

minute,

wide and asks

you?"

I

can

began
breezily
and inanely.

you

as

a

aren't

beat
would

if

you

something,

agree

beat anything.

life has been bound up with the
profession.
Her mother was Lillian Lawrence, a noted player of the past generation.
She herself made her debut as a babe in arms in San Diego,
California, and until it was time for her to finish her
education in a convent, she played child bits not only
played them, but lived the plays as well, as you will see
from what follows.

Miss Terry's whole

theatrical

—

The child prodigy made up her mind
wasn't going to quit the stage when she
So when she finished school she continued
fession in earnest.
It came to a question
ing on a name for herself, and she voted
Yndia
"But

my

to

that

she

grew

up.

her proof decidfor Ethel

mother promptly vetoed that," laughed Miss
"She said she'd disown me if I called myself
'Ethel Yndia.'
'If you're going to act, I want you to
get a lot farther than the chorus, and you never will
with that name,' she told me. So she gave me the name
of Terry because that was a good old stage name, she
said, and to make it distinctive she added two other
names instead of one Ethel Grey. The Grey is the
Terry.

—

Continued on page 98

kinship of talent.

annually explains at
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Here's Viola!

"Not much bigger'n one of my own thoughts," she
flashed back. "You see, I never think !" She was doing
sort of a turkey step on the newspaper, getting the full
benefit of its cool surface. She seldom stands still, even
for a minute, and she never stands alone. People gather
Gaston Glass,
about her like bees about wild sage.
her leading man, strolled up, and the conversation turned
to food.
It was just after luncheon.
"I'm getting fat," wailed Viola, leaning on the nearest
support, which happened to be Gaston.
"I ate a big

dish of potato salad and a whole tin of sardines this
noon, and after I had finished the sardines my maid
suggested that I had got hold of the wrong tin.
She
thought they were a little spoiled. Can you beat that?"
When she looks at you very suddenly and opens her
blue-gray eyes very wide and asks you if you can beat
something you would agree to beat anything, even Dempsey
I couldn't, but I was willing to try.
"Guess what I did to-day!" she exclaimed, catching
suddenly at my coat lapel to keep from dancing off
her paper.
any kind
"I bought ma and pa an auto
they wanted. I love to give people things, and besides
that's
I wanted 'em to drive up in it and show sister
Shirley IMason, you know ^what little Vi bought 'em
Mother spent two days showing me why she didn't want
a closed car and demonstrating why she knew she
couldn't jump out of one if it tipped over, so she is
!

—

—

—

!

going to have an open car."
"What do you call zat thing you are wearing?"
asked young Glass, whom you remember as the grown
son in "Humoresque."
"Half and half, I guess," returned Vi we are getting

—

A

Manhattan
Adventure
By

—

very familiar now "it isn't a tea gown and it isn't
pajamas."
She was tugging at the brilliant red creation of her costume, which started out at the top with
flowing lines and ended in a tight pantalette effect around
her ankles. "I like everything about this picture even
my funny clothes," she explained as her director came
up to join the group and she reached out to grasp the

—

Veiller

arm

as a support.
give the impression of being almost of a height,
those two, but Bayard Veiller, a giant in plot imaginings,
is really a bit taller than his tiny star.
"She's my good
little girl," offered the director as he patted Viola's little
crimson-clad shoulder.
"I should say I am his good little girl !" she announced to the studio at large with a pout. "I don't
know what midnight looks like any more. Last night
I went down to Sunset Inn because Blossom Seeley was
giving a party, and I was so sleepy at twelve o'clock
I said 'Yes' twice when I really meant 'No !'
Can you
beat that?"
None of us could, so we stood in a semicircle before her, as groups will, waiting for her to go
on and entertain us. And if there is anything she can
do it's entertain a crowd. It seems that all petite girls
have a faculty that way they wiggle so they always
hold A'our attention.
Viola Dana is the queen of pep. She blows into the
studio like a breeze oft' a field of Shasta daisies, and
from that moment things pick up. Even the air about
her vibrates with pep.
If Alice Lake happens to be
working in the next set to Viola's on the same stage,
their sweet young voices, calling to each other like birds

They

—

Continued on page 99

Our former Coast correspondent, now

living in

New York,

manages

to visit the studios, despite the difficulties of getting

about

the metropolis.

to the

in

This

Famous Players-Lasky

is

and heard

Em ma- Lindsay

Squier

an account of her

plant and of

first trip

what she saw

there.

WHEN
man

I

asked

at the

Lasky

the

Famous

office

in

publicity

Players-

New York

how I should get out to the Long
Island studio to interview Wallace
Reid, it sounded as if he'd told me
to take Castoria and go to Washington.
It developed in further conversation,
however, that he had told me to take
a subway train marked "Astoria" and
get off at Washington Avenue.
By
all of which you may infer, and justly,
that I am not yet acclimated to the
rapid and complicated transits which
the hardened New Yorker uses to get
hither and yon.
I can usually get
yon, but returning hitherward I have
a habit of ending up at South Ferry
or the East Side, depending on the
temperament of the car.
If I take
what seems to be an Elevated, it develops a sudden tendency to burrow
underground.
If I take a subterranean Hmited it becomes seized with
a desire to come up
The author and
for air and cross
Wally Reid, posed
over to Brooklyn on
on the set by an
the

Manhattan

imaginative

pho-

tographer.

Bridge

—which

verv\vell

if

is all

vou have

A

Manhattan Adventure

71

—

any business there and I never have.
I can cross
Broadviray unaided, speak disparagingly of Brooklyn, and
locate Sonia's in Greenwich Village, but when it comes
to finding a studio on Long Island, with only telephone
directions to steer by, then I realize that I am not yet
On the day when I
a native daughter of Manhattan.
can shuttle across to the Grand Central Station, take a
subway, an Elevated, a surface car- and reach the destination I started out for not later than the following
afternoon then I will know that I can sign "Gothamite"

—

—

my

to

letters

The

and

call

man

New York
me

by

its

first

name.

was a twenty-minute
trip from town.
I made it in a little less than two hours.
The discrepancy in time is no slur upon his truthful
disposition.
He meant that he could make it in tvventy
minutes. Anyway, out at the studio, which is a massive
publicity

told

it

white building which occupies about half a dozen blocks,
or seems to, on first impression, I was halted at the
door by a youth who wrote down my name in a ledger,
whom I was going to see, the time I came in he left
a space blank to check me up on the time of my departure and what my business was.
The only things
he omitted asking about were my mother's maiden name
and what my grandfather did for a living. I had good
answers ready, too, but he stopped short of those queries,
and, seemingly satisfied that I was not a Japanese spA'
in disguise, gave me a little pink piece of paper which
looked like a prescription and which allowed me to go
upstairs to the studio publicity office.
Once there, the
studio publicity man conducted me along a hall upon
which many doors opened.
paused on the threshold of a bare, whitewashed room that looked more like
an unfurnished office than anything I could think of.
But it was evidently a dressing room, for there was a
table with a mirror, before which an old man was
The publicity man glanced
sitting, smoking a cigarette.
m, then said: "Oh, pardon me; I thought this was
"
Mr. Reid's dressing room
The old man unlimbered a length of six feet two from
the chair where he had been slouched.
"Greetings," he said casually.
It was Wallace Reid himself
If you think this is a version of the time-honored
press-agent story "and the gateman didn't recognize
him" wait until you see Mr. Reid in the filmed version
of "Peter Ibbetson," which, as I write, is being made on
In the beginning of the picture he
the Eastern coast.
is his handsome, matinee-idol self, with a touch of John
Barrymore in his profile and in the way he carries himself.
But when he ages and becomes white-haired and
scarred of face through many terrible years in a prison,
you will only recognize him because the cast of characters flashed on the screen assures you that it is he.
He was dressed in heavy gray convict garb, with

—

—

We

!

—

—

loose jacket and trousers, a number sewed on his back,
thick boots on his feet, and a shapeless cap on his head,
which, he maintained, gave him the appearance of "Casey
Jones at the age of ninety. Worked thirty years for

the

same railroad

!"

me a chair, and, after asking
the international question, now almost extinct by reason
of the Volstead act, opened a drawer and pulled out a
He had

hammered

"How

his valet get

like

—

tea(?)
being in New

silver flask of

do you

York again?"

I

asked him.

"Oh, so-so," was his nonchalant reply. "You know,
on the east coast, and I was here three years
somehow I've become a native son of California.
As soon as this picture is finished will I hit

started
ago, but
I

the trail for the
I

in

—

West?

Echo answers, /

will!"

asked him, rather plaintively, if he ever got lost
Of course I should have remembered
subways.

You would hardly believe that this matinee idol could be the bewhiskered convict across the page. Both pictures are of Wallace
Reid as he appears in the title role of "Peter Ibbetson."
that he
come.

is

out of the subway class, having a taxi in-

"I always take a
don't trust 'em," he replied.
Once I trusted to my instinct and tried to go
uptown on a subway train. I landed on the outskirts
of Wall Street, half an hour late for my appoint"I

cab.

"

ment
I nodded sympathetically.
I was two hours late for
mine at the studio.
"Taken in lots of shows?" I wanted to know.
"One," was his brief answer. "I thought I was going
to step out a whole lot when I got to New York, and
I had to see that one.
It was
I've gone to one show.
'The Champion,' which is going to be my next picture.
But mother's coming into town to-morrow and I'm going
to take her to something."

Behind his nonchalance I thought I detected a hint
Out on the Coast, Wally has the
of dissatisfaction.
reputation of being breezy, fluent of speech, "good copy."
Here he seemed indifferent, sort of flat. Had fan adu-

—

lation at last

gone

to his

head?

I

wondered.

At any

he wouldn't be swamped with postal
verbiage if he had his picture taken in the "Casey Jones
He turned a rather tired gray
at Ninety" costume.
eye on me.
"No, I guess nobody's going to propose to me in this
But I'm glad to be able to do this picture it's
outfit.
a chance for some real acting. You know, if you can
all have to
do a variety of stuff you'll last longer.
flop sooner or later, but with a fling at dramatic stories
now and then I hope to keep going for some little time."

rate, I said aloud,

;

We

Cmitinued on
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At

Home

Virginia Valli and her
it

is

the cynosure of

husband

all

its

I
I

with the Vallis

live in the littlest

eyes because

—

bungalow

in

the

littlest

garden you ever saw, but

inhabitants are considered the cutest couple in Hollywood,

By Gordon Gassaway

COME

and

call

on us some day," Virginia ValH

invited when we met for the second time over
on the Metro lot, where she was hard at work
live in the
being Bert Lytell's leading woman.
tiniest house back of the Hollywood Hotel, and we
just moved in, so I don't know the street number, but
if. you look real hard you can find it."
I did.
It reminded me of the little houses you see

"We

put up on poles for the birds to come and nest in.
"Don't call me Mr. Valli !"' admonished the chipper
young man who greeted me at the door, peering through
the screen.
"It's bad enough to be known as 'Virginia
Valli's

hubby

"What!"

!'

I

"

gasped.

"Do you

object to being called

her husband ?"

mean that," he laughed, "but I really
known in New York, you know, as
George Lamson. Won't you come in and we'll stop
talking through this screen?" There was just room for
"Oh,

was

I didn't
pretty well

the three of us, with Miss Valli sitting on her feet, to
squeeze into the little parlor, or whatever you call the
main room of a bungalow, because, you see, one half
of it was taken up by the piano which accompanies

her wherever she goes and on which she accompanies
any one who sings.
"We are much happier here than we were in our
apartment," she explained, by way of opening the conversation, as she smoothed out some imaginary wrinkles
in the black and yellow gingham dress she was wearing.
Just then there was a loud sneeze from Mr. Valli
mean from George.
"It's those
kcrchoo! flowers she would insist on
having kcrclwo! all around the house," he wailed,
stuffing a handkerchief into his mouth and glaring at
Virginia.
"I
kcrchoo! told you so!" he finished, removing the handkerchief. At his side stood a tall vase
of "everlasting flowers," which are the very last word
in stylishness in Hollywood homes this summer.
"Perhaps," I suggested meekly, "if 3'ou removed those
"
dry flowers which smell like a bale of hay
"Hay!" screamed George. "I knew it! Now I've
!"
gone and got ha)^ fever
out,"
"I'll put them
gently interposed Mrs. Valli
mean Mrs. Lamson. "I'll put them on the back porch."
"That's right," wailed George "put 'em on the back

—

—

—

—

—

porch

—

;

I

sleep there

!"

—
At
When

Home

with the ValKs

was peaceably adjusted, and quiet reigned-,
our clubby chat. I wanted to know all about
this gorgeous creature, Virginia Valli, with her wild,
violet-blue eyes which sometimes open as wide almost
as pansies and her rather stern, sad, patrician profile.
She reflects an aura of abstraction which sometimes
seems to be sadness except in those few bright moments
in which she is ministering to George,
Hers is the spirit of youth caught in a web of tenderness. George seems to be her little child. Of course
they are only playing at keeping house, these two youngsters* for they eat right at the next table to Elinor Glyn
at the Hollywood Hotel, and maids from the hotel
One could never
attend to the duties of the menage.
picture Virginia dipping the pink tips of her slender,
er
dishwater.
Nor could
ivory fingers into a pan of
one imagine the coils of her lampblack hair confined
under the limp desolation of one of those things they
call a "dusting cap."
"It doesn't seem possible that I have been in pictures
nearly three years," she was saying, with one eye solicitously on the pocket where George had stufi^ed his handkerchief, ''but I have had enough experience since the
old days at the Essenay studios in Chicago to make me
all

we resumed

—

— —

quite a veteran."
Miss Valli is almost the champion "leading woman"
of the screen, having started right out playing leads opposite Taylor Holmes in four pictures, and then going

with Bryant Washburn, after which she was engaged
But
to play opposite George Walsh in "The Plunger."
she is best remembered more recently for her work with
," "A Trip to ParaBert Lytell in "The Man Who
She also created the
dise," and "Junk," his last release.
part in pictures of Lady Alice in "Sentimental Tommy."

Exit the Family

Album
By Helen

Bullitt

Lowry

THE

"birdie" that baby looked at in the camera
with the rocs and the phoenixes of yesterday's
For now they are teUing
ten thousand years.
baby to chase the birdie preferably a red-breasted robin
in his own back yard.
At least this is so of the studio of one New York
photographer, who takes all of his photographs with a
And soon this will be true of
motion-picture camera.
photographers from Oregon to Maine c.nd from Chicago
to Texas
so this pioneer photographer, F. H. Lifshey,
is

—

—

predicts.

—

baby, too maybe you'll have one by that
you haven't one now can go chase him
a robin while the machine crank turns, as inevitably as
the great mass of scientific discoveries, from telephones
to phonographs, are destined eventually to reach and
Even
be used by the great mass of us mere people.
now, when this pioneer attends a photographers' convention his confreres come up to him with a grin.
"After you've broken the trail for us, we're going to
begin taking home motion pictures, too," they announce

Then your

time, even

if

—
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Her parents would not let her go to either New
York or California after the Essenay stopped producing,
and for several months she was off the screen until she
took the matter into her own hands and went to New
York to seek further fame and fortune in the studios
there.
She was not seeking a husband, but George saw
her and it was all off. They were married on the eve
of her departure for the Coast, where she was under
contract with Metro.
"Will you pose for some special photographs?" I
asked in preparing a graceful adieu.
"When?" she
asked.
She never wastes words.
"To-morrow night," I suggested tentatively, hopefully.
There was a sort of snort from George.
" the gorgeous Valli
"Yes, I think that would be
started to say.
"But, dear," interposed George, looking very worried,
!"
"that is our dance night
at the hotel
"I forgot," hastily breathed Virginia, and turned to

—

me.

"Let us make

it

we

said

—

wood.
"Good-by

!" I said, brightly,

stepping off on the narrow

walk.

"Good-by

!"

breathed

a

Virg'nia,

tired,

little

I

thought.

And

"kerchoo !" said George.

in favor of the

motion-picture screen.

come

The most modern

your house and record
the doings of your family; so if you want to be up-todate, you'll have to substitute a parlor screen and a can
of film for the old album.
The great advantages of the
motion-picture camera, particularly in photographing
children, are here explained in a chat with a pioneer
photographer in the motion-picture field.
of photographers will

to

day now the era may dawn. You'd better be getting
that baby ready.
Then the family album will be a sheet that is hung
on the wall for special exhibition occasions instead of
that old brass-knuckled book on the parlor table. Then
Uncle Joseph with whiskers will be shown not staring
at birdie forever and ever, but driving a golf ball out
You will see Uncle Joseph's swing
at the country club.
and the singing flight of the golf ball. Then Uncle
-Henry, as groom, will not sit in the photographer's
carved-backed chair till death do them part and beyond,
with Aunt Linda as bride standing with her hand on
Instead the photographer will
his shoulder forever.
have been concealed behind a bank of ferns at the wedding. Two hundred feet of film will preserve the actual

—

and beauty. Coming genknow how mother looked into father's eyes
when mother said "I do," and how he dropped the ring.
Of course no invention comes into general use without
some sad drawbacks. Witness how the Ford car has
precipitated the Ford joke. The phonograph has brought

ceremony

in all its solemnity

erations will

on the "sextet" from "Lucia."

Hardly a mail goes by but he receives some inquiry
from a photographer somewhere in the United States

too,

Any

so

good-by and murmured the things you murtaking a departure, George and Virginia followed
me to the tiny porch, covered with vines, in the shelter
of which rested the offending "everlasting flowers" which
smelled like a bale of hay.
Their arms were about
each other, and they are just of a size she is not short
and he is not tall. They are the cutest couple in Holly-

As I
mur on

blandly.

inquiring about the practicability of the scheme.

And

some other time."

did.

There

is

a menace,

home motion-picture photography. That same
type of father, who bores all of his friends now by
narrating the cute little things Bobby said, will run for
in

—
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from now may be making a specialty of flappers, and
be hidden behind the bank of ferns at each fraternity
dance to extract the essence of the joy of youth
and preserve it as a college song is preserved in the
hearts of old men who had been undergraduates.
Now, before he went in for pioneering, our motionpicture photographer had been specializing on children
for more than ten years
yet during those years never
once did a picture live up to his ideal.
"The minute
you tell a child to hold a position for even five seconds
you have killed living motion," is the way he expresses it.
"There is nothing left but those five dead seccTnds
whose funeral bells you toll as you count that fatal 'One,
"
two, three, four, five now you may move again.'
One hundred and twenty pictures in the short space
of two years did he take of his own little boy, and he
pasted them into a book. Yet not one of those pictures
was the child that he loved. "I had imprisoned nothing
but eyes and noses and chins.
But that smile where
was it ? That funny little way that was his of wrinkling
up the bridge of his little pug nose? He would never
be just two years old again.
Never again would he
hold out his arms to his mother with that gesture that
tore her heartstrings with love.
He would become a
big boy and then a man.
His very mother would
forget that dear little gesture in other gestures of boyhood that would follow on it. And for all of my skill
1
could not photogra])h that illusive moment."
Like all true pioneers, this photographer broke into
the great uncharted country that stretches before photography for love of the ideal instead of for mere
In his first two years of experifinancial rewards.
mentation his returns did not cover expenses. And yet,
for the first time in his professional career, the man
was deeply happy. Remember that it's not the gold
that we're wanting so much as it's finding the gold.
Each day and each film discovered him catching the
uitangible charm of childhood.
The man seems to have possessed a very passion in

—

—

—

—

—

Continued on fage 89

Charmingly natural and unaffected photographs are achieved with
camera of subjects whose illusive charm was

the motion-picture

difficult to

Mr. Lifsliey always plavs

ivitli

children before beiiin-

ning the actual taking of pictures, so that they will lose
all self-consciousness.

the clean laundry when the neighbors come in
after supper, and hang up a sheet to exhibit
the cunning way Bobby played with the puppy.
must take the ill with the good.
Some of the advantages of the system have
already been demonstrated by Mr. Lifshey.
More advantages will be worked out by each
photographer who takes up the new method.
He'll have to or perish.
For never, since
Daguerre invented the elements of photoo-raphy one hundred years ago, has a medium
turned up which left so much to the individual
personality of the photographer.
Each must
plan his dramatic incident and get his amateur
actors into the proper mood for the scene which
he is taking.
Mr. Lifshey's specialty is children. Therefore his experiences of six years are largely
concerned with children. Some other photographer in, say, Oskosh, Wisconsin five years

—

We

—

—

catch with the old

still

cameras.

I

Ifac. IMAey lad Hied
fw yean to gei nalaral-

"Die XBedoB-^ i c t Ti r e
pbotograi&er caxaes tafs
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cUUvB&i intt It
m^tB he used a motiwi
fKtnre camexa dtat ke
«f children's
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Um

and plajs -widt
fjnidren for
time heS<ae beginning
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some

actsaDy to plrotograpit
them. The result is sadi
charnungiy b a t v r a I
diese.

Defying
You

a motion-picture
out every incon
seek
lens will
lapse of years is to be indicated,
fooled, and here are two
can't fool

May McAvoy
years

assumes the dignity of

when she dons a grown-up

eve-

ning frock, as she does in "Ever>thing
for Sale." Her expression, her carriage,
even her stature seems to have changed
when with piercing hauteur she slips
into a role in which Father Time wou
not cast her for ten or fifteen years.

When

she plays a rollicking youngster.

McAvoy makes you
has reached

years

May

foi^et that off-screen she
of flapper-dom.
Her ir-

mischievousness, her puppylike
abandon, contrasted with her more staid bearing in the older role, defy old Father Time in

repressible

his

daim

that she

young

to

is

play

both too old and too
these

parts.

Father Time
camera with make-up, for its
gruity and magnify it. When a
Father Time himself must be
actresses who can do it.

Corinne

checks vivacity and
of dimpled roundshe assumes the sophistica-

Griffith

dispels all iUnsion

ness

when

tion

of

young womanhood in "Moral

The easy grace of studied
movement takes the place of impulsive
gestures, and the very shape and exFiber."

pression of her eyes seems to undergo
a change for this part.

Who would suspect that this little girl whose
very feet bespeak self-consciousness could be
Yet Corinne it is. With
Corinne Griffith?
apparent ease she sheds all the airs and graces
that have made her admired, and becomes
just a little girl of the awkward age. Father
Time may well despair; these two have n<j
regard for him.

'

'

'Theodora'
An

Italian film of

extraordinary beauty

wtach teOs of

World

BiRfylriwdeat hi dte
ancieat Italy, "Theodora;
these scenes are takm, jreaeMte aink
pictures of romance ami Itocvy,
intrigne and cmelty.
It is Ae

stupendous

prodactimi

mde

in Italy

"Qno VatEs" and ''X^Imiaj
vas made by the same company.
since

tke

Ae

ficBt

Tt is

of tbe Imlian £}ms ing>acte4

C«jdwyn company to be
America

%

sitaFwn is

OU-

romance.

AluwufJ

a y&x was ^>eaa

ia InnidiBg dfe
pFodnction vliidb wea« desigD6d
bf die Vaticaa amMtecL They recreate an era.
whick for dies' dbgasce and beaoty has few
paraDeb in the world's history. The stacf,
tMioGli concerns tibe Emfress Tkeodorn, is revaewed dsewhere in dds isEae. The title i^e
is pi^ed fay Sita Joliviet, wcfl kaenim on the
stage and screen in tiiis oo«mtry a few years

sets ior

•BO.

Am

She

is

shown io

tiie

pluto^Ea^

at the

Lord

Little

Lovers of Mrs. Frances Hodgson
childhood have a treat in store,
appear

in

it

It must be obvious that any story
which could have had such an influence
must have had a deep, fundamental

appeal.
that

the

And

that appeal is the reason

story

became,

not

only

a

classic as a book, but also one of the

biggest successes ever played

American

Ask your Uncle Ned, who's between thirtyand forty years old, if he remembers

five

"Little

Lord Fauntleroy," and he

will

probably

You may not
snort with indignation.
it, but back in the early Nineties he,

know
and a

majority of the other six-year-old lads were attired, for dress occasions, as the "Little Lord"
in the picture above, as many an old family
album will show. Though the recoUection of
this indignity is a sore point with Uncle Ned,
it is interesting to know that a single child's
book had such an influence on the mothers of
this country that they did their best to make
their six-year-old sons bear as close a resemblance as possible outwardly, at least to
Cedric Errol, as he appeared in the charming
illustrations for the story that were made by
'

—

Reginald Birch.

—

stage.

upon the

r
Fauntleroy
Burnett's
for

Mary

famous
Pickford

is

classic

of

about to

on the screen.

liiiliiil

the screen version, Mary Pickappears, not only as the Little
Lord, but also as Dearest, that sweet
and brave woman, who, in the interest
of her son, acceded to the vrishes of

In

ford

and crotchety grandfather.
and turned the boy over into
the keeping of that domineering and

his

gouty

The

Earl,

embittered peer. How the plucky little
lad thawed out the heart of that venerable misanthrope you probably recall
from having read the story. If not, you
will soon have the chance to become
acquainted with this famous story, when
it appears on the screen.

The
Never

Idle Class
«M
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fail III riiTrtlr In ifci BfcJi
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Do You Want
That

is

here are

the

question

some

Better Movies?
we

asked our readers, and

of the replies of the prize winners.

SECOND

FIRST PRIZE.

THERE
want

PRIZE.

A

are perhaps a great many people who
broader viewpoint and better patronage, not better
"better movies," but if they lived as I do
Pictures have been impictures, are what are needed.
they would be perfectly satisfied with the proproved to the Mth degree. What has been accomplished
ductions now on the market.
I love the movies just
by this "infant industry" is nothing short of marvelous.
as they are, and I've never seen a picture show in my
Science and art are pressed into its service, the best
eighteen years of life which I could not enjoy. Those
writers of Europe and America are paid fabulous sums
people who enjoy different circumstances in life other
famous actors drawn from the legitimate stage form allthan living on a farm near a dreary country village may
star casts, while the latest inventions in improved cinematography and the contribube dissatisfied with our movies.
tions of technical experts and
If, however, the movies brought
artists combine to produce picto them glimpses of a world they
tures the best of which are as
had never seen, brought into
expressing every point of view regarding
fine as is possible for human betheir half-starved souls the only
this subject, were sent to us by our readers.
ings at present to achieve.
spark of romance they had ever
ExFrom these letters we have concluded that
the majority of the fans feel, as one writer
hibitors build picture palaces furknown, and pictured to them their
expressed it, that while we'll all be glad if
nished with every conceivable
vivid dreams of the life they
they can be improved, the movies are
comfort
would love to live and cannot,
and beauty, and charge
migbty entertaining just as they are. 1 here
an absurdly small sum for adthen those people would love the
were many interesting letters taking the
mission,
movies as I love them. To me
as
compared to the
attitude that the movies should be im=
proved, some of which we shall print in
prices for other forms of enterthey are flashes of heaven, the
later issues, but it is interesting to notice
tainment.
silver
lining in the otherwise
Producers and exthat the letters which in our judgment
hibitors have spent time, energy,
black cloud of my existence.
were the best, took the opposite viewpoint
brains, and unlimited funds, and
have only one theater here,
from that of Helen Christine Bennett's
article showing that our readers have the
are in some cases actually losing
and it is open only two nights a
;ourage of their convictions. Lack of space
money giving us the better picweek in winter, and sometimes
prevents our printing in this issue the
tures we sa}- we want, but fail
only one in summer.
On those
letters of two prize winners. Rev. T. W.
to patronize.
nights I live; the remainder of
Farley, West Plains, Missouri, and Florence
I am an ardent picture fan.
the time I merely exist.
Pardee, 2448 G Street, San Diego, Califor=
There
nia.
In conclusion, we want to thank all
iVlthough a teacher, I do not
is no other amusement to be had
of our readers who, by sending us such a
think my viewpoint can be conhere for me.
Therefore the
shower of interesting letters, made this
sidered "highbrow," as I go to
movies are my all. Without them
contest such a success.
see the pictures for mental relaxI shudder to think what my life
ation and recreational rest, and I
would be. To me they seem perfect.
And I do npt see the greatest pictures made. I find them very beneficial, relaxing nervous tension after
the arduous task of teaching.
have never seen a Cecil B. De Mille nor a Marshall
I always see two or
three, sometimes four or five, pictures a week.
Neilan production.
I
have never even seen Charlie
As chairman of the motion-picture committee of the
Chaplin. I have never seen Richard Barthelmess, Gloria
Parent-Teachers Exhibitors' Cooperative League, I have
Swanson, Bebe Daniels, Pauline Frederick, Elsie Fernot only viewed pictures of every sort, but I have perguson, Betty Blythe, Katherine MacDonald, or Mary
suaded others to view them and report on them.
I
Miles Minter. And there are so many other well-known
have studied this problem from every possible viewpoint,
stars whom I would love to see. Most of the productions
psychological, practical, educational, economic, financial,
exhibited here are those of the William Fox Company,

HUNDREDS OF LETTERS

We

—

—

and for that reason I look upon Mr. Fox as my friend
in an outside world.
His players are my constant companions and I love them every one. Buck Jones, Tom
Mix, Gladys Brockwell, Madeline Traverse, and Big
Bill Russell.
I adore them, every one, and to me their

Who

pictures are wonderful.
could ask for more pleasant entertainment than a picture starring Bill or Dusty
Farnum? Occasionally I see Charles Ray, Nazimova,
Marjorie Daw, Buster Keaton, and the Talmadge girls.
And do you know, the other evening I saw Wallace
Reid in "The Valley of the Giants !" And, oh, but he

was

fine

I'm afraid I've wandered terribly from the subject,
and I do not expect to win a prize on this, but I hope
Picture-Play will publish it some time in order that
some people may know how little they have to complain
of.
Give me the movies as they are, and I say God

—

bless the

movie people.

Very

truly yours,

IsABELLE V. Vail.
Industry, IlHnois.
3

artistic,

and

religious.

have obtained opinions from parents, teachers, young
folks, fans and fanatics, clergymen and children, writers,
producers, and exhibitors.
I have not space to touch
I

upon them

all.

Our committee called on exhibitors, asking their cooperation.
From them we obtained the box-office viewpoint, the facts back of which are amazing, that they
are actually losing- money showing "better" pictures.
"There is a great deal of hypocrisy in this uplift
movement, to tell the honest truth." I quote Mr. Maurice Barr, supervising manager of the Saenger Theaters,
controlling sixty-five first-class theaters in three States
and the Strand in New Orleans. "You ladies say you
want better pictures, but you won't patronize them.
Producers and exhibitors have lost thousands of dollars
giving them to you. Maeterlinck's 'Blue Bird,' a wonderful picture, 'The Inside of the Cup,' 'The Faith
Healer,' all splendid pictures, indorsed by preachers and
Continued on page 106
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Frocks That
Betty Compson's speak

By

Louise Williams

Her

hair is beautifully done, though of course it's
exactly curled and looks a bit top-heavy.
Her
frock is scrumptious, though it isn't suited to her at
She's put on 'everything needful,' but her clothes
all.
"
don't get anywhere.'
That w^as quite true, unfortunately. The girl lacked
the necessary definiteness of appearance that would
have created a clear-cut, effective impression. She was
clothed, not dressed.
And Betty Compson is dressed. Her appearance
does "jell," to go on with the metaphor. Everything
she wears fits in, not just with everything else she
has on, but also with '.he keynote of her personality.
Her frocks have been selected for a certain purpose,
too

you see; not just because everybody's wearing such
and such a thing right now, not because her modiste
has just received some gowns from Paris and will
make her a wonderful price on
anything she likes. That's what
you must do if you don't want
to be nondescript so far as

vour

clothes are concernea.

And you must

develop a sense
proportion.
Don't overbalance a costume.
Work out its
of

details carefully, even if it's just
a plain blue serge dress that
you're going to wear in the
classroom or the office.
Then
you won't ever be guilty of wearing "just any old thing," and,
what's worse, looking as if you
had!

Here's perfect balance; hat and drapery settle
it between them.

consider the costume
Let's
which Miss Compson wears in
the first photograph on this page,
the one in which she is leaning
against a desk.
See how well it

The drapery of the
frock extends on one side the
feathers of the hat on the other.
Her white collar and cuffs are
supplemented
white
her
by
gloves.
The necessary note of
color is introduced in the knot
of flowers at her waist and in
the bead bag.
There is perfect
simplicity and there is harmony
of line and effect and in just
such little, subtle touches lies
the secret of being beautifully
dressed
Of course, every costume must
have an exclamation point, a
single striking note that saves it
from mediocrity. Perhaps, as in
this one of Miss Compson's, it is
a bead bag, in vvhich case color
is the high point.
Guess what
Or it may be exher ermine
pressed in Hne, as
scarf says!
in the second cosbalances.

;

DO Woman

you know what that girl looks
like?" demanded the Very Pretty

"Well, she looks
of me.
her looks hadn't jelled!"
"What on earth do you mean?" I demanded, turning from the passing throng
It was at the Harvest
of guests to her.
Home dance of a big country club, and
many a debutante and subdebutante and
sophisticated flapper had wended her way
]rast us, but even as I asked for an explanation I knew which girl my companion
had meant.
"You don't need to ask it's that one
over there in the .s^'orgeous tulle frock that
arrived from Paris in her older sister's
trunk just yesterday," was the answer.
"She makes me think of what my cook
T done put in
said to me this morning.
'Grapes
everythin' needful,' she told me.
but it won't jell.'
an' sugar an' alJ de rest
"And that's the trouble with that girl.
as

if

—

—

—

Say Something
a language

all

their

own.

Photographs by Donald Biddle Keyes.
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in which she is shown here, in wliich her ermine
scarf cries "Look !" Here the long line of the scarf,
which stands out so well on her black street frock,

tnme

supplemented by the small white hat and the white
gloves, so that the scarf will not be too striking, but
will be in harmony with the rest of the costume.
Of
is

course this is an important thing to remember
the
thing which you add for effect must be so closely
related to the rest of the costume that it seems a
necessary part of it.
Just as the woman who uses
make-up must use it so skillfully that it seems natural,
if she wishes to get the best results, the girl who adds
a striking note to her costume must make its striking
effect seem quite unpremeditated.
This same idea of using a single, emphatic line to
"key up" a costume in other words, to keep it from
being like that of the girl at the dance whose clothes
didn't "jell"
is shown in the sheer frock of madonna
blue in which Miss Compson is shown.
Incidentally,
the girl who thinks that summer frocks should be laid
away the moment that autumn sends in advance no;

—

—

Here's a

new exclamation

point,

made by her

sleeves.

Slic can

hat, because the sash says 'nd'Sleerness."

wear a wide

For
should mend her ways.
one of our most beautiful seasons,
and the maiden who recognizes that fact and even
goes so far as to buy a new summer frock or two
with which to round out the season is wise indeed.
That's how Betty Compson happens to have this
charming, beruffled frock, with its arm bands and
sash of narrow velvet ribbon that just matches her
deep-blue eyes. The wide hat, with its great black
cherries, can afford its width, since her shoulders
are very slim, and the collar of her frock carries
the eye down, not out, and so makes them seem
even slimmer. And the long line of the sash offsets
the width of the hat, anyway.
Mss Compson is the type of girl who can wear
very simple clothes effectively, but can also appear
to advantage in the season's most extreme models.
And so, realizing that sleeves, as a reaction from
the very short ones which have been worn, must
be long, she has a new satin frock for autumn which
tices

of

Indian

its

arrival,

summer

is

has long sleeves

—that

is,

long in places.

Continued on page 97
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Girl's

Adventures
ConLiiiued from

Movieland

in

page 32

near the set, made it look all the
more like a country town, and many
of them appeared in the scenes.
There seems to be much more adventure attached to making movies

he expects to go with First National.
He will make a picture where he
takes the part of a small-town boy
who falls in love with a girl and follows her across the country in his

out on location. In the studio there
is more of a stagy, theatrical atmos-

little

But on

phere.

location there's the
audience of interested onlookers
though I suppose they're more of a
nuisance than an asset and working
outdoors in the air seems to lend
more realism to everything. It seems
like movies; the studio is more like
the stage.

—

Riding back from lunch,

we met

girls who played smaller roles in
the picture, and Tom Douglas and
Estelle Taylor insisted on them getting in the car and riding back to the
set.
Now I was always under the
impression that there was more or
less upstageness between the star
players and those that play smaller
parts, but I haven't seen any evidence of it yet.
In this company
in particular, I noticed that not one
of the featured players seemed to
lord it over those having lesser parts.
They were all friendly and pleasant
to each other, and one of the girls
who had a small part lent Miss Taylor her hat to wear in a scene because
Estelle looked so pretty in it.

two

Tom

Douglas wasn't needed very
and I was glad because it gave me all the more chance
to talk to him.
We went over and
sat on the porch steps of one of the
little houses.
Across the way on the
other front porches sat some of the

much

that day,

carpenters, resting, with their chairs
pushed back and their feet on the
railings.

From where we

seemed for

sat

it

the world like a real
little country hamlet, and it was hard
to realize that it was just all movies,
and nothing behind the door we were
sitting in front of but the natural
landscape.
I asked Tommy
you'd just naturally call him that if you knew
him what kind of parts he liked to
play in pictures, not being acquainted
with his screen characters.
"Well, just now I'm content to play
while
juvenile roles, flapper parts
all

—

—

—

I'm young, anyway," he
young, too; I'm sure he

said.
isn't

He

is

twenty

yet.

"Then, of course, later on, I'd like
play more dramatic parts, and
some day I want to go on the stage.
The movies never give you the thrill
that a real theater and an audience

to

do."

Yet he wants to reach the very top
in the movies because he realizes that
nowhere else can a person become so
famous and make so much money
while still young. After this picture

car, I think.

They

will travel

westward and take scenes in the actual towns as they go along.
"I'll be
featured in the first photo play, and

make

a hit in this. First
National will star me. Of course, if
I don't, why I'll have to keep on the
way I'm going until the fans do like
then,

if

I

me."

But I'm sure the fans will like Tom
Douglas all right. If he gets his personality across on the screen as well
as he does when you meet him he is
sure to become tremendously popular with the masculine fans as well
as the girls because every one likes
the clean-cut, boyish type.
Director Brabin was shooting some
scenes in front of the cobbler's shop,
with a little boy, a man, and a woman.
While the woman was acting she
spoke in such a loud, strong tone of
voice I thought sure she must have
been from the stage.
But Tommy
said she wasn't, but once had been a
well-known screen actress of note.
She only takes extra parts now. You
hear that so often around the studio,
and it makes you stop and think there
are seamy sides to the movies, too.
Then we watched Estelle Taylor
going through a scene with her screen
mother, played by Lucia Backus
Seger.
Miss Taylor is supposed to
be in sympathy with the blind cobbler,
and looks sadly through the boarded
window. She notices the chalk marks
some one has written, and indignantly
wipes them oS, then turns sadly away
and her mother comforts her. Miss
Taylor acted very sincerely and
quietly, and yet with great emotional

—

Tommy Douglas and I were
force.
absorbed in watching her. Then he
asked me about the different stars I
had met, and told

me

his favorites.

"I like Mary Pickford and DougFairbanks, of course Dick Barthelmess, the Talmadges, the Gish

las

girls

;

—and Ben Turpin,

too," he told

He thought "Sentimental
Tommy" and May MacAvoy and

me.

Gareth Hughes were wonderful.
"You never met Bobby Harron,
did you? He was my best friend,"
he said sadly.
Of course I asked him about Dorothy Gish, whom he is most enthusi!"
astic about praising. "She's a peach
he told me.
If you read Tommy Douglas' story
of "Springtime and Dorothy," you
have a pretty good idea of his character.

He

is

just like that. There's
at all about him he's
enthusiastic, and thor-

no affectation
just eager and

oughly enjoys having good times like
young people. Tommy Douglas
is the ideal movie star for a fan to
meet he's so ready to tell you things
all

—

you

like to

know and

so good at ex-

plaining everything.
out more about the

meeting

Tommy

than

Why,

found

I

movies
I

after

did almost in

the while before.
He just told
heaps and heaps.
But he kept asking me wasn't I
bored by this time?
Of course I
wasn't, and I laughed and tried to
assure him that I was far from it,
"^^'ell, I suppose it is more interesting to a person who doesn't work
at it all the time," he observed. "But
I haven't had a day off for over eight
weeks. I've been at it from early in
all

me

the morning till after five
and sometimes all night.

at night

When

have such a constant grind of

you

it,

it

gets pretty tiresome.
It isn't such
l)ad work, at that, though," he added.
"There's alwa3'S the variety in the
movies of playing new characters all
the while and going to different places

—you

know

never

coming

what's

next."

Gladden James, Lucia Seger, the
actresses, and Tommy and
I sat in one of the automobiles while
they were not needed. It was so interesting to hear them talk about different things, make-up and gossip.

two other

You know how we
the

—

Fan

well,

it

all

was

relish

Fanny

like that.

It seemed to be Estelle Taylor's
busy day, for she was kept busy all
the time, and it was only at brief

intervals that she could come over
and talk to us. I enjoyed watching
them actually shooting the scenes be-

love to see these parts later
home. It's so
thrilling to say, "Oh, I watched them
!"
take that

cause

on

I

in the theaters at

Then Tom Douglas was
I

was

glad, because I

called,

wanted

and

to see

how he worked before the camera,
good many children were used in

A

—

they were supposed to be
playing in front of the houses and
in the roadway all the way up to the
Estelle was in
church at the end.
the scene, too, with Tommy.
They come out of the store and
she skips up the road, turning to
this scene

wave

to

him

several times.

Tommy,

boyishly bashful, waves back and
runs across the road to the cobbler's
shop. It was just a bit, but I think
it showed his style of acting pretty
well.
He doesn't play himself, but
he does put his own spontaneity and
It was
freshness into his work.
amusing to watch the children act
they were just children who lived
near by and who were pressed into

;

Continued on page 88
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MacLean

Playing with Douglas
No

one around him can help doing

because he plays

it,

Bv Barbara

Maclean had a midnight-supper enDOUGLAS
gagement with the owner of a hig theater

in

to

MacLean

do with his success.
humor from

sparkling

York
streets

It's

the

within

some of them were
asleep,

that

a suspicion

was none

of the time.

Little

Los Angeles one night, and he was somewhat
annoyed because that conscientious
MacLean is a goodshowman insisted on keeping his Douglas
looking chap, but that has little
theater open until the last member
of the audience filed out.
had a suspicion that

all

he was looking out over the intervening
where the Hudson River boats plied lazily
back and forth. When I went
in we drew up before the
windows MacLean,
Miss
Snyder, the great right hand
of the Ince and J. Parker
Read forces, and I feeling
very much as though we were
sitting on the upper deck of

City,
to

—

—

one of the river boats.
Macseized the opportunity to
play tourists' guide and in true
ballyhoo fashion began to

the

Lean

painful in view
of the fact that the
picure on view was
one of his own, called
But in his gra"Chickens."

less

describe points of interest
along the river.
His

voice droned and

way he said nothing about it
few minutes
he merely went in and sat down.
later peals of hysterical laughter rang out of the
theater.
"Whew but that guy's funny!" a voice
rang out. "Say, don't you think he's great?"
Apparently the enthusiasm of the owner of the
cious

A

squeaked in the intonation

—

sights
shore.

was too much for the rest of the audience.
Almost to a man they got up and started to file
Only then did the owner of the theater
out.
LTnwilling
realize what MacLean had done.
to have him carry off the honors of the eve-

In

/

moment

his

experiences

that

told about a

then.

man who

accused him of being
born to the limelight,

who

said that it wasn't
possible for MacLean

to play second fiddle to any one.
Just to prove to his own satisfaction that the man was wrong,

MacLean went
friend,

the

to the ofiice of his

Los Angeles theater

owner, and acted as information
all
afternoon.
He paced
back and forth between the inner
clerk

and outer

office,

and was so

solici-

tous in ushering in the job seekers
and encouraging the people who
had to wait that they looked on
him as an old friend by the time
they left the office. Chorus girls
looking for a place in the next
week's prologue felt that with the
help of this nice young man they
could surely land an engagement.
And the manager himself was so
enamored of the kind of service

-

way.
From the vantage point of the Ince office, fifteen
stories above the roar and din of Times Square in New

a

on him,

He

;

this

he

out imaginary
on the opposite

palled

of

theater

was

as

though
we were laughing so hard
that we gasped for breath.
He started telling us some

,

ning at the expense of the audience, the
owner rushed out and turned on the
auditorium lights in all their glaring bri
liance.
In a moment MacLean was
recognized, and had to shake hands
with the members of the audience,
who were too bewildered to know
His best friends are fre
just what had happened.
quently in that same position the ebullient young
MacLean just can't help "staging a show," as he puts
it, on each and every occasion.
Now, if any one asked me the color of Douglas
MacLean's hair or his eyes or how tall he is or how
old, I'd look even blanker than usual.
I haven't the
I didn't have even after I had talked
faintest idea.
All that I remembered
to him for more than an hour.
was that he had made me laugh so hard and so continuously that I ached from the back of my neck to
my toes. What was even worse, I quite forgot that I
was supposed to interview him.
Now it may be highly commendable to make a hang
man forget his profession or to distract the attention of
a convict on parole from a parade of policemen, but
an interviewer is supposed never to forget his duty as
an interviewer. "Do you love your wife, do you curl
your hair, do you answer your fan mail?" one is supposed to volley at a matinee idol.
"Do you want to
play Hamlet, have you ever had measles, are you immune to custard pies?" the eager questioner should
continue.
"Are you older than you look, can you read
" But what's the use?
Sanskrit, have you
I didn't
ask him any of those things. I will have to save them
until I meet Ben Turpin or Wesley Barry.

mega-

to

artists

pointed

voice

It

peculiar

phone

MacLean rendered

that he's never been satisfied with

his regular clerk since.

There was another story about a friend of his who
an auditorium with wax models and then invited
several prominent public speakers to address them. We

fi.lled

took part in this story I represented a wax figure
of Gyp the Blood, while MacLean reserved for himself
the less spirited part of Napoleon.
He showed himself
all

;

Continued on page 98
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went

into the spirit of the thing with
such zest it was easy to see that

movies meant a

them.
pitched for

Those

lot to

that played ball

The

They

I'm not mistaken.

service, if

all

they

assistant director took the re-

maining scenes which were just of
the feet of the extras
the

title

—

to

illustrate

"Footfalls," you know, which

were worth, and the girls who played
ring-around-a-rosy danced around as
fast as they could.
None seemed a
bit self-conscious, and all of them
seemed to be having the time of their

concerns the blind cobbler, who distinguishes different people by their
walk. It was an unimportant scene,
but it took a great deal of time and
direction to handle the crowd of peo-

young

ple

lives.

Tommy

came

came and took

set and we
George Walsh

off the

sat in the car again.

Estelle Taylor

home

was all through for
the day, and then another car came
rolling through the gates. There was
something familiar about it, and sure
in his car, as she

enough it was Theda Bara, looking
very stunning in a black satin cape
trimmed with pale green. This was
the second time I had seen her by
chance.
Director Charles Brabin
went back to town with Theda, but

Tom

Douglas and Gladden James had
were needed.

to stay in case they

and get them

to

walk just

make

tain circles so as to

it

in cer-

look hke

Tommy

Dougand I couldn't help laughing while
they were taking it, because it looked
quite funny to watch, as the crowd
would all get tangled up trying to
walk in circles and the kids would
get in scraps
but they were all so
earnest and anxious to do their best I
grew angry at myself for laughing.
It was jolly riding back to town
with Tom Douglas and Mr. James,
who drove us back. Though it had
been a rather trying day for the players, they were all pleasant and concontinuous footfalls.
las

—

Here

They asked me
wasn't embarrassed to be riding
with them dressed in character and
make-ap.
Imagine!
What fan
would feel embarrassed to ride with
movie players, no matter how they
looked?
As human as they have
proved themselves to be, a movie star
is a moinc star
not quite like an
ordinary person.
I haven't reached
the stage yet where they have lost
that glamour to me, and I hope I
don't.
The movies would then cease
to be the pleasure they are.
Where I had always been so anxious to meet the stars in real life
because I liked them on the screen
now I can't wait until I see Estelle
genial as could be.
if

I

—

—

Taylor and Tom Douglas in the
movies because I like them so much
in real life.
And as soon as I see
them in pictures I'm going to write
each of them a fan letter and ask
for a photograph, just as I have done
with all my favorite picture players.

Beauty!

Is

Continued from page 34

sheer beauty of her delineation in
"All Souls' Eve" that made many decide that Mary Miles Minter belonged
in the front rank of screen beauties.
Hers is perfection of feature, and
the light and shade of her features

suggest even in black and white a
winning radiance.
Exquisite Claire Windsor.

perfect beauty bathed in tears," Ros-

amunde Mallory Cook

"She
is like the willow tree, slim and young
and plastic, but knowing the disilluwrites.

sionment of harsh winds. The sadness in her eyes only makes her more
beautiful, for it makes her more hu-

man.

Without

it

her beautv would

be cold."

present at

Anna O- Nilsson, Goddess of the North.

Claire Windsor's birth," Mrs. J. W.
Olcott, of Savannah, Georgia, de-

"I'm not long on adjectives," a
student at Culver Military Academy,
who signed only his initials, A. L.,
writes, "but I give all I have to Anna
For honest-to-gosh
Q. Nilsson.
beauty I think she takes the prize."
"Anna Q. Nilsson seems to me the
perfect type of Norse goddess," Alice
McGarrity, of Indianapolis, Indiana,
writes.
"I can almost see the clear
sky-blue of her eyes and the shining
yellow of her hair, even though I
have never seen her except in pictures.
I think she has a wonderfully
Alpleasing and vivid personality.
though she is small, she has such dignity and power that she reminds me
of Brunhild, or the Valkyries."

"The graces were

"She

my

all

She is the
human rainbow, soft colors merging

clared.

is

ideal.

one another."
Claire Windsor's appearances on
the screen have been few, but ever
since her introduction to the public
through the good judgment of Lois
Weber, she has been in the front
rank of screen beauties. "Hers is a
cameolike beauty, finely modeled,"
Malcolm Hayes, of Painesville, Ohio,
proclaims.
"She is patrician, reserved, yet in her elusive smile there
into

is irresistible

charm."

Mildred Harris, Serenity.

That she has been

selected to reign
Mille productions is great
tribute to her beauty, but she has the
worship of hundreds antedating that.
Ever since Lois Weber first introduced the wistful trustfulness of Mildred Harris' serene gaze to the pub"I
lic, her following has been large.
do not like the roles she plays" is the
plaint of many, "but I love her
beauty."
"Hers is the haunting loveliness of
in Cecil

Justine Johnstone, Elegance.

De

is

"The limpid beauty of calm pools
what Justine Johnstone reminds

me

of,"

Clara

Tampa, Florida,
from friends in

Woods
writes.

Garnett, of
"I've heard

New York that at
the theaters and restaurants in New
York where she is often seen she
outshines every one by her sheer
beauty. I love her for her quietness
and simplicity' they seem to me the

—

first proofs of real beauty both without and within."
To almost all of her admirers Justine Johnstone stands for elegance,
luxury. Many letters echoed the sentiments of R. C. Dawes, who said,
"I always think of her in ermine and
dressed in pastel shades.
None but
the finest silks and most lustrous furs
are worthy of being near her, for
she is the flower of luxury."

Fragile

"Rubye

Rubye de Remer.

the delicate Norse type,
of exquisite fragility in pearl and
gold," according to Oliver G. Repetto,
of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. "She
Ijas a patrician nose of delicate modeling, clear eyes set beneath highis

brows.
Helleu pronounced
her the most beautiful American girl,
and her portrait, on exhibition in
Paris, is proof to the Continent of
our natural resources. Miss de Remer is the ultrafeminine, delicate of
moldj appealing and chic."
Sparkle,
All this say the fans.
verve, piquancy, and raciness are not

arched

synonymous with beauty in their
minds, apparently, for few extolled
loveliness except for its sublimity.
Let us page the censors and tell them.
And, flappers

—

similar praise,

it

you would elicit
seems that you will
have to concentrate on reserve and
sadness rather than the witchery of
dimples and curls.
But whatever
your ideal of beauty, there is a school
of beauty for you in the nearest motion-picture show.
if

I

—

Boom Towns
Continued from page 46

no end of debating

down.

It caused

among

city officials

before this was

accomplished. The structure was so
solid that it could not be adapted to
any other pictures, as location settings
It simply had to be
are oftentimes.
destroyed except for the salvage on
lumber, and weeks were rec[uired to
demolish it.
Far different has been the fate of

"The Queen of Sheba"
and other more recent productions.
the settings in

Efficiency dictated that quick use be
made of the material. So the temple
of Solomon and his palace, the great
tower with the runway for horses and
chariots have been dismantled and the
lumber carted away to a distant corral used in Mix pictures.
Only a
gateway remains, recently adapted to

a Chinese setting.
Sometimes a setting for a production becomes a permanent building.
Such was the fate of the old Princess
Palace from "The Adventures of
Kathlyn," which is now a cutting
room.
From a portion of the
muezzin's tower in "The Garden of
Allah" a dovecote was made.
Certain streets originally built for one
production are used in many others.

Continued from page 74

him on through
years

—which

safe,

civilized

the unproductive lean
him away from the
settlements of studio

led

photography, where they counted one,
two, three, four, five.
In the new
frontier world of experimentation he
spends a full half hour playing with
the child before the picture is taken.

Coaxing the child

into a gay, playful

There is such a thoroughfare on the.
Lasky lot.
The houses originally
were for a Blanche Sweet film called
"Those Without Sin." The street
has since found a place in "Held by
the Enemy," "In Mizzoura," and, I
believe, "Something to Think About"
and "Midsummer Madness." By a
magic touch here and there its character can be greatly changed.

In Griffith Park, near Los Angeles,
there is a cottage, from an old Pickford feature if I am not mistaken
which is now a caretaker's lodge. In

—

"Fatty" Arbuckle's "The Round-up"
the false fronts of a couple of ranch

some two hundred miles
from Los Angeles, have been improved into real houses by the owners
In filming "The
of the property.
houses, built

Money

Master," the Gilbert Parker
on the Russian River, in the
northern part of the State, an EngAt
lish manor house was erected.
the end of the sequence it was transstory,

ferred to the property holders, who
occup}" it as a fashionable dwell-

now
ing.

hills of Hollywood there are
from dozens of productions
of the past like the castle from "Joan
the A\^oman," which starred Geral-

In the

settings

And after the picture was
chine.
over, three of the richest little boys
in the world came begging him for
penny with the face of the Indian

mood is all a part of his game. He chief upon it for each of them, and
may play ball with a three-year-old magnanimously he presented them.
tot until the

baby

with running

this

^the

—

ecstatic

that on

is

Then and not until then
handle of the motion-picture

the lawn.

—

fairly

way and

camera is turned.
Always there are toys in his pocket.
"The rich children have every toy
that money can buy," smiles he, "except the toys from a ten-cent store.
I've a poor little ten-cent lamb with

a lame foot.
Mothers are always
wanting pictures to be taken with a
teddy bear large as the child. But

—

a child ah, a child will not look at
the so-expensive teddy -bear, once
she's seen my little lame lamb and
has begun to bandage the poor lame
leg.
Think what a picture that firstaid bandage will make."
Likewise did he manage to amuse
two other poor little rich boys with
the aid of a magic penny.
Their

Among

just such ultra-rich famdid the opening wedge of the
home motion picture drive in during
the first years of the experiment. Of
late, though, there is a new breath
in the air.
Women of moderate
means are having a child's motion
picture taken.
Some mothers and
are having a
not rich ones, either
film taken every six months as a tribute to memory to the hour that can
never return.
ilies

—

—

—

And Mr.

dine

Reid
Kidd,
part

Farrar
into
Jr.,"

of

and brought Wallace
prominence
"Captain
a Mary Pickford film;

the

;

Moroccan town from

Douglas Fairbanks' "Bound in Morocco;" settings from Fred Stone's
"Secret Service," and an Indian
temple from Nazimova's "Stronger

Than Death,"

not to

speak of the

French chateau and town from "The
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse,"
which may stand for some time.
Most of these are on property controlled by the studios, for which reason they are

left as

they are until

some further use can be made of
them.
But this seldom really happens.

A

curious misconception of the age
of setting occurred in the instance
of the blacksmith shop especially constructed

for

"Something

to

Think

About," a comparatively recent picSome farmer in passing its loture.
cation noted the apparent age of the
shop, and remarked
"Now can you imagine that
Here I've been over this road before
and I never noticed that blacksmith
shop.
Must have been there nigh
onto fifty years."

Album

grandfather is so rich that not a child
in the country but knows his name.
Well, the photographer began doingmagic tricks with three pennies
three magic pennies such as can enchant a stick of chewing gum or a
paper drinking cup out of a slot ma-

a

!

of Filmland

Exit the Family
his love of children that has driven

:

Lifshey has apparently

taken every occasion of private life
that one wants to remember except
a proposal, the impromptu nature of
the latter apparently cramping his
style.
He has photographed wedHe
dings and wedding receptions.
has photographed children's birthday
parties and automobile rides. He has
preserved the children opening their

Christmas stockings in the days when
they believed in Santa Glaus.
Usually some little anecdote is made
to serve as scenario. "The thing isn't
worth doing," explains Mr. Lifshey,
"if mere motion is depicted. To walk
across the room to turn and smile
no more reveals character or facial
expression than to stare at that birdie
But to set a man
in the camera.
performing his pet hobby is to photograph the real man whether that
hobby be horseback riding or golf,
chess, reading, training his Airedale,
or driving his car.
There was even one "subject"
whose favorite hobby was speeding
ah, well, it
his car at an illegal rate
was an obliging policeman who was
inserted into the plot all unknown to
the hero. Maybe he had wanted to be
a movie actor, too, before he became a
policeman so when the arrest came
off the policeman gave it the proper
touch of realism made out the summons and didn't allow himself to be

—

—

—

—

—

argued with. The hero didn't find
out until an hour later that he'd been
merely acting according to a scenario.
But they do say that this picture
wears the pleasantest smile of any in
Mr. Lifshey's collection. It is the
the experienced
lawbreaker who is making what
"friends" he can with the law.
inimitable smile of

—
The

90
Continued from page 62

she'd ever heard

Revelations of a Star's Wife
I

much

of anything
about
New York then, except
vaguely.
She propped that battered
little snapshot up on her dressing
table one night, when she was in
the Midnight Frolic, right at the
height of her career, and as she bent
forward to study it more closely she
said to me, 'D'you know, Sally Beresford, I was happier then than I've
ever been since. And I'd like to be
back in that time, if I could.'
could hear the applause just a few
feet away, and the music and the
audience hammering on the tables
with the little wooden mallets, and
there she sat in her dressing room
full of flowers and wished she could
go back to the little cottage where
she'd lived before she became a famous beauty. That's all the answer

came down the three

can make."

rose to go then
I felt that I
couldn't do anything for her in the
mood she was in then, but she held
out a detaining hand.
"Please don't leave me, Sally," she
begged. "I'm in a mood where suicide would be a pleasant recreation.
Stay and talk to me just a little bit,
I

;

and I'll be good, honest I will. I'll
go to a rest cure or do anything you

"You're

just the person I

me

hoped to see. Tell
you going to act in the pic-

—

^are

ture with

me ?"

—

"Oh, I can't it's absurd to think
could; I've never acted in my life,"
I told him.
"Besides, Hugh would
hate it, you know."

"And what Hugh

hates

began with a smiling glance that
not
I

"

he

I

did

like.

"What Hugh

do not do,"
have just the

hates

"But

answered.

I

I

girl to play that role for

you

—

]\Iary

Sorello."

"Oh, never !" he exclaimed petuI was amused to see how
he had taken on the temperamental
lantly.

airs of the actor.

"Why,

she's a has-

been; she never could act, anyway,
and she's been out of pictures so
long oh, she wouldn't do at all.
Why, this is a role for a woman
who has really loved who knows
what love can l)e. That was why I
wanted you.
To Mary it's never
meant anything but an amusement.
She never could do it, never."

—

—

So

down, and we talked
I was sure that Benito

sat

I

things over.
would give her a part
and I knew that with
she would brace up.
out of work so long,

in his picture,
that incentive

She had been
and living in

such an artificial atmosphere, that I
was sure work would come as a re-

Now

don't want you to think,
am telling you of such
people as Mary Sorello, that she is
typical of girls in motion pictures.
There are htmdreds of good, hardworking people who live just such
wholesome though perhaps not so
humdrum lives as your neighbors.
But just as a newspaper reporter
passes the thousands of comfortable
I

—
—

homes where life is being lived happily to tell you about the few where
romance or disaster has visited, so
I am selecting only the most striking
people I have met in motion pictures
to tell you about.
And I truly believe that knowing the true story of
Mary Sorello will give you a new
insight into the life of some motionpicture studios.
While she was dressing that

ing Benito

morn-

was announced.

"Do go

in and talk to him, Sally,
can come; he'd rather see you
than me, anyway, and the girls are
I

till

out,

so

him,"

it's

Mary

up

to

urged.

you
So

to

entertain

I went,

but

reluctantly.

"Mrs. Sally!" Benito exclaimed as

action,

his corrections.

"You

to play the part."

He finally consented, just as i\Iary
hurried into the room. She was looking charming, in a French frock of
dull blue which suited her unusually
well, and her pleasure at seeing him
again made her quite radiant.
in

"Mrs. Sally suggests that you work
my new picture with me," he told

her abruptly.

"Shall

of the scenes,

Mary?"

we

try

some

my

to

She was delighted, of course, so

she and he ran throvigh one or two
scenes, while I sat on a big, carved
chest over at one side, watching and
criticizing them.

A

me

room
"Try once more

as I crossed the

she stood.

began at once, while ]\Iary,
glowing again in her wan face,
watched intently.
^^'e

was surprised

I

in this

hilarating.
to

Hugh

that he use

I

want

to

see

how you

;

—

at

different

times

movements which

little

he had used when he made love to
me, I found myself instinctively doing the same thing. I checked myself
time, however
I couldn't quite
forget the personal element in this
odd equation, especially when Benito
in

;

took
lips.

his

my hand and pressed it to his
And from the expression in

dark eyes

forgot

it

"Oh,

I

knew

that he never

moment.
now you mean

for a

I see

—
—

that the

turns a little so that they both
that she puts her
face the camera
arm around his neck and then looks
" Mary exclaimed as we
down
reached the climax of the scene.
"Yes and then he catches her up

—

arms and kisses her," answered
Benito, and suited the action tQ the

in his

was very near

play them."
Mary's eyes glowed she was as
naive, as thrilled as any schoolgirl
But she was
with her first beau.
awkward. She cared so much for
Benito that she couldn't act with him.

to find that acting,

way, was strangely exAnd just as I had sug-

me

know, and

I'll

liope

And as I watched
rejoiced; it seemed to me
that from this association a new life
would spring for Mary.

;

where

.she will."

them

—

to

—and
;

sure

amazingly well.

"Fine great work !" exclaimed
Benito as they finished the part he
had outlined. "Now let's run through
a love scene or two they'll be the
important part of the picture, you

it

seized

run through the scene with Benito
and see if she can't get it then I'm

words.

I

his

—try

inspiration

fatal

could see that Benito was surFired by her
prised at her ability.
affection for him, she really did
I

down

"Come now

feet.

again."

girl

we pushed aside the heavy table that
took up the middle of the room, and

—you won't do!"

—

gested

told him.

it

flinging

last,

copy of the script and coming over
to me.
You see, I told you how it
would be, Mrs. Sally," he added in
an undertone.
"But it won't be this way Mary
can see what you mean if you'll be
patient with her," I cried, springing

"Let her rehearse with
you, at least she could do that while
you are looking for some one else
I

don't see

he cried at

even

lief.

just because I

go over and over some bit
not improving it at all,
seemingly quite unable to understand

patiently

"I think you will find that she will
surprise you, if you will let her try,"

;

say, truly."

"But no, Mary no!" he would say
over and over again, and she, humiliated at her own inability, would
of

I

We

I

steps that led

big living room.

into the

made me

It

kiss.

I

furiously angry, that

drew back, though he held

so close that even then
to his.

my

face

"I think that was hardly necessary," I told him quietly, bracing my
hands against his shoulders and pushing myself away as much as I could.
to my happiretorted with that smile
which was so attractive on the screen
and which I suddenly hated.

"It
ness,"

was necessary
he

It was
I turned away, disgusted.
then that I saw Hugh standing in the
doorway, with a man whom I knew
as one of the most unscrupulous
newspaper men in town.

To be continued.

!

What
Continued from page 67

noticed that popularity contests were
quite an important thing in America.
There was one held recently in Paris, and
I thought it might interest your readers to
see what players are our favorites.
The list was headed by the three following stars the emotional star, Sessue
Hayakawa; the great comedian, Charles
I

and a French artist
don't name because you never
I think.

whom

I

saw him,

Close next came Pearl White, William
Hart, Mary Pickford, and Douglas Fairbanks, Nazimova, and a few of your best
players.

Now,

let

Delaure's

me

word about A. M.

say a

Of

letter.

course,

I

agree with
the ex-

him about Hayakawa, and about
cellence of the American films.

Your

best productions created quite a sensaDuring two months, this
tion in France.
winter, we only spoke of "Broken Blos-

soms" and of your great

how eagerly we do
Down East."

And

Griffith.

wait to see

'Way

"

But I don't agree with Delaure when
I
he condemns our own productions.
wonder if you have already heard, in
America, the names of Louis Delluc,
Marcel Lherbier, or Abel Gance three
French producers and good ones, I am
M. H. Epstein.
sure

—

—

!

Rue Josephine

Soulary,
Lyon, France.

An

English Fan Praises Wallie.

always read your magazine whenever I can get hold of it, as it is by far
the best movie magazine one sees over
here.
I was very much interested in a
letter about Wallace Reid in your May
issue.
I agree with every word of it.
Wallie is very popular indeed over here,
I should think that he is probably the
I

first

favorite.

away my

He

first

certainly far and
favorite.
But delightful
is

as your correspondent says,
we want better things from him. Every
one enjoys his pictures, every one comes
away from seeing them feeling happy
and jolly and vigorous. In these comedies he shows himself to be plucky,
charming, handsome, and a real, good
sort.
But people who saw his Don Jose
and his Eric Trent know he can be far
finer; in fact, really great.
Think of

though he

is,

Eric Trent watching the flogging of the
messenger, Eric Trent as a prisoner, Eric
Trent watching Joan of Arc being burned
to death
It seems to me that Wallie,
with his splendid height, his fine face and
!

finer acting is just made to interpret great
historical parts.
I'm not clever enough
to say what parts, I leave that to the producers, who know better than I do.
But
I do know that while I want to go on
seeing Wallie in his charming comedies,
I want still more to see him, now and
again, in a really great role.
"Peter Ibbetson" is perhaps paving the way to better things.
Possibly in that his chance

has come. Anyhow, I know he'll make
good, whatever he does.
A Wallie Reid Fan.
Lowestoft, Suffolk, England.

We're

as

Open

to Criticism as to Praise

May I venture to say that what your
Observer said concerning Pola Negri a
few issues back was utterly disgusting?
In_ an odious comparison you belittle
Pauline Frederick and Nazimova. Pola
Negri compares with neither of these
women, and, in turn, only Frederick
compares favorably with Lillian Gish.
However, no actress, with the exception
of Bernhardt, equals Miss Gish in emotional power.
"Passion" may have impressed New

the Fans

Think

91

for

entitle

let me say that editorial was not
only disgusting it was hysterical.
Elma, Washington.
Jane Moran.

—

Have you any idea as to the thoughts
that come to an American picture fan,
after he sits through a showing of "Passion ?"
Call the picture propaganda call it
what you will but you must at least
admit that, in comparison with Pola
Negri, our so-called emotional stars of
the screen appear cheap, hysterical, and

creasing appreciation for his fine, sincere
acting, his rare understanding of human
nature, his unequaled grasp of screen
technique; and a versatility too often
overlooked by misled publicity agents in
lauding his extreme good looks and colorful personality.
His roles and they were
many ranged from the Nazarene in Tolstoy's "God is Love" to a half-breed cook
in the "Perils of Pauline."
He played
comedy", tragedy, or drama with equal
And his transition to the speaksuccess.
ing stage took from the screen an actor
it
could ill, afford to lose.

—

;

—

Now,

he's

back again,

theatrical.
I'm sure I
his old admirers who

—

—

John D. Cahill.

Chicago, Illinois.

A

Welcome Back

for Crane Wilbur.

Oh! Oh! What has happened
our blessed Billie Russell?
Erstwhile our ablest exponent of fistic
heroism, he seems at present wallowing
in a slough of maudlin clap-trap, from
which one can only hope that time will
Oh!

to

back, and hope he'll stay upon the
screen a long, long time.
His coming
back is the big news of the month

Alma

;

—

A

ality

all

first into

own, has been made over,
another William Farnum then,

his

;

a second George Walsh and finally, into
another Tom Alix
The result is, there's
very little left of William Russell. Won't
some producer with charity in his heart
for a long-suffering public, come to his
rescue and give us back the Billie Russell
we loved of yore?
And can't we have more of Monte
Blue? In the midst of misspent, film-exploiting stage stars and dress-suit poseurs,
too afraid of spoiling their appearance
to exhibit real emotion, this honest-togoodness artist reacts on the jaded audience like a spring on a desert castaway.
His complete abandon to whatever part
he is playing, his absolute unconsciousness
;

!

of self, his humanness, above all his remarkable appeal to the emotions richly

S.

Hilton.

i6 Waverly Street,
Everett, Massachusetts.

'

Here's a Letter from Jackie Coogan.
Dear Me. Editor
Do you know of a good book or story
that would make a nice photo plaj- for
a six-year-old boy like me?
I need some stories for my new pictures.
My director says I should make
:

from books

pictures

read and loved.
Grown people

tell

that

me

the

world has

editors

know

am

asking your advice,
or perhaps somebody in your city has a
everything,

so

I

in mind for me.
You know it's
not easy to find a good story for a little

book

fellow.
If
the

people in your city knew I
they might send me some
suggestions. If I use a suggestion, I will
give the sender a lovely present.
Any
suggestion sent me, care of the Brunton
Studios, Hollj-wood, California, will reach

wanted

me

stories,

safely and quickly.
you. Good-by

Thank

save him
AVh}-, he used to be the biggest favorite
of the old American stars.
His sincere,
manly portrayals his fine ability to round
out his characterizations with those subtle,
true-to-life details that alone distinguish
the real actor from the director's puppet;
his pleasing personality
all sacrificed to
William Fox's love of the sensational
splendid actor with a decided person-

speak for many of
are glad to have

him

Any

We

an ideal hero

"The Heart of Maryland," and the
stage has not made him the least bit

in

American

screen.
agitation against the showing of
foreign-made pictures is the veriest rot.
Would you bar the great works of art
and the gems of literature simply because
they are of foreign origin?
The whole trouble is that we, the picture-loving public, have been bunkoed. For
ten years we have been fed up on a great
deal of worthless and impossible stufi:.
The picture producers and theater owners have handed us a lot of junk.
have been kidded out of our sober senses
by trick photography, mechanical effects,
and other studio devices that must now
be shot into the discard, simply because
a picture a real picture has shown the
fans of this country what the art of
screen acting is really like.

—

—

amateurish.
Not only does Miss Negri shine but
the other members of the cast of "Passion" even those who make up the mobs
are far better- actors and actresses than
most of our top-heavy stars.
Take the man who impersonates the
Duke de Choisel. There is not one of
all our overrated male stars and character actors who could invest that part
with the poise, dignity, and "velvet finish" given by the unnamed actor whose
fine work helped so much to make the
picture the finest ever flashed on an

—

—

—

Hurrah for Pola Negri!

—

to the popularity
which increases,

a popularity

it.

Again

him

he receives,
without paid
publicit}-, with every picture he makes.
And last, but not least, may we have
a chat V(-ith Crane Wilbur ? He's been my
favorite ever since I first saw him, as
an Italian, in an old two-reel Pathe, and
went home and raved about him I was
only fourteen and never forgot him.
I've followed both his screen and stage
career pretty closely since then, with in-

York, but that doesn't settle the question
as far as the United States is concerned,
by any means. No one out here cared

:

Chaplin;

!

!

A
What

1

Respectfully,
Jackie.

Plea for Accuracy.

the matter with some of the
motion-picture directors? Take, for example, a picture which was recently
shown at one of our playhouses, "Just

A

is

Wife," adapted from Eugene Walter's

play.
In this production is shown the
interior of a railroad president's cabin
in a construction camp in the Far North.

The

is luxuriously furnished, there
convenience for the comfort of
the occupants.
Now as the wife of a
man who has helped build railroads, I
know that "the3- ain't no such animal"
as silver coffee services, silver cande-

is

cabin

ever3-

and overstuffed leather chairs in
camps.
That cabin could
have been comfortable, and cheery, but
it
could not have been as it was presented to us. But the thing that brought
forth snorts of ever3-thing from the audience was when the heroine's young
brother came in and told her that she
must get her divorce as he has discovered oil in Alaska, and is now able to
Will you please have The
support her.
Oracle tell us where those oil fields in
Mrs. Doris Doty.
Alaska are located?
San Antonio, Texas.
labra,

construction

—

!
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Pity the Poor Producers
Continued from page

"Do moving-picture

29

know

sicians are willing to accept types as

tion-picture showing.

a milhon dollars in gold
weighs about a ton or do they think

representative of every profession
except that of medicine, so long as
less wealthy people want society always represented as fast, furious, and
foppish, and so long as Americans
find humor in seeing foreigners with
manners that are a reflection of nothing but our crude taste, we will get
motion pictures whose characters are
like
a series of familiar rubber
stamps. The producers can do little

occurred, bets have been made, and
the challengers come to the theater

that

directors

half

that the public don't

"Saw

know?

George

B.
carry
Seitz
$125,000 gold sovereigns 500 lbs.
in each hand the other night in 'Pirates' Gold.'
Loaded $9,000,000 or
eighteen tons in a spring wagon and
hauled it to the bank with two 1,000pound horses.
Some Sandow is

—

George.

"Do you know that the poor boobs
out here who have been hauling ore

else.

consider a ton to a
horse a pretty good load ? Don't you
think the manufacturers of five-ton
motor trucks that look like a compound Mallet locomotive could get a

who would

since

little

1849

still

knowledge from an examina-

tion of that spring

"Can you

wagon?

me how

tell

the director

of 'A Splendid Hazard' succeeded
in overcoming the law of gravity,

when he had 130-pound Henry Wallower about two tons of gold
francs in a steel chest down a hundred-foot precipice with a half-inch
cotton rope, and not even 'spit' on
his hands?
I've seen Henry unload a half hundred schooners in an
afternoon in the 'Dear Dead Days
Beyond Recall' and confess he is
some little man, but
thall

"If you can get me this inside init will help us poor boobs
a lot out here where we are glad to
be able to hoist one ton of rock out
of a hundred-foot shaft with a twenty-five-horse-power electric hoist and
a three-quarter-inch steel cable.

formation

"The movies are sure educational,
and we are learning a lot we didn't

know about hauling loads and mining gold.
me, why is a techhe supposed to be
a mechanical genius, or does he spell
it technique and plav it on the fid"Will you

nical director

tell

?_

Is

dle?"

And

Bill

Gowan's

complaint

against producers is no more valid
than that of the reporter who sees
reporters on the screen taking notes
in a stenographer's
notebook, or
Hindus who see screen Hindus
dressed in regalia resembling that of
the Royal Order of Eagles.
It is
no more valid than the Northwestern

Canadian's lament that, contrar)^ to
the notion of scenario
natives of his district
monds in the rough.

writers, all
aren't dia-

But the producers can't humor any
of us at the expense of the rest. So
long as we expect people in certain
professions, or from certain districts
to look and act like familiar types,
we will get them. So long as phy-

And

since

some
like

of

them are men

put out motion

to

pictures that would command the respect of the world's greatest artists,
you should shed a kindly tear for

them.

In case you want to know why
they don't realize this ambition more
often hearken to this.
It is awfully expensive.

to

Block, director of the
scenario department of the Goldwyn
Film Company, points out, "The cost
of motion pictures forces their production on a standard that will jnake
them popular in other words they
are leveled to a wide grade of intelligence and imagination, or lack of
it.
If you care for the beauty this
instrument can produce, then some
means must be devised for producing it at a lesser cost, so that it can
Of
survive with a limited appeal.
course, once a more beautiful thing
is established for a more sophisticated
audience, it will naturally gravitate
toward larger audiences."

—

It

was with

this

thought in mind

that the Goldwyn company established their policy of producing four
pictures a year which in some way
were a departure from the canons of
the
"Earthusual
productions.

bound" was one of

these,

"Bunty

And
Strings" another.
another that was
counted on to educate the public
taste rather than to be a great popular success.
But it proved to be a
bigger box-office attraction than many
of their productions which had been
produced in the belief that they were
what the public wanted.
Pulls

the

"Madame X" was

Now

while the producers' side of
"Do You ^^'ant Better
Movies?" is being touched upon, you
might as well know what the producers have found out about you
Producers estimate
the audience.
that you see only from forty to seventy per cent of a picture shown to
you. The most liberal estimate that
has been made is eighty-five.

the question,

This condition is most commonly
expressed by the number of bets that
are settled in the lobby after a

mo-

For inwas paid in

stance, a fifty-dollar bet

the lobby of the Central Theater re-

by a well-known dramatist

cently

who had failed
"Dream Street"

to see something in

that the eyes of a
friend had grasped.

Every person, of course, contents
himself that he sees "all" of a pic-

The department of psychology
Johns Hopkins Universitj^ knows
difl:erently,
however, and recently
wrote to Mr. Griffith asking if
"Dream Street" might be used as
the subject of a national experiment
ture.

in

in

—

As Ralph

arguments.

their

test

Disputes have

psychology.

The purpose
is

of the investigation

to determine

What percentage of a picture
seen on the average.

What

part of the audience

comedy and

fected by the

is

is

af-

what

to

degree.

What

part of the audience "gets"

the emotion scenes and what

is

the

reaction.

How much of the action is remembered at the end of a week, two
weeks, a month, and six months.

How much
tense scene

of the detail of an in-

is

grasped compared to

those in a slower-building scene.

am

"I

not at

all

certain that au-

diences improve in their comprehension of pictures by long patronage,"

W.

D.

"From what

says.

Griffith

slight investigating I

can do,

I

feel

that the person seeing his tenth pic-

about as

ture, sees

much

as a person

seeing his thousandth."
So, you observing people who see
seventy per cent of what is shown,
it is not stupidity on the part of the

producers that makes them do many
obvious things in their productions,

makes them drive points home

that

with sledge-hammer force. It is the
audience.
x\s Arthur Hopkins, the
prominent theatrical producer once
remarked, "You cannot have great
plays without great audiences."

That

is

answer of the pro-

the

ducers.
better movies?" Of
and the more artistic

"Do you want
course, 3^ou do,

producers

them

to

financial

are

you

give
striving
to
at tremendous
If you would but

—and

risk.

know

it,

tirely

satisfied,

the producers are not eneither.
Tlicy want
better audiences.

Advertising Sf.ction

GOLDWYN
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presents

OldNest
Rupert Hughes'

e

Heai't^gi ipping

^ry op Home

DIRECTED BY

REGINALD BARKER.

The mother whose
children no longer
seemed to want her
—

SUDDENLY they have

the
all grown up and left her
babies she used to tuck in bed at night.
The old
house is empty and silent. All have forgotten her. Her
birthdays pass unnoticed.

Each child has embarked on a drama of his own.
Loves, ambitions, temptations carry them away.
There
are moments of laughter and comedy, romance, adventure,
tragedy. The story of their lives sweeps you along.

—

—

Your life your home your mother. Never before has
the screen touched with such beauty and such dramatic
force a subject which finds an echo in the lives of every
one of us. It is a masterpiece of a new type
a presentation of life as it really is with its moments of great joy and
flashes of exquisite pain. One of the most heart-gripping
dramatic stories ever narrated.

—

A GOLDWYN PICTURE
To be followed by Rupert Hughes' "Dangerous Curve Ahead"

Watch your

theatre announcements

NATION-WIDE SHOWING "BEGINNING Septus

Miss Celia R.
ing on the

—Ruth

coast.

She

Roland
is

is

not in

work-

New

York.

Wanderer.

Lou

—

I

know

of no such actress.
in Athens, Greece.
under your heading.

Tellegen was born

He would come
John

S.

— Your

been mailed.

"Market Booklet" has
Erich von Stroheim is an

His latest
actor as well as a director.
picture is "Foolish Wives." He was born
He was educated in a miliin Austria.
His early catary academy in Austria.
reen consisted of being an army officer,
a newspaper man, and magazine writer
in the United States.
He wrote the story

"Salsmall daughter, called Gloria, Jr.
vation Nell" has been completed. Pauline
Starke takes the lead in it. Mae Marsh's
latest picture is "Nobody's Kid," taken
from the novel "Mary Care}^" Paul WilWyndham
lis will be seen opposite Mae.
Standing is playing opposite Alabel Ballin
in the Hugo Ballin production of "Ave

Maria."

Curious.

—"Go

It"

was

a

Mar-

Marjorie Daw
Neilan production,
and Pat O'Malley had the leads. They

lots

—

—

companied by a stamped envelope, with return address. Inquiries

should be addressed to The Picture
Oracle, Picture-Play Magazine, 79
Seventh Avenue, New York City.
The Oracle cannot give advice about
becoming a movie actor or actress,
since the only possible way of ever
getting such a job is by direct
personal application at a studio.
Questions
concerning scenario
writing must be written on a
Those
separate sheet of paper.
who wish the addresses of actors
and actresses are urged to read
the notice at the end of this
department.

Clara S.—You will find all those adI
dresses given in the columns below.
should think it was some assortment.
There weren't many you missed, were
there? That's all right. Any time you
wish.

—"The

Avenging Arrow" is Ruth Roland's latest serial. Enid
Markey was born in 1898. Bobbie Vernon was born a 3'ear later. Ruth Roland
was born in 1893. Marjorie Daw arrived
Mildred Harris' latest
picture was "The Woman in His House."
She will appear in Lasky productions in
year 1902.

in the

have

tions of general interest concerning the movies as space will allow.
Personal replies to a limited
number of questions such as will
not require unusually long answers
will be sent if the request is ac-

are the ones j'ou are referring to. Shirley Alason created the part of Little Hal
in "The Squaw Man" at the age of four.
She was born in igoi. I think you must
mean Raymond McKee with Shirley MaOlive Thomas was born October
son.
She died from accidental poi20, 1898.
soning in Paris, France, September 15,
1920. Wallace Reid has a small son, William Wallace, Jr., who is about four years
of age.
Your other questions have all
been answered. Write any time you like.

Nutty Cowboy.

I

>vill

and Get

shall

A

one?

ORACLE
answer in
THE
these columns as many ques-

"Blind Husbands."
Eddie.

— Another

you.
John Bowers is appearing in
one of Pauline Frederick's late pictures,
"Roads of Destiny." Xeal Hart's latest
picture is called "Black Sheep."
Helen
like

—

H. M. You will find your question
concerning the "Miracle Man" answered
several times in this issue.

—

R. C. R. The address you wanted i; in
the columns below. The first of a series
of five-reel pictures that Muriel Ostriche
is
to be starred in has been released.
"The Shadow" is the name of the picture.

A.

G.

H. —"The

Faith

Healer"

is

a

Mel ford production with Ann
Forrest and Milton Sills in the leads.
George

—

X. Y. Z. Gloria Swanson has finished
her first picture since her return to the
screen.
It is a story by Elinor Glyn,
called "The Great Moment."
Mrs. Glyn
plays a small part in it.
Gloria has a

the prints,

and

I

don't

know where you

could obtain either film for exhibition.

—

W. L. B. Yes, Natalie Talmadge marNow that the Talried "Buster" Keaton.
madge girls are all married, doubtless
dozens of sorrowing young men will give
up their film careers, and newspapers
will have space to devote to royalt}', soand

ciety leaders,

L. j\IcD.

— No,

disasters.

when

a

man

has to have

a long beard for a certain picture he does
not retire from pictures long enough to
grow it. Though it hurts me to say that
anything in motion pictures is false, I
must tell the truth.

Y. Y.

—Look

for all the addresses
department. When requesting a personal answer always inclose an American stamp, as a foreign
stamp cannot be used to send a letter
^fR.s.

end of

at the

from

this

this counti'v.

—

Frank E. Woods is the only one
J.
you mention in your list who is still earning his daily bread in the motion-picture
business.
Frank is still with the Lasky
studios as production manager.

John McC.
dresses

—You

you want

at the

will

the

find

ad-

end of The Oracle.

W. — Cullen Landis was the Curly
the Rex Beach-Goldwi'n produc"The Girl From Outside." He is

F.

Kid

in

tion

with that organization, and
get a picture of him by writing
sonally for one.
Clara Horton
still

you can
him perwas the

girl.

the future.
J.

handles "The Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come." Dustin Farnum played a
dual role in the "Corsican Brothers," and
not William and Dustin.
It can be obtained at the United Pictures Exchanges.
The Paramount Pictures Corporation Exchange has ^larguerite Clark's "Widow
By Proxy." "The Chimney Sweep" and
"The Country Mouse" have both been recalled, due to the ragged condition of

Gibson is returning to the screen imder
Associated Photo Players banner.
Her first picture is "The Wolverine."
Tilaurice Tourneur's next production is
"Bright Lights," with Hobart Bosworth.
the

—

S. L. C. Indianapolis.
You can get a
copy of the January- number hy sending

twenty-five cents to the Circulation Department.
Fanny the Fan was so delighted when I told her about your letter
that she would have written to thank you
if

j'our
J.

whole address had been given.

R. H.

— The pictures you mention

—

Skeezicks. William S. Hart is not
making any more pictures. He has retired from the screen, for the time being
talk of his start-

—

Jeanette W. It hardly seems possible that Douglas Fairbanks has a wooden
Where do you hear such
leg, as you say.
things?
I wouldn't believe it if I were
you I never saw a wooden-legged
do such stunts, did you?
;

N.

have to be secured through the various
exchanges that handle them.
Write to
Metro about "The Passing of Third
Floor Back."
The Goldwyn Exchange

is

again for Paramount.

in

'teens

will

though there

at least,

ing

P.
;

—Tom

Douglas

is

still

in

man
his

make-up could never make any

one look that way.

—

Anxious. No, Colleen Moore is very
young but she is not Tom Moore's daughter.

Advertising Section
J.

K.

—

S.

am

I

but

sorrj',

I

can't advise

You must have
you how to win him.
Fairfax.
Beatrice
with
confused me
You might watch Constance Talmadge on
the screen and see how she does it. This
I don't
is only a suggestion, however.
want to be responsible for any more imi-

Welcomed Back!

tation Connies.
L.

S.

McC.

— No,

good recipe for
is

a

know

salt-rising bread.

my

out of

little

Anticensor.

don't

I

of

a

That

line.

—Yes,

understand

I

the only kind the censors will
the double exposures.

that

leave are

—

AIiss Kathleen C.
I never heard of
the Miss Connelly you speak of.
Picture stars do not, as a rule, have understudies.
It is not necessary, as it is on
the stage.

Grace

—You

will have to write your
request to the editor. He is the one who
selects the players' pictures for the galS.

lery.

R.
B.— Kenneth Harlan
part of Doctor Harmon in

Catherine

played the
Constance Talmadge's picture,

Kenneth was born

Affair."

in

"Mamma's
New York

City in 1895. A stage career preceded his
screen work. He has been signed to appear opposite the Talmadge sisters in
their forthcoming pictures, so you will
find him in First National pictures for
some time to come. He is five feet eleven

People's Favorite Magazine

I
I

on returning

I

nated, enlarged, has been

I

back

I

People's

by

—

Miss Hazel D. Your question was answered some time ago. In case you overlooked it, here it is again
Sidney
died April 9, igig, in New York.
:

Drew

—

D. M. S. No, Colleen Moore has never
been married, and will not admit that she
has ever been engaged, so your chance
is
probably just as good as the next
man's, or the next, or the fifty-odd others
She has finished "The Lotus Eaters,." in
which she played opposite John Barrymore, and is making "Slippy AIcGee" for
the Morosco company with Wheeler Oak-

man.

—

L.
Motion-picture actors have to
wait just as long for a divorce as any one
else.
You say that your favorite looks
less than thirty and that he has been
married four times.
He must be a re-

to

its

is

|

welcomed
Once again

|

heartily

host of readers.
|
publishing the kind of fiction that |

made

the magazine distinctive and a favorite
I for years big, absorbing novels of adventure,
I of the great outdoors, and refreshing, human
I short Stories of every variety.
I

—

These famous authors:

I
I

Frank

I

I

I

J.

|

all-fiction policy, rejuve-

its

and weighs one hundred and sixt\--five
pounds. His hair and eyes are dark.

B.

95

Packard
H. Bedford-Jones
George Allan England
Allan Dunn
William H. Hamby

I

Maxwell Smith

I

C. V. Brereton

I

Robert Shannon

new

|

|

|
|

L.

Striking short stories by these

|

writers:

Henry C. Vance
Edwin Hunt Hoover
C. C. Waddell

|
|
|

|

|
|

|

markable man.

—

K. Yes, Catherine Calvert is
C.
J.
noted for her beauty.
She makes most
of her pictures in the East.
At present
she is appearing with Corinne Griffith in

"Moral Fiber." Her most recent picture
is "The Heart of Maryland."
A.
born

O'M.— Monroe

Salisbury was
stage career
dates back to 1898, and his screen career
_B.

in

New

York.

His

commenced in 1913. His latest picture
is called "The Barbarian," made by his

own company. Anita
is
not Roy Stewart.

brother
He is George.
George played the part of Richard Wiltoner with Mildred Harris in "Old Dad."
Theda Bara has deserted the screen for
the present.

She

is

has already given you a series of
I complete novels which have contained some
I of the most picturesque and dramatic stories of
I big outdoor adventure that can be imagined.
I

People's

I

They have been

I

to finish.

stories that

move from

start

|
|
|
|
|
|

Stewart's

now

in

Europe

visit-

ing her sister.
She is engaged in no
professional work.
Her tour -with her

company in "The Blue Flame" ended
some months ago.
Theodore Roberts
was born in San Francisco, California,
in 1861.
He was on the stage a good

many

years before entering; pictures. Pat
O'Mallev was born in Dublin, Ireland, in
1892.
At least, vour efforts were not in
vain.
Better luck next time.

Favorite Magazine is giving you |
I something new, something different in up-to- |
I

People's

I

date

I

dramatic

short stories are essentially |
situations of the sort you get in a |

thrilling

play— and they

I
i

fiction.

Its

all

have a genuine |

huma7i note.
liiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Continued on page 108
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Romances

One Million Dollars

Buy

Can't
New

York

It!

City
1921

8th

July

m

Six

n t

tl

was

1

had

we

s

a

n u •
doctors,

tried

One day

do

to

any

me

I

"Hey, hurry up there !" called out
Rogers as he twirled his funny old
rope amid the luxurious surroundings of his drawing-room,
"Hurr}up, folks
I've learned two new
tricks and thought up two new jokes

I

always enbecause of
marvelous

had
vied
h
s
i

and
physique,
him why
asked
been
had
he
gifted with such

body

!

a strong
while I did not
have the strength

ambition to
any pleas-

or

already

enjoy

life,

in

r e s

"Gifted

n

got

"I

h

t

said

Ing,'*

"Yep,"

-

He then
me how he

taken your
course in physi-

had

training

cal

made himthe man he

and
self

was

This

was.

my start.

I

wrote you at
once and ere
noticed

long

my

In

make

"I'm not really twirling this ole
rope just for my health," he confided afterward as we A?vent out into
the moonlit garden, "I may go back

physical

up.

am

I

n
w 22 pounds
heavier,
know a sick day

never
and feel as
though

could

I

de-

guy?'

the

change

complete

we

on as

—

by

work."
told

went

he

scended, "I've got just one big ambition in life
to provide for my
family and keep 'em out of jail, and
when I am old to be able to rope and
hop around so that folks will say,
'Well, what do you think of that old

he,

this

started out into the moonlit

all

wraps,

good.
met a

whom

friend

busy

That night before

grounds to view the swimming pool
and other points of interest, Mrs.
Rogers and I went upstairs to get our

but none of them

seemed

he's pretty hkely to be

at the sport, too.

wreck
physical
on the verge of
I
tuberculosis.

merous

home

at

man

ago

Famous Film Folk

of

Continued from page 27

Dear Mr. Lieder-

u

!

my

any time."

lick
weight
In wild cats.

into the Follies at

boss has also
noticed my abil-

to the swimwhich gave forth weird
lights in the moonlight and which
can be lighted by electric lights as

My

ity to

We

ming

accomplish

bigger things and
I

have

my

had

salary advanced three times, making a total increase of 60?!:. I would not change places with my
former self for a million dollars.
Yours for bigger things.

Oscar

Where Do You

I

Promise

If you are sincere in your endeavor and ready
follow my guidance, I guarantee to completely
change you in one month's time.
My course will
continue on for months, but inside of thirty days
your own friends will not know you.
Tour ann
will increase at least one full inch and your chest
double in proportion.
Tour shoulders will broaden
and your whole body fill out. Tou will have the spring
to your step and the thrill of life that only an
athlete knows.
Come then and try me out and

me prove —
Send for my new book
"Muscular Development"
IT IS FREE!
it

I

like

it.

It tells the secret, and is handsomely illustrated
26 full-page photographs of myself ami some
of the world's best athletes whom I have trained,
also full particulars of my splendid offer to you.
The valuable book and splendid offer will be sent
you on receipt of only 10 cents, to cover wrapping
and mailing.
Sit right down now and fill in the
coupon.
The sooner you get started on the ro.-ul
to health and strength,
the easier it will be to
reach perfect manhood.
Don't drag alone,' one

with

day longer

— mail

EARLE

the coupon

E.

tod?.v.

UEDERMAN

Dept. 1410, 305 Broadway,

New York

European readers may secure this famous
book ("Muscular Development") by writing to

W.

51

EARLE

EDGAR &

E.

CO.,

2

LIEDERMAN,

Dept. 1410, 305 Broadway, N. Y. City

—

Dear Sir: I enclose herewith 10 cents, for which
you are to send me, witliout any obligation on my
part wliatever, a copy of your l.^test book. "IMuscular Development."
(Please write or print plainly.)

Name
Address
City

well.

great

section

of

novelt}^ of all is a

the

several-acre

grounds, which is screened from the
street by high walls, and which, covered with tanbark, provides a wonderfvd big riding ring in which the
children may gallop and race their
ponies to their hearts' content.

only Jimmie, it seems, who
Bill is a
takes to the roping stuff.
bookworm. Even at nine he can tell
you a whole lot more about every-

But

it's

bodv from Robin Hood to ShakeEven
speare than most grown-ups.
little ]\Iary is an athlete.
There are
no evidences that she worries very

much about her

dolls

having measles,

should judge that if they have them,
they get over 'em without the matters
troubling their small blond mamma
very much.
I

Down

in the

basement the whole

devoted to the children, even
though maylDe there is just the least

floor

is

of an "I-must-take-the-childrento-the-circus" flavor about that pool
room, for Will Rogers is a pool
hound and so are Doug Fairbanks
and Tom Moore and others who visit
him.
But there's the bowling alley
for the children
and certainly small

bit

'

LTD.
Chancery Lane, London, W. C.
T.

pool,

But the biggest

Fit?

to

maiie

down

Moffitt.

Are you satisfied with your present condition?
Do you start each day full of pep and ambition?
Do you feel the thrill of vitality surging tlirouRli
your body?
Are you proud of your physical
make-up?
If
not. get busy,
steam up and acquire it.
It is a possession that money cannot buy.
But if you have the spark of manhood in you,
you will jump in and get it.

What

traveled

State

—

—

does throw a mean ball and
there's the big combination gymnasium and theater, where a double
show can he in progress any time,
what with the perfectly equipped litBill

stage and with all those trapezes
rings out in the auditorium.
Mary indeed did some real circus
stunts on the trapeze for me, while
Jimmie was strong on the rings.

tle

and

Indeed, the trail of the children is
over the whole big house.
There
isn't a room apparently that isn't in
some way constructed with a view to
what will be best for the children,

Rogers himself, who admits that,
due to his farming and later to his
roving life, he had little chance to
read, except the papers, spends his
evenings nowadays getting acquainted
with Dickens, Mark Twain, Thackeray, and Bret Harte.
Mark Twain
is
his favorite, and he and Mrs,
Rogers often read aloud of evenings,

with the children sitting about.
The heart of Will Rogers is full
of kindliness as well as humor.' Last
Christmas he sent out word through
the papers that he would appear at
any benefit for children at which his
services might be required. You can
guess the result. All during the holidays he was besieged with requests,
as his services are always in demand
at public meetings, since he is inexI
haustibly witty and resourceful.
believe he appeared at two benefits
on Christmas Day, when his own
little ones were clamoring for him.

Oh, how those youngsters adore their
They can't bear to have him
father
With
go awa}- on location even.
them he is unfailingly patient and indulgent. But if he speaks in reproof
well, they listen and mind.
!

—

One of his whimsical ways of helping folks is the placing of his big
limousine at the disposal of his studio
friends, who include everybody from
Manager Abraham Lehr to the property boys and extras on the lot.
He'll climb into the handsome
vehicle at the end of the day, calling

Free bus to Los
"Hey, there
And everybody who
Angeles !"
wants to ride, be he Eminent Author,
cowboy, or prop lad, is welcome to
clamber into the machine.
Rogers himself likes to ride outside, and one day I saw him and
his wife sitting on the driver's seat
in front, with Will driving, while the
out

:

!

chauffeur sat in state inside the car
He and Mrs. Rogers drove me
home, following my visit, bade me
good night and come again in their
warmh^ hospitable and kindly wa}".
and as I glanced around for a last
look at my hosts, Rogers was tenderly tucking the robe about his wife.
"Ah, I see," I said to myself, "why
he's not merelv '\Yi\V to her, but the
"
dearer 'Billv.'

—
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Frocks That Say Something
Continued from page 85

shoulder to cuff, they show her very
pretty arms in what can well be called
the exclamation point of this gown.

Made on

straight lines, and belted
the waist with narrow, twotoned ribbon which matches the peasant embroidery on the frock, this
blue satin creation is one of the most
in at

gowns in her wardrobe.
The hat which she wears with this

effective

frock has
that

fine, trailing

blue feathers

match her eyes and bring out

the lights in her bronze hair.
And
her fur scarf has smoky tints that
blend in with both the blue of the
feathers and the darker blue of the
frock.

In considering what characteristic
will make the predominating one
of your costume, you must consider
your own qualifications first, and then
the purpose of the gown.
For instance, it would be absurd to fashion
a blue serge school dress with sleeves
like these of Betty Compson's.
The
keynote of such a frock should be
simplicity, because of its reason for
being. But if you are rather stout, and
so want to emphasize the idea of slenderness, you can have a black satin
sash, rather a wide one, on your serge
frock, fasten it at one side of the
front, and let it hang to the hem of
your frock. Wear a narrow white

you

comes straight down to
the waist line, and you'll have said
collar

that

"slenderness" twice, as well as giving
a definite impression with your simple

Will See
Prettier teeth —safer teeth—
a week
in

We
advise

liats

easily learned,

you

to every one

who

looks at you, if you've planned your
clothes in accordance with it.
It will
tell the color of your eyes
look at
the blue feathers on that one hat of

—

Betty Compson's. It will call attention to pretty arms, as do her cut
sleeves.
hat with the right lines
can say, "What a pretty mouth this
girl has !" and a ruffled, puffed skirt
can call attention to a pretty waistline.
In an even more pronounced
way, flowing sleeves can accentuate
graceful hands.

A

You'll

have

by experimenting with yourself, just what you
want your clothes to say. If you're
too thin you don't want your frocks
to call attention to it.
You must list
your own bad points and then plan
your clothes to offset them.
And,
above all, you must make your clothes
say something!
Don't let them be
learn,

to

simply a covering don't
be nondescript looking.
;

jelly that doesn't jell
it

same

let

yourself

Remember

—and

then see
that your clothes aren't in the
class.

the

for
paste.

Film absorbs stains, making the teeth
Film is the basis of tartar.
look dingy.
substance which ferments
It holds food
and forms acid.
It
holds the acid in
contact with the teeth to cause decay.

a newauthorities

asking

Modern

Leading

it.

now urge

dentists

everywhere

daily use.

its

To millions of people it has brought
whiter, safer, cleaner teeth.
It will bring
them to you and yours. See and feel the
delightful results and judge what they
mean to you.

Removes the
It

There's a language spoken by

send

will

method tooth

gown.

and gowns that's
know. It speaks

to

You

,

you

feel.

Ways

film

—

removes

No

Germs breed by millions in it. They,
with tartar, are the chief cause of pyorrhea.
Also of internal troubles.

the film that viscous
old method ever did

film
that

effectively.

Film clings to teeth, gets between the
teeth and stays.
It dims the teeth and
leads to attacks on them.
It is the cause
of most tooth troubles.
Those troubles
have been constantly increasing, because
old methods failed to combat film effec-

—

And

ten-day

a

everyone

multiplies the salivary flow
great tooth-protecting agent.
It
multiplies
the starch digestant in the
saliva
the factor which digests starch
deposits that cling.
It multiplies the alkalinity of the saliva
the factor which
neutralizes acids.
also

Nature's

—

—

five

who

test

ef-

fects.

The

is

now

supplied

to

asks.

will delight

the film.
Then it
leaves teeth highly polished, so film less
easily adheres.

Every application brings these

it

These methods are combined in a denticalled
Pepsodent a tooth paste
which meets every modern requirement.
frice

Pepsodent removes

It

combat

science

adoption.

tively.

These effects

to

has now found two
Able authorieffective film combatants.
Now
ties
have amply proved them.
dentists the world over are urging their
Dental

film

you
is

combated.

forces

are multiplied.
quickly apparent.

The

Nature's
are

benefits

Send the coupon for a 10-Day Tube.
Note how clean the teeth feel after using.
Mark the absence of the viscous film.
See how teeth whiten as the film-coats
disappear.

Compare the new way with the old, then
Cut
decide for yourself which is best.
out the coupon now. This is too important
to forget.
674

Ten-Day Tube Free
REG. U.S.

li^m«™«^^^™«"«««o«^™^^"»

The New-Day Dentifrice

A

scientific film

application

combatant, whose every

brings

five

desired

effects.

THE PEPSODENT COMPANY,
Dept. 23, 1104 S.

Wabash

111.

Mail 10-Day Tube of Pepsodent to

Approved by highest authorities, and now
advised by leading dentists everywhere.
All druggists supply the large tubes.

Ave.,

Chicago,

Only one tube to a family

—

!
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A

Career of Crime
Continued from page 69

only part that belongs in the family.
It was my mother's maiden name."

Built—

*'

While Miss Terry played a vamp
"Heartbalm," she had a very sympathetic role in "Travelin' On," Wil-

in

not Stuffed

liam Hart's final picture before his

temporary retirement.

More

recently

she has assumed a principal part in
the new dramatic two-reelers made by
Selig in which some of the foremost
screen players are appearing.

stermoor
REGISTER Ed
U.S. PAT. OFF.

The Famous Trademark
Look for It When Buying
For many years the familiar Ostermoor trademark has guided
thousands of folks in the selection of the famous mattress that's
built for solid, healthful sleep.

And the same quality that was put into the first Ostermoor
Mattress has been built into every mattress made since.

OSTERMOOR
MATTRESS
—
The Ostermoor

Mattress of toda^' is
of twenty-five
years ago eight billowy layers of
fibrous softness are hand-laid in a
dust-proof, moth-proof, and verminproof tick.
built like the

—

No

lumps, no bumps, no hollows.

enough

elasticity to yield gently
every curve of the body.
And its elasticity is permanent.
Many users have slept on one

Just
to

Ostermoor

animals. "I don't think that I would
be terribly afraid if I did. But the
other day I saw something which
rather shook my ambition.

"They were trying to make a lion
get in front of the camera out on
But he wouldn't budge.
the lot.
Finally, after they had prodded him
considerably, and he had growled his
head off, one of the men grabbed him
by the tail and yanked.
"That was too much for me. I
that even the trainer was running a risk of becoming mincemeat.
So I left for my dressing room. I
felt

can't quite see myself pulling a lion's
tail,"

and she shook her head

And, personally, I can readily understand her feeling that it's a good

Ostermoor continually

for

twenty-six

years

Ostermoor Mattresses are guaran-

idea to draw the line some place.
not by the tail.

not to mat, pack, get hard or
They are non -absorbent,
moth-, dust-, and vermin-proof.
teed

Playing

lumpy.

Reliable dealers everywhere sell
Ostermoor Mattresses. If you have

Our
trouble in getting one, write us
144-page book and samples of coverings sent free on request.

OSTERMOOR &
114 'Elizabeth Street,

reflec-

tively.

Not Stuffed"

"Built

"No, I haven't had anything to do
with the wild animals yet," she told
me when I asked if she had made
the acquaintance of the famous Selig

CO.

But

with Douglas
MacLean

Continued from page 87

I
master caricaturist in acting.
shuddered to think of the imitation
he might some day give of an in-

a

tervicAver

New York

Before he acted in pictures Mr.
played with Maude Adams
in "Peter Pan," and was matinee

MacLean
Alaska Bedding of Montreal, Ltd., Montreal

Canadian Agency:

Morosco stock company
Los Angeles. Before that he was
just a minister's son, and you know
what that means. Only MacLean's
idol of the

17 C
p
* t\,t\t\M
Photoplays.
helpful.

AMBITIOUS WRITERS

send to-

FREE copy of America's
leading magazine for writers of
Instructive,
Stories, Poems. Songs.

Writer's Digest. 624 Butler Bldg.,

Cincinnati.

STORIES WANTED
Immediately, for several famous photoplay Stars.
Write for descriptive list. Sample synopsis if desired. Dept.P. Photoplaywrights League of America,
623 Union League Bldg., Los Angeles, Calif.

MORE THAN $10009 A DAV:
LARE BRIGGS,

the

man who draws

"WHEN A FELLOW NEEDS A

ND,"

receives more than $100 a day.
There are many other cartoonists
incomes would look good to a bank president.
fe ideas and like to draw, you may have in you the making of a great car:

veloping natural ability is the surest road to success,
you the opportunity to develop your ability under the guidance of
60 of America's leading artists and illustrators. What this school will do
for you by mail in your spare time is told in the 32page book,
Road to Bigger Things." It contains
studio pictures of Briggs, McCutcheon, Sid Smith,
Fontaine Fox and many other stars on the Federal
today.
Staff. Write for your
Just
tear out this advertisement.
Write your name,
margin
and
mail
it now.
address and age in the

training gives

"A

FREE COPY

WRITE FOR THIS BOOK TODAY

FEDERAL SCHOOLS,
1022 Federal School Bnilding.

Inc.

ninneaiiolis, Minn.

in

case is a brilliant exception to that
He is a
rule about ministers' sons.

young chap, good-looking, levelIf
headed, and vastly entertaining.
you don't believe it, go to W'ashington some day, get an audience with
President Harding and ask him.
fine

you that when MacLean
White House to see him
dropped affairs of state for

He'll

came
he

tell

to the

twenty-five minutes to talk to this
engaging youth. Every one likes him
and they would like him
in pictures
even better if they had had the good
fortune to meet him.

—

—
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Manhattan Adventure
Conlinued from page 71

The publicity man suggested that
we go down on the stages and have
some pictures taken together. So we
went down in a huge freight elehaving regained a Httle
of his west-coast exuberance.
He
did a few steps in imitation of Chaplin, he hummed a song, he tripped
vator, VVally

himself on his own boots.
"Betcha they don't know me," was
his remark to the P. M.
And he was right they didn't.
strolled over to Alice Brady's set,
where a Chinese picture was being
;

We

made, and

she,

sitting

by a

table,

looked up, puzzled and a little annoyed at the roughly dressed man

who elbowed

his

way unceremoni-

ously past the lights and the camera.
The stages are larger than any
boasted by the Western studios, and
artificial lights are used exclusively.
Near the "Peter Ibbetson" set, which
showed the exterior of a house in
wintertime, was a little portable
dressing room, hung with cretonne
curtains over the door.
It belonged
to Elsie Ferguson, and is fitted up
inside with electric lights, a couch,
a dressing table, two chairs, and a

wardrobe closet.
Miss Ferguson
herself had not yet come down to
the stage.

was interested in watching Alice
Brady while Wally talked with her,
showing off the points of his new
make-up like a schoolboy with his
long trousers.
She is considerably
I

older -than she appears on the screen,
is, it seemed to me, greatly flattered by the camera.
I expected to
see a much prettier girl.

and

It

was

after

four o'clock, and

I

had a dinner engagement
six.

a

quite

in town at
was going to need
of time to make that

knew

I

bit

I

twenty-minute journey back to New
York. It turned out that I was right.

landed at Chatham Square, which
no place for any one who wants
to be at Washington Square.
Wally walked back through the
stages with me, and up to the dressing room.
I

is

"How do you like working in the
East?" I asked.
"Well," he regarded me gloomily,
"this place is a regular factory. They
check you up with efficiency experts.
I've just been waiting to have some

tap me on the
and say, 'Oh, Mr. Reid,
what do you do here?' But so far no
bird

come around and

shoulder

WURLITZER

such luck. You see that sign?" He
pointed accusingly at a placard hung
on the dressing-room wall which said,
"Notice
Stars must take their
make-up with them on to the stage."
"That's juvenile stuff," he fumed.
He reached up, tore the offending
sign from its moorings, and tossed
it out of the window.
If the efficiency expert had been there, he
would have followed it, or at least so
judged from Wally's wrathful
I
countenance.
Going down the stairs to the door,
I was confronted with another pla-

No

obligation to
buy. Return the instrument at our expense at the end of
the week, if you
decide not to keep
sit. Trial won't cost

:

card.

It

said,

"Stop

you a penny.

Monthly
Payments
A few cents

a day will

pay for instrument and
complete outfit.

Complete
Outfit

You get with the instru-

Have you

!

forgotten your make-up?"

ment everything that
you need
velvet and

—

almost
went back to tell Wally about that
one.
But the youth at the door had
his eye on me.
He very evidently
thought I had stayed too long. His
gaze was reproachful as he filled in
the time of my departure in his
I

plush lined carrying
case with lock and key,
all accessories, extra
parts, self instructor,
music, etc.
all at
direct cost, practically for the cost of

—

instrument alone.
Wurlitzer has made
the finest musical
instruments more

ledger.

than 200 years.

In conclusion, gentle fans of feminine gender, let me urge you when
writing passionate love letters to the
handsome film star, make no rash
vows of affection for time and eternity.
Wallace at his present age is
heart stirring. At the age of ninety
not so good.
He admits it him-

All instruments in-

cluding Pianos and
Victrolas, are embraced in the Wurlitzer plan.

Send
lor

—

New

self.

J

Book

1\Everyknown
instrument
--^illustrated

Here's Viola

''with

Continued from page 70

dawn, can be heard for blocks.
Sometimes they sing, and if Miss
Dana isn't working for a moment,

at

twang a little ukulele she
while Miss Lake croons lulla-

she will
carries
bies

across the intervening

space

something about "I've got the Metro
Blues" or "Take Me Back to Canada."

Our

some."

"She

means lingerie," explained
and slipped into her Chinese

sandals.

group was suddenly disrupted by the approach of could it
be ? yes, I could tell by the hair that
it was
Nazimova. She was visiting
git Metro that day.
little

——

—

[

"Pleez, I would like to borrow Vi
for meenit," she exclaimed to Director Veiller as she came up, a little
breathless.
"There is a woman outside weeth ze most bee-ootiful whatyou-call-zems, and Vi she mus' buy

Viola,

will

send you any iti'
strument with comiiplete outfit for a
('week's Free Trial
in your own home.

Arms about

each

other,

prices,

monthly payments and
free trial blank.
is absolutely free.

Book
Send

the coupon now.

The RudolphWurlitzer Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio

Chicago, in.

New York. N. Y.

THE RUDOLPH WURLITZER
Dept.

1757

117

CO.

East4lliStree!, Cincinnaii, Ohio

700 Jaclison Blvd., aicago,lll.;120W.42n(!St.,Newyork,N.y
Send me your new catalog with illustrations in color
and full description of the Wurlitzer Complete Outfits
and details of the free trial and easy payment offer.
N'ame.

they tore out.

"Come back

in five minutes," pashouted Mr. Veiller with a
rueful look at his watch and the waiting set. He knows her

tiently

!

Suite musical instrument in which you're eepeciallyintereettd

Coryriohl 1921, The Rudolph Wurlitztr Co,

!

!

,
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How Doth

the Busy Little Bebe
Continued from page 57

was supposed to be a dressin' room
and left there right beside a large
huge sign which says, "No persons
is permitted on any set unless actually working in scene !"
Well, I am
thinkin' that one over, when a guy
big enough to make Dempsey jump
out of the ring glares at me and
hollers, "Hey, you
can't you read?"
"Yes, you big stiff, I can read," I
says politely, "and 'if you don't think
I am workin' in this scene, just watch

—

me !"
With that I banged on the door
of this dressin' room with a gusto,
whilst everybody stopped to look at

The Perfect
Hair Remover

me and

r\e Miracle,

wouldst of done
me no harm to of brought along a
bouquet or the etc., as I am callin' on
a lady and at that minute a sweetly

the

sanitary liquid,

original
called the

is

remover because

perfect hair

it

which is the only common-sense way to remove it. It acts immediately and with absolute certainty.

devitalizes hair,

De

Miracle requires no mixing, it is
ready for instant use.
Therefore,
cleanly, convenient and most simple
to apply.

It

works equally well for
from face, neck, arms,

removing hair
under-arms or limbs.

BOOK —

FREE
with testimonials of
eminent physicians, surgeons, dermatologists
and medical journals, explains how De Miracle devitalizes
hair, mailed in plain sealed envelope
on

request.

Only genuine De Miracle has a
money-back guarantee in each package.

At

Three

$1.00, $2.00.

sizes: 60c,

or direct from us, in
plain wrapper, on receipt of 63c, $1.04 or
$2.08, which includes war tax.
all

toilet

counters,

iraeie
Dept. £-32, Park Ave. and 129th St.

New York

City

like

whispers flew back and forth
Whilst I am still

eagles.

knockin',
strikes

voice says,

They

a

me

thing
that

rarely

I

Exactly where desired
by ivearing

Dr. Walter's
Famous Medicated
Red ucing

Rubber Garments
For

Men and Women

Cover the entire l)ody or
any
part.
Endorsed by
physicians.
Send
illustrated Booklet.

leading
for

Dr.

Jeanne G. A, Walter
New York

353 Fifth Avenue,

Bust Reducer. Price $6.00
Chin Reducer, Price $2.50

Pacific Coast Representative:
Adele Millar Co., 3^5 Stoc/ftonSt.
San Francisco. Cal.

Everything About
Cuticura Soap
Suggests Efficiency
Soap,Ointment.Talcum,25c.everywhere. Forsampleg
address: Cutlcurs. Laboratories. Dept. D, Maiden, Mass.

it

"Come

in!"

a potted plant on the floor
and with rare presence of mind I
grabbed it up, payin' no attention to
the wild yells of the property man,
and stridin' into the dressin' room I
come face to face with no less than
the beauteous Bebe, which gazes at
me and my flowerpot in no little
amazement.
Well, gently reader,
comin' upon Bebe suddenly like that
and gettin' the full candle power of
her lustrous eyes, her brain-so ftenin'
lips, that schoolgirl complexion on the
skin you'd love to touch and her
eh
figure which wouldst of drove
Venus to suicide well, to say the
least, it is a experience which is a
bit unnervin'.
I have seen manys the
pulse-quickener in my day, but Bebe
looks like the others wouldst like to

—

is

—

—

How

Reduce Your Fiesh

do,

it

the so ever, I parked the
potted plant in a handy corner and
quick-witt.edly explained how I come
I
to bring her such a novel gift.
says that as she prob'ly knows, potted
plants is the national flower of Baluchistan and is supposed to bring
the wearer good luck, wisdom, etc.
and even etc. and if wore around the
neck at night is said to ward ofi dandruff.
At this, Bebe kind of edged
away from me with a longin' look
at the door, so I made haste to introduce myself and she smiles and says
she was glad I come out to see her.
Well, that made it two people which
felt that way on the subject, so we
stood there holdin' hands and Bebe
gazed up at me till I got so dizzy
you couldst of amputated my left arm
and I wouldst never of knew nothin'
about it and cared less
Fin'ly somebody comes to the door
and says they are waitin' for Bebe
-

!

to proceed with a scene

and

can't I

come around some other time

— say

m. when the studio will
be all locked up and try to get in.
But me and Bebe simply gave the
courier a nasty look and says to the
after six p.

mischiefs with their old scene as we
are goin' to have our pictures taken
together and can't be bothered.
If
looks couldst kill, the one Bebe's director give me wouldst of put my
family in mournin', but it takes just
as much nerve to interview a star as
it does to be a director, so I stood
niy ground till we got a camera man.
Then Bebe says what kind of pictures
wouldst I like to have taken and I

throwed science to the winds and
busts right out with the request that
we have some taken which wouldst
make it look like I was one of her
most intimately friends, so's I
wouldst have somethin' to lie about
when I got back East. So Bebe
smiles and calls over the camera man
and if you will glance at the photos
which accompanies this document you
will see that Bebe Daniels is not only
beautiful, but Hkewise good-natured.

No less than Dallas, Texas, has
the honor of bein' Bebe's birthplace,
1901 bein' the year of her first apShe
pearance anywheres on earth.
has been on the stage almost continuously since she was a bebe and
she uses the name Bebe Daniels beTo the best
cause it is her own.
of her knowledge she is not married
to Harold Lloyd or anybody else, or
even engaged as yet letters addressed to Realart Studios, Los An(Write your
geles, will reach her.
name and the etc. plainly.) She is
five feet four inches tall and is in
the habit of weighin' 125 lbs in street
Her locks are
costume, of course.
jet black, with a natural sheen which
makes silk look like potato sackin',
but the color of her eyes is a mysI tried
tery to your correspondent.
four times to gaze into 'em and each

—

time reeled away, clutchin' at the wall
You have seen her on
for support.
the screen and know what a knockout she is well, off the screen, sweet
She'd bafHe Noah Webmamma
ster and he shakes a brutal adjective.

—

!

Miss Daniels told me a lot of things
regardin' her career, but the only
thing I can recall at this date is that
she said I was welcome any time I
wanted to come out to the studio.
That may be of no interest to you,
gently reader, but it is of considerable

moment

to

me

Yours Truly,
H. C. WiTWER.
Loose Angeles, N.

J.

—

"
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"They took me

into the firm today!"

the Author?

Continued from page 56

public given to reading much they
a succesare just what is wanted
sion of nothing but great stories
Tlie motionwould drive it mad.
picture field, used more than the magazine field, needs even more of these
;

not to

built

stories,

mark an epoch

or to spread an active propaganda,
but to give an evening's amusement.
The day of the author is here to
stay. But it is going to be submerged
finally by the day of the story.
Just
as there will always be stars superior
to their plays and drawing audiences
on their own accounts, so there will
always be authors who can command
But when the authors
a following.
have all been weeded out and some
of them who never will fit the motion-picture field have passed into the
discard, then the day of the story
will come.
And it looks now as if
that day were not far distant.

Right Off the

"I'm to be manager of the Eastern Divimy salary has been raised $3oo.

sion and

"Think of

Mary

it,

—three

hundred more

And me! A member
"Remember how we used to

a month!
it

of the firm!

talk about
about it?
It seemed almost too
to even hope for.

— dream

much
"Remember

We

Grill

of the vice-presidents told me today
the first time he really knew I was
around the place was when the International
Correspondence Schools wrote him a letter,
telling him I enrolled and had received a
mark of 93 for my first lesson.

"One

that

Antonio Moreno receives about
two thousand dollars.
James Kirkwood is listed at eighteen hundred dollars.
Among leading men, Mahlon Hamilton probably leads off at one thousand dollars.

Norma Talmadge,

Constance Tal-

madge, and Charles Ray draw on a
percentage basis, or so much per picTheir weekly incomes are
ture.
counted in thousands.
Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks make
whatever their pictures earn over the
costs of production and distribution.

"I didn't know it, then, but they were
sizing me up.
The reason I was promoted
studies
so rapidly after that was because
were always fitting me for the job ahead.

my

"I haven't missed the spare time I spent
The lessons were all
in studying at home.
so easy to understand so practical so helpful in my every-day life.

—

—

"Where would

be today

hadn't sent
Back in the same old job
in that coupon?
at the same old salary, I guess
always
afraid of being dropped whenever business
slacked up.
"The folks at the I. C. S. are right, Mary.
The trained man always wins
I

if I

—

!

The

Brains of Beauty.

One

of our beautiful new stars
passed the table where Carter de
Haven was dining with friends.
"What a beauty !" exclaimed one
of De Haven's guests.
"Is she
clever ?"

"That girl?" grunted Carter. "She
thinks Rex Beach is a summer resort."

not an unusual case. It is just a
typical example of the recognition that is
given I. C. S. students every day.
Employers need trained men men who
are preparing themselves for positions of
greater responsibility.
For such men there
is no salary limit.

This

matter where you live, the I. C. S. will
to you.
No matter what your handicaps or how small your means, we have a
plan to meet your circumstances. No matter how limited your previous education,
the
I.

the night I filled out that
coupon and sent it to Scranton?
made
a wish that night, and it has come true.

Continued from page 53

No

come

is

—

Your employer is constantly appraising
you and every other man in the organization.
Not only for the work that you do
today but as to how you will stack up in a

simply-written,

C. S. textbooks

wonderfully-illustrated

make

it

All that

we ask

is this:

Without cost, without obligating yourself in any way, put it up to us to prove
how we can help you secure the position
you want in the work you like best. Just
mark and mail this coupon. Today is best.
TEAR OUT HERE

—

—

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX

45

6

BCBANTON, PA.

6-B

Without cost or obligation, please explain how I can
qualify for the position, or In the subject 6e/ore which
I have marlied an
in the list below:

X

ELEC. ENGINEER
Electric Lightine
Electric VPiring

&

BUSINESS MANAG'M'T
Eys.

Telegraph Engineer
Telephone Work:

MECHANICAL ENGE.
Mechanical Draftsman

Machine Shop Practice
Toolmalier

Gas Engine Operating

SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING
Show Card & Sign

always with us.
For instance,
Signor "Bull" Montana, the eminent

Cartooning
Private Secretary
Business CorrespondenS

Surveying and Mapping

BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer & TypiaS
Cert. Pub. Accountant
TRAFFIC MANAGER

Marine Engineer

ARCHITECT

Railway Accountant
Commercial Law

Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer

Railway Mail Clerk

PLUMBING & HEAT'G

AUTOMOBILES

Sheet Metal Worker
Overseer or Supt.

Mathematics
Navigation I

Banking

CHEMIST

Agriculture
Poultry

Spanish
Teacher

CIVIL

ENGINEER

MINE FOR'N or ENGB.
STATIONARY ENGB.

O Text.

Pharmacy

GOOD ENGLISH
Com. School Subjects

CIVIL SERVICE

I
I

Street

and No. -

YOU HAVE A BEAUTIFUL FACE
BUT YOUR NOSE?

is

TN

DAY

and AGE attention to your appearance is an bsolute
necessity if you expect to make the most out of life. Not only should
you wish to appear as attractive as possible, for your own selfsatisfaction, which is alone well worth your efforts, but you will _find thrworld in general judging you greatly, if not wholly, by your "looks."
therefore it pays to "look your best" at all times. Permit no one to see
you looking otherwise; it will injure your welfare! Upon the impression
you constantly make rests the failure or success of your life. Which is

THIS

|i

many
in

who

puts the punch in
pictures and who put not a few

Italian artist,

Monsieur

Dempsey during

champ's training period.
think that Bull of

the

You would

people would
get service, yet he complains of
grievous indignities. Recently he had
to dismiss his chauffeur.
"What you think?" said Sefior
Montana. "I tell him to drive me
all

to be your ultimate destiny

My

?

Nose-Shaper, "Trados Model 25," U. S. Patent, with six adjustable
pressure regulators and made of light polished metal, corrects now ill-shaped noses
without operation, quickly, safely and permanently. Diseased cases excepted. Is
pleasant and does not interfere with one's daily occupation, being worn at night.
latest

Write today far free

lioo/:Ut,

which

tells

Ptg.

Railroad Positions

ILLUSTRATING

bigger job.

The Servant Problem.
No matter how rich and famous
we may become the servant problem

No

easy to learn.

matter what career you may choose, some
one of the 300 I. C. S. Courses will surely
suit your needs.

how to correct Ill-Shaf>ed Noses icithoiit cost i/not satisfador

M. TRILETY, Face Specialist, 1478 Aekerman BIdg., Binghamton,

N.

Also For Sale at Riker-Hegeman, Liggett's and other First-Class Drug Stores

Y

:
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Pasadena and he

'Not to-

say,

day.'

that the rugged
included.

Ben Turpin was

not

"I say, 'Yes, to-day.'

"He

say,

"I say,

"He

say,

While Wally Was Away.

'What

'Who
'I

for?'
the boss?'
"
dunno.'

The Eight

The Hollywood

Adonises.

had the audacity to select
the eight most beautiful ladies of the
Since

I

screen, the ladies of the film colony

suggested that

Girtfiood.
When your complexion of
after years is determined.
That critical period of youth
between childhood and young
womanhood mars the beauty of

many

pick the eight most
beautiful men. But a strange atavistic look in their eyes caused me to
waive the privilege in their favor.
The ladies held a raucous convention,
and, after much damage to switches
and bobbed tresses, brought forth the
following verdict:

Wallace Reid.
Antonio Moreno.
Richard Barthelmess.
John Barrymore.

complexion.
The skin
eruptions of adolescence may leave
permanent blemishes Cosmetics
can but hide these annoying marks
a

— pimples,

liver-spots, sallowness.

Buck Jones.
Thomas Meighan.

Perfect

physical health will prevent their forming. Wise mothers
will instruct their daughters in
the use of a good aperient to keep
the skin fair and the blood clear.
Nature's Remedy (N? Tablets),
a vegetable aperient, is a real aid
to a beautiful complexion. It acts
naturally to improve the general
health and prevent headaches and
biliousness. It doe'' more than a
laxative.

Chips

ihe Old Blocfc^

cyff

Elliot Dexter.

Jack Mulhall.

The spokesman

the jury inlist
with
Georges Carpentier, than whom there
is none more heart-smashing.
After
some precarious sparring, howCA^er,
I managed to reserve Monsieur Carpentier for honorable mention, since
his place as a screen actor is somewhat transient. I hasten to add, however, that I, too, consider Georges
incomparable.
only complaint is
for

upon heading the

sisted

My

When

ents, then candy-coated.
For children and adults. Have you tried
them? Send a 2c. stamp for postage on
liberal sample in the attractive BLUE and

YELLOW

LEWIS MEDI-

H.

box.
A.
CO..
Dept.P.

St.

Louis, Mo.

Ik

muscIeM
Whether they come
from bruises or overmuscles
sore
work,
quickly yield to
the soothing effect of
Absorbine, Jr.
Rub briskly into the muswill

cles a fewf drops of Absorbine, Jr., and the inflam-

which caused the
pain will quickly disappear
and with it the pain.
Keep a bottle on hand and
be prepared for emermation

—

gencies.
$1.25 a

most

bottle
druggists'

A

Liberal Trial Bottle
sent for 10c in stamps

W.

F.
38 Temple

I

'1

home

left, ladies

and gents,

is

of Wallace Reid."

"For the

land's sake," shrieked a
"I thought it was the Sennett studio."

bus

belle.

The occasion was only one of Mrs.
Reid's swimming teas.
The hostess
in a bathing suit of color
and cut
to delight St. Patrick was executing a
pose plastique on the edge of the pool.
The scream from the bus so startled
her that she did an unpremeditated
dive, and nearly sank a convoy comprised of May Allison, Mae Busch,

—

Adela St. John, Dixie Johnson, and
Mrs. William Desmond.
When Wally Reid, accompanied by
Ivan St. John, returned to Los Angeles from New York, Mrs. Reid
and Mrs. St. John met him at the
station with the Reid and St. John
children, plus a regiment of neighbor
kids borrowed for the welcoming
committee.
"Great Scott, Ike!" exclaimed
Wally as he beheld the line-up.
"Look how our town's grown since

we've been away."

Fans Get Together
Continued from page 22

go to see her pictures. Now we've
aroused such an interest in her there

to

a demand for the pictures and we
don't have to wait so long between
them and we have boosted her at the
same time."
is

at

'On your
the

JUNIORS-Litile N7s

tft.

One-third of regular dose.

Made of the same ingredi-

CINE

I

sight-seeing bus
stopped before a Moorish mansion at
the side of which was a swimming
pool trimmed with fancy female
bathers.
Putting the megaphone to
his lips, the bus ballyhoo bellowed

YOUNG,
St.,

Inc.

Springfield, Mass.

THE ANTISEPTIC UNIMEMT

Elect the officers for your club just
as you would for any other kind of
club.
Appoint committees to arrange programs and entertainments.
Vote on a motto and on colors to be
used in decorating for parties.
If

it

is

possible,

have a clubroonx

One club I know of has its room
divided into sections, each member
trying to outdo the others in artistic
arrangement of the space given to
her.
If a room cannot be secured,
and this is not at all necessary, the
meetings can be held at each memhome

once a
week, semimonthly, or monthly.
ber's

in

turn,

either

"We vote on the subject of our
meetings," Miss McCurrie of the
fans in San Antonio told me. "Most
of the time it is some player, but
we have had a scenario meeting for
the girls that are interested in writ-

and a dramatic meeting for the
want to be stars. At the
latter we left the program to them,
and they reacted bits of films while
we commented on and criticized them.
ing,

girls that

At a following meeting

the would-be
impersonated favorite players,
and the would-be writers interviewed
them. We surely did laugh it was
the funniest meeting we've ever had.
Once, for three of the members who
stars

;

are interested in character analysis,
a physiognomy meeting. You
should have seen us arguing over
Wallace Reid's eyebrows and Bebe
Daniels' chin, and a miniature war
almost resulted over the shape of
Cullen Landis' face."

we had

At each meeting you should, by all
means, have a round table for fifteen
or twenty minutes discuss players,
photo plays, directors, and movie
magazines. Do not let the other fellow say it all talk! If you are a
;

—

true fan you already know how much
more a personal knowledge of moving-picture players has made you
enjojf the movies.
You will be sur-
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prised at the way round-table discussions will arouse your interest.

ASPIRIN

To

Name "Bayer" on Genuine

get a better idea of what the
everywhere are thinking, exchange letters with other clubs. Let

fans

each member write a page, the artist
of the club illustrating them with penand-ink sketches.
Have a club

"What's Your Opinion? Day," and
ask every one you meet just what
theirs is concerning motion pictures.
At the next meeting's round table
compare and analyze these opinions.

Beware! Unless you see the name "Bayer"
on package or on tablets you are not getting
genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians
years and proved safe by
Take Aspirin only as told in the
Bayer package for Colds, Headache, Neuralgia,
Rheumatism, Earache, Toothache,
Lumbago, and for Pain. Handy tin boxes of

twenty-one

for

millions.

twelve

Bayer Tablets of Aspirin cost few

cents.

Druggists also

Aspirin

is

facture

of

sell

mark

the trade

larger packages.
of

Bayer Manu-

Decide on the dues. These need
not be large, as you can add to your
treasury fund from time to time with
diminutive movie fairs and entertainments. If your club is of a philanthropic turn of mind you can secure
permission from some "Home" to
take some orphans with the club when
attending the theater in place of a
regular meeting.

be recognized.

scfilp in

"We

have gained quite a reputation," an enthusiastic member writes,

BLANK CARTRIDGE PISTOL

"for knowing the merits of the pictures, whi:h knowledge we acquire
by carefully reading press reports,
reviews, and criticisms. People phone
us to find out if we will recommend
a certain picture and if it is suitable
for children.
are often called

of

icacid.

PRICES

50c.

Wen

tnaci^

and

We

ef-*

ffective; modelled oo
latest typo of Revolver;

answer cjuestions about motion
and to settle movie disputes.
have had some very funny ex-

appearance

on

lar.

pictures

alone is
enoturh to scare a burgWTien leaded it may
effective as a reaB
revolver without danger to lift
it taliea staoaard .22 Cal. Blank Cartridges obtainable every-

be 03

A Great Protection Against Burglars.
Tramps and Dogs. Yon can have it lying about
without the danger attached to other revolvers,

We

where.

^
Postoaid; Better make and suoenor quality for
Sl-00. Blank Cartridges .22 cal., shipped exoress 5oc per lOO.
JOHNSON SMITH fi CO., DepL 642 3224 N. Halsted SU CHICAGO

PRICE €Oc

.

WATER-WAVE]

"yPUR HAIR

Water-Maid Wavers O
Produce a natural, beautiful ripple

wave that remaitvs in straightest
hair a week or more, even in damp
is

fluffy

after every

is,

there

is

perspiring. If the
only use the wavers once

shampoo.

—

Send for Water Wavers (patented) today stop
burning hair with hot irons or twisting with
curlers which breaks the hair. Absolutely sanitary — universally successful— endorsed by society'sleaders. If yourdealerdoesn't handle them
send $2 for set of 6 mailed with full directions.

WATER -MAID WAVER

1 1 7-

your
treasure !" Sentimental Tommy emphatically declared, and so, if you
really are a fan, your heart is in
motion pictures, and you should have
some of the club members' treasure,
don't you think ?
heart

B West Seventh St.

CO.

Cincinnati,

Ohio

Why

Don't

You Organize

a

Fan Club.?
your pleasure in
seeing motion pictures, it will enable you
to become a real influence in helping your
favorite stars and in getting the kind of
pictures you want at your theater, and it
will put you in close touch with fans

a healthy condition.

Send for our special trial offer; also vtea
Hair which explains how Kolor-BaK
restores gray hair to its original color.

HYGIENIC LABORATORIES
3334-3333 \Vc:t 38th

will

show

reduction
place in 11

takins

misightly
repromptly,

parts

ducing
only
wliere
you wish to lose, and

Lawtun

Method

and

elimi-

nates superfluous fat
from
the
system.
Easily followed
directions do not require exercises, starv-

medicine

ing,

treatments:
rids

.vou

of

not

or

only

hnt

fat.

appearance

improves

and

general health,
brings physical and

mental

vigor,

enai)Ies

you

and
to

re-

gain and retain your
normal weight.
Dr. Lawton (shown in picture) reduced from 211 to 152 pounds.
This reducer and genuine method have !)een the means wherehy a great number of fat people throughout the Tinited States and
elsewhere have easily gotten rid of nnlicalthy disfiguring fatty tissue without discomfort.
Any stout man or
woman car obtain these results, whether 10 or 100
The comlbs, overweight, look better and feel lietter.
today.
Replete cost is $5-00.
redurer
Send for your
member it is guaranteed. Office hours. 10-4 daily.

DR.
120 West 70th

THOMAS LAWTON
St.

To prove oar blue-white

MEXICAN DIAMOND

Goixtte - a - Goutte
RESTORES ^fi^ei
GRAY HAIR
Gray, faded, streaked
or lifeless hair restored
to

GUARANTEED 20 YEARS. SEND NO MONEY. Just
mail postcard or this ad. State Size. We willmaii at onceC.
O. D. If not pleased return in 2 days for money back lesa
liandling charges. Write for Free Catalog. Agents Wanted.
MEXICAN DIAMOND IMPORTING GO. DepLCDZ Las Cruces, N. Men.
(Sxclutivc eontrvlltri Mcxioan ViamotiUi)
tings.

You can apply
privacy

home

on page 22

Prize Offer
of this issue. And

get the

next

Magazine.

For

to

any shade

issue

of

in

you

it

the

own

few minutes.

ONE

package.

me a Little Lock of Your
Hair— I'll color It Without Charge

Send

don't fail

Cut it close to head and say what color you wish.
have helped thousands of ladies with dandrufF,

I

oily or

dry scalps,

an

Write

fully.

find

in

it

your

of

in a

Anyone of 32 shades given from
$1.67 postpaid.
Order direct, or

Picture-Play
will

one

in

application.
Does not
discolor scalp, fade, nor
rnb off on the pillow.
Ma' es a lasting, rich,
lovely color. No after
,s /lamp oo
7} eccssary.

one

closely

resemblesa genuine diamond with EaraeDAZZLINGEAlNROW P'IRE. we will send a selected 1 carat gem in Ladies
Solitaire Ring (Cat. price $4.98) for Hall Price to ln>
triMuce, S2.63, or in Gents Heavy Tooth Belcher King
(Cat. price $6.26) for $3.25. Our finest 12k Gold Filled moun-

New York

Dept. 186

La

everywhere. For in Picture- Play Magazine you will find, from month to month,
what the different clubs are doing we are
going to help the new clubs to organize,
get the different groups acquainted in
short we are going to boost this movement
And if }'ou belong
in every possible way.
to a club, or arv thinking about starting

To Read Our

WOMEN

FOR MEN AND

reduces

It will vastly increase

Don't Fail

Guaranteed

days or money refunded.
Tlie Reducer (not electrical)

—

If You CanTell it -from a
GENUINE DIAMONDSenditbiKk

Chicago

-

FAT REDUCER

—

SENDNOMDNEr

Street. Oepi. 1011

LAWTON'S

DR.

dissolves

"Where your

and

Book on

tlie

periences."

when

weather or
hair

to

falling out, getting brittle

duced a wonderful improvement. The itching
stopped instantly. There was no more dandrufF.
And— marvel of marvels— it is now restored to ita
original color— not a gray hair shows anywhere!"
Kolor-Bak is not a dye or stain. It is colorless, stainless, harmless and restores origmal
color to gray hair simply by patting hair and

you honestly try to make your
club a success, your work will soon
li

Salicyl-

Monoaceticacidester

was

"It

Btringy. My scalp was filled with dandruu
and itched almost constantly.
"A few applications of Kolor-Bak pro-

article by Marjorie Powell Fohn, wdiich
will tell you more about the activities of
a Fan Club.

falling- hair, getting bald, etc.
No charge for frank opinion.
of BEAUTY," my new booklet,
mailed free on request.

"SECRETS
I.

PIERRE VALLIGNY, Room 98, No. 34 West SStb

St.,

New York
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The

TakeYourElectricUy

Screen in Review
Continued from page 66

Sugar Coated

am

glad to say that Harold Lloyd
up the good work.
"Among Those Present" is one hmidred per cent better than the average
"special production."
Why worry
about Chaplin's erratic methods of
making comedies so long as Mr.
Lloyd and Buster Keaton are still

with

keeping

other film to run from is "The Spirit
of '76," a very prejudiced view of

Transformed trom light socket into a

with us?

ridiculous.

pleasant, health giving administration by
Renulife Violet Ray Generator— thous-

As for films to be avoided "Tradition" is a German picture that

I

is

ands of volts

:

—

without the slightest shock or unpleasant feeling: penetrates deep; saturates entire
body: increasing circulation, adding oxygen to
blood, promoting elimination. Send for book.

f^M^g

LBZZ

should be indorsed by the American
Legion because it proves that German directors make more hideous
mistakes than our own home talent.
This particular film was shown on

VIOLET RAY
HIGH

fREQUENCV
GENERATOR

You may now

treat yoursc'f at home. 36,000 in use.
Decidedly beneficial results in oases of nerve disorders, faulty circulation, impoverished blood, etc.
Learn the health benefitsof this modern and scientific use of electricity. Full information in our book
by return mail.

the

same program

at the

GET

Hippodrome

BOOK

"

wearing them that way. And
But of course the people she had
an engagement with arrived just then
and she had to rush away. But, hav-

1

Note the Temarkahle nnpro^^ement

ing introduced the subject of clothes,
she had done Fanny a noble service.

"Miriam Cooper has finished making 'Serenade,' but she is so enraptured with the 'Spanish laces
the

—

in the stune eyes

mantillas, or adobes, or enchiladas, or
whatever it is they wear that she
insists she is going to adopt them for

—

evening wear from now on.
"Have you heard about Gladys
Hulette?
She's back in pictures,
pla\ing opposite Richard Barthelmess," Fanny exclaimed breathlessly.

You, Too, May Instantly
Beautify Your Eyes With

"They

down

tions, will not spread and smear on
the face. The instant beautifying
effect will delight you. Porfectlye
harmless. Used by beautiful girlsi

women everywhere.

Each!

dainty box contains mirror and
two brushes. Two shades, Provnjor
Blonds. Black for Brvvpftes: 75c AT
YOUR DEALER'S ordirert from ns.
Accept onlyeeni]ine"MAYEEI.LlNE"
and your satisfai'tion Is assared.
Tear out this ad NOW as a reminder.

430S-47 Grand BouleTard. Chicago

The Hair Root

My method

is the only way to prevent the hair from growinff again.
N" f-Trs. Flo.'klet free. Write today
Easy, painless, harnilpss
teach Beauty Culture.
enclosing: 3 fitamps.

We

D. J.

MAHLER.

making

the exterior scenes

in Virginia,

touch anything in it because the
furnishings all belonged to the owner.
"Mae Marsh has taken a house in
Larchmont within easy motoring distance of the Griffith studio, so it
looks as though she were going to
start work pretty soon.
It's wonderto

MAYBELL LABORATORIES

Kill

are

and of course Dick
is lonesome for his little house up
in Harrison.
There never will be
another home for him quite like that
one.
When he and Mary Hay were
first married they just rented the
house, and Mar}^ was scared to death

"MAYBELLINE" will make light,

short, thin eyelashes and brows appear naturally daik,
long and luxurious, thereby giving charm, beauty and
soulful expression to any eyes. Unlike other piepai^a-

and

American

the

fact that

revolution.
it

is

British propaganda,
ply

as

Apart from

principally anti-

and viewed sim-

another fillum,"

"just

An-

it

is

The much-advertised slump in the
motion-picture industry has hit the
public.
But cheer up, in the winter
we shall have such productions as
"The Three Musketeers," "Disraeli,"
the new Chaplin comedy, "Peter Ibbetson," and "Justice," and these will
be reviewed very soon.

Continued from page 50
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wee touch of

the

Woman."

Over the Teacups

FREE

Just a

"Twice-born

180-X Mahler Park,

Providence, R.

I.

ful to

have

all

the old favorites back

as

CREAM
ufe aid to a soft^
healthy skin.

-icor,

Used as a massage it
overcomes dryness
and the tendency
Also

to wrinkle.

takes
sting

out

'

the

and sore-

caused by
wind, tan and sunburn. Use Malvina
/ Lotion and Ichthyol
/ ness

/

,

/Soap and Malvma
/Cream to improve your

complexion. At all drugsent postpaid on

/(Tists, or
,

,

receipt of price.

Cream

'eoc. Lotion 60c, Soap 30c.
Prof, I. Hubert, Toledo,
Ohio.
N. Y. Office—Bush,
Terminal Sales Bldg,

I

noticed

—

—

Pennsylvania but they never knew
each other there. Doris belonged to
an older set, and that gives away how
young Dorothy Hall is. She came
to New York to be an interior decorator, but now she adorns motionpicture screens instead.

"And

speaking of looking lovely

—Alice Lake has never photographed

Infamous Miss
bewitching
wears
clothes and soft chiffons and long,
But when it
soft ostrich feathers.
comes to clothes"— and every con^ersation of Fanny's comes to clothes
"Katherine MacDonald
frequently
has twenty complete changes of costume in 'Peachie,' her newest picture."
so

well as in 'The

Revell.'

She

—

"I notice that you're not the only
who has a pet monkey," I broke
"Helene Chadwick has one; she
in.

one

him around in the Goldwyn
'From the Ground LTp.'
Wonder if his name is Rudolph Val-

carries
picture,

entino, too. I should think that A^alentino would send a telegram of protest to you telling you the real name
of his monkey in 'The Four Horsemen' so that you'd stop calling it

Rudolph."

again."

"And new

'Get Rich Quick Wallingford,' you
know. She and Doris Kenyon came
from the same town Bradford,

up
Dorothy

ones, too," I spoke

dainty

little

Hall heading toward us.
"She is a darling, isn't she?"
Fanny exclaimed. "I think it's the
funniest thing the way some girls
struggle for years trying to make an
impression in the movies, and even
with the help of influential friends
can't climb very fast. And then some

unknown young

girl

comes along, and

within a year is a much-sought-after
leading woman.
She's just finished

"Oh !" Fanny screamed, grabbing
her belongings and hailing the waiter.
I left him asleep at
"I forgot him.
I saw an ad for *an
by America's most famous author' and went in. I'm just
like the farmer who fell for 'the pea,

the

theater.

original story

the pea, the little green pea' every
I always
year at the county fair.
expect that an 'original' story will be
original. And even Rudolph went to
you pay
sleep at it. I must get him
the check!"

—

A

;
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WE START YOU

IN BUSINESS, furnishing everything men and women $30 to $100
weekly operating our "Specialty Candy Fac;

anywhere.
Booklet
Box 98, East Orange. N.

tories'
Co.,

Ragsdale

free.
J.

MEN— Age
sary.
ports.

Travel

17 to 55.

WORTH

$10.00
of finest toilet soaps, perfumes, toilet waters, spices, etc., absolutely
free to agents on our refund plan. Lacassian
Co., Dept. 427, St. Louis, Mo.

tu

•p±±\j

ipj^\j\j

earn

uiuuLu anQ expenses.

pel

Travel if desired.
Unlimited advancement.
No age limit. We train you. Positions furnished under guarantee.
Write for Booklet
CM 28, Standard Business Training Institute,
Buffalo. N. Y.

DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY.

Travel.

Great Demand. Fascinating work. Experience
unnecessary. Particulars free. Write, American Detective System, 1968 Broadway. N. Y.

MEN WANTED
perience

former U.

for Detective Work.
Exunnecessary.
Write
J.
Ganor,
S. Gov't Detective, 120. St. Louis,

AGENTS,

$60 to $200 a Week, Free Sam.Gold Sign Letters for Store and Office windows.
Any one can do it. Big demand. Liberal offer to general agents. Metallic
ples.

Letter Co., 431T N. Clark Street, Chicago.

MAKE

$314

MONTHLY

vest-pocket windshield

selling

cleaner

;

Women. Become Dress

;

INVENTORS desiring to secure patents
should write for our guidebook "How To Get
Your Patent." Send sketch or description for
our opinion of its patentable nature.
Randolph & Co., Dept. 412, Washington. D. C.
PATENTS.

Write for Evidence of Conand free guide book.
Send
model or sketch and description for free
opinion of its patentable nature.
Highest
references.
Prompt Attention.
Reasonable
Terms.
Victor J. Evans & Co., 767 Ninth,
Washington, D. C.

Blank

PATENTS.

Highest references. Rates reasonable.
Best results.
Promptness assured.
Booklet free.
Watson E. Coleman, Patent
Lawyer, 624 F Street, Washington, D. C.

PATENTS,

Trademark, Copyright, foreCorrespondence solicited.
Results procured.
Charges reasonable. Write
Metzger, Washington.

most word

free.

PATENTS

SECURED.

Prompt

Service.
for
our

Avoid dangerous delays.
Send
"Record of Invention" form and Free Book
telling How to Obtain a Patent.
Send sketch
or model for examination.
Preliminary advice
without charge.
Highest references.
Write Today. J. L. Jackson & Co., 135 Ouray
Bldg., Washington, D. C.

made

BIG

;

MONEY AND FAST

owner buys gold

initials

SALES.

$1.

You

in your future?
Trial reading for birthdate and 10c.
F.
Crane, 840 Advertising Bldg., Chicago.

ASTROLOGY— Stars

agents to
sell work and dress shirts direct to wearer.
Big values. Exclusive patterns. Free samples.
Madison Mills. 503 Broadway, New York.

Story.

Life's

Missouri.

DO

Y''ou

birthdate.
Thomson-lleywood, 300 Chronicle
Bldg., San Francisco.

Mail Clerks wanted. Commence
$110 month.
Sample examination questions
Franklin Institute, Dept. P 2, Rochester,

FREE

to

writers

—a

wonderful

little

book

money-making hints, suggestions, ideas
the A B C of successful Story and Movie

of

AGENTS—

90c an hour to advertise and
distribute samples to consumer.
Write quick
for territory and particulars.
Albert Mills,
Gen. Mgr.
5173 American Bldg., Cincinnati,
Ohio.

Automobiles

AUTOMOBILE

Owners,

writing.
Absolutel.y
Free.
Just address
Authors' Press, Dept. 89. .Auburn, N. Y.

WRITE News Items and Short Stories for
pay in spare time. Copyright Book and plans
free.
Press Reporting Syndicate (406), St.
Louis, Mo.

WRITE I'HOTOPLAYS:

Garagemen,

Me-

chanics, Repairmen, send for free copy of our
current issue. It contains helpful, instructive
Information on overhauling, ignition troubles, wiring, carburetors,
storage batteries,
etc.
Over 120 pages, illustrated.
Send for
free copy today. Automobile Digest, 530 Butler Bldg., Cincinnati.

any one for suitable ideas.
necessary
complete outline Free.
League, 4.39 St. Louis.
:

HARDWOOD

Great demand.

LANDS,

Michigan,

well located
20, 40. 80 acre tracts $15 to
$30 per acre.
Small payment down, balance
long time.
We help you. Send for book
Free.
Swigart Land Co.. X-1265, First Nat'l
Bank Bldg, Chicago.
;

Bound volumes
$3.00 per volume.

Producers

AMBITIOUS WRITERS send today for
Free Copy, America's leading magazine for
writers of Photoplays. Stories, Poems, Songs.
Instructive, helpful.
Writer's Digest, 605
Butler Bldg.. Cincinnati.
particulars.

GOOD

.f2,-— $300 paid
Experience un-

PHOTOPLAYS wanted. Big prices paid.
We show you how. Get free

Farm Lands

of

!

wantpd for publication.
Hannilinl Mo,

Poems, Plays, etc., are
Literary Bureau. 175,

SHORTHAND — Best

practical system, learn
in 5 hours
speed with easy practice.
Proof
lessons, brochure free. King Institute, EB-26,
Station F, New York.
;

Songs, Poems, Etc.

YOU

Write the Words for a Song, We'll
compose the music free and publish same.
Send Song-Poem to-day.
B. Lenox Co., 271
W. 125th St., New York.

WRITE A SONG POEM.

Rex Publishers, Box 175

Chicago.

—P

Mother,

Edward

today.
Chicago.

Trent,

625

Reaper

Block,

HAVE YOU SONG POEMS?
proposition.

I have best
Hibbeler, D102, 4040 Dick-

Ray

ens Ave., Chicago.

SONGWRITERS
Learn of the public's
demand for songs suitable for dancing and
the opportunities greatly changed conditions
offer new writers, obtainable only in our
"Songwriters Manual & Guide" sent free.
Submit your ideas for songs at once for free
criticism and advice.
We revise poems, compose music, secure copyright and facilitate
free publication or outright sale of songs.
Knickerbocker Studios, 304 Gaiety Bldg., New
York.
!

write music, copyright and endeavor to promote popularity and outright sale. Bell Studios, 1490 Broadway. Dept. 707, New York.

WRITE

We write
the words for a Song.
secure publication.

music and guarantee to
Submit poems on any
Studios,

Broadway
sub.ieet,
159C Fitzgcraid Building, New York.

will compose music,
print.
Submit poems

Music Company, 920
109.

wanted.

copyright,

and

Chicago, Illinois.

WRITERS — send

SONG

for

my

free

SONG-POEMS WANTED.

Send poems for
Begin to
examination and acceptance.
talent pay.
Get acquainted with

free

make your

quick royalties or outfurnish music, copyright
sense contract.
Booklet
"Making Songs Pay" Free. Music Publishers
Service, Dept. 17, 1431 Broadway. N. Y. C.

our

plan

right

to

sale.

same, under

effect

We

common

BOOKLET

SONG-WRITER'S

FREE—

instructive booklet.
"The SongSubWriter's Guide," sent absolutely free.
mit your latest poems. We write music, print,
and secure copyright. The Metropolitan Studios, Room 210, 914 South Michigan Avenue,
Chicago.

wonderful

Stammering
Stammering
And
Cured at Home.
Instructive booklet free.
Walter ^McDonnell. 80 Potomac Bank Build-

ST-STU-T-T-TERING

ing,

-Washington, D. C.

27

etc.,

Criticism free-; sell on Commission.
Submit Manuscripts, or, if a beginner, write
Free Plot Chart and Details.
Harvard
Company, 460, San Francisco.
for

EARN $2,000 yearly painting autos. Comby mail. Details Free.
National School Auto Painting, Box 55,
lentown. Pa,
plete, practical course

PICTURE-PLAY MAGAZINE now

Address Subscription Dep.artment, Street

New

secure

on any sub.iect. Seton
Michigan Ave., Room

S.

Trade Schools

PHOTOPL.AYS, MAGAZINE STORIES,

79-89 Seventh Avenue,

Love,

Home, Comic or any subject. I compose muand guarantee publication.
Send words

sic

Ethwell
pamphlet "Song Writers Secrets."
Hanson, Room 610, 3810 Broadway. Chicago.

Short Stories and Photoplays

free.

N. Y.

;

WBITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. We

want success?
To win friends
be happy?
Wonderful results.
"Success" key and Personality sketch for 10c and

RAILWAY

tion,

tell

Send birthdate and dime for trial reading.
Eddy, Westport St., 33-74. Kansas City,

and

SHIRT MANUFACTURER wants

;

offer.

XY 32 Chicago.
WRITERS Stories,

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG—We

Personal

ARB YOU INTERESTED,

EVERY

for his auto.

charge $1.50, make $1.35. Ten orders daily
easy.
Write for particulars and free samples
American Monogram Co., Dept. 170, East
Orange. N. J.

and Photoplays — Continued

weekly writing Moving Picture
free book
valuable information
Photo Playwright College, Box

Shorthand
Patents and Lawyers

;

mountings
guaranteed one year
sells
Security Mfg. Co., Dept. 359, Toledo. Ohio.

.$100

Rochester, N. Y.

;

;

prize

Designers.

Loarn while earning. Sample LesFranklin Institute, Dept. P 560,

$35 week.
sons free.

patented

Flrins

this first month
one rub keeps entire w'indshield clear 24 hours chemical-felt enameled

— Get
Plays.
$50

278

ception

RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTORS
^xyjui

;

Experience unneces-

;

Short Stories

Ind.

make

secret investigations, reSalaries expenses. American Foreign
Detective Agency, 114, St. Louis.
;

—remale

—

$6
$18 a dozen decorating pillow tops at
home, experience unnecessary particulars for
stamp.
Tapestry Paint Co., 110, LaGrange,

WANTED

BE A DETECTIVE. Excellent opportunity,
good pay, travel.
Write C. T. Ludwig, 436
Westover Building, Kansas City, Mo.

105

York.

Si

ready.

Price

Smith Corpora-

—

—
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Do You Want

The Trademark That

women's

clubs,
played to empty
houses.
Along comes a sensational
sex play and packs the house." There
is a psychological reason for this, as
I told him, but I have not space to
elaborate on that now.

Stands for Exceptional
Pictures

// zve realfy umit better pictures,
us prove it by our patronage. If
not, let us be honest and say so.

FIRST NATIOXAL

—

let

trademark stands lor pictures of exceptional quality
pictures distinctive in character and bearing the indelible

and merit
stamp of individuality.
Its pictures are individual because made by
independent stars and directors who are unhampered by any thought other
than to carry out their

own

The art of the cinema should be
as great as that of literature and the
stage, for it has drawn the best from
both.
"Blue-law censorship" is commercializing instead of elevating it,

ideals.

Associated First National Pictures Inc. is a nation-wide organization of
independent theatre owners who foster the production of finer photoplays
and who are devoted to the constant betterment of screen entertainment.
It

and

accepts for exhibition purposes the pictures of independent artists, strictly
Watch for the First National

soon destroy

will

W.

D.

on their merit as the best in entertainment.
trademark on the screen at your theatre.

spend time, strength, and large
in producing a picture that may be censored into into

sums of money
effectiveness,"

^

if desired.

PHOTOPLAYWRIGHTS LEAGUE OF AMERICA
any

article selected

Use Your Imagination

.^-rA

|

$1,000.

Our

Excellent course of instructions
nables you to develop plots, revise
Tells how and where to sell.
Not a correspondence course. Sent complete for only
worth ten. Address

GUARANTEE

\

ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS
2300 Eldridge St. Pittsburgh, Pa.

fill
SPECP
V^EUE
Sweet's Cluster

7 Fine Diamonds, set
in Platinum.
Looks
like 1^ ct. Solitaire

Only $3.SO
a month.

No Red

Tape— No

Every transaction

FIDENTIAL.

Delay

|

CON-

You don't

do justice to yourself and
your dollars unless you inspect our unusual values
in
Diamonds, Watches.
Jewelry, Silverware, Leather Goods,
etc.
Send
TODAY for SWEET DeLuxe Catalogue.
Write

NOW to Dept.

501-R.

Capital $1,000»000

lOUSE OF

QUALIIX"^

WEET INC

PROVE THIS WITH TRIAL BOTTLE
Mail the coupon for a trial size bottle
and application comb. Test on single lock.
When you see the beauty of this single
restored lock, get a full size bottle. Buy
from your druggist, or send direct to us.
Mary T. Goldman, 760 Goldman Bldg. St. Paul, Minn.
,

Mary T, Goldman, 760 Goldman Bidg., St. Paul, Minn.
Please send me your FREE trial bottle of Mary T.
Goldman's Hair Color Restorer with special comb. I am
not obligated in any way by accepting this free offer.
jot black...
The natural color of my hair is black
light brown
medium brown
dark brown

Name
Address

—

—
—

Griffith.

honest opinion
theatergoers
is
This subject is so complex,
of

intelligent

needed.
as I have found after having investigated it so thoroughly, that it is
impossible to treat it properly within
the space allotted to this letter. But
I hope that your educational campaign will receive the rich response
it deserves.

Mrs. O. Dorsey Grey.
Chairman Motion-picture Committee,

P-T-E-C League.
125 N. Hennessy Street,

New

Or-

leans, Louisiana.

THIRD

PRIZE.
saw that line on the cover
of Picture-Play, "Do You Want
thought of
Better
Movies?"
I
course we do. We want better everything.
That's what America stands
for to those of us who came from
somewhere else. It's here people demand, and get, the very best, and
then right away they say, "Let's improve it somehow."
And then
first thing you know
one of 'em's
gone and done it.

When

I

—

Science Comes to the Rescue
of the Gray Haired
Gray hair now is an unnecessary affliction at any age. Every silver thread can
be quickly and safely restored by Mary
T. Goldman's Hair Color Restorer.
This scientific preparation is a clear,
In
colorless liquid, applied with a comb.
4 to 8 days natural color returns. Tour
hair is clean, soft and fluffy. There is
nothing to wash or rub off.

Mr.

art.

consensus

from

SWEET

w&^your work.

MjDNEY BACK

SWEET
ADVANCE.
made for

your examination. First
payment to be made
only after you have
convinced yourself that
values cannot
be equalled.
If not
what you wish return
at our expense.

|

WRITE PHOTOPLAYS
Spare Time Nets $50 to

IN

Shipment

cinema

A

months' credit on

from the

NO MONEY

catalogue.

^^^^

to

CPECIAL TERMS-Ten

said

"Faust," a literary classic read in
every schoolroom in the world, would
make a picture classic of wonderful
beauty, with literary and educational
value.
His decision was a great loss

TODAY

""S^
IMMEDIATELY for several
famous rhotoplay Stars. Write for
FREE
descriptive list. Sample synopsis

announced some
would not film

"Faust," as he had planned to do,
intending to go abroad to obtain locations and atmosphere. "I do not care

Ask Your Theatre Owner If He
Has a First National Franchise
rCENAMOS WANT ED

it.

Griffith, the greatest artist

of the silver screen,
time ago that he

Associated First National Pictures, Inc.

623 -P Union League BIdg., Los Angeles, California.

Better Movies?

Continued from page 83

^

Face Powder
The

beauly of the pearl is but skin-deep
and incomparably smooth.

warm-glowing

—

So may your complexion be when safeguarded
by Lablache. Famous for fifty years a natural,
clinging
powder
face

—

i

Maybe Mrs. Bennett's article will
help to do that very thing. I wouldn't
be surprised if it did. It opened my
eyes to a lot of things, and maybe it

1

will others'.

delicately perfumed.

Refuse Substitutes

They may be dangerous. Flesh. White,
Pink or Cream, 65c.
a box of druggist or
by mail. Over two
million boxes sold

—

j

annually. Send 10c.
for a sam-ple box.

BEN. LEVY CO.
Freneh Perfomerg, Dept. 48
125 Kingston St., Boston, lilBSi.

confess

I

But meanwhile

I

must

think the movies are mighty

entertaining.
I don't so

much care if the pretty
heroine goes out in a storm and has

9

Advertising Section
a fight and still has her clothes all
I'm enjoying seeing
neat and nice.
those pretty clothes, and I don't know
that I want her to get them spoiled.
Maybe people who live in the city
feel that way, but when you work
out in the country pretty clothes and
beautiful scenes in the movies are
such a treat that you don't want them
spoiled.
article, I went
two or three pictures to see if
people around me were as dissatisfied
as she found them.
People around me laughed and
cried and clapped, and not one of
them hissed, and the pictures weren't
so very good, either.
But later on,
outside, I heard some slighting remarks. At first I was puzzled, and
then the whole situation reminded me
of something else. Do you remember
when the American soldiers were in
France how they kicked about every-

After I'd read her

to

thing?

They kicked about

the food

and about the weather, and the prices
the Y. M. C. A. charged, and how
hard they had to work. There wasn't
anything too small for a bunch^ of

doughboys

to

raise

an awful howl

about. But, oh, boy, when the fighting began, how the}' went to it!
You would have thought that they
hadn't a single kick in the world.

Maybe

the connection's not entirely
clear, but it seems to me that we're
all a lot like those doughboys.
stand around and make petty complaints, but when evening comes we're
waiting to get into the show, and all
the time we're there we're having a
wonderful time.
When the show's
over, we start kicking again
remember the boys coming home on the
transports and how grouchy they
were? and the next night we're
back, waiting to get in again.
I guess that I want better movies,
but until I get them I'll be going just
the same to hand my dimes through
the little window that gives me a
ticket to the land o^ adventure.

We

—

—

James Makewitz,
Cat Rock Road,
Cos Cob, Connecticut.

FOURTH
I

PRIZE.

read Helen Christine Bennett's

article in this

month's Picture-Play

on "Do We Want Better Movies?"
For my part, I do not think much
could be gained by listening to the
criticism of an audience.
The world
has never been satisfied since Adam
and Eve met in the Garden of Eden.
belong to the class of people in the
majority, and for them I should like
I

to speak.

A

few years ago we were called
low and vulgar in our tastes because

we

patronized the nickelodeon, cheap
music halls, and plays. No one ever

107

took the pains to reason that we could
not afford the better places and that
youth cannot just work, eat, sleep,
and wait to die. When the wonderful movies came, with a price within
our reach, how quick and eager the
majority of us were to drop the
sham and get a sight of something
sweet, beautiful, and wholesome that
breathes of muse, love, and laughter.
And so I think we cannot afford to
criticize severely slight mistakes.
In the article Mrs. Bennett wrote
she spoke of a picture where the
heroine was rescued from an empty,
dismantled, and dusty house, slid
down a water spout, entered a car,
and was driven to a ball with only
a stray lock amiss.
I do not doubt
but it brought a smile to many in the
intelligent
and cultured audiences,
but probably it was what the majority

So many
are mussy and dishev-

needed and wanted.

of our lives
eled that we're just as well satisfied
if our heroines can escape it.
I

can give a

happened

to

instance of what

little

me

during the war.

I

did my bit in the shell room of one
of the big factories, and if I hadn't
kept a picture of our boys over there
I doubt if I would have had the
courage to go on, for the heat, smell
of oil, and hard work were almost
too much for me.

One

evening

I

came home more

blue, and discouraged than
and thought I would go to the
movies for a little rest and cheer.
It so happened that they showed a
shop picture, and one very true to
life.
Men were working in front of
tired,

ever,

furnaces, pulling out hot steel, perspiring, dirty,

and

tired.

Two men

front of me, and soon they
began to talk and growl, and presently one got up and said to his
companion, "Come on, we came here
to rest and be amused, and not to
look at what we see every day."
I
felt the same way.
It was true to
life, but not what we needed.
The
picture with a flaw would have served
sat

in

us better.
I

am

HIGH SCHOOL

COURSE

TWO

IN

rEARS

You Want

to Earn

Big Money!
And you

vrill not be satisfied unless
you earn steady promotion. But are

you prepared for the job ahead of
you? Do you measure up to the
standard that insures success? For
a more responsible position a fairly
good education is necessary. To write
a sensible business letter, to prepare
estimates, to figure cost and to compute interest, you must have a certain
amount of preparation. All this you
must be able to do before you will
earn promotion.

Many

business houses hire no men
whose general knowledge is not equal to a

high school course. Why? Because big
business refuses to burden itself with men
who are barred from promotion by the lack
of elementary education.

Can You Qualify

for
Position?
a Better
We have a plan whereby you can. We
can give you a complete but simplified high
school course in two years, giving you all
the essentials that form the foundation of
practical business. It will prepare you to
hold your own where competition is keen
and exacting. Do not douLt your ability, but
make up your mind to it and you will soon
have the requirements that will bring you
success and big money. YOU CAN DO IT.

Let us show you

how

to get on the

road to success. It will not cost you a single
working hour. We are so sure of being able

to help you that we will cheerfully return to
you, at the end of ten lessons, every cent
you sent us if you are not absolutely satisfied.

What
today.

fairer offer can we ma':e you? Write
It costs you nothing but a stamp.

AMERICAN SCHOOL
Dept. H776 Drexel Ave. &. 58th

St.,

Chicago

passionately fond of music,

and have always longed to travel and
God's beautiful world. I think
my little Irish mother looked into my
rebellious heart and read my future
and knew I would have to be satis-

to see

with just a

corner, for early
in my life she began to teach me to
get all the sweet music out of the
fied

little

simple melodies at hand to listen in
the springtime for the song of the
birds, to watch God's sunrises and
sunsets, and get the sunshine out of
to-day, and not look for the shadows
of to-morrow.
;

Dora M. Taylor.
1714 N. Saginaw Street,
Flint, Michigan.

Dept.H776

Explain

Architect«5,OOOtol5,000
...Building Contractor
$5,000 to $10,000

...Automobile Engineer
84.000 to $10,000
...Automobile Repairman
$2,600 to $4,000
...Civil

Chlcago.ni.

howl can qualify for position checked:

Engineer

$5,000 to $16,000
...Structaral Engineer
$4,000 to $10,000
...Business Manager
$5,000 to 116,000
...Certified

Public Ac-

countant $7,000 to $15,000
& Auditor

...Accountant

$2,600 to $7,000

...Draftsman

&

Designer

$2,500 to $4,000
...Electrical Engineer
$4,000 to $10,000

...General Education

..Lawyer $5,000 to$15,000»
Mechanical Engineer

A

£4,000 to $10,000

Shop Superintendent
83,000 to

I
$4,000 to $10,000
J
T
Steam Engineer
$2,000 to

$4,0001

Foreman's Course

W

$2,000 to

t4,000«
Sanitary Engineer
$2,000 to $6,000

•
•
A
$2,600 to $6,0001
High School Graduate •
In two years •
Telephone Engineer

$2,600 to $6,000

Telegraph Engineer

Fire Insurance Expert
$3,000 to

In one year

^Name

mi

$7,000^

Employment Manager

- Address...

$10,0001

;
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The

Picture Oracle
Continued from page 95

W. — Pola Negri

C.

True-Tone

Saxophone
A Bueacher Tnie-Tone Saxophono
opens the way for yoa to greatly increase your income, oppor tan ties,
popularity and pleasure. Easiest
of ail wind instruments to play
—you can learn to play the scale f
in an hour and in a few days (
be playing popular airs. Prac-

Thanks
E.

a

R.

J.

Freili'^prn:!^"

in sextettes, or in regrular band; how to transpose cello parts
In orcbeetra and many other things you would like to koow.

Marie
ture

Hawley

is

married

A rial and try it six days without obligation. If
perfectly satisfied, pay for it on easy payments to suit your
convenience. Mention the instrument interested in and a
eomplete catalog will be mailed free.
(26)

BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT CO.
Makers of Everything in Band and Orchestra Instruments
2426 Buescher Block, Elkhart, Indiana

in pictures

—Marion

Z.

latest

pic-

Brown

Eyes.

— Carlyle

light of day in
vania, in 1888.
Wallace

MacDonald was

born in Mulgrave, Nova Scolia, Canada,
in 1891.
Douglas MacLean chose Philadelphia as his birthplace.

Harry

Freckles
are**a3 a clou 1 bpfore the sun," hiding
yourbriphtiiess, v^urbeauty. Why not
delay. Use

remove them? Don't

STILLMAN'SP/E'iT

Dolly Doughnuts.

Made

especially to remove freckles.
Leaves the skin clear, ainooth and wiihout a blemish. Prepai-edby r')ecialists with
Muuey refunded
years of experifnue.
BOc per jar. Wriie
If not eatlsfacrory.
today for particulars and free booklet

born
is

—

*

WouIdstThou Be Fair?"

C'ontainB many beauty hints,
and desor bea a nuralier of elepant prppArutiong indiapensQl/i
to tbo tuilet. Sold by all drugy,

W

Aurora,

Short was

Ohio.
Yes, his hair
placed correctly.
five feet seven and one-half inches

You have him

He

is

tall

and weighs one hundred and

five

founds.

thirty-

Hawley

five

is

feet

and weighs one hundred and ten
Constance Binney has brown
hair and eyes.
pounds.

—

W. Look for Will Rogers' address
month and you will be successful.

E.
this

I think j'ou must refer to Helene Chadwick.

Edith H,

IMPROVE YOCR APPEARANCE
WRINKLES ON YOUR FOREHEAD
OR BETWEEN YOUR EYEBROWS

"No matter how small" are deceitful marks that
make you look weak, ugly and many years older
WHr NOT REMOVE THEM-can be done in a few nights
by using a FOREHEAD WRINKLE REMOVER
which elastiely press and smooth the skin of the
forehead to its original form— Order One To-Day
PRICE "Post Paid" $2.00. Send for FREE
fACIAL SPECHLTY CO. 86 Warrenton Street BOSTON, MASS.

BOOK

—You

will

address at the end of this departShe is not making serials at present.
The name is Vola, not Viola. Miss
Vale is still appearing on the screen. I
think you have the wrong name for the
Alan Dwan's
picture you asked about.
production, "The Perfect Crime," was
one of Monte Blue's latest pictures in
which Jacqueline Logan played the feminine lead
C.

—Dorothy

Petrograd, Russia, in
educated in New York.
IT IS TO L A I GH
all dolled up and looks like she has a black eye.
HER MAKE-UP RAN. Can't liajipeii if you use Wm.
For eyeJ. Brandt's Red Fox Liquid COL-Y-BROW.
WILL NOT RUN. Colors: Black
brows and eyelashes.
NEW
YORK
aMpmALl?/li?.f"D!Jt""E. 24E.2Ut8T.,
!

Hi£h School Course
in

2 ViBars

ide of two

You can complete
this simplified High
School Course at home in-

years. Meets all reqnirementa for entrance to college
leadinfir profesBiona.
This nnd thirty-six other practical
courees are described in our Free Bulletin, Send for it TODAY.

and tho

>«>t.

AMERICAN SCHOOL
& 58th

HJ7Ta> Pr««el Ave.

St.

CHICX

LEARN
A

Would you
fascinating profession that pays bin.
Send
to know if you are adapted to this work?
for our Twelve-Hour T.ilent-Tester or Key
to Movie ActinsT Aptitude, and find whether or not
novel,
Movie
Acting:.
A
you are suited to take up
Send dime or stamps
instructive and valuable work.
today. A larfre. interestinj?, illustrated Booklet on Movie
Acting included FREE!
like

10c

FILM INFORMATION BUREAU.

Sta. R,

Jackson. Mich.

Green w^as born
She was
1895.

—

Little Miss Dixie. Alice Lake was
born in Brooklj'n, New York, in 1897.
Her screen career commenced with Vitagraph a few years ago. Then she went
into comedies.
She appeared in Sennett
comedies and with "Fatty" Arbuckle before she pla3'ed in Christie Comedies.
Universal and Metro have also billed
Miss Lake. She has been appearing, of
est

Metro's screen classics.

in

late,

"Uncharted Seas,"

is

in

Her

Mrs. Edna

Helen

— Bessie

B.

Love

Mrs. Wallace M.

Wyndham

write

to

P.

name

—Rosemary Theby played

suits.

— Margarita

to

for his photograph.

not married.

is

D.— You

will have
Standing personally

say as to the

I can't

results.

—Mary

Miles

^Nlinter's

on April the first.
I have
never asked her what her favorite flower
is.
Constance Talmadge chose the same
birthday

month
day

is

is

to celebrate her birthday, but the
the 19th.

—

Moving Picture Fan, G. G. You
have to write him personally and
try your luck.
will

—

Alvaro C. So many of the players
you asked addresses for have left the
screen, so I can't help you get letters
to them.
Betty Compson is not married.
Mildred Moore is no relation to

Moore

the

Fisher was born
in Missouri Valley, Iowa.
She has been
on the stage since she was a child. Played
stock, et cetera, so probably it is the same
Miss "Fisher that you knew.
Her address is given at the end of the department.

Most of

brothers.

the

big

stars employ secretaries who do nothing
else but answer their correspondence and
mail out pictures, while the lesser lights
try to do it all themselves, and that is
why it takes so long to hear from them.
It takes them a long time to get to every
letter.
Then, too, the bigger the star the
more he or she can afford to mail hundreds of pictures all over the countrj-.
You and I would starve if we had to

buy

some of the

all the stamps used hy
big ones.

—

Robert S. Marjorie Daw started her
screen career a very few years ago with
the Universal company.
Harry Carey

was born

in 1880.

have on several oc-

I

of players who were
born in Iowa.
Margarita Fisher was
born in Missouri Valley. Juanita Hansen hails from Des Moines. Conrad Nagel comes from the same citj'.
casions given a

Fenus

J.

New York
1891.

Kossifer in Louise Lovely's picI guess
Little Gray Mouse."
that under the conditions you would call
me an "it." And I am most of the time,
B.

me

for

unmarried.

born

"The

Curly

is

in New York City.
William Desmond,
Jack Mulhall, George Larkin, and Frank
Mayo are married. Eugene O'Brien is

which Ru-

Hedda

so the

there

all

Waiting. The story may have been
produced, but not* that I know of under
that title.
There has been no such picture by that name. Bert Lytell was born

lat-

dolph Valentino takes the male lead.

ture,

Movie Acting!

Miss Clay-

ton's

in

She's

find

ment.

Thomas

about

A

M.—Wanda

three

III

is

say.

Miss Annie A.

— Antrim

Cincinnati,

in

blond.

M.

STrLLMAN CREAM CO
Dept.

—That

is Wallace Reid's corHis father was Hal Reid.
The rest of your letter I cannot make
out.
I looked up the answer j^ou referred
to but couldn't see what that had to do
with your question.
Come again. Perhaps next time I'll get it.

F.

The address was

correct.
Perhaps you will hear, although
that is a long time ago. You might write
to the editor with your suggestion, and
see how it is received.
However, it
wouldn't be new. Every once in a while
pictures of players' husbands or wives
are printed. If you would ask some questions about the players you mentioned
I would be better able to help you.
You
say you know all the facts about them

name.

rect

O'Brien should have

letter.

—

Blackwell first
Troy, Pennsyl-

saw the

—Eugene

received your

then that

Davies'

"Buried Treasure."

is

order any Baescher instrument

TTv-AAnPnal
rree

—Wanda

about four years.
Pauline Frederick was born in Boston,
Massachusetts.
If she has ever been in
Frankfort she has kept very quiet about it.

pleasure.

Saxophone Book

1

She has been

Avis N.

are

.

i

tice is

we

Polish,

is

has a new picture called
"Gj'psy Blood," adapted from "Carmen."
Glad
It is a German-made production.
you enjoyed the March number so much.

She

told.

list

—Frank
in

1886.

Mayo was born in
Charles Ray was

Jacksonville,

in

Illinois,

March

Eugene O'Brien came

into

15,

the

Colorado in 1884, and Roy StewSan Diego, California. Katherine
MacDonald honored Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, with her birth.
Clara Horton

world

in

in

art

chose Brooklyn,
1904,
rest

to

was

New

make her
born

in

York, in the year
Ann For-

entrance.

Denmark

in

1897.

Charles Ray is married.
Your
questions have been answ-ered.

other

B.

Simmons.

—Perhaps

Miss

Griffith

has been in Mineral Wells, Texas, for
Corinne hails from Texarkana^ Texas.
That is the correct name. That has always been her professional name.
_

Advertising Section

Walsh

George

—

George

New York in i8g2.
the New York High

Walsh was born

He

Admirer.

in

went to
Commerce, then he studied
Fordham and Georgetown UniHis screen career has been
versities.
He is five feet eleven and
with Fox.
weighs one hundred and eighty pounds.
His hair and eyes are dark. He has left
Fox and is appearing in "Serenade," an
R. A. Walsh production, under his brothMiriam Cooper, the wife
er's direction.
of Raoul Walsh, is playing the feminine
lead.
It's all in the family, you see.
first

School
law at

of

Josephine
cerning

S.

|

|

Famous FRENCH Depilatory
for removing' hair

—Write

to the editor conyou desire.
beautiful tributes in

information

the

There were several
the form of write-ups paid Robert Har-

The Daifity Fragrance

ron in different magazines after his death.
Picture-Play published one in the December issue, titled "The Boy Whom
Everybody Liked."
His picture was

of

W.—"The

Mary M.

Purple Riders" is
Elinor Field
plays opposite him.
Jean Paige played
the lead in the feature picture "Black
Beauty," and is soon to appear in another production. Kathlyn Williams has
not made any jungle stories for a long
time.
Mary Miles Minter is not married.
Wallace Reid is a married man
with a son about four years of age.
Helen Holmes is not dead.
a late serial of Joe Ryan's.

Lloba.
Is

it

—That's

is the action
smooth and
so
of X-BAZIN,
dainty does it leave the skin, that
it removes hair with equal success
on arms, neck, limbs or face. To

every

woman who would

best in sleeveless

or sheer blouses

Soc and $i in U. S. and Canada.
Elsewhere 7Sc and $i.50- Larger
size contains complete mixing out_

/I

fit.

Send IOC for booklet and generous
sample.

HALL & RUCKEL
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the small ones that certain concerns sell.
Douglas MacLean is married to a non-

Harold Lloyd is not marTalmadge is the j'oungest
sisters.
Mary MacLaren and

p_rofessional._
ried.
Natalie

the

it

look her
evening gowns
is an indispen-

sable accessory.

Thomas

Meighan's wife is a "legitimate" actress,
which means that she is a stage actress.
She is Frances Ring, of the famous Ring
family.
Zane Grey is not in pictures
himself.
Some of his stories have been
produced on the screen. He is married.
You would have to write him for it.
There_ would be no other way to obtain
his picture unless you bought a set of

of

Ope7ied Roses

So cleanly and safe

as near as I could guess

anywhere near correct?

Half

X-BAZIN has none of the unpleasantness of the usual depilatory. For this reason and because
of its quick effectiveness in removing hair, it is extensively employed by fastidious women.

printed with the article.

it.
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Waverly Place
New York

Makers

of Sozodont

Katherine MacDonald are sisters. Katherine has been married.
Neither Eugene
O'Brien nor William S. Hart is married.
Write any time you like. That's all I
have to do.

M. L. H.— George Walsh attended
Fordham and Georgetown Universities.
I don't know what picture you refer to.
don't know Marguerite Clark's first
cousin. You can't expect me to know all
the families, too, can you?
I

John Clark.
if

—

j

It is perfectly all right
to write the players for their,
Viola Dana was born in BrookYork, in i8q8.
Her correct

you wish

pictures.
lyn,

name

New
is

Alice

Flugrath, not Dana.
S.

—Jack

man whom you

Perrin

is

young

the

His eyes and
hair are dark. Walter MacGrail has been
playing opposite Anita Stewart in her
most recent features. The latest is called
"The Price of Happiness." Ruth Rorefer

to.

land's latest serial to be released

is

"The

Avenging Arrow."

A "Buck-" Jones Admirer. —Your

favorite hails from Indiana, Vincennes, being
the exact spot.
He received his 'education in Indianapolis.
He became a star
with the Fox Film Company. He lacks
a quarter of an inch of being six feet
and tins the scales at one hundred and
seventy-three pounds.
Yes, he is very
good-looking.
I
would hardly call it
pretty.
There is no excuse for your
staying single any longer unless you can't
induce Buck to move to Salt Lake City.

of ring you

tell us the number
Don't Send One Penny in Advance Just
want — your name, address and finger
and a beautiful sparkling Liznife Gem Ring will be sent you for ten days trial. So sure

size,

we that neither you nor your friends can tell a Liznite Gem from a genuine diamond that
we want you to make comparison at our risk.
are

Gifts
STAR
FEATURES
5

Thai Last a Lifetime

As a

gift or for yonrself you will be convinced that after
a.,careful examination, a beautiful dazzling-^ Liznitd
with its pure white color, brilliancy, cut and polish is the
closest thing to a diamond ever discovered and will stand

making

gem

and file. Send for yours TODAY.
We Manufacture Rings— Import These Slones-SaVE YOU HftLF!
Because we are manufacturers, we save you considerable,
every ring is band made, hand engraved, exclusive designs,
every diamond test;

^SoUiI Sold Mountings)

Hand Engraved
Extra Heavy Ring

Gem

Full Karat

Wt.

Exclusive Designs

PRICES

fire, acid

extra heavy.

Get Your Choice TODAY—Jusf deposit $4.50 with postman
when ring arrives, wear it — if not satisfactory send it back
in ten days^ at onr expense. If you decide to keep

it,

pay

balance $3.00 monthly.
"Honse ot

PRE-WAR

THE LfZNITE CEM

QtiaUt; and Price"

COIV9PANY

DeDt.1032. 128 N. Wells St^ Chtcaeo,

H0.I.. $18.50
Ho. 2..

16.50

No. 3..

15.56

No. 4..

15.50

No. 5.

12.50

.
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—

Miss Marie F. Your addresses
given at the end of the department.

William

H.

— Louise

"The

Lovely's

latest

Fox Film Company

pictures for the

are

are

Gray Mouse," "Partners of
Fate," and "While the Devil Laughs."
She was born in Sydney, Australia, in
Little

Your

1896.

other

questions

have been

answered.

—

Frances From

Mary

the Badger State.
name is Gladys
Ora Carew does not make pic-

Pickford'.s correct

Smith.

tures for anj' one company.
Marguerite
Clark's name in private life is .Mrs. Williams.
That is her correct name. Natalie is the youngest of the Talmadge sisters.
Glad to have you write again.
a superb aniHERE
mal scarf at a sensa-

Phvllis M. T.— You will have to write
them to find out. All addresses arc given
at the end of this department.
Grace
Darmond comes from Toronto, Canada.
She is unmarried. Richard Barthelmcss
is five feet seven.
Ruth Roland arrived
on this earth in the year i8q3. She is
five feet four.
Gordon Griffith and May
Giraci played in the "Son of Tarzan."
William Hart is retiring from the screen

13

nonai, siasnea price.
Last year the stores asked
3 times oar bargain figrore.
tcarf is made of the
imported French Coney pelts,
with an ammal head and a great bushy
taiL The size is very generous, measuringover 38 x 9 inches. The lining and neck

This charming
silkiest,

A

^

—

Admirer of Hoot. "Hoot" Gibson and
Helen were husband and wife. Neither
is married at present.
Hoot was born
in Tekamah,
Nebraska, in 1802.
His
early career consisted of "cowboying" it

Send Only $1
scarf yoa want, seod ns only JI-OU to cash, we will
send the acarf to you prepaid so you may try :t on and examine
It carefully. If you do not think yoo have saved 66 2-3 per cent
send it back. If you decide to buy. you may pay for it at the
rate of only 6 cents a day. The total price is only $7.47.

To set tbo

with Bud Atkins' circus in Australia. He
has been on the screen since iqh.
He
has played for Selig, Kalem, and Universal.
His height is five feet ten and
his weight is one hundred and sixty. His
is light

and

e^-es

:*""HaroId Lachman Co., Dept.i757">*'!
= 204 South Peoria Street, Chicago, UUnois =
I

enclose $1.00.

Please send

me

postage paid the scarf

I

have marked X. If I do not think it is the greatest fur
bartraJn in America, I shall return the fur and you will refund my money immediatetv. If I decide to buy. 1 shall
mail you $1.60 a month until a total of $7.47 has been paid.

are blue.

Kind of Fur:
Color:

—

Laura

T. Wanda Hawley was
C.
Scranton, Pennsylvania. She received her education in Seattle, Washington, and New York.
She did amateur
theatrical work in Seattle and concert
work in Canada and the States. Her
screen career then followed.
And she
played in many of Cecil B. De Mille's
productions.
Wanda is just five feet

born

'i

'i

for the present.

hair

(

are of the finest griaranteed satinsnap jaw clasp fastens it snugly around V
the neck, and a pretty chain holds it loosely
over the shoulders. Your choice of black. \^
brown oi taupe. Same scarfs also furnished in eilky long hair "Manchurian
Wolf" at aame price and terms.
ruffle

French Coney
Mancban'an Wolf
Black
Taupe

in

Z

Address

,

three and weighs one hundred and ten.
Her hair is very lilond and her eyes are
a grayish-blue. She is married to a nonprofessional.
Shirley Mason in private
is
Mrs. Bernard Burning.
She is
about twenty y-ears of age and stands
just five feet.
She can't even boast one
hundred pounds, for the scales register
only ninety-four, clothes and all.
Her
eyes are light e^vzy and her hair is bobbed
and brown.
She hails from Brooklyn,
New York. Her early career consisted
of the stage, even as far hack as the age

life

DIAMOND
FftFIT
ItM- RING
OFFER
Jnst to advertise our famous Hawaiian im.
diamonds— tilt; greatest discovery the world
has ever known. We will send absolutely
free this 14k ^old

f.

ring, set with a l-2k
liful

box postage

paid.
Pay postmaster SI, 48
D. charges to cover postage, boxing,
advertising, handling, etc. If you can tell
it from a real diamond return and money
refunded^ Only 10.000 given away. ^Sendee

C.

<).

KRAUTH &

REED. Dept.

Masonic Temple

Get a Bart

35

Chicago

Drawing Table

need of the
every
to
practical draftsman, illustrator, card
writer, cartoonist and chalk talker,
tlie Bart table and chalk talk equipment starts you in these most fas-

Adjustahle

cinating

callings.

Send .tOc today for Bart's special
assortment of colored crayons from
Anierican Crayon Company, to^^ether with
"Do's and Dont's" of

the

Chalk Talk.

Fox*

6c in Stamps

When

writing for price on taenclose 6c in stamps and
Bart will send you his chalk talk
Sid
color
card
and
folder.
Smith's alphabetic faces.
ble,

The Bart Table in
Use for Chalk Talk

BART SUPPLIES
SOZ fastis Bldg., Minneapoils, Minn.

of

I

JH

_

Put it beside a diamond, stands all tests. This Gem is a wonderful discovery, only an expert can distinfmish between them. Send no money.
WRITE today. Give size of finger and number of rin?. Pay on arrival.
If not satisfied in 5 days, return for money refund. This Is a wonderful
offer, and to own one of these rings will be a revelation to you.

EGERIA GEM

CO.,

A-113 Point

St., Providenc-e,

L

R.

Her

screen career stretches
over time spent with K. E. S. E. Companv, Edison, Famous Players, Paramount, and Fox. One of her latest pictures for the latter concern is "The
Mother Heart."
Ethel Clay-ton comes
four.

No. 16, $5.50.
No. 9, $4.50.
yea were to parchase rings like these illastrated
above in Platinum, they would cost from S4O0 to
$500. We are now manufacturing exact reproductions in Ladies, Sterling Silver, Platinum finish, basket
setting, pierced designs set with a carat size Genuine
"Egeria Gem" imported, possessing the rainbow fire of a
diamond. Send your name now and receive tins wonderful Gem.

TT-^

from Champaign.

She was born
in 1800.
Her education was acquired at
St.
Elizabeth's
Convent in
Chicago.
Before her screen career she played in
stock companies on the stage. Lubin was
the company^ for which her first screen attempts were made.
Since then she has
made pictures for World and Famous
Play-ers.
Ethel's eyes are gray and her
hair is a red gold. She has been married.
Her husband, Joseph Kaufman, died during the "flu" epidemic in iqt8.
She has
two small children. Miss Clay-ton is five
feet five and weighs one hundred and
Illinois.

Get real cash for your ideas. We show yo
how. Practical advice by our experts. Learn to

easily, quickly develop and sell your ideas. Literary
GrowinR demand by producers
ability not needed.
HUMli
for scenarios at big prices. Send for

TEST. Producers School of Photoplay wnting,
Union League Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.

yf

—

You can be quickly cured,

if

you

Send 10 cents tor 2SS-page book on Stammering and
It tells how J
Stuttering, "Its Cause and Cure."
cured myself after stanuncring 20 yrs. B. N. Bogue,
3i09Bogue Bldg.. 1147 N. III. St., Indianapolis.

DEAFNESS

MISERY

IS

know because I'was Deaf and had Hfead Noisei
My invisible Antiseptic Ear
30 years.
Drums restored my hearing and stopped Head Noises,
and will do it for you. They are Tiny Megaphones.
Cannot be seen when worn. Effective when Deafncs*
I

for over

is caused by Catarrh or by Perforated, Partially or
Wholly Destroyed NaturaJ Drums. Easy to put in,
easy to uke out. Are "Unseen Comforts." Ineipensive.
Write for Booklet and
sworn
statement of how X recovered my hearing.

Hansen

came
Her mother is
born in 1807.
been answered.

•

62i -J

^STAMMER

thirty pounds.

Jaxet Dale. Juanita
from Des Moines. Iowa.
living.
Alice Lake was
Your other questions have

,

FREE

my

A. O.
Suite 28

JO 5th Avemie

LEONARD
-

.

New York

—

a-
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DIAMONDS
For Few
Day
Cents a

a

Send No Money
We will send you—upon
your simple request —
your choice of diamond
bargains

— the

greatest

America! Do not send a
When
in advance.
the ring comes, examine it.
In

penny

Yoaaro the judge. If it Is
not, without exception, the
exeatestvalDeyouhave ever
seen, send It back— at oar
©xpensel If you decide to

keep it, it la yours— for a
few cents a day. You may
order direct from this adif you wish.
Don't send a cent. You do
Dot risk penny.

vertisement

A Better Voice

Charge-Account Plan
By our new

charge-account
plan, you naay pay for your
choice of hundreds of pieces
of exquisite jewelry in sums
BO small that you would
never think of saving them.
You are also guaranteed 8

For You I

percent yearly dividends

— and

may be

pREATER strength.

a 6 percent bonua
earned.

Send for Bargain Book
Bend your name and address
unmatchabie diamond barSent abSDiutely
fiains.

ree. It explains the divfdend offer and bonus plan.
Write today to Dept. 1757

Vork

Perfect Hat
for Fall

this?

And now comes autumn

silent exercises

special

problem

—Hats

with

—

previous salary after using it.
Just a few minutes
daily with this method and you can have a better
much better voice. And this means a bigger income
if you are a singer or a speaker.

—

Y.
'tC«/'iri>ciII<v'pe<i'n

"~ can

Perfect Voice Institute, Studio 1287,

j!Vbu

lele!

If you play quaint dreamy
fascinating Hawaiian music
on the Ukulele,

1920 Sunnyside

Ave., Chicago

is

—

Miss Kathleen E. Anita Stewart is
Mrs. Rudolph Cameron in private life.
She was born in 1896. Billie Burke is

reading a novel.
Famous Moving Picture

We

Stars

to

FREE a handsome Ukulele if you enroll
Write for free Narrative of Hawaiian Music and
offer.
No obligations! Send now!
Hawaiian Instilate of Music, 300 W. 34th St., Dept. 4-T, New York
give you

now.

it

Manicurists,
Hair
Dressers, Dyers,
iarcellers.

Perma-

nent- Wavers, Chiropodists, etc. We can make
.you an Expert in every
branch In just a few weeks'
spare time at home. Money-Back Guarantee. You can earn a
splendid income giving Beauty Treatments among your friends
and neighbors, or start a Beauty Parlor.
for Free Illustrated BookBOOK. Write
See how easy it is to become a Beauty Specialist and
let.
make big money in this fascinating work with our help.

NOW

FREE

810,^^^^

DepL
'^chkaeo'^''''Oi-iginatoTB of the famous Oriental Preparations

Oriental System of Beanty Culture,

in

Gish.
Rennie.
Lilian
Lillian

Dorothy

and

1896

Jean Paige

two

years

—

pic-

in

Herbert

the Priscilla Dean Tarn
the school girl
It's
the very thing for wearing to
and from classes, on the campus
and tennis courts, for the jaunt

means

Don't send me one cent—just
me prove i * to you as I have
done for over 72,500 others in the
last six months.
I claim that
"Fairyfoot" is an absolute succesful bunion remedy. Hundreds
of thousands say so and I want,
you to let me send it to you
FREE, entirely at my expense.
I don't carethow disgusted yoa
feel with yourbunion — you have
not tried

myremedy and I have

such absolute confidence in

am

it

going to send you
treatment absolutely
FREE. It is a wonderful yet

that
this

I

simple

home treatment

which'

relieves yoa almost instantly of
all pain; it removes the caiEe of

the bunion and thus the ogly
deformity disappears— all tma
while you are wearing astdghtahoea

asever. I know itwill doall thisand
I want you to send for "Faliyfoot"
FREE because 1 know you vnfl then
tell all your fiiends about it just as
these 72,500 others are doing, Writenow.as thia
announcement may not appear in this paper again.
Just send your name and address and "Falryfoot*"
will be sent promptly in plain sealed envelope.

foot Remedy Co.. 2207 Millard Ave., Dep. 133. Chicaf o^

—

Perfume!

direct from us, with letter or
coupon, enclosing $2.50, the price
of the tam.

m

made direct
flowers themselves.

from the essence of the
The most refined of

lAERBmiMrcCOi

perfumes, yet concentrated in such a
manner that a single drop of the delicate
odor lasts a full week. Hence, an absolutely
superior odor becomes economical at $16 an
ounce ! Never anything like this before I
all

Send

for

Exclusive 'Makers of

^priscilla

Sample

i
'

20e (silver or stamps)
for a sample vial of this
precious perfume. Your
choice of odors Lily of the
Valley, Rose, Violet. Lilac,
or Crabapple. Write now.

Send

Other Offers

'
•
I

Crabapple SI. 50
TLHy of the Valley, Rose,
Lilac,

Violet.

....

^ean ^ams

BAER BROS. MFG.

CO.,
Chicago, 111.
Enclosed is $2.50 (Canada, $.3.0(1) for
\>.-hich
please send me a Priscilla
postage paid.
Dean Tam in

004

W. Lake

St.,

color

,

Direct from us or at dealers.
Bottle of flower drops with
long glaaa stopper containing SO dropa. a supply for
SO weeks.

!

You'll find it the perfect, completing touch in your fall wardrobe.
Leading merchants carry
it.
At the store look for the
Priscilla Dean name on the band
inside the tam ^the guarantee
of quality.
Or you can order

Fool."

alcohol;

to

downtown.

Themostexquisite perfume the world, send
for sample- sells at $15 an ounce and worth
Kieger's Flower Drops — made without,
it.

let

Dean

Priscilla

And what

A New

Instant Relief

a

color you prefer.
Popular fall colors are Bright
Red, Jade Green, Navy Blue,
Tan, African Brown, Orange,
and Copenhagen Blue.

One of
"Don't Call Me Little Girl."
Ethel Clayton's latest is "Sham." James
Kirkwood is seen in George Melford's

"A Wise

there's

Tarn in the

Eddy
Rawlinson plays the male lead.
Lyons and Lee Moran have a new comRomeos."
Mary
called "Roman
edy,
Miles Minter's most recent picture is

production,

And
woman —

sizes.

later.

plays

looks well on every

And

tures.

L G. T. Catherine Calvert
"You Find It Everywhere."

serv-

with a tailored grosgrain ribbon
bow and band. A narrow band
of elastic enclosed in the back
permits the tarn to fit all head

Dorothy is
was born

to star in Vitagraph

is

It's

anywhere.
The whole
charming affair is neatly finished

Compson has never married.

Bett\r

more.

attractive, yes.

lines

Wheeler Oakman is
pictures a year.
the husband of Priscilla Dean. Priscilla's
most recent starring vehicle is "ReputaNeither has
Mrs. James

— and

and

the soft, pliant "Suede-Like" of
which it's made is so cleverly
draped that there are no harsh

still

tion."
Formerly Closely
Gaarded Secrets
Now Yours!
Find out how fortunes arc made in
Beauty Work. Crying demand everywhere for skilled

all this

iceable

appearing in pictures. Her latest is
I believe
demand. Prof. "The Education of EHzabeth."
Harry J. Clarke's latest method she is to have her own company and to
now enables you to play the
As easy appear in legitimate work at the same
Ultulele in a few weeks.
No previous i^nowledge necessary. time.
She will probably make only four
have learned
play It.

as

lam.

TRADE MARK COPYRIGHT

latest sonss
you will be in

or

its

This

!

season calls for a hat that is
thoroughly practical one that is
not too summery, nor too hea\'y
for the occasional warm days
one that is chic and stylish.

Learn how noted European vocalists endorse
method -how one singer commanded four times

this

<S CO
J M LYON
New
N
Maiden Lane,

A

clar-

Then send for full information about the famous
Feuchtinger Method. Let us tell you how by simple,
used at home you can strengthen tlie
vocal organs and have them under marvelous control.

today for our new 128-page
book, showing hundreds of

1

Wonderful

and a wider range. Huskiness and
harshness banished. Do you want a voice like
ity

I

PAUL RIEGER&CO.

I

109 FirslSt.SaD Francisco.

J
m

Cal.

(SiTice 1872)

Name
Address
If I decide to return Tam,
refunded.

money

to be

$2.00

Mon Amour Perfume
sample

offer,

loz.

.

$1.60

SOUVENIR BOX

Extra special box of five
25c bottles of five different
perfatnea . • • . $1.00

PER n!),ME * TOILfT-^ATEl*

fTow^^ops

ifvfl.

?riscilld1}eQn*TaTn

!
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Fatty N. H. "The Charm School" and
"The Love Special" are two of Wallace

GOOD HEALTH

Reid's latest pictures.
Lila Lee played
opposite him in the first and Agnes Ayres
in the last mentioned.
Mildred Harris

and a

PERFECT FIGURE

CAN"

and you

Says Annette Kellermann
I

wish

ally,

it

could speak with you personeasier to con-

I

would be so much

vince you.

"I could

you

tell

How,

perience:

all

about my own exwas puny and
by devoting my-

as a girl, I

underdeveloped; how
to a study of my body

self

my

perfected

Think

much

of

it

how

the very methods

can reduce or

develop YOUR
energy and improve

ME

YOUR

increase
health

YOUR

and
general appearance; how you can do
all this without the use of drugs or ap-

p a ra t u s

in

,

Greta Burns.

Pioneer
production
"Atonement."
O'Brien is unmarried.
Your
other questions have been answered.

Eugene

Helen V.

You

test.

A

hundreds

cultured women
who have followed

— Lm

sorry,

but

would

it

helped you in a conare supposed to do that work

AL

if

I

H.

H.

— Harrison

Ford has

my

methods

such

remarkable

Fan, Ruth M. S.—Viola Dana, Ruth

Roland,

of

Marguerite

Joyce,

Clark,

and Shirley Mason

Dean,

brown hair of various shades.
Norma Talmadge has very dark hair.

Viola,

Billie Burke's hair is a golden red.
Pearl White, May Allison, and Arline
Pretty all have blond hair.

FREE
Body

Miss

Corinne

C.

—Henry

played the part of Major Hcyward
"The Last of the Mohicans."

frankly and
clearly.
proves that
It
there
a w y to good
health and a perfect figure.

pictures at the

Emma

Send a iwo-cent stamp
w and "The Body

n

C.

—William

Farnum

New York
He w^ould

Fox company.

tigate.

Wallace's address given below.

906

P,

^JoHN

N. Y. C.

St.,

IN

Ly
w

HARES
tES

supply euaranteed high grade stock
ek and
30 and
buy back all you raise at £7.00 to $18.50
Big
up a pair, and pay express charges. Bis
Profits. Use back yard, barn, cellar, attic,
Contract and Illustrated Catalog Free.
STANDARD FOOD & FUR ASSOCIATION
noN
401Z Broadway - New York

— You

Afti^

Of if
IH^A
Mm
V**

^^HV

Albert

F. R.

IS

latest

U.

$3.90

IT

RAINBOW

—

Box38B

J.

real

"Fanny

the

K.— Bessie Love

present.
She
ferent companies.

at

WEAR

Station V,

more

to believe that's true.

from a genuine diamond, return
it and get your money back.
Send today NOW while
Free Trial Offer is in effect.

Rtdinm Gem Company,

takes

that Katherine MacDonbeauty secret was "water and a
five-cent cake of soap," and I'm inclined

PLATINUM FINISH

—

Brooklyn, N. Y.

for

Hayakawa's

is

is not starring
appearing with dif-

She

pla^'cd in
latest picture.

.Sessue

and Health SpecicUst
Newark, New Jereey
CUT OUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON
physical

Department 475

FREE CONSULTATION COUPON
Mr. Lionel Strongfort, Dept.
Newark, N. J —
Please send me
475.

your book, "PROMOTION AND
conservation of health, strength
MENTAL ENERGY," for postage of which Iand
enclose a 10c piece (one dime).
before the subject in which I

.Colds
Catarrh

..
.

.

.

.

.

.

.Asthma
Hay Fever

.

.

.Obesity

.

.

.

.

.

Headache

.Thinness
...Rupture
.

,

.

.

.

Lumbago

...Neuritis

...Neuralgia
...Flat Chest
...Deformity
(Describe)
.Successful

. .

Marriage

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

,

.

.Heart Weakness
.Poor Circula-

.

,

.

.Skin Disorders

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.Gastritis

.Stomach

tion

,

.

.Vital Depletion
.. I m potency
...Falling Hair
.Weak Eyes
.

.

Disorders
...Constipation
...Biliousness
.Torpid Liver
...Indigestion
...Nervousness
.Poor Memory
.

interested.

,

...Blackheads
...Insomnia
...Short Wind
...Flat Feet

.

have marked (X)

1

am

Increased
Height
...Pimples
.

.

Rheumatism

.

.

.

.

Despondency

Round Shoulders
Lung Troubles
.Stoop Shoulders
.

.

.Muscular
Development
.Great Strength

Name
Age

Occupation

Street
City.

.State

EVA NOVAK
"Universal Star**
fure perfectly reproduced in the

new

Pirouette

—

I can't

Bob

Twelve puffs of Extra Quality
2-inch hair on a weft reaching
from te.nple to temple. Bob your
hair in Pirouette style.
It cannot he detected and saves cutting
your own hair.
Grays extra.

No. 86011— $5—
on request

GUARANTEED HAIR GOODS
MADE TO ORDER TO MATCH YOUK SAMPLE
Transformations. Pompadours, Wiffs, Carls, Switches, etc.
Hair-Nets (ncne better) Si. 00 doz.

"VOGUENETS"

IF

>

96 Fif til

NOT SATISFACTORY

Roberts

frcxnces
Ave.

Dept.

Co-

954

For Ideas. Photoplay
Plots accepted any form; revised, criticised, copyrie^hted,
marketed. Advice free. Universal Scenario Corporation,
910 Western Mutual Life Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.

lAMONDS
Here at 60%
bf Market Price
Buy

HERE

where loan values the

price basis, not market values. This
76 year old diamond banking firm,
has thousands of unpaid loans and
other special bargrains we mast sell
to get back our cash.

NOW

Pay Full Prices
Why
Costs Nothing
See
to

lond sent forabsolutelyfree examlna_irri3k.

Pauline D. The studio addresses that
you asked for you will find at the end
of the department. I'm sorry, but
give you home addresses.

Send

life-saver.

Right Now,

it

UONEL STRONGFORT

STRONGFORT
The Perfect Man

MOXEY BACK

ald's

Betting will arouse the admiration
of your friends and give you lasting satisfaction.
Just send your
name, address and finger size and
this wonderful ring will be mailed
prepaid to your home.
Upon delivery, deposit
with the postman and the ring is vours.
FIVE DAYS. If you can tell this FIERY

HUED RADIUM GEM

it

I

Fan" wrote us

filigree SterRing,
with a
set
3-4 to 1 carat
"KADIUM GEM," is the latest
Scientific Wonder of the age. The
marvelous brilliancy of the stone

Silver

wonderful
and

picture.

—

Fanny the Fan. — The

This high pierced

ling

m»n -builder and

a

Ramsey

Miss Dorothy C. No, the report that
and Rene Adoree are married is not false. They spent their honeymoon in Honolulu. Matt is not married.
There is Tom, Matt, Owen, and
Joe Moore.

RADIUM
YOURS

I

whose hair is the admiration of
"movie" fans, has created a coif-

than three weeks to have your letter answered. You are not the only one who
is writing,
and you have to wait your
turn.
Those addresses are given below.

THIS BEAUTIFUL

guarantee it.
Mention the ailments on which
you want special confidential information (using coupon below) and
send with 10c to help pay postage,
etc., on my free book, "Promotion
and Conservation of Health,
Strength and Mental Energy."
It's

'

her

will

aid Nature in restoring your Flagging Powers and Manhood and Fit
you for Marriage and Parenthood.

in

have to write

for

— Sometimes

Tom Moore

DIAMOND

will

Modern

Promotion

Health

of

CATALOG FREE

MacDonald

Katherine

will find

to

fit

—

making

She^ is from Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
don't know what part.

Misa Keaermanrv enjoys the distinction of being accredited'
the most Perfect formed woman ere the world.

DOLLARS
We

J\IcN.

—You

you

STRONGFORTISM—The

letter.

Mrs. Adolf H.

29 West 34th

is

Are

stand?

Science

prohably read

your

ANNETTE KELLERMANN

you

studios of the

Beautiful' ' Tviti reach
you by return mail.
You owe it to yourself at least to inves-

Suite

do

marrj'?
Some sweet. Innocent girl
is
trusting in your honor.
Tou
mtist not deceive her.
You dare
not marry until you are physically
fit.
The way looks hopeless to you
but cheer up I can help you.

Woodward

Itis illustrated with photographs
of myself and outlines my
system and explains my

methods

The man who marries a good, pure
woman, loiowing that he is not
physically fit commits the worst
Crime known to civilization. Where

and Norma have bobbed

Shirley,

hair.

can

find out

Be a Failtiie ?^

all

have

with

"

Alice

Priscilla

success.

Beautiful.

S.

hardly be fair

Baltimore, Maryland.
In 1913 and 1915
he played in Syracuse, New York.

give
I
you proof conclusive

for my
booklet,
"The

five

plaj-ed in stock companies before entering pictures. In 1914 he played stock in

could

Send

is

the

Mrs.

room, for only
fifteen
minutes each day.

How you

Hartman

you say. Her
hair and eyes are brown.
She played in

your own

from the

—Greta

feet five inches "high," as

without professional help.

the privacy of

Will Youv Marriacfe

is appearing in Lasky pirtures.
She is
playing with Dorothy Dalton in a story
suggested by Leonard ^Merrick's story,
"Laurels and the Lady." Cecil De j\Iille
is
directing.
It will be released under
some other title. Some of May Allison's
latest pictures are: "The Walk-Offs,"
"The Cheater," "Are All Men Alike?" in
which Wallace MacDonald plays the lead,
"The Marriage of William Ashe," in
which Wyndham Standing plays the part
of William, "Extravagance," in which
Theodore van Eitz plays the part of Dick
T^aiie, and "The Lost Card."
I hope I
named enough of Miss Allison's pictures
to suit you.

became

PERFECT

for
figure,

"I could show you
that did so

gradually
appear-

1

health and
extent that /

figure,

ance to such an
known the world over as the

WOMAN.

—

"You Should Have

No obligation. Nocosttoyou.

Send for Latest List
Diamond Barg^iDS described

in detail. Tells of

guaranteed loan Values, anlimited
privilege .details of free exaroination.

JOS. DeROY

& SONS

exchange
Send now.

2979DeRoy

BIdg.

Only Opposite Post Oftice, Pittsburgh,

(*a.

a

Advertising Section

Norma M.— Pat O'Malley

Miss

113

will

be seen in the Oliver Morosco production
"Slippy McGee." The interviews you desire to see will have to be requested of
the editor, as he is the one who runs
that part of it. You will find your questions concerning "Buck"' Jones answered
elsewhere in the magazine. Jack Mulhall

was born

in

New

York.

He

is

five

feet

eleven and weighs one hundred and fifty.
He has a small son about four years
Your letter was given
old, Jack, Junior.
to the editor.

—

Kiwi. I can't send 3'ou pictures of the
players.
You will have to write them
personally.
If that didn't succeed, why
don't you write to some of those concerns that sell players' pictures and get
them that way? Olive Thomas died from

Does not constitute porfpct boanty unless it
accompanied Ijy a perfect complexion. .Tnst
as a painting may l^e ruined by an in.iudiis

accidental poisoning.
Ethel Clajton is
not the mother of Madge Evans. Sylvia
Breamer is appearing in Will Rogers' pic-

"A

ture

Theby

Poor

plays

in

clous
lines

Billie Burke's latest is "The
Education of Elizabeth." Beverly Bayne
is to make some of her stage successes
into pictures with her husband, Francis
X. I am returning your coupons to you.

—

An Admirer of Thomas IMeighan.
Sorry we do not give the home addresses
of players.
The only way to get your
him would be

gift to

to mail

it

$1.65.
IT FREE Write for free tube of this
perfect skin cleanser and beautifier. Address
Daggett & Ramsdell, Dept. 2421, D. & R.
Building, New York.
40c, 60c, $1.00,

TRY

studio address.
No one else would
be likely to get it.
You do not need to
be anxious on that point.
Tommy has
no children.
Frances Ring is his wife.
"White and Unmarried" is the title of his

OAOGrrr-* RAM SDELL'S

DAGGETT^ RAMSDELtS

release.

Mrs. H.

C.

B.

—Violet

Heming

PERFECT COLD CREAM

played

'

"JheKindTMfKeeps"

the part of Everywoman in the picture
by that name. The cast for "Salome:"
Theda Bara played the title role, G. Raymond Nye played Kinc/ Herod, Albert

Roscoe played John the Baptist, Bertram
Grassby played Prince David, Herbert
Heyes played Sejamis, Genevieve Blinn
played Queen Mariam, Vera Doria played
Naomi, and Alfred Fremont played Galba.
It was made fully two years ago.
At that
time Theda Bara was working at Fox's
coast studios.

StJNNY Rae.

SAVE 25%

to 60%
GRAFIiEX-KODAKS
on

— You

are

;

in Herbert Brenon productions,
Players', D. W. Griffith's, and

Gish's companies.

He

is

five

Free Bargain Book and Catalog

'

Piano!

This Interesting Free Book
shows how you can become a

Cameras and Lenses of every description.
Equal to new. Save money. Write now for
listing hundreds of "uoney-Bavintf bargains in
5elight[yusedand new ...ameraa and supplies. All
goods srild on 10 days* Free Trial. Money back
F not aatisfied.
You take no chancea dealing with us. We
been
have
in the photographic buflineBa over ] 6 yra. Write now.

124 S. Wabash Av. Chicago

skilledplayerof piano or orpan in
your own home at one-quarter usual

cost. Dr. Quinn's fanious Written
Method is endorsed by leading musicians Bnd heads of State Con servatories. Successful 25 years. Pis?
chonis at once and complete piece in every key, within 4 lessons.
Fully iiluslrate.l. ForbeKinners o
Scientific yet easy to understand
Diploma granied. Write
teachers, ol<i or younti. All music free.
tonay for 64.pat;e free Look. "How to Leai-n Piano." M. L. Quinn

Conservatory,

Stn-ii-.

1

T

in.

593 Columbia Rd, Boston, 25, Mass.

Figure^
A Slim
how obtain
to

it

Famous

USE FLO-RA-ZO-NA—

Dorothy

feet seven

perfumed bath
powder that leaves your
delicately

and weighs_ one hundred and thirty-iive
pounds. His hair and eyes are dark. He
is making pictures for First National in
which he is to be starred. His first pro-

skin glowing healthfully
and beautifully smooth
through your daily bath
sprinkled with

duction is to be started as soon as he
completely recovers from a serious operation_ which was recently performed.
His wife, Mary Hay, appeared on the
stage in New York until a short time ago.
I can't say whether you would receive a
personal reply or not. Most of the stars
are_ far too busy to answer personally
their fan correspondence.
Most of them
merely send pictures.
George Stewart
played in "Old Dad" with Mildred Harris.
Thanks awfully for the valentine.
As you say, it's a "little" late, but "bet-

FLO-RA-ZO-NA
Bath Cartons

FLO-RA-ZO-NA IS
GUARANTEED to conepeom salts,
or any harmfi J ingredient,
on the contrary, it is an
tain no alum,

healthful
reducer, scientifically stimulating to circulation.

efFective,

ter late," et cetera.

HAI R— the Fashionable
BOBBED
Aristocratic Head-dress
Cutting Your Hair
—Be Bobbed Without
Nevv York to Paris fashionable women have turned
FROM
to bobbed hair. The charm and beauty of the NATIONAL

last word in
BOB— originated by us— have made it thealready
bobbed
Even if vour hair is
attractive coiffure.
you can also wear the NATIONAL BOB for it s;ives the
annoyance of curling, burping: or cutting your own .hair
Two liny-combs attach it securely— on and off in a jmy
Send a strand of your hair and SIO.OO
^

—

T.
Your first question is answered in the paragraph above. jMildred
Davis was born in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
She has about nineteen years

her credit.
"Smiling" Bill Parsons
died about two years ago. Marjorie Daw

to

was born

Learn

Eligbtly nsed

CENTRAL CAMERA CO. Dept 39A

very good to
me I shall look for your letter every
month.
Richard Barthelmess was born
in New York City in 1895.
He has played

Marie

—

:

to

his

latest

:

coarse sl<in.
D. & R. Perfect Cold Cream will enable you
to keep your skin clean and lovely as fresh
rose leaves.
Three generations of attractive
women owe their cliarms to the consistent
use of D. & R. Perfect Cold Cream.
Daily
massage with it will make your skin dainty,
fair
and alluring.
Fastidious women tlie
world over look upon 1). & R. Perfect Cold
Cream as the most vital accessory of the
toilet.
Sold in tubes, 12c, 30c. 60c. In jars,

Relation."
Rosemary
the
picture
"Good

Women."

little

application of color
so will the fine
a good profile lose much of their
if they are associated with a thick,

of

beauty

in 1902.

—

Ai-Ko, Japan. The addresses you requested are at the end of the department.

A pleasit.g
able

Fourteen Treatments

at.d comfort-

Tvay to reduce.

$3.00

Royal Pharmaceutical & Perfumery Co., Inc.
49 East 102nd

Street,

BOB will he sent

Satisfacto you at once, postpaid.
Artificial eyelashes. J1.50 a pair. Send for

tion guaranteed.
our free hairgoods catalogue.

NATIONAL HAIR GOODS CO,

Postpaid

If your druggist cannot supply you send $3.00
{$4.00 in Canada) direct to

Dept. 235,

The

New York

Dept. L,

368

Sixth Ave.,

New York

City

Originators of the NATIONAL
BOB. U. S. Patent Reg. No.
1,346,718.

Send 85e and dealer's name
for Box of six National Hair
Nets.
State Color and Style

Advertising Section
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—

Mrs. a. E. Mary Anderson is playing
opposite Charles Ray in one of his late

"The Early

called

pictures,

She

Bird.''

Oliver Morosco's production
of "The Half-Breed."
She has not left
the screen and is not contemplating doing
Edith Storey has returned to the
so.
screen once more under the RobertsonCole banner. "The Beach of Dreams is
the name of one of her latest pictures.
Frederick Thompson is still directing.
Maurice Costell-o appears on the screen
every once in a while.

appeared

in

'

—

Maria Rita D. Antonio ^Moreno is
of Spanish birth.
Madrid, Spain, is his
He is not married.
birthplace.

A

Hamburger.

—You

will

find

A-our

questions have been answered elsewhere
in the columns.

Maxine

R.

—Viola

Mason's

Shirley

Dana

is

unmarried.

picture

latest

is

"The

Mother Heart."

—

Blue Eyes. Walter Wanger is the
husband of Justine Johnstone. They have
no children. They have gone abroad for
a vacation.

Miss Laura M.
born

He

—Antonio

Moreno was

has dark hair and eyes.
He came to the United States at the age
of fourteen.
He has been in pictures
since the year 1914.
He has deserted
in 1888.

make

to

serials

feature

His
Moreno's

pictures.

was "Three Sevens."

first

]Mr.

name

is
Antonio Garrido ^lonteagudo.
middle initial is H.
He is five
feet ten and weighs one hundred and
eighty.
He has dark-brown hair and
dark-blue ej es.
His screen career dates
back to the old Selig days. He was born
in Scotland.
He received his education
"

Bill's

in

this

conntrj-.

The

Your

printed in book form.
tions

are not
other ques-

serials

have been answered.

Miss Helen
requested
partment.

is

B.

P.

— The

address you

given at the end of the de-

William Faknum Admirer.

—

New

Curious Bill.
in

—Mary

her teens.

She

Miles Minter

is

on the

—

A. W. D. Valeska Suratt is headlining on the Keith circuit in vaudeville.
She left the screen for good long ago.

—Gordon

Griffith

"The Son of Tarzan."
Miss Margaret La H.

plaved

in

—You

will find
questions given else-

the answers to your
where in these columns.

Lydia H. a.

—Elmo

Lincoln was born

Rochester, Indiana, February 6, 1889.
will have to write him personally
for his photograph. He is married.

in

You

—

Anna M. I never heard of your
friend Mr. Wright.' Helen Gibson was
born in Cleveland, Ohio, August 27, 1894.
She was the wife of "Hoot" Gibson.

—

The Kajan Kid. You are verv' frank
about your looks, but perhaps they are
Casson Fergunot as bad as you think.
son is appearing in Betty Compson's latstarring vehicle for Paramount. "At
End of the World." Nazimoya has
She is five
dark hair and violet eyes.
feet three and weighs one hundred and
Yes, I agree with you
sixteen pounds.
she is a wonderful actress.
est

the

actors of note on the American
screen.
There are other Japanese that
play parts, but no other Japanese stars.
Sessue's screen work has been delayed by
a serious operation that he had to undergo a short time ago.

nese

Mrs. R. W.— Ollie Kirkby is the wife
of George Larkin, and the clipping that
3-0U inclosed referred to Ollie.
Ella Hall
is the wife of Emon^ Johnson, and ^hey
have two small sons.
Mary Fuller is
not on the screen.

—

Mrs. H. C. J. ^Have no record of the
Brenan you ask about.
If he was in
screen work he must have left it a long
time ago.

Ruth L. —You refer to Conv.ay
He is starring for Selznick.
T^Iiss

Emma

M. R.

Miss Houdlette
I can't

— Never heard of the
asked about.

3'ou

Klelilah.

Sorrj'

—

D. A. A. F.AN. Eddj' Polo was born
San Francisco, California. He is mar-

ried.
He is still making pictures for
Universal.
Helen Holmes was born in
Chicago, Illinois.
Katherine iMacDonald
is not married
at present.
Surelv you
may write again, as soon as 3-ou like.

—"Hoot"

working on
his first five-reel feature, "The Mascot
of the Three Star."
Clara Horton is
No.

Gibson

is

playing the feminine lead.
"Peachie" is
the title of one of Katherine ^lacDonV.,

Junior.

—You

will

find

that

your various questions have already been
answered. The personal addresses of

Tom

ers are not given.
is directing Thomas
late W'ar.
S. Rankin

play-

Forman, who

Meighan, was in the
Robert Warwick was a major.

Drew was

killed in action.

—

Mrs. Waller S. B. I'm sorry I can't
give you the information you desire,
but not having seen the picture myself,
I can't

make

out to

whom

j'ou refer.

If

you could give me the name of the character he portra3'ed I could help you.

—

William Scott Admirer. Your fawas born in 1893. He is working
Fox coast studios.

vorite
at the

Chene.

—Thanks

for the photograph. I
Anderson
Claire
played in "The Palace of Darkened Winshall

one hundred and seventy pounds.
His
is brown and his eyes are blue.
He
is
unmarried.
Ralph is about twenty

hair

years of age.

—

IMargaret G.
to

^Ja3^

Christie

the

him henceforth

Belasco has returned

fold, and you will
in Christie comedies.

see

—Ward Crane was born in AlNew York. He received his education in New York.
His screen career
Peggy.

ban\-.

Marion Davies in "The
Alan Dwan's "Soldiers
of Fortune," "Luck of the Irish," and
"The Heart of a Fool." He has been in
pictures for some time.
He plays heavy
parts as a rule.
You might write him
for his picture it would be perfectlj' all
right.
Ward is five feet eleven and
weighs one hundred and seventy-five
He has dark hair and brown
pounds.
has been with

Dark

Star,'

'in

eyes.

—

That is as near as I could
Theodore Kosloff
out the name.
has been a professional dancer for years.
He headlined the Keith circuit with his
Russian ballet. He is of Russian birth,
j-es.
He has been in pictures only a
short time.
I am sure I do not know
why he plays such .inainous parts. As
you say, perhaps he is better cast as such.

John

in D. W. Griffith's productions at
present.
"Dream Street" is the name of
the latest.
He has plaj-ed with Dorothy
Gish.
He also played in D. W.'s "Scarlet Daj'-s" and in "The Greatest Question."
Ralph is six feet one and weighs

ing

help you.

make

in

—

Frank K. Glad you received the
"Market Booklet" O. K. Hope it will
help you out.
Ralph Graves is appear-

;

Tearle.

ald's latest pictures.

other questions have been answered.

B.

—

Walter K. P. Sessue Hayakawa and
Tsuriu Aoki, his wife are the only Japa-

is

last one,
than five

nineteen.
Most men are more
feet five in height.
That's why you don't
see many that height on the screen. Your

Louis

—

Ethel Clayton was born
She has never married again.
Harrison Ford is not married now. He
was born in Kansas City, Missouri. Harrison stands five feet ten in height.
His
weight is one hundred and sixty pounds.
Harold Lloyd has never married.
1890.

I.

Your favorite's latest picture is "His Great Sacrifice."
is
It
a Fox picture. He is making pictures at the
York studios.
still

Miss M. A.

in

treasure

it.

dows." The inscription "Dead Men Tell
No Tales" that you saw all through Picture-PLay was an advertisement of a
picture by that name. It was put in simply to arouse j'our curiosity. Your other
questions you will find have been answered.

Jockey.—Edd^' Polo

is

five

feet eight

and one-half and weighs one hundred and
His hair and eyes
seventy-five pounds.
"You will find the answers to
are black.
your other questions given elsew'here in
the columns.

Addresses of Players
Asked for by readers whose letters are
answered by The Oracle this month:
Buster Keaton. Helen Ferguson, Rudolpho
Valentino, Alice Terr.v. Viola Dana, and Alice
Lake at the Metro Studios, Hollywood, California.

Also Gareth Hushes.

Mary Thurman, Mary

I'ickford.

Mae Marsh,

Clare Adams,

Nilos Welch. J. Warren Kerand Mar;.'ui rite Dela Motte at the
Brunton Studios. Hollywood, California.
William Farnum, Estelle Taylor, and Pearl
White at the Fox Film Corporation, New
York City.
Ben Wilson, Helen Holmes, and Neva Gerber at the Berwilla Studios, Santa Monica
ri.san,

Eoulovard. Hollywood, California.
Charles Ray at the Charles Ray Studios,
Street. Los Angeles, California.
Katherine MacDonald and Roy Stewart' at

Flortiiug'

Katherine
MacDonald
the
Anseles. California.

Studios.

Los

Georae Chesboro and Texas Guinan at the
Francis Ford
Studios,
Sunset Boulevard,
Hollywood. California.
Mabel Normand. Ben Turpin. and Charles
Murray at the Mack Sennett Studios, Allcssandro .Street. Edendale. California.
.Tames Corbett and Percy Marmont at the
Lambs' Club. New York City. Also Carlyle
Blackwell.
Lionel Barrymore. Dorothy Phillips. Miriam
Cooper, and Gladys Leslie at the First National
Pictures Cornoration, 729 Seventh

Avenue, New York City.
Gertrude McCoy at the Gaumont Company,
101 West Forty-second Street.
Wyndham Standing. Mabel Ballin. and
..

.

Irene Castle at the W. W. Hodkinson Pictures
Corporation, 527 Fifth Avenue. New York
Citv.

William Desmond, Thomas Mei.ghan, and
Antonio Moreno at the Los Angeles Athletic
Club. Los Angeles. California.
Gloria Hope. Claire Anderson. Rosemary
Theby. Elinor Fair. Vola Vale. Frank Clark.
Paul Willis. ZaSu Pitts. Francelia Billin.aton,
Wallace MacDonald. Doris May. Kathleen
Kirkham, Juanita Hansen. Mitchell Lewis.
Ann May, and James Morrison, care of Willis
& Inglis, Los Angeles. California, or Mabel
Condon Exchange, Hollywood, California.
Address Gloria Swanson. Theodore Roberts,
Wallace Reid. Ethel Clayton. Dorothy Dalton,
Mildred
Harris.
Henry Woodward. Cl.yde
nilmore, and Margaret Loomis at the Lasky
Studios. Vine Street. Hollywood. California.
Dorothy Phillips, Pat O'Malley, and MarJorie Daw at the Hollywood Studios, Hollywood, California.
Jay Belasco, Grace Darmond. and Vera
Stedman at Christie Studios. Sunset and
Gower. Holl.ywood. California.
.lean Paige. Earle Williams. ,Toe Ryan. William Duncan. Antonio Moreno, and Edith
.Johnson at Vitagraph Studios, Los An.geles,
California.

Hansen,
Marguerite
Courtot,
Juanita
George R. Seitz at Pathe Exchange, 35 West
Forty-fifth Street. New York City.
Will Rogers, Helene Chadwick, Barbara
Castleton, Moll.y Malone, Leatrice Joy. Sylvia
Bremer Richard Dix and Tom Moore at the
Goldwyn Studios. Culver City, California.

Brings HBrhnan's
Richly UphaktBreil

7 PiBce

Suite

Quarter-Sawed and Solid Oak
Send only $1 for this complete suite of library, parlor, or
living room furniture— seven splendid, massive pieces.
Use it 30 days, on free trial, then if you don't say that
it is even more than you expected ship it back and we return your $1 and pay transportation charges both ways.
,

Over a Year to Pay
Only by seeing this splendid quarter-sawed and solid
oak suite can you realize how it will add to the
appearance of your home. Only by examining it
can you appreciate what a record-breaking bargain it is at our smashed price. Furniture like
comfortable, massive
this — elegant,
can be
bought nowhere else at anywhere near the price,
nor on such liberal terms.

—

Handsome Fumed Finish!

with top 24x36 inches. ARM ROCKER, solid oak with quartersawed top panel and arm rests; seat 18x19 in. SIDE ROCKER,
BoUd oak with quarter-sawed oak top rail; seat 16x14 inches.
ARM CHAIR. 37 inches high, and SIDE CHAIR,
> inches high, with seat
16x14 inches.
Table and chairs stand on

tmpoi'ianil
Do

not confase this One
suite with furni-

Hartman

ma; look like it
in pictures, but is inferior
in construction and finish.

ture which

Every Hartman piece is
made to give lasting serv*
ice as well as to

have an

elegant appearance. Note
also the handsome upholstering, spring seatSp

ornamented backs,
rounded arms, and

quarter - o a w e d oak in
this special suite. See if any
otherhouse offers anything
like this at near our price.

noiseless glides. Backs and seats upholstered in durable
imitation Spanish brown leather.
Comfortable sprine
seats. TABOURETTE, 16)i inches high with 10-inch
BLOCKS, heavy enough to
^top, is solid oak.
Shipped (fully
1 support a liberal number of volumes.
boxed, "knocked down" to lessen freight charges) from
factory in Central Indiana, Western New York State or

BOOK

'

Chicago warehouse. Send the coupon.
/Orderby N0.112CCMA5. Price, $39.95. Send $1.00 now.
'

^Pay balance $3.00 per month.

BARGAIN
ETDrC
r II mi CATALOG

— — — Mail Coupon Nowl— ^— — 392
HARTMAN Furniture & Carpet Co.
3913 Wentworth Ave.,

Depl.

I

3667cialcago|

Send the 7-Piece Living Room Suite!
No. 112CCMA5 as described. 1 am to have 30 days' free'
trial. If not satisfied, vfill ship it baci: and you willl
refund my $1 and pay freight both ways. If I keep it, I
I will pay $3.00 per month until the full price, $39.95, is'
paid. Titleremains withyouantilfinalpaymentismade.l
Enclosed find

$1.

I

Hame

I

Street Address
|

R. F.

D

Box No
I

Town

pages of the world's greatest price*
smashing bargains. Everything you need
for the home— the pick of the markets in
Farnitare, rugs, linoleum, stoves,

HARTMAN
FURNITURE

State

& CARPET

I

3913 Wentworth Av.,
Oecopation

.Color

I

watches,

silverware, dishes, washing machines,
sewing machines, aluminum ware, phonographs, gas engines, cream separators,
etc.— all sold on our easy monthly payment plan and on 30 days' Free trial. Post
card or letter brings this S92-T>age Bargain Book by return mail FREE.
"Let Hartman Feather Your West"

Dept.

CO.

3667 Chicago

Copnigbt. 1821, by BirtDiB't, Cbleigo

When Eyes A re Close
^OnJSi^

Complexion at Ease
Does your complexion wince under the appraising gaze? Does it
"make-up" "coarse" "muddy"? Or is it a complexion of confidence one that delights in close inspection? It is the
latter if you use Carmen!
For Carmen gives the beauty, the youthful bloom, the satiny smoothness that craves scrutiny, knowing that
the more critical the gaze, the more pronounced the praise.

fear the verdict

—

—

—

—

Carmen, the powder that stays on, is also Carmen the powder whose charming natural effect on the skin is never lessened under dampness or glaring light,
is truly the face powder extraordinary, as a test will show.
Send 12c to cover postage and packing for purse size
C - i^J
OCtT/ipie: C^f-fpY
WJJCr box with three weeks' supply— state shade preferred.

STAFFORD-MILLER CO..

ST.

LOUIS. MO.

CARMEN
COMPLEXION

POWDER
White, Pink, Flesh,

Cream and new

Brunette Shade, 50c Everywhere

NOV. 1921

23 CENTS

flAVB

VOU ORGANIZED A FAN CLUB YET ?

—

hovdiief elMiineer Cooke

makes Ui-

Bay men
THERE'S no trick about

it.

First of

Electricity, the greatest force
of today, offers unlimited opportunities to the trained man.
Thousands
of big-paying positions are open to
all,

"Electrical Experts."

Then,

my

specialty, in fact

my life

work is in producing—training— "ElecExperts" for big-pay jobs in
the Electrical Field. I do this
through my perfected Home-Study

trical

Course in Practical

Electricity.

As

Chief Engineer of the Chicago

Engineering Works, / know exactly the kind of
training a man needs to get and hold a big-pay
job and I give my students that kind of training
without any fuss and frills with no big words,
no useless theory, no higher mathematics, just
plain every day, easy-to-understand English
16-year-old school boy can underthat's all.
stand everything in my course. I train my students at home, step by-step, lesson-by-lesson, to
become "Electrical Experts" and a man
with this training is in constant demand,
at $3,500 to $10,000 a year. The records
of hundreds of my students prove that"The
Cooke Trained Man is the Big Pay Man."

—

—

A

Be an Electrical Expert
Earn $3500
Your Success
Decide today to

fit

is

to

Certain

yourself for a big pay job

With my help you
and swiftly upward.
system of putting ambi-

in this fascinating field.
will climb surely, steadily

The

success of

my

young men into the big-pay class has been
proved over and over again, and this success
makes it certain that I can put you into the big-

$10,000 a Year
So sure am I of this that I will positively
guarantee under bond to return every cent paid
me if you are not entirely satisfied that my
Course in Electricity is the best investment you
ever made. There's no chance for failure here!

Free Electrical Outfit

tious

pay class also. Yes, I can qualify you to step
into the $3500 to $10,000 a year field.

COOKE, Chief Engineer, Chicago Engineering
Works. Dept4410, 1918 Sunnyside Ave .Chicago.
Dear Sir: Send ai once your Big Free Book. How to
Become an "Electrical Expert," and full particulars of
your Free Outfit and Home Study Course
all fully
prepaid, without obligation on my part.

L. L.

—

Name.

my

students a splendid outfit of fine
I give each of
electrical tools, materials, instruments, etc., absolutely
practical
work at home, right from the
You
do
FREE.
start. These tools will help you pay for your course
in picking

up spare-tims money.

Get Started Today-Write Me
I

want to send you

full particulars,

showing you how

my Course in Electricity will mean success and Big-Pay
for you
I want to send you a copy of my Big FREE
Book, "How to Become an Electrical Expert."
This book has started hundreds on the road to a real
Use the coupon TODAY— it's the first step
future.
towards bigger pay. Yours for success I

L.L. Cooke. Chief Engineer.

mi^U ElNIEJIf lE
Address^

Dept. 4410, 1918 Sunnyside Avenue, Chicago
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Oliver Tvoewriter '^^Xi
Monthly Installment

alone

won

of the latest and improved

is

— formerly

changed

such fame.

— not

—

$100
the

The

lately $64.

factory

the

a fur-

let

sold.

is the standard $100 typewriter, but it is sold
from the factory to the user. You do not have
pay for an enormous army of salesmen nor for a

This

factory to you. saving you the cost of selling.

costly chain of

is

worth $100,

finest,

the

it

is

costliest

this

to

You

sturdy,

Oliver

ever

branch houses

exactly

in

50

cities.

what $100 or more brings the
keep what otherwise would be

And you

spent in selling you a typewriter.

A

Merely mail the coupon below for a Free Trial
Check which.

sensational offer

Oliver or for further information.

The new 'eduction is due solely to our
method of selr .sg. It created a sensation in

This method has been

simplified

-

1917.

To

of the public,

^^'e

now make

a

—

promptly.

now

reduce the price to $49.50 for cash or $55
on installments, with over a vear to pay.

Hie

The coupon brings the Oliver to you for five days'
free trial.
Be your own salesman. If you agree that

You can

the finest tyi^ewriter that any price can buy, ycu

payment

When

through every test and comparison with other $100 standard typewriters.
Then
if you want to buy it, send $49.50 in cash.
Or if
3'ou wish to take advantage of the installment plan,
it

arrives, put

it

send us $3, then $4 per month until the $55

you decide against it, ship
You do not risk a penny.
If

Remember,

this is a

it

back

is

save
$45 on our time
plan.
costs us $5.50
to carry your
account for 14

months, if you
pay cash you

brand new Oliver, fresh from

T^pewritSr (pmpany
Bldg., Chicago,

I
I

THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER COMPANY.

"
B
|
I
|

1258

Oliver

Typewriter

Chicago,

Bldg.,

shipping point
Do not send

is

Mail me
order
until
— "Thea machine
High Cost of Typewriters —The Keason
X

and the Bemedy," your de luxe catalog
formation.

Name

1^

9

III.

Ship me a new Oliver Xo. 9 Typewriter for five days'
free inspection.
If I keep it I will pay $35 as follows:
S3 at the end of trial period and then at the rate of %i per
month.
The title to remain in you until fully paid for.
If I make cash settlement at end of trial period I am to
deduct ten per cent and remit to you S49.50.
It I decide not to l;eep it. I will ship it back at your exrense at the end of five days.
your hook

$1^1

III.

^

>[y

paid.

at oitr expense.

OLIVER

1258 Oliver Typewriter

It

can save yourself half the usual price.

Thouuse for 4 years.
"Why should you
it.

pay double when double cannot bring more. This
announcement is bound to bring a flood of orders.
]\Iail the coupon XOAV. so your order can be filled

further' reduction,

anticipating lowered costs of production.
^^'e

in

sands have taken advantage of

abandon the standard price of $100 won the approval

is

get

usual way.

built.

it

not

Finest Oliver ever built

This ofifer is based on the fact that the OHver has
proven that it sells itself. We ship it direct from the

any typewriter
proven Oliver, the

Do

rebuilt.

price

direct

If

second-hand, not

the remarkably low price confuse you.

standard model that has

Over 900,000 have been

—not

New

EASY
TERMS

^mm^^

The Oliver Typewriter Company announces
reduction in price

Brand

i^J^M^

FREE
TRIAL

Oliver No. 9

$55

Price,

^4^)^^ ^>| Q *50

Cash Price

ther

3

Street

Address

City

Occupation or Business

State.

it.

and further in-

—
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Why Some PeqjleAre Never
At Ease Among Strangers
of culture can be
PEOPLE
are calm, well-poised.

recognized at once. They
a certain dignity
about them, a certain calm assurance which makes
people respect them.
It is because they know exactly
what to do and say on every occasion that they are able to
mingle with the most highly cultivated people and yet be

They have

entirely at ease.

But there are some people who are never at ease among
strangers.
Because they do not know the right thing to
do at the right time, they are awkward, self-conscious.
They are afraid to accept invitations because they do not
know what to wear, how to acknowledge introductions,
how to make people like them. They are timid in the
presence of celebrated people because they do not

know

when to rise and when to remain seated, when to speak
and when to remain silent, when to o£fer one's chair and
when not to. They are always uncomfortable and embarrassed when they are in the company of cultured men
and women.
only by knowing definitely, without the slightest doubt,
to do, say, write and wear on all occasions, under all conditions, that one is able to be dignified, charming and well-poised
at all times.
It is

what

Etiquette Gives Charm and Poise
means good manners. It means
knowing what to do at the rifjht time, what

much

you can answer

time?

When a man walks in the street with two
women does he walk between them or next

to the curb?
Who enters the street car first,
the man or the woman ?
When does a man
tip his hat?
On what occasions is it considered bad form for him to pa.v a woman's
fare? May a man on any oc-

Let us pretend that we are in the drawing
Nutea.

room and the hostess is serving
merous little questions of con-

casion

when

what

how

to

correctly?

word

anacknowledg-

invitations,

nouncements,
ments?

how
how

to register at a hotel?
to take leave of the
hostess after an entertain-

ment?

how

home and church

to plan

weddings?

how

to use table silver in the
proper way?

how

—

to

der

do

at

all

tured, correct

.

Etiquette in Public
will

times,

help

arm
to-

all

al)0ut

etiquette and correct conduct
by associating with cultured
people and learning what to
do and sa,v at the expense of
man.y emiiarrassing blunders.
But most people are now
learning quickl.y and easily
through the fainous Book of
Etiquette
a splendid, carefulcompiled, authentic guide
l.V
towards correct manners on all
occasions.

—

The Book
The Book

uncul-

makes

it

—

who

incorrect.
And by knowing so definitely
that one is perfect in the art of etiquette, a
confident poise is developed which enables one
to appear in the most elaborate drawing room,
among the most brilliant and highly cultured
people, without feelin,g the least bit ill at
is

ease.

Send No Money
To enable everyone, everywhere,
mous Book of Etiquette without

to examine the faobligation, we make
special offer to send the complete two-volume set
for 5 days to anyone requesting it.
Entirely free
no money in advance.
All that is necessary is your
name and address on the coupon below, and tlie Book
of Etiquette will be sent to you at once at our expense.
You have the privilege of examining it, reading
it,
and deciding for yourself whether or not you want
to keep it.

this
free

—

Send for the Book

of

Etiquette

today.

Bead some

interesting chapters.
Surprise your friends and
acquaintances with your knowledge of what to do, say,
write and wear on all occasions.
And when you have
been fully convinced that etiquette widens your circle
of friends, makes you admired and respected, increases
your knowledge of society and its requirements, gives
you poise, self-confidence and charm keep the set and
send us $3.50 in full payment.
But if you are not utterly delighted after the .5-day free trial, simply return
the books and you won't be out a cent.
of the

—

The Book of Etiquette is published in handsome cloth
binding decorated in gold.
Send for your set today.
But get your
Just the coupon, remember no money.
coupon off NOW. Nelson Doubleday. Inc.. Dept. 4011,
Oyster Bay. N. Y.

—

of Etiquette

of Etiquette

possible for you to do, say.
thing?
writ(> and wear what is absolutel.v correct and in
accord
with the best form on ever,v
occasion
whether .vou are to
be bridesmaid at a wedding or usher at a
friend's private theatre party.
covers
It
There
ever,vday etiquette in all its pliases.
are chajiters on the etiquette of engagements,
weddings, dances, parties and all social enThcri> are interesting chapters
tertainments,
on corri'spondence, invitations, calls and calling cards.
New chapters on the etiquette in
foreign countries have been added, and there
are many helpful hints to the man or woman

all conditions, the

Should he thank her?
Who
should be served first? What should the guest
do with the cup when he or she has finished
the tea?
Is it good form to accept a second
cup?
What Is the secret of creating conversation and making people find you pleasant
and agreeable ?
It is so easy to commit embarrassing blunders, so easy to do what is wrong.
But etiquette tells us .iust what is expected of us
and guards us from all humiliation and discomfort.

Here are some questions which

Some people learn

men and

introduce

to

women

a woman's
are walking

hold
they

gether?

Do You Know

too
many of them.
Should
the man rise when he accepts
a cup of tea from the hostess?

1^

:

When a man and woman enter the theatre
together, who walks first down the aisle?
When the usher points out the seats, does the
man enter first or the woman? May a man
leave a woman alone during intermission?
There is nothing that so quickly reveals
one's true station and breeding than awkward, poor manners at the table. Should the
knife be held in the left hand or the right?
Should olives be eaten with the finger or with
a fork?
How is lettuce eaten? What is the
correct and cultured way to eat corn on the
cob? Are the fiuger-tips of both hands placed
into the finger-bowl at once, or just one at a

People Judge Us

how

embarrassinp blunders can be made in the public
Should the youna lady in the picture pick
Or
the fork or leave it for the waiter to attend to!
should one of the men pick it up?

up

must

comfortable and embarrassed.
People with good manners, therefore, are
people whose poise and dignity impress you
immediately with a certain awe. a certain respect.
Etiquette makes them graceful, confident.
It enables them to mingle with the
most cultured people and be perfectly at ease.
It takes away their self-consciousness, their
timidity.
By knowing what is expected of
them, what is the correct thing to do and say
they become calm, dignified and well poised
and they are welcomed and admired in the
highest circles of business and society.

duet confront us. If we know
to do we are happy, at
ease. But if we
not know
the correct and cultured thing
to do, we are ill at ease. We
know we are betraying ourselves.
We know that those
who are with us can tell immediately, simpl.v li,v watching
us and talking to us. if we are
not cultured.
For Instance, one must know
how to eat cake correctly.
Should it lie taken up in the
fingers or eaten with a fork?
Should the napkin be entirely
unfolded or should the center
crease be allowed to remain?
May lump sugar be taken up
with the fingers?
There are other problems,

Many

resimirant.

the

to say at the right time.
It consists of certain important little laws of good conduct
that have been adopted by the best circles in
Europe and America and which serve as a
barrier to keep the uncultured and ill-bred
out of the circles where they would be un-

Way

i/oii

etiquette
that
be
observed
among strangers. Sec
how man.v of them

Etiquette

Here's the

,iust how
know about

you find out

How

Nelson Doubleday,
New York.

Inc.,

Dept. 4011, Oyster Bay,

Without money in advance, or obligation on my
part, send me the Two Volume set of the Book of
Etiquette.
Within 5 days T will either return the
It is underbooks or send you S3. 50 in full paj-ment.
stood that I am not obliged to keep the books if I am
not delighted with them.

(Please

write

plainly)

travels.

With the Book of Etiquette to refer to,
there can be no mistakes, no embarrassment.
One knows exactly what is correct and what

Cheek

this

square

if

you want these books with the

beautiful full leather binding

examination privilege

at $5.00.

with 5 days"

—
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by our readers.

IT'S

What Makes
Picturc-Play
Different?
your October issue

distinctive in a

readers, Mrs. Alice

good many ways/' one of our
M. Shelton, wrote us recently

from Pentwater, Michigan.
"But I've just discovered the one thing that makes
it especially distinctive for nie, and that is this: you
don't hold yourself off, aloof, and talk to your readers.
You talk with them. For instance, in looking over
I

noticed

that

besides

all

the

expressions from readers in "What the Fans Think,"
you had the fans decide who they thought were the
eight leading beauties of the screen, and settle the
discussion as to whether or not we need better movies.
Another sign of that intimate relationship between

and your readers is seen in the Fan
Club movement which you are starting a perfectly

the magazine

—

splendid thing, I think.
"I haven't yet been impelled to join in any of the
discussions in which your readers engage, but

some

day I probably shall. And in the meantime I just want
you to know that I, at least, enjoy -the contributions
of those who do very much indeed."
There is' no distinction we should enjoy having more
than to have it said that there was an intimate bond
between us and our readers. It is something toward
which we are constantly striving.

.;

.
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Complete ^i^-PieCG

Aluminum

392-Page Book

FREE

Set

Yes, madam, only $1 and Hartman ships this splendid, complete set of
aluminum ware. Use it 30 days on Free Trial— and then, if you don't
say it is the best and most complete aluminum set you have ever seen
at anywhere near the price and the world's greatest bargain, senr
back and we will refund your money and pay
transportation charges both ways. If you
keep it, pay on our easy terms No risk to you

FREE

.

Sanitary, Beautiful

Bargain Gafaleg

'Light, strong -will last forever. So good
it for life,
If it ever rusts, cracks,
chips, or peels, we will gladly send money back.
This complete set, made from heavy gauge
Alnrajufaf
*^
pressed steel aluminum, absolutely seamless,
consists of:
Nine-piece combination double
*^««
*
roaster with two outer shells; inside pudding
pan; 5 custard cups with perforated cup pan holder.
(Two outer shells
make an excellent roaster for chicken, steaks or other meats. Using
perforated inset and small pudding pan, it is a combination cooker and
steamer. The three pans are also used separately over the fire as a cake
pan, bake dish, pudding pan, or for any purpose where open pans are

that

we

yAnu

P^mi

Send
Coupon

^

Big Savistgsl

This gives you the opportunity xo
secure the choicest styles and amazing bargains in furniture,
rugs, linoleum, stoves,
ranges, watches, silverware, dishes, washing

I

sew ing ma-

\

3913 Wentworth Ave., Dept. 3668

aluminum ware,
phonographs, gas en6-quart preserving gines, cream separators,

I

No. 414CCMA19.

used.) 7-cup coffee percolator with inset (2 pieces);
kettle; 2 bread pans; 2 pie plates; 1-quart and 2-quart lipped sauce pans;
1 ladle; 2 jelly cake pans with loose bottoms (4 pieces); 1 castor set, consisting of salt and pepper shakers, toothpick holder and frame (4-piece8)
1 measuring cup; 1 combination funnel (6-pieces); 3 measuring spoons;
1 strainer; 1 sugar shaker; 1 doughnut cutter; 1 cake turner; 1 lemon juice

extractor.

Shipped from Chicago warehouse.
Order complete set of 42 pieces by No. 414CCMA19
Bargain price, $12.95. Pay $1 now. Balance, $1.50 monthly.

machines,
chines,

Dept. 3663

Hartman

F&irnitiBre

& Carpet Co.

Chicago, III.
Send the 42-piece Aluminum Set
free trial. If not
satisfied, I will ship it back and you will refund my Jl.OO
pay transportation charges both ways. If I Keep it, I
Enclosed

is

$1.00.
I

am to have 30 days'

etc.— all sold on our easy Band
will pa'y fl.BO per month nntjl full price, $12.95, is paid.
monthly payment plan—
Title remains with yoa until final payment is made.
30 days' free trial on
everything. Post card or

brings 392-pagc
Bargain Book Free by
return mail. "Let Hartman Feather Your Nest."

Name.

letter

Street Address.

HARTMAN lT^'tt\

3913 Wentworth Ave.

'^'fi

,

guarantee

n

^

This great free 392-paE;e
Catalog shows you how to
make any home more beau- \
tiful and more comfortable \
and how to save money.

Gu^rsiBiteeeB Fl^sf Quality

Chicago,

III.

|

R. F, D...

Box No.

Town

State.

Occupation

Color.

—

The

What

of the market?
This in aninquiries from photoplay writers, real and near. When this
Scenario
was written the market was bad inMarket
deed.
The industrial depression which
hit the country, along with exorbitant freight rates,
unsettled rate of foreign exchange, et cetera, all had
much to do with retrenchment policies put into effect
by the various film-producing companies both East and

State
of the

swer to many

West.

pmrchased "Robinson's Trousseau" from H. C. Witwer,
the sporting writer" and humorist, which also recently
saw the light of day in a well-known magazine, for an
even larger sum.
For some years it has been the policy with comedy
units to use either stories which have been written by
staff authors or those which are submitted as original
scripts purely and for which a comparatively nominal
The high-water mark for this
price has been paid.
class of story has been around two hundred and fifty
dollars, and ^the story had to have exceptional merit

The true state of the market could not always be
ascertained because, with the influence brought to bear
to receive this.
from the advertising departments, some journals were
Fifty per cent of the magazine stories which are
not prone to publish the brutal facts.
available for motion-picture material make very scant
The policy in the
feature material.
For several months many of the
past has been to allow the continumotion-picture studios on the Pacific
writer to insert one or more
ity
Coast, as well as in New York City,
For our readers who wish to ensequences to "pad out" the plot. In
gage in screen writing we publish
were not running full force several
some cases the theme permitted of
a booklet called "Guideposts for
important studios, in fact, were
Scenario Writers" which covers
elaboration, but more often the inclosed, and others had only one or
about every point on which beginserted material was obvious padding.
two companies at work where forners wish to be informed, and
The day has come now when the
merly there had been six or eight.
which will be sent for ten cents
short-length comedy producer, realizThis fact was bound to affect the
For those who have
in stamps.
ing that he has a genuinely humorous
market.
When film units are not
written stories which they wish to
in a short story which he may
theme
working there is no need to buy
submit to producers we publish a
use as the foundation to build his
stories.
The new and drastic rulings
Market Booklet giving the ad"gags" or bits of business, will go
dresses of all the leading companies,
on censorship have also necessitated
magazine markets.
the
into
and telling what kind of stories
out
the rejection of many stories, thus
they want. This booklet will be
Many stories which are hopeless as
aiding in the unsettled state of the
sent for six cents. Orders for these
feature material will fall into that
market.
Hence the story market
booklets should be addressed to
They can now be pruned of
class.
that is, the market for program stufl:
the Scenario Writers' Department,
extraneous material for a two-reeler
It
has suffered in consequence.
Picture-Play Magazine, 7.9 Seventh
where they had to suffer obvious padmay have improved by the time this
Please
Ave., New York City.
ding out for even the five-thousandappears in print. Conditions are sure
note that we cannot read or
_

;

—

to better themselves

by

late

autumn

or early winter at the very latest.
But the demand for originals

foot

criticize scripts.

program

is

becoming more and more pronounced, and the barter
and sale will be going briskly forward before the snow
flies.

There has been a marked change in
the attitude of the producer toward the
Marked
short-length comedy story since the beChange
ginning of the year. Some of the leading comedy producers are coming into
the story-material market in so far as it aft'ects the
larger magazines in direct competition with the feature-

A

scenario department.

A

few months ago the comedy division of the Universal Film Manufacturing Company, of which W.
Scott Darling, recently of Christie's, is now the head,
established a new high price for short-length stories
when they purchased for Lee Moran "Whose Wife Is
Kate?" a short story by Cleveland Moffett and Harvey
Thew, for the sum of fifteen hundred dollars.
For the story immediately following upon this they

feature.

not discouraging to the
original writer who as yet has not
"made" the magazines. It simply means that comedy
producers are realizing more every day that they have
to have a genuinely humorous and logical story to start
with.
Then the director, continuity writer, "gag man,"
and the comedy star, who is generally a gag man in himself, can build' bits of business into the story that have
a reason and are in place and not merely a series of
incidents strung together with subtitles.

This

The Only
Pull

is

There is one sentence in a letter from
Edith V. Schliemann which should be

invaluable to other aspirants to scenarioIt. is, the only pull is
writing honors.
Hard
One must stand alone in
hard work.
One must deliver the goods
movieland as elsewhere.
There is no "pull," such as many outsiders
to succeed.
seem to believe. There is no excellence anywhere withis

Work

out great labor.
Just keep working if you feel you
As to choosing between
are inspired to write stories.
Continued on page 10

—

-
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"Why, / could
Thousands say
it

9

write a better story than thatP'
you have

that, just as

studios cannot obtain sufficient good material

said

dozens of times

that

many thousands of patrons are
many of the pictures shown.
may be that you, who can tell a

so

criticising so

Perhaps you could

And

npHE

motion picture industry extends a
genuine welcome to you to try; and offers
you fame and fortune if you succeed.

The

industry

faces

shortage of photoplays in

and

most

the

pay

"But," you say, "I

am

Many who

It

scenarios.

will liberally

Not mere

A
As
men

looked at

for,

They

ideas, not

—

sincere,

Thomas

H. Ixce

Send for tbe Van Loan QnesUonnaire Today?
You incur not a penny of cost in making this
simple test in the coniidence of your own home.

Thomas H. Ince Studios
Cecil B. De Mille
Director General

If your questionnaire reveals no talent you will be
If it does reveal this
frankly advised of the fact.
most souglit for and valuable gift of telling a story
dramatically the educational facilities of the Palmer
Photoplay Corporation will be opened to you \1
you express the desire.
The headline of this advertisement is a promise
that it will give us the greatest possible satisfaction
We want story tellers: we will
to help you to fulfill.
incur any reasonable expense to find them and deWith the questionvelop them we will rewaril
naire we will send
them as almost no other
you a free sample
profession can reward its
copy of The Photo
successes.
official
dramatist.
You have some storyorgan of the Screen
Find out if
telling ability.
Writer's Guild of
to
be
have
enough
you
the
worth developing. The cost
League, the photois the 2 cents required to
playwright's magaFame
mail the coupon
zine.
and large income are the
possible rewards.

Famous Players-Lasky Corp
Jesse L. Laskt

simple fact is that storyhidden in the most un-

;

Warren Kerrigan was

starred.

In the crying need for stories, without which the
motion picture industry cannot exist, the producers
have determined that there is just one solution
to test every man and woman who is willing to cooperate in the test in his or her own home, and to
offer accredited training to those who show any real
evidence of story-telling power.

To

this

Famous Players-Lasky

end a simple home test has been prepared

consisting of a questionnaire such as the T'nited
States Array used to detect various types of al)ility
In the Iste war.
It is the invention of Prof. Malcolm
Shaw MacLean, former instnictor in short-story
writing at Northwestern TTniversity. and Mr. H. H.
Van Loan, the celebrated photoplaywright.

Acting with the producers, the Palmer Photoplay

Corp.

Weber

Lois

lies

expected places.
Gardner Sullivan,
C.
whose salary is $2,000 a week, was a
farmer boy before he discovered "his
natural gift for creative writing.
.T.
Leo
Meehan was undiscovered and a dissatisfieil
routine worker when he took up the
study of photoplay writing.
Yet in a
few months after beginning his training
he was earning a big income as a studio
scenarist
Caroline Sayre was and is a
farmer's wife in Missouri.
Yet she wrote
"Live Sparks," a feature picture in which
J.

might have

Corporation has volunteered to place this simple
liome test in the hands of every reader of Picture
Play who will agree to fill in the questionnaire and
Will you
return it.

Vice President

The

successful

it

Advisory Council

;

telling; ability

now

nation-wide search for story-telling ability

the Standard Oil Company employs
search for new sources of oil
as the Copper Industry has its
engineers, prospecting for new ore, so the
motion-picture industry
the fourth in
size
has the Palmer Photoplay Corporation searching in every office and home
not for writers but for men and women
who have the power to tell a dramatic
story vividly.

—

are

I

—or

tried;

to

supply

not a writer.
a salesman"

that way.
But they didn't.
and some of them now enjoy big
incomes.
We discovered their ability and
the rest was a simple matter of training.

2,000 good
patchworks
of incident and action, but connected, workIt is because the
able stories for the screen.

needs,

am

—or

only a housewife
what ever you are.

serious

liistory.

its

it

good from a bad picture, can help.

Weier Productions,

Lois

Frank

E.

Inc.

Woods

Chief Supervising Director
Famous Flayers-Lasky Corp.

Gardner Sullivan
Author and Producer

C.

:

Allan Dwan

Allan

Duan

Productions

Rob Wagner
Author and Screen Authority

Author's

.James R. Qcirk
Editor and Publisher

Photoplay Magazine

PALMER PHOTOPLAY
Please send me. without cost
or
obligation
on my part,
your questionnaire.
will
I
answer the questions in it
Jind
return
it
to
you for
analy.=;is.
If I pass the test,
I
am to receive further information about your Course
and Service.
Also send free

Sample Copy
dramatist.

of

the

:

Corporation, Dept. of Education, Y-11
LW. Hellman Building, Los Angclcs, CaL
JN

amC

AddrCSS

Plinto*

—

—

!

—
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Chats with Screen Authors
Continued from page 8

fiction

and the

screen,

might be

it

wise, if one finds short-story writing
easier, to write fiction for

and

Strange as

magazines

motion-picture

retain

may

it

seem,

rights.

you can

if

few concerns

write action and color, a

pay more for your story after
appears in some magazine than if
were first submitted for a movie

will
it

it

Strange, but true

plot.

The

Sometimes
Unhonored
and Unsung

editor

film

sometimes unhonored and unsung^

is

^^^^

^^^t that is

well known to those
experienced in movieland's activities
is that to the film editor very frequently goes the credit for the success or the failure of a motion-picture play. The manufacturer of the

TEN
— and

j'ears in the railway mail service
then, in one jump, a $10,000 a

year Star Saleman
Warren Hartle,
4425 N. Robey St., Chicago, whose picture
appears above, did it
He's taken his
place among the ranks of the big monej'
makers. $10,000 a year as a Salesman
and he never sold goods before.

$95 an Hour!

"Every hour I spent on my I. C. S.
Course has been worth $95 to me! My
position, my $5,000 a year income, my
home, my family's happiness I owe it all
to my spare time training with the International Correspondence Schools!"
Every mail brings letters from some of

—

film, the director, the scenario writer,
the author of the plot, and mayhap
the title writer and scenic artist receive screen and poster credit, but

the two million I. C. S. students telling of
promotions or increases in salary as the
rewards of spare time study.

how

freqtiently

supper?

name

of the

does

man who

one read the
edits the pro-

Not often!

duction?

What

are you doing with the hours after
Can you afford to let them slip

by unimproved when you can easily make
them mean so much? One hour a day
C. S. will prepare you
you want in the work you
Put it up to us to
it will
Mark and mail this coupon now I

spent with the

!

!

How did he do it? Simply by learning the
secrets of successful salesmanship from Master
Salesmen

and Sales Managers through the
National Salesmen's Training Association.
Think what you could do with his splendid
income
You could own your own home, have
money In the hank, drive a car and have many
of the luxuries that make life worth living.
What Hartle did, you too can do.
!

Why

YOU

Don't

the Selling

Get into

Game?

The quickest wa.v to earn big money is in
the selling game.
Be a Star Salesman. You
can learn the secrets of selling as thousands
have done.
Our amazing methods make
mastery of Salesmanship easy for any man
who wants to succeed. Y'ou don't have to
lose a day or a dollar from your present job
just a part of your spare time will do.

—
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Proof that You Can
Be a Star Salesman

Mail tlie coupon below.
It will bring you a wonderbook entitled "A Knight of the Grip."
In it you
find the proof that you, too, can do as Hartle did.
as thousands have done through this System.
See for
yourself the wonderful opportunities in this fascinating
profession.
Learn how you can quickly qualify.
ful
will

We

Help You Land
system.
TnK wonderful
WLV
goon ag

^ollincr
>-»diiiig

J,
**•

^

tm^

.lust

ready

as

and

qualified the Employment and Service Department of
the N. S. T. A. will help you select and secure a good
selling position.
The moment you are a Salesman vour
chances for making money are unlimited.

Lose no

Mail the coupon right noiv—

time.'

this rnimite.

Address:

Frank Lawrence,

film

editor

in

for the Universal Film Comis known to the elect as the
"Wizard" of the cutting room. In
the old General Film days he was
known to take trims from picture
chief

pany,

and by
utilize them
plays,

skillful, intelligent

work

productions
"Pop" Rock, of the

into

of excellence.

film

Vitagraph, once stated that some of
Lawrence's trim plaA's were better
than the originals from which the
trims were cut.

Lawrence

is

the

man who

takes

your big feature story after it is put
into film and trims it to length, edits
scenes, giving thein footage or shortening them, as the case may be, add-

ing or subtracting them, and, in short,
editing the completed film and making a cohesive, snappy prodttction of
Many a "sick" drama has been
it.
saved by the film editor, who must
combine the knowledge of direction,
of dramatics, of scenario continuity
writing, photography, and film titling
all

in one.

jtist

how

prove it.

With no obligation on my part, please send me "A
Knight of the Grip" and full information about the
N. S. T. A. Training and Employment Service. Also a
list showing lines of business with openings for salesmen.

The director and the
is.
scenario writer and the star all take
credit when the production is praised
and the film editor is unsung. But
if the production is not all that it
should be—they unitedly "pass the
buck"

OUT HERE

"~

—

BOX
Without
qualify
I have

for

45

6

cost

the

marked

SOBANTON, PA.

7B

or obligation, please explain how I can
position, or in the subject hetore which
an
in the list below:

X

BUSINESS MANAG'M'T

ELEC. ENOrNEER
Electric Lighting
Electric Wiring

&

SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING

Bys.

Railroa<l Positions

Telegraph Engineer
Telephone Work

ILLUSTRATING
Show Card & Sign

MECHANICAL ENGE.

D Mechanical

Ptg.

Cartooning
Private Secretary
Business Correspondent

Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Toolmaker
Gas Engine Operating

BOOKKEEPER

CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping

Stenographer & Typist
Cert. Pub. Accountant

TRAFFIC MANAGER

MINE FOR'N or ENGR.
STATIONARY ENGR.

,

Railway Accountant
Commercial Law

Marine Engineer

ARCmTECT

GOOD ENGLISH

Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer

SERVICE
cmL
AUTOMOBILES

Com. School Subjects
Railway Mail Clerk
Mathematics

PLUMBING & HEAT'G

a Navigation
Agriculture

Sheet Metal Worker
Text. Overseer or Supt.

CHEMIST

Spanish
Teacher

Poultry

Banking

Pharmacy

I

NameStreet

and No. -

Occupation _

Maybe you never knew
important a functionary a

—

National Salesmen's Training Association
30-S. Chicago, III., U. S. A.

Dept.

!

— —TEAR

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

film editor

NATIONAL SALESMEN'S TRAINING ASSOCIATION
Dept. 30-S
CHICAGO, ILL., U. S. A.

I.

for the position
like best. Yes,

to the film editor, so

Name

his importance.

Street

Remember

proving

1/2

CARAT ^69*^^

All other weiehts a
proportionate prices
Order the size you
want. Buydirect

BLUE-

WHITE
GUARANTEED

from Import

"his is

Sav
the re-

ers.

a sparkling, gencut and

ie .li;Hrii..n.i. full

tifully brilliant.

Set in

14kL. solid gold ring.

tailer'

RICES SMASHED!

profit

te this for less than
n dupl
wf'll rt-fiiiid every Cent you
Our-~big *hulesnle catalog con-

$125."uiJ.

City

State

."

.-.-i-

-'

him honor.
story.

paid.

the film editor, and do
He often saves your

RVVfe
Uu>9 hundreds of such bargains
for it-it' 3 free. INVEST IN DIAMONDS
I

-B.GUTIER&SONS

""""n'y:

—

"
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In "The Wonder Book for Writers," which we

way

Stars point out the easiest

to

you

will send to

turn your ideas into stories

11

ABSOLUTELY FREE,

these

and photoplays and become a

famous Movie

successful writer.

Millions oP People Can ^Viite
Stories and Photoplays and
Dorit
It /

Know

THIS
made

is the startling assurtiun recently
by one of the liisbest paid
writers in the world. Is his astonishin^j;slateuieut true?
Can it he possihle there are countless thousands of people
yearning to write, \Yho really can and simply
haven't jiiiniiJ if aiil? Well, come to thin!; of
it,
most anybody can icll a story.
Why
can't most jinyhody write a story?
"Why is
writing supposed to be a rare gift that few
possess?
isn't this only another of the Mistalien Ideas the jiast has handed down to us?
Yeslerday nol>ody dreamed man could fly.
To-day he dives lil;e a swallow ten thousand
feet above tlie cnrlh and laughs down at the
tiny mortal atoms of his fellow-men below
So yesterday's "impossibility" is a reality
!

to-day.

"The

come," writes the same
millions of people will be
writers
there will lie countless thousands of
playwrights, novelists, scenario, magazine and
newspaper writers
they
are
coming,
time

will

"when

autliority,

—

LETTERS LIKE THIS coming

ARE POURING

IN

new

I

them

"I wouldn't take a million dollar! for

it."-MAEY WATSON.

Fairuont. W. Va.
"It is worth its woieht In gold.
— G. M0CKWIT2, New Castij£.

W*3H.
"Every obstacle that menaces
access can be mastered throosh

this simple bat thorough system.' '- M RS OLIVE MICHAUX,
.

CHABLEBOl. Pa.
"It contains a Bold mine of

" — LBNA
BAILEY. Ut. Veenon, III.
Talnable saeKestions.

*'I can only say that I am amazed
that it is possible to set forth the
short Btory and
principles of

photoplay writing in ench a clear,
concise

manner."

--

GORDO>i

MATHEWS, MONTEEAL,

Can.
"I received yoar Irvlntf System
some time azo. It Is the most
remarkable thins I have ever
seen. Mr. Irvinir certainly has
made story ana play wrltin*
mazin^'y simple and easy."--

ALFBED HOETO.

Niaoaea

Falls. N. T.

"Of all the compositions I have
read on this subject, 1 find yours
the most helpful to asnirins
authors." - HAZEL SIMPSON
N A Y L O R LITERARY EDITOE,
.

Motion PicnmE Magazine.

"With this volume before him.
the veriest novice should be able
to build stories or photoplays that
will find a ready mariset. The best
treatise of its kind I have encountered in 24 years of newsand

paper

literary

work." —
Han-

PIERCE WELLER.

n

AGiNO EDrroE. The BinghampTON Press.
''When I first saw your ad I
was working In a shop for
a
Always having worked
week.
with

my

baods,

i

doubted

my

to make money with my
brain. So it was with much skepticism that 1 sent for your Easy
Method of Writing When the
System arrived, I carefully etndled It eveninga after work. Within

ability

month

1

had completed two

Slays, one of which sold forSfiOO,
i unhesitat^e other for $450.
ingly say that I owe It all to cn*
Irving Sy»tem."-HELEN KIN

DON, ATLANTIC CTTT. H.J.

—

whole
of

a

world

And do you

!"

know

what

tliese

writers-to-be are doing now? Why, they
are the men
armies
of

—
— young and
now doing mere

them

old,

clerical

work

in

of-

keeping books,
merchandise,
or even driving
trucks, running elefices,

selling

vators,

street

waiting

on

cars,
tables,

working

barber
at
chairs, following the
or teaching
schools in the rural

plow,

districts
women,

and
and

;

young

old, by scores, now
pounding
ty p e writers,
standor
ing beliind counters,
or running spindles
in factories, bending

sewing
madoing
or
housework.
Yes
you may laugh but
over

chines,

—The

arc

these

Writers

Tomor-

of

tliought that you "haven't the gift." Many people are simply afraid to try. Or if they do try,
their first efforts don't satisfy, they simply give up in despair, and that ends it.
They're through. They never try again. Yet

and

by some lucky chance, they had first
learned the simple rules of writing, and then
given the imagination free rein, they might
have astonished the world
if,

!

two things are essential in order to
Bt'T
come a writer.
First, to learn the

stnrii-irritinr/

inrifer?
lie

j II fit

the

vou

"bluffed"

rift

He

rireafpat

Only maysimply

are

bv

the

WIN

true!

Thousands

of people imagine they need a
fine education in order to write.
Nothing is
farther from the truth.
Many of the greatest writers were the poorest scholars.
People
rarely learn to write at schools.
They may
get the principles there, but they reallij learn
to tcrite from the great, wide, open, boundless Book of Humanity
Yes. seething all
!

around
minute,

you, every day, every
in the whirling vortex

—
—

every
the flotsam
—hour,

and jetsam of Life even in your own home,
at work or play, are endless incidents for
stories and plays
a wealth of material, a
world of things happening.
Every one of
these has the seed of a story or play in it.
Think
If you went to a fire, or saw an accident, you could come homo and tell the folks
all about it.
ITnconsciously you would de!

—

Nobody knows— BUT

THE BOOK WILL TELL

YOU.
So why waste any more time wondering, dreaming,
waiting? Simjily fill out the coupon below and send to
You're not
us in a letter with 10c to cover mailing.
BUYING anything, you're getting it ABSOLUTELY
FREE. A book that may prove the Book of Your

A

Destiny.

Magic

Book

througli

whicli

men

and

women young and old may learn to turn their spare
hours into cash!
Get your letter in the mail before you sleep to-night.
Who ivnows it may mean for you the Dawn of a New
To-morrow! Just address The Authors' Press, Dept.
327, Auburn, New York.

—

This BooKFREE

it all very realistically.
And if somebody stood by and wrote down exactly what
you sairl. you might be amazed to find your
story would sound just as interesting as many
you've read in magazines or seen on the
screen.
Now, you will naturally say, "Well,
if Writing is as simple as you say it is, why
can't / learn to write?" Who saijs you can't?

scribe

A wonderful FREE
LISTEN!
recently been written on this

— a book that
System — a Startling New

ject
of

a

to

difficult.

Irving

did

How

This surprising l)ool( is ABSOLUTELY FREE.
Simply
send 10 cents in U. S. coin or stamps to cover cost of
packing, addressing and mailins: this boolt.
No further
charge. No obligation. TOUK copy is waiting for you.
Write for it NOW. GET IT. IT'S TOURS. Tlien
you can pour your uiiole soul into this magic new enchantment that has come into your life story and play
writing.
Tlie lure of it, tlie love of it, the luxury of
it will fill your wasted liours and dull moments with
profit and pleasure.
You will have this noble, absorbing, money mailing new profession!
And all in your
spare time, without interfering witli your regular job.
Who says you can't make "easy money" with your
brain! Who says you can't turn your Thoughts into
casli!
WIio says you can't make your dreams come

For writing isn't
only for geniuses as
most people think.
i/riu
Don't
hclirre
Cvpntor
r/ave
the
in cult ji

ure.

Second, to
learn to exercise your faculty of Thinking.
By exercising a thing you develop it. Your
Imagination is sometliing like j'our right arm.
The more you use it the stronger it gets. The
principles of writing are no more complex
than the principles of spelling, arithmetic, or
any other simple thing that anybody knows.
Writers learn to piece together a story as
easily as a child sets up a miniature house
with his toy blocks.
It is amazingly easy
after the mind grasps the simple "know how."
A little study, a little patience, a little confidence, and the thing that looks hard often
turns out to be just as easy as it seemed

row.

j/nii

beor-

dinary principles of writing.

Imagination may provide an endless gold-mine
of Ideas that bring Happj' Success and Handsome Cash Royalties. How new writers get
their names into print.
How to tell if you
ARE a writer. How to develop your "story
fancy,"
weave
clever
word-pictures
and
unique, thrilling, realistic plots.
How your
friends may be your worst judges.
How to
avoid discouragement and the pitfalls of Fail-

tells

all

book has
very subabout the

Easy Method
Writing Stories and Photoplays.
This
amazing book, called "The Woinler Bool- for
Writers." shows how easily stories and plays
are conceived, written, perfected, sold.
How
many who don't dream they can write, suddenly find it out.
How the Scenario Kings
and the Story Queens live and work.
How
bright men and women, without any special
experience, learn to their own amazement
that their simplest Ideas may furnish brilliant
nlots for Plnvs and

Stories.

How

one's

own

I

THE AUTHORS' PRESS, Depl. 327, Auburn, N. Y.
Send me ABSOLUTELY FREE "Tlie Wonder

I
"

any way.

I

Book for Writers."
I

This does not obligrate
enclose 10c to cover mailing-.

B

JVame

A ddress
J
y

Citv

and

State
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News Notes from

the Studios

Items of interest about prominent players and the productions

PRISCILLA DEAN

in

which they appear.

has

De

selected as her next vehi-

yet

Stockley's
story which
attracted wide attention at the
time of its publication as a mag-

"Wild Honey," a

tan will present in film form,
have a large cast of players
prominent on both stage and
screen.
Raymond Hitchcock,
the Fairbanks twins, Louise
Fazenda, and Diana Allen play
the leading parts.
Marshall Neilan has long held
the film rights to "Penrod," but
has postponed its production until he
felt that \\^esle\- Barry,
his juvenile star, was fully capable of playing it.
Now that
}'oung Barry has made "School
Days," "A Hidden Paradise,"
"Bits of Life," "Bob Hampton
of Placer," and "Dinty," in all
of which he played leading
roles, and has appeared on the
speaking stage in "Penrod," Mr.
Neilan has decided that he is
ready to do the part justice.
When this picture is completed,
Mr. Neilan plans to make more
pictures like "Bits of Life,"
which is a combination of four
separate stories.
After playing in his daughter's pictures for a while, Clara
Kimball Young's father has decided that he is experienced
will

azine serial.

"Grand Larceny," a screen
version of Albert Payson Terhune's story of the same name,
has a large cast of distinguished
players, including Claire Windsor,
Lowell Sherman, Elliott
Dexter, Tom Gallery, and Roy
Atwell.
After working almost contin-

ually at the studio for several
months, during the making of
"The Affairs of Anatol," "The
Great Moment," "Under the

Lash," and "Don't Tell EveryGloria
Swanson
parted for a vacation in

de-

thing,"

New

York.
Although Rex Ingram announced that after their marriage Alice Terry would retire

from the screen, he continues
to plan productions with her in
the leading role.
After their
marriage, which is to take place
in Ireland, Mr. Ingram plans
to make a film version of "Ivanhoe."
Herbert
Rawlinson's
first

enough now to star in his own
right.
Harry Garson, who produces Miss Young's pictures,
agrees with him, and will therefore manage Mr. Young's flight
His first star picto stardom.
ture will be "Old Man Proudie."
Carmel Myers, after a long

L^niversal star picture under his
new contract will be "The Black

Bag," from the story by Louis
Joseph Vance.

Tom

Gallery refuses to let a
thing like the shortage of
good screen stories worry him.
While he is looking for a suitable vehicle for his wife, ZaSu
Pitts, and himself to costar in,
he is acting in Goldw3'n pictures
two of them at once. They
are "Grand Larceny" and "The
little

career in Universal pictures, has
signed a contract to appear in
serial, "Breaking
Through."
Anna O. Nilsson, Norman
Kerry, and Corinne Barker will
play the leading parts in "Three

a Vitagraph

—

Wall Flower."
Jacqueline Logan is one of
the busiest young players in

Live Ghosts," to be filmed in

London tmder

motion-picture studios in
spite
of the
fact
that her
screen career started less than
a year ago.
She will play
opposite Jack Gilbert, the new

the

Fox

star,

will

then

is

under

contract

to play leading parts for
time.

Leatrice

Goldwyn

Players-Lasky.

move her make-up
the Goldwyn studio,

box to
where she

Joy,

some

formerly

Mrs Wallace Reid
in

pictures, will play the
leading role in the next Cecil

the direction of

George Fitzmaurice for Famous

and

in one picture,

is

unnamed.
"The Beauty Shop," by Channing Pollock, which Cosmopoli-

Cynthia

cle

Mille production, which

— well known to fans a few years as^o

She
as Dorothy Davenport~is returning to the screen.
will appear opposite Lester Ciineo in a series of two-reel
Western pictures.

Marguerite Armstrong entered the LTniversal studios under that name and played a part
in "Foolish Wives," Von Stroheim's colossal spectacle, but
when she was offered a starring"
contract she was given the name

Miss

Du

Pont.

Therefore

—

—but

why no one tells fans will
know her as Miss Du Pont.
Coiitiimerl on

page 14

—

a

.

)
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Mrs. Vermilya after she applied the new discovery to herselj.
Weight 128 pounds. Not
only did she regain her normal weight, but she
gained a beautiful complexion as well.

Mrs. Vermilya before she found out about the
Weight 168 pounds.
She
new discovery.
thought her condition was hereditary, as she
had relatives ivho weighed 200 pounds andmore.

Doctor's Wife Takes

Off40 Pounds

Through New Discovery !
Tells how she quickly reduced to normal weight and improved 100% in health
without medicines, drugs, special baths, starving or any discomfort. Thousands
of others are losing a pound a day and more right from the very start!

"TJEFORE

I

began following your course

my

Mrs. Vermilya had just about resigned herand unattractive when she
heard about a remarkable new discovery b.y a
food specialist. She found out that he had discovered the simple natural law upon which the
whole secret of weight control is based. He had
actually discovered a way to reduce weight by
eating. And she had been starving herself

tj weight was 168 pounds. My blood was
bad, my heart was weak and I had head-

self to being fat

—

aches always didn't sleep and had constantly
It was a standing joke
to use laxatives.
friends about me being fat and sick.
"With your help I am now in what you
could call perfect health sleep perfectly my
my complexion is
blood test is 100% pure
wonderful and my weight is 128 pounds
loss of 40 pounds."
Above is an extract from a letter written us
by Mrs. Hazel Vermilya, wife of Dr. J. C.
Vermilya of Bloomington, Indiana.
Before her marriage. Mrs. Vermilya was distinguished for her perfectly-proportioned figure. Not one pound of unnecessary flesh marred
her exquisite slenderness. No matter what she
wore, the simplest little summer frock or the
most elaborate evening gown, she was at ease.
For she knew that she made an attractive,
youthful appearance.

among my

;

'

!

;

—

;

"I

Mrs. Vermilya confor
fides. Yet even then a subtle
enemy was at work, preparing to destroy her youth.
It was hardly noticeable
at first. Then, slowly she began to realize what the
She was puttrouble was.
ting on superfluous flesh.
But how could she prevent
it? It seemed that most men
and women, once they became overweight, began naturally to add more and more
flesh until they became very

Already she had
stout.
gained flesh until she weighed
168 pounds, 40 pounds more
than her normal weight.

Vain to
Reduce Weight

—
40

pounds overweight, and
no matter what she did she
could not take off the excess
flesh that was spoiling her
figure and ruining her health

coupon.

to regain

my normal

Following are just a few of the scores
file at our office describing
through
reductions
weight
The names are withVS'eight Control.
held out of deference to our subscribers.

13 Pounds Less in 8 Days
lost
13
liave
since last Monday (8 days)
feeling fine.
I
used to lie in
I

pounds
and am
ijed an

hour or so before I could go to sleep,
but I go to sleep now as soon as I lie
down, and I can sleep from eight to
Before I began losing
nine hours.
weight I could not take much exercise,
but now I can walk four or five miles a
day.
I feel better than I have for
months."

Mrs

New York

City.

Loses 40 Pounds
"It

is

am

with great pleasure that I

able to assure you that the Course on
Weight Control proved absolutely satisfactoiT.

I

lost 40

pounds."

Mrs
Glens

N.

Falls.

T.

100 Per Cent Improvement
"Weighed 216 pounds wlien I
and today weigh 158 pounds.
feel 100 per
when T was fat.

safely say that

than

I

I did
sure that I look

!"

She gave up all medicines, starving and expensive "treatments" and just followed the one
simple new law that has
been discovered. It meant
almost no change in her'

amazing

"Hurrah!

weight

A Miracle Performed

of letters on

self in

to satisfy her hunger. But it
only weakened her without
taking off a pound of flesh.
Then she drugged herself
with medicines. "I even used
a special corset to reduce
my hips." she writes, "but it
made me look just awful."
She exercised and dieted
all in vain. She was still

way

—

Users Say!

Tries in

She began to starve heran effort to reduce.
She even gave up one meal
a day and ate barely enough

or self-denial you actually eat off flesh!
Christian has incorporated his remarkable secret of
weight control into 12 easy-to-follow lessons called,
To make
"Weiglit Control— the Basis of Health."
it possible for every one to profit by his discovery he
free to
abso'utely
offers to send the complete course
No money. Just the
any one sending in the coupon.

tells us.

Read What These

!"

—

"I grasped at that new discovery as a drownman grasps at a straw," Mrs. Vermilya
"I had tried almost everything and I
was still 40 pounds overweight. I couldn't
enjoy my meals any more I felt sure that
everything I ate would add more flesh.
Oh,
if this new discovery would only show me the

ing

With marriage came more
happiness, more friends.

your weight down to where you want it, and keep it
Instead of starvthere without any trouble whatever.
ing yourself, or i)Utting yourself through any discomforts

Way

Finds Right

Begins to Put on Flesh
felt that there was nothing
left in all the world to wish

:

But thes9
are immediately converted into excess fat.
very same foods, when eaten in combination witli difvvhicli
has althe
fat
consume
ferent foods, actually
the simplest thing in the
It's
ready accumulated.
eating
right
food
comtlie
world.
It's just a matter of
binations and avoiding the wrong ones.
special
food
"treatment"
a
or
This is not a starving
You can bring
fad.
It's entirely new and different.

much

started,

can

I

cent better

and

I
better also.'*

am

Mrs
Woonsocket, R.

I.

48}4 Pounds Taken Off
"After studying the lessons carefully
began to apply them to myself, and as
proof of results will say that I have lost
48 1-2 pounds."

I

Mrs
Colvllle,

Wash.

daily

routine.

She

found

that she could do about as
she pleased, eating many of
the foods she had been denying herself, enjoying her
meals as never before. And
.yet almost from the very
beginning a change was no-

She slept better
than she had in months.

ticeable.

"Think of it !" she writes.
"I didn't have to do anything discomforting, didn't
have to deny myself anything I liked and yet my
excess flesh vanished like
magic. Before I realized it I
bad taken off the 40 pounds
that I wanted to lose. My
health improved 100% too,
I no longer suffered from
indigestion or sour stomach.
And my complexion became
so clear and smooth that
me
my friends began to beg
for my beauty secret !"

—

Is the New
Discovery ?

You don't starve yourself, or punish yourself with
You just keep on doing practistrenuous exercise.
cally whatever you please, eating many of the deliAll you
cious foods you may now be denying yourself.
have to do is follow one simple little natural law and
you can weigh exactly what you should.
The complete 12-lesson course
Mail coupon at once.
When it arrives pay
will be sent to you promptly.
the postman only $1.97 (plus postage) and the course
You have the privilege of returning it and
is yours.
having your- money refunded if you are not absolutely
delighted after a 5-day test.
This is a special offer and you can
Don't delay.
nothing— yet if you act at once you gain a
lose
valuable secret of health, beauty and normal weight
that will be of value to you throughout your life.
The course will be mailed
Mail the coupon NOW!

m

a plain container.

CORRECTIVE EATING SOCIETY,

New York City

Corrective Eating Society, Inc.
Dept W1951 1 43 West 16th St.,

New York City

W1951 1 43 West

16th

.

prepaid, in plain container, Eugene
"Weight Control—the Basis ot
course,
Christian's
Health." complete in 12 lessons. I will pay the .postman
ir
only $1.07 (plus postage) in full payment on arrival,
privilege of returnI am not satisfied with it I have the
and
ing the course to you within 5 days after its receipt
my money is to be refunded at once.

You may send me

What

The remarkable new

—

Name

(Please write plainly.

dis-

—

covery weight control is
the result of many years of
extensive research by Fiigene Christian, world-famous food specialist. It is
one of the most amazing
and yet one of the mo.st
inexpensive
simple
and
methods of weight reduction ever discovered.
He found that certain
(cods when eaten together

Inc.

St.,

Dept.

Address

City

State
Price outside of V. S., $2.15, Cash with order.

1
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News Notes from

the Studios

Continued from page 12

Compson wears a blond wig
"The Woman in
Case," which is being made under

Betty

in several scenes of

the

the direction of Penrhyn Stanlaws,
the well-known artist who demonstrated his ability as director in "At
the End of the World," Miss Comp-

New Easy Way to

son's first star picture.

Ann

HIGHSCHOOli

COURSE

TWO

make

Forrest has gone abroad to

pictures at the

London Famous

Players-Lasky studio. The first will
be "Perpetua," to be directed by John
Roberston, the director who made
"Sentimental Tommy" and "Doctor

IN

ylARS

and Mr. Hyde."
Production of "The Wall Flower,"

Jekyll

a story written direct for the screen

You Want

to Earn

by Rupert Hughes, has been held up
for months because no actress could
be found capable of playing the leading part.
She has to be ugly and
pathetic at first, and blossom out into
a thing of beauty and charm at the
Mr. Hughes,
last of the picture.
E. Mason Hopper, the director, and

Big Money!
And you

will not be satisfied unless
you earn steady promotion. But are

you prepared for the job ahead of
you? Do you measure up to the
standard that insures success? For
a more responsible position a fairly

good education is necessary. To write
a sensible business letter, to prepare
estimates, to figure cost and to compute interest, you must have a certain
amount of preparation. All this you
must be able to do before you will

\
i;

"vrO matter what your past experience or education
has been, or whether or not you have "talent"
or "genius," this amazing shortcut method will
teach you Illustrating. Cartooning and Designing
in half the usual time.
You learn in your own
iiome in spare time, yet your worlt receives the
personal attention and criticism of Will H. Chandlee
one of America's most successful Artists.

—

—

From $50 to over $500 for single drawings and
not anywhere near enough Artists to supply tliem.
Tliousands of Newspapers. Magazines. Department
Stores. Advertising Agencies,
and Business Concerns are offering big salaries to get trained artists
Art Work.
Get into tliis uncrowded fastgrowing profession now! QuiclOy gain the fascinating ability to draw that you've always longed for.
for their

Free Booklet
W^rite today for our handsome illustrated Booklet
to you without cost or obligation which tells
at the cost of but a few cents a dr,y you can
quickly qu^llify for this fascinating big-salary tield.
Special short-time offer of Comp'ete Artists' Outfit
Free to new students.
Mail card or letter today!

—

sent
—
how

Washington School of Art, Inc., 1691 Marden BIdg.,
Washington, 0. C.

the Goldwyn casting director supervised the making of tests of many
well-known plaxers in the search for

Music Lessonsl

earn promotion.

^t=Mome

Many

business houses hire no men
whose general knowledge is not equal to a

high school course.
Why? Because big
business refuses to burden itself with men
who are barred from promotion by the lack
of elementary education.

Can You Qualify

A Complete
IWoil
R
Oy

for

Any Instrument ^ou'ar*et^'SSi"-

a Better Position?

Piano. Harmony.Voice, Public School Music. Violin, Cornet,
Mandolin, Guitar, Banjo, or Reed Organ— and we will send
our Free Catalog with details of course yoo want.Send now.

We have a plan whereby you can. Wc
can give you a complete but simplified high
school course in two years, giving you all

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY

AMATEUR SCENARIO WRITERS
•STUDIOS say that you submit NARRATIVES when
Our bulletin 205 explains the
they want PLOTS.
difference. Write for one, it's free.
PRODUCERS SCHOOL. 629 Union league Bldg.,

how

to get on the
road to success. It will not cost you a single
working hour. We are so sure of being able
to help you that we will cheerfully return to
you, at the end of ten lessons, every cent
you sent us if you are not absolutely satisfied.
What fairer offer can we make you ? Write
today. It costs you nothing but a stamp,

I
I
I

tells

I

^

$$ For

Aatomobile Engineer
«4,000 to $10,000

Aatomobile Repairman
$2,500 ta $4,000
Civil Engineer
$5,000 to $15,000

,

,

Structural Engineer
$4,000 to $10,000
Business Manager
$6,000 to $15,000
Certified Public Accountant $7,000 to $15,000

& Auditor
& Designer

Accountant

$2,600 to $7,000
,

Draftsman

$2,600 to $4,000
,

Electrical Engineer
$4,000 to $10,000

General Education
In one year

/dea
Faf'A Movie 5iaf?

/fa.vE YauL A/7
*

Lawyer 55,000 to $15,O0O«
Mechanical Engineer

Photoplay

criticised, copyriphted,
Universal Scenario Corporaiion,
marketed. Advice
910 Western Mutual Life Bldg., Los Anpeles, Cal.

free.

S

WRITE FDR
THE MOVIES—

BJ^MoneyJfilt

t4,000 to $10.000|

•
I
$4,000 to $10,000
J
?
steam Engineer
Shop Superintendent

$3,000 to $7,000^

Employment Manager
$2,000 to

Ideas for

w
•
Sanitary Engineer
$2,000 to $5,000
•
Telephone Engineer
$2,500 to $6,000 •
$2,000 to

84,000*

$2,500 to $5.0001

Fire Insurance Expert

Doris May's first
Foolish Age, " but

$3,000 to $10,000

Address
Address...

•«

Submit ideas in any form at once for our
and advice. Previous experience unnecessary.
We have no course,
This is not a school.
plan, book, system or other instruction matter V\
sell you.
A strictly bona fide service for those
who would turn their talents into dollars.
An Interesting Booklet
free examination

Telegraph Enginee«-

High School Graduate •
In two years T

moving picture plays wanted
by producers.

Big prices paid for accepted material.

$4,0001

Foreman's Course

at this picture

S Nrme

Ideas.

Plots accepted any form; revised

St.,

Dept. HS76
Chicaso.lll.
a
howl can qaah fy for position checked: |

ArchitecttS.OOOtolB.OOO
Building Contractor
S5.000 to 510,000

Calif.

FREE

Leam at bome by mai].
Wonderful lessons preparedbyworld'schampions
Farmer Burns and Frank Gotch. Free book
yoa bow. Secret holds, blocks and tricks revealed. Don'tdelay. Be strong, healthy. Handle
big-meowith oase Write for free book. State age,
Fanner BamSt 1758 Ry. ExdiangeBldg..OniatiaJiA.
Be an expert wresder,

American School
Explain

Los Angelts.

Wrestling Book

AMERICAN SCHOOL
& 58th Chicago

Dept. H876 Drexel Ave.

Chicago, Illinois

429 Siegel-Myers Bldg.

the essentials that form the foundation of
practical business. It will prepare you to
hold your own where competition is keen
and exacting. Do not doubt your ability, but
make up your mind to it and you will soon
have the requirements that will bring you
success and big money. YOU CAN DO IT.

Let us show you

Conservatory Course

Wonderful home study music lessons under
iVlclll great American and European teachers.
Endorsed by Paderewski. Master teachers guide and coach
you. Lessons a marvel of simplicity and completeness.

R-C star picture
few will a °ree on

from

it,

that

it

:m

foolish after

all.

is

"The

looking

can be so very

in the Making"
Sent free for the askin;

"The Photoplay

BRISTOL PHOTOPLAY STUDIOS
Suite 415 E, Bristol Building.

New

York, N. Y.

IS

Advertising Section
one who could play
their diligence

Colleen

was

part,

this

Moore proved

and

rewarded.

at last

to their entire

although she was
naturally attractive and charming, she
could simulate a girl who was homely,
that

satisfaction

slovenly,

and

many

for

pathetic.

The

part calls

subtleties of emotion,

and

expected to establish little Miss
Moore in the front rank of motion-

is

Shannon Day and

picture players.

Richard Dix will appear in her support.

The Lasky studio at Hollywood
was recently turned into a Bedouin
camp when desert scenes for "The
Sheik" were filmed.
Agnes Ayres
and Rudolph Valentino, who play the
leading roles in this picture, wear picturesque

Arab

I

Teach Piano a Funny

may seem a pretty bold
But I will gladly convince you
accuracy by referring you to any
number of my graduates in any part of the
world.
There isn't a state in the Union
that doesn't contain many players of the piano
cir or an who obtained their training Irom me
of

my

method, this

statement.
of

its

by mail.
Investigate
booklet,

"How

writing

by
to

who

is

of teaching
piano or organ is entirelu different from all
others.
Out of every
four hours of study,

hour

one

as the

is

lirely away
Icei/hoard,

director

the

of"

"Exit

Vamp."

problem of "finger
gj'mnastics." When you
do go to the keyboard,
you accomplish twice as
iirnch because you understand what you are
doing. Within four lessons I enable you to
play an interesting piece
not only in the original
key, but in all other keys

as well.
I make use
sible

to

the

includes

position

th"e

its

that

away
have

"night-

a
students

—becomes

fascinating.
With
lesson I introduce

and

important

ex-

QUINN-

Quinn-Dex

is

a sim-

hand-operated
moving
device, which enables
see, right before your

picture
to

eyes, every movement of my
hands at the keyboard. You

more.
Instead of having to
teacher's
finger
movements
from
cannot be always accurate you have
the correct models before you during eveiT minute of
actually

the

see

Claire

Adams

show

girls

of

—

The COLOROTONE and QUINN-DEX save
you months and years of wasted effort.
They can be
obtained only from me and there, is nothing else, anywhere ever remotely

Virginia Valli, formerly leading
lady for Bert Lytell, will play the
leading role in "Flis Back Against
the Wall," a Goldwyn picture.

Witwer

Stories Productions, Inc., has completed the first
of its two-reel pictures.
It is called
"Julius Sees Her."
C.

like

them.

Marcus Lucius Qulnn Conservatory
PP31, 598 Columbia Road, Boston,

of

Studio

598 Columbia Road, Boston, 25, Mass,

Music

Please send me, without cost or obligation,
free booklet, "How to Learn Piano or Organ,"
full
particulars of your Course and special

duced Tuition

£S y£A/?S

DRAMSMC ARTS
roup SCHOOLS IN ONE. PRACTICAL STAGE

TRAINING. THE SCHOOLS STUDENTS STOCK^w
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out party of the heroine. LieutenantColonel
Joseph Stehlen and his
daughter, the bride of an English
baronet, also appeared in this scene.
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your
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and

and the current show at the
Winter Garden take part in one scene
of "Rainbow," Alice Calhoun's latest
production. The scene is the coming-
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genuse. Trans-

invention,

DEX.
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another
clusive

reproduce
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My
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—
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price.
You may be certain that your projjress is at all
times in accord with the best musical thouptht of the
present day, and this makes all the difference in the
world.
My course is endorsed by distinguished musicians,
who would not recommend any Course that did not
maintain the highest musical standards.
It is for beginners, or experienced players, old or young.
You
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music is supplied without extra charge.
A
diploma is granted.
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"How to Learn
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by Schneider, exhibited at the St. Louis Exposition.
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entirely unknown
average teacher.
invention,

scientific

which

practice.

Benjamin B. Hampton has started
production of a story which tells the
colorful history of San Francisco
of about seventy-five years ago.
It
is an adaptation of Stewart Edward
White's "The Gray Dawn," ancl the
cast

of

a

Pauline Starke's mother -appears
with her in some of the scenes of
"Flower of the North," the Vitagraph picture in which she is appearing with Henry Walthall.

on completion

Har-

about

Music.
This is an awful shock to most teachers of the "old school,"
who still think that
learning piano is solely

COLOROXONE,

vehicle

en-

the

learning

something

ever part of the world his story is
set in, and enacts the story there.
Nature has proved a fine studio, for
this picture is notable for its photographic excellence.
Mr. Mercanton
has made pictures in London, Paris,
South Africa, Sicily, and many remote parts of the earth.

ring-

spent

from

mony and The Laws

without a studio.
Mr. Mercanton
never builds sets, but goes to what-

"The Cradle," adapted by Olga
Printzlau from a play by Eugene
Brieux, will be Ethel Clayton's star-
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my
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was made abroad by Louis Mercanton,

Way
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time at quarter the usual cost.
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CAPRICIEUSE

UERE

the golden-haired Httle girl that you know on the screen, nor the kind,
* *
sweet young woman that you have heard about from those who know her personally but a dainty, piquant
creature, brought into being only for long enough to make this somewhat artificial, perhaps, but altogether
exquisite camera study.
is

a

new Mary Pickford—not

—

Q qV^111 rr
Idol
1^

T-^^l

1

T-^CJr»l^

i

L-JCL\^^\-

to RomP^nrP

TWO

which you are taken to see D. W. Griffith's next huge production, a
of "The Two Orphans," now in the making; and to

screen adaptation

"^^et^^a^tor,

new

to the screen,

who

is

Ukely

ALL PHOTOGRAPHS BY FRANK DIEM

swords

gleaming

Bv Malcolm H. OettingCr

flashed in the golden
sunlight as two nobles
of the court of Louis XVI
faced each other, the while
courtiers and ladies clustered

speed of a tiger runs his glittering sword into his opponent's breast.
a
horror,
shriek
of
the
general
rush
toward
swooning victim, a fantastical

round

excitement.
At the
the marble stairway
they
fenced,
parrying and
thrusting with fierce intensity,
yet consummate grace.
At

hubbub.

one

ble steps.

foot

A

in

The

slender, panting Chevahas grasped the gentle
blond girl's hand, and together they dash up the mar-

of

side

country

girl,

lier

a
golden-haired
beautiful as any

says a
"Let's
After you've
do it again.
stuck him, Mr. Schildkraut, I

"All

of the towering belles of the
court without a suggestion of
their artificiality,

watched the

who

re-

M'sieti'

!"

Chevalier
"ToucJie!"
A cry of approval goes up
from the gayly costumed
throng.
sea of white wigs
nod in pantomimed conversa-

With

chair,

nobles,

proud

gay,

brocaded

their

rich,

silken

in

which

he

had

they were to rush
once the duel started again.
The contestants leaned upon
their swords and joked with
one another. "Let me kill you
this time," suggested the unfortunate victim of fate and

whence

coats,

breeches,
their
beribboned
stockings,
lunge
at
each other with
quickened ardor.
Blades
clashing,
eyes flashing, the
men circle swiftly about,
never looking anywhere but
in each other's eyes.
Again
they have started the wary
circling, again
and the lithe
.Chevalier steps adroitly forward, feints, and with the

from

arisen to deliver his criticism.
An energetic assistant
herded the ladies and courtiers back to the side lines,

tion.

The two

you

in the back."
a soft chuckle D. W.
resumed the camp
Griffith

stab

A

their

boys,"

wish you'd remember to wait
until he drops his sword before escaping with Miss Gish.
He might be fooling you and

encounter with hope and anxiety staring from her wide eyes.

"We shall scc-e-c-c
ceives the final rites,

right,

quiet, sonorotis voice.

the scenario.

overwhelming
the
" 'Way , Down
of
East" it was not surprising
that the master of the perAfter

—

success
Dorothy and

Lillidn

Gish as the two orphans.
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pendicular platform should have turned to
another tried and tested stage success for
his next feature opus.
And in turning, it
was even less startling that he should have
selected "The Two Orphans," a universally
popular romance of the days when knights
were bold and women helpless, when feminism was as unheard of as Freudian complexes and Fordian Simplexes, when swords
were sharper than words Shaw had still
and when, in short, action
to be born!
was more to be desired than epigrams.
period obviously that writes itself dramat-

—

—

A

ically.

Of such colorful pattern is "The Two
Orphans." Sentiment, thrills, villainy, romance, and heroism, all are here, woven
adeptly, slyly, into a splashy, effective entertainment, luscious meat, if ever there
And clearly
was any, for the movies.
Grififith
relishing his
is

In transposing the
duel scene to the celluloid,
he sat and rocked with
chuckles of approbation,
his sign, oddly enough, of

thefinal rites, NVsieu" Chevalier!"

satisfaction.
During one of Miss Lillian
Gish's most tragic

just

task.

'

shall sc-e-e-e

'

who

receives

complete

said.

scenes, later in the day, he
laughed happily throughout, a sympathetic laugh.
'Tt is a joy to do a
thing that you are almost
certain will be popular,"
he said with a smile. "It
was a joy, of course, to
do 'Blossoms,' but then
the joy faded.
Not so
with 'Way Down East.'

telephone

this,

think,

I

is

a

story of equal power, and,
addition, considerably
greater pictorial appeal."
in

He pointed silently to the
slender, silvered trees with
their crystal leaves, to the
the sunlight, to the
chaste statuary gracing the

greensward
there.

A

here and

fountain tinkled

softly behind us.

Across

plashing surface the
triumphant Chevalier was
looking soul fully into the
eyes of a red-lipped, alabaster-shouldered, blushing extra girl.
She was
smiling confusedly.
"Le Chevalier stays in
character," I suggested.
Lilhan Gish, sitting beits

side

Her

the director, smiled.
flowerlike hands flut-

tered amusedly.

"The whole
is

wild about

office force

him,"

she

Tragic black eyes, a sensitive,
a quivering mouth,
and lithe, straight body— this is
Joseph Schildkraut.
aquiline nose,

And

operator

—

t

are
the

h

e

morning he came I
met her dashing up to her
board with her eyes
shining.
'Isn't he
simply beautiful ?'
she
gasped.
And I agreed
that he is.
I think him
about the most beautiful
man I have ever seen."
office

fairly

—

Now
"

across

tete-a-tete
the
the
fountain

seemed to sweep to an end
with the Chevalier bending
low over the slim hand he
held.

A

kiss,

a flourish,

and he was rounding the
fountain.

marble stairway gleaming
in

girls

first

'

And

"Extra
human, too.

Then
of

I

met the

Griffith's

latest

discoveries,

this case a discovery
only of the screen, already
luminary,
a
footlighted
Joseph Schildkraut.
Tragic black eyes, lustrous black hair, a sensitive, aquiline nose, a quivering mouth, and a lithe,
straight body of no great
height.
firm handclasp,
a slight accent, noticeable
chiefly because of his carefully
precise pronunciation,
and an ingenious

in

A

self-assurance.

Ideals,

dreams, faith, and a selfconscious trick of suddenly widening eyes to
emphasive a point. Foreign to his finger tips;
with a dash of Lou Tellegen.
a
suggestion
of
Charles the Fifth, a ves-
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— putting,

putting
lips

should

I

his

add,

Then

upon her hand.

his lumi-

nous eyes clashed with hers.
Here
was no Hollywood tyro in the gentle
art, here no hero by Nick Carter out
of Universal City; this was Lothario
in the studio.

Mr.

directing Morgan
the duel, in

was

Griffith

Wallace, the villain of
a series of close-ups.

Like Lowell

a bad man with
a sense of humor, a wicked lion
among the ladies screenically with
a wicked line among the ladies. Griffith leaned forward in his chair and
taunted \\'allace, while the camera

Sherman,

\\"allace

is

—

—

clicked on.

Yoila,
a
"Ha, you a fencer
And there
thrust
I will kill you
And another. Bah You
is another.
And
are poor, friend, very poor."
Wallace parried and countered at the
air, eyes blazing evilly, lips curled
sardonically, snarls of laughter crowding out the curses.
Suddenly he ceased his gyrations
and tossed his sword down.
"What's the matter, Wallace?"
The debonair villain looked sur!

—

!

!

prised.

"Didn't you say 'Lunch?'"
"No,
Griffith laughed heartily.

'Lunge

said

I

sir.

Now

!'

please lunge!"
At the

left,

Joseph Schildkraut and

Lillian

Gish

in

one of

of that hauteur that was the youthful
Napoleon's, a tinge of out-and-out showman-

tige

ship.

had no idea of doing pictures before
approached me," he said, lighting
"He saw
a cigarette and inhaling slowly.
me in 'Liliom,' however, and asked me to try
camera work, with a view to doing the Cheva"I

Mr.

Fifteen minutes later the
telescoped into
the more welcome order to
swordwork of a different
nature, and, prying the romantic
from a
Liliom
new and utterly bewitching creature, I started with
him toward the cafeteria

command

the Bellaire scenes.

Griffith

I knew that it was tJie director of the
wor-r-rld who was speaking, and nat-ur-r-rally
I consented.
lier.

"Doing pictures is far more wearing than
acting npon the stage.
Consider a moment
yourself." An expressive hand pointed a slender finger toward the platform on which he
had been fencing. "I do this fencing scene
not once or twice, but perhaps twenty times.
Then I do the close-ups. Then I do the
retakes.
And then I am finished with this
one scene
On the stage I go to the theater
at eight, I act until ten forty-five, and I am
through. The waiting, the repetition, the enforced you call it loafing is killing to an

—

that is justly termed a feature of the Griffith entourage.

Once

seated,

and

dally-

ing with a tender steak, we
again took up the problems
of the world, with, happily,
no idea of attempting to
solve them.
"What do you think
of American women?" I
asked him.

He

frowned.

"Who

cares?"

!

—

"The public," I replied.
And," I added defensively,

passing brunette, carrying in her hand a
four-foot wig of dazzling vdiite, smiled allur-

"I am merely a servant of
the press that serves, in
turn, the 'public."
He did not deign to re-

ingly.

ply.

—

a-r-rtist."

A

Schildkraut

looked

at

me

quickly,

then

dropped his eyes.
"You will pardon

me for a moment?" and
hurried rather strode than hurried, for he
is a romantic figure, none of whom ever hurry
over to the lingering damosel.

—

—

an admiring eyebrow as I watched
the young man's technique in approaching and
I raised

"What

are 3'our ideas on

and marriage?"
Again he frowned.

loA'e

'Tt does not concern the
Dorothy, abandoning
curls

of the

the short

Little Disturber, re-

turns to a role of sadness.

!
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public whether or not I am
a married man or a Mormon,
a celibate, or a rounder.
It
is not their business whether
I
am middle-aged or old,
whether I am stupid or intelligent.
I am a public specimen only as an actor, and
is
it
as an actor only that
you have a right to consider

me.

If

an

artist

all

But

What I drink?
drink? On that
have nothing to say."
He turned upon his steak

what

I

catr

How much
I

am

I

If not, too bad.

right.

I

savagely.

"The

public over here

is

too

inquisitive."

a

This closed the subject, and
moment later found him

discussing his European training with Max Reinhardt, with

Lubitsch in pictures, and witli
Pola Negri.
"I have worked in all of
the best Continental drama,"
he said. "Molnar, Wedekind,
Shaw,
Hauptmann, Wilde.
"
Bahr, Schnitzler
"You played Anatol?" I interrupted.

"Of course. Many times.
Schnitzler
himself
directed
our rehearsals.
second
Anatol, by the way. A dandy,
a beau among the ladies, a
philanderer.
And who," he

A

suddenly added,
can be is not?"

"who

that

At that precise moment the
waitress was gazing at him
in undisguised adoration.

"Huckleberry pie or apple.
Mr. Schildkraut ?" she cooed

Not only

in the

play

is

the Chevalier the object of the 'adies' languishing glances.

languishingly.
"Cofifee, Marie,-'

he do to the hearts of the feminine fans

What

will

?

he replied,

and she flew off toward the kitchen with starlit eyes.
He had remembered her name
"No, I have no desire to star," he admitted after a
number of leading questions. "After coming over here
from my European success, I did 'Pagans,' which, although a failure, brought me wonderful press notices.
Belasco, Hopkins, and the Shuberts all offered immediately to star me, but it was the combination of having
done 'Liliom' already in Vienna, and the Theater Guild
—the most artistic producing group in America that
induced me to do 'Liliom' here.
I have absolutely no
wish to see my name in electrics. That means nothing
to an artist."
Since Schildkraut is to be so prominent in this next
Griffith opus, I may tell you that he was born in Bucharest, Roumania, twenty-five years ago, and first appeared,
at five, in Buenos Aires, in support of his father, Rudolph Schildkraut, famous actor of New York's old
Irving Place Theater.
His father, incidentally, is his
severest critic.
Recently the old gentleman visited his
son at Mamaroneck, and after watching him act proceeded to the main building on the old Flagler estate to
see some "rushes" of the previous day's work.
Only
father and son saw the projected film. They remained

—

closeted in the projection

room

for a long hour.

When

they came out all traces of cockiness had fled from the
youthful Joseph's face. Traces of tears were apparent.
"Papa says I'm rotten," he murmured sadly. But in
this case I

would not "Ask dad."

of approval

While we

reassuring.
lunched, I spied

The

Griffith

stamp

is

Morgan Wallace and

good-looking Creighton Hale at a near-by

table,

the

with

two charming young things whom I later found were
cousins of the Gish sisters, getting their first chance
to be movie queens in this huge spectacle play.
The one cousin, a striking pippin, with dark hair
and chiseled profile, confided to me that extra-girling
hard on one's brogans.
il: was
"We stand about so much," she said. "But I'm going
to stick to Mr. Griffith any time he will give me the
And I'll have to finish high school first, too.
chance.
Tell the world it's wonderful, but awfully hard work."
She looked like a Gainsborough painting come to life,
the costume having been an inspiration of the encouraging, sympathetic Lillian's.
I asked Lillian herself what chances she

thought the
She thought for a few moments, then
beginner had.
spoke haltingly, gently.
"The beginner has a hard road to travel," she said
Continued on page 85

:

THE MARY
THE
With the success of "The Old
the most discussed personalities
Mary Alden as she

By Her
The only person who can hold
a scene with Mary Alden is her
cook.
The honors were even at
dinner.
The conversational brilliance

was matched by

brilliance, the sauces

the ctUinary

with the wit.

But gradually the mushrooms and
artichokes faded and the conversation absorl)ed the interest, until

some one

said

am

going to ask a trite question, Miss Alden.
Which of all
the parts you've played do vou
"I

like

best?"

was an impossible question,
asking Webster which word
in the dictionary he preferred, for
the Alden parts have been almost
It

like

as

many and

as different of

mean-

In the old Triangle days I
prophesied a future as vampire
for her.
Then I saw her as a
mother and knew that as stich she
wotild always excel.
Then came
ing.

the first pmt of "Milestones" Mary
Alden appeared as a young girl with a

In

sort o f
rhoto

Photo by C. Heighten Monroe

No one cnuld possibly know

the real Mary Alden from seeing her in
photograph, which shows Mary Alden as she
really is, is quite unlilce any picture of her which you have seen of her
on the screen. As you can see by comparing it with the other pictures of her shown here, or with the tivo on page 78.

motion pictures.

Tliis

had
same cook
SHEmyhascompanion,
we
the

as

Mary

doors of

"That

for seven years," remarked
quit the elevator before the

Alden's apartment.

need to know," I observed. "You've exposed her character. I don't need to interview her."
A woman who can keep a cook for seven years is a
is all

I

pkis.
She's a woman plus a diplomat, plus a humorist, plus a soldier, plus a prodigy.
Nevertheless we continued our wa}' through the doors.
I admit the lure was partly exerted by the seven-year
cook.
I was asstired an incomparable dinner, not to mention the incomparable Miss Alden, or should I not say the
Misses Alden diplomat, humorist, soldier and prodigy?
And I have seen her in as manifold form on the screen.

woman

—

Ijy C1lii-.t,cc S.

Bull

dewy

radiance.

—

GARDEN OF
MOVIES
Mary Alden, has become one of
This story shows you

Nest,"

on the screen.
appears

off the screen.

Howe

bert

"Silk

Husbands and Calico Wives,"

and

discovered at last Miss Alden's

I

real forte, the calico wife, only to re-

verse my decision the next week in
favor of the capricious, elocutionary
crstivJiilc Susan, in the first Constance

Binney play.
But always mingling
with these was that sinister, never-tobe-forgotten mulatto woman of "The
Birth of a Nation."

"Heavens

!'''Vxc!iaimed

these-women-

of my
characters I love best.
can I say ?
I love them better than any of my
friends
or husbands.
I know them
better.
I think the pleasantest was
"
the woman of 'The Battle of Sexes.'
Yet at that moment she was playing another, the mother in Rupert

"You ask me which

in-one.

How

—

Hughes' "Old Nest."

It

seemed im-

polite to state preferences in the pres-

ence of the old lady.
For once, I
think Mary Alden didn't know her
own mind, and it troubled her. The
habit of being definite was so much
of her that she couldn't believe she
didn't know her preferences even in
respect to her best friends.
"The longer I am in pictures the
more clearly I understand the feeling
of the ideal screen creator," she said.
"She must be a woman plus. Do you
get what I mean?"

We couldn't.
We are seldom

It was after dinner.
equal to subtleties and
dinner.
And this had

never after
been a dinner plus; at least that was
within our comprehension.

"I mean," persisted Miss Alden.
Later in the picture she portrayed with equal fidelity and power an old woman. Notice
Iww the whole contour of lier face and head seem clianged.
"That there is something beyond just
feeling and thinking and doing a part
for the camera.
A difference not concerned with the use. I can't do it. The mind's asleep and the soul is
stage.
On the stage the plus is not so essential. With
the camera you must be as well as simulate. You must
get without yourself, and this is something beyond effort.
I have tried, and failed.
I have not tried, and
won. It is not zvill which does it, but something that
comes from without. Inspiration is perhaps the most

definite term.

"For instance, I can write much better at night. All
writers can, although they may declare otherwise for
the sake of being different.
I think this is due not only
to solitude, but to the suppressed thoughts of the millions of minds temporarily loosed from will.

"For a long time I knew, subconsciously, that I had
plus power for acting only in the morning
or
until around two o'clock.
After that it was an effort,
and the results were blah. Only recently have I had
the moral courage to say at four or five o'clock, 'No
this

—

out for a walk.'"
To the practical, so-called, mind, doing practical, socalled, work of a regular routine, such a declaration is
broadly catalogued as "temperamental," as are all things

What do we know of this temperament,
Nothing. So, anof inspiration, of spiritual power?
noyed by otir inability to define them and to know their
source, we declare them nonexistent, yet secretly we all
know that they are attributes of that controlling power
without.
Miss Alden is not a poser. She is a thinker. And
Furthermore,
thinkers are usually considered posers.
she has a sense of humor which, I think, would upset
inexplicable.

-

a pose.

Once a company decided to do a certain story. Miss
Alden was necessary for the creation of an important
Continued on page 100

What

a Fan Club
Really Does

The girl

who
Just a glimpse of the good
times members of Fan clubs

far to
see movies gets
more out of
them by belonging to a fan
travels

everywhere are having, and a
suggestion

they

club.

of

may

the

influence

wield.

I

By

Marjorie Powell

you tired of being just a fan?
AREN'T
Sometimes you read movie magazines,
and

feel as if all

they

tell

I

Fohn

you about

L L U S T R A T E

L U

I>

B V

T R U G O

I

nor similar enterprises, if you are not interested
phases of a fan club. I see no reason why you
should not just discuss players and photo plays, have

nity,
I

know,
so far

is

in these

away from you and your everyday life. You even feel
a wee bit envious, and then you begin to wish you were
of more importance in the cinema world than a mere fan

light programs and movie parties, if that is as far as
your interest goes. "To further motion-picture enjoy-

But why be a uicrc fan?
It is for you the motion pictures are conducted.
The
inventor of the cinema may be the father of them, but
you fans have certainly mothered and reared them to
their present growth.
The most wonderful photo play
ever filmed would not be worth the making unless you

clubs.

!

fans attended it, yet
Take the general imrest in the movie world just at
present, the German-picture agitation, censorship, blue
laws, the star system, the problems of financing the
industry, price of admissions.
You fans can only
wonder whether you will profit or suflfer by the readjustment that is taking place.
do you have almost
nothing to say in the outcome?
do you merely
wonder? You lack a power you should have, but how
are you to gain it?
I have discussed these questions
with fans of every type, and the\' all agreed that since
one of the first things experience teaches is "strength
in numbers," the best way to get results would be to
combine opinions and organize into clubs of fans.
But the power to influence the movie world cannot
be gained immediately. The start will have to be made
in a small way, just you and your friends combining
and doing what you can for the interest of the cinema

Why

your community.
In a recent article I told you something of the adMerely
vantages and method of forming a fan club.
organizing, however, will not make your club a successful
one. The future existence of it depends on your activi-

in

It is neither

ties.

necessary to
for

better

tures,

to

the

work

i c
benefit

p

commu-

ment"

is

the slogan

and

first

consideration of

all

fan

have found however, that most clubs are composed of a number of those who belong just for the
pleasure they derive from a club and an equal number
I

members who are earnest workers. I am sure the
members who do not care for anything but a general
of

enjoyment of the movies will not have their interest
dampened by an occasional serious purpose or discussion by the other members.
''A\'hat does the club, as a whole, need most?" I asked
a Louisiana member.
"Pep !" she replied immediately.
And I agreed with her. To be instructive and profitable, the activities of a club must be bright and interesting.
To accomplish this, you must knozv your club.
By that I mean study it, especially the likes and dislikes and the reasons for them.
Study the members
individually, and try to see that they are given the club
work for which they are best adapted. But do not
forget to question yourself when you are examining
the other members. What is your aim for a fan club?
What kind of meetings do you like? AVhat do you
think of motion pictures? Exactly what do 3'ou knoiv
about them?
"We tried an interesting experiment," a Texas club

"Each girl was given a slip
told me recently.
of paper and asked to write the first thing concerning
Over a
motion pictures that came into her mind.
third of the slips had 'Mary Pickford' on them.
Manv had the names of such actors as 'Reid,' 'Ford,'
Some jiad 'Ambition to
'Barthelmess,' and 'Moreno.'
be a movie star,' one had 'Clothes,' and one had
"

member

'Price.'

The importance of entertaining meetings cannot be
emphasized too much. These are the means of keeping

,

What

a

Fan Club Really Does

and so long as you are doing
an assured success.
"I'm a Binney-Nagle Colony Fanite," a member writes,
"and I want to tell you of our last meeting. We like
unique programs, so we tried to see what we could
do with Wallace Reid as a subject. Each mem
the

members

that your club

interested,
is

better

25
An

of

pictures,

impromptu

speech

convincing the people
around you that it is a
wrong attitude to put
up with whatever is

was one

of the big hits
of Reid dav in
Reedland.

ber received a card telling her to be at the
club room at three o'clock if she wanted to
attend Reid Day in Reedland. After we had
arrived you can be sure there were no
absent members
we were each given a

—

caji

—a

—

number of our kid brothers

were seen bareheaded that afternoon
which we put on in the correct
Reid manner, visor in back. Piling
into a car belonging to one of the
girls, we drove toward the river at

—

a rate reminiscent of Wally Reid's
pictures, and came near spending our

meeting a la Bebe Daniels, but managed to elude the cop.
arrived
safely at a particularly reedy spot on
the river.
'The program began with the

We

members seated on the ground
while Beth, from the back

at the rear of the

seat, gave us a short
and movie career. Nina
read a humorous poem she had written about a girl's
infatuation for him, which was a scream.
Mae read
one of her clever character sketches, and then we tried
to see which member could form the best outline of
his profile with rocks on the bank.
Lora won the prize,
a scrapbook filled with his pictures and information
car,

outline of

Wallace Reid's

life

We

about him. Then we ate.
each received our lunch
in a small box with a picture of Wallace Reid on the
cover. Inside was a question about him and the answer,
which each member was to ask the girl next to her,
and if the girl failed to answer, the member could
choose whatever she wanted out of her lunch box, but
if the girl answered it she could choose something out
of the member's box. After a number of good-natured
squabbles we finished our lunch, and the president
offered a year's subscription of the winner's favorite
movie magazine to the girl who gave the best imitation
of Wallace Reid's acting.
Sue was the last to try;
she's the cut-up of the crowd, so of course she had
to burlesque him.
Her foot accidentally slip])ed, and
she rolled off of the seat back into the reeds.
Just
as we were wondering if she were hurt, her face appeared above the reeds, one eyebrow raised in the
inquiring manner of 'Wally.'
howled with delight
and selected her the winner."
The activities of a fan club should be in harmony
with the community in which it is located.
Naturally
there is some slight difference between a city and smalltown club. After visiting both, however, I find that
while the small-town fans have to contend with one
theater, poor or old pictures
sometimes both and a
lack of movie information, the city fans have not the
large circle of acquaintances, the convenient proximity
to each other, and the club room of the former.
You of the fans who live in a small town and attend
the one theater on Main Street, that doesn't open until
in the evening and throws a "Good Night" sign on the
screen after the second show, have more difficulties to
overcome than your fellow fans of the city. But let
us say you organize with the firm intention of securing

We

—

—

shown them in the way
of cinema entertainment.
The patience of a smalltown audience

is

amazing,

I

attended a show, some

sixty miles from here, last year, where the
fifth reel of a feature picture was shown before th^
fourth, which followed it, and not a complaint was
fifty

or

made.
No one even laughed when the villain, who
In a
had been killed, reappeared as lively as ever.
Louisiana town I witnessed the showing of the second
reel of "Pollyanna" twice in succession, and the audience sat calmly through it, as if it were the usual thin?-.
Start out with the intention of approving the pictures
and winning the audience to your way of thinkin;;-.
Make your promises, and if you would keep at lea^^t
one of them, the first active program of the fan club
It
should be to gain the interest of the exhibitor.
may be that he is a lifelong resident of the town, or
he may be a stranger who has just decided to try the
movie game there. You probably know his outstanding

Deduce from these the best method
characteristics.
of approaching him on the subject of motion pictures.
But, I want to warn you here, do not try to do too much
or to he in too big a hurry to do it! Consult him about
your fan club perhaps he can give you some valuable
suggestions. Find out his method of selecting pictures,
the kind of audiences that attend on the different week
nights, and whether or not he is ambitious to build up a
successful movie business. Get him to hold a popularity
;

and offer to help him in seeing that every one
Suggest his keeping a bulletin in
registers their vote.
front of the theater announcing the leading actor or

contest,

actress.

Exhibitors often receive advertising material concerning players and pictures that would be
of interest to fans.
Also, they usually
take several trade

magazines
Contirnipd on

that
page
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—
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He Must Get
That

the

is

one

what

trained,

Alvin

rule for

sort

of

camera men.

men

Wyckoff,

they are,

director

By

is

of the

Fritzi

camera men than any one else. He
operates the Famous Players-Lasky training camp for camera men which never has
less than twenty students at a time.
al)out

Where Camera Men Come From.
"Any one, from any country, is eligililc
to

school

this

Wyckoff

his student

he

fills

for

camera

men,"

Mr.

when I asked him where
camera men came from. "If

said,

my

industrious

requirements as to character,
habits,
courage and abste-

—

miousness from drink. I don't take men
because of letters of recommendation
judge a man while he talks with me. I
said to one lad who came to me with letters of recommendation, 'These are not
worth anything. If you fall down on the
job, you are O-U-T.
If you step up, you
will keep going.
This school trains individualists.
It does not claim to make
something out of nothing or an artist
out of a woodchopper.'
The boy stayed,
and to-day he is one of our best-known
cinematographers.
"All applicants aren't like that, however.
Not long ago I had a man visit me witli
a view toward entering the profession. I
told him of its delights and its hardships,

—

some of the scenes of "Tlie Woman God
Changed," a Cosmopolitan production which was
made in the Bahamas, not only the actors but also
the director and camera man had to go in the water.
In

The. man who filmed Paramount' s production of " Treasure
Island," directed by Maurice Tourneur, had to perch his camera
in

precarious positions

all

over a ship.

NO

matter what happens, a camera man must
not be a Sir Galahad," Alvin Wyckoff told
me. "He's hired to grind the camera.
can't have a man who gets excited in danger.
He
may have been born with a temper, but lie must have
acquired self-control. He must remember while photographing a shipwreck that even if the star seems
in danger of drowning, even if some one is threatened with an accident, his business is to shoot the
picture.
There will be plenty of people to save the
actor, and the camera man l^y sticking to his post
mav get a very realistic scene."
That is a condition one must bear in mind if he
wants to be a camera man. Alvin Wyckoff says so.
and Alvin Wyckoff knows as much if not more

We

—

the Picture
Where

they come from,
in

told

all

how

they are

chat

entertaining

this

with

Famous Players-Lasky Laboratory

Remont
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

told him that he might be proiicient in six
months, or perhaps a year. The salary of
a newly trained man, I told him, would
be seventy-five dollars, that of the more
experienced men up to four hundred a
The man was disdainful. 'Give
week.
up a year of my life to studying camera
whole year
grinding?' he asked me.
what would that be to the
of his life
,

A

—

success of a lifetime?

Certainly

we would

never want any one with his utter lack of
ambition.
"Unfortunately, we have too many men

nowadays who want success handed to
them in a folded napkin with a tip inclosed
We're not taking that sort of
besides.

men

A

in this studio.

good

man

can make a
hard study in
work. He's not

living after a year's

the laboratory
able to show

and

field

much

financial gain after
years of college, is he? Lots
of these boys are shortsighted."

four or

five

Preliminary Training in Photography.

"Would one progress more quickly if
he understood photography?" I asked him,
and I was surprised, as no doubt you will
"I prefer to have the
be, at his answer.
apprentices know nothing at all about photography. I like to get college boys who
know something about chemistry and
physics, but I will take any man
from
any walk of life after I have seen him
and studied his face. I rely entirely on

—

—

character analysis.
In

order

to

get a close-up of Eddy Polo just

before the

flames sweep around him, the camera

man had

stay on this roof until after

ignited.

to

This scene

was

it

had been

.

for the Universal serial,

"King of the Circus."

A platform perched on the rocky sea cliffs of
Monterey was the onlv available location for the
camera man of Von Stroheim's "Foolish Wives"
during the filming of certain scenes.
"Fifteen years ago, we recruited camera
the ranks of photographers, not
They were tinhigh-class ones at that.
typers, beach snapshotters, and the like.
Many evolved later into real artists. This
end of motion pictures has had a hard

men from

struggle to

come

to the front.

No

great in-

ducements were offered in the beginning,
but now, when there is practically no limit
to the artistic possibilities of

motion-pic-

ture photography, men are becoming seriously interested in it, and it is becoming
a recognized profession.
Continned on

pa'j,p
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for this story. It took less than ten minutes to
shatter that illusion, too. You know how that
old relic went:

"Oh, Donchoo re-mem-ber sweet Alice, Ben Bolt?
Sweet Aaal-lice with ha-air so brow-hown."
least that's the floor plan of how it used
sound when rendered by the Eclectic Quar-

At
to

Well, Alice Brady doesn't fit the lyrics
She may be clever, alert, intellectual,
witty she may be all these things and more,
And I imagine she will
ljut she is not sweet.
thank me for so deposing. ]\Iary Miles Minter
repeat
is a sweet girl; ditto Wanda Hawley
on Bessie Love. But tinder no conditions cottld
Mr. Brady's favorite daughter class with these

tet.

a-tall.

;

;

Ben Bolters.
"The first charm

of the screen," she told
with delicious candor, "lies
in the fabulous gold that
awaits those lucky enough
'screen' well, whatever
that means. I was lured

me

:)

by the salary offered
me, and I stay for the
simple reason that it
is paid me at beautifully regular interIn addition, I
vals.

enjoy creating for the

At

celluloids.

present

I'm doing characters,
and if I am permitted
to continue doing them
I shall be as happy as
Pollyanna herself."

During the past

sea-

son Miss Brady
adorned "Anna Ascends" with

much

Ill

repose Alice Brady

is

was a foreign affair and allowed
Alice to wear a shawl
and she liked it. And
gusto.

serious to the point of sadness, emotionless

to the point

of boredom.

Alice— Not Ben Bolt
The

star daughter of the

famous

Bill

Brady

is

next season she hopes to
another costume-and-

do

dialect speakie.

not of the clinging-

said,
"Really,"
she
crooked little
a
smile that savored of
ennui, "really there

she sweet. Toppling over established ideas
about motion-picture stars is one of the best things she does, and
you will enjoy the way she does it.
vine variety, nor

It

is

with

anything new that
can tell you about

isn't

By Malcolm H.

Oettinger

I

this

contemplating
AFTERsuch

the ultra-modish Alice Brady on the screen
pictures as "The New York Idea" and "The Fear
in
Market," one might expect to find her a beautiful cloak model
or a super-blase hothotise plant basking in the rays of a diamond
The impression she gives to the screen wiseacres
pendant or two.
would appear to be one of rarified social shades a pastel in mauves

,

times and lots
never knew. I am
at a loss to understand just why the
public should care
about me. About

I

—

The appropriate place to interview Alice Brady, proceeding along
the lines of such a thesis, wotild be the Astor Roof at midnight or
over a cup of Turkish at the Black Cat, where the cognoscenti congregate to point out how art should be improved.
Consequently I
was a bit taken al)ack when it was arranged that I should meet her
.

fact.

was completely reassured. Daylight is the time to transact business, and Alice Brady is a business woman.
Before I met her I thought of "Sweet Alice, Ben Bolt"
all good interviews have motifs
as a possible motif

—

any

!

—

actress.

Lawyers
pestered

aren't

for

interviews.

—

Broadway's breakBut by ten mintites past twelve I

high noon, in broadest of daylight

fast hour, in

—

many

and candlelight.

at

woman.

Brady

I've told everything I
know about her so

Dentists
There

nothing

nothing faintly sug-

don't spend
two thoua
s a n d

coy

Continued on

is

demure about
gesting

the

Alice,

country maiden.
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"The Nice Girl"
The

interviewer never really appre-

ciated that that

term

until

By

she

was a complimentary
met Lois Wilson.

Celia

Brynn

Wilson had been just a
whose (inly acquaintance
with the screen was gained from
a fifty-cent seat in a movie theater, I
most certainly would have been prejudiced by the description of her which
was giA'en me.
"She's a nice girl," some one had

IF

said

Lois

civilian

earnestly.

Now

to

my mind

only one thing more insipid
that can be said about a person of
the feminine gender, and that is,
"She's a szccct girl !" It's like damning a man's character by remarking of
there's

him

that

"He means

well."

But, since Lois, Wilson is in the
movies, I can vouch for it that the
much-abused adjective by which she
was described is as much of an honor
as a Phi Beta Kappa key in college
circles.
When you hear such appellations as "fresh young thing," "sophisticated," "idiot child," and "absolutely
impossible," you begin to appreciate
terminology that hints of a friendly

and normal personality.

You know

without being further enlightened that
the "nice" girl doesn't quarrel with her
leading man about close-ups, that she
doesn't go out on wild parties, and
that she probably has a mother and
a younger sister.y and maybe a small
brother whom she takes to school every
day before coming to the studio. It
means further that the studio force
like her and respect her, and that when
you meet her you will ])e agreeably
surprised and unconditionally sorry
that you had let yourself be prejudiced by a measly little adjective.
All of which applies to the wav I
felt about Lois before and after meet-

Photo by Edwin Bower Hesser

Lois Wilson

is

a quiet, broxvn-eyed girl

I found a quiet. ])rown-e3-ed girl with soft, wavy
and skin of a slight olive tint. She was much
younger than I had exjiected her to be, for the screen
brings out a certain maturity of contour and expression
which one misses when face to face with her. Indeed
it was hard to visualize her as
the heroine of Barrie's
"What Every Vv'oman Knows." I could not reconcile
her quiet but evident girlishness with' Maggie Shayuc,

ing.

hair

little woman who knows everything about her
husband, including his faults and how' to cure them.
We talked about the picture, I enthusiastically, Lois
regretfully.
She had loved working in it, she told me,
she had lost herself in the part so completely, and she
thought William De ]\lille had done a piece of beautifully artistic work in his conception and direction of
the famous stage play. But
this with a sigh
the criti'^s
had not been kind.
They had failed, almost unanimously, to catch the subtleties which Mr. De ]\Iille had
tried to imprison on the silver sheet.
Her regret was
entirely unselfish.
For her own part in the picture,

the wise

—

witli

soft,

wavy

hair

and skin of a

slight

olive tint.

—

as well as that of
nothing but praise.

Conrad Nagel's,

the critics had

had

The old adage of speaking of angels and hearing
the immediate rustle of their wings proved true just
then, for Conrad Nagel himself appeared at the door
of the publicity office where Lois and I were chatting,
and headed in our direction.
"Ah, talking to our little foreigner?" he asked me.
Lois blushed, and struck at him with her hat. Ii was
evident that Conrad was an accomplished tease, and that
his voung leading woman was accustomed to being the
target of his pleasantries.
"Didn't you know that she is a foreigner?" he went
She was born in
"Fact, I assure you.
on seriously.

Georgia, and when she first came to Lasky's cotild hardly
speak a word of English. But now you can understand
almost everything she says."
Lois turned the point of the conversation away from
herself by asking how the baby was. It was an effective
Continued on page 101
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A

Girl's

Adventures

in

Movieland

Promised Land of millionaire motion-picture
one of the first stars she ever admired.
day
with
players, and spends a

She

visits

Long

Island, that

By

Ethel Sands

THE

that just a few years later I
would be invited to spend the
day with the Goddess herself
at her Long Island home, I

very first thing the
movies ever did to me

make me comb

was

my

hair differently, and Anita
Stewart was largely responsible for it.
I was just a kid
at the time, and my idea of

guess
ploded.

even though I have met most
of the very nicest stars in the
business and have every right
to be blase about those things.
Somehow, I can't be blase
about my movie favorites

hairdressing was to plaster it
back and tie a ribbon around
it, meanwhile keeping one eye
on the clock that said only five
minutes before school time.
If I was late I was kept for

—

breathless and sort of
wabbly just at the thought of

get

half an hour after school, and
that made me late for the first
afternoon show at the movies.
And if I was late at the
movies I'd only see Anita
Stewart in "The Goddess"

Going

to a big home on
Island made it even
impressive, for Long
Island is every bit as glamorous to me as castles in Spain
ever were to anybod}'. I had
heard that lots of stage and
screen players had their sum-

Long
more

through two and a half times

mer homes

and a band

her

head.

hair

was

Well,

who

The

Goddess

around
of

her

any of the
me through

girls

I've

I

j

Moreover, Miss Stewart was
coming down to meet me at
the station, and that would be
enough to unsettle any fan,
I'll wager.
You can just imagine the little nervous thrill
that ran through me when the
conductor said, "Next station

my

look like the
could have known
to

and

noticed in the papers
that millionaires lived there,
so I knew that this time I was
going to meet a movie star
in
just
the
atmosphere I
thought
she
belonged
in.

I

in curls.
if

saw

struggles

tied
rest

there,

often

—

front,

all

meeting them.

instead of three.
I
was crazy about Anita
Stewart's looks, and after a
while it began to dawn on me
that her hair probably looked
nice because she made it look
nice, so the next morning I
got up about fifteen minutes
earlier and spent that time
trying to do my hair like the
Goddess.
You probably remember how she used to wear
it
dips from each side of her
forehead pulled together in

they would have exI nearly did, I know,

Anita Stewart took

and showed me

me

all

around

the place.

;

A

Girl's

Adventures in Movieland
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I always wonder whether the star will come
up to expectations, or whether I will be disillusioned
I haven't been yet, but I'm always afraid I'm going

Islip."

to

be.

Islip

was smaller than the

knew

rest of the stations,

so

wouldn't have any trouble finding Miss
But I looked at all the
Stewart if she were there.
However,
cars standing around, and she wasn't there
before the train drew out, I spied a slim young girl
come hurrying through the station, and I grabbed
her right away because I recognized Anita Stewart.
I

I

!

"My

dear, you are the first interviewer that ever
".So
to get here," she greeted me with.
many have made arrangements to come, but the distance seemed too great, or they always happened to
get a local or something, and that makes it seem dreadfully long.
You came on a local, too."
That I had happened to get a local wasn't nearly
I think I would
so trying to me as it was to her.
have been glad to make the trip if I had had to

managed

walk.

For some unaccountable reason

I

had always

pic-

tured Anita Stewart in real life as a more or less
one who would look right
dignified, proud young lady
I don't know where
through and past a mere fan.
I guess I jvist imagined it the way
I got the idea.
all fans get funny notions about movie stars without
Anyway, I was
having any good reason for them.
glad to find that I was mistaken. Anita Stewart doesn't
She isn't dignified or
impress you a bit that way.
distant in the least, but very friendly and girlish, and
when she smiles it lights up her whole face and makes
you feel as if you had known her for years.
stopped in the village, as she said she had to
get some things at the stores from a list she had in
her pocket.
I watched her as she stopped before the
stands to buy fruit and vegetables, and went into the
Several small boys stood
butcher's and the grocer's.
and eyed her very interestedly. I was wondering what
the shopkeepers thought at waiting on Anita Stewart.
I suppose they are used to celebrities for their customers, but to me it was a distinct shock.
Somehow
I couldn't adjust myself to the revelation of a movie
star shopping for eatables!
Can you picture dainty,
fashionable Anita of the society dramas fingering vegetables and coming out of a butcher's shop just like
an ordinary person? Goodness, it did seem queer to
see her in the role of a housewife.
Not any the less
interesting, understand, but sort of topsy-turvy with
one's notions about movie actresses.
Besides, she
didn't even look the role
she looked so very pretty
and chic in her sport costume of orange silk sweater
and white flannel skirt, with a long white coat she
wore over it, white ties trimmed with gray, and white
turban with a wide-meshed veil.
'Instead of shopping for clothes with me, we're
shopping for our lunch. Now you see how domesticated I am," she laughed as she climbed back into
the car.
"You must be hungry and tired from your
long journey. But never mind, we'll rest all afternoon.
I'm great at resting."
"You don't work at all while you're in the East,
do you. Miss Stewart?" I asked.

—

We

—

"No, I'm on my vacation. You see, I have several
pictures finished ahead of time.
So while I'm here
I just rest.
That is, I buy clothes and have my photographs taken, and such things."

The car sped along the smooth road, both sides of
which were bordered by picturesque estates. They reminded me very much of the Long Island residences
you see pictured on the stage, particularly in farces.
These stage settings are very true to form because the

Photo by C. Heighten Monroe

Anita Stewart isn't dignified or distant

in the least,

but very

friendly and girlish.

Long Island places are exactly like them. Miss
Stewart told me they are mostly owned by immensely
wealthy people, that when a hospital was needed in the
vicinity, as small as the town was, thousands of dollars
were raised easily because of the rich people living
I believe it was Mrs. Morgan Belmont, she said,
there.
real

lived

on the

street

"You know,

I

we were passing.
was under the impression you were

—

A
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always in California," I told her. "I thought you never
spent any length of time here at all."
"Oh, yes, I spend four months out of every year

The

brown her eyes were.

I could go into raptures about
her hair it is such a lovely, glossy, burnished brown
with red lights in it almost auburn in fact. And her
She is nothteeth are as white and glisteny as can be.
ing if not colorful. Whenever I come to a movie star's
looks I feel like raving one seems prettier than the

—

—

other eight months I work in California," she enlightened me.
"Bayshore is my home,
you see. I moved here when I was fourteen.
I've
other.
just recently sold my house in Bayshore and rented
one nearer Islip."
Her voice is a regular girl's voice not affected in
"And are there many theatrical people living around the least. She says she believes in being natural behere?" I asked, remembering about the colonies I had
cause one is liked better. "You'll hear some players say
heard of of how they visited each other back and
'bawth' and 'cawn't' one moment, and often they'll forget
forth
and hoping that maybe Norma Talmadge and
and revert back to 'bath' and 'can't,' " she told me.
Pearl White might drop in on Anita while I was there.
"Pretense is always so easily detected, anyway." Don't
''Well, it's more at Bayside and Great Neck that
you agree with Miss Stewart? I do. I've always felt
they live in such numbers.
Most of the players it right away if any player would try to impress me.
that live there commute into the city daily.
Quite a
When I mentioned and exclaimed about finding her
few do from here, too, but not quite so much."
so fair, she said her sister, Lucille Lee Stewart, is a
real blonde, and so is her brother,
hadn't gone far when we came
who is much younger than he says he
in sight of the big bay.
Several
OR MANIKINS?—
HEROES
is.
"Only my mother has the same
houses, all built alike of stone and
GLAMOUR
OR DISILLUSION=
color hair as myself.
kind
I just missed
completely covered with some
being a blonde. Gloria Swanson, you
of vine with very large leaves, surWhat has Ethel Sands—the typi=
know, has a sort of dark-red hair
rounded a little inlet of water that
cal fan who is writing these ad=
that shows black on the screen, too."
extended inland from the bay. The
She has been
ventures found?
talked about the different magtaxi turned in the driveway of one
the
first,
from
with
you
sincere
azines, and she confessed she adores
of these houses
the one nearest the
she's told you just what she saw
and how it impressed her but
them, and proves she is like us fans
bay.
now, after all her varied experi=
in one way. for she admitted, "I go
fresh, cool breeze was blowing
and
say
back
ences, can she look
in from the water, and the place
to the news stand and buy every
her
off
that she was just swept
magazine I see that has anything in
seemed so quiet and restful it was
feet momentarily? Or, if she were
to meet all these people again,
like a heaven after the two long,
it about the movies.
\iy mother is
would she see some of them in a
if she looks through a magstuffy train rides.
It was an ideal
so cute
different light?
azine and doesn't find anything about
place for a player during vacation,
She has learned a great deal
me, she'll say, 'Oh, there's nothing
I thought
so far removed from the
about motion pictures and motion=
picture people during these "Ad=
in that magazine !'
movies or a studio. I should think
But as for me,
ventures" things that a trained
I like to read about the others."
it would take any one's mind comreporter might have missed. For
pletely off from work.
Even I, for
I could tell Anita Stewart is very
Ethel Sands was thoroughly new
the first time, forgot to think about
sensitive because I noticed the hurt
to the studios; she had merely
good observation and the keen in=
the movies
in those surroundings
tone in her voice when she told me
terest of a devoted enthusiast over
unless I looked at Anita.
about some magazine that passed an
motion pictures.
Her bulldog, Casey, met t:s at the
unkind
remark about her. When I
Next month she is going to tell
door, and after Miss Stewart made
inquired if the stars minded what
you many surprising and amusing
him shake hands and go through all
things about motion pictures and
the critics say about them she admotion=Dicture people that escaped
his tricks for me we went into the
mitted that it hurts their feelings terher in the first fervor of her new
pleasant, summery living room and
ribly.
"But, after all, that is only
impressions.
removed our wraps.
colored butthe opinion of one person
others
Her views are daring unusual
ler in a white coat came in with two
amusing. You won't want to miss
may think differently. Now you and
them.
glasses of rich milk for us.
I may see a picture, and you may
"I'm trying to get fat," she conhonestly think to yourself that it was
the worst picture you ever saw, while I, on the other
I don't
fided, so I have to drink milk all the time.
hand, may be perfectly truthful about it if I said
like it a bit.
I gave up all other exercises because I like
it was the best I ever saw.
swimming so much that I want to swim, rather than
That is because our opinions
differ, but my verdict shouldn't be considered any more
do anvthing else. I only weigh a hundred and fifteen
than yours.
Really, the only thing that counts is the
pounds now." Which I didn't consider so bad, conbox office."
sidering she is quite small.
That seems to be one of
There was a large, colored picture of Anita on the
the difficulties of being in the movies
almost every
table, so I couldn't resist asking her for one of herself.
actress I meet is either trying to stay thin or trying
She went over to the table, and took from the drawer
to get fat.
Just think how annoying that must be,
a great stack of very large photographs and a pile
always having to worry about how much you weigh for
of smaller "stills," and brought them over to where I
fear it will affect your work.
was sitting.
passed a good half hour looking over
sat down on a settee by the big window and
them, which I more than enjoyed ^tliey were all so
chatted.
I studied her closely, or sized her up rather,
pretty and interesting.
as a movie fan is likely to do on seeing a favorite player
The stills were taken by her
You unconsciously hunt for the dift'erence own husband, Rudolph Cameron, while out on location.
in real life.
And some of the larger pictures were of her own home
between the red and real person, in what ways they
in California.
It is about the most gorgeous-looking
differ from the star that the vast army of fans are
familiar with.
house I ever saw. From the pictures it looked like a
palace, just fit for a movie queen
The first thing that struck me was the difference in
the kind of house
It seemed to be
Anita Stewart's coloring. While most of us, I am sure,
you would expect them to live in.
have always thought she was a pronounced brunette, she
built of some sort of white stone, with the front porch
She has a way of looking squarely
really is quite light.
almost the entire length of the house, and had tall white
pillars in front.
In the rear of the house are high
and frankly right at you, and I noticed what a light
in the East.

—

—

—

—
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mountains.
There were views
from every angle, and all were
magnificent; the one of the interior was in keeping with the
grandeur of the outside. It is
the realization of the kind of
house you picture you would
live in if you were a rich movie
star.

"Do you know, I hate to have
photographs taken of myself,"
Miss Stewart announced while
I was feasting my eyes on them.
"Isn't that funny ?
I detest posing for them.
I always want
to be moving, from force of
habit,
I
suppose.
Most all
movie players feel that way."
I'm sure if they all took such
good likenesses of themselves
as Anita Stewart, I don't un-

derstand

why

they dislike

it.

The

picture she gave me for
myself was one of the originals
of the pose that was in the gallery of the "Screen Beauties"
in the July issue of Picture-

Play.

Only

it was about twice
the magazine
almost life-size of just the head,
you know. I was thinking what
a stunning addition that would

the

make

—

of

size

to

personally

my

much-treasured
photos of

collected

have met.
couldn't help commenting
on the nice leading man I noticed in some of the stills of
stars I
I

Out

in the

summerhoiise overlooking the bay,

roundings and listening to Anita Steivart that

I

just

^ave myself up

1 forgot

most of

so to marveling at the sur-

the things

I

had wanted

to asic her.

her

forthcoming picture.
It
seemed sort of funny to think of the love scenes being
snapped by her own husband, especially as the public
is so fond of imagining that stars and their opposites
are in love with each other.
"But it's silly to think that," Anita said. "They sel-

dom

are."

That reminded me of the time almost every fan
considered Anita Stewart and Earle Williams were in
love with each other just because they were such splendid opposites.
In town it had been quite hot
it wasn't the least
bit here, with the cool breeze blowing in from the
water and rustling all the leaves which almost completely cover the house.
It was three stories high on
one end the house, I mean and two stories, witli a
large roof garden, on the other end.
boathouse, with
a narrow platform around it that extended out into the
water, and two stone summerhouses, grown over with
vines like that on the house, bordered the inlet of
water.
There was a picturesque, arched stone bridge
spanning it where it entered into the bay. The butler
brought some chairs and we sat on the platform of the
boathouse and gave ourselves up to enjoying the view
;

_

—

—

and atmosphere.
We watched the two small boys

A

—

—

—

—

—

Mr. Cameron likes
alone, l)ut not leading a wild life.
to go about quite a bit, though, so while we're here we
occasionally attend dinners, play golf or tennis with
friends, and once in a while we have bathing parties

Of course some players have
nights.
wilder, gayer times, but when I'm twenty-eight
or so I want to look that age or younger and you can't
if you dissipate."
I don't think Miss Stewart need worry about aging
She is very girlish looking
she is far from that yet.
and very bright and sparkling nothing blase about her
on moonlight

on the
opposite shore of the inlet catch eels and crabs, and
Anita's two dogs, Casey and Dub, frisked around in
the water.
The sun bath made us lazy, and we talked
idly of the movies
in much the same manner as Fanny
the Fan and the Bystander chatter
flitting from one
subject to- the other.
I was so thoroughly contented
with my companion and
surroundings what
fan
wouldn't be? that I forgot half of the things I wanted

—

to ask Miss Stewart, and just gave myself up to listening eagerly to anything she had to say. She was telling
me about California about the climate and the studios
out there.
"The studios out there are hardly anything more than
"As a rule they are
sheds," she said, to my surprise.
merely big spaces of flooring with roofs over them
nothing like the large studios here.
"Out there, when you go out at night, you just about
You see, there aren't so
see everybody in the movies.
many places to go to as there are in New York. There
are only a few cabarets and big hotels, so when you
go to the Ambassador or any of those places you meet
Charlie Chaplin and Gloria Swanson and just every one
except Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks. You
ha.'dly ever see them, because they go out very seldom."
Anita Stewart likes Alice Joyce. She told me, "Alice
quiet and serious and
is the kind of person I admire
not altogether
studious. 1 like to be quiet and by myself

in the boat

—

—

much

—

—

at

all.

"You know some

]3eople

are under

Continued on page 89

the

impression

—
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Charles Gatchell

Ediled and Illustrated by
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1

"M}- wife," groaned the multimillionaire,
"Will drive me bankrupt, I declare
Her extravagance has gone too far
She's tr>nng to live like a movie

— W. — Thomas H. Ince born, 1882.
—Th. —H. B. Warner, in his greatest

—Tu. — First train wreck staged for "813," a Vitagraph
1912.
2 — W. —John Barrymore was plaj-ing lilax in "^lagda," with
Nance O'Neil, at Cleveland's Theater, Chicago, IQ03.
3 — Th. — Alice Brady born, 1892.
4— Fr. — Harrison Ford was a picturesque Sandro in "Soldiers
1

16
17

thriller,

— Sa. —
6— Su. —
5

of Fortune," with Robert Edeson, at the \'ictcr\Theater, San Jose, California, 1903.
Theaters that had been closed throughout the country
during the influenza epidemic, began to open, 1918.
Lionel Barrymore did all that was possible as Lord
Silversnake in "Squire Kate," at the Park Theater,

— Tu. —
for Essenaj-, 1916.
9— W. — Mae Murray was a

pulchritudinous

Jane in "The Bachelor
New York, 1910.

— Th. — Edward Earle was

10

De Luxe,"

at

Globe

Belles,"

with Thomas Jefferson, at the Croswell Opera House, Adrian, Michigan, 1906.
star,

fitted

in

"Hearts Are Trumps,"

actress,

New

26

— Sa. —

27

— Su. — Edith

Theater,

1916.

— M. — Bert

York, 1906.

—Tu. —

30

1915.
— —!Mar\- Pickford
.

\\

.

to Riches," at the x^rch Street Theater, Philadelphia, 1904.

From

near-risque farce and boudoir plays,
Oh, screen, deliver us.
From Fox's "crooks" and Griffith's
"jays,"

From
From

Sennett's bathing-girl displays
times that bring movie-less da^-s,
Oh, screen, deliver us.

INTERESTING FACTS.
The

that have been written in
the controversy as to whether Mary Pickford or Mary Miles Minter was the better
at depicting child parts, if laid end to end,
letters

reach from Sugar Knob, Tennessee,
to Sorgum Corners, South Carolina.
The fact that a star has her picture
taken standing by a kitchen range doesn't
prove that she can cook.
v,-ould

Two

29

Rags

pa^-s,"

was

the dashing hero, Bertie Cecil, in
Flags," Avith Jane Kenark, at the
Mobile Theater, ^lobile, Alabama, 1903.
^lary ]Miles i\Iinter scored an early screen success in
the Metro picture, "Barbara Frietchie," released
Lytell

"Under

— M. — Associated First National Pictures was incorporated
with a capital stock of six million dollars, 1919.
15 — Tu. — Sidney Olcott was a convincing Mike Dooley in "From

woman

Thea-

Storey plaj-s opposite E. H. Sothern in the
Vitagraph picture, "An Enemy to the King," with
John Robertson in their support, released this date,

28

made her English-speaking debut as an
as "Hedda Gabler," at the Princess Theater,

films in which "the
Oh, screen, deliver us

Street

1918, 1919, 1920, 1921.

"Hamlet," 1946.

ANOTHER SCREEN LITANY.

Walnut

Philadelphia, 1900.
Bosworth, cast for one of his favorite roles,
Charles, the wrestler, in "As You Like It," was at
Daly's Theater, New York, 1891.
Motion pictures denounced as the cause of juvenile
crime, 1910, 191 1, 1912, 1913, 1914 1915, 1916, 1917,

— Fr. —Hobart

14

From

at the

ter,

25

York, 1916.

— Su. — Nazimova

in

at

first picture in which Xazimova
appeared, released at the BroadwaA" Theater, New

13

retires, 1919, 1920, 1921.
as Little Meenie in "Rip

— — Buster Keaton smiles, 1970.
22 — Tu. — Larry Semon became a Vitagraph
1919.
23 — W. — Antonio Moreno
into the picture as Percy
D.,"
"C. O.
the Gaiety Theater, New York, 1912.
24— Th. — Cecil De Mille was to be seen as Arthur Dyson

1911.

— Fr. — Ben Turpin cast for
12 — Sa. — "War Brides," the

S.

21

a neat Donald Houston vr, "Doctor
the Forrest Theater, Philadelphia,

11

Jimmy

Van Winkle,"

Susan

as

feast

— Sa. —William Hart positively
— Su. — Shirley Mason did nicely

19

20

Brooklyn, 1896.
Tcarle seemed at home as Richard Ainslec in
"Mrs. Lefifingvvell's Boots," at the Oliver Opera
House, South Bend, Indiana, 1905.
Max Linder arrived from France to make comedies

8

success, "Alias

was the lure at the Shubert Theater,
Brooklyn, 1 910.
18—Fr.—Ethel Clayton, Earl Metcalfe, and Harry C. Myers
were to be seen in the Lubin picture, "Partners in
Crime," 1913.
Valentine,"

— M. — Conway

7

star."'

caused tears to flow as Dolly Golden
AA'ife," at the Star Theater, New

"The Child

in

York, 1904.
ever

Regan, !Mrs. Louis Lee
"Sirs. James B.
Arms, Mrs. Thomas B. Clark?

Several persons in America have expressed themselves as not having cared
for the German films they have seen.

2.
What three celebrities of the stage
failed signally as screen stars?
^^'hat was the largest price ever paid
3.
for the screen rights of a stage plaj-?
What is the largest theater in the
4.

few movie
any Indians.

^'cry
killed

HOW TO
Walk

cowboys have

GET INTO THE ilOVIES.

— almost

in town
will do.

along a street

Afterany street and any town
noons or evenings are the best time. Keep
going until you come across a building

with

signs

or

bright

lights

out

leading out from the hole in
In return for your money,
you will probably receive a small strip of
pasteboard.
Toss this into the container
guarded by the uniformed bedouin and
pass on into the darkened room beyond.
the

shelf

window.

down.

Sit

You have now broken

Into the

movies

!

WHAT EVERY FAN SHOULD
KNOW.
I.

'Qy

what

ing persons

Harold

names

known on

Bolster,

5.

to

are the follow]Mrs.
the screen
:

Mrs. Rudolph Cameron,

How many

feet of film are required
the average feature picture?
Does Mar3' Pickford like her curls?

make
6.

front.

Probably other people will be wanting to
get into the movies, just as you are, and
they will be passing in through the broad
entrance of the building.
Follow them.
On approaching a little glass window near
the entrance, draw from your purse a
quarter, plus war tax, and deposit it on
this

world ?

ANSWERS TO THE ABOVE.
1.

Madge

Alice Joyce,

Kennedy,

Mae Marsh,

Anita

Stewart,

Elsie Ferguson.

2.
George M. Cohan, Mary Garden,
and Caruso.
One hundred and seventy-five thou3.
sand dollars for " 'Way DoAvn East."
The Capitol, New York City.
4.
Approximately five thousand.
5.
6.
Does Ben Turpin take beauty naps?

Favorite Picture Players

\
t
MARION

DAVIES

plans even more elaborate produc-

tions for the future than she has adorned in the

pasL

After "The Bride's Play" she will appear in "The Young
Diana," after which she plans a deling presentation of
"When Knighthood Was in Flower."

CNSTANCE
on
continue

BINNEY

footlijghts

making

has resolutely turned her back

and the East, and gone

to California to

pictures

"Such a Uttle

for

Re<dart.

Queen," an adaptation of the «tage play,
offering.

is

her

mMt

recent

f^^c».^^asu^

noba by Onaac* S. B&n

IRENE CASTLE TREMAN,

long the darling of New York's ni^t life, now
lends her naire charm to the screen. Her beanty and daring and extreme
individuality make her one of the most fascinating figures before the public
to-day?—and nowhere can you find her personality ntirrored more naturally than
in the article on the opposite pag&

1

ALLA

NAZIMOVA,

her vivid personality so long wasted

on unworthy screen vdicles, has temporarily retired from the screen.
'HZamille," however, will keep her
before the motion-picture public until she can find another
'

sufficiently great part to {day.

Broadway's Famous Castle
She comes back

to the screen every so often, does the fair Irene, this time in

a

of

thrilling

tale

lumber

camps

and

Broadway

By Emma-Lindsay

I THOUGHT
on time for

the fact that I was at the Algonqnin
my interview with Irene Castle that
proved be3'ond a doubt that
is, with Mrs. Treman
The fact is that I was
I am becoming New Yorkized.
late, but she was later, having spent a hectic afternoon

—

—

new and startling costume with
Broadway. Anyliow, I had reached
there with a minimum amount of questioning, reducing
my query handicap to three and a half the half being
supplied by a small newsboy who told me scornfully
that if I looked up I'd see the hotel sign right above

at Lucille's, concocting a

which

to invigorate

—

my
I

head.

waited in the lobby for the chic Irene, feeling quite

Hollywood with familiar faces drifting in and out of
There was Charles Gerard, looking as sleek
the door.
as a trained seal Ward Crane, very black of hair and
pink of skin Winifred Westover, as blond as ever, and
Max Linder, the immaculate, somewhat handicapped in
speaking French to the clerk because his hands were full
at

;

;

of packages.

When Irene came in there should really have been
an orchestra to give an entrance blare of trumpets "Ta
da d-a-a-a-a !" For she is, in an atmosphere of well-

—

— —

groomed women,

easily the most distinctive.
It isn't so
Her
her costume as the way she carries it off.
of walking has been copied by flappers the
country over, deteriorating into the "debutante slouch."
If only the flappers would remember that the only person
who can with effectiveness emulate the bobbed Castle
is the fair Irene herself.
She was dressed in black satin don't pin me down
with startling flat
too closely concerning the details
There was a white vest, edged
paniers over the hips.
with fur, and there was a touch of vivid red at the
throat and at the cuffs of the sleeves. There was a sort
of girdle, ending in a varicolored tassel that swung
The skirt length was
against the sheen of the skirt.
well, come to think of it, there was very little length.
Around one slim ankle a tiny chain was clasped, the
thin golden line half veiled by the gauze of her silken
And the crowning touch of the costume was
stocking.
a close-fitting black hat that almost hid the bobbed glory
of her red-brown hair. Two sweeping sprays of feathers
probably osprey flared from either side and met under her chin, framing her face in a semicircle of blueHer eyes were blue, and curiously
black plumage.
Her mouth was a vivid curve of crimson,
young.
heightened by rouge.
She did not apologize for being late she merely waved
a bottle of Lucille perfume under my nose, assured me
it was the latest delectability from the famous shop, and
Her voice is
invited me to come up to her rooms.
strangely at variance with her appearance. You expect
a sweeter, more gentle quality.
It is low-pitched, almost
rough, as with a slight cold it is the sort of voice one
would recognize anywhere as belonging to a theatrical
person.
Her rooms were littered with trunks, traveling bags,
In a huge vase a gorgeous bunch
shoes, photographs.
of American Beauty roses was distilling fragrance with
right good will, and in a cage on the floor a small, sadeyed monkey hooked his tail around the bars and com-

much
mode

—
—

—

—

•

—

;

;

z

called

French

Heels."

Squier

menced

to jump up and down, stiff-legged, in a simian
dance of welcome.
Two pop-eyed Belgian griffons, shaggy as penwipers,
dashed out of an inner room, barking feverishly, springing up on the couch and down again in an ecstasy of
delight, and the monkey, stimulated by their example,
accelerated the tempo of his dance to an allegro fiirioso
that threatened to ruin the shape of the cage.
Irene, quite calm in the midst of the hectic turmoil,

waved me

to a place on the couch,
in a rocking-chair near the cage.

and seated herself
She busied herself
with soothing the monk, who chattered up at her, blinking his eyes.
"Is that the

monkey you had in France?" I asked
remembering pictures I had seen and also recollecting
the fact that in her first screen production, "The Whirl

her,

of Life," a

simian actor played a prominent part.
!" she laughed.
"This is about the
seventh since that time. I am crazy about monkeys, and
I always have at least one.
This one I bought from
an organ grinder. His name is Virginia."
I looked startled and rather dubious.
"Yes, I know it's a queer name for a gentleman
monkey, but that's what the organ grinder had named
him, so I let it ride.
I think he named him after his
little

"Oh, goodness, no

wife."
It did not take much conversation to discover that
Irene's two enthusiasms in life are her husband, Robert
Treman, and her large and assorted collection of pets.
"We live in Ithaca," she told me, "on a perfectly
darling estate, where I can have all the pets I want. I
come in to New York to make a picture or to do shopping.
But I'm always glad to get home again. I had
so many years of hectic night life, up until three a. m.
for month after month, that I am happy in the peace
and quiet of our country place."
"Then you don't intend to go back on the stage or
to professional dancing?" I asked, having heard rumors
that she might return to the footlights.
"No, I don't think I ever will," she said positively.
"Bobby has his work at Ithaca, and I don't want to be
separated from him. Of course I get a hankering for
the footlights sometimes, when I see a good play or
a musical comedy, but pictures pay better, and they let
me have the home life that I want."
She switched off on the subject of Virginia, the gentleman monk again, telling me that her mother made
Gingham wash dresses for every da}', and
his clothes.
red and green "organ" clothes for street wear. Virginia
meantime was continuing his stiff-legged staccato dancing, apparently quite happy in a state of primitive tmdress.

"I brought two canary birds home from the studio
over the Fourth to -give them a nice week-end," she said
I
suddenly, apropos of nothing, "but they both died.
guess the city life was too much for them."
She fondled the monk through the bars of his cage,
and I thought, watching her, that she was a curious
combination of child and woman of the world. Her eyes
are the eyes of seventeen, naive, audacious, young. The
rest of her face is much more mature, older far than
Continued on page 102

Von Stroheim and Mrs. Grundy
The maker

of the sensational

and extravagant "Foolish Wives"

who

who

likes to reveal

human

any one guilty of the
slightest unconventionality. You may not wholly agree with either of them, but you will
be interested in these facts and fencies about the most startling production of the year.
beings at their worst, confronts the arbiter of society

blacklists

By Gordon Gassaway

A

HOME-BREWED

picture that has a greater
Mrs. Grundy who accompanied me throughout the inthe imported product
and more
terview.
I couldn't shake her.
It was Mrs. Grundy
foreign film made in America. This
flavor.
who broke in upon on Stroheim's first words of deis "Foolish Wives," the most-discussed motion picture
scription of the picture with, "But people don't do those
of the age and one that has taken
things !" to which he answered, "You
the ice out of spice.
have been fortunate, dear lady, in
Everything that "Passion" and
your acquaintances.
Or perhaps it
Eric von Stroheim's "Million=
was just that you were mistaken
"Gypsy Blood" were not "Foolish
dollar Folly" promises to be one
Wives" is. Every bit of stark realabout them."
of the most sensational and talked=
Every time that "Foolish Wives"
ism Europe ever knew and forgot,
about pictures ever made.
and a lot that Europe never thought
had been mentioned of late, Mrs.
It was begun eighteen months
ago.
of, has been injected into this UniGrundy had drawn near, and Dame
By the first of August it had
Rumor had it that I\Irs. Grundy
versal City product by its ex-Auscost one million two hundred and
Vi^ould never allow the film to be
trian, naturalized American director,
nine thousand nine hundred and
Eric von Stroheim.
shown that is, to other people. She
eighty=one dollars and forty=five
cents.
herself wouldn't have missed it for
Dame Rumor herself drove me to
Within the industry, discussion
worlds.
the little room on the roof of the
about it has raged for the past
Down the winding stairs Eric von
Administration Building at Univeryear.
Stroheim took us, past the tiny roof
sal City, in the Hollywood Hills,
Rumors have been circulated
that this picture is intended for
garden, built for him into the depths
where Von Stroheim and his wife
German propaganda, but there is
of the building, where there was a
and one assistant had been working
nothing in the picture to bear it
miniature projection room with a
for two months all night long, every
out.
screen no larger than a wall map and
night, cutting one million feet of film
It is predicted that people will
trample over each other's feet to
into twelve
a single little red schoolhouse bench.
at one dollar a foot
see it, because it is packed with
The silence, while the assistant cutthousand feet of "Foolish Wives."
more shocks than a power house.
ter himself adjusted the film in a dim
They worked at night, some said,
Perhaps few persons will admit
recess somewhere above, was most
because the scenes on the film were
that they really like this picture,
but it is doubtful if many will de=
impressive, for I knew that I was
too explosive to be toyed with in the
liberately stay away from it.
the first outsider to see the muchwarm California sunshine.
talked-of, daring scenes of "Foolish
Dame Rumor herself and her
Wives." When the first scenes flashed chills ran up
whole family, from Frank Lies, the eldest, to Mere
and down mv spine. No word was spoken imtil Mrs.
Conjecture, the youngest made me seek out the maker
Grundy simply could not hold in any longer.
of "Foolish Wives" and ask, "What is all this foolishBut it was
"Mr. von Stroheim says that almost all Etiropean
ness about 'Foolish Wives,' anyhow?"

kick

than

—

A

—

V

FOOLISH WIVES
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wear long black silk stockings and
answered her objections. "He says
that that man is the villain and does lots of
things that the American hero there wouldn't
think of doing.
That's how you can tell the
villain from the hero," I added caustically.
"But we can't allow such things," Mrs.
ofificers

^corsets,"

HP

Stroheim and Mrs. Grundy

I

Grundy protested icily, raising her lorgnette, but
never for a moment letting her glance swerve
from the picture. "Where would society be?"
"Just where it is now," I retorted, driven by
her supercilious manner to take up the cudgels
for Von Stroheim.
The thrills continued to race up and down my
spine throughout the picture.
Never has anything made me so aghast.
The story of the picture is this
Shortly
after the signing of the armistice, an American
envoy to the Prince of Monaco arrives at Monte
Carlo with his young and frivolous wife. Three
cf-ooks, one man and two women, posing as
Russian nobility, have rented a villa and are
living at Monte Carlo, engaged in passing coun:

terfeit

crook,
count,

money at the gambling casino.
who has taken the title of

The male

a Russian
is persuaded to direct his attentions, the
persuading being done by his female accomplices, upon the young wife of the envoy, which
he does with success, for the purpose of using
her to help pass counterfeit bank notes. Every
affair this man has with a woman is successful,
and he does not entirely fall down in this.
The part is played by Von Stroheim himself,
much as he played in "Blind Husbands." His
intrigue with the frivolous wife of the American
leads her into a villa at night, during which time
a fire breaks out and she is forced to leap from
the tower.
The American husband discovers
an ugly situation when he returns home at midnight.
He himself has been "worked upon" by
Photo by Fi eulicb
the two fake Russian "princesses," but, being
Eric von Stroheim himself plays the part of the sinister villain.
level-headed, has not succumbed in the same
measure as did his wife, although the wife had
remained virtuous.
The crooks meet ends which are terey because they were continually blown into the sea
intended for crooks, the principal villain— played by
by high winds, and great crowds of extras were used
Von Stroheim being finished off in a particularly gruealmost every day, all items of terrific expense.
some manner. The American husband forgives his frivMrs. Grundy succeeded in seeing only the disgusting
olous wife for her "flirtations," and to that extent all
facts that European army officers wear corsets, that
ends well.
gentlemen sometimes bite ladies' hands, as in "McUnlike Picture-Play Magazine, "Foolish Wives"
Teague," Frank Norris' great American novel, and in
is not intended for the whole family, so the story is
"Foolish Wives," and that live pigeons were shot, during
not told here in all of its sickening detail.
Blinded
So much
1919 at Monte Carlo, instead of clay ones.
has been left out, in fact, that it is surprising that what
by these things, she is quite likely to overlook the
is here told sounds like a story at all.
If your reading
dank power of the stoi'y. And it really makes no difand observation have never taken you beyond the conference whether she does or not, for people are going
fines of the Sunday-school lilDrary, you could not stand
to be chilled and thrilled by "Foolish Wives" as they
this picture.
But if you are sufficiently familiar with
never have before at any picture, for never has stark
the emotional excesses of depraved people to disregard
realism entered into picture projection as in this.
the story of "Foolish Wives," you will have two hours
I agree, however, with Mrs. Grundy in some things,
of the greatest entertainment ever allotted to you, for
mainly that there are horrible things in "Foolish Wives,"
it is a magnificent spectacle.
but so are there horrible things in life. The daily papers
The sets used in the picture, representing the plaza tell us so, even in America. I cannot find the heart
at Monte Carlo, the casino, and the villa, are gorgeous
to say that I would miss the sinister cleverness of
even if they don't look like one million two hundred and
"Foolish Wives" just because I happen to think that
nine thousand nine hundred and eighty-one dollars. If
the inside life of Monte Carlo is a disgrace and should
the expenditure of this sum is not apparent on the screen
not be contemplated. America has really wanted spice
it must be remembered that more than a year was conin its pictures, whether it would admit it publicly or
sumed in its filming, that its leading man, Rudolph Chrisnot, and here it is
in gobs.
tians, died during that time and a substitute was provided
"I should never allow a child of mine to see this
who looked so much like him that the audience cannot picture," Mrs. Grundy announced with an air of finality.

—

'

—

tell

the difference.

difficulty

Salaries

was encountered

were paid

all this

"But your children read the newspapers every night,"

time, great

in erecting the sets at

Mon-

I

replied, unconsciously echoing

Von

Stroheini's argu-

Von Stroheim and
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The bedroom secrets of

Mae Busch and Maude

ment of a couple of hours previous. "American-born
children are the greatest readers of newspapers in the
world, and what American newspapers print well, you
know
It would be nice to eliminate all the smut in
the world, and steps to that end are being taken prett}'
generally, but a little dust remains
here and there.
The good old public has not yet got over its early Puritanical curiosity as to what goes on behind closed bedroom doors. Von Stroheim gives the good old public
!"
a peep, that's all
on Stroheim told me that he believes the national
instead
bird of America will some day be the ostrich
if Americans continue to hide their heads
of the eagle
under their "wings" every time a morbid bit of life
is mentioned, but he believes that this time has not
yet arrived, and therefore he decided to entertain the
nation with "Foolish Wives." He admits that his villain
is low and degenerate, but he excuses the fact in defense
of his American hero, whom he makes doubly good
l:'y contrast, although not a goody-goody.
Mrs. Grundy drew a shocked sigh at the knee-length
imdergarments on the American Envoy on the screen.
"Some of the greatest men of the age have worn
knee-length whatnots, according to report," I whispered.

—

!

—

Y

—

—

is even said that Mr. Anthony Comstock wore them
one very warm summer, but not, of course, in the winter.
Why quibble at this when the best magazines are full
of whatnot ads?"
"I refuse to argue with any one," Mrs. Grundy announced in her most high-handed manner. "I made up
my mind that this was a disgusting spectacle before I
No one could spend one million two hunever saw it.
dred and nine thousand nine hundred and eighty-one
dollars on a picture and still have it in good taste.
Perhaps if it was history, or a morality play, the expense

"It

Mrs.

Grundy

George, as the villainesses, are not spared.

would be

justified.

But Universal

will

never find

this

a paying investment."
"Keep still, can't you?" I replied, getting exasperated
at her quibbling when I was almost falling off my- bench
watching the archvillainies of "Foolish ^^'ives" and forgetting that there was a Mrs. Grundv in the world.
"Didn't you know that 'Way Down East' cost Griffith
eight hundred thousand dollars itself and that though
it was neither a morality play or a historical one it has
The
already made twice that sum for its producer?
villain in it was a rascal of the worst sort, but not
so iiendish as Von Stroheim makes his villain; that's
Any first-class European villain can
all the difference.
give cards and spades to the American variety and then
'

take

all

the tricks."

Although Universal City has made mucn of the

fact
that this picture cost more than a million dollars in real
money, implying that perhaps some other reputedly expensive pictures were enhanced in cost by their press
agents, the point to-day is not so much that Universal
City, never before given to making expensiA-e pictures,
has spent this sum, but that it has spent it on a picture
which is smelly as to plot and almost lieyond the ken,
in stark realism, of American audiences. Yet it is from
America that the financial return on it is expected,

because even Von Stroheim himself is doubtful if European audiences will be interested in watching the affairs
of an American couple in Monte Carlo.
If

it

Dame Rumor
Madame Grundy, will have gone far
so.
As for any actual malicious eft'ert
of this country, I think that may be ]5retty

turns out to be a financial success.

and her neighbor,
to

make

it

on the youth

thoroughly discounted, for this picture certainly makes
depravity and crime obnoxious rather than alluring.
Continued on page 85

One Arabian Night
A hint of the barbaric splendor and
savage intensity disclosed in the latest
First National-Pola Negri importation.
jugglers

who

to the city of

Bag-

a wandering troupe
IN come
over the sands

of

dad is a black-haired dancer who cares
for nothing but bewitching the hearts of men
and arousing jealousy in a devoted fellow performer, a hunchback. Her career is meteoric
and ends in tragedy its telling reveals a sinister but fascinating background of Oriental
pageantry.
This story, one of the most dramatic of all time, introduces the fiery Pola
Negri to American audiences in a new guise,
and brings the effete emotionalism of the East
to our screens.
The picture, under the title
of "One Arabian Night," is heralded as the
master work of Ernst Lubitsch, the much-discussed director of "Passion."
;
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Romances
Hugo

Ballin

was

of

a painter, and Mabel

were married. And how
a producer of pictures and her a

courted, and

By Helen

inured

being

to

his private affairs

interviewed

—

affair, rather

about

—

for
for him but
Mabel.
a painter in
those days, a highly successful young

was any one
Hugo Ballin was

there never

on whom many honors had been
showered. He was one of the youngest men to be elected to the American
Academy of Arts and Letters, and he
had won the Thomas B. Clarke prize
for the best figure composition by an
American. Altogether he was a most
impressive person but little INIabel
Crofts, who was then playing in a
Broadway musical comedy, didn't hold
it
against him.
She liked his nice,
frank eyes and his sensitive, sympathetic mouth, and she found him so
congenial that right at their first meetartist

—

ing she found herself confiding a longcherished, secret ambition to him. She
wanted to study at the Art Students'
League
He thought it was funny for
any one to continue on the stage, if
what they really wanted to do was
!

art, and
She laughed

study

The Ballin

Home

told her so.
at that.

in

After a while,

Westport,

Connecticut,

where the two thought they had gone into
retirement from the struggles of active life
;;/;/// the movies called them.

—

There will always he a part for Mabel
This

shows her as she appears

in
in

the Ballin productions.

"Jane Eyre."

THE

other girls in the show used to get presents
of candy and flowers and all that sort of thing,
but Hugo always sent me milk and eggs because it worried him that I was so thin. Mr. Dillingham he was the manager of the show I was in
used to joke me about it, and finally one night he said,
'.Seems to me that man Ballin cares a lot about keeping

—

alive.
Bet he wants to marry you.'
'"And sure enough he did, but I didn't find it out
very soon."
"I'd
"She should have," Hugo Ballin spoke up.
known it long enough, goodness knows. Ever since I
must have been weeks before."
first met her
"But you didn't tell me," smiled Mabel with a twinkle
in her eyes that said, "Go on; I dare you to tell her
about it."
Hugo changed the subject. Not even imder the
beguiling influence of perfectly cooked soft-shell crabs
and the romantic strains of a hidden orchestra could
he be persuaded to tell anything about when he asked
Mabel Crofts to become Mabel Ballin.

you

—

You

it all happened back
when, distinguished as he was, he was not

can hardly blame him, for

in the days

—

;

Famous Film Folk
Crofts an actress in musical
all

movie

comedy when they met,

and happenings led

of these facts

star, will interest

to his

every ambitious

becoming

fan.

Klumph
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when she thought it
made her sad to think of

it didn't seem so funny.
the many hard knocks ahead
for a young man who didn't see why people did things
they didn't want to. Mahel registered a hope right then
that he would never know what it was to be poor, so poor
that he had to do things he didn't want to, so you can
see that she had started to fall in love with him already.
"I'll tell you all about us," Mabel assured me with
a disconcerting glance from those wonderful eyes that
change momentarily from a humorous sparkle to Xragic
depths and back to a confidential twinkle again, "if you'll
promise never to say again that I'm pretty. No one has
ever noticed that I can act because they've been told that
I'm pretty.
I don't deserve any credit for that, and
Hugo and I both deserve a lot of credit for my acting
I'm improving all the time; we notice
really we do.
Don't we, Hugo?"
it even if no one else does.
"Yes," he assented eagerly. He thought I had been
safely steered away from that question of when he
proposed, and for a time I let him think so.
Mabel
smiled at me reassuringly, while he talked about their
pictures: of the making of "The Journey's End," the
first drama to be made without subtitles
of the disappointment that their "East Lynne" was so much
greater a success than their "Pagan Love," which they
liked better, and, of course, of beautiful scenes and settings, real or in pictures.
Hugo Ballin doesn't particularly like to talk about art
and artists and bringing the magic of the artist's palette
to the building and lighting of sets, but people always
urge him to because he talks so interestingly. He would
rather have his friends go to see his pictures and find
When he talks he'd rather
his theories expressed there.
just joke, and he's just as companionably lowbrow as
any director who thinks that Childe Hassam is a Turkish
cigarette.
But one always thinks of Hugo Ballin as
surrounded by beauty.
"It must have been in the moonlight," I offered, "that

though,
It

over,

;

you proposed to her. Was it in Italy, where you used
And did you sit
to go on sketching trips sometimes?
among the ruins of some old castle, looking out over
the Adriatic while you listened to the plaintive songs
of the boatmen below?"
Mabel chuckled.

I

"Yes, yes," Hugo assented enthusiastically. "And we
talked about other great masterpieces, and then about

"In the interest of truth," Mabel offered, "he proposed to me on rather a muggy night on the way home

from a concert

at

reached

my

night

you want

if

effect that

time

it

the

apartment
to.'

Hippodrome.
And when we
said, 'You can kiss me good
And he murmured words to the
I

he didn't care

if

would have been a

he did.
little

I

nicer

thought at the
he had been

if

decided he was much nicer
ardent, but afterward
^ more
he was. He showed lack of experience."
was a glare compared
H Hugo glared her—
I

Has

at

Hto

the

way he

H somewhat

at least

it

—

usually looks at her but Mabel went on
manner of the irrepressible child who

in the

Hugo

Ballin

was

the first artist of real eminence to

become a

motion-picture art director.

will bring the family skeleton out to

dance before com-

pany.

"And we were engaged three years. I went back
on the road in a Frank Daniels show, and Hugo went
on painting wonderful pictures."
The chuckle became a merry little laugh there's an
ingenuous enthusiasm about Mabel Ballin that is wholly
;

natural, wholly delightful.
There's an air about her
that says, "I'm having a lot of fun; why don't you?"
"It was the luckiest thing that could have happened
to me," she continued.
"I never knew enough to take
care of myself before I met Hugo.
I was always thin
I
pale, and I guess I went to too many parties.
wouldn't have met Hugo if I hadn't gone to one of those
parties, though, and he was so fresh and wholesome
just as he is now
that I guess he changed me a lot."
"Let's go back to the studio," Hugo urged, as though
fearful of further disclosures.
So it was up in Mabel
Ballin's dressing room that I heard the rest of the story.
sat in the little room that her husband had had
decorated for her in glowing nuances of orchid and dull
blue and palest apple green which looks out over Central
Park.
Six stories below motors sped along, casting

and

—

We

flashing lights among the trees, and overhead the stars
were just beginning to glimmer against the blackness
The spell of beauty changed her mood a
of the sky.
little, or perhaps it was the absence of the quietly critical
Hugo that made her feel free to talk more seriously

of their marriage.
"I felt so sorry for Hugo when he married me," she
but Hugo
told me, "that I cried. I was used to hardship
Continued on page 96

—
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Wesley Barry recently played "Penrod" on the speaking stage

The

Dumb

in

Los Angelas with great success.

Speak

Los Angeles have the pleasure of seeing more than the shadow self of many
Some of you can't go there, perhaps, but you can learn
from this article what sort of plays your favorites give and how they appear.
People

in

of their favorite players.

—

By Edwin
was the night of a benefit performance in Los
There was a momentary lull on the

IT Angeles.

stage that only served to heighten the warmth of
Of a
seeing the great screen stars acting in person.
sudden there burst upon an excited vision Charlie Murray.
He was dragging a much-disturbed young woman
by the hand. The audience thrilled. It began to apThe applause grew into an outburst. On the
plaud.
stage there was a tug of war between the comedian and
the girl. There were cries and guflfaws, the waving of
handkerchiefs, and heated though subdued comments.
Murray turned to the audience. "This young lady,"
he gave her a final tug to be sure she had ceased her
resistance, "this young lady is one whom you all know.
At least you should Icnow her. Meet her, anj'way. Give
her a good hand because you won't make any mistake
by doing it, believe me, for she's one of the greatest
swimmers, tight-rope walkers, and bareback riders on
Aren't you dear?" (sotto voce).
the screen.
"But"
and here he raised his hand for silence "but she's
deaf and dumb. If she wasn't she would perform for
you in a minute. As we have no swimming tank here, no
tight wire, or no horses, she can't do her little stunt.
"
But meet her anyway. She's
Just for fun we won't reveal the lady's name. I may
mention though that she's quite a clever lead in comedies.
However, as I learned from Murray afterward, that she
ivas frightened dumb.

—

—

Schallert

"You

was this," said Charlie. "That
ahead of her filivvered. Nobody was ready to
go on the stage, and she was standing in the wings. To
fill in the time I made her come out and be introduced.
But, believe me, it was some job
"I didn't know whether she'd ever been on the stage
or not, and didn't have time to ask, so I couldn't take
any chances. That's whv I told the audience she was
deaf and dumb. Generalh- they can talk, but once in a
see, the trouble

act just

v/hile they can't."

The

tag line of Murray's explanation, of course, recinema folk. He might possibly have added
that the Western film metropoHs is one of the few
places where you can discover a cinema player's ability
However, Charlie had more important
to use his voice.
concerns, for, as is his wont, he was acting as official
announcer for the benefit. He is an old hand at the
impromptu stuf¥, for when he was in musical comed}'
he was routined in the art of improvising. Consequently
he is nearly always elected to preside at entertainments
fers to the

given by movie folk.

In the Western film metropoHs there are many stich
programs. They always draw large audiences, especially
from the tourists, for they af¥ord a rare opportunity lo
learn just what kind of stage trouper a cinema player
And everybody seems to have a tremendous interest
is.
in a reel actor's real voice.

The Dumb Speak
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You know yourself how you've wished for a materiaHzation
You've wanted to see how he
of your favorite shadow star.
But
or she really acts, walks, looks, and, above all, talks.
unless the star happens to have made a personal appearance
in your town you haven't had your desire fulfilled.
While you might be disappointed in some of your favorites,
many of them are capable as stage performers. In fact,
I've seen them achieve remarkable success at times.
Not so
much at benefits, perhaps, as in play productions.
At one theater in Hollywood a unique little art theater it is
—picture stars take part in plays for the experience and for
The theater isn't so much bigger than
the love of the thing.
a movie projection room or a bandbox playhouse.
It holds
no more people than will pay overhead expenses and royalties.
There is
It is known as the Hollywood Community Theater.
also another even smaller, but that is of later origin.
One of the first playlets ever given at the Hollywood Community was written by William De Mille, the director. The
actors were Wallace Reid, Louise Huff, and Raymond Hatton.
Quite a brilliant little star cluster for a starter, wasn't it ?
The director of the theater, Miss Nelly Dickson, formerly
a high-school teacher, but a very keen judge of plays and production, has a list of players who have signified their desire
to take party in the spoken drama that comprises some of
She has already presented such
the foremost cinema players.
people as Florence Reed, Ann Forrest, Vivian Martin, Clyde
Fillmore, Conrad Nagel, Harrison Ford, Helen Jerome Eddy,
Betty Brice, Mabel Julienne Scott, William Worthington, the
'

—

director, formerly with Sessue Hayakawa
Richard Tucker,
Winter Hall, Betty Blythe, Thomas Chatterton, Henry Wal;

Charles Meredith, Lionel Belmore, Wedgwood Nowell,
George Hackathorn, and others, all of whom you have probably
They have appeared in plays by Barrie,
seen in pictures.
Shaw, Maeterlinck, Lord Dunsany, Stephen Phillips, John
Masefield, and other intellectual dramatists of the day, and

thall,

William

Desmond and

his wife,

Mary Mclvor, appeared

in the

stage

version of "Slippy McGee."
Photo by Stage

Wallace Reid and Kathleen Clifford

made a

big hit in

"Sick Abed."

performances are real
the community-theater
events. The plays could sometimes run for weeks
were it possible to make them remunerative to the
players.
One of the most artistic recent presentations was
of "Paola and Francesca," with Conrad Nagel and
Helen Eddy playing the title roles. You can imagine what an x\pollolike figure Nagel makes on
the stage.
I doubt whether there has ever been
a more type-perfect portrayer of the Paola role.
Every once in a while picture players will briefly
engage in leads at the regular commercial theaters.
Remember Wallie Reid's feature, "Sick Abed?"
Continued on page 103
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alone endures' might

the

fill

"

bill

"Or

'Sprites

may

may come and

but Phyllis
goes on forever,' " I offered.
"Or 'The player must
learn to swim before she
can star,' " Fanny continued.
"But, be that as it may, I'm
glad that Sennett is abandoning slapstick for another type
sprites

go,

—

of comedy.
Phyllis is so
lovely looking that you hate
to think of the many custard
pies that have hung heaA^y
over her head. It will be a
relief to see her in something where no one throws
things."

"Except

well-known

the

"We

bull," I added.

do without

added

couldn't

And

speakscreen literature," I

ing of

that.

wondering

hastily,

at

word
edgewise when Fanny was

the opportunity to get a
in

around, "the companies are
still indulging in the ungentlemanly sport of renaming

They

pictures.

poor

dear

finally called

'Peter Ibbetson'
they've renamed

'Forever;'
the
Marshall

Neilan-John

Barrymore-CoUeen

Moore

picture, that used to be 'The

Lotus Eaters,' 'The Hidden

And

Paradise.'

the picture

John Robertson is making in London, 'Perpetua,' is
that
to

be called

erang.'

'Love's

Boom-

"

"But who wants

to

talk

about screen literature when
there

are

about?"
tractedly,

Other Sennett sprites

mav

drift into

drama, but PlivUis Haver stays on

in

comedies.

players

to

talk

Fanny asked

dis-

nodding her head

with Irene Castle-like abandon. "Have 3'ou heard about

Peggy Shaw from the Fol-

Over the Teacups
There's an end to all things but Fanny the Fan's
store of gossip about motion-picture players.

By The Bystander

THE

screen

is

a great educational force,"

Fanny

remarked absently as she tried to spear the
cherry from her lemonade and look at the crowd
passing outside the window at the same time.
"It seems to me I've heard that somewhere before,"
I observed, but the rebuke went right over Fanny's head
and she continued
"Yes we don't talk in the same old way, now that

—

are almost as literary as the inscriptions on
I was going to tell you about Phyllis Haver,
and instead of just mentioning that her allegriance to
subtitles

tombstones.

Sennett comedies is wonderful I found myself casting
about for an appropriate quotation. 'All passes Phyllis

—

She's to play the leading role in a Fox special.
Pretty soon, if Follies girls
go on doing so well in
movies, one of the inevitable
questions to be asked every
lies ?

star will be 'Did you start
in small parts, or did you

come
Look

from the Follies?'
Marion Davies and
"
Martha Mansfield and Nita Naldi and
at

"Jacqueline Logan," I supplied.
"Yes don't forget Jacky," Fanny added. "She makes
almost as many pictures as Lillian Gish did back in
the old Fine Arts days, when she played ingenue in
the morning, aged mother in the afternoon, and marauding Indian, guest at a ball, and shipwreck survivor all
in the course of a day.
If studios pasted labels on
make-up boxes the way hotels and steamship companies
do on trunks, Jacky 's would look a battered veteran.
"Tom Gallery is a mighty hard worker, too," she
reflected a moment later as she craned her neck to see
who lived under the stunning black hat just beyond us.
;

!
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"He's making two pictures at once out at
Goldwyn while he scouts around for a suitable
ZaSu
story to launch himself and his wife
Pitts

—

—

Isn't that Betty

in as costars.

Blythe

over there?"

She didn't even wait for an answer, but

away

scuttled
hat.

just

in

direction

the

of

the

black

She didn't return for ages, and I
catty enough to suspect that she was

ing to

attract

who was

the attention of

Monte

felt

try-

Blue,

next table.
"Perhaps he was waiting for some one,"
Fanny defended herself when she came back.
"But what makes you think it was you?"
I

sitting at the

protested.

She waved my question aside with a mysterious and meaningful glance that would have
been a credit to Nazimova, to whom it was
a tribute of imitation.
"I always have the
funniest experiences meeting people," she anairily.
"Last week I went up to meet
Betty Blythe at the theater where 'The Queen
of Sheba' was showing, and I was late, so 1
asked the doorman if he had
PL
seen her waiting there.
looked so crusty that I tried
to put him in his place by
saying that I had an appointment with her.
'Aw, get a new story
he bellowed at me.
'You're about the two

nounced

!'

hundred and eightieth
one who has sprung
that

afternoon

this

since she was seen
coming in here.'
"And the Ballins

Photo by Donald Biddle Keyes

Agnes Ayres says

finding me up at the
Plaza the night 1

met them.

We

were

and

at the last minute
the friend phoned them
that
she couldn't
get
there, so they said they'd
come anyway and trust
to luck that they vvrould

Every time
in and
looked around hopefully
one
them
of
would ask her if she
was Fanny. Mabel took the
young-looking ones and Hugo tool
the ones on the shady side of
thirty, tmtil the doorman began to look at them suspiciously.
Imagine the
a

me.

woman came

conservative Ballins
such a position

"They're engaged
the popular sport

one knows what
terrible time

a

some

players

in

now

of trying to find
a suitable story
for their next
production. No

worked

in

now

the midst of a studio sandstorm.

have finding stories to suit them. Rubye de Remer says
done nothing since she finished 'Pilgrims of the Night'
but flit from author to author and from book to book,
looking for a story for her next picture."
"She exaggerated," I broke in. "At least half the time
she's spent in trying on the gorgeous new creations that
She's
her modiste sent her from Paris and New York.
the despair of the players who do their shopping in Hollywood, she has such beautiful clothes."
"Speaking of clothes," Fanny chirped excitedly, "have
you heard about Hope Hampton?"
I half expected to hear that she had acquired a
gown made entirely of diamonds, but apparently she
hasn't thought of that yet.
"The Pathe news took some pictures of her at Atlantic
City when she officially introduced the rolling bath houses
she's

all supposed to dine
with a mutual friend

find

that living in a desert holds no terrors for her

that she has

had an awful time

in

She wore a sealskin bathing suit which
at the Ritz-Carlton.
was ingenious to say the least. But the New York censors
They said 'thumbs down' on Hope,
didn't seem to appreciate it.
and now all of her friends who didn't see her in the suit are
terribly disappointed that they can't see

it

on the screen.

"She's finished 'Star Dust,' and is considering doing 'Irene' next.
The tragic part of her doing 'Irene' in pictures, though, is that the
musical comedy included lots of musical numbers that she sings
They'll have to perfect a phonograph attachment to
beautifully.
the projection machine so that Hope can
sing for the motion-picture audiences, too.
Peggy Shaw took the easy
"Priscilla Dean's next picture is going
road to fame the Ziegfeld
to be Cynthia Stockley's 'Wild Honey.'

—

Follies route.

Excepting Rupert Hughes, that makes
Cynthia Stockley my favorite screen
She wrote 'Poppy,' you know,
author.

"

:
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window

of

vvatched

some scenes of

the

Orphans'

being

grounds.

Lillian

office

and

'The
out on

Two

scenario

taken

had

to

work

in

the

most

of the scenes, so she couldn't talk to
]iliss Bara very long.
She was terribly disappointed because she seemed
just as thrilled over meeting her as

any fan ever

did.

"You can

hardly tell Lillian and
Dorothy apart in the scenes in "The
Two Orphans' where they appear together. And won't it seem odd to see
Dorothy in a terribly pathetic part?
"Their two cousins from Cleveland,

Ohio,

are

appearing

in

the

picture.

One of them won a beauty contest
down there, and when Mr. Griffith
heard about it he said, 'Why don't
}

ou have her come up and take part

the picture if she's so beautiful?
want all the beauty we can get.'
So Lillian sent for her, and she did
so well that a few days later Lillian
telegraphed another cousin who is
just as beautiful to come, too.
W'on't
those girls have something to talk
about when thev get back to school
in

We

Photo by Royal Atel

Alice

Brady has temporarily deserted motion-pictures to play "Drifting" on
She'll probably do it in pictures later.

Norma Talmadge and Eugene O'Brien

that

a gorgeous picture, and Priscilla
as attractive."

"Have you heard

"

I

Dean ought

did years ago.
to

the stage.

That was

make 'Wild Honey'

started to ask, hut

just

Fanny interrupted me

breathlessly

"That Selznick

going to reissue the old Talmadge pictures? I should
they show 'Panthea' Til be the first one in the theater
and the last one out. I've always thought that was her best picture.
I hope that seeing it now won't disillusion me."
"Well, if it does, it will probably disillusion Norma, too," I added.
"She told me one time that she always remembered that as her best
picture.
Now if William Fox' will only reissue the Betty Nansen pictures, particularly 'The Kreutzer Sonata,' that Theda Bara played a
secondary part in, the fans will be happy."
"Speaking of Theda Bara," Fanny took tip the conversation
she's
going on a personal-appearance tour, and then she is
Rubve de Remer spends most of her
going to make pictures again. I saw her at the Griffith
time flitting from author to author
studio one da}^ last week.
She was dressed all in black
and
from book to book in an effort
and she looked awfully tired. .She's been worried about
to find a suitable story, now
her sister, who was ill.
that she has finished "Pil"Lillian Gish met her that day for the first time and
grims of the Night.
the
thought she was charming.
Theda Bara sat
say

I

have!

is

When

m

Photo by
C. Heiehton

Monroe

!
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next fall? They'll be juniors in high
think of having to go
school then
back to being just a schoolgirl after
being in a Griffith picture
"They've discovered that making
pictures isn't all applause, for one day
they had to dance the minuet in funny
little high-heeled slippers all day from

—

seven-thirty in the morning until after
nine at night, when some fireworks
scenes were taken.
It turned terribly
cold, but of course they couldn't put
wraps on over their costumes. One
of them said that she'd often felt sorry
for the poor shopgirls, who have to
stand up all day, but that in the future
she'd reserve her pity for motion-picture players.
"Late in the afternoon some one told
Lillian that it was my birthday, so
she rushed in to the studio restaurant
and arranged an impromptu dinner
party to celebrate the occasion. And
Dick Barthelmess' mother was one of
the guests.
She's just as lovely as
Dick is. After dinner we all sat out
on the lawn, watching the beautiful
scene and the fireworks and the path

Photo by Freulich

Fans found the interval between Carmel Myers feature-pictures too long, so
Vitagraph persuaded her to make a serial.
'

of silver that the moonlight made across the Sound, and I wished that all
the fans in the country might have been there.
It was so cold when I
started home that Lillian rushed up to her room to get me a wrap
and
guess what it was! It was Anna Moore's cape, from ''Way Down East.'
It was heartbreaking to send it back to her."
"You're just as bad as the fans who write letters asking the stars to
give them their old clothes," I scolded her. "You're worse, in fact, because
they need them and you just want them because of their associations."
"Yes," Fanny admitted. "If I were a Camp Fire girl and was about
to be awarded a bead for some good deed I 'd done, I'd insist on having
one of the Queen of S helm's beads."
"Probably lots of Camp Fire girls feel that way," I averred. "Why
don't you suggest to the Fox Company that they donate the Shcba costumes
to the Camp Fire girls, to be distributed among the first eighty-two girls

—

Martha Mansfield

and Crane

Wilbur have ffone

into

vaudeville
tosether and another partner-

ship for them
rumored.

is

who

deserve a reward of merit?"

Fanny dodged the issue partly, carrying off all the honors of the conversation.
"Were there that many?"
As usual, the Algonquin was crowded with film celebrities. In the scraps of
conversation that we overheard as people passed us, instead of the usual "And he said
to me," that most gatherings echo and echo again, there was repeated mention of
"Oh!'

millions of dollars, close-ups, and thinning and fattening treatments.
"Almost the only plaver I know," Fanny observed, after a silence enforced by
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the greatest shock to find that her voice
sounds as lovely as she looks. She does
a one-act play with Crane Wilbur, and
it's rumored that the partnership is soon
to become matrimonial as well as profesit's

sional.

"Louise Huff expects to go on the speaking stage again this winter.
Just as soon
as she finished playing in the film version
of 'Disraeli' she started frantically reading
plays, but her stage appearance will probably be postponed for a while because of
some very interesting film offers.
"She looks hardly more than a child,
so it's always an awful shock to hear her
talking wisely about the upbringing of her
children. Unlike most young mothers, she
doesn't proclaim to the world that her
children are beautiful.
Instead, she insists that the baby is as far from beautiful
as Leon Errol, the famous Ziegfeld comedian.
After she has prepared you in
that manner, you see the baby, and are
simply swept off your feet by his good
looks.

"Louise flutters about the studio, mothering people quite as though they were all
her children. She was terribly upset during the making of several of the scenes
of 'Disraeli,' because the only shoes that
the costumer could get for Reginald Denny
in time were a little too small for him.
"And speaking of mothers Enid BenThere aren't
nett has a baby boy now
nearly so many children or weddings or
engagements among picture people as
usual, though, are there?"
"No," I admitted. "And there haven't
even been any exciting accidents."

—

!

"Except Clara Horton's," Fanny spoke
"She was out riding in a car that
up.
was overturned and caught fire. There's
>

LjwaiJ Thayer Mon:

Louise Huff, looking hardly more than a child herself, talks wisely
about the upbringing of her children.

her enraptured decoration of her lips to match the hat she wa
wearing, "who never wants to get a lot fatter or thinner
is Agnes Ayres.
She's always just right.
I used to think
that Agnes was so imperturbable that she was oblivious to
ordinary things like hunger and thirst and heat and cold
and weariness and even an overabundance of pep. But
since she's been making 'The Sheik' she's surprised me.
She says that after being in the midst of a studio sandstorm, kept up by aeroplane motors for a week or so,
she'd find living in a desert, where sandstorms only
came up once in a while, a regular paradise."
"Oh, there's Alice Brady !" I almost shouted, as I
happened to see her passing the window. The present star is always more engrossing than the absent
one.

"You should have been at her play the night it
opened in Asbury Park," Fanny said in the superior
manner which she affects toward people who are
not picture-premiere hovmds and inveterate first"Simply every one was there but
nighters.
She missed it by going to
Constance Binney.
Alice has only deserted films
California so soon.
temporarily.
The play failed, and she's coming
back to pictures as soon as she feels rested enough.
"Martha Mansfield is on the stage now, too, and

plenty of excitement, though, with
Gloria Swanson here on vacation."

"Oh, have you seen her
yet?" I exclaimed.
does she look?"

"How

"What perfectly foolish
questions!" Fanny retorted
in her most up-stage manner.
"Of course I saw her
Continued on page
Photo by White Studio

Every one at Vita-

graph loves Pauline
Starke because she

has

temperament
without
temper.

I

.

Now

that the weather is beginning to
cool a bit and folks are beginning to
show more interest in spending an eve-

W/iai
Caused

ning indoor at a motion-picture show,
it may be in order to take a look backward and see just what caused all the fuss about business.
There is one fact that we. cannot get away from: in
July people everywhere stopped going to motion-picture
theaters.
Business started slumping in June, and by the
first of August probably not one third of the theaters
that remained open were operating at a profit.
The hot weather started the trouble. Nobody wants
to go to a show on a hot night, and certainly not on a
hot afternoon.
But it wasn't all caused by the heat.
General business and employment conditions played the
most important part.
When the slump came, instead of trying to put sand
on the tracks the producers and exhibitors rushed out
with cans of grease, and old Colonel Henry K. Slump
went faster than ever. The added push was given by
bad pictures and cheap presentations.
When the receipts began to fall off the exhibitors began to retrench
by cutting down their orchestras, by booking cheaper
pictures and older ones, by reducing in every way the
the

Slump?

quality.

The producers

They

realized that if the
not so large he
couldn't pay so much for his picture.
So they began
to postpone the release of their expensive pictures, and
shoved out the worst of their releases. Some producers
dug up pictures that had been on the shelf for months
productions that had been judged too bad to be reexhibitor's

didn't help.

box-ofHce

receipts

were

—

leased.

So everybody joined forces to make things as bad
made. Theaters and producers
were wise, perhaps, from the pocketbook point of view.
Even had they given the public good pictures, it is not

as they possibly could be

likely that the

summer season could have been turned

into one of profit.

But the motion-picture business lost a great deal of
good will that it will take months to restore. The producers know it now. The theaters know it, too, and they
are all scrambling to woo back the public that jilted them.
Everything evens up pretty well for the fan. In the
summer we didn't care much whether we went to see a
show or not, and the fact that we found out that few
of the pictures were worth seeing was cause for relief.
At the time we were least enthusiastic about pictures
the theaters got the bad ones out of their systems. Now,

when we're

feeling a bit more ambitious, the theaters
are bringing forth their most alluring bills in an effort

again our favor.
In September and October,

to obtain

pictures released will
you or anybody else
^very exhibitor, is set
All the
for business.

we

has ever seen.
for the big

the motion
the finest
Every producer,
drive, the battle

predict,

be, as a whole,
fall

among

bad pictures have been released.

All the good ones produced in the last six months have
been held for this drive.
We're going to have a revel in good shows, we'll be
film gluttons
for a feast of fine film is certainly being
cooked up for us.

—

The Sin
of

Every so often The Observer has to
steam to keep from bursting with
indignation over the would-be highbrows
let of¥

who

sneer at things because they suit
the "popular" taste. It seems that any.thing that is likely to please a great number of people
must always be branded as inferior. Something that
few people like must be highly praised.
know of two stupid plays that made a great deal
of money for their producers in New York, merely because these producers were good enough showmen to
make the critics and the public think that to like these
plays proved a high order of mentality.
"That show was a terrible thing," one of these producers told The Observer. "I knew there was no chance
for it unless we made the critics feel that the highbrow
thing to do was to praise it.
surrounded it with
mystery, sent out a lot of hokum about how it had been
a European success, changed the lines so that instead of
being merely stupid they were absolutely unintelligible
in many places.
You couldn't tell what the darn thing
was about, so the critics, afraid to admit their ignorance,
said it was great.
The public fell, too a certain part
of the public, enough to keep us going until we made a
first-class profit.
didn't take the show on the road,
for we would have lost all we made, and then some.
There are enough would-be highbrows in New York to
fall for a thing like that, but you can't get away with it
in Minneapolis or Denver."
All of which leads us to the criticisms by New York
newspapers on a picture that has just been shown in
New York and which played, despite the heat, to the
biggest business in three months. The critics didn't like
the picture.
They feared it would become "popular."

Popularity

We

We

—

We

Some admitted
seemed

that

crowds would come to see it, and
had given it the

to feel that in so saying they

height of condemnation.
On the other hand, several months ago these same
critics turned a volley of high praise upon another picHere at last, they said, was
ture shown on Broadway.
This
a real motion picture, the highest form of art.
picture is a rank failure off Broadway as well as on.
those of us who are real
Is the trouble with us
motion-picture fans ? Is it possible that we would rather
be amused than educated?
More people go to Coney Island than to
Perhaps.
the Metropolitan Museum of Art, even though the museum is highly recommended by some of our best people.
And no troupe of esthetic dancers has ever had to hire
'grounds as large as a ball park, though they are extolled
as the more beautiful performers. Funny, but true.

—

:
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Observer

Observer has received a letter
from a Chinese, written in EngHsh, pro-

Uniust

testing because so many Chinese characters in motion pictures are villains.

Chinesef

This Singapore correspondent writes
As far as I can remember, photo plays such as "The Exploits
of Elame," "The River's End," "The Hawk's Trail," and ever
so many others, portray Chinese as inhuman monsters and the
like.

Why

don't American film producers take it in their heads to
and show something better of Chinese people? What I
most fear is that the movie idea of a Chinese would be so much
impressed upon the minds of the American picturcgocrs as to
cause them to despise all Chinese which is most unfair.
try

—

"Broken Blossoms" and Hugo Ballin's "Pagan Love" are two pictures which occur to us at once
as dramas in which Chinese were the heroes, but we
must admit that the general information given us by
the cinema regarding the home life of the Chinese would
lead us to believe that they smoke opium by day and
knife American sailors by night.
The motion picture is no different from literature or
the spoken drama in this respect.
We cartoon all foreign races, emphasizing what seems to us to be their
outstanding characteristics. Other nations do the same
toward us. But the kindnesses we have shown in aiding China in famine and disease have not been in the
attitude that we would assume toward "inhuman monGriffith's

"What made you do this? Reading cheap novels and
seeing the stagecoach robbery in the wild- West show, I
suppose," doubtless, so low were The Observer's morals,
he would have lied and said, "Yes, sir."
Your censor would have us believe that the motion
picture always makes a bad boy worse
never better.
According to such reasoning, had there been motion
pictures in The Observer's boyhood, he would have
smoked opium instead of corn silk and would have
robbed many banks in order that he might lavish wealth
upon the actresses who played in the ten-twenty-thirty
stock company at the White City Amusement Park out
at the end of the car line.
Perhaps the serials could be improved by cutting here
and there, but we feel that the censors are going a little
too far in threatening to abolish them upon the grounds
that they make criminals out of boys.

—

More harm

ageous fellow
the

want to be entertained, not educated.
That goes for all of us The
Observer, you, and your friends. But
some way we feel that the other fellow

What
the

Serial?

—

needs education.
This goes especially for the kids. Down deep in our
constitutions is a touch of the old religious feeling that
whatever others like is not good for them. A fat old
lady in a. one-piece bathing suit is no subject for censorship, but a pretty girl
ah!
It is all right for us
to see her, of course, but we'd better censor her to
save other people who can't stand such sights as well
as we.

—

And

so

cially the

we

get after the

movie

The

serial.

amusements of
serial is the

kids, espe-

motion-picture

successor to the dime novel and the cigarette." It rised
to be held that all crime

dime novels.

The censors

Now

it's

was caused by

caused by. movie

cigarettes

and

serials.

and, realizing that the pinch
is coming, the producers of serials are getting ready to
slip out from under.
To replace the old-time crime
thrillers, they will produce famous historical dramas.
They'll take their hero and name him Daniel Boone,
change the masked bandits to Indians,' and the censors
will possibly let the pictures be shown.
have more confidence in the manliness of the
American boy than the censors have.
do not believe that motion pictures inspire boys to do wrong, but,
on the other hand, we believe that the average boy will
be a better one if he sees a reasonable number of them.
He will see somt that are not good for him, but the
others will counteract the bad ones.
When
It's the average that rules everywhere in life.
The Observer was a kid he saw the Buffalo Bill show
nearly every year and he read a great many cheap novels.
He smoked corn silk, stole watermelons from a farmer's
patch, and swam in a pond in direct opposition to the
posted warnings of the sheriff, who owned the pond and
who cut ice from it in the winter.
Had The Observer been arrested as you all will
agree should have been his fate and had the judge said,
are after

to children

by mothers who

tell

who

is

not afraid of the dark, and he's

they imitate.

The

J,

"Tell

the

theater

manager"

campaign, urged so long by The Observer, is being carried out by the
P^irent-Teachers-Exhibitors Cooperative
League, of New Orleans, with no small

the

EiXllibitor
success.

We

About

man
rp

The world goes merrily on, and
now and then won't affect

Fret not, Singapore.

done

that there's a bear hiding in the dark, ready to get
if they aren't good, than by all the serials put together.
The serial hero always is an admirable, cour-

sters."

a Chinese villain in the movies
it one way or the other.

is

them
them

it,

This league is entirely opposed to "blue laws" and
believes that the only way to censor pictures is through
the box office.

The league members

sign the following pledge:

hereby pledge myself to form an opinion of at least one
picture, a week, not by hearsaj' evidence, but by seeing it myself.
Afterward I will see the manager or write him my opinion of
said picture. I will ask m)- friends and neighbors to follow this
course also.
I

Here

a constructive campaign.
If one hundred
in the United States would follow this
course for a month, the entire motion-picture problem
would be solved, for no more bad pictures would be
shown.
is

thousand

)

women

1,

The report that
"Ben Hur" seems

Make

Now the

" Be7lIIur?"

^^^^'^

Griffith
to

would make

have been wrong.

story goes that Famous Players
joined with Klaw & Erlanger,
backed by Vincent Astor and some other
millionaires, and that the picture will be made in Italy
next year. It is said that the production will cost one

hundred thousand dollars. American money.
That being the case, it is probable that the work will

million five

The present
not begin until times get a little better.
isn't strong enough to pay dividends upon such
a production.
market

We

We

—

—

There is a theater in Philadelphia
where women drop in after an after7
noon of shopping to wait for their husp
Rarely do
bands coming from work.
they stay to see a picture through, and
But
usually they come in after the show has started.

Pleasing

—

they are really interested in pictures so interested that
they think producers ought to insert subtitles here and
there that would make it perfectly clear to them what
happened before they came in and what is going to
happen after they go out. Their theater owner backs
them up, and has suggested to a few producers that
Fortunately, the prothey cater to such an audience.
diicers are more interested in those of us who go to
see pictures all the way through.

:

The Dual- Role
House
By Charles

Carter

WHEN

—

which
this quaint little house
belongs to Mrs. Meredith Hare and
which is situated near Huntington,
Long Island was used in several scenes of
the Famous Players-Lasky film adaptation of
It
"Peter Ibbetson," it played a dual role.
played its part in the picture, and it played

—

fairy

godmother

It

was

this

many little boys and girls
many poor women of New

to

France and to
York.
in

way

This house,

like

many

others,

was one

of

those whose owners had uttered a loud and
firm "No" whenever a location scout from a

movie came snooping around, asking permission to have some exteriors taken there.
No
matter how much money was offered the answer always was the same.
But at last some one connected with either
the American Committee for Rebuilding Devastated France or the Maternity Center Association of New York conceived a clever idea
'"Give us the money you would be willin':^
to pay for its use and we'll get you any place
in the country," they said to the movie pro
ducers.
"No one will refuse their grounds if
the money is given to either of these causes.''
The movie people agreed, and this was ont
of the first places they asked
cured.

for,

and pra

!
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real story of motion-picture people, disclosing the high lights of their careers off the screen.
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CHAPTER

FOR

one

What Has Gone

XV.

horrible

are so used to portraying the very essence of life
on the screen," a prominent actress once told Sally Beresford, the name the writer of this amazing narrative has
assumed to conceal her real idcntit}-, "that in our own lives

world

the
stant
ttirned black before
think,
couldn't
I

me.

we

find ourselves living hard and fast, doing the dramatic
thing rather than the wise one, and rarely stopping along
the way just to contemplate the joys and beauties our
li\es afiford us.
It's people like you, Sally
people who
understand us, and 3'et can give us the counsel of levellieadcd people from the outside world that save us from
doing foolish things sometimes."

couldn't move.

Then

I

heard Benito say,

—

Hugh

you are just
for the end of a
lesson in acting Mrs. Sally
has been helping Mary and
me out. Will you join us
"Ah,

—

time

in

;

while we
again?"
I

run

through

That

the part Sally Beresford plays to nearly all of
she meets, that of sympathetic friend, confidante and counselor. Her husfjand stands first, of course,
for theirs is a real partnership and much of her time is
taken up in helping him with various details of production.
But through working with him and being with him, she
is thrown
into contact with the most pathetic, the most
the

it

frantically

grip

on

He and

Jack

the newspaper

nified

I

— came

room.

a

What

—what

and most lieautiful, and a few
of the most sinister and degrading people before the public
to-day.
Many of them you know through their work on
bizarre, the

Bingham,

man

can call
though it seems
a man in so low
as his should not
pose

get

to

myself.
would Hugh think
could he think?

—

him

sup-

I

most

talented,

—

but this is the first time that the real inside
story of their lives has been told by one who knows them.

the screen

that,

No

as though
a business
be so digdown into the

more

one she ever met

Bingham slouched

opposite me
I realized that I was being subjected to a scrutiny as keen
as it was merciless.
But
;

in the motion-picture studios

interesting to Sally than

Armand

was

Now

understood.
But that shrewd-eyed, thin-lipped man across from
me didn't understand. I knew that he was rejoicing over
this bit of good luck
that he would go back to the
office of his sensation-seeking slander sheet and write an
insinuating, vile story, which, without saying anything
incriminating enough to permit us to sue him for liljel,
would smirch Hugh's name and mine forever.
There
I cotJd almost tell how he would word it.
would be no mention of Mary's presence, of course. A
I

;

recently formed his own company, after being for several years imder contract with
one of the best known of the big producing organizations,
had gone unexpectedly into the apartment of one of
Broadway's famous beauties there might be a bit of
salacious comment on his going there
and had found
his wife in the arms of a handsome young man hitherto
known for his ability as an artist, now famous as the
result of his work in the first picture in which he had

who had

—

—

appeared.

There would' be other bits of information that would
Hugh and Benito and me in the minds of all those

place

And

him.

to

there
pre-

vent this
It seemed to me that I
would go mad if something
wasn't done at once to prevent this impending calamity.

And

Hugh's
head told

the tenseness of

arm

my

behind

me

that he realized the situation as well as
I did.

Benito was chatting with
Bingham about his new picease,

straight over to
the arm of
my chair, and slipped one arm around my shoulders.
The blessed relief of that moment was almost too
much for me. I leaned my head back against his arm
and rul^bed my cheek against the rough tweed of his
coat sleeve.
Never had Hugh been dearer to me than
at that moment.
He had told me once that I never could
know what my itnquestioning faith meant to him.

star

about

would be no way

ture,

down on

well-known

The incident would
expand into wild rumors.
They would go everywhere.
Decent people, overhearing
them, wouldn't want to go
to see Hugh any more,
wouldn't
feel
same
the
dustry.

Benito, an artist dil-

who was

Hugh came

me, sat

who were at all acquainted
with the motion-picture in-

given a serious interest in life when he
made a sensational success as a motion-picture actor. He
tried to persuade Sally to play opposite him in a picture, but
she was determined that Mary Sorello, a friend in distress
To humor Benito, however, Sally
should get the part.
consented to rehearse some scenes with him. Her husband
entered the room with one of the most sensational newspaper men in town just as Benito was making love to her.
This installment continues the story from that point.
ettante

into a corner of the daven-

port

is

nlaA'ers

—

sank into a chair and

tried

Before.

"We

in-

trying to appear at
but the man hardly
took his eyes from my face.

Desperately

I

looked away,

and caught Mary's

eye.

suppose my distress
must have been all too apparent she shook her head
at me commiseratingly, and
gave me a little smile that
tried to be reassuring.
I
I

;

wanted to shriek with hysterical laughter. I
to help her
and this was what had happened

—

had

tried

She got up then, and sauntered over to the davenport,
where Bingham sat smoking and sipping the high ball
which the maid had brought him.
"How's the world treating you, Jack?" she asked
familiarly. That surprised me I hadn't known that they
;

knew

each- other.
"Oh, so-so," he answered indifferently.
"Been running any fake contests lately?" she asked
nonchalantly as she crossed her knees and swung one
foot lazily.

He jerked around to stare -at her, his expression
changing instantly. I would not have thought it possible
tor complacency to change to apprehension so quickly.
"Fake contests what do you mean?" he snarled.
"Oh, just the kind you've put on before to get girls
to come from little coimtry towns to the big cities, thinking they're going to get into the movies, only to find

—

—

—

"
that they
that they
Her voice thickened as

if she spoke with tremendous
she looked at Benito for a long moment, and
her hands fluttered a little in her lap as if they yearned
to go out to him and knew that they must not.
I have
never seen an expression of more complete adoration in
any one's eyes than was in Mary Sorello's at that moBenito's eyes widened with understanding, and
ment.
he leaned toward her unconsciously, I am sure, but she
turned away and faced Bingham again.

effort;

The
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the sort of crooked contest that brought me
people never have knovi^n
in the first place
about it because I changed my name and told a different
story about my coming here, but I'm going to tell the
truth now," she went on, her hands clenched tight in
her lap. "You ran it in the particular scandal sheet you
were interested in then, and you held out glowing promises of what would happen to the girl who won.
Girls
everywhere sent in their photographs I saw them afterward in your office, most of them still wrapped as they
had been when they came to you.
"I don't know why you picked my picture as the
winner there were prettier ones sent in, I know. Perhaps it was because the Connecticut town where I lived
was near enough so that you could run up there and see
"I

to

mean

—

New York

;

;

what I looked like.
"Anyway, I won the contest and came to New York.
And oh, I can't tell about what happened then !"
She broke down and buried her face in her hands
as the sobs refused to be choked back any longer.
But
a moment later she gained control of herself and went
on, only now her eyes begged him to understand all that

—

lay behind her words.

"He could have been prosecuted under the white-slave
law, if I'd only known it," she said. "I didn't know that,
of course
I just knew that somehow, unbelievably, a
horrible thing had happened to me, and that my whole
And if it hadn't been for the shame
life was ruined.
of the thing, I would have gone throughout this country
;

warning girls.
"Oh, I know that most contests are

fair," she

broke

Bingham tried to protest. "Any magazine or
newspaper of any standing wouldn't run one that wasn't

off as

straight.

I

know

of several girls

who

got started that
too much of
regular pub-

way and have made good, too. But I was
a greenie to know the difference between a

61

and one that appeared, and then disappeared just
and didn't have any standing. I'd heard
wonderful stories of other girls who had been helped
by winning contests, and so any contest looked good to
me.
I suppose you can't run those any more, Jack.
People must be wise to them by now.
"I tried to go back home after I'd been in New York
a while as soon as I could get some money I tried,"
she went on, still talking to Benito.
"But I couldn't
stay there; maybe my face showed that something was
wrong. I was just a kid, even then, you know I wasn't
old enough for the fight I had to face.
"So I went back to New York, and well, you know
"
the rest of my story after that.
And now
She
rose, and, with a sudden effort, straightened up, almost
majestic for a moment, and faced Bingham.
"I think you won't ust the little rehearsal which you
interrupted for copy, will you. Jack?" she asked quietly.
" 'Tisn't so very long ago that you brought me to New
York, after all, and I hear that you're to be married
in a few days and try your hand at breaking into society
your fiancee wouldn't care for this little story probably."
"Oh, cut it, Mary !" he cried, hurling his cigar into
the fireplace and rising.
"You know that that old stuff
would finish me with her, and would make a dirty mess
if you told it to her.
What's the idea, anyway?"
"Just that you'll lay off on Sally and Hugh," she
answered. "If you told the truth about them it would
be perfectly harmless but you wouldn't tell the truth,
and we all know it. So is it a bargain I'll ,keep still
if you will?"
"Oh, sure," he growled, picking up his hat and starting
across the room. "But you've killed a good yarn," he
concluded as the door slammed behind him.
I know that if this had happened in a story the ending would have been dift'erent. Mary's story would have
lication

as suddenly,

—

;

—

;

—

—

The
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brought Benito to her

feet,
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begging her to divorce her

husband and marry him.

But it didn't happen in a story.
Benito felt just as Mary had known he would.
He
had run up against the somewhat slack morals of theatrical people often enough, and thought little of them.
But he would neA^er have married a girl who had such
a past as the one Mary had confessed to. He had not
been in love with Mary, of course, but her adoration of
him and the interest which she had awakened in him
during the brief scenes which she rehearsed with him
could easily have turned out as I know she hoped they

she is lovely rather than pretty, and when she is playing
a big emotional scene her face is sometimes so distorted

is actually ugly.
There is a wistfulness about
her face, though, that seems to draw your heart right
out of your breast.
I have seen close-ups of her that
would sway an entire audience not even the most skeptical could resist them.
There is a poignant, elusive
appeal in her eyes that reaches out to your very soul.
Hugh and I knew her when we first went to Los
Angeles, and she had been in pictures for some time
then. She was just a darling, giddy girl then; there was
nothing haunting about her gray eyes, and her black
would.
hair was always a wild tousle of curls. I remember her
That was all over now. Alary left that night for the
lamentations because she had to do it up every night
Coast to join her husband, who was directing pictures
there.
You probably saw notices in some of the papers in kid curlers.
stating that she had come back to the screen and
"But it's the curls that get the jobs, Sally," she told
would play character parts. That is what she is doing
me wisely one afternoon, when, sauntering past our
playing very small ones, just a hanger-on in life
house on the way home, she had smelled the sugar
now, waiting rather apathetically for what each day
cookies I was baking and came bouncing in to sit on
the kitchen table and devour them by the half dozen.
will bring, and caring very little one way or another.
"And it's the jobs I have to
She has carried out her theKewpie
that it's better
get, I can tell you.
ory, of course
and I can't make the grade
to live very hard and very fast
unless I do
and picking's
while you're yovmg, and not
Dancing=eyed little Roxane Laird whose
been
awfully
slim
bother about what happens.
these last
capricious moods have been the joy of all who
Like all the other girls Tve
few weeks."
know her, has a haunting sadness in her eyes
now.
Most of the time she looks grief=
Kewpie was her little sister,
known who lived on that plan,
stricken; stark, gnawing terror seems to hold
just eight years old, who had
she has found the price far
her in its grip. You who have watched her on
too big a one for what she
done very well as a child acthe screen have had that poignant expression
bought with it. And if just
tress until she reached the
of hers fairly tear your very heartstrings.
Such simulation of grief does not come
one of the girls who have
dreaded age where her legs
without knowing grief, and Roxane Laird
thought they'd be perfectly
suddenly lengthened and her
paid a terrible price for her ability to portray
haiipy if they could have the
Reteeth began to come out.
such emotion. She did not do it willingly;
diamonds and ermine coats
tirement, temporary but comwho would?
The story of how a famous director tortured
and automobiles that girls like
on
plete,
descended
had
her is one of the most startling disclosures
Mar\- Sorello have chances to
Kewpie, and now Roxane
yet made in "The Revelations of a Star's
read this story about her and
was battling with the world
Wife."
It appears in the next Installment.
learn from it the^Jesson that
single-handed.
Don't miss it.
is there I shall be happy.
"I can make a go of this
Hugh and I talked aliout
inp^ if
T
iust p^et hold of
her as we drove home that afternoon a little depressed.
the right handle," she went on more seriously.
"You
"There are so many girls who come into the movies
know I can act, Sally honest I can. But nobody wants
that way
attracted ])y its glitter
me to. I'd give the head right off my shoulders for a
and go out with their
lives broken to bits in their hands before they're twentyregular job that would pay for an apartment for Kewpie
and me and meals three times every single day that
five," he said.
"They sell everything for luxury, and
then they don't want it.
Look at Vance Eaton she's
boarding house where we are is awful, and Kewpie's
twenty-two, and she's been married four times, spent
getting to have the manners of a Yahoo Indian honest
several fortunes, and now is likely to be mixed up in
she is. That's no place at all to bring her up."
a murder trial. Didn't you know that? Well, she was
talked for quite a while I knew so little of the
in court this morning that was why I came up to her
motion-picture world then that I couldn't advise her very
apartment to get you I didn't want you to be there
well, but just having me listen to her cheered her up.
if a reporter happened to turn up
knew how you'd
Finally she hopped off the table, picked up the package
hate it. I met Bingham on the way.
of cookies I'd done up for Kewpie, and stuffed them
"And I met somebody else, too, whom you're going into a huge paper bag that she was carr}'ing.
She's going to spend
to be as happy to see as I was.
"Here you behold the makings of a hat that is to
will be at the house when we get
the week-end with us
knock the eyes right out of the head of Clayton Greer,"
there. It's Roxane Laird."
she announced as she fished a straw shape and some
Roxane Laird the girl whom tragedy had transflowers out of the bag and waved them at me triformed from a laughing sprite into one of the greatest
umphantly. "Yes'm, bought them at the five and ten,
the girl who had
emotional actresses of the screen
and the hat's to be worn this evening at eight o'clock,
forced herself to make her unhappiness a means of gainwhen I dine at the Alexandria with a whole mess of
ing the greatest joy in the world. I could hardly wait
celebrities.
Greer's among 'em.
I get taken along beto see her.
cause somebody invited Sarah Jordan by the way, she's
changed her name to Cheri and she got a job quite
unexpectedly, and so she tttrned the bid over to me.
You have seen Roxane Laird on the screen hundreds Wish me luck, Sally maybe Greer will give me a part

that she

;

—

—
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—

—

—

—

—

;

;
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;

;

—

—

—

—

;

—

CHAPTER XVL

—

she has been in many of the biggest
of times, I
pictures that have been released, as well as in ever so
many of the less important ones. And from the time
when Clayton Greer began to push her she has been

know

is

in his

new

picture."

;

famous.

She

—

not one of the beauties of the screen.

Tn fact,

Which, oddly enough, was exactly what he did. Clayton Greer wasn't as well known then as he is now. of
course he had in mind the story of the picture, "Sin,"
which was to make his reputation, and was just about
;

Continued on page 86

He's Out to Win!
Snowy
the

Baker, world-famous athlete, has gone into motion pictures with

same

vigor and

spirit

that

made him win

in

the Olympic Games.

know who "Snowy" Baker
your kid brother. He'll tell
you that Snowy Baker is such a hardriding, straight-shooting, hammer-fisted
wonder man as you have never known
before.
He'll tell you that this eager,

IF you

*

is

don't

—ask

smiling athlete is like chain lightning in
action and is one of the most accomplished athletes the world has ever
known. Watch for Snowy Baker and
be prepared for breath-taking thrills they
will come together to your local theater.

—
;

T^HERE
the

are other motion-picture stars

who can swim, but Snowy Baker is
only man in films who ever won swim-

ming and diving

contests in the

Olympic

games, and shared honors in the waterOther
polo and racing championships.
stars, too, can ride horseback, but Snowy
Baker is world famous for his cavalry
exhibition horsemanship, his polo playing,
his wrestling on horseback, and fancy rid-

man Snowy Baker
champion at whatever he does.
You won't want to miss his pictures.

ing.
is

—a

That's the sort of

!

To

My

Dear

—

—

I

The Miracle

Followin',
Sir:

Well,

gently

reader,

have just had a breath-takin' adventure
which convinces me that 1 overlooked
a bet

I didn't start interviewin'
picture stars years ago. I thought that
bein' a war's corespondent durin" the
recent luill with Germany, duckin'

aerial

—

London

torpedoes in dear old

and hon jour

—

like our author
on the right you were
rehearsing a scene which you were to go
feel?
The man who convulsed the nation
able to answer that question, but he tells
amused on read
If,

when

By H. C.

ma

cherics in the land
of oo-la-la, was quite the experience
but I had to go out to Hollywood to
get a real kick
After I wind up my pleasant en-

their hair, is still bein' used for bait by the
gents which sells stock in imaginary picture
companies.
Well, anyways, I gazed upon
Thomas in "The Miracle Man" and immediately joined the ranks of his wildest admirers.
Here was a part in which for at
least three fourths of the picture Tom was
a unprincipled, cold-blooded, callous young
crook a tough baby if they ever was one
which packed a mean gun and beat up his
girl and generally acted in a way which
wouldst of caused him to get throwed out
of the Y. M. C. A. on his ear.
character which in the old days of the Bowery
gun operas wouldst get hissed dizzy every
time he showed up on the stage.
So you
might say that for most of "The Miracle
Aian," Tom JNIeighan played a very unsympathetic part.
Yet, gently reader, it was
in this part of the imgentlemanly gunman
that Thomas scored the astoundin' success
In spite of the
that you all know about.
fact that the picture was also equipped with
one standard, late-model hero, which besides bein' pure was a good-lookin' wealthy

gagement with this magazine, I am
gom' to keep on prowlin' about the
movie studios and pretend I am still
representin' it, as by doin' that I can get
away with stuff which no mere visitor
wouldst dream of attemptin'. I have
found out that a interviewer for Picture-Play is as welcome at a movie
lot as a cold shower wouldst be in Gehenna, and if said interviewer don't
have a nice time hithers and yon about

—

A

the various lots, why it's his own fault.
Let us take my recent visit to Tom
Meighan, for the example.

The first movie I had the pleasures
of viewin' Tom in was "The Miracle
Man," a picture you prob'ly seen advertised a couple of years ago and
which along with "The Birth of a
Nation" and a couple of other films
which knocked the public for a row
of cigar boxes and turned in profits
that caused all the Rockefellers to tear
Illlllllllllllpii'illlillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllWIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII^

off— New York's
THEY'RE
motion-picture
om m
i

s -

This triumvirate of film fixers

i?

c

Right Off

sioners.

on the job

—

dollars per job,
but look at pictures. Who wouldn't
be a ward boss with a chance of getting a berth like that?
The distinction of being the first
to be received by the new tribunal
went to a ]\Iartin Johnson travel picture.
The manager of the firm releasing it reasoned that the hour immediately following the induction
into office of these regents of the
reel might be propitious, and, therefore,

saw

to

it

that he

was

first

under

the ropes.

He was

An

interesting mixture of

hundred
and nothing to do

at seventy-five

right.

His

picture,

show-

ing the toddle as it is toddled in the
best circles of the South Sea Islands,
as well as various other habits of
these syncopatic savages, was passed

comment

opinions about the

By
liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

E.

Lanning

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

of geography, speaking, be it understood, territorially
rather than pulchritudinously. In any event, the censors
held that the picture was good stufif "educational," as
it were.
They will forgive me, I am sure, if I say
personally I prefer a home-brew schooling in such
matters.
The South Sea Island picture must have possessed
some poignant points of appeal, for it was thumbs down
for the next one that came along a regular, sureenough drammer, in which some ladies of our own set
and color appeared for a brief instant slight^ en
"Never! Never!" chodeshabille as artists' models.
rused the court, although, I am told, on competent
authority, that the models appearing in this film were
verv much less of a strain on the eyes than the dusky

—

—

with f^ying colors, notwithstanding
that Betty Blythe, in "The Queen
of Sheba" is attired like Aunt Agatha
in comparison with some of the belles

maidens who preceded them.

appearing in this production.
If one may judge by this initial
ruling, nuditv on the New York
screen henceforth is to be a matter

In such quick succession that poor old Times Square
hadn't a chance to find out what had hit it, a number
of other pictures were declared "out"^ not turned back
for the elimination of scenes or substitution of titles.

—

—
-

—

!

Thomas Meighan

Meighan

in some wonderful pictures and
some which was anything but that, yet
always felt I got more than my money's worth

likewise in
I've

—

watching Tommy Meighan on the left
through after him, how do you think you'd
with "From Baseball to Boches" may not be
you how he felt. And you'll be very much
ing about it.

A

poor
out of Tommy's individual performance.
story only makes Meighan stand out like a diamond on black velvet. Tommy, you might
say, is scenario proof.
Well, havin' become incurably addicted to Meighan on the screen, I was
naturally enough curious to find out
what kind of a guy is he away from
the camera, so bein' in Loose Angeles
or "Sunny Cafeteria," as my charmin'
friend, Faye O'Neill, calls it
I arranged
a conference with Tommy through the

Witwer
it was the villain, played by the
beloved Thomas, which got all the applause.
Even when Tom, in a fit of irritation, tore
the beauteous Betty Compson's georgette
waist off and hurled her in a heap on the
floor, ladies in the audience from eight to
eighty years old murmured with admirin'
!"
smiles, "Well, boys will be boys
The answer to all this seems to be that
the handsome Thomas can do no wrong in
the eyes of his female worshipers. If Tom
appeared in a movie in which he had to
behead his father on the screen a scene
which wouldst ruin almost any other star

millionaire,

—

—

American ambassador at Hollywood.
The Paramount ace was engaged in the
filmin' of "White and Unmarried" when I
breezed onto the lot, and with the aid of
Tom Forman, his director, the introductions
was accomplished in a jiffy, whatever that is.
For the benefit of the ladies, I wouldst hke to
state that Monsieur Thomas Meighan is even
more easy on the eyes off the screen than he is
on it, and for the benefit of the gents I will add
If
that Tommy is a he-man and a regular guy.
you don't think he is, listen to what he done for

—

why

the ladies wouldst merely remark on
what a graceful twist Tom gave the ax.
the so ever, gently reader, after
seein' The Miracle Meighan, I got the habit
of goin' to see any film that Tom was in,
no matter what the picture was, like we
used to play Walter Miller, Johnny Rieff,
Shaw, and other boss jockeys, regardless of
what beagles they rode in a race. It was good
dope then, and it's good dope now, as both
times I got a run for my pennies.
I've seen
IlllllllWIIIIIIIIIIillllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllli

II

—

so's my visit to his studio wouldst be one
wouldst have no difficulty in rememberin', two
days after forever
After we have talked about this and chatted
about that, discussin' everything from Gibraltar
to gin and had stills taken together till the other
visitors on the lot racked their brains tryin' to
remember what picture they seen mc in, Tom
says he wants me to meet Jacqueline Logan, his

me

How

I

Continued on page 97
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get by on Forty-second Street
the first consideration of
is

every

and

criticism,

screen and

its

observations and
people.

Masters

producer

in

Hollywood

As a result, picthese days.
ture-goers residing in States
whose legislatures have not yet
learned that the Statue of Libhas its back turned on
country will have to take
censorship, even though their
lawmakers have not authorized

erty
this

mind you, but consigned

in toto to everlasting exile so far
as the theaters of
York State are concerned.
The blow that pretty nearly killed father, however,
was the elimination from a news reel of a scene show-

New

ing a group of bathing beauties. The censors held that
one-piece bathing suits do not constitute "news," Madison Square Swimming Pool, Coney Island, and Long
Beach notwithstanding, with which decision, I, for one,
must agree. The commonplace never is news. However, sometimes familiar scenes are dearest.
If the censorship situation in New York affected only
New York State alone, the situation might not call for
the concern which the friends of the screen feel regarding if. But there is grave danger that the millions
of photo-play patrons throughout the country will suffer
in the quality of the film entertainment provided them
as a consequence of this complacency and incompetency.
If nothing more regrettable ensues, we may expect
that from henceforth the film food of the nation will
be prepared with a weather eye on New York. "Will it

For New York is the startit.
ing point of the celluloid circuit
If the present
of the country.
practice continues to prevail of
making the prints or copies of
all pictures shown throughout
the rest of the country conform
to those exhibited in New York,
the residents of some thirtyeight or more States in this
Union will be forced to accept
the opinions of three unknown
citizens of New York State

—none

of whom have any
experience or special
fitness for such work—
f
as to what they shall
or shall not see on the
Has ever an
screen.
emperor wielded such
special

power ?

III!
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Grill
not the most pleasant occupation, I suppose, in these days
of combustible censors, especially when each scene of a
production has to be taken at
least six times to make sure
that it is noninflammable, as,

am

I

was done

told,

in

the

case of this picture.

After

"Three

reading

Weeks" and "One Day,"
seem conceivable

didn't

to

it

me

that the eminent Elinor could
compress the hectic heartbeats

of

her

into a
live

and

heroes

single minute,

and

heroines
but we

learn.

"The Great Moment" entitles
Famous Players' new
star to take her place in the
select

now made
New

York's Motion Picture Commissioners ruled that

eliminated from a

Who

news film, but
Said

tliey

group of bathing girls should be
considered a group of seminude savages "educational."
tliis

superior court of California has just declared
unconstitutional an ordinance which the city authorities
of Pomona
one of the most religious communities on
the map^ passed, prohibiting all Sunday amusements
for which an admission fee was charged.
The court
held that the ordinance was class legislation, because,
while prohibiting theaters and similar enterprises from
operating on Sunday, it allowed churches to take up collections, which, the court declared, was virtually an admission fee.

—

—

Where Has He Been?
Don't miss "Partners of the Tide," produced by Irvin
V. Willat, if for no other reason than to see a future
"great" in embryo.
He is Marion Faducha, a boy of
Of all the performances
about twelve years of age.
of youngsters that I have seen on the screen, his is
The boy is a future Barthelmess or
the most perfect.
Valentino, the two best bets of the rougher sex in films

Gloria Has

"The Great Moment"

— the

less clothes

first

Her Great Moment.
gives Gloria Swanson her great

appearance of Cecil

De

model as an actress and a

Mille's matchstar.

And, be

proves her right to be called both.
The production also marks another debut and exit.
It is the first original screen story to be written by that
venturesome vivisectionist of the valvular organ, Elinor Glyn, and likewise
her last picture for Famous Players.
Henceforth she is to guide her neurasthenic nomads along their primrose
paths independently.
Just why this should be so, I
it

said, she

—

unless Mr. Lasky
the task of lining Mrs.
Glyn's story with asbestos too
great a strain on the nerves and
Certainly it is a
pocketbook.
notable maiden effort a really
worthy contribution to the advancement of the artistry of the
But playing with fire is
screen.
don't

screen's

the

most

group

in

artists,

Comp-

illustrious

of

my

judgment;
Norma
Talmadge,
Lillian
Gish, and Priscilla Dean.

Things That Have Interested Me in Los Angeles.
The sunburned knees of the outside office girl in a
prominent film studio.

The sign in the cafeteria at Universal City: "For the
love of Mike, don't ask for credit.
still want to
be friends."
The jazz pipe organist of a "million-dollar" theater,
playing, "Ain't
Got Fun?"
The daily auto killings every street is a speedway
and every driver apparently an imitator of Wally Reid.
The sign in a Hollywood restaurant, "Brand-new
waitress wanted."
Another sign in the same restaurant "Fair dinner for
thirty-five cents.
good one for fifty cents."
The reply by a former casting director of Mary
Pickford to my question as to whether a palm-bowered

We

We

—

:

A

grove

we passed on Santa Monica Boulevard was a

"Yes," was his answer. "A permanent parking
It's a cemetery."
The difficulty experienced in getting a good drink
of orangeade.

park.

place.

Watch him

moment

the

emotional
up of Betty

Was An Amusement?

It

The

to-day.

son,
the

of

circle

genuinely

An

exc'ting

—

moment in the career
of Mary Alden who
mothers on the screen,
but

who

pestuous
off.

is

more tem-

The

Fallacy of
the Foreign

Menace.

Having
looked

at

half a dozen
or

more
German
pictures
are
seeking

that

know,

found

—

1

—
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— count

admission to the screen of this country, any number of

that thirty thousand

EngHsh-made subjects, and several Italian productions,
I refuse to become excited over the-foreign-tilm invasion.
The last of these importations through which I have
had to sit and suffer is "Rigoletto," an Italian cinematic

were
— persons
picturizing
ployed

conception of Giuseppe Verdi's lyric drama, recently
shoAvn at the Ambassador Theater, Los Angeles.
The picture is said to follow closely Victor Hugo's
the amusement of a king
play. "Le Roi S 'Amuse"
king who could
from which the opera was adapted.
gain any amusement from this cinema concoction of
worn-out palaces, ruined walls and women ancient
cities, and raving, ranting actors deserves his job as a
superman.
The picture is about on a par with the
It is not any
other Italian films which I have seen.
worse than the several score of German pictures clamoring at our doors, and only slightly more stupid than
some of the English ones.
The invasion of pictures of this caliber needn't
Tariff or no tariff, the mediocrity
frighten any one.
of most film importantions automatically protects American producers and actors from foreign competition.
Of the English-sponsored pictures which have reached
us, "Carnival" is the only one which has enlisted mild
Even our own producers when the}- reach
interest.
Piccadilly seem to lose their way in the maze of London's
fogs, and forget the tricks of the trade upon which the
popularity of their pictures in the past have been built.

—

A

—

—

"The Road to London," starring Bryant Was'nburn, and
the productions made in the London studios of Famous
Players-Lasky are conspicuous examples of this fact.
The public has yet to pass upon the French produc"J'Accuse,"
tions which have been brought over here.
the first of these to arrive, was given an elaborate New
York presentation several months ago to a specially invited audience at the Ritz, but no one seems in a hurry
to

release

it.

Considerable to-do has been made by the Goldwyn
organization over the Italian pictures which the president
of this company brought back with him from his last
trip abroad.
The first of these to be shown this fall
will be "Theodora," founded on Victorien Sardou's
drama of the same title, in which Bernhardt won great
renown. Rita Jolivet, of Litsitania fame, who will also
be remembered as a Metro star at one time, pla}-s the
The production was made by the producers
title role.
of "Cabiria," now being reissued with rather doubtful
Among the sensations for which the Goldwyn
success.
press department has prepared us is the fact that the
sets for the production were designed by the A'atican
that the
architect and required six months to build
production itself was two
years in the making, and
Since many
;

^H^^^^

them

in

"The Ship,"
cf

the

Goldwyn's

jMr.

em-

it.

second
Italian

purchases, is a picturization
of a story by Italy's fighting
Gabriele
poet,
D'Annunzio.
Be\'ond the fact that its leading
role is in the hands of Ida Rubenstein, a Russian dancer of
considerable reputation on the
Continent, and that it is equally
as awe-inspiring in size as "Theodora," little has yet been said
aI)out

it.

Then, if C. C. Pettijohn, formerlv associated with Mr. Selz
nick, can find a distributor
Danish version of
"Hamlet,"
which he recently acquired, we
are to have a taste of Shakespeare, a la the conception of
the melancholy prince by the
artists of his native heath.
Lastly, First National is
to give us a celluloid
vista of the inferno as
the immortal Dante

dreamed

^

it

This

to be.
?L;o,

I

lieve,

is

beof

Italian ori-

g

i

n

,

but

one can
never

be

sure

of

Chauncey Depew, at eighty, thought he ivas too
to play golf, but Jackie Coogan. at six, intends to master the game.

young

such things
any more with the constant din of anti-European propa-

ganda which abounds
Boulevard these days.

on Broadway and

Hollywood

You will note that all of the forthcoming foreign
pictures of which announcement has been made," as well
as those already released, are spectacular in character.
That's where the essential continental director shines.
But watch out when he attempts to touch a modern
story.
No distributor in this country has yet summoned
sufficient courage to release one of their pictures dealing

with a present-day theme. I have seen some of these,
hovv'ever, and I assure you that it is unfortunate that
you have not shared the exp,erience with me.
So far as I can rememl)er, Weber & Fields
robberies
have taken place in
never staged an opera l)oufl'e any funnier, from
Hollvwood homes Clara
an American point of view.
Kimball Youn'r has
Platitudinous and plebeian as we contmue
fortified herself
against such
to be, in spite of the many efforts of Europe
danscer.
to reform us, we still prefer the simple, human
story that sticks close to the ground. Although
written nearly a half a century ago, "Silver
Threads Among the Gold" earns the heirs of
its author an average of five tliousand dollars
'•Lightnin' " is our greata year in royalties.
" 'Way Down East" our
est stage success, and
biggest screen attraction.
Lntil our foreign friends learn to touch
our hearts and give us life as we
know it. without pomp and pa-

geantry, their pictures will never
make 'a dent in our allegiance to

Hollywood, disappointing as some
of

its

productions are.

;

changing titles without warning is an old joke,
and only the amateurs make a fuss over it any
more. This reviewer could sit through a modern
version of "Faust" under the title of "A Devil
In His Own Home Town" and not shed a tear.
All the tears that may be shed over "Forever" will be shed openly and outwardly because
the Du Maurier story is a gorgeous romance
the romance of two souls parted in childhood
and reunited in death. But it is sad only in
the happiest sort of way. Peter, condemned to
life imprisonment in Newgate Gaol, and the
Duchess of Tozi'ers, imprisoned for life with
a movie villain of a husband, have a dream
life together.
Aided by Mr. Fitzmaurice's settings, they do considerable traveling and enjoy
themselves more than most persons do when
they are wide awake. Of course, the followers
of Freud, who believe that a dream is worse
than a career of crime, would disapprove of this
gentle Victorian romance.
For the most part, the picture retains a beautiful illusion, although there are minutes when one
wishes that Mr. Fitzmaurice's too, too-solid settings would melt. Other of the settings, particularly Peter's boyhood home in Paris, are charming.
In designing the backgrounds for "Peter
Ibbetson" there we go using the discarded title
Mr. Fitzmaurice has realized that sentiment
may be attached to inanimate objects and he has
caught much of the especial high-flavored senti-

—

—

ment of the

A'ictorian era.

for the players
The cast is an all-star
one and the acting pretty good considering.
I suppose that if I find any fault with Wallace
Reid's portrayal of Peter the fans will chase me
around the country with a carving knife. I have
grown used to associating Mr. Reid with automobiles. I cannot think of him as a melancholy
3'oung Victorian gentleman with an imagination.
But this I can say of his portrayal of Peter

As

:

—

He honestly tries
In the
the part.
later episodes of the picture he achieves dignity in a brief boxing scene he is simply great.
He tries to control his eyebrows, and he succeeds in forgetting that he has won a great many
popularity contests.
Elsie Ferguson as the Duchess of Tozvers is
With
a glorified vision from an old album.
not much to do in the way of acting, she dresses
Wise woman! Her clothes are
wonderfully.
Ibbetson

:

he does his best.

to act the part

and

to

feel

;

Elsie Fc'/^'uSiin

and Wallace Reid

"Forever," the picture based on

The Screen
A

critical

will be tlm

two big attractions

Du Maimer's "Peter

in

in

Ibbetson."

enough to make any

Review

woman want

to

go back

old-fashioned custom of wearing petticoats.
She never has been more gracious or
more easy to look at. Montagu Love is properly brutal and rmfeeling as old Uucle Ibbetson,
while Elliott Dexter plays a small role delightto the

discussion of recent and forthcoming pictures.

fully.

By Agnes Smith

"Thunderclap."

WHEN

was announced to a waiting world that
Famous Players-Lasky would present George
it

Fitzmaurice's production of "Peter Ibbetson"

under the title of "Forever," the reviewer heaved a sigh
of relief and exclaimed "Oh, goody
They might have
!

called

it

'His

Dream Woman.'

"

The

fact that the pic-

adapted from a fairly well-known novel by George
Du Maurier, and the fact that several Barrymores and
Constance Collier appeared with great success in the dramatic version of the story has nothing to do with the
value of the title "Peter Ibbetson."
This business of

ture

is

the opening of the theatrical season, William Fox
hurled so many specials at Broadway that, for a time,
it looked as though something ought to be done about
it.
These "specials," coming in quick succession, are
guaranteed to make the reviewer extremely nervous.
All the Fox directors who made hits last year, with the
exception of J. Gordon Edwards, who is abroad doing
as the Romans do, were sent out to get all Griffithed
up.
That means to get yoiu- name in electric lights at

At

one of the legitimate theaters.
And so they came. First there was "Thunderclap,"

The
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It
a race-track story, directed by Richard H. Stanton.
is a sequel to "Clieckers," filled with thrills, pathos, home,
and mother. The horses are great. But the trouble
with stories about racing is that they are all alike. The
right horse always wins, the audience knows that it
In real and cruel
will win, and so there is no suspense.
life,

the right horse seldom,

if

ever, wins.

That necessary "mother-love" touch

is

supplied by

Mary Carr, who is a convincing mother. She ought to
You may remember that she has a flock of children
be.
herself.
is

Violet Mersereau

is

that perfect gentleman, J.

in the picture, too, and- so

Barney Sherry.

"Shame."

Next
All the Fox specials may be taken in a heap.
on the list comes "Shame," which is much better than
The story is regulation stuff it tells about
it sounds.
a man who believes that he is a half-caste. After suffering for some time because he thinks he is part Chinese,
he goes to the great Northwest to live down the terrible
In
disgrace of being a distant relative of Confucius.
a melodramatic and well-staged wreck, he discovers that
he belongs wholly and entirely to the great and gorgeous
;

white race.

Emmett

Flynn, the director, has

made

the

picture

and interesting. Don't fail to see San FranCome one, come all, as the sightcisco's Chinatown.
seeing wagons say.
colorful

"Perjury."

"Perjury" follows "Shame." It is a picture made for
Directed by
those who just dote on William Farnum.
Harry Millarde, it is filled with good, old-fashioned
heart interest. Mr. Farnum plays the astonishingly original role of a man who goes to prison for a crime comIt is not as good as "Shame" bemitted by another.
cause the agony is not so well tempered with thrills.

"A

Virgin Paradise."

Pearl White's own particular special is called "A Virgin Paradise." The story was written by Hiram Percy
Maxim, son of the famous inventor, and Hiram Percy
The
has invented a neat little plot for Miss White.
story concerns a beautiful young girl who is caught, in
the wild stage, on a South Sea island.
She is brought
to civilization, and Mr. Maxim sets out to prove to
us that a feminine Tarzan of the Apes is better than
an F. Scott Fitzgerald heroine; that it is safer to play
with lions than society men; that it is better to wear
no clothes at all than a conventional evening gown. In
other words, he takes a terrible slam at the hypocrisy
of an effete world.
Whether or not Mr. Maxim is right you must decide
The reviewer will not go into the moral
for yourself.
aspects of the case, but will limit herself to saying that
Pearl White is a wonderful savage.
In "A Virgin.
Paradise," she hasn't had such a good time since she
left the continued-next-weeks.
The more civilized she
grows, the less interesting she becomes.
Her streaks
of savagery are the best parts of the picture.
Miss
White was not made for society dramas she acts with
;

heart, soul,

and main strength.

"A Bashful Romeo."
The long-promised Will Rogers picture, "A Bashful
Romeo," is here at last. This is the much-heralded
production that gives Mr. Rogers an opportunity to
show his legs. After establishing himself as the shrinking prairie flower of the fillums, Mr. Rogers all of a
sudden grows imusually bold and plays Romeo.
said he couldn't play love scenes and who said he couldn't

Who

wear

tights

?

In

"A

Virgin Paradise," Pearl

ends up

White begins as a savage, but
in society.

story is a bantamweight affair about a cowboy
too bashful and too lazy to win the girl who
And so he takes
is just waiting around to marry him.
lessons in love. First he goes to a motion-picture studio

The
who is

—
The
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"The Great Moment."
Need I remind you not to fail to see "The
Great Moment," by Elinor Glyn? I need not.
It is Gloria Swanson's first starring vehicle,
and Elinor Glyn was imported from England
to write it.
When it was presented in New
York, it was considered rather comic because
it
was so much like that dear old classic,
"Three Weeks" in atmosphere, though not
in plot.
But women fought to see it and aged
grandmothers were trampled in the rush to

—

Why? Well, just beget into the theater.
cause.
In the first place, the heroine is a charming
girl, half gypsy and half debutante.
The combination is deadly. Her horse runs away with
her, she is bitten by a snake, and is tossed into
the lonely cabin of a he-man.
The he-man
gives her a drink of whisky to cure the snake
bite, and the impetuous heroine carelessly loses
two hairpins.
I

shall not tell the rest of the plot.

Merely

keep }0ur eye on the hairpins.
Also gaze
upon Gloria Swanson. You can afford to look

Miss Swanson indefinitely. Her clothes,
manners, and her natural requirements
The picture
all they should be and more.
may be full of outrageous things that would
not happen in Mr. Maxim's "Paradise," but
at the end of a dull day mother will certainly
at

her
are

enjoy the high

The

De

life

was not

film

JMilles,^

sponsored

of "The Great Moment."
directed by either of the

but by

Sam Wood.

Paramount

it.

"Pilgrims of the Night."

Another actress who is easy to watch appears in a new production. Rubye de Remer
is the peaches and cream of "Pilgrims of the
Night." Unfortunately, Elinor Glyn did not
write the story, and so Miss de Remer wanders through a thick plot, guided only by E.

Mr. Oppenheim mixes
Deinto his stories.
hghtful Elinor Glyn is so much more simple.
Phillips

too

Oppenheim.

many

ingredients

"Pilgrims of the Night" is one of those stories
about a crime, but it is so "confused that by
the time matters are straightened out for you,
Betty Compson has achieved the distinction of being an emotional actress;
you don't care who committed the crime or
her latest picture is called "At the End of the World."
who set out to clean whose honor. Miss de
Remer is an asset to the picture, and so are
and sees how it is done in the best settings. The scenes
Raymond Hatton and William V. Mong, both of whom
in the studio are ahnost as funny as the ones in "A
can act when allowed.
Small-town Idol."
As a movie cowboy, Mr. Rogers
is immensely funny.
And then, too, he has the curious
"The Great Impersonation."
experience of being scorned by his own young son, who
Mr. Oppenheim also thickens the plot of "The Great
is

the che-ild star of the organization.

But the movies aren't so helpful as Beatrice Fairfax.
The cowboy returns home and reads "Romeo and
Juliet." Whereupon he has a long and slapstick dream
a burlesque on poor old man Shakespeare. The dream
is ornamented by some expensive settings
money is no
;

object to a

cowboy when he

dream. It is also
ornamented by Sylvia Breamer, a thoroughly up-to-date
Juliet.
The cowboy wakes up, decides that Shakespeare
is tiresome and tries the method of wooing used by
comic-section cave men.
The picture is consistently funny, although the reviewer likes Rogers better as a serious actor than as a
trick comedian.
The subtitles, by Bernard McConville
and Mr. Rogers, are snappy. The picture is released
_

by Goldwyn.

starts to

Impersonation." In this case, instead of writing about
crooks, he goes in for European nobility.
do all
stories about English, Russian, and Teutonic noblemen
seem out of date? Can it be that the world really is
safe for democracy and that these persons are no longer
important to us?

Why

"The Great Impersonation" might have been extremely interesting at one time.
Now it is merely a
good picture because George Melford has done his best
to make it one and because James Kirkwood works hard
Incidentally, Ann Forrest is in
to play a dual role.
the cast.

"At

To

the

End

of the World."

get back to the beauties, there is Betty Compson.
Like Pearl White and Gloria Swanson, she goes back

!

The
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"At the End
World" has a rather

to the primitive.

the

of

dreary and dull story, but because it was directed by Penrhyn Stanlaws, the illustrator,
The
the pictures are pretty.
scene of the story is Shanghai
and the islands of the Pacific.
Having achieved the distinction of being an emotional

Miss Compson

actress.

is

now

enjoying the distinction of
playing roles as dreary as
Pauline Frederick's.
Oh, for
the carefree life of a bathing
girl

The only glory ]\Iiss Compson gets in "At the End of
the World" is the honor of
having about twenty-five lead-

men

ing

fight for her.

IMilton

among

Sills

is

Mr.

Sills

those present.
also provided the

cure for snake bite in "The
Great Moment."
Such goings-on
!

"Wedding

Bells."

Constance Talmadge has the
time of her hfe in "Wedding
Bells," a picture that has a
clever plot, prett\- trimmings,
and a gay swing to it. Constance takes the blue ribbon
as the strictly modern girl of
the screen.
She is seen as a

"Wedding Bells" with Constance Talmadge,

who marries in haste, changes her mind, breaks up
her husband's second marriage, and goes off on another

girl

If you want to know how serious the story
you that a Pekingese pup plays an important
role in the farce.
Harrison Ford makes an agreeable
leading man, only he is more led than leading.
Since the reviewer of movies ought to be a fashion
expert, too, I can assure you that Miss Talmadge sports
around Palm Beach in some fascinating clothes. If you
don't concentrate, her costumes will take your mind off
I will tell

the plot.
The picture also concerns itself with the
mentovis problem of bobbed hair.

"A Midnight Bell."
From "Wedding Bells" we pass on

to

"A

mo-

]\Iidnight

Adapted from a farce by
has been altered to suit the star and

Bell," Charles Ray's newest.

Charles Hoyt, it
It is
to suit the present requirements of the screen.
only a fairly amusing vehicle for INIr. Ray. But it has
plenty of action.
The story centers about a haunted
church that is used as a clubhouse for a band of bold
robbers.

"A

duction of "Liliom" in New York are not going to enjoy
"A Trip to Paradise," offered to them by ]Metro. But
those who do not know the original "Liliom," by Franz
Molnar, will find much to admire in the production

Mathis.

compounded by Maxw^ell Karger and June

Some

of the spark of ]\Iolnar's play
The scene of the

to lighten the screen version.

]\Ir.

the scenes at Coney Island, where the most na'ive class
Curley
of show folk scream for nickels and dimes.
Flvnn, enacted by Bert Lytell, is a lazy bum who is
something of an artist at heart. Until he meets A^ora
O'Brien he is a barker for Dreamland. The ]Vidoii.<
BoJand. who manages the concession, doesn't believe that
an artist should marry, so Curley finds himself out of a
job. It is easy for an artist out of work to turn criminal,

and Curlcv turns criminal for the sake of his child. As
a crook he is a failure. He is shot, seriously wounded,
and taken to a hospital. There, under the influence of
ether, he takes his trip to paradise.- He pleads his case,
is put on probation, and redeems himself.
Undoubtedly when Metro decided to produce "Liliom"
it did not realize the immense popular appeal of the play
or the company might have done less adapting and comThe spirit of the original has been so bepromising.
fogged by translation that the high points of its come_d\and its tragedy are lost. Produced by a company with
the ideals of the Theater Guild, it would have been a
great screen classic.

Trip to Paradise."

Those who saw the Theater Guild's remarkable pro-

so astutely

But, on the screen, it is a beautiful dream.
one inspired scene in the picture.
Karger has plenty of fun showing us life behind

into a dream.
It is the

honeymoon.
is,

concerns itself with the momentous problem of bobbed hair.

is

left

drama
Buda-

has been transferred from an amusement park in
Liliom, the Hungarian roughpest to Coney Island.
His tragic encounter with
neck, is made an Irishman.
God in the police court of suicides has been changed

as Liliom.
to praise in the acting of Bert Lytell.
has everv reason to be proud of his splendid peris quite able to hold his own even when
formance.

Even

you

if

you have seen Joseph Schildkraut

will find

much

He

He

forced into comparison with one of the best actors
Virginia A^alli is an appealing and wistful
in America.
figure as the unfortunate Xora O'Brien who married
the great artist of Coney Island.

he

is

And

as for the

"Don't Neglect Your

Rest

AA'ife,"

written

Continued on page 89

by Gertrude

:

Behold Tom

Santsclii, veteran actor

Back
This

article,

the

first

—

/ze's

the

man

with the goggles on his hat

to Pioneer

—

in

a picture of the earlv days.

Days

of a series, goes back to the very beginning of the

mercial venture, and takes us

down

By

Paul

HOW

many people know that motion pictures were
actually being produced a quarter of a century

A

movies as a com-

to the discovery of California as a production center.

ago? Very few, I'll wager.
good many of
our silver-sheet stars of to-day hadn't even been born
twenty-five years ago.
Nevertheless, there is a captain
of the industry very much alive and active in the making
of motion pictures to-day who began his career as a
producer April i, 1896. And this calls to mind the following questions which every screen
lover ought to know
Who is the oldest person in point
of service
in motion pictures to-day ?

S.

Conlon
One answer suffices for each of the above questions.
One man was this "Coltimbus."
His name is ^^'illiam N. Selig, better known as Colo-

nel Selig.

To the average person Los Angeles, or Hollywood, has
always been the film capital of the world, and sunny

It will surprise many
California really the birthplace.
people to know that the first scenes
in a real motion picture made in California were filmed by the Selig Polyscope Company in 1908, only thirteen
was ever more strange than the
was the Columbus of Caliyears ago.
In fact, the industry
actual history of the growth of
fornia?
first discovered the
wasn't discovered by the papers until
motion pictures. The facts told in
possibilities of Los Angeles as a mothe following year, as I found by digthis article are so different from
tion-picture producing center?
ging through the files of the Los
what we read of the industry to=
Who produced the first serial?
Angeles Times. It was in 1909, six
day that it scarcely seems possible
introduced wild animals in
months after the arrival of the Selig
that they happened such a short
silent drama?
Company, that the Times came out
time ago. Yet this is no legendary
Who made the first "Western" picwith big headlines: "New pla3's withtale, but one that has living wit=
ture ?
out words are put on films here.
nesses to vouch for every word.
Who first sectored the cooperation
Southern California conditions found
of the press in the interest of motion
to be ideal for moving-picture work
pictures ?
because of very small size of negatives and great rapidity of exposures.
produced the first special feature?
Real actors in
demand for pictures." Then followed a long article,
photographed the first scenics?
describing the new industry and forecasting its developorganized and financed the first scientific expement in California.
ditions to record with motion-picture cameras the life
in strange lands?
If this was the beginning of film-land's capital thirteen
Who produced the first historical-educational feature? years ago, imagine then the status of what were called
first saw the coming of the day of big pictrires
"living pictures" twenty-five years ago, when Colonel
and secured the copyrights of famous stories and
Selig began his career, about which he reminisced one
plays ?
day when I talked with him at his famous zoo, in Los

—

—

NO TALE OF FANCY

Who

Who

Who

Who
Who
Who

Who

—

,

Back
Angeles, where
producer.

he has renewed his

activities

to
as

Pioneer Days

73

a

"My studio," he began, "was a small loft in a dingy
building in an obscure Chicago street, 43 Peck Court.
capital
The 'stage' was twenty-five by fifty feet.
was what I had in my pocket. I had one employee
funds
as an assistant and lots of imperfect tools.
were daily so near to rock Iwttom that I walked the
five miles between home and studio twice daily to save
the car fare."
Previous to this time Colonel Selig had been a the-

My

My

manager.
His lifelong hobby, however, was
Particularly was he interthe art of photography.
ested in the new discoveries and inventions of cameras
that would actually photograph motion.
After many years of study of lectures, writings, and
inventions of every authority from Edward Muvbridge
atrical

Thomas Edison he invented a camera of liis own
as early as 1890.
It was a failure, but undaunted he
continued his arduous labors tmtil 1895, when he
to

finally succeeded in building a camera which proved
a success.
"I filmed a train going by as my first venture," he
"The next day I photographed a little girl feedsaid.
ing chickens in a yard. Then I made my first comedy,
a watermelon-eating contest between several young colored boys.
These scenes were in twenty-five to a
hundred-foot strips.
"Actors? I've forgotten the names of the first ones
I engaged, it's been so long ago.
But I used to go
to the Hopkins Theater, on South State Street, and
persuade actors in the stock company to come to my
studio the- next morning and play in the scenes. Most
of the scenes were exteriors because sunlight was absolutely necessary.
had no artificial light. I'd photograph the scenes in the daylight. At night I would
develop and print the film.
Unlike to-day we never
wasted a foot of film. This calamity had to be avoided
because it cost six and three quarters cents a foot.
Besides, the film was not the finished product it is
Colonel William N. Selig is the oldest person in point of service in
to-day.
It shrank terribly, and we had to cut both
motion-pictures to-day.
positive and negative to equalize. Although the crudities of our first little pictures would be greeted with
films ? Mostly in vaudeville houses, although wide-awake
howls of laughter to-day, I can assure you that we looked
traveling salesmen who had heard of the new miracle
upon our results as miraculous."
would invest and travel about, exhibiting the "living picAt this time there were three motion-picture pro- tures" wherever they could find an empty storeroom or
ducing companies in the United States Edison, Biohall.
As the producer sold his product for twelve to
graph, and Selig.
In Europe there was only one.
fifteen cents a foot, fortunes weren't made in a day.
Lumiere, in Paris, which was actively operating.
I asked Colonel Selig what he considered his first
Where
did
these
successful picture, thinking, of course, that he would
producers show their
Instead it happened
refer to one of the early classics.
to be a comedy called "The

We

—

—

—

Sets

were

improvised,

rather than, built, in the
early days,

scenes

and

all

— even

interiors

the
scene depicted a

Dog."

The

Weary Willie
from a window

the

stealing a pie

the

only to be apprehended and
pursued by a bulldog which succeeded in separating him from
the seat of his trousers.
This
comedy was the first big hit, and
it kept the colonel busy supplying prints to fill the demand,
"Nature was the background
for most of our scenes," he
went on. "Our patrons usually
seemed
more interested in
watching an incident of daily
life than in any dramatic at-

— were

taken out of doors
in sunli'jiit.

Tramp and

sill,

When incidents could
not be filmed outdoors, comedy
ideas were photographed against
tempts.

Continued on page 90

Head First
Hammond

Into

Drama

motion-pictures and
on the crest of a wave of
success she pauses to make a few thrilling remarks.
Harriet

dived

pulled hard for a while;

into

now

By Alden Hughes

but after you've taken your course you want to graduate.

"Being a professional beauty has its disadvantages as
For instance, if you are fortunate
its pearls.
enough to be able to capitalize on your looks and figure
you instantly incur the jealousy of your less-lovely sisters, who comfort themselves with the thought that you're
perfectly brainless and that, because you'll consent to
exploit your shapely lines in a Grecian drape or a
well as

—

Mack Sennett bathing suit, you're not exactly well,
modest."
Such happen to be the views of the blue-law clan,
who, it seems, would like to have all of our very best
screen sirens cover their raison d'etre with ankle-length
crinolines.

When I arrived at Miss Hammond's residence I could
hear the well-executed nuances of a Chopin etude. It
was Harriet playing her piano a big, concert grand
that took up nearly all of the space in the rather small
She
parlor of her family's bungalow.
lives with her family.
As I had come
up the walk I could see her brother
tinkering with the innards of an automol^ile.
I met her father, an elderly,
genial man with kind eyes and a whimsical smile, who spoke proudly of Miss
Hammond as "my daughter, Harriet,"
and seemed to radiate good cheer and
paternal interest.
And, while I didn't
happen to be introduced to Mrs. Hammond, I could hear her walking about
in the next room, and I was told that
she was setting the table for dinner.

—

Off the screen, lovely Harriet

Hammond

is

a

'jrl

utterly

without affectation.

.

WHEN

any one hears a motion-picture actress
up and blandly state that she has never
seen any of her pictures that she doesn't
particularly want to see her pictures that she wants
and that she can't
to change her modus operandi
even remember the names of pictures she has been
featured in he suffers a shock. Having pretty thoroughly explored the Hollywood backwoods, I'm used
sit

;

—

Perhaps when

;

Hammonds

—

to shocks, yet

I

rise to confess that

mond commands my

full

Harriet

respect and hands

Hamme a

believe in

real thrill.

"I can

remember

the

name

of only one of

—

Swanson, Mary Thurman, Juanita Hansen, Betty
Compson, and a number of others feel the same way.
Comedy, they'll tell you, is an excellent training school.

to Gloria

—

you that the

some

artificiality.

She

no illusion nor to

reporter into saying
nice things about her.
The studio publicity man told me that I
would find her quiet and reserved
that she, in lacking a
sense of theatrical sensationalism, differed from any other girl

ensnare a

;

comedy.

"I wore bathing suits for three years," she added,
"because, by wearing them, I saw a chance to get
into dramatic pictures without having to beg for
jobs at studio gates."
While they don't always express themselves quite so
frankly, all the rest of the girls who have ever "got anywhere" from erstwhile comedy appearances and I refer

tell

real,

tries to create

my

comedies," she said in answer to a query of mine.
"It is 'Home Talent,' and I've never seen it because
I don't ever go to see my pictures."
You can draw your own conclusions. The conclusion that I drew, but which Miss Hammond didn't
necessarily substantiate, is the fact that she doesn't
like

I

simple "home
folks" you will understand, as I did,
how it happens that the lovely Harriet
is a girl totally without affectation.
She gives none of the impression of
trying to act so as to make you
\
are

he had ever met at a comedy studio.

She

— and

lived

up

to his descrip-

more.
"Once I thought," said Miss

tion

„

,

Harriet has sacrificed
everythins; to her
bition;
to

am-

she goes

bed at nine and
arises at six.

Hammond,

in telling

me

of her career, "that I
wanted to be a concert
pianist.

My

music

is

the dearest thing in life
Continued on page 108

—

The

early

episodes

ol

the story take place near
the Mexican border where
Poll PatchouU, played by

Dorothy Dalton dances in
owned, by
cantina
John Roderiguez, played
by Theodore Kosloff.
Here in sharp contrast to
the exotic scenes in the
the

Orient, life is crude, and
great fortunes are made
only to be lost in a day.
Here passions strike deep,
and men are capaUe of
enduring loves and great
sacrifices.

Again

in

scenes

of

luxury, the story tells of
Arthur Phelps' great love
Arthur played
for Rose.
by Conrad Nagel, mistakes
tolerance for interest, and
do^ not grasp that Rose

encourages him just to satreads
isfy her vanity.
to her the poems which he
has dedicated to her, and
which are the sincere out-

He

pourings of his great love
and she can scarcely feign
interest in them. Only with
Arthur's
disillusionment
comes happiness to alL

Whether

duracter
a handsome
young breaker of hearts,
Richard Barthdmess has
always delighted motionparte

or

in

as

Some
picture audiences.
there are vdio prefer him
as a slant-eyed Oriental;
others consider his beach
comber in "The Idol
Dancer," his best role, but
whatever your favorite part
for him, you will be interested in his characterization of "Tol'able David,"
for it is a part he has long
wanted to

Tol able David

Just a hint of what Richard Barthelmess' first star picture holds for
the fans is given in
three
scenes from 'Torable David." An
engrossing drama al the people in a
little
backward settlement of the
Virginia mountains, it gives the fans'
favorite chara«^r actor a chance to do
some of the finest work of his career.

th^

play.

Photoerph by Victor Georg

A

House on Dream
That's

what Ralph Graves

is

Street

looking forward

to.

By Emma-Lindsay Squier

TT

wasn't in a particularly propitious state of mind
that I waited for Ralph Graves.
In the first place,
it was one of those muggy days in August when
the heat seemed to have been pressed down on the earth
with a screw.
The studio of Victor Georg, the pho-

I

I

I
I

tographer, where I was to put Ralph through his conversational paces, was far from the elevated
my means
of conveyance
and two or three flights up in an old

j

—

\

—

studio building.
It was so hot that I was only vaguely
interested in the portraits of celebrities that Mr. Georg

I

J
'

]

[

.

V
I

was showing me as an artistic substitute for the family
album, and was, on the whole, in no mood for any
interview, except perhaps one with an ice-cream soda.
Then Ralph came breezing in just like the hero in
a play, with all the rest of characters on the stage
waiting for him, and the audience making a polite
patter of applause.
He gave you the feeling that something really nice had happened. His eyes were so earnest
and his smile was so wide and so infectious. He was
hot, too, but it hadn't ruined his disposition.
He was
sunlDurned, and he scratched his arms with gusto. Also
with apologies.
"Oh, gee, I'm sorry to be late

!" was his greeting, said
so sincerely that I actually believed him.
"You know,
I v/as out yachting this morning with some friends, and
I thought I'd get back in plenty of time.
just this
minute got back to the yacht club, and I jumped a taxi
"
and beat it up here
He scratched and grinned at me. Perhaps it was
the healthy brownness of his face that made his teeth

We

seem so white. But I thought it was one of the nicest
smiles I had ever seen.
A big chap is Ralph as you know from seeing him
on the screen with the sort of hair that sentimental'
girls would like to get their hands into, serious gray
eyes with ultra-long lashes, and a nose that almost de-':
cided to turn up into a snub before it stopped abruptly.
He is a curious combination of grown man and small
boy, so serious at times that you wonder why on earth

—

—

Then
he wasn't a preacher or a foreign missionary.
in an instant so light-hearted and juvenile that you
suspect him of being able to stride a hobby horse with
great glee or take a watch apart to see the wheels go
'round.
He had a handkerchief that he was twisting
into curious shapes.
He made it into a mouse, a doll,'
a cradle.
"Victor," he was saying delightedly, "you ought to
Oh, boy
A pedigree that
see my new polo pony.
would put your eye out and can that baby play the
Say, Victor, don't take any pictures
game ? Oh, gee
It's a
of me until I get my polo outfit, will you?
"
peach
!

—

!

He

described it in detail.
had seen him only in that moment I should
have described him as a nice boy, pleasantly superficial,
If

I

without any serious purpose in

But somehow we got

life

——

to talking of

"Dream

Street,"

Ralph's biggest success in the picture game. And sud-'
denly he was an enthusiast I imagine he never regards

—

Continued on page 108
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—
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by Ridicule.

Let's Silence Censorship

the screen for me, give us some photo
plays that will laugh, ridicule, jeer, and sneer the censors
into silence, as Cervantes, hy his book, "Don Quixote,"
silenced knight-errantry in Spain when it went too far.
it

Cater to your millions of fans
to the censor.
will stand

We

— not

DID YOUR LETTER

by you.

Mrs. KiTTiE O'Brien.
(Age fifty-one).
Indianapolis, Indiana.

Fan Club Would Find

Remedy

My

a

Way

to

This.

main

complaint about the
movies is that in our town we never
know what is going to be shown far
enough in advance to make plans to

does not come out until nearly night, when it is too
make plans. Of course I am writing of the folks
who only go occasionally, and who have to select their
pictures.
I, personally, have to depend on the afternoon
The film for the day arrives on the one-fifty
show.
train, and when the train is late, which it very often is,
I can only
another film is put on for the afternoon.
afford one, or, at the most, two shows a week, and if
late to

I

am

very

one

much

I select as
disappointed.

my

favorite for the

week

Cora B. Earnest.
26 Magdalen

Street,

Why
Why all

San Angelo, Texas.
All the Fuss?

I have seen
Pola Negri in "Passion," and Henny Porten in "DeBut
ception," and I admit that they were both good.
Cecil B. De Mille's "Forbidden Fruit" decidedly outdid

either of

the fuss about the foreign films?

them

in

my

estimation.

The

Banish the Critics?

the scores of letters we get, a
limited number.
And if we can't use your letter
because others of a similar nature
got in ahead of you, please try
again, for we want all of our
readers, at some time or other, to
express themselves here.

see it.
That is, we don't unless we
happen to be almost daily attendants,
and see the bills on the screen. Our daily paper, which
carries the announcement of the program for the day,

I fail to see the

others take in regard to the subject.
PiTiLip E. Dagnon.
^^'aterl5urv, Connecticut.

to appear on this page when
you expected it to? Perhaps it
win later, but if it doesn't, re=
member that we have to picic from
fai

124 West Twentieth Street,

A

us Americans get together and praise our own films
and give their producers the praise they rightly deserve?
Think of "The Birth of a Nation," "The Miracle Man,"
"Revelation," "Pollyanna,"
"Ghosts of Yesterdav,"
"Over the Hill," and many others, and then see how
they compare with "Passion" and "Deception."
Didn't
vou enjoy any of the first ones far more than either
of the last two?
I'm sure 1 did. I
would be delighted to read in your
interesting columns the viewpoints
let

To improve

You producers can do
Do it now

!

acting in the latter

Of course
far better than in either of the former.
it goes without saying that we can leave it to De Mille
to outdo any one in the world in respect to lavish and

was

magnificent settings. Nevertheless, while "Passion" and
"Deception" received high and unstinted praise from
American critics, "Forbidden Fruit" was passed over
Now, as an actress of
lightly as "just another film !"
fiery emotion, Negri is good, but Priscilla Dean is far
Henny Porten may be good, but isn't Elsie
better.
Ferguson one hundred per cent better ? I'll say she is,
and at that we are not saying anything about Norma
Talmadge, Dorothy Dalton, Pauline Frederick, and many
Taking these facts into consideration, why not
others.

A
says,

serial

"The

Never!

fan in your April issue
critics don't know anv-

thing about what is good and what
isn't.
The public is the best critic.
Some of the pictures the public enjoyed most were marked 'no good' by

the critics.
We know what is good
and bad, what we like to see, and
what we don't without them."
This letter quite incensed me. What right has any
one to say that the public is the best critic? Is it true
that the public knows what is really good and what is
l)ad?
A thousand times no! There is nothing to be
wondered at that competent critics adversely criticize
pictures indorsed by the public. The puerility of public
taste in artistic matters, and especially in the matter of
photo-dramatic art, is lamentable, and it is the duty of
every critic to lift the standards of the public by reviling
all that is bad.
Of course I could not, or ought not to,
expect a very elevated expression of taste from one who
likes Zane Grey's books and who enjoys such serials as
"Dare-devil Jack."
But I simply could not resist answering" such an unwarranted attack on the critics.
Maurice Castleton.
St. Louis,

Missouri.

This Would Be

a

Change.

think Kathlyn Williams is one of the very best
players on the screen, and it makes me angry to see her
in supporting roles when she should be the star.
I do
like Roy Stewart very much, but not in Western pictures, as I do not like them.
It is strange, but do you
know, I cannot like Thomas Meighan
I do not like
his looks or his acting, or Owen Moore, either.
Please
do not think me a crank, for I am not, and there are
In fact I
lots of other men that I like tremendously.
think it would be nice to have the whole magazine devoted just to some of the men now and then for a
change. Gareth Hughes is some actor
I

!

Kathlyn Williams Fan.
Oklahoma

City,

Oklahoma.
Continued on page 107

—
Romance

Flashing Back to
Continued from page 21

slowly.
it

was

Now

"I told the girls what
an extra. I warned them.
they are anxious to stay in

a task

to be
if

the pictures, I think they should turn
They are eager to
out fairly well.
And that, coupled
succeed surely.
with beauty and grace, helps tremen-

dously."
Recalling the flood of letters that
I had seen in Picture-Play last
month electing her one of the Eight
Eye Fillers, I mentioned the fact to
her.

Dropping her
embarrassment.
I

she smiled in

eyes,

"I never

was a beauty.

But

to be appreciated.

I

knew

that

wonderful
don't think any
it is

one realizes how I love the letters
sent me.
They mean so very much
especially now."
Her voice softened.
"Mother is in the hospital.

—

Dorothy and I have been terribly
worried about her, and these sweet
letters and tokens of admiration have
just kept me buoyed up sometimes

when

eA'erything was bluest."
Sweet, ethereal, dainty, this

tional

prima donna

grant,

slender,

is

lilylike,

emofra-

—

graceful -a
far cry from many of the screen
heroines who become varnished disappointments off the screen.
Her
dreamy eyes, her tiny, round riiouth,
her clear white skin, all are symbolic
of the girl herself
girl, I add, rather
than woman, though in experience
she is indeed no longer young.
retiring,

—

As we were

chatting,

Mr.

Griffith

over to explain the action
of the impending scene to the blond
Duse.
"And I wish you would disarrange
your hair, Miss Gish," concluded the
gelatin genius, after the details had
been covered.
With a smile, the
Annie Moore of the unforgetable
" 'Way Down East" left us.
"This is the thing that the whole
world loves," said the creator of
"The Birth," as he calls it. "Romance
Excitement, thrills, love, and
climaxes not one, but many. When
I make a picture I am making it for
the world, not for myself. If I were
making pictures for myself there
strolled

!

would be more 'Blossoms' and fewer
'Dream Streets,' but" gradually a

effects that

smile appeared

to

claim that German
pnoney, through some devious course,
'found its way into the making of
for

the

no one can truthfully say except the powers that be
at Universal City. And their mouthpiece, which is the publicity department, is at this writing working night
and day to combat certain rumors
started ill-advisedly some months ago
and which they are now trying their
[this

sinister film,

—"my

sense,

my work

must attune

"I

masses as well as the

man

the

to

classes.

The

must be fascinated
the Wall Street
broker and the Greenwich Village
in the street

much

as

just

highbrow,
Orphans'

as

And

so-called.

in

'The

have the universal story, with its romance, its
comedy, its thrills, its heart interest,
and, do not forget, far more opportunity for spreading beautiful sets
than ever I have had before.
Do
I

believe

I

you think that

I will fail to take advantage of the opportunity?"
Dorothy Gish jumped from comedy to tragedy in this f eatvire, portraying the highly sympathetic character
of the little blind girl.
Creighton
Hale will have the comedy moments, and, as we have already indi-

cated, the fight for the final fade-out
rests between Morgan Wallace and

the

Schildkraut.

exotic
that

talented,

That reminds me

he told me
Romeo will be his next role with the
Theater Guild, opposite his present
speaking-stage inamorata, Eva le Gallienne, an actress of no slight power.

"What

want to do,"

said Schildkraut, just before I entrained for
the lights of Manhattan and a ringside

I

seat

the

at

Follies,

"what

I

He is
should love to do is Ibsen.
the master mechanic, the complete
playwright.
He is so easy to do,
you see, and yet one receives such
extraordinary credit for doing him.
Then there is always Schnitzler. And
several of the English Maugham's
plays are masterly.
It is my intention to stay here in America, dividing my time between the stage and
screen under the direction of the
Guild in the one instance, and, of
course, Mr. Griffith in the silent

—

drama."

staged here, those spectacular mass
have placed D. W. second

none the world over.

He

me

that Lillian Gish was
actress
of the silver sheet, that photography
he considered second only to story,
that "The Two Orphans" would take
told

and away the premiere

far

longer to make than anything he has
ever done with the possible excepand, startling
tion of "Intolerance"
statement this, that any one can act
who is not an "actor."

—

—

me a plastic person who will
himself go, without thinking what
he is going to look like on the screen,
and I will make a real player of him.
The hardest person to work with is
the
self-opinionated
trouper with
'ideas' on everything from the death
scene in 'Camille' to the off-stage
shriek in 'The Jest.' One of the saddest losses the screen ever suffered
was Clarine Seymour. Another was
Bobbie Harron. Neither knew anything technical of stagecraft.
They
were simply born actors. And so
few people are!
"Give

let

"The born

actor needs no stimulamusic, for example.
use it very rarely. It serves only to
confuse in most instances. In doing

—no

We

tion

romance like 'The Orphans' there's
something akin to a lyrical swing running through the whole thing abroad,

a

—

tender, appealing."

And if I were picking an artist to
breathe reality into the romance of
eighteenth-century France, I should
not hesitate in my selection of this
same David
is

Wark

Griffith.

The man

as big as his ideals.

There was an enthusiasm in his
manner that argued well,
it seemed to me, for the success of
the picture, and I was told, confidentially, by one of his aids that Griffith
voice and

has appeared to be

making of this
has for some time.
the

much

happier in
picture than he

way to the studio bus, Mr.
showed me the village street
Mamaroneck comold France

All of which has made me eager
and impatient to see the finished production a feeling which I am sure

plete in detail to the last cobblestone.
Many of the mob scenes will be

that countless thousands of Griffith's
followers will soon be sharing.

On

—

Continued from page 46

As

—
business

poor though it is, tells me that 'Dream
Street' is adjacent to Easy Street.

the

Griffith

in

—

—

—

Stroheim and Mrs. Gru idy

I

I

85

best to choke

ing

—

features.

logical

to

Hollywood

in

regard to

But

it

the

average

that

if

its

doesn't

dar-

seem

denizen

of

German money

pected of being everything from a
spy to a personal emissary

common

Even Mrs. Grundy
of the kaiser.
find any Hun hashish in

couldn't

for no reason that I could discover

"Foolish Wives"

viewing the film wanted to hire
a director to put over German propaganda they would choose Eric von
Stroheim, who is acknowledgedly an
Austrian by birth and who at various
times, since coming to this country
in 1908 or thereabouts, has been sus-

released to this country.
If you want the most breath-taking

in

—

itself as

it

will

be

entertainment ever offered from an
studio, go, by all means, to
see "Foolish Wives," but take your
and leave Madame
masks,
gas

American

Grundy

at

home.

—
The
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to begin

work on

it.

And when

he

saw Roxane, and reaHzed what a delicate, sensitive young thing she was,
he asked her to come over to his studio the next day.
She was so happy when she got
through with that interview that she
came over to our house and turned
cart wheels out in the back yard.

"He
stories^

there and told me
sad ones, most of them," she

just

—

sat

me, when I'd finally persuaded
her to calm down a bit. "And when
wept on my handkerchiefs
I'd

told

wasn't it lucky that I'd stayed up last
night and washed some out ?
and
borrowed his, he told me to come into
the office, and I signed a contract.
Think of it a contract me
Starting at seventy-five a week
Kewpie's
waiting for me now at the real-estate
office, and we're going to look at
apartments all afternoon."
But that joyousness of hers didn't
last long after she began working
with Clayton Greer. She Vv^as a harp
on which he played at will, and her
face began to show that the melodies
which he chose were plaintive ones.
I have always thought that there was
a morbid twist to his mind
he did
such unusual things, got such strange

—

—

—

!

!

;

effects,

and worked so surely on the

emotions of his audiences.
At first he would tell Roxane what
he wanted her to do as she rehearsed

him

when

she had
made two or three simple, not particularly important, pictures under his
direction, and he knew what she could
do, he got the results he wanted by
arousing in her the emotions which
were experienced by the character she
was portraying.
That's a dangerous thing to do with
a girl who has no technique to fall
back on. Emotionally she was torn
to shreds day after day, and many a
night she tossed abou. sleeplesslv for
hours, unable to relax and escape
from the tremendous strain tmder
which she had been all dav.
Greer didn't care, of course he
was working for his own ends, to
create an actress who could meet the
demands that he would make on her
later on, when he got his big picture
under way To him she was no more
than a piece of material which could
be thrown aside if it proved inadequate or was spoiled as it was fashioned to his uses. There have always
been rumors concerning the relationship between him and Roxane Laird,
but I know that he cared nothing for
her. As for Roxane and her feeling
for him, that was another story.
The first big part which she played
for him was that of a girl mother
a part for

;

later,

;

whose

child

had been

killed.

It

was

during her playing of that part that

;

Revelations of a Star's Wife
he developed the system which he
always used after that with her, the
system that came so near to wrecking
her

life.

She could have played the
ily enough if he had let her
he refused to do that.
"We have had too man\-

role eascry, but

on

tears

the screen," he told her.
"AVhat I
want is real grief the stern, relentless grief that turns the heart to
stone."
Roxane couldn't enact that, of
course.
She was only seventeen
she'd never known what grief was.

—

gone hungry and been worried

.She'd

half to death over how she was to get
food and shelter for herself and Kew-

but beyond that she couldn't go.
so he taught her what grief

pie,

And

was. They were on location in San
Francisco, and he took her for a walk
through one of the poorer parts of
the city, not in a tenement section,
hut where there were little, tumbledown houses crouched down on the
side of a great, bleak hill, huddled
together for protection against the
merciless winds that swept in from
the Pacific.
"It was a squalid little house where
we stopped," she told me afterward,
her voice dreary, monotonous. "And
there was a stringy little white crape
on the door and two or three halfwilted chrysanthemums.
didn't
go in we went around the corner of
the house, and Greer drew me over
to a window at one side and said

We

;

!'

'Look

in

There was a woman
was just a girl,
but her face looked like an old
woman's almost, and she was scrub-

"And

I

did.

in there; she really

—

bing the floor of the room a kitchen
it was.
"Then I saw what she was washing
All across it there were little
up.

muddy

footsteps, straggling

—

from the

door toward a red chair one of those
kindergarten red chairs that children
love to sit in
and then to the door
of a room that opened out of the

—

kitchen.

And

she

was washing up

—

those footsteps. And she looked she
!"
looked like this
I never want to see again the expression that her face assumed as she
turned to me. You have seen it on
the screen, and have

felt

looked on a soul in torture.

that

you

It is

one

of the things that have made Roxane
Laird famous that portrayal of
heart-searing grief.
But to take a

—

happy, laughing girl and burn into her
being the ability to look like that at
that, I think, is one of the cruelwill
est things that I have ever known a
man to do, and Clayton Greer had

—

done it.
"Greer said the funeral was
that

afternoon,"

she

went

to

on,

be
her

voice leaden. "I asked him why the
neighbors hadn't come in to help, and
he said that the child had died suddenly of a contagious disease and
the people were afraid to go there.
"I said I'd go in and help, but he

wouldn't let me.
He made me go
away with him. Think of it that
woman, all alone with her baby's
body, washing up his little footsteps

—

so the house would be decent if anybody should come to the funeral
I
!

shall

never forget

how

she looked,

never."

She never has her work on the
screen proves that.
Greer blighted
her happiness and gained great rewards for doing it, but Roxane
changed from that time on.
;

She was more

more open
And, realHe
izing that, he worked upon it.
took her to the morgue, I remember,
at a time when there had been a great
disaster, and a weary, stricken procession filed through the dank building,
sensitive,

than ever.

to suggestion

searching

for the bodies of loved
ones.
Roxane had a nervous collapse after that
but when he used
a similar situation in a picture, and

—

who had lost her
mother, she gave a performance that
the critics acclaimed from coast to
coast and pointed out as a bit of actcast her as a girl

ing that was worthy of the greatest
actresses in the world.
"You are getting your emotional

experiences by proxy, Roxane," he
told her, but when she repeated that
remark to me she added, "I don't
know why he says 'by proxy'- if I
didn't feel those things I couldn't do
them, could I ?"

—

Perhaps Greer didn't

realize that

she felt what she saw as deeply as if
she had had the experiences herself.
Certainly he did not realize that Roxane was falling in love with him.
Every one else did, though, and those
who liked to gossip were saying
things that would make it very difficult for her ever to face the world
without his backing.

She knew that, I believe. But he
had so completely absorbed her life

And then,
not care.
spoiled her for going
on without him, he told her that he
had decided not to renew his contract
with her that she was free to make
a connection elsewhere.
did

that she

when he had

;

CHAPTER

XVII.

were in the East when
the announcement was made that
Roxane Laird was no longer under

Hugh and

I

contract with Clayton Greer.
"What on earth will she

do,

Htigh?" I cried, throwing down the
paper in which I had read it. "She
has learned to do just one thing: to
'Continued on page 88

Up and Down With
By Edna Foley

SOMETIMES,

in real Hie,

a woman gives up a
career as social butterfly to go into business, as was
recently proved when Mrs.
Gouverneur Morris, wife of

Goldwyn Eminent Author,
opened a beauty shop in New
But in motion picYork,
tures, it doesn't happen that
way, even though the arrangement of these pictures of Pauline Frederick might suggest
To go
such an occurrence.
farther to the bottom of the
the

—

—

looks as
Frederick,
though, of course, every one
who knows her calls her
Polly, rose from a lowly career as washerwoman to that
of social light.
Such a step
page,

though

in

fact

it

Miss

too preposterous for life italone the movies. So
let us explain.
In "The Sting of the Lash,"

is

self, let

Robertson-Cole

newest

her

Polly

picture,

is

a

social

That picture should
have come first, of course, but
it was so much more attractive than the other two that
it
seemed nicer to make it
large and put it in the middle
where you could see it betleader.

ter.

What

is

the use of logic,

where beauty is concerned?
None, you will agree after
looking at
Polly,

in

this

the

arrangement.

role

of

social

worthless
fellow who all but ruins her
life.
She takes matters into
own hands in time,
her
though, makes a living taking
washing and eventually
in
rises to a position of prominence in the business world.
There you see her at the top
of the page.
leader,

marries

a

—
;

The

88
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portray

grief

magnificently.

work with any one

can't

do anything

else.

in love with him.

—

else

She
can't

And she's madly
What on earth can

she do?"

Hugh

confessed that he didn't
wrote Roxane, asking her
to come and stay with us until she
made up her mind what company she
would sign with, but she wired back
that she would have to stay on the
Coast, as she had already signed an-

know.

I

other contract.

"Don't worry," she added. "Things
are fine."

That sounded like the old Roxane.
But Kewpie, who had developed into
one of the most daring stunt actresses
in pictures, wrote me a long and very
badly spelled letter in which she told

me

the truth.

"Roxie's just about ready to die,"
she wrote. "She .says she's going to
do something new, and she's making
a comedy drama and it's awful. And
she walks the floor and cries all night,
and somebody's got to do something
about it."
So when we got back to the Coast
I tried to

best of

do that something to the

my

ability.

I found Roxane a shadow}" wraith,
her great eyes hauntingly sad, her
face so thin that she looked haggard

and

old.

"I can't make a go of it without
Clayton, Sally," she sobbed as she sat
there in her sun parlor, huddled down
in a little rocking-chair, staring out
at the hills that swept in a great circle
around the horizon. "Oh, I love him
why should I try to conceal it from
you ? He's never cared for me I
know that. Ever since he made 'Sin'

—

;

known nothing but his work
so big that he doesn't care what
he tramples underfoot for its sake.
he's

it's

—

He's mad with praise thinks he's
another Griffith.
I
don't know
maybe he is. He says Griffith made
Lillian Gish and Mae Marsh and
Blanche Sweet, and he made me, and
now he's making little Phillipa Paine
'making her' as he made me
"I told him that Griffith gave all

—

—

!

those girls real training, real technique, so that they could work with
any one; that he was kind, not cruel,
in his training.
'Well, I've trained
you, too,' he said.
'I've taught you
to understand all the troubles in the

world

!'

"

"That's it; that's what he's done
for you, Roxane, only he didn't know
it,"

I cried,

jumping

my

to

feet

and

running over to her. "Why can't you
use what he's given you ^this under-

—

standing of other people
trouble,

and

with them?
so keen to

who

are in

to

sympathize

You were
realize how

so sensitive,

ability

they

felt

;

;

Revelations of a Star's Wife
don't you see that
like that now ?"

"But

you can help people

she protested.
"I
there's nothing I
could do for them."
"Learn to do something for them,"
Truly, I was afraid that
I urged.
she'd lose her mind if she brooded
over her troubles any longer. "Study
nursing, and become a visiting nurse
that'll give you all the opportunity in
the world.
Come on with me now,
and register for the training course
at the City Hospital."
I wasn't really sure that she'd do
it until we got there and she talked
with the doctor in charge.
She
looked as if she were in shocking bad
health, but she had really a good constitution, and he was a man keen
enough in reading human nature to
grasp what she could do.
And so she disappeared from her
world. I believe that the newspapers
stated that she had gone abroad.
In
reality she was there at the hospital,
living a life so regular that it Ijrought
her back to perfect health, working
so hard that she tumbled into bed
at night so tired that she could hardly
undress before she went to sleep. It
was the best thing in the world for
don't

I

can't,"

know how;

For working there, seeing how
the doctors worked for people, instead of looking upon them as Clayton Greer had, she got a new point
of view, and when she left the hospital at last she was far from being
the girl who had enrolled there.
She had not stayed long enough to
graduate, but had taken a shorter
course.
When she left she worked
as assistant to another nurse in the
slums of San Francisco. Whenever
her.

I

was

in

town

I

saw

and more
over the wind-

her,

than once I have toiled
swept hills in her wake, rejoicing in
the
welcome
ever^-where.

which

she

received

it was the warm sympathy in her
eyes that won people over to her not
even the dourest immigrant could reThere were others who
sist. Roxane.
couldn't resist her, either, and when
she met me at the Ferry Building the
morning Hugh and I arrived from
a trip up the Coast, and told me that
she was engaged to a young newspaper man I shrieked for joy till
ITu.'jh threatened to choke me.
"I'm as glad as you are," he exclaimed, clutching Roxane by both
hands.
"But somebody's recognized
us, and if you shout like that the
evening papers will announce that I
Come on
tried to beat you in public.
up to the hotel and let's have breakphone yorir man to
fast together
come along, Roxie, and let's have a
look at him."
He came and I wanted to shout
again when I saw him. He was noth;

—

—

—

unusual just a fine, squareshouldered chap with a chin so firm
that I hoped Clayton Greer would encounter him some day.
And he
adored Roxane, just as she did him.
They were to be married a few
days later; Roxane had just been
waiting until we'd arrived to act as
best man and matron of honor.
assured her that we would, of course,
and she and her fiance I'll call him
Jerry Malotte rushed away to arrange for the ceremony.
"I'm glad she's doing this, of
ing

We

—

—

Hugh remarked

course,"

as

we went

our

about

unpacking, after they'd
gone.
"But in a way it's too bad.
Roxane really has wonderful talent
I believe that with the right training
and the right opportunity she'd do
wonders. She has a marvelous gift,
and having this little vacation from
working in pictures has given her just
the right angle on it; she'd be able
to do things now that she never could
have done before."
"She says she'll never go back to
the screen," I told him as I sorted
out the chaotic contents of one of the
suit cases.
"She hates it because
she was so unhappy, I suppose and
she says that nothing on earth could
ever make her go back to it."
"Maybe she's right -but I saw
Greer in the lobby when we went
through, and I know that he saw her.

—

—

—

I

wonder

if

"

him where she
jumping up to run
to him.
"Don't you let him know.
She's going to be happy now, and
"Don't

lives !"

I

you

tell

cried,

her life for her again.
him, Hugh I"
"I won't child
don't worry," he
answered.
But, as it happened, he
didn't have to.
For he had followed
her when she and Jerry Malotte left
the hotel. And at that very moment,
as I learned afterward, he was asking
her to come back to him for one more
picture, the greatest one that either he
or she had ever done.
"I will never come back," she told
him.
"I've broken away and I'm
through forever nothing could make
me go back to pictures."
Yet only a few days later she was
phoning him that she would accept
his offer, and was doing it eagerl}-,
fearful that he might have changed
his mind.
Jerry had been seriousl}'
injured in an autoinobile accident, and
had been rushed away to a hospital.
Roxane was determined that he
should have the finest care that mone}'
could provide for him, even if she
had to go back and work with Greer
By going back
to get the money.
she was paving the way for the best
work she has ever done, yet she did
it with an aching heart.
TO BE CONTINUED.
he'll

Don't

spoil
tell

;

;

A

We

Continued from page 33

been in the movies
for any length of time he or she
must be old. And because my sister
began to work in, pictures more frequently after I had my start they
think that she is younger than I,
though I really come in between her
and my brother. You see, Norma
that

if

a player has

Talmadge and I started in pictures
when we were scarcely more than
children, so we don't have to be so
awfully old even if we were in the

movies a very long while."
Her mother called her into the
house then, and I was left to amuse
myself. I envied riie two little boys
across the way of having the chance
to see Anita every day.
Miss Stewart came back soon with
two gentlemen, one whom she introduced as Mr. Christy who makes
the Christy comedies
and her hus-

—
—

band, Rudolph Cameron.
At first
glance he looks so much like Richard

Barthelmess

I

just about the

and very dark,
same friendly,

was
same
too,

startled.

size

and

Adventure

Girl's

He's
build,

and he has that
manner.

interested

It's almost a shame he isn't acting
any more since he did a few pictures
with Anita several years ago.
I
asked him why he didn't.
"Well, you see, it wouldn't pay
me," he said. "I make more money
managing the Anita Stewart Company.
It's
strange, though,
you
know, the picture game is in pretty
bad shape just now in such a condition that it is hard for any one to
get work.
And now I have received
a good ofifer to play in a Broadway
production and three picture offers.
Isn't that the way?
Probably if I
needed the work I wouldn't be able
to get it, and because I don't, why
they come."
You wouldn't wonder about that
if you saw Mr. Cameron.
He is an

—

room

a
romance of a generation ago, when,
licker flowed freely and when the
Five Points in New York was unrescued by settlement workers. "Big
Atherton,

is

a

Game," starring

picture

May

that

tells

Allison, relates

who cures
her husband of an artistocratic bent
the adventures of a wife

A Few

movies because they knew
they wouldn't live long enough to be-

come

the

a star?

for

in a aining

in yellow.

Anita and

and iced

cream and
coconut cake for dessert, served by
the
colored
butler,
Mr. Christy
amused us all with his very interesting talk. I believe he is the first producer, outside of Mr. Griffith, of
course, that I have met, and if they
are all as nice as Mr. Christy I like
them very much. A lady friend of
Miss Stev/art's or should I say Mrs.
Cameron? came over and joined us.
She hsd the most magnificent diamond ring the stone was almost as
with

tea,

—
—

ice

—

—

big as a ten-cent piece
that a friend
vv^as willing to sell for three thousand
dollars, and she wanted to know
whether Anita would care to buy it.
She liked it immensely, but it wasn't
just the color stone she wanted, so
she was undecided. As all her jewels
were stolen in California, she was
anxious to get some more diamonds.

During

conversation

the

Stewart happened to mention

Miss

how

she haj^pened to get in pictures, and
I listened eagerly, for that's my jjet
information how they began.

—

"My
than

I,

when

was six years older
and she married Ralph Ince
was eleven. Of course, on
sister

I

account of

my

brother-in-law being

was always around the
studios.
I remember the Talmadge
girls,
Rosemary Theby, and Rose
Tapley were all working at the Vitagraph studio then.
When I was
fourteen we moved here to Bayshore.
One night my brother-in-law came
home and told us he had three stories
a director, I

to film.

"He

said,
I

;

'One of them

don't

is

an awful

know whv I'm doing

89

but

it,

story.
let,"

it's

It's

and

to play

"My

Albert
called

I can't

imagine

who

I'll

get

'Well,

let

it.'

sister

suggested,

— they always
home — do

Anna
at

M. Smith's pet
"The Wood Vio-

called

me Anna

it.
It will give her the
chance to go to Saratoga, and she
wants to go so bad.' I was just the

type for the picture then. You know,
just a kid, and it was easy to play
just running around wild and barefooted with my hair hanging down
my back. So I did 'The Wood Violet,' Rosemary Theby did the other
picture, and my sister the third one.
'The AA'ood Violet' made a hit, so on
the strength of that I was given
twent3'-five dollars a week."

After luncheon Miss vStewart took
upstairs, and we primped up a
bit to have our pictures taken.
She
had had her flannel skirt laundered,
and it had shrunk a trifle, so she was
worried for fear it was too short.
It seemed strange to hear an actress
fret about a skirt being too short,
which an ordinary girl would never

me

let

bother her for a minute.

'Mr. Cameron snapped our jMctures
all over the place with Casey, the
dog, and sitting on the running board
of the car that they call the "Jazz-bo."
x\nita told me everybody around there
had one to carry luggage and things
back and forth from the station.
Just for fun we were going to take
a ride in it in the afternoon, but the
time passed so quickly we didn't get
the opportunity to.
Instead Miss
Stewart's friend took us to the Bayshore station in her car. Anita Stewart consoled me with the probability
that we may meet again before she
returns to California as we said
gcod-by, and as I watched the car
drive out of sight I knew this was
the end of one of my most perfect
"adventures."

Screen in Review

of mind by taking him to Canada and
forcing him to lead the raw, rough
life.
"Life's Darn Funny" to Viola
Dana and Gareth Hughes, who costar
in a comedy.
The reviewer is under oath not to
mention Hugo Eallin's production of
"Jane Eyre."
I am sorry because
"Jane Eyre" is one of m\ favorite

about a Ballin production without
mentioning the settings and because I
should like to be able to say a great
deal about Mabel Ballin's clever acting.
However, a promise is a promise, and I have not said a word about
"Jane Eyre." But when Hodkinson
Norman
releases it, don't miss it.

novels, because

Rochester.

I

should like to talk

Historical Facts

Did You Know That
King Henry VIII had eight wives
and not one showed a desire to go
into

done

all

house

the

we had

her husband sat on both sides of me,
with Mr. Christy opposite me, and
through the substantial luncheon of
soup, chops, potatoes, chicken, peas,

The
Continued from page 71

into

luncheon, which

story

ideal type for the screen.

went

Movieland

in

Not

in

Our

De Soto

looked for the fountain
of youth in vain because he didn't
travel as far West as Hollywood,
where Mack Sennett had a monopoly
on enough youthful maidens to make
the Spaniard's mouth water?

Trevor

is

that

sinister

hero,

Mr.

Histories
The reason it took Hannibal three
davs to cross the Alps was because
the camera men on both sides couldn't
decide on advantageous positions to
take their views, so there was no reason for Hannibal to hurry?

!

Back

90

to

Pioneer Days

Continued from page 73

painted backings in the studio. There were no sets
then.
Daylight was a faithful photographic ally. Our
little stage was under glass, and we never attempted
little

artificial

light.

That came

later."

Three years after Colonel Selig began commercial
production he enlarged his studio by taking over the
This sturdy pioneer
entire loft building in Peck Court.
had the supreme faith in igoo to organize the Selig
Polyscope Company and incorporate for fifty thousand
dollars.
His confidence staggered the infant industry.
A banner year of motion-picture advancement was
1904. It marked many turning points. Bit by bit, Selig
bad kept' plugging away at stage effects, such as arc and
spotlights, until, in 1904, he actually photographed by
well as daylight, forty thousand feet of film
showing the famous Armour packing plant and stockThis film, which was used for adyards in Chicago.
vertising as well as educational and industrial advancement throughout the entire world, insured the future
of the Selig Polyscope Compan}-.
The pioneer producers educated the public and exhibitors to longer films
five hundred to one thousand
during that year. Real dramas and comedies were
feet
Real sets were used.
produced.
I wonder if any of
the readers of this magazine can remember seeing
"Tracked by Bloodhounds," "Girls in Overalls," and
artificial, as

—

—

"Humpty Dumpty?"
One reel was the limit,

excejn in very unusual cases.
Colonel Selig filmed twent}-six hundred feet of the
Root-Gardner fight at Fort Erie on the Fourth of July,
1904, and the picture ran for eight weeks at the Olympic Theater, Chicago.
1906 was a big year for motion pictures.
This was the year that D. W. Griffith came a-knocking
at the door of the Biograph studio. New York, for a
humble job. This vv^as the year when Selig really established his one-reelers and created the famous "Diamond
S" trade-mark. In the spring of this fateful season the
Selig Polyscope Company moved from those dingy but
beloved surroundings in Peck Court to a new studio on
Western Avenue, near Irving Park Boulevard, ^^'ithin
a year the company had purchased the entire block and
erected what at that time was the largest studio building
in the world, capped l)y a skylight one hundred and ten

by sixty

feet.

For
birth of the nickelodeon occurred in 1906.
the benefit of the present generation I will explain that
the nickelodeons were the first little theaters that sprang
up in storerooms and holes in the walls, or wherever they
could, showing pictures for the price of one nickel.
"Twenty-five to thirty dollars a week was the actor's
salary in those days," said Colonel Selig, "and a director

The

Most of my actors had been
possibly got five more.
recruited from vaudeville and stock, although one or
two legitimate stage actors braved the ridicule of their
fellows to try their luck at the new profession.
"Tom Santschi was one of these. This sterling man
and actor came to me in 1906. So did 'Broncho Billy'
Anderson and the lamented Francis Boggs, who were
my first directors. The first stayed but a short time,
while Mr. Boggs became the director in chief.
James
L. McGee, who is to-day the manager of my Los Angeles
studio and zoo, also stai'ted in 1907."
Colonel Selig has kept a list of every film or picture
he has produced, the footage and the date of release.
As far back as 1907 Selig was producing in one reel
such classics as "The

and

thing.

When

into being they
one reel a day.

"How

two and three-reel pictures first
were released on successive days,

could the exhibitor expect people to come each

day to see a continued picture?" I asked Colonel Selig.
"The exhibitors were wrong," he replied, "although
patrons came anyway because pictures were a novelty.
\A'e producers couldn't persuade the men who showed
our films that their patrons would sit through longer
films.
But I gambled in 1907 to the extent of inaugurating two-reel dramas. The first of these was 'The Holy
City.' 'It was in twenty-six hundred feet.
The picture

was a success.
"With the constant expansion of our Chicago studio
and the gratifying growth of public interest in motion
pictures, we felt called upon to venture bigger things.
"I have been called the 'Columbus of Cahfornia,' but
of the credit for that is due Francis Boggs. When

much

decided to produce 'The Count of Monte Cristo,' in
1907, he urged me to let him make the water scenes
off the Coast, near Los Angeles. This was an unheard-of
venture, but I consented.
"When Boggs returned with the water scenes of
']\Ionte Cristo' I made up my mind that California was
the place for us.
And .'^o it came about that our entire
company left Chicago for Los Angeles, via New Orleans,
I

January

8,

1909.

had to watch the financial corners mighty
carefully in those days, so we seized the golden opportunity to shoot several pictures in picturesque New OrThe
leans, Baton Rouge, and the Louisiana country.
company stayed thirteen weeks, and then proceeded to
"V.'e

still

California.

"Alarch 23, 1909, was the birthday of the first studio
Los Angeles. It was located at Eighth and Olive
We acquired an old Chinese laundry on a corStreets.
ner lot, approximately one hundred b}' two hundred feet.
changed the laundry to dressing rooms and an office,
and constructed a stage forty by forty feet."
Here the Western company stayed for almost a year,
during which time Hobart Eosworth cast his lot with
motion pictures. During this year Selig contracted with
the Southern Pacific Railroad to make educational scenics
along its route through the picturesque Yosemite, at
Lake Tahoe, and in Oregon and Washington. The company, with Jean Worth as the new leading woman, traveled for three months, combining the educationals with
one-reel Western dramas.
In those days Hollywood was unknown, and Los AnThe
geles had not come to respect this new industry.
way of the motion-picture man was hard. He had little
standing.
Even the loafers in Central Park looked at
them askance. Extra people were unknown. James L.
jMcGee told me that in 1909 he used to walk through
There hundreds of
Central Park in search of extras.
in

We

the imemployed were wont to loll in the sunshine. Selecting a type, he would approach him with all the courtesy
of a floorwalker.
"I beg your pardon, but are you looking for work?"

"What's your business?"
!"
"Motion pictures
''^^'hat
me work in them things?

—

doin'

Naw.

nothin'

!"

Retaining his courtesy, Mr. McGee would start on.
"Say, what do I have to do?"
"Put on make-up and do what the director tells you.
You're just the type we want," added Mr. McGee

Two

suavely.

in

And only after a promise of three dollars a day
would the loafer reluctantly consent to honor the studio
The temperamental star of to-day
with his presence.
has nothing on the lordly extra of that prehistoric period

Orphans." which Griffith is
1908 "The Count of Monte
Cristo," "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," "East Lynne,"
and "Damon and Pythias." While looking through this
lengthy catalogue of the years I ran across a most unreviving to-day,

usual

came

—
Double-Double
Harold Lloyd's mysterious shadow becomes a

By Edwin

star.

Schallert

MR.

Lloyd, Mr. Lloyd!"
I hastened after the young man rounding
the corner of the studio building, for at the
office they had just informed me that Harold Lloyd
had left for the day, and here I'd been so lucky as
"Mr. Lloyd !" I hailed again. This
to catch him.
time he heard me and faced about.
"Why, Mr. Lloyd, I wanted
Oh, I beg your
Er um !"
l^ardon, I thought you were
" he said with a suspicion of a smile.
"Yes
"That's my name."
" I stammered astoundedly,
"Well, but but
and even made an effort to rub my eyes.
For a
moment I thought I was seeing an apparition. "Bvit
you aren't Harold Lloyd." Certainly he was not

—

—

—

the comedian of

"My

the

horn-rimmed

brother left just a

little

glasses.

while ago," he an-

swered slowly.

"Your bro
Oh, are you Harold Lloyd's
brother?" I blurted excitedly.
"Oh, that's why
Well, by Jove, you do look a lot alike that is, from
a distance," and mentally I added, "when viewed aft."
The resemblance wasn't so marked now that I had
approached the slight but well-proportioned man in
the tweed suit and cap.
I noted that his eyes were
blue, whereas his brother's were deep brown.
Too,
he talked at an easier pace and with apparently slightly
more reserve, although the noted comedian is rather
quiet and retiring in his demeanor with strangers.
"My name is Gaylord Lloyd," he said by way of

—

explanation.
I recollected that I had heard of a certain Gaylord
Lloyd, who was starting to make pictures, but remembered that I hadn't paid any particular attention
because a star's relatives don't often look much like the
original, and frequently live on the reputation of the
other member of the family.
However, my curiosity
was somewhat excited by the chance encounter, and so
I engaged him in conversation.
"It's funny," I went on, as I made a guess at his age,
"but I thought Harold Lloyd's brother must be younger
than he."
"Lots of people have the same idea," he replied. "It
,

makes him mad,

me

too,

'the kid' for fun.

when he hears it, though he calls
The fact is, I'm just about five

years older.

had a head start of Harold professionally," he
"That is, on the stage, but I quit acting
and went to ranching in Wyoming until I came out here."
"You're in pictures permanently now, though, aren't
you?" I queried.
"Oh, yes. I've been in them for three years. You
see"
I noted he had a funny way of contracting "You
see" into "see" and almost deleting even the "Y"
"I've
been doubling for Harold in the stunt stuff off and on.
"Now, though, I'm making comedies that is, in a
small way as yet.
I've finished several one-reelers, and
one of them is about ready to show. I'm not just satisfied with them
I mean they're not just right yet, but
things are framing up better now."
"But about that doubling?" I interjected.
"Well, 'see, it came about this way. Hal Roach and
my brother wanted me to star when I came to California.
"I

continued.

—

—

—

—

On the left is Harold Lloyd, and on the right his brother Gaylord. and
won 't be long before you know him as more than Harold's brother.

it

'II

Roach said he thought that I could revive my brother's
character of Lonesome Luke, which was always a
favorite with him.
"But as I had just been operated on for appendicitis
So I
I didn't feel that it was a good time to begin.
told them I'd rather wait.
I said I'd like to start in
and learn more about the films, because all my experience had been on the stage.
"I began by doing some extra work in Harold's first
two-reelers.
I used to play Chinamen most of the time
because I happened to get a good make-up at the
Then, after a bit, I commenced doubling.
start.
"During" my ranching days, 'see, I had driven machines
over rough roads and even across open fields, and I'd
ridden bad horses and even broken a broncho or two.
So I was pretty well fitted to take the extra risks.
"I began doubling for Harold about two years ago,
and for a while did all the stunt stuff, like the riding
in that burlesque on the Western, and driving the Ford
car through fences and buildings in 'Get Out and Get
Under.'
I worked in most of the long shots, while

—

Harold did the close-ups.

'Now

or

never'

—the

My

last

doubling was in

on top of the
to have credit in the

stunts

railroad

publicity,
Harold wanted me
even had some notices about it sent East, but as
this would have taken away from the pictures they
decided it was better to keep it quiet. I always photographed just like Harold from a distance you've noand it seemed
ticed how much we resemble each other
cars.

——

Continued on page 92

—

—
What
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contain quite a bit of moving-picture
If your weekly newspapers
news.
carry no movie reviews or comments,
you will find these periodicals very
interesting, if you can gain his perPromise him
mission to use theni.
your cooperation in interesting your
friends and persuading them to attend the theater more often, if he
will cooperate with you and show
a better class of pictures.

"How

are the exhibitor and the
fan club of your town coming out?"
I asked a friend, on meeting her in
the city.

"He is very much interested in
our club. He may let us help him
arrange his lobby display, and we are
going to assist him in advertising his
pictures if he will promise to show
at least one picture a month that isn't

some of those dreadful
press-agent stories that were circulated in the early days.
You would
be surprised at the way people cling
to them, and I think they have done
much to retard the advancement of

moving

community

to take

an

interest in

small towns there
are people who are prejudiced against
any attempt to make a change, but
usually there are others just as eager
and willing to help you make a sucEven if you are
cess of your club.
a very timid club, and do not feel

In

all

that you have power enough to influence the exhibitor or interest the

community, you can

do good by
spreading as much correct movie information as you can, and see if you
still

summer

I

a trip through a numl:ier of
small towns, and I do not believe
there was one
in fact I know there
wasn't where I did not hear these
same old tales. You have heard them,
There is one that has
I'm sure.

—

—

whiskers now, about Theda Bara
having been born on the Sahara Desert.
Of course you have been told
time and again that all motion-picture actresses have had at least three
husbands.
Then there is the old
standby, that all players are intoxicated at some time while the}' are
stopping in small towns to make personal appearances.

Try

After you have won the exhibitor
to your side, you must try to get

Last

pictures.

made

over four years old."

your club.

Fan Club Really Does

a

can't root out

Continued from page 25

the

!

to get the other organizations

your community

in

help

to

you

—

in

the
better
pictures
Mothers' Club, the literary society,
and other social groups. Your club
for

fighting

must work with your community, not
in opposition to

it.

In a small town you fans have a
wonderful opportunity to have a club
room.
Not crowded in apartments
like your fellow fans in the city, some

member

can,

most

likely,

offer

the

use of a not-much-used room in her
home, or as rent is not high in a
small place, and usually there are a
great many vacant offices over the

business houses of the town, you can
rent one, or perhaps you can persuade the owner to donate the rent
to the club.
room would not take
much furnishing some chairs, a

A

—

and window curtains.
However, you city fans are not
in as close touch with the manager
of a theater and the community as
the small-town fans.
You do not
need to be, as you get to see the latest
releases and the best class of pictures.
table,

Your

club is placed so that it can
judge the merits of these, and you

are fighting, not for just good pictures, but better pictures.
To get
them you must, as a club, express
} our opinions every chance you get.

Write to newspapers and magazines,
and say what you liked and disliked,
and why.
Remember what Helen
Christine Bennett said 'Tf you want
better movies, get out your pen and
ink and paper and prepare to write
and write and write and get all your
:

—

friends to do the same."
Do not despair, fellow fans of
cities and small towns, if your activities seem to be failures when you
consider how meager the results are.
The smallest effort on your part will
]:)robably have a greater influence

than you realize.
Above everything else, decide to
have a good time in your fan club,
and have it let your imagination be
your right hand.
If you won't be a ^nere fan, be a
merry one

—

Double-Double
"Harold hasn't changed

Continued from page 91

that as the dangerous stuff
necessary to the pictures,

was

really

I should
because if I happened to be
injured, it wouldn't mean any loss.
Besides, it was an opportimity for

do

it,

me to learn film acting."
To many this will appear

as a
strange revelation of a cinema decep-

known

many

We

whoever

stars

urally

have doubles for their stunts, but this
is a rare instance of its being a family

makes

affair.

fighting.

tion.

It is

that

"I don't think that two people were
ever thicker than Harold or Speedy,
as I call him, and I," Gaylord told

me.
"We've always been chums
even since we were boys together in
Omaha. Though he was just a kid
brother, he was always with me then.
He was always welcome in my gang
because he was smarter than most
boys of his age a lot smarter.
"Father used to go around Avith us
He's living with
a great deal, too.
In
us now, as a matter of fact.
Omaha they used to say, whenever
they'd see us together, 'There goes

—

Foxy Grandpa and

his

two

boys.'

since that

time as far as I can see. Of course,
he's a lot more clever, but he's just
as much of a boy as he ever was.
"There isn't a morning goes by at
home but we turn the house upside
down.
always have a roughand-tumble before breakfast. I hate
And natto get up and so does he.
it

hot

is

up

first

for the

generall}'

other

fellow,

throwing water on him and pillow

"We've

been

the house
don't care now

having

and so we
what happens. We throw water all
over the walls, which are being tinted,
and have even smashed a window
Lots of
or two with the pillows.
fixed up,

excitement these davs
for

;

take

my word

usually avoids the destructive sort of

fun-making

the slapstick happens in the stu-

in the films

Gaylord Lloyd

will,

when he

can.

however, prob-

abh' smash things up considerably to
make the world laugh.
For he's

on one-reelers, and beyou have to depend on
the zip-bang stuff for your ha-ha.
Lie's going to try hard to put the
starting

lieves

in

that

character of Lonesome Luke back in
Nor
the gallery of comedy heroes.
has he changed it materially from the
original
just given a different slant
to the eyebrows, that's about all,
while keeping the miniature mustache
about as large as two good-sized

—

—

freckles.

He's using much the same costume

it!

"Generally I get the worst of the
I may
battle.
I have to admit it.
look heavier than Harold, but he's
And he
really stronger than I am.
never gives in.
He has more grit
than anybody I know."
It struck me at the time that not
all

In Harold Lloyd's case it
dios.
seems more in vogue at home. He

Harold wore three or four 3'ears
that
is,
after Luke became
But
stvlish instead of a roughneck.
he keeps the original tramp clothes

as

ago

—

of his brother in his own dressing
for atmosphere.
And thus, in
a detached sort of way, he's keeping
right on doubling for Harold.

room

,
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Please call me by m}- real
Oracle.
Rudolph Valentino
Doroth\in Taranto, Italy.
!"
Gish's latest picture is called "Oh
Jo

Shirley B.

—

name The
was born

!

Francis
Frankie

Carpenter

was

Lee was born
George Stone was born

born in
one year
in the

191

later.

as Francis Carpenter.
Yes, there is a
player b}' the name of Edward Coxen.

He

played with Anita Stewart in "Old
Kentucky." Marjorie Daw is not appearing with Douglas Fairbanks in his most
recent picture.
She appears in "Experience" as Love.
John Hines was born
in Golden, Colorado, July 25, 1895. Douglas Fairbanks' next picture is "The Three
Musketeers." Virginia Lee Corbin's e^'es
are blue.
Ben Alexander has dark-blue
eyes.
So have George Stone, Frankie
Lee, and Francis Carpenter.

T^HE ORACLE

Chic.\go.

Her

"Without Limit." She
John Barrymore

also apin

"The

Lotus Eaters."

Laura

that interview

you .would

—

Eaele C. Harry Morey
in any picture at present.

like to see.
is

not working

—

E Art Accord was born in StillOklahoma, in 1800.
Neal Hart
was born in Richmond, New York. Roy
Stewart was born in San Diego, California.
Juanita Hansen was born in Des
Ella

water,

A-Ioines,

the

Iowa.

company

I

you

answer in

department.

— Monte

Blue played Love in
"Everywoman." That is Anita Stewart's
correct name.
She has a sister. Lucille
Helen JeLee, and a brother, George.
rome Eddy is not married. You will have
to send j'our request to the editor for
G.

will

know nothing
ask

heard of it, in fact. Your
have beefl answered.

about

Never
about.
other questions

Constance Talmadge were

sisters.

There

Write to
a third one, named Natalie.
the editor for back numbers of Pictureis

Play.

Ruth

—

P.
The only waj' you could posget Olive Thomas' picture would
be to write to some of these concerns
that sell the players' pictures and see if
sibly

You
happen to have one.
any number of these concerns'

they would
will

find

—

A, J. R. That is trick photography,
called double exposure, which makes it
possible for a player to play a dual role

and be seen
at the same
Violet

advertisements in the advertising section
of Picture-Play.
Charles Chaplin is
hard at work. He has not left the screen.
His latest release is "The Kid." He_ is
working on a picture called "Vanity Fair."
It may be released under a different title,
however.

in

both parts on the screen

time.

— Cljde Filmore was
Inquisitive. — There are a
J.

D.

not

in that picture.

is

—

E.

with

Davis

—

Smith, the president of
after
release
next
"Black Beauty" has not yet been given a
name.
Anna Q. Nilsson was born in
Ystad, Sweden.
One of her recent picis

Mildred

Har-

these columns as many questions of general interest concerning the movies as space will alloM-.
Personal replies to a limited
number of questions such as will
not require unusually long answers
%vill be sent if the request is accompanied by a stamped envelope, with return address. Inquiries
should be addressed to The Picture
Oracle, Picture-Play IMagazine, 79
Seventh .\venue. New ^'ork City.
The Oracle cannot give advice about
becoming a movie actor or actress,
since the onlj' possible way of ever
getting such a job is by direct
personal application at a studio.
scenario
Questions
concerning
writing must be written on a
Those
separate sheet of paper.
who wish the addresses of actors
ajid actresses are urged to read
the notice at the end of this

Hammerstein was born in 1897.
weighs one hundred and twenty
pounds. Her hair is brown and her eyes
are grav.
"The IMiracle of. IManhattan"
and "The Girl From Nowhere" are her
latest releases.
Jean Paige recently mar-

tures
pears

the

^

She

ried Albert
Vitagranh.

more of

I

and Men."

— Elaine

Fairbanks twins are
Doug.
Bcbe Daniels

playing opposite Harold in his comedies.
He is making his thirteenth comedy for
Pathe. That is Bcbe's correct name. She
witli her mother.
Her mother is
li-vcs
Phyllis Daniels and appears now and then
I
pictures herself.
thought every
in
one knew by this time that Norma and

College. I think j-ou are
supplied with picture houses
for a town the size of yours.
Jackie
Coogan is about five years of age. His
mother and father are both living. He
was quite ill in New York a short time
He
ago, but has completely recovered.
plays the title role in "Peck's Bad Boy."
Doris May also appears in this picture.
Anders Randolf played in "i\Iadonnas

Q. Nilsson Admirer,

— The

to
will not appear in an},old Lloyd pictures.

well

Anna

R.

L.
relation

no

—

Nut

Mr.

quite

— .Ask

j'ou -want to see.

W.

1.

same year

M.

the editor for the interSome of the plaj-crs read and answer all their mail.
Not
all of them have time, however.

J.\NE

view

Am

I

more

and

lot

am

glad that
Those players you asked about

just like you,

there are.

I

Ann Penningleft the screen.
on the stage in New York. Wilda
Bennett is no relation to Enid nor Richard nor Belle. And Belle and Richard and
Enid are not related. How did you guess
I think all that you
nil that about me?
said was not very complimentarj-, so I
am glad it isn't true. I think your fortune telling, as you call it, is rather
"punk." Don't relj^ on it too much, will
you? No, I'm not sore. Never get that
way. "Too busy" is right.
ha-\e

ton

all

is

—Agnes

Ayres is not a
She is a leading woman
She appeared in Cecil De
in pictures.
:\Iille's "Forbidden Fruit," with Wallace
Reid in "The Love Special," et cetera.
Never heard of J. Lewis. Come again!

Gertrude

F.

scenario writer.

A
can.

Fervent Admirer of Williaji Dun-

—William

Duncan

lives in California.

Bill stars
His wife is Edith Johnson.
That is his correct
with Vitagraph.
name. Mary Pickford was born in 1893.

Know.— Tom Moore

is working on
Up," an original
Jerome Storm
story by Rupert Hughes.
Lewis Stone
is screening "The Rosary.''

U.

"From

the

Ground

will play the parish priest.

—^Why

rub it in?
pessimist to label
j'ourself thusly. There may be a few who
are thirsting, but I haven't run across
them as yet. They do say that the United
States is drinking England and_ France
dry since prohibition went into effect. Be
that as it may, here you are at the head,
C.

America Thirst.

Evidently you

are

a

Naziold-time foam on beer.
not left the screen by any means.
She has just completed her latest production, "Camille," which is now being shown.
As a Nazimova fan you should not miss
Rudolph Valentino plays the male role
it.
opposite her. Mary Pickford has no little
Pickfords running about, with the exception of her sister Lottie's balw. Jack has
just like

mova has

retired

from

least, and,

his sister

acting,

for

the

with Alfred Green,
Mary.

—

present at
directing
_

is

Jul. You will have to write Charles
Meredith personallv for his autogranhed
photograph. Maurice Costello has not deserted the silver .sheet entirely; he plays
in

pictures occasionally.

—

—
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N. C. N. It is generally a good idea to
put a stamp on a letter when you mail it.

The one you sent me
Thomas Meighan was as
as a snake

of hips.

is

to forward to
free of a stamp

happened

I

to

run

across him by accident, so I handed it to
You're
Don't bother.
him personally.

welcome.

—

Sweet William. Raymond McKee is
young man who played opposite ShirMason in the Fox feature, "Girl of My
Heart."
It's
the same Raymond who

the
ley

used to play with the Edison company,
beck in the good old days of the "jumping tintypes," as they used to call them.
He appeared in comedies mostly with the
Edison.
He was born in the windy city
of Chicago in 1892. He was on the stage
before entering pictures.
seven and one-half inches

one hundred and

He

is

tall

and weighs

tive

feet

thirty.

C—Just

what? Mabel Normand
is still free from all matrimonial bonds.
That is her very own name. She was
born with it.
She has completed her
Goldwyn contract and is back with the
Mack Sennett organization, where she is
O.

I.

being starred in the feature "Molly O."
Jack Mulhall is pla^'ing the leading male

Anna

b])

picture.

—

A Sweet Sixteen Girl. Lew Cody
was married to Dorothy Dalton, but isn't
any more.

Figure

begins with

D

ing.

.

it

out for yourself.

It

As the focus of hundreds of critical eyes

— are you at perfect ease?

Thanks for the draw-

was very good.

It

—

Hildegarde. That picture was made
before they ever thought of putting casts
on the screen.
How on earth did 3'ou
happen to run across it?
You either
have some memory, or else they run some
old pictures at your theater.

Alma Lucy

— All

addresses are given
at the end of this department.
G.

—

Naude
why the

L.
There are several reasons
old-time favorites are not playing on the screen to-day. Some of them
have passed on, some have gone into other
lines of endeavor, while the fickle public,
with its change of taste, is the cause for
the retirement of the rest. Some of them
have survived the tide, such as Mary,'
the Gish girls, et cetera. I^obert Leonard
is Mae Murray's hubby.
He has directed
nearly all of her late releases.
Gloria
Swanson's husband is Herbert K. Somborn. He is not an actor, being interested
in the financial end of motion pictures.

Marguerite

A.— All

of the plaj^ers you
asked about are single, with the exception of Jack Perrin, who is married to
Josephine Hill.
You will have to write

Can

be sure

t;ou

plexion

is

entrance

into

it

should be?

you at any time

latest

picture

is

— an

the

How

satisfying then if you can be abconfident of your fresh, clear
complexion.
How reassuring if you can
be certain that your skin is free from
unsightly blemishes, that it glows with
radiant health.
solutely

You can attain the radiance and bloom
a clear, wholesome skin.
You can
gain the confidence that comes from a
charming complexion, .iust as thousands
of attractive women have. If you begin
today to use Ingram's Milliweed Cream
of

regularly.

Ingram's iJilkweed Cream does more
It has
than the ordinary face cream.
an exclusive therapeutic property that
actually
"tones
up" reritalixes the
Applied
sluggish tissues of the skin.
regularly, it heals and nourishes the
skin cells, soothes away redness and

—

roughness, banishes slight imperfections.
Used faithfully it will help you to gain
and retain a complexion that is beyond
reproach.

most effective way in which
to use Ingram's Milk-

For

Shirley's

com-

brilliantly lighted
theater, where you suddenly find yourself
unavoidably the center of all eyes.

Viola's Admirer.— Wallace MacDonald
and Doris May are married. They have
been married only a short time.
Mary
Pickford was born in 1893. Viola Dana
and Shirley Mason are sisters.
Viola
was born in 1898 and Shirley three years
later.

to

your

that

all that

TT may happen
--

to find out.

the

Miss Rose E.

Charleroi,

1898.

Mary

Pennsvlvania, October
Miles Minter was born
in Shreveport, Louisiana, April i, 1902.
Creighton Hale is unmarried.
Dorothy
Phillips is Mrs. Allen Holuba r in private
life.
That is her correct name.
20,

Studio Girl.—Joseph de Grasse directed
Charles Ray
Five Minutes
_

teen

and

in

three

pictures

— "Forty-

From Broadwav." "Nine-

Phyllis,';

and "The Old Swim-

min' Hole." He is a brother of Sam de
Grasse.
Addresses a-t the end of The
Oracle.
Continued on page 110

been prepared b.y specialists to insure
that you get from Ingram's Milkweed

Cream the fullest possible benefit.
Go to your druggist today and purchase a .iar of Ingram's Milkweed Cream
in

the

fifty-cent

or the

one-dollar size.

Begin at once to make your complexion
as beautiful as it should be it will

—

much to you.
".lust
Ingram's Rouge

mean

so

—

show a
to
proper glow" use a touch of Ingrafn's
Rouge on the cheeks. A safe preparation for delicately emphasizing the natural color.
The coloring matter is not
Subtly perfumed.
absorbed by the skin.
Three perfect shades
Solid
cake.
Light.

Medium, and Darli

Ingram's

Powder

—

-A.

—

50c.

Souveraine
complexion
powder

Velveola

Face
espe-

distinguished by the fact that it
stays on.
Furthermore, a powder of
unexcelled delicacy of texture and reperfume.
finement
Four tints
of
White, Pink, Flesh, Brunette 50c.
cially

—

Frederick F. Ingram Company
EstnUisheO 1885
Detroit, Michigan
Canadian residents address F. F. Ingram
AustraCompany, Windsor, Ontario.
lian residents address T. W. Cotton Pty.,
31

Tenth Street

Flinders Lane, Melbourne.
?>S8
residents address Hart.
Pennington, Ltd.. .33 Ghuznee Street,
Wellington.
Cuban residents address
Espino & Co., Zulueta SGVz, Havana.

Ltd.,

New Zealand

Milkweed

"The

Cfeata

V.— Olive Thomas was

in

weed Cream read Health Hints, the little
packed with overs jar.
It has

.booklet

IvgttinVs

Mother Heart."
torn

—

Q. Nilsson in " Venus in the Easi" a Paramount motion
Miss Nilsson is one of many lovely women "in piciures" who use
and endorse Ingram's JWilktOeed Cream for proper care of the complexion.

Posed

role.

Ingram's Beauty Purse—an attractive, new souvenir packet of the
exquisite Ingrain Toilet-Aids. Send us a dime, with the coupon below,
and receive this dainty Beauty Purse for your hand bag.

Frederick F. Ingram Company, 31 Tenth Street, Detroit, Michigan.
Gentlemen Enclosed, please find one dime, in return for which
please send me Ingram's Beauty Purse containing an eider-down
powder pad, sample packets of Ingram's Velveola Souveraine Face
Powder, Ingram's Rouge, and Zodenta Tooth Powder, a sample tin
of Ingram's Milkweed Cream, and, for the gentleman of the house,
a sample tin of Ingram's Therapeutic Shaving Cream.

—

Name.

.

,

Street

City.

State

,
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Romances

An

Interesting

Experiment
Stand

front

in

mirror

your

of

and look your
body over carefully from head
Observe
the present conto foot.

dition
neck,

your

of

shoulders,

chest,

arms,

and

waist-line

Take your
measurements by
legs.

and focus
your reflection
thoroughly
n
your mind, so
tape

i

that you will re-

member what you
Then take

saw.

some

up

sciensystematic,
progressive training

tific,

that has

been

thoroughly

tried

and proven,
work dili-

and

gently

or

fifteen

day for one
month. Again
before
stand
your mirror

and

note the wondcr-

u

transformathat has

1

tion

taken place.

You

Will
Not Know
Yourself
An

entirely

will

new man
reflect
glass.
will be

from

the

Your neck
stronger,

your shoulders
your
broader,
chest deeper,
your arms en-

'

larged with bulging muscles and

your
have

legs
a

pleasing

will

more

form.

Your whole physique

will

be

Latest pliotograph of

completely transformed.
Isn't
this worth thirty

EAKLE E. 1/lEDERMAS

Think of it. A new person in so
days' effort?
short a time.
I do not promise that you will
become a finished athlete in this short space of
time, but you can become this in a very few
months.
Have you the moral courage and the
will to take up a course of physical training
that has been pronounced the finest In the
world for muscle building?

With the enlarging of your muscles will come
unlimited energy.
Do you know what this
means? Unlimited energy means never to feel
Even after a hard day's work you will
tired.
refreshed.
You will feel like running and
jumping at all times. You will just thrill with
With
vitality and never know another sick day.
enlarged muscles comes great strength, which is
You never can tell just
not to be sneered at.
It is a wonderful
when you will need this.
feeling to know that you can play a man's part
at all times should the occasion warrant it.
fear
no
one.
You need
feel

Means Success

To You

the old justice of the peace came in
he tucked a blanket well around his
horse and bustled in as though he
were in a hurry to get it all over.
That's when I began to feel sad that
Hugo, who was accustomed to having
everything done luxuriously, should
be getting married that way. After
the ceremony I sat over in the corner,
cracking hickory nuts and crying like
a baby.
"Pretty soon I found that Hugo
really was happy and. was thriving on
the simple way we lived.
were
quite detached from the rest of the
world we just had each other and
our little house, and Hugo had his
painting.
He worked terribly hard
that year—got ready for three big
exhibitions of his paintings.
were so happy we didn't ever want
anything changed.
After a while,
though, we found that we couldn't
live in that dream world forever.

We

We

Even though Hugo was winning won-

Are you satisfied with your present earning
capacity? With a healthy, vigorous constitution,
your personality will be so strong that you will
This will not only brins
command respect.
success in the social world, Imt you will reap
your reward financially many times over.

derful

Send for my new book
"Muscular Dcvclopmenr

ing done.

IT IS

FREE!

Handsomely illustrated
the secret.
full-page photographs of myself and
some of the world's best athletes whom I have
trained.
Also contains full particulars of my
splendid offer to you.
The valuable book and
special offer will be sent on receipt of only 10
cents stamps or coin, to cover cost of wrapping
and mailing.
It

with

tells

26

Earle E. Liederman
Broadway,
LIEDERMAN,

Dept. 1411,

EARLE

305

New York

E.
Dept. 1411, 305 Broadway, N. Y. City

—

Deat Sir: I enclose herewith 10 cents, for which you
are to send me, without any obligation on ray part whatever, a copy of your latest book, "Muscular Development."
(Please write or print plainly.)

Name
Address
City

had always had comfort. He never
had had to think of making money,
and he'd never had any responsibilities.
He was accustomed to going
abroad every year with his mother
and having plenty of time to visit interesting places and only paint what
he wanted to.
He was even given
permission, to paint in the Vatican
gardens once! But getting married
meant that he would have to take
whatever commissions paid best. He
would have to accept commissions to
paint portraits, and he doesn't like
that.
You know how it is with
painters.
Hugo was always winning
prizes and getting honors it seemed
terrible for him to have to worry
about earning enough money to support a wife.
"We were married up at Hugo's
own little house at Westport, Connecticut.
It was October 24th, and
unusually cold for autumn, so when

—

The Result

All This

Famous Film Folk

;

twenty minutes a

f

of

Continued from page 49

State.

he

honors,

much money,

into the world

making
come back

wasn't

we had

so

to

where things were be-

"We had sold the little house
where we were married and bought
another near by that had prettier
Hugo

grounds.
course,

and

I

decorated

made

it

all,

of

and
seemed

the curtains

arranged everything in

it.

It

just impossible at first for us to come
back to
York, we were so per-

New

fectly

happy up

there, with

Hugo

do-

much as he pleased and me
was fast becoming fat and
placid.. But we came down to New
York, and I went to Alviene's and
took up stage dancing, and Hugo 'Ate
and Grew Thin' with me, as I was
ing pretty

—

well, I

determined to reduce before trying

act

to

again.

pectedly,

Then,

dinner party at Robert
house, and he offered

company

his

unexat a
Chambers'

quite

we met Mr. Goldwyn

W.

Hugo

a place in

Hugo

as art director.

was simply stunned, as he'd never
thought of going into motion pictures.

He protested that he didn't know
anything about them, and Mr. Goldwyn and Mr. Chambers

protested

vehemently that what they
wanted was an artist. Hugo and I
were so excited and pleased over it
equally

we

could hardly wait for him to

start.

picture made him feel like
a lawyer trying his first case. You
can't imagine how it thrilled him to
be creating pictures to be judged by
tremendous audiences all over the
country, instead of painting pictures
which, at best, would be seen only by
a few thousand people.

His

first

"Hugo began

to make quite a name
before long, and the
more he saw of the making of motion
pictures the more he believed in their

himself

for

possibilities.
He worked and studied
and experimented, and all that time
I
I was working pretty hard, too.

hadn't made much of a name for myself before my marriage, so of course
no one offered me a contract like

Hugo's.

I

had

work up from

to

to small parts, until finally

bits

Maurice

my big opportun'White Heather.' I've always
been awfully grateful to him for that,
and so has Hugo, because he wanted
me to have just as big opportunities
Tourneur gave me

ity in

as the

Goldwyn company was giving

him.
"I should think that our experience

would encourage other couples who
seem to be settling down into a rut.
There we were, perfectly happy,
though poor. And after living 'way
off by ourseK'es, we came to New
York and plunged into an entirely
new profession for both of us and
Yes, and one of
we've succeeded.
the first things Hugo insisted on my
doing when I had a few weeks at
leisure between pictures was carrying

—

out

my

old ambition to study at the

Art Students' League.
"When Hugo formed his own company he had no idea of having me
But it
in so many of his pictures.
has just happened just happened,"

—

she repeated quite guilelessly, "that
there has been a part suitable for me
in all of his productions since he had
his

own company."

suspect that there always will be,
for surely having shared everything
with Mabel since their marriage ten
years ago, he couldn't stop now.
I
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The

Miracle Meighan
Continued on page 65

leadin' lady, if I have five minutes to
spare.
Havin' seen the pulse-quick-

enin' Jacqueline in the Ziegfeld Fol-

from which she tripped to the
movies, I says I have five years to
spare and can arrange for more if
necessary. So we got that all settled,
and, sure enough, in a few minutes
the fair Jacqueline comes wendin' her
way daintily across the lot, and Tom
called to her to come over.
Well, gently reader, I don't know
whether or no you have ever seen
Jacqueline Logan ofi^ the screen, but
even if you have seen her on the
screen, why you know what a blood
tingler Jacqueline is.
I got quite a
kick out of shakin' hands with her,
and wouldst of gone away from the
Paramount studio convinced that I
had a lovely time on that alone, when,
lies,

my dumfounded

to

delight,

this

prince of a fellow Thomas Meighan
suggests that he rehearse Miss Logan and myself in a scene.
"Now," says Tom, "you will take

Miss Logan
"
and
I

your arms

in

like

failed to hear the rest of

Thomas
openin'
triple

!

this

Send

what

said because his sensational
remark knocked me for a
face got as red as a

My

three-alarm fire, and I dropped my
cap, and Jacqueline giggled, whilst
the camera man slid in a fresh plate
and muttered, "Pretty soft for you."

Anyways,

managed

I

self out of the trance I

with rare presence of

to pull

my-

was in, and
mind I put

my

tremblin' arms aroimd Miss Logan, and, believe me, I had no trouble at all hearin' the angels singin'
and the harps bein' played, and any

minute I expected St. Peter to walk
up and ask me how I liked the accommodations and the etc. in heaven.
I wouldst of been there yet, only I
heard the camera man the eighteenth
time he hollered, "All right I got the
picture," and with a sigh of regret
that must of blowed hats off in
Brooklyn I removed my arms from
around Jacqueline's satin shoulders
and eh that was that.
I will never forget Tom Meighan
for stagin' that scene, and I will recall Jacqueline Logan till the day I
am shipped to the embalmer's. I had
intended to ask Tom a lot of useless

Watch

how

questions like

old

is

he,

what

drove him to the movies, what does
he eat and the etc., but the thrillin'
experience mentioned above drove
'em all out of my head. How the so
ever, I wouldst like to hear somebody
knock Thomas Meighan in my presence, that's all

!

Los Angeles,

Yours truly,
H. C. WiTWES.

W.

Va.

this

ten-day

delight you.

Millions brush teeth in this new way.
Leading dentists everywhere advise it.
Half the world over it is bringing whiter,
cleaner teeth.
See what it brings to you.

The war on
film

coat

you

on

Film

teeth.

feel.

It clings

film

tween the teeth and

is

that

Now we

viscous

stays.

Both are embodied in a dentifrice called
Pepsodent a scientific tooth paste. And
other factors are used with them to bring

—

dims the teeth, clouds their beauty,
causes most tooth troubles. And no tooth
paste, until lately, could effectively combat it.

five

Mark the absence of
See how teeth whiten as

—

IBIIIBM

I

IIMI

run

PAT. OFF

week

These things are essential.
Send the coupon for a 10-Day Tube.
Note how clean the teeth feel after using.

Pepsodenl acts in five ways, including
It multiplies the salivary
film removal.
flow Nature's great tooth protecting agent.
It multiplies the starch digestant in the
saliva, to digest starch deposits that cling.
It multiplies the alkalinity of the saliva,
to neutralize the acids which cause decay.
IIIM

desired effects.

the change in a

and watch how your
In a week you will gain

this free test

teeth improve.
a new idea in teeth cleaning.

IIUIBIII^

it

have ways to combat it. Able
authorities have proved them by many careful tests. Modern dentists urge their daily use.

to teeth, gets be-

Watch

combat

Now we

It

Make

brings

Germs breed by millions in it. They,
with tartar, are the chief cause of pyorrhea. Also of other diseases.

Dental science has found ways to fight
the

it

Film absorbs stains, making the teeth
It is the basis of tartar.
look dingy.
It
holds food substance which ferments and
forms acid. It holds the acid in contact
with the teeth to cause decay.

test.

on your teeth will surprise and

results

;

— —

the white teeth

Send the coupon for

The

Now

It

the viscous film.
the film-coats dis-

appear.

Watch all the effects, then read the
reasons for them in the book we send.
It will bring to your home a new era
Cut out the coupon now.
in teeth cleaning.
B

677

Ten-Day Tube Free
REG. U.S.

BB^m^MMBBBMBE^m^m^^^^M**

The New-Day Dentifrice

A

THE PEPSODENT COMPANY,
Dept. 127, 1104

S.

Wabash

Ave.,

Chicago,
scientific film

application

combatant, whose every

brings

five

desired

effects.

Approved by highest authorities, and now
advised by leading dentists everywhere.
All druggists supply the large tubes.

111.

Mail 10-Day Tube of Pepsodent to

Only one tube

to a family

;
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Over the Teacups

Watch Your Nerves

Continued from page 56

Is

and I've been
seeing her ever since, and of course
she looks wonderful.
She doesn't
wear the sort of clothes around New
York, naturally, that she wears in
pictures.
She's awfully quiet and
as soon as she arrived,

your Life's Blood

away

trickling

see red blood escaping

speaking

of

clothes"

—

of vital

power

e_ven

more

serious than the loss of

blood— /Ae

Strengthen Your
Nerves

al-

Paul von Boeckminn, the noted Nerve

—

Culturist, has written a
remarkable book (64 pages)

which explains the Laws of
Nerve Force, and teaches in

in her A'itagraph serial, 'Break"

the simplest language

ing Through.'

the Nerves.
of

How

to

Calm, and Care for

Soothe,

"She always has had," I proclaimed, "and she's done it, too."
"I don't mean dramatically," Fanny
protested
In
"I mean in clothes.
the first part she plays a young college girl, aind she'll endear herself
to thousands of girls if she'll only
dress the part like a human being.
I neA-er knew many college girls who
wore middy blouses off the hockey
field, but in pictures girls seem to
think they are suitable for every occasion but a wedding.

LOSS OF

NERVE FORCE.

though no one was, as Fanny well
knew "Carmel Myers will have a
wonderful chance to do some good

work

you

vitality is

escaping with it, and you promptly stop the flow.
Millions of people live on, indifferent to the loss

conservative looking.

"And

When

?

you know your

It

20

over

the result

is

years' study of

nervous people.

Send for this Book

TODAY.

;

"There's another interesting newat the Vitagraph studio,"
Fanny continued, "Pauline Starke's
mother. In 'Nomads of the North,'
the picture Pauline is playing in with

comer out

*^Wally" Reid plays a

Henry

True-Tone Saxophone
WALLACE
expert

REID, Star

of the Movies, is
Saxophonist, althouiih he pla.vs
his "True-Tone" onlj' to amiise himself
;iu

and

his friencl.s.

.

The Buesclier True-Tone Saxophone

the
ideal instrument for tlie amateur, as well as
the professional, because it is the
is

Easiest to Play
You can learn the scale in an hour's practice and pla.v popular music iu a few weeks.
I'ractice is a ph'asure because you learn so
quickly.
You can take your place in a band
within "JO (toys, if you so desire.
Unrivalled for home entertainment, church,
lodge, or school.
In big demand for orchestra
dance music. The jiossession of a Saxophone
will enable you to take an important part in
the musical develoiinicnt of your community.
It increases your iiopularity and your oppo'rtunltii's, as well as

your pleasure.

Choice of Professionals
Tom

the famous "Six Brown
other "Saxophone Wizards,"

r.rown,

of

Brothers," and
use Kuescher True-Tones.
We make more
saxophones than all other manufacturers
combined.- Tliousands of the most successful
professional musicians use Buescher Trombones., Cornets, Trvimpets and other band and
orchestra instruments.

Saxophone Book Free
"The

Origin

t^axophone"

an

intcrestiuK
booklet
It tells wli:tt cacli S;;.\upliuni' is best !uiaijU-il
for; when to use singly, in iiuiiiictles, si'xti'ttes, ocliiuul
tettes, or ill regular
or full Saxupiiunc Baiul.
Tells how to transjiose t^r 'cello inirls in orchestra.
It illustrates and fully deser'b-s tlie virtues of each
Ask for your coj)y.
model of the Saxophone l'\imily.
of

tlio

is

.

FreeTrial-Easy Payments
You can onler any lUiescher instnimcnt without paying one cent in advance, and try it rix days in your
own home,

without obligation.
If iierfectly
satisfied,
pay for it on easy payments to suit your convenience.
Mention the instrument inlere.steil in and a comi)'ete
(atalos will be mailed free.
(.30)

BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT CO.
Makers

of Everything

in
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some vision
scenes that are supposed to show her
mother.
Seeing her real mother in
the studio one day, and being struck
by the resemblance to Pauline, the
\\^althall,

there are

casting director asked her to play the
part.
Maybe
She v.'as delighted.
that will lead to a glittering future
it did in James
Young's case, you

know.

He

reading

after

If

this

book you do not agree
that

^

teaches

it

the

on
Health and Menlesson

greatest

Efficiency

tal

you have ever
return
had,
and

it,

money

What Readers Say
12 ifoiinds since
reading jour buok, and I feel
so eiiertretic."

you may have

"Y.iur book did more for me
for indigt-'stion than two courses in dieting.
"My heart is now regular again
and my nerves arc fine.
I
thought I had heart trouble,
but it was simply a case of
abused nerves.''
bi-ok

has bclped

keen and highly-organized nervous system is
the most precious gift of
Nature. To be dull nerved
means to be dull brained,

my

to

insensible

things

in

higher

the

—Ambition,

life

Moral Courage, Love and
Therefore
Mental force.
care for your nerves.

time."
A prominent lawyer in Ansonia,
Conn., says; " Your book saved
me from a nervous collapse,
such as I had three years ago.
I
now sleep s-mndly and am
I

incurred.

A

nerves wonderfully.
I
am
sleeping so well and in the
morninR- I feel so rested."
"The advice given in your book
on relaxation and calming of
nerves has cleared my brain.
Before I was half i.izzy all the

cainmg weight.

Price of

book

can again

is

only

do a real day's work."

(coin or stamps.)

Address

PAUL VON BOECKMANN,
Studio 640. 110

West 40th

Street.

R. S.
New York Cit7

played in his daughter

Clara's pictures until a producer noAnd now he's to
ticed his work.
be featured in his own right."

No Money
Down

"Before you drop Pauline out of
the discussion," I remarked to Fanny
as she started packing her voluminous
vanity case,
ever}-thing

JUSTsendyourname
and address forourl28
page Christmas book of
bargains in diamonds,
watches and jewelry.
Millions of dollars worth
of jewelry from which to

which seemed to hold
but money, "have you

heard tliat out at the studio they like
her so well they call her 'the only
little lady who has temperament without temper.'

choose your Xmas gifts.
Your selection sent on
year simple request,
without a penny down.
If you don't think it is
the biggest bargain yop
have ever seen, send it
back at our expense. If
you keep it you can pay
at the rate of only a
few ceyits a day.

"

"Of course

have," Fanny rehurried out and
I detected Alonte Blue just ahead of
her.
"Sorry not to stay to pay the
check, darling, but I must run home
and send Colleen l^.Ioore a congratulatory telegram on landing the title
role in 'The Wall Flower.'
See you
to-night at the Delmonico roof dance.
'Two-gun Texas' Guinan is to be

marked

hostess,

I

airily as she

and I'm

so

bored

I

cious Fannv.

8%Yearly Dividends
You are gu aranteed an 8%
yearly increase in value on

all

diamond exchanges. Also
5 per cent bonus privilege.

Write Today
Xmas

Catalog
for
Send your name and address Tioit). No obligation.
Beautiful Xmas catalog
c"mes free by return mail.
Explains all about the Lyon
Cliargc Account Plan. See
tliis great collection of jeweli y bargains now. Send vcntr
name today to Dept. 1758

hope

shoot somebody."
And I almost wished as I surveyed
the check that it might be the vorashe'll

& CO.
J M-LYON
New
1

Maiden Lane.

be

—

plos
refunded at once
the outlay in postage

"lhave gained

"Your

your
will

York

N.Y.

—

—
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Alice— Not Ben Bolt
Continued from page 28

year on photographs of themselves.
Architects lead peaceful, undisturbed

Why zvill the world perheckling actors and actresses?
!"
Honestly, we're only people
Away from the land of illusion this

home

lives.

sist in

young woman

straight

slender,

minds one not

at

all

re-

of the perse-

"Sinners" or the
"Forever
home-grown
cutie
of
After.''
There is nothing demure
about her, nothing even faintly suggesting the coy country maiden. Her
manner is nervously animated when
cuted

heroine of

she talks; her gestures quick, jerky,
Working in the studio by
abrupt.
day and the theater by night has
made her thinner than ever. Her
thinness accentuates the earnestness
that characterizes her general attitude.
Sense of humor?
Yes, but
rather
seeing
the
light
of
day
through a veil of cynicism.
"It's difficult to compare screen and
stage," she acknowledged.
"I use
totally different methods with each
medium of expression. The only big
advantage that the talking stage has
over the screen is the matter of
tempo. In a picture, after rehearsing,
you do it and it's done.
With a
play," she shrugged impatiently, "it's
the exact opposite: you're never
through. At a matinee, for instance,
I broaden and quicken my characterization, and at night I play it more

my

audience a trifle
slow in catching the spirit of the
play I spread the role a bit thicker,
if you understand what I mean.
"I
hammer my lines home, in other
words. This change of tempo, imsubtly.

If I find

possible in pictures, is invaluable on
the stage.
It adjusts the playing to
the audience. In pictures this cannot

be done."

Many

people,

chiefly

girls,

have

written Miss Brady asking how to
break into the movies.
Her advice
is of a definite stamp; it's sensible.
"Please tell them for me," she said
earnestly, "that the best way to break
in is not to break in.
The movies
are a mighty stiff proposition for beginners, beautiful though they may
be.
newcomer is given a part in
a cafe scene after she has warmed
the extra bench probablv for five or
six months.
The picture will get to
the screen all right, but the cafe scene
won't.
Cut to a flash, the girl won't
even show. In her next picture she
may be a maid. The episode in which
she serves milady a cocktail will be

A

and again her trip to the Bijou
Dream v/ill go unrewarded. In three

cut,

or four years she may find herself
playing third 'business,' and five years
later she will still be playing third

business

unless

she's

been

lucky

enough to land a bit that stands out
and demands attention.
"For this reason I vvould advocate
stage training, if you miist break in.

On

the stage a bit at least is heard.
if you are the real thing you
will make that bit stand out as a fine
bit.
No one can cut it out of the
play to save time or to make room
for a late Saturday-night performance, as they do with a film.
The
stage bit is yours to do as much with
as you possibly can.

And

"So if you're set upon living a life
of grease paint and rouge, hit the
stage-door trail. Stay away from the
studios.
And to be truly sensible,
you will stay away from the stage.
I

ran away
in the best paper-cover

speak v.diereof

I

know.

I

from home
manner to get on the stage. W^illiam
A. Brady didn't help, either. I used
a noil! dc iJicatrc until he gave me
permission to be Alice Brady in public.
He predicted that I'd be a rotten trouper.
I think I fooled him,
though, because only last Sunday he'
let me play the Friars' Frolic v/ith
him, and that's no small honor."

She laughs prettily. I could not
help wishing that she would laugh
oftener.
In repo.<e she is serious to
the point of sadness, emotionless to
the point of boredom.
Only when
she is breaking a spear for something that she favors, or breaking one
against censorshiji, which, need it be
added, she does not favor, does she
flash that magnetic fervor and enthusiasm that wins the observer's admiration.
She admits that she is conscientious about storing energ}'.

'Another

$50 Raise!"
that's the third increase I've had
in a year! It shows what special training
will do for a man."
Every mail brings letters from some of the

"Why,

two million students of the International
Correspondence Schools, telling of advancements won through spare time study.
Hov? much longer are you going to wait
before taking the step that is bound to bring
you more money? Isn't it better to start
nonv than to wait for years and then realize
what the delay has cost you?
One hour after supper each night spent with the
I. C. S. in your own home will prepare you for the
position you want.
Without cost, without obligation, mark and mail
this coupon.
it right now/

Do

I

I

—

Common

sense

and

Without

cost,

qualify for the

8CBANT0N, PA.

I have

marked

or obligation, please explain how I can
position, or in the subject belore which
in the list below:
an
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3
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Electric

SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING
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Bys.

Wiring
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J Telephone Work

3

Railroad Positions

Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Toolmakcr
Gas Engine Operating

n
n

3 CIVIL ENGINEER

or ENGIl.

&

Typist

Cert. Pub. Accountant

TRAFFIC MANAGER
Railway Accountant
Commercial Law

STATIONARY ENGR.
3 Marine Engineer
.\RCHITECT
II

BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer

Surveying and Mapping

3 MINE FOE"N

Ptg.
Cartooning
Private Secretary
Business Correspondent

GOOD ENGLISH
Com. School Subjects

Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer

AUTOMOBILES

Sheet Metal Worker
Text. Overseer or Supt.

Navigation
Agriculture
Poultry

PLUMBING & HEAT'G
CHEMIST

CIVIL SERVICE

Railway Mail Clerk
Mathematics

Banking

Pharmacy

I

Spanish
Teacher

Name.
Street

and No. Clty-

Occupation

IT IS
She's

all

TO LAT GH

!

dolled up and looks like she has a black eye.

HER MAKE-UP RAN. Can't happen if you use Wm.
For eseJ.
Brandt's Red Fox Liquid COL-Y-BROW.
WILL NOT RUN. Colors: Blarl:
brows and eyelashes.
and Brown. By mail SI. 00.
HAIR SPFCIAI.TV ().. Dept. E.
(

24 E. 21st ST..

practicality,

there you have Alice. Noon was the
right time for seeing Miss Brady, all
right, for as has been said before,
daylight is the time to transact business
and .Mice Bradv Crane is a
business woman.

—

EAH OUT HERE

BOX 4568B

II

"I go to the theater very seldom
for that very reason. It uses up emotional force.
It drains your vitality.
I must save all this reserve force for
my work. I love to see fine things
well done, but I owe it to my public
to forgo the pleasure in order to
keep myself in the best possible
shape, psychologically as well as
physiologically.
I
wish to give the
best I am capable of l)oth to the
stage and to the screen.
I hesitate
to indulge in any pleasure that may
detract from my artistic strength.
The public is the first to note signs
of weakening, and it's a great life
only so long as
this of the theater
!"
you're strong

I

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Gtiticura

Nr\TVOi;K

Soap

The Safety RazoF-^

Shaving Soap
Cuticnra Soap shaves withoutmns. Everywhere 25e.
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The Mary Garden

Movies

of the

Continued from page 23

was discussed with her, and
enthusiastic.
She named
salary.
The production was
postponed a year. Miss Alden went
Finally the company
to New York.
wired her that the picture would be
Again she named her salstarted.
It

role.

iracie
Every
'^Womans
depilatory.

was

she
her

The comiDany

ary.

replied by wire.

"But you want one hundred and
fifty dollars more than you did last
year."

Miss Alden's telegraphic resjxinse
"Last
dollars

year

and a

anthracite

was

nine,

This year

half.

it

is

eleven dollars."

you use DeMiracle
WHEN
no mussy mixture
apply
to

is

wash

Therefore

off.

cleanliest
hair.

there
or

it is the nicest,
easiest way to remove
ready for instant use and

and

It is

the most economical because there
Simply wet the hair
is no waste.
with this nice, original sanitary liquid
and it is gone.
is

You are
new and

not experimenting with a
untried depilatory when

you use DeMiracle, because

it has
use for over 20 years, and is
the only depilatory that has ever been
endorsed by eminent Physicians, Sur«
geons. Dermatologists, Medical Jour=
nals and Prominent Magazines.

been

in

Use DeMiracle
ing hair from

once for removface, neck, arms, un-

just

derarms or limbs, and

if

you are not

convinced that it is the perfect hair remover
it to U3 with the DeMiracle Guarantee
and we will refund your money. Write for
free book.

return

Three

Sizes: 60c, ^1.00,

^2.00

At all toilet counters or direct from us, in
plain "Wrapper, on receipt of 6^c, $i 04
or $2.o8f which includes IVar Tax,

Dept.F32Park Ave. and

129tli St.,

New York

In
been

Miss Alden's

life

almost

as

varied

have

roles

on

as

the

screen.

For two years she was a newsHer desire was to
paper reporter.
She started

become a playwright.

bravely forth as a "sob sister."
"I sobbed from Delancey to FourYork's East
teenth Street on
"But I had a peSide," said she.
culiar comple.x.
always sympaI
That, as
thized with the under dog.
you know, is all wrong for a sob

New

A

sister.

to

me.

murderer always appealed
thought it must take tre-

I

to kill a human beinterest in the processes of

mendous courage

My

ing.

the criminal mind swamped my sympathy for its victims.
So finally I
went on the stage."

Having

this

processes,

it

interest

mental

in

was natural Miss Alden

should have success with the Ibsen
She sympathized with their
abnormalities.
They are not abnormalities to a sympathetic understanding, only to a person without the plus

women.

power for getting outside

his

own

shell.

She tried domesticity, too.
"Once I was so madly in

My

love I

attempt was
shad.
I had a boiler full of grease
and was holding the fish over it ready
for dipping.
It dropped before the
tried to cook.

signal

my

and

first

hand

was

terribly

"

Q^e Turlington.

11 Jewels

it first. We send it for yon to !oofc
You are under no obligation to bay. A 21jewel watch sold to you at a price a great deal lower
than that of other high grade watches.

at and examine

See

carefully.

Is sold to you at a very low priee
and on the very special terms (after free examination) of
only $5.00 a month-no interest. Send for full information.
Send
for
tho most complete watch book
KMt^K: nnntr ever produced^OO desi^s and eneravin^a
beautifully illustrated in colors. Writ© for it today it is free.
letter or post card will do.
urlintiton Watrh Company, Dept. 1288
Chicago, Illinois
19th Street and Marshal; Blvd.

The 21-Jewel Bu^ltnpton

uuun

A

'

Canadian Office: 62 .Albert Street, Winnipeg

'Now
I

look what love's done to
'darned near made me
and the next day I moved

said,

—

a cripple'
into a hotel."

This experience no doubt has given
her that sympathetic understanding
which has made possible the holding
of a cook for seven years.
Miss Alden is one of those rare
individuals whose experiences go to
the head.
She analyzes them and
ends by understanding them. Then
they become her creative capital to

draw upon
I

gowned

sort of

in a

rich-

brilliant

Jewels sparkle here and there

from furs and velvet faintly perfumed. But the real sirenic quality
of her is in the texture of her voice,
a curiously modulated tone that carIf Mary AXries a delicate quaver.

den was Scheherazade

I can understand how the sultan fell for her
jury recently
outrageous yarns.
condemned a woman for murder in
Los Angeles. I heard Mary Alden
review the case informally, understand, at a tea.
When she finished,
that woman was acquitted by every
one around the tea table. Not only
did Miss Alden make a logical argument, but the very timbre of her
voice was persuasive.
Since then
my ideal of Portia has been Mary
Alden.

A

—

"Why

hasn't she married?"'

an intimate friend of hers.
"Oh, she has !" replied the

somehow

"but

To

the

it

I

asked

friend,

doesn't take."

same question, Mary Alden

once replied
If
"Individuals do not marry.
they do, it is a mistake. Individuals
must stand alone, otherwise they cannot be individuals."

power of individualcharacterizes this actress.
She is a cerebral, just as Mary
Garden is. In many ways she sugShe
gests the Mary of the opera.
has the mental poise, the austere individuality which is adamantine to
any absorption or chastening. She is
It is the plus

ity

that

a force.

When Mary

Alden

finishes

her

work

burned.
me,'

—

ness.

was

The Perfect HairRemo'ver

one of those fcmmcs terrible s whose
souls must always roam about a hundred feet above the ordinary soulShe is not of the mohair
ether.
When one speaks of Mary
literati.
Alden as brilliant he refers to her
appearance as well as to her mind.
There is Italian flavor to her beauty
skin of marble whiteness, luminous
dark eyes and hair, a strong, full
mouth.
She is always fashionably

trust

I

at leisure.

liave not

made her appear

for the day, she goes immediately to her apartment and retires.
Dinner is served at the table stretched
across the bed. Like French queens
of prerevolutionary days, she even
holds receptions an lit. But most of
her evenings are devoted to reading.
Her library is probably the most
comprehensive of any owned by a
film player.
Her reading is not done
as a benefit to her art; it is an end
in itself.
I

have compared

Mary Garden

Mary Alden

to

paradox, since
both are individuals. The only basis
for comparison is in the degree of
;

this is a
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which they have atMiss Garden is not considered a great singer, even by her most
fervent admirers.
She is not a mistress of perfect French.
Yet Mary
Garden excels as a singer of French
operas.
She would excel in whatindividuality

tained.

itractive

ever she chose as her vocation.

And

so, too,

Mary Alden has this
Her determination to

plus power.
be ever outside herself has not been
to her commercial advantage because, thus far at least, personality
has been the popular element in film
creations.
No one could possibly
fall in love with Mary Alden from
seeing her on the screen, because no
,

All women know tKat a fair skin ancJ
good complexion win admiration
that N
no woman can hope to be attractive un
less her skin is beautiful, for a perfect
skin is the foundation of beautj).
D. & R. Perfect Cold Cream has helped
three generations of women to keep their

—

i

one could ever know her. She keeps
her personality at home
she does
not consider it a pigment of art. By

skin soft

and

enhance

their beautj).

clear

and thus preserve and

;

vents

exposition of this act alone I think
I have proved her an individualist

among

film

and

dryness

Its

daily use pre-

retards

premature

& R.

Perfect Cold Cream
is delightful to use and is highly beneficial
to the skin. In tubes 1 2c, 30c, 60c.
In
jars 40c, 60c, $1.00, $1.65.

wrinkles.

stars.

"The Nice Girl"

D.

TRY IT FREE - Write for free tube of
and complexion
Ramsdell, Dept.

this perfect skin cleanser

Continued from page 29

Daggett

beautifier.

way

of doing, for what proud father
rise to the bait of inquiry
concerning his first born?
He expounded enthusiastically and at length
on the weight of his small daughter,
how she knew him oh, absolutely
and how she was going to be the very
image of her mother.
Lois' brown eyes twinkled as she
told me of the momentous day when
the baby was born.
"Conrad couldn't work; he upset
vases and furniture, he walked into
the camera as if it wasn't there.
They sent for him to come home, and
late that day he came rushing back
to tell us the grand tidings.
As a
father he was wonderful. But as an
actor he was completely ruined for
the next week."

2422, D.

&

&

R. Building,

New York.

will not

DAGGETT^ RAMSDELL'S
PERFECT COLD CREAM

—

—

"The Kind TJiatKeeps"

You can be quickly cured,

if

you

h^STAMMER

m

Send 10 cents for 288-rage book on Stammering and
It tells how 3
Stuttering, "Its Cause and Cure."
^tB fured mvself after stammering 20 yrs. B. N. Bogue,
SllOBoque BIdg.. 1147 N. Ml. St., Indianapolis.
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Faces

and

my

sisters,"

"I read a lot,
to movies occasionally.

she

HARES

Beauty Exercises

'

makes more
til

—

the subject of

Knows."

$
for six drawings a
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"What Every Woman
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102Z Federal Schools

BUT YOUR NOSE?
DAY

IN

I

JFri/r l.'dny for free Iwoldct.

well they work together.
"The only trouble about Lois

was"

Tno.

and AGE attention to your appearance is an absolute
necessity if you expect to make the most out of life. Not only should
you wish to appear as attractive as possible, for your own selfsatisfaction, which is alone well worth your efforts, but you will find the!
world in general judging you larreatiy, if not wholly, by your "looks."!
therefore it pays to "look your best" at all times. Permit no one to seel
you looking otherwise; it will injure your welfare! Upon the impression
you constantly make rests the failure or success of your life. Which is
to be your ultimate destiny ?

THIS

M.TRILETY, Face

is

together.

!

Minneapolis* Minnesota

Bid;?.

YOU HAVE A BEAUTIFUL FACE

how

It

picture

^OO a day

week— more than $80,000 a year!
Clare Briggs, Sid Smith, J. N.
Fox and many ocners get immense incomes trom simple carcooning^

60 others of America's leading' illustrators and cartoonists
comprise the Federal Staff. Tney teacii you those secrets and methods of their success
that took them years to discover and perfect. If you have talent for drawing, capitalize
your ability. Make it earn big money for you. Be successful by learning drawing from
men who h^ve achieved fame and fortune through drawing.
SEND FOR OUR FREE BOOKLET-'ARoadtoBi^c^er Things." It explains the Federal
method of instruction. Read of opportunities in the art world. Learn how you
can qualify for a position paying bic money. Your name, address nnd age together with 6c ia stamps to cover postage, will bring this book by return mail.

by no means their
"The Lost
Romance" was very successful, and
served to prove, even more fully,
only

an

anJ Illustrating ideas.
These men ana moie than

an-

—

Results Guaranteed

Write for this FREE BOOK, which tells just
what to do to make your complexion smooth
and beautiful. Write today.
Katbryn Murray, loc.,1159 Garland BIdg., Chicago, Illinois

STANDARD FOOD & FUR ASSOCIATION
401Z Broadway - New York

and we go

I'm afraid
I'm an awfully uninteresting person,
really.
I do the things that 'most
every girl does, and I have an Airedale that I'm very fond of"^
she cogitated for a moment over her publicity assets
"I don't believe I have a
single hobby."
She and Conrad drifted back to

be sent to

which remove wrinkles, crow's feet, fill ap
hollows, give roundness to scrawny necks,
clear up sallow skins and restore the charm of
girlhood beauty. No creams, massage, masks,
plasters, straps, vibrators or other artificial

suDply guaranteed hiprh grade stock and
buy back all you raise at S7.00 to S18.50 and
up a pair, and pay express charges. Big
Profits. U>e back yard, barn, cellar, attic,
Contract and Illustrated Catalog Free.

asked her what she did with her
evenings.
It occurred to me that I
had never seen her at the Ship, at
the Alexandria, or at any of the usual
rendezvous where the Hollywood
film colony gathers to make merry.
"Oh, I usually stay at home with
swered.

will

any woman who has any kind of a facial disfigurement cauBed by age. Every woman
who has a single facial defect should know
about these remarkable

I

mother

Made Young

The secret of a youthful face

My latest Kose-Shnper, "Tbados Model 25," U. S. Patent, with six adjustable
pressure rej^ulators anri made of light polished metal, corrects now ill-shaped noses
without operation, quickly, safely and permanently. Diseased cases excepted. Is
pleasant and does not interfere with one's daily occupation, being worn at night.
-^uliich tells

linm to cort-rct Ill-Shaf-cd Xoscs -.lithout

Specialist, 1487

Ackerman

BIdg.,

co-.t

if not sntiiftr!,:-

Binghamton,

N. Y,

Also For Sale at Riker-Hegeman, Liggett's and other First-Class Drug Stores
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— Conrad

was teasing again "that
Maggie Shayne was supposed to be
homely. And Lois held up the production

for three weeks trying to
herself look ugly."
"Nonsense," Lois smiled, reddening slightly as she always* did at his
sallies.
"I was homely.
I tried to

make

make Maggie's

personality compen-

sate for her lack of beauty.

saw Maude Adams

I

never

the role, so
I had nothing to follow except my
own idea of the character. I'd like
to play some more Barrie heroines.
And, I don't know why exactly, but
I

Givttiood.
When

your complexion of
is determined.

after years

That critical period of youth
between childhood and young
womanhood mars the beauty of

many

a complexion.
eruptions of adolescence

The

skin

may leave

permanent blemishes Cosmetics
can but hide these annoying marks

— pimples,

liver-spots, sallowness.

Perfect physical health will prevent their forming. Wise mothers
will instruct their daughters in
the use of a good aperient to keep
the skin fair and the blood clear.

Nature's

Remedy (N?

Tablets),

a vegetable aperient, is a real aid
to a beautiful complexion. It acts
naturally to improve the general

\

young-married-woman

like

parts.

That's funny, isn't it, when I'm not
married or even engaged?
But
there are so many real stories in married life, don't you think? It always
seems to me that the usual picture
ends just where the real romance begins.
It's because I have a practical
mind, I guess, that I like to portray
logic rather than sentiment."
Lois began in pictures several
years ago. Her debut on the screen
was rather dramatic, one might al-

most

health and prevent headaches and
biliousness.
It does more than a

in

in

call

Anna

it

hair-raising.

She was

Pavlova's one and only film

venture,.

"The

Dumb

Girl of Portici,"

and Lois, then a humble extra, was
dragged on the set by her hair. She
was the only one of all the longtressed extra girls who would submit to the pain and indignity for the
sake of art.
For months she continued in the ranks of "atmosphere,"
then she won a small part in a Lasky
production.
Since that time she has

climbed steadily, and with so

little

press propaganda that when she rose
to the position of leading woman the
public thought they had discovered a
brand-new twinkler in the cinema
skies.

We

spoke of stardom.

"Oh,

don't know," she said
"I suppose some time,
maybe, but just now I'm so happy
to be able to work under Mr. De
Mille and do my best in whatever
part he assigns me. It would make
"
mother very happy of course
I
found myself describing Lois
Wilson to an inquiring fan as "a
nice girl."
I had to explain, of
course.
But it was really what I
I

vaguely.

meant, and

I

hope Lois understands.

laxative.

Broadway's Famous Castle
Continued from page 43

Chips

off the

her pictures indicate. It is her figure
which is so marvelously girlish, so
gracefully youthful. Then, too, there
is a little mannerism
one that has
become famous of tucking her chin
against her shoulder, her blue eyes
glinting from underneath long lashes.
Only young girls can get away with
it.
Only very young girls and

Old Block!

—

JUNIORS-Litile M7s
One-third of regular dose.

Made of the same ingredients, then candy-coated.
For children and adults. Have you tried
them? Send a 2c. stamp for postage on
liberal sample in the attractive BLUE and

YELLOW

H.

CINE

St.

box.
A.
Dept.P,
CO.,

—

LEWIS MEDI-

Louis, Mo.

—

Irene.

J

It occurred to her all at once that
hadn't queried her as to her favorite color or what did I think was the
psychology of woman's clothes?
"Do you want to ask me anything?" she demanded; then before
I could answer; "As an answerer of
questions I'm a riot.
You should
have heard me on the witness stand
in my suit against Charles DillingI

The lawyer tried his best to
fuss me, and at first I was terribly
nervous, but I finally had him pale
with anger because to every question
he's ask me I'd say, 'Oh, not necessarily,' which could mean anything or
nothing. And they couldn't fine me
for contempt of court because I was
It was so
always polite about it.
ham.

Plain Unattractive Eyes
Instantly Beautified with
Jost a wee touch of "MAYBELLINE" will makelight, short,
thin eyelashes and brows appear naturally dark, lunge and
laxurious, thereby giving charm,
beauty and soulfulexpression to any
eyes. Unlike other preparations, will not
spread and smear on the face. The instant
beautifyinor effect will delight you. Perfectly harmless. Used by beautiful (rirls
and women everywhere. Each dainty box
contains mirror and two brushes. Two
shades. Broinn for BInndft, Black for
Brunettes; 75c AT
DEALER'S or
direct from us. Accept only genuine
"M ATBBLLINE" and your satisfaction
la assured. Tear out this ad
as a

YOUR

NOW

reminder.

MAYBELL LABORATORIES
4305-47 Grand Boulevan2, Chicago

much more

original

don't remember' or
"

than saying T
refuse to an-

T

swer.'

I think, though I am not sure, that
Irene has a good workable sense of

humor.

She didn't

tell

any funny

about Mike and Pat, but I
imagine that she takes life pretty

stories

much

as it comes, without complaining about the rough spots.
And I
could discover no trace of brain inflation in the way she spoke of her
notable career.

She didn't even tell me about the
picture just completed until I asked
for details.
She was far more enthusiastic about the pedigree of the
Belgian griffon, who had curled up
in

my

lap.

"I start in as a chorus girl on the
end of the front row, and two years
later I'm a star in a cabaret.
I was
hunting up costumes to-day for the

chorus scenes.
"Virginia was in the picture, too,"
she reverted to her favorite subject.
"We got a shot of him doing his
dance, which ought to be good. I'm
glad it's almost finished
I want to
final

;

go home."

Her press representative came in
as I was leaving, and a snatch of
Irene's conversation drifted out beThey were looking over
hind me.
proofs of her new portraits.
"No, not that one that's too naked.
Bobby wouldn't like it."
It sounded so domesticated, so unBut it must have been
Castle-ish
genuine, because one can be frank
;

!

with, one's press agent, and, besides,

So I am
she thought I had gone.
safe in my deduction that this new
Irene is very much Mrs. Treman.
I'm sure she won't mind mv saving so.

—
Advertising Section
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The Dumb Speak
Continued from page 51

Well, he also starred in the stage
version in Los Angeles for several
And who do you suppose
weeks.
No less a
played a principal role?
person than Vivian Rich. King JJagKathleen Clifford, and Otis
gott,

Harlan were in the cast, too.
Frank Keenan starred in a play
not long ago and made a Coast tour.

Henry \A'althall also toured during
the spring in Ihsen's "Ghosts," later
changing to a comedy. William Deslast winter had the principal

mond

50 years in advance of any other
hair coloring preparation and is rapid-

new melodrama in Los AnHis wife, ]\Iary ^Mclvor, formerly in pictures, also had a lead.
Wesley Barry last winter played
"Penrod," and when he had to go
East to make a picture Bennie Alexander took his place. Mary MacLaren recently made her stage debut

is

in a playlet.

America

part in a

geles.

ly

You

will perhaps note the absence
such names as Mary Pick ford,
Charles Chaplin, William S. Hart,
Gloria
Swanson,
Ethel
Clayton,
Douglas Fairbanks, and others from
those mentioned.
Don't imagine, however, that they
never give the public a chance to
hear them speak. But the occasions
are unusual.

where

West.

Mary Pick ford makes

a fetchingspeech at benefits occasionally
very girlibh and very natural.
She
has also arranged the little stunt of
telling a few stories and giving a
James W^hitcomb Riley poem. Charlie Murray told me that she learned
that poem one night back stage just
before she went on.
"What are you doing?" said Char-

little

dyes"
as

in
al-

it

used by
1500 foremost hairit is

dressers.

Inecto Rapid
Institute,

is

the discovery of Dr. Emile, physician-scientist of Pasteur

Paris,

and

is

sold under

Bill

calcium.
He considers he has made
his success on the screen, and that
therefore it is best for him to stick
to the celluloid.
He has refused several large stage offers since the expiration of his film contract. Nevertheless, he has once or twice let the
public catch the timbre of his resonant baritone.
I recall that at the
opening of one of the principal theaters he recited verses expressive of
his love of the outdoors and the

"com-

ready has in Europe

of

Hart is absolutely set against
renewing his acquaintance with the

replacing

mercial

1.

the following specific guarantees:

To produce a color that cannot be

Never to cause too dark a color

6.

distinguished from the natural
color under the closest scrutiny.
2.

Not

3.

To

4.

To be harmless

5.

Not to make the texture of the
hair coarse or brittle and not to

through inability to stop the procthe exact shade desired.

ess at
7.

To

8.

To be

9.

Not

to cause dark streaks following successive applications.

color any head any color
30 minutes.

in

unaffected by permanent
waving, salt water, sunlight, rain,
shampooing, perspiration, Russian or Turkish baths.

maintain a uniform shade over
a period of years.
to hair or growth.

to soil linens or hat linings.

To produce

delicate ash shades
heretofore impossible.

10.

cause breakage.

In New York it is used exclusively in the Waldorf Astoria, Biltmore, Commodore, Plaza, Pennsylvania and other leading hairdressing parlors.

Every woman should investigate INECTO RAPID and learn of
its wonderful qualities.
Thousands apply it in their homes.
Inecto Rapid applications are

made

at tlie lead-

ing hairdressing salons throughout the world.

He.

"I'm memorizing," said Mary.
"But it's a secret. You wait."
"All right. I just wanted to borrow some make-up. Will you lend
me your powder puff?"
"No, I wouldn't dare," replied
Mary. "That's bad luck. I remember that from my stage days."
Chaplin has a recitation.
"The Kid's Last Fight," which he
gives seriously, and then burlesques
Charlie

SEND NO MONEY

Send This Coupon Today
I

Just fill out coupon and mail today.
We
send you full details of INECTO RAPID and
"Beauty Analysis Chart" to enable 'you to
the most harmonious and becoming shade
your hair.

INECTO,
818

INECTO, INC., LABORATORIES

will

818 Sixth Ave.,

our
find

Laboratories
Ave., New York

!

Gentlemen

Please send

Analysis Chart"

for

INECTO RAPID.
I

Name

^

Address

Inc.,

Sixlh

:

New
me

(Form

M

York, N. Y.

at once
1.)

and

your " Beauty
full details oi

:

'
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Wrinkles
Gone!
New Wonderful WayCharm

of Youth Rettored

Wonderful
Wrinkles and

results
age lines

!

baniflhed. Yes. this new
secret method works
marvels. You should

learn about it right
now. Learn how it
makes the skin as
smooth, clear
and
beautiful as

complexions of the Japanese women. (You know

how

soft, satiny
their skins are.)

and lovely
No matter

how long you may have suf-

fered from theseblemishes,
no matter what you have
tried, pet the information we

send

will gladly

about

th'

Princess Tokio treatment. Get.
the Princess Tokio Beauty Pnol<
It is free. It tells

the perfect skin

women^long

for.

you how to ha\
hpauty that
Yours for the

all

coi

Send.

pon.

A
FEW DAYS
And
Gone

Famous *'Movie"

No

Star, says of the

Edna Hunter

Your Wrinkles

All

No Massage. No Plasters. No Masks.
Rollers. No exercises. None of
these. Butasimple, easy treatmentynu

Princess Tokio

the privacy of your room. Only
a few minutes reqnirod. The skin mndo

use

in

Treatment

:

"After a nard day

young lookintf. Vyvd
and recommended by society leaders
and prominent actreasea everywhere.

just api.ly Princess Tokio and every trace of

Guaranteed

roughness vanishes
like magic. I gave it to

flawlesH. fresh,

ntee gues

I

strain and

faiigiie

a friend whose face was
becoming wrinkled and
she savs it wiped the
wrinkles off in no time.
I wish you all the success you so richly de-

_

'rince-13 Tokio treatment should fail in
se, taken according toour plain.

serve.

'

Princess Tokio

KrTI

The whole story of tho Princess Tokio
treatment told. The wonders it accomplishes. How complexions, once "hopeless," have been restored to youthful
beauty. How years have been taken off
women's

looks.

All

this?

valuable, private

information is given in this book now ready
for distribution. Get your copy now.
(Sent in plain, sealed envelope.) Learn
the secret of a perfect skin. Learn how
the American woman can rival the complexion charms of the Japanese. No cost.
No obligation whatever upon you. It la
free for the asking.

Coupon

\ Send NOW!

Princess Tokio Co.

,

PIeas6 Bend me. free and
without oblipration on my
6art, Princesa Tokio Beauty
lools

and mail the coupon,

brine sou the
that
%^ Ju9t
by
Princess Tokio Beauty
Every woman
^ return

in plain sealed envelope.

afprn
13 all.

It will

Boult

ntail.

^^

oupht to have it. We want
you to have It. Don t put ott
sendlntr. Put the coupon in
the mail riffht now.

^
^
.

Name.

\

Princess Tokio Co.
223 W. Erie Street

%* CHICAGO,
\h^^hb^^HM
Dept. B-3

lUL.

Address

SEXUAL

KNOWLEDGE-

320 PAGES, ILLUSTRATED,

By Winfield Scott

Hall,

CLOTH

M.D., Ph.D.

SEX FACTS MADE PLAIN
What every young man and
Every young woman should know
What every young husband and
Every young wife should know
What every parent should know

$1.00
Postpaid
Maile-iin
wrani.er.

Young makes a diverting speech
and can tell some good stories. Buster Keaton can do some whirlwind
pantomiming that is quite as funny
ball

as his screen comedying.
I think the most remarkable production ever seen in a theater was,

however, a season or so ago, when
a cast of celebrities took part in
Augustus Thomas' play, "Arizona."
It would have taken a kegful of bank
bills to pay these people for the engagement, which lasted the larger
part of the week, if they had received

A

famous

the

drum in the orchestra booming the close of every stanza.
He
also does a gag about a man viewing
pictures in a museum. He draws an
overcoat over his shoulders, and, with
his back to the audience, makes the
sight-seer apparently elongate himself
to see the high pictures by raising the
garment with his cane.
When there were a large number
of stage stars in the films a few
years ago they used to have a great
time doing stunts.
bill would gain
eclat through the presence of such
specialty artists as Raymond Hitchcock, De Wolf Hopper, and J'-^li^i'^
Eltinge.
I recall once that the "Lucia" sextet was sung by Fred Mace,
Roscoe Arbuckle, Murray, and one or
two others.
Can ^-ou imagine the
sextet by this crew ?
It would have
given the Metropolitan Opera House
audience an earthquake shock or the
with the

pl.iin

l\xhU c nfen:^ titd crtnniendatio}! s oti request,
CO., 113S Winston BIdg., Philadelphia

AMERICAN PUB

salaries equal to their film contracts.

Here
written

A

A

Roscoe Arbuckle astonished even those
best by the ease and
cleverness with which he put over his
Clara Kimball Young's voice prolines.
duced an eerie feeling as one heard her
lines to gestures we know so
fit spoken

who know him

I'm sure Dustin Farnum never
well.
looked handsomer in his life,_ nor played
a romantic role more fascinatingly. Dear
Bill Desmond, beloved matinee idol of a
few seasons ago here, was once more
gazed upon in the flesh by his fair worshipers, and 's death he cut a gallant figure
Charlie Murray, hero of a_ hundred
bloodless battles for sweet charity's sake,
was so camouflaged behind a mustache,

H

!

reading act. De Haven will hold up
a lemon and ask Lloyd to name the

a uniform and a

audience

latest

comedy," Harold

will say.

"No, you're

all

didn't

German accent that
know him. at first,

the

but
ap-

when recognition dawned he was
plauded to the echo and everybody laughed
at what he said thereafter, whether he
Scs.^ue
meant it to be funny or not.

article.

your

her

whole big stage full of noted stars
attracted a capacit}- house last night.
Scores of picture stars were in the audiprocession of flowers like
ence, too.
those handed a graduation class followed
the close of the first act.
Looking as natural as a drink of water,

felt it
I have always
should have been recorded on the
phonograph.
Sessue Hayakawa is exceptionally good in a personal appearance.
He always insists, however, on one
poem. This is "A Fool There Was."
And he alwaj s demands a green spotyou
light when he's doing it.
know the Kipling verses of "The
Vampire" you may imagine the effect.
Carter De Haven and Harold
Lloyd have a novelty stunt which
they do.
Perhaps you've viewed it
in vaudeville. It is a burlesque mind-

"It's

affair,

in

breezy style

and

shivers,

the
is a review of
by Grace Kingsley

Hayakawa hid his fine talents in the
thankless role of a Chinese servant. \ye
usually associated Clyde Fillmore with
heroic roles, but he made a very satisfactory villain.
One of the biggest hands went to s^veet
Bessie Barriscale as Bonita. Monte Blue
was awfullv nice to look at as Lieutenant

wrong," De Haven

will reply; "it's yours."

Another curious thing is that Tom
Will Rogers do just about
They both
the same sort of stunt.
Mix is
twirl ropes and crack jokes.
quite good at it, too, though, of
course, first honors naturally go to

Mix and

Young, and

didn't

have much more

to

say than he does in the films. Jack Holt
likewise was silent but impressively handTheodore Roberts reveled in his
some.
chuckling retorts to his wife played in
finely finished character fashion by Sylvia

Rogers.

George Beban is an adept at getover humorous pathetic stuff,
and is a clever mimic. Clara Kimting

Ashton.

Reduce Your Flesh
E:rnctly

where desired hy wearing

He Must Get

Dr. Walter's

Continued

fv om

the Picture
page 27

Famous Medicated

What

Reducing Rubber Garments
For Men
and Women Anklets
Cover the entire body or any
part. Endorsed

by leading
physicians.

Reducing

Shaping
Ankles.

per pair.
high,

No need

for

and
the

$7.00
Extra

$9.00.

of dieting

Send for Uhistrated booklet

Dr. Jeanne G. A. Walter
353 Fifth Avenue,
(Ent.

Bast Reducer,

Chin Reducer,

$6.00
$2.50

I

New York

34th St., 3d Door East)

Sa7i Frajici'^co Representative:
Adeli- Millat- Co. ,34$ Stockton St.

a

Newcomer

Learns

First.

"I put a newcomer in the laboratory first on his own resources. No
one tells him what to do, there are

—

He may

use
all the chemicals and appurtenances
he desires for experiments. He begins to develop films after he has
watched the experienced men at
Then he goes through the
work.
process of printing film, later of

no financial

segregating.

restrictions.

Next

there

is

the proc-

ess

of

continuity,

then cutting and

assembling films.

"By

this

time,

the

ready to go into the

newcomer

field as

is

an as-

sistant to the camera man. He learns
the rudiments of exposures and the
He takes care of
taking of scenes.
to clean and
how
learns
outfit
the
and is used
care for the machine
assistant to
as
ways
numerous
in

—

—

the real photographer.
Continued on page 106

;
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Songs, Poems, Etc.

—

IN BUSINESS, furnishing everything
men and women $30 to $100
weeldy operating our "Specialty Candy Fac-

$6 $18 a dozen decorating pillow tops at
home, experience unnecessary particulars for
Tapestry Paint Co., 110, LaGrange,
stamp.

tories'' anywhere.
Co., Box 98, East

Ind.

;

BE A DETECTIVE.

Ragsdale

— Age
Travel

make secret investigations, reSalaries expenses. American Foreign
Detective Agency, 114, St. Louis.

sary.
ports.

;

;

WORTH

$10.00
of finest toilet soaps, perfumes, toilet waters, spices, etc., absolutely
free to agents on our refund plan.
Lacassian
Co., Dept. 427, St. Louis, Mo.

RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTORS earn
from $110 to $200 per month and expenses.
Travel If desired.
Unlimited advancement.
No age limit. We train you. Positions furnished under guarantee.
Write for Booklet
CM 28, Standard Business Training Institute,
Buffalo, N. Y.

for Detective Work
Exunnecessary.
Write J.
Ganor,
S. Gov't Detective, 120, St. Louis,

AGENTS, $60

to $200 a Week, Free SamGold Sign Letters for Store and Ofwindows.
Any one can do it. Big demand. Liberal offer to general agents. Metallic
Letter Co., 431T N. Clark Street, Chicago.

MAKE

$314

MONTHLY

selling

vest-pocket windshield

patented

cleaner
Firins made
this first month
one rub keeps entire windshield clear 24 hours chemical-felt enameled
;

;

Chicago.

INVENTORS

mountings

guaranteed one year
sells
Security Mfg, Co., Dept. 359, Toledo. Ohio.
;

;

MONEY AND FAST

BIG

owner buys gold

initials

SALES.

PATENTS.

Highest references. Rates reaPromptness assured.
Best results.
Watson E. Coleman, Patent
Lawyer, 624 F Street, Washington. D. C.

PATENTS,

agents to
shirts direct to wearer.

work and dress

Exclusive patterns.
Madison Mills, 503 Broadway,

Free samples.
York.

New

WHY MANY MEN ARE OLD AT

Our

FORTY.

illustrated free booklet holds much of
interest to
men troubled with headache,

painful and tender feet, disturbed
slumber, prostrate gland disorder and other
painful conditions peculiar to men of middle
age and past.
Write today for your copy, it
will be sent free without obligation
Address
Electro Thermal Company, 3325 Main St.,
Stcubenville, Ohio.
sciatica,

AGENTS— 200%
article

Wonderful

profit.

something new

;

Trademark, Copyright, foreCorrespondence solicited.

PATENTS

SECURED.

Prompt

INVENTIONS WANTED. Cash or Royalty
Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., 223, St.

;

sells

like

little

wildfire

carry in pocket
write at once for Free
Sample. Albert Mills, Gen. Mgr., 5174 American Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.

be

ARE YOU INTERESTED

your future?

in

F.
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WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG.

We

compose music and guarantee to secure publication on royalty basis by New York publisher.
Our Chief Composer and Lyric Editor
is a song-writer of national reputation and has
written many big song-hits.
Submit poems
on any subject. Broadway Studios, 275 Fitzgerald Bldg..

New

York.

Short Stories and Photoplays

w r f"P i'^;— n won rlovfnl liftlp I'lnnlr
money-making hints. sug.gestious, ideas
the A B C of successful Story and Movie
TTT? 77

book explaining processes of
fermenting, distillation, with Gov-

mashing,

ernment regulations. $3.00 C. 0. D.
Co., Barker Blk., Omaha, Nebr.

Ti]

i

of

DeVol &

writing.
Absolutely Free.
address
,Tust
Authors' Press, Dept. 89. ,\uburii. N. Y.

on 35 linen cards and case 20
Big profits. .John
W. Burt, Coshocton, Ohio.

WRITE News Items and Short Stories for
pay in spare time. Copvright Book and plans
free.
Press Reporting Syndicate (406), St.
Louis. Mo.

YOUR name
Agents

cents.

outfit free.

—women
over
wanted.
Pleasant work.
Steady
$100
$195 month.
Experience
unnecessary.
List
positions
open —
Write immediately. Franklin Institute, Dept.
WORK

for your

Government.

Men

17,

positions.

to

free.

R-2, Rochester, N. Y.

Owners.

«p— t*

.

necessary
complete outline Free.
League. 439 St. Louis.
:

.|>'>UU

Producers

AMBITIOUS WRITERS send today for
Copy, America's leading magazine for
writers of Photoplays. Stories. Poems, Songs.
Instructive, helpful.
Writer's Digest
605
Butler Bldg.. Cincinnati.

Garagemen,

Me-

chanics, Repairmen, send for free copy of our
current issue. It contains helpful, instructive
information on overhauling, ignition troubles,
wiring, carburetors, stora'ge batteries,
etc.
Over 120 pages, illustrated.
Send for
free copy today. Automobile Digest, 530 Butler Bldg., Cincinnati.

PHOTOPLAYS wanted. Big prices paid.
We show you how. Get free

Great demand.
particulars.

—P

Rex Publishers, Box 175

Chicago.

HARDWOOD LAND,

in
Michigan, well
80 acre tracts $15 to $30 per
Small down payment, balance long time.
We help you. Send for Free booklet. Swigart
Land Co., X-1265, First Natl Bank Bldg,

located

;

acre.

Chicago.

20, 40,

Broadway Composing

Fitzgerald Building,

DO YOU WANT

Studios,

159C

New York City.
YOUR SONG POEMS

ac-

Send them today for best offer, imcepted?
mediate publication and free examination.
Song writing booklet on request. Authors &
Composers Service Co., Suite 602, 1431 Broadway, New York.

WANTED — Original

Ideas for songs.

Send

"How You Can Write The
Words For a Song." Leo Friedman, "Composer To The American People," composer of
for our free booklet,

such songs as "Meet Me Tonight In Dreamland,"
Me Call You Sweetheart,"
"Let
"Dreaming Of Old Erin," etc.. Is our chief
composer.
The sales of bis songs have run
Submit Ideas or song
into the millions.
poems for free criticism and advice, on any
subject.
We compose music, secure copyi'ight,
and print. The Seton Music Company. Suite
109, 920 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

SONG-POEMS WANTED.
free

Send poems for
Begin to
examination and acceptance.
Get acquainted with
talent pay.

make your

effect quick royalties or outright
furnish music, copyright same under
Booklet "Making
common sense contract.
Songs Pay'' Free. Music Publishers Service,
N.
Y. C.
Broadway,
1431
Dept. 17,

our plan to
sale.

We

Stammering
And

Stammering
Instructive booklet free.
Cured at Home.
Walter McDonnell. 80 Potomac Bank Building. Washington, D. C.

ST-STU-T-T-TERING

Wantea

28.

to tsuy

iMAIL US lOuK DlfeCAKDHiU J \\ i:^L.rii
Gold Crowns and Bridges, Watches, Diamonds,
Highest
Silver, Platinum & Old False Teeth.
Packages held 4 to 12
prices paid at once.
our
ofEer
if
expense
our
at
and
returned
days
li.

PHOTOPLAYS, MAGAZINE STORIES
wanted.

Criticism free

;

etc.,

on Commission.
a beginner, write

sell

Submit Manuscripts, or, if
Free Plot Chart and Details.
Harvard
Company, 460, San Francisco.
$50 $100 weekly writing Moving Picture
for

Farm Lands

compose music and guarantee

secure publication

New York music

Free

Automobiles

AUTOMOBILE

—
paid
Experience un-

Wltixiiv irxHJlL'l ijA 1
any one for suitable ideas.

poems,

on royalty basis by a
publisher.
Our Chief Composer and Lyric Editor Is a song-writer of
national reputation and has written many
big song-hits. Millions of copies of his songs
have been sold. You can write the words for
a song if you try. Do so now. Submit poems
Send today. Do not
to us on "any subject.
to

delay.

CLEVER

SIX DIFFERENT, INTERESTING,

Publications, Prepaid to any address only 25c.
Publishers price $1.50.
All current issues.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Walhamore Com-

:

ALCOHOL

'

write the music, copyright and print professional copies which are distributed to over
200 performers and theatres and submitted
Our Chief
to 80 publishers for outright sale.
of Staff wrote the Greatest Ballad Success of
AM Time. Millions of copies of his songs
have been sold. Bell Studios, 1490 Broadway,
Dept. 707, New York.

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG— 'We
friends

Trial reading for blrthdate and 10c.
Crane, 840 Advertising Bldg., Chicago.

ytlliy,

FREE—

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG— We
,

revise

To win

success?

happy?
Wonderful results.
"Success" key and Personality sketch for 10c and
Thomson-Heywood, 300 Chronicle
blrthdate.
Bldg., San Francisco.
and

free

"The Songinstructive booklet.
SubWriter's Guide," sent absolutely free.
mit your latest poems. We write music, print,
and secure copyright. The Metropolitan Studios, Room 210, 914 South Michigan Avenue,
Chicago.

Personal

DO You want

my

wonderful

Service.

for ideas.
Louis. Mo.

BOOKLET

SONG-WRITER'S

free.

Results procured.
Charges reasonable. Write
Metzger, Washington.

Avoid dangerous delays.
Send for our
"Record of Invention" form and Free Book
Send sketch
telling How to Obtain a Patent.
Preliminary ador model for examination.
vice
without charge.
Highest references.
Write Today. •!. L. "Jackson & Co., 135 Ouray
Bldg., Washington. D. C.

for

Ethwell
pamphlet "Song Writers Secrets."
Hanson, Room 610, 3810 Broadway. Chicago.

free.

most word

WRITERS — send

SONG

sonable.

You

SHIRT MANUFACTURER wants
sell

Blank

or

Washington, D. C.

.*S1
,p-L.L*w,

Big values.

!

Write for Evidence of ConSend
and free guide book.
sketch and description for free
Highest
opinion of its patentable nature.
Reasonable
references.
Prompt Attention.
Terms.
Victor J. Evans & Co., 767 Ninth,

model

EVERY

for his auto.

SONGWRITERS
Learn of the public's
demand for songs suitable for dancing and
the opportunities greatly changed conditions
offer new writers,
obtainable only in our
"Songwriters Manual & Guide" sent free.
Submit your ideas for songs at once for free
criticism and advice.
We revise poems, compose music, secure copyright and facilitate
free publication or outright sale of songs.
Knickerbocker Studios, 304 Gaiety Bldg., New
York.

PATENTS.

ception

.f^l.

50 mclive
makp .p±..j.j.
Sll
Tn-n
j.eii nt.flovc;
uaiiy
OLueis riolli?
easy.
Write for particulars and free samples.
American Monogram Co., Dept. 170; East
Orange. N. J.
Charire
v,*icii^c

HAVE

YOU SONG POEMS? I have best
proposition.
Ray Hlbbeler. D102, 4040 Dickens Ave., Chicago.

to secure patents
should write for our guidebook "How To Get
Your Patent." Send sketch or description for
our opinion of its patentable nature.
Randolph & Co., Dept. 412, Washington. D. C.

desiring

;

;

Mother,

Love,

Home, Comic or any sub.iect. I compose muand guarantee publication.
Send words
today.
Edward Trent, 625 Reaper Block,
sic

Patents and Lawyers

ples.

fice

WRITE A SONG POEM.

GIRLS Women, Become Dress Designers.
Sample
Learn while (arning.
$35 week.
Franklin Institute. Dept. R560,
lessons free.
Rochester. N. Y.

Booklet

MEN WANTED
perience

former U.

Write the Words for a Song.
We'll
compose the music free and publish same.
Send Song-Poem to-day.
B. Lenox Co., 271
W. 125th St., New York.

;

Experience unneces-

17 to 55.

YOU

—

Excellent opportunity,

good pay, travel.
Write C. T. Ludwig, 436
Westover Building, Kansas City, Mo.

ilEN

.

Help Wanted

Agents and Help Wanted

WE START YOU

Bool^let free.
Orange. N. J.

A

;

— Get
Plays.
prize

refused.
United States Smelting Works
(The Old Reliable) Dept. 65, Chicago, 111.

is

valuable Information
Photo Playwright College, Box

free book

offer.

XY 33 Chicago.
WRITERS Stories,

;

;

278

!

Shorthand

SHORTHAND — Best

Poems, Plays,

etc.,

are

wanted for publication. Literary Bureau, 175,
Hannibal Mo.

practical system, learn
speed with easy practice. Proof
in 5 hours
lessons, brochure free. King Institute. EB-26,
Station F, New York.
;

!

.
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"Our

Independent Artists

Make

Pictures of

;

THERE'S

an inspiration in independent work. The man who
working for himself is sure to do his best, to put every ounce
of his energy and abUity into his efforts. That's why pictiu-es by
independent artists excel.
is

All First National artists are independent stars or directors producing in their
own studios. And First National accepts their pictures for exhibition purposes
strictly on their merit as the best in entertainment.
Inc., is a nation wide organization of independent theatre owners who foster the production of finer photoplays and who
are devoted to the constant betterment of screen entertainment.
With this aim in view it has made arrangements with some of the best artists
Watch for the pictures with the First
for their product in the coming year.
National Trademark. It is a guarantee of exceptional pictures.

"If

Associated First National Pictures, Inc.

Nervousness in

man cannot be nervous or timid.
He is given every assistance but the
"I

Perfume!
,

perfumes, yet concentrated in such a
single drop of the delicate
odor lasts a full week. Hence, an absolutely
superior odor becomes economical at $15 an
ounce ! Mever anything like this before

What About

all

manner that a

l-F

long oloLss stopper covtaining SO drops, a eupply for
SO weeks.
Lilac, Crabapple $1.50
"Lily of the Valley, Rose.
Violet
fZ.OO

You Ca n TeB

I

it -fro

ma

Sample GENUINE DIAMONDSendiiback
MEXICAN DIAMOND

PAUL RIEGER&CO.
117

First St. San Frandsco.
(SiTice 187*.)

CaL

To prove our blue-white
closely
resembles a genuine diamond with same DAZZLING RAINROW FIUE. we will send a selected 1 carat gem in Ladies
Solitaire Ring (Cat. price $4.98) for Hall Price to ln>
troduce, $2.63, or in Gents Heavy Tooth Belcher King
(Cat. price S6.26) for S3.2o. Onr finest 12k Gold Filled moan-

GUARANTEED 20 YEARS. SEND NO MONEY. Just
mail postcard or this ad. State Size. We will mail at once C.
O. D. If not pleased return in 2 days for money back Ie3g
handling charges. Write for Free Catalog. Agents Wanted.
MEXICAN DIAMOND IMPORTING CO. Dept.CD2 Las Cruces, N. Mex.
(Exclusive GontTOlicra Mexican Diamontii}
tings.

Mon Amour Perfume
sample

offer, loz.

.

$1.50

SOUVENIR BOX

Extra special box of

five

Kill

PER F fifc^E t TOILgr-/wATE(»

2ic bottles of five different
Derfumes
$1.00

The Hair Root

My method is the onlv way to prevent the hair from growing ag^in.
Write today
Easy, painless, harmless. No scars. Rnnklet free.
enclosing 3 stamps. We teach Beauty Culture.
181-X Mahler Park.
Providence, R. I.
J. MAHLER.

....

—

work is
make it

his alone.

as difficult as possible

during the beginning of an apprenticeship. Then if a man gets through
that stage safely, I know he will stick
and I will have a good man.

The most exquisite perfume in the world send
for sample- sells at S15 an ounce and worth
it.
Eieger's Flower Drops — made without,
alcohol; made direct from the essence ot the
flowers themselves. The most refined of

Other Offers

Men.

a

A New

Direct from us or at dealers
Bottle of slower drops with

New

"Once I send a man out, he cannot come back without the goods, if
it is humanly possible to get the effect we want.
No matter what he
ruins, or how far he travels, or what
he takes he must get the picture.
That is the final word. You see, such

actual

20c (silver or stamps)
for a sample vial of this
precious perfume. Your
choice of odors, Lily of the
Valley, Rose, Violet. Lilac,
or Crabapple. Write now,

aptitude after

months of mechanical
training, we give him a camera in
minor positions and then let him
work up to act as second camera man.

—

Ask Your Theatre Owner If He
Has a First National Franchise

Send

man shows

a

three or four

Associated First National Pictures,

for

—

has five apprentices here at the present time they are paid by the government.

Highest Quality

[ Send

apprentices don't receive any-

pay the first few months not until
they can make themselves useful.
They are supposed to be able to
finance themselves until ready to
serve in some capacity.
Uncle Sam

D.

the

Working Hours?

"We

Camera
don't keep hours.
men have to learn self-sacrifice, too.
That is why I say it takes men to
enter this profession.
It is a pretty
safe bet that a camera man doesn't
get more than seven hours sleep a
day as a i:sual thing. Sometimes we
have to keep him working at night.
Again, he may have a week day off

He
to work on Sunday.
cannot always keep social engagements, for these may be interfered
with at a moment's notice.
"Really these men shouldn't have
families
that is an additional luxury
to which they are not entitled, considering the nature of their work and
I want my
their uncertain hours.
men to be as kind as kittens but as
courageous as lions.
and have

—

—

How

Far Can a Camera

Man Go?

"Most camera men seem
you

tell us the number of ring
Don't Send One Penny in Advance Just
want—your name, address and finger
size, and a beautiful sparkling Liznite Cem Ring will be sent you for ten days trial. So sure

we that neither you nor your friends can tell a Liznite Gem from a genuine diamond that
we want you to make comparison at our risk.

are

Gifts

^ Solid

Gold Mountings)

Hand Engraved
Extra Heavy Ring

Gem

Full Karat

Wl.

Exclusive Designs

Thai Last a Lifetime

As a gift or for yourself you will be convinced that after
making a careful examination, a beautiful dazzling Liznite
gem with its pore white color, brilliancy, cut and polish is the
closest thing to a diamond ever discovered and will stand
every diamond test; fire, acid and file. Send for yours TODAY.
We ManufactureRlngs—Import These Stones— SAVE YOU HALF!
Because we are manufacturers, we save you considerable,
every ring is band made, band engraved, exclusive designs,
extra heavy.

Get Your Choice TODAY—Just deposit $4.50 with postman
when ring arrives, wear it—if not satisfactory send it back
in ten days^ at our expense. If you decide to keep
balance $3,00 monthly.
"House of

THE LIZNITE CEM COMPANY

Qnality and

Price*' Deilr.1

132, 128 N. Wells

St.,

it,

pay

Chlcaeo,

satisfied,

Those
so far, to stay camera men.
who do big features are enormously
well paid and do not have to shoulder
the heavy responsibilities of a direcHowever, there is great entor.
couragement to go further just now
if they'd only see it.
Some of our
very best directors have been recruited from the ranks of camera
men. Artistic effects depend largely
upon the camera man, and unlike the
actors, he is not a puppet to be
shifted at the will of the director."

!

.
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What

Think

the Fans

Continued from page 84

Let's

Be

Fair.
the "Fans" have long
been a source of interest to me, as it is
always interesting to hear what other
people think about your pet hobbies.
The German films seem to be causing
considerable discussion of late, and rightly

Your

letters

Any

so.

For this
ashamed

when

I

from

to

like

put in a

I wish to extend my thanks to Nellie R.
Cornelius, and also to say that I will be
there to help her root for Douglas Mac-

—

—

—

and "Deception"

—was

weak compared

to

the best productions

of our land.
It is
to compare these presentations
best, as I understand the^- are

me

with our

Germany's best. One great commendation
seems to be the handling of mob scenes.
Personall}-, I detest mobs, whether I'm in
them or not, so can't enthuse over masses
of people rushing back and forth, in perfect or atrocious order.

One thing

her.
if Norma Talmadge has seen
dazzling foreign luminary?
I know
when she used to be the object of my
adoration her very name would send a
tingle of fire through me.
Now, her acting itself leaves me cold.
No one will
'.ver take her place with me, but my heart
aches to see that pedestal whereon I once
placed her empty.
With the hope that the players of the
silent drama will be as fair and generous
to
these
foreign
stars
their
brother
artists, as well as competitors
as your
magazine has been, I choose to remain
quiet until another disturbance arouses

wonder

;

—

_

—

_

to write.

—

Rutgers Arden.

145 State Street, Springfield, Mass.

From Another Admirer
It is with murder in my

of Mary.
heart that I

pen this letter in defense of "America's
Sweetheart," Mary Pickford. I have just
read Miss Ruth Werst's letter in the
September number of the Picture-Play
and I wish to state right here that I
think her most unjust in her criticism of
the most beloved of stars.
I admire Miss Minter very much, but I
do not think she would have the courage
to disfigure her face and depend upon
her art alone to carry the picture through.
There is one phrase which certainly

me and

Lean.

not expressed my
have this printed,
Sincere!}",
Eliz.mjeth AIe.vcham.
820 Xi-.'.th Avenue, East, Duluth, 'Slinn.
Haughty? Not to Her Friends.
I am
impelled to write to you after
reading Ruth Werst's letter about Marj^
Pickford.
I have
followed motion pictures from the time they began, and, having seen all the stars, I am convinced that
Mary Pickford is the unrivaled queen.
I,
too, saw "Suds," and I thought it
sweet and touching a simple story that
brought a lump to the throat and unashamed tears to one's ei'es only later to
be dispelled b}" laughter. To my mind, no
warm-hearted human being could resist
Alary Pickford's adorable appeal.
The amazing thing to me was the
writer's reference to Aliss Pickford as a

Hoping

have

I

thoughts too

freel}' to

Gentle on Hosiery
With

—

that is the remark that
Mary's admirers are few, and also the
msinuation that those who do admire her
are "insane."
Why, the cleanest, most

All-Rubber shre-vdly
Oblong Bultoii the

HOSE SUPPORTER

—

"haughty

the

fashioned

holds the
securely-

stocking

— but

most

the

in
place
without injury to

delicate

fabric.

silk

Sold Everywhere

GEORGE FROST

lady."
I happen to have
relatives who live in Los Angeles, quite
near her, and who see her almost daily.
They all sa}' that she is the most warmhearted, sweet, sincere, lovable person in

Makers

little

of the

BOSTON

CO.,

famous

Men

Boston Garter for

the world.
As for the theater that advertised "Tom
Mix also Alary Pickford," well, without
meaning disrespect to Tom Alix, I think
that
must have been some theater

—

manager

my

that compels
admiration
is that these players,
the principal ones,
act with astounding sincerit^^
For the
lesser roles, the parts are well played, no
more. The vivid Pola Negri has won approval here.
She is different and decidedly fascinating. I hope I see more of

gets

should

I

worthj^ of attention.

is

;

me

however, and

reason, I had a queer, almost
sort of feeling come over me
heard how the motion-picture

innovation

—

I
this

—

good word for Tommy Meighan, Richard
Barthelmess, and that "soon to be" star,
Kenneth Harlan.

people in Los Angeles had acted in regard
They, of all people,
to their showing.
should have shown the courtesy due to a
competitor, for such these foreign actors
are.
No great art can grow without competition.
The present-day state of the
American film industry has shown this.
Now with an incentive, let's hope the
people in our own country can forge ahead
of the rest of the world.
Besides why do such a pettish thing as
oppose that which offers no real opposition?
These films from Germany .are
worth considering, but they are nothing
miraculous.
The acting is excellent, but
it has
been equaled by American performers the stories were excellent, but
ours have been better the best ones the
photography was not equal by any manner
of means to Tourneur's or to Griffith's
wonderful visions; the continuity of the
two pictures which I have seen "Passion"

fair for

wholesome, and most human plays ever
portrai'ed on the silver sheet have had as
their star
Mary Pickford!
Mary Pickford is not my only favorite,

instasit Relief

Aliss Pickford need not and surely does
not worry about the few who do not like
her.
The millions who love her and who
have enshrined her in their hearts, simply
make the others appear insignificant.
West Orange, New Jersey.
E. AI. G.
You Get the Picture!

Don't send

/

I.

I

of my friends vvrote you a letter
month, and when she got her copy of
Picture-Play this month she was rather
peeved because her letter wasn't in it.
Then I told her that I would bet her a
picture of Constance Talmadge against

First, I want to second that article in
which you said that you knew that Picture-Play's readers don't want to be
bunked. It must be a relief to express
your real opinions and that is what your

The reason I like Picture- Play so
much is because it's so different and so
vivid.
I don't know whether that's the
right word to use or not, l)Ut our English
teacher always used vivid in anything she
was speaking of and besides, I like the
sound of it.
like all your writers very much,
I
especialljf Emma-Lindsaj^ Squier.
By the
way, Air. Editor, I do wish you could
publish Sally's real name in your "Revelations of a Star's Wife." I've made a hundred guesses who she is.
I've written 3'ou more than I intended
now, and besides, thty have some new
books in at the library and they put them
on the shelves at seven o'clock sharp.

FootRemei^

Co.,

2207 Millard

if

six-thirty now,
I want to get one.
it's

I'd

better hurry
R. E. A.

McAlester, Oklahoma.
P. S.

Do

I

get that picture of

Hawley or not?

Wanda

Ave., Dep. 133, Chicago

La Goutte - a » Goutte
RESTORES

GRAY HAIR

p-^- d

Gray, faded,

streaked

or lifeless hair restored
to any shade in one
application.
Does not
discolor scalp, fade, nor
rub off on the pillow.
Mai es a lastins;, rich»
lovely color. No after
necpssary.
s h a VI poo

;

As

i

while you are wearing as tierhtshoea
aaever. I know it will do all this and
I want you to send for "Fairyfoot"
FREE Decause I know you will then
tell all your friends about it just aa
these 72.500 others are doinir. Write now.:
announcement may not appeal* in tbisjpaper&tr;
Just send your name and addre.sa ana^'Fsiryf c
will be sent promptly in plain sealed env^jiopt

could

interviews sureh' do.

entirely at
expense,
don't care how disg-usted you

feel with yourbunion— you have
not tried my remedy and I have
such absolute confidence in it
that 8 am soing to send you
this treatment absolutely
FREE. It is a wonderful yet
simple home treatment which
relieves you almost instantly of
all pain; it removes the cause of
the bunion and thus the ugly
deformity disappears— all this

One

I

my

FREE,

last

a picture of Wanda Hawley that
write a letter you'd publish.

me one cent— just

me prove 5. to you as I have
done for over 72,500 others in the
last six months.
i claim that
"Fairyffoot" is an absolute sue- /
cesfui bunion remedy. Hundn^ds
of thousands say so and I want f
you to let me send it to you
let

You can apply it in the
privacy of your own

home

in a

of 32 shade.^ given from
postpaid. Order direct, or

Anyone
SI. 67

few

ONE

fninutes.

package.

me

a Little Lock of Your
Hair—I'll color It Without Cbarge

Send

Cut it close to head avd say vhat color you wish.
have helped thousands of ladies v ith dandruff,

I

oily or

Write

dry scalps, falling hair, getting bald. etc.
fully.
No charge for franlc opinion.

"SECRETS

of

BEAUTY," my new

booklet,

mailed free on request.
I.

PIERRE VALLIGNY, Room 98, No. 34 West 58th

St.,

New York

a

!
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Head

Drama

First Into
Contimied from page 74

me, and I've always studied.
I
should be supremely happy if I were
"
able to be in concert, but
Success on the concert stage is infrequently attained by anybody but
European artists, however.
"I felt I must earn my own living.
to

several things,

I tried

tion
I

One

Not

Any

Now"

Gray Hair,
"And my

hair was quite gray a
short time ago!
"It was falling out, getting: brittle and
stringy. My scalp was filled with dandruff

Kolor-Bak

not a dye or

— Dot

a

stain.

colorless, stainless,

A

few months ago a dramatic producer, William Christy Cabanne, requested the Sennett studio to lend
Miss Hammond to him for the leading role in his forthcoming picture,

HYGIENIC LABORATORIES
38tli

St, Depl, 11317 Chicago

WM'ER'WAVEI

';>y50UlR=HAIR

Water-Maid Wavers '
Produce a natural, beautiful ripple
that remains in straightest
week or more, even in damp
weather or when perspiring. If the
hair is fluffy only use the wavers once

wave

hair a

after every shampoo.
Send for Water Wavers (patented) today— stop

burning hair with hot irons or twisting with
curlers which breaks the hair. Absolutely sanitary—universally successful endorsed by society'sleaders. If yourdealerdoesn't handle them
send $2 for set of 6 mailed with full directions.

—

WATER. MAID WAVER

117-

B West Seventh

St.

A
anything

glowing

healthfully

FLO-RA-ZO-NA
Bath Cartons

FLO-RA-ZO-NA IS
GUARANTEED to contain no alum, epsom salts,
or any harmful ingredient,
on the contrary, it is an
healthful
reeffective,
ducer, scientifically stim-

ulating to circulation.

pleasing and comfort-

Fourteen Treatments

way

to reduce.

$3.00

Postpaid

If your dnippist cannot supply you send $3.00

Canada)

direct to

Royr! Pharmaceutical & Perfumery Co.,
49 East 102nd

got into drama

I

found

must look well, but I discovered that I was strangely intrigued by
the thought that I was actually doing
a real, human character, and I bewell, I

gan to realize how an actor gets keyed
up to an emotional pitch. It was so
new
It was wonderful
an inspiration
and I could understand what
!

—

—

people

mean when

they speak about
"

an actor 'living a part.'
Judging from what Father

mond

Ham-

me

Harriet has sacrificed
everything to her ambition. She goes
to bed at nine o'clock and arises the
next morning at six. She has never
been to a film-colony party since she's
been in pictures. She apparently has
told

no

interest whatever in society.
"I have to get up early," she explained, "because it takes me two

hours to make up.
"I would never advise a

girl to
try the screen," she said, "unless she
is level-headed.
Of course there are
temptations.
AVhere aren't there
any?
But pictures require undue

A

thought and repose.
girl has to
consider her appearance because the
picture-going public don't care to see
her if she's not looking her best."

Street,

Inc.

New York

House on Dream

—

in

played in it,
his kindness

able

I

mental attitude changing,"
she mused.
"I was intensely interested, fascinated, with every movement, every aspect.
I didn't walk
into a scene with the feeling of Oh,

Street

Continued from pat^e 83

perfumed bath
powder that Iea\ es your
and beautifully smooth
through your daily bath
sprinkled with

Dept. 235.

she finished this picture she
went back to the low-and-behold garb
and the quick-walk comedies.
But
Fatty Arbuckle wanted her as his
leading woman at Lasky's in "Should
a Man Marry?" and she was loaned
again.
And finally she load hardly
finished this work when she was

the picture,

delicately

in.

When

USE FLO-RA-ZO-NA—

A.

She played

"When
my whole

Ohio

to obtain it

{ip4.00

"Live and Let Live."

the part, and it whetted her appetite
for more drama.

"Bits of Life."

CO.

Cincinnati,

Figure^
A Slim
how
sliin

in stock at Sennett's."

who

has "arrived" in pictures will recite a certain amount of
disappointments, of disillusionments
she has experienced. Particularly in
comedy studios is jealousy a prevalent
factor among the beauties the whole
life is one of rivalry.
Miss Hamgirl

cure the ailment.

Book on Hair which explains how KolorBak restores gray hair to its original color.
3334-3338 W.

mo-

mond v/ent all through that stage,
and once some one even went so far
as to put something in her make-up
which made her face sore and kept
her out of the running until she could

It is
harmless and restores
original color to gray hair simply by putting hair and scalp in a healthy condition.
Send for our special trial offer; also Free
is

finally

;

and itched almost constantly.
"A few applications of Kolor-Bak produced a wonderful innprovement. The itching stopped instantly. There was no more
dandruff. And— marvel of marvels— it is

now restored to its original color
gray hair shows anywhere!"

was taken on

and

After a long delay,

pictures.

called for a part in Marshall Neilan's

"Oh,

when

I

say,

halfway terms about
about the part he had
about Mr. Griffith and

you know

saw the way

just hurt me
'Dream Street'
"
it

was panned. The critics
"They said nice things about your
work as the big, good-natured tough,"
Mr. Georg put in.
Ralph laughed.
"Most of them did, but oh, boy,
you should have seen what some of
Maintained that I overthem said
!

"

acted

Fie suddenly
tensely so, as he

—

mean

—
—laughs instead

of

smiling,

swears instead of frowning, do you
doubt his sincerity? No, because he
really feels that way and expresses
himself in the only way^ he can.
"I'm not saying this in self-jus-

" he broke off. scratch-

tification

ing his arms in an embarrassed way.
"It's just one of my beliefs about
acting in general."

accused him of having a philoslife.
He admitted it seriously, without hesitancy.
"Yes, I really have. I believe that
right thinking will make things come
right.
I believe that if you can elimI

became
is

serious,

intense in

in-

all his

other feelings.

"Do you know," he said to me, "I
don't believe there is any such thing
You
in the world as overacting?
There
either act or else you don't.
But
is good acting and bad acting.
if you feel your role, if vou actually
don't care if you tear
live it
I

—

around the stage and chew up the furniture
it's
real because it's you
Because one person is more emotional
than another in everyday life, I

ophy of

inate hate, distrust,

and oversensitive-

our mind that you will
find your house on Dream Street.
After all, we make our own obstacles
when we create mental images of fear
ness from

3'

;

Advertising Section
and doubt.
cally

where

I'm not talking theoreti-

know! I got to the point
was dissatisfied, where I

I

;
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I

thought people had it in for me I
was always being hurt by trivial
things.
Then one day I looked at
myself in the glass, and could actually see my thoughts beginning to
show themselves in my face. I said
to myself, 'Now's the time to quit.'

"How handsome

And

Much

;

I

did."

I

Ralph

asked

about

the hat

early
slouched in
his

"Oh, I began in the regular way
know, as 'atmosphere.' And,
believe me, I was mighty thin atmosphere at that. I was a scrawny kid
in those days
no one ever thought
"
I'd be a husky
He glanced
down over his six-foot frame and
grinned at me.

lies

in

makes

a

— the pretty Pr/'sc/Z/a

Dean Tarn

career in pictures.
He
his chair and tortured the handkerchief into a Gordian knot.

she is!"

charm

of her

charming

that

frame

every

for

face

—you

;

"And

as for the 'parts' I played in
those days
it was at the old
Biograph in Chicago say, I was the
five thousandth extra in a mob scene
of five thousand people.
I was the
fellow who stood in the back row and
waved a spear as the king passed by.

—

—

butted my way into
a small part by sheer nerve. Told
the director I had done a lot of work,
et cetera, and he believed me.
Then
I began to climb little by little, and

"But

Mr.

I finally

Griffith

his pictures.

The Charming Priscilla Dean Tarn
Smart and serviceable,
and Winter

—
—

—

Only $2.50, it represents the best value you ever
did see! You can get it in White, Bright Red,
Jade Green, Navy, Tan, Dark Brown, Orange and
Copenhagen, and other popular Fall shades. Whatever your type may be, the Priscilla Dean Tam, in
the color you select, will become you! Order yours

really big

first

No,

I

Ixclusiue 'Makers
*7^riseil/a

The

Priscilla
Velvet, satin

come back."

J

'

talked a little of the future, of
ultimate stardom. Ralph was uncer-

Address
If I decide

be a
star very soon. After all, it's more a
complimentary term just now than
anything else.
Your work is what
really counts.
I've only made a beginning. I haven't any illusions about
myself at all. I have acc|uired a cerdon't think

amount of technique,

Dean Tam
lined,

in

I

know

—

Dream

—

.Street."

return Tam, w.uney
iefunded.

to be

Lyons

now

$4.00,

M^ihpiS^
H

BE POPULAR!

t® 6©%
GKAFEiEX-KOBAKS
on

slightly used

Learn to Dance Well!
Arthur Murray has invented
method which enables any one

\f{Y\^X Cameras and Lenses of every description.
Equal to new. Save money. Write nov? for
k! 1 ife^

j

1

!
H
Ml

Free Bargain Book and Catalog
^lOJ-^^
*-T^^=»-5'_iistinsr hundreds of noney-savinfr bargains in

'jphl

j0

^>>.j.^i_^^fe^7?3ii^htlvused

^JUr

if

and new ..ameras and supplies.

All

liiir gocds sold on 10 days' Free Trial. Money back
not satisfied. You take no chances dealing with us. We
in the photogmpbii- business over ] 6 yrs. Write now*

have been

CEHTAAL CAMERA 00. DepU 39B 124 S. Wsbasli

Ists
and all
Arti.sts. Con-

latest steps

in

rSnn?

Av. Chicage

CAR'tOO N-^

new
a
to learn

a few hours at home.
No music or partner needed.
Success
"60.000
positively
guaranteed.
have
To prove
learned to dance by mail."
that you can. learn easily and quickly.
Arthur Murray will send you free of
cliarge two dancing lessons,
rlcl^l^ To cover postage, handling
the

etc.,

ARTHUR MURRAY,

Studio

25c.

senil

13.

Broadway,

290

N.

Criticisms, Les..pWJ sons, Etc., 20c copy. $1 year.

T^^N;j40 Human Figure Plates 40
^'
In fine case. SI. with maga"

zine $1.75; 6 different sets,
plates each, Art model photos, etc.,
C. O. D.,

on approval. Send

Art Magazine, 738

NOW

40

You Have Never been
Anything Like This Before

$5,

Flower Drops the most exquisite
peifume ever prodnceJ, Ma'.efrom

Kalamazoo, aiich.
J

I'll

some of the 'don'ts' of the business.
But as for stardom" he smiled suddenly, one of those smiles that makes
him look very lovable and little-boyish
"that's 'way around the corner
on

—

lo

of

T

I

St.,

—

Name

'

tain.

"Oh, gee,

Lake

VV.

I

SAVE 25%

'

We

tain

CO.,
Chicago, 111.
Enclosed is $2.50 (Canada. .$3.00) for
which please send me a Priscilla
Dean Tam, in
postage paid.

904

i

Street' is

haven't left Mr. Griffith

I'll

BAER BROS. MFG.

i

ready.

going out to Los Angeles
now to make a picture for R. A.
Walsh. 'Kindred of the Dust,' it's

But

or letter with $2.50.

^ean ^ams

am

called.

We

coupon

BAERBR0S.MF£.C0

thing I've ever

I'm going to work with him as long
as he wants me. No matter how well
I may do elsewhere, I'm going to be
ready to work for him. He is absolutely the master picture maker. And
you can't imagine how wonderful he
is to the people who work with him.
"I

Dean Tarns. Look
when you buy— your

— now!

today

gave me several bits in
I played opposite Dor-

"But of course 'Dream

Stores everywhere carry Priscilla
for the label
quality guarantee
will send you a tam
direct, if you wish.
Just send the

the perfect hat for Fall

is

Soft,
beautifully colored
"Suede-Like,"
artfully
draped, a band and neatly tailored bow of grosgrain
ribbon, and an inner elastic band to insure snug fit
Fashion present you with
for any head size, and lo!
the ideal hat for women
the Priscilla Dean Tain
and girls popular the country over.

othy Gish in several comedies. Maybe
you remember 'I'll Get Him Yet' and
'Little Miss Rebellion?'
the
had.

it

:

'

The Wondei^Wafkireg Lotion

A sinple drop lasts a week.
Bottle like picture with long glass
etopuer. LilacorC^ilbaplJIe:S1.60;Lily
of the Valley, Rose or Violet. 52.01;
Eomanza, our latent Flower Drops,
50. Above otlors in hiilf oz. bottles
flowers.

ss'OO.

one

oz.

Sl.j.PO.

Sen

fl

20c

stamps

or silver for miniature bcttle

Use like toilet water. Is positively
recommended for quickly removing
PERFUME & TOILJ.T-'WATER

PIMPLES, BLACKHEADS, ACNE
Eruptions on the face or body, enlarged
Endorsed
pores, oily or shiny skin.
by druggists, physicians, and over

Women
100,000 Mien and
Ciear-Tone after

test cases, who Bucceeded with
failing with everything else. V7rite today for
my Free booklet, "A dear-Tone Skin" telling
how I cured myself after being afflicted 15 years.

E.S.GIVENS, 237 Chemical BIdg., Kansas City.Mo.

Eieger's

Mon Amour,

Garden Queen.
Parfum Eicnzi,

S2.00;

ounce

Alcazar,

$1.50;
S2,2ai

nothing finer;
Honolulu Boquet Sl.CO At druggists or
b.v

mail,

Send

Sl.OD

$2..'i0,

_

_

fop sonvenir box of five

25o bottles, different odors.
PAULRIEGER &C0. 118 IslSt.. SanFranciscO

Advertising Section
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The

"You Should Have

GOOD HEALTH
and a

PERFECT FIGURE
and you CAN'^
Says Annette Kellermann

Picture Oracle

Continued from page 95

Interested.

— Elliott

Dexter was

ill

a Crime.

is

for

quite a long time.
He is, however, back
on the screen again and working very
hard. He is appearing in all-star features
and also starring in some other pictures
"The Witching Hour" was his
as well.
Before
first starring picture for Lasky.

The man who marries a
pure woman, knowing that he
physically

I

wish
it

could speak with you personeasier to con-

I

would be so much

vince you.

"I could

tell

about my own exwas puny and
how by devoting my-

you

How,

perience:

all

as a girl, I

underdeveloped;
self to a study of

my body

1

gradually

niy figure, health and

perfected

appear-

ance to such an extent that / became
known the world over as the PERFECT

WOMAN.

Think

of

it!

"1 could show you how the very methods
that did so much for
can reduce or
develop
figure, increase YOUR
energy and improve YOUR health and
general appearance; how you can do
all this without the use of drugs or ap-

ME

YOUR

paratus,

in

room, for only
fifteen
minutes each day.
could

give
you proof conclusive
from the hundreds
of cultured women
who have followed

my

methods

such

remarkable
can

for^^my

booklet,

FREE

are also in the cast.

i.s

trated with photographs
of myself and outlines my
systt'm and explains my

—

Alice B, G. Quebec. Frank Mayo is
surrounded by the bonds of matrimony.
He was entered on the birth records of
New York in 1886. He is still with UniHis newest film is "The Fighting
versal.

methods

frankly and
proves that
It
there is a way to good
perfect
figure.
a
health and
clearly.

Send a two-cent stamp

now and "The Body

Lover."

Beautiful" uuilt reach
you by return mail.
You owe it to your-

<

self at least to inves-

t'-

Veronica Mary K.
born

tigate.

ANNETTE KELLERMANN
907

Suite

P,

29 West 34th

Miss Kellermann enjoys the disi
the most Perfect formed

I

St.,

N. Y. C.

of being accredited

Study Cinematography, tlie science of Motion Pictures,
New, Ffiscinating, Remunerative.
Positions pay $3,000
to

$5,000.

Write for iirospectus.

American
Dept.

3,

Institute of Cinematogrrapliy
Steinway Hal! BIdg., C hicago

— Madge

Evans was

New York

City in 1909. Prior to
her screen career she appeared on the
stage with John Barr\Tnore in "Peter
Ibbetson."
Her screen career stretched
over several years.
in

—

Miss Francis C. "Hoot" Gibson was
born in Tekamah, Nebraska, in 1892. He
tips the beam at one hundred and sixty
pounds and is two inches shy of six feet.
Write him personally for a picture. He
is starring in five-reel Westerns for Universal.
His first is "The Mascotte of
Three Stars." Clara Horton has the leading feminine role opposite him.

Martha

D.

—We

do not give personal

addresses. Your letters will reach all the
stars at the addresses given at the end of
this department.

Wear a Osa-Gem
you can tell from
YOUR money back
DIA-GEMS arc guaranit

a

it

diamond.

teed absolutely perfect, like blue-white
diamonds. They stand all diamond tests.
Srilliancy guaranteed everlasting. Set in
Solid Gold Rings. Your friends will think
expensive blue-white diamond.
it
i:

Send No Money— 15 Days Free
SELECT ring, eive finger size and address. We'll send a DIA-GEM
about one carat by parcel post. Deposit only $4.00 with post*
master. It is only a deposit, not a payment. Wear our valuable
DIA-GCrvtring 15 days. You assume no risk. If satisfied, pay only
L^Z.OO a month for six months. Your money back If not satislied.

L.blA-GEM

COMPANY

nIw vI^rk"'"^^

A. B.
King.

D.— She

is

not related to Mollle

—

- Jules
C.
The players are all of various religions.
Marguerite Courtot was
born in Summit, New Jersey, August 20,

i8q7.

William

Duncan

is

married

to

Edith Johnson. George B. Seitz was born
in Massachusetts, in 1883.

Modern

Physical and Health Specialist
Dept.

545

Newark. New Jersey

-

FREE CONSULTATION COUPON
Mr. Lionel Stronefort, Dept. 545. Newark. N. J.—
Please send me your book, "PKOMOTION A^XD

CONSERVATION OF HEALTH, STRENGTH AND

MENTAL ENERGY,"

for

postage

a 10c piece (one dime).
before the subject in which I

close

.

Colds
.Catarrh

.

.

.

.

.

.

I

Pimples
Blackheads

.

.

on which I enhave marked (X)

am

interested.

.Vital Depletion
.

Impotency

Asthma

.Increased

.Falling Hair

H ay

Height
Insomnia
.Short Wind

.Weak Eyes

Fever
Obesity

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Headache

.

.Thinness
Rupture

.

.Stomach

.

Lumbago

Disorders
.Constipation
Biliousness
.Torpid Liver
Indigestion

Neuritis

Neuralgia
Flat Chest
Deformity
(Describe)

,

.

.

.

.Successful

.Skin

Disorders

Despondency
.Round Shoulders
Lung Troubles
.

.

.Stoop Shoulders

.

Nervousness
.Poor Memory

.Muscular
Development

Rheumatism

.Great Strength

.

Marriage

G astritts

Heart Weakness
.Poor Circulation
.Bad Blood

.

.Flat Feet

.

.

Name
Age

Occupation

Street

State

City

Secrets ofBeauty
ParkyrsBevealed
Become a

Wonderful Opoortunity to
Beauty Specialist ^,-«e'eTs'^^oSe°vL^/^^^^^^^^^

to S75 a week. Experience not necessary. In a few weeks' spare time
at home, we ma'to you expfrt in all braiches, such as Muscle Strap.
Mad Packs. Hair Dyoin^. Permanent Wave. Marcelling Skin Work,
Manicuring, Electrolysis, etc. You can earn while you learn, griving
Beautv Treatments amon^ r'^ur friends and neichbors, or open your
own Beauty Ptrlor. Authorized Diploma, MoneyBack Guarantee.
Write todav for Free Book. Explains this
wonderful svstem and Spec-al Offer.

Dome

FRCP
r
nCC D%7Vr%
ORIENTAL SYSTEM OF BEAUTY CULTURE

Dept.

1548 Belmont Avenue
Chicago,
OriginatoTB of the Ftunous Oriental Preparations

811

Illinois

DR. LAWTON'S Gnnrmteed

FAT REDUCER
will

show

reduction
place in 11

taldns

days

FOR MEN AND WOMEN

money reThe Re-

or

funded.
ducer (not electrical)

reduces
parts

unsightly
promptly, re-

ducing
only
where
you wish to lose, and
the Lawton Method
dissolves and eliminates superfluous fat
from
system.
the
diEasily followed
rections do not require exercises, .starv-

medicine

or

treatments: not

on!y

ing,

—

X. Y. Zeez. Are you any relation of
my old correspondent Abie Sees? Every
single question you asked has already
been answered in this issue.

can help you.

I

CUT OUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON

.

It is practically

Dorothy Dalton and Conrad Nagel

dise."

"The Body
" It illus-

Beautiful.

—

—

Health

of

LIONEL STRONGFORT
STRONGFORT
The Perfect Man

—

with

find out
Send

California.

Mae R. Mildred Harris is no longer
Her
under the First National banner.
contract has expired and she has moved
her wardrobe trunk over to the Lasky lot,
where she is parked in a dolled-up dressing room where she is working in a
Cecil De Mille production, "Fool's Para-

success.

How you

Wife."

Mildred E. H.— Henry Walthall has
completed his tour on the road and is
soon to make his reappearance in pictures.
He is, at present, with his wife in

ui)

Promotion will
Nature in restoring your Flagging Powers and Manhood and Fit
you for Marriage and Parenthood.
guarantee it
1
Mention the ailments on which
you want special confidential InEormation and send with 10c to help
pay postage, etc.. on my free book.
"Promotion and
Conservation
of
Health,
Strength
and
Mental
Energy." It's a man-huilder and a
life saver.
Send for it Rioht Now.

Some

of the most recent pictures in which
Mr. Dexter will be seen are "The Affairs
of Anatol" and with Elsie Ferguson in
"Peter Ibbetson."

You

honor.

aid

part of

My

impossible
to gain entrance into any motion-picture
studio, and it is but right.
The motionpicture business is just as much of a business as any other.
You wouldn't expect
to be allowed to roam all over any other
business institution and look over the
shoulders of the workers to see what
they are doing, would you ?

your own

I

the

your

in

STRONG FORT ISM— The
Science

Husband," and "For Better, For Worse."

Herbert H.

the privacy of

but cheer

New." He appeared in "Maggie Pepper"
with Ethel Claj'ton, "Don't Change Your
plays

good,
not
worst

is

must not deceive her.
You dare
not marry until you are physically
fit.
The way looks hopeless to you,

some of Cecil De Mille's best
known productions, such as "We Can't
Have Everything," "The Whispering
Chorus," "The Girl Who Came Back,"
"The Squaw Man," and "Old Wives for

"Behold

trusting

is

plaj'ed in

IVIabel Julienne Scott
Lali. the Indian girl, in

the

Crime known to civilization. Where
do you stand ?
Are you fit to
marry?
Some sweet, innocent girl

appearing in "Behold jMy Wife" he had
ally,

commits

fit,

you of fat. hut
improves appearance
and general healtli.
brings physical and
mental
vigor.
and
enables you to regain and retnin your
normal weight.
Dr. Lawton (shown in picture) reduced from 211 to 152 pounds.
This reducer and genuine method have been the means wlieretiy a great number of fat people throughout the TTnited States and
elsewhere have easily gotten ricl of unhealthy disfiguring fatty tissue without discomfort.
Any stout man or
woman car obtain these results, whether 10 or 100
The comlbs. overweight, look better and feel better.
Replete cost is $5 00.
Send for your reducer today.
rids

member

it

is

guaranteed.

DR.
120 West 70th

Office

hours.

10-4 daily.

THOMAS LAWTON
St.

Dept. 186

New York

Advertising Section
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—

Miss Anita R. Wallace Reid is Mr.
Dorothy Davenport. Wanda Hawley is
the better half of Bert Hawley. Her latest
is
"A Kiss in Time." T. Roy
Barnes supplies both the kiss and the time
in this picture.
Wallace Reid's newest ve-

picture

hicle

"Peter Ibbetson," with Elsie Fer-

is

guson and Elliott Dexter. Arnold Gregg
had the lead opposite Edith Roberts in
"White Youth." No doubt you will soon
hear from the players you wrote to in
the form of an autographed photo.
Bessie M.
is_

the

—Germantown,

birthplace

of

Pennsylvania,
Sherry.
year of Alice

Barney

J.

Eighteen-ninety is the
Joyce's arrival on this earth.

Edna

BOBBED HAIR— the Fashionable
—Be

Aristocratic Head-dress
Bobbed Without Cutting Your Hair

charm
THE
originated

and beauty

—

of

the

NATIONAL BOB—

by us
made It tlie last word in atcoiffure.
Even if your hair is already bobbed,
you can also wear the NATIONAL BOB, for It saves
the annoyance of curling, Ijurniiig or cutting your own
hair.
Two tiny combs attach it securely on and off in
a jiffy.
Send a strand of your hair and SIO.OO
The Bob will be sent to you at once, postpaid. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Free hair goods catalogue sent on
tractive

—

_

WIGS FOR DOLLY
Make your
new with

old

dolly

a National

look
Dolly

—
—

curls— send $2.50.

Wig

in

BOTJ-

send 85c

and your dealer's name

—

Box

for

of 6
each net guaranteed perfect and extra large
size.

State color and style.

NATIONAL HAIR GOODS
368

Virginia
Staurollte

Lucky Stone
of Virgfnia.

Guaranteed

genuine.
Listed Page 855 U. S. Geological Survey.
Tradition says they bring
good luck.
Roman or Maltese Cross.
Mounted to wear on chain, gold filled,
Malies .a
75c.
Solid Gold Cap, $1.50.
beautiful charm.
Write for copy free

S 1^
i.Wl
ILjipl

MESEROLL

H.

New York

(Natural Cross) found In the

Blue Kidge Mts.

J.

CO.

Avenue

Sixth

V.

0.

Make-up

the artists

is to

what reThere

— but

it

Box

288.

Camden, N.

in.

Miss GussiE M.— The cast for "A
Daughter of Two Worlds" was
Norma
Talmadgc as Jenny Alalonc, Jack Crosbj'
as Kenneth Harrison, William Shea as
"Slim" Jackson, Frank Sheridan as "Black
Jerry" Malone, Joe Smiley as Sam Conzvay, Gilbert Rooney as Harry Edwards,
Millicent Martin as Gloria Raymond, and

J.

Go About

a pull? Don't you think it.
a man is hired he gets
paid for exactly what he does,
there's no sentiment in business. It's
preparing for the future and knowing
what to do at the right time that
doubles and trebles salaries.

Remember When You
Were a Kid
and

first

how much
is.

I

I
tell

lots

it

is?

It.

more

him

— So

you think I
no matter

salary,

You mean, how

wish you would

any good.

little

it

the editor that.
all the time, but it doesn't do
_

tell

Jack Deinpsey

will

probably

return to pictures and do another serial,
since the
outcome of his fight with
Georges Carpentier was so successful for
him.

Helen L. DeV.— I
get into the pictures.

can't

help you to

Restore

tried to ride a bike for the very
time? You thought that you would
never learn and then all of a sudden

Silver

Threads

We Will

—

of streaking or

discolora-

Perfect cut. blue-white diamonds oS
superior quality, high grade jewelry
and watches on longest terms ever
ottered -A FULL YEAR TO PAY. No
money in advance—if not satisfied, return

wash

or rub off. Leaves
soft, fluffy, lovely to curl and
dress.
Restoration complete in 4 to 8
days, whether your gray hairs are many
or few.
if

to

— enclose lock
and application

out coupon carefully

possible.

Trial bottle
mail.

comb come by return

Full

at our expense.

sized

8

your druggist or direct from us.
Don't risk ruining your hair with cheap

PER

GUARANTEE

substitutes.

us.

I
I

Town

Co

State

Architect
Building Contractor
i

Automobile Engineer
Automobile Repairman
Civil Engineer
Structural Engineer

Accountant and Auditor
Bookkeeper
Draftsman and Designer
Electrical Engineer
Electric Light & Power
General Education

confidential,

tlie ROYAL way without
Our money saving catalog is yours

Name
J
I

Drexel Ave. and 58th St., Chicago
information on how the PROMOwill help me win promotion in the

job checked.

ment 375.
I

full

feeling
for the
asking.
Get this free catalog with thousands of
articles to select from now— 30 days' trial on anything
you order from our $2,000,000 stock. Write Depart-

transactions

brown

.....

Street

INCREASE

diamonds bought from

Thousands buy

Mary T. Goldman, 837 Goldman BIdg., St. Paul, Minn.
Please send me your FREE trial bottle of MaryT.
Goldman's Hair Color Restorer with special comb. I am
not obligated in any way by accepting this free ofler.
jet black...
The natural color of my hairisblack

Name

all

me

Business Manager
Cert. Public Accountant

the cost.

light

on

Send

TION PLAN

no

All

references demanded.

MaryT.GoIdman, 837 GoldmanBldg., St.Paul.M'mn.

medium brown

YEARLY

CENT

bottle at

dark brown

and 58th SU
CHICAGO

AMERICAN SCHOOL
Dept. G-876,

it.

— nothing
your hair
Fill

loss to

Orexel Ave*
G-876.

These disfiguring gray streaks which
look a hundred years old
a\vay with Mary T. Goldman's
Hair Color Restorer. Mail coupon for free
trial bottle and test on single lock. This

No danger

Show You How

you of a single working
hour, we can show you a sure way to
success and big pay. A large number
of men in eacli of the positions listed
are enjoying their salaries because of
our help we want to help you. Make
check on the coupon against the job
you want and we will help you get it.
Write or print your name on the coupon
and send it in today.
Without

ANiRBCAN SCHOOL

make you
comb them

tion

—

you knew how, and said in surprise:
"Why it's a cinch if you know how."
It's that way with most things, and getting a job with big money is no exception to the rule, if you know how.

—

Those

proves

You

Way

When

ried.

Gone and Done

It

You have often heard of others
who doubled and trebled their
salaries in a year's time. You
wondered how they did it. Was

least,

should have

to Get, If

in the Right

Very Easy

Is

Ned Burton played the
part of Uncle George.
You have them
placed right. Dustin Farnum is not marnot

last but

Salary

it

talent.

:

JUOIK BOXES— or

A Big Raise

death.

walks of life. Mary Pickford's hair is
curh'.
She began her stage career at the
age of five.
All players have to use
make-up, on account of the strong lights
which are used in photographing the

must be some

jBuy National Nets

L.

Thomas'

Olive

touching is to the photographer.
is always a chance for new talent

like

State color desired and number of inciies around Dolly's
head with your remittance. Wig
will be sent postpaid.

Dept.

Pickford has not mar-

since

That rumor you heard to that efifect was
There are probably no more
divorces among professional stage and
screen people than there are in most other

scenes.

For Beautiful bobbed wig natural ringlet hair send $4.50.
For good auaUty wig long

—

—^Jack

pure bunk.

have

Tequest.

R.
again

ried

R0YALi'^^f^5!'^C0
35 37-39 Maiden Lane -New York

Addresa

.

Lawyer
Machine Shop Practice
Photoplay Writer
Mechanical Engineer
Shop Superintendent

Employment Manager
Steam Engineer
Foremanship
Sanitary Engineer
Surveyor {&. Mapping)

Telephone Engineer
Telegraph Engineer
High School Graduate
Fire Insurance Expert

Aevertising Section
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Open

to

Everybody

—

THE CHICAGO DAILY NEWS
$30,000 SCENARIO CONTEST
This contest, at the close of which
there will be awarded $30,000 in
prizes to the writers of the thirty- one
best scenarios entered, is dedicated
to the belief, shared by all leading
picture makers, that amateur scenario
writers with proper advice and encouragement, can produce quantities
of strong vivid stories, real life sce-

narios that will give needed stimulus
to the work of permanently establishing moving pictures as one of
the great American contributions to
art.
The contest will be national in
scope.
No one will be excluded
except employees of The Chicago
Daily News and of the Goldwyn

Company.

Prizes are offered as follows:

1st Prize

10 Prizes of
20 Prizes of

$10,000
1,000 each
500 eacti

You don't have to be a trained writer to win one of these
prizes
plain human-interest stories told in simple language
are what is wanted.
The winner of the contest will not only receive the $10,000
offered as a first prize but will see his scenario shown on the
screen.

—

Goldwyn

will

This means that no

effort or

make

of

it

produce

it

expense will be spared to

a great picture.

of

The Chicago Daily News

All

1.

manuscripts must be sent to

The Scenario Contest Editor of The Chicago
Daily News, 15 N. Wells Street, Chicago,
Illinois.

Legal assignment

2.

to

—

Manuscripts must be of not more
3.
than 5,000 words and may be written in
short story form.
4.
Manuscripts must be in typewritten form or in legible handwriting,
written on one side of paper only.

All manuscripts

must be

hands of The Chicago Daily

contest have been

selected from the most prominent American writers, critics,
and motion picture authorities. David Wark Griffith, Samuel
Goldwyn, Charles Chaplin, Norma Talmadge, Mary Roberts
Leslie and
Rinehart, Rupert Hughes, Gertrude Atherton,
Gouverneur Morris compose the committee that will pass on
all scenarios submitted.
All awards will be made on a basis
of merit.
The judges will not know the writers' names,
scenarios being known to them by number only.

Amy

The Chicago

Daily News of all copyrights of the scenario
submitted must accompany the manuscript
the assignment of copyright will
be waived after the awarding of the prizes
on all scenarios that do not win prizes.

5.

THE JUDGES.
The judges

Rules and Regulations

o'clock midnight,

November

in

News by
1st,

the
12

1921.

No

manuscripts will be returned.
Daily News will take every
precaution to safeguard all entered scenarios, but will not be responsible for lost
manuscripts.
6.

The Chicago

7.
No two prizes will be given to a
single contestant.

TO ASSIST YOU
Starting Monday, August 22nd, The Chicago Daily News began publishing a series of
daily articles by the leading motion picture authorities of the country telling how to write
the kind of scenarios the public wants. These articles, by such eminent motion picture
Griffith, Norma Talmadge, Charles Chaplin and Samuel Goldwyn are
figures as D.
Each article is not only
Scenario writing is discussed from every angle.
authoritative.
interesting, but instructive.

W.

The Daily News may be had by writing to the Scenario Contest Editor,
Daily News, 15 N. Wells St., Chicago, Illinois simply enclose 2 cents in
stamps for each issue desired. The Chicago Daily News is published every week day.
Send in your scenario now as the contest closes November 1st, 1921.
Back copies

of

The Chicago

THE CHICAGO DAILY

—

NEWS

CO.

a

:

Advertising Section
S.

S.

—Milton

Spoilers" was
in California,

Sills

made

is

at

"The

correct.

the Selig studios

with the following cast
William Farnum as Glenester, Tom Sant-

McNamara, Wheeler Oakman

schi as

as
as

Broncho Kid, Katherine Williams
Cherry Alalottc, Bessie Eyton as Helen
Chester, Jack ]\'IacDonald as Slap Jack,
and Frank Clarke as Dextry. That was
some cast, and at present-day salaries and
cost of production would have set the
company back just about twenty times as

lib

dolph Valentino at the Metro Studios Hollywood, California.
Bebe Daniels, Wanda Hawley. and Mary
Miles Minti'r at the Morosco Studios, Los

i

Owen

Moore,
Eugene O'Brien, Martha
Mansfield, and Elaine Hammerstein at Sclznick
Pictures
Corporation,
Seventh
729
Avenue. N(-w York City.

EVERY

much

as it did then.
Milton Sills played
opposite Enid Bennett in "What Women
Learn."

Famous IREEH Depilatorj'
for removin5 hair

William Franey at Reelcraft, Santa Monica
Boulevard, Hollywood, California.
Art Acord, .lospphinc Hill, Carmel Myers.
Priscilla Dean, .Tack Perrin, Prank Mayo,
"Hoot" Gibson, Eddy Polo, Eddy Lyons, Lee
Moran. and Clara Horton at Uliiversal City,
California.
at

Ruth
and

New York

"Snub"

Studios,

I'ollard
at
the
Culver City, California.

New

Madam

exchange value
on every diamond purchased from us.

De Luxe

Beautiful

HALL & Rl'CKEL
Waverly Place

FREE

Catalog

New York

SenrJ

for catalog- of precious

gems, jewelry, watches, gifts,
etc.
The lowest prices— the

Makers of Sozodont

highest quality.
Ten months
to pay on everything. Address
Dept. 501-S.

Roach

Y'ork City.

Yorska,

7^% yearly in-

Harold

Neva Gerber at Berwilla Studios, Santa
Monica Boulevard. Hollywood, California.
Lillian Hall, Albert Roscoe, Barbara Bedford,
Vola Vale, Marguerite Fisher, Enid
Markey,

PLAN:

Sammv,

Hal

Pearl White and William Farnum at the
Fox Film Corporation. New York City.
Marion Davies, Norman Kerry at the Cos-

mopolitan Studios,

sale.

crease in

City.

Roland,
Mildred
Davis,
Earle Metcalf, "Sunshine"

maist be

no

or

PROFIT - SHARING
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Exhibitors' Circuit, 8 West Fortyeighth Street, New Y'ork City.
Valeska Suratt, care of B. F. Keith Vaude-

You

Policy:

satisfied

Send 10c for trial
sample and booklet

tional

ten pay-

in

10% discount
cash.
SWEET'S

for

stores.

Douglas Fairbanks Studios, Melrose Avenue,
Los Angeles, California.
May MacAvoy, Realart Pictures Corporation, 469 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
Richard Bartbelmess, Anna Nilsson. Colleen
Moore, and Wesley Barry at First Na-

Lloyd,

balance
ments.

Elsewhere 75c and
$L50.
At drug
and department

\

Pay oneexamination,

fifth after

mixing outfit.

^

ON APPROVNO MONEY IN

ADVANCE.

Price in U. S.
and Canada 50c and
$1, large size con\ taining complete

face.

:

ville Circuit.

AL,

leaves

Asked for by readers whose letters are
answered by The Oracle this month
Wyndham Standing, and Ramsey Wallace
at the Lambs Club, New York City.

shown

choice

powder; removes hair,
skin smooth,
white; for arms, limbs,

Addresses of Players

article

a special value, every
diamond genuine, bluewhite, perfect-cut. Your

A delicately perfumed

Mary MacLaren and Douglas Fairbanks

i

Angeles, California.

Charles

Meredith,
Gordon Griffith, and Gretchen Hartman, care
of Wilis -& Inglis.
607 Wright and Callender Building, Los Angeles, California.
Eileen Percy, Tom Mix, Raymond McKee,
William Scott, and Shirley Mason at the
Fox Studios, Western Avenue, Hollywood,
California.

Viola Dana, Nazimova, Ma.y Allison, Bert
Lytell, Alice Lake, Gareth Hughes, and Rn-

Its the powder, and not the box, that
makes Labiaclie the favorite among fair
women.

NEW YORK.

1650-1660 BROADWAY,

It's the powder, and not the perfume, that
bespeal<s its beauty
charm

—

— and satisfying comfort.
Economical

—

—

cli:

ing
daintily fragrant.

ulele!

Refuse Substitutes

They may be
oua.

I'-lesll,

you play auaint dreamy
___cinating Hawaiian music
latest souxs on the Ukulele,

dangrer-

White,

Pink or Cream, 65o a
box of druR-firists or by
mail.

you
Harry

Over two million

boxes

sold

annually.

DEt^I.

LEW

CO.

French PerfumerB. Dept. i8
St.,

Boston,

J.

be in demand.
Clarlte's latest

Prof.

method

enables you to play the
As easy
Ukulele in a tew weeits.
No previous knowledge necessary.
a« reading a novelFamous Moving Picture Stars have learned to play it.
We give vou FllEE a handsome Ukulele if you enroll
now.
Write for free Narrative of Hawaiian IMusic and

Send 10c for a
sampSe box.

125 Kingston

will

now

Um.

No

offer.

Hawaiian

SA
^¥

1/2—1/32 carat
Blue White Diamond
Try to match for 60/

Send now!

obligations!

Institute of Music.

"^^e
JELi

300 W.

34lli St,

Dept 4-E. New York

DIFFEHEMCE

Under Full Prices

TliroiightheDiamond Clearing Sfoiise
1 his 75 year old Diamond Banking House, rated more ttian
$1,000,000,00, has thousands of unpaid loans it can seii

nxm at unheard

of bargains. This is the chance of a lifetime for a diamond bargain, Ta!«e advantage of this. See our
bargain list of unpaid loans and other special advantage diamonds.

Why Fay Full

4 Better Voice

For You I

Down, UowM, €©

Unequalled Diamond Values
liave we offered such bargains.
Right now we have listed the bieffesfc
values in our 75 yeai-s of baig-ain divine. Our customers write they can't
match our barg'aina for 40 per cent,
60 per cenf- and even 100 per cent more.
Stronger claims than even we make.

Never

1/4-3/16 carat
\Blui! White Diamond/
1

\

Six Sapphires

/

("IREATER

strength. Wonderful clarand a wider range. Huskiness and
harshness banished. Do you want a voice like
ity

Then send for full information about thefamous
Feuchtinger Method. Let us toll you how by simple,
usfd at home you can strengthen the
vocal organs and have them under marvelous control.

Send for Latest

this?

Learn how noted European vocalists endorse

method how one singer commanded four times
previous salary after using it.
Just a few minutes
daily with this method and you can have a better
much better voice. And this means a bigger income
II you are a singer or a speaker,
this

sera dfscribed in detail with weight to
smallest fraction. We ship for FREE
examination. No risk. No oblig-ation.
No expense. Get these details. Just

—

Send for free

literature

now. Get the interesting
facts about this remarkable system. Yours for
the asking. Write.;
Perfect Voice Instihile, Studio

1288, 1920 Snnnyside Ave., Chicago

^Rt^E Diamond Expert
New service FREE

for latest

list

authority will value any diamond for you. Has backed
his judgment of diai
values by actual cash outlays in loans and other deals
in excess of $50,000,000.00.
Write for details.

JOS, DE ROV & SONS
2980 De Roy Bldg.,Pinsburg.P2,
Gentlemen:— Please send me absolately free and prepaid your new bar^
watches and
list of diamonds^

othei

Onltf

t>i/

Of

National

.

Bank- Union Trust

Co., Piftsburfjh, ta. Your
bank- cni! Ionic vie up %n
mcrcancifa aucnczeo.

to you.

World recog'nized diamond

/
send your name
NOWI /gain
mS, ©©ROV & SONS /
Opposite Post OMce
X
2980DeRoyB!dg.,PiUsbm-gh,Pa. /
penniaftion—Banls
RefcrenceB
NoTne
/
Pittsburah — N A. Marine
'

^ow

Prices

List

Different from ordinary catalog. Every

silent exercises

Si0nf1 TAllavf
pCUU
lUUdy.

©iirs

f/

jewelry.

It

is

distincrly under-
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A Room Full
Furniture
Send only $1.00 and we

will ship

you

this

handsome 6-Piece Library Set. Only $1.00 downthen $2.70 a month, or only $29.90 in all. A positively
staggering value on this special, reduced pmce offer.
Send the coupon below and have this massive set shipped
on approval. Then see for j^ourself what a beautiful set it is.
If you do not like it, return it in 30 days and we will return your
money together with any freight charges you paid- All you have to do is to send the coupon w:
$1.C0.
This magnificent library get is not shown in our regnlar catalog. The value is so wonderful
and the demand so great that there aren't enough to go around, so send today— sure.
This superb six-piece library set is made of selected solid oak throughout, fin
ished in rich dull waxed, brown fumed oak, Large arm rocker and arm chair are
36 inches high, seats 19 x 19 inches. Sewing rocker and reception chair are 36 inches
high, seats 17 x 17 inches. All four pieces are padded, seats upholstered in brown imitation Spanish leather.
Library table has 24 X 34 inch top, with roomy magazine shelf below, and beautifully designed ends. Jardiniere
Stand measures 17 inches high, with 12 inch top.
Clip the coupon below, and send it to us with $1.00, and we will ship you the entire six pieces,
subject to your approval. No C. O. D. Shipped knocked down to reduce your freight charges considerably. Easy to set up. Shipping weight
about 173 pounds. Order by No. B6259A. Send $1.00 cash with order, $2.70 monthly. Price $29.90. No discount for cash.

G Pieces

Special Reduced Price

Offer— yic#

NOW!

Rock-bottom prices for you. You can now get this wonderful 6-piece library set direct from onr own factory at the lowest
price since before the war- and for only $1.00 down, a year to pav! This set i 3 such a wonderful bargain at this special reduced price, that we
have reserved the limited number we have on hand for new customers only. The set is not shown in our regular catalog. We haven't enough to
Dept. 1758
supply everyone. First come, first served. Order your set on 'his low price offer now. Remember, thirty days' tnal in your own home.
West 35th Street, Chicago
Costs you DOthing if yoo are not entirely pleased. Send at once!
At
4^ Eoclosed find $1.00. Ship special adFertised 6-piece Fumed Oak Library
Prices down, at last!

STRAUS&SCHRAM

^^

Easy Payments! Send
Open an account with

We

30 Days' Trial

Free Bargain Catalog

Our guarantee

Send for it. Show^s thousands
of bargains in furniture, jewelry,

protects

not perfectly satisfied, return the article at
our expense within 30 days
and get your money back
— also any freight you paid.
Could any offer be fairer?
you.

Ifi

Coupon

We

us.
trust honest people anywhere in the United States. Send for this wonderful bargain
shown above, or choose from our big catalog. One price to all,
cash or credit. No discount for cash. Not one penny extra
for credit. Do not ask for a special cash price.
cannot offer
any discount from these sensational prices. No C. O. D.

carpets,

rugs,

curtains,

silver-

ware, stoves, porch and lawn furniture, talking machines, women's, men's and children's wearing apparel. Send coupon today.

»

STRAUS & SCHRAM West 3Sth
.

1758

Street

Jw
<

^ my

Suite. I am to have 30 days' free trial.
If ! keep the suite, I will pay you $2.70

monthly.

If

not satisfied.

I

am to return

the

suite within 30 days and you are to refund
money and any freight charges I paid.

6-PieceIJbrarySet, N0.B6259A, S29.90

with $1.00 to us
now. Have this fine library
set shipped on 30 days' trial.
We will also send our big
Bargain Catalog listing thousands

along

Only a small
the balance in

of amazing bargains.
first

payment and

monthly payments for anything
you want. Send the coupon today— now. Don't delay.

^

jT

CHICAGO, ILL.

1^

1^

Shipping
>~ Point
Post

Office
If

you ONLY want catalog put X

Fuimtiire, Stores

aod Jewdi;

in

proper box oeiow.

Men's, Womeo's and Children's Ctodililg

Illllllllllllllllllllll

II

Whether on the

silver screen or

good story is a
about as enjoyable a

in plain print, a

good story

—

thing as there is in the world. The
best stories published appear
every two weeks in

It is

the greatest all-fiction magazine in the

world.
articles,

It

contains

nothing but

no

pictures,

stories.

no

special

Stories of action,

love, adventure, mystery; dramatic, vital, thril-

Frank Packard, Theodore Seixas
Solomons, Caroline Lockhart almost all of
ling stories.

—

the great writers of film productions have their
stories

appear originally in

THE POPULAR.

any news stand.
It appears on the seventh and twentieth of
each month. ORDER YOUR COPY
It

costs twenty-five cents at

NOW

IIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII^^

I

I!

From a

sketch

made in

the Val:

of Cusrmere,

Colgate's Cashmere Bouquet brings you the storied frathe Happy Valley o^
grances of the Vale of Cashmere

—

Flowers.

;

Its delicacy, its

Obtainable in Perfume, Toilet Water, Talc, Pace Po'wder, Toilet Soap, Sachet.

charm and

its

distinctive refinement

the favor of gentlewomen of the long ago
tained it ever since.

"The Story of Fragrance," a
on

request.

Colgate

& Co.,

beautiful

and

won

— and have

re-

interesting book, sent free

Dept. 22, igg Fulton

St.,

New

York.

Picklburjobin
this Big-I^y field

-

Bean
Electrical Expert
I^LECTRIFICATION

is

sweeping the country.

—

—

In homes, fac-

L-' tories, shops, farms, railroads everywhere it is fast becoming the one great source of power. Ten years from now practically
everything now driven by steam, horse or water power will be
controlled by electricity.
This means that the greatest opportunity of your life is staring
you square in the face. Men are needed, Ijadly needed, right now
many more will be needed almost immediately to boss the big
Electrical jobs that are projected.
The men who boss these jobs
are going to draw real pay
'"Big Pay."
But they will be trained
men "Electrical Experts" who know electricity from the ground up.
Don't let this great opportunity slip. Decide today to fit yourself as an Electrical Expert, ready to take your place in this Big-

—

—

—

Pay

field,

ready to

Earn $12 to $30 a Day
That's the kind of pay you want to see bulging your pay envelope.
And you can! Why should you plod through life in a long-hoursmall-pay, no future job, when you can jump to success and big-

pay

in Electricity?

A

few short months training under me, through my easily,
learned, quickly-grasped, spare-time, home study course in Practical Electricity and you too can step into a big-pay job in this
fascinating field.

I

Back You — Guarantee Your Success

As Chief Engineer of the Chicago Engineering Works, a million
dollar institution, I know exactly the training you need to succeed
as an Electrical Expert.

—

My

course in Electricity

is

simple, thor-

ough and complete no big words, no useless theory, no higher
mathematics just
everyday,
straight-from-the-shoulder
plain
English. I know that you can learn Electricity under me. in fact,
I guarantee it, for if you are not entirely satisfied, I will return
every cent paid me. There's no chance for failure with me.
Save $45.50 Enroll Now
Free Electrical Working Outfit
By enrolling- now you can save $-15.50
To make your success still more
the already low price of my course.
certain I give you tools to work with

—

—

But you must act at once. Write today for full particulars and my bigFREE book. "How To Become An
Electrical Expert." It's the first step
towards bigrger pay.

1918 Sunnyside

THE COOKE TRAINED MAN

IS

Ave., Chicago,

111

THE "BIG-PAY MAN

—
Advertising Section
Universal typing

Have You

is

|

3

People are abandoning the slow, tiring

here.

task of long-hand writing.

How

long are you going to cling to it, in
world of advancement? Everybody dislikes to receive long-hand
letters.
And everyone shirks at correspondence when it has to be
done the old-fashioned, tiring way. So join the progressive throng
this

Learned

to

Typewrite Yet?

get a typewriter

NOW.

Free

14 Months

Trial

To Pay

We ship the Oliver
five days' free trial.
it sell itself.

Or

Pay

for

this

while you use

Let

send

for

$4 per

it

soon

back.

Oliver

Only

it.

month and you

own

it.

$4950 or $100? Which would you
rather pay for a standard typewriter?
For 25 years all standard typewriters have been priced at $100 or
over and still are except the Oliver.
It is the only standard typewriter
selling at half.
It is the only standard, $100 typewriter being marketed
direct from the factory.
Were it not for this simplified selling plan, the price of the Oliver
would also be $100 or over. For it
is the" same fine machine, the finest
model we have ever built.
Over

—

900,000 have been sold.
simply sell the identical $100
Oliver direct from the factory, and
subtract all the extravagances of comphcated selling.
have found that
it is needless to maintain a high army
of salesmen and agents.
have
found it unnecessary to sustain a
costly chain of branch offices in over
50 cities.
The $50.50 you save is the sum
that it would cost us to sell the Oliver
the roundabout way.
Plus a saving
made because 01 the volume of bUSlJ ,
ness created by
our plan.
'

We

We

We

,

,

O

1

iSieilCl

We

\117-

ship

it

1

M
INO

^

it with other standard typewriters at $100 or over.
You become your own salesman,
You are the sole judge. No anxious
solicitor will urge you.
In the privacy of your own office or home you
can decide for or against the Oliver.
If you want to own it, send us
$49.50 cash. Or if you wish to pay
for it in installments, send us $3 after
the trial period, then $4 per month

until

$55

is

You can

iVlOriey

rM11
ir
the Oliver sell itself.
to you for free trial.

let

Some of the Famous

T The

getnotningy^y

!

.

,

We
Then

return.''

Or don't

Central Lines, Hart, Schaffner & Marx, U. S.
Steel Corporation, N. Y. Edison Company, National
;Gloak'& Suit' Co;,'=Morris & Co; and hundreds of others.

—

•

^

iuM

it

Save

I-Iow to

coupon below brings you
EITHER a Free Trial Oliver or
Check which
Further Information.
desire,

you have to do to save
Without such a plan,
you'd have to pay $100 or over,
But this way you not only save—
-j^his is all

$50.50.

^.j^g

i^uilt

fresh

£nest typewriter that can

by a leading maker.

^^^^ j^gg^

comes

factory,

ment.

NOW

Check the coupon
j(-

It

our latest
model, a 25-year develop-

from the

and mail

jj^

0\t
-jfie

wlLI w^fctT TMwritSr Cmeanj?

1259 OHver Typewriter Bids.,

olTv er" rvrE^'ITER^coMPANY.

—

[

^ J^^^'rZJ'oZXoTi.^^:^^^^^

•

month.

I

If

!

selling

appeal to your

[

cuys\

to remain in you until fully paid for.
I make cash settlement at end of trial period I am to
deduct ten per cent and remit to you $49.50.
If I decide not to keep It, I will ship it back at your e:pense at the end of five days.

|
.
|

r^*'o'''™t 'seni a machine 'unVli'l order it. llali me
.vour book— Th3 High Cost of Typewriters-The Reason

|
"

The tme

1

^

I /-\\/
/ll iLl
rf

Ml

Doesn't
sense?

j|^g

it

Now we ask you, would you
rather pay $50.50 additional
and not get a finer typewriter?
support a
Would VOU care to^1n>
P
J
$100 price for the Oliver, and
taneible

-x-kT

common

We

Users:

New York

paid.
readily appreciate that

is logical.

takes a super-typewriter to sell itself,
No test could be severer. Remember, there need be no fluent salesman
to urge you.
If you decide against the Oliver,
ship it back at our expense.
even refund the outgoing transportation charges, so that you do not
risk one cent in the test.
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a
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What's Wrong

5

in This Picture?

so easy to make embarrassing mistakes
so easy to commit blunders that
make people misjudge you. Can you find
the mistake or mistakes that are being
made in this picture ? Can you point out
what is wrong ? If you are not sure, read
the interesting article below, and perhaps
you will be able to find out.
It's

in public

—

a mark of extreme good
ITand culture
to be able to do at all times
breeding

is

This is esexactly what is correct.
true in public where strangers
The exjudge us by what we do and say.
istence of fixed rules of etiquette makes it
easy for people to know whether we are
making mistakes or whether we are doing
the thing that is absolutely correct and
and
cultured. They are quick to judge
It depends entirely
quick to condemn.
upon our knowledge of the important little
rules of etiqutte whether they respect and
admire us, or receive an entirely wrong and
prejudiced impression.
pecially

—

In public, many little questions of good
conduct arise. By public, we mean at the
theatre, in the street, on the train, in the
restaurant and hotel wherever men and
women who are strangers mingle together and
judge one another by action and speech.
It
is not enough to knozv that one is well-bred.
One must see that the strangers one meets
every day get no impression to the con-

—

the music ceases and
he must return to his
original partaer? Do
you know the correct

dancing

positions.''

How

should a woman accept a dance
and how should she
refuse

it

How can

?

the embarrassment
of being a wall-flower

How many times may a girl dance
be avoided
with the same partner without breaking the
rules of etiquette.?
Is it considered correct, in
for a young woman to wander
away from the ball-room with her partner.''
Very often introductions must be made in
social circles,

the ball-room.

Do you

know

the

little

good

woman

single

allow

me

to

When

how to

how to answer a dinner invitation?
how to greet a man or woman

awkward and emDo you know the

important

rules

would be

of etiquette
society
must observe, that women of
good society are expected to
follow rigidly?
Perhaps the
following questions will help
you find out just how much

that

men

of

good

men and women

correctly?

acquaintance in public?

how

to plan

church and house

weddings?

how
how

to use table silver properly?

to word invitations and
knowledgments?

how

to avoid blunders
theatre and opera?

how

to do at

at

should you say, Mrs. Brown,
present Miss Smith or Miss Smith,
allow me to present Mrs. Brown?
leaving
the
ballthe guest expected
to thank the hostess.? What
should the wornan guest say
What
when she leaves?
should the gentleman guest
say? It is only by knowing
exactly what is correct, that
one can avoid the embarrassment and humiliation of social
blunders, and win the respect
and admiration of those with
whom one comes into contact.

room,

uncultured, that serve as a
barrier to keep the ill-bred
out of the circles where they

barrassed ?

introduced

Which
Mr. Smith, meet Miss Brown?
these two forms is correct: Bobby, this
is Mrs. Smith or Mrs. Smith, this is Bobby?
When introducing a married woman and a

Do You Know
introduce

man be

of

conduct that
divide the cultured from the
of

a

or

trary.

rules

Should

Is it
a woman, or a woman to a man.?
correct to say. Miss Brown, meet Mr. Smith

to

ac-

the

times the thing
that is absolutely correct and
cultured?

is

all

In the Street

know

exactly what to do or say. There have
probably been times when you wished you had
some definite information regarding certain
problems of conduct, when you wondered how
you could have avoided a certain blunder.
The Book of Etiquette is recognized as one
of the most dependable and reliable authorities
on the conduct of good society. It has solved
the problems of thousands of men and women.
It has shown them how to be well-poised and at
ease even among the most brilliant celebrities.
It has shown them how to meet embarrassing
moments with a calm dignity. It has made it
possible for them to do and say and write and
wear at all times only what is entirely correct.
In the Book of Etiquette, now published in
two large volumes, you will find chapters on
dinner etiquette and dance etiquette, chapters
on the etiquette of engagements and weddings,
chapters on teas and parties andentertainments
of all kinds.
You will find authoritative information regarding the wording of invitations,
visiting cards and all social correspondence.
The subject of introductions is covered exhaustively, and the etiquette of travel devolves
into an interesting discussion of correct form in
France, England and other foreign countries.
From cover to cover, each book is filled with
interesting and extremely valuable information.

you know about etiquette.
There are countless

Etiquette at the Theatre
a man and woman walk
the theatre aisle together, should the

When

down

man

precede the woman? May they walk armin-arm?
When the usher indicates their
places, should the woman enter first or the

man?

Many

puzzling questions of conduct conmembers of a theatre party who
occupy a box. Which seats should the women
take and which the men ?
Should the women
remove thdr hats or don't they wear any?
What should women wear to the theatre in the
evening? What should men wear? Is it correct for a man to leave a woman alone during
front the

—

intermission?

At the theatre, evidences of good conduct
can be more strikingly portrayed than perhaps
anywhere else. Here, with people surrounding
us on allsides, we are admired as being cultured,
well-poised and attractive, or we are looked
upon as coarse and ill-bred. It depends
entirely upon how well one knows and follows
the rules of etiquette.

tests of

good manners that distinguish the well-bred in
For instance, the man must know exactly what is correct when he is walking with a
young woman.
According to etiquette, is it
public.

ever permissible for a man to take a woman's
arm? May a woman take a gentleman's arm?
When walking with two women, should a man
take his place between them or on the outside?
When is it permissible for a man to pay a
woman's fare on the street-car or railroad?
Who enters the car first, the woman or the
man? Who leaves the car first?
If a man and woman who have met only
once before encounter each other in the street,
who should make the first sign of recognition?
Is the woman expected to smile and nod

before the gentleman raises his hat?
occasions should the hat be raised?

On what

People of culture can be recognized at once.
exactly what to do and say on
every occasion, and because they know that
they are doing absolutely what is correct, they
are calm, well-poised, dignified.
They are
able to mingle with the most highly cultivated
people, in the highest social circles, and yet

They know

Sent Free for 5-Day Examination
Let us send you the famous Book of Etiquette free so that
you can read and examine it in your own home. You are
not obligated to buy if you do not want to. Just examine the
books carefully, read a page here and there, glance at the illustrations, let it solve some of the puzzling questions of conduct
Within the 5 days,
that you have been wondering about.
decide for yourself whether or not you want to return it.
We expect this new edition to go quickly. The books are
now handsomely bound in blue cloth with gold lettering.
We urge you to send for your set at on ce. The price for the
But don't send any
complete set is only 33.50 after 5 days.
money now ^just the coupon. Keep the books at our expense while you examine them and read some of the interesting

—

chapters.
Mail the coupon for your set of the Book of Etiquette today.
Surprise your friends with your wide knowledge of the correct
Remember, it
thing to do, say, write and wear at all times.
Mail the
costs you nothing to see and examine the books.

coupon

NOW.

Nelson Doubleday, Dept.

401'J.

Oyster Bay,

N.Y.

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON
NELSON DOUBLEDAY,
Dept.

4012,

Oyster Bay,

Without obligation on

my

Inc.

New York.
part,

and without any money

in advance, you may send me the complete two-volume
set of the Book of Etiquette for free examination. Within 5 days after receipt I wiU either return the books or
keep them and send you only S3. 50 in full payment.

be entirely at ease.

At the Dance
How

should the man ask a woman to
dance?
What should he say to her when

(Please print

The Book

of Etiquette

There have probably been times when you
suffered embarrassment because you djd not

name and

address)

Address

"Check this square if you want these books with
fie beautiful full-leather binding at $5.00, witll 5
days' examination privilege,"
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of a fascinating story of the early days of motion-picture

making.

What

the Fans Think
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Helen Rockwell
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As Told
A

for our readers.

in the Subtitles

story of
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Norman
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making
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What

94

not

differ.

Many

You
About the

the antics of the cross-eyed comedian dishl<es what he
calls the "weepy stuff."
Therefore since we have to appeal to a huge audience,
composed of every kind of taste you'll find every kind
of screen personality within our covers, and written about
from many different points of view.
Once in a while we receive an interesting suggestion from

—

a reader
ests

—

—an

expression of some preference in what interFrom such a letter, recently rethe stars.
quote:

him about

ceived,

we

whoop for what the Stars think; when I
want thoughts I'll look up an interview with Bernard Shaw
or some one like that. I don't care particularly about what
kind of parts they want to play, though I am interested in the
parts they have played, the steps by which they have bewant to know is do
"I don't care a

Stars?
successful.

What

I especially

—

they make a lot of money and how do they spend it? Where
do they go when they want to have a good time? What
is their idea of something funny, of something beautiful?
What sort of a place do they live in and is their dressing
room neat or cluttered up with a lot of things? And if the
latter
is it pet animals, books, music, their own pictures,
or jars of cosmetic that make up the litter?
"What is their peculiarity assuming that every one has
one? What is their point of departure from the average
man or wornan is it luck, pull, personalitv, or bunk? In
short, why is that particular person making hundreds of
thousands while some one probably just as good in a number
of ways is making a bare living?"
Do you agree with this writer, or are there other things
about the stars that would interest you more?
If there
is any particular sort of information you especially want
we would do our best to supply it if you would write us

—

—

—

a girl

at

Interests

it.

•

What amuses one person bores anwho adores Betty Compson does
admire Ben Turpin, and many a man who roars

other.

about

89

subside.

to questions of our readers.
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come

87

.

Edna Foley

Roland does when the

Picture Oracle
Answers

Bent

Kerry.

Change
riuth

85

Little

John Emerson and Anita Loos.

Forced Into Pictures
Just for a
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of one of the most likable players.
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A typical
Mellin's Food
Baby

r

Katliarine R. AtKertorx

eveport

,

This robust

L/a-.

little girl

health and happiness that

shows the good
is

characteristic

of Mellin's Food babies.
Write for a Free Trial Bottle of Mellin's Food and our helpful
book,

Mellin's

"The Care and Feeding of Infants."

Food Company,

Boston, Mass.

:

An

Highbrow

author who sold an original story
Thomas H. I nee for a large sum, re-

to

and

cently wrote a letter which was filled
with gems of truth. One paragraph in
particular deserves quoting

Hokum

There are two words which have interfered with the making of intrinsically "big" photo plays "highbrow" and "hokum."
Producers have shied, afraid, of the "highbrow" storj', be:

lieving that it had a graveyard smell.
So it has. But hokum
rather popular word meaning stuff that is injected into
a picture insincerelj', because the producers believe it will take
well with the crowd has the same sort of smell.
Both are
untrue to life. Real life understanding never takes the attitude of the highbrow, and all sentiment is not hokum. To
picture life truly one can never feel him-

—a

—

—

self

above and apart from

live

down

with
it,

it,

close to

play with

and believe

in

it

—

feel

and love

A
Misleading

p
JrropnetS
Shaw

it,

work

Angeles

daily newspaper recently printed on one

page

criticize scripts.

stuff.

:

Fit

The young screen writer needs
member that back and all round
sensitive mental apparatus

—

is

to reof bis
his physi-

machine which must be kept in
prime condition. It must be well oiled
with food and air it must be well rested, with moments and hours of laughter and relaxation it must
be well exercised, yet not overspeeded it must be imhurried, that it may vibrate with even rhythm. Worry

—

cal

—

digest what you have absorbed.
Allow yourself as much time for digesting a story or idea as you would

periods of reading, rest

for digesting a meal.
Tune yourself neither high nor
The violin that is keyed too
low.
high plays screamingly, screechily if
;

keyed too low,

;

;

;

the rust that eats the human steel.
By that I do
writer should always be in love.
not infer he be ever engaged in some sentimental pursuit, but that he have some star, some dream, some pro-

is

The

found hope to preserve that freshness and zest without
which creative effort is difficult. The thoroughly disillusioned may even retain this verve and keenness, by

plays

it

dully,

list-

lesslv.

have
wish to

That the Goldwyn

company

looking
written
Originals
directly for the
screen is the statement of Paul Bern, the newly apMr. Bern
pointed scenario editor.
adds that it is not necessary that the
writers have established reputations,
inasmuch as stories will be considered
purely on their worth.
The editor believes that the best
screen material can be obtained from
those authors who think in terms of
with the camera in mind. He
write
who
pictures and
says that novels and plays lose something in process

submit to producers we publish a
Market Booklet giving the addresses of all the leading companies,
and telling what kind of stories
they want. This booklet will be
sent for six cents. Orders for these
booklets should be addressed to
the Scenario Writers' Department,
Picture-Play Magazine, 79 Seventh
Please
Ave., New York City.
note that we cannot read or

Moral Don't believe anything you
read from any source, without making mental reservations.
No one is an absolute or final authority. No
individual knows infallibly the public taste, no matter
how "eminent" he or she mav be.

Keeping

—

who

beard stated that British audiences
tiring of photo plays dealing
with the West of the United States,
in which cowboys, et cetera, were
involved. On another page appeared
the announcement that Samuelson.
Ltd., an English organization engaged in the production and distribution of motion pictures, had purchased five stories by Gregory Jack-

Western

Christian or pagan in his pre-

—

—

For those
in stamps.
written stories which they

were

son, a scribbler of

is

deur, magnificence.
But the brain, too, must be kept fresh and vital. Do
not try to think of too many plots and themes at once
which is equivalent to walking around in circles.
Ouantitative reading and writing makes for confusion.
After periods of sustained creative effort, rest; after

will be sent for ten cents

which

an article by
George Bernard
which the dynamic Red-

in

a writer

For our readers who wish to engage in screen writing we pubUsh
a booklet called "Guideposts for
Scenario Writers" which covers
about every point on which beginners wish to be informed, and

it.

Los

Whether

dilections, matters not; the well-tuned physical instrument the body will attract essences of power, gran-

He must

it.

with

laugh and cry with

it,

sweeping sensitiveness to the entire gamut of beauty.
feel deeply moved by a strain of music or the coloring of a rose petal is to be in love.

To

Want

for

is

stories

of adaptation.

The company produces a number of stories by its
eminent authors, but it is pointed out that they can
write only a limited number of stories and that production plans necessitate the purchase of material from
the outside.
"The great screen play," says Mr. Bern, "will only
be written when it is purely original effort expressed
in picture terms, born of a picture mind, and translatable to another medium only with a loss of its effect-

iveness and power."
On the matter of purchasing original screen stories
R-C Pictures Corporation can make a large bow. as
they have bought a great many and are buying more.
They can, moreover, point to the number of original
stories produced as proof that this corporation is not
only giving especial attention to the original story, but
is

really

buying and filming them.
Continued on page 10

!

:
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Her first story was bought by D.W.Griffith
she won the first cash prize of $2,500 in the J.
Parker Reade contest against a field of 10,000 scenarios

And

Frances White Elijah learned how

to

transfer her natural story-telling gift to
the screen. Will you send for a free test
of your ability?
When Frances White Elijah was doing
war work in her Chicago home, she never
imagined she would become a successful

photoplaywright.
What reason had she to think she would
ever write such a letter as this to the
Palmer Photoplay Corporation
"I have just received your check in
payment for my story 'Wagered Love'
which your sales department sold to

D. W. Griffith.
"It has scarcely been six months since
I registered with you and your assistance and encouragement have made
my success seem like magic."

Her first story
Think what that means
sold to one of the most discriminating
producers in the world. And she had only
Started to train her story-telling gift six
months before
Stimulated by her brilliant success, this
Chicago girl developed herself into a professional screen writer for a great Los
Angeles studio. Today she enjoys fame
and income and the distinction of having
!

;

written the best of 10,000 scenarios submitted in the J. Parker Reade contest.
What does this story mean to you? If
it causes you to ask yourself "Could / sell
a story to Griffith or Ince or any of the
producers?," this will prove the most interesting advertisement you ever read.

—

provided you are an adult and in earnest.
And we shall do it free.

Send for the Van Loan questionnaire
The test is a questionnaire prepared for

;

trains photoplay writers in order that it
may have more photoplays to sell. It
holds out no false promise to those who
can never succeed.
With the active aid and encouragement
of the leading producers, the Corporation
is literally combing the country for new
screen writers. Its Department of Education was organized to develop the writers
who can produce the stories. The Palmer
the industry's accredited
institution
is
agent for getting the stories without
which production of motion pictures canProducers gladly pay from
not go on.
$500 to $2,000 for acceptable stories.

Advisory Council
Thomas H. Ince
Thos. H.
Studios

Ince

Jesse
Vice

L.
-

Lasky

President

Famous Players- Lasky

Cecil

At the outset, let us correct one false
notion many people have. Literary skill,
or the writing style required for novel and
magazine authorship, cannot be transferred to the screen.
The one and only
requisite of photoplay writing is ability to
think out and tell a good, dramatic story.
Given that ability, any man or woman can
he trained to write for the screen.
But, you say, how can I know whether
_

I

have that ability?
To answer that question

is

the purpose

of this advertisement. The Palmer Photoplay Corporation will gladly apply to you

a

scientific

test

of

story-telling

ability.

the story tellers opportunity

Palmer Photoplay Corporation by H.
H. Van Loan, the celebrated photoplay- .possess the kind of talent suited for screen
wright, and Prof. Malcolm MacLean,
expression.
Mrs. Elijah, who was abformer teacher of short-story writing at solutely unknown to the motion picture
Northwestern University.
industry, and hundreds of others who are
If you have
any story-telling instinct, if you have ever not professional writers, have that gift.
said to yourself when you left a motion
The Palmer Photoplay Corporation canpicture theatre; I believe I could write as
not endow you with such a gift. But we
good a screen-story as that," send for this can discover it, if it exists, through our
questionnaire and find out. for yourself
questionnaire.
And we can train you to
employ it for your lasting enjoyment and
just how much talent you have.
We shall be frank with you have no profit.
fear.
The Palmer Photoplay Corporation
It
We invite you to apply this free test
exists first of all to sell photoplays.
the

—

Perhaps you could do that very thing

It is

The same producer who bought Frances
White Elijah's first story has rejected the
work of scores of novelists and magazine
writers whose names are known wherever
the language is spoken.
They did not

B.

De

Corp,

eral

Gen-

Famous

Players
Corp.

-

Lasky

Productions
Inc.

Gardner

Sullivan

Authorjand

Producer

Webeb
Lois WebeT

Lois

C.

Woods
Chief Su p er vising Direc-

Frank

-

Lasky

James

R. Quirk
Editor and Fub-

lisher Photo-

Mille
Director

Players
Corp.

E.

tor Fa mows

play Magazine

writing for the screen. It will be a waste
of their time and ours for children to
apply.

This questionnaire will take only a Httle
It may mean fame and
of your time.
In any event it will
fortune to you.
satisfy you as to whether or not you
should attempt to enter this fascinating
and highly profitable fidd. Just use the
coupon below and do it now before you

—

forget.

Allan Dwan

Divan
Allan
Productions

EoB Wagner

Author and
Screen

Clip the coupon below, and we will send
you the Van Loan questionnaire. You assume no obligation, but you will be asked
to be prompt in returning the completed
If you pass the
test for examination.
test, we shall send you interesting material
descriptive of the Palmer Course and
Service, and admit you to enrollment,
should you choose to develop your talent.
If you cannot pass this test, we shall
frankly advise you to give up the idea of

Au-

Sample copy of the Photodramatist.

official

organ

of the Screen Writers' Guild of the Author's
League, the national photoplaywriphts mag-azine. will be sent free with the questionnaire.

thority

PALMER PHOTOPLAY
Please send rae. without cost
or obligation
on my part,
will
your questionnaire.
I
answer the questions in it
and return it to you for
analysis.
If I pass the test,
I am to receive further information about your Course
and Service. Also send free
Sample Copy of the Photodramatist.

Corporation, Dept. of Education, Y.12
124 West 4th St., Los Angeles, Cal.

Name
Address

—

.

:

a

.
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Chats with Screen Authors
Continued from page 8

Pauline Frederick's last three pictures have been from originals. Her

production of "Salvage"' was written
by Daniel Whitcomb, a newspaper
man.
He submitted a synopsis to
her, she liked it, so did R-C officials,
and they bought it. The same thing
happened with "The Sting of the
Lash," written by Harvey Gates.

The

story on which she

now

is

4 Better Voice

at

work, "The Lure of Jade," was written by a young girl named Marion
Orth.

When

What Do You

Owe Your

Wife?

Do you remember the promises
you made when you wooed the
who is now your wife? Have you

girl

for-

gotten the scenes your fancy painted
that home of your own a real yard for
the kids a maid to lighten the household burdens
a tidy sum in the bank

—

—

—
—a wonderful

trip every summer? She
has not forgotten. She still hopes that
you will make true these dreams. She
still has faith in you.

You don't want to disappoint your wife
and make her life a burden, do you?
You want to put the light of happiness
in her eyes. You have in you the power,
the ability and surely the desire to
make good your promises, and you can
do

it

easily.

If

quickly success

you could only realize how
to thousands of other

came

how

splendidly they made true the
dreams of courtship days, then nothing in
the world could stop you from your success
and happiness.

husbands,

said and done, it is money
and its right use that promotes contentment. Lack of money makes the cold
realities of present day life a bitter trial and
constant worry. It makes young wives old
before their time it brings bitterness into
homes where happiness should rule.

After

all is

—

A BIG

RAISE IN
for you. Go

YOUR SALARY

is

pos-

after it. You can easily
double your pay by the PROMOTION PLAN.
It is nothing new and untried.
The PROMOTION PLAN has helped thousands of men
and women for the last quarter of a century.

sible

Mark the coupon for the job in which you are
interested and we will send you our free book
and copies of voluntary letters from some of
our students who have made good in the line
in

which you want

to succeed

PROMOTION PLAN.

You owe

it

through the

Send coupon today.

to your wife.

For You I
GREATER strength.

Wonderful clarity and a wider range. Husking and
harshness banished. Do you want a voice like
this? Then send for full information about the famous

a

story
best
Never
answer to this quesrell
^io^ is: when the
story is bought.
few weeks ago the sales department
of a large photo-play brokerage concern in Los Angeles sold a story that
had been in its files since December,
This synopsis had been sub1919.
mitted to various producers, but had
been rejected every time. The company that eventually purchased this
story did so because the story was
right in line with their policy, and
met their immediate need.
is

The

salable?

You
Can

Feuchtinger Method. Let us tell you how by simple,
silent exercises used at home you can strengthen the
vocal organs and liave them under marvelous control.

A

Learn how noted European vocalists endorse

method— how one singer commanded four times
previous salary after using it. Just a few minutes
daily with this method and you can have a better
much better voice. And this means a bigger income
if you are a singer or a speaker.
this

—

Send Today!
Perfect Voice Inslihile, Sladio

!

rM£ STflNCMRD TRfUMHO
SCnOCL FOR THEATRE ARTS

FDUI? SCHOOLS IN ONE. PRAOICAL STAGE
nSAlNINC. TXE SCHOOL'S STUDENTS STOCK'W;
THEATRE AfFORD PUBLIC STAGE APPEARANCES'
Write lor catalog mentloiuiig study deaired to

to write

Medium

:

it

depends on

in-

dividual talent, that a gifted conversationalist would probably find the
stage play or novel a more ideal medium of expression for the exposition of clever or subtle words and
phrases.
However, the sort of per-

—

son

who

and while dethe hands about and
lets
his facial expression
particuarly his eyes
tell the story, is better fitted for the depiction and description of action.
scribing

Wanjlcnver!
Arthur Murray has invented
KaI^^c \L2i
remarkable new method
wFw WAY
wa V a^.^.^y^
"AA NEW
enables anyone to learn all
newest
the
steps at home in a few hours. The
,

No mosic or
lessons axe easy and fascinating.
partner necessarv. Po^tive m'ccess ffuaravtr^d
'^'60,000 have learned to dance by mail.
To prove
that you can learn, two lessons given free, asking
only that you send 25c for mailing-.etc. Write today.
Teach Dancing: We have a special
course for teachers
„
'

'

ARTHUR MURRAY,

—

—

AMERICAN SCHOOL
St.,

Chicago, IH.

Learn

Dept. G-976, Drexel Ave. and 58th St., Chicago
Send me full information on how the PROMO.
TION PLAN will help me win promotion in the
job checked.
Lawyer
Architect
Machine Shop Practice
Building Contractor

cost. Dr. Quinn's fanioua Written
Method is endorsed by lead;nR mxjBiciana and heads of State Conservatories. Successful 25 years. Play
chords at once and complete piece in every key, within 4 lessons.
Scientific yet easy to understand. Fallv iliustratea. For betrinnere ©r
Dipioma eranted. Write
teachers, old or younji. Ail music free.
today for 64-page free book, "How to Learn Piano." M. L. Quinn

Conservatory, Studio FP32.

Glyn concludes by saying
"The electrician, you know, looks at
the artist and says, 'Gosh, I could
never do that
On the other hand,
the artist looks at the electrician and
comments, 'Wonderful
I can't see
how he does it.' Writing is a parallel.
Stage writers wonder how the

Automobile Engineer
Automobile Repairman
Civil Engineer
......Structural Engineer

Photoplay Writer
Mechanical Engineer
Shop Superintendent

Business Manager
Cert. Public Accountant

Employment Manager
Steam Engineer
Foremanship

Accountant and Auditor
Bookkeeper
Draftsman and Designer
Electrical Engineer
Electric Light & Power
General Education

Sanitary Engineer
Surveyor (& Mapping)
Telephone Engineer
Telegraph Engineer
High School Graduate
Fire Insurance Expert

Name
Address

authors

get

away with

WRITE PHOTOPLAYS
Spare Time Nets $50 to $1,000.
Our Excellent courie of instructioDS
enables you to develop plots, revise
lyour work. Tells how and where to iell.
Not a correspondence course. Sent complete for only ^2; worth ten. Address

ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS
2300 Eldrid^e St. Pittabur^h.Pa.

Wrestling Book

it.

B« an expert

Screen writers marvel at the playwrights'
talent.
Many novelists
can't for the life of them understand
the
remarkable
technical
achievement of either playwrights or
photo dramatists.
Those few who
have created through all three mediums remain discreetly silent, so the
question as to which requires the
greater- artistic or technical ability^re--

mains unanswerable."

598 Columbia Rd, Boston. 25. Mass.

Use Your Imagination

!

screen

Piano!

skilledplayerof piano or orjran io
your own home, at one-quarter usual

!'

AMERICAN SCHOOL

290 B'way, N.Y.

This Interesting Free Book
shows how you can become a

moves

]\Irs.

Dept. G-976,Drexel Ave. and 58th

Studio 29.

feels a thing

it

Secretarv

New York City
Central Park Wei

&

Why Be J

a novel, a

play, or a photo play.

Elinor Glyn says

IRWIN,

43 W. 72d St.
vBetween B'way

There is quite a
diversity of opinion
as to which is harder

Difficult

Yours for

1289, 1920 Smmjadc Ave., Chicago

At.VIEIVE SCHOOIy
TSRSMLsnac arts
D.

The

f-'^^^JtSTu.'jSSgJJ

facts about this remarkable Bystem.
the asking. Write.;

wrestler.

FREE

Learn at borne by maQ,

tells you how. Secret holds, blocks and tricks revealed. Don'tdelay. Be strong, healtliy. Handle
btermenwitb Mae Write for free bookTState ag^
FaiiBerBBrafc 1758By.EictaneeBldg,.0iiialiaJicb.

LeaM

to Daiice

CAN TEACH YOU

Fox-Trot, One-Step. Two-Sten.
Waltz and newest "np-to-the-minnte" society dances
in a few honra--at home--in private by the wonderful
I

Peak System of Mail Instruction

REMARKABLE NEW METHOD. Easy-fascinatin?.
Positively no other like it. No music— no parQier
needed. -Thonsands -tans^t sncceasfally.
COMPLETE COURSE ON TRIAL. Write nie todat
for FREE ^Information andXow Soqirise Offer.
WILLIAM CHANDLER PEAK, M. B.
4737 Broadway
CMcagOt 10.

Studio 240

—

"

!

!

H
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'JBELENEJCHADWICK

'

CLARA_WILLIAMS

-

LOUISE

FAZENDA

r

-

RUTH ROLAND,

RUTH STONEHQUSE^MAY^ALLISOH*

t

ABSOLUTELY FREE,

In "The Wonder Book for Writers," which we will send to you
Stars point out the easiest way to turn your ideas into stories and photoplays

famous Movie

these

and become a

successful writer.

Millions oP People Can yftite
Stories and Photoplays and

DorftKnowIt/
THIS
made

Is the startling assertion recently
by one of the highest paid
writers in the world. Is his astonishing statement true?
Can it be possible there are countless thousands of people
yearning to write, who really can and simply
haven't found it out? Well, come to think of

Why
most anybody can tell a story.
can't most anybody write a story?
Why is
writing supposed to be a rare gift that few
it,

possess?
Isn't this only another of the Mistaken Ideas the past has handed down to us?
Yesterday nobody dreamed man could fly.
To-day he dives like a swallow ten thousand
feet above the earth and laughs do^n at the
tiny mortal atoms of his fellow-men below
So yesterday's "impossibility" Is a reality
!

to-day.

"The time will come," writes the same
authority, "when millions of people will be

—

writers there will be countless thousands of
playwrights, novelists, scenario, magazine and
newspaper writers
they
coming,
are
coming
a whole
THIS
LETTERS LIKE

—

ARE POURING

IN

"1 wonldn't take a mlllloa

us

new

I

Taibmont. W. Va.
It 1b worth its weiffht In sold.

MOCKWITZ. New

Castle.

-G.
Wa3B.

ing now? Why, they
are the men
armies

them

Charleboi, Pa.

fices,

contains a sold mine of
valnable savirostlons. " ~ LENA
BAILEY. Mt. Vebnon. Iix.
1 can only say that I am amazed
that it is possible to set forth the
short story and
principles of
photoplay writing in such a clear,
GORDON
concise manner."
_j

-

MATHEWS, MoNTEKAL,

Can.
'I received yoor Irvine System
some time aKO. It is the most
remarlcable tning I have ever
Mr.

Irvinfir

has

certainly

story and play wrltins
amazln^y almple and easy."—

made

ALFRED BOBTO,
Falls.

Niagaba

N.y.

old,

—

—
young and

now doing mere

clerical

work

in

of-

keeping books,
selling merchandise,
or even driving
trucks, running elevators,

street

waiting

on

working

at

cars,
tables,

barber
chairs, following the
plow, or teaching
schools in the rural

districts
women,
old,

all the compositions 1 have
read on this subject, I find yours

Of

of

do you

what these
writers-to-be are do-

of

OUVE

And

!"

know

'Every obstacle that menaces
•access can be mastered through
this simple but tlioroneh sysMICHAl/X.
tem.' '-MRS.

seen.

world

them

dol-

it."-MAEY WATSON,

for

—

;

young

and
and

by scores, now

pounding

- HAZEL SIMPSON
N A Y L O R Literary Editoe,

t y p e standor
ing behind counters,
or running spindles
in factories, bending

the veriest novice should be able
to build stories or photoplays that

over

the

most

helpful

to

aspirins

authors."

.

Motion Picture Magazine.
"With this volume betore blm.

wiU&ndareadymarket, Thebest
kind I have encountered in 24 years of newspaper and literary work."
treatise

of

its

MAMH. PIERCE WELt4ER,
AOINO EdiTOB, THS BinGHAMPTON Press.
"When I first saw roar ad I
was workins in a shop (or |B0 a
week. Always havincT worked
with my hands, I doabted my
ability

make money with my
So ftwaawith much skepto

brain.
ticism that I sent (or your

Easy
Method of WrltlnE. When the
System arrived, I carefallystnd-

Isd It evcninss after work. Withio

a month

I

had completed tvro

plays, one of which sold for $500.
I nnbesltatttia other for $450.
llicly

aay that!

owe

It all

to

tna

b^nc System. "-HELEN KINDONT ATLUmo CITT, N.J.

writers,

sewing
madoing
or
housework.
Yes
you may laugh but
chines,

—The

are

these

Writers

of

Tomor-

row.
isn't

only for geniuses as
most people think.
the

you a

you
Creator

'believe

pave

story-ivriting

faculty just as He
nreatest
did
the
writer?
Only maybe .you are simply
"bluffed"
by
the

may provide an endless gold-mine
Happy Success and Handsome Cash Royalties. How new writers get
their names into print.
How to tell if you

Imagination

of Ideas that bring

don't satisfy, they simply give up in despair, and that ends it.
They re through. They never try again. Yet
If,
by some lucky chance, they had first
learned the simple rules of writing, and then
given the imagination free rein, they might
have astonished the world

ARE

two things are essential in order to beBUT
come a writer. First, to learn the

ure.

first efforts

!

or-

dinary principles of writing. Second, to
learn to exercise your faculty of Thinking.
By exercising a thing you develop it. Y'our
Imagination is something like your right arm.
The more you use it the stronger it gets. The
principles of writing are no more complex
than the principles of spelling, arithmetic, or
any_ other simple thing that anybody knows.
Writers learn to piece together a story as
easily as a child sets up a miniature house
with his toy blocks.
It is amazingly easy
after the mind grasps the simple "know how."
A little study, a little patience, a little confidence, and the thing that looks hard often
turns out to be just as easy as it seemed
difficult.

of people imagine they need a
Nothing is
education in order to write.
Many of the greatfarther from the truth.
People
est writers were the poorest scholars.
They may
rarely learn to write at schools.
get the principles there, but they really learn
to icrite from the great, wide, open, boundYes, seething all
less Book of Humanity
around you, every day, every hour, every
minute, in the whirling vortex the flotsam
and jetsam of Life even in your own home,
at work or play, are endless incidents for
stories and plays
a wealth of material, a
Every one of
world of things happening.
these has the seed of a story or play in it.
Think
If you went to a Are. or saw an accident, you could come home and tell the folks
Unconsciously you would deall about it.
And if somescribe it all very realistically.
body stood by and wrote down exactly what
you said, you might be amazed to find your

Thousands

fine

a writer. How to develop your "story
fancy,"
weave clever word-pictures and
unique, thrilling, realistic plots.
How your
friends may be your worst judges.
How to
avoid discouragement and the pitfalls of Fail-

—

—
—

!

How

This

to

WIN

surprising

bool?

ABSOLUTELY FREE.

is

No

No obligation. YOUB copy is waiting for you.
Write for it NOW. GET IT. IT'S YOURS. Then
can
you
pour your wliole soul into this magic new enchantment that has come into your life story and play
writing.
The lure of it, the love of it. the luxury of
it will fill your wasted hours and dull moments with
You will have this noble, absorbprofit and pleasure.
And all in your
ing, money malting new profession!
spare time, without interfering with your regular job.
Wlio says you can't malte "easy money" with your
brain! Who says you can't turn your Thoughts into
cash! Who says you can't make your dreams come
cliarge.

—

true!

Nobody knows—BUT

THE BOOK WILL TELL

YOU.
So why waste any more time wondering, dreaming,
Simply fill out the coupon below you're not

—

waiting?

BUYING anything, you're
FREE. A book that may
Magic Book
Destiny. A
women young and
Get your

old

may

ABSOLUTELY

getting it
prove the

Book of Your
which men and

through
learu

to

turn

their

spare

cash

hours into

!

letter in

the mail before you sleep to-night.
for you the Dawn of a New
The Authors' Press, Dept.

Who knows— it may mean
To-morrow! Just address
379, Auburn, New York.

ThisBooKFREE

story would sound just as interesting as many
you've read in magazines or seen on the
screen.
Now, you will naturally say, "Well,
if Writing is as simple as you say it is. why
can't I learn to write?" Who says you can't?

LISTEN
recently
!

A

wonderful

FREE book has
on this very suball about the

been written
—
a book that
System — a Startling New
tells

ject

Easy Method
This
Writing Stories and Photoplays.
Booh for
Wonder
called
"The
amazing book,
Writers," shows how easily stories and plays

Irving

For writing
Don't

thought that you "haven't the gift." Many people are simply afraid to try. Or if they do try,

and their

of

How
are conceived, written, perfected, sold.
many who don't dream the.y can write, sudKings
Scenario
the
out.
How
denly find it
How
and the Story Queens live and work.
bright men and women, without any special
experience, learn to their own amazement
that their simplest Ideas may furnish brilliant
plots for Plays

and

Stories.

How

one's

own

\
I
.

I

THE AUTHORS' PRESS, Dept. 379,
Send me ABSOLUTELY FREE

Auburn, N. Y.
"The Wonder

Book for Writers." This does not
any way [Print your name plainly in

obligate

I
I

j
I

Name
A ddress
City

and

State.

pencil]

me

in

;

News Notes from

the Studios

Items of interest about popular players
and productions in which they appear.

DE MILLE has announced
CECIL
production, "Saturday Night,"

that his next

will

be

somewhich

thing of a contest. The two leading roles,
are to be played by Edith Roberts and Leatrice Joy,
are of equal importance, but Mr. De Mille believes that
even with equal opportunities one player is bound to
outplay others.
The result will be interesting to
all followers of these two

ture.
Fortunately his wife, Frances Hatton, is playing
a nurse at the same studio.
"Lassie," whose pedigree lists her as "just plain dog,"
has the most important role of her screen career in
Richard Barthelmess' first star picture, "Tol'able David."
Previously she appeared in support of such prominent

stars as Elsie Ferguson,
Irene Castle, Mabel Nor-

in

motion pictures

At
has

"Ropes," and Paul
Scardon, the director, lets

in

him go

just as far as the
scenario permits.
"Cinderella
of the
Hills" has been selected
as the first starring vehicle
for Barbara Bedford, the

Wesley Barry has now
fourteenth

new Fox star.
Thomas Meighan

and been rewarded by a handsome
Skootamotor from his dibirthday

upon

prevailed

has

Fa-

the

mous Players-Lasky com-

Marshall Neilan.
Like the fond fathers who
spend Christmas Day rtmning their children's toys,
Neilan developed such a
rector,

pany to purchase the
of "If

You

script

Believe It
the estate

So" from
George
Loane

It's

of

Tucker.

Production notes made by
the late director of "The

hearty interest in the tiny
that he
for the day

vehicle

]\Iiracle

Man"

handed over to
man. who will
Even Ihough Marie Prevost is a full-fledged Universal star now,
she is modest in her choice of m ounts. Her next picture will be

birthday all right, but it
"Prince
looked as though Neilan
still had the present.
Robert Gordon, who returns to the screen in the
Selig-Rork production, "The Rosary," has been signed
to appear in future productions of the same company.
Faire Binney recently made such a hit on the New
York stage that the Selznick company rushed to reclaim her services.
She will appear opposite Conway
Tearle in "A Wide-open Town."
Sigrid Holmquist,
who plays the leading role in Frances Marion's Cosmopolitan picture, "Just Around the Corner," and who
is known as the Swedish Mary Pickford. will appear
opposite Eugene O'Brien in his next production.
"Hedda Gabler," as presented for the screen by an
Italian company, will be one of the next importations
to be shown in this country.
Irvin Willat, who has been making his own productions, will direct "Yellow Men and Gold." a Gouverneur

Morris story, for Goldwyn.
Hatton, who plays the leading role in "His
the Wall," has to fall off a train and get
generally bruised and battered in the course of the pic-

Raymond

picture.

juvenile role, and had
do the job in a boyish
way, but now he is leading man for Miss DuPont

duction, "Sisters."

Back Against

a

he's played

to

Joe King will all appear
in the Cosmopolitan pro-

dropped
work
and astonished Hollywood Boulevard by running about
on it.
Wesley had the

a

a

same program. These will
include
Wilde's
Oscar
"Salome"
and
Ibsen's
"The Doll's House."
Matt
Moore,
Seena
Owen, Gladys Leslie, and

his

Moore.
Pat 0']\lalley
chance to really

last

make love in
Always before

will be

the production of several
pictures to be used on the

attained

Tom

mand, and

young players' pictures.
Nazimova's next exploit

Virtue."

have been
Tom Fordirect the

picture.

Every

McCoy

from Kid
Kathryn ^Ic-

one
to

Guire. late of the Sennett
bathing beauties, has been engaged to support Lefty
Flynn in his first star picture imder the Fox banner.
Molly Malone will play opposite him just so that he
won't be in entirely new surroundings. They both come

from the Goldwyn stock company. His first picture
be "The Last Trail," a Zane Grey story.
Rudolph A^alentino will play the leading role in

will

"Moran

of the Lady Letty" opposite Doroth}- Dalton.
^^'ilHam Jennings Bryan's daughter amused herself
while at Miami last winter making a motion picture
almost every one else down there was doing it, so she
decided that she might just as well. She wrote the scenario, which is called "Once U^pon a Time." cast it, and
directed it herself, all of which caused no little merri-

But when
to the other companies playing there.
finished film was shown to a few producers the
laughter subsided, for Ruth Bryan Owen had turned
out not only a workmanlike motion picture, but a remarkably good one. It is expected that she will enter
the ranks of regular motion-picture directors this winter.
ment
the

George

Arliss' next screen production will not be the

—

•
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No Excuse

13

Being Fat
Since New Discovery
for

One woman reduced 13 pounds

in

8

Another

days.

20 pounds

lost

in

than a month. Still another took off 40 pounds in an incredibly short
time. All without appliances, medicines, starving, exercises or massage.
No discomforts or bitter self-denials. Results in 48 hours. Free trial.
less

A

SIMPLE,

law
easily- followed
Nature has now bfeen discovered which enables anyone
of

to quickly rid themselves of dangerReous, burdensome excess flesh.
sults are often apparent in 48 hours.
These benefits are secured without
discomfort and without any bitter

many

Ura.
»

Galcerman ,
tli«
day
redaclng tbs nsv ;*ay

George
started

I

G«orge Culterman.e days latftr
th« wonderf\il
IraproveiEent

Loses 13 Pounds in 8 Days
have lost 13 pounds since last Monday (8 days) and am feeling fine. I used to lie
in bed an hour or so before I could get to sleep,
but I go to sleep now as soon as I lie down, and
Before I
I can sleep from eight to nine hours.
began losing weight I could not take much exercise, but now I can walk four or five miles a
day. I feel much better than I have for months."
Signed, Mrs. George Guiterman,
420 East 66th Street, New York City.
Above photographs are just as reproduced by the

"Hurrah

I

!

—

—

camera no alteration no retouching. Double chins,
folds and pufBness under the eyes have vanished. The
increased brightness of the eyes shows renewed health
and youthfulness.

self-denials.
In fact
say they
enjoy their meals and other pleasures
of life more than ever before.
When you have reached your normal, ideal weight, you can retain it
without gaining or losing another

pound.
Scores of stout men and women,
who have regained their normal figures by this method, find that a pound
a day reduction is not too much to
look for at the very start. Many have
and even more.
lost 10 pounds a week

—

Reduce as Quickly as
You Wish
The

rate at which you lose your
surplus flesh is largely under your
own control. If you do not wish to lose
flesh as rapidly as a pound a day or

ten

pounds a week, you can regulate
law so that your loss of

this natural
flesh will be

ing

more gradual. By reducmore slowly you avoid any neces-

sudden changes of clothing.
slight and inexpensive
alterations in your garments as you

sity for

You can make

steadily

attain

a

slender,

graceful

figure.

In addition to normal weight and a
figure you secure other
benefits of equal importance. For this
natural method also builds your health
and gives you renewed vitality and

more youthful

Mra.

Vermilya before she

out about the

Mra. Vermilya after she applied

,

new dinrove

the

weight 168 pounds.

new dvico^ery

to herself,

weight 128 pound".

Doctor's Wife Reduces

40 Pounds

Mrs. Hazel Vermilya, pictured above, wife of a physician of Bloomington, Ind., reduced quickly to normal
weight, and also gained perfect health and a beautiful
complexion. She writes
"Before I tried your method m.v weight was 168
pounds. My blood was all bad my heart was weak. I
constantly had sour stomach and sick headaches.
I
went to different doctors for help, but I got worse
instead of better, until I tried your new discovery. I
am now in perfect health sleep perfectly, and my
blood test is 100 per cent pure.
I had begun to get
wrinkles when I was fat. but my flesh is now firm and
free from a single wrinkle.
And I now weigh only 128
pounds, which is my normal weight."
:

:

:

Stage Beauty Loses a Pound a
"In about three weeks
reduced twenty pounds

—

just

what

through

way

I

wonderful

to reduce.
And withone bit of discomfort,

out
think
I

it

is

perfectly

re-

markable."

Thus writes Miss Kath
Mullane. famous art
model and Zipgfeld

leen

ists'

Follies beauty.

This new discovery en
abled her to quickly reduce
to normal weight, after a
long
period
exercise,
of
starving and appliances

had

failed utterly.

;

I

wanted to

your

Day

energy. You obtain a clearer complexion,
a brighter eye and a more elastic step.
Many write that they have been astounded at losing wrinkles which they
had supposed could not be effaced. As
the superfluous flesh vanishes, the years
seem to drop off also. Your nerves are
improved and your sleep is more refreshing.
You regain youthful vigor and
spirits as well as youthful form.
It is like being invited to step into an
entirely new body, full of fresh ambition.
A body of graceful lines, fairly tingling
with health a body that seems capable
of any degree of physical exertion.
And you obtain all this without discomforts or painful self-denials.
You
make little change in your daily routine.
Y'ou continue to do the things you like
and to eat food you enjoy. In fact, far
from giving up the pleasures of the table,
you actually increase their variety.

you have already accumulated will be
rapidly consumed because the fat-forming
combinations have been cut off. There is
nothing complicated and nothing hard to
understand.
It is simply a matter of
learning how to combine your food according to a few simple, natural rules.
fat

Free Trial

The

Secret Explained

the famous food specialist, to discover
the one, safe, certain and easily followed
method of regaining normal, healthful
weight. He discovered that certain foods
when eaten together, take off weight in
Certain combina
stead of adding to it.
tions cause fat, others consume fat. Foi
instance, if you eat certain foods at thi
same meal, they are converted into ex
cess fat.
But eat these same foods at
different times and thev will be converted
into 'tissue and muscle. Then the excess

No Money

the new hope
stout rrien and
tian

and energy it offers to
women, Eugene Chrisincorporated this method in the

form of simple, easy-to-follow little
lessons under the title of "Weight
Control the Basis of Health." This
is off^ered to you on free trial.

—

Here

is

what following the course

It will bring your weight
normal at the rate of a
pound a day or more. It will make
your flesh firm and solid.
It will
bring a clearer skin, add new glow to
your cheek, a new sparkle to your eye
and a new spring to your step. And

will

do

down

:

to

—

naturally nothing harmful.
Prove this for yourself. See your un-

all

necessary flesh quickly vanish. See why
starving, strenuous exercising and medicines and massage are unnecessary.
See
hpw this new discovery gets down to the
real reason for your stoutness and removes it by natural and effective methods.
Although you would probably be glad
to pay many dollars for such a simple,
safe and certain method of obtaining
normal weight we have made the price as
low as we can, because we want every
sufferer from excessive flesh to secure its
benefits.

Send no money, just put your name
and address on the coupon, or send a
The course will be
letter if you prefer.
mailed to you in

PLAIN CONTAINER

and $1.97 (plus postage) to the postman
will make it yours. Then, if you are not
fully satisfied in every particular, you

may

return it within five days after its
and your money will be immediately refunded. If more convenient,
you may remit with coupon, but this is
not necessary.
Just mail the coupon or a letter. Y'ou
are thoroughly protected by our refund
Act today, however, to avoid deoffer.
lay, as it is hard for us to keep up with
the demand for these lessons.
Think of
the surprise and envy you will create
among your friends by your renewed,
more youthful appearance just a short
time after the course arrives.
receipt

Corrective Eating Society, Inc.
Dept W-I9512,

43

W.

16th

St.,

New York City

Corrective Eating Society, Inc.,
Dept. W- 1951 2, 43 West 16th Street,
New York City
prepaid. IN PLAIN CON"Weiglit
Christian's
Course.
I
Basis of Health," in 12 lessons.
will pay the postman only $1.97 (plus postage) on
arrival.
If 1 am not satisfied with it. I have the
privilege of returning it to you within five days
after its receipt.
It is, of course, understood that
you are to return my money if I thus return the

You may send me,

T.ilNEB,

Scientists have always realized that
there was some natural law on which the
whole system of weight control was
based. It remained for Eugene Christian,

—Send

Elated with his discovery and with

Control

Eugene

— the

course.

Same
(Please write plainly.)

Address
City

State
Fiice outside United States, $2.15 cash with order

—

—
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News Notes from

the Studios

Continued from page 12

recreation of one of his famous roles,
was formerly planned, but will be
made from an original screen story
by Earl Derr Biggers, called "Idle
Hands."
It
will be directed by
Henry Kolker, who directed "Disas

raeli."

"My

Old Kentucky Home," a picplay by Anthony Paul Kelly,
will be the first production made by
the newly formed Pyramid Pictures
Corporation.
Another production
reminiscent of the days of tentwenty-thirty-cent thrillers is "Where
ture

New

Is My Wandering Boy To-night?"
which is being produced by Bennie
Zeldman, Mary Pickford's manager.
Corinne Griffith's husband will not
play the double role of director and

Way

Easy

To Learn Drawing
Hoiv you can earn big money in
Commercial Art, Illustrating, De-

many famous

signing, or Cartooning, wilhout
being a "genius," and regardless

today!
thousands.

Business,

needs

Illustrated catalogs, advertisements, posters, circulars, trade-mark
designs countless pieces of art work are
needed by the busy business world. 48,868
periodicals are published in America

—

every one of them needs the services of
at least two artists for each issue. You
can't begin to realize the gigantic amount
of art work that must be done and the

—

demand is

increasing daily. Big money
is gladly paid
and big money is waiting
for anyone with foresight enough to pre-

—

pare for this pleasant profession. Thru
our new easy method of teaching,
can earn $40 to $100 a week as an artist,
regardless of your present ability.

YOU

Learn

in

Hughes

Rupert
ai'tists

revitalized,

stars, at the

megaphone

for her next picture.

of your present ability.

Never was there such a need for
as

husband, following their current production, "The Single Track."
The
Vitagraph Company has arranged to
have Charles Maigne, director of

Spare Time

was

so

pleased

with the work of Colleen Moore in
role of "The Wall Flower"
by the time she had finished that
picture he had another all ready for
her.
This newest one is an Irish

the

title

that

so of course Colleen couldn't

story,

resist playing

$83 a Day
James. He left school
a boy.
He was down, but
he refused to stay down. "He worked! He
And today he is president of the
studied!
Mascot Stove Co., of Chattanooga, Tenn.,
He says
at a salary of $25,000 a year!
that the I. C. S. "made his success possible."
His name is
when he was

cast

is

of

Won't you

let the I. C. S. help you, too?
everything has been made so easy
when so many other men are going forward to success can you afford to let
another priceless hour go to waste?

—

—

This is all we ask: Without obligation or
penny of cost, mark and mail the coupon today and let us tell you how you,
too, can win advancement and more money
through spare-time study at home with
a

the

C. S.

I.

^—

the

"The

This new method is like a fascinating game.
No matter how little you may know about
drawing, no matter whether people tell you,
"you have no talent." no matter what your
present ability may be
if you can write we
can teach you to draw.
The new method
simplifies everything
all the red-tape, "art
for art's sake" teaching, and superfluous
theory is taken out and in its place is put
definite, practical instruction so that you will
make money in the art game. The course is
the work of an expert
Will H. Chandlee, an
artist of over .35 years' practical experience.
And all your instruction is under the personal
supervision of Mr. Chandlee.

TEAR OUT HERE

—

•

I

SCKANTON, PA.

4569-B

Without
qualify

cost

for

the

or obligation, please exclain how I can
position, or In the subject before which
In the list below:

X

have marked an

D ELEC. ENOINEBB
Electric Lighting
Electric Wiring

&

BUSINESS MANAG'M'T

SALESMANSHIP
ADVEETISING

Bys.

Telegraph Engineer
Telephone Work

_ ILLUSTBATING

Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Toolmaker
Gas Engine Operating

3

Bailroad Positions

_ MECHANICAL ENGB.
3

I]

CIVIL

3

Show Card

Ptir.

Stenographer & Typist
TBAFFIC MANAGES

_

Hallway Accountant
Commercial Law

GOOD ENGLISH

3 Com.

School

Subjects

CIVIL SEHVICE

Draftsman

AUTOMOBILES

Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer

Bailway Mall Clerk
Mathematics

PLUMBING & HEAT'G
Sheet Metal Worker

Navigation

Text. Overseer or Supt.

_

Pharmacy

D Banking

CHEMIST

—

Sign

Cert. Pub. Accountant

MINE FOB'N or ENGB.
STATIONABY ENGB.
Marine Engineer
AECHITECT
.\rchitectural

&

Cartooning
Private Secretary
Business Correspondent

BOOKKEEPEB

ENGINEEE

Surveying and Mapping

Contractor and Builder

—
—

.Agriculture

D Spanish

Poultry

I

Teacher

Street

and No.-

Write for Interesting Free Book
An

J. F.

When

BOX

only
Sin
the most important
Flood,"
coming Goldwyn productions.
"Rent Free" provides Wallace
Reid with one of the most convenient
The set
sets he has ever worked on.
represents the roof of an apartment
building and is built on the roof of
the
one of

in

Earns

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

it.

Chadwick

Helene

woman

Man

This

OccupatioD

and handsomely illustrated
to Become an Artist." has been
will be sent to you without cost

-

interesting

"How

booklet,

prepared and
you mall the coupon below.

if

NOW

INIail

Movie Star Photos

coupon

for this attractive free book and full
about our Special Offer of a FREE
ARTIST'S OUTFIT to every new student.
No obligation whatever. Address

'

details

Washington School

of the better kind
These genuine photos ai'e the best
obtainable, specially posed for by
the various artists. Size 8x10. 50c
each or 12 for $5.
Beautiful and Artistic and they are
sure to please you. If not, we re-

of Art, Inc.

fund your money.

Room

1715, Marden BMg.,

Washington, D. C.

Make Your

Selection

From

This List

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART,
Room 1715, Marden
Please send

"How
full

every

to

BIdg.,

me without

Theda Bara

Inc.

Washington, D. C.

Free

Artist's

Name
(State whether

Mr., Mra., or Mies)

Outfit

to

Mary

Minter returned from abroad
very much grown up and announced to her
company that she wanted grown-up stories
Miles

WW.

The
'

Address

Mabel Normand

Kathe
McDonald

Olsra Petrova

Mae Murray

Mary Pickford
Blanche Sweet

obligation, free book

Become an Artist" together with

particulars of
new student.

Alice Joyce
Mary Miles Minter

'

one will be a tale of the
South Sea Islands.

first
'

Charles Ray

Nazimova

Anita Stewart
Charles Chaplin
Pearl White
Mildred Harris
Norma Talmadg©
Earle Williams
Richard Barthelmess
or any of the other popular stars.

so Cents Each— 12

for

$5.00

Check those you want and enclose money order, currency or
U S. stamps only, coverinpr your purchase toerether with this
advertisment, with your name and address written plainly
thereon and mail TODAY to
Dept: 117. 209
S.
48th St., N. Y.
special PropoKition to Dealers

BRAM.

W.

—
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A

complete musical comedy will
be filmed for "After the Show," a
William De Mille production, written
by Rita Weiman. Lila Lee plays the
leading part, and Charles Ogle, the
veteran character actor, has one of
the greatest human-interest
parts he has ever had.

HIGH SCHOOL
Between making breath-taking scenes for "The White Eagle," her latest Pathe serial, Ruth
Roland lolls on the California beaches as unconcerned as any ingenue.

—

The carpenters thinkconvenience, perhaps
built it j,ust over his dressing room,
so he is just a ladder's length away.
the studio.
ing of his

Mildred Harris

will play opposite

Thomas Meighan in "A Prince There
Was," which was played on the stage
by George M. Cohan.

May McAvoy

his double.

Frank Mayo
story

will appear in a sea
"Doctor Jim," after
film a romance of the

called

which he will
South Seas.

received
high praise for her work in several
Thomas H. Ince productions, has
been selected to play opposite Jack

Holt in his

first

Batista, the child actress
did notable work in "Humoresque," and has since appeared on the
speaking stage in connection with pictures in New York will appear in
support of Norma Talmadge in her
next production, "Smiling Through."

star picture,

"The

Call of the North."

The Reid family promises

has completed her
production at the head of her
own company, and will soon start
work on "Put and Take," written
for the star by Frederic and Fanny
Hatton.
Her first picture is "Peacock Alley."
first

Bryant Washburn

will

return to

screen in a Goldwyn picture,
"Hungry Hearts," which is adapted
from the story of the same name
which caused a sensation in literary
the

circles last year.

George Hackathorn will play the
leading male role
that of Gavin
in "The Little Minister," the Barrie
play which Penrhyn Stanlaws is directing for Paramount with Betty

—

—

Madge Bellamy, who has

to take

the place on the screen of the Foy
family in vaudeville.
Not only has
Mrs. Reid returned to the screen, but
her young son, Billy Reid, is appearing with her in "Pat o' Paradise,"
the first of a series of productions
starring Lester Cuneo.

Compson

as star.

Will Rogers will appear in a special production for Paramount before
beginning a series of two-reel productions of his own.

Madge Kennedy
to the screen at the

YEABS

soon to return
head of her own

is

You Want

Lon Chaney

is

almost the busiest

to

Earn

Big Money!
And you

will not be satisfied unless
you earn steady promotion. But are
you prepared for the job ahead of
you? Do you measure up to the

For
a more responsible position a fairly
good education is necessary. To write
a sensible business letter, to prepare
estimates, to figure cost and to compute interest, you must have a certain
amount of preparation. All this you
must be able to do before you will

standard that insures success?

earn promotion.
business houses hire no men
whose general knowledge is not equal to a

Many

high school course. Why? Because big
business refuses to burden itself with men
who are barred from promotion by the lack
of elementary education.

Can You

Qualify for

a Better Position?
We have a plan whereby you can. We
can give you a complete but simplified high
school course in two years, giving you all
the essentials that form the foundation of
practical business. It will prepare you to
hold your own where competition is keen
and exacting. Do not doubt your ability, but
make up your mind to it and you will soon
have the requirements that will bring you
success and big money. YOU CAN DO IT.

how to get on the
It will not cost you a single
working hour. We are so sure of being able
to help you that we will cheerfully return to
you, at the end of ten lessons, every cent
you sent us if you are not absolutely satif=fied.
What fairer offer can we make you? Write
today. It costs you nothing but a stamp.
Let us show you
road to success.

company.

.

June Mathis, the continuity expert,

TWO

IN

Miriam

who

Mae Murray

soon appear in
the most spectacular of her Realart
productions.
It is "The Morals of
Marcus," long a popular favorite of
readers everywhere.
Harold Lloyd will be supported in
"The Sailor-made Man," his newest
production, by his brother, Gaylord,
who has recently been appearing as
will

tOUBSE

AMERICAN SCHOOL
Dept. H976 Drexel Ave. &. 5 8th

St.,

Chicago

Hollywood this year.
He hardly finishes one engagement
of players in

when he has to rush to another studio
start work on another.
As soon

dmeri(^n School
Explainhowlcan quali fy for position checked:

Maxwell Karger on a picture which

as he finishes "Wolf-breed" for Universal he will rush back to the Gold-

promises to be one of the novelties

wyn

who was responsible for "The Four
Horsemen" and many other Metro
successes,
is
now working with
"The Hole in the
which Alice Lake is starred,

of the year.

Wall," in

and

It is

contains an interesting expose
of fake spiritistic seances.
Victor Fleming, who directed the
it

Emerson-Loos

"Red-hot Romance," will direct Agnes Ayres in
her first star picture. This is to be
"The Lane That Has No Turning."
which was written by Sir Gilbert
Parker.

special,

and

lot,

where one of

his

greates';

"The Penalty," was made,
and start work on "The Octave of
pictures,

Claudius."

One day when

things were dull
around the Metro studio thev went
at it and changed the titles of their
stories that were in production. "The
Right That Failed" became "Keep
Off the Grass," and "Junk" became
"The Idle Rich." Bert Lytell is the
star in both pictures.

Dept.

H97e

J

14,000 to $10,000
..Shop Superintendent
83,000 to $7,000^

Aatomobile Engineer

^

84,000 to $10,000

Aatomobile Repairman
Civil

..Employment Manager

to $4,000

$4,000 to $10,000

Engineer

..Steam Engineer

$6,000 to $16,000
Structural Engineer
$4,000 to $10,00C
Business Manager

J
T

$2,000 to $4,0001
..Foreman's Course
$2,000 to 84,0000

$5,000 to $16,001

..Sanitary Engineer
$2,000 to $5,000

Certified Public Accountant $7,000 to $16,000
Accountant & Auditor

..Telephone Engineer
$2,600 to $6,000

$2,600 to $7,000

P
Q
a
•

A
H
..High School Graduate J
In two years •

Draftsman & Designer

,.Telesrraph

Engineer

$2,500 to $5,000

$2,600 to $4,000

Electrical Engineer
$4,000 to $10,000

..Fire

General Education
In one year
,,Name..

{j

..Lawyer $5,000 to$15,000»
..Mechanical Engineer
A

Architect85,000tol6,000
Building Contractor
$5,000 to $10,000

$2,600

•

ChlcaKo,lir.

..

Insurance Expert
$3,000 to $10,000

Address...
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Actual photograph of white satin
chemise and petticoat and black silk
lace hose after 60, 4S and 36 washings respectively.
Garments and
statements of original owners on file
in the Procter i3 Gamble offices.

Send

for Free

Sample

with easy directions for the
care of fine silks, wools, and
other fabrics too delicate for
the regular family wash.
Address Section 47-LF,
Dept. of Home Economics,
The Procter & Gamble Co.,
Cincinnati, O.

Satin Undergarments
Silk

Lace Hose

trous
to

and

still lus-

36
—
apiece

lovely after

60 washings
your

silk

clothes

should

give equally long service

WHEN

photograph above was taken,
chemise had had sixty
washings
the satin and lace petticoat
forty-five
the fragile silk openwork hose thirtysix
yet every one of these garments looks as if
it would stand as many washings again.
All were
washed with Ivory Soap Flakes exclusively.
the

the white satin

—

—

—

Ivory Flakes works so quickly that

it is no trouble
garment right after each
wearing.
This prompt washing prevents soil and
perspiration from drying into the fabric and rotting

at all to rinse out a silk

the

silk

lustre,

no matter how often

h^s the same freedom from

it

easily

garments clean, thereby preventing silk
threads from roughening or splitting as they would
in just a few washings with ordinary soap.

An

Ivory Flakes bath for a piece of fine lingerie,

a delicate blouse, or a pair of

silk

hose, takes just

a few minutes in the bathroom washbowl.
in the

all

added weeks and months of wear

the garment gives you.

Ge?tuine Ivory Soap in Instant-Cleansing

Pretty Clothes Last Longer

It

proportion to the time you

lYORY-oAP FLAKES
Makes

washed.

Ivory Flakes makes such rich suds that

spend,
(it

it is

soaks

repays you out of

silk.

Ivory Flalces purity

makes Ivory Soap unique)
from becoming brittle and losing its

injurious ingredients that

keeps

Form

and

Picture-Play

Magazine
DECE M BE R
Volume

XV

1921

Number 4

PIQUANT
NTOW

that

Mae Murray

is

head of her own
company, we can expect such
highly individual and striking
characterizations as this from
"Peacock Alley," her first proat the

duction.

The drowsy

lure of

her eyes contrasts delightfully

and at
most
blas6 Mae Murray brings
respite from too much reality.
with her twinkling

all

times

—

— even

feet,

to the

Photo by Alfred Cheney Johnstoa

;

What Chance
in the
A

question that

swered frankly

is

asked daily of casting

— and authoritatively, and
"Plain Girl" than she

By Gordon

not pretty.
straight

In

brown

fact, she is quite drab,

hair, her lusterless

with her

brown

eyes,

her prominent chin, and her heavy eyebrows.
But she has wanted and wanted to "get into
the movies." One day she asked me, a magazine reporter, if I could help her.
The outShe seemed like
look seemed rather glum.
such a colorless little flower when I thought
of all the radiant beauties I saw every day
riding about the streets of Hollywood to and
from their work at the studios. But she shyly
asked me so many times to find some path
that would lead her into the movies that finally
I turned to my friend, Mary Alden, who is
conceded now, since her work as the mother
in "The Old Nest," to be the greatest living
character actress on the screen. I thought that
she might have some solution to the problem
confronting the ambitious little plain girl down
the street. And she did. This marvelous actress, whose heart beats for the girls of the
small towns and the side streets of the big
towns, says that it is to the plain girl that the
movies of to-morrow will look for their support.
"If you had a sister who was not beautiful,
but who wanted to get into the movies, how
would you go about it to prepare her for a
success such as you have achieved?" I asked

Miss Alden when we were comfortably settled
living room of her apartment in Los
Angeles, which has a wide vista of the mountains from its windows.
"Teach her how to brush her teeth, keep
the luster in her hair, and the sparkle in her
eyes !" replied this young character actress in
her characteristically cryptic manner.
in the

Photo by Evana

Mary

Alden,

who

screen, says that

is
it

conceded to be the greatest character actress on the
is

the plain girl that the movies of to-morrow will

to

look for their support.

TO-MORROW
motion

the day of the "plain" girl in
Therefore, take heed, those
of you whose hair is inclined to be straight,
whose lips are minus cupid's hows, and whose eyes are
small and dark, yet who have deep yearnings toward a
screen career.
Your chance is coming, and very soon,
little Miss Plain Girl, for I have it on good authority
that the standard future of movies in America rests on
the shoulders, not of the baby vamp, but the sturdier
is

pictures.

—

shoulders of her bigger sister the plain girl.
There are no "buts" in this radiantly golden future
for the little gray mouse against whom it has been popularly believed the doors of the studios were closed
forever.
It rests within herself, and there is no limit
to the heights she may climb in the next few years.
And it is not a matter of theory, but a matter of fact.
If you are a plain girl and want a chance to make a
living in motion pictures, there are certain very definite
things you must do to accomplish this desire, but they
are things which every girl can do, no matter if she
lives in Dubuque, Iowa, or Los Angeles, California.
There is a little girl who lives in our block who is

"No-

mean more than

In the first place, almost
chooses to think she is.
If Geraldine Farrar appeared on the stage or screen with
her hair dull in luster, her teeth also dull from lack of
attention, her eyes lacking a vital sparkle, and her mouth
drooping you would call her a plain woman. You would
say the same of Dorothy Dalton if she did not radiate

no

I

that.

girl is truly 'plain' unless she

—

health

and good American pep.

'Plain' is as 'plain' does."

You

can discover for yourself how important this is
try to imagine your favorite motion-picture actress, not
in the surroundings where motion pictures place her,
but in the surroundings of girls you know. Picture her,
not as the well-groomed, exuberant creature that you
know on the screen, but dressed like some girl you know
and occupying herself with the same interests. Wouldn't
she seem much more "plain?"
If Elsie Ferguson's manner was less gracious and
more hurried, would she seem so beautiful? And if
Mabel Ballin's eyes didn't sparkle with interest would
you be so quick to notice their beauty?
The education of the plain girl for the screen- should
rightly begin in the cradle, says Miss Alden, but if

Has the Plain Girl
Movies?
producers, and

stars

is

an-

with far more encouragement
might have expected.

to

the

directors,

Gassaway

it

is

too late for that

let

any

girl

begin

now

at once.

Hold on

to

your

illusions, little girl.

They

help to keep you young.
girl who is plain in appearance, in the
general acceptance of the term, in that she
may have no dimples, no thick, curly hair, who
is not petite, but feels that she is all angles,
has more of a chance for a long career, and
a successful one, in the movies than
/r~^--T
So says Miss
the beautiful doll.
Alden, and here is the system she /
would prescribe for

A

^a

such a
is

girl

who

honest in
desire
her

fit herself
for the screen:
She must give
time and attention
to health and exercise
and the business of acquiring grace, since the
body is the instrument on
which
soul
music
is
played.
The girl who

to

wishes to succeed in pictures must keep her body
in tune if she wishes to
interpret sweet music, and
the plain girl should never
forget that an actress uses
all of her body
not only
her face or her hands, but
every muscle.
For that reason a successful
actress cannot be conscious of
any one part of her body over

I'hoto by

Hoover

Some of

the beautiful stars of yesterday are forgotten, but girls like
Pitts,

who

The study

of literature and the
reading of printed plays is most
important to the plain girl.
She
must improve her mind, for there
rests the secret of her future success.
But read the best American
literature first before delving into
the foreign, because it is upon the
plain girl that future American

still

Zasu

popular.

;

depend for its success. Know your own country
French actresses have risen to the great heights
they have because always it was "France !" first in mind.
American girls have aped the French school, and so
America has no drama of its own to-day except that
of the small town, which is most truly American.
Bernhardt never learned to speak English, nor did

drama
first

will

!

...^

—

another.
Watch Helen Ware, on
the stage some time, or Mrs. Fiske,
both of whom have been great successes without being beautiful.

did not rely on beauty, are

the great Italian actress, Duse ever learn
English, yet they became world fa-

mous.

Keep up an
side

A girl mu St

interest out-

yourself

if

you

wish to become uncon-

give time and attention
to

of

the business

of acquiring grace, since the body is the
instrument on which soul music is played.

scious

of

yourself.

There is no place in
any studio for the
self-conscious

girl.

Read "Expression
of Emotions in Men and Animals," by Charles Darwin.
Also "Philosophical Inquiry Into Source of Pleasures Derived
from Tragic Representations," by ]McDermot.
In the privacy of your own room, when you are quite alone,
Characterize each creature in
practice pantomiming the myths.
them, and this will help you in facility of expression.
Begin
their emotions and motives.
Start analyzing people
with your own mother. This will develop an analytical quality
The plain girl
of mind which is indispensable to every actress.
must remember that she will have to work harder than the raving

—
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What Chance Has

the Plain Girl in the Movies?
As a rule, a girl who is not gifted with great
beauty will make an effort to be more alive
and intelligent than the beauty who relies almost
solely upon her physical charms to "get her
there"
and it is the developed intelligence and
vitality of the plain girl which will put her in
the forefront of motion-picture casts in the

—

future.

Where

are the beautiful stars of yesterday?

Those who were merely beautiful have "gone
overl)oard."
They are no longer heard of. I
could name a score. But girls like Lillian Gish
and Dorothy Gish or ZaSu Pitts, girls who did
not rely on beauty to get them across, are still
very popular.

Tears wash away illusions, and the young girl
should not indulge in a sad outlook on life.
Illusions are necessary to the actress, no matter
how old she may be in years. If you find yourself inside a studio, in a mob scene, remember
that it is not a sad and doleful expression which
will attract attention, but intelligence and health
which will shine forth. It requires just as much
intelligence to take direction or instruction as
it does to give it.
Please remember that.
While Miss Alden was giving me this wonderful advice from her fund of knowledge,
gained from years of experience, for me to take
home to the plain girl who lives down the street,
we were interrupted by the entrance of her maid
bringing a parcel. Miss Alden, upon whose
blue-black, lusterful hair the late afternoon sun
was shining as she sat curled up on the divan
in the corner, pulled open the paper and held
up a new book for me to see. It was "Accepting the Universe," by Burroughs.
"A gift?" I inquired.
If it weren't for Dorothy Dalton's wonderful radiance, she might be
considered plain.
"No I've had it ordered for some time, but
it just reached Los Angeles."
beauty in order to get her first recognition.
You see, she puts into practice what she teaches in
Many
school-teachers wish to get into the movies, but they are
that she keeps abreast of modern times by reading all
^unwilling to expend one fraction of the amount of time
that is best in literature, just as she advises girls to do
in preparation for it that they do for teaching school,
who expect to go into the movies.
and yet real acting is much more difficult than teaching
"Of course," she went on, the gaze from her frank
school.
blue eyes very directly toward me, for she is a very
Stenographers spend from six months to a year in
direct sort of a person is Mary Alden, "the principal
preparing for their work, and yet they expect to go
chance of the so-called plain girl is in the delineation
of what actors call character parts.
out to any picture studio and secure employment with
Of course I maintain, as I have said before this afternoon, that no girl
no special preparation at all.
By "preparation" Miss Alden does not mean attend- in the world can be called plain who is animated by
purpose, and if that purpose be to get on to the screen,
ing so-called schools of motion-picture acting which
and she is not the type nor the age for doll-baby parts,
should be avoided or even dramatic schools, although
then she should prepare for character acting. I have
the latter are valuable in teaching repose and technique.
already said some of the things which seem advisable
It is "preparation" from the standpoint of good health,
for her to do. The acquiring of health and intelligence
clear skin, bright eyes, shining hair, and white teeth.
Any girl may have these at least. Thus equipped, no can be attained by any girl in any small city in America,
The technique acquired in a highbut later, as she feels that she is ready to seek some
girl is really plain.
studio for employment, she should begin to choose her
grade school of acting is valuable, but you must remember that all the technique in the world will not environment. She should seek the companionship of
girls and boys who are also animated by the same
make a great actress, any more than it would make
purpose in a worth-while way.
you a great singer.
"While all acting is really 'characterization,' the playTo sit on the "extra" bench is to lean against the
ing of old women, of hunchbacks, of hags or foreigners
door of opportunity, but before a plain girl takes her
is what the public terms character acting, as do some
seat there she should be sure she is ready for what lies
actors, and it is to the interpretation of such parts that
beyond, so that she will not be doomed to disappointment.
the unbeautiful girl should naturally turn. Pauline FredDon't expect to be pulled into the studio by your friends
who have already broken in. Rely upon yourself and erick is a sterling example of acting ability, coupled
with an intellect which is quick to grasp opportunities
your equipment, which, if you are a plain girl, will be
Natural equipment means
such as the portraying of a character part as great as
artificial and not natural.
that of Madame X.
She is not a great beauty in
beauty and a beautiful figure, but I am not speaking
the accepted sense of movie beauty, but she is superI am speaking of the plain girl,
for that kind of girl
magnetic in her radiation of vibrating life."
who must manufacture her charm.

—

—

—

—

—

—

!
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Plain

Girl
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You must have an artistic appreciation of
the thing you are doing.
Have you such an
appreciation?
If you are a plain girl, and
selected to play the small part of a maid perhaps, you must artistically appreciate the
chance and make the most of it. Make that
maid stand out! Florence Reed has everything that the foreign actress Pola Negri has,
yet Miss Reed has not been the sensation that
the Negri has because the American actress
has not had the parts o-f the other. Yet Miss
Reed has such a keen, artistic appreciation of
whatever she is doing that she makes the petty
parts given her stand out
but they will not
be remembered for years as will Pola Negri's
Du Barry or Caniien in "Gypsy Blood." Ann
Forest is another American actress who has
a very keen sense of artistic achievement enWhattirely apart from great screen beauty.
ever the part assigned her, she animates it with
vibratory health and understanding. She over
comes the handicap of not being beautiful by
;

-

using her intellect and acquired charm.
The worshiping of beauty is a European
France began by putting beaiity on
custom.
a pedestal and bowing before it. France worAmerica worships a beautiful face
This goes to
ships beautiful legs.

—

show that America gets at
the base of things and that
its love of beauty is
not genuinely aesthetic,
but that it is an aping
of European custom.
As long as Europe is

going
beauty,

to

worship

then

so

America, even

if

is
it

of
line
its
gets
vision out of focus
and hits below the
of
instead
belt

above it
Stop

aping

Europe, girls,
says Mary Alden
The most hopeless

Photo by Donald Eiddle Keycs

Ann Forest overcomes

thing in the world is
the plain girl who,
by tweezing her eye
brows, painting her
lips, back-combing

her

tradition.

is like

the small

town

—a

reflection of the

is."

wise mutilates herself because 'they' are doing

it 'abrawd.'
She won't take the
prettv actress seldom 'characterizes.'
trouble.
She depends on new styles of dress and bizarre hair
arrangements to get her over. She can never forget herself, and
The plain girl will not be handicapped
so is not a great actress.
by beauty.
"When I was playing the part of Mrs. Anthon
Pauline Frederick is a
'The Old Nest' I was required to walk back
in
sterling example of actand forth for hours on a railroad trestle three
ing ability coupled with

"A

make-up, and Parisian hair-dressing become the
style.
The plain American

pace of plain

motion

plain girl

"Through the art of the ancients we get their history," went on
Miss Alden, "but what artistic history is America leaving? If
future generations have to judge us by our art, the best thing
they'll have will be Plymouth Rock.
It is at least typically
American. The American girl should be a clear, clean, wholesome
type, but what does she do ?
She plucks her eyebrows and other-

where

art in

A

rugged naturalness of America "as

—

American

and acquired charm.

that phase of American life which is most free from imitation
and which has remained the purest from European taint and

her hair, and rouging her eyelids, tries
to look like a memory of Gaby Deslys.
The heart of America beats in its small
towns for they are
less imitative than
cities,
the
larger
Parisian
fashions,
Parisian

girl is to set the

the handicap of not being beautiful by using
intellect

pic-

tures.

"The Old Nest," "Over
the Hill," and other smalltown idylls in pictures reflect

an

which is
grasp oppor-

intellect

quick

to

tunities.

hundred
in

feet

perfect

up

in the air.

physical

If I

condition

I

Continued on page 104

had not been
would have

:

Rollo's
Which may seem a

strange

title for

which won't

a story

after

you have

By

Harriette

You

allow him twenty-five dollars a
for spending money, don't you?"
"Thirty dollars," said Barbara, "now that
he's sixteen.
He said twenty-five dollars
her.

month

wasn't enough."
"What does his father think about it?"
"Oh, he calls Rollo 'the nian of the world
with the snappy clothes,' and says he'll get over
it.
That he has to have his fling, and all
that sort of thing."

"Yes, and this is surely 'Rollo's Wild Oat.'
Well, you ought to be glad that it's Rollo,
junior, instead of senior, who is in love with
her."

A

mo-

motion-picture

ac-

"Oh, he'd never do such a thing!
!"
tion-picture actress, indeed

"Do

know
we asked

you

tresses?"

any

sarcastically.

"Of course I do. I've played bridge with
Elsie Ferguson several times, but she's different !"
"Well, then, what is the name of this motion-picture actress, who isn't different, with

whom

your son

"Oh,

is in love?"
He told
don't know.

me, but I
remember. You know, I never
see any pictures."
"Well, find out who she is, and I'll
find out what Rollo's chances are,"
I

can't

^^1^
^^^^^^

Photo by Campbell

We

emphasized Seena's blond hair because Seena
was born that way.

THIS
we must

is

happened

to

know

her.

was

It

like this

A

friend of ours has a son whom she and I always
considered not more than three years old. He was onlv
as old as that such a short time ago, and our
,
friend never realized that her bov had grown
/

up

week he came and told
her that he was madly in love and wanted to
get married. Then suddenly she realized that he
was sixteen years old and as tall as his father.
"Who is it ?" she said, thinking he would name
some twelve-year-old playmate, and she loves to
humor him. "It's a motion-picture actress," he
one day

until

last

answered proudly, "and, oh, mother, she's w-o-nderful
Golden hair and blue eyes and the most
!

—

beautiful clothes
beautifuller than yours even.
And
all the fellows are crazy about her, and she likes me
the best she told me so."
"Now what do you think of that for our little Rollo?"
Barbara asked of me after she had told me of the
catastrophe which had befallen the house of Hamilton.
Blond
"In love with a motion-picture actress
Peroxide
And all made up, I suphair
All
pose.
Oh, what she may do to Rollo
actresses
are
vamps,
aren't
motion-picture
;

!

!

bara.

going to be about Seena Owen. But
begin at the beginning and tell how we

story

really

we said calmly.
"Of being saved?" exclaimed Bar-

"No
Her favorite role was
"The Woman God
Changed."

"Her

in

name

is

Seena Owen," our
friend announced the next time

we saw

her.

"Rollo saw her in

a picture called 'The
"
God Made Over.'

Lady

that

"The Woman God Changed,"
we interrupted.
'And he's talked of nothHe met
ing else ever since.
her at a party she and her
mother gave for the Boy
Scouts, or something that
Do you
Rollo belongs to.
think i4 I-'Saw her I could induce her to give him up?
Rollo is my only son!"
'T'm quite sure you
could," we answered vAth
conviction, "but I'm going

!

up

to call

!

they?"
"Yes," we answered, "they are, and this one
may induce Rollo to squander all of his money on

—of being ac-

cepted."

to-night,

on Miss Owen
and I'll sound

her on the subject."
"Oh, will you,"

Barbara

with

tears

said

of

Wild Oat
about a

screen

lovely

star

like

Seena Owen, but

read this most entertaining experience.

Underbill
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiih^^

gratitude

in her

"and

eyes,

let

me know what

she

says?"

And

Owen

Miss

as

we
And how

colossal,

has a sense of

told her all about

it

the

humor

that

is

first thing.

she enjoyed it!
wearing long trousers now, isn't he?" she
"He wrote me that that was the way
said solemnly.
he celebrated his sixteenth birthday.
He is a dear
boy, and I had no idea that he had such romantic notions.
Aren't boys of that age cute? I wish I had
'Seventeen' is my favorite Booth
one for a son.
Tarkington story."
And that is the dangerous vampire that our friend
May Rollo's
Barbara feared for her son, Rollo
Wild Oats never be any wilder than this crop.

"Rollo

is

!

Miss Owen is the dearest girl, with natural blond
and the loveliest voice. It seems a shame she
We emphasized Miss
is always in the silent drama.
Owen's natural blond hair because it's true that nearly
all screen blondes, if not actually bleached, have at
least received some assistance from the hair-dresser.
You know, hair does not photograph the way it really
Titian locks come out black on the screen, and a
is.
bit of peroxide now and then is almost necessary if a
blonde wants to appear in one of those close-ups where
her hair seems to be forming a halo about her head.
But they cannot fool us. We can tell a golden blonde
from a synthetic blonde every time, and Seena was
born that way.
"I'm a Dane, you know," she said when we told
her the conclusion we had arrived at, "and I think
my hair is horrid. But I have an aversion to bleached
hair, and I wouldn't touch mine no matter what color
How we wished our friend Barit photographed."
bara could hear that! "I love dark hair, don't you?"
"No, I don't I hate it. And I don't mind telling
you that ours would be even darker than it is, if the
hair-dresser didn't wash it with something she calls
'Golden Glint.' As Dulcy says, 'Open confession is
good for the soul.' Now come on with your conhair

;

fession."

"I can't," said Miss Owen with mock shame; "I
haven't anything to confess because I have no past.
It keeps me so busy all the time trying to make a
fufiire that I don't have any time to make a past."
"But don't you ever have any fun?" we asked incredulously ^'we being first and always a hedonist.
"Not a bit. If you don't believe it, ask mother.
Here, you see, it is only eight o'clock, and I am in
Every nigiit^, as soon as I get home from the
bed.
studio, mother puts me to bed.
Sometimes she even
makes me eat my dinner there. It's the only way
I could go on with my work.
And yet, although I
never go anywhere, just the fact of being in New
York makes me perfectly happy. After I finished
my first Cosmopolitan picture I went back to the Coast
because mother and all the family were out there,
.

—

and

I

did

not

know

that I

should

If

it's no wonder that
Dane.
lovely
the
with
infatuated
became
Rollo

we know anything about "Seventeen,"

make any more

Continued on page 99
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Legs

Is

Legs

A

frolicsome dirge and a hopeful forecast

— the

first

to the

departing skinster of the screen and the latter to her return.

Illustrated by Lui Trugo

By Grace Kingsley

—

bound to happen blaming on the movies
growing indifference of the dear pubpossible revealments of the feminine form

was
IT the
steadily
just

lic

to all

divine.

used to be the war that was the goat now it's the
They've been accused of being the cause of
prohibition and the lack of it of crime and punishment, illiteracy in Spain, aviation, the income tax, high
prices, and the toddle.
It

;

movies.

—

And now

it's

;

the fashions.

The reformers used
youth

—the

to cry that it would ruin our
frank revealment of feminine charm which

prevailed in fashions, and which was carried to all
Instead of which such reveallengths on the screen.
ment has resulted merely in a stolid unconcern that is
simply maddening to the film producers.
And this unconcern is all due. they say, to the fact
that Theda Bara grew barah and barah, and that Audrey
Munson showed everything but her ears.
But the undress drama is now on its last legs, so to
speak. There's no use trying to stop it, the prohibition
lady may soon wear a
of pulchritude is upon us.
porous plaster between her shoulders without fear of
detection.
The vaccination spot on the arm ere long
will mark the high tide of revealment.
Whereas heretofore a lady's shoulders in the films
have had no more privacy than the traditional goldfish,
now they're to become shrines of mystery. Legs are
becoming mere legends, and no longer shall our girls
"roll their own." The shin shows, the backbone bacchanalia, the levee of the leg, the drama of the dimpled
knee all are out.
And the drama of duds is upon us
once more the passion for passamenterie, the comedy of calico, the tragedy
of the trail-gown.
Eras in film history will doubtless in
future be referred to as the Bathtub
Period, the Bathing Girl Era, the
Lingerie Age. You'll refer to some
certain old picture, for instance, as

A

—

—

"Oh,

that's early

Bathtub!"

The

picture producers have been carefully, judiciously,
but none the less thoroughly undressing
their actresses for a long time.
Now, the sad day has
come when they've got to work back the other way.
Like us, when we were little girls, they merely un-

and

artistically,

dressed their dolls for the fun of dressing them up
again.
Yet as they dress 'em, methinks I hear them
chanting a paraphrasing reverse-english of Trixie Friganza's anthem to avoirdupois running, "There's lots
more fun in putting it on than there is in taking it off,"
the burden of their song being, "There's lots more
money in taking it oi¥ than there is in putting it on."
Now the interesting thing is that it isn't a question
of the censors, or that people are shocked by the undress drama.
The reason is that folks aren't shocked
enough! The censors might yell themselves hoarse so
long as people went to see the pictures. But they don't.
They merely yawn and don't even get a thrill when a
whole troupe of nearly nude maidens lope through a
spring-song dance.
The kick is gone from the leg, as you might say.
Young men won't go across the street to view the
frankest array of feminine pulchritude. The other night
at a picture wherein scores of coryphees melted into the
scenery as one great fusing of nature, a young man
behind' me exclaimed to his companion: "Great Scott!
They don't never get up nothing
Let's get outa here
zippy no more !"
He was like the young man in the
while
trenches, who had an attack of the hiccups
!

—

under heavy
something to

fire,

and who exclaimed, "Hey,

startle

Bill,

do

me !"

So I more than suspect that this dress-up thing is
merely a crafty move on the part of the film makers.
Withdrawing legs from the public gaze will make them
desirable, according to their reasoning.
One thing, this dress drama will practically give us
a new set of actresses. Faces will be noticed once more.

And we

—

shall be constrained to note their acting

art
their

instead

drama

their

of their articulations,
instead of their drum-

sticks.

But the problem

that

now

is

agi-

i

—
Legs

Is
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is, "Shall we dress
'em up slowly, withdrawing them little
by little from the public's devouring
gaze here a leg, there an arm, yon a
bit of vertebra?
Or shall we dress 'em
up suddenly, get it over as quickly as

tating the producers

—

possible

?

Or would that be too much of a shock ?
Shall we go back to the dark ages of
Queen Victoria, when we walked about

world so far as the ladies were concerned,
were supposed to be fastened to the shoe
tops of any female over twelve years like Mrs. Noah
in a legless

and

skirts

in the kiddie's

"We

ark?

had thought

Ages indeed that is clothing the picture drama.
Whatever those ancients were, they certainly were
snappy and complete dressers, even to lace sleeves, wigs,
and plumes for the men. And once again the Germans

the Middle

to pin our hopes to the balls and
receptions, thinking that there at least might be a certain surcease of clothes," said a director, the other day,
"but it seems that even evening gowns are not to be
what they were not of the variety that are low-andbehold in front and vertebr^e-trimmed down the back.
"All I hope is that they'll use judgment in the matter of this dressing up of the players," he went on.
"I saw Bebe Daniels, the other day, for instance, in a
high-necked dress, when there was every excuse, and
certainly every reason, seeing that it was Bebe, for a
low-necked one. The dress was a black one, too, makingit look as though her own back was in mourning for
itself, if you get me.
If anything about Bebe must
be covered up, in Heaven's name let it not be her shoulders
Then I beheld another crime Mildred Harris in
And all Mack Sennett's bathing beauties,
a long dress
I hear, are going about these days clothed and in their
right minds."
But at least the stingy things are going to slip us
a few scenes in which clothes do not entirely smother
the feminine form divine. There will be an occasional
bathing scene, I understand, a casual burglary in which
the heroine, dressed in her most becoming nighty, gets
in the way of the light all the time, and now and then
a scene in which the providential moonlight follows the
heroine as, with skirts held high, she skips from rock
to rock across the stream to warn her father that the

are to blame for something".
tume play in "Passion?"

dam's breaking.
They're very apologetic about

useless to

—

—

!

!

it,

us if we seem
dress," they say meekly.-.

"Excuse

At

least

guerite

that

ladies

flocks of calves?

"Why, pshaw, grandpa," his innocent heir will exI saw whole flocks of calves
claim, "that ain't nothin'
myself down in the pasture this morning."
!

"Ah, son!" grandpa
tell

de

and ended late,
which she wore
in "The Three
Musketeers." So different she looked
from the first time I ever met her,
clothed in two and a half
beads, maybe three, she was doing
a dance in a harem scene.
It's largely the costume play of

He knows

it

Nobody

will be
will be-

lieve him.

instinct I seem to be able to prognosticate that the leg eclipse
will

be short.

I

prophesy

that no matter how bleak
the winter of our discontent,
at the first gentle breath of
a new spring the

la

dress
that began early

will sigh.

the legend of the leg.

was what Mar-

long

when,

young

—

to

Motte said to
me, that day she
was putting on
her

the

They're bound to be very cute about the dress-up
Don't you suppose that
May Allison can show a wicked curve of the shoulder
even though she's fully dressed? Isn't Priscilla Dean's
slim roundness seductive in a long, graceful gown ?
And can't Agnes Ayres shake a mean ankle when the
wind blows? I tell you that it's an ill wind blows nobody good. It ought to be good news for the owners
And
cf the wind machines they use in the studios.
certainly the dry-goods men should cheer up.
The proThey
ducers are preparing to dig in for the winter.
are going to dig in rmderneath mounds of velvet, satin,
What
furs, and tricotines.
It's to be a dry-goods orgy.
care the producers for shapely legs that do not sell,
for rounded arms that gather in no kale? The lady on
the dollar is the only one they care much about, and she
shows nothing but her head.
The awful chance remains, of course, that the draped
drama may have come to stay may run on and on.
Can't you imagine grandpa in the long winter evenings,
telling how once he used to see almost nightly whole
thing, the cuties of the pictures.

But with feminine

themselves.

Didn't they revive the cos-

producers will beonce more to
undress 'em.
Can't you just
imagine, during
winter
long
the
the
in
evenings
meantime, the parties that will be held where these old-fashioned imdress
dramas will be trotted out, dusted off, and shown, revealg the feminine leg, old but ever new, for after all
gin

"Legs

is

legs!"

Photo by

W.

P. Seely

When Louise Fazenda is not the pig-tailed, grotesquely shod heroine of the slapstick, there is something in the
gray of her eyes and the slight, wistful droop of her mouth that conveys an impression of sadness.

An

After Five Years
THERE
August

day in
always say
impressively to Louise Faerstwhile Mack Sennett cois

zenda,

a

interview that began inauspiciously but resulted

in a lasting

medienne—you know,

I

the girl

who

wears her hair in pigtails and affects
funny gingham dresses longer in the
back than the front I say to her,
"Louise, on this day many years ago,
I interviewed you for the first time."
She always looks properly impressed
and pretends that she remembers the
date.
Louise wouldn't hurt any

—

one's feelings for the world.
At that I dare say she recollects
the circumstance if not the exact
time of our meeting. She wasn't getting many interviews in those days,
so it was something of an occasion.
She thought from the hyphenated
sound of my name that I would be

Squier

—and warped—by some of the other
IT'S

REALLY TRUE

No matter how

often it is de=
stranger than
fiction," one is always surprised
when he finds it out for himself.
For years fiction has dealt with
comedians of the stage and screen
—telling of their serious natures,
their scholarly pursuits, their shy
Glared that "Truth

is

personalities.

And now one has been found in
who exceeds all surprises

real life

sketched in

fiction.

This amazing

Louise Fazenda,
personality
is
former joker of the Sennett slap=
stick and now a featured player in
the big Cosmopolitan production,

"The Beauty Shop" and Educa=
tiona! comedies.
She is here de=
scribed by one who knows her
better probably, than any one else
—and by one who approached her
with as much skepticism as you or

I might.
fatuous and forty, wear horn-rimmed
and ask her what did she
think of the future of the drahma.
So she put in a stock of nice fresh opinions with some
four-syllable adjectives for the purpose of impressing
me. She also got out a bead bag to work on one that
she has never touched since.
It was a domestic touch
that she thought I would like.
I, on my side, had an idea that she had a "Oh-seethe-pretty-cow" sort of mind.
deductions were drawn

spectacles,

—

My

By Emma-Lindsay

friendship.

certain

when

intense

comedy queens

I

use

had interviewed.

I

know whether she would
good grammar some of them

didn't even

—
—

—

don't
and I felt sure she would discuss pies with me
the screen variety.

me to find my way up
that led to the dressing
rooms on the gallery of the Sennett
lot, and I knocked rather perfunctorily at the door of number four.
The
They

the

left

stairs

door opened

hastily,

seemingly with

a little trepidation, and there stood
Louise.
Not the pig-tailed, grotesquely shod heroine of the slapstick, but a sort of high-school girl,
with fluffy, brown hair that made
little wisps of curls over her ears,
wide gray and^^scared-gray eyes, a
mouth with finely molded lips and

—

—

small, even teeth.

We looked at each other a moment without speaking.
(We were
both young enough to be embarrassed by the unexpected.)
Then Louise gave a little sigh, something I
found

to be characteristic of her.
you're nothing but a girl!" She said in tones
that were almost pathetic with relief.
The interview was
That's how we got acquainted.
the starting point of a friendship now in its fifth

later

"Why,

—
After

Five Years
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We have, as Louise
still going strong.
"gone the pace together." Our pacing consisting of eating in weird places, spending pennies
in arcades to see "Little Egypt" dance in a slot machine, getting our fortunes told by fake palmists
and patronizing Solomon's Penny Dance Hall all this
to the intense ennui of our respective escorts.
We have careened wildly home in her Buick
Louise is one of these temperamental drivers who
would as soon climb a telephone pole as look at it
singing sentimental songs with barber-shop-chord attachments. We have spent long Sunday afternoons
in my Los Angeles office, cooking indigestible mixtures on the chafing dish, settling the problems of the
We have
universe with broad, masterly sentences.
gone up Broadway eating peppermint candy sticks
publicly and without shame.
We have done almost
everything" together, but
we have never gone to a
movie theater to see Louise on the screen. She won't
even go alone to see her pictures. Maintains that she
has stage fright at the mere thought of seeing her
and

year,

puts

it,

—

—

pictured antics.
"Can you imagine," she asks in her plaintive way
you catch brief flashes of it on the screen occa-

—

—

"why any one would pay real money to
do silly things?"
In one Sennett comedy they made her wear a

sionally

see rne

was

a winter day, beginning
it was as all-covering as a diver's costume compared to the sketchy
wisps of chiffon worn by members of the official
bathing-beauty brigade. But Louise actually suffered

bathing
late

in

suit.

and ending

It

like

early, but at that

it.

I've kept my ankles carefully hidden
the public," she mourned, "and now I have to

"Here

my

from
show

!"

knees to an astonished world
One of the amazing things about Louise is her
courage. I maintain that it takes more real bravery
to be hit in the face with custard pies, dipped in a
vat of molasses, and butted around a field by a large
and businesslike goat, than it does to jump off of
Louise Fazenda has been put through every stunt that a
loused comedy director could dei'ise.

cal-

Few

people

would see

quietly-dressed girl the

in

the

gray-eyed,

awkward, hoydenish

slavey of the screen.

hang from a cliff at the end
In dramatic pictures one
of a rope.
always has the comforting knowledge
that the danger will show for what
trains or

In comedies one knows differTo be pushed into a lake with
a two-hundred-pound comedian on top
it

is.

ently.

of one, is just a way of getting a slight
To skid on a wet street while
laugh.
in a machine going sixty miles an
hour is a mere incident in comedy

And Louise has been put
through every stunt that a calloused
She
comedy director could devise.
has been run over, dropped out of
windows, thrown into rivers, smudged
with tar, stung by hornets. And the
nearest thing to a complaint I ever
heard her utter was when she asked
life.

Continued on page 102

—
'

ago
postman

me
gave

a

a year
brought
that

about the

biggest shock

—and

perhaps
biggest

of

my

Adventures

Girl's

the

that

letter

me

A

just

was
IT about

Do you suppose

that if you were taken behind the
movie making and of the way the players live that
and motion-picture people would change? The answer

the

By

thrill

Ethel

life

the

invitation

to

be

taken

a
seeing

sight-

i|l|||ill!!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUIIIIIIII^

on

trip

through
'

'

Movieland
and to write
up my im'

pressions

for

lonely, there being so few people
mind
I've pictured in
with.

houses, their servants
in pictures.
like to

know

And

I

—

my

all

tried

one could associate
their

their

clothes,

modeled after things I'd seen
to imagine what it would be

one.

My

I couldn't for the
imagination balked at that.
me imagine what a movie star would be like.
My enthusiasm over them was so great tliat I couldn't
imagine their being the least bit like any one I had ever

life

of

known.
I

them

imagined
all

as

re-

gal, distant crea-

guided

tures,
only

by

own

desires

whims.

their
It

and

was

a terrible shock

Picture-Play Magazine. You
what a shock and a surprise it
tell you that I had never in my

the readers of

can imagine

was when

I

written anything for publication, or even
thought of doing so. It all came about because
I'm a tremendously enthusiastic fan and because
a few letters I had written to the magazine attracted the attention of the editor
so he told
me and led him to think that what I would
learn on such a trip would interest the other
life

—

—

readers.

When

the news of what I was going to do
got around our town you can imagine
how excited some of my friends were. But several of them took rather a serious view, and said:
"You know, the movies will never have the same wonderful glamour or interest for you after you've been
'back of the scenes.'
You certainly are a lucky girl,
finally

though

!"

it, and I knew that there wasn't one of them
wouldn't gladly change places with me, disillusioned or not.
And now that I've seen about everything about the making of pictures and have met more
than twenty-five of the really biggest stars under all
sorts of conditions, from seeing them doing the most
trying kind of work to visiting them in their homes,
/ honestly don't think that I've been disillusioned at all!
I'm just as enthusiastic as ever, I'm more interested
in pictures, and I admire the stars just as much, though
for very different reasons. For I must admit that a lot
oh, so changed about them.
And beof my ideas are
cause I've learned so many things that I never imagined
were so, I thought that perhaps these discoveries of mine
might be of some interest to other fans.

I

knew

who

—

Ever

began going to the movies I've dreamed
awe and admiration that stars must
their everyday lives, and I've wondered
being so great didn't make one a little

since I

of the wonderful

command
sometimes

in
if

to me to find that
often had to get up
terribly early in order to get to the studio
on time, and that often for weeks at a stretch while
working on a picture they couldn't make any engagements with any assurance that they could keep them.
I have known girls who have to work and help support
themselves who think they are in awfully hard luck.
They often dream of motion-picture actresses who get
paid for just wearing beautiful clothes and having a
good time! Well, now that I've seen the way some

they

!

in

and shown every phase of
your attitude toward motion pictures
scenes

question

lies

—

;

of the biggest stars
work, I know a lot
of girls who would

Movieland

to that

!

in this article.

go

back to their
switchboards
and
typewriters after a

trial in

motion

pic-

tures because they
couldn't stand the

Sands

hard work.

Another surprise
was the way they
put up with disagreeable conditions.
I've seen stars who were accustomed
to magnificent homes and faultless servants sit down on the
ground out on location and really seem to enjoy a lunch of
sandwiches and milk. And
I've seen them patiently do
one strenuous scene over

and over just because
some vmskilled person in
a small part made a mistime
that
take
every
spoiled the scene.
Perhaps the greatest
surprise of all, though,
was to find that the
players admired each
other just the way we
fans admire the stars.
"I do hope you'll
meet Mary Pick-

When a

fan has always kept a "crush" on one star,

it's asking a good deal to expect

that star not to prove some-

thing of a disappointment.
But Pearl White, who was
Ethel Sands' "crush" lived

up

to all expectations.

ford," Lillian Gish told
me.
"You'll love her
every one does."
Elsie

Ferguson

was

awfully interested in my'
having met Lillian Gish,
and Constance Binney
asked me the same sort
of questions about the players I'd met as I
might have asked some one myself. And Bert
Lytell and Richard Barthelmess both talked admiringly of Gareth Hughes and Thomas Meighan and

men stars I'd met.
they don't only admire each other at a distance
the ones that know each other seem to be
just as good friends as you might be with the girl
next door. All the people who play in Mr. Griffith's
company are like members of one big family, and
that includes not only the players, but the electricians
and costumers and property men as well. They all
miss Richard Barthelmess terribly, now that he's gone
Stars
to be star at the head of his own company.
from other companies run up to visit at Mr. Griffith's
had been there the day before I was, and Theda Bara came while
the other

And

—

Mae Marsh
I

was there
Over at Famous Players,

or anywhere that there are lots of companies, the
After
players stroll over on each other's sets and gossip away interestedly.
seeing that I'll never believe any wild tales about professional jealousy
But to go back to my first adventures. The first startling discovery I made
was about the bigness of the business. All that most fans think of in connection with making a picture is a director, a camera man, and a few players.
Many

—

A
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them don't even know, for example, what a press
is, and I found large business offices both at the
studios and the city headquarters, all full of press agents
busy sending out pictures and information about the
stars and their productions for newspapers all over the
world. And these people formed but a small part of the
whole main organization.

the camera grinds again Miss Griffith must walk around
the foot of the bed to the other side.
After this is
taken there is more delay while they arrange the camera
and lights for a close-up. Between scenes Miss Griffith
sat on the bed and laughed and chatted with Miss Crute,
even though a second later she had to throw herself
into character again and carry on the action with emoSome of the other people connected with the motion- tional force as though it had never been interrupted,
picture business that fans don't know much about are the
for on the screen the action must seem continuous.
artists who draw the pictures to illustrate the art titles,
The eternal waiting keeps every one under a nervous
and the special ''still" camera men, in addition to the
strain.
Naturally there must be upheavals sometimes.
ones who turn the crank of the movie cameras, who
I happened to be present at one of them, and I'll never
do nothing but snap pictures of all the different scenes
forget it.
It was during the taking of some outside
and sets and people for lobby displays. And they take
scenes.
The company had been waiting around all
a great many of the interesting pictures that you see
morning, and three or four of the principals, on being
in fan magazines.
There are artists, too, like Paul
told that there was to be a first and a second table
Iribe, of Famous Players-Lasky, who
at the place they were to eat. decided
design sets for pictures.
to wait for the second one.
THE GREATEST THRILL OF
ALL!
The only position I've ever heard
The director, who was getting
If you have followed Ethel Sands
fans mention as next best to being
nervous and worried over the long
through her "Adventures in Movie=
a star is being a star's secretary.
delays, was just coming back from
land" you can imagine how over=
Few fans realize, I think, what a rehis lunch, eager to begin work, when
joyed she was when
of

agent

sponsibility this is and how smart
a person must be to be a star's secretary.
I was particularly impressed
by Elsie Ferguson's.
She was a

WE

INVITED HER TO GO TO

CALIFORNIA—

to see the studios there and meet
the stars, as she had done in the
East.

he saw his principals just starting
off for theirs.

He stopped them, and when he
found that they hadn't eaten yet

capable and pleasant j^oung woman,
well, he sort of exploded.
It didn't
You may have heard much about
who entertained us while we waited
last long, but it was pretty awful
Hollywood, but never before has it
for Miss Ferguson, carried sketches
while it lasted. And then, while he
been shown to you as a real Fan
for Miss Ferguson's costumes, rewould see it. This new series of
was relieving himself, two of the
"Adventures" will begin in an early
minded her of what she wanted to
principals began to get pale under
number.
Don't miss them!
As
buy, made suggestions about what
their make-up, and all at once ihey
hundreds of fans have written to
kind of materials would photograph
exploded. One of them just shook,
us, "Ethel Sands' articles are so
best, and constantly kept her mind
he was so angry and worked up. Of
real they almost make you feel as
though you were experiencing the
on Miss Ferguson's needs.
course they finally all got cooled
thrill of meeting your favorites
Lillian Gish has a woman who
down, and no one was any the worse
yourself."
used to be secretary to a member
for it, but it showed me what a
nervous, trying thing acting is.
of Parliament in England before working for her.
The directors, with very few exceptions, I fovmd
So, if you're one of the flapper fans who aspires
every bit as interesting as the stars. I had to readjust
to be a star's secretary you want to buckle right down
my former notions about them entirely. I had imagined
to studying hard, for, you see, being a secretary requires
them loud-voiced, rude men who acted like tyrants, and
as much, and in some cases more, brains than being a
I found them jovial and considerate men
movie star.
for the most
part very gentlemanly
who work very quietly with their
Every time I watch them filming scenes in some big
players.
Mr. Griffith always seemed willing to talk
movie studio I promptly lose all envy of players and
my admiration rises several points. You hear a great things over even with the minor members of his staff,
and John Robertson and J. Searle Dawley were exdeal about stars having hot tempers, but it's a wonder
tremely pleasant.
to me that they can manage to keep as serene as they
Now leaving the movies in general and getting to my
do.
I think that they work under awfully trying confavorite topic
the stars
I'll have to admit that a lot
ditions.
of fans' ideas about them are all wrong.
I marvel at the way the young ingenue can pretend
"Movie actresses look pretty on the screen," I've heard
to gaze soul fully heavenward when all the while she is
girls say, "but they're not half as good looking in real
staring into the hot, blinding Cooper-Hewitts or Sun
life.
They're all made up." Isn't it funny they never
light arcs that the electrician reclining on the top of the
question the natural good looks of the actors?
set, where the ceiling ought to be, is focusing on her.
In the
I have found out that they are all wrong.
I wonder at the patience of a player going through
first place, very little can be done to make a girl really
an emotional role who has to keep his emotion keyed
more beautiful with make-up; in fact, the make-up,
up through a dozen interruptions, for most of the action
which is necessary to correct the false values that a camis taken in bits and there is at least one repetition of
era records when it isn't used, detracts from, rather
every scene.
than adds to, the players' looks. Most of the actresses
Once I watched Corinne Griffith acting a scene where
I've met were really prettier off the screen than on.
her mother played by Sally Crute was supposed to
If you met Elsie Ferguson, Bert Lytell, Mary Miles
be dying. Miss Crute told me that she had been "dying"
Minter, Lillian Gish, Richard Barthelmess, Corinne
for a whole week for that scene.
Griffith, or Alice Joyce you would find that they at least
Just think a whole week for one little episode in a
lived up to all your expectations, if they did not exceed
picture
Doesn't it seem wonderful that they finish

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

!

most pictures

in

In the scene

two months
I

at that rate?
refer to Corinne Griffith

beside

the bed, listening to the advice of her dying mother.

They

are filmed in that attitude.

stopped, and
slightly

it

Then

the

camera

lights

differently,

is

move it
for when

takes about fifteen minutes to

and arrange the

The principal difference between their real and
screen selves that I've found is that some of the players
are much smaller and more slender than they seem in
Alice Brady, Constance Binney. Theda
their pictures.
them.

sits

Bara, Pearl White, and Anita Stewart are
Continued on page 90

all

in this

Romances of
Famous Film
Folk
The

love story of a shy

little

extra

whom

every one
as the leading woman and

and a great

director,

knows now

the director of

"The Four Horsemen."

By Grace Kingsley

WHERE

have I met her ? Who
she? Oh, yes, I remem"'
ber I'm in love with her !'
is

—

sketching away
with a quizzical grin on his face, having snatched the soft pencil out of
were up in his hill
my hand.
bungalow in Hollywood, along with
the artist friend he lives with, and
some other folks. Over by the piano
a group was admiring the artist's
drawings, and it was all very charming and bohemian.
I glanced down at the sketch which
Ingram was making. It showed a fine

Rex Ingram was

We

and

classic profile,

which was rapidly

being topped by a feathery little toque.
"Alice Terry, of course !" I gasped.
"That's just what I said to myself,"
answered Rex triumphantly, "after I
had asked myself where I had met her,
who she was, and had exclaimed to
myself that I was in love with her,'
that day out at Universal City."
He went on sketching as he talked,
that being a habit of his whenever
pencil and paper chance to come his

way.
I
had been
with her
said, and

wished Miss Terry herself

was at home
mother that evening, Rex

there, but she

he explained she didn't care
for these bohemian gatherings,
she was rather shy, and not the least
bit of what we like to call a good fellow.
I have dined with her and Mr.

much

Ingram, to be sure,
of us were rattling
charming Irish way,
hit-or-miss, I have
of a beautiful,

but while the rest

Ingram in his
and the rest of us
a vague memory
rather statuesque young
on,

woman, who took note

in a calm little
of everything and everybody, but
I do not remember that she uttered
a word during the whole dinner hour.
Just what is the woman like whom

way

Rex Ingram,

artist,

sculptor,

Alice Terry is

calm

beautiful, rather statuesque

way

young woman who takes

note in a

of everything and everybody, but rarely speaks.

famous

as the director of "The Four Horsemen," has picked
out to fall in love with? Even though that woman be
the screen beauty, Alice Terry, whose face and talents
everybody knows, still we keep on wondering about the
two:
long has he known her? What is she really
like?
Does she think it's nice that he's an amateur
sculptor, and feel interested in that work, or does she
prefer the funny papers to Rodin's groups? Does she
Does she
read -two of Irvin Cobb to one of Ibaiiez?
wear a one-piece bathing suit, and are her eyes blue?

How

a

little

So perhaps the story of their long friendship, and
of how that friendship, begun when she was a little girl
of fourteen, ripened slowly into love, will give a finer
idea of the quality of these two and of their devotion
than all the analyzing of situation and personalities one
could possibly indulge in.
It was a bright summer morning, over in Universal
City, five long years ago, and Rex Ingram was directing a picture when he looked up suddenly, his eyes drawn
by some odd chance or perhaps by some mysterious
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Just then somebody brought her over and
introduced her to him, and he looked into
her blue eyes a ridiculously long time for
a busy man. He says so now himself. The
girl was Alice Terry, and Rex was remembering that she was the girl that he had
seen, six months before, in a picture with
Bessie Barriscale, called "Not My Sister."
"I got an awful crush on her when I
saw her in that picture," smiled Rex in
his boyish way, as he went on telling me
about it that night.
He is always boyish the minute he lets
go of the intensity of his working moods.
He has a smile of the magnetic sweetness
of a woman's, for
culinity,

all

his

dominating mas-

and he has nerves rather

—

woman's, too

like

a

taut, quickly responsive, in-

tense.

"Alice told me then that she was working on another set," said Ingram, "but I
took her away from the other director and
get her to play a small part for me.
She
was such a kid then, quiet, well bred, reserved, but immensely charming.
She was
supporting her mother, she told me, and
having a hard struggle of it."
Despite his talk about falling in love with
her, he really looked upon Alice Terry as
a clever child, and they were friends as a
man would be with a child. He was young
himself, only twent3--four years old, but
quite a grown-up man and a very awesome

'

person to Alice.

When Ingram
left

was engaged by Metro and

Universal, he lost sight of Alice for

But fate must really have meant
a while.
them for each other, if fate ever really
means anything, for, though time and again
since that summer morning in 1916, they've
been separated for weeks or months with
no communication whatever between them,
they've always somehow come back into
each other's

lives.

Metro studios Alice appeared
one day, and Mr. Ingram went over and
spoke to her. She wasn't working, she said,
Photo by Wit2el
would like to, and Mr. Ingram engaged
but
A girl of serene temperament is Alice Terry; calm, strong, a real refuge to
her for a small part in his picture.
Rex Ingram in his moments of high-strung anxiety over his work.
But just then the world war claimed
Rex Ingram, who enlisted in the Canadian
hypnotic power, to gaze right into the eyes of a young
air service as a member of the Royal Flying Corps.
girl who was standing on his set with some other visIt was decided he shouldn't start work on the picture
itors, watching him work.
The girl blushed deeply, he had planned because he was awaiting his call. He
and Rex Ingram looked away, stirred by a vague memwent north one day to one of the Canadian flying fields,
ory.
and did not even see Alice Terry to tell her good-by.
"Who is she? Where have I seen or met her?" he One day he took a fearful fall in his aeroplane, was

Out

kept repeating the inquiry to himself at intervals, as
he stole a look now and then at the girl. She was very
pretty, with big blue eyes, curls over her shoulders, and
she was dressed in a modest little blue-and-white gingham dress gingham was just coming in then after being "out" for many years and a blue hat that brought
out the color of her eyes and of her golden hair. Her
skin was clear pink and white, and he thought then
that he had never seen a prettier face in his life.
But
there was more than mere flowerlike beauty in that
face.
For, though she was only a child, there were
even then character, serenity, and a sort of sweet earnestnes-^ about her that drew him to her
these and a
certain feminine mystery and alluringness that men find

—

—

—

eternally piquant.

at the

terribly injured, his side torn open, his ribs broken, his

spine injured so he never got to Europe after all. He
in the hospital for a long time.
Little Alice in the meantime was struggling along in
her profession, but work was slack, and she was a shy
child, easily pushed into the background by bolder spirits.
She went over to the Lasky studio and worked in the
cutting room for a while, but the ether began getting
into her lungs, and the doctor told her she must give up
the work or she would die.
All the time she and Rex
had not written to each other, and she did not know;

was

where he was.

how

things stood wheri Ingram came back from
But he met her one day on the street and
renewed the acquaintance. He was ill. out of a job,

That's
the war.

,
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young Irishman ever

gets.

"When

I

came back

ill,

and couldn't

explained Ingram, "Alice
used to come to the studio I shared with
another amateur sculptor" Rex Ingram dwelt on the words with a tender
sort of thoughtfulness
"and talk to me
and pose for me. I did two heads of
get

a

job,"

—

—

her."

He

stopped then, but I drew from
and even from the silence that
followed what the quiet, sympathetic

his tones

young

girl

had meant

to

him

in those

days when she encouraged and believed
in him, though nobody else did
when
he was still ill from his injuries, out
of work, and very, very poor.
It was
those days of sympathetic companionship, I'm sure, that are the key to their
devotion to each other.
I think she
cooked little studio dinners for him, too,
and that that's when they really began
to fall in love with each other.
Then Ingram got an engagement at

—

to

Metro studio, and Miss Terry came
him one day and asked him timidly

if

she might hold the script in "Hearts

the

Are Trumps," which he was about

to

film.

"I told her of course she might," an"Just at that time I
was looking for a girl to play a leading
part in the picture, but couldn't find just
"
the type I wanted, and

swered Ingram.

Alice Terry

and Rex Ingram have been inseparable pals ever
picture together, "Hearts Are Trumps."

since their first

Ingram paused, our eyes met, and he
grinned a
"I

bit sheepishly.
decided," he went

on,
"that

my

Horsemen"
with his quick smile at

sympathetic look,
Miss Terry was exactly
the right type for the part,
But when I ofifered it
to her, to my amazement, though her eyes brightened, she shook her head.
'No, Mr. Ingram,' she
said, T can't.
I haven't had enough
enougn experience
the playing of important roles like that.'
'Just give it
a try,' I urged.
'You're the right type, and you can
leave the acting instructions to me.'
She refused, shy
and frightened at the idea, for a long time, but finally
she consented to try.

m

"We became quite inseparable pals after that.
ways found her wonderful to direct, too. No, I

I

al-

really

don't know when we fell in love.
'I've always had a
crush on you,' she said to me the other day^ adding,
though, with her whimsical little smile, 'but then, you
know, I'm a little bit nutty anyway!' She's usually a
very dignified young lady, but she knows that I love
her to be a bit slangy now and then just to show she's
human. Our love really grew out of a very fine friendship," he went on.
"At first we merely went around
together as pals, she always encouraging and aiding me
with sensible, calm, friendly advice. Then I took a trip
to New York.
Suddenly I found I was having an
awfully slow time, though I knew a lot of people. 'What
the deuce is the riiatter with me?' I asked myself.
Suddenly I realized that I was missing Alice. I called her
up on the telephone right away. And from three thousand miles away I asked her to marry me
Awfully
unromantic, wasn't it? But Alice paid me back. She
evaded me. 'When are you coming back?' she asked.
And I did.
I said, 'Well, I'll be on my way right now!'
"But she won't marry me right away," he went on
with boyish ruefulness, so that you forgot for the moment that it was the famous director of "The Four

—

!

and be

that

sure.

was speaking

It's

"

'She says, 'Let's wait
better to change one's mind before

than afterward.'
The two often take motor trips together to Pasadena or the beach, dine, and usually ride home early,
sometimes hardly exchanging a word when Ingram happens to be weary or engrossed in thinking ovit a story.
At other times they talk over his work.
"I don't know how she puts up with me," said Ingram
with aiTectionate gallantry.
"I never take her to the
theater, nor do I care much for dancing.
I'm absorbed
in my work much of the time when other girls would,
I'm sure, think I should be with my fiancee. But she's
always the same serene companion, genial, sympathetic,
and helpful. I've had many a valuable suggestion from
her.

"Sometimes she makes these suggestions through
other people," smiled Rex with a lover's pride. "Some
one in the com.pany will come to me Seitz, my camera
man, for instance and say, 'Mr. Ingram, don't you
think it would be well to do so and so ?'
But Alice
is only human, after all, and usually she can't resist the
temptation to come to me afterward, saying with the
bubbling delight of a child, 'Well, did you like such and
such an idea? It was mine.'
"I don't know how it is with others," continued Ingram, "but you can see for yourself that she places
As for me, I prefer that
love in the highest place.
She can conshe doesn't work after we are married.
tinue to be an inspiration and aid to me in my work,
but I prefer somehow to think of her as being at home."
The wedding, says Rex Ingram, is likely to take place

—

—

within a couple of months.
in his native Ireland

by

He

wants

his father,

who

Episcopal clergyman.
Continued on page 99

married
an ordained

to be
is

!

!

!

!
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1

PREDICTIONS FOR DECEMBER.
Sixty-five directors will start for the North
woods to get exterior shots that will "outdo

anything in 'Way Down East.'
Several new
stars will be discovered in the movie heavens.
Despite the fact that nine hundred and eightjseven new theaters will open, and thus increase
business, the price of admissions will be no
lower.

—Th. — Dorothy

1

— Fr. —

2

3—

in "In

Academy

sanay picture, 191 5.
Clark was a piquant Sylvia in "Happyland," with De Wolf Hopper, at the Grand Opera
House, Aurora, Illinois, 1908.
Francis X. Bushman and Pauline Frederick led the
grand march at the fourth annual ball of the Mo-

—W. — Marguerite
—Th. —

8

—Fr.—

9

tion Picture Exhibitors' League in Philadelphia,
1915Lillian Gish began her career as a director, which,
though successful, ended at the completion of her
first picture.
Dorothy was the star, 1919.
Goldwyn Film Corporation organized with three million dollars' capitalization, 1916.
William Farnum was at home as the Lieutenant in
"Under the Red Robe," at the Fuller Opera House,

— Sa. —
11 — Su. —

10

]\Iadison,

12

—M. —Harrison

Wisconsin, 1897.

Ford was

plaj-ing
with Robert Edeson, at
Joseph, Missouri, 1906.

— Tu. —"The Cheat," sensational Lasky
of
kind, released, 1915.
14 — W. — Tully I\Iarshall did what was

photo

pla}-,

a

— Su.—

18

—M. —
—Tu.—

19

20

— Th. —
had his name
23 — Fr. — Pathe announced the
24 — Sa. — Norma Talmadge was
22

first

lease this

25

Bara's first and only stage venture, "The Blue
Flame," was announced, 1920.

YESTERDAY
inches

from

— —

26

j\I.

Hatton, James Neill, Charles Clarj-, and Tully
Marshall, 1916.
Dorothy Gish and James Rennie, Constance Talmadge
and John Pialoglou eloped to Greenwich, Con-

.

Sills

passed law forbidding hasty mar-

to Greenwich,
riages, 1921.

29

—Th. — Dorothy Phillips was the correct selection for Modesty
in
St.

"Everywoman,"

this date at the

Shubert Theater,

Louis, 1911.

—Fr.— Nazimova was a colorful Mrs. Chepstow
Wallack's Theater, New York,
Donna,"
31 — Sa. — Editor of "The jMovie Almanac" heaves a

30

!

shocking!

191 2.

Of

course,

those

THE FANS' GEOGRAPHY.

—Birthplace of the Gishes. For news
fans — Home State of United
reel
States presidents.
Pennsylvania — State where motherhood
considered immoral (on the screen.)
Georgia — Land of peaches and Maj' Allison.
Alaska — Dorothy Dalton filmland.
Italy — Land that gave up Rudolph Valen(How could they?)
HoUvwood — Center of the universe.
Ohio

is

sigh

of

relief, 1921.

TO-i\IORROW

Of course, her gown had no back, and
was knee length, but it was so becoming
were extreme,

"Bella

in

dancers'

but, oh,

bead tunics

so artistic.

That actress showed poor

— The same for Alia Nazimova.
— The same for Charlie Chaplin.
New York—Where people
De
Mille and Fitzmaurice spectacles.
—
Vermont "Way Down East."
Ovoglah, Oklahoma — Home town of Will

taste in

wear-

ing a strand of pearls with her evening
draperies. It made her look top-heav\-

How
found

Thev

tino.

'

—Tu.— Milton
was a satisfactory' William Wetherell in
"Mother," at the Circle Theater, New York, 1910.
28— W. — Connecticut, aghast at the number of film elopements
27

TO-DAY

Six
dress was immodest
the floor, and no shoulders

Those classic dancers were
Actually bare-legged

—Su.—

V^itagraph picture, 1913.
Geraldine Farrar flashed across the screen as "Joan
the Woman," at the Forty-fourth Street Theater,
with such plajers in her support as Wallace Reid,
Theodore Roberts, Hobart Bosworth, Raymond

at

— Th. — Theda

star's

changed to Goldwyn, 1918.
"slow-motion" pictures, 1918.
proud of her progress, her redate being "The Honorable Algernon," a
legallj-

marvel

1899.

That

—W. —

21

its

expected of him, as
Edii'ard Marsh in "Because She Loved him So," at
the Academy of Music, Fall River, ^Massachusetts,

in

Theater,

O'Brien caused a flutter as Leonard Ferris in
"Alid-Channel," supporting Ethel Barrymore, at the
Montauk Theater, Brooklyn, 1910.
Mary Miles Minter was an engaging Virgie in "The
Littlest Rebel," with the Farnum brothers, at the
Liberty Theater, New York, 191 1.
Theaters in four States closed for lack of fuel, 1919.
D. W. Griffith and members of his company saved
after being lost at sea off Bermuda in a terrific
storm in a tiny motor boat for four daj'S, 1919.
Catherine Calvert was the heroine, Laura Moore, in
"The Deep Purple," at the Princess Theater,
Chicago, 1910.
Samuel Goldfish, president of the Goldwyn Company,

necticut, 1920.

Taylor in "Strongheart,"
the Tootle Theater, St.

13

15

Lyceum

Buf?alo, 1904.

of Music, Baltimore, 1898.

Washburn, Rod La Roque, and Ruth Stonehouse, all appeared in "The Alster Case," an Es-

the Hearth," at-the

—Sa. —Eugene

17

IMizzoura," with the stock companj- at the

—Tu.—Bryant

6

H. Ince was an earnest Fred Vaughan

"Shadows on

American Theater, New York, 1900.
Lionel Barrymore was a correct Harold Marsdeii in
"Hon, John Grigsby," with Sol Smith Russell, at the

— ^i- —

7

—Fr. —Thomas

16

— Sa. —

J

5

home

Tourneur, and Tucker
formed the Associated Producers, 1919.
Douglas Fairbanks, doing his tragic bit, was Florio in
"The Duke's Jester," with Frederick Warde, at the
Victory Theater, San Jose, California, 1900.
Elliott Dexter was learning his business, playing a bit

— Su. —

4

Gish was nursing a broken toe at her

in Los Angeles, 1914.
Ince, Sennett, Neilan, Dwan,

critic was that
Dance of the Nudes.

old-fashioned the
fault with the

all

wore flowers

in their hair!

The winner was

Russia

Alabama

England

her expenses paid to the Panama-Pacific
Exposition, and was also to receive a tryout in the movies.
Well, the prett\- school-teacher sent in
her photograph. And it won the contest.
And she went to San Francisco and Los
Angeles, and a movie producer agreed
with t"he Birmingham paper that she was
beautiful and gave her a chance.
The lucky schoolmarm was Lois ^^'ilson,

live

like

Rogers.
so many years ago, a pretty Southern girl graduated from a normal school
in Alabama, the 3'oungest in her class, and
was assigned to teach in a country school
in the mountain district of the
State.
Every morning she had to walk three
miles to her toil from her boarding house,
and she trudged the same three miles back
again at night.
The j'oung schoolmarm liked her work,
but it was sort of lonelj' up there in the
mountains.
Her. folks used to send her
the Birmingham papers, and in one of
these she read of a beauty contest for

Not

now

a

girls.

to

Paramount leading woman.

have

(Ma kr Mwta Bnrar

E VEN

diongfa Lois WOson can look as lovdy as this
photograph shows her, she intends to continue her
homely characterizations. Her next one is "Miss Lulu Bett,"
adapted from the papular novel.

HM

riMtshrW.p.SMl

ErXLE May

Collins, disdaining

premature plans for her

stardom, will continue to flit frond company to company,
gaining experioice opposite prominent stare. Her first appearance is in "Red-Hot Romance."

i'hoto by

Compson but that she
THEbefans wouldbutmake no demands on Betty
etch sharply such varied
she

herself,

characterizations as

Babbie in "The

"The

is

ambitious to
in the Case" and tremulous Lady

Woman

Little Minister."

Edwmrd

Tfasyer

Monroe

;

Her

Secret for Success

Betty Compson wears a blue aura and believes

By

loves blue and detests red.
said so, standing there in her drawing-room,
with its walls of tapestried foliage, from which
flashed, like bluebirds, the sapphire prints of Maxfield
Parrish.
Her gown was mist-colored, with an undercurrent of turquoise which flowed to the surface in
decorative eddies.

Betty Compson's aura is unquestionably blue.
blue aura is significant, according to occultism. It
indicates that the diviner portion of one's nature is
gaining ascendancy over the emotional.
Blue is also the color of unfathomable quantities, such
as sky and sea. Betty Compson's eyes are intensely blue,
Then again they turn to gray as
sometimes purple.
where the Mediterranean meets the Atlantic.

A

Woman,
nal

in the

like the hereafter, is

Compson

presence.

supposed to be an eter-

mystery to man.

A

fellow who claims to know anything al^out women
according to women. After meeting a pretty
a fool
flapper he goes home to roll and toss and ponder the
unknowable. So say the books of fiction.
As a matter of practice, he usually goes to the club
or fraternity and tells the boys that the jane pulls the
same old "line." Simultaneously the female mystery is
telling her sorors that the guy is a sap.
But there are exceptions even to the rules of sex.
For each man there are feminine mysteries. I think
is

—

Woman

Mona Lisa, the Sphinx, and The One
of three
in the World.
Miss Compson has traits peculiar to all three.
:

She

has that quizzical I-know-what-you're-thinking smile
about the eyes which makes the Lisa ravishing she has
the poise and air of wisdom peculiar to the Sphinx
and I venture to think she would be The One Woman
in the World to a collective crush in any younger set.
Before a man knows what he thinks about her he is
wondering what she thinks about him. Now this type is
far more baffling than the vampire, whose number is
as plain as a license tag and whose aura is always red.
Miss Compson hasn't a "line." But she gives the male
Her listening is eloevery opportunity to display his.
quent.
She never stirs nor does she interrupt. Her
Someeyes never swerve from those of the speaker.
times they seem to twinkle.
Always they are dazzling
with that expression of seeing through you and being
amused. They are discomfiting eyes, hence fascinating.
There is not the slightest sign of approval or disapproval
as she sits with face uptilted, optically concentrate.
Pretty soon the male begins to wonder how he's getting
away with it. Let him wonder. She never says, "Oh,
I love that!" or "I think that's cute!" or "How' iveird!"
She doesn't even indorse by nod or smile. She's absolutely nonpartisan.
Growing desperate to know what's going on in the
musing brain behind the twinkling orbs, the poor male
puts a question. Presto, the eyes are turned off. Crimson lips melt away from white teeth. He finds himself
freed from the fascination of eyes, only to be caught
by that of lips. She makes a definite reply, which seeks
in no way to favor his views.
There is no effort to mystify. She's frank in revealing
;

.

3

in reincarnation,

but

it's

the secret that counts.

Howe

Herbert

SHE She

There is serenity and poise
There is also mystery.

:

:

her complexity

— the

chaos of soul which gives birth to

the dancing star.

Miss Compson admits an

instinctive belief in reincar-

Through this belief she explains genius as the
of work done in a previous existence.
There

nation.
fruition

an individual note to her theory. She doesn't contend
was formerly a queen. All other reincarnated ladies
I've met have insisted that they swung scepters.
So
many are the females of this conviction that one is led
to believe the earth was formerly overrun by queens.
The servant problem must have been terrible. So I
thought until an ex-queen gave me to understand that
we kings were the k. p.'s. Miss Compson infers nothing
of the sort.
Indeed the book which has supplied her
with a philosophy is "Every Man a King," by Orison
Swett IMarden. She said:
"This is my philosophy I think you might call it my
prayer
" 'We may do what we wish to do. be what we wish
"
to be when our thoughts correspond with our desires.'
There was a pause after the quotation one of those
definite little pauses characteristic of her conversation.
Then she tossed back her head, another typical gesture.
is

she

—

—

She said
I am depressed
T may do what I wish

"Whenever
realize:

or dubious I stop and I
to do, be what I wish to

She
be if my thoughts correspond with my desires.' "
"That is
glanced quickly at me with a radiant smile.
my secret philosophy."
She has the philosopher's faculty for regarding herself, and others, somewhat impersonally.
"It has been said of me that I cannot remember the
time when I worked in a department store." She paused
"It seems to
to give play to that arch, twisted smile.
me that the truth would have served better. Working
in a department store is about the only thing I haven't
done.
They might have said I couldn't remember the
time when I tended a baby the time I was stranded
in a little town."
Miss Compson started forth in life to be a violinist,
but she says she didn't do enough practicing in her previous incarnation. The vocation was a matter of parental choice anyhow.
"I was dragged up the aisles of Congregational
churches, tabernacles, tents, and town halls to hear Maud
Powell," she mused. "I always seemed to be going to
Of course I admired her trehear Maud Powell.
mendously," she appended dutifully, "but I didn't have
the desire. From a child I wanted to be a great actress
thoughts
Nothing else matters.
a great actress.

—

—

My

must correspond with that desire."
Miss Compson was in Christie comedies before George
Loane Tucker picked her for Rose in "The Miracle

Man."
"Mr. Tucker dragged emotion out

of me," she remarked. "I hadn't depth, and I didn't know what he
meant by 'depth.' I think I know now. At least I
am going to gain depth. Florence Reed ah, there's
A man in my own company,
she has it.
an actress
And Pola Negri" again the
Mitchell Lewis, has it.
"she
lovely Compson head was tossed back rapturously
has depth, spontaneity, beauty everything!"
!

—
— —

—

—

Continued on page
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Running Rings
With

real

vampires few and

far

between,
century

By Malcolm
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

ing vampire. It takes more than a velvet gown
and jade earrings and a carton of cigarettes.
Any extra girl can roll her eyes and wiggle
her elbows. The genuine vampire is born, not
made up.
The impresarios of the fillums have had their
fling at introducing homemade hearth tigresses.
The first A-ampire film was called just that,
oddly enough, "The Vampire." It was Alice
Hollister
now artistically reformed—who
started the perfumed procession way back in
Kalem days.
After the marked success of this rather sensational innovation, the deluge began to dell.
William Fox sent out a rush order for decolletes and lingeries, incense, divans, and leopard skins, and rounded up Theda Bara, Valeska Suratt, Virginia Pearson, Madlaine Traverse, and Sonia INIarkova
the wild woman
from Petrograd, Long Island screen sinners
all.
World Films countered by projecting that
spinal celebrity, Kitty Gordon, and Triangle
followed the trend of the times with an Alaskan
siren, Dorothy Dal ton, and one of more tropic
persuasion, the purple Glaum. The statuesque
Petrova, too, shared the lambent limelight during this reign of terror for the censors. Here,

—

—

you

—

were ladies
Sensuous, eye-filling
But vampires ? Truly luring sylphs

say.

!

creatures.

who might

ensnare a St. Anthony ?

No

And

!

again no

"What, then?" you exclaim. "And has the
no real vampires?"

silver sheet

This

Estelle Taylor's lips are everything that lips should be

— the

kind that

speak without moving.

THE

word vampire has been shunted about

so pro-

miscuously during the past eight years that it has
to mean Httle more than a rag
fitting the
figure even as the bark fits the tree
a bone wellrounded and a hank of hair marcelled. These days
any one can be what is commonly and carelessly considered a vampire.
sad state of affairs, this.
For
first-class vampires who look to kill and always get
their man are few, very few
and verj', very far between.
History had some lurid ladies of real ability. Cleopatra, of course, is the classic or horribly lovely example.
Then there was King Holofernes, who lost his head
when he saw Judith or shortly after. And Louis
Ouatorze, named after the well-known parlor chairs,
played round extensively with Du Barry, as you know,
while, a hundred years later, the fifteenth Louis was
completely conquered by a pretty pet yclept Ninon de
From these couplets it may be gathered that
I'Enclos.
it takes at least a century to produce a real, bona-fide,
one-hundred-proof, satisfaction-guaranteed, home-wreck-

come

—

—

A

—

—

—

—

—

is

my

cue.

"Allow me to present Miss Estelle Taylor."
Wilmington, Delaware, is no regal pile on
the Nile, no purple-and-gold city dotted with
gleaming mosques, no richly invested demesne

scented with Oriental perfumes.
The street
cars have the same noisy flat wheels and anti-Gillette
conductors that Gopher Prairie will have by next year,
and the storekeepers are just as aggressive as the storekeepers in Plainfield, New Jersey, or Oil City, Pennsylvania.
And yet Wilmington is whence Estelle comes.
Neither from Morocco's dusky climes nor from mysterious Hindustan nor from the seething sands of the
Sahara not from the great desert between the Tiber
and the Euphrates, but from the lowlands between Phil;

adelphia and

New

York.

At twenty-one she felt
and Broadway on high,

the call of the broad highway
so she said good-by to her
family and friends, and entrained for Manhattan. At
this point it would be fitting to indicate in what Looks
League our heroine bats. She has the sort of figure
that looks well when measured comparatively, item for
item, with the ladies from Milo.
Her hair is a luxuriant mass of deep brown, her lips everything that lips
should be the kind that speak without moving and
her eyes—the Taylor orbs are poet makers. Tennyson
would have been inspired to write of them as the eyes

—

—

—

Around Circe
Estelle Taylor stands out as the twentieth

model.

H. Oettinger

that launched a thousand ships

;

Byron might

have lyrically immortalized them as starry eyes
of the night
a modern like Carl Sandburg
;

would look
Well,

at

them and write of headlights.
and her eyes went to New

Estelle

York.

"The first office that looked theatrical had
George Broadhurst's name on the door.
I
went in. The office boy told me Mr. Broadhurst was out. As I was leaving he walked in.
" "You're hired,' he said.
'What can vou
do?'
"I had had a

little

dramatic schooling, and

him so. He was putting on a comedy
called 'Come-on Charley,' and immediately
told

cast

me

for

a stage-struck

country

girl.

1

had to dress as the country girl in the play
imagined city girls dress, so I wore a clinging
black silk affair that made me look as if I had
been poured into it.
I puffed out my hair
at the sides, bought me a plumed headgear,
trick earrings, and a bright-red, patent-leather
belt about a foot wide, and then had the time
of my young life doing the role. I was awfully
sorry
when 'Come-on Charley'
failed to come on successfully, and
we closed at the end of twelve
weeks. I still maintain that it was
a good show.
I'll always remember it, too, as having given me my

Broadway

first

day,

of

course,

Photo by Royal Atelier

Some

part.

knows her best feature whether she admits
or not," says Estelle Taylor, and of course with her it's

''Every girl
it

when I'm

her eyes.

more of a
'name'
•want

I^'-"'
to

Nb- ->

back
to the spoken drama for a
while.

It's

fascinating."

/

The abrupt climax of the
Broadhurst comedy came in
May, and inasmuch
one

Montagu Love, as the man in the case, was
scheduled to quarrel with his fiancee Evelyn
Greeley over his flirtation at the opera with

l'

go

as

no

She declares
that vamping
itself

-

IS

any
do it.

stinctive;

^

producing in
May, Estelle immediately
started the rounds of the
studios.
After two or three
fruitless trips
it was at Fort
Lee, where Bill Brady's World
people used to caper for the
camera, she found a part await-

girl can

bothers

in-

—

—

^j^g

most beautiful

woman

in Paris.

"Q£ course The Parisian meani
q£

only a couple
And we
but they were close-ups.
exactly despise close-ups, you know."

flashes,

(jgn't

j j^^riew.

"But Will Rogers does,"

\

I

interposed, on sec-

ond thought.

—

"There's only one Will Rogers," the gelatin Jezebel reAnd it is true. Rare indeed are the birds who fight
shy of the four-foot line.
"It was a large order to be the most beautful woman in Paris.
I've never been in Paris, but I know that it's no village, and,
what's more to the point, I am well aware of the fact that it's
a hotbed of optically soothing femmes.
"So I retired to my dressing room and made up wy face for
I played up my eyes,
hours, trying to make it look like hers.
Every girl knows her best feature, whether she
of course.
That's one reason why short skirts are
admits it or not.
I put on salve and mascara, then more salve
so popular.
and more mascara, until I had built out my lashes to look like
My eyes felt numb.
the eyebrow-grower advertisements.
Then I waited for four whole days before I was called
torted.

\

ing her.
The casting director
there sensed the siren lure and
acted upon it. The part was smaller
than the young lady, flushed with

Broadway's twelve weeks' triumph,
anticipated.

'T thought I could bluff the casting man into a heavy lead at least."
" 'I want to
said Estelle na'ively.
do a picture or two between engagements,' I told him."

Continued on page 97

:

—

:

How Do They Do

It?

—

Lions, tigers, elephants all manner of wild beasts appear in scenes with actors
unaccustomed to handling them, Many conjectures about how it is done have
been made by members of the
audiences but this is what

—

really happens.

By Helen

This

lion,

Christine Bennett

appearing

in

Chester Comedies, is a
good lion, but no one can
'

'

'

tell

3100

jusi
lion

when a

will turn

"good"

"bad.

''

no doubt that I've been sitting right beside you
some darkened motion-picture theater when a
comedy scene came on the screen showing a young
lady coming down a stairway, blithe and happy and
unsuspecting. Then suddenly, in the dark corner of the
hall to which she was descending, we see something turn
and glide out from the shadows. Into the light comes
a massive lion.
Lazily, unhurried, he mounts the stair
which the happy young lady is descending. She does
not see him.
We draw deep breaths. At last,
stand face to
just as they
the Hon and the lady

I'VE
in

—

— as

—

well she may be
and with facial contortions denoting great ter
ror and a proper disarray of skirts she flees
upward, the lion, still imhurried, standing
After
looking after her in mild inquiry.
such a scene you or I or the girl next to us
begins
"How do they do it?" And a male
voice near says from the darkness
"Oh, it's a fake, of course." And
then another male voice objects:
That's a real
"No, it's no fake.
lion.
But look how old he is. Near
face, she stops, startled

"Now," I said to
how they make those

going to find out
follow the animals."
I've been on their trail a long, long time, and I've
learned enough about animals in the pictures to fill a
thick volume.
But still I've not solved the mystery cf
the happy young lady on the staircase.
For it seems that almost anything may have been
The scene may have been a complete fake that
right.
is, it may have been a case of double .exposure, in which
the young lady never met the lion at all except
on the screen, or the lion may have been a
fake lion and not a real one at all, or both
real lion and real lady may have been on
the stairway at the same time, but much
farther apart than we saw them, or it
may have happened exactly as we saw
it, with no change and no fake about it.
All these things happen in motion pictures which include animals.
The most commonly accepted explanation of
I'll

Occasionally you find

an
like

likely

The curiosity about animals in
motion pictures, particularly in "dangerous" or "comedy" scenes, is perennial, awakening every time the scenes
are shown, and never really gratified.

pictures.

—

and no teeth."
And you and I sink back half persuaded, only to do it all over the next

dead

am

myself, "I

bear,

intelligent

who

one,

this

likes acting, but

most

of them are stupid
and hard to train.

I came out here to Los
and on one of my first trips
through Hollywood was confronted by

so

when

x'Vngeles,

the spectacle of a camel riding down
the streets in solitary grandeur on
an immense truck, followed by an
elephant, I stopped to look, and
'
my heart beat fast.

m

m

mg

and

friends,

thought
myself.

now

that.

I

left.

pep
tested

my

time.

And

the
appearance
of
animals
pictures is that
they are old and
uch
haven't

almost

I

out on

it

]ong-suf¥erall

had an idea

them
was so

of
it

But there

that I

am

is just one thing
dead certain of in that

lady-and-the-lion scene, and that is that
the lion is not old.
Old lions, ma)- not
have much pep left, but it takes

mighty

little lion pep to make
mincemeat of a hu-

~

man

being.

.
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And

old lions are cranky lions, soured
and crabbed and never to be trusted.
They are valuable in the motion pictures to mangle dummies that are
supposedly dead men, and they do
mangle them with ferocity.
In making the picture, "Tarzan,"
many animals were used in the jungle
scenes, and at times a great many
actors and a few actresses had to be
on the set with the lions. Lions were
shown in many kinds of action, from

own

playful antics when alone
wilds to the wrestle with.
Tarzan. I went to see the jungle set
for the picture which was made at

their
in

the

the

L-Ko

to

just

studios,

see

how

managed to control so many animals.
Mr. Charles Gay, the owner

they

and trainer of the dozen

lions used,
huge, magnificent-looking beasts,
took me about himself.
Looked at from the front where the
camera would stand, the set presented
a very good jungle effect
huge rocks,
all

—

underbrush,
broken
branches, and litter.
But behind and
about this was a most intricate arrangement of wire-bound runs. There
were three tiers of these at each side,
one oji top of the other, like a threestory gallery. Behind the "rocks" and
specially made trees, and all about on
vines,

trees,

ever

were these inclosures of

side,

wood and

At frequent

wire.

Helen Christine Bennett, the author of this
the chimpanzee, while running

these

taken to a pen at the sides of
which were outlets to these
various runways, and started
gently toward the paths to the
jungle.
In course of time
they arrived at the jungle, ^
all the return doors were
fastened,
and the lions

were

jungle-bound until
the exits opened.
These
were "good" lions, and
were supposed to be

few min
were
on the set.
But
all about were stationed men with good

re-

;

lions
ble

too
actors
is

"good"
were so mild and amia-

off the scene the

that

they

To

ferocious.

growl

and

roar bright-

colored
cloths

were

waved
front

in

of

didn't

look

them

get

_

Fox com'

'

The

Guide," with
the bear on
the opposite

page.

A

never seen.
Right next to Mars were Nero and
Peter, looking very much like Mars, but both

"good" Hons.
"Peter is an especially good

That

volvers, ready to fire.
The
flash of a shot is likely to
divert a lion
nobody wants

were

the

edy,

Nothing but a roar satisfies a motion-picture
audience.
mere growl or snarl won't do. One
of Gay's lions, which is a real old lion and a very
dangerous beast, is most valualjle because he roars
on the slightest provocation. Mars his name is, and
Mars can be
to Mars is given all the "bad" work.
counted on to snarl, roar, or tear a dummy to pieces
with a fierceness satisfying to any audience. I visited
Mars, and a fiercer, uglier-tempered beast I have
them.

lion,"

Mr. Gay

as-

—

safe for the

When

got on friendly terms with Snooky,

sured me.
"We use Peter when we need a lion
to lick a man's face.
He can be trusted not to
hurt the man that is, as far as any lion can be
trusted," he added gravely.
"You never know, no
one ever knows, the exact moment a 'good' lion
will turn bad."

utes the actors

to shoot the lion, he
valuable.
the

article,

the facts about animals in motion pictures.

intervals

runways for the lions
were doors which could be slipped in
Clyde Cook, the
or out or up or down to check
English comedian, as he
progress in any direction. When
appeared
in
the lions were wanted they were
along

down

to

is

lion history in the

motion pictures, cor-

roborated by every animal trainer I could find.
Lions come in two kinds naturally, "good" and
The good Hons are always young. The
"bad."
bad ones may be old or young. Almost without
exception, the good lions turn bad as they grow
older.
No one knows when they will begin to
turn.
Some trainers offered nine or ten years as
a suggestion. In the pictures there is a very careful line of division kept.

A

good

lion is a valuable
be cherished he must
not be teased or irritated.
He must never be tempted to be bad at
any cost or he may turn bad in reality and lose
But to please you
a great deal of his value.
and me, down in the darkened seats, he must
sometimes act bad. So lions who are motionpicture actors are used in doubles.
Almost

asset to a studio.
be well treated.

He must
He must

;
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he faces Peter in the open,
and they circle a little, ready
to begin.

away,

Then Peter

and

Tarzan

is sent
actually

does his wrestling with a man
in a lion's skin.
Having conquered this fake lion, the good
Peter returns and is seen
prostrate, playing dead, apparently
overcome by the
mighty Tarzan. As the audience sees the fake lion only
in the act of wrestling and
the real lion is used wherever
possible,

the

effect

is

real

throughout.

The
all

greatest care is used in
the studio zoos not to irri-

tate

who
are

may

a good lion.
Anybody
has an idea that animals

whipped

into their parts
just drop that idea right

now. It is true that the lions
are prodded gently to indicate
the way they should go, and
it is also true that there are
some trainers who lose their
tempers.
But even they admit that kindness and patience
is the only way to get an animal so that it will respond
to suggestion.
Animals are
whipped when they show
treachery, when they try to
hurt a human.
When they
are sulky or refuse to do what
is asked of them they are returned to their cages and
other animals substituted for
Females are more inthem.
clined to be temperamental
than males, and for this reaAnna May,

the ten-year-old elephant at Selig's plays at her

work as

very careful not to hurt children.

every good lion in the business has his bad double ready
to

do

his

When

bad

little

parts.

she enjoyed

it,

and

is

;

Gladys W^alton played the part of a circus

animal trainer in the picture play called "The Man
Tamer," she had to portray a circus act in which one
of her lions became restless and bad and threatened
The point of the scene was in her
to spring at her.
subduing of this lion and in her going up to it and
Now Miss Walton, like most actresses,
caressing it.
But at Universal City lives one of
is no lion tamer.
the gentlest lions in existence, whose name is Ethel.
Mr. Harry B. Harris, who directed "The Man Tamer,"
says that Ethel has never found out yet that she is a
Other trainers that is, outside those of Unilion.
say that Ethel is born of several generaversal City
But
tions of in-bred lions and is a bit weak mentally.
of course this may be professional jealousy, as Ethel
In the same litter as Ethel
is a mighty useful beast.
were born other lions, one of whom is her exact dupliI have forgotten the name of the bad
cate, a bad lion.
sister, but in Miss Walton's scene it is the bad sister
who is shown snarling and ready to spring with Miss

—

son are more difficult to work
with.
But the motion-picture
actor animal is a far different
beast from the circus performer.
To begin with, the
work is spasmodic animals have days of freedom.
Then there is no long siege of training. As one trainer
put it:
"In the circus you have to do a certain stunt every
day, and the animals have to appear. The audience of
course wants them full of ginger and full of pep;
Every day you have to
unless they are it feels stung.
work your animals up to the pitch of feeling the way
the audience wants them to look.
I was in a circus,
if

—

—

Walton at safe distance and
Walton subdues and caresses.

—

it

is

Ethel

whom

Miss

To hark back to "Tarzan." That mighty master of
animals apparently wrestles with a lion and conquers.
He begins with a good lion, the good Peter that is.

—

circuses for years, and I've had to treat my
ways I didn't want to. But here I can use
one animal or another, and there are practically no
stunts. Each time it is a new piece of work, and usually
not at all difficult for an animal that has any training.
In motion-picture work I may say I practically never
whip my beasts, and I hope I'll stay there the rest
in

many

beasts in

my days."
In the Selig-Rork studios are used the animals from
the Selig Zoo, which contains the largest collection of
lions and tigers on earth.
]\Iany of these are used in
of

A

recently finished picture, called "The
the serials.
j^Iiracle of the Jungle," used about thirty-five lions, fifteen tigers, several leopards, mountain lions, monkeys,
and a number of odd beasts. About everything except
an ostrich.
Mr. Cy de Vry, for thirty-one years in
charge of the Lincoln Park Zoo in Chicago and now in

;

;
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charge of the Selig col-

threw

lection,

hands when
training an

I

up

suggested

ostrich.

the

To look at the chimpanzees on the screen,

in

chimpanzees,

mals
just

train.

Snooky especially, you
would feel that they are

the
of
the exception of

sense

With

don't

quite as

ani-

—they

do what you show

You

terial

train

an animal for a

getting

we
ma-

for this article I

became well acquainted
with Snooky and with
Mike and Mary, two

can

to do.

smart as

In

are.

act

them

pic-

Occasionally you
hnd an intelligent bear
who likes the work, but
a good many of them
are stupid and hard to
tures.

any
word.

an actor

pic-

as

making Northern

is to stand in the background.
Of course
none of these animals

really

in

they
are.
Wolves and bears
are used a good deal in
stupid

tures,

"An ostrich is the
stupidest thing alive,"
he said. "It has absoThe
lutely no brains.
only thing it is good for

is

appear

three

his

stunt and make it do
the
same thing day
after day, but in motion pictures you don't
do the same thing day
after day; each day

very intelligent chimpanzees at the Selig
studios.
All three of
these animals were very
friendly to me, disturbingly
affectionate,
to
tell the truth, Mary in-

When the lioness leaped in this scene from "The Adventures of Tarzan,"
the serial starring Elmo Lincoln, Frank Whitcomb, who appears in this
brings something new.
scene, narrowly escaped being clawed.
The training begins for
sisting upon taking off
each picture.
my hat and trying to comb my hair. But any one who
have three
what we call training is very simple.
has seen these animals on the screen only will form a
baby wolf cubs now. I tell the men who have them
wrong estimate of their intelligence. They are imitative,
in charge to take them out of the cage every day, roll
it is true, but they are far from doing the logical thinkthem over on the grass, fondle them, pet them, put
ing that the screen shows. All that is the careful work
a collar on them and take it off, do anything to keep
of the director, the animals filling their parts much as
them used to being handled. If they get used to hana trained dog does and very differently from the stupiddling when they are little they will stand for it until

Now

We

Then you let them alone.
they get old and crabbed.
Finally you have to kill them; we killed a lion in the
last picture, but don't imagine we did it just for the
The lion
Lions are too valuable for that.
picture.
had to be killed, and it went into a picture, that is all."
Lions go bad at any time after nine to twelve years
trainers vary in their opinions as to the exact time.
They
Elephants have a longer lease of "good" life.
are usually amiable up to twenty-five years. Most people in the profession like to work with elephants, but
This isn't wholly
hate working with lions and tigers.
because of the danger members of the cat family are
an ungracious, unfriendly lot from the family kitten
on, interested in nothing outside of
Gladys Walton
Elethemselves, hard to key up.
is no lion tamer,
enjoy
young,
seem
to
when
phants,
but she doesn 't
They enjoy squirting mind such pictheir work.
water on people in the comedies
tures as "The
they like to play with little children, Man Tamer"
and are very careful not to hurt when Universal
them. Anna May, the ten-year-old casts Ethel, a
lion
'goo d
elephant at Selig's, plays at her
with her.
work as if she enjoyed it, but she
is a baby herself yet.
;

'

'

Running up the scale
come the

telligence

horse, the dog.
and the chim

panzee

high-

e

The

s t

.

ani-

stupid

mals are the

the

snake,
ostrich,

the

Yet

and

goose.

these

of in

'

human

actor.
The chimpanzees like to be with the
they are seldom ugly if they get their own way.
When they are opposed they bite, and as they have the
strength of three or four men it is pretty dangerous
to oppose them. That word "dangerous !"
How,' asked
the editor, can these things be done without danger to
the actors and actresses ? The answer is, "They cannot."
Even with the chimpanzees the utmost care has to
be taken. Snooky had my pencil and was
scribbling with it.
She seemed to get
tired of it, and as I needed it I reached
to take it from her.
At once the
hand of her trainer, Mr. John
Rounan, came over mine and he
spoke to her, and he took the
pencil.
But, quick as he was, I
had seen Snooky's mouth open
and her quick snarl at me. It
seems nothing must be taken
from her except by Mr. Rounan.
est

actors.;

Snooky objects. And Snooky is
young and good and ordinarily
docile.
There simply isn't any
such thing as safety in working
with animals
the actors and
actresses who work with them
;

take the risks. And the business is not without its casualties
every once in a while an
animal turns bad and
;

bites

and tears

things and
generpeople
After I
ally.

up

Continued on

page 96

Ben Turpin Talks
About

and tells how he began
movie comedies this famous
funny man.
his eyes,

To work

in

—

By Gordon Gassaway
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Well, 'tisn't. I was born this way in New
Orleans about fifty years ago."
"Theatrical family?" I asked as his other
eye suddenly moved in my direction.
"My father," he replied, "was a confectioner.
He was the leading maker of
sweets in the city. Every time he used to
look at me, though, he said his foot
slipped."

Ben, of the high forehead and gray hair,
preserves no illusions about his early boyhood which left such a mark on his later
career that I was forced to ask the question which opens this interview.
The
knocks that came to him because of his
small stature and his unusual twists of
mentality only served to biff him on to the

stage and thence into pictures. But it was
not all pie for this famous funny man.
"You oughta see them give me the ha-ha
and the bass razoo on this very lot when I
first came to work for Mr. Sennett," he
went on. "I felt like a turtle in a goldfish
bowl, as the fellow said, and got about
as much privacy.
They followed me
around just to laugh at me.
"Charlie Chaplin took me west to California, and then when we got out here
he said my eyes drove him crazy, so he
let me go and I came over to this studio
for a job.
I sat and sat and sat in Mr.
Sennett's office until I noticed he began to
wiggle and twitch in his chair. Then he
turned to me and exploded 'Well, what
:

do you want?'
"

'I want a contract,' I said.
"'All right; you've got it.
But take
those eyes out of here and stick 'em in
a bucket of water or something until we
"
are ready for you.'

was the same way when Ben was a
boy. The other boys were often told
by superstitious negro mammies down
South that Ben had the "evil eyes," so
when he came to play with them they would
all run away.
It was more or less of a
It

little

Ben Turpin

is

properly appreciated when peovle

tell

him that

it

to conceal brains.

me
when you were
TELLBen
Turpin and
were

!"

a little boy
seated on a pair of
I
upturned buckets in the shelter of some piespattered scenery out on the Sennett lot in Edendale.
It was a warm, early-summer day, and this master comedian was in his shirt sleeves, having just finished struggling with a rehearsal.
"I know what you're gettin' at," Ben replied, fixing
me with one of his eyes. "You want to find out if
the story is true about me getting my eyes in this terrible
fix from looking at the bathing girlies we have out here.

about

takes brains

lonesome boyhood he led, until he finally
decided to achieve distinction by being very
naughty.
If they wouldn't have him good, then they
must take him bad. He admits that his platform was
so successful that his family soon considered him a
"bum," and he ran away to Chicago. He was small
of stature and could not do hard labor, so he drifted
into picking up a living by making faces for folks in
That was many years ago. Then he
beer gardens.
got a partner and went into vaudeville. On the opening
night he forgot all his lines, and so did his partner.
But by just standing still, paralyzed with stage fright,
Continued on page 100
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Many
Good Ones?

A survey made by ''Wid's Daily," a
newspaper for the motion-picture trade,
shows that the various releasing" companics promise a total of 887 feature
pictures in the twelve months beginning

September ist. The list includes producers who sell
on a "State-rights" basis and who, with the exception
of Clara Kimball Young and perhaps one or two others,
have little to offer the first-class motion-picture theaters of America.
The companies likely to produce most of the pictures
that

you may

see are

No. of
Releases.
Associated Exhibitors
Associated Producers
Equity (Clara Kimball Young)
First National

The manager answered politely that he could not
show expensive pictures in the summer.
The six replied that they dared him to try it.
So he took them at their word and booked "Dream
Street" one night and Tom Meighan in "Cappy Ricks"
the next.
The six spread the news around that the
theater manager was giving the town a test and that
everybody ought to go down and prove that he could
make money with good pictures.

afford to

He stood 'em up both nights, and now we're back
People are happy because the
on the old schedule.
shows are better. The manager is happy because the
bank roll is bigger.

12

26

The
Film

10

5°
93
30
24
32

Fox
Goldwyn
Hodkinson
Metro
Paramount

95

26
28
36
40

Pathe
Robertson-Cole
Realart
Selznick
Universal

65

United Artists
Vitagraph
Fred Warren

24
54
30

Total

67s

There you have the prospects. What in the world
are you going to do with 675 pictures to choose from?
As a matter of fact, most of the companies are stretching their estimates a bit. They are not in as good financial condition as they have hoped to be, and it takes
money to make pictures. So there actually will be fewer
by several hundred, this year than last.
There will be, however, plenty of good pictures

"Trusf
to

which, after

all,

is

all

we

fret about.

It is
vises

now up to
good judg-

Just keep ever-

lastingly after him.

Praise him when he shows a good
know about the bad ones.

Easy

Work

one.

Let him

In this connection The Observer has
had a chance to try his own medicine.
He lives in a suburb of New York, and
this summer the one and only motionpicture theater began to show cheap and
after a winter crowded with the best

stupid pictures,
the manager could get.

The Observer and five of his friends attempted to
correct the situation.
Each wrote a note to the theater
manager, protesting against the type of pictures that
were being shown and offering to assist the manager in
filling his theater if he would book better shows.

do with quality or quantity of pictures.

that the government
states in its charge
that twenty million persons go to see motion pictures
every day and that they spend four million dollars a day

The

interesting thing, though,

—presumably upon good

is

authority

—

to see those pictures.
That means that every fifth person

is

going to a mo-

tion-picture theater to-day.
realize the bigness of the industry, but isn't the
government stretching it a bit?
(To assure the anxious ones, the suit against
Paramount is not anything that is likely to send Wallace

We

Reid to

jail.)

The
Authors

pictures,

you to see that your theater manager
ment and chooses the ones you want.

The Federal Trade Commission is
charging that Paramount is a film trust,
and Paramount says it isn't. The general public cares little regarding the
outcome of the case, for it has nothing

Direct

Unicjue

—Mr.
Chester—

is

the operation of the Ches-

and Mrs. George Randolph

ters

the case of Vitagraph's
have
of Wallingford."

in

"The Son

We

had authors who conferred with directors and who only got in the way most of the time.
We have had directors who conceived a story and turned
it

over to continuity writers to develop.

But as far as
the first authors

The Observer knows,

book form, wrote

the Chesters are
a story for publication in
in continuity form, cast the picture,

who wrote
it

directed it, cut it and titled it.
No one, we understand, helped the Chesters in the
Bill
writing, directing or assembling of the picture.
Hart has the only record that is at all similar. Bill
has written stories' and acted in them, but he always has
had an assistant helping him out on the details of direction

and continuity.

the ideal one for making good
motion pictures. We haven't seen "The Son of Wallingford," but our guess would be that it is a good show.

The Chester plan 'is

The prevalent idea of letting from six to ten doctors operate upon a story before it is shot is the thing
If directors could
that is ruining a lot of pictures.

!

!
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if writers could direct we would see fewer
punk pictures.
Between the author's typewriter and the screen these

write or

days there usually are a dozen folk

who

are putting
in new stuff and pulling out the ideas that the author
put in. The result usually is a hodgepodge. The more
minds the worse the story.
If you took a Sherlock Holmes story and passed it
around among a dozen authors, editors, actors, supervisors, and whatnots, and asked them all to do what
they could to improve it the result would be a mess of
pi^h tush.

The same would happen

an attempt was made by
the same bunch to turn a Sherlock Holmes story into
a motion picture.
The only advantage of having a gang work on a
story is that when it fails there is no single person who
can be blamed and fired.
We hope for the sake of our theory that '"The Son
of Wallingford" is an unusually good show.

And
Further

if

We are astounded at news from
Orange, New Jersey. We have known
that one of the evils of censorship was
censors would use their power

Censorshit

temper the films to fit their own
ideas, but now we have evidence.
With admirable candor policemen in convention in
Orange took action toward getting a policeman on the
to

New Jersey censorship board. To make the films
cleaner? To try to keep out of pictures anything that
might

incite to

crime?

They want to get on 'the censor
of it.
board for one thing to cut out of all films anything
that might hold a policeman up to ridicule
After they get control of films perhaps they can
station a policeman in every newspaper office to cut
out of the papers any criticism of the police force.
By that time there will be a representative of every
walk of life on the censor board. The Irish will cut
The farmers will eliminate
cut the Irish comedians.
Wearers of derby hats will bar
all "hick" characters.
Charlie Chaplin, and women who do not believe in
eating meat will force the elimination of banquet scenes.
What a great lot of meddlers we are! And the
police are going to start it

Not a

bit

—

important folk in the industry are becoming apprehensive regarding the rumor.
The book, of course, is to
be anonymous and probably will hurt a lot of feelings.
The author is said to be a writer who has interviewed
all the stars many, many times, and the author expects
to handle rather severely a few of the stars who have

been unable to be "regular fellows" in the

There just comes to our desk a letfrom one of our readers who tried
our advice about telling the manager
about the show. It happened in Grand

Who
Tried

Rapids.
"I wanted to encourage the manager," writes our
ex-disciple, "so on my way out of the theater I said to
him pleasantly, 'Better show than usual to-night.' At
which he turned on me and bellowed, 'What the devil
"

do you know about shows ?'
Our correspondent wants to know what he should
do about it.
It depends upon the size and fighting ability of the
manager. Perhaps our correspondent should take three
as many as are necessary
or four friends with him
to send the manager to the hospital so he will have
time to meditate upon his boneheadedness
;

To follow "Mirrors of Downing
Street" and "Mirrors of Washington"
Will If
those sensational reflections regarding
Appear?
public men of London and Washington
there is coming "IMirrors of Filmdom." according to a report. All the stars and other

—
—

of

May we

point with pride to the dope

The Observer brewed about two
years ago regarding Mary Alden? At
that

Mary

^"''"'^
^^^^ that she was the best
mother we ever had seen on the screen
and that some day she would get a mother part that
was right. "The Old Nest" has given it to her. Vera
Gordon's mother in "Humoresque" is perhaps given
more to work with in the way of fine pathos and comedy,
but for performance alone INIary Alden equals Vera
Gordon.
We seem to be flooded with "mother" pictures, just
as The Observer predicted. What will be next?
The Fairbanks success in "The Three Musketeers"
may bring back romantic drama, a few sturdy producers may fly in the face of precedent and make a few
'"costume" dramas. We may get "The Count of Monte
Cristo," "Under the Red Robe," and Anthony Hope

Alden

^^^^

may

get his picture in the motion-picture pages along
with Rupert Hughes and Elinor Glyn.
The pace set by the German pictures is encouraging
producers to stage more colorful pictures, to use more
care in composition and to seek unusual sets and group-

But after all, the basic idea of drama will remain,
the sure-fire stuff
a handsome man, a pretty girl, a
love story, many smiles, a few tears, a final clinch.

—

That formula never

,

ter

face

prosperity.

Star

^
Kjazt7lg
.

failed vet.

When Samuel Goldwyn stated recently that the public was tiring of old
favorites and demanding new faces in
pictures,

he

not

only

thrilled

many

young hopefuls of the

screen, but explained in part the invasion of the stage by many film
luminaries, including Nazimova, Mae Marsh, Bessie

Barriscale, Catherine Calvert, and Olga Petrova.
Coming from a producer who once numbered among
his box-office magnets many popular favorites, and who
is now developing a new group of picture personalities,
it will be interesting to observe to what extent his contention is borne out.
Youth and variety are the uncompromising exactions
of picturegoers, the producers say.
The favorites are
dead long live the favorites.
this question of the
It is an engrossing speculation
There are those
life of the popularity of a picture star.
who declare it to be five years at the utmost, and yet
;

—

one has only to point to the illustrious
of

Mr. Goldwyn's former

satellites

Mary and two
Normand

—Mabel

and Pauline Frederick, both of whom have recently
scored two outstanding successes in "Molly-0" and "The
Sting of the Lash" to refute this statement.

Some stars contend that advantage is taken of their
popularity to foist cheap productions on the public. Their
careers have been ruthlessly shortened, if not sacrificed
For this reason
entirely on the altar of easy profits.
several well-known players in Hollywood have refused
starring contracts, believing them to be the death knell
They reason that good parts
of their professional life.
in special productions is a far safer policy to pursue.
There is nothing so dead as a fallen star.

Over the Teacups
News

Fanny the Fan observes,
sometimes more interesting.

the truths

is

but gossip

is

By The Bystander

With the hunting season in full swing, Marie
Prevost has introduced this charming
and original costume. Of
course,

she

is

is

it

scenarios

hunting for.

FANNY
along

scuttled

on

toward the

her

heels

effort to imitate

couldn't

in

table, sliding

an

obvious

some one, but who

I

tell.

"Guess who I've just seen," she demanded.
"That's what I've just been wondering,"
I retorted.
"If it always affects your walk,
and you're going to see them often you'd
better get a balancing pole like a tight-rope

walker's."
But, ignoring me, as she often does,
she went on excitedly "I was up at the

been going every day to have her face treated, and
they've discovered a new shade of powder that just
sets her skin off right, and she's simply too ravishing
for words.
And, by the way, did you ever notice
how much I'm like her?"
"Fanny !" I exclaimed in horror. "If you
must imitate some star, even to the face
powder you use, pick out some one who
faintly resembles you in coloring.
If you
used powder like Nazimova's, it would be
about as suitable as a blonde going to a

Try imitating
masquerade as Carmen.
some one lighter Constance Talmadge
"
or Dorothy Gish or
"No, my idols are all dark now," Fanny

:

—

beauty shop where we all go now, and
while I was waiting for them to do
up a package for me I saw a pair of feet

coming down the
like

me

insisted.

my desire to attract
there aren't to Fanny's,
pushed her into her chair and re-

There are
I

toward

Talmadge
if

marked: "Never mind demonstrating; I
saw you do it when you came in."
"It was a pair of long flat feet,
exuberant with vitality and
dancing rather than merely

hair, framing her
her look about eighteen. She distinguished herself by being so interested in her
husband that she didn't even notice
Fanny was

gown, and her dark, bobbed

face,

"She had a

veil on,

just recalled all

so I
the pictures

and then
"
had it— Camille.'

I'd seen recently,
I

"Nazimova

!"

I

ex-

claimed.

"Yes
none
Fanny remarked.
;

other,"

"She's

any one

to find

"How

Rudolph

"Not

Valentino

handsome
and charming, but

to."

didn't you look at
her face?" I offered.

made

prepared

walking.
I knew that I'd
seen them coming downstairs just like that in a picture recently, but I couldn't
remember who they belonged

"Why

"You should have seen Norma
when Nazimova gave

at the Ritz

a private showing of 'Camille' for her
She looked even more stunning
friends.
than usual. She had on a very simple, dark

limits to

attention, even

so

stairs right

this—"

\

\

what she
wasn't prepared for

was

his

wonderful
sense of
humor.

else there."

original

!" I

so very,"

observed.

Fanny remarked;

she dislikes having any one else get

"Mae Murray and Bob
Leonard were there, and you couldn't
ask for a more devoted couple than
they are, and as for Nazimova hercynical.

—

self
well, she always flirts outrageously with her husband.
"Of course all the girls who had
no husbands were simply entranced with
Rudolph Valentino. They really should

have had him sit 'way up in front so
every one could see him without turning their backs to the screen.
I'd bet
my new hat that I copied from one of
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"I was prepared to find him gracious
and handsome and altogether charming,
but what I wasn't prepared for was his
sense of humor.
He is wonderful.

And

he's going

away

to

back to the Coast right

make 'Moran

of the

with Dorothy Dalton.

it

Letty'

sad to

him?"

lose
I

Lady

Isn't

tried to look properly tearful.

"Your

is terrible.
Only
was Douglas McLean," I

fickleness

yesterday

it

protested.

"And

reminds me that I just
never was so surprised in
my life. He was making personal appearances in Cleveland, but he persuaded the theater manager to let him
appear four times a day for three days
that

saw him.

I

instead of twice a day for seven, and
him three days to rush up to
New York for a visit. He came to see
"
the new shows and
that gave

"You?"

I

remarked incredulously.

"Apparently," Fanny said, somewhat
ruffled.
"He's had the most wonderful
tour, all over the country.
He's had
marvelous audiences everywhere, but he
insists it is because he always tells
stories about Wally Reid.

"What is that Mabel Ballin is eating?
Can't you attract her attention and get
her to come over here ? I want to know
what picture she's going
Oh, how I wish she'd do a
Doris
either.

May
It

is

is

Photo by Hoover

Mildred Harris

charm
tion,

to

is

lending her iridescent

a Thomas

but that's only

Meighan producthe

beginning of

the story.

Irene Castle's that few girls there

even knew what was happening on
the screen.

"When

the

picture

was

over,

every one watched to see who he'd
talk to.
I was prepared to hate
any girl he noticed, but instead I
only liked him better for what he
did.
He turned to INIadame
Nazimova as soon as the people
started crowding round her to congratulate her. and said,

'I

meet Dick Barthelmess'
She must be a wonderful

to

mother.

woman

!'

went up
Harrison, where Dick's mother

''So the next night

to

want

I

lives in a great big rambling old
house near his little one, and heard
And
all about Rudolph Valentino.
then, to my surprise, two days
later I met him.

make next.
!"
comedy

not enjoying the hunting season

a house she
cidentally.

Photo by Grenbeaux

to

light

is

hunting

for, in-

—
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suggested.

"And ask him to write it around MaShe has the most
bel's new fur coat.
beautiful new sable coat and she is so
pleased wih it she really ought to have
a chance to wear it in a picture. And
Hugo is not at all blind to the humorOne day an
ous possibilities of it.
ingenue up at the studio lisped to
Hugo, 'Oh, Mr. Ballin, you've no idea
how rich looking Mabel's new coat
makes her !' 'Oh, yes, I have,' Hugo
'I paid for it.'
told her.
"She discovered this place you
ought to thank her for it.
It's the
only place in New York where you
can have tea and see the people going
in the shops all along Fifty-seventh
Street at the same time.
Can it be
is that Elsie Ferguson?" I demanded,
gazing out of the window.
"Probably," Fanny added. "She is
back from abroad with trunkloads of
gorgeous clothes, but she just goes on
buying from force of habit. Almost
everybody is either going abroad or
just coming back.
More than two
thousand people saw Charlie Chaplin
off, and since he has been in London

—

the crowds about his hotel have been
so great that he couldn't go out with-

out wearing a disguise.
He went to
a prize fight disguised as a woman.
Though she grows daintier
day, Mabel

Normand

in

appearance every

has a
growing sense of responsibility and a mission
in life.
She is going to prove it soon, too.
insists that she

Photo by Pach

Stars

may come and
the

stars

may

go, but Doris Kenyon continues to be one of
in fashionable haunts in Manhattan.

most delectable sights

Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks
rumor has

it

they are going to

are going soon, and
picture abroad to-

make a

gether.

"And

Rubye de Remer is coming to
for a while, and Elliott Dexter is going abroad;
Conrad Nagel's been East, and Estelle Taylor has gone to
California to make pictures. And, worst of all, Gloria Swanson has gone back. I hate to have people go away."
"You talk like a travelogue," I remonstrated. "Isn't any
as for other travelers,

New York

one getting engaged or married or anything?"
"Yes Juanita Hansen and Harrison Post were married by
the same justice that sent Bebe Daniels up for speeding," she
said excitedly.
"And Ralph Graves admits he's engaged, but
won't tell who to, and the same is true of Bull Montana. May
Allison at last admits that she was married a year ago to
I have my
Robert Ellis now I can say, 'I told you so.'
suspicions about Colleen Moore and a handsome young Irishman who is not an actor, and about Betty Compson and Walter
Morosco-, but of course those are only rumors. I know Rupert
Hughes' son would hate to go back to college if he thought
there was any danger of his losing Colleen while he was away.
He played in 'The Wall Flower' with her, you know, and
now his father has written an Irish story for her, so perhaps
;

—

—

!
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heard

having finished 'Star Dust' with Hope

that,

Hampton, James Rennie has gone back on the
speaking stage. His play was tried out in Atlantic
City, and Dorothy Gish-Rennie and Constance
almadge and her husband went down for the
0]jening.
They had been planning ever since their
1

marriage to all go down there together, but they've
been too busy.
Poor Jimmy had an awful
time tearing himself away to go to rehearsals when
they were all there. They have such a good time

all

together
"If you want to see Dorothy fly into a rage
get some newspaper reporter to ask her what she
thinks of matrimony. T don't think about matrimony,' she told me. 'I'm too happy.'

and Dorothy have both been working

"Lillian

so steadily on 'The Two Orphans' all summer that
they've hardly stirred outside of the studio.
But
Dorothy just insisted on going down to see the
opening of her husband's play, and then Lillian
grew rebellious and came down to see Mary Pickford.

"Every one is so busy nowadays. I just barely
saw Betty Blythe before she went back to California, and she confided to me that she has developed a craze for false hair.
She had hers
bobbed, you know, and then decided she didn't
like it, so now, while she is waiting for it to grow
out, she wears all sorts of braids and things.
"With the hunting season on in full swing, Marie
Prevost has adopted a soft satin hunting suit. It
happens to be scenarios she is hunting for. And
Doris May isn't particularly enjoying the hunting
reason, either.
It is a house she is hunting for
and she has to get ready for her next R-C star
picture at the same time. It is to be called 'Eden
and Return,' which I shouldn't think she'd like
considering how happy she and Wallace Macdonald are."
"And what about Mildred Harris?" I asked as
she paused for breath.
"Oh, Mildred is to play opposite Thomas
INIeighan in 'A Prince There Was.' They wanted
her for the leading part in 'Miss Lulu Bett,' but
in the first part of the story she was supposed
to be awkward and unattractive, and, try as she
would, ]\Iidred couldn't give that impression. You
wouldn't suppose that being too beautiful could
pro\ e an obstacle in the movies, would you ?

"But have you heard about Mabel Normand?"

And without waiting to find out if I had, she
continued
"She insists that she has a growing
sense of responsibility and a mission in life and
all that sort of thing, so she is going to start a
theater in New York, a theater devoted to pantomime. She is going abroad to get rights to some
plays and visit the pantomime theaters over there.
It doesn't mean that she will stop making movies,
:

Helene Chadwick's latest fad

is

pass

it

like to

having her home robbed.
on to some one

She would

else.

work
comes back for Christmas vacation.
"That's all the romance I've heard about, but there
have been some serious accidents. Mary McLaren has
been operated on for appendicitis, and Lester Cuneo
broke several bones in his foot out on location making
a scene where he had to jump from the roof of a house
Colleen will be too busy to think of anything but

until he

to the

met Mary
when she came back from

that Gaston Glass

Miles Minter at the train
abroad and that he's been with her as
ever since, and that Casson Ferguson

"No,

May McAvoy
I

hadn't,"

presario.

"And
in;

I

much
is

as possible

mighty

inter-

"

admitted.

"But

I

suppose you've

I'll

there's Doris

Kenyon.

Oh,

I

hope she comes

start tea all over again if she does.

No;

she's

going to buy a hat instead, I guess."
"Is she still hesitating between the stage and screen?"
I

ground.

"Of course you've heard

ested in

just that she'll amuse herself in between productions.
So soon our one and only Mabel will become an im-

asked.

"Yes," Fanny admitted
make up her mind which

"She simply can't
she likes best, and she's not
really strong enough to do both.
It is so tiring that
one can never go anywhere and I can't imagine fashionStars may
able haunts in New York without Doris.
ruefully.

Continued on page 88
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of a Star's

fascinating story of the real lives of our

most famous motion-picture players.

ILLUSTRATED BY EDGAR FRANKLIN WITTMACK

I

CHAPTER XVIII.
COULD never have

forgiven Greer if anything had happened to
Jerry," Roxane Laird told
me long afterward. "I'd
been unhappy for so long

somehow, when I
finally was happy with him,
he meant all the world to
me. And if I had lost him
that

have given up."
But she had to go on
and make the picture that
Greer wanted her to, of
course she had to have the
money that he offered her.
I'd just

;

So she signed the contract,
hardly knowing what she
was doing, and then flew
to the hospital where Jerry
Malotte lay fighting for his
life.

You saw
course.

It

that picture, of

was a tremen-

dous personal triumph for
Roxane.
Every one said
that nobody else could have
plaved

body

the

that

part,

What Has Gone

When Hugh Beresford left the business world to become a
motion-picture actor, his wife who is the author of these
amazing disclosures little suspected what comedies and
Betragedies of real life she was going to be plunged into.

—

—

look up stiddenly and see
him, the blessed comfort of

arms around me
was tired and cold.

feeling his

when

I

Those things

cause she was associated with motion-picture actors constantly,
and yet was not one of them, she became their confidante,

died.

their counselor, their guide.

felt that

From
the

the questions that outsiders asked her about some of
players, she realized that a fog of mis-

most prominent

understanding obbcured their private lives from the public.
So, she decided to tell the true story of many incidents you
may have heard in part.
after another the stories of various favorite players have

One

been woven into

this narrative

— showing

both grave and gay

There was the

aspects of the life of motion-picture actors.

ingenue whose mother made her look on marriage not as a
love match, but as an investment; there was the screen's most
famous vampire who had never had a beau because she was so
shy off screen; and there was the ston,- of one who loved
it brought no 'lasting
Perhaps the most startling story of all, though, is
the story of wistful little Roxane Laird whose haunting beauty
How she left
is known to everj' lover of motion pictures.
pictures and then returned to make just one more in order to
help pay the hospital expenses of the man she was engaged to

gayety too well before she found that
happiness.

marry has been

told.

The

story continues

from

to cut in before the big fall productions are released.

Now

the scenes we'll shoot to-day show a girl whose
is dying
she has come to plead with the man
for whom she works, a man whom she hates, to let her
go back to the hospital and stay there with her husband
she feels that she must be at his side if he dies."
The girl protested wildly. Almost the identical situation in which she found herself
She had not dared
let herself think for a moment that Jerry might die
now it seemed probable.
"I stood there for one horrible moment and thought
of him of what I'd have left if he did die," she told
me just a few days ago, when we sat there in my
garden and played with Junior. "And it dismayed me
to think that the things that would be left would be
just memories of what had gone
not the realization
of his love, his tenderness, but little, inconsequential,
physical things; the warmth of his throat when I'd lay
my cheek against it, the queer, sort of concentrated look
there'd be in his eyes when he was watching me and I'd
;

!

—

;

that I

seemed

to

I'd lose

if

he

"And then
Greer
hands

!

make

suddenly I
could have torn
to pieces with my
He was going to
I

capital

my

of

otit

agony.
And I knew that
he would feel that doing
that would
revenge him
on me for refusing to go
back and make pictures
again.
I had turned him
down for Jerry. Now he

was going
Jerry and
doubly.

"'What's
he

asked.

see

to

me

make me

lose

suffer

the

matter?'

'Can't

you go

through with it?
your pep, Roxie?'
" 'No,'

I

Lost
him,

told

seemed to me as
if
some one else had
spoken. I was so unhappy
myself to be paralyzed by my own

there.

no-

have pictured such poignant grief that
fairly reached out and clutched at your heartstrings.
It stamped Roxane Laird as one of the greatest actresses
of her time. And this is how it was done
As soon as Roxane had signed that contract, Greer
He phoned Los
went out and rigged up a studio.
Angeles for the lights and men he needed, and rented
the ballroom of a hotel not far from the hospital, and
had his sets made there, two of them. They were small
enough so that they could both be standing at once.
The next morning he sent for Roxane.
"We've got to begin shooting at once," he told her.
"I want to rush this stuff through because I'm going
else could

husband

Before.

though

it

wretchedness."

She went on then, and played the biggest scenes
of her career.
Greer stood beside the camera, suggesting what was needed to fill in the pictin-e, doing
it with a brutal attention to detail that fairly crucified
Roxane Laird.
"Your husband is lying there, dying he is asking
for you; he wants nothing in the world but the touch
of your hand, the heavenly comfort of your breast
beneath his head. You will never be able to hold him
so again; he will be .dead when you go back to the
hospital.
You can only follow his body to the grave
and pay the ftmeral expenses with the money you have
earned by coming to the theater to-night and acting, to
carry ofit your contract with the man whom voti hate."
Do you wonder that her work seemed realistic? Do
you wonder that the exquisite lace evening gown which
she wore was torn to shreds when she finished the scene
in which she pleaded with the man who played the
part of the theatrical manager to let her go to the hospital ?
She was pleading with Greer, of course she
needed no imagination to carry her through that morn-

—

;

ing's

work.

Hugh and

had been there we would never have
could have lent her the money she
Hugh could have taken Greer by the scruff
of the neck and forced him to wait until Jerry was better
But we had been called
before he shot those scenes.
away very suddenly Hugh's mother was ill, and his
father had wired for us to come to Chicago at once.
So we left San Francisco the night before this happened.
The first moment she could, Roxane stumbled off the
If

permitted
needed, or

it

;

I

we

;

;

The
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the telephone.
At first she couldn't then that she never wanted to see California again.
then they said the wire was busy.
And Jerry always went to 'the studio with her.
W'eW, if that incident seems incredible, you may be
And finally they said that Jerry was dead.
They had to hold her then. She fought like a tigress convinced by a somewhat similar one which occurred
not long ago.
rather well-known star had to make
to get away, but Greer had had the doors locked, and
a scene in which her leading man, playing her husband,
the man who played the theatrical manager held her
was supposed to come home at night, drunk, and abuse
while she begged him to let her go, and then nearly went
mad with horror when he wouldn't. She tore the lace her frightfully. They made the scene, threw it on the
screen in the projection room, and found that it didn't
of her frock, so that it hung in fragments from her
go well the man hadn't been brutal enough, and the
lovely, rounded shoulders; there were great, livid marks
down "her cheeks, dug by her finger nails when she scene fell flat.
And
The next day they made it again. It went better.
clawed at them in a perfect frenzy of agony.
He caught the girl by the hair, dragged her out of bed,
the camera ground on and on, while Greer stood back
grasped her by the shoulders so violently that her arms
at one side and looked on, smoking.
showed the bruises for days afterward, threw her against
"Cut !" he grunted finally, and she slumped down on
a heavy table so that she was badly hurt as she fell.
to the floor the minute the man she was acting with
He picked her up
When that scene was shown in
let go of her.
the
projection
room the girl's
again and carried her to a couch
father, who was interested finanat one side of the set, and she lay
cially in the company, strolled in.
there for a long tirne without movThat is what every one says of
ing.
She told me that she did not
Phillip St. Mark, once the most
"Gosh, here's where we all lose
popular of screen heroes. He still
dare think ahead even as much time
our jobs!" the director whispered
plays in pictures, but it is in sup=
as it would take her to draw one
to Hugh, who happened to be there.
port of some young star chiefly.
breath, because it seemed as if the
"The old man'll can the whole
The old charm that thrilled his ad=
awful weight of her grief would
bunch when he sees how his daughmirers once doesn't hold them any
more.
crush out her life.
And so she
ter was treated."
And he sat there
But he can still act convincingly
just lay there, thinking "I can draw
in fear and trembling, as did every
when his heart is in it and the
this breath ^just this one."
one else concerned except the star,
acting is to be done in real life.
who was home in bed until the
She meant to kill herself. She
With the craftiness worthy of a
Machiavelli, he has enmeshed the
decided that she would go to the
scene was over and the lights
young star in whose support he is
hospital and see that the necessary
went
on.
playing; her mother and friends
arrangements were made, and then,
The director tried to slink out
stand by helpless while he manip=
after Jerry was buried, end her
unobtrusively, but the girl's father
ulates her to his own ends.
What can be done in a case like
own life. He had been all she had
collared him, so he tried to cover
that? The girl is blinded almost
to live for, and now he had been
up the situation.
hypnotized by him her mother is
taken from her.
"I'm afraid you'll think Parker
distracted and Phillip St. Mark
She dressed, went downstairs
treated
your
rules her every action.
What
daughter
pretty
could Sally Beresford do about it?
they were willing enough to let her
badly," he said apologetically. "Of
"
Well as she knows the tangling
go now. It was raining very hard,
course
circumstances of motion=picture
one of those terribly hard rains that
"Fine stuff!" exclaimed the old
life, she quailed at the thought of
they have in San Francisco, when
man, patting him on the shoulder.
this situation.
It had its tragic aspects
and its
it seems as if the storm will beat
"That's the kind of stuff that goes.
humorous ones, too.
You will
into your very heart.
And I had the right idea took
And the
want to accompany Sally to the
wind wa§ blowing so hard that she
Parker out and got him drunk beapartment where Phillip St. Mark,
just leaned against it and forced
fore he played that scene.
Probthe young girl, and her mother
!"
lived, and hear about what she
her way with all the weight nf her
ably the censors'll cut it. though
saw. It is the most amusing por=
body.
he wound up disappointedly as he
tion of all the "Revelations." Don't
walked away.
She had always hated rain, but
miss next month's installment.
she walked all the way to the hosI had not seen Roxane Laird bepital, not minding this
tween that time when we met in
she told me
San Francisco and the day when I found her at our
that she took a sort of comfort in feeling that it couk
home when Hugh and I got back from New York.
not possibly hurt her that nothing could possibly hurt
She was wonderfully changed.
her now, because she was so much more wretched than
The wistfulness was
gone from her beauty, but in its place there was a serene
anything more could possibly make her feel.
When she got to the hospital she dragged herself happiness that made her more beautiful than ever.
sat together and talked for a long time that evein and up the stairs, avoiding the attendants; she wanted
ning, she and I, looking out over the moon-silvered
to postpone the end, somehow, now that she was there.
And so she went along the upner corridor, and stood waters of the Sound, while Hugh and Jerry walked the
garden paths, smoking, and the fragrance of wistaria
outside Jerry's door, her wet clothing clinging to her,
filled the air.
her damp hair lying in a heavy, dragging mass on her
."It's queer, Sally, but the most horrible thing that I
neck.
And then a doctor came out of the room and saw have ever had to do in my life making that picture
for Greer
also made my success," she said.
"When
her.
I finally became a human being again, after the ghastly
"Oh, come in," he cried, throwing the door open.
morning I spent making those scenes at that hotel, I
"Mr. Malotte has just been asking for you."
said that I would never act again.
I've always said
It may seem incredible to you that Greer had deceived
that until now. But I've had an offer from one of the
her so, bribing the girl at the switchboard to answer
biggest theatrical managers, who says that he will star
that phone call and say that Jerry was dead. It seemed
set

and flew

get the

to

hospital;

A

;

ONLY A HAS BEEN

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

;

We

—

—

me when Roxane wrote me about it. That was
later, when he had recovered and she and
time
some
She
he were spending their honevmoon in the East.

so to

finished the picture in

New York

incidentally

;

she said

me on

speaking stage.
He's offered before, and
now I think I'll accept. And it was that
one scene that convinced him that I had talent. Funny,
the

I've refused

isn't it?"

;

;

The
"Does

Greer
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know about

that?" I asked as she sighed
contentedly and turned her
head so that she could watch
her
coming toward
Jerry
down the garden path.

"No, he doesn't. It's queer
about him, too, isn't it? He
keeps right on making pictures, but people say that he's
faiHng rapidly that he's lost
;

his old grip

he

realizes

on
it

things,

and

and

is

that

nearl}"

They say he's never
a really good one since
that last picture I did for him.
And they gave the credit for
that to me
not fair exactlv.
wild.

made

—

is

it?"

That question went unanswered, for Jerry came along
just then, and her arms went
out to him as he sat down on
the arm of her chair.
They
are still like newly engaged
lovers, those two.
I knew that she wouldn't
hear me if I told her that
Greer's career was ending just
When the brutal scene was flashed on the screen Parker said. "I'm afraid that we allowed
as it deserved to, and that
him to treat your daughter pretty rough."
every bit of success that she
had gained she had earned.
Yet nobody who has seen how she clings to every stray
He flushed boyishly at that it always embarrasses
bit of happiness, how radiant she is over Jerry's love
him to realize that I think this picture of his is as big
for her and her joy in him, can deny that all the success
as "The Aliracle ]\Ian."
He strolled around the room
in the world will never compensate to her for those
for a few minutes, whistling, and then came back and
starved, wretched years and that one morning of agony
hunched up on the floor beside my chair, and Junior
that Greer made her endure.
came and hung over his shoulder to see the slips of
;

gayly colored paper that he pulled out of his pocket and

CHAPTER

XIX.

"Sally," Hugh, coming into the nursery, where I was
putting our son into clean clothes for the third time
in one afternoon, faced me so seriously that I felt a
bit worried.
"Sally, if this picture goes big, as it looks
as if it would, and we clean up, shall we get out of
pictures ?"
"Oh, Hugh !" I exclaimed, leaning back in mv low
chair and staring up at him.
For a moment it seemed
impossible that he could ever get out of the industry
I couldn't picture him in any other line of work, despite
the many discussions we'd had of what we'd do when
we had money enough to get out of the game.
"Well, you know how things are going.
If they
keep on importing foreign pictures, that can be had
so much cheaper than we can make pictures in this
country, that's going to cut down production over here.

—

See what Famous Players-Lasky's doing doubling up
on their stars and releasing pictures that have been held
for some time.
Maybe this is the time to clear out,
when the going's good."
"Oh, perhaps ^but just look at what ^licky X^eilan
is doing
he's going right on making really good pictures and never lacking an audience for them.
I don't
believe anybody else need worry either I don't believe
a really good picture will ever go begging!" I exclaimed.
"The big companies turn out a lot of regular
program pictures, of course nobody ever expects much
of those.
I've seen some lately that the industry would
But
be better off without as far as that's concerned.
T think this is just going to mean that anv one who
wants to last has got to make real pictures pictures
"
like 'Unredeemed.'

—

:

;

;

—

showed me.
"These are the sketches for

the posters, Sally," he
"Like 'em?"
It gave me a curious little thrill that went straight to
my heart to see them. "Hugh Beresford in 'Unredeemed.' " To me the words might have been painted
across the heavens in letters of flame, they seemed of
such world-wide significance. To other people this might
be just the announcement of one more motion-picture
actor in one more picture, but to me it was of tremendous importance. I couldn't bear to think that people
might say: "Let's see; what's at the movies to-night?
'Hugh Beresford in "Unredeemed."
I didn't like the
last picture I saw him in; let's do something else."
I
wanted every one to be eager to see that picture. It
was hard to realize that the whole world wasn't as insaid.

'

terested in it as I was.
Some of the sketches for the posters

were stunning.

"I'm going to have a really good artist do them," Hugh
had said to me when he first began to consider them,
shortly after he began work on the picture.
"They'll
be plastered all over billlwards and ther-ters, and people
will have to look at 'em whether they want to or not.
And I think they ought to be worth looking at, just for
themselves. It would really help the movies if we had
fewer of those lurid, sensational-looking posters advertising them."
And so he had engaged two artists of established
reputations to submit designs for "Unredeemed," men
who did magazine covers and some of the best of the
advertising art work.
And the results iustified what
he had done. One of them I liked especially its color
scheme was wonderful flame and a purple that was

—

;

—
The
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;

I

could just see

it
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on billboards everywhere.

remembered that Hugh had given up the
annual fishing trip that was one of his greatest joys,
in order to do this, I didn't mind.

Even when

I

"I ought not to take the time to go fishing this year,
anyway, even after the picture's done," he had told

me when

"And, anyway, I can go fishI remonstrated.
ing all my life, but I can only have one set of posters
"
for 'Unredeemed.'
Junior and 1 went to the studio with him the next
morning, not for any special reason, except just that
had plenty of time, so we ran
we wanted to go.
up to the Griffith studio at Mamaroneck for a moment,

We

where "The Two Orphans" was under way. D. W.
himself was having breakfast in the studio lunchroom,
principally on berries from the wonderful studio gardens, and he urged us to come back for luncheon.
Lillian and Dorothy Gish would be there, as they were
both working that day, and it was possible that Mrs.
Gish would come up. She is a dear little thing Lillian
looks something like her, but she is more like Dorothy,
and one of the most delightful persons you'd meet in
an age. I have always been one of her most ardent
admirers, and Hugh worships at her shrine.
"It's no wonder that Lillian takes care of 'my little
mother,' " he remarked once after we'd been dining
with them.
"She's the most delicate, exquisite one I
know."
When we got to the studio I rose up and rejoiced
and Billy
that I had come, for Billy Wales was there
Wales is worth going miles and miles to see. His mother
was with him, and as she and I settled down in a corner
where the lights wouldn't hurt our eyes I looked at her
and smiled at the thought of the way her life had
changed and how astonishing it must seem to her.
You see, she lived in a small town in California, one
of those sun-baked little towns that seem to be almost
part of the great hills that hold them in their laps. She
brought up a family of four sons, and did most of the
housework, even after they were grown, and sort of
helped her husband look after his business he had a
store of some kind I don't remember what.
Billy was born when the youngest of the four older
sons was thirteen. Life had been a pretty hard struggle
for her when the other children were growing up, and
she'd never had much time to enjoy them, but Billy
was difi^erent. The older boys were away at work, and
her husband had become interested in politics, and so
was away most of the time, and she had a Jap boy
to do the work, so she really had a wonderful time
bringing up Billy.
And he adored her. He was a homely little thing,
she told me, homelier than the other boys, and absolutely
different in every way.
And though he was quite a
fighter, and could thrash most of the boys in the "gang"
;

—

—

;

he played with, he used to like to stay home with her.
"I'll never forget one Sunday afternoon," she told
me that day at the studio. "It was an awfully hot day
in town, but we knew that it must be cool in the hills,
and I'd been sort of wishing I could get up into them.
Pa was at the retail dealers' convention, and Sam, the
oldest boy, had gone down to Los Angeles for over
Sunday. And the other three boys came out, all dressed
up, and two of 'em sat down on the porch for a minute
or two, and the other went off down street.
" 'Where's Jake goin' ?' Bill asked, and Ned spoke
up, 'Oh, just down street.' And pretty soon Jake came
back in a car, not a Ford I'd ridden in a Ford myself
but a great big car, and three girls in it. And the other
boys piled in, and one of the girls shouted to 'em as
they came down the path that she'd made two big chocolate cakes, and they had a freezer of ice cream in by

—

the hind seat, and then oft' they sailed for the hills, with
the dust the car kicked up blowin' back on the Shasta
daisies Bill and I had planted in the front yard.

"Well, I felt kind of bad.
Course the boys never
thought maybe I'd like to get away, I guess. I didn't
say a word, but Bill, he knew; he always did know
somehow. And he sneaked over and stuck his hand
into mine, and I turned around to him and hitched up
his suspenders
I never could keep that young un decently in his pants; I used to think they'd come off in
public some time and disgrace him. And he said 'Don't
you care, ma; some day I'll buy you the best car Len
Simmons has got in his old garage "
That was just before we entered the war. Things
changed not long after that; the older boys all went
into the service when war was declared
Mrs. Wales
hung a service flag with four stars in her parlor window, and after Chateau Thierry she changed one of
them to a gold one for Ned. Jake came home in all
the glory of a captain's bars, with a French bride, and
went to San Francisco to live. One of the other boys
married and went to the oil fields to work, and pretty
soon he sent for the other one. Mr. Whales' business
had gone to pieces during the war, but he'd had the fun

—

!'

;

of making speeches endlessly in his political career and
as a four-minute man, and he kept right on, whether
there was anything to make speeches for or not.

"And

times got hard with us," Mrs. Wales told me,
a little, and then openly wiping her eyes.
"Sometimes Bill and I didn't know what we'd do next."
What they did next was nothing short of amazing.
blinking

They went

to Los Angeles to visit Mrs. Whales' sister,
developed a passion for hanging around the
studios, and somebody oft'ered him a job one day, when
a lot of children were needed in a picture.
He was perfectly mad about acting in the movies from
Mrs. Wales said that he came rushing
that moment on.
home and dumped his day's wages in her lap he hadn't
earned much, of course, but it looked big to him_ and

and

Bill

—

just stood there

and sputtered, too excited

—

to tell her

what had happened.

He got lots of work from that time on his very
homeliness was an asset.
He was in a picture with
Mary Pickford, and then in another picture, and the
first thing any one knew he was given a contract, like
;

a

grown-up person, and had an established position in
And nobody appreciated the

the motion-picture world.
fact any more than he did.

Just before he and his mother came East, they went
back to their home town. Can't you see them? Mrs.
Wales in a black foulard dress such as she'd always
wanted to wear, and Bill trying hard not to swagger,
but absolutely unable to help it. And he marched into
Len Simmons' garage, just as he'd said he would so
long ago, and bought the biggest automobile there, and
he and his mother drove away in it.
"I declare, it seems funny to me now to think of it,"
she told me that day as Billy went scuttling past us.
tearing after

Hugh.

"To

think that young

un should

Why, not even Jake
as he does.
makes what Bill does. And when we stopped in San
Francisco on the way here, and Bill was telling about
how he'd probably go to Europe to make his next picture
be earning as

much

—

well, I wish you'd
have seen Jake and Sadie that's his wife the way
they looked at Bill. I said to myself, 'If your director
was here he'd take you down off your high horse, young
man but of course I wouldn't 'a' said anything for
the world. Bill was having such a good time lordin' it
To tell the truth," with an apolothat way over Jake.
getic little laugh, "I kind of egged him on."

to get the right kind of locations

—

!'

Continued on page 92

—

—
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from the

motion-picture front about

By

productions you will not

want

Alison Smith

to

miss-

some

— and
you

that

will.

In

"The Three Musketeers" Fairbanks

is

frankly and irresistibly liimself and the audiences love

NOT

so long ago there was a single phrase which
had power to strike terror into the heart of
even a scenario writer and to reduce the bravest

What the boll weevil
the April frost is to the
the awful blight of this term
any scenario department. You may

producer to a quivering pulp.

film

the cotton crop,
peach orchard, so was
to

is

when

it

fell

upon

what

have written a masterpiece in plot, action, or characterization, but without due care your enemy could
blast it by letting drop this fatal term.
"Of course it's
a good idea," he might toss off casually to your scenario
editor, "but you can't make a picture of it.
You see,
it's

a period play."
public does not want period plays.

The

This was
dogmatic and unalterable, which went out
through the ranks of the film writers.
A Griffith, a
Tourneur might get away with a period drama, but this
was luck or genius, and even at that your director would
assure you between solemn puffs of his Corona that
they would have done still better if they had transposed
the

liirn

for

it.

intention of selling them.
Whoever he was, he
reaped his harvest.
For the audiences, in the most
ungrateful and perverse manner, declined to accept the
obvious fact that they didn't like and wouldn't see a
play in any costumes but their own.
On the contrary,
they ate them up and are continuing to devour them
whenever they are mixed to suit the popular taste.
Watch the reviews for the recent months past and you
will find that the taste for unusual, bizarre, antiquated
settings
in fact anything but the "modern setting"
is growing with each new picture.
It is a significant
fact that the three most important films of this very
important season are pictures which deal with other
times and other manners.

the

—

edict,

idea into modern settings.
So straightway all
were transposed until we had a curious medley of
conflicting ideas and background.
Everything was done
in a modern tempo, including the first book of Genesis,
with Eve in Paquin models, Adam as a dapper man
about the Garden, and the serpent bearing a cocktail
their

plots

in its strictly up-to-date coils.
I don't know who was responsible for this arbitrary
doctrine that the public hasn't imagination enough to
appreciate anything not set in the surroundings of the
present time.
I don't even know which director was
defiant enough to laugh at the old hoodoo and to produce period films not as "artistic failures," but with

"The Three Musketeers."
atmosphere, if you like, in chunks the air
is thick with it.
And here is the one and only D'Artagnan of the screen in the person of Douglas Fairbanks.
Either he was created to play this role before the films
began or the genial old Dumas, pere, wrote it for him,
bridging the years between them by some amazing flight
of the subconscious. As a matter of fact, Douglas has
Ijeen playing D'Artagnan ever since he has been in
films, although he played it in a brisk business suit
instead of doublet and hose, and vanquished his hundreds with his fists instead of with his rapier. But it
Here

is

;

—the
of the dashing, undaunted cavalier
—whether as a clerk or a musketeer—who understands
is

his role

there
of a

all

way

There
the

is

role

to

man
is

know about fighting, trickery, and the
with a maid.
of the original old French flavor in
picture which Fairbanks gives of the

little

rollicking

—
The
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And one of the fencing
scenes alone is worth all the
struggles you will find in getting in to see this film.

Doug-

has added this most difficult art to his other less subtle
accomplishments. In this, as
in the accomplishment of the
picture itself, he may well cry,
las

"Touche."

Lord Fauntleroy."

"Little

The

of

arrival

this

super-

Fairbanks production in New
York caused a near riot at
the Lyric Theater, as any reviewer who tried to get near
To get
the doors can testify.
inside

was necessary

it

to in-

duce a friendly cop to pull
you through the crowds, and
there weren't enough cops to

This was half due

go round.

and half to the
on the opening night
Douglas and Mary appeared

to the picture

fact that

"in the flesh," as we say in
When this upthe movies.
roar had subsided, imagine the
joy of fans when another
occasion of equal excitement
arose just next door. It was
the arrival of Mary herself in
a new film of her own the
screen version of "Little Lord
Fauntleroy."
This childhood favorite has
own atmosphere as distinct as that
of the Dumas picture, although,
needless to say, it is not put on
with quite so heavy a brush.
Again the director was wise
enough not to attempt any
"modernization" or we might
have had the Little Lord
in the role of a brisk and
slangy Boy Scout. It is
the atmosphere of New
York in the eighteennineties, of horse cars
and Gody's "Ladies'
Book," and of old England, with all its picturesque accessories.

—

Estelle Taylor

and Tom Douglas appear in "Footfalls," which
plot gone wrong.

is

a good

.

gauche lad of Gascony.

from the

In this he stands apart

rest of the picture.

Edward Kno

block, in making his film adaptation, held, as
far as possible, to the Dumas theme the
;

game of chess which Richelieu
and Louis XIII played with their bench
perilous

men.

But Fairbanks is frankly and
and the audiences
love him for it.
In the first reel
he gets something of the Don
Quixote quality with which Dumas
irresistibly himself,

invested this country youth in
search of adventvn-e.
But when
he broke loose with his incredible
adventures there was a wink be-

neath his plumes and curls which
said plainer than words "Under
:

this

all

fuss

and

feathers,

its

Through

it's

me!"

As we remember

way

the dashing
escapades
of
D'Artagnan have been modified to

old
fit

novel,

Mary

new and

double

The crowds adored

—
—

The perilous race, however,
censors.
"--^
for the diamond buckle that a queen may
keep her throne is made the most of bv
the dauntless three.
They are wonderful
these three, especially Porthos, whose genial

Dumas

the

Dearest, his mother.

rest-

Several roof-climbing
episodes without which a Fairbanks picture could not possibly be
filmed
have been added, and the unedifying conduct of Milady has been
toned down out of deference for the
star.

bulk would have moved

in

role of Cedric Errol,
the infant peer, and

the

the talents of the

less

this

winds her captivating

himself to cheers

her,
fact

of the
for a
did she suggest

regardless
that

moment

never

a boy. or in fact anything

but a pretty little girl in
black velvet trousers. Per-

A fragment of the colorful "Arabian
Nights" is the basis of a spectacular
picture in which Pola Negri and Ernst
Lubitsch appear.
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haps this may be the secret
of the hhii's success the adoring fans go to see ^lary herself and would resent any disAnd in the amazingly
guise.
;

clever bits of double exposure
she was permitted to impersonate not only the role of the anCcdric, but that of his

gelic

adoring mother, an excessively
feminine picture. So the film
is a one-character production
we have I^Iary in looped
skirts and old lockets, looking
gently maternal, and Alary, in
aforesaid
black
velvet
the
boy's suit, romping with the
St. Bernard, playing prince to
the village children, and begging his stately grandfather
to "lean on me."
It gives the
most Pickford for the money

—

of

any

film

since

"Stella

Maris."

And yet I can't help feeling that Mary is worthy of
a more adult story in a production of this length and importance.
After all, she has
as
many
friends
among
grown-ups as among children.
And the adult mind, while
loyal to her

resent

charm, needs must

some of the

absurdities

in this sentimental old tale

Hodgson

Frances

by

Burnett.

George Arliss gives a
"Disraeli" has reached the screen with its charm untouched by adaptation.
suave and audacious portrait and Louise Huff appears in his support.

"She wouldn't have treated
a kid like that," whispered a scornful
youth behind me in the theater

when Ccdric begs
curls cut

fellows

ofif

to have his
because the other

called

him

"sissy,"

and Dearest refuses with
sobs which work on his
childish sympathies.
In
the mother's character
there is too much of the

cloying,

smothering
emotion
which
the
author called "mother
love,"

a

"Disraeli."

Here

another period, the polite and
mannerly days of the mid-\'ictorian court in
England. It is said that when Louis Parker
first wrote his political drama of Disraeli
he used George Arliss as the model for
the diplomatic prime minister.
So successful was the play that it ran for
five years, and finally reached the
screen with its charm untouched by
adaptation. Plenry Kolker has permitted the absorbing story to unfold
is

w'ith all the simplicity of the stage

tyranny

version, leaving the background
free for the suave and audacious
portrait by George Arliss.

which would subject
a sensitive boy to the
ridicule
of
"the
gang" in order to indulge

her

own

Naturally the story has space
onl}one episode in the

for

crowded public career of its principal character. This was the wily
purchase of the Suez Canal, with
It
all its trickery and surprises.
was chosen, of course, with an eye
for dramatic efl:'ect as the most

de-

sire to

keep him her

baby.

Of course the
many minds,

story, in

is woven in with sentimental
recollections
of their own childhood,
when they were thrilled

by its romantic flavor.
Also it furnished Alarv
with curls again, and roles
with curls attached are very
rare these days.
To

many

"Serenade" will be worth
seeing because Miriam Cooper and the
Spanish settings are very beautiful.

still

spectacular incident in the history
of the times in England.
But aside from the plot, the study
which George Arliss has made of the
character is interesting, if only as a
His
piece of individual portraiture.
make-up follows the Landseer painting
the spare forelock, the high collar, the
His face is
little beard of Xapoleon III.
mask that is thorou-jhly Semitic at once
Of course his
inscrutable and blandishing.

—

—

—
The
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he shows us that the life of
the idler is not as simple as it
looks, for his tramp is persecuted by cops and stray
dogs, and the society chap is
henpecked and harassed by
the demands of fashion.
In
the end the tramp wins
at
least he has the last word and
casts the last stone.
;

The
it

"plot,"

if

you can

call

that, is a jazzed version of

a theme so often taken seriously in film drama.
It confirms a recent statement of
Chaplin's
in
an interview
while he was in New York.
"I wish people wouldn't insist on writing funny stories
for me," he said.
"What I
is the most serious ideas
I'll
imaginable.
make them

want

funny

enough

to

suit

my

audiences."

So "The Idle Class" is the
good, old, romantic idea of
the wife who finds that her
husband has a double in the
The
lower walks of life.
humble tramp loves the beautiful lady from afar until, at
a masquerade ball, he is introduced
her
husband.
as
This is the cue for the slapstick, which is further comby having the real
husband in the masquerade
costume of a knight in armor.
Chaplin gives the distinctions
plicated

In

"The

Idle

Class" Charlie Chaplin plays a blase man about town as well as
the usual happy tramp.

smooth, ironic voice is missing.
Bnt even under this
handicap Mr. Arliss has given a remarkable picture of
this most picturesque statesman w^hom Strachey loves to
call "the grim old comedian."
In a dim mid- Victorian background are other figures.
Lady Bcaconsficld, played by Mrs. Arliss a not-altogether English Hugh Meyers, played by Frank Losee,
and the two lovers in the juvenile romance, played by
Louise Huff in delectable crinoline and Reginald
Denny. There is only a distant picture of Queen Victoria
a hint of the small, plump figure on the throne
But her presence domiof the "widow of Windsor."
;

—

—

—

nates the entire production, as it did the times, and
is another example of the subtle work done in this really
valuable historical picture.

A

"The Idle Class."
month which has both Mary and Douglas on

between the low and high idle class with a dexterity
which is uproarious. There is only one feature which
the tramp and the clubman share in common.
Their
feet are the same.

This is one of the shorter pictures, tossed oft", as it
were, while he is resting.
I have heard rumors that
his next long picture will be taken from a delicious
French pantomime. It is the story of a famous clown
who wins the admiration of a small, ragged boy who
has never had pennies enough to see him act. When
the child lies at death's door with a fever he cries constantly for his idol, and the celebrated jester cancels
a performance and rushes to his bedside to go through
with his choicest scenes.
The boy recovers, and the
two become fast friends in the world of nonsense.
Needless to say, this story shouts aloud for Jackie

Coogan.
his

film calendar may be said to have justified itself in the
screen year. But, added to these, comes a new Chaplin
release, a characteristic bit of slapstick and irony called,
"The Idle Class." It is only three reels, but they make
up in rapidity what they lack in length, though there is
a little gasp of astonishment when "The End" is flashed

on the screen. These years of eight-reel Chaplin pictures have spoiled his audiences, which have grown into
Oliver Twists in their taste for "more."
"The Idle Class" is a social satire which traces the
adventures of a happy tramp and a blase man about
town. Charlie plays them both with such evident enjoyment that you feel he is not worrying about the
For undoubtedly he has a moral, though its
moral.
At least
exact point is lost in the rapid-fire action.

"Camille."

Following the long line of famous interpretations
by Bernhardt, by Duse, by Clara Morris, and countless
others another Lady of the Camelias finally reaches
the screen.
This courageous attempt is made by Alia
Nazimova in a version which is characteristically radical.
For the little Russian actress has thrown overboard all
the traditions and memories which cling to this celebrated picture by the younger Dumas.
She has announced that she has done a "modern Camille," but the
picture is hardly that.
In its bizarre settings, its fantastic costumes, and compositions, it is several centuries
ahead of the present time. It is a futurist Camille done
in all the jagged angles and blobs of light of the

—

Continued on page 91
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Here's Johnny

Walker
You saw
not,

him, perhaps,

in

you're going to see

several pictures,

"Over the Hill."
him before long

so you ought to
about him.

know

If

in
all

By Jerome Weatherly
made Johnny Walker
OVER
and Johnny Walker
make
the Hill"

did a lot to

"Over the Hill."
Any number of pictures can be named which
have made some favored player famous. There
was "The Coward," which gave us Charlie
Ray; "The Miracle Man," which made Eetty
Compson and Tommy Meighan; "Sentimental
Tommy," which made a star out of May MacAvoy "The Chorus Girl's Romance," which
made a star out of Gareth Hughes, and oh,
;

—

there are endless similar examples
Johnny Walker had no idea what his role
of the young black-sheep son in "Over the
Hill" was going to do for him.
He pla^-ed
the part just to please Harry Millard, who
directed the picture.
Johnny was directing
pictures for Fox at the tim^ himself. He told
me all about it while we lunched at the Fox
cafeteria in Hollywood.

"Hey, Johnny !" Millard called to him one
day in New York. "What you doin'?"
"Workin," answered Johnny.
"Come on and work for me," suggested
Millard.

"You

look just like that kid, Devine,

who's playin' the baby part in

You

gotta play

him when

he's

my

picture.

grown up."

As we settled down to our pie and milk,
Johnny threw me a look out of his tawny,
topaz eyes. It seems funny to call them topaz,
but they really are the most remarkable eyes
I have ever seen.
They look just like the eyes
of a tiger. Topaz, with brown specks in them,
under very black eyebrows, which he has

—

trained into shape with a razor, as does

can

tell

'em I'm only twenty-six and that

want

Von

it's

my

real

name,

if

you

to," he observed.

Stroheim.

"Did you know," he asked, following the look, and
which I took to be a brogue, but which. I
found out, he had acquired on the quarter-deck when
he was an -ensign in the U. S. navy, "that I am an
in his voice,

accredited finger-print expert?"
"You don't say !" I exclaimed, but ready to believe

anything else this remarkable young man should tell me.
He had already confided that he was a graduate of
Fordham University, that between terms he had played
in musical stock companies, and that he had stepped
right out of college and stock into playing motionpicture leads with Viola Dana at the old Edison studios.
He had never gone through the tiresome process of
extra and bit-man. Consequently he soon tired of putting grease paint on his own face, and decided to show
other people how it should be done. He became a director of comedies for Fox.
This was after he came back from service. During
the time he was in the navy, while he was standing his
watch he did a lot of thinking, and, among other things,
he decided that he should become a great figure in the
motion-picture world.
And he thought that directing

would be the most dignified way about it. So when he
returned from the war he tells it with a touch of pride

—

— he

secured a directorial position at once.
Then came the pleading offer to play in "Over the Hill,"
with the result that he has acted acted all over the Fox
lot so as to capitalize on the popularity he gained in that
in his voice

—

picture.

"But when

I

act

now

I

have a double," he said

ingenuously, switching for the

moment from

his finger-

print propaganda. "I used to think it was cute to claim
that I wouldn't let any man double for me, but after
I had cracked a few ribs and several bones in my head
I decided that Fd throw my pride out the window and
have a double every time. You have no idea what a

comfort

it

is."

He

bubbles with ambition. His voice, which has the
guttural twang of New York's East .Side in it, almost
chokes in his eagerness to tell the interviewer all about
And all the while we were talking, to the
himself.
accompaniment of dishes being washed somewhere in
the dim recesses of the cafeteria, friends would stop
Continued on page 103
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When a Fan Club Meets
News

about Fan Club meetings here, there, and everywhere

MarjOOe

Illustrated by Lui Trugo

NOW

for the meetings

—the backbone of

your fan

suggestions are to help you in
planning your programs, but you must enlarge and
change them to suit the individual needs of your club.
You have called together those of your friends that
are fans, and elected officers, naturally you wonder what

The following

comes next.

At

the first meeting, after the elections, have a general discussion that will bring out what the different
members are most interested in concerning motion pictures, so that you can decide which kind of program
would be the best one for your particular group to fol-

low.

Then discuss the arrangement of the meetings that
are to come. The most important committee appointed
is the one that attends to these, so you must be sure
It should not be
that it is a well-balanced committee.
composed entirely of fun-loving girls, or entirely of
serious-minded girls, but several of each. Change your
program committee often, and give small prizes to the
members of the one whose meeting is voted the best
arranged in every four months.
'"We have a suggestion box," a Harlandale member
"Each girl drops in one or more suggestions,
writes.
Once a
signed or unsigned, concerning the program.
month, the program committee opens the box, and sorts
out the ones that will be a help in arranging the meetings, giving a prize for the one that is the best."
But, how to arrange the programs?
Begin with the invitations. These are
not necessary, but most of the clubs use
them. You can also have a notice in the
newspaper announcing the date, time, and
place of the meeting.
"We make our invitations," another
member writes, "using white cards, and
printing little jingles on them, as when
we had a 'Charles Ray Meeting,' beneath
the date we wrote
This is the day
Girls
congregate to study Charles Ray!

"Girls

We

!

name as 'Gloria Swanson Meeting,' and sometimes,
put the date and some instructions, such as 'Come prepared to tell an interesting incident about D.W'. Griffith.'
Decorations for meetings, of course depend entirely
upon you. If you do use them, try not to make them
too elaborate, but of the kind that can be easily put up
the

:

we

club.

!

"Taking two long straws we tacked
them down with thread, outlining the 'C'
and the 'R.' Sometimes we paste a
sinall picture of the player
are going to discuss in one
corner of the card, then
just print the date and

we

:

and as easily removed.
I was told of the decorations

at a "Comedy Meeting""
They lacked a club room, so the meetof a fan club.
ing was held at the home of the hostess. In the center
of the table was a custard pie surrounded by paper-doll
bathing beauties, backs pasted against the edge of the
An old shoe hanging from the window shade,
plate.
instantly, brought Chaplin to mind, as did the derby
hat enveloping a vase on a small stand.
toy dog,
suspended from the chandelier, was labeled "Teddy."
"Mr. and Mrs. Joe Martin," two china monkeys, grinned
from the mantel. Harold Lloyd would have grinned,
too, if he had seen the pair of horn-rimmed spectacles
that adorned the clock.
small straw hat, that should

A

A

have been over "Buster" Keaton's sad countenance, was
pinned to the wall. Sitting in the sunlight on the window sill was a tiny negro rag doll that needed no label
to tell that it was intended for "Sunshine Sammy."
There were similar objects in every available space, and
the hostess made her decorations serve two purposes,
giving the pie to the member who successfully recognized most of them.
If the meetings are the backbone of your club, the
programs are the backbone of your meetings.

After the president calls the meeting to
order, the secretary should call the roll
of officers and members.
Now, to make
procedure more interesting, the answers
can be given in a different
way than just saying "Here." Suppose that
one time, each member will be called on to
answer with the middle name of her favorite player, or if the meeting is to be about
this

to the roll call

some

especial player, like

Thomas Meighan

or Elsie Ferguson, she can answer with an
adjective she thinks best describes the player.
prize can be given for the most original or
the most descriptive.
Then the minutes should be read and approved, followed by the program proper. Perhaps, you will want to have a series of meetings studying the various phases of some one
subject,
such as: "Directors and Their
Work," "Historical Photo Pla3^s," or
'The Future of Motion Pictures."
If you intend to follow this plan,

A

:

:

— Then the Fun Begins
and features that have made them enjoyable.

Powell Fohn

I
the subject should be voted on by the members.
think it wiser, however, to decide just a meeting or
two ahead on the subject, as the movie world is one
of quick changes, and the director whose work you
decided to study three months ago, may now be lost

Don't forget the 'Movie Meeting,' Fellow Fan,

On your presence we have planned.
Come prepared to have your say.
Of movie

Decorations

Make

in obscurity.

In planning your programs, do not forget fun. Without it your club will not be a success. Remember, your
object is to have a good time while gaining movie
knowledge. "A laugh," wrote Lamb, "is worth a hundred groans in any market."
Refreshments, like decorations, are a matter of
choice.
If served, they can be provided for out of the
They should be
treasury, or by the hostess each time.
inexpensive and selected to carry out the subject of the
program.
At a scenario meeting, one club member
served refreshments which illustrate the latter point.
She wrote out a menu card as follows
Title
Mightier Than the Pen."
:

"When

the

Fork

is

Fade In
Fan Club
:

Griffith

Plot

:

Mushy

Stories
(Ice cream)
Bad Stories
(Devil's food cake)

Snappy Stories
(Spicy

sandwiches)

Sweet Stories
(Candies)

Fade Out

An impromptu

If used:

tripod out of three short sticks and a
small movie camera out of a box.
Place in the
center of the table and scatter the club flowers
around it.
Put pictures of players, directors,
scenes from plays and similar subjects on the
a

wall.

Program

:

President calls the club to order.
2. Secretary calls roll.
Members answer with the
"hobby" of their favorite players as Harrison
Ford's "First Editions," Chaplin's "Polo," Wallace Reid's "Saxophone."
3. Reading and approving minutes.
4. Evolution of motion pictures.
(Divide the following experiments in motion-picture inventions
among the members, and ask them to look
up further information, to give in a short
talk at the meeting.)
Lucretius, a Roman ]3hysicist, born about
96 B. C, first recorded the scientific principle of moving pictures, or rather pictures
that appear to move.
1

.

:

"Thaumatrope."

:

scenario synopsis

told by each

—

Plateau's Phenakistoscope.
"The Wheel of Life."

member.

Favors and prizes may be bought or
Most of the
the members.

Kinematoscope.
Muybridge's experiment with the
race horse, and later, with the

Sellers'

made by

make them. At the
Meeting," I described
above, the plate favors were crape
Chaplin mustaches which the
members wore, causing a great
girls

people and the photo play!

prefer to

"Comedy

beating of a dog's heart.
Friese-Greene's roll film.

Edison's flexible film, celluloid
and his Kinetoscope.

film,

The
amusement.
were decorated
with pen drawings of Ben
Turpin's eyes just above
the name.
At the "Sce-

deal

of

The

first movie show, in 1894,
by an amateur inventor, Jen-

place cards

kins, in Indiana.
5.

nario Meeting," the place

cards were

made by

rice

:

in the

the date write

Costello,

Mary

Fuller,

King Baggot, Chester Barnett,

tying

small, nickel penholders to
square pieces of cardboard.
For prizes you can give boxes filled with candy or
with some small articles, pasting large pictures or numerous small pictures of stars on the covers.
If a
player is the subject of the meeting, a scrapbook containing pictures and clippings concerning him can be
used. I am going to insert the program of a "General
Movie Meeting," that may be of help to you in arranging your meetings.

Invitations
Cut a card

Exchange reminiscences on the
"good old days," when Mau-

shape of a fan, and beneath

Arthur Johnson, Lottie BrisFlora Finch, John Bunny, Grace Cunard,
Helen Holmes, Mona Darkfeather, and others
were popular. (Secure as many pictures of these
coe,

old
the

you can, and pass around for

favorites

as

members

to look at while they are talking.)

Discuss the motion-picture people of the past and
present, who, you think, have done the most for
the movies.
Let each member tell a characteristic of her favorite player (such as Eugene O'Brien's habit
of twisting his mouth when he smiles, or the
retiring disposition of Lillian Gish) while the
Continued on pap:e 88
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What's Your
Priscilla

Dean and Miss Du

By Louise

Photographs

stift",

heavy

furs

would the plague.
in a

raccoon coat,

and fabrics as she
Imagine Lillian Gish
She
if you please!

would be completely dominated, submerged.
She has neither the personality nor the appearance to wear heavy,
harsh furs. She can wear crimer. howits sharpness of effect, behas a certain old-time quaintness
which suits her beautifully.

ever, despite

cause

it

Dupont. and Priscilla Dean,
see in Universal pictures, are
excellent examples of the two extremes
in dressing. Miss Dupont's fariness and
delicacy claim for her the softer furs and
such materials as duvetyne, charmeuse,
Canton crape everything that clings
and so carries out the soft eflfect.
Gray squirrel seems to have been spe-

Miss

whom you

—

—

designed for girls of her type
and, on the other hand, gray opossum
was never in the world meant for her.
Chinchilla she can wear, of course. The
soft tawniness of the red fox suits her
well, if it has not too much
red in it for her coloring, and

cially

sable harmonizes beautifully
with both her personality and
her looks. For a girl of this
type finds it easy to give an

of
ousness,

effect

exquisite

luxuri-

though

she
has but little money to
spend on her clothing.
If
you will study
of
photographs
the

There

nothing self-assertive about the hats Miss Dupont wears; they are

is

Miss Dupont, you will
see how becoming are

merely backgrounds for her face.

was

a huge,

IT flowing

many-windowed,

of her
only sharp,
definite note about it is
the long-headed blue

the
hat

with gorgeous fabrics. There were turquoise-blue
brocade, wine-colored velvet, gauze as exquisitely sea green
And before a mirror in the middle of
as a tropical ocean.
the room stood a girl, clad only in a slip of flesh-colored silk,
while a designer and her assistant draped fabrics of various
colors on her slender body, and then stood ofif to get their

hatpin,

effects.

And after her color scheme had been decided on, there came
fabrics and furs. For this
the important questions of fabrics
was the studio of a great designer of fashions, you see, and
the question of what sort of material that girl could wear was
quite as important as that of colors.
"No never! No harsh furs for you and no serge.
either !" exclaimed the designer, tossing aside a band
Gray squirrel
of monkey fur and reaching for a wrap of kolinsky.
"You are the soft type; never the harsh furs and seems to have

—

—

—

stifif

fabrics for you, unless

you wish not

to look

And

— oh,

been especiallv

designed

your best."

For
well she knew her business
features are delicate must shun the

how

the girl whose

!

for

of Miss
Dupont's type.

girls

soft

—the

room, fairly over-

sun-filled

even

lines

which

is

per-

its
because
missible
blue matches her eyes.
That hat is merely a
l)ackground for her
face there is nothing
self-assertive about it.
Her scarf is of
rather dark sable
there you have the
note of luxury, you
see, as well as the soft
browns which are so becoming to a blonde of this tv'pe,
bringing out as they do the
beauty of her complexion.
Her suit is of midniehtwhi ch
duvetvne.
blue
;

Texture?
pont illustrate two extremes.

Williams

byFreulich
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clings to her

and merges

into the gen-

eral effect of the costume.

In the photograph which shows her
in a gray-squirrel coat,

again the luxurious

and the wide

soft collar

you

will notice

The

effect.

big,

sleeves are espe-

This is a perfect expression of her type of beauty.
And if you are a girl of this type,
and can't afford such a coat as this, I
would advise you to get a coat of darkblue duvetyne and have a big, soft collar and wide cuffs of gray squirrel put
cially effective.

on

it,

the

if

you can.

squirrel,

If

perhaps

—

you can't afford
you can afford

Hudson seal that is another soft-appearing fur. Or you will find that the
gray-fur cloths, which are excellent imitations of fur, are very satisfactory.
The one which is made to look like
moleskin you will doubtless find most
becoming.
You might even have a
whole coat of
is

this

;

it

wears

well,

and

very effective.

Now for the other type
of girl, whose clothes may
be as self-assertive as they
wish, because her beauty is
even more

so.

Dean

Priscilla

very

this type

will

the

illustrates

well, as

you
photograph

see

you

study
of
her

will

if

J

in a black velvet

with a knot
of
coque ^;r-'
The smart

feathers

dle of the front

and

drooping

the
down at
other side. Her
features are so clear cut
that
the sharp, smart
lines of this hat merely
accent their beauty.

There

nothing soft
about coque feathers, but
they are exceedingly
smart and dashing, partly
because of their association with the Bersaglieri,

the

is

Italian

troops

whose hats they ornament in such profusion. Their
lustrous black and green tones
are well suited to the coloring
of a girl of Priscilla Dean's
type.

lines

of

this

hat merely accent Priscilla Dean's

clear-cut features.

springing
from the mid-

And as for the monkey-fur collar of her coat, its harshness
contributes much to the general effect. The dominating note
of this costume is a strong one, expressive of Miss Dean's
vigorous charm.
In the other photograph you see her in a coat of seal trimmed
with crimer. AVhereas crimer becomes Lillian Gish because
of its quaintness, it is suited to Miss Dean for its
other characteristic its rather stiff, tight curls.
One must be very sure which of these types she
can wear crimer
belongs to before she decides whether to let her
with its stiff,
wardrobe sound the note of luxury and soft, aptight curls, bepealing beauty, or of dashing, striking style. One
cause she is such
need not necessarily be blond in coloring to belong
a positive type.
to Miss Dupont's class, of course, nor brunet, to
find that such clothes as Priscilla Dean's are becoming. It is wholly a matter of features their size, fineness, strength are what determine one's type.
And one's personality backs them up. For the girl who
wears soft, clinging clothes must adapt her manner to her
garments, and the one whose clothes speak for themselves
must see to it that her beauty speaks even more crisply.

Pr is cilia Dean

—

—

Hollywood Turns the Other Cheek.

Right Off

VERY much, and

I surmise, as the triumphant troops
Marcus Livius entered Carthage
of Caius
came the conquering censors to Hollywood.
From Houston, Texas, to Edmonton, Alberta, and
from Vancouver to Boston, these modern-day crusaders
Pullmaned to our cinema capital in response to peace
overtures wigwagged by war-wear}- film forces.
Movie monarchs vied with one another in rendering
homage to the invading hosts, with the result that never
did a victorious cavalcade receive such an ovation as was extended these valiant warriors
against film iniquity.
To say that the picture contingent took their
defeat, signalized by the presence of the
censors on enemy soil, "lying down" is
putting it mildly. They played "dead
dog" and "rolled over" at the
slightest suggestion of the crack
of the whip.
Supercilious screen stars who
had laughed to scorn the flips of
these movie moralists supinely strew
their pathway with garlands of gush,
while from the side lines bevies of bathing
beauties, their banter stilled, beckoned bewitchingly toward the beach.
And the sight-seeing trip to the beach
was only one of the diversions provided
the picture purists by their ancient adversaries.
As a matter of fact, Hollywood was
turned into a veritable Donnybrook Fair for
their benefit.
With Marie Prevost, Priscilla
Dean, Gladys W^alton, and a host of other
scintillating screen sirens acting as patronesses,
visiting
the
movie viziers were
whirled through a dizzying round of gay-

Comment and

capers served to
motion-picture

By

E.

Lanning

lilil||iiil||||||||||||||lilllllllllliilll||||||||||||!!llllllllllllllllllllll|IH

The panic-stricken picture powers are waging only a
defensive war always a losing one. They are afraid
of their own shadow. They have no plan of resistance save compromise. Although they face the possibility of trying to lure the public to their
already-battered box offices with Pollyanna
platitudes, the onlj^ means they have
taken thus far to meet censorship is
with more censorship of a self-im-

—

—

posed variety.
Confessing their
cheir

good

intentions,

sins,

pleading

and begging for

mercy thus far have constituted the industry's opposition to a menace, which, in
the judgment of many, will make it financially impossible within the next two years
to continue the production of pictures.
Thus it was that the censors found themselves feted and entertained in the most apTransported across the
proved film fashion.
continent in a special car, with a day for viewing the glories of the Grand Cafion; billeted
and dined at one of southern California's most
all to the tune of some
exclusive hostelries
forty thousand dollars, according to their hosts it is
doubtful if these guardians of
our movie morals ever had so

—

—

eties.

There were informal visits with the playmuch attention, action, and excitement
ers; tours of the studios, where pretty girl
crammed into fifty-two weeks of their lives
Like all these extravagant
stars posed in playful postures with the disas Hollywood provided them in seven dizzy
motion-picture producers
tinguished guests ; animal circuses
wild(he is one now, you know),
days.
H. C. Witwer rides to
West shows motor trips, luncheons, recepW^hat may or may not have been the proivork in a handsomely
tions
dancing at Sunset Inn, Hollywood's
priety of this acceptance of such lavish
appointed vehicle.
chief center of effervescent festivity, where
favors is not within the province of your
Eddy Polo, the dare-devil of serials, won
scribe to suggest.
True it is that neither
the dancing cup awarded by the censors an excursion
the Ohio nor the
York censorship boards saw fit
to avail themselves of this cross-continent junket.
to Catalina Island, with side trips on the glass-bottom
It is
mountain climbing, and a
said also that Governor Allen, of Kansas, refused to
boats
fishing expeditions
give his approval to the excursion, and a Kansas City
dozen other forms of entertainment, such as only the
editorial writer suggested that the only way the film
boasted "playground of America" can supply.
mentors of that State might attend the peace conference
strange spectacle— this fraternizing of the conwith any appreciation of the fitness of things would be
quered with their conquerors. On the part of the former
The in the tin Elizabeth which the commonwealth had purthe entente cordiale undoubtedly was assumed.
chased for its censors and for which, it was stated, no
victor can always afford to be charitable, but the vanIn the end, I unquished do not so easily forget their scars. There was
other use had ever been discovered.
method in their gladness.
derstand the Kansas delegate paid her own way, but
in so far as I have been able to ascertain none of
But the film industry is in sore straits.
Censorthe other members of the party suffered from such
ship is spreading like a prairie fire, and nobody knows
.

;

;

;

New

;

;

;

A

what to do about it. The experienced ranger will tell
you that the best way to check a prairie fire is to start
a back fire, but the movie executives have adopted
grandma's policy if you will permit an abrupt switch
of simile
and are proceeding upon the theory that
sugar will catch more flies than vinegar.

qualms.

Notwithstanding that they possess one of the greatest
of propaganda of which it is possible to conceive
the screen
they are so busy fighting among
themselves that they have no time to fight this common
menace which threatens to make of this mighty medium
a clearing house of sentimental twaddle and mush-andmilk mollycoddleism.

screen.

—

mediums

—

—

—

And in justice to the representatives of that element
of the public which is quick to condemn anything cinematic, but slow to attend even its worthiest eft'orts, it
should be stated that never for a moment did the censors
swerve from their allegiance to a bound and throttled
Enjoy this vacation de luxe, provided by one of the
film organizations especially anxious to gain their good
graces, they would and did to the fullest, but in no instance did they loose their official vigilance. Tenaciously
and obdurately they made it plain that though the moving-picture producers denuded California's olive groves

—

—

:

what it does or does not want, the censors of course will
continue to interpret wliat they believe the public wants
even if they know the vast majority of it doesn't.

the Grill
fans

direct

—

from the center of

En

interests
I

wonder

beaches

Masters

in

Passant.

Rupert Hughes had California's bathing
mind when he wrote "Dangerous Curve
if

Ahead?"

A Canadian censor says he favors stars with freckles.
Probably figures they help to cover up some more of
the bare spots.
It begins to look as if you would have to inclose
the necessary wherewithal in your letter in the future
if you want a photograph of your favorite
film star.
It has been a lean year in movieland, and many of the players are feeling
the pinch of supplying their admirers
with their autographed likenesses.
In

illillllllilllilliliiiillllilllllliillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^^

of their branches, the industry could expect

no mercy from them.
The censors took the stand that the picture business had already pleaded guilty to
the charges laid against it by the adoption of
that they, the cenits own censorship code
sors, reflect public opinion, even though
by their own admission it is that portion
of the public which seldom patronizes picture
performances, and that they would be content
with nothing less than unconditional sur;

—

some instances the cost of this little
courtesy per year amounts to enough
to keep the average family in the lap
of luxury.
Mary Pickford is sponsoring a movement to charge for
these
photographs and turn 'the
money thus accruing. over to charity.
Those who favor the idea include
Thomas Meighan, Jackie Coogan,

render.

They made
knew the film

quite evident that thev
business to be Jiors
de combat, and, therefore, magnanimously advised that the two
opposing camps get together, it being understood, of course, that the
picture forces were to do all the "getit

Wanda Hawley, May
lace

There

ting."

charity b.egins at home.
I don't know anything about Mr. De
next picture, "Saturday
Mille's
C. B.

The peace terms,
dictators

down on

as finally drafted by the
of screen decorum, declare thumbs
the following scenes and situations

—

to

make

vice

attractive

and

virtue odious.

Risque bedroom and bath scenes.
Scenes which unnecessarily prolong expressions or
demonstrations of passionate love.
Stories and scenes which may instruct the morally
feeble in methods of committing crime.
Stories or scenes which ridicule or deprecate public
officials
imagine newspapers subjecting to such a dic-

—

—

tum officers of the law, army and navy, and other
government authorities.

It

was Tod Browning,

"No Woman Knows" and
'"Outside the Law" who taught
him

Scenarioists and directors will have the real worrying
do in trying to continue pictures up to this sterilized
standard.
The picture magnates agreed that it might
still be possible to produce pictures under these limitations without making them all scenics, but they pointed
out that regardless of how faithfully they might try
to abide by the dictum there would still exist under
present conditions the likelihood of disagreement as to
whether a scene approached the border line or went
it.

With

—

municipal
the multiplication of censor boards
and State throughout the countrv, the film forces
maintained that unless some means were found to standardize the decisions of these boards the producers
would be put in a position of a newspaper required to
get out special editions for every city in which it is cir-

—

director

of such Universal features as

to

over

—

Night," upon which he is now engaged,
except that it hasn't anything to
do with bathtubs, as its title
might suggest, but I should like
to hazard the guess that some

Scenes which emphasize and exaggerate sex appeal.
Scenes based on commercialized vice.
Making prominent an illicit love affair

which tends

Allison, WalLila Lee, and Elliott Dexter.
are others, however, who say that

Reid',

culated.

place in the picture we shall see
Leatrice Joy or Edith Roberts,
the pieces de resistance of the
production, reclining seductively
upon a very "comfy" grizzly-

extravagant indulgences.

bear rug.
The original owner
of this late rug recently met Mr.
De Mille face to face somewhere up in the Sierra
Madres, and the famous director general of the Lasky
forces is very proud of the manner in which the encormter ended.
Life is complex.
In Chicago a picture man was
arrested for exhibiting the pictures of the DempseyCarpentier fight to a group of convalescent soldiers.
In New Jersey a minister showed the pictures to help
pay off the mortgage on his church.
Watching Rex Ingram film some of the New England
village scenes of his next production, "Turn to the
Right," I was very much impressed with the beauty of
a little black-haired extra girl. Some day you are going
to acclaim her as one of the most piquant personalities
the screen has presented.
She is Alice Terry's sister
and logical successor when Miss Terry becomes Mrs.
Ingram and forsakes the camera.

The censors promised

to give this matter their attenbut stated that in the meanwhile the picture industry would have to abide by the official viewpoints
of each board.
The producers were rather inclined to
think that the truest index of public opinion is the box
office, and that so long as the public responded to
pictures of vim, vigor, and vitaHty such pictures would
have to be made.
The point, however, was reojarded
as indelicate, and since the public was not invited to be
present at the conference to speak for itself on just

tion,

.

The Long -lost "Peg."
may see "Peg o' My Heart" on the screen after
all.
Famous Players has had this production on its
shelf for many moons. Its release was to have preceded
the induction to stardom of Wanda Llawley, who is

We

Peg of
Llartley

the screen version of the famous play, but
Manners, its author, stepped in and interfered,
claiming that it had been altered, in violation of his
Continued on page S6
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The entrance to the Selig Zoo as

Back
Part

II.

How, from

the

first

it

looks to-day.

to Pioneer

small studio built

in

Edendale,

in

Days

1909, there developed the

famous

Selig Zoo.

By Paul H. Conlon

JOURNEY

with me back to the memorable morning
of August 23, 1909.
Let us stand on the corner
of Allesandro and Clifford Streets, in the suburb
of Edendale, with the other curious bystanders. What
has happened to the old city
hall?
Changed into a movie
studio
There is a strange
sign over the door
Selig

to-day

it

cloisters the

In the wake of the Selig pioneers came the prospectors.
Here and there on the "main street" of Edendale little

:

and women who are destined
to become famous, who will
be idolized some day in the
future as stars of an eighth
art.
Poor and unknown are
these strolling players.
They
toil for five to ten dollars a
day.
But in their ranks are
Kathlyn A\'ilHams. Tom Sant-

TO-DAY—AND YESTERDAY

To-day we are apt to look on the
past of motion pictures superciliously. In the light of the great
things motion-picture producers are
doing, we lose sight of the great
things motion-picture producers
have done.
They are days of romance and
adventure the early days of motion
pictures, and this is a page from
that misty past that tells of former

—

glories.

Hobart Bosworth, HarLockwood, Robert Leonard. Herbert Rawlinson,
Charles Clary, Bessie Eyton, Eugenie Besserer, and
many others too numerous to mention.
Back in Chicago, Colonel Selig had rubbed the magfc
lamp, and the jinni gradually transformed the barren
little home of village sages into a beautiful and pic-

schi,

old

turesque
block.

old Mission studio that covered an entire
Yesterday it was the city hall of Edendale

sprouted
overnight,
disappeared as quickly.
Strange
doings
these
film
frontiersmen brought to the
quiet little suburb.
Not even
in the wildest flights of fancy
studios

and

!

Polyscope Company, Inc.
Little do the mildly interested spectators imagine that
among those strangely garbed
figures that cluster in groups
about the open lot are men

exotic beauty of Clara Kimball

Young.

did Edendale dream that it
was destined to become world
renowned as the home of the
bathing beauty and the funny

man.

Not long after the stabilit}'
of the Selig company insured
the future of Edendale as a
producing site a man named
Mack Sennett staked his

claim and struck a vein rich
in gold
Here
and humor.
the
funniest
men of the
screen, from the one and only
Charlie Chaplin to Ben Turpin, were to make the
world laugh; here the luscious bathing beauties, from
Mary Thurman and Gloria Swanson to Harriet Hammond and Phyllis Haver, were to disport their seductive charms.
The impresario of slapstick still remains true to Edendale, but the Selig pioneers have
long since folded their tents and departed to the
real Eden, the present Selig Zoo and studio, 3800 Mis-

—

Back to Pioneer Days

73

sion Road, on the highway to Pasadena.
With the mushroomhke growth of
the
Edendale studio events broke
thick and fast in the SeHg career.
He was the leading and busiest figure
in the amusement world.
He was the
hrst motion-picture producer to make
business trips to Europe each year.
His activities as early as 1909 were
tremendous.
In that year he really
had four studios and several companies
all going strong.

—

"Wherever did you get the novel
idea of using wild animals in dramatic pictures?" I asked Colonel Selig.
"Teddy Roosevelt indirectly gave
me the idea," was his startling reply.

"When

I heard that the president
retirement as head of the
planned a hunting trip to

upon

his

nation
Africa, I immediately went to Washington and sought an audience at the
White House.
had a long conference in which I stated my hope
of filming the great adventure.
Mr.
Roosevelt was delighted, and so was

We

Kermit.

But subsequently
through, and I returned
to Chicago greatly disappointed.
"But by this time I was thoroughly
imbued with the wild-animal idea. I
chanced to meet Al Ringling on the
street.
He told me of an itinerant
showman named Big Otto, who then
had a small menagerie in Milwaukee.
The next day I went to Milwaukee
his

son,

the deal

fell

and engaged the
Chicago.
to try
at the

outfit

to

We

come

to

For his film reproduction of the discovery of America Colonel Selig was given the
medal of industry by the pope.

immediately proceeded
our luck persuading wild animals to become actors

home

studio.

To my

intense gratification these
pictures proved an instantaneous success.
"Meanwhile a 'White City' had failed at Jacksonville,
Florida. I acquired the site, erected a small studio, and
sent a company there under
the direction of the veteran
Otis Turner.
Charles Clary
was the leading man, but I

—

and Santa Maria had been made by the government
of Spain and presented to the United States at the
Chicago exposition. After the fair they were kept at
Jackson Park. Seeing these tiny ships lying at anchor
gave Colonel Selig the idea for the picture. Fie secured
permission to use the caravels,
and transported them for
miles out on Lake Michigan
to

wanted a girl who could be
made famous in thrilling melodramatic stories of adven-

of

become the
greatest actress and star of
my pictures, who was to become famous the world over.

a

true
of

reels and required three hundred and eighty-five ])eople.
This was considered a stupendous imdertaking in those
days.
Charles Clary took the
role of Columbus.

ture in the wilds of strange
lands.
She had to be an actress who possessed daring as
well as ability and beauty.
Francis Boggs wired me that
he had discovered a new actress at the Edendale studio
who was just the girl. Til
never forget the first time I
laid eyes on the golden-haired

who was

setting.
The
"The Coming
Columbus" was in three

get

production

So gratifying was this early
experience that Colonel Selig
perceived the permanency and
value of the educational field.
It

was

the

interest

in

the

higher mission of motion pictures that had induced him
early Selig productions.
to send Professor Frederick
Her name was Kathlyn Starr, of the L^niversity of Chicago, on scientific motionWilliams."
picture expeditions as early as 1904, and thereafter
most unusual honor was conferred upon a motioneach year to such far-ofif lands as Africa, China. Japan,
picture producer at Rome in 1912, when Pope Pius
India, and our island possessions
it
was this same
conferred the medal of industry upon William N. Selig
worthv spirit that led him to send Doctor E. B. Macfor his elaborate production of the discovery of America
Dowell to the Holy Land, Africa, and India and Emby Columbus.
mett O'Neill to the Amazon and through South America.

girl

to

Hobart Bosivorth as he appeared

in on.

of the

A

X

;

;

Reproductions of the three caravels

— the

Nina, Pinta,

Continued on page 100

;

This Fan Wants to

SOMETIMES

I

Know About

wonder

colored glasses.
because to them

It
all

the Stars' Faults.

interviewers wear roseseems to me that they must,
actresses seem to be amazif all

charming, clever, good-temremarkable talent as musicians, artists, and housekeepers.
Can it possibly be
true?
I don't know because I'm not an interviewer,
and not a single friend of mine ever became a
motion-picture star, much as some of them aspired to.
But, frankly, I'm skeptical. I have
ingly beautiful, cultured,
pered, and possessed of

an idea that players on the screen
couldn't'give such human and ingratiating
characterizations
people
of
with faults if they were as faultless
themselves as interviewers make them

What

more important

my

—

to
mind she can act,
prettier stars do.
is
so much space given to extolling beauties of the screen
and so little to judging acting ability? Give Alice Brady
is

and not just pose as some

Why

a good screen story and she would be one of the most
stars.
A. F. Clegg.
Germantown, Pennsylvania.

popular

What
I

must

a Briton Thinks of

tell

Our Productions.
you what Picture-Play means to a Britisher in whose land the filmdom
can never attain the subtle fasit seems to exercise in yours.
Picture-Play conveys the intimate
touch with stars that fans, properly
spirit

The Pulse of the Pumic

cination

"When

I
read the letters from
over the world in your
magazine, 1 feel as though I have
my ^nger tips on the pulse of the
public. Even though I can't agree
with many of them I am interested
in knowing the likes and dislikes
of boys and girls and men and
women everywhere, in all walks of
life.
I think it is wonderful that
we have this opportunity to start

fans

all

so-called, desire.
Most of us want
out to be.
And though I've read
to see the stars in the flesh, and Picdozens of interviews that raved about
ture-Play sublimates that desire for
some stars' cleverness, I've never
us in an ideal manner.
read anything the stars said that
Your readers would like to know,
would bear it out. Will Rogers is
I think, how their favorites stand in
a glowing exception to that last, of
the average estimation of the average
course he's always saying something
Briton.
Their best hopes would be
discussions among fans."
really funny.
answered with little deviation from
The above excerpt from a letter
Now why do interviewers have to
their own views.
The fact that
from Mrs. Robert W. Norris of
Pittsburgh, is typical of many we
do that? I think it would be much
Britain is a sort of cosmopolitan
receive.
Fans everywhere have
nicer to read
rendezvous for films of all nationali"If I hadn't known
hailed with joy the opportunity to
that it was really the famous Wally
renders this significant.
The
ties
express themselves through "What
Reid standing before me, I would
picturegoer here is introduced to a
the Fans Think."
Your chance is here. Isn't there
have thought that it was the nice
new star almost every week. But
some point of interest about mo=
young iceman on our route," or
American stars remain and always
tion pictures that you would like
"Marion Davies confided to me that
will remain the desired people over
to bring up?
Ihough she considered large jewels
here.
Just now the British press is
awfully bad taste, she liked to wear
consistently boosting British productions.
Well, soane of them are very good, but the
them just the same," and things like that. Of course
1 ajority are long-drawn symphonies of undiluted film
those are extreme cases that I've just made up for
agony. Week after week, some mushroom British star
examples, but it would be a relief to hear a little about
invades the market which is flooded.
The American
the stars' faults. It would seem so much more possible
The result
favorites we want are held up indefinitely.
to be friends of theirs.
Can't we have some interviews
is, a person like myself reads reviews of films in Piclike that?
Hortense J. Alcott.
ture-Play, films which I probably will not see until
1448 East Sixtieth Street, Chicago, Illinois.
two years have elapsed. Personally, I have been waiting
Difference of Opinion.
to see Eugene O'Brien's "The Perfect Lover" for about
;

—

A

am

your interviews by EmmaLindsay Squier, but I have a bone to pick with her.
In the October, 1921, number of Picture-Play she
stated in her a.rticle, "A Manhattan Adventure," how
disappointed she was in Alice Brady, saying she was
much older ofif screen and not nearly so pretty. Now
I know the days of sugary interviews and comments
I

especially fond of

on actresses is past, but why pick on Alice? That
remark was mean and unnecessary. I would take Miss
Squier's word for it if I hadn't seen Miss Brady myself
off screen, but I have, and while I wouldn't consider
her a beauty she is very nice looking, and furthermore
In fact, / thought her younger
she is no Methuselah.
and prettier off screen than on.

two

I'm

years.

waiting.

still

my

opinion that the British films have disappointed except in a few really exceptional instances
because they do not possess the all-important personnel
British stars give the impression of age, of detached objective reality, of stodginess. Constance Talmadge comes in like a fresh breeze to supersede them
Norma Talmadge comes with the magnetic life actuality
I venture
that thev cannot transmit from the screen.
It

is

—

—

to say that

what comes

films

best,

—

^the

I

to the British public in

and beauty. These
markedly lack.

—

American

the eternal call of youth
latter characteristics British stars

mean

is

Continued on page 84
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Dance Sprites

Desha and Leja, Servian refugees, came to the notice of
Risenfeld in some fihn submitted to him.
He rejected the film but engaged the girls to dance in his picture
palaces the Rialto, the Rivoli, and the Criterion in New
York aty.

Hugo

—

When

you see a picture in which the star playS
the part of a dancer, do you wonder sometimes
No
how she mastered the art so suddenly?
wonder. The secret is this: oftentimes a close-up
shows the star and then a short distance away a
dancer dressed identically does the dance. And
ht!re are introduced some dancers who often play

They are all from the Rivoli,
and Criterion picture palaces -of New York
and they are: at the left Vera Myers, in the
comer iLillian Powell, and below Desha.
that thankless part.

Bialto,

—

—

—

—

But some players there are nAo dance their
own, provided they are naturally qualified and
have had dance training. Above an outdoor scene
of great vigor is staged.
In the comer, Mias
DuPont, the new Universal star, demonstrates a
few dance steps in "The Rage of Paris," and below
is Kathryn McGuire, who has graced
the Mack
Sennett comedies "Home Talent" and "A Small
Town IdoL" She not only dances and disports
herself in comedies, she has dramatic ability
as
well, as she proves in "MoUy-O."

ill

The Coming
of The Sheik

A man
is

—

power
figure of mighty
The Sheik, and because he
played by Rudolph Valentino in the

romance

Famous
that

of

is

Players-Lasky

name, he promises

production of
be one of the

to

most enthralling heroes of the year.
Webbed in the sinister shadows of the
desert, this story promises ample scope
for the exotic intensity of this popular
In the picture above,
young player.

Agnes Ayres, his leading woman,
shown with him-

is

The Awakening of

The

Beauty

beauty of a fabulous
conjured by an artist to
present a single performance of "The
Sleeping Beauty" given as a charity entertainment
introduced
in
Marion
glittering

empire

Davies'

ment"
this

is

latest

And

romance

production,

"Enchant-

as the glowing beauty of
unfolds, the limpid beauty

is Ulnmined as never before.
With the coming of this beauteous pro-

of the star

duction,

the

star stands forth
beautiful than ever.

more

The mighty conflict between Danton
and Robespierre and all the background
of the Reign of Terror have been freely
adapted to form the basis of the plot
of "Woman and Superman," a foreign
production made by Dimitri Buchowetzki which will be presented in this
country by First National
Under the
title of "Danton" this film has
achieved

—

great popidarity in

Europe.

Pboto br

W. P.

SeelT

One

of the most puzzling things about the Noyak sisters is that one never can remember which
notable for her work in Selig-Rork pictures, and which one is going to marry William S. Hart
Such woes are forgotten, however, when one finds the charming sisters together as in this picture.

one

is

But the question

still

remains

—which

is

Jane and which

is

Eva?

i

1

:

By Helen
Rock we

High Lights on the Blue
If

Monte Blue

hasn't

wrought

sufficient devastation to feminine hearts already, this article will

HE

can wear clothes better than any other man
pictures," a producer remarked about a
well-known leading man.
I wheeled around to see of whom he spoke.
"Why, it's Monte Blue !" I said with a hearty

laugh.

Monte, wearing musty clothes of the barnyard variety, did not impress one as a Beau
Brummel. His hair was ragged, his coat was
bulky, and he was reminiscent of the milk

and the plow and possibly of mail
order catalogues.
"If I were casting a society
drama I'd choose Monte Blue for
the lead," the producer contiriued
pails

in

than in

my

gayly

"it

',

!

—

who

recognized

baggy

me
i

is

it

little.

)ne will

in-

really

The one redeeming

that

my

wardrobe

costs

Some day perhaps some
rescue me from these bucolic

appear as a regular fellow

now

and then."

Around the studio Monte
stands on the side lines and keeps
the orchestra playing the most
syncopated tunes.
When there
is no one to dance with him he
dances about by himself and gives
imitations of Frisco and Doraldina.
He comes over the minute
you arrive and

he'd like to play straight

sly smiles

He

is

all.

now

has been loaned to D. W. Griffith
to play an important role in "The

Two

Orphans,"

He

and

if

any

woman

can

look dry-eyed and unstirred at his expression
when he rescues Lillian Gish in that picture, she is less susceptible than any one who
was there the day that scene was made.
In his ,day he has been a cow-puncher, a
sailor, a miner, and a lumberjack.
He likes
any sort of game that is adventurous and that's
what attracted him to the movies.
Rest assured, though, that Monte's viewpoint
is metropolitan and that the hayseed was forced
upon him by an energetic director. He really
prefers a taxicab on Fifth Avenue to a roan
cob on the prairie.
"Working in pictures certainly provides you
with plenty of thrills," he told me enthusiastically.
'But, say, did you ever dance at Montmarte?
And did you see the Follies?"
And this is our Monte so rugged, so
simple, and so noble on the screen, and so

—

unassuming and companionable
Monte Blue
that

this sort of

stories

the chief entertainer around the
studio and is cordiallv beloved

of

and wear trick clothes and keep his hair
combed. He thinks he would be more popu
lar if he did, but he adds, with one of his

funny

mind after knowing Monte.

love in

parts

tells

he has heard at the theaters. If you
don't like dancing you change your

but he'll
a trifle
but did

some one's got to do

was

It wouldn't really matter, e>;cept that I dislike being identified
with just one particular sort of
character.
Time to do that wheh
you're old.
It's sort of nice to

mail.

"Btit

nature

roles.

Since then I have, and have had
to rearrange all the photos on my
dressing table.
Monte has a difficult time getting
away from character roles and clumsy
clothes.
He is such a sympathetic screen
type that it is quite likely he will be
shackled to boob roles and suspenders for
the rest of his life.
Since he first distinguished himself with hip boots and hayseed
in his hair that sort of thing is going to
pursue him as long as such parts exists.
But as a matter of fact Monte wears
real clothes in the most engaging fashion
and reveals more ease and grace in evening
clothes than any actor I know.
Some day
some producer's going to stop making Monte
act and make a clothes horse of him and hire
an extra office force to take care of his fan
if

clothes.

part of

:

asked him

my

"Then some one discovered that I was a
great boob, and they gave me a clean, moral
character, a sympathetic nature, and

a good actor we all keep him
playing character parts and don't
give him the chance to make a

I

that

white.

currence to which I am
quite accustomed.
"If Monte were not such
a darn good actor he'd be
one of our most popular
screen idols."
That sounded paradoxical
until he explained "He's such

with the ladies,
do it some day.
He's
handicapped in overalls,
you ever see him make
evening clothes?"

out his quota.

and an entrancing Floradora
might as well be me
"You know they mistook me for a villain
once." he said later.
"I used to do dastardly
deeds in a dramatic mustache and dark clothes.
I hectored the heroine and caused the
hero
untold guft'ering.
But some one rescued me
from that it was Cecil De Mille, by the way,

bow,

terpolated remarks. He paid
no attention to me, an oc-

killing

fill

thing, and,"'w':th d flourish

thoughtfully.
"Tell me another funny one,"
I said animatedly.
Luckily the producer was
more interested in his own reflections

1

oflf.

is such a sympathetic screen type
quite likely that he will be shackled to
boob roles for the rest of his life.

it is

:

!

What
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Think

the Fans

Continued from [jage 74

These eulogies need small qualifications,
because, on the other hand, many a production, hailed enthusiastically in America, is received with derogatory criticism
Our press has as mentioned
in Britain.
before often influenced the public here
to these opinions, but there is more than
that behind it, which I can best illustrate
by the much-discussed De Mille picture,

—

—

"Male and Female."
I belong to a famous Scottish university
of which J. M. Barrie is the present Lord
Rector.

IsTaturally,

many

of the students

turned out to see their Lord Rector's famous play as mirrored through an AmerThe consensus of
ican producer's eyes.
opinion was unanimous.
For once, the star potentiality which
Britain wants so much from America,
failed.
It was a unique case of quintessential play.
It was spoilt by putting the
stars before the story. Let me repeat that

most plays the star is the attraction.
But it is fatal to subject a Barrie story
to this test. Thomas Meighan and Gloria
Swanson are individually- distinctive where
they work in a medium which needs their
help and personality.
"The Admirable
in

Critchton" needs nobody's distinctive pei"sonality to make it attractive.
It possesses perennial attractions that not even the
greatest names in filmdom could supersede.
This the British public found out all too
quickly because they went to see the play,
not the stars.
I
wish that the American producers
would recognize that Bert Lytell is the
only American star who can wear a
monocle, and that they would stop laying
stress on the stock-monocled English lord.
The lord is effete over here his monocle
;

is

buried with Mid-Victorian dandj-isms.

Eugene O'Brien, M. A.
Strawberry Bank, Dundee, Scotland.

21

Appreciation from a Small

Town.

We

small-town folks do not get to see
the late productions imtil they are old to
every one else, but we surely do appreciate
them when they reach us. I have read
just everything about Gloria Swanson, but
have never seen her work until lately, and
in "Male and Female." She is surely wonderful, and not only she, but the entire
cast of that play made it the best I have
ever seen. Why can't we have more like
it from all the picture companies?
Several nights ago I saw Geraldine Farrar in
"The Woman and the Puppet." Nearly
half the audience left the theater before
the picture was over. Why? Simply' because there was no real human interest
in the story, and the acting Avas not real.
Give us more of Gloria, Bebe, Norma,
Wes Barry and Wally. Mrs. E. King.
Auburn, Indiana.

Way

of a Suggestion.
By
After I've seen a motion picture that
was all De Milled up with fancy bathtubs
and chandeliers and trailing chiffons I
like to go to a Charlie Ray picture and
get a glimpse of a real human being.
Mind you, I like both of them about
equally well, but after I've seen a picture
that's pretty much all background, I like
to see one that is pretty much foreground

—meaning

close-ups of Charlie.

I've been wondering why
a real human, engrossing story couldn't
be enacted without any setting at all. The
producers of nature pictures have shown
that they could make brooks and streams
and mountains hold an audience's interest
without the aid of actors or story; now,
why can't some enterprising director con-

Now,

lately,

a story that could be told entirely

trive

by actors without dependence on any setting?
Surely the actors aren't going to
sit back while
we mfer that nature is
more enthralling than art
A. J. DeCourcey.
143 jMyrtle Avenue, Denver, Colorado.

De

In Praise of Cecil B.
I

wish to speak

Somewhere

jNIille.

MiUe.

in praise of Cecil B.
I

De

read that he was the

director of 1921.
He is, indeed, and he
richly deserves the title.
But since so many persons give Mr.
Griffith the first place, and bestow upon
him praise that exceeds all bounds, I presume I shall have to draw some comparison between the work of these two.
The Griffith pictures are, I gladly grant,
wonderful. But curiously enough, in one
respect they are in the same style
they
are all about poor, or, at best, middle-class
people. ]\Ir. Griffith has never, to my knowledge, done a good, heavy society drama.
I should think that the greatest artist is
the one who can represent all phases of
:

De ^Nlille has done that. He has
done pictures of the poor of small-town
folks as in "Something in Think About,"
life.

—

—

of foreign lands and ancient times, as well
his
pictures of modern American
as
wealth and luxury.
Griffith has been called a maker of stars.

Has not De

surpassed him in this
respect in recent y-ears?
What star has
?ilr. Griffith developed of late?
But look
over the list of the De Mille products
Gloria
Swanson, Agnes Ayres,
Bebe
Daniels,

Alille

Wanda Hawley^ Monte

Blue, ElAll of
Reid.
famous of the

and Wally
these arc among the most
stars of to-day^ and surely they obtained
their real fame under De Alille's direction.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
H. G.
liott

Dexter,

Players Who Fascinate.
While reading your recent discussion of
screen beauties, it occurred to me that a
discussion of the most fascinating or intriguing, if I may be permitted to use that
much-overworked word players on the
screen would be just as interesting. Maybe
some of the fans who are capable of
analyzing their likes and dislikes can tell
us what it is about such players as Lon
Chaney and Mary Alden that grips us

—

—

more than mere beauty
like

to

does.

And

I'd

expressions of opinion from

see

lots of fans on who the most fascinating
players are. To me they are besides those
already mentioned Leatrice Joy^ Gloria
Swanson. And among the men, Rudolph
Valentino, of course.

—

—

Going

to movies is a bright spot in your
but one that has to be forgone sometimes because so many pictures are unsuitable for you to see.
Suppose you are Gosta, saved' from the
Industrial School, and doing well with us.
don't want you reminded of your old,
wild days in the mining town where you
learned so much that was bad.
Or let's
pretend that your father is in jail, like
Julia's, or a wanderer, or weak, or dead
like some of the other children's.
Or
suppose you are Harriet, who after her
mother's death became a prey to her stepfather and who was at home when he
hanged himself rather than stand trial.
Are there many pictures that you could
without having painful memories
see
life,

We

brought back?
The past year we have had some fine
films.
This week we saw "Trumpet
Island,"
and recently we've enjoyed
"Black Beauty," "Anne of Green Gables,"
and various others. Some of the boys and

saw "Kismet'' and talked of it for
days, and they have all followed enthusiastically "The Tiger Band" with Pearl
girls

White.

But how many films are there that
would be a source of inspiration to your
dawning manhood or womanhood if you
were Elmo, or Alia, or Gosta?

Anne

Home
Children's
Society of Idaho.

Five Favorites.
five stars who especially apto me, and for different reasons,
which are, as nearly as I can tell you. the

There are

peal

—

Mary Pickford for her
following:
natural childishness and winning smiles
and pranks.
Katherine McDonald for
her stateliness, dignity, and all-round
charm.
Claire Windsor— for her sunny
disposition and general loveliness.
Marie
Prevost for her innocence, youth, freshNorma Talmadge for
ness, laughter.
her marvelous personality, natural emo-

—

—

tional

Home

in Idaho.
the most beautiful house in
town in which to live, a home that was
once the "show place" of Lewiston. You
have good care and food, gardens, two
cows, chickens, a pet calf, and a little
lamb. Many happy surprises are planned
for you by the people of North Idaho.
You attend church and the public school,
but best of all, you have a good friend in
Mr. Hilton, manager of the two picture
houses in Lewiston. You have a standing
invitation from him to be a guest at either
show, and you accept once a week usually
on Saturday afternoon.

You have

—

clothes,

and

—

—

Denver, Colorado.

From
I

Children's

wonderful

acting,

Marjorie Woodman.
Friend in Need.
Let's make believe that you are Elmo
Morris, aged fifteen years, or Alia Duncan, aged seventeen years, or any one of
the fifty or more children at the Lewiston

—

gracefulness.
I have not mentioned beauty, for they
all have that without exception, and to my
mind it would really be difficult to determine which is the most beautiful,
though some people probably would say
Miss McDonald. All these movie people
are good-looking, at least it seems queer,
but one seldom finds any really unattractive actress on the screen is it not
so?
Jean M. Walker.

Keokuk, Iowa.

A

Covington.
Finding and Aid

a Pearl

White Fan.

have read your two

on the

articles

I agree
"eight beauties of the screen."
with some of the stars that were named in
each list, but not with all.
did you leave out Pearl
Alas
That beautiful Pearl White!
White?
Why, when this woman is so full of_
beauty? I would admire the blessed person who could express exactly what I
am trying to say^ I know I shall not be
able to find half the words that should
be used to praise her, but it is quite sure
that, "since human beings are never contented with what they have,_ I think that
the most beautiful women in the world
envy her, and would give anything away
just to look a Httle more or a little less
beautiful than Pearl, her Majesty the
Queen of Beauty!"
!

Why

_

Miss Esperanza Escurdia.
Manila, Philippine Islands.

As Told

Sub-

in the

titles
John Emerson and Anita Loos are two of the
brains of motion-picture making.

hair-trigger

You

know

all

their flair for flippancy

to present

them

in a

By Barbara

HAS

new

— allow us

light.

Little

there ever been a time when you knew
you were right you'd stake your very
life on it that you were right
and yet
some one in authority over you told you that
you were wrong? Of course there has; it hap-

—

—

And every one harbors a
pens to every one.
wish that he could stroll out unconcernedly and
deal fate a blow by proving that he was right
all

along.

And now

—by

—

way of encouragement some
John Emerson and Anita Loos,
the champion team of scenario architects, have
one has done

it.

proved that there
is

is

justice in life,

even as there

in scenarios.

The

There was a
is this:
young girl whose amazing talent for
volume of humorous observation into
one subtitle had put her at the very top of
plot of the story

beautiful
putting a

—

that's Anita
the profession of scenario writing
Loos, of course. There was her husband, handsome of course, as all heroes are, who was a
first-class director.

a

The

villain of the piece

was

star.

Anita and John wrote a scenario, which they
considered their very best, and submitted it to
the star.

He

rejected

it

coldly.

John and Anita

suspected that he hadn't read it, for they knew
But they couldn't tell
it was a good scenario.
The hero of this tale is John Emerson, who is shown with
Constance Talmadge and a group of Follies girls whom
he is directing in a picture.
Photo by Puffer

Photo by Mary Dale Clark ard Charles

Ja:

The heroine of this story

is

Anita

Loos whose amazing talent for putting a volume of humorous observation into a single subtitle put Iwr
at the top of her profession.

so.
They just had to
swallow their resentment for

him

the time being.

Then

plunged into
Constance Talmadge comedies a combinathey

writing

the

tion of

star

proved

ideal.

—

and writers

thr.t

One

sparkling
comedy followed another, but
still they hadn't forgotten that

turned-down scenario.
took it out and read

They
it,

and

even better than they
had when they wrote it, so
they decided to produce it

liked

it

themselves.

work

like

They had to
whirlwinds to get

Continued on page 101

:

!

Right Off the

86
Continued from page 71

The contention was concontract.
tested through all the courts, but susSince the judicial authorities
tained.
have held that the production is not
"Peg," there is no longer any objection to the picture's release, in the
opinion of some wise persons, provided that it is not called "Peg."

Author!

With

"The

of Monte Cristo" now in course of
production, Mr. Dumas, their creator, is fast gaining a reputation that
will soon entitle him to a place in
the ranks of the "eminent authors."
Unlike so many of our distinguished
writers, I imagine that Mr. Dumas
would approve heartily of the manner in which his first two pictures
have been filmed, even to the ultramodern presentation of "Camille."

wonder though what Mr. Dumas
would think of this comment by a
Middle Western paper upon "The
Three Musketeers :"
I

"The

Three iMusketeers," the motion
which Douglas Fairbanks is
now being featured, has been novelized by
a writer named Dumas, who has admiin

rably caught the spirit of the film.
Punch, the English weekly of satire, was
moved by the above notice to remark
like the picture of this ghostly chase
the spirit of Dumas catching the spirit
of the film.

—

We

Speaking of Fairbanks' latest triumph, the two first nights of the
production in New York and Los
Angeles outstripped all previous premieres of pictures or plays.
New
York has not seen a demonstration
to compare with that which took place
on Forty-second Street when this

modern-day

Helene Chadwick, Dorothy Phillips,
Allen Holubar, Cecil De Mille, Fred

who

Niblo,

directed the picture

;

Tod

Browning, and Eric von Stroheim.
Social Note.

who saw

Musketeers"

and "Camille" both holding the center of the screen, and "The Count

picture

Terry, Harold Lloyd, May McAvoy,
Lila Lee, Priscilla Dean, Viola Dana,
Alice Lake, Bert Lytell, William
Russell, Tony Moreno, Richard Dix,

It is interesting to note that those

Author!

Three

Grill

D'Artagnan

and

his

sweetheart, whom he shares with the
entire world, drove up to. the theater
since the armistice while in Los Angeles the entire contingent of Hollywood's social registry struggled for
admittance to tbe theater, just as
most of us mortals do on Saturday
;

Charles Chaplin off from

Los Angeles included
Claire Windsor, whose

the

beautiful

baffling "dis-

appearance" recently indttced Mr.
Chaplin to ofifer a reward of one
thousand dollars for her recovery.
Incidentally, Miss Windsor will be
seen soon in "Grand Larceny," a
Goldwyn production for which Edna
Purviance, Mr. Chaplin's leading
lady,

was

With many

Star Rises.

of our cinema celebri-

gets."

first

]\Ir.

Miss de la Motte's first picture for
Frothingham is an East Indian s])ectacle, "The Daughter of
Brahma," in which she is supported
by the ever-adolescent Jimmy Mor^^'atching an outdoor scene,
rison.
during which Kliss de la Motte,
garbed in scant attire, was exposed
for several hours to southern Cali-

personal appearcauHflower ears.
ance at a Los Angeles theater during
the exhibition of a picture, in which
he appeared, and a few wrestling
matches interspersed for good measure, have also occupied some of the
odd hours of this former New York

fornia's chilly night air for the tenth
night in succession, I wondered if

East.

even

a

ten

years'

guarantee

of a
incoine

twentieth-century princess'
might not have its drawbacks.
Bill

Hart's Return.

frightened

Bebe Daniels, having the time of her young life Wal-

lenient than they promise to be, he
will have to put his "gats," stage-

I

glimpsed such fa-

MacDon-

figures as Katherine

her rufClara Kimball Young, be-

ald, carelessly indifferent to
fled finery

diamonded

;

beermined

anl

Miles Minter, somewhat

by the stampede

Mary

;

;

;

Reid, looking depressed at not being able to ride through the mob in
a twin six, and such other notables
as May Allison, Elinor Glyn, Eileen
Percy, Colleen Moore, Betty Compson, Barbara le Marr, Alarguerite
de la Motte, Charles Ray, Ruth Roland, Max Linder, W'anda Hawley,
Elliott Dexter, Rex Ingram, Alice

lie

"I
"It's too long," replied Bull.
read him many times at night school,
but I forgot him just as quick as I
read."

Hart fans

that

In the crowd

mous

Since then the pugilist-wrestleractor has appeared before the Federal
authorities in a formal application
for his first naturalization papers, in
which bout, I regret to announce,
he went down for the count of
ten.
Asked if he had read the Constitution, Mr. Montagni gave a ready,
affirmative answer, but the question
of "What is it?" found the usually
loquacious "Bull" as dazed as most
of the readers of Mr. Edison's ques-

glad to secure a ten days' engagement nowadays, the announcement that Marguerite de la INIotte,
whose exquisite portrayal of the
senorita in "The Mark of Zorro"
marked her as one of the screen's
most charming ingenues, has affixed
her signature to a contract with J. L.
Frothingham for a period of ten
years, would seem to again bear out
the old saw that "them what has

ties

will be glad to know
the man who discovered the
West for a large percentage of our
population is coming back to the
screen again next February, but
probably in roles that are entirely
new to him. Mr. Hart states that
unless the censor boards are more

nights.

future Mrs. Luigi Montagni has already been selected, and while I suffered insufferably with the heat of
the Arizona desert, Bull's one concern was whether the fortunate lady
would be at the train to greet him.

tionnaire.

originally selected.

A New

nine admirers of this Adonis of the
screen that they are out of- luck. The

coaches, and other Western paraPinto,
phernalia in the storehouse.
his leading support, however, will
continue to be featured as usual.

Discouraged, but not disheartened.
Bull is now reviving his studies of
this much-abused document in the
hope of gaining the court's clemency
in time for a contemplated honey-

moon
in

Having

Bull.

traveled across the conti-

nent recently with Mr. Bull Montana,
I am in a position to warn the femi-

Europe.

various

Right That

is

appearing

pictures, "The
Failed," Bert Lytell's re-

moving

production, and Doris ]\Iay's
starring vehicle being two current films graced by his celebrated

cent

A

iceman

since

his

return

from the

Bull is fully cognizant of his position in the film world. The attention
of the tourists was accepted with a
boredom befitting the most surfeited
star.
He believes in himself be-

—

an asset to the
he yields homage to no

lieves that his acting is

screen, r.nd

player save his idol, Doug Fairbanks,
in whose production, "In Again, Out
Again," he made his first screen ap-

Furthermore, he believes

pearance.
that his

name

tric lights

is

—and

destined for the elecit may be that he is

right.

Propaganda

in U. S. Films.

Lois AA-'eber announces that she
will use expressionistic effects in her
next picture that will outdo those of
"The Cabinet of Doctor Caligari."
It

The Romantic

to

In spare moments he

seems that we may patriotically

bar the Germans and yet emulate
But suppose the public misthem.
takes the cubist effects for

propaganda

German

"

Forced Into
Pictures
The unusual story of one of
our most popular players.

By

Martin J. Bent

CONSTANCE

TAL-

MADGE

stopped him
on the street one summer's day, and, with a pleading tear in her eye, said,
"Please, as a favor, play my

leading man !" And of course,
being a gentleman, he couldn't
refuse, so he did play her
leading man.
Not once, but
many times. "And who," you

"who

is this lucky guy?
the name of this rabbit
foot?"
Whereupon we
tell you that it was Norman
Kerry, brunet heart-breaker,
filmatically speaking.
Constance and her company
had been on the scene for an
hour, awaiting the leading
man, but as the time sped by
the 1. m. did not.
In desperation the little star singled
out Kerry, who was strolling

ask,

What

is

by, and asked him to serve in
the emergency.
"I'd never acted before," he
grinned.
"In fact I don't act
now.
I just put myself in
the character's place, imagining what I would do under
similar conditions.
It's fun.

Then, too, I've been lucky in
drawing
supremely
good-

I

looking ladies to address my
screen attentions to.
Marion
Davies, for nistance. And in
London I am to play opposite
Anna Q. Nilsson in Paramount's 'Three Live Ghosts.'
I reminded him that actors
usually forget whom they are
acting with, and concentrate
simply upon the business at
hand, regardless of personal

PLoto by Campbell

Off duty, Norman Kerry presents a decidedly attractive appearance, standing well over six
feet, and boasting a neat but not gaudy set of mustachios.

elements

Lie

laughed

cynically.

"Any actor that tells you he doesn't get a kick out
of a screen kiss is stringing you for publication only,"he said emphatically.
"Don't you think that I, as a
would rather make love to a beautiful creature
Miss Davies, for example, than to Theda Bara?
Absolutely
Because there's a camera grinding it doesn't

lead,
like

!

follow that the actor immediately loses all sense of perspective.
Beauty stimulates the actor in his work, when
it happens to be the romantic sort that I am always
concerned with. And don't let any one tell you otherwise."
_

Off duty,

tive

this Kerry chap presents a decidedly attracappearance, standing well over six feet and boasting

a neat but not gaudy set of mustachios. Norman lives
in a white bungalow in the foothills of Hollywood, with
his mother and a sister, when he is making pictures in
California.
In the East he never feels quite at home,
for he is an outdoor man and the confines of New
York hotels annoy him. He likes such parts as Alan
Dwan gave him in "Soldiers of Fortune," but he is such
a nice, smooth, slick young city feller in appearance that
casting directors prefer him for such parts as his in
the Cosmopolitan production, "Proxies."
Though he looks like a bored dilettante, he really is
and it is a dull day that
a knight of the gymnasium
doesn't find Norman Kerry swimming, wrestling, running, trying to keep as fit as collegiate football and
service in the navy made him.

—

:

—

:

:

Over the Teacups

88

have to wear the same old hat until

Continued from page 56

cume and

may

stars

I retire.'

go, but she con-

"And what do you suppose Blanche
Sweet did? She took off her hat and
!"
gave it to Colleen
"She's always doing something

most delectaManhattan. Let's wait
until she comes out I do want to see
Perhaps she'll
if she buys a new hat.
tinues to be one of the

ble sights in

;

me

se»l

that," I added.
"That's why
every one loves her.
Dorothy Gish
had a telegram from her the other
like

her old one.

reminds me of Colleen
luck.
She was having dinner with Blanche Sweet, whose hat
she admired.
" Tt is so lovely
Colleen wailed.
T wish I ever had time to ferret out
But I'm
beautiful things like that.
so busy being a "Wall Flower" all
day at the studio that I guess I'll

"That
Moore's

ing every one who was going back
to California for the winter to give
Blanche her love."
"I almost wished the other day that

!'

When

Fan 31ub Meets-Then

a

members guess who

again.

Have a
ent-day favorites.
guessing contest, and give a
prize to the winner.
9. Call on each member to tell
an experience of a screen
crush she has had.
10. Let the president take slips
of paper, and write subjects
such as: "What two players
would you like to see play together and why?" "Do you
think Chaplin could successplay in a tragedy?"
fully
"Who do you consider the
best motion-picture player and
Then the president
why?"
calls on each member in turn
to pick one up at random, and
give a three-minute talk on the

Refreshments

it.

Arrange the page into three columns, and write accounts of meetings, shows attended, or any imusual
happening to a member of the club.

Use headlines

Who

were the three

Then proceed

a large sheet of unlined white
paper and arrange the heading in this

manner

to

that
tell

cried?

what hap-

On

the second page, arrange the
in a slightly different way as

heading

THE FAN NEWS

2.

I.

New York,

LTsing.

of

N.

Y.,

June

course,

the

—

25,

1921 No.

i

name you

would choose which mav be the one
of your club as: Dana-O'Brien Club
Herald and your .address. Change

—

Every club should have a scrapbook. Divide it into sections and give
each player one, filling it with all the
material you can find regarding him.
It will prove very convenient to refer to.
I think it would be a good idea to
have a question box something like

Each member
the suggestion box.
could put in one or more questions
about anything concerning motion
pictures, and a committee could be
appointed every two or three months,
to find the answers, or write to The
Oracle.
At all times, in arranging and
planning your club's meetings and
pleasures, keep in mind that threadbare quotation, "variety is the spice
of Hfe."

DON'T YOU ORGANIZE A
FAN CLUB?

It will vastly increase your pleasure in
seeing motion pictures, it will enable you
to become a real influence in helping your
favorite stars and in getting the kind of

Published monthly

by the members of
Nagle-Wilson
NewClub,
Fan
York, N. Y.

the

you want at your

pictures

theater,

and

it

put you in close touch with fans
everywhere. For in Picture-Play Magazine you will find, from month to month,

will

Editor in Chief:
Mary Smith.
Dept. Editors:

what the

Sue Brown

different clubs are doing— we are
new clubs to organize,

going to help the

Jones

get the different groups acquainted— in
short we are going to boost this movement
in every possible way.

Sarah White
Circulation Mgr.:
Jane Davis.

WE HAVE OFFERED—

EDITOmALS.
Your editorial will finish out the
You can devote
left-hand column.
the space of the remaining two to
personal bits, cartoons, or news about
the movie people.
I am sure two or three members
of your club have kodaks, and it
would be easy for you to start a club
snapshot book, taking a few pictures
part of the book
at each meeting.
could be arranged into a movie gallery with pictures of the girls dressed
.

THE FAN NEWS.

Fun Begins

e

WHY

THE FAN NEWS

May

Take

Party a Success.
members enjoyed the "Love

pened.

late.

11. Adjournment.
You must always be on the alert
to find new ways to add interest to
your club life.
A favorite with some of the clubs
is a semimonthly or monthly newspaper, which can be written on the
typewriter, or with pen and ink.

as

^TovrF.

All of the
Light."

:

Serve sandwiches cut in the
shape of stars, with hot choco-

Vol

tl

No. I to No. 2, with the second
issue, and so on until the end of the
} ear, then change Volume I to Volume II, and the numbers back to i
the

it is.
Give two tickets to the
movie theater to the winner.
8. Hunt through back numbers
of movie magazines, and get
old and odd pictures of pres-

subject of

was back in California,'' Fanny
"They had a christening

I

lamented.

Continued from page 67

rest of the

was rushing around ask-

day, and she

party for Bill Desmond's baby. And
Bill Hart was her godfather.
"And speaking of parties, Helene
Chadwick's latest fad is having her
house robbed. She would like to pass
it on to some one else before everything she owns is taken.
She has
transported her four favorite negligees out to the studio in the hope of
saving them, but she holds out little
hope for her books.
"And speaking of robberies, I'll
just have to leave this check for you
to pay.
I had no idea it would be
so large. And I'll have to hurry, as
Mabel Ballin is just going, and perhaps she'll give me a lift."

A

to resemble different

movie

stars.

three prizes of twenty-five, fifteen, and
ten dollars for the three best letters describing the organization or activities of
a Fan club. Any member of any club
new or old is eligible to enter this con-

—

test.

Originally

November

first,

was scheduled to close
but since we found this

it

time limit too short, we have acceded to
the request of many organizers of new
clubs,

and have extended

it

to the first of

January. Letters entered in this contest
should be addressed to the Fan Club
Editor.

DON'T FAIL TO READ—
news about Fan Club
each month in Picture- Play.
the latest

activities

Just for a

Change
Ruth Roland indulges
in

few

a

thrills.

By Edna Foley

SALT
the

air

is

good for

complexion,
said, but that

why Ruth Roland

these

maritime

She

ments.
of girl

!

it

is

isn't

affects

amuse-

isn't that

kind

If she's beautiful,

an accident, and Ruth
would be the last one to
worry about keeping that
it's

way.
Perhaps you're the sort
of person who makes puns.
If so, who can stop you
from saying that Ruth is
great on the
high C's.
And, as a matter of fact,
she
If

is.

you

want

the

real

truth, though, all these pic-

tures mean is that Ruth
has finished her new serial,

"White Eagle," and is indulging in just the sort of
vacation she likes.

!

!

A

90

Girl's

Adventures in Movieland
Continued from

And Anita Stewart and
group.
Carol Dempster are much lighter in
coloring than you would ever suspect.
Among the stars I've met whom the
camera doesn't nearly do justice to
are Elsie Ferguson, June Caprice,
Wallace Reid, Gladys Leslie, Elliott
Dexter, and Richard Barthelmess.
It seems awfully queer to me that
stars whose features are familiar to
countless thousands on the screen are
not more readily recognized in real
I

life.

imagined

had always

that

when
was

a star went out in public, she
constantly hailed with an admir-

ing chorus of "Ahs!''
time I have been out with
looked around to see if
being watched, and nearly

But every
a star, I've
they were
always no-

body seemed to know them at all
Lillian
Gish walked right down
Broadway and nobody stared at her
at all, and she told me that she and
Mary Pickford had often gone shopping in New York without being
Elsie Ferrecognized by any one.
guson passed from her car to and
from several establishments and the
crowds on the sidewalks didn't seem
the same was true of
to know her
Constance Binney at the theater, and
Carol Dempster sat in an ice-cream
parlor on Fifth Avenue without any
one knowing her but me.
I think the main reason for that is
that people don't expect to see famous
It's
stars around in such places.
funny, isn't it, that just because we've
always seen people in movies we
never think of them doing common
evervday things like the rest of us
buying clothes, going to the movies,
and stopping in an ice-cream parlor
But, honestly, I
for refreshment
like them even better now that I
;

—

!

know

they're human.
you think you'd be attracted to
film people by their flashy dress,
vou're as mistaken as I was. People
in small towns get glimpses of the
performers in some of the cheaper
vaudeville or road shows that come
there, and, impressed by their gaudy
and overtrimmed clothes, get the idea
If
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p;i^'e

I
that all actresses dress that way.
don't mean to say that the actresses
I've met haven't been noticeably well
dressed, for they have; but it was
always in a fashionably chic wa}-, not

Ruth Roland and Corinne
wear striking clothes, but in
good taste, and Lillian Gish and Constance Binney dress so demurely and
showy.

Griffith

that
you'd never
inconspicuously
dream they were actresses.
r)ne of the most enjoyable parts

my

of

have

"Adventures

in

Movieland"

fan letters I've received from some of the fans who
have read my accounts of my exbeer,

the

They made me

periences.

much

feel

more

like an actress than appearing
before a camera ever did.
Now, I
know why pla}-ers prize their fan
mail so much.
\\'hat struck me as curious, though,
was that most of these letters
sounded so much like the letters I
used to write to movie people. And
I thought I was being so original
Almost every one wanted to know
if

I

vet,

—

:

had met their particular favorite
and wanted me to tell how nice

they were.
favorites

They

just

kimv

were awfully

that

considered myself lucky to
so many of
pretty soon

anxious to

my own

tJicir

had
have met

nice.

I

favorites,

but

found myself getting
meet stars I wasn't parI

ticularly enthusiastic over just so that

could satisfy some enraptured fan
wanted me to tell them about
their "crush."
The question that came in nearly
all my letters was, "How did you
ever manage to compose yourself
enough to stand and look into 3-our
favorite movie star's eyes without
!"
fading away. I would simply wilt
That's something I often ponder
over myself. I guess it was only the
graciousness of the stars that saved
me. for many a time I was on the
verge of collapse.
At first every player I met seemed
I

v,-ho

wonderful

to

The mere

me.

fact that

thev were in the movies fascinated
me. And I thought that just because

were all in the movies they
would be much the same, but after a
while I began to notice as much difference between movie stars as there
I liked some
is between other people.
of them because they were everythmg
they

—

the
I thought an actress ought to be
kind that girls would like to imagine

themselves. Then there were others
I liked because they weren't a bit
Naturally, some of them
stagy.
stand out more vividly than others,
because of certain striking qualities
and those I remember most are
Constance Binney for her whole-

someness and tmassuming manner. I
almost think I enjoyed that visit the
very most.
Pearl White because she has always been my "crush," and she lived
up to everything I expected of her.

—

though not
imagined.

just the way I had
loved her perfect frank-

in

I

ness.

—

D. W^. Griffith for his quiet force.
That was much the most impressive
visit.

—

Corinne Griffith for her unaffectedness, and always in connection
with my most thrilling adventure
appearing before the camera.
I liked the "unactorish" manner of
Bert
Richard
Barthelmess,
and

and Lillian Gish's
Burke's
sincerity,
Billie
friendly
sweetness, and Elsie Ferguson's all-

Lytell's cleverness,

around charm.
I could go on recalling some espeevery one
each in a different
way, and I'm mighty glad to say I
wasn't disillusioned in anybody.
It's the way a person looks at folks,
I guess, that has a lot to do with it.
With a prejudiced mind and looking
for the worst side of the movies
you
might find it. All the movie people
are human, so they cannot be expected to be devoid of faults.
I
haven't pretended that they were, but
I've looked for their best qualities,
and found them, so that whatever
flaws they had seemed small in comcially nice characteristic in
I

met.

I

liked

—

parison.

Studio Impressions
its

Every studio has a personality all
own. Here is our psychoanalysis
:

The Goldwyn

studio:

The

czar's

winter palace after the revolution.

The Ince studio A A'irginia plantation manse inhabited by a proud old

Coney

Universal
City
Center den Linden.

:

Brunton studio

:

A

swell

Island

common-

wealth hotel on the socialist plan as
Llovd George would run it.

:

Irish family with

The Lasky

New

rooms for

studio

:

A

rent.

hospitable

England farmhouse occupied by

a democratic family whose motto
"Lender Cecil the people rule."

is

Vitagraph studio
A wild "West
mining camp sleeping off a gingerpop jag.
:

The birthCharles Ray studio
place of Betsy Ross on the day visitors are not allowed.
:

A

The Louis B. Mayer studio
medieval castle restored by an Amer:

ican cloak-and-suit millionaire.

Charlie Chaplin studio

:

An Eng-

lodge taken OA'er by the

Sinn
Fein and run on the plan of Buckingham.
lish

A

]\Iack Sennett studio
road house
with a model harem after it got religion from Doctor Crafts.
:

The

Screen in Review
"Gappy Ricks."

Continued from page 64

post-impressionistic school of painting.

The
history

story remains the same. This
of this unfortunate sister,

coughing her Hfe away through the
tumult of a world of pleasure, has
been followed faithfully even to the
final deathbed scene.
The locale is
still Paris, but it is more the American tourist's idea of what he hopes
to see in the sprightly capital than
anything Dumas ever pictured. Paris
was never like that even before ab-

sinth

was

prohibited.

As

for Nazimova herself, she is a
perfect reproduction of those Aubrey
Beardsley sketches which illustrate
the poems of Oscar Wilde.
There

can be

little

sympathy attached to

Camille, hut she

is

this

sure to excite in-

terest.

On

the other hand, the

Armand

Rudolph Valentino conforms

of

entirely

surrounding "La Dame aux Camelias."
He
is young, wistful, thoroughly human,
and such a handsome example of his
dark Latin type that the ghost of
earlier
Caimlles might well envy
to the oldest of traditions

Nazimova.
"Serenade."

"Serenade" is vaguely reminiscent
in
atmosphere of "The Passion
Flower." To many it will be worth
seeing because Miriam Cooper and
the Spanish settings are very beautiful.
is

to

The

plot

is

so involved that

it

beyond the powers of a mere scribe
recount it and perhaps it will

—

much

prove too

for

its

athletic

bandit.

"One Arabian Night."

A

fragment of the colorful tales
told in that fascinating collection of
the "Arabian Nights" has been captured as the basis of this spectacular
picture.

It

was made

in

Germany

by no less promising a combination
than Ernst Lubitsch and Pola Negri,
who startled the American film market with the triumph they made of
"Passion."
This
production
is
hardly equal to the Du Barry story;
it is more involved, less coherent, and
lacks the intense touch of human interest running through the portrayal
of one character.
But it, nevertheless, a brilliant and bizarre achievement which smites the eye with
scenes that seem blazing with color
in spite of the colorless meditmi of
the screen.

Here are
ticularly

all

lively

the intrigues of a par-

and

name

Kyne on

a title card you
of two things the hero will be a rollicking tar and the scenes will in:

of San Francisco
the Golden Gate.
And, as it was in the beginning of
this Saturday Evening Post story, so
it is now with the screen version of
"Gappy Ricks," which has been
filmed with dexterity and imagination
by that erstwhile juvenile actor, Tom
Forman, who was an excellent young
leading man and an equally dependable director.
Of course the crabbed old sea dog,
Cappy, is not the hero of the film
version.
The limelight has been
shifted to the character of the young
mate, played in the most rollicking

clude a fade-out

harbor

through

manner by Thomas Meighan. He is
a New England youth, presumably
of Yankee parentage, but does that
matter to Thomas Meighan? Faith,
and it does not
He plays it as he
!

—

—

plays all his characters
as a broth
of a boy.
He could play an Eng-

—

landowner but he probably
with just that Irish twinkle and get away with it.
And in
this tale he needs all his Hibernian
temper. For the action involves one
lish

wouldn't

—

restless

harem.

firm.
Not content with a mere
stunt like double exposure, he plays
three roles at once
that of a downis

of Peter B.
may be sure

fight after another with winds, with
waves, and with a giant Swede, who
attempts to take his place on ship-

—

hearted pioneer, a governor, and a
rangy rancher.
There can be no

doubt

of his versatility after this
lightning change of personalities, for
all that this extraordinarily imaginative and magnetic actor has been
identified with only one type of characterization.
I am glad I know that
he can do so many things at once,
but just the same I like him best
when he is back in his own laconic
impersonation of the good-bad man
of the West.

"The Great Impersonation."

The warning, "not

war

a

film,"

which adorned our theater soon after
the armistice has been taken down.

A

war picture now has its own
chance of success, and this is one of
them.
It features James Kirkwood
in the double role of an English nobleman and a German officer. It is
not one of those hysterical pictures
which seemed to enjoy the war so

much

that they could not resist the
temptation to dwell on its horrors.
George Melford has shown admirable

restraint

in

direction,

his

Mr. Kirkwood's work

is

and

a brilliant

study in keen distinctions.

"No Woman Knows."

board.

Incongruous as it may be, he makes
the character genuine. Agnes Ayres
plays the demure daughter of the irritable captain for whom all the battles
are fought and happily won.

"Humoresque," soon after its phenomenal success, was naturally followed by a host of pictures repre-

"Footfalls."

in the principal role, gives a pathetic
picture of vanquished hopes. Otherwise the production is mediocre.

audiences to

George Walsh, freed of his
tricks, is an unconvincing

follow.

If .you see the
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Here

is

another good plot gone

wrong. There is an excellent murder mystery here, based entirely on
the slight sound of stealthy footfalls,
which is odd when you consider the
silent drama. The central figure is an
old man whose blindness has accentuated his hearing. In the room above
him the murder is committed, and he
solves the mystery and clears his

senting the loyal family life in a
This picture is
Jewish household.
one of them. Mabel Julienne Scott,

Here and There.

A

word must be added for the
excellent work in scenics throughout
this

month.

ductions

are

These nonfiction probeing

perfected

at

a

most encouraging rate, and are often
the most stimulating feature on a
moving-picture program. By far the
most interesting scenic of this month,

son's name through his sensitive
keenness in distinguishing sounds.
L^nfortunately the director, having
controlled the plot, could not control

or of manv months, is the fascinating
study of "Jungle Adventures," made

the actors.
Tyrone Power, as the
blind man, was the least objectionable of the lot, but even he exploited
his infirmity and overacted.
I wish
the author, having made this experi-

the lost tribes of Borneo.
There is all the charm of "Gulliver's
Travels" in these scenes.
These are dangerous days in the

ment, would toss the reels into a reliable furnace and begin all over
again with this unusually interesting
plot.

"Three Word Brand."
William Hart outdoes himself in
this characteristic picture of ranch
life in the land where the handshake

by Martin Johnson in
ings

his

wander-

among

moving-picture houses, as well as the
legitimate theaters, for the public is
demanding a gilt-edged guarantee before it can be lured into either one
or the other. The result will be the

best influence that has permeated the
industry since it began. If only the
fittest survive the directors will give
us only the pictures that are fit.

;

The
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"My goodness, I don't blame you !"
It seemed
exclaimed impulsively.
to me like one of the nicest, most
delightful scraps of motion-picture
I

history that I'd ever heard. "I hope
Junior '11 grow up to be that kind of
!"

son

'"He will be if he's anything like
his father," she answered promptly.
"And he who's that pretty girl over
there talking to your husband, Mrs.

—

Beresford

?"

I looked, and my heart sank quite
unreasonably. For the girl was Carol
Burnet.
And Danny Gardner was
standing beside her, holding her parasol, quite evidently not having eyes
for any one else in the studio.
I
wondered where his wife was. Could
it be possible that the screen's greatest vampire hadn't been able to hold
her own husband?

That

afternoon

Burnet and

Carol

where

I

was

Hugh

brought

Danny over

sitting in the studio,

to

and

then left them there while he went
back to work.
Carol was prettier
than ever, but there seemed to be an
effort back of her vivacity she didn't
just gurgle on, as she had when we
;

all down South together, and
noticed that she seemed rather ill

were
I

at ease.

Danny was

fidgety, too.

I

asked

and he said, "Oh,
and the way he
brightened up rather encouraged me,
but then he looked right back at
Carol, and seemed as worried as he'd
been before. It was all I could do
not to exclaim, "Danny, what on
earth's the matter? Have you fallen
about his wife,
Claudia's

fine,"

Only
with Carol .again?"
never believed that he really was
in love with her.
love

in

I'd

Finally,

when

I

couldn't stand

it

any longer, I went over to the set
where Hugh was making close-ups.
He was doing a rather difficult thing
trying to put over a change in a
man's feelings toward another man
by such clear-cut changes of expression that no subtitle would be necessary to explain to the audience what
was happening, and I was interested
His absolute
in seeing him do it.

—

self-consciousness when he
is working is one of the things I
When I
never can quite grasp.

lack

of

spoke to him about

it

once he looked

rather surprised for a moment, and
then said, "Why, that isn't Ttie at all
I couldn't play the part unless I got
so far into the character that I forgot

about any one who happened to
standing around watching."
It wasn't just because I wanted
to watch him that I went over there,
though.
Whenever things go at all
all

"be

;

Revelations of a Star's Wife
wrong my first thought is to get to that
where Hugh

possibly can.
He has always taken care of Hughie
and me, and I've had such perfect
confidence in him ever since we first
met that I never question his ability
to stand between me and any sort of
trouble.
sat

I

is,

down on

I

if

the edge of a rack

and pretty soon Danny
came over and joined me.
of

lights,

"Sally," he began, tracing one of
the cracks on the floor with the tip
of Carol's parasol, "want to play res-

cuing angel?"

"Not

if

it

means doing anything

that will make Claudia unhappy," I
told him bluntly.
"If you've been
"
fool enough to let Carol Burnet

"Oh, Lord, Sally !" he exclaimed,
so honestly amazed that I burst out
laughing, as much at myself as at

"Why, you

him.

minute

CHAPTER XX.

—

!

—

didn't think for a

why, Claudia would have
come out herself, but she well, she
said to ask you if you wouldn't run
in town and lunch with her at
Sherry's to-morrow, and she'd tell
you a lot of things
Oh, Sally, if
you knew how I worship that wife
of mine you'd realize how impossible
it would be for me ever to think I

—

!

cared about Carol again.
"I'm worried about her, though.
She gee, Sally, look at Hugh
!"
That man's a wonder
"Wonder He's the greatest actor
in pictures," I retorted modestly.
"What about Carol?"
"Well, she's fallen heels over head
in love with Phillip St. Mark."
"PhiUip St. Mark? Oh, Danny—
oh, no
not with that that has-been.
"
Why, his reputation his wife
simply couldn't talk coherently.
I

—

!

—

—
—

St. Mark was an absolute
scoundrel every one knew that for
a fact. He'd been cut off the membership fist of more than one club,
and all but driven out of Los Angeles
and told never to come back because
he treated his wife so abominably.
How on earth Carol Burnet could
be blind to such flagrant misdemeanors as his was too much for me.
"Her mother is simply frantic,"
Danny went on. "I suppose, in a

Phillip

;

way, it's just what was coming to
she was so
Mrs. Burnet, though
awfully fussy about Carol, and
wouldn't let her have anything to do
with just regular fellows, you know
and a week or so ago we ran into
each other on Forty-fourth Street,
and she poured out her troubles to
me and wound up by begging me to
come to see Carol and begin taking
I told her that
her around again.
she hadn't heard that
I was married
;

—

so upset that
she just said, 'Oh, well, that doesn't
matter anything to get Carol out of
;

occur

Claudia or

Apparently

!'

her

to

that

might have anything

I

it

either
to

say on the subject."

"But what's Carol done?"

"Go on and

I urged.
the rest of it."

me

tell

"Well, as
love with

madly

she's

said,

I

Mark, and

St.

in

just

he's

to make the most of
begin with, he was engaged
to work in a picture with her, and
when they were sitting around, waiting for sets to be ready and all that
sort of thing, he told her how desperately lonely he was.
Said that

shrewd enough

To

it.

sometimes his man would pile chairs
and tables against the windows of his

room
Mark,

the

at
I

at night,

hotel

—

so

that

he

—

St.

mean wouldn't jump out
when he couldn't sleep and

Probably he was
got to brooding.
brooding over where he could get
something to drink, since prohibibeing enforced."
"But what about his wife and those
"Surely
darling children?" I asked.

tion's

"

they

"Oh, they're

know Mrs.

Los Angeles, you

in

Mark

doesn't like the
East, and he and she have done nothing but quarrel for the last two years,
He told Carol that she
anyway.
;

St.

never had understood him

!"

"No, all she did was to work like
a slave to help support the family,
and oh, well, she did do some rather
aggravating things, no doubt. I remember one time when Hugh and I
were going West, she and St. Mark
and the children were on the same
train, and she was angry at him and
didn't get dressed all the way out
wore a kimono over her night clothes
and a long silk coat over that, and
sat around in her drawing-room with
the door open, so that any one going
St. Mark had
past could see her.
l)een posing to every one as a descendant of a distinguished old English family, and of course it rather

—

annoyed him."
should think

"I

it

might have,"

Danny

"Well,
dryly.
he's told Carol a story that would
touch your heart if you didn't know
what a bounder he is, and of course

commented

she fell for it. When he suggested
that they keep house together, in an

apartment up on Riverside Drive
she
she and her mother and he
thought it would be simply wonderful, and her mother couldn't persuade
She said to me.
her not to do it.
'Just think how wonderful it is I'm

—
:

making a little home for Phillip !'_and
was so pleased over it that I didn't
even try to tell her what a bounder
he

is.

"He

;

somehow, but she was

man's clutches

didn't

he could
with
his training, he could teach her

do a
all

told her,

lot for

her

;

too, that

that, of course,

Continued on page 96
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^yEND now for the New Wurlitzer cata-
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log and free trial blank. You may
have any musical instrument known,
with a complete musical outfit, for a week's
trial at home.
Return the instrument at
our expense at the end of the week if you
decide not to keep it.

You will get a complete musical outfit, including the instrument and all the necessities with it
velvet and plush lined carrying case with lock and key, self instructor,
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—
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if you decide to buy, as everything is included at factory cost. Wurlitzer supplies the outfit
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instrument alone.
for you

Convenient Monthly Payments
A few cents a day will pay for your
instrument and

outfit.

of Wurlitzer instruments
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/\n:iSriC
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is
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uine Wurlitzer instruments.
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instrument included in this offer of free
trial in your own home. Have yourfree trial

now.

Send

We do not charge you a penny for it.

New Catalog
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FAN.— Bill

from the

one

Hart has

screen.

seems

how

He

has

know.

to

for

consistently

re-

Just for

number of
a good rest.

a.-

years, and is deserving of
He says he probably will return to the silver sheet again, but doesn't know just
He is keeping his studio, so he
when.
must intend to come back in the near
He was born in Newburg,
future.

New

York, and not out West. It wasn't long
after he was born that his folks moved
Westward, and he spent his life there until his late teens, when he decided to become an actor. Bill suffered all the hardships of any beginner, but by dogged determination he finally made the grade.
During lay-offs which were frequent in
those days he took whatever job he could
One summer
find to keep the ship afloat.
he got a job as a furnace stoker, and the
He made a
next he became an iceman.
trip to Europe and return on a cattle boat.
But he reached his ultimate goal finally,
His
which is a 1 that mattered to Bill.

—

—

life

life

and struggles to attain his aim in
would make most of ours seem verj-

Let's hope he doesn't vacation too long, and that the screen will soon
trivial indeed.

have

this "regular fellow"

Ima Movie Fan.
born

in

back once more.

—Larry

Semon was

Lucille Carlisle

1889.

is

vmmar-

Annette Kellermann was born in
Sydney, New South Wales. Casson Ferguson was born in Alexandria, Louisiana,
in 1891.
Mildred Davis is still single.
Paul Kelly was born in BrookliTi, New
York, in 1899. Wesley Barry is a native
son of California. Natalie Talmadge has
retired from the screen to become the wife
"War
of Buster Keaton, the comedian.
Brides" was Nazimova's first screen sucClaire Windsor, Mona Lisa, L. C.
cess.
Shumway, Edward Burns, George Hackathorne, Edith Kessler, Gordon Smith, and
Howard Gave comprise the cast of "To
ried.

Please

One Woman."

Mrs. George

J.

—William

Russell

eight.

His

stage was as Tom Wilson's opponent in
a prize-fight sketch in vaudeville, and it
was Bill's lot to get knocked out at every

performance by Tom.

C—

Mildred Reardon does
Richard E.
not play with any one company. She appears with various companies, and by the
picture.

Miss Helen Louise

—
P. "Hy-a-ka-wa,"

with the "a" as in "father."
the third syllable.

Accent on

Eillen Percy uses her

her sister. You
are far from correct with your guessing.
Your other questions have been answered.

own name.

Thelma

Mary

Miss Virginia B. The part of Jerry
O'Farrcll in "Footlights and Shadows"
was played by Alex Onslow. Kathryn
Adams first saw the light of day in 1897.
Mary Charleson is four years older than
Kathrj'n.

Rfiles jMinter's correct

name

is

Julie

Constance Talmadge has two sisters,
Norma and Natalie. Your other
questions have been answered.
Shelby.

—

Perez. The players you ask about are
not on the screen any more. The picture
yoxi ask about is an old-timer. Just what
Avould you like to know about Ruth?
Your other questions have been answered.

ORACLE wUl answer
THE
these columns as many

in

qfues-

tions of general interest concerning the movies as space wUl allow.
i te d
Personal replies to a 1 i
number of questions such as will
not require unusually long answers
will be sent if the request is ac-

—

m

—

companied by a stamped envelope, with return address. Inquiries

should be addressed to The Picture
Oracle, Picture-Play Magazine, 79
Seventh Avenue, New York City.
The Oracle cannot give advice about
becoming a movie actor or actress,
since the only possible way of ever
getting such a job is by direct
personal application at a studio.
concerning scenario
Questions
writing must be written on a

Those
separate sheet of paper.
who wish the addresses of actors
and actresses are urged to read
the notice at the end of this

made

grown-up job on the

fir.st

is_

—

Sweet Natalie. You will find the answers to your questions given elsewhere
in these columns.

David R. B. Carmel Jilyers was born
San Francisco, California, April 9,
Her father is Rabbi Myers. Bebe
1901.
Daniels was born in Dallas, Texas, in the
same year. Constance Talmadge arrived
a year earlier than either Carmel or Bebe.

department.

his first stage appearance with Ethel Barrymore in "Cousin Kate" when he was
iDiit

—

in

—

— Katherine

MacDon-

You will have to
ald has been married.
write her personally for her photograph.

—Harry

T. Morey was born in
Eugene O'Brien is unmarried.
He was born in 1884. William S. Hart
Newburgh, New
likewise unmarried.
is
York, is his birthplace. Bessie Love is
still single.
Tom IVlix is the husband of
Norma Talmadge was
Victoria Forde.
born in 1897! "Buck" Jones hails from
Indiana.
He is married. Your other

Betty

J.

J\Tichigan

Miss Blanche
eyes

S.

—"Hoot"

1892.
are blue.

He

Gibson was

light and his
five feet ten and

His hair

born in

is

is

weighs one hundred and sixty pounds.
Your other questions concerning "Hoot"
have been answered.

Brown Eyes. — Frank Mayo is married.
He was born in 1886. He is starring with
Universal.

—

I don't think you
j\Ir. Arnold S. W.
can obtain the story of that film. It was
written for the screen, and not taken from
j\Iarie Walcamp is the wife of
a storj^
Harlan Tucker. You had best write to
an exchange that handles those pictures.
Eddie Polo
I can't give j-ou the prices.
is married.

—

William Mc. I am sorry I can't help
you any. The Oracle takes all of my time,
and if everjr one that wrote me for a position

the

in

from me,

studios got help
to give up my

various

would have

I

"oracling."

Frederick O.
children.

— Mary

Pickford has no

Juanita Hansen

is

not married.

She was born in 1897. Douglas McLean
Your
a nonprofessional.
is married to
copy of the "Market Booklet" was sent
you.

—

Miss Marguerite A. Jack Perrin has
His hair is curly.
dark hair and eyes.
Gertrude
His wife is Josephine Hill.
Astor has blond hair and blue eyes.

Miss Mary Jean D.

—I'm

can't help you get in pictures.
great deal of work.

Laura B. You will have to write personally to the different players for their
pictures.
You will find their addresses
given at the end of the Oracle.
Miss Louise N.

—

;

questions have been answered.

Simon

J.

B.

—New

sorry that
It

I

takes a

York would be the
You would have

nearest studios near you.
to

know some one who

could obtain a

pass for you.

—

Kurt R.' Mrs. Nelson is not the mother
Anna's name is not Nelson,
of Anna.
David Powell, before eiibut Nilsson.
His
tering pictures, was on the sta.ge.
screen career has been with_ World, Famous

Players, Selznick, Empire, Artcraft,

United, and Paramount, and has stretched
over the la.st four or five years.

—

Miss Evelyn C. You will find the addresses you requested at the end of this
department.
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Eugene C. J. You will find the addresses
given at the end of The Oracle. The inclosure for the "Market Booklet" should
Dustin Farnum
be six cents in stamps.
has signed with Fox, so look for him in
Fox productions henceforth.

—

Francis L. D. Rudolph Valentino is
His latest pictures with
Metro.

with

"The Four Horsemen"
and "Camille." The latter with Alia Nazimova in the title role.

that concern are,

—

Elsie M. Your letter should take about
Adfour days to reach Ruth Roland.
dresses at the end of The Oracle.

—

A

Movie Fan. Ward Crane was born
Albany, New York. He is single. He
stands five feet eleven inches and tips the
scales at one hundred and seventy-five
pounds.
He has been playing in Alan
Dwan productions, and opposite Miss
Castle.
He is not a star. Your other
questions have already been answered.
in

—

Pug. Jack Pickford has deserted the
acting end for the time being.
He and

Alfred Green have been directii-g Mary
Pickford.
When Mary goes on her vavation. Jack is to don the grease paint
again and star in "A Tailor-Made Man,"
which Alfred Green will direct. Remind
the player in a nice note that you wrote

You Win See

before, inclosing a quarter, and I am sure
the desired photo will be soon forthcoming.
No trouble at all.

Prettier teeth

—

D. W. Lois Weber was born in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
She was educated
there. Her early career consisted of concert work.
Her stage career began in
stock with her husband, Phillips Smalley.
Since breaking into pictures she has been
with Gaumont, N. Y. M. P., Rex, Bosworth, Universal and now her very own
company.
I can't help you break into
pictures.
It's
almost impossible— even
with a "jimmy."
(Neuter gender of
course not masculine.)

—

If

done

Old

Infonta. Lady Jane Seymour is
not given in the cast.
Pola Negri is
German.
That is her correct name.
Douglas Fairbanks was born in 1883. Ann
Boleyn was played by Henny Porten.

—

Ben Hagerty Admirer. You will have
to write to the players personally for
their photographs.
The "Tarzan" stories
are in book form.
You should be able
to purchase them at any leading book
store.

methods

of

You owe

to yourself a test of the

He

Moreno has never
does not wear a dis-

guise on the street. He lives at the Athletic Club in California.
I don't think you
will firt'd his signature differs on his pic-

he autographs them himself

tures.
If
couldn't.

it

Mary Louise P.— Doris and Ann May
not related.
Bessie and Montague
Love are not related. Nazimova has dark
are

hair and violet eyes.
She was born in
Russia.
Her birthday is May 22. Her
birth vear

is

1879.

Hughes

Gareth

Wales

in

1897.

^

Gareth's

eyes

He

brown.

is

be featured by

She is five feet three.
born in Llanelly,

was

are

He
blue

is

R._

Teeth

The

great

tooth

enemy

film

is

viscous film you feel. Now it is
the cause of most tooth troubles.

known

as

clings

There are other

effects

These

who

and

He

is

which

modem

application.

—

It multiplies the salivary flow
Nature's
great tooth-protecting agent.
It multiplies
the starch digestant in the saliva.
That to
digest the starch deposits which cling.
It
multiplies the alkalinity of the saliva. That
to neutralize the acids which cause tooth
decay.

Continued on page 106

methods are combined

in

will try

it.

PAT, OFF

Judge by what you see and
the book

we

send.

Then

feel.

Read

do
Cut out the coupon

what you think best.
so you won't forget.

in the future

748

|

10-Day Tube Free
THE PEPSODENT COMPANY,

to

You will have to send your request for
their pictures to the editor.
Perhaps he
will see that they get in the Magazine.

effective

Pepsodent users twice daily get all these
desired results.
Send the coupon for a 10-Day Tube.
Note how clean the teeth feel after using.
Mark the absence of the viscous film. See
how teeth whiten as the film-coats disappear.

has also proved essential.
And
Pepsodent brings all of them with every

The

seven

— Dorothy Davenport has red hair.

may

left

five effects twice daily

feet five.
his hair is

fair comple&ted.
Metro in a series of

dan-

are

a dentifrice called Pepsodent. And all the
world over it is being supplied to people

science

V"^ aMHMaMMnMMM

ways

dentists everywhere advise them.

stays.

These

old

in

So dental science has for years sought
ways to fight that film. Two ways have
now been found. Able authorities have
amply proved them.
And now leading

— that

to teeth, enters crevices and
Old methods do not end it. So very
few people have escaped its attacks.
Film is what discolors, not the teeth.
Film is the basis of tartar. It holds food
It

brushed

gerously unclean. The film that's
night and day attack them.

five

pictures.

M.

Teeth are unclean

method

Film ruins teeth

—

— Antonio

Germs breed by millions in it. They,
with tartar, are the chief cause of pyorrhea.

which modern dental science advises.

Pheobe D. Thank you for your nice
Write again some time when I
can be of some assistance to you.

Evelyn M.

teeth

inadequate.

letter.

been married.

substance which ferments and forms acid.
It holds the acid in contact with the teeth
to cause decay.

for this test
as millions have
will see great effects in a week.

cleaning have
Nearly
everybody
knows that. Teeth brushed daily still discolor and decay. Tooth troubles have been
constantly increasing until very few escape.

proved

—

The

—

you ask

—you

—safer teeth—in a week

A

New -Day

scientific film

application

Dentifrice

Dept. 315, 1104

S.

brings

five

desired

effects.

Wabash

111.

Mail 10-day tube of Pepsodent to

Approved by highest authorities, and now
advised by leading dentists everywhere.
All druggists supply the large tubes.

Ave.,

Chicago,

combatant, whose every

Only one tube

to a family

—
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The

CAN YOU DO

THESE THINGS?
200 Pounds or More Overhead With One
Yourself With One Hand— Tear
Two Deelis of Playing: Cards— Bend and Break
Horseshoe—
Expand Your Chest to 48 Inchesa
Flex Your Arm Until It Measures ICM Inches.
liift

Arm -Chin

Do Any
Them?

of

and hun-

/ can,

You can do
others

that

even

cannot
tempt to do,

my

follow

at-

you

if

advice.

You can

feel

Btrong — look
—
be strong. Train
strength and
strong

Hugh and I drove to Mamaroneck by ourselves, for I wanted to
talk things over with him.
As we
settled down, with the boy tucked in
between us, I glanced up at my husband and wondered if I really looked
like the cat that had just swallowed
certainly that described
the canary
my state of blissful contentment.
He looked down at me with a quizso that

for

development at the

same

Large,

time.

musyou
will set
off and add to
your personality.
well-shaped
cles

personality
that brings success.
Anyone can obspleniild
t a 1 n a
muscular develop-

It

is

—

ment

smiply

is

it

to

themselves.

I

liave

taken hold

of

h u n d

up

d

r e

;

3 of

and

weaklings
turned them into
powerful athletes in
a remarkably short

time.

zical

have

I

men

est

the

of

present day are

What

pupils.

done

have

"Too
"Yet

of the strong-

Btill

doing

day,

and

I

really

I

every
YOU
this,

be-

strong,

come a

b e

ex-

will

I

how you can
in my

plain

one,

latest book,
"MUSCULAR DEVELOPMENT."

Latest photograph of

LIEDERMAN

EARLE

best time to
E.
training
between the ages of 15 and 25.
A young man is
then growing and his muscles respond rapidly to
systematic e.\ercise.
The man between 30 and 40
should not feel that he is too old. however, for at
this age a man should be at his best.
If he will pitch
In and train systematically and determine to make the
most of himself, he can positively develop and become
just as strong as any YOUTH,
The main thing is
to do the right thing in the right way and my
Tile

begin

course has proven itself to be

THE CORRECT WAY.

Hundreds of my pupils have tried other methods
and failed.
Why do they come to me? There
must be a reason! They realize that my methods
are the quickest and best for obtaining a splendid
development.
I
begin where others leave off.
That Is why I
am successful.
After a few weeks my pupils feel
the energy and PEP that only an athlete kno%vs.

No matter how badly you may be suffering from
constipation,
indigestion,
nervousness or lack of
vitality, in a few weeks' time I can make A REAL
OF YOU: and cause you to experience the joy

MAN

of living.
You just have to get strontt
to it.
Going through life with
will never get you anywhere.

—athat

all

is

sickly,

The

there

is

weak body

man

suocessful

the man with PEP— PERSONALITY— APPEARANCE— STRENGTH and ENDURANCE. That's
la

the makings of a real

American man!

The Eight Edition of

My

Book

"MUSCULAR DEVELOPMENT"
and I will gladly send a copy
any one who will tear off the coupon attached and
mail to me with 10c (stamps or coin) to lielp cover
cost of postage, wrapping, etc.
This little book is
handsomely Illustrated with 26 full page photographs
of myself and of some of the well-developed men
and boys whom I have trained. Send for your copy
today now ^whlle it is on your mind.
is

just off the press,

to

E.

Department 1412, 305
E.

you are

Sir:
to

1412,

turns around and falls in love with
man whom she can't marry because
he already has a wife. Mrs. Burnet
told me once that when her daughter
fell in love it would be with a man
of established position.
Well, St.

Mark's

is

down and

established

all

305

N.

Y.

City.

I

Name
Address

;

he's

the children.
Still, you can't help
feeling sorry for him
he used to
be such an idol. But what do you
want to do about Carol ?"
"I don't know exactly. I thought
I'd go to see her in town, and maybe
after I got there I'd think of some;

thing."

"All right I'm going in town tomorrow, and I'll drive you in. We
might go on a spree afterward, if you
want to."
"Oh, I do! I vote for dinner at
;

that

place

in

the

Italian

where the people come

in

quarter,
ofif

the

and

street

sing,

and you

eat in the

back yard with the neighbors' washing dangling over the fence!" I exclaimed, catching his arm in my hands
and clinging to it tight. That's one
of the nice things about our marriage we can have just as much fun
doing things like that now as we did
when we were engaged.
had a gorgeous time at
luncheon up at the Griffith studio,
;

We

after

which we

all

went swimming.

I

dressed in the women's dressing
room with Lillian it's a fine big
room, with windows overlooking the
Sound, and that day the air was so
;

and warm that I wished we
make the day last forever. We
were all so happy. There was no telliiig what would come to us within
the next few months Hugh's picture
might be an awful fizzle, though of
course I was sure it wouldn't Lillian
was considering going on the stage
again in the fall, and couldn't be at
her voice might
all certain of results
not carry, she might not do well
she's so modest about her own ability and popularity that she is always
But
surprised at her own success.
of course in the motion-picture world
you don't count on things. A production you thought would be wonderful may fall flat and have to be
bolstered up with loads of advertising to get over at all, and one that
nobody thought much of in the studio, like "Twenty-three and a Half
Hours' Leave," for example, may be
a record breaker and make a new
soft

could

;

;

;

star.

Then,

too,

just about a year be-

and I had sat in that
same room and talked about Bobby
Harron's first starring venture. Well,
I had seen it, "Coincidence," the
week before, but Bobby had been
dead for what seemed a long, long
Thinking of that as I imtime.
dressed Hughie for his afternoon
nap, I caught his little bare body up
to me and kissed the babyish curves
What
of his knees and shoulders.
if death should stab at me through
Lillian

fore,

him or Hugh?

TO BE CONTINUED.

How Do They Do

It?

Continued from page 49

had begun on
Broadway.

—sendenclose
herewith 10 cents for which
me, without any obligation on my

right

on the stage and
on the screen, and his wife is suing
him to make him support her and
out, both

LIEDERMAN

part whatever, a copy of your latest book, "Muscular
Development."
(Please write or print plainly.)

City

way

Broadway, New York City

LIEDERMAN.

Dept.

Dear

commented.

things
Burnet has al-

—

—

EARLE
EARLE

bad, isn't it?" he
it queer the

isn't

a

well- developed
man,

grin

work out? Mother
ways been so afraid that Carol would
marry the wrong man, and then Carol

my

am

it

read
—who desire
to

when I finished my
what Danny had told me.

little

recital of

turned hundreds of
men and boys of
average build into
famous strong men.

Some

exclaimed (disgustedly.

"See if you can't think of something you can do to straighten out this
mess, Sally," Danny implored me.
I was glad that things turned out

pupils can.
things

things about dramatic technique and
all that sort of thing that she couldn't
learn in any other way.
So they
practice voice culture an hour a day

I

my

dreds of

Continued from page 92

and read Shakespearean roles, while
her mother sits otfside suffering the
tortures of the damned."
!"
"Oh, Danny, I think it's terrible

YOU

Can

Wife

Revelations of a Star's

this article

an orang-

well trained, ran
amuck in the studio where he was
working and bit severely several
Some of the actors are
people.
afraid, but they go through with the
work just the same. But mostly motion-picture actors and actresses are
utan,

State.

a

supposedly

brave lot; they take chances you

and

I

would never dream of taking

just as a part of the day's work, ani-

mals thrown in. And of course they
know that every precaution possible

But as to taking pictures
is taken.
with lions, tigers, elephants, or chimpanzees in them without danger to
those acting well, it just can't be

—

done.

!
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Running Rings Around Circe
Continued from page 45

taking oif that ungodly make-up
every night and putting it on the next

morning."
After the picture had been finished,
the Wihnington Parisienne waited

months for it to appear. Finally it
was advertised at an uptown theater,
and a party of enthusiastic friends

!

escorted Estelle to the premiere per-

formance.

"My scenes
of the picture.

TKe cKarm of a clean, fine
TKe wise vJoman makes tKe

came toward the end

From

moment

the
film was flashed, l. couple directly behind me commented upon each character and setting.
The yacht scene
the

Ker

can master the secret of a really good skin.
massage xCitK it is as delightful as it is bene-

A

ficial.

TKe

It will give to your skin tKe soft, radiant
low tKat will make your complexion tKe envy
of your friends. In tubes, 12c, 30c, 60c. In
jars, 40c, 60c. $1.00, $1.65.

best.

TRY
fier.

D.

was

left."

Ever since that eventful, or uneventful, night Miss Taylor has studiously read everything that the
critics of the press have written about
her work. Success has not made her
top-heavy.
She declares that vamping in itself is instinctive, that any
girl can do it.
At the risk of being
rude, the writer interrupts here to
register a strong dissenting opinion.
"The eyes," explained Estelle, "are
the key to successful man-trapping.
lowered eyelid, so" she illustrated
fetchingly
"and a naughty little
shrug, so"
again a realistic demonstration
"and it is accomplished.
Subtlety should be substituted for
pearl shoulder straps.
Rules are out
of the question.
You should do as
you instinctively feel you should do."
This will be a reassuring message
for the aspirants to primrose pathological honors in Twin Forks, Iowa,

A

Dubuque, Sioux
and west.

&

DAGGETT^ RAMSDELLS
PERFECT COLD CREAM
"The Kind T/iatKeeps"

PERFECT COLDCREAM

Faces

Made Young

The secret of a youthful face will be sent to
any woman who has any kind of a facial disEvery woman
fieiirement caused by age.
who has a single facial defect should knonr
^ont these remarkable

Beauty Exercises
which remove wrinkles, crow's feet, fill Op
hollows, give roundness to scrawny necks,
clear up aallow skins and restore the charni of
girlhood beauty. No creams, massage, m^ks,
plasters, straps, vibrators or other artincial

^

'

Results Guaranteed

Write for this FREE BOOK, which tells just
to do to make your compiexion smooth
and beautiful. Write today.

what

Kathryo Murray, loCnl259 Garland BIdg., Chicago,

Illinois

POWDER

Falls,

and points

east

"Is it true," I asked, "that you were
offered the Queen of Sheba assign-

ment and refused?"
"I would
not undress the part as it was de"It's true," she replied.

ckj^^^a

L .T. PiVCFl

1

(Paris. Frarvoe^

—

—
——

free tube of tbis

and complexion beautiDaggett & Ramsdell, Dept. 2423,
R. Building, New York.

DAGGETT— RAMSDELLS

!

had

FREE—Write for

shiv-

looking across the theater.
My scene was next It appeared.
And while I strained my ears to hear
the verdict, the pair behind me said
not a word. They saw fit neither to
praise nor to flout. They just sat
"I almost shrieked in disappointment.
Anything would have been
better than silence.
I burst out crying and hurried from the theater, going home alone before any of my
I

IT

perfect skin cleanser

flashed

knew why

comfort of knowing you look your test

make you act your best. And D. & R.
Perfect Cold Cream will make you look your

actually in a cold chill of fear.
The
anticipation was terrible, but fascinating.

friends

bge old.

WitK tKe use of D. & R. PerCold Cream and very little effort anyone

fect

'grand,'

"The opera scene came. I
ered inwardly as Mr. Love

A

thougKt.

is

are particular.

and Mr. Love's make-up
'terrible,' and the ballroom setting
'cheap,'
and Miss Greeley's hair
'pretty.'
Nothing passed without
some commentary. I sat in awe and
trembling.
What would these selfappointed Alison Smiths say of the
mascara-and-salved beauty?
I was

was

first

skin

care of Ker skin
good skin sho\ws you

TKis Delightful Odor
may be had n
i

EXTRACT SACHET
TOILET WATER

VEGETAL

and also

Envy Shapely Ankles

Don't

You. too. may have them! Indeed
you may! Use FLEC Ankle Reducing: Cream. It works wonders.
Actually!
In a remarkably short
time

thick,
unshapely
can be transformed into neat,

straight,

arikles

trim ankles which all
and all men admire.

S2.00a jar.

TALC

CREAM

BATH SALTS

Other Exqul^itsPsrfumB^

and

SOLID FACE POWDER
Illustrated below

Cr^Btsdby ths

House of l_T. PIVGR
TLORAMYE LETREFLE
POMPEIA SAFRANOR
MUGUET VIOLETTE
ASTRI5

women crave,

Postpaid.

THE FLEC COMPANY
Dept. D.

SOAP

in

the Charminq. New
PIV&RToiletAccessories.

New Rochelle, N. Y.

CHAS.BAEZ. Sole Aqenl for
118 East

lSth.SlreQtNewYorKCilv

'
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Beads would have been the
foundation of the costumes, and, as
some one has pointed out, there
wouldn't have been enough altogether
to make a decent necklace.
So I declined the nomination.
And now,"
she smiled, pointing to the simple
gingham frock she was wearing, "I'm
doing penance, as a simple country
maiden, with no chance to vamp except in one dream episode.
I wish
signed.

Dr. Lawton's Guaranteed

FAT REDUCER
FOR MEN AND WOMEN

/
pounds

weight 211

\

i

^

]

\

Dr. Lawton
February, 1917

weight
-a

152

pounds

reduction
59

—
of

pounds

Shows Reduction
No

need of being fat
you will use Dr.
Lawton's FAT RE-

if

DUCER.

In

my own

case T reduced 59

my above
That
show.
ago and
during these years my
FAT REDUCER has
been reducing fat from
thousands of other men
pounds

as

pictures

was

five yeai s

and women.
I don't ask you

to
exercise,
take medicine or treatments of any kind. All

starve nor
ask

duced, also takes away
fatty parts top of corsets
and reduces fatty ankles.

that you use

is

only

days; at the end of
eleven days, which is
full trial period, you
either keep the REor return it

DUCER

to me complete and I
will gladly refund

your money.

You gently apply
Reducer to fatty parts
and by easy manipulation it performs a
deep rooted massage
which extends well
down into fatty
tissues. This manip-

then carried off by
the elimination oris

soft rubber and
weighs but a few
ounces. You can reduce whete you wish
to lose whether 10 or

is $5.00 (nothing
cents ^yith your remittance

and insurance. Send for your

REDUCER TODAY. Remember it is guaranteed.
Free private demonstrations in

my

office 9 to 6

daily.

My free

printed

W

TO REDUCE
FAT mailed
'

upon request.

by a
rub.

$1.25 a bottle at your druggist's or postpaid.
liberal
trial bottle sent for 10c.

A

W.
38 Temple

1

F.

YOUNG.

Street

Inc.

SPRINGFIELD. MASS.

-

'AbsorbineJ'
ANTISEPTIC
LINIMENT

THE

1

Plain Unattractive Eyes
Instantly Beautified with
Jasta weetouch of "MAYBELLINE" will tnakeiight, short,
thin eyelashes end brows appear naturally dark, long and
luxurious, thereby giving charm,
beautv and soulfulexpression to any

—

eyes. Unlike other preparations, will not

spreadandsmearont^eface. Theinstant

beautifying effect will delight you. Perfectly harmless. U.'?ed by beautiful grirls
woreten everywhere. Each dainty box
contains mirror and two brushes. Two
shades. Brown fnr Bln-nda. Black for
Brunettes; 75e AT YOUR DEALER'S or
direct from ns. Accept only genuine

and

•'MAYBELLINE" and

Is assured.

Tear out

vour satisfaction
ad
as a

NOW

this

MAYBELL LABORATORIES

Delilah
night.

or not, the Delaware
see movies every
She thinks that the screen is

believe

it

goes

to

the best teacher.
"If I were mapping out a cinematic
course of instruction," she said, "I

sions,
tility

4305-47 Grand Boalerard, Chicago

Bound volumes
now ready. Price

of

Pictdre-Play Magazine

Address
.$3.00 per volume.
Subscription Department, Street & Smith Corporation, 79-89 Seventh Avenue, New York.

unsurpassable."
good trio, to be sure. But if
some ambitious young subdeb or
grass widow should come to me this
afternoon, or to-morrow, or next
week, and ask how to be a convincing vampire along approved classic
lines, I should straightway direct her
to see Estelle Taylor.

A

120

V/.

70th

St.,

Dept. 186,

New York

—

and well, for all-round versaand charm, I think Norma Tal-

madge

Dr. Thomas Lawton,

and muscles Ab-

should recommend watching Pauline
Frederick because of her expressive
hands, Pola Negri because of her
wonderfully mobile facial expres-

mat-

ter "H O

has

is.

And,

REDUCER
'''I

^^^^

reminder.

Enlarged abdomens, thighs
and hips reduced quickly.

easily

are quickly reduced
brisk Absorbine Jr.

was

says.

pounds over-

to cover parcel-j>f st

girl

shops the local stage-struck sisters
follow her, noting everything she purchases. "It's almost as much fun for
me as it seems to be for them," she

gans of the body.
Dr. Lawton's FAT
REDUCER is nonelectrical, made from

weight.

all sin-

not forgotten where
She goes to Wilmington
every week-end, and whenever she

home

tissues into
waste matter which
fatty

The cost of FAT
more to buy). Add

woman

Estelle

down

and dissolves the

100

suggested.

East came the lucky choice, and
dressed, played, and carried the threephase central figure so effectively that
she rode triumphantly into the picture
sections of the newspapers and magazines on a wave of linotypical enthusiasm. "Another luminary among
vampires," they all called her. They
were wrong. Here was the vampire
of the period, come into her own on
schedule time.

FIND REDUC-

may

serious.

the aches are in the

If

joints

"

quickly

charmer to essay the
role in the production.

ciently potent

TION TAKING
PLACE in a few

become

wrong,

is

is

it

rushed East and into "While New
York Sleeps," a mellerdrammer that
William Fox and Director Brabin had
been holding up for want of a suffi-

and method as per
instructions and you

ulation breaks

I

The Taylor

bus.

my FAT REDUCER
will

and unless
righted it

Swellings which so commonly accompany pain

Carmen?"

not

easy," said Estelle in

Avenue
Fatty arms quickly re-

Nature's signal

Following the Parisian belle part,
the Taylor star was in the ascendancy.

"Too

Flags.'

Hollywood beckoned and she played
a lead opposite Bill Farnum.
However, Western heroines, as I have remarked before this, hardly represent
the pinnacle of photo-dramatic success.
So she stayed with Mr. Farnum for only one romance. Her next
step was as high as that of a Fifth

Few Days

is

cerity.

let

"Why
X

Dr. Lawton
October, 1916—

me do 'Under Two

Pain

that something

sorbine Jr, will allay the
pain quickly and restore
the tissue to its former
healthy condition.

they'd

I

.

is
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lAMONDS

We hare always sold for cash only, but to unload our
surplus stock, we willopen charge accounts with reliable
buyers, if dcsirpd. There is no extra charg-e for credit.
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EASY TO
SPECIAL
3

you by
\s

full of brf!Hance,

DIAMOND IMPORTFRP

set in a
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MONTHS

LOW PRICES-30 DAYS TRIAL

blue-white dinmonfls.

14 karat

at

and

fiery radiance,

whole^le

prices.

soM

Farh

solid eoia ring Included free or charge,
size.
Former retail cash price $325.00;

your ring and give finger

One

carat

S19G.00.

3-4 carat $146.26; 1-2 carat $97.50; 1>4 carat $46.76.
pay 1-5 of price and balance In lOmonthly payme^nts.

If satisfied

We ^aractee to satisfy you or refund your money.
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for

128-page catalog
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Wild Oat

Rollo's
Continued

fr

om page 23

though I
New York, and I told mother that
I was going back and accept an offer
which I had had to go on the stage,
rather than stay on the Coast. And
then I got a telegram from Cosmopolitan
'Can you tome East and
make a picture for us ?' Could I ?

"Hurrah !_ So -di'd' T.
What
wouldn't I give to play Eva Le Gallienne's part?
And isn't she a marvelous actress?
I wish I could do
a screen version of it."
"You can't it's already done."
"With Joseph Schildkraut?"
"No, with Bert Lytell and he calls
it 'A Trip to Paradise.'
Awful name

Well, I was on the train inside of

for a beautiful play, isn't it?"

them.
It
seemed as
could not bear it away from
for

pictures

:

an hour
And here I am surrounded
by the New York I love, and here
I am going to stay."
"But what do you do for recrea!

tion?" we asked, amazed at this
young and beautiful creature who
never went anywhere excepting to the

read

"I

stories,"

she

answered,

just like the bus driver who
rides around on the bus on his day
off.
"And the theater on Saturday
nights."
is

"Oh, don't you love to go to the
and stroll down the aisle in a
black velvet gown, and have every
one whisper, 'There's Seena Owen
there's the Woman God Changed!'
theater,

even the reflected glory of
being out with a star and having
I

;

you're telling me all the
never hear anything and seldom get a chance to see a picture."
"Then you didn't even know that
Schildkraut had been grabbed up by
D. W. Griffith, and has been working

"You

news.

the

in

see,

I

'Two Orphans?'

love

people stare."
"Isn't

funny?"

that

Miss

said

Owen, shaking her blue boudoir cap
vis.
"I nearly die when any one
points me out in public. That is one
at

reason why I don't care to go out
very much.
The other day I went
shopping, and while I was selecting
my things the girl was staring at me.
Finally she came out with, 'Oh, aren't

you Seena Owen? I saw your last
picture, and I think you are grand.'

Now

here was praise that was not
and yet for some reason I was
terribly embarrassed. I told her that

—

you

?"

'T did, and being under his direcwas a wonderful experience. I
played in 'Intolerance,' and that was
the last picture I made for a couple
of years.
W'hen I returned to the
screen I played an endless string of
sweet ingenues
the sort I loathe.
Being a leading woman opposite a
male star is a thankless job. You
just have to stand round, and finally
to say 'Yes' coyly and be embraced.
favorite role was in 'The Woman
tion

;

My

God Changed,'

but,

didn't care

much

so

she reformed.
she killed one
another."

I

"You mean,

we

replied

with conviction.

Romances

of

'Every hour I spent on my I. C. S.
Course has been worth $95 to me! My
position, my $5,000 a year income, my
home, my family's happiness I owe it all
to my spare time training with tlie International Correspondence Schools!"
Every mail brings letters from some of

—

the two million I. C. S. students telling of
promotions or increases in salary as the
rewards of spare time study.

What
supper?

tried to kill

!

—

—

"A

censor

!"

cried

BOX
Without
qualify
I have

or somebody.
!"

"The

dumb-bell
extra
man
chimed Marshall Neilan.
"Oh. what's the use?" cried In-

gram

in

mock

despair,

and tore up

the

marked

—

X

DELEC. ENGINEER
Electric Lighting &
H Electric Wiring
3 Telegraph Engineer

BUSINESS MANAG'M'T

SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING

Bys.

Railroad Positions

Telephone Work

ILLUSTP.ATING

MECHANICAL ENGE.
J

3

course,

that

part best.
it's

you

You

right to kill

W^e know two men
whose murder we had been contemplating for some time, and all we
needed was Miss Owen's sanction.
"I don't know.
It's so long since
I've met any men, excepting the people at the studio."
"And little Rollo," we added.
"He isn't a man he's only a little
boy," she laughed.
But we shan't
tell him, for it would break his heart.

PA.

or obligation, please explain how I can
position, or in the subject hejore which
an
In the list below:

Show Card & Sign Ptg.
Cartooning
Private Secretary
Business Correspondent

Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Toolmaker
Gas Engine Operating

BOOKKEEPER

ENGINEER

Stenographer

Surveying and Mapping

of

'

SCEANTON,

4570B
cost

for

Marine Engineer

Typist

TRAFFIC MANAGES
Railway Accountant
Commercial Law

Com. School Subjects

CIVIL SERVICE

AUTOMOBILES
Railway Mail
Mathematics

PLUMBING & HEAT'G
Sheet Metal Worker

CHEMIST

Navigation
Agriculture
Poultry

Pharmacy

Banking

Text. Overseer or Supt.

.

I

Clerfc

Spanish
Teacher

Street

and No.
City-

Occupation.

Large List New
Vaudeville Acts,
IStage Mnnnlnp-K

manded.

"Why, I just can't draw her!" said
Ingram with the charming diffidence
of the lover.
But he had, though,
in talking about her, and I hope I've
made you see her as I do. this wornan
who means so much to his genius.

PLAYS—
'

^

—

\NewMinstrelOpeningl/{ioruse9
land S'iijales, Blackface After"
(pieces

and

Crossfire,

Mvisical

/Comedies and Kevues, Musical
Readings Novelty Entertainments, Wigs, Beards, Grease
Paints and otiier Mabe-up
'

Gonfls.

It,tUSTRATED CATAI^OGCS:

FREE. WRITE NOW.
I. S.

UDNISON &

CO.,

,

n GOOD ENGLISH

ARCmTECT

Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer

;

the bit nf paper. Onlv I grabbed the
little sketch of Alice Terry.
"Why didn't you finish it?" I de-

i

]

&

Cert. Pub. Accountant

3 MINE FOR'N or ENGll.
STATIONARY ENGR.

Famous Film Folk

Tommy Meighan

TEAR OUT HERC

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Continued from page 33

My host had just completed a
drawing of "War" when the other
guests gathered round and kidded
him about it.

are you doing with the hours after
Can you afford to let them slip

by unimproved when you can easily make
them mean so much? One hour a day
spent with the I. C. S. will prepare you
for the position you want in the work you
Put it up to us to
like best. Yes, it will
prove it. Mark and mail this coupon now I

CIVIL

them, do you ?"

most mar-

I

$95 an Hour!

for

man and

was a case of mistaken identity,
and then had to give sister's name to
have the things sent home. Mother

the subject of theaters.
"I thought it was the
velous play I ever saw,"

do you know,

her after
liked her best where

liked playing that
don't really think

thinks I am very foolish to feel so,
but I can't help it. I just do.
"Tell me what you really thought
of 'Liliom,' " she said, returning to

Mr.

"Not so lucky as the actor is to
get such a director.
Mr. Griffith is
a superman he can make any one
act.
And no matter how finished you
are you can always learn from him."
"You started with him, didn't

faint,

it

Isn't

such an actor?"

Griffith lucky to get

studio.

which

;

828 So. Wabash, Dept. 52

OHICISO

Girls! Girls!!

Save Your Hair
Soap and Ointmentto clear dandruff and itching, 25c.
each. Samples free of Cutlcnra, Dept. D, Maiden, Mass.

i
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Back

Days

to Pioneer
Conlinued from page 73

While the Edendale studio was admirable,

did not serve the larger
purpose of the Selig idea in using
the untamable inhabitants of the jungle in motion pictures in truly natural surroundings.
During one of his
it

flying trips

abroad Colonel Selig had

made a close-up of Hagenbeck's famous wild-animal farm at Stellingen,
near Hamburg, and decided to have

^mores Hair
Immediately

—

safely

ONLY

a chemist should mix
a depilatory, then it is sure

to be safe. Unlike pastes and
powders which must be mixed by the
user, DeMiracle is a liquid just the
right strength for instant use.
It
never deterioratei DeMiracle is more

economical because there is no .waste.
It is the quickest, most cleanly and
simple to apply.

To

devitalize hair

you must use

DeMiracle. Being a liquid it permits
absorption. Therefore it is totally different. It attacks hair under the skin
as well as on the skin which is the only

Francis Boggs establish a great wildanimal park for him, and then tragedy stalked in and took Francis
Boggs' life.
This was a deep sorrow to Selig.
Mr. Boggs was one of the very great
directors of his day. More than that,
he was a far-seeing organizer.
He
had established a scenario department at Edendale to supply original
one and two-reel stories, and he had
two extra companies working under
direction of Hobart Bosworth
and Frank ]\Iontgomery. In short,
he was Selig's right bower.
A few weeks after his return Colonel Selig chanced to pass a deserted
"Indian village" on Mission Road,
between Pasadena and Los Angeles.
It was a ten-acre tract, shaded bv a

the

Ben proved

tee in each package.

eyes.

At

all toilet counters^ or direct

from

l)e^iraefc
Dept. G-32 Park Ave. and 129th St.

New York

City

DIAMOND
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farr

nas ever Known,
free this 14k gold

f.

I

Ha

ery the world
win send absolutely

we

r'mg, set with a l-2k

Hawaiian im. diamond-m beautiful ring
box postage paid. Pay postmaster SI. 48
G. O. D. charges to cover postage, boxing,
advertising, handling, etc. If you can tell
it from a real diamond return and monev
refunded. Only 10,000 given away. Send no
money. Answer quick. Send size of finger.

KRAUTH &

REED. Dept. 35

Masonic Temple

Chicago

WATER-WAVE]

VOUR HAIR

Water-Maid Wavers '
Produce a natural, beautiful ripple
wave that remains in straightest
week or more, even in damp
weather or when perspiring. If the
hair is fluffy only use the wavers once
after every shampoo.
Send for Water Wavers (patented) today — stop
burning hair with hot irons or twisting with
hair a

curlers which breaks the hair. Absolutely sanitary universally successful— endorsed by society'sleaders. Ifyourdealerdoesn't handle them
send $2 for set of 6 mailed with full directions,

—

WATER-MAID WAVER

117-

B West Seventh

St.

CO.

Cincinnati,

to

be a hit

Did you know

«y.

wrapper^ on receipt of 6^c.
$x,04 or $2.o8, ivbich includes war tax.

in plain

Ohio

"Just

is utilized.
They also produce
one-reel animal comedies for Educational, starring three chimpanzees.

lection

Continued from page 50

original sanitary liquid

DeMiracle has a money-back guaran-

Three sizes: 60c, ^1.00, ^2.00

trees.

the place for my animals," thought
the ever-alert colonel. With characteristic hair-trigger decision he leased
this natural park that very afternoon.
Now sole owner ,of the menagerie,
he added to it by extensive purchases,
and shipped the entire outfit to the
new home in December of the same
year.
Kathlyn Williams returned to
California to continue the work that
eventually led to her fame.
Within a year Colonel Selig succeeded in purchasing the original site
of the "Indian village," and twentyfive additional acres, making the park
thirty-five acres in all.
The building
of the famous Selig Zoo was a labor
of love.
To-day it stands a farfamed beauty spot of the "City of
Angels." the most unique motionpicture studio in the world and a
monument to its creator.
To-day Colonel Selig, in partnership with Sam E. Rork, besides other
production activities, makes wild-animal serials in which the entire col-

Ben Turpin Talks

common-sense way to remove it from
face, neck, arms, underarms or limbs.

Only the

grove of giant eucalyptus

that

—saved by

his

Ben Turpin

is

married ?
He is one of the most
married matinee idols among the studios.
He lives with Mrs. Turpin,
who is very charming, in a real
Hollywood country home, with real
chickens, which he gets up at five
o'clock to feed and care for every
morning, and not just on the morning the publicity photographer comes
around. In talking to him one feels
that Ben has reached the end of a
long road which has been awfully
rough in spots, but that now he can
afford to laugh at the world for
laughing at him.
"There's nothing spontaneous in
our funnyisms out here in Sennettville, no^matter how spontaneous they
may appear on the screen," he answered, slowly giving me a piercing
"Every
look with one of his eyes.
gag, everv fall, every pie is. figured
out long beforehand.
"That is what we were doing when
you came on the stage to-day. Kala
Pasha, Charlie INIurray, and I always
get together every morning and divide up the laughs. They say I have
the advantage of them, but I don't
think so," he finished, casting the
other eye modestly downward.
In Hollvwood it is said that no one

is such an adept at unconscious comedy as Ben Turpin. He himself admits that he deliberately plans every
posture he assumes before the camera, and at home he studies these
postures for hours before a large
mirror.
Every crook of his finger
or bend of his knee is deliberate, and

nothing

is left to chance.
"I believe that the hands are much
more important in comedy than any
other physical adjunct," he said, "but
all comedy must originate in the brain

before

it is

"The

mirrored on the body.

my

success is
the apparent lack of brains I show,
but some people are kind enough to
say for me that it takes some brains
to conceal any brains."
Just then a
real secret of

haunted look came into his eyes, and
I thought perhaps he was glancing
in

my

direction.

"Do you notice anything Scotch
about me ?" he asked as we rose from
the buckets.
"Now that 3'ou speak of it," I replied, "I thought I did. but one can't
be sure in these days, can one?"

"You were right," he afiirmed,
beckoning mysteriously.
"I left it
over here behind the bakery under
a loose board, but with Charlie ]\Iur"
ray around you never can tell
gets
learned
where
Ben
But I soon
that marked Scotch flavor.

—
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Secret for Success

Continued from page 43

Both Miss Compson and May
MacAvoy have been mentioned for
the role of Peter Pan, and she is
soon to start work in Barrie's "Little
Minister," playing Lady Babbie.
"1 would like to play a good girl,"
was the wistful observation. But her
present picture is Clyde Fitch's 'The

Woman

in the Case," a

woman

not

Hair

particularly good.

do

not

know whether

Betty
Compson comes of a fine old Southern family.
She's too well bred to
say so if she does.
I do know that
she has intelligence and innate reI

Tinting^

Entirely New

A

an
j't^

Has Been Made
Through

Possible

finement. As I'v,; indicated, it is mv
opinion she would be heavily booked
as a debutante and in demand for

every fr-aternity prom. She has poise
without pose, a charm that agitates,
and a dizzying pair of eyes. She is
extremely tolerant and versatile of
taste.
She adores H. G. Wells and
Blossom Seeley. And she approves
of Joseph Hergesheimer, who leaves
things to her imagination, and of
Stephen
Leacock,
who doesn't.

Although Miss Compson makes no
claims to sovereignty for her previous incarnations, I wouldn't doubt
her word if she said she was Mary
Stuart or Pompadour, providing, of
course, she hadn't the blue aura. And
if her eyes were upon me I could
even believe she was Cleopatra
without any aura.

As Told

This marvelous formula is the discovery of Dr. Emile of the Pasteur Institute,
Paris and is admittedly 50 years in advance of all other processes. In Europe it is
used by 1500 of the foremost hairdressers and has replaced all so called "dyes".

Through

its

use

Gray, Streaked or Faded Hair
Banished in 15 minutes

is

INECTO RAPID

sold under, the following specific guarantees:

is

To produce

in the Subtitles

a color that cannot be
distinguished from the naturad
color under the closest scrutiny.

6.

Continued from page 85

ahead of their schedule with the Con-

Not to cause dark streaks follow-

7.

stance Talmadge pictures and enable
them to produce "Red-hot Romance,"
but they accomplished it somehow.

ing successive applications.

And

then the big kick of the real-

life story

came

—

just as
scenario.

it

would

in

well-planned
The star
who had turned down the scenario
more than a year before telegraphed
that he had just read it, and wanted
it.
And John and Anita had the extreme pleasure of telling him that he
could not have it.
a

Even though "Red-hot Romance"
proves a big success, the EmersonLoos team will not continue as independent producers at least for the
present. They are under contract to
provide the Constance Talmadge sce-

—

narios,

and occasionally John

one of them,

too, as

he

is

directs

doing now.

They are two of filmdom's most
interesting people, but their subtitles
have already told you that better than
anything else could. And now they
have become shining examples of

what you can do when you know
you are right.

that

To

maintain a uniform shade over
a period of years.

To be harmless to
Not to make the

4.

inability to stop the process at the exact shade desired.

through

8.

hair or growth.

texture of the
hair coarse or brittle and not to

5.

Never to cause too dark a color

9.

10.

cause breakage.

To

color any head any color in
15 minutes.
To be unaffected by permanent
waving, salt water, sunlight, rain,
perspiration, shampooing, Russian or Turkish Baths.

Not to soil linens or hat linings.
To produce delicate ash shades
heretofore impossible.

Inecto Rapid applications are made at the leading hairdressing salons throughout the world.

New York it is used exclusively in the Waldorf-Astoria, Biltmore,
Commodore, Plaza, Pennsylvania and other leading hairdressing parlors.
Thousands apply it in their own homes with complete success. Every
woman desiring the charm of youthful appearance should investigate
In

INECTO RAPID.

SEND NO MONEY
Just fill out coupon and mail today.
We
send you full details of INECTO RAPID and
"Beauty Analysis Chart" to enable you to
the most harmonious and becoming shade
your hair.

INECTO,

Send This Coupon Today
INECTO, INC., LABORATORIES

will

818 Sixth Ave..

our

:

for

INECTO RAPID.
Name.

Laboratories
Ave., New York

Inc.,

818 Sixth

New

York, N, Y.

Please send me at once year " Beauty
Gentlemen
Analysis Chart " (Form M 2.) and fall details of

find

'

I

Address
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After Five Years
Continued from page 27

—the tone of voice
for most of her
the
humorous remarks —
had ever

me

plaintively

setting

virhich is

if

I

awakened with a motor cycle in my
lap.
It seemed that she had.
According to the script the motor cycle
had to hit her and it did. When
she woke up it was in her lap.
She
was even then a little stiff and sore
from the bruises.
There is a serious side to Louise's
character, a seriousness which often

—

Gtrtdood.
W/icn your complexion of
aher years is determined.

That critical period ot youth
between childhood and young
womanhood mars the beauty of

many

complexion.
The skin
eruptions of adolescence may leave
permanent blemishes Cosmetics
can but hide these annoying marks
pimples, liver-spots, sallowness.
Perfect physical health will prevent their forming. ^V^se mothers
will instruct their daughters in
the use of a good aperient to keep
the skin fair and the blood clear.
Nature's Remedy (N? Tablets),
a vegetable aperient, is a real aid
to a beautiful complexion. It acts
naturally to improve the general
health and prevent headaches and
biliousness. /( does more than a

—

All Droggiib

sel

25c.

Box

of

TableU.

Chips

off ^he

tfi

Old

Block.'!

JUNIORS— Little N?9

One-third of regular dose.

Made of the same ingredients, then candy-coated.
adults. Have you tried

For children and
them? Send a 2c. stamp for postage on
liberal sample in the attractive BLUE and

YELLOW
CINE

CO.,

box.
A.
Dept.P,

H.
St.

LEWIS MEDI-

Louis,

Ma

May Sinclair, D. H.
Lawrence, F. Scott Fitzgerald. She
is
well
acquainted with classical
poetry, with music, with art.
The one subject she rarely discusses is the picture industry.
In
that she differs, I think from any of
the film people I know.
It is not
strange that in Los Angeles pictures
should be the hub of every conversation, even among the laymen. But
Louise takes her work seriously while
she is doing it, and forgets about it
when
star.

she is away from it. One never
of her as a motion-picture

Somehow

she

doesn't

with the superficiality that

is

fit

iti

the chief

characteristic of the film game.
IT IS

TO LAUGH!

has a black eye.
HER MAKE-UP RAN. Can't happen if you use Wm.
For eyeJ. Brandt's Bed Tox Liquid COL-Y-BROW.
WILL NOT RUN. Colors: Black
brows and eyelashes.
all

dolled

up and looks

lTA?R^sK51!lALlP/c£f"u!!,t°''E.

J^^^Face

like she

24 E. 21st ST.,

Powder

When Grandmother was a girl, she

BEW YORK

^

powdered her
nose and ihe dimple in her chin with Lablache.
Through all these years, it has remained steadfastly the same pure powder
for the complexion. Sold
to-day in the same
old fashioned box.
Refuse Substitutes

They may be

danfferFleah, White,
Pink or Cream. 65c a
box of druKKista or by
mail. Over two million
boxes aotd annually.

OU9.

Send 10c for a
sample box.
BLN. LEVY CO.
French Perfumera, Dipt,

it

125 Kingston SL, Boston. Mai

.

New

Orleans she spent

1

teries to find her great-grandfather's

tomb. When she found it, she had
her picture taken beside it, "just to
prove" that she had "ancestors
wealthy enough to hire a mausoleum."
Louise commenced in pictures

—

in its infancy at least in its high
chair ^and thought that she wanted

thinks

She's

in

two days snooping through ceme-

when

of Floyd Dell,

the dainty

it.

Down

of a child, and at other times takes
on a startling maturity that her years
do not warrant. She owns several

the late introspective literature, that

laxative.

across

reveals itself as the naive wistfulness

houses in Los Angeles, and attends
personally to every detail of their
upkeep.
I called her on the phone
one Sunday to be told by her mother
that Loiiise was over painting the
porch of one of her houses.
She reads Russian novels and all

a

which he presented with much ceremony. It was made of roses, and
Louise says all it lacked was a ribbon with the words "Rest In Peace"

There is something in the intense
gray of her eyes, the slight wistful
droop of her mouth that would convey the impression of sadness if it
were not banished instantly by her
wide smile, her giggle with a little
breathy catch at the end, her startling

way

think she

fun

of

of making faces
is

most

herself

serious.

when you
She makes

remorselessly,

her

"wop" name, her success.
When she was on her recent coastto-coast tour, she made a large number of personal appearances. One of
these was in the Italian section of
Kansas City, and she appeared in her
make-up with skinned-back pigtails
and funny gingham dress. The apAnd the
plause was uproarious.
spokesman of the district brought up
on the stage, a floral funeral pillmv,

the industry

was

well, if not

—

to

do serious dramatic work.

But

a director told her she was so awkward she was funny, and she took
him at his word. For five years she
was one of the chief fun makers at
the Sennett studio, "Back to the
Kitchen" and "Down on the Farm"
being two of her best-known pictures
Then she signed with Eduthere.
cational Features for several years,
her pictures to be released through
When she resigned
First National.
from the old slapstick homestead,
Teddy, the great Dane, and little
John Henry, the precocious baby,
went with her. Now she is being

featured in a Cosmopolitan production,

"The Beauty Shop."

Rarely
streets of

would

is

Louise recognized on the

Los Angeles.

Few

people

see in the gray-eyed, quietly

dressed girl the awkward, hoydenish
slavey of the screen. When by chance
she is recognized, she becomes amusOnce she made me
ingly flustered.
run half a block with her because
she heard some one behind her say,
"Oh, there's Louise Fazenda !"
I know of no better tribute to her
than the one her landlord paid her.
(That was before she acquired her
present wealth of real estate.) He is
noted for his prejudice against film
people, and will not rent any of his
houses to any one connected with the
industry. He said as much to me.

"But you rent

to

Louise Fazenda,"

I protested.

"Oh," he replied quickly, "she isn't
!"
an actress, she's a lady
I told Louise about it. of course.
"I always suspected it," she said
plaintively.

"That you're a lady?"

I

asked sar-

castically.

"That I'm not an actress," she cor"I wonder if the public
rected me.
will ever find it out!"
\\niich
So far, they haven't.
proves, according to my way of
thinking, that the fan public has intelligence.
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Here's Johnny Walker
and say hello to the young man. He
seemed to be sort of a studio politician,

holding

many

secrets

of

lOMONTHSI

Buy TbMV"

Continued from page 65

state

in the hollow of his broad, well-mani-

cured hand. There were many whispered conferences at which I was a
spectator, but not a. listener. Johnny
always promised to "fix things." He
is that kind of lad.
v

As

"Over the Hill" who
mother up and carried her

the boy in

picked his
out of the poorhouse in his arms, I
pictured him as a husky specimen,
with a battleship beam and a neck
like that of Jack Dempsey.
Imagine
my surprise to meet a slim, rather
dapper youth, with long black hair
sleeked back a la Rudy Valentino and
an incongruous lisp attached to that
East Side dialect. I asked him why.
"It

was

my make-up

in

W
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only food for police I couldn't picasked him.
"Well," he returned, his tawny,

Send for

eyes wide, "when I
got hurt while playing with Mary
Fuller at Universal City a long time

E45

my mind

fine

black-rimmed

occupy

Cash Prices

at

Credit

satisfied

one

ture, so I

to

Gifts

examination, pay only
halance in ten
price
monthly payments. ABSOLUTELY XO

any young man with all his
health and faculties should bother
about a matter which seems to be

had nothing

Cold Tun $^0

Beautiful

he explained. "I wore clothes
were padded and were really too
big for me, which gave me a broad
look.
But I am truly athletic, and
like horseback riding most of all
that

I

Whit

<#4

'Over the

Hill,' "

go

E44--S,u>er% Dia^

FREE

De Luxe Christmas Catalog
—Beautiful
genuine
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choose from
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uring the time I was convalescing.
friend brought me some books on
almistry and finger prints.
The
almistry didn't interest me, but the
nger prints did because I'd always
anted to be a detective.
"I studied the business until I got
well, and it sort of stuck with me.
Then the Federal government recognized me as an expert after the New
York courts had called me in for several consultations in criminal cases."
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There is something totally different
about Johnny Walker from most of
the other good-looking yoixng actors.
He reminds you rather of a business
man out of his natural element. He
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boy who will grow into
Duncan man and be just as
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is

a Bill

sure-fire in the

"Guess

box

office.

have to go to work."
explained Johnny with a shrug of his
shoulders,
which are not overly
broad, but very square and supple.
"You can tell 'em I'm only twentysix and that it's my real name, if
you want to. Yep
I was born with
it
in New York.
And don't menI'll

E5S~-Ci-.j-iUi.-
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Diamond
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tion the

Haig brothers

in the inter-

—they're no relation of mine."

view

—

So I won't not a word about 'em.
Let 'em rest in peace.

"
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1650-1660 BROADWAY, Ny
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What Chance Has

the Plain Girl in the Movies

Continued from page 21

dropped in
through the

my
slits.

—

and fallen
But as a character

tracks

actress I

must keep myself always

and any

girl

who hopes

fit,

to get into

pictures without the asset of beauty

must

be,

"And

above

all else,

physically

fit.

must be mentally fit.
Douglas Fairbanks was wise enough
she

to discover that the endless repetition
of acrobatic, physical stunts tired the
public
began to pall. So he changed

—

type of story.
It is also true
that the same 'mental' stunts tire the
public.
The average beauty repeats
the same mental processes through
every part she ever plays and so
she tires her public.
The plain girl
should so equip herself mentally that
she can present a new set of 'mental'
stunts to her audience every time they
see her.
This can be done by any
girl.
She must learn to analyze. If
she desires to learn how. she will find
his

'

For Her

Rings

Christmas

I

that

Present
Wellesley

$125

Diamond

seltiDg at

were

Ring. Solid 14-k'^
nGreeQ Gold band;
pierced White Gold
Heart desi^.
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—

I

1

Caeb or Credit

fDlAMONDS
^ADCHE
1

PRICES
I

—Guaranteed
33 %

Genuine Diamonds
REDUCED

OR^CREDIT

out.

Any
I

Send for Christmas Catalog
I

Write for Free Wonderful Bargain Catalog today.
Credit terms fully explained. Amazing money-eaving prices on Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry, All
the latest designs in Diamond Rings* priced at
$25,$50,$75, $100,$125,$150andQp. Signet Rings, $8 up; Birthstone Rings, $12 up. We pay
shipping charges. Satisfaction guaranteed or
money promptly refunded. Liberty Bonds Accepted.

Solid

18-k

-uacaay

An

[

Men's Watches
Watches. Bargains in 25-year guaranteed Watches ^_
on credit terms $2.50 a MODtD
as low as..
The OLD RELIABLE

I

1;

;

i

|

agree is that the girl who is going
to seek a position in pictures, providing she has equipped herself physically and mentally as Miss Alden has
suggested, should be so fixed financially that she is not working at picbut for an optures for a salary
portunity
She must have the courage to sacrifice everything.

—

\\

!

I

taining complete

Miss Alden. who has reached the
pinnacle of fame as an interpreter
of "mother" roles, is herself very
young just on the interesting side
of thirty. She is naturally domestic,
and before she finally accepted the
stage and the screen as a career her
fondest hope was to be a mother herself, with a home and domestic happiness.
But these things she admits
she has had to sacrifice in order to
be a thorough success in pictures.
If you hold the lens of a camera
up to the fight, in the hollow of your
hand, and snap it a hundred times it
It must
will not make a photograph.
have the "box" and all the other fix-

mixing outfit. Elsewhere 75c and $1.50.
At drug and depart-

ings behind
be formed.

CREDIT JEWELERS

I

Dept. C.927

DDnCQ.rn
DKUjaLU.

important point upon which

find that most of the casting directors in the big studios of Hollywood

[

White Gold,

engraved: looks like genuine Platinuna. Full Jeweled Imported movement. Guaranteed. SilkRibbon Bracelet. Special at $35. Other Solid
Gold Wrist Watches, S26 np. Gold
filled, $15 Dp. Cash or Credit.

5j

—

I

WATCH

WRIST

There

is no method I can name.
youthful mind is continually
asking 'why?' to all things, and so I
would advise the plain girl to keep
her mind always youthful and always ask why."

I

•" ^ I08N.StateSl..Chicago.Ill.
1858 Stores In Leading Cities

I

{I

SEND FOR CATALOG

Famoiis ERENCffdevMory

for removing hair

A

delicately

per-

fumed powder; removes hair, leaves
skin smooth, white;
for arms, limbs,
face. Price in U. S.

and Canada, 50c and
large size con-

ment

—

it

so that the picture will

stores.

Hall

& Ruckel

104 Waverlv PI.

New York
Send 10c for trial
sample and booklet

So should the plain

girl

get her

—

not
visualization of life around her
through the eye alone, but with the
"other fixings" which go behind it,
meaning brain and sympathy for felbeings, and analytical understanding, or else the picture of life

low

which she

tries to reproduce on the
screen will not be clear cut nor true.

The

plain girl should shun all the
which the average beauty
steps into and emerges from because
of her beauty alone.
The plain girl

pitfalls

has no beaut}" to help her, so she

must make eft'orts to avoid them,
which the average beauty won't take
the trouble to make.
That is, she
can't aflford to be listless and she cannot afford to "imitate."
"Imitation of some favorite actress
ruins the career of many a merely
beautiful girl," went on Miss Alden.
"A few years ago Madame Simone,
the French actress, appearing in New
York, found occasion to beat upon a
door in a certain way which was original with her. I know of three promising younger actresses who imitated
this method of portraying emotion.
The}' did not realize that once a thing
of this kind is done it is finished artistically.
They might have improved
upon the method and thus made it

their

own, but they

didn't.

"Don't be afraid of 'ugly
the body.
line

completely

is

lines'

of

Remember

that an ugly
lost in grace of

movement.

"A sea gull is an ungainly and ugly
bird on the g'rotmd, but a beauty in
the air
on account of its grace of
Plain girls should acmovement.
quire a grace of movement. This is
done by dancing.
I dance in my
apartment, when I am alone, for half
an hour every day. Go to some repuAnd. as I said
table dancing school.
before, don't forget to pantomime the

—

myths."
It seemed to me that all this was
wonderful advice, and so, since the
sun was sinking very low in the west,
and I felt that Miss Alden had other
and perhaps more pleasant engagements, I bade her adieu, eager to
hurry back to our street and tell the
little plain girl there how she
could hope to get into the movies
and what a lot of hope there really
was for her.
"I'm through with 'mother' parts
myself," announced Mary Alden as
we stood for that usual last "departing moment" at the door of her
apartment with its bookshelves filled
with good books, "because I can't see
why I should bury my youth under
the wrinkles of make-up and the gray
But I love
hair of age any longer.
my mother roles just the same. I
am going to play 'Hamlet' soon. Art

nice

is

sexless,

and so

I can't see

shouldn't interpret that part

why

if I

I

want

to."

And

I can't see

whv

she shouldn't.

—

A
;
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Agents and Help Wanted
IN BUSINESS, furnisheverything men and women $30 to $100

WE START YOU
ing

;

weekly operating our "Specialty Candy Factories' anywhere.
Booklet free.
Kagsdale
Co., Box 98, East Orange. N. J.

BE A DETECTIVE. Excellent opportunity,
good pay, travel.
Write C. T. Ludwig, 436
Westover Building, K ansas City, Mo.

MEN—Age
sary.
ports.

Travel

17 to 55.
;

make

Experience unneces-

secret investigations, re-

Salaries expenses. American Foreign
Detective Agency, 114, St. Louis.
;

WORTH

$10.00
of finest toilet soaps, perfumes, toilet waters, spices, etc., absolutely
free to agents on our refund plan. Lacassian
Co.. Dept. 427, St. Louis. Mo.

RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTORS earn
from $110 to $200 per month and expenses.
Travel if desired.
Unlimited advancement.
No age limit. We train you. Positions furnished under guarantee.
Write for Booklet
CM 28, Standard Business Training Institute,
Buffalo. N. Y.

AGENTS,

$60 to $200 a Week, Free SamGold Sign Letters for Store and Ofwindows.
Any one can do it. Big demand. Liberal offer to general agents. Metallic
ples.

fice

Letter Co., 431T N. Clark Street, Chicago.

agents to
sell work and dress shirts direct to wearer.
Big values. Exclusive patterns. Free samples.
Madison Mills. 503 Broadway, New York.

YOUR name

on 35 linen cards and case 20
cents.
Agents outfit free. Big profits. John
W. Burt, Coshocton Ohio.
,

DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. Travel.
Excellent opportunity.
Experience unnecessary.
Particulars free.
Write, American
Detective System, 1968 Broadway, N. Y.

AGENTS—

$6 to $12 a day easy 350 lightweight, fast selling popular priced necessities
Food
Flavors,
Perfumes,
Soaps,
Toilet
Preparations, etc. Agent's Outfit Free write
;

;

;

quick, now.
American Products
5175 American Bldg., Cincinnati. Ohio.
to-day,

GENERAL

Co.,

Pa.

WE WANT MEN AND WOMEN

who are
desirous of making $25.00 to $200.00 per
clear profit from the start in a permanent business of their own. Mitchell's Magic
Marvel Washing Compound washes clothes
spotlessly clean In ten to fifteen minutes. One
hundred other uses in every home. Nothing
else like it.
Nature's mightiest cleanser.
Contains no lye, lime, acid or wax. Fastest
selling article ever sold through agents. Free
Samples make sales easy.
Enormous repeat
orders.
300% profit.
Exclusive territory.
We guarantee sale of every package. No capital or experience required.
Baker, Ohio,
made $600 last month. You can do as well.
Send for Free Sample and proof. L. Mitchell
& Co., Desk 333, 1308-1314 E. 61st, Chicago. 111.

week

MEN WANTED
Write

to

make Secret

Investiga-

and reports.
Experience unnecessary.
.1.
Ganor, Former Gov't Detective, 120,

Louis.

St.

HUNDREDS

now

open.

$95-$190

Common
free.

Dept.

U.

S.

Government positions

Men, women over 17.
Steady.
month.
Short hours.
Vacation.

education sufficient.
List positions
Frankliu Institute,
S2, Rochester, N. Y.

Write immediately.

A atomobiles
AUTOMOBILE

Owners,

Garagemen,

Me-

chanics, Repairmen, send for free copy of our
current issue. It contains helpful, instructive
information on overhauling, ignition troubles, wiring, carburetors,
storage batteries,
etc.
Over 120 pages, illustrated.
Send for
free copy today. Automobile Digest, 530 Butler Bldg., Cincinnati.

Wanted to Buy
MAIL US YOUR DISCARDED JEWELRY.

Gold Crowns and Bridges, Watches, Diamonds,
Silver, Platinum & Old False Teeth.
Highest
prices paid at once.
Packages held 4 to 12
days and returned at our expense if our offer
is
refused.
United States Smelting Works
(The Old Relia'ole) Dept. 65, Chicago, 111.

friends

"Suc-

cess" key and Personality sketch for 10c and
birthdate.
Thomson-Heywood, 300 Chronicle
Bldg., San Francisco.

SIX DIFFERENT. INTERESTING,

CLEVER

Publications, Prepaid to any address only 25c.
Publishers price .fl.SO.
All current issues.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Walhamore Company. Lafayette Bldg.. Philadelphia, Pa.

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG.

We

compose music and guarantee to secure publication oh royalty basis by New York publisher.
Our Chief Composer and Lyric Editor
is a song-writer of national reputation and has
written many big song-hits.
Submit poems
on any subject. Broadway Studios, 275 FitzgeraUl Bldg..

New

York.

~LET ME HELP YOU
pendence,

gain Financial IndeSuccess
Know what

Happiness,

!

to do, when, why.
Send birth date
for personal analysis and vocational

and

.$5

advice.

Any

question answered if vou send $1 and
birth date.
J. W. Bacon, D. C, 229 W. 97th,
N. Y.

ZEE Beautiful girl pictures. 10 wonderful
poses $1.00
18 specials $2.00.
Bairart Co.,
;

125. St. Louis

,

Mo.

xiSTROLOGY— Stars

tell Life's Story. Send
and dime for trial reading. Eddy,
'43
74. Kansas City. Missouri.
ASTROLOGY.
Send dime and birth in-

Westport

—

St.,

formation for reliable scientific test to

I'lato,

oldest astrologer. Box 102,
One year's future one dollar.

N.

KEEP WELL. — Eat

Real

—

quarter for receipt try
"James," 101 Sycamore

Buffalo,

Bread.

— Send

Y.
a

it yourself.
Address
St., Lansing, Mich-

igan.

Patents and Lawyers

INVENTORS

desiring to secure patents
should write for our guidebook "How To Get
Your Patent." Send sketch or description for
our opinion of its patentable nature.
Randolph & Co., Dept. 412, Washington. D. C.

PATENTS.

AGENTS.

Something New.
Whirlwind seller. "Repeat" Washing Powder.
Washes Clothes without rubbing.
Women
throw away washboards. Big profits. Exclusive territory.
Write today free package.
Kittredge Co., 56 Putnam St., Tunkhannock,

tions

Personal
You want success? To win
Wonderful results.
and be happy?

DO

birth date

SHIRT MANUFACTURER wants

105

Write

for

Evidence

of

Con-

Blank and free guide book.
Send
or sketch and description for free
opinion of its patentable nature.
Highest
references.
Reasonable
Prompt Attention.
Terms.
Victor J. Evans & Co., 767 Ninth,
Washington, D. C.
ception

model

PATENTS.
sonable.

Booklet

Highest references. Rates reaBest results.
Promptness assured.
free.
Watson E. Coleman. Patent

Lawyer. 624 F Street. Washington, D. C.
PATENTS, Trademark, Copyright, foremost word free.
Correspondence solicited.
Results procured.
Charges reasonable. Write
Metzger, Washington.
INVENTIONS WANTED. Cash or Royalty
for ideas.
Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., 223, St.
Louis. Mo.
INVENTORS If you have an invention
and don't want to spend unnecessary money
in securing a patent, write to Inventors & Engineers Consulting Co., P. O. Box 344, Wash:

Ington, D. C.

SHORTHAND — Best

practical system, learn

in 5 hours
speed with easy practice. Proof
lessons, brochure free.
King Institute. EB-26,
Station F, New York,
;

Prompt

Service.
for
our

Avoid dangerous delays.
Send
"Record of Invention" form and Free Book
telling How to Obtain a Patent.
Send sketch
or model for examination.
Preliminary adwithout charge.
Highest references.
vice
Write Today. J. L. Jackson & Co., 135 Ouray
Bldg.. Washington. D. C.

Lenox

sarae.
Co., 271

WRITE A SONG POEM.

Love,

Mother,

W. 125th

York.

Home, Comic or any subject. I compose muand guarantee publication.
Send words

Edward

today.
Chicago.

Trent,

625

Reaper

HAVE YOU SONG POEMS?

Block,

have best
Ray Hibbeler. D102, 4040 Dick-

proposition.

I

ens Ave., Chicago.

SONGWRITERS
Learn of the public's
demand for songs suitable for dancing and
the opportunities greatly changed conditions
offer new writers,
obtainable only in our
"Songwriters Manual & Guide" sent free.
Submit your ideas for songs at once for free
criticism and advice.
We revise poems, compose music, secure copyright and facilitate
free publication or outright sale of songs.
Knickerbocker Studios, 304 Gaiety Bldg., New
York.
!

WRITERS — send

SONG

for

my

free

Ethwell
pamphlet "Song Writers Secrets."
Hanson. Room 010, 3.S10 Broadway. Chicago.

SONG-WRITER'S

BCJOKLET

FREE—

instructive booklet.
"The SongWriter's Guide," sent absolutely free.
Submit your latest poems. We write music, print,
and secure copyright. The Metropolitan Studios, Room 210, 914 South Michigan Avenue.
Chicago.

wonderful

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG— We
write the music, copyright and print professional copies which are distributed to over
200 performers and theatres and submitted
Our Chief
to 80 publishers for outright sale.
of Staff wrote the Greatest Ballad Success of
copies
of
his songs
All Time.
Millions of
have been sold. Bell Studios, 1490 Broadway,
Dept. 707, New^ Y'ork.
.

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG — We

poems, comijose music and guarantee
publication on royalty basis by a
publisher.
Our Chief Composer and Lyric Editor is a song-writer of
national reputation and has written many
Millions of copies of his songs
big song-hits.
have been sold. Y'ou can write the words for
a song if you try. Do so now. Submit poems
Send today. Do not
to us on any subject.
revise

secure

to

New York music

Broadway Composing

delay.

Studios,

159C

Fitzgerald Building, N<'W York City.

DO YOU WANT YOUR SONG POEMS

ac-

Send them today for best offer, im?
mediate publication and free examination.
Song writing booklet on request. Authors &
Composers Service Co., Suite 602, 1431 Broadway, New York.
WANTED Original Ideas for songs. Send
for our free booklet, "How You Can Write The
Words For a Song." Leo Friedman, "Composer To The American People," composer of
such songs as "Meet Me Tonight In DreamCall
You Sweetheart,"
"Let Me
land,"
"Dreaming Of Old Erin," etc., is our chief
composer.
The sales of his songs have run
Submit ideas or song
into the millions.
poems for free criticism and advice, on any
cepted

—

We

compose music, secure copyright,
subject.
print.
The Seton Music Company. Suite
109. 920 S. Michi g an .\ve., Chicago. Illinois.
Hearst's
Winner in
SONG

WRITERS —

Salesmen Wanted
SALESMEN —Ambition and training.

cago.

Short Stories an d Photoplays

FREE

it takes to get the Big Jobs today.
We
train you and secure the position
write toAmerican School of Salesmanship,
day.
Eighth Floor. 20 E. Jackson St., Chicago.
;

lands

in Mich., well located
20. 40, 80 acre tracts
Small payment down,
$15 to .$30 per acre.
balance long time.
Send for
help you.
Free booklet. Swigart Land Co., X-1265, First
Natl Bank Bldg., Chicago.

We

—Female

—

$6 $18 a dozen decorating pillow tops at
home, experience unnecessary particulars for
stamp.
Tapestry Paint Co., 110, LaGrange,
Ind.

WOMEN WANTED.
$35 week.
free.

Become Dress DeLearn while earning.
Franklin Institute, Dept.

S 560, Rochester, N. Y.

A B C

Just address
writing.
Absolutely Free.
Authors' Press. Dept. 89. Auburn. N. Y.
WRITE News Items and Short Stories for
pay in spare time. Copyright Book and plans
Press Reporting Syndicate (406), St.
free.

—

WRITE PHOTOPLAYS: $25 $300 paid
Experience unany one for suitable ideas.
Producers
complete outline Free.
necessary
Leagiie. 439 St. Louis.
AMBITIOUS WRITERS send today for
Free Copy, America's leading magazine for
writers of Photoplays. Stories. Poems, Songs.
605
Writer's Digest
Instructive, helpful.
Butler Bldg.. Cincinnati.
:

^

;

Help Wanted

—

a wonderful little book
to writers
hints, suggestions, ideas
of successful Story and Movie

money-making

Louis. Mo.

That's

what

Farm Lands
START FARMING on good hardwood

Contest has guaranteed proposiCasper Nathan. Woods Building. Chi-

$10,000.00
tion.

the

Stammering
Cured at Home.
Instructive booklet free.
Walter McDonnell, 80 Potomac Bank BuildIng. Washington. I>. C.

Sample lessons

New

St.,

.sic

of

Stammering
ST-STU-T-T-TERING
And

signers.

We'll

B.

Send Song-Poem to-day.

and

PATENTS SECURED.

;

Shorthand

Songs, Poems, Etc.
Write the Words for a Song.
compose the music free and publish

YOU

WRITERS!
wanted

Stories. Poems, Plays, etc.. are
for publication. Literary Bureau, 175,

Hannili nl Mn.
$.^0

Book

.H;100

Weeklv writing photoplays. Free
Prize offer. College, Box 278,

how.

tells

XY 34. Chicago.
PHOTOPLAYS WANTED

for California
also Stories. Submit manuscripts,
a beginner, write for Free Plot Chart
Harvard Company, 560, San
and Details.
Francisco.
PHOTOPL.AY'S WANTED. Big prices paid.
Get free particulars showing how. Rex Publishers,; Box 175, P29, Cl:icago.

Producers

or,

if

;

Advertising Section
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The

Picture Oracle

Continued from page 95

—

I

Kiwi. I think you are quite regular.
have answered several of yours for

several months straight running. Keep up
the good work.
Thanks awfully for all
the beautiful things you said about the
magazine and The Oracle. I gave you
all
the news about Beverly Bayne last

DIA-GEMS

fVEAR Genuine

Genuine DIA-GEMS are now offered direct to you from importers
at wholesale prices. Wo guarantee that if you can lell a Genuine
DIA-GEM from a high priced blue white diamond we*ll refund your
money. Compare a DIA-GEM with your diamond. See the marvelous
resemblance. Notice the same fiery radiance, gleaming brilliance, fascinating sparkle. All rings guaranteed to be SOLID GOLD.

SEND NO MONEY— 15 DAYS FREE
DIA-GEMS

are absolutely perfect in color and catting; no flaws or imperfections. Stand all diamond tests. So marvelous is the resemblance
that you will be amazed. Your friends wMI be fooled. Don't tell them
it's not a real diamond, and they will never know. The snappy, fiery,
dazzlinc: brilliance and color are gruaranteed forever. Each is set in a
real solid ^old rin^, tike diamonds. DIA-GEMS can be had In any
desired weight at proportionate prices.

DIA-GEM COMPANY, '"^N\^,^ Y^gS"

.?^-*'

Just Send

month.
There is nothing more recent.
She was one of^9i€ most popular leading
women of the screen a few years ago.
"The Breaking Point" and "The Broken
Gate" are Bessie Barriscale's latest. Nothing since then.
You are right about
Jerome Patrick. He appeared with Leah
Baird in "The Heart Line." Neither Virginia Pearson nor IMadlaine Traverse
have made anj-thing recently. Both Anna
Q. Xilsson and Rosemary Theby are busy
in pictures. They are constantly working.
Perhaps they prefer to be leading women
rather than stars. They get a bigger field

Your Name

Select ring, give your finger size
and show your full address. We'll
send a DIA-GEM weighing about
one carat to you by parcel post

same day. You deposit only
$4.00 with postmaster to show
your good faith or you can send
cash with order. It Is only a da*
posH,notapayment. TakelOdays
to decide. If you or your friends
can tell a genuine DIA<GEM from
a diamond, send It back within
tendays and we'll refund your deposit at once. If you aresatisfied,
pay only 92.00 each month for
s i r months. Send Order Today

the

for characterizations the way they play.
is
one of Rosemary Theby's
latest big pictures.
Yes, Pegg>' Hyland
has been making a few pictures of late.
She is back in the U. S. A. now. Jean
has not been in "the swim" of late. Dorothy Gish's latest release is "Oh, Jo !" She
and Lillian are to make "The Two Orphans," under D. W. Griffith's direction.

"Kismet"

$lOO aWEEK for Drawing
How would you like a fine position at $100 a week? If you like to draw, develop your talent in a practical way. Good commercial artists earn this much,
and more. Well-trained beginners soon command $50 a week.

Learn Quickly at

Home

Time

in Spare

The "Federal" Master Course teaches you by mail in your s^are

En-

time.

dorsed by high authorities.
No experience needed. Read "Your Future,"
a splendid book telling all about this remarkable course, and the success
of Federal Students. It's free for the asking— send for it today.

FEDERAL SCHOOL OF COMMERCLAX DESIGNING

56 Federal Schools Building,

La Goutte-a-Goutte
RESTORES

GRAY HAIR

d ^?

Gray, faded, streaked
or lifeless hair restored
to any shade in one
application.
Does not
discolor scalp, fade, nor
rub off on the pillow.

Makes a

lasting, rich,

lovely color.

shampoo

No after
necessary.

You can apply
privacy

home
Anyone

of 32 shades given

Order

$1.67 postpaid.

Send

me

of

in a

from

it

in the

Minneapolis, Minn.

Reduce Your Flesh
Exactly where desired by wearing

Dr. Walter's
Famous Medicated

Reducing Rubber Garments
For Men
and Women Anklets

your own

few minutes.

ONE

package.

direct, or

by leading

per pair.

physicians.

high,

a Little Lock of Your

of BEAUTY,"
mailed free on request.
I.

my new

PIERR[ VAILIGNY, Room 98, No. 34 West 58th

DOLLARS
We

IN

booklet,

St.,

353 Fifth Avenoe,

New York

(Ent. on 34th St., 3d Door East)

$6.00
Chin Redncer, $2.50
Bnst Redncer,

San Francisco Representative:
Adele MillarCo.,34S Stockton St.

New York

GIVE THIS THE ONCE OVER

HARES

supply guaranteed hig:h grrade stock and
buy back all you raise at 57. 00 to S18.50 and
ap a pair, and pay express charges. Big
Profits. Use back yard, barn, cellar, attic.
Contract and Illustrated Catalog Free.
STANDARD FOOD & FUR ASSOCIATION
401Z Broadway - New York

The Greatest Hit

in Years

— Wear

It

on Your

little

finger

ol Color

THE VANITIE RING
Made in sterlintr silver, green finish,
set with g-reen and blue brilliantsworn from 5th Ave. to Frisco get yours now— beat your friends
to it— money back if not satisfied—
state finger size and the ring is

CO
r
IxEjEj

send to^"'^ FREE copy of America's
leEiding magazine for writers of
Photoplays, Stories, Poems. Songs.
Instructive,

Writer's Digest. 624 Butler BIdg.,

Cincinnati.

yours

THE MANGAN CO.

$1.00.

for

GREYSTONE. R. L

Mrs. Pal-

Lockwood left a small son of about ten
or eleven years of age. Frederick Thompson directed at the Vitagraph Company
Helen
is married.
"fancy free."_ Ruth Roland
Her leadis working on a new serial.
The picture so
ing man is Earl Metcalf
Louise Lovely
far has not been named.
in private life is Mrs. William Welch.
last.

Elmo Lincoln

Eddy

is

still

is

if

I

at

the

Goldwyn

trim

Green

Short is still a "bach."
Bessie
married.
is not

Dorothy
Love is

is appearing
Marshall Neilan's pictures. You had
better send your story direct to him.

to be your ultimate destiny?

My latest Nose-Shaver. "Tbados Model 25," U. S. Patent, with six adjnstable
pressure regulators and made of light polished meta!. corrects now ill-shaped noses
without operation, quickly, safely and permanently. Diseased cases excepted. Is
pleasant and does not interfere with one's daily occupation, being worn at night.

3

—

Sessue Hayakawa Is five
Richard Barseven and one-ha4f.
thelmess is one-half an inch shorter than
Sessue. Antrim Short is the same height
Charles Chaplin is five feet
as Sessue.

Miss Lou D.

feet

how to correct Til-Shaped Noses "t-ithoitt cost i/ yiot satisfactory

Drug Stores

pictures

in

\

Also For Sale at Riker-Hegeman, Liggett's and other First-Class

making

Byron A.—Wesley Barry

you looking otherwise; it will injure your welfare! Upon the impression |
you constantly make rests the failure or success of your life. Which is

booklet, -which tells

is

Vola Vale is William Russell's
studios.
In other words she is the
sister-in-law.
wife of Al Russell, Bill's brother. An-

George Walsh are husband an*d wrife.
Sidney Drew's
Pola Negri is Polish.
death was caused by pneumonia.

life.

you wish to appear as attractive as possible, for your own selfsatisfaction, which is alone well worth your efforts, but you will find the J
[world in general judging you greatly, if not wholly, by your "looks,"!
therefore it pays to "look your best" at all times. Permit no one to see I

M. TRILETY, Face Specialist, 1487 Ackerman Bldg., Binghamton. N. Y.

She

-

THIS DAY and AGE attention to your appearance an absolute
INnecessity
you expect to make the most out of
Not only should

Write today for free

is

She has been
starring at present.
appearing in various pictures. She played
with Sessue Hayakawa in one of his
She also made a picture for
latest.
Hampton productions. Seena Owen and

BUT YOUR NOSE?

I

Clark

not

YOU HAVE A BEAUTIFUL FACE

'

No.— Marguerite

U.

merson Williams. Her latest picture is
"Scrambled Wives," produced by her own
company and released through First National.
"Buck" Jones is married. Harold

.

Snappy—Stylish— Full

I? AMBITIOUS WRITERS

helpful.

of dieting

Dr. Jeanne G. A. Walter

dry scalps, falling hair, getting bald, etc.
fully.
No charge for frank opinion.

"SECRETS

Extra

to New York. Likewise are Katherine MacDonald and Anita
Stewart, both on the Coast. Viola Dana
only recentlj^ returned to California from
a shopping trip spent in New York. \ou
will have to write to some concern that
sells the players' pictures in order to obtain Olive Thomas' picture. Perhaps even
Actors
then you will not be successful.
as well as actresses expect a quarter inThat is merely
closed for their picture.
Surely, drop
to cover the cost of mailing.
However, you won't see me.
in any time.

may some day come

$9.00.

Send for illustrated booklet

close to head and say what color you wish.
have helped thousands of ladies with dandruff,

Write

$7.00

Ankles.

No need

Cut it

oily or

for

and

Shaping the

Hair-I'Il color It Witbout Charge
I

Reducing

Cover the entire body or any
part. Endorsed

—

Dora L. You will have to write the
editor personally for those pictures you
Pauline
desire to see in the magazine.
She
Curley is at present in California.

four.

;
'

Advertising Section

—

Anxious Augusta. Carol Holloway
and William Duncan have not been play-

enough questions

Mc.

—Not

one that wrote them
to

stop acting.

!

the

many

—

will

—

riage. The "^larket Booklet" contains the
addresses of all the studios and the kinds
of stories they are in the market for. Ii
is^ published as an aid to writers.
Mabel
Normand's new picture is a Mack Sennett production called "Molly O."
Robert

Landis is appearing opposite Alice
in her most recent vehicle.
Albert
Ra.y is not appearing in pictures any
more.
He is with Charles Ray, helping
that young star make his independent features.
Allene Ray is no relation to either
of them. Anita Stewart is going to New
York for her vacation. You can be on
the lookout for her there.
len

Harron was accidentally shot.
Bobby
Vernon appears in Christie comedies. No

Lake

special player appears opposite him. Some
of the best known are Vera Steadman,

Dorothy

DeVore,

and Helen Darling.
write just as often as you like
to me.
However, you will find j-our answers only once a month, as that is as
often as Picture- Play is published.

You may

—

Bebe Daniels has
of pictures since "Ducks

AxNE

and Drakes."
They are "Two Weeks
With Pay" and "The Speed Girl." "Y'ou
Never Can Tell" and "Oh, Lady, Lady!"

G.

No

— Betty

Norma

IMiss

.

E.

S.

— You

find all

will

Charge Account Plan

addresses given at the end of this department.

some of Cecil De Mille's productions
before becoming a star.
"The ^^listrcss

simpla reque£;t brings any diamond or piece of
jewelry you choosu. When it comes examine
it and if it is not the ^rreatest bargain you
have ever seen send it back at our expense.
If you decide to keep it you can pay at the
rate of only a few cents a day.

—

AIiss ^Iercedes a.
above.

Joseph E.

— Question

— Bessie Barriscale

answered
is

8% Yearly

are guaranteed an 8% yearly increase in value on all diamond exchanges.
Also

Elsie
in
is
.

New

S.

— Harrison

City,

Missouri.

York.

He

is

Ford was born

He

privilege.

Catalog

tells

how.

for Xmas Catalog
Send your name and address now.

No

Beautiful Christmas catalog comes
free by return mail. It explains all about Lyon
Chart?e Account Plan. See this great collection of jewL-lry bargains now. Sendyourname
for catalog today to Dept. 1759
oblittation.

in

cI

present
not married. That
is

5% bonus

Write Today

We

Kansas

Dividends

You

the wife

of Howard Hickman.
She is still "in
the swim," as you call it.
You will find
her latest pictures given elsewhere in
these columns.
She has no children. I
can not give you the personal address of
Olive Thomas' mother.
do not give
home addresses. You would have to write
to some concern that sells the pictures of
players, and see if they would have a picture of Miss Thomas.

Am

Your

Don't send a penny in advance.

M. You have to write the plaj'Crs
J.
personally for their pictures.

Pauline Frederick's latest
Robertson-Cole production.
She starred
with the Goldwyn company before ap.pearing under the Robertson-Cole banner.
"Roads of Destiny" is her most recent
is

Down

for our 128- page book of diamonds,
watches and jewelry on credit. Millions
of dollars worth of jewelry from which to
choose your Xmas gifts. Your choice sent
you on approval, without a penny down.

abroad.
"seeing Paris."

trip

n/toney

JUST send your name and address

has made no picture
Miles Alinter has taken a
Last time I heard she was

Mary

lately.

in

release through Goldwyn.
"The Affairs
of Anatpl," has such well-known players
as Gloria Swanson, Wallace Reid. Bebe
Daniels, Wanda Hawley, Elliott Dexter,
Maud Wayne, and Theodore Kosloff.
"Straight
From Paris" is Clara K.
Young's latest release. William S. Hart's
latest picture is "The Whistle."
Constance Talmadge appears in "Lessons"in
Love." Norma Talmad.ge has made "The
Passion Flower."
Louise Glaum's most
recent feature is "I
Guilty!" and
Ethel Clayton's is "Sham."
"Way Down
East" and "Dream Street" are two of D.
W. Griffith's most recent successes.
"Worlds Apart," "Gilded Lies," and "The
Last Door" are Eugene O'Brien's latest.
"Laurels and the Lady" is the working
title
of Dorothy Dalton's latest screen
work. It will be released under another
name. Wallace Reid appears in the screen
nroduction of "Peter Ibbetson," with Elsie
Ferguson. Viola Dana has been vacationing in New York.
She has only recently
returned to work. The picture is a Bayard Veiller production as yet unnamed.
"Way Down East" was twelve thousand
feet long.
There are a thousand feet to
a reel.
Viola Dana and Shirley Mason
are sisters.
Henry walthall has not been
appearing on the screen of late.
The
players you asked about are Americanborn.
Mae Murray has had no release
since "The Gilded Lily."
That is quite

You

see.

Jane and Katherine Lee
have been appearing in vaudeville, also
have been doing some v^ork on the screen.
Richard Barthelmess appeared in "Broken
Blossoms," "Way Down East," "Scarlet
Dajs," and "The Girl Who Stayed at
Home." He appeared with Dorothy Gish
in several pictures.
His most recent work
is
in "Experience," in which he plays
Youth.
Wesley Barry appeared in "Go
and Get It." Douglas Fairbanks has only
been married once before his present mar-

Lola J. Albert Roscoe played Uiicas
"The Last of the Mohicans." Lillian
Hall played the younger sister and Barbara Bedford played her older sister.
Wallace Beery had the heavy role. Cul-

of Shenstone"

to

end of The Oracle.

Fannies Fan,

They would have

were her first starring vehicles with" Realart.
Before that she played in comedies
with Harold Lloyd.
She also appeared

write the editor for that

you desire

with Gareth Hughes
given in the July Picture- Play.
It is
under the title "Sentimental Gareth," and
should interest you immensely.
Gareth
is just twenty-three.
Addresses given at

You must have missed

Questions.

Gifts Noxv

an interview

find

in

a couple

—You

Sadie P.
interview

your answers, for I remember a couple
of your letters before. Jewel Carmen is
still
making pictures. She made "The
Silver Lining," released through Metro.

All
made

one time,

at

You named'

think.

list.

of the
They receive
stars will answer letters.
too many from fans. Many of them send
pictures, but when it comes to writing
personal letters they do not have the time.
Just think if they tried to write every
L. J.

answer

to

yourself
well!
1
doubt if there is anything left
for any one else to ask.
Surely, come
again when you have thou<Tht up another
I

ing opposite each other recently. Neither
has she played with Antonio Moreno.
Both William and Antonio are starring
in feature pictures and have deserted seCarol has
rials, at least lor the present.
been appearing as leading lady opposite
various stars, she, too, having deserted
serials.
Molly King has a small son.
She has not made any recent pictures.
Monroe Salisbury is not on the screen,
One of Carol's latest
either, at present.
is "The Deceiver."

Lonesome

should

107

at-

M LYONNew

l-M a

iy.ejV;J;.aTife.

<S

GO.

York. N.Y.

the correct name.

CoNW.w

Te.\rle .\dmiker.

— ^lolly

King

has not made any pictures recently. She
is appearing on the stage in New York.

"Hoot" Gibson's hair is light. You w-ill
find the answers to your other questions
given elsewhere

Anna

in these

The Wonder-Woi'king Lotion
Use like toilet water. Is positively
recommended for quickly removing

columns.

— Mahlon

Hamilton played in
"I Am
Guilty !"
with Louise Glaum.
This is not to help you in the contest,
for that would not be fair.
Your quesS.

_

however, did not reach
anyway.

tion,

me

PIMPLES, BLACKHEADS, ACNE
Eruptions on the face or body, enlarged
Endorsed
pores, oily or shiny skin.
by druggists, physicians, and over

in time,

Carrie D. H.— No, that was not Marv
Pickford that played in "The :\Iark o"f
Zorro" with Douglas Fairbanks under an
assumed name. Alarguerite De LaMotte
played Lnlifa, the part you refer to. Mary
^liles Alinter was born in igo2.

100,000 Men and Women
i

i

test cases, who succeeded with Clear-Tone after
failing with everything else. Write today for
my Free booklet, "A Clear-Tone Skin" telling
how I cured myself after being afflicted 15 years.

E.S.GIVENS, 237 Chemical BIdg., Kansas City.Mo.
[

—
i08

Advertising- Section

W. W.

ASPIRIN

K.

—Florence

Vidor was born
Her maiden
name was Florence Arto. King Vidor is
her husband. They have a small daughter, Suzanne, age about two years.
She
has
played
with
Famous in "The
Countess Charming;" with Lask}- in "The
Bravest Way," "New Wives for Old,"
"Till I Come Back to You," "The Honor
of His House," and "The White I\Ian's
Law." Some of her later pictures have
been
"Turn in the Road," "Poor Relations," "The Other Half," "Better Times."
Aliss Vidor is five feet four and weighs
one hundred and twenty pounds.
Her
complexion is olive and her eyes and hair
are brov.n.
She lives in California.
in Houston, Texas, in 1895.

Name "Bayer" on Genuine

:

Take Aspirin only

as told in each pack-

age of genuine Bayer Tablets of Aspirin.
Then you will be following the directions
and dosage worked out by physicians
during 21 years, and proved safe by millions.
Take no chances with substitutes.
If you see the Bayer Cross on ta])lets, you
can take them without fear for Colds,
Headache, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Earache, Toothache, Lurhbago, and for Pain.
Handy tin boxes of twelve tablets cost
few cents.
Druggists also sell larger
packages.
Aspirin is the trade mark of
Bayer Manufacture of JMonoaceticacidester of Salicvlicacid.

MttsicLessonjs

A Complete
¥>
Oy

Conservatory Course

IV^ail Wonderful home study music lessons under
iVlall
great American and European teachers.

Endorsed by Paderewski. Master teachers guide and coach
you. Lessons a marvel of simplicity and completeness.

Any Instrument

7ofirf!^'lS^s\Xl'l

Piano, Harmony, Voice, Public School Music, Violin, Cornet,
Mandolin. Guitar, Banjo, or Reed Organ— and we will send
our Free Catalog with details of course you want Send now.
.

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY

»>

430 Siegel-Myers

Chicago, Illinois

BIdg.

—

Helen C. & Elsie F. Gasfon Glass
played in "Humoresque." He is appearing in John j\l. Stahl's late;-t production.
Your other questions have been answered.

—

Too Curious. May Allison played in
the screen version of "I^air and \\'armer,"

Write today for

Prices
Pre-DeWar
Diamonds
Luxe Diamond

the

1922

Book.

Bascb

Pre- War Prices.
1-4 kt.

l-2At.

Note these reductions

now S34.SO, wa3S45.00
now $72.50. wa3S98.75

new

back to

:

8-4 kt. SHO.OO, wa3 S147.00
1 kt. $147.50, was 5197.50
sell direct to you by mail

We are diamond importers. Wo

chum were

correct.

Marguerite

Snow

"The Million-Dollar Mystery-."
That picture is not being shown now. It
plaj-ed in

about seven or eight } ears old. "Black
Roses" is Sessue Hayakawa's most recent
picture.
You are excused but I am not
is

—

the editor.

you might
Louis
born in
feet

five

be.

T.

— Richard

was

New York

City in 1895.
He is
inches tall, and "Dick"

seven

weighs

one

pounds.

He

hundred
is

to

and

make

thirty-five

pictures for his

"Experience"

hereafter.

is

—Viola

Dana was on

the

age of eleven years.
She appeared in "Rip Van Winkle," "The
Littlest Rebel," and "The Poor Little Rich
She has been on the screen quite
Girl."
some time, first starting with the Edison
company. She is an outdoor type of girl,
She
for she dances, rides, and swims.
is only four feet eleven inches tall and
weighs nineti'-six pounds with as much
Her hair
as she can get on at one time.
is dark brown and her eyes are green.
She has two sisters, both professional.
One is Shirlej' jMason and the other is
Edna Flugrath. Flugrath is their correct
family name. Mack Pickford is five feet
Bebe Daniels is five feet four.
even.
Mary Miles JMinter comes under the fivefoot-two list.
at

early

the

— Clara

ried

Every diamond sent on free examination.

We

We

take the

We

FREE

1922 Basch De Luxe
Diamond Book— Write

See the sweeping reductions in this new Beisch Book. Rare
bargraing also in watches, jewelry, silverware, etc. 7'ell8 how to
Qudge a diamond. A postcard or letter brings it free— ivrite now,

I. Basck&Co. n.pi.wss.oS'g';^,!^,'-

is

mar-

other

questions

have

been

in these columns.

—

Jean W. There has never been a picture released by that name. If the story
has been made it has been released under
another name.

—

Curious. You wouldn't have an3-thing
think about if you weren't puzzled
about some one of the players' lives
hence the clippings you sent me.
You
will find them explained in the answers
above. However, both happen to be corto

rect.

E. A'alyn G. ]M.— Both Dorothy Gish
and Constance Talmadge were married
by a justice of the peace.
Your other
questions have been answered.

—

Prehensile.

I

Wanna

No.

Rather
at present.
facts, just the same.

Edgar H.

—

Kimball Young

muddling,

but

—

I

should

say

-were

j-ou

Never mind, there are

!

do enjoy the pictures. You are
Tom Moore. What had
he to do with it?
I will let you form
your own opinion as to the athletic ability of
Douglas Fairbanks and George
Walsh.
Mar3- Pickford was the wife
of Owen Moore.
I never heard of the
Jiliss W^oods you ask about.
lots that
all

wrong about

L. B. H.

—A

you nothing

if

dramatic school can teach
you have not the latent

or talent. There are mam', many
of the players who have been ver}- successful who never attended anj' kind of a
There are others that
dramatic school.
Charles Ray attended school in
have.
Los Angeles, California.
ability

—

Pearl \Miite has been in pic"The
nearly nine or ten years.
Black Secret" was the last serial she made
before becoming a feature star for the

tures

"The Avenging
Company.
Ruth Roland's latest serial to
She is now working on a
be released.

Fox

Film

Arrow"

new

George Fitzmaurice production.

Free Examination

also guarantee to refund
risk and pay all charges.
in cash full price less 10%, if ymi wiFh to return ycur
allow foil price in exchange for another
diamond.
diamond at any time. Every diamond fully guaranteed.

Your

answered elsewhere

Renee.

Barthelmess

was the wife of James Young, but as
they have been divorced she is not mar-

—Money Back Guarantee

mam-

like.

—

Russell T. There is no v.ay of finding out how 30U would be on the screen
or how the public would accept you Avithout actualh' being in pictures.
Making
one picture might give you some idea of
how you were going to screen, but it
wouldn't give you much of a chance to
find out how popular or how unpopular

—
at importers' prices eliminating middlemen's rrofits
to 50 A) saved on local store prices. And now 'vritli
prices slashed to pre-war levels (while retailers art^etill
clinging to big profit prices) you can make additional
big savings.

35%

King

some knocker

stage

at

]\Iolly

a small son.
You didn't ask
questions.
Write 2.n\ time you

and has

ried

too

recently for the screen,

going to soon.

The heavj^ is pla\-ed by William J. Irving,
as the unscrupulous friend, Frank Manners.
You see, neither your nor your

Margaret D.

Diamonds

is

E.
K. June Caprice was born in
Arlington, Massachusetts, in 1899. There
has been no recent picture of her. Write
your request to the editor.

Madge Kennedy.

Aladge played it on
Charles Bryant plays opposite
Nazimova in "Billions."
He is Ozvcn
Carey, who disguises as KrakcrfcUcv.

a

Write now for
Bosch Diamond Book

made nothing

but

the stage.

not

own company

1922

has

is

one.

—

Robert Warwick is not makL. B. V.
ing pictures at present. He was born in
I am
Sacramento, California, in 1881.
glad The Oracle is a cure for the "blues."
I have never heard that it was read for
You live in
just that complaint before.
quite an interesting town, I should imagine
from your letter. Tell me more about it.

"Helen

P.

mustache

He

has

—Lionel

BarrjTnore wears a

good many of his
brother, John, and

in a

a

Shirley
Ethel.
She
pictures.

very much in
is
being featured by the

Mason
is

Fox Film Company.
pictures

are

pictures.
a sister,

"Merely

Her most recent
Mary Ann" and
Theda Bara went

"The Mother Heart."
abroad to pay her sister a

visit.

_

She

is

not in the limelight at present, either in
She w-as bom
pictures or on the stage.
in

1890.

Harold Lloyd was born

in

Ne-

braska in 1893.

—

H. S. I have had a great many letters
concerning the reliability of that comNever having heard of them, I
pany.
can tell you nothing authentic.
_

photograph "Pirates'
Gold," nor,
fact, have anything to do
with it, so why come to me with your
You say "at the bottom of
criticisms?
the ocean as the hero walks along the
Perhaps that was
dust actually flies."
the gold dust you saw.
I didn't

in

—

Miss Pauline S. Both Tom Mix and
"Buck" Jones are married. Irene Castle

—

Another Movie Fan. Casson FerguLillian Gish has not
son is unmarried.
married.
"Bobby" Harron was accidentally killed when a loaded revolver fell to
the floor and was discharged. The "Market Booklet" can be obtained by writing
to the editor for it and inclosing six cents
in stamps.

Advertising Section
Mrs. D. C.
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— Thomas Meighan was born

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
He is married to Frances Ring, of the famous Ring
theatrical family.
They played leads together in the stage play, "The College
Widow," for two years before they were
married, and before Tom went into pictures. He is working in California.
in

rrsi

—

Raymond

you inclosed the quarsure you will hear
from Carol Dempster very shortly. It
takes time, you know, so don't give up
the ship. She is still with D. W. Griffith.
Perhaps she will return to Los Angeles
some day. Before she entered pictures
she studied dancing under Ruth St. Denis,
and made a tour in vaudeville as one of
the Denishawn dancers.
She entered
films with D. W., and has remained tuiters, as

If
C.
say, I

you

am

der his guidance ever since. Her first picwere "Romance of Happy Valley"

tures

and "The

Who

Girl

Miss Catherine
appeared

opposite

Hope

"The

F.

Stayed

at

—George

Home."
Chesebro

Grace Darmond in
Mystery" serial.

Diamond

We

do not publish personal addresses.
an American, and married. Studio
addresses at the end of this department.

He

is

True-Tone

—

Wallace Reid uses
Dorothy Davenport is

Jay

his right
his wife.
She' recently returned to pictures as Lester Cuneo's leading woman.
C.

name.

Wm.

— Ben

Turpin

Tom Brown and
Clown Band

—

is

Jean Acker was his wife. Rudolph was
born in Taranto, Italy.
Constance Talmadge has golden-brown hair and brown
eyes. Ruth Roland has been married and
divorced.
Marguerite Clark was born in
1887.
She is Mrs. Palmerson Williams.
Marilyn Miller is on the legitimate.

M. M.

—Jane

Easiest of all wind instruments to play
You can
of the most beautiful.
learn the scale in an hour's practice and
play popular music in a few weelis.
Practice is a pleasure because you learn
You can take your place In
so quickly.
a band within 90 days, if you so desire.
home entertainment,
Unrivalled
for
church, lodge or school. In big demand
for orchestra dance music. A Saxophone
will enable you to take an important
part In the musical development of your
community. It increases your popularity
and your opportunities, as well as your
pleasure.

unreliable features that
existed in other makes in the
development of your Improved
models of True-Tone Saxophones
has promotpd me to Adopt Them
Generally for my several different musical organizations, nearly
every member of which are using
Ihem and to their entire satisfaction."

—

S.

The Choice

Novak

has

been

given

out

all

You

he craves.

"The Origin

the feminine
don't need to

_

Janet

M.

May

is

Saxouhone

J.

—

G. — Pell

Trenton

Allison in "Fair and

played

to transpose for cello
in
orchestra.
Ask
for your copy.

parts

^

with

Yes, this genuine Standard Visible Writ"
ing Un de Ft

S -Year

than factory

any one who asks for them. "The Golden
Snare" has been released. Ruth Renick,
Lewis Stone, and Wallace Beery had the
important roles in it. You will have to
send your request to the editor for the
interviews you would like to see. Write
as often as you like.
Why should I tell
you stay away with your questions? If
no one asked any questions, I wouldn't
have a job!

'

Fprice, youra

10
Try

it

for 10 days at onr risk.

Stand.
ard

TYPEWRITER EMPORIUM
ao09 Shipman Building
Chicago, Illinois
SHIPMAN-WARD MFG. CO.

For Ideas. Photoplay
Plots accepted any form; revised, criticised, eopyrijrhted,
marketed. Advice free. Universal Scenario Corporation.
910 Western Mutual Life Bldg.. Los Angeles, Cal.

Kill

The Hair Root

My method is

the only way to prevent the hair from growing agrain.
Easy, painless, harnnless. No scars. Booklet free. Write today
teach Beauty Culture.
enclosing 3 stamps.

We

D. J.

MAHLER.

182-X Mahler Park,

of Mary Pickford's charm Charlie Chap
fun— Douglas Fairbanks' smile and Billy
Sunilny's appeal.
The compelling force of successful
business men is personal maifnetism. Yoursuccess, your
happiness, your ability to make friends, to be popular,
Is the secret
iin s wistful

-

"The Art and Science of
I

Keyboard

free book. Big bargain offer.

Personal Magnetism

this

nd then easy
monthly payments.
Days FREE Trial

Money bach guarantee. Send now

Elkhart, Ind,

depends on your personal magnetism. You can develop
wonderful power by studying and practicing.

down

^

—

You forget, little lady, that
costs money to have photographs taken,
and to mail them all over the country to
it

Guarantee

wood newly
rebailt, at
;mach lesa
for $3.00

2439 Buescher Block,

"^i^i'irll^U^X^i^t^^^

Standard Underwoods

I

Payments

BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT COMPANY

and

Saxophone Band,

Iiow

— Easy

order any Buescher Saxophone, Cornet, Trumpet, Trombone or
or Orchestral Instrument without paying in advance, and try
If perfectly satisbed,
It six days in your own home, without obligation.
Mention the instrupay for it on easy payments to suit your convenience.
ment interested in and a complete catalog will be mailed free.

latest

think the
young lady that tells you Charles Ray is
her cousin may be "spoofing" you. I can't
help you about Graham. Cullen Landis is
married to a nonprofessional. He has a
small youngster.
The play you mention,
of which you can tell me neither the story
or the name, I am afraid I can't help you
with. You ask that friend of yours just
how she is related to Mr. Ray.

Georgia H.

of Professionals

Tou may
otlier Band

adapted

best

full

Warmer." You

have him placed correctly.

is

Free Trial

Saxowhat each
the

lor: when to use singly, in
sextettes,
o cquartettes,
tettes, or in regular band or

admirers
worry on

B. Franklyn
Farnum's
called "The Struggle."

of
Tells

Iihone."

that score.

picture

Pay

Orohestra; J. Gurewich. Sa.xophone Soloist with
More Buescher
Sousa's Band, and many others.
Saxophones are used than all other makes combined because of their tonal perfection.

FREE!

—

Betty Blank. Georges Carpentier has
made no more pictures since "The W^^nder Man." I don't know whether he will
return to the screen or not. I think Jack

Dempsey has

to

True-Tone Band Instruments are the choice of
most successful profes.-iional musicians of
America, such as Six Brown Brothers; Clyde
Doerr of the noted Art Hickman's Orchestra and
Donald Clark. Expert
Columbia Record Maker.
Sa.xophonist with the celebrated Paul Whiteman's

and divorced.

nothing authentic
about it.

Easy

the

has been marShe has a little daughter.
It has been rumored that she is to
be rnarried and has been married, but
_

ried

o Play

and one

nated

Bebe B. Rudolph Valentino has been
married, but has recently been divorced.

Easy

Saxophones

the h'ghest paid
musical act are known to alTom Brown
most everyone.
wrote Jan. 4, 1920:
"The fact of your having elimi-

just as you
see him. He is really cross-eyed. I hope
that will settle the dispute in your favor.

B. F.

—

famons

his

Providence*

Pt.

Personal Magnetism*'
Theron

Q.
written by that marvelous French Scientist
Di m. lit. Study this book chapter by chapter. Read It
in your own home nighis. Practice these wonderful lesEvery young man. every young
sons day by day.
womnn. every husband and wife should take advantajje
of this special offer.
Send only $1.50 for this great work
on personal magnetism. Study it
Then if you are not
days.
¥
Y
1-1 sure that it is going to bring
J. . AX.
more power and happiness into
——
Your
your life, send it back.
|h' H'
v.'*
money will be instantly returned.
the Picture-Play
We guarantee this to you and to
Magazine. Send coin or money order to

DAY

PIVE

1

—

f^17 *

A

—

H. E. GRIFFIN,

Tc

4652

N. Campbell Ave., Dept. 10,

I.

ES,
BOOK IN YOUR
YOU SHOULD HAVE THE JAMES BERGMAN JEWELRY
HOME. It is full of many Bargains, Diamonds, Watciies, Jewelry etc. Select
any article desired, have it sent t" you, all cbarees prepaid. If sansfactory. send
Wo
one-fifth of purchase price and keep it. E frhr to twelve months to pay.
Free Cat^^^
Wnte Today for
interest charjred. No Feenrity required
JAMES BERGMAN, lisiablished 1896. 37-39 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK wITY

CHICAGO
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Advertising Section

—

Mrs. E. J. R. You will have to write
some concern that sells the players'
pictures to obtain Robert Harron's photo

tograph.

—

Miss L. R. You will
you requested given at

find the address
the end of this

department.

—

Elsa Lorimer Admirer. Norma Talmadge has no children. Write your reMiss Lorimer has
quest to the editor.
She is marblond hair and blue eyes.
ried to a nonprofessional and lives with
her husband in California. She does not
appear in any special company, but is
engaged by the picture.

Who

One

Loves Pauline Frederick.

—

Your

favorite was born in Boston, Massachusetts.
She was educated in Boston
private schools.
She was on the stage
for a good many years before entering

She has been married and

pictures.

di-

Her husband was Willard Mack.

vorced.

Miss Frederick is five feet four and
weighs one hundred and thirty pounds.
She has brown hair and blue eyes. Pauline

and

has a beautiful home in California
with her mother.

lives

—

Inferior Vena Cava. Casson Ferguson plaved Pauline Frederick's son in
'Madam X."

Mrs. C. J. B.—"The Woman Thou
Gavest Me" was one of Katherine MacDonald's pictures. You are right.

Q.— Wallace

A. B.

Reid has not

BOBBED HAIR—the

Fashionable
Aristocratic Head-dress
Your Hair
Catting
Bobbed
Without
—Be
T-HE cliarm ajid beauty of the NATIONAL BOB—

—

originated by us have made it the last word in atcoiffure.
Even if your hair is already bobbed,
you can also wear the NATIONAL BOB, for it saves
the annoyance of curling, burning or cutting your own
hair.
Two tiny combs attach it securely on and off in
a jiffy.
Send a strand of your hair and SI 0.00
The Bob will be sent to you at once, postpaid. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Free hair goods catalogue sent on
tractive

—

request.

WIGS FOR DOLLY
Make your

dolly

old

look

—
ural ringlet hair — send $4.50.
For good quality wig — long
curls — send $2.50.

State color desired and number of inches around Dolly's
head with your remittance. Wig
will be sent postpaid.

false

Ben Turpin's eyes are naturally
the way you see them on the screen. The
teeth.

magazines are
taken from facts concerning the players.
The answers given are as true as can be.
You seem to be a doubtful sort of person.
Wallace Reid was born in 1892.
Nazimova was born in 1879. June Elvidge is headlining on the Keith circuit.
interviews

Mary

given

Pickford's hair

is

really curly.

—

W.

D. -"The Passion Fruit" is one
J.
of Doraldina's latest pictures.
She has
been a professional dancer.

A

Ragtime Germ.

:CENARI05 WANTED
Protect and market your
stories through national organization.
Studio connections. Criticisms free. Write
information
.ibout membership and descripfor
tive list of stories wanted now.

PHOTOPLAYWRIGHTS LEAGUE OF AMERICA
623-P Union Lea^ne

Bldg., Los Angeles, California.

— No,

think
Pickford's
place.
Bessie Love at present is vacationing.
Naturally we do not all have
the same opinion.
The article you read
concerning the forecast for 1921 is the
opinion of Herbert Howe, and probably
there will be many who will differ with
him.
I can't say I agree with you concerning your opinion on the various male
stars.
But that's why we have so many
players of so many different types it's
because people's tastes differ.

any one

will

ever take

don't

I

Mary

—

Love'

Em.

— .\nita

going to
her home on Long Lsland for a vacation.
Her latest completed picture is "A
Question of Honor." Jean Paige is being
I

starred

m

Stewart

is

new

feature picture.
It is
made in Vitagraph's Eastern studio.
Grace Darmond played in one of Thomas
a

Meighan's latest, called "White and Unmarried.']
Jacqueline Logan also had a
part in it.
Vera Steadman was loaned
by Christie long enough to play the lead
opposite Charles Ray in his latest, "Scrap
Iron," a prize-fight story.
Moore
will be seen in a storv called "From the

Tom

No.

^™

9, $4.50.

No.

16, $5.50.

you were to purchase rings like these illustrated above in
We are now
Platinum, they would cost from $400 to $500.
manufacturing exact reproductions in Ladies" Sterling Sil*
ver, Platinnm finish, basket setting, pierced design, set with a carat
Bize Genuine "Egeria Gem" imported, possessing the rainbow fire
of a diamond. Send your name now and receive this wonderful gem.
Put it beside a diamond, stands all tests.
This Gem is a wonderful
discovery, only an expert can distinguish between them.
Send no
Give size of finger and number of ring.
money. Write today.
Pay on arrival. If not satisfied in 5 days, return for money refund,
This is a wonderful offer, and to own one of
less handling charges.
these rings will be a revelation to you.
EGERIA CEM CO.. A-l 1 3 Point St.. Providence, R, I.

II"

(Buy National Nets

DOIR BOXES— or

'

the

in

like

new with a National Dolly Wig
For Beautiful bobbed wig nat-

Ground Up." Betty Compson is working
on her second Paramount vehicle, "The
Woman in the Case." George Loan
Tucker, the famous producer, died in
He had been suffering from ill
June.
health for a long time.
Mahlon Hamilton is appearing otioosite Gloria Swanson in her latest, "The Shulamite." Jack
Holt has been made a star by the Paramount company and his first picture will
sooon be released.

in

BOU-

send 85c
your dealer's name for
Box of 6 each net guaran<ind

—

and extra large

teed perfect
size.

State color and style.

NATIONAL HAIR GOODS
Dept.

368

L.

Sixth

CO.

New York

Avenue

Secrets otBeauiy

RnlorsEemiled

Wonderful Opportunity to Become a
Beauty Specialist ^.T^e'ed^'^^oSl^-e^^e^^
to $75 a week. Experience not necessary. In a few weeks' spare time
at home, we make you exp*Tt in ail branches, such as Muscle Strap.
Mud Packs. Hair Dyeing. Permanent Wave, Marcellin?, Skin Work,
Manicurint?. Electrolysis, etc. You can earn while you learn, giving
Bpautv Treatments amont: your friends and neig-hbors. or open your
own Beauty Parlor. Authorized Diploma. Money-Back Guarantee,
Write today for Free Book. Explains this
C.t
wonderful system and Special Offer.

PPpp DV\^r\
RnOIC

ORIENTAL SYSTEM OF BEAUTY CULTURE
Dvpi.

812

1548 Belmont Avenue
Chicago,
thjt Famous Oriental Preparations

lllino!*

Originatora of

LEARN

Movie Acting!
A

fascinating

like to
10c for

know

profession that pays bipr.
you are adapted to this

if

Would you
work? Send

Twelve- Hour Taleii t-Tester or liey
Actiiis Aptitude, and find whether or not

our

to ftloTie
are suited to take up Movie Acting.
A novel,
instructive and valuable work.
Send dime or stamps
today. A large, interesting, illustrated Booklet on Movie
Acting included FREE
you

!

FILM INFORMATION

BUREAU.

Sta. R.

Jackson, Mich.

You can be quickly cured,

'

if

you

^STAMMER
Send 10 cents for 2S8-paBe book on Stammering and
It tells how ]
Stuttering, "Its Cause and Cure."
cured myself after stammering 20 yrs. B. N. Bogue,
SlllBogue BIdg., 1147 N. III. St., Indianapolis.

W

MONEY AT flONL

VT'OU can earn from $1 to $2 an hour
in your spare time writing show cards.
Quickly and easily learned by our new simple
method.
No canvassing or soliciting. We teach
you how: sell your work and pay you cash each
week. Full particulars and booklet free.

AMERICAN SHOW CARD SCHOOL
236 Ryrie Building,

Toronto, Canada

.

Advertising Section
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—

in

William A. G. Olga Petrova was born
Warsaw, Poland. She is not appear-

The DIFFERENCE
Q A 171?
1 JCi Under

ing on the screen at present.

Florence L.

— Only

1 /2-3 /32 carat
Blae White Diamond
Try to mitcb for 60
percent more.

on rare occasions

Full Prices

/

do picture stars have understudies. Yes,
Mary Pickford had one. Madge Evans
Your other
is not starring in pictures.
answered.
Why
questions have been
should I be angry with you? Nothing of

Through the Diamond Clearing House
tmrnmmmmm
75 year old Diamond Banking House, rated more than
$1,000,OCO.OO, has thousands of unpaid loans it can sell

This

.

Write

the sort.

as often as

you

now

at unheard of bargains. This
the chance of a lifetime for a diamond bargain. Take advantage of this. See our
bargain listof unpaid loans and other special advantage diamonds.

like.

—

As-You-WERE. Irving Berlin has never
Song writing has
appeared in pictures.
taken up Irving's spare moments entirely.
He was not engaged to Constance Talmadge. It was merely a rumor.

Why Pay Full

—

but most of them, like thousands of other
individuals, play at it.
It does look like
such a simple little game, too but just try
it yourself once.
Two southern California
tournaments were recently captured by
picture people both directors.
William
Seiter captured the Hollywood Country
Club tournament, and Albert Ray took
first in the Brentwood Country Club's annual event. The onlj' films that our President, Warren G. Harding, has appeared
in are the various news weeklies.
F.

M.

— May

crowned
youngest

is

Donald is not related to Elaine Hammerstein.
Eugene O'Brien is starring
himself now, so will not likely appear in
support of any feminine star. Eugene is
the one being supported now.
Dorothy
Gish and Constance Talmadge are not related, but they are great chums.
Constance's latest

is

called

beau's

stage

vehicle,

"Wedding
Say you ?

Mrs. L. L. E.

Bells."

Alarjorie

Norma

is

madge's newest film. Hope by
you are feeling much better.

this

"The

RamTal-

time

— Thanks

for your nice
little
letter.
Theda Bara recently married Charles J. Brabin, the Fox director.
You will find the addresses you want at
the end of The Oracle.
Theda has not
made a screen production since she left

NOW

A

Soldier

Friend.

brown

hair.

look

We

give you

M.

— Couldn't

say whether Ben
J.
Turpjn has an ear for music or not. He
•^eCtainly has an eye for beauty.
How's
that?

A Michigan Girl— Ruth St. Denis
and Ted Shawn are married. You are
not an intruder by any means.
Surely,
come as often as you care to call. The
tallest woman in pictures is Blanche Payson of the Fox comedies. She is six feet
three. She was a uniformed police woman
at the San Francisco Exposition, after
which she went into pictures. She began
with Universal, and then joined Sennett's,
appearing in the old Keystone comedies.
She weighs all of two hundred and twentyfive

FREE

DOW.

Write for free

offer.

No

Hawaiiap

Will

obligations!

Narrative of

pounds, but

not inclined to stoutness.
You'd be just as safe in picking an
argument with Jack Dempsey.
is

of

Sell

you enroll
Hawaiian Music and

Ulculele

if

Send now!

Ipstitute of Music.

You

We

a

handsome
300 W.

4-M, New York

34lli St., Dept.

Us Your Spare Time?

Equal to new.

listing' hundreds of "Doney-saving barg'aine in
^slightly used and new .ameras and aupplies. All
goods sold on 10 ddys* Free Trial. Money back
not satisfied. You take no chances dealing with us. We
have been in the photographic businesB over 16 yrs. Write now*
t

CENTRAL CAMERA CO.

the Staff of a
Big Newspaper
Fascinating work and fine op-

Over

22,000

help

meeting

interestinfi: peopli^
a

you.

STRONGFORTISM—T

h e

Modern

Health Promotion will aid
Nature in restoring your Flagging
Powers and Manhood and Fit you for
Marriage and Parenthood.
I
guarScience of

antee

it.

Mark the
Consultation
ivant

subjects

Coupon

on the free
on which you

special

confidential information
and send 10c to help pay postage on
my free book, "Promotion and Conservation
of
Health.
Strength and
Mental Energy."
It's a man-builder
and a hfe-saver. Send for it rig-ht Now.

and

seeing the unusual. Good reporters eet -SS.OOO

'spaoerwritersmake SIO.OOD to $25,000

year,

inuw eiiHY to prepare for this big- field — veteran newspaper men will
teach you by mail m your spare time at home.
In a few simple and
absorbmgly interesting les.-ons vou get the boiled-d<iwn _
.
"Know-How" of their life-lone experience. Free book Frf C „
BOOU
tells everything— salaries paid— opportunities— how you
Tp]l« Haui
can quickly yet thoroughly qualify for any branch of the
work — bow it opens the door to magazine and motion picture writing
and ro other opnortunities-how httle ir .:'>st5=— how we will aid vou in
secunnpT a eood position, Book points way to big things-absolutely
free-write today
Newspapet Training Assoc. .Dept. 43, 1123 Broadway, New Yor fa

—

—

news-

papers in U. S.— many with 100
or more writers each.
Wide
variety of work — reporting—
editorial and feature writingsports— business and financialtheatre and book reviewing,
etc. Newspaper men are privileged-admitted vyhere others
excluded— always where things
are happening— often sent on special trips with all expenses paid and up

124 S. Wabash Av. Chicago

—

week. Wilson Methods, Limited, Dept. N.,
64 East Richmond, Toronto, Canada.

portunities.
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At first she pities him then she
has contempt for him next she cordially despises him, and finally she
deserts him.
How about you? Are
you
a
wealiling
without sufQcient
courage left to approach a woman
and ask her hand in marriage? Do
you tremble to thinl? what might happen in your home if you marry a
lovely girl and she discovers that you
are a physical weakling?
You dare
not marry and ruin some trusting
girl's lite if Youthful Errors and Excesses have sapped your vitality and
left you a mere apology for a real
man.
It looks hopeless to you, but
cheer up. I want to help you I can

train

On

Dept.

No "Wjman Loves
a Weakling

for us;

Get

description.

Save money. Write novp for

Free Bargain Book and Catalog

you to write show cards
no canvassing or soliciting; we
supply you with steady work; distance no
object; will pay you from $15 to $50 a
will

60%

to.

slightly used

GRAFLEX-KODAKS
Cameras and Lenses
every

lele!

:ant!y

_

on

you play quaint dreamy
fascinating Hawaiian music
or latest sonss on the Ukulele,
Prof,
you will be in demand.
t'arry J. Clarke's latest method
*ow enables you to play the
As easy
ilKulele in a few weeks.
as reading a novel.
No previous knowledge necessary.
Faihous Moving Picture Stars have learned to play it.

She has lightJuanita Horton is her coris

SAVE 25%

~" can

Sihvi

Love is a
was born in Los

married. He
is a native son, being born in San Francisco,
California.
He has a daughter,
who is already playing in pictures.
E.

bar-'

mercantile agencUa*

— Bessie

Nancy N.— Eddy Polo

and prepaid your new

tiT^—.

name.

rect

lutely free

Office

Fox.
native daughter.
She
Angeles,
California.

OE ROY & SONS

DeROY & SONS /
Onl^ Opposite Poat
f
298lDeRoyBldff.,PitUbQrgli.Pa. /
Referencea by permiasioTi—Bank /
CiatM..,.
of Pittsburgh - N. A. Marine /
National B nk— Union Trust
Co,, Pittsburgh, Pa. Your
//
bank can
ua up in
'X

—

Very appropriate, say I.
Sign On The Door,"

JOS.

S981 De Roy Bldg.,Plttsburg.Ptf*
/Gentlemen; —Please send me abso-

single.

Tex. Norma Talmadge
is
to Joseph Schenck.
She was
Constance is three years
1897.
than Norma.
Natalie, recently
I\lrs.
Buster Keaton, is the
of the three.
Katherine Mac-

Doches
married
born in
younger

Allison

to you.

JOS.

Mr. Seena Owen.

is

FREE

recognized diamond

Id

'

List

Different from ordinary catalog. Ever?
gem described in detail with weight to
smallest fraction. We ship for FREE
examination. No risk. No obligation
No expense. Get these details Just
esndyoiii name for latest list
I

—

Mae

service

Wu

autnority will value any diamond for you. Has backed
his judgment of diamond
values by actual cash outlav? in loans and other deals
in excess of $50,000,000.00.

Write for details.

Send for Latest

—

George Walsh

FREE Diamond Expert

Unequalled Diamond Values
Never have w*; offered such bargains.
RicLitnow we have listed the biggest
values in our 75 years of bargain giving. Our customers write they can't
match our bargains for 40 per cent,
60 per cent and even 100 per cent more.
Stronger claims than even we make.

Asa K. Not every one in the motionpicture game plays golf.
Some play it,

Now

Prices

Down, Down, Go Ours

ST R O G O R T

L,IOIVEL

Ff
IS
Phi/sical and Health Specialist
Dept. 57.5
Newark, New Jersey
CUT OUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON
FREE CONSULTS TION CdriPON
Mr. Lionel Strongfort, Dept. 575, Newark, N
Please send me your book, "PBOMOTION

—
J —

AND

COX.SERVATION OF HEALTH, STRENGTH AND

MENTAL ENERGY,"

for postage on which 1 en10c piece (one dime).
I have marked (X)
before the subject In which I am interested.
..Colds
..Pimoles
..Rheumatism
..Catarrh
..Blackheads
..Impotency
..Asthma
..Increased
ciiint,
u,:..Fall
ng Hair
.Hay Fever
Height
..Weak Eyes
..Obesity
..Insomnia

close

Don't Wear
a Truss
Brooks'

Appliance, the
modern scientific invention, the

wonderful new discovery thatj
relieves rupture, will be sent!
on trial. No obnoxious springs!
or pads.
mr. c.

.

a

.Headache

..Thinness
..Rupture

..Lumhago
..Neuritis
e.

brooks

Brooks' Rupture Appliance
Has automatic Air Cushions. Binds and
draws the broken parts together as you w7ould

..Neuralgia
..Flat Chest
..Deformity
(Describe)
..Successful
Marriage

a broken limb. No salves. No lies. Durable,
cheap. Sent on trial to prove it. Protected by
U. S. patents. Catalog and measure blanks
mai ed free. Send name and address today.

Name

Brooks Appliance Co., 215-B State

City

St., Marsiall, Micli.

.

.

..

!?hort

Wind

Flat Feet

..

.Gastritis

Heart Weakness
Poor Circulation

..

Disorders
..Constipation
..Biliousness
..Torpid Liver
..Indigestion

..Skin

..Nervousness
..Poor Memory

Weaknesses
;

.Occupation
Street

.

..

..Stomach

Disorders

..Despondency
Round Shoulders
..Lung Troubles

..

..Stoop Shoulders

..Muscular
Development
.Great Strength
.

!

!

Advertising Section
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What

I

The Greatest Thing

I

—

have exam-

Diamonds
ined
in a lot of cities
and

quality
price..
I

hioh

for

tiiat,

D

say

will

A

lU

bI— La^ra

ported

low ring,

first

B2—^!!!!'SSPf e

3

be

who

sought the greatest

His name was Henry Drummond, and the pearl beyond price
found was love

—
All treasure and
are nothing beside
—love of the
man for
fellow — love of the mother for her babe— love of

7

that he

im- Bi&mo^ cluster
onyx i4k white gcrtd
Qual- mounting $48.50.

gifts

ROYAL ity blue white
N D & Diamond pierced
CO. 1 4 K mounting

this

his

WATCH
can't

World?

in the

Years ago, there lived a kindly man
thing in the world
and found it.

BABE RUTH
SAYS:

and

Is

man

the one

beat." $30.00;^:

woman-—clean, pure

for the one

love

entirely fitting, therefore, that at last a magazine has
been devoted to love stories, exclusivel}'. You may now find it
Ask for
at all news dealers.
It

Love Story Magazine

B4»^14K white gold
engraved
hand

mounting,

blue

Diamond

white
$40.00.

is

—

In it, you will find nothing of the immoral nothing sordid,
but bright, cheerful love stories in which sunshine follows the

•

B5—WliRe

and
green gold LavaMere,
.center

e

n g

ra

Diamond with
blue

$25.00.

^.

„,

.„_.,-

set
perfec-

shadows

vef<3

S

white Dia-

monds

— as

it

should.

Love Storv Magazine

155. 00.

who has ever loved
Buy a copy now.

14tf"

emen s
solid gold

Tooth

ring,

blue

quality

Diamond

•

first

white

Published Semimonthly

B8
motJ'J-

nnm

fatl-

'^i;.

human

Price, 15c:

solitaire
$57.50.

$100.00.

STREET

& SMITH CORPORATION, Publishers, New York City

New

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!

Pay

m

ISiext Year
for your

Perfume!
yjOiU will be delighted to hear of th9
1

can be produced.

Lovers of good perfome everywhere are
charmed with its fragrance, an exquisindescribable minglmg of the
rarest odors. It is nnlilte anything yoo
have ever seen before.

ORDER NOW
DON'T SEND A PENNY
come to you for examination.
Pay (1-5) 20% only if you are satisfiedTake a full year to pay the balance.
"ROYAL" diamonds are genuine first
Every
quality blue white perfect cut.
All goods
article an exceptional value.
Satsent on approval lor 30 Days' Trial.
No references
isfaction guaranteed.
10</o

red tape— no money in
Discount lor Ca*.

8% yearly Dividends in exchange
allowance guaranteed on every
diamond purchased from

The most complete catalog ever published

of Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry.Silverware,
Cameras, Ivory Toilet Sets, etc.. sent free,
prices the lowest— quality the highest. 30
Days' Trial and a lull year to pay on
everything you order from our 82,000,000.00
Send for your tree copy today.
stock.
Address Dept. 416.

^

®J

.R0YAL«2S(X!
Maiden Lane-KewYoik
1 5S-J7-39

\

To

introduce

i

it

to you.

we make

thia

Special Offer

Half Ounce Bottle onTrial
it with oar positive guarantee that If you ara
not delighted, or if the perfume does not exactly suit
your taste, the trial will not cost you one cent.

Try

Made

of selected Pure
Turkish Tobacco, with a distinctive blend
which is appreciated by smokers of dis-

Plain or

Cork

Tip.

ICO Bud Cigarettes
crimination and taste.
securely packed in Mahogany Wood Boxes.
Send us $2.00 for a box of 100. Sent postThe Bud Cigarette
paid to any address.

us.

"ROYAL" CHRISTMAS
CATALOG FREE

Established 1895

The new odor is

Honolulu bouquet
itely

—goods

advance.

X newest creation of the Rieger laboraknown fornearlya half acentory
as makers of the choicest perfumes that

tories.

Christmas Gifts!

demanded—no

being

resembles

sdi.

S350.00

is for you, for every
or been loved.

Company, 2 Rector

Street,

New

York

City.

Send

name and

retruJar half-ounce bottle.

man

Wo

only the net cost

— gmFir
n^l-H

PROFESSIONAL TONE
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

and lessons sent on free trial. Violin, Tenor
Banjo, Hawaiian Guitar, Ukulele, Mandolin, Cornet, Banjo Mandolin, Banjo Ukulele, Guitar, Banjo Guitar,
or Banjo. Wonderful new copyrighted system of teaching
note music by mall. Four lessons will teach you several
pieces. Over 100,000 successful players. Do not miss
this free trial offer. Write for booklet. No obligations.

SLINGERLAND SCHOOL OF MUSIC.
1815 Orchard Street,

Dept. 134,

Inc.,

Chicago. Illinois

When

— 60e —we

positively guarantee to refund all

PAUL RIEGER
124 First Street

III!

No Money "

address. We wHl send yoo thl3
yon receive it pay the postpay all postage and war tax.
yoor money Bt any
time on request It yon eay yon are not satisfied — jast return
the empty or partly empty bottle. Do not miss this opportunity to try tnia exquisite new perfume. Write today to

simply send na your

& CO.

(Since 1872)

Saa Francisco, CaL

Advertising Section
Johnnie W.
dress

is
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—

George Cheseboro's adgiven at the end of The Oracle.

—

Lover of Anna Q. Your favorite was
born in Ystad, Sweden. She received her
Her stage career has
education there.
She is
been in Sweden and America.
five feet seven inches tall and weighs one
hundred and thirty-five pounds. Her hair
Reis very golden and her eyes are blue.
cently she returned to Sweden for a visit.
She is making "Three Live Ghosts" in
London for Famous Players-Lasky.

Bugs

S.

— Anita

Stewart

in

is

home near New York
summer vacation at the time

Island

T/je Sign of

A

Whiskers

Bell."

First National

Long

her

ASSOCIATED

First National Pictures, Inc. beUeves that only through
independent stars and producers can the best in art be obtained..
The very fact of their independence is an assurance that they will give
their best efforts to the production of the highest quality pictures, as they

think she intends to go back to California
when she resumes her work. Charles
Ray's latest pictures are "Scrap Iron" and

"The Midnight

Pictures

Attraction

City, for a
1
1 write.

is

Ray's own dog that you see in so
of his pictures.

Good

Mr.

own names

are directly responsible under their

many

and are

entirely free to

produce according

to the picture play public,

to their

own

ideals.

—

A. C. S. Frank Mayo is married. Ruth
Roland has been married. She is not at

For

the present time.
Juanita Hanson is not
married. Your other questions have been
answered.
Those players do not wear
wigs except in the case of an occasional
character part or something that would
call for hair different than their own.

Eugene

O'Brien

is

not

married.

Gish

Charles

Ray

sional.

Shirley

is

is

Mason

to
is

His

a nonprofesthe wife of

Durning.
Viola Dana is unmarried.
Likewise Kathleen O'Connor.
Alice Joyce is Mrs. James Regan, Jr.

Bernard

—

Olive L. F. The part you inquire about
was only a bit, and was not given in the
cast or on record at the studio.

Addresses of Players
Asked for by readers whose letters are
answered by The Oracle this month:
Address June Caprice, Ruth Roland, George
Seitz, and Marguerite Courtot, care of
Patb6 Exchange, 35 West Forty-fifth Street,
New York City.
Raymond McKee, Shirley Mason, Buck
Jones, Jack Gilbert, and Tom Mix, at the
Fox Studios, Western Avenue, Hollywood,
B.

California.
Jack Pickford, Mary Pickford, Lew Cody,
and Bessie Barriscale, at the Brunton Studios,
Melrose Avenue, Los Angeles. California.

Lillian and Dorothv Gisb. Richard Barthelmess, Ralph Graves, and Carol Dempster,
Mamaroneck, Oriental
at Griffith
Studios,
Point, New York.
Earle Williams. Edith Johnson, Antonio
Moreno, and William Duncan, at the Vitagraph Studios. Los Angeles, California.
Vidor.
Doyd Hughes, Louise
Florence
Glaum, and Douglas MacLeao, at the Ince
California.
Culver
City,
Studios.
Mildred Davies, Harold Lloyd, and "Snub"
Pollard, at the Rolin Studios, Culver City,
California.

Edmund Lowe.

Vola Vale. Marguerite Fisher,
Gretchen I-lartman. Gaston Glass. Marguerite
Snow. Mablon Hamilton. ZaSu Pitts, care of
Willis & Inglis. Wright & Callender Building,
Los Angeles, California.
Neva Gerber, at the Berwilla Studios, Santa
Monica Boulevard, Hollywood. California.
Jack Hosie. at the National Film Company,
Hollywood. California.
trice Jlichelena.

be-

Clara Kimball Young, at the Harry Garson
Studios. Edendale, California.
Carlyle Blackwell, at the Lambs Club. New

York City.

Send NO Money
Pay Postman $^

'

on Arrival
.GoldFffled
WatchBracclet

Actual
Value
tlQoo

Restore

Those
Silver

Threads
WONDERFUL

XMAS OFFER

These disfiguring gray streaks which
make you look a hundred years old
comb them away with Mary T. Goldman's
Hair Color Restorer. Mail coupon for free
trial bottle .-nd test on single lock. This

—

Harry Carey. Eddy Polo, Gladys Walton,
Frank Mayo, Marie Prevost, Priscilla Dean,
and Erich Von Stroheim. at the Universal
.

Bobby Vernon.

strictly

7Jewe|
Movempnt

City.

Studios, Universal City. California.
Wallace Reid, Gloria Swanson, Conrad
Nagel, Lois Wilson, Agnes Ayres, Forrest
Stanley, Roscoe Arbuckle, and Ann Forrest,
at the Lasky Studios, Vine Street, Hollywood. California.
Elsie Ferguson, Elliott Dexter, and Mar.iorie
Daw, at the Paramount Pictures Corporation,
485 Fifth Avenue. New York City.
Pauline Frederick and Sessue Hayakawa,
at the Robertson-Cole Studios, Los Angeles,
California.
Ben Turpin, Mabel Normand, and Pbylis
Haver, at the Mack Sennett Studios, Edendale, California.
Rudolph Valentino. Alice Terry. Viola Dana,
and Bert Lytell, at the Metro Studios. Hollywood, California.
Also Nazimova, Charles
Bryant, and Gareth Hughes.
George Cheseboro, Francis Ford, and Texas
Guinan. at the Francis Ford Studios, Sunset
Boulevard. Hollywood. California.
Vera Steadman. Helen Darling. Dorothy Devore. and Mollie McGowan, at Christie Studios.
Sunset & Gower, Hollywood, California. Also

of independent

Adjusted

Angeles, California.
Charles and Albert Bay, at the Charles
Ray Studios, Fleming Street, Los Angeles,
California.
Conway Tearle, Eugene O'Brien. Martha
Mansfield, and Elaine Hammerstein, at the
Selznick Pictures corporation, 729 Seventh

New York

Charles Meredith. Wallace

MacDonald. Nigel Barrie, George Larkin. Bea-

Harrison Ford, Kenneth Harlan, Constance,
and Norma Talmadge, at the Talmadge
Studios. 318 East Forty-eighth Street, New
York City
Bebe Daniels, Mary Miles Minter, and
Wanda Hawley, at the Morosco Studios, Los

Avenue,

work

Associated First National Pictures, Inc. is a nation wide organization of
independent theatre owners who foster the production of finer photoplays
and who are devoted to the constant betterment of screen entertainment.

"The Last Door."
Mrs. James Rennie.

married

reason First National distributes only the

proven ability and accepts this work for exhibition
cause of its merit as the best in entertainment.

latest picture is called,

Dorothy

this

artists of

proves

Send for this rich looking gold filled CombinaWatch -Bracelet today. You will find it to be
a $10.00 yalue.
Has adjusted 7-jeweIed movement, the case being gold -filled and warranted
to wear 10 years.
It is a stem-wind and stem-set
model and it looks like a very expensive watcli.
The picture shows you what a handsome model
tion

it.

No danger

—nothing
your hair
tion

of
to

soft,

streaking or discoloraor rub off. Leaves

wash

fluffy,

lovely to curl

it is and the gold dial adds
The bracelet is flexible and

and

It

and silk-lined box.

Our Money-Back
Guarantee Protects Ypu

Don't Hesitate!

substitutes.

MaryT.Goldman, 913 GoldmaiiBldg.,St,Paul,Mina.
Mary T. Goldmiin, 913 Goldmzn eidg., St. Paul, Minn.
Please send me your FREE trial bottle of Mary T.

Goldman'sHairColorRestorerwithspecialcomb. lam
not obligated in any way by accepting this free offer.

I
I
I
I

dark brown

I

Name

J
I

The natural color of

—

mv

hair

medium brown

—

13

black
light

—

Street.

Town..

Co

State..

b. ......

.let

black...

brown

Each watch is examined beand you will find them

fore leaving the factory
perfect tirae-piecea.

—

I

to its attractiveness.
will fit any wrist, so
to order on account of size.
is sent direct to you,
as pictured, in a velvet

you need not hesitate

Restoration complete in 4 to 8
days, whether your gray hairs are many
or few.
enclose lock
Fill out coupon carefully
Trial bottle and application
if possible.
comb come by return mail. Full sized
bottle at your druggist or direct from us.
Don't risk ruining your hair with cheap
dress.

So positive are we that you will be delighted
with your watch that we ABSOLUTELY GUABANTEE to refund your money if you are not
examination
satisfied
after
therefore,
do not
hesitate to order.
Send no money.
Just rush
your name and address. Your
watch will be sent by return
Send for big:
prepaid mail and delivered
Free cataloeriie
right to your door by the
of other jewpostman.
Pay the posUnan
elry b.irgraius.
our advertised price of .$4.95
on arrival and remember, if
you are not entirely pleased after examination,
return your watch and we will refund your money,
;

I

J
I
g

•

every cent of

it.

EMPIRE CITY MFG. CO.
Dept. 18G,

138 5th Ave.,

New York

(Advertising Section
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h<^tered in brown imitation Spanish leather. Library table has 23>4 z 34 inch top, with roomy magazine shelf below, and two large beaatifuUy desigried book racks, one at each end. Jardinierre stand meBBores IIH inches high
with 12 inch top. Clip the coupon below, and send it to os with $1.00 and we will ship yoo the entire six pieces, sabject to your approval. No
C. O. D. Shipped knocked down to reduce your freight charges considerably. Easy to set up. Sbinpiner weight about aboat 175 pounds. Order
by No. B6697A. Send $1.0O cash with order* $2.70 monthly. Price $29.95. No discount for ca«h»

Special Reduced Price

NOW!

Offer—

Rock-bottom prices for yon. YoD can now get this wonderful 6-piece library set direct from oar own factory at the lowest
price since before the war— and foronly $1.00 down, ayeartopay! This Bet is sacb a wonderful bargain Btthis special rednced price, thatwe
have reserved the limited number we have on hand for new customers only. The set is not shown in our regular catalog. We haven't enough to
supply everyone. First come, first served. Orderyour setonthis lowpriceoffer now. Remember, thirty days' trial in your own hornet
Costs you Qothing if you are not entirely pleased. Send at once I
Jt
Prices down, at laat!

STRAUS&SCHRAM

4^

^^ West

Easy Payments!
We
ODen an account with

us.
trust honest people anywhere in the United States. Send for this wonderful bargain
shown abovBj or choose from our big catalog. One price to all,
cash or credit. No discount for cash. Not one penny extra

We

for credit
Do not ask for a special cash price.
cannot offer
any discount from these sensational prices. No C. O. D.

30 Days' Trial
Our guarantee

protects

It not perfectly satisreturn the article at
our expense within 30 days
and get your money back
— also any freight you paid.
Could any offer be fairer?

Free Bargain Catalog
Send

for

it.

Shows thousands

you.

of bargains in furniture, jewelry,

fied,

carpets, rugs, curtains, silverware, stoves, porch and lawn furniture, talking machines, women's, men's and children's wearing apparel. Send coupon today.

STRAUS & SCHRAM RSiVs2?lt,.ot

Dept. 1758

35th Street, Chicaeo

Enclosed find $1.00.

Send Coupon
along with $1.00 to us

^

I

Name

^jT

St..R.F.D.
or Box No

>
monthly payments for anything
you want. Send the coupon to- j,
day— now. Don't delay.

ICAGOf ILLa ^

I

keep the suite, I will pay you $2.70
monthly. If not satisfied. I am to return the
suite within 30 days and you are to refund
my money and any freight charfires I paid.
Q6-PIece Library Set. No. BG697A, S29.95
It

/

now. Have this fine library
set shipped on 30 days' trial.
We will also Send our big
Bargain Catalog listing thousands
of amazing bargains. Only a small
first payment and the balance in

^
~

_

Ship specla] ad-

vertised 6-piece Fumed Oak Librarr
%4fSuite.
am to have SO days' free trial.

4'

Skippvng
Point

"

»

y" onvi wrmteatiios put

FomtiBt, Sisf es and Jcwebr

X

In

..-.«

proper box below.

Hea's, WsmtD's and ChSdren's

CMk^

UiOentu

One

OeiOels

"Fewer Jewels Not Worthy of the Name Burlington"
Adjusted to
Adjusted to the Second
Adjusted to Temperature
Montgomery Railroad
Isochronism
25- Year Gold Strata Case
Dial New Art Designs Extra Thin Cases.

—
—

—

—

—

—

You pay

only this small amount each month for this masterpiece, sold
rock-bottom price, the lowest price at which a
Burlington is sold. This masterpiece of watch manufacture is adjusted
to

you

at the direct

to position, adjusted

Send coupon today

to

temperature, and adjusted to
book on watches.

Burlington

Send the Coupon!

&

not pay a cent until you see the watch. Send
coupon today for this great book on watches, and
full information on the $5-00 a month oSer on the
Burlington Watch.
Don't delay.
Act TODAY
the

—

Watch

Co.

Marshall Blvd. Chicago
Dept. 1289, 19tli St.
62 Albert Street, Winnipeg, Manitoba
Please send me (without obligation and prepaid) ycur
free book on watches with full explanation of your $5.00
a month oSer on the Burlington Watch.

You do

RIGHT NOW!

isochronism.

for free

Name
Address

'

[

The jo)^>us spirit of Christmas ]

Monsieur
HEREAmerica

Pogany, the famous artist, depicts for us
the gay abandon of an old-time Parisian
Christmas Eve, or Reveillon.
in

But few of us may know the joy of spending
But any of us, mes amies, may know the

Helas!
Reyeillon

a

Paris.

joy of giving this Christmas these delightful Parisian Paquets
de Noel
these Djer-Kiss holiday sets.

—

In the best shops everywhere they will be found. More
charming they are than ever before
gifts filled to the full
with a fascination fran^aise. And, more, so splendid a variety
cf combinations.

—

Can you, Madame, Mademoiselle, imagine a more charming
g:ft for

your friends intimes? Assurement none could be more

fasiiionable

—bringing

charm of Paris

You

will

itself.

as these paquets deDjer-Ktss do the very

So

not forget?

it is

you will give, n 'est<e fas ?

that

C'est

une

affaire si importante.

#

er-JSJ^ss.
nxTrmncm
M IKMoumt
J€aA»

HOLIDAY SETS
Djer-KIss holidar sets are presented to vsa
in six different combinatioiis of thesa
French Djer-Kiss ToOetries. Et autri six different pnces
Too, a happr chiii-e r.f happr
Lem
pagumts blue or U* paqueU old rose.
colors.

Madame,

.

.

—

H—
—

Be a

Certificated
"Electrical Expert"

READ

WHAT MY
STUDENTS

SAY—
"Mr. CooUe can, and will, get
you a job, but that part is unnecessary, because jf vou study,
he will make you proficient, and
then there will be any number
of jobs LOOKING FOR YOU."—
O. W. Chamberlain, Little Eagle,
So. Dak., to a prospective student.

"Have

received

just

my

di-

ploma, of which I am very proud.
I think your Course
is the most
complete I have ever seen.
I
have received my money's worth
many times, and any fellow that
turns down your offer is sure going
rejrret
it."
to
Loran
C.

—

Brown,

Sebring.

Oliio.

"Since I started to study with
you a year ago I have, doing
electrical work in my spare time, made the price
of 2 Courses,
and have increased my earning

"Electrical Experts" Earn
to *30 a
What's Your Future

day

Be an

when

"Electrical Expert"

—
—

—

—

—

—

$3,SOO
Get in

line for

to

grasped, right-up-to-the-minute, Spare-Time

Age or Lack
You

now

for

my

Home-Study Course

of Experience

easily-learned, quicklyin Practical Electricity.

"You

will be pleased to learn of my promoChief Electrician.
It was your course
1
am.
Although only a little
half throush .vour lessons, I have had mv
wages raised from $75 to $273.00 a montii,
and expect to do better before I am through."
H. E. Wolf. Columlius. Ohio.

tion

over

When I enrolled \v4h you I was only able
make $75.00 a month. Today, thanks to your
splendid lessons. I am in business for myself,
maliin?
over $400.00
a
month." A. Schreck.
Phoenix, Arizona,
to

—

"Electrical men here speak very highly of your
course.
One tlie Fresno Manager of the General Electric Company
says your course is equal
to the three years' training course at their Schenectady shops." E. Linnville. Fresno, Calif.

"I want to speak a good word in regard to
Course and metliods.
It has
helped me
I
passed a Journevmin's examithe
International
Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers, and am now carrying a first-

No Draw-Back

wonderfully.
nation with

card."

class

;

Give You a Real Training

I
As Chief Enslnecr

of the Cliicatro Enf^in.efi'ing ^A'olks I know exactly the kind
Hiinof training a man needs to set the best positions at the highest salaries.
dreds of mv students are now parninR $.S,500 to .$10,000. Many are now sucCONTRACTORS. (Read my students' letters).
eessful

ELECTRICAL

Your Success Guaranteed
that after
that you can learn Electricity — so sure am
So sure am
can get into the "big money" class

L.L.

COOKE,

I

I

in elecstudying with me, you, too,
trical work that I will guarantee under bond to return every single
penny paid me in tuition if, when you have finished my course you
ire not satisfied it was the best investment you ever made.

Chief Eng.,
Chicago Engineering

Works, Dept. 441,
1918 Sunnyside Ave.,
111.

Electrical Working
FREE—
Splendid
each

Outfit— FREE

—

Outfit of Electrical Tools, Materials and
student a
Measuring Instruments absolutely FREE. I also supply them with Drawinff Outfit examination paper, and many other thinss that other schools
don't furnish. You do PEACTICAL work— AT HOME. You start right
AT YOUR PROFESSION
in after the first few lessons to
in a practical way.
r.i
Nniir
WrUo Mp I want to Send you my Electrical

WORK

—

write rae ^^^^ ^nd Pmof Lessons both
Oet Started Wow
FREE. These cost you nothing and you'll enjoy them. Make the
start today for a bright future in Electricity.
ci.i'ef*E'n°?nl'er

Dept. 441,

Send

in

coupon—NOW.

Chicago Engineering Works,
1918 Sunnyside

Ave.,

CHICAGO,

"When
tricity.

for

the

—

J.

Overton. Maryville. Tenn.

R.

—

I knew nothing about ElecToday I am the highest paid workman
Massena Light & Power Co." C. C.

I enrolled

Burkhart,

Massena,

—

N.

Y.

"T am still holdinc; tliat position with the
Minneapolis Steel & Machinery Comp'^ny, secured
on your recommendation." A. Swanson, Minneapolis, Minn.

—

"In 18 months since I started to study with
T have increased mv salary from
$6 a dav

you

$1,000 a yeor."— A. F. Kleraz. St^te Supt.
Const., Miller- York Co.
Saginaw. Mich.
to

of

,

"The

outfit

is

wonderful,

expected, and I miipt
pleased with same."
F.

I

much better th^n
T
fm more than

so

say
X. Droege,

—

Coviugton,

Ky.

"Before
only

able

I
to

started

to

make $50

with you
weeks.

study
every

2

I

was

Now

I

am making

I give

Dear Sir: Send at once Sample
Lessons, your Big Book, and full i
particulars of your Free Outfit and
Home Study Course all fully prepaii
without obligation on my part.

—

—

My

Address

to

me where

put

your

don't have to be a College Man you don't have to be a High School graduate.
Course in Electricity is the most simple, thorough, and successful in existence, and
offers every man, regardless of age, education or previous experience the chance to
become, in a very short time, an "Electrical Expert", able to make from $70 to
$200 a week.

Chicago,

NOTH'NG

—

—

$10,000 a Year

one of these "Rig Jobs" by enrolling

May I mfde about $65 in my
time.
I can hand you the credit, because
I
started I l;new
about Electricity."
L. Randell, Ironton. Minn.
spare

the ordinary Electrician the "screw driver" kind is making money big
money. But it's the trained man the man who knows the whys and wherefores of Electricity
the "Electrical Expert" who is picked out to "boss"' ordinary Electricians to
boss Big Jobs the jobs that pay

—
—

Wash.

'During

Trained "Electrical Experts" are in great demand at the highest salaries, and the
opportunities for advancement and a big success in this line are the greatest ever known.
Fit 3'ourself for one of these big
"Electrical Experts" earn $70 to $200 a week.
paying positions

Today even

power just 100 per cent."— Samuel Albright. Riv-

erside,

ILL.

$300 a month, and going up all the
Tour Course lias put me wliere T am."
SallinTer, Mine Electricifn. New River &
Pocahontas Con. Coal Co., Layland. W. Ya.

time.
E.
J.

•*r would not take 1 000 dollars and be without your course.
If T did the years ahead wou'd
only be like the few th^t have passed."
Swiger, Wallace. West Virginia.

—

Complete

Lett^-rs

Write

Sent

Me

When You

Advertising Section

3

13c a day soon buys an

FREE
TRIAL

latest

model

Before you realize it you have this splendid Oliven
paid for. And you get to use it right away
while

—

INo

you pay.

Money

To begin
now sell the

Down

—

Oliver Typewriter

with, you save $50.50 on the price, for ,we
standard $100 Oliver for $49.50 cash. Or

you save $45

if you pay the installment price of $55.
our latest and best model, the No. 9. The finest
product of our factories.

It is

We are able to make these great savings for you through the economies
learned during the war. We found that it was unnecessary to have

Used by
U. S. Steel
Corporation,

\\re

great numbers of traveling salesmen and numerous expensive branch
were also able to discontinue many
houses through the country.
other superfluous sales methods.

N.Y. Central
Lines, Na-i

We

City
Bank of New
tional

You may buy direct from us,
via coupon.
even send the
Oliver for five days free trial, so
that you may act as your own
salesman. You may use it as if it

Ency-

York,

We

clopaedia Brit-

annic a. New
York

Edison

Co., Otis
tor Co.,

Eleva-

Boston

Elevated

Rail-

ways, and Other big
concerns.

were your own. You can be the
sole judge, with no one to influence you.

$100
Value
Let us send you the Oliver for
Free Trial. The coupon brings it.
If you agree that it is the finest

This coupon brings you a
Free Trial Oliver without
your paying in advance.
Save half.

typewriter, regardless of price, pay
$49.50 cash for it, or $55 on installments $3 after trial, then $4 per

—

month.

If, after trying it, you wish to return it, we
even refund the outgoing transportation charges.
So the trial does not cost you a cent. Nor does it
place you under obligations to buy.
Our new plan has been a tremendous success.
are
selling more Olivers this way than ever before.
Over
900,000 Olivers have been sold!
Oliver popularity is increasing daily.
This, the Oliver 9, has all the latest improvements.
It is
noted for its sturdiness, speed and fine workmanship.
It is
handsomely finished in olive enamel and polished nickel. If any
typewriter is worth $100, it is this Oliver, for which we now ask
only $49.50, after its being priced for years at $100.
Mail the coupon for EITHER a free trial Oliver or further
information.
Be your own salesman and save half. This is
your great opportunity.

We

Canadian Price, $79

Decide yourself.
Or this coupon brings further information.
Check which you wish.
•

THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER COMPANY,
1251 Oliver Typewriter

BldST.,

CMcago,

My

shipping point is
Do not send a machine until I order it. Mail me your
book "The High Cost of Typewriters The Reason and
the Remedy," your de luxe catalog and further information.

—

—

Name

-

Street Address
City

1251 Oliver Typewriter

Bldg., Chicago,

111.

me a new Oliver No. 9 Typewriter for five days'
free in.«pection. If I keep it I will pay $55 as follows: $3 at the end of trial period and then at the rate of $4
per month. The title to remain in you until fully paid for. If
I make cash settlement at end of trial period I am to deduct
ten per cent and remit to you $49.50.
If I decide not to keep it, I will ship it back at your expense
at the end of five days.
.Ship

State..

111.
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.
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Chats With Screen Authors

Information and advice about scenarios and the market for them.
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the Studios

.
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A Calendar of Past Performances
What your

Off

With

the

favorites

Johnson Briscoe

were doing years ago.

Old Love

Malcolm H. Oettinger 18

"

.

.

.

,

Contrasting to-day's favorites with those of yesterday.

The

Penitent Pauline
.
How the West has changed Miss

.
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.

Dressing-room secrets of prominent

Of Course You
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An
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20
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.
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.
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stars.

Dorothy!
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.

Frederick.

Miss Gish of the comedies.

Own
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.

.

informal chat with ever-popular Miss Hammerstein.
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The answer to a question that many fans
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.
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Gordon Gassaway

review of the season's crop of stars and their achievements, illustrated with portraits
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in rotogravure.

Malcolm H. Oettinger 43
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Introducing a star

who

lives

up

to all the

glamorous ideas

The

of

what a

star should be.

Helen Christine Bennett 45

Here's to the Brave

The

Holman

guise.

to the interviewer's resolutions

fascinating love story of

The New

.

.

in a

Raving Versus Reason
What happened

Russell
are asking.

true story of the risks motion-picture actors take.

Observer
Editorial

comment on timely

.

.

.

.

49

topics concerning motion pictures.

E. Lanning Masters

Right Off the Grill

51

Crackling comment from the heart of the motion-picture colony.

Sketchographs

— a Screen Novelty
new

Proving that there

is

something

.

.

Gordon White

54

under the Kliegs.
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Paramount Pictures
listed in

Sept.

1,

order ot release

1921, to Jan.

Wallace Reid

in

"The

By Byron

1922

1,

Diggers"

Hell

Morgan.

Swanson in Elinor Glyn's
"The Great Moment"

Gloria

Specially written for the star by the

author of "Three Weeks."
Betty Compson in
"At the End of the World"
Directed

By Ernst Klein
by Penrhyn Stanlaws.

"The

A

Cecil

B.

the famous
Prague.

of

story of ancient

a
^
y\uumount
If

Golem"

unique presentation

DeMille's

"The Affairs of Anatol"
By Jeanie MacPherson
Suggested

by Schnitzler's play

With Wallace Reid. Gloria Swanson.
Elliott Dexter, Bebe Daniels, Monte
Blue,
Wanda
Theodore
Hawley,
Roberts,
Agnes
Theodore
Ayres.
Kosloff,
Polly
Raymond
Moran.
Hatton and Julia Faye.

it's

Elsie

Ferguson

in

By Rita Weiman,
John

S.

Thomas Meighan
By Peter

"Footlights"
directed by

Robertson.
in

B.

"Gappy

Ricks"

Kyne.

George Melford's

"The Great Impersonation"
By E. Phillips Oppenheim
Cast includes

James Kirkwood and Ann

A

Forrest.

George

Fitzmaurice Production
"Experience"
with Richard Barthelmess as "Youth"
By George Hobart.

William

the

it's

deMille's

"After the

Show"

By Rita Weiman: cast includes
Jack Holt, Lila Lee and Charles Dole.
Ethel Clayton in William D. Taylor's

Production "Beyond"
By Henry Arthur Jones.

best show in town

William S. Hart in "Three Word Brand,"
A William S. Hart Production.

George Loane Tucker's "Ladles Must
Live,"

with

Betty

Duer

Compson, by Alice
Miller.

"The Bonnie Briar Bush,"

—best
thrills,

in

staging, starring, dressing, laughs,

plot, presentation,

because

is

it

made up

to a standard

and not down

—best

because the organization behind it is great enough to
best talent of every kind in America and Europe and
co-ordinate it to produce a perfect photoplay.

Thomas Meighan in "A Prince There Was."
From George M. Cohan's play and
the novel "Enchanted Hearts."
by Darragh Aldrich.
Ethel

you are a

you know a real photoplay, and the way
out a Paramount Picture just by seeing a few

real fan

a real fan can pick
feet of

it

in

the middle

is

the biggest tribute to quality

—

Clayton in "Exit the
by Clara Beranger.

Vamp"

Wallace Reid, Gloria Swanson and
Elliott Dexter in
"Don't Tell Everything"
by Lorna Moon.
Gloria Swanson in "Under the Lash"
From the novel "The Shulamite"
by Alice and Claude Askew.

a film can have.

Watch

Rudolph

Jack Holt in "The Call of the North."
adapted from "Conjuror's House"
by Stewart Edward White.

draw on the

hundred

"The

Valentino.
From the novel
by Edith M. Hull.

to a

price,

If

by Ian MacLaren.
Donald Crisp Production.

George Melford's Production.
Sheik," with Agnes Ayres and

pathos, everything,

—best

A

the panel alongside for Paramount Pictures and watch

your theatre's announcements

to find out dates of

showings.

Check it up for
Paramount Picture

anytime, anywhere,

that

yourself,
it's

the best

show

in

town.

if

it's

a

A

Betty Compson in
"The Law and the Woman"

Adapted from

A

WSh ™WOUS PI-AYER5 - LASKY CORPORATION
.

William deMille Production
"Miss Lulu Bett"

With Lois Wilson. Milton Sills, Theodore
From the
Roberts and Helen Ferguson.
novel and play by Zona Gale.

the Clyde Fitch play
"The Woman in the Case"
Penrhyn Stanlaws Production.

....
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THE DEAREST GIRL IN THE WORLD—
AS KNOWN TO HER DEAREST FRIEND
You who have known and
wished you
might have
shared with
Haven't
in at

—

loved Our Mary haven't you
knew her better? Haven't you wished that you
known her through her early struggles and

her the

first

joys of success?

you ever thought of how nice it must be
Mary Pickford's house to spend the evening

to

—

drop

just as

your next-door neighbor's?
do you know that the one who does know Mary
Pickford like that reveres her even as you and I do and
loves her more, perhaps?
That fortunate person who has long been Mary Pickford's closest friend is Lillian Gisli.
She can tell you of
Mary as no one else can.
Don't you want to share her great friendship with the
reigning favorite of the screen? You can in next month's
Picture-Play, for Inez Klumph tells there the story of the
It
real Mary Pickford just as Lillian Gish told it to her.
is a gripping story, poignantly sweet, and replete with that

you

do, perhaps, at

And

—

tenderness both these players radiate from the screen.

The Real Mary Pickford—As Lillian Gish Knows Her
WILL APPEAR IN THE FEBRUARY PICTURE-PLAY; DONT MISS IT

?

Advertising Section

BoJbuIOaow
How to Behave?
No, this is not a joke. So many people do not know
behave, do not know the right thing to do at
the right time, the right thing to say at the right
time. They are always embarrassed and ill at ease

company of others. They make mistakes
that cause strangers to misjudge them.
Pretty
clothes and haughty manner cannot hide the fact
that they do not know how to behave.

in the

how to

THE DANCE, at the theatre, as a
ATguest
or
public — wherever we

What Would YOU Do—

in

chance to be, people judge us by what we
do and say. They read in our actions the
Btory of our personality. They see in our

manners the truth
of our breeding. To
them we are either
well - bred or ill bred. They credit

us with as much refinement and cultivation as our manners display
no
more.
Very often, because they are not

—

entirely
Do you

kncKv the correct

and cultured way

to

make

introductions!

sure,

correct

and what

incorrect, people commit impulsive
blunders.
They become embarrassed,
s

They know

humiliated.

that the people*

around them are misjudging them, underestimating them. And it is then that
they realize most keenly the value of
etiquette.

Etiquette means correct behavior.

wallflower?

f£ you made an embarrassing blunder
'
at a forma! aflair and found yourself

"

him

It

means knowing just what to do at the
right time, just what to say at the right

It

the man who is self-conscious and
shy, etiquette gives poise, self-confidence.
To the woman who is timid and awkward, etiquette gives a well-poised
charm. To all who know and follow its
little secrets of good conduct, etiquette
gives a calm dignity that is recognized
and respected in the highest circles of
business and society.
In the ballroom,
for instance, the man
who knows the im-

portant

little

rules of

etiquette knows how
to ask a lady to
dance,
how many
times it is permissible
to dance with the
same partner, how to
take leave of a lady

.T,

when

music
the
ceases and he wishes
to seek a new partner,
.

Do

, .

^

m

would you do or say
Vnttvibiirrassing situation?

how

to thank

the hostess when he
j
^
j
^
IS ready tO depart.

You

for

There are interesting
and valuable chapon correct dress,
on how to introduce
ters

people to each other,
lifting of the
hat, the usual every-

blunders.
It will tell 3'ou definitely, without a particle of a doubt, what is correct and
what is incorrect. It will reveal to you at
once all the important rules of conduct that
others acquire only
after years of social
contact with the most
highly cultivated
people.

Do you know

the

correct

etiquette of
weddings, funerals,

L

A\\MS\

balls,

entertain-

ments?

Do you know

the correct manner of

"i^kii^g
introduc111 "I'
'tions? Do you know
the correct table eti-

Do you

quette?

know how

to

plan

engagement and wedding receptions,
dances and theatre
how to word cards, invitations and

Do you know the correct behavior at public places?

parties;

correspondence ?

The
makes

existence of fixed rules of conduct
it easy for you to do, say, wear and
write only what is absolutely correct. Etiquette tells you exactly what to do when you
receive unexpected invitations, when people
visit you for the first time, when you are left
alone with a noted celebrity. It tells you
what clothes to take on a week-end party,
what to wear to the afternoon dance and the
evening dance, how to command the respect

and admiration of
come in contact.

all

people with

whom you

say when the music ceases
and he must leave one

The Book

of Etiquette

day

partner to seek^another

courtesies.

You

may

often have wondered what the correct thing was to do on a
certain occasion, under certain puzzling circumstances. The Book of Etiquette solves
from the proper way to eat
all problems
corn on the cob, to the correct amount to
tip the porter in a hotel.

—

Send Coupon for Free
Examination
Let us send you the Book of Etiquette. It
published in two handsome blue cloth
library volumes, richly illustrated. Our free
examination offer makes it possible for you
to examine these books without expense in
the comfort of your own home. Just send
the coupon
no money. We want you to
see them for yourself, to examine them,
to read a chapter or two.
You may keep
them at our expense for 5 days, and after
that time you have
is

—

the privilege of returning them without
obligation
or
sending us $3.50 in

payment.
Don't delay mail
the coupon NOW.
This may be your last
opportunity to exam-

—

ine the

quette

Book

free.

of EtiClip the

coupon and get it into
the mail-box at once,
this

very minute!

Bow

Nelson Doubleday, Inc.

young
the
calls for the first

should

man who

time be entertained?

Dept. 401, Oyster Bay, N. Y.

Nelson Doubleday, Inc.
Dept.

The Famous Book

on the

What should the gentleman

Perhaps you have often wondered what to
do in a certain embarrassing situation, what
to say at a certain embarrassing time.
Etiquette will banish all doubt, correct all

To

Wtw

Will

Etiquette Does

t

dinner etiquette, reception etiquette and
the etiquette of calls
and correspondence.

admiration.

It consists of certain

What

two large volumes,
you will find chapters
on dance etiquette,
in

The lady knows how to accept and refuse a
dance, how to assume correct dancing positions, how to avoid being a wallflower, how
to create conversation, how to conduct herself with the cultured grace that commands

important
little laws of good conduct that have
been adopted by the best circles in
Europe and America, and that serve as a
barrier to keep the uncultured and illbred out of the circles where they would
be uncomfortable and embarrassed.
time.

<}uette,

or her?

What

Book of Etinow published

In the

suddenly conspicuous?

W£ you received a wedding or birthday
gift from some one who had not
been invited to the entertainment?
were introduced to a noted
you
Jf celebrity
and were left alone with

^'

be-

cause they do not
know exactly what
is

If you were not asked to dance at a
baU and wished to avoid being a

have it in the home is to be immune from all
embarrassing blunders, to know exactly
what is correct and what is incorrect, to be
calm in the assurance that one can mingle
with people of the highest society and be
entirely well-poised and at ease.

of Etiquette
is

recognized as

one of the most dependable and reliable
authorities on the conduct of good society.
This splendid work has entered thousands of
homes, solved thousands of problems, enabled thousands of people to enter the social
world and enjoy its peculiar privileges. To

401,

Oyster Bay,

New York
my

nart,
in advance, or obligation on
send me the Two Volume set of the Book of Etiquette.
Within 5 days I will either return the books or send you
It is understood that I am not
S3. 50 in full payment.

Without money

obliged to keep the books

Name.

if I

am not delighted

with them.

..

(Please write plainly)

Check this square if you want these books with the
beautiful full leather binding at five dollars,
with 5 days' examination privileges.

market for original stories was
never better, according to reports from
Los Angeles.
Paradoxical as it may
seem, several new stars are being
launched, while a majority of the stu-

Are

Stories

Wanted for

New

Stars

dios are discarding

most of their "director' special" productions and thus creating an immediate demand for
stories.
But and here's the new rub— the stories will
be actually starred
They are not to be written around
screen personalities
no, sirree, there'll be no more idiotic close-upping
emphasis will fall where it logically
belongs, according to the principles of dramatic construc-

—

legged sheep couldn't stand a daily menu of Egyptian
Most
scenery and costuming— or lack of costuming.
of us continue to live on Main Street, and want our
type justified therefore, the popularity of mirrors and
movies. For the student of photo-play writing to essay
spectacles
I refer to spectacular cinemas and not hornrimmed glasses is like the writer of light fiction attempting to break into the Atlantic Monthly.
;

—

—

!

—

;

tion.

The

star's

theory that

vague
name.

name, however,

means more

it

to the public

any way overpersuades

able career.

S

O

S

out for
stories,
and originals written by
trained, intelligent writers will receive generous consideration.
rate, the

Go Slow on

Studio

is

scenario

editors again are re-

criticize scripts.

Costume

porting that a numiDer of amateur outDramas
side writers are sending in costume
photo dramas, probably inspired by "The Three Musketeers, and "The Queen of Sheba"
or rather by the
success of these productions.
It will do the fledgling
good to know that he is treading on the parade grounds
of the great, lonely beasts of genius when he essays
to create a photo play replete with spectacle and pageantry.
While a photo play in which costumes and
settings will entail great expense would be considered,
if written by some established j^hoto dramatist
such a
story will receive scant consideration coming from the
beginner.
To begin with, why not play safe. Mr. Student, and Miss Tyro ? Why not first send in something
not quite so ambitious
or is the proper word presumptuous? Remember that for one "Queen of Sheba" there
are a hundred just ordinar}^ program pictures released
to satisfy the inordinately greedy public maw. The story
about the boy and girl next door or the old man around
the folks we all know yes, you've got me
the corner
most of we poor twothat's what the herd wants

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

sticking to

nation, faith healing, and right thinking.
From the hundreds of photo plays
received at studios dealing with re-

who wish to engage in screen writing we publish
a booklet called "Guideposts for
Scenario Writers" which covers
about every point on which beginners wish to be informed, and
which will be sent for ten cents
in stamps.
For those who have
written stories which they wish to
submit to producers we publish a
Market Booklet giving the addresses of all the leading companies,
and telling what kind of stories
they want. This booklet will be
sent for six cents. Orders for these
booklets should be addressed to
the Scenario Writers' Department,
Picture-Play Magazine, 79 Seventh
Ave., New York City.
Please
note that we cannot read or

a director to twist artificially a story
so that his or her classic phiz may
often be close-upped will be unconsciously closing an erstwhile profit-

At any

Metaphysics

While on the subject of

ordinary experience in contriving photo
plays, it might be well once and for all
to squelch the propagandists of reincar-

For our readers

three good photo plays and sink into
irrevocable obscurity with three poor
photo plays. The "star" who is vain
in

than the rather

Light on

—

—

with brains should welcome this
sane new policy. For stars can rise
to dizzy heights on the strength of

and who

on the

cast or the director's
stars themselves
those

all-star

The

will be featured

And Go

—

in some inincarnation, in which
stances
inside stuff on divine plans
are revealed, it all simply gets down
to this all these ideas and ideals are
beautiful, and in many cases in more
or less degree sustained or recurrent,

—
:

but the success of photo drama
hinges upon drama philosophy and
metaphysics are incidental.

—

The Most
Popular

Type

of
Picture

'

George Jean Na-

than,

in

recently

a

published article, "In
Defense of the The"The
ater,"
says:

object of the theater is not, as is
habitually maintained, a shrewd excitation of
the imagination of a
crowd, but rather a shrewd relaxaThe
tion of that imagination.
theater is not a place to which one
goes in search of the unexplored corners of one's imagination it is a place to which one goes in repeated search
of the familiar corners of one's imagination.
The moment the dramatist works in the direction of unfamiliar
.

.

.

;

corners he

is lost."

a statement which practically every aspiring
dramatist should read and remember.
Of course it is highly improbable that Doctor Nathan
includes the motion-picture theater in any of his serious
references, but his above observations are highly applical^le to the cinema temple and to the photo dramatist.
The
Answer
\\']iat are the most popular pictures ?
Charles Ray and ]\Iary Pickford type. Why? JBecause
Why was
they are familiar to ordinary experience.
Maurice Tourneur's film version of Joseph Conrad's
"Victory" a comparative box-office failure? Because it
was a type of story so far removed from ordinary experience that the average spectator watching it failed to
respond to it and found it, therefore, lacking in interest,

This

is

:

Continued on page 10

;

—

,

Advertising Section

He

two

sold

Will you clip the coupon, as Mr.

THIS

sentence

Meehan's

from

Photoplay
Corporation,
whole story:

Leo
Palmer

J.

letter to the

tells

the

Meehan

and take the free

did,

women from

for the infinitely more fascinating creative work of the photoplaywright."

—

—

To answer that question is the purpose
of this advertisement. The Palmer Photoplay Corporation will gladly apply to you
a scientific test of story-telling ability the
test Mr. Meehan passed
provided you are
an adult and in earnest. And, notice this

The Palmer Photoplay Corporation canendow you with the gift of story-

not

—

But we can discover it, if it exthrough our questionnaire. And we
can train you to employ it for your lasting
enjoyment and profit.

telling.

But it would not be fair to you to
end the story there. It is interesting
to know that a young man in an
particularly, we shall do it free.
underpaid job was able to sell two
Send for the Van Loan questionnaire
photoplays and attach himself to a
The test is in the form of a questionnaire
big producer's studio in one year
prepared for the Palmer Photoplay Corthat a few weeks ago he was retained poration
bj^ H. H. Van Loan, the celebrated
to dramatize Gene Stratton Porter's photoplaywright, and Prof. ]\Ialcolm Macfor the screen.
But if you
felt as you left a theatre, "Why, / could write a better
story than that," you want to know
novels

have ever

just

to

how Mr. Meehan went

become a successful

about it
photoplay-

wright in one short year.
He was doubtful when he enrolled,
but he wrote that he was "willing
to be shown."
And with complete
confidence in Mr. Meehan's ability,
the Palmer Photoplay Corporation,
whose test he had to pass before
he was acceptable, undertook to convince him.
The rest was a simple matter of
training.
The Course and Service
merely taught him how to use, for
screen purposes, the natural storytelling ability which we discovered
in him
the ability to think out the
kind of story for which producers
are glad to pay from $500 to $2000.

—

You
At

too,

may

doubt your ability

the outset, let us correct one false notion that is keeping many talented men and

ists,

We

H. Inee

Cecil

Jesse
Vice

L.
-

Lasky

President

Famous Play-

De

B.

ers-Lasky
Corp.

apply.

This questionnaire will take only a little
of your time. It may mean fame and fortune to you. In any event it will satisfy
you as to whether or not you should attempt to enter this fascinating and highly
profitable field. Just use the coupon below
and do it now before you forget.

Gen-

Director

Fa mous

eral

Players
Corp.

Lois

Lasky

Weber

C.

Gardner

Sullivan

Author and
"

Producer

Lois Weber
Productions

Inc.

Players - Lasky
Corp.

James R. Quirk
Editor and PubPhotO'
i s h e r
play Magazine
I

MiLLE

Woods
Su pervising Direc-

Frank

E.

—

Allan Dwan

Allan Dwan
Productions

With the questionnaire we

will send you a free samPhotodramatist, official organ of the
creen Writer's Guild of the Author's League, the
photoplay Wright's magazine.

Rob Wagner

gle copy of ihe

Chief

Author and

tor Fa mous

thority

Screen

PALMER PHOTOPLAY
P,ea.e send me. Without cost
or obligation on my part,
your Questionnaire.
I
will
answer the questions in it
and return it to you for
If I pass the test,
analysis.
I
am to receive further information about your Course
Also send free
and Servire.
Sample Copy of the Photodramatist.

to apply this free test

should you choose to develop your talent.
If you cannot pass this test, we will
frankly advise you to give up the idea of
writing for the screen. It will be a waste
of their time and ours for children to

Advisory Council
Thos.

you

V

;

Studios

invite

Clip the coupon below, and we will send
you the
an Loan questionnaire. You assume no obligation, but you will be asked
to be prompt in returning the completed
test for examination. If you pass the test,
we shall send you interesting material dePalmer Course and
scriptive
the
of
Service, and admit you to enrollment,

Lean, former teacher of short story
If
writing at Northwestern University.
you have any story-telling instinct, send
for this questionnaire and find out for
yourself just how much talent you have.
We shall be frank with you have no
fear.
The Palmer Photoplay Corporation
exists first of all to sell photoplays.
It
trains photoplay writers in order that it
may have more photoplays to sell. It is

Thomas H. INCE

which he took?

With the active aid and encouragement
of the leading producers, the Corporation
is literally combing the country for new
Its Department of Eduscreen writers.
cation was organized solely to develop and
produce the writers who can produce the
stories.
The Palmer institution is the industry's accredited agent for getting the
stories without which production of motion pictures cannot go on.

ability?

—

creative test

not in business to hold out false promise
to those who can never succeed.

trying to write for the screen.
Literary skill, or fine writing ability, is not
necessary it cannot be transferred to the
screen.
What the industry needs is good
stories stories that spring from creative
imagination and a sense of the dramatic.
Any person who has that gift can be
trained to write for the screen.
But, you say just as Mr. Meehan said
how can I know whether I have that

—

"Within one year I have been
able to abandon a routine life
that provided me tvith a meal
ticket and a few other incidentals

year

stories the first

Au-

Corporation,

Dept. of

124 West 4th
-v,

JN a.nie

.

AddreSS

.

St.,

Education,

Y-l

Los Angcles, Cal.
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Chats with Screen Authors
Continued from page 8

Liie bcreen

^^-^^

^^^^

Screen

Writers'

Writers'
Guild are of unusual

photo dramatists free lance.'
writing photo plays in any part 01

Their membership
growing rapidly and now includes

the United States
who have writter
and sold one photo play which has

significance

at

particular time.

practically every representative photo
dramatist and continuity writer in
the Hollywood and Culver City stu-

MICH SCHOOL

Frank E. Woods, recently,
elected president to succeed Thompson Buchanan, is chief -supervising
director of the Famous Playersdios.

COUBSE

IN
TEA^IIS

TWO

Lasky

And you

will not

be

satisfied ^unless

consists

you earn steady promotion. But are
you prepared for the job ahead of
you? Do you measure up to the
standard that insures success? For
a more responsible position a fairly

Dwight

business houses hire no men
whose general knowledge is not equal to a

nition,

both intrinsic and extrinsic.
Heretofore actors and directors have
monopolized an overwhelming share
of the spotlight, while authors have
often not even received screen credit.
Furthermore, the guild will be an
intellectual brotherhood, striving to

high school course. Why? Because big
business refuses to burden itself with men
who are barred from promotion by the lack
of elementary education.

Can You Qualify

for
a Better Position?
We have a plan whereby you can. We

reach higher planes of intellectual
beauty, representing an artistic conitself
sciousness
will
that
assert
against any overintensive commercial
evolution.
As a guild of The Authors' League of America, the Screen
Writers' have a mighty grip on the
literati of i\merica
it can be easily
visualized what could happen in the
event of the producers failing at any
time to properly recognize or consider
the artistic ideals of this formidable
and essential group. It is significant
that at present, while other production costs are being cut, the prices
for stories have not declined.
The ultimate solidaritv and tre-

can give you a complete but simplified high
school course in two years, giving you all
the essentials that form the foundation of
practical business. It will prepare you to
hold your own where competition is keen
and exacting. Do not doubt your ability, but

soon

have the requirements that will bring you
IT.
success and big money. YOU CAN

DO

how to get on the
It will not cost you a single
working hour. We are so sure of being able
to help you that we will cheerfully return to
you, at the end of ten lessons, every cent
you sent us if you are not absolutely satisfied.
What fairer offer can we make you? Write
today. It costs you nothing but a stamp.
Let us show you

;

road to success.

AMERICAN SCHOOL
St.. Chicago

tefricanSchipol

g

among screen writers that
mean more proportionate recog-

solidarity

Many

SDept.

HITS

of Woods, Miss Mathis,
Cleveland, Eugene Presbrey,

Jeanie Macpherson, Frederick
Palmer, Rob Wagner, Elmer Rice,
and A. S. LeVino.
What the Screen Writers' Guild
actually intends to accomplish is a

earn promotion.

Dept. Hi 76 DrexelAve. &.58tli

Mathis,

ris,

will

will

June

Thompson Buchanan, Elmer Har-

good education is necessary. To write
a sensible business letter, to prepare
estimates, to figure cost and to compute interest, you must have a certain
amount of preparation. All this you
must be able to do before you wall

make up your mind to it and you

Corporation.

who transcribed "The Four Horsemen" and "The Conquering Power"
to the screen, is the new vice president.
The executive committee now

You Want to Earn
Big Money!

—

this

Guild
is

mendous force of the Guild is realized when it is considered that the\
will consider for membership all out
side

—

been duly produced and exhibited.
Associate members are being admitted from the ranks of other arts^
but only with rare exceptions or
the grounds of artistic or intellectuai
prowess. Mere financial standing 01
conspicuous commercial success is insufficient of itself to make for eligi-

—

—

bility.

Now comes the
rumble of the low
groan from ouj

Poetic
_

.

lyicense

the

success-

fiction

writer,

friend,
ful

who

objects to the rejection of his
masterpieces offered to the studio
market.
He violently resents these
"fool" turn-downs upon the ground
of logic.
What do people of the
new art know about logic anyway?
He raves when climax, dramatic conflict,
or any of the hard-and-fast
rules demanded by the photo play are

him with

tossed back at

He knows

his

manu-

he
has gone by all his life, in print, without being hampered by these dodscript.

full well that

and the pubhc has
"eaten his stufif."
Then comes his
natural inquiry "Why will not the
public accept the same stuff, written
in the same way, upon the screen?"
It is a new game, my brethren, and
must be played under new rules
Your stuff has been played your way,
and the box office has torn its hail
The "same public''
in consequence.
is not out on a reading jaunt this
trip, Mister Fiction Writer it is oui
for mental athletics and won't pay f 01
anything else at the picture theater.
Then why not be a good sport, acrotted objections,

:

;

knowledge you have something else
to learn, and become a student of
the "other" profession that is going
up the old bank account?

to fatten

•

Chlcago.lll.

Explain howJioan qualify for position checked:
Lawyer $5,000 to$16,000»j
Architect85T000tol6,000

..*.,BuiidiQg

Contractor

$5,000 to $10,000
....Automobile Engineer
$4,000 to $10,000
....Automobile Repairman
$2,600 to $4,000

Civil

Engineer

$5,000 to SIB.OOO
Structural Engineer
$4,000 to $10,000
Business Manager
$5,000 to 116,000
Certified Public Accountant $7,000 to $16,000

Accountant & Auditor

$2,600 to $7,000

Draftsman & Designer
$2,600 to $4,000

Electrical Engineer
$4,000 to $10,000

General Education
In one year

J.Name

A
p

..Mechanical Engineer
(4,000 to $10,000
..Shop Superintendent
83,000 to $7,000^

News Notes from

H
$4,000 to $10,000
J
7
..Steam Engineer
$2,000 to $4,000
w
...Foreman's Course
...Employment Manager

•
m
•
...Telephone Engineer
$2,600 to $6,000 •
•
...Telegraph Engineer
.$2,600 to $5,0001
,..High School Graduate T
In two years »

the Studios

Items of interfest about prominent stars,
and productions in which they appear.

$2,000 to 84,000

...Sanitary

Engineer

$2,000 to $5,000

,..Fiie

Insurance Expert
$3,000 to $10,000

Address

^

INGRAM
REX"The

will soon bring
Prisoner of Zenda" to

the screen.
The Anthony
story of the thrilling adventures of royalty in a mythical kingdom will be filmed on an elaborate
scale, rivaling anything Mr. Ingram

Hope

has done, not excepting "The Four
Horsemen." Alice Terry and Lewis
Stone will play the leading roles.
Harry Myers, who played the title
role in "A Connecticut Yankee in
King Arthur's Court," will play
Continued on page 12
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a Pound a Day
Through Amazing New Mefhod

Stag^ Beauty Loses

Without exercise, starving, baths, massages, or any bitter
self-denials or discomforts, Ziegfeld Follies beauty and
Artist's model reduces to normal weight in record time
Free proof that anyone can lose seven to ten
pounds a week. Results in 48 hours.

"FN

weeks I reduced 20 pounds that it enables you to control the rate
through your of' reduction. Some people arrange to
I wanted to
* wonderful way to reduce. And with- reduce a pound a day or more. Others
out one bit of discomfort.
I think it is regulate the rate of reduction more
I

just three

—

—just what

perfectly remarkable."
Thus writes Miss Kathleen

Mullane,
Famous Artist's Model and Ziegfeld Follies Beauty, whom a well known artist referred to as "one of the most perfect types
Yet, as she
of American womanhood."
tells us in a letter written out of sheer
gratitude, it is only a short time since excessive weight threatened to blight both
her artistic and stage career.
For some
reason, unaccountable to her, she began to
take on flesh steadily. This continued until, in a very short time she was 20 pounds
overweight and still increasing daily.
In alarm, she tried dieting, eating onlj'
one meal a day.
This brought about a

—

weakness that was as bad as obesity. Exercise, appliances, massage and rubber clothing were all tried, but without success.

Learns of New, Easy Method
Then came the surprise. Through another young woman who had benefited by
Miss Mullane learned of the new, simnatural law that has been discovered,
whereby she could quickly reduce to normal weight without any dangerous starving,
without patent foods, exercise or
special clothing without any painful selfdenials whatsoever. It seemed almost too
good to be true. But after all the discomit.

ple,

slowly to prevent the necessity of great
alterations in their clothes.
In either
case, you note that with a decrease in
weight there comes a clearer skin, a
brighter eye, a firmer step a general

—

improvement in your
And yet you make

health.
little

You do

your daily routine.

change

pretty

in

much

you please. You continue to eat food
you like in fact instead of giving up
as

—

the pleasures of the table, many people
say they actually increase them.
All
you really have to do is to follow one
of nature's simple laws in return, Nature gives all and exacts nothing.

—

The Secret Explained
Eugene Christian, tlie w^orld famous food
specialist,

discovered, after years of exsafe, certain and easily
followed method of re.saininf; normal healthful weight.
He discovered that certain
foods when eaten together take off weight
instead of adding to it.
Certain foods
cause fat, others consume fat.
There is
nothing complicated, nothing hard to understand.
It is simply a matter of learning how to combine your food properly.

periment the one

These CORRECT combinations which reduce weight, are regarded by users as so
much more appetizing than the WRONG
combinations that it seems strange to them
that their palates could have lieen so easily
satisfied in the past.
They approach their
meals with more zest than ever, en.ioy
them more thoroughly. They are even able
to eat many delicious dishes which they
forting and disagreeable things she had al- have been forced to deny themselves in
the past. You, too. will be shown
ready tried, it would cerhow to arrange your meals in such
tainly have been
the
READ THESE RESULTS!

—

_

'

height of foolishness, she
felt, if she had neglected
to try this newly discovered natural method
which was so simple and
easy to apply.

Her own

letter,

quoted

beginning of this

at the

am

only 30 ytars of ap-e, height only
5 feet 2 inches, yet when I started your
method I weighed 188 Founds. Was forever complaining of headaches and indigestion.
Various reducing pills had
proved unsuccessful but I decided to try
yourmethod becauseit sounded so reasonable.
1 reduced to 143 pounds and never
felt better in my life. No more headaches
or indigestion and most of all I enjoy my
meals. My complexion has improved and
general health benefited. The menus are
satisfying and delicious."
.Mrs. A, Clare, Cleveland, O.

what won-

Reduces 40 Pounds- Banished Acute

derful and speedy results
she secured.
In three
weeks she had reduced
twenty pounds. And she

"Had consulted doctors to get rid of
my superfluous fat but without result.

article,

tells

had no fear of ever again
becoming stout, for this

simple, easily-followed
natural law which she has
learned practically places
the control of her weight
in

her

own

hands.

You, Too, Can Quickly

Reduce

to

Indigestion

weighed 200 pounds. I wrote for and applied your methods and had no trouble in
I

quickly reducing to 160 pounds— expect
to reduce to 150 pounds and then stop.

My complexion has improved wonderfully
—restless nights and acute indigestion
have vanished. The method is so easy,
no discomfort, no risk and no starvation,
Melissa Givings. New York City.

Normal

Reduces 30 Pounds— Stomach
Trouble Relieved

"I reduced 30 pounds by your method
without being forced to undergo the painful dieting prescribed by other methods.
I enjoyed the pleasure of eating the foods
my appetite called for combined according to the instructions you give. I used
to have severe stomach trouble and many
things I dared not eat. Now I can eat
anything I please for I have no longer a
touch of stomach trouble. Your method
relieved me of this as well as of the excess flesh,"
Elizabeth L. Johnson. Indianapolis, Ind.
"I am writing to
pleased

You can begin right
now to lose as many
pounds as you wish. With
this method, many people
have

noted

definite

re-

ductions within 48 hours.

Another important

feature of this discovery is

a manniT
many delicacies
will no longer be fattenin.g.
Thousands of people are now
eating off weight by this new
method. Men who were so stout
that even walking was a tax, report a rapid return to normal

weight and youthful strength and
Stout women, who'alwavs

energy.

tired and listless, and who
had to wear the plainest and
dullest clothes because of their
felt

marvelled to find how simple
ind easy was the method by which
they attained ideal weight and secured figures which look well in
the daintiest, fluffiest and most
stylish garments.
size,

I

am

let

2 Weeks
you know bow

in

with results so far.

When

I

I was 198 pound.s — in two weeks I
came down to 182 pounds. I am convinced
I could reduce even more rapidly but don't
care to reduce so fast. Will let you know
in a short time how much more I have

began

lost."

.Mrs. Laura Tucker, New York City.
Above are just a few of the hundreds of

letters on file in our office. Nearly every
letter we receive first mentions the ouick
reduction of weight and then states that
this reduction is accompanied by better
This
health and improved complexion.
new discovery is the safe, quick, easy,
natural way to reduce.

Without the slightest harm. Weigh yourself.
Decide how much weight you wish to lose the
Then
first week, and each week thereafter.
try the first lesson.
Weigh yourself the nest
day or so and note the remarkable result.
Still you've taken no medicine, undergone no
hardships or self-denials. You'll be as happily
surprised as the thousands of others who have
quickly regained a beautiful normal figure in
this new. delightful scientific way.
Although people would be willing to pay
many dollars for such a safe, certain method
of reducing weight, we have made our price
as low as we safely can because we want as
many people as possible to benefit by the new
discoverv.
Mail coupon or letter now. The
course w'ill be mailed in rL.\IN CONT.MNER.
and only the $1.97 (plus postage deposited
Then if
with the postman makes it yours.
you are not satisfied in every particular, return it within five days after its receipt and
we'll gladly ri'fund ynur money immediately,
.Vet today before you
so you take no risk.
overlook it
Corrective Kating Society, Inc.,
Dept. W-lOSl. 43 West Kith St., New York City.
i

'

toses 16 Pounds

without self-denial or discomfort.

that

Reduces 45 Pounds
"I

This is an actual photograph of Miss Kathleen Mullane,
famous Ziegfeld Follies, Beauty and Artist Model, who
how she reduced 20 pounds in less than a month

tells

Free Trial

— Send

No Money
Elated witli his discovery and
with the new hope, the renewed
vigor it would briu.g to stout men
and women. Eugene Christian incorporated this method in the

form
little

of simple, easy-to-follow
lessons under the title of

"Weight

Control and Basis of
This is offered on free
trial.
Send no money n'ust mail
the coupon, or a letter if you
Plealth."

:

prefer.

When

the

course

arrives, see
your own unn^'crssa ry lli'sli vansee liow your cumpl' xion imish
proves, your eyes Ijrigliti'ii. your
See
step liec'omes more springy.
how it brings you cliarm. grace,
atti-activeness
all naturally and

Corrective Eating Society, Inc.
Dept. W-1951, 43 West 16th St„

You may send me,
Christian's

New York City
PLAIN CONTAINER, Eugene

"Weipht

Control— the

Basis

of

in 12 lessons.
I will pay the postman only ?1.97
(plus postapre) in full payment on arrivul.
If I
not
satisfied with it, I have the privilege of returning it to you
within five days after its receipt. It is, of course, under-

Health,"

am

stood that you are to return
course.

my money

if

I

return the

Name
'Please write plainly;

:

—

Course,

in

Address
City

•

State

a

.
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The Letter That Saved
Bob Johnson's Job

—and paved the way
for a better one!

T

was written to his employer by the
International Correspondence Schools.
It told how "Robert Johnson had enrolled for a course of home-study and had
received a mark of 94 for his first lesson."
Bob answered

summons

to the Chief's
fear and trembling,
for a lot of men were being dropped
a lot
more were having their pay reduced.
office

the

with just a

little

—

But as Bob came in, his employer did a
surprising thing.
He got up quickly from
his desk and grasped Bob warmly by the

opposite Alice Lake in "Kisses," her
next production.
"Tlie Little Minister," which is being filmed by Famous Players-Lasky,
with Betty Compson in the role of
Lady Babbie, will also be produced
by Vitagraph.
Albert E. Smith,
head of that company, says he has
owned the film rights to the famous
Barrie play for many years, and that
although he has from time to time
been offered large sums of money for
it he has kept it for future use.
He
thinks this is the proper time to bring
it out, so production has been started
with Alice Calhoun in the leading
Lillian

"I want to congratulate you, young man,
on the marks you are making with the
I. C. S.
I am glad to see that you are
training yourself not only for your present
job but for the job ahead.

Until I
"We're cutting the pay-roll.
received this letter, I had you in mind as
But not
one of the men to be dropped.
now. Keep on studying keep your eyes
open and pretty soon there'll be a better
We're always
job for you around here.
looking for trained men."

—

—

Won't you let
Won't you trade

the I. C. S. help you, too?
a few hours of your spare
time for a good job, a good salary and the
comforts that go with it? Then mark the
work you like best on the coupon below and
mail it to Scranton today.
That doesn't
obligate you in the least, but it will be your
first big step towards success. Do it noiv!

—

l

——
CORRESPONDENCE
^™

EAR OUT HERE

INTERNATIONAL

=-

SCHOOLS

BOX45 71-B

8CBANT0N.

PA.

Without cost or obligation, please explain how I can
qualify for the position, or in the subject betore which
I have marked an
in the list below:'

—

X

ELEC. ENGINEER

H
J
I]

Electric Lighting
Electric Wiring

&

BUSINESS MANAG'M'T

Bys.

Telegraph Engineer
Telephone Work

ILLUSTBATING
Show Card & Sign

n Cartooning

Machine Shop Practice
Toolmaker
Gas Engine Operating
or

feminine role
Harry Carey's
Jackie

will play the leading

''Man

in

to

Man,"

latest.

Coogan

picture,

latest

is

"My

supported in his
Boy," by his

father, who plays the part of an old
ice-cream peddler.
In "The Kid,"
the picture that made Jackie famous,
his father, who used to be a wellknown vaudeville performer, played
seven different parts.
He still cannot resist playing with his famous

son.

Bebe Daniels' next starring picture
be an adaptation of two stories
by Samuel IMerwin. The new prowill

duction

has

not

yet

been

given

a

Tom

Santschi, who has been busy
making a series of two-reelers, has
returned to the feature picture in
"Judith of Blue Lake Ranch," Pauline Frederick's latest for R-C Pic-

Tearle's

Stenographer & 'Typist
Cert. Pub. Accountant

Masquerade."

GOOD ENGLISH

Com. School Subjects

CIVIL SEBVICE

AUTOMOBILES

Railway Mail Clerk
Mathematics

PLUMBING & HEAT'G

B Navigation
Agriculture

CHEMIST

Poultry

Pharmacy

Banking

I

Spanish
Teacher

Namefitreet

and No.
City-

Occupatioo.

Learn to Dance
CAN TEACH YOU Pox-Trot. One-Step. Two-Step.
Waltz and newest "up-to-the-minute" society dance.l
in a few hours—at borne— in private by the wonderful
of itSasI Instruction
REMARKABLE NEW METHOD. Easy-fascfnatin?.
Positively no other like it. No music—no partner
needed. Thousands taueht successfully.
COMPLETE COURSE ON TRIAL. Write me todau
for FREE Information and Low Surprise Offer.
WILLIAM CHANDLER PEAK, M. B.
4737 Broadway
ChicagOi III.
Szudio 229

I

Peak System

Wanted
Men
become Dtaftsmen
to

Salary S250 to 5300 a month when competent. CHiief Draftsman
will train you personally until you are placed in high salaried position. The day you start 1 will give you absolutely FREE a
draftsmen's complete working outfit. Thousands of draltsmeQ
are needed. Big pay, clean work.
,,
...
,
Send your name and address lormybooK*
U7**«l-A
IwriiC 'FAtf^'iv let "Successful Draftsmanship." It carries a vital message to you. Sent/ree. No.obligation. Write today.

AuuaJ

Chicago,

Winifred

Private Secretary
Business Correspondent

Bailway Accountant
Commercial Law

Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer

Sheet Metal Worker
Text, overseer or Supt.

tures.

TBAFFIC MANAGER

ENGB.

D STATIONAEY ENGB.
Marine Engineer
O ARCHITECT

Itlinois

Westover

leading

lady

is

Conway

in

"Love's

"The Woman He Married" will be
Anita Stewart's next picture. Fred
Niblo will direct.
Miss du Font's next starring picture will be "Clay," which Paul Scardon will direct.
Dick Barthelmess' second starring
picture will be an original story by
Louise
Porter Fmerson Browne.
Huff will play opposite him.
"Kiss and Make L"p," a Christie
comedy, will have Helen Darling and
Earl Rodney in the leading roles.
Thomas H. Ince's next production
will be "Jim," a story by Bradley
King.
Florence A'idor and John
Bowers head the cast.
Ruth Roland is very busy these
days rushing from one serial to an"White
After
finishing
other.
Eagle," she started on a still more
thrilling one which has the working
title of "The Timber Queen."
Ralph Graves, who played the leading

male role

"Dream

in

Street,"

is

D. W. Griffith's
reported married

Marjorie Seaman, a young actress
When confronted
playing in stock.
to

Lewis Stone, Ethel Grey Terry,
and Wallace Beery head the cast of
"The White Mouse," the latest of
the series of short features which
Educational-Selig-Rork Photo Plays
are producing.

Who

"The Man

Smiled" is the
of J. L. Frothingham's
production, in which Marcia

working
latest

title

Wynn

will have important roles.
Mrs. Earle Williams wasn't content to have her famous husband the

only celebrity in the family, so she
sat down and wrote a screen story,
and, what's more important, sold it.
It was purchased by the Vitagraph

company, who

will

soon produce it
Wil-

as a starring vehicle for Earle

liams.

There's

a great deal of activity
the Ince studio at Culver
Irvin
City, California, these days.
Willat will direct "Wooden Spoil"
for Mr. Ince, and Lambert Hillyer
will also take up the megaphone in
his
behalf for "Finding Home."

around

Bowers, Marguerite de la
Motte, and Milton Sills are also on
Dougthe lot, appearing in "Jim."
las MacLean has started work on
"The Hottentot," and Leah Baird
will be starred in an Arthur Beck
production, as yet unnamed. Besides
all this, Maurice Tourneur is assem-

John

name.

Pttr.

BOOKKEEPER

CIVIL ENGINEEH
3 Surveying and Mapping

MINE FOB'N

Rich

Railroad Positions

MECHANICAL ENGE.
3 Mechanical Draftsman

3

B SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING

filming of "Dream Street," when
fate,
or whoever manages these
things, sent Miss Seaman to the studio in search of a screen career.

Manon, William V. Mong, and Mary

role.

hand.

with the report Mr. Graves laughed,
but didn't deny it very strenuously.
The romance started during the

bling his company at the
for his new production.

same studio

Madge Evans, whom everybody
remembers
year-old
lady,

and

Gloria

a

as

pretty

little

nine-

now

a grown-up
is to be starred.
Wood, baby daughter of

star,

is

Wood, Paramount director,
makes her screen debut in "Don't

Sam

featuring Gloria
she was named.
Doris Kenyon is Conway Tearle's
leading woman in "Shadows of the
Sea."
"The Three Musketeers," starring
Douglas Fairbanks, will be the object
of an elaborate burlesque by INIax
Linder, famous French comedian.
Besides writing the script and directing the picture, Mr. Linder will portray the role of D'Artagnan.
Gaston Glass, who played the juTell

Everything,"

Swanson, for

venile

lead

whom

in

"Humoresque,''

will

next be seen in support of Shirley

Mason in "The Little Ahen."
King Baggot, erstwhile star and
now a Universal director, will produce "Human Hearts," from the play
by Hal Reid, father of the one and
only Wally.
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New Year

Right

Does 1922 Mean SUCCESS or FAILURE?
It is

up

to you, right

now

to decide.

If

you had started right

one year ago you would be on the high road to success this minute.
Don't let another year pass by. It is within your power to make
yourself what you will. Let this be the beginning of a new life

and a better one.

I

You Wealth,

Will Give

Health,

and Happiness
take that body of yours and make it physically perfect.
a new man of you. I will fill out your chest so that
every breath means increased life, purifying your blood and sending vim and vitality throughout your entire system. I will broaden
I will

I

make

will

your shoulders, and give you the large muscular arms and legs of
an athlete. I will strengthen your back and everv vital organ
within you. You will be bubbling over with life, having the keen,
alert brain, the bright flashing eyes and the spring and step of
youth.
Passers by will stop and admire you for your physical
make up; and you will be the favorite in both the business and
social world
you will be a leader of men, and the good things in
life will naturally come your way.

—

Challenge the World

I
If a

man

stood on the housetops and shouted to the people that he was

man on earth, it would avail him nothing. Someone would
make him come down and prove it. But records speak for themselves. I
will gladly show anyone personal letters from the leading strong men in the
the strongest

world today that

my

course

Come

is

absolutely the -best and quickest to acquire

—

and make me prove .it I like it. I
have the means of making yoti a perfect physical specimen of manhood,
of making you a successful leader of men.
I have done this for thousands
of others. What I have done for them I will do for you. I don't care what
your present condition is.
The weaker you are the more noticeable the
physical perfection.

results.

Come

on, then,

on, then,

START THE

NEW YEAR

RIGHT.

—

Latest photograph of

Send for

My New

Book

f

"MUSCULAR DEVELOPMENT"
It Is

FREE

tells

the secret.

or coin, to cover cost of wrapping and mailing.
Don't miss this opportunity. Sit right down now and fill in the coupon.
The sooner you get started on the road to health the easier it will be to
reach perfect manhood.
Don't drag along one day longer mail the
coupon today.

—

—

—

EARLE E LIEDERMAN
Dept. 1401, 305 Broadway,

I

Handsomely illustrated with 26 full page photographs of myself and some of the world's best athletes whom I have
The
trained. Also contains full particulars of my splendid offer to j'ou.
valuable book and special offer will be sent on receipt of only loc. stamps
It

I

EARLE

j
I
I

Dept. 1401,

E.

:

Name
Address

LIEDERMAN
305 Broadway,

New York

}

City

Dear Sir
I enclose herewith to cents, for which
you are to send me, without any obligation on my
part whatever, a copy of your latest book "MuscidarDevelopment". (Please write or print plainly).

—

EARLE

—

LIEDEEMAN

New York

I

I

E.

cit

State.

Advertising Section
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R-C

PICTURES' PLACE
IN AMERICA'S GREATEST ART

^
^

/ HE motion

picture industry

is

the most spectacu-

f larly successful business the world has ever seen.

In fourteen years it has leaped from a cheap
novelty to fourth place in the race for industrial

supremacy.

Through

magic of its enchantment the home folks
of Portland, Maine, or Albuquerque, N. M., stroll the
the

London

streets of

or Tokio, climb the Alps, float on the

canals of Venice or explore the out-of-the-way places of
the earth.
It has brought within the reach of all the people
entertainment of the most fascinating type.
It has
recreated the pageantry and pomp of every age. It has

realized in living form the tragedies, conflicts and hero-

isms of the souls of

We

see in

men and

nations.

motion pictures

a great force for culture,

for clean pleasure, for entertainment and education.

As

producers and distributors of such pictures as "Salvage,"
starring Pauline Frederick; "Black Roses," starring
Sessue Hayakawa; "The Foolish Age," starring Doris
May; "Kismet," with Otis Skinner, directed by
Louis J. Gasnier; "The Barricade," directed by
Wm. Christy Cabanne, we have established a
standard of quality that never has been excelled.
"Possession," a thrilling tale of love,

pluck and adventure, a screen version

Anthony

of the novel "Phroso," by Sir

Hope,

is

a recent

R-C

release.

Set in the

sun-blest isles of the romantic Aegean,

make

nothing

is

picture

meet the highest

moral

spared to

this

newest

artistic

and

ideals.

The R-C
maintained

standard of honesty of purpose will be
at all cost.

An announcement

of an

R-C^

picture will always be a guarantee of artistic accomplish-

ment, of scrupulous cleanliness.

R-C PICTURES

Advertising Section

THE LURE OF JADE
Down

through the ages love and

jeal-

ousy have fought for power. In the conflict men and women have reached the
heights of sublimity, or have been hurled
headlong to oblivion.

"The Lure

of

Jade"

in

climax on climax,

unfolds a story of deepest love, violent
hate and spiritual sacrifice.
.

In the

difficult role of Sara,

a

woman

No

other

woman

of the stage or screen

have successfully interpreted this
"enigma woman" and kept the love and
sympathy of her audience.
could

A

visionary creature of the author's
imagination, Sara steps forth a living, vibrant woman who will remain as deathless
as "Camille," as matchless as "Carmen"
or "Cho Cho San" in Madam Butterfly."

ness of soul eventually conquers, Pauline

a further example of R-C ideals, an
picture that will live long in your
memory, you are invited to see Pauline

Frederick stands resplendent.

Frederick in

whom
bitter

sorrow and tragedy at first make
and unrelenting, but whose great-

As

R-C

"The Lure

of Jade."

Advertising Section
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Send for Free
Sample
with complete directions for the care of
delicate silk, wool,
chiffon, and lace gar-

ments that can not
stand ordinary washAddress Section
47-AF, Dept. of

ing.

Home

Economics,

Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati,
Ohio.

The

The

blouse,

after

26

washings, jrom which
this photograph was
made, with statement
of original owner, on
file in the Procter

y

Gamble

Offices.

Actual photograph of delicate apricot georgette blouse trimmed
with dark blue silk embroidery and fragile thread lace

after 25 washings
colors

lace

still

and

lovely as

—

bright;
georgette

new !

THE

original owner says that when she bought the blouse
she was advised not to wash it, for fear the colors would
run.
But she had had such success in washing other delicate
garments with Ivory Flakes, that as soon as the blouse showed
soil

she put

this safe

way

it

into cool Flakes suds, and has been washing

it

ever since.

She figures that she has had twice as much pleasure and wear from
her blouse as she would have had if she had tried to launder it
with anything but Ivory Flakes.

What

Ivory Flakes has done for this blouse, it will do for all your
dainty garments preserve their charm, and double their life.
For Ivory Flakes is as harmless as pure water. It is the purest
soap in the quickest cleansing form concentrated, instant-melting
flakes.
Send for the free sample, and see what good care it will
take of your prettiest clothes.

—

—

IVORY SOAP
Genuine Ivory Soap in Instant-Cleansing Form
Makes Pretty Clothes Last Longer

nrr -1 7i

©CIB516394

JAMUARY,

1922
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A Calender of Past Performances
As Revealed by Johnson

Briscoe,

JANUARY
1—1904— FRIDAY— Lillian Gish must

very

held few compensations as she wended her childish way through that fireside classic,
"Her First False Step," at the Music
Hall, Boston, Massachusetts, and she
probably made many New Year resolutions about no false steps in the future.

the

have

felt

that

life

1909—SATURDAY— Clara Kimball
2—Young
was plodding hopefully
along as an ingenue in stock comcircles, a member of a band of
hopefuls at the Lois Theater, Seattle,

pany

Washington, and upon

this special oc-

casion she had particularly spectacular
opportunities, being cast for "Wendy"
in "Peter Pan."

1900— W E D N E S D A Y— David
3—Wark
hadn't the slightest
Griffith

doubt that as an actor he was
born to be a director, and the same
thought may have occurred to his audience at the Metropolitan Theater,
Grand Forks, North Dakota, as they
watched him as "Jack Ferrers" in "London Life."

—1908— SATURDAY—William Desmond then, as to-day, was a conspicuous figure in the life of Los
Angeles, California, but at this time he
was an actor of the spoken word at the
Burbank Theater, where he caused
feminine hearts to flutter as "Miles
Handon" in "The Prince and the Pauper."

5-1912— FRIDAY— May

Allison vast-

impressed every one who was
present at the Lyric Theater,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, when she
chirruped her one and only line in the
role of "Vanity" in the heterogenous
dramatic conglomeration known as
"Everyman."
ly

6_1904—W E D N E

S

DA

he toured about the

map

time.

at the time.

9—

1893— MONDAY—W. S. Hart was
delighting, amusement seekers as

an exponent of classic and romantic roles, having the temerity to
offer what must have been a highly diverting conception of the character of
"Napoleon Bonaparte" in "Josephine,
Empress of the French," with Hortense
Rhea, at Foster's Opera House, Des
Moines, Iowa.

1906—WEDNESDAY— Cecil

with

Tim

Murphy, being "Sehor de Castro" in
"The Man from Missouri," and this
night he added Owatonna, Minnesota,
to his list, appegiring at the Metropolitan Theater there.

7-1915—TUESDAY— Louise

Huff,
then most ambitious to distinguish
herself behind the footlights, was
doing her utmost to justify the salary
paid her for playing "Tirzah" in "BenHur," which biblical drama was the
fare set before the patrons of the Columbia Theater, San Francisco, Cali-

De

III

Mille, with not a thought in the
world of such things as motion
pictures, was doing his histrionic utmost, this as the "Earl of Huntington"
in "The Prince Chap," at the Colonial

1906— T H U R S D A Y— Conway
Tearle was making a brave fight to
find a successful place upon the
American stag-e, having had considerable experience in England and Australia, and at this moment, at the

n—

Broadway Theater, Brooklyn, New
York, he was agreeably placed as
"Richard Ainslee" in "Mrs. Leffingwell's Boots."

—

Cal-

1^

vert was nothing if not ambitious
as she bravely contributed her
histrionic mite, supporting that director
of
to-day,
James Young, as
"Ophelia" in "Hamlet" in the afternoon, and in the evening as a girlish
"Evelyn Kenyon" in "Brown of Harvard," at the Lyceum Theater, Toledo,

Ohio.

up

ambitious

Kirk-

were
stage

ladder, both to be found in the cast of
the same play, doing their best with
minor roles in "The Great Divide,"
which settled down for a week's stay

the Nixon
Pennsylvania.
at

Theater,

Pittsburgh,

Y—

^_1906— S U N D A
Bebe Daniels
/| undoubtedly gazed out of the car
^ window in childish bewilderment,
as she sped between Charleston, South
Carolina, and Augusta, Georgia, reflecting that this was a pretty way in which
to spend one's fifth birthday on the
way to play the "Duke of York" in
"Richard HL," with John Griffith.
4
I

billed as

"The Military

1902— T H U R S D A Y—Julia
1^— Swayne
was devoting
10 her talentsGordon
to comedy, as against
her screen adventuresses of to-day, being "Kitty Clive" in "Peg Woffington,"
but this was a sad and salaryless day
in Anderson, Indiana, as the star, Eugenie Blair, was too ill to play.

Y—

|i«i7-1901—T H U R S D A
Douglas
I /
Fairbanks, just seventeen and
bent upon a career as an actor
of costume parts, was trying to register
moving emotion as young "Florio" in
"The Duke's Jester," with Frederick
Wafde and great was the excitement
this night at Ming's Opera House,
Helena, Montana.

—

4

T
Q -1916—
P^^^Y'

H U R S D A Y— Kathryn

certainly
without
a
thought in the world that she
would one day succeed to Mary Pickford's matrimonial shoes, was cavorting happily about in the chorus of "A
World of Pleasure," at the Winter Garden, New York.

lO

|/\-1917— FRIDAY— Gaston Glass was
to be seen in the flesh, as he was
appearing in support of the one

and only Sarah Bernhardt, with

1^—1904— FRIDAY— Jesse

D A

Y— Marguerite 10

3-Ssisted

by

his

sister,

L.

Lasky,

was con-

tributing to the gayety of nations as a manipulator of musical instruments, being part of a vaudeville

whom

he played juvenile roles. On this date
they were doing their best to entertain
the patrons of the Grand Opera House,
Macon, Georgia.

1917— S A T U R D A Y— Niles
*J/\—Welch
and Lelle Boone decided

JL\3

that this was an eminently
proper time to get married, so at eight
o'clock in the evening, at Snyder Memorial Church, Jacksonville, Florida,
the happy event took place, their respective attendants being John David-

son and Grace Darmond.

#^|— 1901— M O N D AY—A

precocious
youngster,
Gladys
by name
Smith, made her debut on the
stage as "Mignon" in "Booties' Baby,"
at
the
Princess Theater, Toronto,
Ontario thus beginning the worldfamous career of the one who has
reigned supreme as Queen Mary Pick-

J^l

—

ford.

1909— FRIDAY— Stuart Holmes
had not then embarked upon
career

screen

crime
public appearances, at the moment being
concerned with the part of "Herr Grosthe

of

which has since distinguished

swooned with the
and excitement of seeing her
name upon a theater program for the
thrill

They were

Musicians" and were to be seen at the
Jefirerson Theater, Hamilton, Ohio.

l\J

|O-1909— TUESDAY— Catherine

fornia.

M ON
8—1900—
Clark almost

bill.

Theater, Cleveland, Ohio.

M O N D A Y— James
wood and Henry Walthall
Y— Elliott B-1908—
strugglers
the

Dexter probably prided himself
upon his geographical knowledge,
as

She played "a Page" in
"Nanon," with the Aborn
company at the Music Hall, Baltimore,
Maryland, in which city she was living
first

opera,

his

ser" in "The Devil," at the Academy of
Music, Newport News, Virginia.

Continued on page
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Off
Modes

With the

in film favorites

change,

mak

comedian

By Malcolm

so many people like to call the jjalmy
days.
The heroines were not emancipated women
they were clinging
vines, languorous beauties, ladies dif;

—

fusing sweetness and light a far cry
from sweetness and light comedy.
The vastness of the variance in styles

becomes apparent once we start naming names and pointing out specific
examples.
Francis X.
Blackwell and

Bushman and

Carlyle

Maurice Costello and
J. Warren Kerrigan were the recipients of the most mash notes in those
-osemaried
days.
Thousands
of
pounds of fudge cascaded down upon
this quartet every week.
Hand-sewed
doilies and knitted neckties flooded
their mail.
Who have we to-day in
their stead?

Here

is Wallace Reid, athletic, debany two of the aforementioned
Apollos, and, unlike them, always harboring an appreciative
sense of humor when things seem a trifle too haroldmacgrath.
Another humorous Romeo is the irrepressible

Ruth Roland and Marshal! Neilan comprised the
most popular comedy team in the old Kalem days.

onair,

E

need not page the oldest living
inhabitant to remind ns who
were the stars of yesteryear,
who were the- candescent twinklers
of a decade past, who the Mazda
stars of long ago.
Most of us,
with good memories for unimportant things, will recall without a second's hesitation whose
flitting face it was captured our
idle fancy in those days, whose
clinch
they all had
last-reel
them then caused us to sigh
And now,
longingly, wistfully.
when we hark back to the cellu-

as

handsome

When the elegant Blackwell felled a burly
of rufiians grim determination strengthened
him the Douglasian trick is to snicker with the
scenario writer at his prowess.
The representative leads need little explanation.
Richard
Barthelmess, Rudolph Valentino, and Tommy
Meighan, compared man to man with any of the

Fairbanks.
flock

;

—

—

loid charmers, and array them
comparatively with the beaus
and belles of the present-day
silver sheet,

we

find that styles

change in players just as immistakably as they change in hobble
We
skirts and puf¥ed sleeves.
are a more advanced audience, Francis
I think, if it is fair to judge by Warren
the types the public chooses for
its

is

And

favorites.
fair

Vox

obviously

what could be

;

populi

vox you can

is

the most

it

fairer

X.

^g^e the

Bushman, above, and J.

Kerrigan, at

the

right,

of the most
those rosemaried

recipients

mash notes

in

days.

?

potent

find.

an age of sophistication. Consider the evidence.
When two reels meant a "special feature," and Lyman Howe
drew all the "carriage trade," and some slick-haired songster
with good intentions and a bad voice sang "Harrigan"' between
This

is

—

pictures to clear the theater for the next show with colored
the fashionable heroes
slides to chase any who might be deaf
were wavy-haired, shouldery gents with beautiful teeth and, if

—

possible, dimples.
scq.,

These were the celluloid saints of 191 1 et
and serenaded matinee idols of what

these the psalmed

as

)

by Woodbury

v

Old Love
ing yesterday's hero

seem more

like a

to-day.

H. Oettinger

—

old-timers
well, we leave the decision
to you. Gone are the heroic gestures,

gone the vaHant determination; natu-

We

ralness has come to stay.
are
advancing.
Then there is the unfair sex. Florence
Turner,
Florence
Lawrence,

Marion Leonard, Ormi Hawley, Edith
Storey these were heroines who had
burdens. There was no Dorothy Gish

—

exploding miniature bombshells of
mirth; no Connie Talmadge satirizing
current fads and foibles ; no crinolined
charmer straying one inch off the
beaten path of conventionality.

We

must step more
among silks and

lightly

when

treading
satins, but again comparison is anything but
detrimental to 1921.
To replace Marion
Leonard, the Florences,
and the lustrous Clara
Kimball Young of those
days we ofifer Lillian Gish,

Normal Talmadge,
guson,

and

Elsie Fer

Gloria
Swanson
of the old Biograph
has blossomed into the exquisite Pickford flower of to-day. The Katherine
MacDonald type is here, the adventurous and independent type visualized

The

Little

The

popular

comedy team of

the present

Mildred

—and

how

Harold Lloyd and

—

by Corinne Griffith, Betty ConipTalmadge.
Again we see the mark of

potently

son, Constance

is

Davis.

!

sophistication.

Mary

The

serials

have advanced but

serials are the antithesis of

:

little, if at
sophistication.

all,

but

Serials

who enjoy Chautauquas and minRuth Roland, reigning undisputed
in the making of her ninth
or is

are for the people

'1

strel

shows.

queen to-day,
\

I

\

j

—

—

nineteenth? consecutive "see next week's" :'s no
whit better than was Pearl White, when, in 1912,
clinging to the rope across the chasm, she was left
hanging until next week, when she was ultimately
rescued by the LTnited States Air Forces comit

manded by Crane Wilbur.
It was back there that Ruth Roland comprised,

Gone are

the
heroic gestures; today's
favorites,
Rudolph Valentino, at left,

with Marshall Neilan one of the most popular comedy teams of the day. Comparable to them to-day
we have Harold Lloyd and Mildred Davis. The
slapstick is still present, but less pronounced, the
subtlety of these times far outranks that of those.

Mickey Neilan manifested a genuine comic spirit
some of them half a reel
even as Lloyd manifests one to-day.
and Thomas
Meighan,
Of course the laugh maker of the time was dear
above, are
old John Bunny, not to be compared with the
more natural.
Chaplin of the present, but a wonderful comedian
withal.
Few indeed can be compared with Charles. I know
of none, in fact. For the Ham and Bud burlesque of 1913-14
in those short outbursts

—

—

we have Buster Keaton's

drolleries, again emphasizing ideas
and cleverness rather than a bucket of whitewash and a longhandled brush. The advance in subtlety may not be so marked
in reviewing comedy, but nevertheless it is apparent.

Photo by Shirley- Blanc

Plausible people doing possible things are the favorites now;
American types of natural
heroes were the favorites then.
mien and unherculean conduct have replaced the old-time
D'Artagnans who used to throw the Twentieth Century Limited
If some bold spirit
for a loss to save the heroine's life.
projected some of the old pictures to-day I venture to say
we who formerly sobbed would guffaw gustily.

The Penitent Pauline
Incomparable Miss Frederick has checked her
hectic film past and gone in for a new type
Allow us to present some one
of picture.
you have always known to be different.

—

Pauline has

changed
forever from

a downEasterner
to

a dyed-in-

the-wool oatWesterner.

NEVER
which

again will Pauline Frederick play roles
call for doubtful doings, for questionable
pasts, and lurid presents.
She has shed the
Zazas, Fedoras, Mrs. Danes, and Irises with whom she
climbed to fame as a butterfly sheds its drab cocoon,
and so far as Pauline is concerned all her future roles
are to be as sweet as that of Little Eva.
When we met for the very first time, in the luxurious
managerial offices of the neat, flower-bedecked Robertson-Cole studios in Hollywood, a small figure garbed
in riding breeches and coat jumped from a deeply upholstered chair to greet me.
It was Miss Frederick,
and she extended a slim, tanned hand which took mine
in a grip which might be termed a knuckle cracker.
Where I had expected to find a languorous lady of
haughty mien, garbed in a low and behold
gown, the sort of lady who looks as though
she has a past, I found a blithesome, girlish imp /
with a Western frankness you could almost
scrape of¥.
"You are just in time to hear about my
"I'm going to
next picture," she exclaimed.
make a real 'Western' with cowboys and
I'm so happy about
lariats and a big ranch.
!"
it I can hardly sit still
Pauline Frederick playing the role of
Western ranch hound
Could this be the
same actress, I muttered to myself, who had
given us the vibrant Iris, the zippy Zaza, and
the dubious Mrs. Dane? I could remember
her in slinky gown, with narrowed eyes and
many jewels and in the black shawl of the
sorrowful Madame X, but it took a mental
right-about-face to visualize her in the great,
open spaces of the West.
"What's the big idea?" I stammered in"What is it that has worked
elegantly.
thought you
this change in you?
!

We

were a thoroughly Ritzed N'Yo,rkS]:^..epitomizing Fifth
Avenue, and all of a sudden here you are bubbling
with Western enthusiasm minus all camouflage, and
about to play a real outdoors Western story.
How

come ?"
!"

she replied with her famous smile, which
June sunshine.
There is no doubt about it, cow ponies have worked
a miracle in the life of Pauline Frederick
Boston's
Of course Will Rogers has had somefairest flower.
Oh, no, she has no matrimonial
thing to do with it.
designs on Will
he just taught her how to "rope,"
and he plays hooky from the studio to come over and
He has been a
play cow-puncher in her back yard.
part of the great Western ameliorating process which
has changed Pauline forever from a down-Easterner
to a dyed-in-the-wool out- Westerner.
Sans lip rouge, sans powder, sans hairdress, sans
every feminine first aid to beauty, save a brilliant
manicure, she greeted me with a cowboy yip-ay-aye
upon our second meeting. This was on the day
I had flivvered out to her Beverly Hills estate to
see her as is." She came galloping across a broad
field rimmed with eucalyptus, and I knew that she
was mistress of all she surveyed, for she has
spent money in California with lavish hand
when it comes to increasing her private
domain so that she and her hard-riding
friends would have plenty of space
for their petit rodeos.
Every day's a rodeo in the life of
Pauline Frederick now.
She staged one
for my benefit that late afternoon of which
I was carried to the opposite
I speak.
side of the broad acres adjoining her luxurious home, riding "double" on a pony
behind her uncle and manager, ]\Ir.
Deposited in the shade
Pettingill.

"Horses

is

as inclusive as

—

;

:

The

Penitent Pauline

21

of the eucalyptus rim, I found a seat on an upturned barrel
and grandly ordered the ropin' to commence. In the little
group before me were the men who attend to the Frederick
requirements in the way of stabling and grooming the
wiry ponies she rides. Miss Frederick herself and Uncle
Pettingill.
That was all. And then she started to rope.
She roped everything from a barrel to imcle. And I am

—

Will Rogers
here to say that she throws a mean lariat
has taught her thoroughly and well, and one of her grooms
Besides which, she
is a cowboy roper of no small ability.
is at it, they told me, from early morning until dusk.
She
doesn't know what the mystic "tea hour" is any more.
And she gets up with the dawn to go out and see the
ponies eat their breakfast grapefruit or whatever it is they
feed cow horses.
Western winds and California zephyrs are sweeping the
memories of a rather hectic career from the fair Pauline's
mental pabulum. She is through with vicarious marriage,
with late parties and with society snickers and snickerers,
her uncle confided to me as we sat on adjoining barrels
and watched the Mistress of Shcnstone toss a snaky spiral
of rope about two horses as they galloped abreast across
the field. She abhors the sight of a newspaper. She feels
that all news sheets are enemies of hers.
"They never print anything nice about me," she said later
as we perched atop the brick wall which separates her
"rodeo field" from the magnificent gardens of her home.
"It is only the unhappinesses to which they give space.
I no longer have time or patience to read headlines of
murders, divorces, and filth. My horses and the pictures
take all my time."
"Are you going back to stage?" I asked rather fatuously,
since this has been a moot question for some weeks in
Hollywood anent the penitent Pauline.
"I can go back on the stage with a sixty-day notice to
my company," she repHed rather seriously, I thought, "and
if I can find a rip-snorting good play, there is no telling
what I might do. An animate audience affects me like a
!"
herd of cattle affects my ponies I'm rarin' to go
Even her vocabulary has undergone a change out West.
She has adopted the chatter of the corral, and it falls naturally from her lips as you see her wearing her natty little
leather "chaps" and her cowboy shirt, but the soft, cultured
modifications of her voice give Boston a boost every time
!

—

she speaks.

Miss Frederick

is

allowed to choose her

own

stories

she who elected to do
"Madame X," and a hot time she had of it persuading the studio to sanction the
deed.
It was she who selected
"The Lure of Jade," that torrid
for

screen.

the

South

Seas

was

It

and

story,

"The

Sting of the Lash." And now
she has made a real "Western," as Westerny as anything Tom Mix ever got

mixed up

What

in.

she

will

next?

do

There was a time when the
New York reporters were
asking this question, but
for a far dift'erent reason.
it refers only to the

Now

expansion of her cinema
repertoire, for there

is

ap-

parently nothing at which
marvelous actress hes-

this

itates

when

it

comes

characterizations.
that she

I

to
feel

would not balk

at

comedy if she
thought she would get a
slapstick

When she

gallops
out across
her fields, she is
mistress of all she
surveys, for she has
spent money with a
lavish hand to provide plen ty of space
for her rodeos.

Pauline Frederick practices with her lariat from

morning

— or

kick out of it
oves would like

until night.

the

that

]3ublic

which she

it.

In an attempt to finally settle the reason for
remarkable return to the soil of one of
America's greatest drawing-room beauties, I
asked, as we wended our way toward the house
through the twilight shadows

"Are you

Were,

a throwback?

perhaps, some of your family farmers or Western ranchers?"
"Yes," she replied. "My grandfather was a farmer in northern
New York State. My family
are really of the soil, but I was
style was
born in Boston.

My

cramped

after

I

went

on

the

stage in N'York, and I became
much of a drawing-room
as
drone as any of the rest of them
there, but I see now that my
heart always longed for the outdoors.

In

California

found a larger

I

and more

Continued on page 96

have
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Where Do You
Revealing the beauty secrets, of several famous

who

all

will

By Louise

Compson buys it with plain, old-fashioned
living up to the "early to bed, early to
maxim by eating simple foods and living the

Betty

methods
rise"

—by

;

simplest sort of life.
Now I'm not saying for a moment that every one
of these famous young women, and probably you as
well, hasn't beauty to begin with.
But I do call to
your attention the fact that those who have beauty
know that it must be guarded, really bought all over
again in the care which preserves it.
For, just as
the hardware merchant keeps his stock bright, so must
the woman whose beauty is part of her stock in trade
keep it burnished.
Gloria Swanson is delightfully frank and straightforward in discussing her methods of caring for this
important asset of hers.
"I believe in care the best of care," she told me.
"I believe in anticipating wrinkles and rubbing away
the very faintest suggestion of one. And I think every

—

woman

ought to have some one
to do it show her

knows how

to take care of herself

;

how

who
how

to use

cold creams, which ones to
how
and
just
use,
much of them she
needs.
"I never use water
on my face haven't for
about five years. I cleanse it
with cold cream, which doesn't
Of
dry the skin as water does.
course this means using a great deal
•

—

when you have
use make-up, as I do and so
only the very best cold cream can
be used.
"I use oil on my body, too
three times a week, when I'm
home, my masseuse rubs me all
over with oil the body massage
is very restful, and the oil keeps

of cream, especially

—

to

;

the skin in good condition."
And right here be it said, if
you're interested in this form of
treatment, that you can prepare
for yourself the oil to be used.

Photo by Edwin Bower Hesser

Gloria Swanson's beauty secrets include tales of rubbings and
brushings and 'tweet-smelling oils and unguents.

what market
IN what
coin do you

do you seek beauty, and in
pay for it?
Gloria Swanson buys it with skilled treatment,
with care, with sweet-smelling oils and unguents and
rubbings and brushings.
Irene Castle buys it with exercise
sports of all
kinds, in which she excels not only because of her
place

Get some pure olive oil, and add
to it a few drops of oil of lavender.
which will take away
the rather fishy odor
Betty Compson
If the
of olive oil.
believes in plain

old-fashioned

_

—

_

own

but because of her love of them.
Nazimova buys it with exercise of a different
form exercise governed by a definite motive.
She buys it, too, with treatments intensive
skill,

—

ones.

methods.

—

oil is slightly
it

heated,

more pleasuse and more

will be

ant to

beneficial.

"How
^

about exercise?"
"That's determined

bathroom
swered

I asked.

by

my

scales," she an-

promptly.

"When I notice that
my weight is going

a

—

!

Buy Beauty?
and containing many helpful hints

stars

for

them

take

Williams
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIPIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII^

my waistline is beginning to disappear,
begin to exercise for a short time every morning
bef-ore breakfast.
I touch the floor twenty times
without bending my knees, and do all the other
exercises that every one knows for preserving the
up, or that
I

figure."

That sounds very staid and sedate, which Gloria
certainly is not. And looking at her that day, clad
in a gorgeous, sunset-colored negligee, I could picture those early-morning exercises, done in the
sun-colorful privacy of her boudoir.
They must

resemble jesthetic dancing more than anything else.
"What about your hair?" was my next question.
It is a very live, beautiful red. you know, and
has the sheen which shows that it is not neglected.
"Rubbing and brushing," she answered. "Hair
responds so promptly to treatment there's no reason why every one shouldn't have prettv hair, if
they'd just give it a few minutes' attention every

—

day."

So

there's a

brief

of

list

which you must
follow if you want to carry
out Gloria Swanson's theo-

the

rules

ries

about caring for one's

looks.

for
Irene
seeks
Castle
beauty in thrilling sports in
playing in her big swimming
pool and riding horseback
and skiing and dancing.

—

Beauty

is

an acces-

sory in such a case
as hers. Her tawny
hair shows that the
sun shines straight down on it
all summer long, and her slim,
round body shows, too, that it
is

She

alive all over.

—

of course
pretty woman's dressing table
is as essential a part of her
life as is his desk to a business
man. But it's outdoor sports
on which she places most rein care

for

it,

liance.

Nazimova strikes a happy
medium between the two methDumb-bells, Indian clubs—
anything that
can be so Nazimova is one of
dramatic
the few
wielded that
stars who can afford
helps
to
it
ods.

make
re

s

to

the

body
supple
and keep it
is

included
equipher
And rement.

m

appear

in

a one-

piece bathing

p on-

sive

Photo by F. E. Geisler

believes

suit.

Irene Castle is

a great sportswoman, not for beauty's sake, but because
But the result is radiant beauty,

she loves the vigorous exercise.

cently, when she was in New York, she proved that she
believed in Gloria Swanson's methods by going every day to
a charming little house in the Fifties, where she was given
treatments which keep the muscles of face and neck pliable
and strong, and that keep the skin beautifully clean and active.
There were treatments, too, for the hands and arms, in which
an aromatic oil that comes straight from Egypt was poured over
them and rubbed into them a delightful process it is, this business
of being beautiful
And next we come to Betty Compson, of radiant, childlike beauty.
"I've been to only one dance this year," she told me some time
just sat in a balcony and watched.
ago. "xA.nd then I didn't dance
I have to go to bed early when I'm working, you know, and I
have to live on simple foods and drink milk and all that sort of thing.
all the things that schoolgirls
I "nelieve in plenty of exercise, too
have to do are on my list, I suppose, for that matter."
That's a high price to pay, most of us would think
giving up good times and highly seasoned foods and leading

—

—

—

Continued on page 101

Of Course You Know
Dorothy
Every one knows the pert Miss Gish of
comedy fame but there is another side

—

to

Dorothy

that

you would

like to

know.

By Helen Klumph
lllilllllllliiillllilllliilllllllilllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllH^

—but

there is more to Dorothy than any picture
you.
''W ho is that tragic-looking girl over there ?" I
asked her sister Lillian one day in the studio.
"Looks like some one I've seen somewhere."

can

tell

was Dorothy.
if you are a genial optimist who would enjoy having a date with Pollyanna, read no farther.
It

Now

Continued on page 92

Dorothy

is

a tireless attendant of dances,

and roof shows.
Photo by Frank Diem

4
Photo by Prank Diem

"The Two Orphans"

is the first big production to capitalize on
Dorothy's natural wistfulness and pathos.

LILLIAN

GISH

me

said

it

Dick Barthelmess said

first;

every once in a while
a few days later
some one made the same remark to me from Constance Talmadge to the little girl who writes fan letters to
the stars.
"Of course you know Dorothy !"
And when I said that I didn't the speaker would rave
Frankly. I
on about how ingratiating Dorothy Gish is.
didn't take it very seriously at first.
I had an idea that
you could get a fair sample of Dorothy's repartee by going
to any vaudeville show, and that she was about as charming
as the young women in strip cartoons.
I always went to
her pictures, but I cherished the notion that her brain was
of the jazz-record variety and that she iust couldn't make
her feet behave. I shared the popular idea that comedians
were always comedians.
After a while, when all my pet idols continued to speak
of her with something akin to awe, I began to feel blue
whenever a remark was prefaced with, "Of course you
know Dorothy." I always seemed just to miss meeting her.
Of course I did know Dorothy, in a way. I knew the
saucy little comedienne I had seen on the screen I knew
by sight the disdainful flapper who accompanied Constance
Talmadge on shopping expeditions and trips to the hairdresser
I knew, too, the little girl who shrank from the
admiring scrutiny of the crowds at premieres of Lillian's
pictures, and I had often watched the charming irrepressible
who never seemed to grov.- t'red of dancing at fashionable
hotels and midnight roof shows in New York.
it

to

;

—

;

'

;

But I didn't really know Dorothy. And now that I've
found out that all my preconceived ideas about her were
wrong, I feel like taking up a megaphone and shouting
You will get a
to all the world what she really is like.
hint of it when you see her as Louisa in ''The Two Orphans"

first

nights,

Elaine— with a Mind
of

Her

Own

and even fond parents
doesn't want to.
And if she weren't like that, you might have
missed knowing her, for one of her caprices
Directors, interviewers,
can't

make her do what she

was

acting for the screen.

By

Harriette Underbill

who that pretty
I WONDER
there, in the blue crape gown?"

girl

is

over

Mrs.
luncheon on
said

Sidney Drew as we sat at
Delmonico's roof the hottest day of the year,
"She's
if one may believe the weather man.
the prettiest girl I've seen in a long time.
Wonder if I could get her for pictures. You
know, I'll need a 'daughter type' if I do that

new series."
The "prettiest

girl" sat almost directly behind us, so that we couldn't see her without
turning around, and it was too hot to do that.
"She ought to screen beautifully," continued
"blue eyes and black hair and
our hostess
young.
She looks famihar, too; I've probably
met her somewhere. See if you can place her."
And so we turned and looked.
"The one in blue, right under the palm, sitting
with her mother. Do you know her?"
Now we knew her immediately, and it seemed
strange that Mrs. Drew hadn't recognized her.
;

Photo by Sarony

Elaine Hammerstein upset

away from

"Oh

!"

we

all traditions

the stage

said.

years ago when she ran

and went back

"You won't

to the convent.

be able to get her for

would be impossible."
"Why would it?" said Mrs. Drew. "Everybody is
doing it now. Look at Mrs. Lydig Hoyt and Lady
"
Diana Manners and
"And Elaine Hammerstein," we added.
"That pretty girl over there is
Oscar Hammerstein's granddaughter, and she's been
making pictures for several seasons now. If you don't
believe it, ask Mr. Selznick he knows."
"That is what comes of not seeing any pictures!"
your picture.

It

;

my

hostess.
"I've lost track of everything
But I thought Arthur Hamfor the last two years.
merstein's daughter was younger than that. It doesn't
seem as though she can be a young lady. Why, only

exclaimed

"

yesterday
Yes, it was only yesterday, as

we agreed, after reminiscing for a few moments, that she ran away from
the stage and went l^ack to the convent. Most of them
do just the opposite of that, we might add. To be
was in 1914, when Mr. Llammerstein put on
or was
Jinks," and httle Elaine was hfteen
We're sure of the date, for it
she sixteen then?
Plenty of
^^^ls the time we did our iirst interview, and that ingirls have
terview was with her. She did a song called
herbeanty, bat she has a
"When Sammy Sang the Marseillaise," and
an elegance,
savoir-faire,
ghe was all upset over it because she thought
ivhich is most delightful,
j-^at her dress was too short.
exact,

"High

it

—

—

!

Elaine

26

— with

a

Mind

Miss Hammerstein had declared
"and dad made me go into this just
because he thought that I had inherited, or should have
"I hate the stage,"

to us at that time,

inherited, histrionic talent."
It's funny, but Alice Brady told us almost the same
thing about her father's making her go in "Pinafore"
when she didn't want to.
On the way to the elevator we stopped to speak to
Miss Hammerstein, and she remembered us immediately,
too so there is another person who has a memory for
names as well as for faces. Miss Hammerstein introduced us to her mother, and asked us to sit down and
have a pastry with her. "I'm going to have another,"
she added, "for, thank goodness, that is one thing I do
not have to worry about I never get fat."
Neither do we, so we accepted, but Mrs. Drew said
she wouldn't eat any more pastry, and, besides, she had
an engagement which had something to do with a per;

—

manent wave.
"Do you remember the last time we interviewed you
and how rabid you were on the subject of the family
tree?"

we

asked.
"Was I? I don't remember, but I know I used to act
just the way I felt, and it doesn't always pay.
It makes
you, as well as every one else, uncomfortable."
"You're not usually so passive.
It must be this
weather," said Elaine's mother. "Remember what happened last week?" Elaine blushed.
"Well, that was different.
Some one wanted me to
do something I didn't want to do."
all laughed.
"Hope you didn't do it," we volunteered.
It had something to
"I did not, and I never shall.
do with a picture, and I knew I was right."
always did
"We, for one, are sure you were.

We

Her

of

Own

your views on pictures and clothes, and we used to
agree perfectly on screen actors and actresses. Tell me
quickly
do you like May MacAvoy?"
"I think she is clever, charming, and beautiful," said
Miss Hammerstein, and we rewarded her by telling her
that Miss MacAvoy looks like her.
Which is true.
Both have those lovely fair skins and pink cheeks, dark
wavy hair and very large blue eyes with smudgy marks
around them which have nothing to do with mascara,
but are a decoration put there by nature.
"What are you working on now?" we asked.
" 'Remorseless Love.' "
Miss Hammerstein said it
slowly, making it sound just as tragic as she could.
"But cheer up I think they are going to call it 'When
like

—

;

Youth

Rebels.'

"

"Do you remember

the first time I interviewed you
and you came out with the statement that the tree which
caused all the trouble in the Garden of Eden was not
an apple tree at all, but a family tree?"
"I guess I thought that because it is the tree which

much trouble to all of us daughters of Eve.
used to believe that it was a decided handicap for
an actress to be endowed with relatives who have done
something.
What success I had on the stage was attributed to the fact that I was the daughter of Arthur,
who was the son of the famous Oscar. I hated the
stage, and I loved the pictures, so I decided to strike
out on my own. I have been making pictures now for
five years, and I still love them, but I had to take
Isn't it funny how your parents
the plunge all alone.
always think that just because they brought you into
the world that they are to be 'the divinity which shapes
your end."
If you want to go to college they want
gives so
I

We

Continued on page 95
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What's
A

Hart Going to Do?

Bill

has been written about his "retiring;" but Bill at
speaks up and says that he's going right on making pictures.

great deal

last

By

Russell

JAMES
JESSE
sipping

at a tea shoppe. Bad Bill Dalton
a soda in Huyler's, Bill Hart parking his
two guns at the Waldorf-Astoria
Well, we don't suppose Bill could be expected, on
his visit to New York, to pitch a tent in Times Square
and take a prebreakfast canter on his pinto pony up
Besides, Bill had excellent
through the theater belt.
precedent.
President Harding and our other national
institutions stop at the Waldorf.
proceeded demurely along the plush-lined corknocked.
ridor of the pkitocratic hostelry.
"Come in !" roared a resonant bass voice.

We

We

Our knees knocked.
But there was no need of it. The hero of a hundred
cinema gun duels was sitting in front of a little writing
desk in the corner, addressing envelopes. His long knees
barely fit under the desk. In place of sombrero, chaps,
and both guns, he wore a pepper-and-salt suit conservbulldog shoes, a traveling cap, and a stiff
ative cut
collar.
The eyes, however, looked natural small, keen,
and blue and they smiled at us as the star twisted
around and we disclosed ourself as the lad who had
made the date with him. He rose and gave us a stonecrusher handshake.
"Have a chair," he offered, and pulled his own up

—
—

—

—

Holman
in front of us.

"My

mail follows

me

all

He

around."

nodded back toward the envelopes on the desk. "Home
I guess I average about two hundred letters a day.
Keeps a couple of girl stenographers busy answerin'
them."

The Hart voice, in conversation, is remarkably soft
and possesses the real Western drawl. The Hart vocabulary

is

racy with the slang of the corral, picturesque

and quite barren of

final

"g's."

"Letters from the fans?" we inquired.
"Purty near all of them," said Mr. Hart. "I make
it a point to answer them all, too.
I reckon my mail
is different from most of the picture people.
I don't
get many of these scented notes from the young ladies,
but I get lots of letters from boys and youths that are
interested in the outdoor life.
They ask me about
htmtin' and campin' and fishin', and I answer best
I can."
The telephone tinkled in that peremptorv manner
New York telephones have.
"Excuse me," said the star, and silenced the instrument by placing a strong, tanned hand around its neck.
(through
Mr. Hart
the
transmitter)
"Hel-lo
(gruffly)
Oh it is, hey? (mellowing a bit)
Well, I don't know as I'm supposed to talk for pub.

.

.

—

:

.

.

.

:

What's
but

lication,

any

there's
sayin'

all

it's

Bill

Hart Going to Do?
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I don't reckon
harm in your

settled.

like

I

Famous

Players, and they like
me, and I'm goin' to begin
makin' pictures again in February.
That's all right
.

.

.

—good-by."

"You're coming back to the

Mr. Hart

screen,

?"

we

asked.

"Don't know as I ever left
he grinned.
"I'm two
it,"
pictures ahead now on my
old contract; the last one
will be released the end of
Then I'm goin' to
January.
work again.
understand
I

was some talk
and tryin'

there

was

retirin'

that

I

to bust

into the writin' business

—and

have done some writin', too.
Some years ago I wrote some
Indian stories for kids took
purty well with the public,
too.
And, of course, a lot
I

—

of the pictures I

own

stories.

are my
before I

make

Just

for New York I fina nine-thousand-word
that a syndicate asked

started

ished

yarn

me

Boy, that was some

for.

job!

Ridin' a buckin' horse
ain't in it with punchin' a
typewriter for real work.
I
haven't got good enough control of the English language
ever to be a rip-snortin' success as an author.
Makin'
pictures is my game, and I'm
goin' to stick to it as long as
the public'll have me."

Now

you know the truth

about his "retirement."
has officially spoken.

Bill

"Meantime," we suggested,
"

"you're

"Meantime," said
mainly
I

restin'.

jump

and make
when they

in

pictures,

Bill,

be released

till

"I'm

Why
after

should
a lot of
couldn't

February

anyway?

I might die or break
or
somethin'—then
where'd the company releasin'
my pictures be at?" Mr.

a

leg

Photo by C. Smith Gardner

Hart, you will observe, is a
He's so homely he's good looking, and he brought with his rugged face and old-fashioned
business man. He continued
manners something of the freedom and ivholesomeness of the Western prairies.
"Besides well, take my picture, Travelin' On.'
For that
picture I went out and hired me a monkey and bought
the war, and the star came to speak for the Liberty
some clothes for him and used him in a lot of the scenes.
Loan and incidentally shoot a little metropolitan stuff for
The picture was made a couple of months ago, but it
"Branding Broadway." According to the scenario, as
Mr. Hart explained it, he was supposed to ride a horse
hasn't been released yet.
Well, lately I've gone to
up Sixth Avenue and grab the villain out of
pell-mell
movin'-picture shows and seen three pictures with that
the taxicab in which the dirty dog was eloping with our
same darned monkey doin' the same darned tricks I

—

him and even wearin' the clothes I bought him."
Mr. Hart shook his tousled brown head and sighed.
"No, sir, it don't pay to make pictures too far ahead.
It gives the other boys too darned much chance to get
in ahead of you with your own stuff."
Bill chuckled as he told us about his last previous
visit to New York.
That was in the ancient davs of

taught

Nell.

"I had been usin' a big black horse in the early scenes
of the picture 'Out West,' " chuckled Bill. "So I goes
around to a New York livery stable and hires me a
horse that looks a lot like him. 'This is a very valuable
horse,' the livery man opines, 'and if you damage him
Continued on page 88

The Glorious Adventuress
The
at

business of being villainous has not detracted

from Maude George's

all

And

reposeful

likewise her wholesome, simple

charm.

home

life

has not tempered her wickedness on the screen.

Both
here

personalities are well
is

worth knowing, and

Maude George
has never shown you.

presented the

the screen

By Alden Hughes
coming around the edge of the house, and a moment later Miss George herself appeared.
She
wore a wide-brimmed straw hat and a gingham
gown.
A pair of ancient gloves protected her
hands, and she carried a formidable-appearing
trowel.

"How do you do?" she said, and inquired if I
were the person who had telephoned her. "I am
But,
I\Iiss George; will you forgive the attire?
remember, I warned you that I was working in
the garden."

laughing-eyed, olive-complexioned young
the viciously inclined Madame Malot I had
Impossible.
viewed in "The Devil's Pass-key?"
And yet one must take a lady's word when she

This

woman

reveals her identity.
"Yes," she said, noting perhaps a certain state
of open-mouthed wonderment on my part, "my
garden is just commencing '"to—bloom. I've raised
every single plant in it by hand that is, my

husband and

I

have

— and

—

I'm mighty proud to

show it off."
The garden is as imexpected as the house itself.
So seldom do we see nowadays a typical old-fash-

She

is

equally

home among
the old-fash-

at

ioned plants
her garden.

Eric von Stroheim has
roles

found Maude George admirably

as the malicious adventuress, the Princess Olga

Y

in

fitted

OU

may come right out," the voice informed me over the phone. "I'm working now in my garden, if you don't mind

that-

And after Maude George assured me that she
hadn't the least idea what she'd say when she
was interviewed, I made quickened tracks to the
address in Hollywood she'd given me.
"New angle!" thought I. "A viewless interview."
"Devonshire House," the brass plate on the
wrought-iron gate, Old Worldly in sentiment and
It is a little
quaint in appearance, announced.
house, full two hundred feet from the front gate,
whose very unexpectedness makes

it

an

interest-

—

has individuality a disWhen I rapped with the heavy
tinct personality.
brass knocker on the door panel I heard footsteps
ing dwelling place.

It

for such

"Foolish Wives."

ioned flower plot
of such flora as
hollyhocks, snapbluedragons,

bells,
V

lobelia,

pansies,
the like.

and

in

Continued
on page

100
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Raving Versus
Reason
The

interviewer started

mined

to

be

out

deter-

coldly analytical

—and

then she met Richard Barthelmess!

By Emma- Lindsay Squier
iiiiiiiiiiyiiuiiiyiyiiiiiii
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the news got around that
SOMEHOW
interview Richard Barthelwas
I

to

mess.
Said another fan writer of my acquaintance, who has become rather jaded: "If
!"
you rave about him I'll kill you
Said the girl who had never seen a movie
star face to face: "Oh, my goodness, isn't
that just too grand for words
You'll say
something terribly nice about him, won't
"
you ? You know, I think he's just
Whether to rave or use my reason
For I have known
that was the problem.
some rabid cynics whose professional
armor was pierced absolutely riddled after
a half hour with the erstwhile Griffith star.
Privately I suspected their enthusiasm
!

—

must have been induced by something more
than the high spirits of the young Barthelmess by liquid spirits, in fact. A cold
cocktail on a hot day
well, even critics are
human under such circumstances.
Ye Editor himself accompanied me to

—

—

the Algonquin, the place assigned for the
interview. Perhaps he thought I would do
all the talking without giving Richard a

chance to express himself on the decadence of the star system. Or perhaps he
was afraid that I wouldn't talk at all, being
dazzled into silence by the too near prox
imity of the prince of every flapper's
heart.
Anyway, there we were, waiting in the lobby, watching gentlemen
stars with patent-leather hair stroll by
and lady stars with ultra-yellow tresses
undulate past us, leaving a faint
trail of perfume in their wake.
"He's read Wells' 'Outline of
History,' " said Ye Editor ten-

Richard Barthelmess has a straightforward way of
talking that makes you forget he is a star.

the most demented fan who ever sent
a proposal and twenty-five cents in
stamps for his picture.

like

him

And just then Richard himself hurried out
of the elevator and toward the sofa where Ye
first impresEditor and I v/ere waiting.
sion of him was, "Older; much older than I
had expected." And the next, "His hair is

tatively.

"Um," I replied without enthusiasm.
"I read the last
chapter myself to see if it came
out happily."
"And he's deeply interested in
Oriental things," Ye Editor went
on persuasively.
"In Japanese fan letters probIt was
ably," I answered tersely.
brutal, but I was making a stand
for reason. And I knew very well
that if I found out that Richard
Barthelmess was a student of Chinese philosophy, if he knew that

Kuan Yin was

a goddess and not a
chop suey, that I was
Being deeply interested in
gone.
things Oriental, I woukl be raving
subtitle for

My

too long; he's got a duck curl!"
The duck curl should be explained. It is
one of the first symptoms of that ailment common to film folk'! enlargement of the ego.^^ If
a handsome young extra man gets a "bit" or

He liked
making
"Tol'able

David"

down
in the

Virginia
tains

story

moun

where the
is

laid.

a small part, he immediately starts letting his
hair grow until the barber can bring it do\yn
to the nape of his neck in the backhand twist
And
It's a sure sign.
it up in a duck curl.

here was Richard Barthelmess

But

just as I was getting my most cynical
smile into working order he was
shaking my hand in a firm,

friendly
leadinrr

grip,

me

and was

over into a

—
Raving Versus Reason
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corner where we could talk undisturbed. And almost
the first thing he said was: "I'll certainly be glad to get
I've had to wear it long for eight weeks
A hair cut!
while we were making 'Tol'able David,' and we're still
having retakes, so I can't have it amputated."
Bang went the legend of the duck curl with its diabolical significance.
I nearly apologized to him out loud.
Then I noticed that he wasn't old looking at all but
that his eyes were tired and heavy lidded.
"This is the morning after," he told Ye Editor and
me as we found a comfortable sofa to lounge upon.
"My wife had a birthday party up in our rooms last
night, or I'd ask you up.
But the place hasn't been
straightened up yet.
You won't mind, will you?"
In his portraits you know Dick Barthelmess as a very
serious young man with deep-brown eyes, grave and
unsmiling, and a mouth that is almost grim in its straightset line.
In reality he has a delightful smile that lights
up his face into boyishness. I asked him why he never
smiled in his portraits.
"Well, it comes out so kind of set," he explained,
"that it looks like a Cheshire-cat grin. Then, too
well,
I don't want to look like a matinee idol."
When you are talking to him he regards you intently,
with a concentration that is flattering.
You feel that
he is actually interested in what you are saying. He is
!

—

—

that rarest of

things

all

—a

good

listener.

Ye

Editor asked about the picture he had just finished,
is his first production with his own company.
Ye Editor was wise, for the conversation was heading
straight toward things Oriental, to our mutual satisfaction.
But what care the fans if he has read the
Analects and the Four Classics of China?
They are
more interested in the color of his tie which I did
not notice and whether he and his wife, the erstwhile
Mary Hay, are happy. They are he said so.
"We had a great time down in Virginia making 'Tol'able David,' " he told us.
"We were there for six
weeks straight, about forty miles from a railroad, in

which

—

—

;

the locality

where Hergesheimer

laid the story.

had never seen a railroad train, and few
what a motion picture was. They thought
it was wonderful, and we had
lots of them working
in it, all the local celebrities
the mayor, the justice of
the peace, the sheriff.
Some of them were mighty good
of the natives
of them knew

—

actors, too.

"Are you going in for that type of character?" Ye
Editor asked, referring to the young and gawky mountaineer lad whom Barthelmess is portraying in the picture.

"I'm not going in for any particular type," he answered quickly. "Very few people can specialize and
get away with it.
Charles Ray can, but he's one in a
million.
No, I like versatility. And, above all, I want
Not a story that's written around me,
a good story.
but one that I can fit into. I'd like to do Hergesheimer 's
'Java Head.'
It is so colorful, and there are splendid
dramatic possibilities for the part of the story that's
"
laid in China
Ye Editor was giving me a warning look, but I pretended not to see

it.

"Did you hke the part of the chink in 'Broken Blossoms ?' " I asked eagerly.
"Yes, very much. I made quite a study of the character before I attempted it.
My mother lived in China
for six years
perhaps that's why I'm so keen about
Oriental literature and philosophy."
swtmg into a discussion of Chinese language,
humor, and customs. Ye Editor was waiting around
the conversational outskirts to ask about Mr. Barthelmess' plans for the future.
I had frankly forgotten
all about the future.
The present was quite enough
and that without a single cocktail.
"My next story is by Porter Emerson Browne," he
answered. "I can't tell you the title that hasn't been
;

We

;

chosen yet."
We asked him how it felt to be running his own company. He smiled, and passed his hand over his smooth
definitely

black hair.

Many

Continued on page 102
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Romances of Famous Film Folk
The

love story of a

little

girl

who grew up and

married her motion-picture hero.

By Grace Kingsley

GAN

you imagine anything more romantic than
marrying the picture hero with whom you fell
in love when you first, as a little girl with long,
shiny curls, saw him on the screen?
She was a little convent girl, who sat in a dark, smelly
little picture house one afternoon ten years ago.
She
had long blond curls, and her eyes were shining and
expectant as they glued themselves to the screen.
She
was allowed to go to the pictures only once a week, and
then only after they had been censored by the nuns.
The picture opened right snappily with a bunch of
cowboys galloping like mad across the plain at the foot
of a mountain, and then down the steepest trail you
can imagine rode the cowboy hero. Nearer and nearer
he came, the cowboys waved their hats in greeting and

—

gallant

The

Tom Mix swung
convent

into the foreground.

girl involuntarily clapped her hands,
right then, declares Vicky Forde. that she
fell in love with Tom Mix.
She was just fourteen, and
she got her -mother, Eugenie Forde. who was an actress,
to get Tom's picture for her, and she kept the picture

and

it

little

was

hidden in her "secret" drawer, along with her diary and
a ring out of a prize box which a little boy had given

when she was nine years old. And after that nothing could keep her away from Tom Mix's pictures whenever they came to town.
her

"Oh, anybody could be happy with Tom !"
That's how Vicky raved over him at tea, out at Tom's
home, the other day. Vicky is Tom's wife now, and
she should know! If you could just have seen the light
oh, well, there are marin her eyes when she said it

—

riages like that in the world.

and hurl

Tom Mix may

bulldog

around the place so hard that
he breaks things with 'em, but he's a model husband.
Tom was married once before, but it was an unhappy
experience, I belie\'e, for both Tom and the lady, lasting
over several drab years, and so it's a closed chapter.
And looking at Mrs. Mix, who is just the right proportion of pep and feminine allurement and gentleness,
it struck me that anybody could get along with her, too.
steers

villains

The Tom Mixes
in a

They live
don't live in a mansion.
cozy story-and-a-half bungalow in Holh^wood, just

Romances

The

Tom Mixes

of

don't live in a mansion.

Famous Film Folk

They

Tom

the sort of house, in fact, that you'd imagine
and
his leading lady retiring to after
has saved her
from the villain and after the clinch has happened in
the last reel, with
and his lady love sitting on her
pa's front stoop as the golden sun goes dovi^n.
But somehow there's an air of genuine affection and
contentment about the Mix home that is like an aroma
which it's impossible
if that simile isn't too artificial
to convey unless you have seen them together in it as I
have.
doubt there are subjects on which they disagree, but Mrs. Mix has a little air of always sweetly
giving up, whether she does or not. Being a real daughter of Eve, I suspect she doesn't.
doesn't
But then
know it. Doubtless in the essentials she st:r renders.

Tom

Tom

—

—

-

No

Tom

She hasn't, for instance, worked on the screen since she
was married.
That was because Tom didn't want
her

a cozy

and, importance which is very becoming.
"We're always together when we possibly can be. Even
when he goes out on location in the mountains I nearly
always go along. You see, I can get up dances and
entertainments for the members of the company, which
keeps 'em happy and in good humor. They work better
when they feel that way. When I can't go with him
on a trip he writes or sends me a telegram every day."
She confesses that some day she wants to do some
more screen work, possibly as a director, because it's
seriousness

difficult

for a

woman who

has ever cultivated

little

bungalow

in

Hollywood.

her talents and brains to give up her career entirely.
says he doesn't object to her taking up directing
some time, though it did strike me that the "some time"
was a bit vague and wistful. She is well equipped for
any sort of stage or screen work, having helped Tom
to direct while she was his leading woman and having
had stage training as well as screen experience. She
played as a baby actress in New York with Maxine
Elliott and John Drew, beginning her stage career at

Tom

three.

"I suppose it was an awful play," said Mrs. Mix.
"It was called 'A Desperate Chance,' and really I think

we took a

desperate chance every time

we

played

it.

Mother was in the play, and I always stood in the wings
and watched another child play the baby part. One day
the little one was bitten by a dog, and I was given the

me off the stage and
was when I was fifteen, and
had played one or two parts, that mother lost her voice,
In those days
which caused her to go into pictures.
that was thought an awful comedown, and mother felt
very bad, though glad and grateful for the work at the
same time. She joined the Selig company in Chicago,
and as grandmother and grandfather were out here in
California, mother begged the company to send us West
So they did, and they decided
to the California studio.
I guess they
to make an expert horsewoman of me.
Afterward, mother took

part.

to.

"Tom says that when he comes home he likes to find
me here," she said simply, with a little air of sweet

really

live in

31

me

put

in a convent.

anyhow

Tom

did

;

do

in that line."

And

It

thinks there isn't anything I can't

right here enter

Tom

Mix, hero of

this

romance.

—
Romances
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of

Famous Film Folk
When

Eugenie Forde reached the West she became a memTom Mix's company.
"We arrived in Los Angeles one hot afternoon," said
Mrs. Mix, "and I didn't think I should like it so very
well.
Mother wtnt right over to the studio, but I jtayed
at home to fix things up a bit for her.
She came home
that night tired and hot. I was making tea for her. 'What
did you do. mother?' I asked. 'Why,' she answered right
out of the blue, 'I'm going to be Tom Mix's leading
woman
Was I thrilled ? Say, I nearly dropped the teaEven if I had recovered from my first girlish crush,
pot
contracted when I was at the hero-worshiping age, I had
never ceased admiring him, and here he was, right in

ber of

!'

!

the family, so to speak.
"It was early on the following Christmas morning that
mother spoke up and said 'Tom Mix seems a little bit
lonely.
I think I'll invite him over for Christmas dinner.'
:

"Well, I was so thrilled I couldn't eat a bite!
I had
never met him yet, though I had seen him at a distance
over at the studio.
You can imagine whether I put on
my prettiest dress or not, and whether I didn't try to manage so I'd sit beside him at dinner. But, alas mother had
a little ingenue for his dinner partner. And then afterward, when he did come and sit down beside me, I was
so shy I couldn't talk. He rambled along the way he does,
and I just smiled and blushed and said 'Uh-huh,' and other
brilliant things.
After dinner there was a Christmas tree,
and on that tree was my first present from Tom. It was
a bottle of perfume.
"No, I don't remember the first thing we said to each
other.
Tom has those talkative eyes, you see, and I think
we just made eyes at each other across the table. I remember the ingenue acted peevish."
He used to call often on Vicky Forde after that, and
by and by she became his leading woman in Tom's Selig
wild-W^est company.
Their first picture together, oddly
enough, was titled, "Weary Went A- Wooing." By that
time Tom was very much in love with Vicky, he says.
"Tom had been something of a woman hater for a long
time," Vicky went on, "but he and I used to go out together
like good pals.
He had just secured his divorce, and he
was very careful and very nice about going around with me,
telling my mother all about his affairs and asking her if
she thought it vras all right for him to take me about a
little.
Mother often went with us."
had heard him
At that moment Tom Mix came in.
tramping upstairs the back way, presumably to tidy up
a bit for tea. Not that a strong man like Tom ever really
contracted the tea habit. He just goes through the motions
He had been out in his
sometimes to please his wife.
garage which, by the way, is as large as the house
working on one of his cars and on a story at the same
time.
Whenever Tom wants to work out a knotty point
in a story he goes out and crawls under that old car with
some tools, whether there's anything the matter with it
or not.
He looks up and tinkers, gets all covered with
oil, and comes out full of dirt and ideas.
Tom is just a big boy, with a boy's frankness and a boy's
shyness, but he didn't mind at all our talking his romance
!

We

—

over.

"Y' see, the way I happened to start going with Vicky
here," he began seriously, "was because she was going with
"
somebody I thought she oughtn't to be seen with
Tom was dead serious, looking into the fire, and I glanced
over at Vicky. Her face told me nothing but I've a sus;

Mrs.

Tom Mix

— Victoria Forde —

is

just the right proportion of

pep and feminine allurement.

picion that maybe Miss Vicky, being a regular daughter
of Eve, played that up strong at the time, especially in
light of her confession that she had always been in love
with Tom. He's a fine sort, is Tom, a real defender of
women, outside pictures as well as in them. He has always
kept a clean and gallant attitude toward women. Maylje
Continued on page 102

The New Star Shower
Some

observations on

you may

the lines

its

fair and fierce who make up the deluge.
Between
with which to gauge the depth and potency of parts of this shower.

causes, and a glimpse at the players

find hidden a yardstick

By Gordon Gassaway

OLD

there.
Mr. Lasky did not
keep his promise.
Glance back, for a moment,
through the threshold of the

friends are best, they
and an old friend
has come back in the
say,

cinema world.

It is the star
system.
Star dust allowed to collect
on studio shelves, so to speak,
while "imminent" authors and
"big stories" and all-star casts
cut sportive capers in the public eye, without attracting any
noticeable attention, has been
Stirred into the atmosphere as
never before in the heyday of
the system.

past year.

you

Was

may

names?

be.

are
of them
we have waited eagerly to see
in the ranks of stardom and
others that have been illumi-

nated

Some

almost

question

"Who

— "Who

is

starred

in

What

Why

new

they

starred

week

to

it

lo

!

these

like

is

—

New

all

starring brilliance.
But
these are only the beginning.
In a sort of glorified Milky
the shower comes
on
apace.
There come Barbara
their

and Johnny W^alker.
Although we might have exit
pected
of
Johnny after
Gilbert,

sterling characterization

Madge

Hill."

Bellamy,

—

in

Here come

Mary

Philbin,

Diana Allen,

May
and

Gareth Hughes,
McAvoy, Richard Dix,
W^e
Helene Chadwick.

aren't quite so
last

—but

we

want, to be.
for

the

name

in the star

homy

and

willing,

We

look in vain

of

Monte Blue

shower, but

it

is

not

—

brilliance.

with these

are

and

pop, and sometimes two or
three at a pop, the shining
faces of new stars, some unheard of before, began to dot
indigo blue
the cerulean blue
of the cinema
in some parts
sky. Now we are in the midst
of the world's greatest shower
Comet,
Halley's
stars.
of
should it suddenly reappear,
would feel lonely and neglected in the midst of all this

Bedford, "Lefty" Flynn, Jack

"Over the

theaters,

Then, as the summer sun
waxed and waned, one at a

Way

his

York

others throughout the land,
forced to abandon their large
orchestras at high prices, in
order to cut down expenses
exigencies of
the
to meet
empty houses, wondered how
long they could remain open.

many
in

January

— but they were very

"The author's the thing!"
continued to be the cry until

old-home

welcome them

in,

few.

Landis, Marie PreLloyd Hughes, Gloria
Swanson, Agnes Ayres, Jewel
Carmen, and Jack Holt are
some of the leading men and
women, long familiar on the
screen, whom we have expected
Cullen

be

between

stars

and June

?

moons, and

pack 'em

A

vost,

to

Even "good"

land.

failed to

as had been prognosticated.
few sporadic efforts on the
part of a few isolated companies were made to create

their

is

are

the

stories

we
overnight
is
she?" and

he?"

pedigree?

—

—

There

scores of them.

!

—

the star shower in a brilliant,
blinding array of new names to
be loved and coddled or cast

New

What

followed the
determination on the part of
the producers to do away
with the system which made
the
motion-picture
industry
famou.s
the great star system? Theaters, in the summer of 1921 the early slump
period
went into a state of
vacuum. Empty seats greeted
the best efforts of the best
book writers and play makers

New

aside, as the case

Not on your

over?

it

celluloid

and now to
Year comes

are,

:

—

little
Twinkling,
twinkling"
long we've wondered

brighten the

was only a short

ago
the
that
prognosticators of the projection rooms said "Down with
the stars
bring on your eminent authors and all-star casts
and feature stories, but the
day of the star is over."

stars, for

how

It

twelvemonth

Of

rhoto by Koshlr

Two triumphs account for Gareth Hughes being made a
Metro star, his work in "The Chorus Girl's Romance''
and "Sentimental Tommy."

what

stars
stuff are
the days of the
ascendancy of Florence Lawblessed
rence, John Bunny

made?

In

—

The New

Star

Shower

—

Arthur Johnson, Florence Turner, King
be his memory
York stage, incubated on the Ince lot, and thrust into
Baggot, and others who ushered in the original star
stardom because her work at once showed up well in
idea, producers and the makers of pictures in general,
the projection coop.
found out that what the public wanted was concentration
But Doris May, Marie Prevost, Jack Holt, Cullen
The public loves to love, and it has not
of affection.
Landis, Lloyd Hughes, and Richard Barthelmess have
learned to worship in the abstract.
Personality is the
been near-stars for some time. It took only the slump
thing.
In the early days it was guided in worship of
of 1921, and the producers' wild efforts to get out of
personalities by shrewd advertising.
Not the adoration it, to put them over the top. Doris May was divorced
of authors or stories or spectacles, but of familiar faces
from the team of MacLean and May on the Ince circuit
on the screen. Those who achieved stardom achieved
when it was decided to star Douglas MacLean. Miss
it because the public evinced its liking of them by saying
May was too distractingly attractive to have in juxtaposo at the box office.
The early stars were loved for
sition to Doug, so out she went.
Marie Prevost, for a
themselves alone and not because of the stories in which
number of years a Mack Sennett water baby, was
they appeared nor because of the men or women who
grabbed by Universal on account of her winsomeness
wrote those stories. The face on the screen took the
Her history, however, does
as well as her p>opularity.
cooky.
But in those days stars were not made overnot dovetail with that of Betty Compson or Gloria
night.
It took months, and even years, for enough
Swanson, other water babies taken out of slapstick and
star dust to accumulate to make one good star.
put into drama through their work in a single serious
To-day new stars are apparently being hatched in
picture such as Miss Compson's in "The Miracle Man;"
steam-heated brooders.
majority of them are hotJack Holt has for years been a sterling prop on the
house products. Star dust is amalgamated with another
Lasky lot when a real he-hero was needed as leading
element.
What is that element?
man. His growth to popularity in fan land was slow
and, according to Jesse Lasky, sure,
Who is that clean-cut youth playing the son? Who is that vivacious
like that of Thomas Meighan.
CulTHE STARS?
DO YOU
girl playing the maid?
len Landis for some time has been
rustling of
A siik=shod leading woman,
programs throughout the house or
the enigma of the studios.
Under
framed in luxury, so impressed her
a question at the box office, as in
contract to Goldwyn, he has been
glowing charm upon the public
nearly featured and nearly starred
days of old, announces the dawn of
that it demanded stardom for her.
public interest in a new personality.
for so long that, in his case at least,
A simple little girl, untrained,
That is the legitimate conception of
I think the public has actually exwas made a star before the public
pressed impatience at the delay in
a star.
ever saw her, because her work in
starring him.
Nowadays a star is often "made"
The enigma resulted
her first picture so pleased the
in the projection room.
from the wonderment at this delay.
His work
officials
of
the
company she
in some studio "special" or in a comBut it must be remembered that
worked for.
A boy rose to stardom almost
monplace picture is observed by the
Goldwyn has been the foremost proovernight because of his lovable
powers that be even before the picponent of the "boosting the author"
portrayal in a single picture.
game, and all players were held back
ture is released, and the decision to
Other stars other histories, but
while the "imminent" authors on the
star them is arrived at.
The public,
stardom
goal
of
all have won the
in this case, has no voice in the
lot were pushed forward.
Now, with
through some rare, ingratiating
matter.
In the rush to get a player
the starring of Richard Dix, Helene
trait.
in the present star shower this was
Chadwick, and Landis, it looks as
Do you know these new stars?
true in many instances.
Sometimes
though the author system had been
Have you watched their progress?
rained under, so far as Goldwyn is
a single feature picture was sufficient
Don't you want to know more
about them? They are the new
to incubate a star.
concerned,
by the star shower.
candidates who may displace old
"Over the Hill" brought out
Every picture in which Landis has
favorites in your hearts.
appeared has strengthened his folJohnny Walker. In that case there
Here it is the story of new
lowing, but it was in "It's a Great
was a rustling of programs, and the
stars. Do you think they will sup=
public inquired: "Who is the boy?"
Life," written by one of Goldwyn's
plant the old ones in your favor?
Instead of "cherches la femvie," good
pet authors, Mary Roberts Rinehart.
that he indicated to the world, at
old French detective phrase, it is
"Find the star !" good old American phrase. "Sentileast, that he could hold his own in the shower.
Lloyd Hughes, once a butcher's delivery boy in Los
mental Tommy" incubated May McAvoy into stardom.
Angeles, knocking at my back door, plugged his way to
Gareth Hughes was made because of his appealing
work in "The Chorus Girl's Romance," with Viola Dana.
stardom through the extra ranks. He wasn't as rank
Consequently he was selected to play the part of Sentias some of the others, and got his big chance in "Below
There was a
the Surface," with Hobart Bosworth.
mental Tommy, the Barrie figurine, and his success as
tentative effort to feature him by Mr. Ince, whose banAgnes Ayres achieved her present
a star was cinched.
stellar brilliance because of her work under Cecil B.
ner had waved red whenever the star system was menDe Mille in "Forbidden Fruit," howbeit she had appeared tioned and who held out for "all-star casts," but who
on the screen for some time previous to that.
has changed the color of the flag to white and capitulated
A case of a "projection-room-made" star is that of along with the rest of them. This was in "Home Folks."
Hughes has "that something" which Cullen Landis also
Miss DuPont Margaret Armstrong, if it interests you
of Universal.
Her work in "Foolish has that makes stars out of nebulae.
to know it
Wives," which was a year in the making and during
Helene Chadwick is not an incubator baby. She has
which time she really served her star's apprenticeship,
appeared in several successful Goldwyn pictures, notably
if the element of time counts for anything, was the
of late with Richard Dix, who, by the way, graduated
determining factor in the minds of the Universal City
into pictures from the same Los Angeles stock companywhich gave Douglas MacLean and Warner Baxter to
executives who watched the rushes of the picture as
Dix himself was star material from
Von Stroheim ran them off week after week.
a waiting world.
the first, on account of his winning smile and his manly
Diana Allen; whom Selznick hails as another Olive
appearance. He will prove to be a knock- 'em-dead hero.
Thomas, might also be classified as a projection-room
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A
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—

star.

Madge Bellamy was taken

direct

from the

New
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Gloria, Ltd.
Swanson claims

Gloria

that her repertoire

is

By Malcolm

restricted to the limits of her wardrobe.

Oettinger

MOST
far-away
of

the

of
smartness,
of that je na sais qua
that might make the
chic,

film fair be-

come

prosaic

maids

matrons

when

and

average

with
than

decidedly

Elsie

She loves luxury and
ease and soft, smooth
things
and
beauty.
Hers is an epicurean
leaf
philosophy,
a

Ferguson

girl

more

average

looks
is

Brady

Alice

;

woman;

fessional

Daw

Marjorie

Striped

a
than
most,
but
of
the
boarding-school
pat-

flapper,

is

quieter

tern.

And

Ethel

Sands

so,

a Victrola
structed as to permit
Gloria
designer
its
to remove records
from the cabinet without stooping.

as

by

Fifth Avenue had
been her playground
immediately prior to

my

a

tradition,

star

and

who,

car-

willy-nilly,

ries the part from the
studio to the suite.

The stellar prima
donna hailed with this
flourish
is

tif

of trumpets
the decorative moof De Mille's pur-

Gloria Swanson is a star who toes the mark set by tradition, convention,
and imagination; a star who loolcs like a star, and who, willy-nilly, carries
the part from the studio to the suite.

opera, the newly crested star of the
bizarre, empress of modes, Gloria Swanson.
There is

more than a little aesthetic pleasure in meeting such a
woman. Her beauty is comparable to that of gleaming
Sauterne, cool, smooth, and possessed of a distinctly
tingling quality that renders it all the more memorable.
In gazing upon it you achieve a sensation similar to
the one you enjoy upon envisaging a Maxfield Parrish
landscape, an Urban setting, a Dulac canvas
colorful

Add

—

to these inanimate riots of radiance the attri-

butes of graceful motion, swimming movement, and a
not unintellectual outlook on life, and you will have a
hazy idea of the Swanson in the flesh.
She is of the Ritz Ritzy, and it was entirely in keeping with her personality to hold court high in the gilded
pile bearing that standardized name.
Hers is not the
hauteur of upstage aristocracy, hers not the regal manner in any way, but about her there is an unmistakable

her, in the

Swanson

suite,

There

door.

closed

had

been

familiar
figure

ple-lined-plush

all.

I

abruptly to disgorge
a hurrying figure in
tweeds, who slid past
me, scurried into the
and boarded
lobby,
the ascending lift just
before I faced the

who

looks like a star,

As

intrusion.

had entered the hotel
another taxi had prestopping
ceded me,

convention, and imagination,

—

—

would

with something of the
light of discovery in
his
eyes
that
this
chronicler hastens to
record the discovery
of a star who toes the
set

curcushions,
so con-

taffeta

floor

tains,

verify, they go.
It
is,
therefore,

mark

in

from the "Book
of Omar." In Hollywood, she told me,
dressing
room
her
was done especially
for her, in purple and
green and ivory.
toto

an industrious pro-

is

practically

lifted

a

New Yorker, poised
and calculating, as is
Madame Manhattan
herself

to

stare.

Mary Minter

an

is

stop

passer-by

they leave the glamour of Hollywood studios to shop in the
.East.

an atmosphere of

air,

;

two minutes

something
the
about

when
later,

I
I

faced

found

The svelte sehorita of the
was Gloria herself
cinema sermon in— tweeds!
She was flushed and smiling as she greeted me. We
were both fifteen minutes late. She had been shopping,
she explained, had hurried so, was fatigued, hadn't
troubled to change her costume, hoped that I wouldn't
mind. All this with a smile that left destruction in its
wake. Then she sat on one of the Ritz's gilt chairs
without looking like a transient sitter which in itself
was art and talked of the theater, of men, of Hollywood, of dinner guests, of Broadway, and, of course,
that

it

!

silk-lined

—

—

Who could engage in conversation with this
serenade in satin without alluding tO' aye, dilating upon

of clothes.

— clothes

—

?

"There may be some grounds for questioning whether
make the man," she said, "but I think every one
I claim no
will admit that they do make the woman.
clothes

—
44
credit for acting.
Clothes
hearse in street clothes it

—

make me
is

for

I never rea waste of time,

act.

me

because I feel no sympathy with the part iinless I am
dressed for the part.
I do not mean that I must be
'dressed up' to feel the urge.
But if I am to do a
gypsy I must wear gypsy rags. Clothes are everything."
Rarely enough, she assured me, does she venture into
the public highway attired in tweeds
severe tweeds, as
she pointed out. People expect so much of her, know
so much of her sartorial exploits on the screen, that it
has become imperative for her to live up to the reputa-

—

tion, to

some

extent, off the silver sheet.

go to the theater I am pointed out as Gloria
Swanson and stared at. Knowing that this will happen,
I must prepare as best I can for the battery of eyes, a
far more critical battery, I might say, than the cameras.
If I were to affect simple things, people would be disappointed and perhaps steer clear of my pictures."
"Does it annoy you," I wondered aloud, "to have the
great American public stare at you wherever you may
happen to be? Or does it weary you? Or thrill you?"
She considered, with a diplomatic frown troubling

"When

I

her face.
"I like it, I think," she said.
"And then again, it's
rather embarrassing.
In restaurants, for instance. No
one looks her best, you know, eating spaghetti. Or corn
on the cob. And I love both."
And while on the subject, it is interesting, as a matter
of incongruity, to note that this exotic, orchid woman
orders instantaneously, before anything else on the teagram, fudge sundae with vanilla cream.
That, believe it or not, is the Swanson special.
Where, as a
matter of fact, she should like baked Alaska with sherry,
or biscuit Tortoni served to an accompaniment of muted
violins.

Manfully

knew

that

I continued to ask her about clothes.
I
the world wanted to know everything she

—

thought about them and why.
"Well," she said, after answering the phone and receiving some flowers and passing me some Havana perfectos, "I should like to do pictures that have lots of
costuming and heart appeal besides, punch and patterns
combined. I realize that clothes make me what I am,
dread, at the same time, becoming a mannequin
sort of actress. So there you are.
I want a happy combination."
In Elinor Glyn's original cellulegend. "The Great I\Ioment," this wish was realized, and yet, savs Gloria, the
more she sees the picture the less enthusiastic she becomes over it. "Notwithstanding the fact that was just
made to order for me."
Mothers all over the country have seen their daughters
"doing a Swanson" before the mirrors, heels high,
coiffure higher, lips red, cheeks redder.
And I asked
the cause of it all whether or not she felt guilty.
She laughed artlessly, and waved it aside with a slim,
white hand that wafted a gentle perfume toward me.
"Forgive us, for we know not what we do !" she exclaimed.
"If youngsters shouldn't see such things, let
their mothers censor the plays they go to see.
particular pictures have, in most cases, depended upon
the extremity of my styles
Mr. De Mille used that as
a basis for the 'Why Change' series, you know."
Mr. De Mille incidentally is the Swanson ideal in
directors
the last word in screen dictators.
It was
Cecil who lifted her from the rut of Triangle society
stuff, so-called, to introduce her as the velvet note in
his luxurious celluloid symphonies.
And it was this
same putteed czar of the vacillating photos who decreed
that she had attained to eminence befitting the rank of
She didn't want to be a star.
I'm not ac"First of all, there's the responsibility.

and

Ltd.

Gloria,

I

Mv

—

—

customed to

it.

When

I

used to appear in the

De

Mille

was done to make them perfect.
Time and energy and labor were expended like water.
Now I'm a star, working on program schedule, holding
up the heavy end of each picture. Do you realize that
when you're a star the success of the picture depends
upon you?" She looked at me searchingly as she asked
productions, everything

the question. I admitted that I hadn't given the matter
much thought. "Well, I hadn't either before I became
a star.
And I can't say that it's a bed of roses, the

was much more fun !"
After doing her second stellar story, "Under the
Lash," she was glad to be pressed into service again
star's life.

Doing

specials

De Mille, who cast her in a feature boasting the
presence of Wally Reid and Elliott Dexter and Theodore
Roberts and Agnes Ayres in its roster. This studded
cast completed a picture play that is as yet untitled.
Elliott Dexter is the Swanson choice for the ideal opposite, from an acting point of view.
And among the
women, she feels that Norma Talmadge leads the field.
Suddenly she removed her round beaver hat, striking
in its simplicity.
She pressed her hands to her temples.
"I've been shopping so long.
The models simply
bored me.
I could have shrieked at them, strutting
round and round in front of me."
I smiled tolerantly.
This was the star's prerogative,
to shriek at the shadow of ennui drifting over her. Her
eyes flared angrily as she read my thoughts.
"But I am not temperamental. I don't lose my temper
for no reason at all.
There is nothing petty about my
feeling for things or against them.
I've always been
accused of being temperamental, and I resent it. Temperament is simply a softer word for temper. Every
by

one loses his temper occasionally let an actress do it
once and she is branded as being temperamental."
I hastened to assure her that she impressed me as
being anything but temperamental. And, as you would
have done under the circumstances, I lied.
"Away from the studio," she said, changing to a more
placid subject, "I forget my screen self and try to be
domestic. I can't putter round the kitchen, but I adore
my baby, and I loathe the thought of dragging her into
;

the limelight of publicity.
If she decides, some years
from now. that she wants to be an actress, I won't
attempt to dissuade her, but I certainly will not put
her before the camera as an infant, before she is able
to decide for herself."
Proof of her sincerity may readily be found upon
reviewing the files of the picture magazines no shots
of Gloria's baby are to be found in any of them.
"At times," she went on, "I confess I feel like a
feminine Jekyll and Hyde, but it has worked out per;

fectly so far

the
in

—

this

studio self a different person than

home self. No actress can continue to be an actress
her own home, and still be successful there as a

—

She must have two sides and more."
While she talked I found myself saying, "This is her

mother.

Even in
side.
I am seeing her public self."
simple tweeds she suggested the screen celebrity. Minus
all of her silver-sheet trappings, still she carried a note
of acting that would not be denied.
'AA'hen you are at home," I asked, "how just how
do you act ? What do you wear ? Are you different?"
She looked at me, and her smile might have been
flooding me from the elevation of a theater proscenium,
And before
so detached, so pictorially perfect was it.
she spoke I knew what she was going to say.
"When I'm at home," she repeated, her smile persisting, but her eyes looking past me, into a Hollywood
bungalow perhaps, "when I'm at home I'm at home."
Which undoubtedly meant that when she is at home
she is not being interviewed.
actress

—

—

::

Here's to the Brave
A

story for the cynics and the wise ones

are always played

by "doubles" and

who know

that dangerous scenes

that accidents in pictures are never real,

Bv Helen Christine Bennett
apoland gentlemen, stars of the screen,
LADIES
ogize!
For years
have sat in my comfortable
I

I

seat in the orchestra and smiled knowingly, even
with a bit of a sneer, when a thrilling scene and a
Somewhere down in
hairbreadth escape were shown.
my smug consciousness there registered the comforting
thought
"Faked. Of course there isn't an atom of risk in it."
And all these years I have cheated you of your due.
For I am one of those who are lost in admiration at
the intrepid explorer, the daring engineer, the pioneer
who goes into the unknown and risks his life to give
And all these years I might
the world something new.
have ranked you along with
these
if I had only known.

—

—

It isn't

wholly

my

fault.

my

sneers blame the
started it I don't
know, but after reading time
after time of fakes, double
exposures, and various kinds
of make-believes, I, with no
doubt thousands of other
motion-picture attendants, got
the idea that the precious lives
of the stars were guarded
religiously, and that some
poor soul unknown took
any risk, if there was any,

For

press.

Who

being minimized
extreme. And now,
after six months about the studios, I take it all back.
I have
said

risk

in the

seen men and women risking life
and limb and nervous system in
the most extraordinary ways,
and these people were not acrobats or athletes, but just
plain actors and actresses taking the risk as a part of the
day's work.
I found out a
part of this when I went on
the trail of the animals in the
pictures, but I never got a
full realization of it until one
afternoon, as Mr. Fairbanks
was showing me the
sets
for "The Three
said
Musketeers,"
he
casually
"I carry Miss de la

Motte

all

over

those

roofs."
I

looked at the roofs,

and then hastily back at Fairbanks. The rest of the
world calls him Doug, but as a matter of distinction,
I being the only human being left to do it, I insist on
calling him by the surname.
"Over those steep things?" I asked incredulously.
Fairbanks nodded, and began explaining with his
usual energy. I never saw any one with as much energy
as he possesses; it runs out all the time, as if from
some inexhaustible spring. I wish he could bottle the
overflow and sell it; I'd be a steady
customer.
"I get her over

my

"and run down

said,

and get

into the

shoulder," he

there,

window

and

there,

there."

"Yes," I echoed, looking at the
Steep? My word on it, they
were little precipices of tile, red curved
tile.
Now I suppose that if I had seen
that picture I would have registered
roofs.

,

in

my smug

consciousness the
were probably near the ground when the
picture was taken, and that
after the negative was superimposed on another of the
houses and that every one was
comfortably safe all the time.
Yes, and thousands of others
believe the same thing or the
same kind of thing.
fact that the roofs

When I next cornered Mr.
Fairbanks he was making up-,
right on the set, and he talked
while applying powder and rouge,
and at the same time some assistant painted ghastly looking. wounds

down

his right

arm.

"Tell me the biggest hazard you
ever undertook," I demanded.
"Oh, I don't know," he said. Then
he reached out his left hand and
lifted a sword from his table, handing it over to me.
"That's about as big as any,"
he said "Look at the tip.
it's
guarded, but the blade is as sharp as
ever."
I
examined the sword.
It had a
gluey substance covering the tip for perhaps an
inch, and the blade was, as he said, sharp.
"I tell you," he went on, "in 'The Mollycoddle," in that tank with the fishes, I had an
experience.
The first time I went down one
of those big yellowfins, weighing about seventy pounds, objected to my coming and
swung his tail around, hitting me in the
I
side of the face and head.
was so dizzy that for five
minutes I had no idea
of anything, and
it
wasn't any

too safe

a

1

'
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Here's to the Brave
and dived just in time. Only
the twenty rescuers appointed
to watch didn't know he was
in time, and out from the
shore they

went, hunting
finally fought
his way to shore unaided, battered some, and utterly disgusted because his would-be
savers had ruined a part of
the film. That part was never
shown.
Neither was it retaken.
All the members of
that yachting party had to get
out into the roaring surf and
all

Meighan, who

fight their

way

to shore.

remember,"

"I

Al

said

Wilkie, assistant director at
Lasky's as he went over the
story, "that Gloria Swanson
lost a lot of valuable skin
that day. And bruised! Well,
they were all pretty well done

up."

But

this is only the begin-

Farther along in the
picture Gloria had to act in
a scene where a lion drew his
ning.

.

paw

along

And

it

posure

;

her

bare

back

was not double
it
was a real

exlion,

real back, and real
throughout. I think of all the
scenes I ever heard of this
Monte Blue is often the victim of mishaps; this scene from "Something to Think About"
took the biggest amount of
was a particularly trying one.
real nerve.
Gloria had to tvirn
her back to the lion and stay
place to get dizzy in.
But all I do is what any man
perfectly still during the rehearsal of the scene as well
can do if he keeps fit."
as the scene itself.
The lion, of course a "good" Hon
I am quoting Fairbanks because he is echoed in subas lions go, came in with his trainer, and was coaxed,
stance by all the other stars.
You can't get them to to put his paw on a cloth laid on Gloria's back. He
admit risk, no wonder. If they ever admitted it, they
did this until he got used to it, and then the trainer
might not be able to carry on. Fairbanks won't have
whisked the cloth away and the paw came down on the
a double because he says it's bad psychologically. If he
bare skin. The whole studio held its breath.
No one
once let up he might let up too often. For the same
knows what Gloria did, and she won't tell, but every
reason he sets himself a stunt each day, something new.
one is certain she prayed. There were men about, to
something difficult, something untried.
be sure, with guns, but who stood the chance, the lion
If you want
to know the risk actors and actresses run, the real
or the gun, of getting there first? Not daunted by this,
hazards of the game, go to the onlookers, who can let
the director staged a third miracle in a leopard scene.
their nerves run riot, not having to keep up their courage.
Gloria, as Lady Mar\ picking figs in the wilderness, is
All the onlookers in the Famous Players-Lasky stuapproached by a leopard. Tommy Meighan, appearing,
dios still thrill when they tell you about the making
kills the leopard and flings it down beside Lady Mary I
of "Male and Female," a Cecil De Mille picture. Risk
and proceeds to declare his love. The leopard" was a I
after risk, danger after danger was encountered by
real leopard and appeared.
Tommy appeared to kill |
the actors in this picture, Gloria Swanson and Thomas
it, and a dummy was substituted for Tommy to carry
and fling down by Gloria.
Meighan taking the biggest, from being pounded on
But the stuffed leopard
looked stuft'ed it wouldn't hang limp like a freshly killed
rocks in a wild surf to intimacies with lions and leopards
"Male and Female"
leopard ought.
Somebody had an inspiration.
that bring a lump in your throat.
j
"Why not chloroform the leopard, and then Meighan 1
involved the wrecking of a yacht and the lives of the
could carry it ?"
But nobody knew how much chloropeople who were wrecked on a tropic island. A model
form a leopard could take and still live, and the trainer
of a real yacht was used, and it was planned to have
|
oI)jected mightily to having his trained leopard killed, |
Meighan stay on the deck until the last moment. It
trained
killing
for
a
didn't
want
pay
particular
nnd
the
studio
to
was also planned to wreck the yacht on a
j
leopard anyhow they are very valuable and expensive
rock out in the surf off Santa Cruz. She was to strike
Finally f
Well, there was a long discussion.
products.
and hold for some minutes before she keeled over, and
a man who had been a nurse of some kind during the
during those minutes Meighan was to' swim to shore.
war and who was now helping in the mechanical end
It's a bad shore off Santa Cruz, rocky and wild, and
He measured out the
at the studio offered his services.
Meighan, though a good swimmer, took quite a chance
dose, and the trainer held the sponge to the nose of
of being pounded, even if the thing had gone ofT as
Mr. Leopard amiably went to
the obedient leopard.
But it didn't. The yacht, driven bv an unplanned.
When he seemed deep enough in slumber:
sleep.
expected wave, struck the rock on the side and turned
Meighan grabbed him, hoisted him on his back, andi
Meighan, quick-witted, ran across the deck
instanter.

Gloria's

;

,

^•

;

—

;

!

Brave

Here's to the
He flung the
carried him out to the waiting Gloria.
leopard down and the big cat, jerked out of slumber
by the fall, came up spitting and snarling and going
for Meighan. The trainer jumped in, and there was
After which,
a very nice five minutes for everybody.
believe me or not, they applied a bigger dose of chloroThis time
form, and Meighan did it all over again.
the leopard did not wake up
In an Ince production to be released this fall, called
"The Cup of Life," Hobart Bosworth added another
chapter of daring to a long history of risks. Bosworth
To
fought a live shark under fifteen feet of water.
take the picture, the camera men were sent down in
The battle was staged off Catalina
a glass diving bell.
and the shark was a real shark. To make certain Bosworth would win the battle the shark was harnessed
with wires and his movements were supposed to be
under control from above, but he was able to swim
Bosfreely and to put plenty of action into the fight.
worth had to dive a number of times before he could,
without too much danger, get near enough to the huge
fish to plunge a long knife into the monster and dispatch him. Nobody having tried harnessing a shark in
wires before, it was of course problematical just how
the harness would work, whether it would hold or break,

—

and just how Bosworth would come

"The Old Nest,"

out.

a current release of Goldwyn's, written by Rupert Hughes, is a homy type of story which
would not suggest that any great risks were to be taken.
But in two instances women took very real ones. Helene
Chadwick, standing with her sweetheart on the vestibule
of a railroad train, is jerked almost out by the sudden
jolting of the train.
The man with her grasps her by
one arm and pulls her in. This happened just as stated
the train was real and the jerk was real.
The jerk
came at a particular point on the track, and at this point
to protect Miss Chadwick, in case her rescuer didn't
act promptly, was stretched a kind of net of canvas to
receive her.
But suppose she fell to the right or left
of this small affair? In the same picture Mary Alden,
the mother, dreams of falling from a precipice.
In
order to get her facial expressions during this fall Miss
Alden was held high in the air in all kinds of positions.
They arranged for her a belt, placed under her clothing,
and this was affixed to a wooden piece which swung
on a pivot so that she could be whirled round much as

—
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is whirled.
Attached to this, she was
held from five to ten minutes at a time forty feet in the
air in all conceivable positions— upright, on one side,
the other, and on her head.
After standing on her
head so to speak in air for five minutes she would
begin to cry, "Up let me up," and when she got up
she was limp indeed.
If you see the picture you will
know why those expressions of Miss Alden depict genuine fear and agony.
As for risk, there was a net
under her, in case the apparatus broke, but the main
risk was to her nervous system.
When Johnny Bowers was acting in "The Sky Pilot,"
written by Ralph Connors and produced by King Vidor,
he was asked if he cared to risk the great scene where
the hero turns aside a cattle stampede and saves both
himself and the prostrate girl he loves from being
trampled to death. The producers were willing to provide a double who would take the risk, but Bowers
thought it over and declined.
'T'm so dead tired of being an ice-cream hero, I'd
take any risk," he decided.
ranchman furnished the cattle for the stampede.
Driven from behind, the cattle thundered toward him,
heads lowered. If he could stop them and turn them
to one side, he was safe.
He had his hat, and nothing
And with this and his arms he beat them in the
else.
faces as they came, so that they turned off just as the
book had planned, leaving him safe. When the picture,
or rather this part of it, was done the ranchman came

a wheel of chance

—

—
—

A

up

to

Bowers.

"Young man," he said, "I don't know whether you're
the bravest man alive or yon don't knozv a
thing about

—

cattle!"

"Gently reader," to quote H. C. Witwer, I have just
discovered that I am three quarters through the space
allotted for this article.
And- I assure you I sit here,
panting with tales, just aching to tell you them all.
For to me they are really truly marvels, and I have
for the people who take these risks the most genuine
and deep admiration. After all, like the explorer, the
engineer, and the man who pioneers in the wilderness,
they have an object. To keep a picture faithful, they
That comes perilously near being
risk life and limb.
But before I have to stop,
a real respect for art.
and I only hope you are as sorry as I am, I want
to tell you how some of the things you and I, in our

Here's to the Brave
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Helene Chadwick almost had to fall from a train for a scene

comfortable

seats,

never dreamed could be dangerous

often are.

Guns

— how

many of them have we
? And loaded

motion pictures

seen go

ofif

in

in

"The Old Nest," and she ran a

pounding him.

from

/

y

the

that they forget and
shoot right at the object they
are supposed to shoot at. In

heads entirely.

"Manhattan Madness," Fairbanks was supposed to chase
a villain who turned and

him in the face. The
with
loaded
was
blanks, and the villain knew
shot

head

to

shoot,

and

Fairbanks.

but

straight

shot

The

flash

hit

Most

often

badly

They
when they fight, and
know it. For this rea-

the
injured.

actors

—

are
take

that risk

they
son fights are always left imtil the last thing in making
a picture, because the combatants may be so done up
that they cannot appear for
a week.
Will Rogers and
Lefty Flynn had an honest-

tap

lightly

ing that he came down with
a real wallop and Monte went

of the

fights staged are real fights,

and

police-

to

the time came, the policeman,
a real one, was so wrought
up by the scene and the act-

eye or not.
fights.

riot

on the head
with his club, and Monte was
When
to go down and out.

Monte

at

Fairbanks in the eye, and it
was a question for some days
whether he would lose that

Take

several

In one

The
act.
man was supposed
ployed to

his

lost

for

scene in which Monte Blue
played some one, in an attempt at realism, suggested
that a real policeman be em-

pistol

how

pictures

In another scene in "The Cup of
Bosworth,
Hobart
Life,"
fighting with Niles Welch,
hit the floor instead of Niles.
The blow broke three bones
in Bosworth's hand.
Riot scenes are often so
real that extras lose their

scene,

/

They were

days was advisable.

—many of them are so
away by

it.

both so beaten up at the end
of the battle that retirement

—

excited, carried

doing

to-goodness fight in "Doubling for Romeo," in which
one of Flynn's hits on Rogers' jaw knocked Rogers ten
feet.
Recovering, Rogers jumped on Flynn's back and
proceeded to get even by

with blanks, of course. But
if you get a blank in your
face it is pretty bad, not quite
as bad as a bullet, but bad
are
Actors
nevertheless.
supposed to shoot to one side,
but and here is the greatest
hamrd of all motion-picture
acting

real risk in

Automobile accidents are commonplace in serials, but thev
never become commonplace to the driver of the car in such
a scene as this one.

down and completely out,
with a broken skull. After
that he spent six weeks in
In "The Sea
a hospital.
Wolf," by Jack London,
Noah Beery was supposed to
be hit over the head with a
Now for this purbottle.
pose there is a stage property bottle made largely of
Continued on page 99

—

This editorial

going to get us into
going to expose
Plea for
the facts about The Observer's mind,
,
JLiOWurows
gQ j^g probably will be shunned from
now on by all decent folks. Respectable
women will draw aside as he passes, young people will
point their fingers at him, and those who have the time
and the postage will write letters to the editor of
Picture-Play Magazine and demand that he be fired

A

^

trouble.

is

It is

at once.

But The Observer's conscience won't
If it is wrong to expose
thoughts in all their nakedness— so be it.
hypocrite.

let

him be a

his

innermost

Here's the blow-off.

The Observer
pictures.

raphy.

is

getting fully fed

up with highbrow

He is becoming weary of beautiful photogHe snores at fine sets and gorgeous costumes.

A

crowd of ten thousand extras carrying spears excites
him no more than a dish, of mush and milk.
The motion picture is getting wishy-washy, literary,
educational, inspiring
something you "ought" to see.
And we never yet had a good time seeing something we

—

ought

to.

—

The time has come for frank talk and we believe
we have a lot of folks on our side. The Observer bemotion-picture producers are tr;^ing too
hard to make pictures for the folks that seldom come
to see the shows and that they are forgetting the regular
lieves that the

fans.

pep, say we
guns, more detective stories, more red-hot love
stories, more thrills, spine-tingling thrills, thrills that

More
More

!

—

girl's arm and gasp
action, drama,
punch, galloping horses, mortgages, fires, sudden deaths,
suspense, suspense, and more suspense!

make you grab your

Do you

get

The motion

what we mean?
picture

is

getting too

darned nice and

We Don

't

Need Some-

New

thing

Perhaps the ambition of the motionproducers to seek for something
new should be lauded and such searching will do no harm, provided they don't

P''^^^^'"^

find

it.

a matter of fact, does not demand
fiction the same old love story goes best.
On the stage the most successful plays are not novelties.
The circuses have found that the public wants the same
sort of a circus year after year.
Our advice to writers is worthless, but we give it just

The public,
new stuff. In

as

_

If we were writing scenarios we would not
the same.
would, rather, try to handle an
try for new ideas.
old idea better than it had ever been handled before.
And if you must know, that's the hardest thing in
Shakespeare, as we remember it,
the writing business.
He took old
is about the best exponent of this plan.
stuff and doctored it up, but he was a right smart doctor.

We

We have seen the gorgeous Pola
Negri in "One Arabian Night," and in

Pola
.

.

Again

spite of protesting letters to the editor,
Pola will do for us.

-^Q again state that

She is coming to the United States next
rumors have it, and, alas then we shall know
what she thinks of love and marriage and shall have
her advice on how to keep a garden or a husband.
Pola is in trouble in Germany, and is rather glad to
It seems that she contributed toward erecting
get out.
All would have
a statue in her home town in Poland.
spring,

been well

!

if

they hadn't learned in

Germany

that the

was of a Polish gentleman who had fought with
no small success against the Germans. And to make
it tougher, in order to make a place for the statue they
tore down one of some German ancient and dumped
him into the alley. All in all, Pola had a good deal to
statue

explain.

refined.

"Go

to the serial," you'll say.

We

don't

want

just

serials,

They're going to have a bit of voting
Massachusetts a year from now, and
Wtil
setts T/f/7/
^-^^^ voting probably will decide whether
Decide
or not we shall have motion-picture censorship throughout the United States.
In Massachusetts they decided to let the people decide
Other States have voted for
the censorship problem.
or against censorship only through their representatives
in the State Legislatures. This is the first time the people have had an opportunity actually to vote on the
measure.
If Massachusetts votes in favor of censorship we
might as well give up the fight, for the example of that
State will certainly be followed throughout the United

Massachu-

either.

We

want the

gosh-darnedest drama that anybody can give us. well
done. We're not crying for crudity, but we are yelling
for something to happen in the picture shows.
The producers are afraid of the bogy "old stuff."
They're afraid some one will say the motion picture
isn't advancing.
If the producers will take the time to investigate they
will find that the fellows whose advice they have been
heeding are the people who don't go to a motion-picture
theater once in six months.
Let Paramount make more "Great Moments" and
fewer "Sentimental Tommys." Let Norma Talmadge
do more like "The Sign on the Door." The critics will
bid the crowds
yell about the stuff being inartistic
will go.

Give us something to feel and less to see.
That's our story and we'll stick to it.

^"

States.

"This State voted for censorship," the reformers will
"and proved that the people do want their pictures

say,

That's a fair criterion as to
censored.
of the country feels."

how

the rest

The Observer
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And the legislatures will fall into line. The important
thing about it will be that they will be absolutely right.
The Observer does not believe that the public wants
its pictures censored by a bunch of politicians.
He never
will believe that a person who thoroughly understands
the operation of a censorship board will vote for one.
But it is possible that the reformers may put on
such a campaign in Massachusetts that the public either
will vote for censorship or will not vote at all.
What
the motion pictures need is a tremendous body of citizens of Massachusetts who will vote against the law.
They must take the trouble to register their feelings regarding a political board made up of nondescripts who
can manipulate the screen to suit themselves.
It will be a critical election, of interest to you wherever
you live, for Massachusetts will cast the vote for the
nation.

The
Author's

Value

The Author, by the way, is settling
down and is paying more attention to
his job

and

less to his publicity.

There

are Authors and authors in motion pictures.

Capital-A Authors aren't doing

Several companies had a heap of
so well these days.
excitement over Authors and hired a lot of them.

The real authors, the men and women who had Ijeen
writing the real shows, were crowded out, and the big
names began advising how to do things. Most of the
They may have been able to write
big names flopped.
great stories, but they didn't know drama as it is turned
out in Hollywood.
When they failed, most of them blamed the motionpicture public. As a matter of fact, few of the x\uthors
knew nearly as much about constructing real entertainment as do half a hundred real scenario writers who
have been operating efficiently for a good many years.
Out of the wreckage Rupert Hughes stands supreme.
He is the only Author who became an author and who
Elinor Glyn delivered one good
delivered the goods.
Hughes stuck and learned
story and then left the lot.
the business.
Authors are a good deal like bricklayers. Some are
good and some are not, which is about all you can
say about them.
If any person tells you the author is the thing, or
the star is the thing, or the director is the thing, tell
him he is raving. Every fine work, whether it be a
motion picture or a building or a motor car, is the work
of many good minds.
The authors were called to save the industry. They
came on the run, like a volunteer fire department, but
when they arrived it was found that few of them knew
how to couple a hose or operate a pump.

^

rpi

T>- 1,+
Ihe t^lgnt

gg^g

^^'^^

months ago we published two
pictures called "The Eight

MostHand-

Reigning Beauties of the Screen," the
chosen by one of our staff contributors and the other eight by the
readers who wrote to us protesting against some of the

some

Men

selections of the first group.

Now the fans are writing in and asking why we don't
run the pictures of the eight most handsome men. In
fact, so many have asked for this that we're going to
But we shall not ask any one person to
attempt it.
make up a list this time. There will be but one group,
and that one made up entirely by our readers. So if
you wish to have a hand in selecting them, just drop
-

a letter to the editor of Picture-Play Magazine, naming your favorites and telling why you think they should
be chosen. The list will be made up, as before, .of those
for whom there are the largest number of requests.

If the New York censors wished to
injure the cause for which they stand
^"^^^ could hardly have chosen a better
means than the ugly license numbers
rp
laste
which they have insisted shall be inserted next to the main title of each picture they allow
to be shown.
The ugliness of these inserts is a fair
commentary upon the taste of the persons who are
chosen to censor one of the most beautiful of the arts.

Trust the
Censors to

Have Bad

Folks were mighty pleased when some
bigger motion-picture theaters
°^
The Music
abolished the whangy piano accompani,^
IVlenace
ment in favor of an organ. It made
quite a hit, too, when good-sized orchestras were installed in some of the theaters.
But now,
proceeding no doubt on the theory that if a little seasoning is good a lot of it is better, some theater managers
are evolving supplementary musical programs that quite
overbalance the program of motion pictures.
"How long must I wait for the pictures to start?" a
somewhat irate woman demanded of an usher at one
of New York's picture palaces when, to her dismay, the
"Tannhauser" overture was followed not by Harold
Lloyd, but by a singer.
"Don't you like it either?" the usher answered despairingly.

And I'll bet that if a vote were taken among the audience there would be an overwhelming majority in favor
of cutting out some of the surplus music.
It wasn't so bad when only the Broadway picture palcould all go
aces suffered from too much music.
to our neighborhood theaters, where five chairs were
enough to accommodate the orchestra, allowing one to
But now that the menace is
put the extra music on.
spreading to the smaller theaters The Observer rises to
Only last week he saw a pretty little film in
protest.
a small theater in Stamford, Connecticut, but the beauty
of the picture was completely lost in the blare of sound
He wonders how
that came from the orchestra pit.
many pfeople are annoyed by too much music either
during the picture or introducing it.

We

—

A

motion -picture

theater has been
^ Montana town.
It was employed by the local Chamber
for Movie
Commerce as a magnet with which
Theaters
to draw from out of the homes in that
region the catalogues of the large mail-order houses.
Every one who has ever lived in the West knows how
much competition the business men in the smaller towns
have from these great mail-order institutions, and how
much they dislike that kind of competition. In this
particular town some one conceived the idea that if they
could gather in all of the mail-order catalogues for a
few miles around they could pretty nearly wipe out that
The question
competition, at least for the time being.
They couldn't offer
was, how to get the catalogues.
money for them without giving away the idea. Finally
some one got the idea of having a movie theater
on a certain date accept these catalogues in lieu of an
admission fee, with cash prizes offered for the oldest,

A
A

Tj

j^j
l\ew
use

the newest,

p^j.

^

and the

like.

The scheme worked

^jgg

beautifully,

-j^

and the

v/as almost cleaned out of catalogues.
made a fine bonfire of them.

entire region

The merchants

But if you're thinking of duplicating the plan in your
town yoti had better first look up the results of the
investigation that was started by the Federal trade commission, which, at the time this was written, had not
been concluded.

;

RIGHT OFF THE GRILL
Observation and comment upon the comings and
goings of the movie folk, as seen from Hollywood.

By
What

E.

Lanning Masters

of the Fairbankses?

PROPHESYING

the future plans of Doug and
Mary is like predicting whom Charlie Chaplin
The reason is that they
going to marry.
is
So how could we?
don't know themselves.
the
of
chart
Fairbanks' mental vagaries
for the past
would
four months
resemble the zigzag
lines
of a London

Times, in a recent editorial, insists that an "interesting
event," as I believe it is termed in the best sewingsociety circles of Pennsylvania, is imminent in the house
of Fairbanks.
Mary's reply at the time of this rumor a few months

A

weather map.
they

went

to

ago of "Wouldn't it
be wonderful if it
were true?" was generally accepted as a
denial, but in the light

of

When
New

develop-

recent

ments one is justified
in wondering whether
it was meant as such.
One remembers the

York

for the premieres of "The Three
Musketeers" and "Little Lord Fauntleroy,"
they were to return to

denials

ru-

their

marriage,

given

out

Doug

immediHollywood
ately,
where Doug

of

mored

by

both

Mary

and

within a week of that

Mary,

was to begin the production of "The Vir-

event.

ginian."

went so far as to say
that she was "through
with marriage
forever."

In

New York

this

program was
switched, and the two
succumbed to the lure
of Paris.
Since then
a
different
plans have been on
again and off again as
many different times.

I

ment

to

decided

not

produce
abroad, and then they
duce.

to

Doug and Mary, with the whole world for a playground, seem to be having
a good deal of difficulty in deciding definitely upon their future plans.

pro-

One day Doug

talked of a yacht and a tour of
Mary to the south of

world the next of taking
France for a rest cure.
the

;

The latest report at this writing is that one or the
other of the celebrated couple will start producing in
Paris immediately after the holidays, remaining abroad
until the late spring, when they will return to Hollywood. Doug will then do "The Virginian," and if Mary
can obtain the rights to "Tess of the Storm Country,"
she will then repicturize this success.
Thenceforth the
two will alternate between their studios in Paris and
Los Angeles, spending six months at each place.
By the time this appears, however, this whole program
may be knocked into a cocked hat. Rumors persist that
there is a very good reason for the seeming inability
of the famous pair to make up their minds as to what
they are going to do. On the other hand, it is possible
that the plans of the two are not nearly so nebular as
they would have them appear, and that the haziness
which has surrounded their future activities has been
deliberately simulated to hide the real object of their
trip abroad
escape from the public's eye during the
next few months.
Notwithstanding past refutations, the Los Angeles

—

then, nor

would

now

To no one
marriage and motherhood more sacred
than to "America's
Sweetheart," and if
evasive.

;

going

did not criticize
for this state-

should it develop that her answer,
with respect to present
rumors,
should
prove to be equally
I

they were go-

ing to stay a month
then six months then
a year.
They were

re-

even

Mary

dozen

First,

if I

correctly,

call

is

she seeks shelter from the pitiless glare of publicity in
these hallowed experiences it seems to me that this is
a sentiment which all of us should not only respect, but
admire her the more for.
Whether the revival of this report is well founded
or not remains to be seen.
If it should prove correct,
the Fairbankses have not taken their closest friends into
their confidence, so far as I can learn.
But no one
who has witnessed the infinite tenderness and beauty
with which Httle Alary invests the role of Lord Fauntleroy' s Mother will doubt for a minute wherein her ambition lies, and it is to be hoped that the world some day
will have an opportunity to rejoice in the fulfillment of
this

dream.

In any event, those within the inner circle of the
Fairbankses friends predict that within the next two
years both will forsake the screen. Certain it is that the
two will make fewer pictures henceforth, possibly only
one a piece a year until they do retire, each of exceptional
magnitude, such as their last two productions, culminating their remarkable careers in their greatest effort, in
which picture they will play opposite each other.
Both Doug and Mary feel that after a few more
pictures they are entitled to rest on their laurels. Mary

—

:

Right Off the Grill
uninterrupted by the deWho is she, and why
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longs for the life of a home,
of the studio Doug for a life of adventure in
the out-of-the-way corners of the world, and then a
career of writing.
It is their ultimate plan to retire to a villa on the
Italian Riviera, keeping, however, Mary's home in Los
Angeles for annual visits. Doug revels in the Old World
atmosphere of Europe, and ever since he was eighteen
years old has spent as much time there as possible.
Mary, who has worked incessantly since childhood at
high pressure, seeks rest and quiet.
Personally, I question whether either of them can
Their lives are
retire permanently from the screen.
year of travel
too completely bound up with it.
a couple of years of retirement and the combined call
of the megaphone and an insistent public will prevail.
Their destiny has been irrevocably fashioned by an
adoring populace, and I doubt whether they can escape
it if they would, and whether they would if they could.

mands

;

—

A

A

Pertinent Question.

Lewis S. Stone, standby for Royal Mounted Police
stories, recently had to make a scene in which he was
to enter a cabin followed by a real wild wolf.
When everything was set, the director inquired
of Stone

"When

the wolf comes after you, do you think
to the rafters?"
but can the wolf ?"' was Stone's
"I know / can
terse reply.

doesn't some live producer looking for real screen material grab her?
Played Frailty in "Experience."
Just a "bit," but she ran away with the acting honors.

"Jerry" Comes Back.
"Jerry" came back to Los Angeles this

fall for a
brief forty-eight hours. Known to the rest of the world
as Geraldine Farrar, but to the West Coast film colony
as just "Jerry," the lyric drama's premier songbird returned to the scenes of her former triumphs before the
camera and every one who is any one in the celluloid
capital turned out to bid her welcome.

—

But

was not to the "love nest" in Hollywood, where
and Lou Tellegen, "the perfect lover,"
were wont to hold open house that the diva returned
it

Geraldine

but rather to a single public appearance with the Scott)
Grand Opera Company, in that most daring
of all her roles, Zaza.
Notwithstanding her wealth of friends in
Hollywood, the formerly incomparable
good fellow and pal of every one in studio
life, from property boy to producer, kepi
herself strictly incommunicable during
her brief sojourn.
Despite her seclusion, Hollywood
found in her return the occa-

you can jump up

sion for a gala

—

result of the visit of the censors

husbands and wives bathing beauingenues and their newest leading men directors and their latest
"discoveries"
all were there.
And

Los Angeles last summer, Universal
has engaged a censor of its own. The
gentleman is a former member of the
Chicago censorship board. He will view
every foot of film produced by Universal
and try to outguess other censors over
the country as to what should come out.
The first picture which he inspected was

as the driven snow.

;

ties,*

;

Apology.

In a recent issue I stated that Cecil
Mille's latest production, "Saturday Night," had nothing to do with
a bathtub. I now find that the regulation De Mille swimming pool
plays an important part in the pic-

De

—

of those of my
think that a motion-picture career tends to make
one shock-proof, let me say that
the fair Farrar gave this supfor

the

readers

Wesley
Barry is

shown

An

has

Mille's sense-stirring displays
of plumage and puchritude.
Stars and their most recent

to

"Conflict," Priscilla Dean's recent production, which he pronounced as pure

it

seldom duplicated, even in De

Getting the Drop on Them.

As a

and glorious

fashion parade which

here in

"School
Days.''
He is at

present

working
on "Penrod" and
and is

benefit

who may

posedly case-hardened audience a
gasp as great as it, in turn, has ever

members

given the
League.

Loath as

I

am

of

the

Purity

to shatter illusions re-

garding the worldiness of our cinema
favorites, an exact regard for the facts
compels the statement that the frankness of Geraldine's disrobing scene, as
the

French music-hall singer, and her

subsequent preparations for the reception and conquest of a new sweetheart
scheduled
to appear in a New York stage
completely took the breath of an audiAppropriate.
production this winter.
gj^^g made up of what is often believed
Now that we have a production
to be the world's greatest aggregation of experts in
labeled, "No Woman Knows," and another one adveraffaires de la cceiir, notwithstanding that effete audiences
tised as "What No Man Knows," one is moved to wonat the Metropolitan Opera House have been witnessing
der whether the picture producers have anything left
the same scene for the past two years without lifting
to be filmed.
an eyebrow. x\fter the distinguished diva's demonstraAuto-suggestion.
tion of allurement at her performance in Los Angeles,
many of our most celebrated cinema charmers decided
Vera Stedman's last Christy comedy was "A Pair of
that they were still in the kindergarten class when it
Sexes" a twin-baby story.
came to the fine points of this art.
Recently Vera, known in private life as Mrs. Jack
The film favorites, in their opera regalia at this perThey are the film
Taylor, gave birth to twin girls.
formance, made a brilliant picture. The Spanish motif
colony's first.
predominated in the costumes, splashes of crimson beVera asserts she will never appear in a picture with
Many of the gathering wore
ing especiallv plentiful.
an.y.thing but a singular title henceforth.
shawls of beautiful designs and elaborate handiwoi'k as
Another Comer.
opera cloaks.
For the benefit of the legion of my feminine followers
Florence Flinn!
ture.

—

—
Right Off the Grill
I will attempt to list a few of the most striking costumes, as detailed to me by two compassionate screen
sirens whose own costumes attested their right to speak
with authority.
Betty Blythe was attired in a gown of black and silver
brocade, thrown over which was a Spanish shawl of
cream ground, embroidered in red and green, with a
To finish this picture the regal Betty,
deep fringe.
equally as queenly with as without her pearls, wore a
high Spanish comb in her closely waved and high

coiffure.

Bebe Daniels was picturesque as usual in an imported
how do you girls know that gowns are "im-

—

gown

ported ?"

— of

white

sealskin
a
corsage of or-

sequins,

wrap,
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how excited Ethel Sands
the California Limited a
in

was when she stepped ofif from
few weeks ago, when it arrived

Los Angeles.

As you know,

she was sent by

second series of "Adventures

in

Picture-Play
Movieland,"

for a

this time

in the film capital.

was her first train trip of any great distance, and
had taken her across the entire continent. Here, instead of brief trips to the studios and to the players'
homes, each lasting but a day, she was to spend several
weeks in Hollywood, taking in, at her leisure, every
phase of movie making and movie life.
Betty Compson was at the train to meet her and
But I had better wait
and let her tell it.
It

it

You'll prefer her var-

Pm

and an American
Beauty ostrich fan.

sion,

Arline Pretty, affecting a high headdress
and Spanish comb, lived
up to the name with
which they do say she
was born, in a gown
of chiffon and gold
lace, with a wrap of
coral velvet and ermine.
Kathlyn Williams,
who grows more beautiful every year in my

begin, I believe, in the
next issue of Pic-

chids,

On
with
circles

ram-

industry

cosmo-

As

this

Underwooded, even

to

New

to

Boston,

Philadelphia,

and

more,

York,

tours

with side
Chicago,

Balti-

Washing-

ton.

a

Will Rogers, after
two years' absence

from

"The

Follies,"

decided to run
back for a short trip
has

see how the old
place looks.
"I haven't
back to the old town
for a long time, y'

to

been

see," said "Bill," dishis proposed
"and I think it
a good time now

cussing
trip,
is

that
Just as Ethel Sands was about to take the train for California, where she is
at present engaged in a new series of "Adventures," a delegation from
Famous Players-Lasky's home office arrived to wish her a pleasant and
successful trip.

All the rest looked as well or better, but I can't take
the whole magazine to tell you about them.
Besides,
that's all my aids-de-camp told me.

Ethel Sands' Arrival.

my

is

The

becoming

trip

feathers,

to

still

fall

Charlie Ray is preparing for his maiden

—

it

this

is

ing pathetically sweet
no pun intended and demure after her long illness,
wore a simple frock of gold cloth, untrimmed, except
for a bit of gold embroidery on the bodice.
Mrs. Charles Ray, who occupied a box with her
bashful husband, was charmingly gowned in black, with
much net and a wrap of gray fur.

leave

inoculated

politanized.

that I wonder every
time I see her how she
escapes from the scenario
department
at
Lasky's without being
signed under a longterm contract as a leading woman,
wore a
stunning
black
satin
gown, trimmed with

I

have

to

become
is

only bits of color.
Olga Printzlau, who
comhines grace and talent with such fairness

rumor has it, is very
soon to become Mrs.
"Mickey" Neilan, look-

virus
picture

which
seem

pant.

head and an emeraldgreen fan were the

and an evening wrap of
black satin and ermine.
Blanche Sweet, who,

Move.

the

The voyaging

A

ostrich

will

ture-Play.

estimation, appeared in
a gown of white satin
with crystal beads and
a wrap of sable.
wealth of green ivy
leaves about her fore-

black

Her

sure.

new adventures

readers to imagine for themselves

I

the

elections,

peace conference, and
are
else
everything

over.

Maybe

I'll

have a chance to make
a speech.
am.
I'd go broke if

"Am I comin' back? Sure I
had to move my family again."
After postponing her return so many times that Mack

Sennett threatened to send a sheriff after her, Mabel
famous folly lot, and Ben
is back on the
Turpin has also returned from his triumphant vaudeville tour, which included a personal appearance at that
most sacred temple of cinema art, the Capitol, in New
York.
Shortly after his arrival, Ben began work on
a comedy with pretty Phyllis Haver, she of the shapely
nethers and "come-hither" orbs.

Normand

Continued on page 91

Sketchographs
Novelty
With

illustrations clipped
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EVERY
new

now and then a brandnovelty bobs up in the
movies.
There were the firsl
animated comics, the acting dolls,
"Out of the Inkwell," and Tony
Sarg's "Almanac."
Another recent novelty, and a very
popular one, is the series of "Sketchographs," made by Julian Ollendorfif
and released by Educational Films. A
Sketchograph is a film of an interesting informational nature, enlivened by
the frequent insertion of clever drawings which emphasize, in a humorous
So
way, the points of the picture.
far Ollendorff has been alternating between such subjects as a history of
costumes, in which his drawings ;representing a vast amount of labor and
research play the greater part, and
short travel bits, such as "A Trip

—

—

Eating plays
a prominent

part in any
tour of the
Village;
is

a

here

Village

waiter.

One

of the

real artists,

caught
his

in

studio.

a Screen
Described by
Gordon White
from the

films.

illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllll^

What the out-oftown visitor al-

ways expects

to

see in the Village.

Along Fifth Avenue"
and
his
''Ramble
Through Greenwich Vila g e
scenes
from
which are shown on
'

'

i

—

these pages.

Although the bits of
which are

the drawings

reproduced here
good impression
lendorff's work,
not convey any
the

effective

give a
of Olthey do
idea of

way

in

which they are worked
into the film to bring out

some

point,

particularly

in the

frequent instances
of where one suddenly
dissolves into another of
the same outline,
but
otherwise entirely different.

Ollendorff,

own

who

is

his

camera man,
scenario and title writer,
film editor, and business
manager, was prepared
artist,

for his present occupation by several years on
the art staffs of different

New York

newspapers.

In the lower right-hand
is a village book
shop and art gallery.

corner

Over the
Fanny the Fan

gets the

Christmas

spirit

and

By The

"Rubye de Remer did
in superstition

— and

I

it.
She's lost all her belief
have, too. It happened like

Mrs. Pickford and Mary and Douglas all
Rubye to go abroad with them, and even
though there were a lot of things here in New
this.

invited

to be attended to she accepted.
And then
And
she missed the boat
It was simply tragic.
worse even than missing the boat was the way
Rubye worried over it. You see, ordinarily she
is so lucky that when this happened she was sure
her good luck working in some devious
it was
way. She became so obsessed with the idea that
the boat the others were on was going to sink that
she was afraid to look at a newspaper because
she dreaded confirming her fears. One night Lottie and Jack Pickford were at Rubye's house, and
she heard an extra paper being called down on
the street.
She slipped out of the room and sent
the butler down to get one, so convinced all the
time that it announced some terrible disaster at
sea that she was almost afraid to look at it. And
it was all about the Ku Klux Klan or something
unimportant like that. When she got a cable from
Mary announcing her safe arrival in London, .she
drew a long sigh of relief and said she'd never be

York

!

superstitious again.

"She's gone abroad now, and Lottie

is

with her.

Rubye had hoped for a real vacation, but it doesn't
She is going to make
lot)k much like one to me.
a picture for Famous Players in London between
shopping trips to Paris."
"And what about her

lovel}^

apartment here?"

asked.

I

"Oh, it is just waiting for Rubye's return. No
matter how far awav she goes she always has
She
that jewel of an apartment waiting for her.
says she likes to feel that she has a foothold in
New York at least what the stars who have been
to Paris would call a pied-a-terre."
"But I know some stars who've been abroad and
can still speak American," I proclaimed proudly.
"Yes, you would," Fanny retorted. "But I don't
see why they shouldn't acquire an accent or talk
French if they want to. It doesn't show in films."
There was no answering that arginnent, so I
let the conversation drop while I gazed around the
room and on out the windows to the crowds hurrying past.

—

Photo by C. Heiffhton Monroe

—

Rubye de Reiner had a chance that every one might well envy an
invitation to go abroad with Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks
and she missed the boat!

—

like
Norma Talmadge, doesn't it?"
following my gaze to a girl in a deep hennacolored suit and a dark veil swathed around her toque
and down around her neck.
"Yes," I admitted.
"But you can't ever tell nowada3--s.
So many people try to look like her. and Norma
herself makes such an effort to look inconspicuous, that
her imitators look more like her than Norma herself

"Looks

not afraid of fate anv iiinre," Fannv announced
to me by way of explanation as she fished a lot
of stuff out of her vanity box. and directed the
waiter to throw it away. There was a rabbit's foot, a
lucky coin with a hole in it, and two little French dolls,
besides a lot of things I didn't recognize.
"No more mascots and lucky pieces for me no more
walking around ladders and dodging black cats. Why.
I'd even open an umbrella in the house or spill salt without being afraid of the consequences."
'"
But I got no further. Fanny was
"And why
obviously going to explain what she was talking about
in her own good time.

I'M

;

Fanny

said,

does.
She is going West pretty soon to
pictures.
Did you know that?"

"Yes

make some

and Constance has gone, but just to make
Her husband can't leave his business, and
Constance doesn't want to leave him a bit longer than
;

exteriors.

she has

to,

so all the inside scenes will be

made here

!

Teacups
shares the gossip she has heard with every one.

Bystander

in the East.
But did you hear about Norma having
her fired?"
Naturally I looked incredulous at that.
"It was all a joke," Fanny went on.
"Constance
was so far ahead of her schedule that she hadn't
been working for nearly three months.
It bores
her to death not to be making pictures, and finally
one day it got on her nerves so that she went over
to the studio where Norma is making 'Smilin'
Through' and gave herself a job as an extra. Just
as they were about to shoot a big scene, Norma
spied her and dramatically told the director to
stop the scene.
The company looked on interestedly, suspecting that the lovely Norma at last
was going to show signs of artistic temperament.
'I want that girl fired,' Norma announced in ringing tones, pointing to Constance. And the director
did it.
When the company found out who the

unfortunate extra was they laughed so hard the
director could hardly get
to play the scene.

them calmed down enough

"And did you hear the story about Ben Turpin
cashing a check?"
Before I could shake my head, Fanny had
launched into it.
"He went to a bank and asked them to cash
a check for him, but they said he would have to
identify himself in some way.
'All right,' said
Ben. And before their astonished eyes he made
his eyes look blank and staring, the way they do
in pictures, and flopped backward right there on
the floor.
That was enough; they cashed the
check."
"Wouldn't

it be a wonderful idea," I crowded
before she could go on, "if every star had some
distinctive trade-mark like that? Of course, Chaplin has his feet, and Bebe Daniels has her smile,
by way of identification. Corinne Griffith has her
funny little walk that she could perform, and no
one else can cry as Helene Chadwick does. Oh,
well, there are lots of possibilities."
"Speaking of Chaplin," Fanny cut in, ignoring
my suggestion, "Donald. Crisp is back from Lon-

in

don.
He was up at the Griffith studio the other
day, and he told all about Charlie Chaplin's recepPhoto by Clarence S. Ball
tion in London.
You know he was with him, and
If you want to reach Irene Rich you might just as well have all the
to hear him tell about it was just like talking to
studios in Hollywood paged, for she is so in demand nowadays that she
the only survivor of a disaster.
rushes from one studio to another as soon as she finishes a picture.
The Londoners
were so enthusiastic over Charlie that they nearly
killed him with cordiality-.
the first day, and innumerable invitations to dinner.
The mayor of Southampton
and the mayor of London went to the boat to give
The one that pleased him most asked him to dine with
Charlie the keys to the cities, and the crowd was so
H. G. Wells, Bernard Shaw, and Sir James M. Barrie.
great they couldn't get to him, even with the aid of a
Of course he accepted. When they sat down to dinner,
mounted guard.
Bernard Shaw said, 'Here, now, Mr. Chaplin, speak up
"Lots of the people took scissors along to snip out
We've been hearing all about you for a long time now
pieces of his suit to remember him by, and the result
show off.' Charlie looked utterly aghast, then he told
him, 'I've been looking up to you three men all my life.
was that he arrived at his hotel looking like the climax
of a slapstick comedy.
He was practically a prisoner You've been gods to me. Now that I'm here I haven't
in his hotel all the time he was there, because when he
anything to say. I'm just going to listen.' Of course
attempted to go out such crowds gathered that it seemed
they were delighted with him."
as though all London was closing in on him.
"I guess Mabel Normand isn't going abroad after all.
"He received seven thousand telegrams of welcome Every time she threatens to sail her New York friends
;

Over the Teacups
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record for numbers of important productions this
She had barely finished the Vitagraph special,
'Flower of the North,' when she made
'Ma'm"selle Jo' for Robertson-Cole. And now she
is playing opposite Thomas Meighan in 'If You
Believe It, It's So.' The only disadvantage is that
she rarely has time to wear her own lovely clothes.
She's in costume most of the time."
"And how about Margery Daw?" I asked.
"Oh, haven't you heard !" she answered superciliously.
"She's another awfully busy one. She's
playing opposite Herbert Rawlinson in his first
Universal star picture. And Irene Rich is another.
If you want to reach her you might as well have
all the studios in Hollywood paged, for she finishes
pictures in a rush and jumps from one studio
She is out at Universal now, playing
to another.
opposite Lon Chaney in 'Wolf-breed.' She is going to be with Harry Carey in 'Man to Man' next,
though that hardly sounds like a fat part for
year.

Irene.

"But why

work?" Fanny added degreat drawback of motion
pictures.
It keeps lots of interesting people out
of the restaurants.
It would be much more convenient if actors could just make pictures in the
morning, when there is nothing else to do. Worst
of all are the hard-working people who insist on
playing on the stage and on the screen, too.
Kathlyn Martin is the latest. She's a graduate of
the Ziegfeld Follies, 3'Ou know.
They all go in
the movies sooner or later. She is playing in 'Sally'
now, on the regular stage, and it is rumored that
spairingly.

talk about

"It's

Kathlyn Martin

is

the

the

most recent graduate from the Ziegfeld

ranks to motion-picture honors.

Photo by Frank Diem

like a dainty French doll while some of
"The Two Orphans" were being made.

Gish looked

Lillian

scenes of

the

beg lier to stay over just one more boat, and now it
is about time she went back to California to start her
next picture."
But Fanny wasn't even hstening. She was watching
a girl who had just come in.
"That's the first time I've seen Doris Ivenyon in
ages.
'Sense me while I go over to talk to her."
But she soon returned.
Doris was so completely
surrounded by her friends within a few minutes after
she put in her appearance that Fanny could hardly get

word in edgewise.
"No, she hasn't been ill or anything," Fanny announced breathlessly. "She is playing opposite George

a

Arliss in 'Idle Hands,' and she is working so hard that
she says slie hardly ever goes anywhere but from home
And that reminds me
to studio and studio to home.
that lovely little Louise Huff is playing opposite Dick

Barthelmess in his new production.

It

is

a sea story,

and they are making it up on the coast of Maine. Had
a note from his mother, and she said she was having
a gorgeous time. She's never happier than when she is
with Dick.

were in pictures I'd much rather be a leading
than a star because they make so many more
Doris and Louise never have a boresome gap
pictures.
Think
between productions the way some stars do.
she almost holds the long-distance
of Pauline Starke
"If

I

woman

—

•

"

Over the

i'eacups
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nave her own company to make motion
pictures.
She is such a darHng that probably she
will soon be just as popular all over the country
as she is in New York now."
Fanny absently played with her meringue glacee
and sighed, but I could see that out of the corner
of her eye she was watching Lew Cody, who had
she

is

to

come

just

in.

'He's finished his tour in vaudeville, you know,"
she whispered so hoarsely that Mae Murray, yards
away, must have heard her. "And it is rumored
that he is going to marry Elinor Fair.
He is
going to start in making pictures again right away.
Wonder if Elinor will be his leading woman. Fd

—

see some romance in the studios
there
seem to be nearly so many elopements or
weddings or engagements any more. Let's start
a rumor that Wesley Barry is engaged to Miriam
Battista and that—
"Sh, not so loud," I begged her.
"Some one
will hear you and take you seriously."
"Oh, all right," Fanny assented. "But, speaking of Wesley Barry, this is really true.
He is
going on the speaking stage and will play in a
piece called 'Dummies.' Will Rogers is going back
on the stage, too.
And of course Lillian and
Dorothy Gish are likely to go on the stage any
time provided they can find suitable plays.
to

like

don't

—

—

Broadway

will look like a motion-picture convention pretty soon.
Mae Marsh and Bessie Barris-

cale will be there in plays

;

Catherine Calvert

is

Pauline Starke finds that there is one terrible disadvantage
in being so successful. Since she finished the Vitagraph special,

"Flower of the North," she has been so

in

demand for other

productions that she never has time to wear her
Fhoto by C. Heish!on Monroe

own

pretty

clothes.

Photo by Edward Thayer Monroe

Mabel Ballin is threatening to go to Spain to make her next picture, and Fanny the Fan is distraught at the idea of losing her.

on already, and Fve heard that Corinne Griffith has
had some mighty attractive offers. Elsie Ferguson is
going back, but then she does that every little while.
It never seems to interfere with her making pictures.

"Oh, yes, and out in California Colleen Moore is
going to make her debut on the speaking stage in a
She's
short play written for her by Rupert Hughes.
playing in another picture by him now one he wrote
particularly for her, so of course it is Irish.
She and
Pauline Starke and Bessie Love have all been taking
dancing lessons together from Koslofif, and Bessie
dances so beautifully that I suppose some one will
come along and want her to go on the stage as a
dancer.
Oh, yes, and ZaSu Pitts is going to be in
a Famous Players production. That's the studio where
her career started she says it is just like home to
be back there.
"And have you heard about Alabel Ballin?"
Even if I had she wouldn't have given me a cliance

—

;

to

tell

her.

threatening to go to Spain to make her
is
I am simply desperate at the idea of
next picture.
losing her, but she says the only good scenario they
can find demands real Spanish backgrounds. Please—
oh, please
find me an author that I can give to her

"She

—

Continued on page 90

Bebe's
There
with

war on between Paris
and chiffons over the trend of
so why not take a hint from exuber-

is

a veritable

silks

them

—

By

Louise
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the screen.

You

'Mary was a

social veteran of

can't say in a subtitle,

two seasons
and one high-school
prom,' and then show on the screen a girl
at

dancing

school

in a dress suitable for the president of a

woman's club. And all the Paris fashions
do seem like that this year. Why, Miss
I won't tell you her name
's gowns
make her look positively statuesque !"
But I knew she was talking about Mary
Every one in New York
Miles Minter.
just at that time who had any particular
interest in styles and the trend they took
was talking about Mary Miles Minter.
For she had just returned from Paris in
gowns that made her look like a settled
young matron of thirty or thereabouts.
"But what are you going to do?" I asked,
realizing what a problem she was facing.
I
was thinking of the

—

—

JV

^

thousands of costumes that
Aliss Chaffin, fashioned last
year to be worn in Realart
'S^C
and Famous Players-Lasky
l^jf pictures, literally thousands
of them
three thousand,
;

—

if

figures

of that
you.
I
thinking of the

interest

mendous

she

sort

was
tre-

workrooms
superintends,

where one hundred

and

twenty-five
conare

girls
As supervisor of costumes for Famous Players-Lasky and Realart productions,
Ethel Chaffin (in the foreground) has gone adventuring in
chiffons and sequins
and found the answer to most of the questions on how women ought to dress.

wants
PARIS
wants
a

m

skirts long; Hollywood wants them short.
No one
compromise between two such var>nng stvles, because

that way are made frocks of no distinction.
There's no doubt about it, you will just have to decide which one
to follow
Paris or Hollywood.
But don't follow one or the other
blmdly— take a look at the reason behind the stvles— and select what
is best for you.
When Ethel Chaffin, designer of thousands of costumes for Realart
and Famous Players-Lasky stars, came East to shop and look about
at the weather vanes of fashion, I asked her what people
were going
^
to do about the clashes of opinion on this season's
styles.
"All the newspapers and magazines keep printing" pictures of Paris
modes— long skirts, trailing drapery, severe lines—but you can't imagine

—

a flapper

dressmg

like that," I protested to her.

"What

do?"
"Whatever suits them best, I hope," Miss Chaffin said.
"I don't want others to be like the darling ingenue who
went abroad and came back with six Paris gowns of
to

the latest style, gowns that made her look like a dignified young matron.
She can't possibly wear them on

stantly at work fitting dresses on the

forty or fiftydressmakers' dummies that represent
the players who later
are
to
wear the

gowns.

the

and statuesque, a

made on the lines of this one
of Bebe Daniels' ought to suit you."
dress

have

from the charming

dresses

that

Wanda Hawley

feel digni-

and haughty

You

may

copied your frocks

Fist,
you

was won-

screen.

who

are people going

fied

I

dering if this perverse turn the styles
had taken would
make her creations
seem less smart on

,

and Bebe Daniels
and May
a c A V
y
X wear might

M

—

—

Way
designers and makers of flapper modes, a

You

war waged

obey the dictates of both of
ant Miss Daniels and dress as you want to feel ?
fashion.

can't

Williams

well wonder, too, for you .can rest assured
Miss Chaffin designs will be

that whatever

worn by

copied and

women

schoolgirls

and young

They always
are. She gives lessons daily in how to dress
effectively
from a thousand or more
screens, by way of pictures of May Macover the country.

all

Wanda Hawley, or
Miles Minter, and any number of
players in Famous Players pictures.
"Why not do as Bebe does?" Miss

Avoy, Bebe Daniels,

Mary

Chaffin answered finally, interrtipting

And

my
let

,

—^

reverie.

me

point out that

pause here

was
Bebe

to

it

almost time
Daniels came

^
'

>
.

^'

into

the

conversation.
the
talk is of clothes, and
one of the party has
ever designed clothes, she
is sure to say, "Well, take
Bebe Daniels, for instance.
Bebe Daniels is the ideal
clothes model, the perfect
subject for a masterpiece
in fabrics, according to
the modistes who have
designed for her.
So if,
in telling you of Ethel

For

whenever

Chaffin's
adventures
in
chiffon and sequins, I
talk more of exuberant
Miss Daniels, it is because Ethel Chaffin designated her as an ideal
peg on whom to hang

her ideas.

"We

have to think all
time about characterization
in
designing
the

Miss

clothes,"

Chaffin

me.
"When we
want an evening gown
for Bebe, for instance"
there was Bebe creeping

told

into

conversation

again

can't just dethat
will
be

the
—"we

sign
stylish

her.

of

one
and becoming to
We have to think

the

part

she

is

playing;

whether she is rich or poor,
simple or extreme in her ideas,
a small town or a
and many other considerations.
If she is
supposed to be awfully
living in
city,

young and

frivolous,

we

"For

the sweet

frocks should be

young girl full of whimsicalities and dainty mannerisms
made as delicate as moonlight like this one of Bebe's."

—

can design fluffy little dresses with lots of ribbons and
rosebuds just the sort of dresses Bebe wears in real life
but if she is supposed to look older we have to make something more severe, with a long waistline and drapery. Drapery
almost always makes people look older, you know."
"But why?" I asked her, enthusiastic over the idea she had
given me. "Why shouldn't everybody dress in character?"
She agreed that they should.
And so, as she told me about some of the gowns that she had
designed for Bebe Daniels to wear in various character parts, we
thought of the many girls similar to these characters who ought
to observe the same rules in planning their costumes.
There was an evening gown of crystal beads and brilliants,
for instance, a photograph of which accompanies this article.
"If yoti feel dignified and haughty and statuesque," Miss
Chaffin commented as she handed it to me, 'T know of nothing
more suitable for you than a gown made on the lines of this
one.
Of course I'd never design a dress like that for Bebe
In the first place it is overelaborate for
to wear in real life.
such a simple and charming and unassuming
personality as hers. The long waistline makes
"When Bebe is
her look older, and all that trimming crystal
just her own
beads and tassels and brilliants also take

—

exuberant

self,

a dress like this

expresses

her

personality perfectly."

—

—

the girlish efl^ect. But that was what the
part called for, and if you fit that part I think
you would like a dress like this one of Bebe's.
"Even in such an elaborate dress as this, I

away

Continued on page 103
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"Ladies Must Live," the last production of the late George Loane Tucker the spotlight
Betty Compson, Leatrice Joy, and two others.

The Screen
A

collection of tributes, objections,

hear much discussion these days of the proper
material for film stories. Authorities on the
subject are fond of stating that "the screen
is a separate art" with much the same final tones of the
days when they reminded us that the "film business is
This art, they insist, must have its
in its infancy."
own stories written exclusively for it, and hence we are
dazzled bv temperamental flashes from the type of attthor
known as "eminent," whose imagination is devoted to

weaving original plots.
Now perhaps the screen doctors are right and a plot
to succeed on the screen must be written for the screen
and for nothing else. Rupert Hughes, like Sentimental
Tommy, seems to have "found a wy." His exclusive
screen plots may sometimes be maudlin, but they
always hold your interest you laugh and cry, even
if
you are a bit ashamed of yourself for doing
But even Mr. Hughes' scenarios usually have
both.
their basis in one of his- earlier printed tales or

—

novels.
is

that

you mustn't generalize.

Some

sentences beginning "All men"
To this
or "All women" are wrong from the start.
picwe add sentences beginning "All scenarios."
ture play may be written as an original story, it may
be adapted from a novel in six volumes or a short story
of three pages, it may have been a play, an opera, or
If it has the right quality of human
a pantomime.
recaptured of course by the scenario writer
feeling
all

A

—

Review
offerings.

Alison Smith

WE

The answer

about equally divided between

warnings and whole-hearted recommendations to the month's

By

one has said that

in

is

it

will appeal.

if it hasn't, it

And

"contrariwise," as Alice would say,

won't.

"The Sin Flood."
In the mind of your more or less humble servant, the
film of the month which has caught this quality most
successfully is the adaptation of a play which, when
produced on Broadway, was what is known as an "artistic failure."
In 1914 ^before the fateful August ist
Arthur Hopkins brought to an uptown theater a Scandinavian drama called "The Deluge." For one of those
mysterious reasons best known to the theatrical manager,
he chose the hottest weeks in the year for the play's first
night, when every one who might appreciate its messasje
was either at Atlantic City or up on a roof garden. The
audiences dwindled accordingly, and were finally baked
out by the heat. There are rumors growing stronger
every month that Mr. Hopkins will bring back this.strong
and significant drama, with most of its excellent original
cast, in a season when the people who could know and
love it may have a chance to see it played.
Meanwhile the picture rights have been secured by
Goldwyn. Not, however, from Arthur Hopkins; the
wily film magnates went to its original source and made
the picture from the Scandinavian play.
That is why
it is called "The Sin Flood"
a literal translation of
"Synafloden." And if the title seems to you to suggest
a nickelodeon melodrama and a vamp called Merciless
Masie, don't be discouraged.
It is really one of the

—

—

;

The
most

natural

human dramas

Screen

Review

in
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and

restrained
of the season's

output.
Its plot goes deep into the
psychology of the mob. For
its setting we have a saloon in
a iittle cotton town on the
banks of the Mississippi. In
relic
of bygone days
this
are gathered a motley group
of human beings
a young
broker, a girl of the streets,
a hungry tramp, an old milHonaire, and a dozen others of
equally contrasting stations in
Hfe.
In the midst of their
drinking the levee breaks, the
river floods the town, and the
group is trapped in the saloon,
which is below the level of
They are safe
the street.
from the flood, but they face
certain death by suffocation
through the exhaustion of air,
as a dying candle testifies.
To the astonishment of all
concerned, a scene of general
Facing
reformation follows.
death as they are, the coward
shows Linexpected bravery,
the skinflint grows generous,
the
cynic
becomes tender.
And the young man about
town, who has turned a deaf
ear to the unfortunate girl
who loves him, suddenly discovers that he loves her above

—

Photo by Dcoald B:ddle Koyes

"The Sheik"

is the liectic tale

life.

"The Sheik."
an example of adaptation which does
Also in the month's output arrives a screen version of a novel which is as far from
This

the
lingering torture of suffocation.
They break open the
storm doors of the saloon,
only to find that the flood has
spared the town and the sidewalks are bright with sun-

last picture is

full justice to the autor's intent.

the original as

The

millionaire again locks
pockets, the barkeep is
again a bully, the trickster returns to his trade, and brotherly love is forgotten.
Only
the two young lovers hold to
the love they discovered when
facing death, and go out into
the sunshine together.
A svmpathetic cast has been
trusted
with this message,
his

refer to the scenario

We
screen censors are another thing again.
can just see them patting The Sheik into a decorous mood mild enough for the most tender
mind.
His fierceness which so delighted the
is all gone, his language
gentle spinster readers
and manner are as meek as a Rollo book, and
his attitude tov^^ard the kidnaped heroine is that
of a considerate and platonic friend rather than
the passionate, ruthless lover, "on an Arab shod

—
—

to the

understand

Rich-

We

could well be.

The

which they can communicate

really touching.

it

which has been made from that preposterous and phenomenal best seller, "The Sheik."
This is the hectic tale of an English girl in the clutches
of an Arabian chief, which has been for so long the delight
of old ladies' boarding houses and young ladies' seminaries.
If published during the same year as "Three
Weeks" it probably would have shocked as many people
But, in this era, it excited
as that Elinor Glyn effusion.
some mild amusement, but not a word of protest from
the book censors.

Immediately they retheir former selves.

audience because they
themselves.
it
Helene Chadwick has the
role of the unfortunate girl
she looks a bit demure and
domestic for the role, but her
emotional
work
is

Arabian chief

idea of the original.

by drowning instead of

to

an.

is the young libertine, James Kirkwood the apostle of
and L. H. King the most perfect and convincing tramp
we have ever seen on stage or screen. In the capable hands
of Frank Lloyd, these players have given the subtle and difficult

comes the denouement. The little company, so
united in the bonds of brotherly love, decides to court death

vert

dutches of

light,

Then

shine.

in the

ard Dix

everything in his empty, frivolous

of an English girl

with

fire."

"The Hunch" adds little to Gareth
Hughes' fame as a skillful comedian

-...-^

p

a disillusioned

.

^"

We

Of course Rudolph Valentino
was too young for this role, anyhow. The Arab of the story was
man

with a hectic past behind him.

Agnes Ayres
beauty who shrinks from
liked

better

as

the

his advances,

obstinate

though we

The
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Miss

Ballin, as Jane, is the quiet, mousehke govwith flashes of emotional fire as Charlotte
Bronte painted her. Norman Trevor was not our idea
of Rociiestcr the uncouth, ugly, and yet fascinating
figure which Charlotte Bronte modeled after Thackeray and which set a new fashion in heroes for the
Victorian novels. Of course Trevor is too suave and
handsome for this, but if he is not uncouth he is at
least taciturn.
These two principals carry the thriUing

—

erness

—

old romance through its background of an ancient
English estate with the maniac wife as a sinister and
overpowering shadow.

"Ladies Must Live."
only the idea in the film called "Ladies Must
Live" was as obvious and indisputable as its title!
As a matter of fact, it hasn't any plot that is visible
All it has is some very beauto the unprejudiced eye.
tiful scenery and several equally decorative young
women wandering aimlessly about seeking to solve the
problem of existence. The spotlight is about equally
divided between Betty Compson as an idle debutante,
Leatrice Joy as an ambitious shopgirl, Cleo Madison
as a marble-hearted wife, and Lucille Hutton as a
You see, it is a very democratic
kitchen maid.
If

film.

All these ladies are possessed with the very natural
The shopgirl succeeds
desire to "live" at all costs.
by borrowing money from a platonic broker, the society
girl by vamping an aviator, the wife by clinging to a
cave man with a flourishing growth of whiskers. The
poor kitchen maid decides that after all it is too difficult for ladies to live, and gives up the struggle at the
lily pond.
These stories overlap each
other so confusingly that you are sometimes puzzled
to know just which "lady" it is that you are following.
George Loane Tucker staged this involved tale
against a background of surprising beauty. No director through his lifetime could equal the
amazing use he made of wide sweeps
of scenery on land and sea.
rainstorm, a bit of coast, a shack in
the mountains
all
the misty
shots of the open country give
the picture a glamour which
its absurd construction cannot entirely destroy.
would give anything for the film rights
to the expression on
Alice
Duer Miller's
face when she first
read the maudlin sub-

bottom of a

A

Show" is a story of the sta^^e
which Lila Lee and Jack Holt appear.

"After the

must say she
shrink from.

didn't have

Now

much

in

to

hardly
fair to blame the producers for
the meddling of the censors, because they wovild probably have
preferred to present the picture with all its lurid details.
But we do blame them for
selecting a theme which was
so obviously designed to give
the censor's knife full play.
it

is

—

We

titles

"Footlights."

This amiable and
amusing study of an

"Jane Eyre."

Here

actress is the result
of the back-stage explorations of Rita

an old masterpiece
which has preserved much of
its quaint and eerie atmosphere
in a screen version.
Probably
this was due to the fact that
both

is

Hugo

Ballin,

who made

such a lovable film version.

Weiman, who gained
a practical knowledge
of the craft through
her own successful plav.
"The Acquittal."
The

it,

and Mabel Ballin, who played it,
knew and loved the Charlotte
Bronte romance long before they
knew the films. This is a guess on our
part, because neither of them have confided the fact, but no director or actress
who had not loved the book could have made

!

plot

is

literalh'

stranger

than fiction, but not, at that,
stranger than many movies.
Reginald Denny and Mary Astor demuch of the credit for the success
of "The Beggar Maid."
serve

—
The
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of an American actress who is told she can never
be famous under her own name of Lizzie Parsons. Whereupon
she promptly acquires a Russian accent, a wolfhound, and a
samovar and emerges as a Russian actress, Madame Parsinova.
It is the story

It is

hard to believe that

this is

anything but a fantastic idea

from a writer's brain, and yet all the incidents are drawn
from the life of a real actress who is now in screen work.

We

can only hope her career will end as happily as does Miss

Weiman's gently satiric play.
Elsie Ferguson catches this

spirit perfectly, and adds a
This genuine and clever
human-interest note of her own.
actress has suffered as much through clumsy direction of her
acting as has Rita Weiman through clumsy mutilation of her
writings.
It took the crafty John Robertson to set everything
right, as he has in the combination of these two deft and
imaginative women.

"The Case of Becky."
Jekyll and Hyde plot was dragged

out for
The good old
the stage success from which this scenario was written. Ever
since Robert Louis Stevenson discovered the possibilities in
a dual-personality theme we have been deluged with stories
on this fascinating idea. Usually the imitations have made
the central figure a woman instead of a man, on the theory
that two pretty girl personalities are more interesting than
any number of males.
So "The Case of Becky" deals with a yoimg
person who, as her normal self, is called Dorothy, and when she is good is very, very good,
But.
like the httle girl who had a little curl.
alas a wicked hypnotist discovers her other self,
who romps under the devil-may-care name of
Becky and is very, very bad in fact, horrid.
The game in the plot is to exclude Becky and
!

—

maintain Dorothy, and this is accomplished by
a kind psychologist in a very interesting laboratory scene.

Constance Binney, as the well-behaved Dorothy, is all that could be expected of a very
pretty little ingenue.
As the unruly Becky,
however, she is not bad enough to scare any
one.
Indeed, if it were not for her habit of
flourishing a pistol and shooting wildly, she
might be allowed to keep this personality for-

ngheart,

ever without injury to the cast.
Montagu Love is the savage hypnotist, and
a wicked eye he has
Glenn Hunter makes an
unimportant role that of the young lover
stand out through the naturalness and charm
of his work. Chester Franklin was the director.

—

the

of "The
Silent Call," has the
dog-star

vigor of

Lionel

Barrymore and the
suavity of

!

Norman

Trevor.

"Bar Nothing."

"The Hunch."
Glenn Hunter reminds us of that other delectable young juvenile, Gareth Hughes, whose
latest film adds little to his fame as a skillful
comedian. It is called "The Hunch," and, beginning with a burlesque on Wall Street melodrama, turns into rube comedy which closely

exceedingly disagreeable a husband can be

in

mind

to

if

ern thriller has
nothing on Tenbrook
nyson's

it.

go

a tip given to a

sure things are confided.

On

the strength of this tipsy
information he borrows a small fortune, and when the
stock goes down attempts to establish suicide by leaving
bloodstained clothes on a river bank. Of course a rural
cop arrests him for his own murder, and of course it
ends in a turtledove close-up with the town, belle.
You can easily see that this is a stupid and criminal
Why. when clever
waste of Gareth Hughes' talents.
young juveniles are so rare in the film world, must their
producers throw away one of the best of them on crude
stuff like this?
'

his

he puts

go, but the

good old West-

in

young broker
one of those anti-Volstead conferences where so many
is

may
plots

may
"Under the Lash,"' in which Gloria Swanson appears,
is one of those stories that is designed to show how

approaches slapstick.

The "hunch"

Plots
come and

its

on

ability

to

forever.

The latest and best example is this sagebrush melodrama of Fox which brings Buck Jones back in the
chaps and spurs of the cowboy hero.
It is one of those old-homestead plays, where a girl
and her invalid brother are struggling to protect their
home from the villainous intruder. Only, instead of a
New England farm, the home is a Western ranch and
And, instead of
the villain is a merciless cattle buyer.
the slick city feller, our hero arrives, riding a wild
broncho in that debonair way of all cowboys on the
screen.
He sets everything right and marries the girl,

Continued on page 92

The Minuteman
The

chapter of the fasci

final

and the great influence he has

By

pictures

Paul H.

and

serials.
But, like everything
progress of the years brought
too much of a good thing.
Too many
cooks spoiled the broth.
There wasn't
enough feature material to supply the demand. Real short stories were padded into
so-called features, and much mediocrity
else,

the

resulted.

This brings us to the present day. The
Perceivis again on the job.

minuteman

ing evidences of sleeping sickness and anthe trend of public opinion,
Selig came through with one of his oldtime sensations. He revived, in new garb,
the old and popular two-reel drama. Again
Again
the doubting Thomases quibbled.
ticipating

With

he was right.
of

literary

come

fame,

into its

all-star casts in stories

the

short

subject

has

own.

No

"The Crisis," one of Colonel Selig's earliest feature pictures, had Matt Snyder
and Marshall Neilan in its cast.

SLEEPING

sickness, that dread disease, attacks the
pictures every little while.
it does the fan wriggles in his seat at the
theater and complains to his neighbor:
tired of
the same old thing.
don't they get something
new ?"

art of

making motion

When

'Tm

Why

For twenty-five long years Colonel William N. Selig
has been delivering that "something new." He has been
the minuteman of the movies, and he is still working
at his trade.

was but eight years

It

—a long
history—that
ago

time in film
Colonel Selig
the
world with

startled

and novel.

refer to
"serial" picture

first

advocates.

His new discovery is Snowy Baker, the Austrahan
champion all-around athlete, whose three pictures, made
in the antipodes, have caused American critics to hail
The Austhis new type of hero with unusual ardor.
His
tralian possesses a magnetic screen personality.
novel stunts, thrilling athletic feats, and superb horsemanship feature his American debut in "Sleeping Acres."
Business of any sort is generally regarded as ditll
material for story-telling, but O. Henry found his greatromances in apparently unromantic life.
est
There is romance in the making of motion pictures as well as in the glamorous rise to fame
of the stars. For instance. Colonel Selig's career
a romance in
in recent years has been romance
four chapters. The first of these concerns "The
Adventures of Kathlyn."
"How did you hit upon the serial idea?" I

—

something absolutely original
the

I

:

which he made.
Everybody remembers "The Ad-

who
"Do you remember when

replied with a query:
readers of newspapers
looked forward each day to the continued story?"
Everybody remembers the popularity of the
newspaper serial some ten years ago. I began
to see the light.
"Nine or ten years ago we picture makers
^¥ere slipping into a rut," said Colonel Selig.

asked Colonel Selig,

ventures of Kathlyn."
With
the
first
few
episodes of
indescribable
_

thrills

and the harrowing

suspense
of
next week,"

"continued
nation

the

went serial mad.
But before the excitement could die down the

less timely is his new picturization
"The Rosary," which should afford a
welcome relief from the eternal sex problems and a boomerang to the censorship

of

Kathlyn Williams gained her fame
"The Adventures

in the first serial,

pioneer
producer
struck
of Kathlvn."
home with another startling
In a day when the wiseacres claimed that the
idea.
public would never be interested in any picture longer
than three reels, Colonel Selig made the daddy of all
big feature productions, "The Spoilers"
in nine reels.
"The colonel has gone crazy," they averred, but
within the season, 1913-14, the motion picture was completely revolutionized.
The day of the short drama
was over. Theatergoers would have nothing but feature

—

"Too many mediocre
pictures,

ones,

were being ground

two and
out.

three-reel
started

We

going backward, artistically, instead of forward.
"One day I happened to be reading a continued
story in a newspaper, with the thought of purchasing
the picture rights, when the great idea struck me. Why
wouldn't the public go to see the popular continued stories
on the screen if they liked to read them in the daily
newspapers? I didn't have to think twice. I was sure.
Straightway I got in touch with one of the leading pop>ular authors of the day, Harold MacGrath, and revealed
my idea. He was enthusiastic. As the idea was evolved

Movies

of the

nating history of Colonel Selig

had on motion-picture making.

Conlon

we decided

to

place the

story

in

India,

which would give me the opportunity to
show the world the thrills of wild animal
as well as

human

stunts.
Closely followcontinued-story writing,
MacGrath wove a mysterious romance
about a girl, introducing at the climax of
each episode a combined thrill and mystery which left the spectators so excited
that they wouldn't have been human had
they not returned for more.
"It was my idea to make each episode
in two reels, since this length was popular.
To introduce the serial properly, however,
we made the first episode in three reels
and released it December 29, 1913. The
serial complete was in twenty-seven reels,
and at that time the longest film ever made."
"Need I say that the astounding success of this idea exceeded my wildest ex-

ing

the

art

of

pectations ?"
All fans know that Kathlyn Williams
gained her great fame in this serial. She
With the adv ance in motion-picture art Colonel Selig longed to do "The Rosary"
was selected. Colonel Selig told me, beagain, so he has made a seven-reeler of it, with an all-star cast including Jane
cause she possessed all the qualifications
Novak and Lewis Stone.
to create and hold public interest, which
was the serial idea. She has dramatic ability, beauty,
The romance I want to bring out is that Selig's serial
and absolute fearlessness.
idea completely revolutionized motion pictures.
I won-

"Therefore, we decided to name the serial 'The Adventures of Kathlyn' because it was all-important that
a continued story or picture have a title that people
can remember," he said.

der if you readers know that only eight years ago the
press of the United States maintained an absolute and
dignified silence regarding the lowly movie.
They were

even antagonistic.

"The Adventures of Kathlyn"
proved to be "open sesame" to even
the greatest newspapers in the country.

Through the pioneer's efforts the
story of Kathlyn appeared as a continued novel in the Chicago Tribune,
and more than fifty other leading
newspapers of the country, week by
week, simultaneously with the showing in the picture theaters of the
various installments of the visualized
versions.
Selig is the man to whom
the motion-picture business owes much
of the credit for the cooperation and
friendliness of the press. Newspapers
photo-play departspecial
created
ments which we have to-day. Thus
he coordinated the picture and the
press in a common cause, namely,
furnishing the public with interest.
Besides Kathlyn Williams, these
splendid actors, Tom Santschi and
Charles Clary, were in the cast.

"The

What

The splendid characterizations of Tom Santschi and George Fawcett
of long ago, are still remembered.

in

"The Crisis"

Spoilers."

put the movies on the map
as the greatest amusement of modern
times?
The answer is to be found
in the second episode of this Selig

—

;
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romance in the birth of the feature picture, which has
supphed the world with an evening's entertainment at
popular prices.

The first of these, and certainly one of the greatest,
was "The Spoilers," by Rex Beach. Others bes!d':^s
Colonel Selig may have had the idea of eventually producing longer pictures, but as usual the minuteman led
the way.

"A whole

evening's

screen

entertainment had been

my dream ever
since I began

the

Movies

To

this day I have heard picture fans comparing
great screen fights with that classic set-to between Bill
Farnum and Tom Santschi in "The Spoilers."
The season of 1913-14 marked the turning point
when the lowly movie ceased to be a mere flitting shadow

and was metamorphorized

into a recognized art.
Foreseeing at this early period that the cost of firstclass stories would increase tremendously, the minuteman
began purchasing novels, plays, and short stories. He
speedily acquired

mak-

motion

ing

of

the most amazing
library in the film
industry.
Even

pic-

tures," said Colonel Selig, when I

to

his idea.

stories

"Why

W

he

to-day

asked him regarding the source of

owns

not?

still

the

rights

hundreds of
by well-

known authors,

you
rather see a good

and he has sold

picture than a third
or fourth-rate stage
company in a play?
What about the
'small town,' which

man}' of the most

u

1

d

n't

represents

successful

larger portion
the population

stories

have
they
duced.
Thus he

the

able
right

of
of

of

our country? They
had very little theatrical amusement.

to

producers

other

pro-

was
follow

to

on the heels

"The

Spoilers"

with such master-

"The

as

pieces

Rosary," by Ed-

The

stage
magnates were hardly
able to send road
shows to the representative
smaller

Rose
E.
Ne'er-do-

ward
"The

Rex

by

well,"

Beach, which was

in

made in Panama;
"The Crisis," by
Winston Church-

thousands of small
towns.
Some of

was
which
ill,
produced in Mis-

cities, let

alone sup-

demand

ply the

enjoyed

these

sissippi

cheap

''The

;

repertoire
companies for occasional

Garden of Allah,"
by Robert Hichand many
ens,

ment

others

amuse-

;

some

nothing.
wouldn't

had

Why

the

tion picture

fill

tremendous
mand ?

were

this

features,

the amazing success of my

1

by famous authors. For my plunge
believed the best, 'The Spoilers,' by

reels

in

length.

The

act-

I

selected the

Rex Beach."

I

remem-

ber "The Crisis"

and
did

Well do I remember, and most picture fans do, the
furor created by this first feature picture.
'The
Spoilers" was released April 14, 1914.
It proved an
even greater sensation than the serial.
The minuteman was on the job.
With his usual foresight he cast the Rex Beach masterpiece of Alaska, with absolutely the best artists for
the virile characters of the story.
Who has forgotten
the magnificent performances of William Farnum, Kathlyn Williams, Tom Santschi, the late Marshall Farnum.
Wlieeler Oakman, Bessie Eyton, Jack MacDonald, and

Frank Clark?

twelve

Well do
The Spoilers," the first long feature picture, created a furor. Kathlyn Williams
and William Farnum played the leading roles.

rights of several big
stories

big

ranging
to
seven

ing was in keeping with the fame
stories.
the
of

serial venture I
knew the time was
ripe.
I had even
gone so far as to
purchase the copy-

really

from

"With

one

These

mode-

equal

of

note.

splenthe
characteriza-

George Fawcett, the late Matt Snyder, Marshall
Santschi, and Bessie Ej-ton.
Speaking of old favorites reminds me of the third
episode of this romance:

tions of

Neilan,

Tom

"The

Rosary."

Colonel Selig has never produced a salacious or vulgar
picture.
Being a bit old-fashioned, despite his minuteman mind, he has never approved of sex pictures. And
he has steadfastly refused to make one. In this day of
complex censorship it is gratifying to see him revive
in a bigger and better way "The Rosary."
Several years ago Colonel Selig produced "The
Continued on page 98
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The Revelations
A

story of the intimate lives of motion-picture players

ILLUSTRATIONS BY
CHAPTER

WHEN
asked

if

every one knows on the screen,

FRANKLIN W

I

TT

MA

WHAT HAS GONE BEFORE

tele-

1

phoned Carol
Burnet
and
I might drop

see

to

was

E D G A U

whom

XXI.

her when I
town she seemed
delighted, but when I
in

of a Star s Wife

in

"IT

seems to me sometimes that our own lives are even more
dramatic than the pictures we play" a popular young star
observed to the author of this gripping narrative who already had

her living room,
waiting for her to come

formed that conclusion herself. "I wonder if the public has
any idea of the tremendous stories of love and intrigue and
mystery that surround many of the players on the screen? I wish
some one who really understands us would tell them."

began to wonder if
had made a mistake.
hear
angry
I
could
voices somewhere down
the hall
Carol's and a
man's hers was low and
conciliatory, but his was
angry and rather loud

So Sally Beresford, the nom de plume the author of this story
has assumed, began to tell what she had observed in and around
the studios, a story which contains some of the most striking and
unusual incidents in the lives of motion-picture people. Probably
no one else in the world of motion-picture making is better
equipped to tell the life stories of the stars than the author of
this gripping narrative, for she has been the confidante, the
counselor of many and while she is intimately associated with

evidently he didn't care
whether I heard him or

the players, she is not one of them and so retains the point of
view of one, of us the audience.
She tells, among others, of dainty little Carol Burnet once the
ingenue in her husband's company, whose ambitious mother had
urged her to turn away from true love to ambition. Her young
suitor meanwhile falls in love and marries a popular portrayer
of vampire roles, and before long Carol has become infatuated
with one of the most imscrupulous men on the screen. Her
mother has appealed to Sallj- to help her make Carol see him in
his true light, but Sally agrees only half-heartedly, for she feels
that Carol lost all claim to sympathy when she nearly broke her

in

sat

in, I

I

—

;

not.

As

I

doorbell
colored

there

sat

and

rang,

the
the

maid who had
answered it.
It was a boy from the
cleaner's with Mr. St.
Mark's clothes, and he
wouldn't leave them unless he got the money.

me

let

in

half

—

—

young admirer's

heart.

couldn't help overhearFrom there the story continues.
ing that.
'Well, here 'tis, here
'tis," the maid told him hurriedly.
"But this is a check it ain't his name on it— Car
Carol Burnet
" the boy read distinctly in a puzzled
voice.
"Who's that?"
"It's all right
you take it back to the shop and tell
'em it's all right," urged the maid, and a moment later
the door slammed' and she went off down the long hall
with several suits of clothes dangling over her arm.
heart
So Carol was 'paying St. Mark's bills.
sank.
She must indeed' be in love with him if she
would defy her mother to the extent of using her money

——
;

My

way.
She came

that

in a

moment

later

;

I

could hardly suppress

a gasp of surprise at my first sight of her.
For she
was wearing the most hideous dress, made of black
English print calico, with tiny magenta flowers in it.

Pretty as Carol was, it made her look dumpy and oldmaidish.
"I made it myself," she told me, when, unable to
control my curiosity, I commented on it.
"Don't yoti
think it's pretty?
Philip designed it.
He's designingsome more things for me, after old costumes that are
in the museum he says I need di.stinctive clothes to make
the most of my looks."
I wanted to shriek with hysterical laughter.
If there
ever was a girl who needed to wear frocks that are the
^ast exclamation point of fashion, it is Carol Burnet.
She is such a clearly defined type, with her yellow hair
and blue eyes and pretty, empty little face, that she
looks like a fashion drawing herself. They would have
;

put her on candy boxes
ten years ago.
She sat there and
prattled on about Philip,
while I looked about
the room, fearing that
my eyes would betray

me

an unguarded moIt was a cross
between
the
property
in

ment.

room

of a motion-picture studio and the sales
gallery of an auction.
Originally a pretty room,
with four great windows
that overlooked Central

Park, it had been filled
with great, carved tables,
tiny gilt chairs, a davenport so hideous that it
was grotesque, fur rugs
with heads that were life
size and all but snarled
at you, marble statues
that hurled the discus at
the unsuspecting guest
from dark corners or
peered out through rattling
artificial
palms
like
prisoners
looking

from between the

I

—

C K

bars.

couldn't help thinking
of what a wonderful
I

would' be to do a Mack Sennett comedy in.
paintings were crowded indiscriminately on
the walls quite evidently Mr. St. Mark's slogan where
art was concerned was "The bigger, the better."
And
enormous framed photographs of St. Mark in costume,
in evening clothes, even in a bathing suit
stood on
the grand piano and the desk.
Carol was like a pretty luster-ware cream pitcher
which has been emptied of its contents and refilled with
cheap imported wine.
Everything that she said had
originated with St. Mark quite obviously.
She made
me think of the dolls that a prestidigitator uses. Even
her voice showed St. Mark's influence whenever she
remembered it, she made it as deep and lov/ as possible,
and cultivated an accent that would have made the success of any comedienne who could have duplicated it
on the stage.
Presently her mother came in, looking so harassed
that my heart ached for her.
She was pitifully glad
to see me, and so plainly expected me to do something
drastic that would relieve the situation that I felt guilty
place

it

Huge

oil
;

—
—

;

at failing her.

"Why

don't you go home with Sally for a week or
Baby?" she urged the first moment a pause occurred in the conversation or, rather, in Carol's mono"She'd just love to have you, and the country
logue.
air v/ould do you good."
I writhed inwardly; there was nothing on earth I
wanted less at that moment than a visit from Carol
Burnet. But there was no danger of her accepting.

two.

—

The
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"Oh,

couldn't

I

"

know

She
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my work, you
me an apolo-

;

cast

made me yearn
"You see, I have

getic little, simper that
to

wring her neck.

to be here to

work with

"

Philip

And

then she paused and sprang to
her feet as he came into the room.
I shouldn't have said "came into
the room."
He really made an entrance, just as he had done in the
barnstorming days, of his career on
the stage. He stood for a moment in
the doorway, the red velvet portieres
lifted in both hands, his long-lashed
eyes fixed on a point just above Carol's
head, as if he were gazing out into
infinity.
I wondered if I was expected to get up and salaam.
Then he stalked dramatically over
to her, lifted one of her hands, and
kissed it reverently.
He turned next
to Mrs. Burnet, but she sniffed and
put her hands under the folds of her
skirt, so he turned to me with all the
hauteur of the colored doorman who
used to stand outside Shreve's, in
San Francisco.

We
low

were introduced, and he bowed

before

me

;

if

he

could

have

known that I was thus enabled to
how carefully he had to brush

see
his

an attempt to hide his tendency toward baldness, I think he
would have been less ceremonious.
After that we talked no, we conversed.
I felt as if I were in school
again. He lectured to me on the subhair

in

—

ject of his "art treasures," indicating

terrible busts and
the most
enormous of the oil paintings, while
Carol sat by and beamed.
Then he began on the furniture.
Later I learned that most of it had
been boughst at auctions around New
York, but that day he solemnly assured me that he had brought practically all of it over from his "an-

those

cestral

home"

in

England.

I

Our home was a

retreat

from

don't

believe that the man meant to lie
I
think that he was just completely absorbed in the part he was playing. He had a deep, rich
voice, and he liked the sound of it.
To himself he
was the exiled descendant of a long line of illustrious
Englishmen, showing his treasures to people who never
could realize their value.
"Now this this is period stuff!" he assured me impressively, picking up a tawdry little gilt chair. Feeling
that I was expected to say something, I asked what
period.
"Oh, just just period," he answered sonorously but
vaguely. "And this is a presentation piece," indicating
a huge carved chair that looked as if it might have come
straight from a torture chamber.
Before we were seated again he lighted incense in
a burner on the Victrola, and drew the heavy velvet
curtains that screened the windows, shutting out all air.
Returning to sit on the couch witb me, he said something
in a low voice to Carol, and she, murmuring something
about tea, left the room. As she passed her mother
she caught the pathetic little old woman by the arm,
fairly hoisting her from her chair
not quite aware
of what was happening, Mrs. Burnet was skillfully

the taivdriness of the

thing like that so that

world

we

in

which

we had

could spend our days

;

—

—

;

propelled out of the room.
Again I wanted to shout
with laughter. Obviously Philip St. Mark and I were
being left alone so that he could make an impression

on me!

He

leaned forward and gazed at me soulfully, as
he and I had been kindred souls, met for but a brief
instant, and soon to be torn apart by cruel fate.
His
manner was that of the ham actor; I couldn't help
expecting him to rise and stalk about the room, murmuring one of Romeo's speeches. His really beautiful
voice murmured caressingly as he told me of his hopes
for Carol, of what he was doing for her, of what a
marvelous actress she was bound to be, of the depth
of her character all the virtues and talent in the world
if

—

were

hers.

"And you are acting with her?" I asked. I had
heard that Carol!s word, surprisingly enough, had some
weight with the company to whom she was under contract.
Doubtless she could see to it that he was always
sure- of a good part and a good salary.
"Oh, yes she is so beautiful, so fragile and untouched by the grim squalor of the world, that I cannot

—

——
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ning now I might have tune to run
over and advise him a bit. I'll try
I've always liked your husband, and
I'll just see if I can't squeeze out the
time to do that for him.
You tell
him I'll see what I can do."
I
was annoyed, and would have
liked to

him

tell

Hugh

that

certainly

wouldn't have him around the studio
if he could be kept out of it.
But I
sat there and looked at him as he
burbled on, and thought of how Hugh
and I used to go to see his pictures,
in Chicago, 'way back in the days
when we were engaged, before we
even dreamed that Hugh would ever
the inside

see

dered

of a

studio.

I

won-

Hugh would

ever be like this
man, cast aside by the public in favor
of some one else, forced to tell people
of his past glories if he wanted their
attention, and then not getting it,
if

"Oh, never
!"

Hugh

!

will

never be

cried to myself,
I remembered what Lillian Gish said to
me shortly after the sensational night
that

like

I

when "'Way Down East" was
shown

New

in

first

York.

wish, somehow, thai I could
making pictures now," she said.

"I
stop

"Probably

never do anything bethave in this picture, and
I'd rather have people remember me
by this than by something I might
do in future that wouldn't be anywhere near as good."
And a resolve sprang up right then
ter than

I'll

I

my

was

heart.
released,

that

I

in

I

When "Unredeemed"

it
was the success
believed it would be,
would ask Hugh to leave the screen.
would make enough from the pic-

if

firmly

We

ture,

if

it

the ranch

to

move.

Sometimes

I

wished that Hugh was a lawyer or an engineer or somewe were now.

sort of neighborhood where

at

all

well,

to

buy

We

the Los Angeles house, and
retire, and Hugh could carry out his
lifelong desire to be a rancher. Then
nobody could ever say about him,

could

in the

went

we had been wanting.

sell

"Too bad he's gone down so, isn't it?
I remember him when he was

Why,
bear to let her play love scenes with any one who does
not esteem her as I do."
Later, when I saw one of
these love scenes and noted how neatly he had "hog-g-ed"
it, so that his face showed and hers did not, I saw light
on that subject. "Yes, I play opposite her in everything now. Later we shall star together, unless we go
on the stage."
That sounded well, of course if I had not heard so
many down-and-out screen actors who never had made
good on the stage say exactly the same thing, I might
have been more impressed.
The cat popped out of the bag presently. He had
always been a great admirer of Hugh's, Mr. St. Mark
had said. And he had thought, just for the amusement
of it
this with a light, jocular touch
that he would
like to work in a picture with Hugh.
"But this picture is all cast in fact, it's nearly finished," I told him.
"There wouldn't be an opportunity
"
;

—

—

—

now

"Oh,

well,

ence

;

it

was nothing, of

— of

course.

But on the

course I have had so much exneriwhy, I've been in pictures since the very begin-

directing end

one of the most popular men on the screen, and deserved
his popularity. You wouldn't think it now, would you?"
Of course Hugh couldn't possibly have been like
Philip St. Mark was in some ways.
In his manner,

—

of course
it
was what Hugh and Danny had long
ago christened "The bla-bla style," and Danny used to
imitate the men stars who turned it on for their personal appearances.
Gazing intently into Junior's eyes,
he would exclaim in deep chest tones "My dear Miss
Nincompoop, I have looked forward to meeting you
you can't know what this means to me. We poor actor
chaps never see our audiences, you know and now
actually to mieet you face to face, after reading your
many charming letters oh, yes, I ahcays read all my
mail I work at the studio from nine in the morning
till
twelve at night, and I get seventy-five thousand
letters a day, but I read and answer every one of them
in long hand !"
Then Junior would gurgle and shriek with laughter,
and Hugh would ejaculate "Ye gods !" at the thought
of the actors who think that the public expects them
:

—

—

;

—

Continued on page 86
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Without
of
Hutchinson

Charles

serial

takes

stunts with-

By Charles

^SK
/-\

any well-informed fan where serial stars come from,
and what a scenario writer is like, and he will probably

tell you: that serial stars are ex-acrobats, ex-pugilists,
ex-steeple jacks, or ex-anything equally adventurous and dangerous and hardening, and that a scenario writer is a meek little
man or woman who sits at a big desk and contrives action for
the star to carry out that he wouldn't dream of doing himself.
And the fan would be right in many cases which only makes
the exception more interesting. The exception is Charles Hutchinson dare-devil hero of Pathe serial plays, and known in real
"Hurricane Hutch."
life, as well as in his latest serial, as
They call him "Hurricane" because he is so polite and easy
going and thoughtful, even as you and I always call the fat
boy "Skinny" and the girl of swarthy complexion "Lily."
But to go back to the beginning. Charles Hutchinson used
to be a scenario writer, but the stunts he contrived were so
hair raising that no one could do them but himself, so he just
had to go into pictures. His career dates back, as you probably
know, to the "Wolves of Kultur" and in each picture since

—

—

—

then he has

more

shown more ingenuity and

reckless bravery.

If

you don't think

he has gone about far enough, study the
pictures on this page
they are from his

—

most recent production.

And

even before he was a scenario
he didn't follow any of the adventurous careers that are popularly supposed to antedate a career as a king of
thrillers.
He never was advertised as "The
Human Fly;" he never did stunts at a
county fair or fought in a prize ring
he was the politest of handsome young
leading men the Murray Hill Stock Comwriter

—

Benefit
Thrills
what comes

in

the

way

of

out a single qualm.

Carter

arm he

injured while making a picture last year. And he just
can't bear to see any kind of conveyance that he hasn't done
tricks with
be it canoe, motor cycle, or aeroplane.
During the recent World's Series games, when most of male

—

New York was either at the ball park or before a scoreboard,
he accomplished the seemingly impossible he gathered a swarming, pushing mob in Forty-fifth Street, far from a scoreboard.
And wliat was he doing? Merely riding up to one of the top
floors of the Pathe building sitting on a safe.
But if you think of him as a dynamic, powerful creature,
bristling with energy and straining at the leash that conventional
New York puts upon him you will have to revise your ideas.
For Charles Hutchinson is a genial young Irishman of quiet
and winning charm. His muscles of steel are hidden under a
satin exterior
and he gets no more excited over his reckless
exploits than a business man does over his day's correspondence.
x\lthough his life is devoted exclusively to his work and keeping
in training for it
his conversation betrays a wide interest in
affairs outside the studio.
;

—

—

—

pany

in

New York

ever boasted, and

when

he gazed into the leading woman's eyes
and started making love to her there wasn't
a young girl's heart in the theater that was
beating normally.
But that is all over now. He'd much
rather flirt with death and an onrushing
locomotive than with any limpid ingenue
who ever lisped an answer to his ardent
love-making. He spends his spare time
not in voice culture, as in days past, but
in the most strenuous gymnastic exercise.
Wherever he goes he carries with him a
fifteen-pound lead weight to strengthen an

:

:

Two

Opinions on De Mille's Latest.
"The Affairs of Anatol" last night.

SAW

I

It

1.
Movie stars are human beings, not anything more
or anything less, and
2.
Being human beings, they are like all people, some
with good morals, others with bad.
cannot condemn actors because some are not
3.
what they should be any more than we can condemn
all millionaires, lawyers, or farmers for the misdeeds
of a few.
Last but not least, I believe that the stars should
4.
be allowed to play only in clean and decent pictures, so
the public will not come to believe ill of them.
There are some who think differently, and I would
be glad to hear from any one who
can testify that what I have said is
not true.

was

In my estimation Cecil B. De Mille
the greatest director in America, with the exception of D. W. Griffith.
Wallace Reid and Gloria
Swanson did some splendid acting, but Wanda Hawley
ran away with the honors.
Nearly all of my friends
left the theater as sincere admirers of Miss Hawley.
Utica, New York.
Anthony A. Abbott.

wonderful!
is

We

We

saw, but we did not enjoy "The Affairs
was really nothing more than a fashion
show, with a few impossible scenes,

came,

of Anatol."

we
It

and our regret for having spent

fifty

cents to see it is so great that it will
be some time, I am afraid, before
I'll
invest any more money in a

Dictated By Heart Only
When a person goes to all the

movie.

trouble of writing us a letter about

The

best

by

one. else
amateurish,
with,

was

Wanda Hawley
extremely

was

done

acting

— every

of

course, the exception of Elliott Dexter.
I was sorry he had such a small
part, but maybe that was for the

Had

they given him a more
important part, it is very likely he
would have disappointed us, too, and
then there would be nothing to
look forward to in his future picbest.

tures.

The

best title

was "Honesty and

Laurence R. Bender.
Clark's Hill, Indiana.

his likes and dislikes in motion
pictures, we know that his interest

must be pretty keen.

He has no

interest in writing to this depart=
ment other than in setting forth
his views, for no payment is made
for contributions.

The

professional

writer

about

of first impor=
tance, of course, for he sees the
making of motion pictures from
the inside and can tell you the

motion pictures

is

intimate things about the
little
players you want to know. But
there is a big place, too, for the
views of the writer who pays trib=
ute to motion pictures out of the
depths of an understanding heart,
simply because he loves them.
This is your department. Haven't

Let's

Have Plays That Are
"Different."

We
ety.

movie patrons must have

The

vari-

really successful picture

is

invariably the one which is different.
It has been the writer's privilege to
see a majority of the best productions, both
foreign and domestic.
Above all stood Barrie's "Senti-

mental

Tommy"

ferent.

Artistic

careful

made

it

because it was difproduction with a
selection of the characters
an impressive and worth-

while picture.
Charity,
Begin at
The wonderful work of Gareth
Home." As for Polly Moran, we
Hughes as Sentimental Tommy will
have been to cabarets, and no place
you something you want to say?
remain a milestone on the road of
in the world would tolerate a perwant to
former like that. It seems to me that
artistic achievement.
producers who spend as much money
see hitn keep on doing big things in
a larger way, with full opportunity to use the unusual
on a picture as was no doubt spent on this one should
talents which have gained f.or him such successes in
stick a little more to real life.
the past.
Peter Pan and Tom Sawyer are two of the
Mrs. W. H. McKinnon.
When
roles he will perhaps play in the near future.
563 Ponce de Leon Avenue, Atlanta, Georgia.
given the stimulus of Gareth Hughes idealism they will
What One Fan Believes.
be immortal.
Here, I say, is an actor the world will
love
simply because he is different.
remark from a close friend of mine makes me want
Larry Bellman.
to express my views concerning motion-picture actors
Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin.
and actresses.
were talking about the pictures when
my friend said, "Those movie actors must be wild, or
Not Stick to American Authors?
they wouldn't play in such pictures."
Loyalty,

Like

We

—

A

We

Why

Think of

one line he gave the verdict
of thousands of people, people who believe this to be
true.
What is the cause of this belief ? Here it is
A movie actor or actress is judged in the hearts of
most of America's plain people by the type of picture
in which he or she appears.
Those who have read intelligently about the movie stars believe differently. Here
is

what

it

!

I believe

.In

this

—

am

an ardent admirer of Gloria Swanson that is,
I was until I saw her last picture by Elinor Glyn. in
I am a Washingwhich I was deeply disappointed.
tonian. and of course was very anxious to see the picture.
Miss Swanson's gowns were beautiful indeed, but
Every motion seemed to be
she didn't act naturally.
studied, and it seemed as though if she laughed she
I

Continued

on page 104

Like a delicate print from old Japan is this scene from the
latest Sessne Hayakawa picture. "The
btreet of the Flying Dragon."
It is as picturesque throughout as its title, and rejoices
in the

presence of Tsura Anki, Sessue Hayakawa'a wife, in

its east.

These scenes are probably in no way reminiscent
of "The Two Orphans" you sobbed and sighed
over at your local theater, but neither was D. W.
Griffith's

production of

like the local stock

"Way Down

East"

company's versions.

much
What

the interpolated crashing torrent of ice was to

Down

East" the French Revolution with
"The Two Orphans." These
views give but a faint suggestion of the scope and
power of the story as he has developed it. In
the scene above, Monte Blue as Danton pleads
for Henriette, played by liillian Gish, whom the
angry crowd had gathered to see executed. Below, a singer of Revolutionary songs entertains

"'Way
its

guillotine is to

some

revelers.

AO

the vigor, and fire, and depth of understanding evident in the direction of "The Birth of a
Nation" have gone into the making of "The Two
Orphans." Here again is shown man's passion
for power anbridled, and the consequent inevitable suffering of innocents. Mob rule at its
craziest heights with its attendant blind hero
worship holds sway, giving almost unprecedented
opportunity for crashing climaxes. These scenes
bom the French Revolution, the lower one of
which shows Monte Blue as Danton, reveal again
the Griffith flair for recreating history on the
screen.
"The Two Orphans" promises to add
another triumph to D. W. Griffith's long list of
sensational screen successes.

Motion Pi
the L a n
nigh

Now^the foreign invasion is to be augmented by Sweden,
whose Biograph company will introduce her best productions to America some time this winter.
Many of them
have all the interest of travelogues added to their interest
as drama becaase they inirror so accurately the customs of
the country.

One

of these

which

is

is

"Dawn

of Love," a scene fr4«i

shown above.

At the

left

is

shown a

colorful

from "The
Fortune Hunter," and above is
Gcsta Ekman, die WaUace Reid
of Swedish matinee idols.
bit of characterization

of the most sensational offerings made by the Swedish
Biograph company is "Thy Soul Shall Bear Witness," from
the novel by Selma Lagerlol, a scene from which is shown
above. This is prohibition propaganda and is said to have
made a great impression in foreign countries. Victor Seastrom whose pictures have been shown in America is the

One

star.

Abroad

Even when the 'script cali? for the heroine
be American, she is likely to break into

to

exotic

costtune, for the sake of a

fancy-

some kind.
breaks the monotony of

dress ball or a charity

afiFair

of

Corinne Griffith
being just a heroine in conventional clothes
in "The Single Track," by appearing as
Salome at a charity aSair. She does it so
weU that fans might well demand of
Corinne that she make further such excursions.

"Here s Where
Wally Lives"

That ia the remark that is made by the
hundreds of people who pass this home in
Hollywood and so that fans all over the
country may share their peep at how and
where the smiling screen idcl passes his
spare time, we print this picture. At the
left you see him with Dorothy DavenportReid, his wife, inspecting a part of the
lily pond in their garden.
You may have
heard recently that Mrs. Wally Reid is returning to motion pictures.
If you want
to know the whole story of why she is
doing it, youH find it on the following page.

—

—

The Smell
The

real reason for the return to the screen of

of the

Sawdust

Dorothy Davenport, better known, perhaps, as Mrs. Wallace Reid.

By Jerome Weatherby
in
I WENT
the return

search of some highbrow reason for
of Dorothy Davenport to the screen
as Mrs. Wallace Reid.
I entered the luxurious

Reid home, expecting to find a languorous matron waiting to pour forth a diatribe on the emptiness of life
without a career.

was ushered with a nod by a tall maid
bungalow of Wally out in the back yard,
near the azure swimming pool, set in its rim of pinktinted cement, where I found Dorothy Davenport Reid
with a paintbrush in one hand and dauby pot of paint
in the other.
She detached one somewhat grimy hand
from the brush and gave mine a shake that rattled my
teeth.
She tossed her bobbed hair, which is red, and
Instead, I

into the play

me to have a seat if I could find one that wasn't
messed up.
"We're batiking the furniture," slie announced crisply.
I glanced about the large single room of the play bungalow and saw that the piano had been glazed a brilliant
blue, shot with pink, and that other articles of ftirniture
seemed to shrink under similar violent treatment.
"Wally is doing most of it himself." she explained.

asked

"We

think it jazzes up things a bit."
It certainly did.
glass eyes in a large stag's head above the mantel
gazed at it all in silent amazement.

The

"Why are you going back to the screen?" I asked,
choosing a seat in a rocker near the pool table. It was
then I took out pencil and paper, prepared for a long
tale.
But I needed neither pencil nor paper. The. cuff
of a sleeveless gown and my own poor memory would
have recorded her answer.
"It's the 'smell of the sawdust,' I guess," she replied,

daubing away at the fat leg of the table. That was all.
In the classic words of Ethel Barrymore
another famous comeback, by the way there wasn't any more.
If the smell of sawdust is anything like the smell of
new-mown hay, I could sympathize with her, but I had
never heard of hay fever driving any one back to the
screen or anywhere else but bed.
And then the bright
light dawned upon me.
Her cryptic remark meant the
lure of the arena
the call of the wild public
the smell
of grease paint and the circus ring
the urge that makes
old fire horses answer to the jangle of a street-car gong.
"How come?" I asked, determined to be just as

—

—

—

—

—

cryptic.

"My aunt, you know, was Fanny Davenport. The
same Fanny who made Sardou's 'Cleopatra,' 'La Tosca,'
'Theodora,' and 'Fedora' famous in America. The stage
Why should I give it all up?"
is in my blood.
"But," I interjected, "you have plenty of money, a
Some
rather well-known husband, and a yoimg son.
actresses complain that the making of pictures is work,
and they are often too tired even to grant interviews.
I shouldn't think you would want to go back to that."
And then I learned that Mrs. Reid entertains no
illusions either

about herself or about the public.

picture I have
as a joke than
anything else, I know that the public, particularly the
feminine part of it, wants to get another good look
at the wife of Wally Reid.
They want to see what
Wally has been tied up to for eight years," she went
on with a twinkle in her large dark eyes.

"Outside of the fact that this

first

made with Lester Cuneo was done more

3

"Of cours(?, since Wally became a star, the name
'Mrs. Wallace Reid' has some value on the screen, and
I know it.
Now that Bill is past his baby stage, I have
more time to myself than I had before, when he was
an obstreperous infant. Also than I had when we were
building the house, because I personally supervised the
work while Wallace was busy at the studio. Now there
is a lull in my domestic career.
Lester Cuneo suggested
that he needed an ingenue lead for his picture, 'Pat of
Paradis.e,' and kidded me into playing the part.
"I don't like ingenues, and I never did.
But at the
present time it is the only type of part that seems open
to

me.

"I want to find pictures, however, that give me a
sensible woman's part, without a lot of simpering and
coy glances."
After this first playful plunge back into the rigors
of studio life it is more than probable that Dorothy
Davenport, in the person of 'Mrs. Wallace Reid, will
come back to the screen permanently, for the name of

her famous husband has a tremendous drawing power.
There is the money consideration which no hard-pressed
family is going to overlook in this day and age. Although Wally is making plenty now, another little bit
won't do 'em any harm, I gathered from the general
trend of the conversation.
At the time of our informal chat she was considering
offers from a distributing company and from a large
film concern.
In fact, at this writing I shouldn't be
surprised to see her playing in one pictitre at least opposite her own husband, unless the powers that be figure
Wally's attraction stands better alone.
Mrs. Reid came into screen prominence back in the
old Biograph days, along with Stephanie Longfellow,
Arthur Johnson, James Kirkwood, Lucy Cotton, Henry
Walthal. Mary and Lottie Pickford, and Del Henderson.
Her first California picture venture was as Harold Lockwood's costar in Nestor releases. Eight years ago she
married Wallace Reid when he was her leading man,
just after she had abandoned the Nestor banner to star
Two years after young Bill was
for Universal City.
born she came out of the shadow silence to play the
lead in a picture written by Hal Reid, Wally's author
That has been her only appearance on the
father.
screen for four years, and now she is back with a bang.
But I feel that she will not remain long with the
screen again unless everything is found to suit her.
"If I remain in pictures now it will only be in the
type of story that will reflect credit upon the Reid name,"
she announced, abandoning her painting of the fat legs
of the pool table and sitting on the edge of the little,
raised platform at one end of the room, which serves
Wally as a stage when he gives saxophone "recitals."
"I realize that at first half the audiences going to see
my pictures will carry their hammers with 'em par'Look at what Wally's got !' will
ticularly the women.
be their first remark. But this will not keep me at all
from giving the public some real work.

—

"Like all the
I have these

rest, I

am

want good

stories

and good

parts.

back to stay."
Just then Wally sauntered in, and we talked of other
Mrs. Reid's
things, including golf and jazz and Bill.
affairs were shelved, and she became just a wife.
If

I

—

The Dragon
And

the significance to motion-picture

will

have the rare beauty of Chinese

By Emmaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin^

haven't wanted to

tell

us that fathers love

almond-eyed daughters, pet them
and spoil them, even as fond parents of
the Occident are wont to do, because the
popular conception is that of unbending
sternness and a fanatical, inhuman lack
their

of affection.

Our motion pictures have had their
share in fostering these lurid ideas of
They show us opium" dens,
the Orient.
singsong girls, slant-eyed mandarins with
queues and long finger nails, mysterious
temples where strange gods hold sway.
and quite erroIt is all very picturesque
And it has remained for young
neous.

—

produce motion pictures
and as it
as it is
'T have never seen a movie of
ental life which was true," a young
nese sttident told me. "No wonder

China

will

to

show us China

—

that

was.
OriChithat

Americans are prejudiced against us.
Thev gain their impressions of us from
these lurid films and from highly colored
magazine stories."
"Just as we in China get our ideas of
American life from the movies that are
the

there," another one remarked.
father went to see one when I was
a little girl, and came home absolutely
He told mother, and me that
shocked.

shown

"My
the
There

is

love interest in

women

"The Lotus Flower,"

but not a kiss in the entire picture.

WE

Shoddy
hear

much about young

— Gives

Oriental pictures

Way

made

in

to Gold
America by

in

America went naked and

that men with hairy trousers
shot off guns in the streets
of New York. He had seen,
as I afterward found out, a
Mack Sennett comedy and a

Americans have spread misconceptions
China and the awakening
wild-West film."
of Chinese people and their customs.
of the Dragon Land.
"What is this picture. 'LoIt
Craftiness and guile have been featured
sounds vaguely hke politics, economasked,
I
Flower?'"
tus
in them; tenderness and affection left
ics, ponderous machinery of governout.
greatly interested, when I
But now fans are to see Chinese people
ment that the layman cannot comprewas told that this first proand their customs as they really are. A
hend.
talk of the rising generaduction of the Chinese comChinese motion=picture company has
tion of thte Orient, and picture a
pany had already been combeen formed and soon you will have an
opportunity to see their first production
group of young devotees, fired with
pleted.
"The Lotus Flower."
a sort of sacred zeal, different from
"There is a private showWhere we have grown used to a curi=
the rest of us
we never connect up
ing to-morrow for Mr. Sen
ous hodgepodge of mistaken ideas in
the new movement in the Far East
Wu, the consul, and his
our motion pictures of Chinese setting,
a shoddy web of falsities, we will now
with the simple,
Would you care to
familiar
things
friends.
have the clear gold fabric of tradition in
which comprise our Western life.
see it?"
Chinese pictures sponsored by China=
are determined to look upon
I assented enthusiastically,
men.
China as a mysterious, alien land, inand it was arranged. The
habited by men who never smile.
director, Leong But-jung, I
women who never speak, children who never play, was told, had been in motion pictures in the West, both
Fiction writers have done their best —or their worst
as an actor and as a technical director.
The leading
lady was Tsen Mai, a noted actress of the Orient, who
in furthering the distorted viewpoint that the public has
toward everything Oriental.
They have pictured the
has appeared in this country in vaudeville, in musical
comedy, and on the screen. The theme of the story,
Chinese as a race almost incapable of love, shackled
he said, was an adaptation of an old Chinese legend.
with prejudice and tradition, lost in an age-old dream
And, although filmed in Los Angeles, it was true to
of custom and superstition. They have missed the kindThey
Oriental life in every detail. All the actors except two
lier side of the Orient, the human, homely side.

We

—

We

Awakens
awakening of young China is that they
customs brought faithfully to the screen.
fans of the

Lindsay Squier
iiiiiiiilliii^
were Chinese. After his glowing accounts of the picture, which he had already seen, I could scarcely wait
for the next day to come.

Nor was

The

may

not appeal
to swiftly
moving plots and saccharine love interest, but it will
interest those who can understand that the picture is
a Chinese classic, and as such is not amenable to
Western standards and values. There is a love interest, but there is not a kiss in the whole five reels.
Neither is there a queue in evidence, for the legend
of Lotus Flower, the girl who gave her life that the
sacred bell might be sweet toned, and so save her
father's reputation as an artisan, antedates the Manchu
period, wherein the first queues were worn, enforced
emblems of the subjugation of the Chin race, whom
the Manchus conquered.
sat in the pitch-black projection room of the
Sun company in a building just off Broadway, the
Chinese consul, his friends, the director of the Wah
Ming Company, which had produced the pictures, and
newspaper
some
Oriental
I

disappointed.

to the thoughtless-

story

mass who are accustomed

We

men.
There were some
Americans, too, typical picture magnates, who watched
the film flash before us' with

The leading lady is Tsen Mai, a noted actress
of the Orient, who has appeared in this country
in vaudeville and musical comedy.

was keen, at the
same time half skeptical.
"Say," one of them blurted
interest that

Lotus Flozk.'cr and her lover were in
The father
the garden, holding hands.
Again the
on indulgently.
looked
American was moved to protest.
"I thought that girls and boys never
saw each other until they were married.
And look at 'em holding hands would
they do that in China?"
"They would and do," replied Mr.

when the appealing little
Tsen Mai as Lotus Flower
out,

ran to her father in the garden, "Chinese girls are afraid
of their fathers, aren't they?

You've made
her

genue
In

Why

she's

as

any American

in-

finger.

spoiled as

one absodad around

this

lutely twist her

;

But-jung promptly. "Lovers even kiss
never where any one can see
them. And though it is not customary
for them to see each other before their

—though

!"

the

darkness

I

knew

young and handsome
Leong But-jung was smiling.

that the

"Of course she

wedding day, there are many exceptions
one of them. The
raised together as
Then, too, in the
brother and sister.
families of the higher class, women are

to the rule.

he answered promptly. "Fathers
are the same the world over
and daughters, too."
is,"

boy and

—

Then came

a

fist

fight,

much
Why,

in

Jack Abbe, as the
hero, fought an Oriental bully in defense of an
old man.
Again the Ameri-

young

can demurred.

jung smiled.
"They do upon occasion,"
he said.
"I have had my

Mr.

Leong

Flower,"

is

assisted in

Riit-j 1111,3:,

who

a veteran

in

directed

"The Lotus

motion pictures, having

the direction

of

it

if

a

restricted

in

their

actions.

man

The magnate chewed
silence.

He was

his

cigar

in

clearly dtibious.

The theme in itself is a simple one,
and, according to our standards, not alThere are touches in
together logical.
that will ncv er convince a Western audience, bits that

Griffith, Ince,

Goldwyn productions.

nose bloodied more than once in a rough-and-tumble

argument."

less

is

are

marries the only daughter of a wealthy man, he takes her name,
and she, not he, is the head of the houseEverything is referred to her.
hold.
and she has absolute control over the
house and her husband."

which

"I didn't know that chinks
fought with their fists," he
said, and again Leong But-

This

girl

and

Continued on pnge 96

I;

The

86
Continued from page 71

woman they meet,
while Danny would defend himself
with "Well, you should have seen
Jim Blank the other day that's the
way he did it. And every girl who
went out of the theater, clasping an
autographed picture of him, was
wearing a pussy-cat smile."
Presently Carol came back, and
ushered us into the dining room,
interested in every

—

which was even more horrible than
the living room.
I tripped over the
head of a bearskin rug and bumped
my head smartly on a statue of "The
Dying Gaul" on the way out, and
Philip St. Mark was most solicitous,
but Mrs. Burnet murmured fervently
from the depths of the gloom that
enveloped her
"It's a mercy you
weren't killed," and I, remembering
the way the Gaul had teetered on his
onyx pedestal, heartily agreed with
:

her.

When
well

I

had bade them

all

fare-

and was waiting for the eleremember
Hugh, she

vator, hoping that I could
all the details until I met

came

down

the hall after
me and clutched me by the arm.
"It's awful, isn't it?" she whispered. "You know the way he glared
at her when she spilled the tea on
the table
well, she bought that table
with her own money she bought all
these things in this place
no heirscuttling

—

;

;

loom about 'em
perfectly awful

And

!

he treats

me

just hate to stay
daughter's house.
Can't you do something to get her
away from him ? She's just crazy
about him says he's a master artist."
"I'll try
I'll think of something."
I assured her, as the elevator door
clanged open for me.
But on the
way down to the street my heart
seemed to sink faster than the car
did.
What on earth could anybody
think of to straighten out such a situation as that ?

here,

;

I

my own

in

—
—

CHAPTER

XXII.

"The only thing that will cure
Carol of her infatuation for Philip
St. Mark will be marrying him,"
Hugh declared when I had finished
the description of my call.
"If any
one separates her from him now.
she'll feel like a martyr.
She'll be

madder about him than ever. But
her marry him and find out just

let

how

her

when

she can't
get away, and she'll get jarred out
of all her illusions."
"But she can't marry him, Hugh,"
I
protested, watching the Italian
babies who were tumbling about on
the back porches near us, and wondering how on earth they ever lived
The care I take of
to grow up.
Junior seemed ludicrous by comparihe'll

treat

"He

son.

way, intently and devotedly

to act that

Revelations of a Star's Wife
already has a wife and

family."

idge,

—

"I know it
but that's the only
cure nevertheless," he insisted. "Say,
dear, wouldn't this place make a good
setting for a picture
no need to go
to Italy for locations, with this right
at hand.
I'd like to try one some
time and see if I could make as good
an Italian as Bert Lytell does."

—

I agreed with him about the value
of that restaurant as a good set it
would have been marvelous, and the
people who were dining at the little
tables could have walked right on to
the screen as atmosphere.
;

But I was more interested in Carol
Burnet than I was even in the
thought of Hugh's doing an Italian
never been
I'd
fond of her, of course

particularly

role.

when

was playing

she

;

in the

fast

days

and loose

with Danny's heart I had absolutely
loathed her.
It was impossible not
to feel sorry for her now, though.
She was a little fool not to see what
"making a home" for Philip would
do to her reputation, and giving him
her money was sheer idiocy, of
I had al\va_\s thought that
course.
if her character was to develop it
would be through suffering, yet I
hated to think that she might be on
lier wa}- to that development now.
"I suppose we could ask them out
to the house." I began tentatively.

"Oh,

do

Sally,

we have

to

do

that?"
Hugh's voice slid down the
scale of despondency.
"I'll do anything but have that St. Mark man
underfoot right now but with the
picture where it is. and the cutting
and titling coming oh. Sal. think of

—

—

!"

something el^e
We met Claudia and Danny at the
uptown hotel where they had been
dining
Claudia adores our Italian
restaurant, but she can't go to places
like that because she's always recognized and a crowd gathers, and
the last time she went there she was
nearly mobbed, and the proprietor
thought he'd have to call the police
She's
before she could get away.
almost as unlucky that way as Mary
;

Pickford.

Danny was fairly bursting with
news he could hardly wait till we
were seated before he burst forth
;

with

"Who do you suppose is
"Guess
he demanded.
"Oh, they never could,
exclaimed his wife. "It's
Mark's wife and children

in

Hugh, it
"Oh, no!"

town?"

"

"Poor little Carol!" -^said Hugh.
"She's going to get her disillusionment sooner than I'd expected."
But strangely enough, it didn't affect Carol that way at all.
I was
buying Junior a new sweater a fewdays later, and met her with the four
St.

Philip St.
yes,

hon-

is."

I doubled up with
mirth at the thought of a family of

rampageous children

apart"Surely they're not going to
in

that

ment.
stay with him?"

children

are,

all

Mark

children,

making the most of
picture their mother

them

getting

everything they needed.

They were
too

it,

telling

;

could

I

them

to

get everything they could out of their
father.
The oldest girl bought no
less than six pairs of new shoes, and
when the next oldest one, a boy,
remonstrated, "Why, you've got a
pair of shoes like that now, brandnew," she silenced him with, "Well,

wear

they'll

out, won't they?"

Little Carol, in another of the hid-

eous dresses that she had made for
herself, beamed on them and bought
clothes

and

still

more

clothes,

and

they treated her as if she might have
been a nurse girl.
She had everything charged to herself, and as I
saw the bills mounting higher and
higher she had begged me to stay
with them and have luncheon
finally remonstrated.
"Oh, but they're Philip's children;
it's a pleasure to return in this way,
some of the good he's done for
me," she retorted.
"Besides, he's

—

—

going to pay me back this is just
a temporary arrangement, because
having things charged is so much
quicker than paying cash for every;

thing."

Obviously I could do nothing to
bring her to her ::enses, so I left the
small cavalcade trailing its way into
Maillard's and beat a hasty retreat
I
to my own peaceful little home.
pictured it as I rode out on the train
the two terraces of flowers that rose
to its white walls, its solid blue awnings, its window boxes that made
vivid lines of color beneath the sheer,
blowing curtains, the honeysuckle
that tossed fragrant sprays up over
the sleeping porch that overlooked

was true that Hugh
complicated, unsettled
life, dependent largely on the whims
of the public for its success.
were passing through a critical stage
of his career, which might mark his
Yet our home
success or failure.
was a retreat from the tawdriness
of the world in which we had to
the Sound.
I

led

It

a

We

Danny!"

—

"The

clothes."

and

it.

estlv,

Danny met them in the Clarand Mrs. St. Mark said that
she was going to her home in Wilmington for a rest and leave the children with him to get some new
them.

four

of

Sometimes

wished that
I
a lawyer or an engineer
or something like that, so that we
could spend our days in the sort of

move.

Hugh was

Continned on page 88
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A Fan
Latest

news about

By

Club Talk

collectnig a scrapbook of pictures and bits of gossip from the
various newspapers and magazines about our favorites.
are helping the girls in Freeport, Illinois, organize a "Bug
Club, and we inlend to keep each other posted concerning our
activities.
Each club meets every two weeks, and whenever
there is a play in which any of "our" stars appear, we have a
theater party, and all go to see it, then we write the actor or
actress and tell them our candid opinion of it.
have adopted
Monte Blue's motto, "Sincerity."

a talk.

are
new clubs doing in the way
of organizing and beginning your activities?
And you, whose clubs have been formed for some time,
are you busy with winter plans for meetings and parties ?
I have had some interesting letters from members
Many members asked what the
of the various clubs.
motion-picture players thought of the fans organizing,
so meeting Vera Gordon, whose interpretation of the
mother in "Humoresque" proved such a success last
year, I talked with her of the clubs.
"I wish you would say for me," she concluded her
remarks, "that I am very much in favor of these clubs.
It is a splendid idea of the fans to organize them, as
cooperation is the prime need of the fans just at present.
They take pride in their
I am interested in girls.
movie knowledge, and are better judges of pictures than
most older people think.
I, like most of
the other
players, love to get their letters, and from my screen
experience I can say these clubs will be of great help
Also they can express their
to their favorite players.
opinions of this censorship question from the viewpoint
the young fans.
of the ones most concerned
I shall
be interested in the development of these clubs, and
extend my very best wishes to each of them."
But it seems that girls are not the only movie fans
who are anxious to organize. In the list of members
attached to many of the letters were boys" names, and
there were two letters from boys who intended to organize clubs.
Now, since this is to be a real fan-club chat, let us
see what some of the members have to tell us.
Many of the clubs enlarged on the suggestions offered
in these articles, adding original touches in organizing.
Beatrice Stibyen, of 5434 Winthrop Avenue, Chicago,
Illinois, writes the following of a club composed of eight
girls, varying in ages from fifteen to nineteen

—

We

'

We

If you want to enlarge your treasury fund, Minnie
Glassman, of 645 Lamont Street, N. W., Washington,
D. C, suggests an easy way in her letter:

Thanks to your outline of a real fun provider, we are now
proud to proclaim the existence of the "Pickbanks Movie Fan
Club." Immediately after reading your article, we congregated
on the back porch where a lengthy and interesting discussion
ensued. We took much pleasure in organizing and naming our
cliib.
We voted on naming each member after the player she
most admired or slightly resembled.
Since

is

whom,

Four" are by mutual consent. We are now enlarging our club,
and as each new member joins, we have an "initiation party."
Instead of president, we say _Star
vice-president is Leading
Lady; secretary is Support; and treasurer is Extra. Also, we
have a secret sign to greet all members by whenever we meet
them. Best of all, we have our "bug rings," just a cheap ring
worn on the little finger of the left hand with a bug made of
sealing wax on it, as our emblem.
As our "guiding" stars, we have chosen people we believe will
keep on doing better things and never fail, and at each meeting
we dedicate a few moments to the memory of Olive Thomas,
Bobby Harron, and Clarine Seymour, who did very great things
while they were here, especially Bobby Harron.
We try to get the best and cleanest plays at the neighborhood
theaters. Ever so often we give a dance, each member bringing
an escort dressed as some movie celebrity, and we give a prize
to the one guessing the most players represented.
We are also
;

_

Wn3t

S

—

Your

Ffln

—T

riiih

UOinQ '

mean

to

your members?

all

high-school girls with limited allowances,

we

appreciated otn* efforts.
pair off for the different movies in town each week, then
at the next meeting, each couple tells of the show they've seen
and we feel as though we'd attended six movies.
always
discuss the most interesting scenes and save them for our next

We

We

show.

So far, it has been fun with us, but we hope to develop into
movie club of which the^ others may be proud. I wish every
girl would organize a similar club which is sure to produce
good, wholesome enjoyment.
a

Some of you, perhaps, have just organized, and as
yet have not attempted any stunts or parties. You will
be interested in the letter of Grace Hannagan, of 732
Harris Street, Appleton, Wisconsin.

We

met at my house last Friday
club is formed at last.
Hereafter, we will take turns meeting at different memhomes from seven-thirty until ten o'clock every Friday
evening. There are six of us now, and we've named our club
the "Gloria-Reid," after Wallace Reid and Gloria Swanson.
are all sixteen and high-school juniors except Marion, who
is a "soph."
At the first meeting, we really didn't do anything novel, but
we intend to have something original at our next meeting. As it
was, we all sat aroimd the table, and elected officers, then we
spoke of the different pictures we were anxious to see, and of
the framed portraits of our favorites on the walls.
Wednesday evening, we are going to have a theater party.'
are going to see "The Old Nest."
Continued on page 107

Our

night.
bers'

We

We

What do you do

come

at

your meetings?

YOUR CLUB MAY WIN A PRIZE
We

have offered three prizes of twenty-five, fifteen, and
ten dollars for the three best letters describing the organization and activities of a fan club. Any member of any club
—new or old is eligible to entei- this contest. Letters
entered in this contest should be addressed to the Fan Club
Contest Editor, and must reach her not later than Janu-

—

ary
did you organize and Avhat has yotir club

are

—

Now that many new fan clubs are imder way, and the
old ones have been awakened by the spirit of the new
ones, no end of ingenuity and originality is being displayed
their activities.
Our fan-club editor is in constant correspondence with the secretaries of many of these clubs,
from month to month she tells you what they are doing,
but we are sure that there are many of you who have not
reported to her.
What interesting features have you developed in your

How

we

were obliged to enforce your idea of theatricals at once. Our
third and most profitable affair was the movie wedding of Ben
Turpin and Katherine MacDonald. * The cross-eyes of a false
face were tied across the eyes of our ZaSu Pitts, and a badly
fitted man's suit made her a "handsome" groom.
Our prettiest
girl wearing her best dress was the bride, and there never was a
more laughable combination. The wedding guests were all film
notables, attired according to their most successful roles. Harold
Lloyd, man's suit and heavy-rimmed glasses only make-up
was present, also, Corinne Grififith and Connie Talmadge, represented by our bobbed-haired members.
Our "heavy" thought
she would be only a part of the audience, but the suggestion of
Walter Hiers was welcomed even by her. And, we also had
a Marie Prevost.
Adding with these a variety of stunts,
dramatic scenes, comic situations, our audience thoroughly

called the "Bug Club," and we have our "Big Four."
These are Monte
as we enter, we pledge to support.
Of
Blue, Lillian Gish, Harold Lloyd, and Colleen Moore.
course, each member has her other two favorites ; the "Big
It

old.

Fohn

Marjorie Powell

NOW,What have you
let's

Fan clubs new and

the activities of

1st.

to

Gel Your letter in

Now.

It

May Win

a Prize

,

;
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of a Star's

Wife

Continued from page 86

neighborhood where we were now.
I wished that he went to an office
instead

of

a

studio,

that

whenever

he appeared in public people weren't
likely to turn and stare and exclaim,
"Oh, there's Hugh Beresf ord isn't
he good looking? Wonder if that's
I wondered if,
his wife with him."
when Junior got old enough to go to
school, we would have the experience
of a friend of mine, who was informed that motion-picture actresses'
children weren't permitted to regis;

the school in which she had
wished to enroll hers.
Of course people didn't treat Hugh
and me like motion-picture folk, as
a rule. When the men came to know
Hugh, and see that he felt about
his business just as they did about
theirs, and that there was nothing
temperamental about him, they apparently forgot about his being an
actor and let us prove that we were
worth being friends of* theirs. But
ter

in

have known of communities which
it very hard, not for stage folk,
but for friends of ours who were
in pictures, to become one of them.
And Hugh always used to declare
that before Junior grew up he was
going to leave the screen.
"He'll want a father who's in a

there should be no restrictions in the
association of a gardener and those
for whom he gardened, and to this
day I wouldn't be at* all surprised

regular business," he'd say. Not that
he's ashamed of his profession, but
he used to be afraid that Junior
would think it a rather undesirable
one for his father to pursue.
Our gardener met me at the station; we had not engaged a chauffeur, as Hugh and I both drive, and
we felt that we'd prefer to put the
chauffeur's salary on getting a good
man to do the art titles for the picture. Always the picture, you see
"There's company at the house," he
announced as he slammed the door
beside me and rushed around to the
driver's seat.
He'd never stood on
ceremony, apparently feeling that

asked.

I

made

!

What s

Hart Going

Bill

tc

have him come in and hail me
in fact, I'm always ex-

to

—

as "Sally"pecting it.

"Company

—who

is

it,

Pablo?"

I

"Oh, it's a girl, with red hair, kind
and awfully pretty, cook said; I

of.

didn't see her," he answered, swing-

ing past a truck with such a narrow
margin that I held my breath and
wondered if I couldn't tactfully sug"I don't
gest that I'd like to drive.
know her name, but it was something
like Millard."
No
I leaned back and gasped.
thought now for the steering wheel
if Gypsy Millard was at the house
I'd need the time it took us to get

—

home

which to assemble

in

my

self-

control.
To be continued

Do?

Continued from page 27

it'll

cost

you two thousand

'Hell,

I

ain't

said.

T

just

goin'

want

dollars.'

to hurt

do a

to

him,'

little

I

easy

ridin'.'

"Well, we takes this big horse up
Sixth Avenue around Fifty-sixth
Street at seven o'clock in the mornin'

when

the traffic

is

light.

The

taxi-

on the
cab starts up and
No sooner do I hit
horse's back.
the saddle than that nag gives a snort
and lights out like a bat out of Hades.
We goes around that corner and past
the cab in six strides, and I had no
I

vault

that villain
than the kaiser does of bein' elected
head of the American Legion. Boy,
how he run! I saws at his mouth,

more chance of grabbin'

It was Seventieth
but nothin' doin'
him stopped. I
I
got
before
Street
had to run him up on the sidewalk
and almost plumb into a buildin'.
Three times we tried it, and the hotter that horse got the wilder and
Finally I gives it up
faster he got.
and turns him over to the livery man
!

_

started
'Why don't

to lead the horse away.
you ride him?' says I. 'I don't need
a ride that bad,' says the livery
'The lad that tried to ride
keeper.
him last is now gettin' along nicely
By that time I got
in the hospital.'
suspicious and asked questions. Well,
sir, it turns out that that horse is a

some

Kentucky
rich

stallion

fellow

owned

With Mr. Hart thus in a genial
frame of mind, we thought we would
venture our final and quite personal

man

question.

by

who wants him

'Well,' I says, 'you

for the job.'

sure had a nerve to
cost

me

tell

me two thousand

hurt the horse

Speaking

it

would

dollars

if

— and

who

I

"
!'

of

when he

doesn't

— reminded

horses

talks to Bill

Hart?

us of the famous pinto
Ah,
has used in pictures.
there is a subject upon which the
big Westerner waxes truly eloquent!
If ever a man loved a horse. Bill
He
has lost his heart to the pinto.

—

how "Fritz,"
related the whole story
the pinto, came first from the Nevada
plains with a band of Indians that
Universal had hired as extras in the
old days when Mr. Hart worked for
that company; how Fritz was half
Arabian and a "di-rect descendant"
of "Red Top," the famous horse presented by an Arabian chieftain to
General Grant in the last days of the

War how
;

came

president,
horse and sent

Grant,

when he

be-

had no use for the
him out to Nevada,

where he ran wild for several years.

"The pinto's up-country at my
ranch now," explained the star,
"about thirty miles from Los AnHe's gettin' fat and sassier
geles.
Boy, talk about your
than ever.
That horse has got personhorses
ality—yes, sir, there's no gettin'
!

away from

it."

"Is

it

true that you're engaged to
we asked quite

Novak?"

Jane
bluntly.

that he

Civil

and his assistant.
"They both grinned and

wild

busted in as a saddle horse. 'None
of us could do it,' the livery man
says.
'We figured you'd be a good

The keen

eyes of Bill

Hart

sof-

He

lowered his voice a little
we think it was even a bit husky.
"Boy," he said earnestly, "she's
the finest little woman in the world
one of God's own creatures but
there's no engagement, and I guess
tened.

—

—

there won't be one."

He

blinked a

swallowed

a

little

lump.

and smiled and
So did we.

Well, we're keen for him.

He's so

homely he's good looking, and somehow he brought with his rugged face
and old-fashioned manners and tangy
speech something of the freedom
and wholesomeness of the Western
It was like talking with
prairies.
Kit Carson and Daniel Boone while
the "L" roared and the taxicabs
honked twelve floors below.
"If you ever read any wild stories
about Hollywood," were Bill's final
words, "remember this most of us
are workin' twelve and fourteen
hours a day and too busy to hardly

—

stop for meals,
least,

—and

let

I've always
expect to."

alone parties.

worked

that

At
way

NOVAK was so
JANE
imbued with the
Christmas

spirit

that

determined to show
she
the whole Sehg-Rork stu-

what a

dios

real

Christmas

—not the warm Hollywood
She
variety — was
like.

wanted crisp snow and jangling bells, a ruddy Santa
Claus with real reindeer,
and presents— lots of them.
And Jane got what she
wanted she's that sort of
girl
She brought this
;

!

yuletide spirit into the studio, even as she is giving
And she
it
to you now.
would bring it right into

your
could.

home

if

she

only

OF

course Lewis Stone
was frightfully hot
in his Santa Claus
outfit, as was Jane in her
furs, but she thought they
looked more wintry that
way, and she wanted to
have her Christmas party

Minor drawbacks
having a stuffed cari-

realistic.

like

bou instead of a live one,
and staging the snowstorm
in

the

conventional

studio

manner with salt and paper
and wind machines didn't
dampen her ardor a bit.
Though the props are artificial,

good

it

is

with

heartiest

will that she is wish-

ing you
mas.

a

Merry

Christ-

!

The New
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Star

Shower

John Fleming Wilson, are

Barbara Bedford, one of the Fox
contributions to the glorified Milky

pictures, but that

Way,

is

work

shrine

achieved distinction for her
as the elder daughter in Tourneur's "Last of the Mohicans." Because of this work, Mr. Fox grabbed
her and added her to the support of
Jack Gilbert in his first i^tarring
under
the
Fox banner,
vehicle
"Gleam o' Dawn."
Jack, by the

way, is another addition to the new
comet cosmos.
He was not incubated, but achieved success after
many years in the picture business.
Miss Bedford's first star release, it
will be remembered, was "Cinderella
of the Hills," and thereby she gained
a fan following as a portrayer of outdoor girls, and struck her stride.
"Lefty" Flynn, as a star in the Fox
fold, is a special-production graduate,
since he was chosen as worthy of
honor because he acquitted himself
so well in "The Last Trail," directed
by his namesake, Emmett Flynn.
Edna Murphy, costarring with
Johnny Walker for Fox, was also
a special-production product, having
distinguished herself as the blinded
wife in "Over the Hill," which pro-

duced Walker.
Exotic personalities have no place
thus far in the greatest of all star
showers.
It was expected that Rudolph Valentino would be starred ere
this because of his popularity in "The
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse"
and "Camille," but his is an exotic
type, as "different" as those of Theda
Bara, Nazimova, ZaSu Pitts, or Pola
Negri. Special stories must be provided if Valentino is to star, and, as
has been already indicated, the producers are apparently not yet ready
to have special stories written by
competent authors for their stars.
Not that the star shower has softened the brains of all the excellent
literary talent called to the screen
in the heyday of the eminent author.
Far from it. Famous writers, such
Rupert
Parker,
Sir
Gilbert
as
Hughes, Gouverneur Morris, and

ing

out

interesting

still

turn-

for

stories

the

The

public

no longer asked to worship

at the

of

is

these

all.

luminaries

literary

whom

they never see on the silver
Their brains are being employed, but not their personalities,
sheet.

for the producers have found out that
the

public

will

have none of

that.

When

the producers deem it expedient to combine these brains with the
talents of their stars, then the star
system will be put upon a firm foundation and remain where it belongs.

O

tempora

!

O

movies
What
office can com!

the business
mit
not say
Author "Write us a
Chadwick or Jack
follies

Why

!

:

Hughes, and make

to

Mr. Eminent

story for Helene

Holt

or

Lloyd

really interest-

it

ing?"

Instead of that, the business
office apparently reasons that so long
as they have taken the trouble to
make a star by paying for the advertising, which is the principal expense in star making these days, since
the stars' salaries are nothing much
to write home about, it is justified in
putting the new star in any old kind
of story just so long as it can be

coaxed into

The

five reels.

slush that

May McAvoy

has been given,
after her excellent portrayal in "Sentimental Tommy," is a case in point.
What fate awaits some of the others
we have mentioned remains to be
little

seen.

Of course "star" pictures are less
expensive to make under this process.
It is cheaper to trade on the personality of a star and her fan following than it is to create a special
production, work up the publicity
and advertising on it. and then sell
it to the world.
But how long is the
star going to last, in this day of keen
competition, with meaningless stories
and slipshod direction ?

can't recall the

two

names or

stories she has

hold

the plots of

appeared in

since.

oracle office, but, in the
words of Bill Bromide, I can see the
finish of many twinkling stars if this
cheap policy is maintained well into
this year.
Thousands and thousands
of dollars have been expended on
I

lio

single-feature
productions,
take thousands of additional

which
dollar.-

to ''put over" with advertising,

yet

business

the

offices

and

hesitate

to

a few thousands for good
stories with which to bedeck their
star.
The star shower has fallen
upon the countryside, but its brilliance must be fanned into a permanent glow by good direction and substantial manuscripts.
Old favorites are holding their

spend

own

in the face of the rebirth of the

With her accustomed

system.
sight,

Mary Pickford paved

long ago,

the

fore-

way

when

she injected "Stella
Maris" into her schedule, against the
rise of new rivals, and she had them
lashed to the mast before they ever
started.

Pauline Frederick,

first in

playing

"Madame X," and now

appearing
in a rip-roaring Western ranch story,
has jazzed up her repertoire until her
fan following is more loyal tlian
ever.
Stars of the caliber of Miss
Pickford and Miss Frederick cannot
be deposed from their niches in the
affections of the public so long as
they use the brains given them.
Others, however, of less perspicacity,
are bound to be showered under by
the new arrivals to stardom on the
screen.
Among the newcomers there are

many who undoubtedly

will achieve

joy and watched her troop through

a permanent place in the love of the
fans, just as there are many who will
fall by the wayside under the weight
of poor stories shouldered on to
them, and it behooves the favorites
of the past to watch their steps and
jazz up their curriculums with a few
"Madame X's" and "Stella Marises."
In the year 1922 it will be the sur-

"The Miracle Man?"

vival of the fittest for fair

What

do

you

Compson

Betty

remember

after

you

sat

I'll

about

up

bet

in

you

Over the Teacups
Continued from page 59

bedraggled and
People around the
studio get so accustomed to seeing

time she

is

just as

I don't
and Hugo for Christmas.
want to lose them."
She began fishing around in her
bag, and when I saw her studying a

poor as usual.

railroad time-table I knew the worst,
or the best, rather.
"If you're going vip to the studio
to see Lillian Gish you have to take
me with you. I've heard she is simply ravishing in her white wig and

up they

French costume."
"Yes, but she only wears that in

old

some

special

scenes.

Most

of

the

Lillian

in

clothes

that

those

poverty-stricken
dressed

when she gets
hardly know her.

"The

picture will be finished pretty
Lilare cutting it now.
lian is simply wonderful, of course.
And if you're not crazy about Monte
Blue already, you will be when you
see 'The Two Orphans.'

soon

—they

that reminds me that Theda
once made a production of 'The

"And
Bara

Two

Orphans.'
Do you suppose
have the audacity to reissue
that when D. W. Griffith's 'Two Orphans' is released?
I almost wish
they would. The contrast would be
And that reminds
so ludicrous.
they'll

me

"

"I don't care what that reminds
"The clock
you of," I protested.
reminds me that if we are going to

up to the Griffith studio before
night we'll have to run for the train.
get

Coming ?"

:

Right Off the
Continued from pag« 53

Anita

Stewart, recently returned
from her summer vacation in the
East, has begun work at the Mayer

"The Woman He Married,"
which sounds as if it were another
one of "those things," under the direction of Fred Niblo, who, since
"The Three Musketeers," is fast winstudio in

ning a long-deserved recognition as
one of the screen's sincerest and
ablest directors.

Incidentally, Anita's contract with
her present producer expires with
her next production.
Just what is
going to happen after that is still
on the knees of the gods. Said producer favors all-star casts to the extent that he recently paid Mildred
Harris twenty-five thousand dollars
for permission to reduce the display
of her name to the same size type
as the other members of the cast.
I understand that he desires to renew
his contract with Anita without starring honors, but Anita isn't very
happy over the idea. It may be that
Rudolph Cameron, her husband, will
form an independent company for
her, and she will become her own
producer, a la Nazimova.

The migration

of the Talmadges
from their Forty-eighth Street studio,
in New York, to brother-in-law Bus-

Keaton's lot in Hollywood, was
the occasion of considerable rejoicing on the part of the film colony and
the Los Angeles chamber of commerce. Norma has done no producing on the Coast since the time she
ran away from Vitagraph, following
her first great success in "The Battle
Cry of Peace," and joined forces with
Triangle at many times the Vitagraph stipend.
"Connie" is fairly
familiar with the Coast, having spent
her early picture career here.
ter

is

The fact that Mrs. Natalie Keaton
now making her home permanently

Hollywood, and that Mr. Joseph
Talmadge Schenck is the owner of
the Keaton studio and head of the
Keaton company may be regarded
as the principal lure of the Talmadge
in

entourage westward, rather than the

The

were homesick
and Mr. Schenck decided that he could combine business
with pleasure by closing his New
York studio and operating all of his
companies at the one place.
I hope that the change of environment will have a salutary effect
upon the quality of the stories which

climate.

sisters

to see Natalie,

are selected for the Talmadge sisters.
I know of no other screen stars who
have suffered so grievously from
wretched stories as have these famous sisters during the last two
years.

That these two clever

girls

have

survived the weaknesses of their pro-

Grill

duction is convincing testimonial of
the personal esteem in which they are
held by the public, but even the gods
may sometimes tempt fate too far.
Another recent arrival in Holly-

wood

Farnum,

William

is

who

changed his mind about staying a
year in Paris, and after getting rid
of the aeroplane he purchased over
there came back to his old stamping
ground, the Fox fold, where his
brother, Dustin, is holding forth also
now. "Bill" is doing one of his popular "he-man" roles, under the direction of Edgar Lewis, of "The Barrier" fame.

Although Charlie, Farnum, Donald
Crisp, and Paul Powell are again in
our midst, a dozen others have left
since my last report. These include:

"Jimmy" Kirkwood, who
ing the

role in

title

is

play-

Booth Tarking-

"The Man From
Home," now being made at Paramount's London studio, with exterifamous

ton's

play,

ors taken in Italy.

Rubye de Remer, who is playing
opposite Kirkwood, and will also appear in other English-made productions.

Anna Q.

Nilsson, who, after comseveral pictures in London,
to Sweden, her native heath,

pleting

go

will
to

be starred in a series of

Ibsen

plays.

Ann

Forrest,

her

pleted

who

first

has already com-

London

picture,

"Love's Boomerang," and for whom
I am offering a little prayer daily
that she will be chosen to play "Peter
Pan."
Elliott Dexter, the sincerest and
most convincing actor the cinema
boasts,

who

is

playing opposite Miss

Forrest in her English-made productions.

Norman Kerry, best known for his
work in Cosmopolitan features,
whose first English picture, under the
Paramount banner, was "Three Live
Ghosts," supporting

Anna O.

Nils-

son.

And now comes word from "Papa"
of L^niversal, who recently
arrived in Hollywood to see why Mr.
von Stroheim's "Foolish Wives"
don't get busy and start cutting up,

Laemmle,

going to

send Priscilla
Dean and a company abroad within
the immediate future to do a big costume picture. The production will
be made either in Vienna or Berlin,
but will have scenes photographed
By the
also in France and Italy.
way, Mr. Laemmle started the vogue
for foreign-filmed productions away
back before the war, when he sent
King Baggot and Leah Baird across
that

he

is

for a series of pictures.

They made

"Absinthe" and "Ivanhoe."
Unless present plans miscarry

when

this appears, Cecil

De

Mille will

91
already be in the wilds of northern
Africa, after which Paramount's director general will go to Europe to
look over the ground there with a

view

doing some producing abroad
Mr. De Mille will visit Tunis
and Algiers, in Africa, and from
thence will motor along the Riviera
to northern Italy, and then across
Switzerland into southern Germany,
to

later.

arriving in Berlin for the premiere
country of "Forbidden Fruit,"
scheduled to occvir the first of the
year.
in that

Other well-known directors now
abroad include
Albert Parker, who will direct
Fairbanks in his first European-

made

picture.

George

Fitzmaurice, director of
"Experience," "Peter Ibbetson," and
other

who

special

Paramount

pictures,

filmed "Three Live Ghosts" in

London, and who is now engaged
on "The Man From Home."
Ouida Bergere, in private life Mrs.
Fitzmaurice, who wrote most of Mae
Murray's pictures, and who is now
pictvirizing
the
productions being
niade by her husband abroad.
Lois Weber, producer of "The
Blot," "Shoes," and other domestic
dramas, and discoverer of Mildred
Harris, Mary MacLaren, and Claire
Windsor, who expects to make a
number of pictures abroad with Eu-

ropean casts exclusively.
John Robertson, artist extraordinary of the megaphone producer of
"Doctor Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," "Sen;

timental Tommy," "Footlights," and
other' exceptional Paramount produc-

who

"Peter Pan."
identified with
the screen over here, now the head
of a large English film company
which produced "Carnival," being
shown extensively in this country at
tions,

will direct

Harley Knoles, long

the present time.

And,

lastly, I

learn that even

little

Coogan has been infected with
this voyaging virus, and that as soon
as he has two or three pictures completed he will make a tour of Great
I am
Britain and the Continent.
assured by Jackie's managers that as
Jackie

a result of his sensational success in
"The Kid" and "Peck's Bad Boy,"
the English public is "clamoring"—
to see Jackie
yes, that is the word
in the flesh.

—

But with Mary, Doug, Jackie, De
Rubye, Anna, Jimmy, Priscilla,
little Ann Forrest, Elliott, and a number of others constituting the cream
of our cinema elite regaling our foreign cousins and allies, it certainly
looks as if it were going to be a very
dull winter in Hollywood for those
Mille,

of us who are forced to content ourselves with such Volstead antidotes
as can be had.

—

:

Of Course You
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Continued from page 24

For Dorothy Gish

one of the most
complete dyed-in-the-wool and warranted-not-to-run pessimists I have
ever met. And having given up the
world as hopeless, she is irrepressibly
funny about it, which makes me suspect that perhaps she's partly preis

dings

in

There was a haunting tenderness
her voice, but she followed it a

moment

later with a chuckle.
"There's a sad-looking picture of
me from 'The Two Orphans' in a
magazine with a caption that says
something about 'Dorothy is so used
I
to suffering on the screen
can't figure out whether my comedies
were really that bad or whether the
editor got me confused with Lillian.
"Lm really taking an awful chance
starting out as a dramatic actress in
this part in 'The Two Orphans.'
Tm

—

'

audi-

And was

tremulous with joy, and

She did not
She looked up the
manager of the show and told him
heatedly
"For Heaven's sake get
some understudies for the men in
this show I don't want to be pushed
on the stage some night and find I'm
!

:

;

!"

Dorothy joked about it next day,
gave a funny imitation of her performance for the benefit of the people at the studio, but she was a little
bitter because she had long looked
forward to her first appearance on

but not without hair-raising adventures.

"Under the Lash."
This is one of those stories designed to show how exceedingly disagreeable a husband can be if he
puts his mind to it. For most of its
thrills it depends on violent scenes
of wife-beating.
Gloria Swanson,
bereft of her gorgeous costumes
her sequin gowns and coiffure feathers
plays the abused wife in homespun and checked apron, and plays

—

amazingly

well.

"After the Show."

This

is

another story of the stage

by Rita Weiman, in which the hero
is not an actor or a manager but a
humble stage-door man. He adopts
a waif of a chorus girl and nearly

means

that

wed-

has

mie, Dorothy is sometimes cynical,
or do you suppose she was just pretending to be when she said
"W'e're happy now, but how can
we be sure of the future? Look
how many other marriages have
crashed.
And what worries me is,

where could I go if I should want
Jimmie? The family is so
crazy about him they'd never give
him up. Mother and Lillian say the>couldn't get along without him. Constance Talmadge says I could come
and stay with her, but she'd probabl}
reserve the right to let Jimmie come
and see us once in a while. I don't
blame them, do you?"
Dorothy claims that her turn of
mind is due to too many Russian
novels when she was only about
twelve years old.
She subsists on
the more cheerful diet of George
Bernard Shaw now, and can usually
be found in a far corner of the studio
marveling over his "Back to Methuselah." She is the most curious combination of highbrow pessimist and
impudent comedienne I have ever
to leave

seen.

If you chew gum and talk slang
and love the newest dances, you'll find
a lovable companion in Dorothy.
If
you try to hide your pessimism under

feigned insouciance, you'd find her a

good example

to follow.

And

if

you

are interested in all that is finest in
literature and the drama, Dorothy
will
lead you along undiscovered
trails.
Oh, well, you'd love Dorothy

the
sunniest disposition imaginable, and
he can always pull her out of the
The best tribute to the sucdepths.

anyway, no matter who you

are.

Screen in Review

sacrifices his life to save her future.

Charles Ogle plays this role with the
utmost simplicity and sympathy, and
Lila Lee is a dark-eyed and infantile
stage child.
Jack Holt is so suave

This is told against a mellow rural
background, with a very beautiful
young beggar maid in the person of

Mary

villain that it is
regret that we watch
reform in the last reel.

almost with

Astor.

"The

and fascinating as a

him

know

taken place in the
Griffith studio ever since they have
been up there. But even about Jim-

James Rennie, her husband, has

The
Continued from page 65

You know

that a screen
of expression is
her eyes. Well, they've taken those
away from me, so I don't know
whether I'm getting anything over or
not."
Dorothy seems constantly to be
holding a long ruler up to herself
and despairing because she doesn't
measure up to the very top of it.
As she grows, the ruler grows.
Since she was married a year ago
she has grown less pessimistic, for

a blind girl.
actress' best

did she step before the curtain flushing prettily and throw kisses to the
tumultuous crowds in the balcony ?

it

ter-

—

which was playing in a New York
theater, had fainted at the end of the
second act and was unable to go on
with the performance, and Dorothy
was rushed on to take her place. She
knew the part because she had attended every performance she likes
to watch her husband act, and he,
you see, was the leading man.
She remembered all the business,
never missed a cue, and went through

the villain

come off in this sudden way.
"Making comedies is the most

—

;

all

cess of their marriage that I
of is the perfect epidemic of

figuring out new business.
And
scenes like this"
and she looked over
to where Lillian and Monte Blue
were doing a dramatic scene "just
tear you to bits.
What are you going to do?"

stage
not a nice, carefully planned
debut, but a sort of pinch-hitter one.
The leading woman of "Pot Luck,"

Dorothy

the speaking stage and it was something of a disappointment to have it

and depressing thing in the
world," Dorothy told me one~ afternoon recently. "You're never satisfied, and you're always frantically

The last time I saw her she had
just made her debut on the speaking

The

Dorothy

rible

tending.

the scenes like a veteran.
ence applauded her wildly.

Know

Silent Call."

Another screen experiment which
promises to be a thorough success

Some imaginative director suddenly had an inspiration while walking
through an art gallery, and the experiment of "The Beggar Maid" was
the result.
It is the first of a series
of films which will be based on a
single great masterpiece on canvas.
To launch the enterprise the producers hit upon the Burne-Jones creation, which, in a few bold strokes
tells the story of Tennyson's celebrated poem in which King Cophetua

the attempt of First National to
dog as the hero of a serious
drama. He is a Belgian police dog
called Stronghcart, and he combines
the vigor of Lionel Barrymore with
the suavity of Norman Trevor in
his screen technique.
Seriously, it
is not too much to say that this handsome and sagacious creature seems to
have a real realization of the emotions which he conveys so simply.
Of course much credit must be given
to Jane Murfin, the owner, who
trained the dog, and to the director,

wooed

Lawrence Trimble.

is

"The Beggar Maid."

the

Beggar Maid.

star a
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mm

In Cold Blood
A

gripping

tale

of real

life,

full

of

and

passion,

color,

drama, appears complete in the January Ainslee's.
It

is

by one of Ainslee's best-beloved authors

ETHEL WATTS MUMFORD

Among

the

many unique short
number is

stories

in

the

same

His Christmas Angel
By
by

all

odds

the

WINSTON BOUVE
strongest

magazine

Two

Christmas

story

which any

will publish this season

good reasons

why you

should not miss

—

A

Purple Rider.

— William

Duncan and

Edith Johnson have deserted serials for
feature pictures. "Where Men Are Men"
the name of their first. "Do or Die" is
Eddy Polo's latest serial. Elmo Lincoln
appears in "Adventures of Tarzan." with
Louise Lorraine. It is in fifteen episodes.
Joe Ryan's most recent serial is "The
Purple Riders," in which Elinor Field apHe also made "Hidden
pears with him.
Ruth RoDangers," with Jean Paige.
land's latest to be released is "The Avenging Arrow."
She is hard at work on a
new one, however. Helen Holmes is to
make twenty-two railroad dramas of two
reels each for the Aywon Films.
is

Flanigan.

Bennett's

latest

picture.

—

Mary A. G. Generally one incloses a
quarter to cover the cost of mailing the
photographs.
I do not discuss the
religion of the players.
"Beyond Price" is
the latest Pearl White vehicle.
Miss
White recently divorced her husband,
Wallace R-IcCutcheon. Anita Stewart appears in "Playthings of Destiny."

—

Miss Genevieve G. Nazimova's hair is
She is the wife of Charles
Bryant.
He sometimes plays her leading
man. Whether you can induce her to
answer your letter is something you will
really bobbed.

have to work out for yourself. "Camille"
is her latest screen appearance.
It is a
modernized version of Dumas "Camille."
dressed in the present-day mode of
Yes, the weather is fine.
A little
warm but all right as summer weather
It

with

is

1921.

goes.

—

High School Girl, E. M. I neither
holler for the winter nor dash for the
seashore. I haven't time to do either.
I
have to go right on working. No, you
aren't the only girl who does not harbor
an ambition to some day be a great star.
There are others as sensible that write me.
Glad to hear, however, that you are "some
fan."
don't you write the editor
about the interview you would like to see?

Why

Mary

Ora Carew used

is

camera.

—

Edith Sterling .\dmirer. You will
have to write the little lady personally for
her

issue.

—

The picture you refer to with
Burke is her very first appearance
before the camera. It was Thomas luce's,
William Desmond and Charles
^'Pegg}'."
Putt.

to

appear in Kej'stone

ORACLE wUl answer in
THE
these columns as many questions of general interest concerning the movies as space wUl allow.
i te d
Personal replies to a 1 i
number of questions such as will

Spectator.

— Addresses

Lon Chaney

is

not require unusually long answers
will be sent if the request is accompanied by a stamped envelope, with return address. Inquiries
should be addressed to The Picture
Oracle, Picture-Play Magazine, 79
Seventh Avenue, New York City.
The Oracle cannot give advice about
becoming a movie actor or actress,
since the only possible way of ever
getting such a job is by direct

—

personal application at a studio.
scenario
concerning
Questions
writing must be written on a
Those
separate sheet of paper.
who wish the addresses of actors
and actresses are urged to read
the notice at the end of this

Ray were

in

end

the correct

Wallace Beery and Eric von
Stroheim are not the same person. They
Both villains
are two distinct men.
on the screen.

spelling.

Laurena p.— You

failed to inclose a
stamp for a personal reply, so you have
broken into print. Mary MacLaren does

the

Also

cast.

Elliott Dexter,

William

Wanda Haw-

and Kathlyn Williams had

monthly

Go

"We

right
habit if

the

im-

Have Everyahead and make it a

you

Can't
like.

I'm

at

your

—

CuTTE and Dimples. Addresses
end of this department.
Chick.

were you, unless you like to
Wilfred and Bert Lytell

I

]\liss

^Iae

S.

— Your

Rudolph Valentino

questions have already been answered, the
replies preceding yours.

Tony

P.

— Addresses

at the

end of The

Oracle.

—

A Reader Blossom I. I'm sorry if you
missed your answers.
Better luck next
time.
You should either subscribe for
Picture-Plav, or leave a standing order
with )-our news dealer and then this
wouldn't happen. Violet Mersereau is not
on the screen at the present time. She is,
however, in Italy, making a picture.
Flarold Lockwood left a son ten years old.
He is not appearing on the screen. You
will ha\e to write your request to the
editor. Virginia Lee was born in Mexico.
She is not five feet, four and one half is
her height, and she weighs all of one
hundred and twenty pounds. She is not
a star.

A

Year

Thirteen

Old Fan.

—Mary

She has returned
from a vacation in Europe and will make
some more pictures soon. She was born
Miles

iNIinter is single.

1902, Charles Ray in 1891, Richard
Barthelmess in 1895, Ruth Roland in 1893.
]\Iar)' is the oldest of the Pickford children.
She was born in 1893. Jack, the
"baby," was born in 1896. Their mother,
Mrs. Charlotte Pickford, is very much
Lottie recently returned to the
alive.
screen in "They Shall Pay," produced by
Alan
the Pickford Pictures Corporation.
Forrest is her leading man.
in

Miss Helen F.
Dust," was

My

— The

baby in "Excuse
Wallace Reid's own

William Wallace, Jr.
Alice
Joyce was born in 1890. Viola Dana arrived eight years later.
youngster,

—

Eugene J. S. All addresses at the end
of this department.

— There

is

no

law

at the

elsewhere

against

in these

Winter Park,

I

columns.
Florida.

—Bebe

Daniels

at present taking
a short vacation, but will return to work
She was born in Dallas,
at its completion.

unmarried.

Texas

writing to the players personally. Forrest
Stanley is married. Ralph Graves is not.
I wouldn't believe Mary Pick Ford's hair

McM. — Gertrude

Astor played
of Mary Pickford's mother in
"Through the Back Door." Ann Boleyn
was played by Henny Porten. Henry the
Eighth was played by Emil Jannings.
Your other questions have been answered
Jessie
the role

is

service.

A

false if

believe untruths.
arc brothers.

Mrs. Cora H. C. The picture you inclosed was of Betty Compson.

Thompson, the veteran stage character
Your description isn't definite
actor.
enough in the others for me to give you
le3',

was

—

department.

thing."
at the

m

—

portant roles in

Oracle.

questions

in this

Billie

"comps."

The

Your other

photograph.

have already been answered

the names.

The

Katherine

sister,

not Katherine's only sister,
but the others do not appear before the

pan}'.

Mary
pictures back in her comedy days.
Hay is dark. Thanks for all the nice

of

her

MacDonald.
Mary is pla>-ing opposite
Douglas Fairbanks in "The Three MusKatherine has her own comketeers."

—"The

Threshold"
is
Margaret
Gibson is now Patricia Palmer, and her
latest
work is with Louise Glaum in
"Greater Than Love."
T.

Belle

appear

not

in

She

is

1901.

Fred Charles H.

— You

will

find

your

questions already answered in the preceding replies in this issue.
Continued on page 107
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—with a Mind of Her
Own
Continued from page 26

you to go on the stage, and if you
want to go on the stage oh, how
they want you to go to college and be
If you want a career
another Portia
they want you to marry and settle
down. Don't they know that by adding that 'settle down' they make it
Oh, I don't mean
less attractive?
you, mother you are always a dear

—

!

;

about letting me have my own way.
You know, they used to think I could
sing

;

that's

how

I

came

to

go on the

When I was home from

school
inadvertently warbled, and
that was the beginning of my stage
career.
In other words, 'how I be-

stage.

one day

I

"

came an actress.'
Miss Hammerstein is pretty there
is no doubt about that
but it isn't
the thing about her which most im-

—

—

Plenty of girls are her
presses you.
equal in beauty, but she has a savoirfaire, an elegance, which is most delightful and which is
alas
as rare
off the stage as on it.
Add to this
a knack of picking out just the right
clothes for any occasion, a trick of
putting them on so that they look
perfectly stunning without ever being conspicuous, and you know someShe
thing of Elaine Hammerstein.
is not a great actress, perhaps, and
she does not consider that she is.
That is another nice thing about her.

—

She

!

Be More Careful

—

without conceit.
"Which way are you going?" she
asked as we all left the nice cool roof
and descended to the hot street level.
"It's a holiday," we rephed, "and
we are going shopping."
"Well, I'm going shopping, too,
but I don't consider it a holiday a
holiday means when you can play
golf or tennis or canoe or motor or

of your teeth

If you are brushing your teeth in a wrong
way, learn what this new way means.

Authorities

Make

advise

it.

Leading

this ten-day test

and

is what clouds, the teeth"s beauty.
Countless
causes most tooth troubles.
teeth discolor and decay because the old
ways of brushing do not effectively fight

Film

film.

dance."

"But

don't
you love to buy
clothes ?" we asked. "You wear them
as though you did."
"I love to wear them, but not to
shop for them, and these are for my
picture.
Then I have to go to the
hairdresser's, and to sit for some pho-

tographs

I

was rash enough to promto go with an in-

have made

"Then you don't like being interviewed any better than you used to?"
"Not a bit," replied Miss Hammerstein.
"The publicity directors have
always chided me for my lack of
Someappreciation of their efforts.
times I even spoil their plans."
couldn't help entirely indorsing

We

Miss Hammerstein's views on publicity,
although sometimes it does
difficult

But then she
with us.

that viscous coat you feel.

That

It

to teeth, enters crevices and stays.
not the teeth.
is what discolors

—

It holds
Film is the basis of tartar.
food substance which ferments and forms
acid.
It holds the acid in contact with the
teeth to cause decay.

Germs breed by millions in it. They,
with tartar, are the chief cause of pyorrhea.

Ways

to

end

for the interviewer.
that
is never like

some

a new
40 races of people.

now

bringing

now

advise it.
dental era to

Pepsodent brings three
natural and very important.

other

effects,

Nature's
It multiplies the salivary flow
It multiplies
great tooth-protecting agent.
the starch digestant in the saliva, to digest
starch deposits. They may otherwise cling

and form

acids.

multiplies the alkalinity of the saliva,
to neutralize the acids which cause tooth
decay.
It

Thus every use does five things which
dental authorities now regard as essential.

You'll quickly see

A

10-Day tube of Pepsodent is sent to
That shows the delightful efall who ask.
In a week you will realize that this
fects.

method means much

to

you and yours.

for it. Note how clean
Mark the abthe teeth feel after using.
See how teeth
sence of the viscous film.
whiten as the film-coats disappear.

Send the coupon

it

Dental science has in late years found
two ways to fight film. It has proved them
by careful tests. Now they are embodied in
called Pepsodent
a new-day tooth-paste

—

terview."

it

is

is

—

It

Film

Dentists here and abroad
It

Other new effects

let

That dingy film

clings

the film

daily

the results
you what really clean teeth mean.

show

;

make

now

dentists everywhere are urging its
use. Millions of people employ It.

totally

is

ise to

— combat

for daily application.

Watch all the effects, then read the reaThat test may lead to
sons in our book.
life-long benefits. Cut out the coupon now.

755

10-Day Tube Free
THE PEPSODENT COMPANY,
The New- Day Dentifrice

A

scientific film

combatant, whose every

brings five desired effects.
Approved by highest authorities, and now
advised by leading dentists everywhere.
All druggists supply the large tubes.

application

Dept. 396, 1104

S.

Wabash

Ave.,

Chicago,

111.

Mail 10-day tube of Pepsodent to

Only one tube to a family

—

—
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Do you know

The Dragon Awakens

that Clear-Tone

—the wonder-working lotion
used like

toilet

water

Clears

Your Skin
of Pimples, Blackheads.

Acne

Eruptions, Enlarged Pores, Oily or
Shiny Skin? Elegant after Shaving.
Indispensable for sensitive and refined

Continued from page 85

seemingly have nothing to do with
the real story.
But it must be remembered that the legend is told
from the Chinese viewpoint. And

women.

GUARANTEED

to banish unsightly
blemishes easily and quickly, and
leave the skin clear and smooth.

the

method of

telling

differs

manded that the flesh and blood of
human being be mixed with the

a

molten metals.

There are many details of correctness that only a lover of the Orient
will appreciate.
The "tadpole" char-

from

ours.
The story is that of Lotus
Flozcer, only daughter of a wealthy
artisan, a fa^-orite of Huang Ti, the
first
historically
known ruler of

ings

when

China. Huang Ti in a tit of anger
banishes the man who molded the
sacred bell by a secret formula, and
Lotus Flozccr, then a small child,
meets the miserable one on the street
as he is going into exile, and gives
him a blossom.
Years afterward,
sinister omens frighten Huang Ti; a
raven perches on the window of the
audience chamber a white man, survivor of a stranded viking ship,
comes into the land and is caged as
a monstrosity and last but not least,
the sacred bell cracks and will not

;

customs, observed when in the presence of the emperor. There are bits
of beauty, too, which only a Chinese directing Chinese could have
achieved scenes in the garden before the family altar in the grounds
;

of the palace.

Mr. Leong But-jung, although only
is a veteran in motion
pictures.
After graduating from a
technical college in Indiana, he went
to California and worked in pictures,
first as an extra, then as assistant
a young man,

Huang Ti commands Lotus

father to make another bell,
but the artisan is unable to get the
proper mixture of metals.
Lotus
FloiK.'cr goes secretly to the exile's
cam]:), and he, remembering her kindness years before, gives her the secret
formula. In the meanwhile her lover
is killed while saving the city from
Her
the approaching Tatar hordes.
father faces disgrace and death unless he can produce a clear-sounding
bell.
So Lotus Flower throws herself into the fiery caldron of metals,
leaving behind the formula so that
her heartbroken father can imderstand her sacrifice. The formula de-

how you can
home obtain a

This Free Booklet tells

all

blemishes,

Nature intended you to have.
Thousands of copies of this interesting book are distributed every month.
not a cure-all or mailf*las»§'mTnMt»
0»Crfrunc is^^^^^
treatment, but a
scientific, reliable SKIN LOTION, perfected
like

after 15 years personal experience by Mr. E. S.
Givens, who knows every embarrassment one
has to suffer with a bad com ilcxion. Endorsed
and prescribed by physicians, druggists, and
thousands of enthusiastic users, and sold on a
direct -nd positive guarantee of satisfaction or
money back! The marvel of Clear-Tone is that
it clears the complexion so quickly, no matter
what the cause.

f* f A o <„ TottB

unprecedented

success as evidenced by
thousands of voluntary letters written by men
and women who had very bad blemishes and
tried various soaps, ointments, and doctors
withou' re'ief.

Read These

Lettersl

From U.

S. Hospital-- "Find myself improving
wonderfully. Any one I see that has skin trouble
your wonderful Clear-Tone will be recommended." Chas. A. Rein, U. S. Hospital 41, Staten
Island, N. Y.
From a Barber""Have been abarber for 30 years
and never saw anything as good as Clear-Tone.
All barbers should know about it." Otto Van
Burin, Kansas City, Mo.
From a Musician—' I am obliged to be in public
a great deal and my complexion was a great embarrassment. Clear-Tone improved me so prreatly
that I strongly recommend it," C. H. Lindeman,
Steubenville, Ohio.
From a Lady--"! cannot thank you enough for all
the good it has done me. One bottle has cleared
my face wonderfully." Miss Mary Yonks, Haverstraw, N. Y.
From a Soldler--"Itis certainly wonderful. "Louis
Langer, Troop F\3rd Cavalry, Ft. Ethan Allen. Vt.
From a Flyer—'XIeared my face of Acne." H. J.
Howald, N. H. Station, Pensacola, Fla.
People Amazed -"Has cleared my skin completely
of pimples and blackheads. Everybody who sees
me is amazed." R. R. Wilson, Pearson, Ga.

Thousands

off

Others--men and women—praise
most

Clear-Tone. We'll gladly send copies of
interesting testimonials.

today
FREE
rWrr
r MXKuM^ Simply send name
Cleat-Tone Skin'*
for

booklet,

telling how I cured
for 15 years, and

myself after being afflicted
$1,000 Guarantee to clear
your skin of the above blemishes.
E. S. GIVENS, 237 Chemical Bide, Kansas CUy, Mo

my

The

He

director.

Flo-cK.'cr's

easily and quickly at
clear skin, free from

;

;

;

'4 Clear- ToneSkIn'

;

the dignitaries are pleased with

Lotus Flower's dance the ceremonial

;

ring.

which are used on all the buildand altars the raising of thumbs

acters

assisted

Griffith

in

making "Broken Blossoms" the success that it was, and has supervised
Oriental details for Ince and for
Goldwyn. He is about to make another Oriental film, this one based
on an old Korean legend. And the
actors, as in "Lotus Flovi^er," will be
Chinese.
His idea is to give the Occident
the classics of China instead of the

with

fiction

we have

which

been

of the young
China movement; it is the stretch of
cramped muscles as the Dragon

gorged.

It

is

awakens from

part

sleep.

Penitent Pauline
Continued from page 21

Western way, is to spend the afternoon downtown in Los Angeles shop-

outdoors than ever existed in northern New York State.
My family
was not a stage family at all. I was
'just a nice girl from Boston,' and
then I took up the theater because
it gave me the widest possible scope
for the outlet of my temperament.
And now the pictures giA'e me even

ping.

am

I

ever in my life.
I
itself so far as I am concerned.
want to be left alone with my ponies
and my picture work. I am not discussing the private affairs of other
people, and why should they bother
with mine?"
Btit one gathers the idea that there
will be no more "private affairs" so
far as Pauline Frederick is concerned. The slate is clean. Oxygen
and ozone are great purifiers of pasts,
and ozone is Pauline's middle name.
Her greatest pleasure, outside of
straddling a horse in the good old
.

she pitrchasing ribbons

evening gown in her new Western
ranch picture, and her modiste had
an awful time getting her to "sit"

have been
The past can bury

happier than

is

!

a greater horizon.

"I

And

and hair nets and perfume and cosmetics ? She is not
She is buying
bridles and new cinches that will not
rub the ponies' tummies, and chaps
and gauntlets. She only wears one

for that.

Perhaps her manner of extending
is the best indication of
her great Westernization. After our
petit rodeo that afternoon she invited
me. a poor reporter, to "stop for dinner."
In New York they would
never do that, but on a \A'estern
ranch the most casual acquaintance
is never turned out into the twilight
htmgry.
Of course one doesn't
accept, and it was with the memory
of her little cowboy "Aye-yip-ay"
ringing in my ears that I left.

hospitality

•

—

—
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Calendar of Past
Performances
Continued from page 17

^0—1904— SATURDAY— "Glad
It"

was the

title

of

a

of
play,

which died this date at the
Savoy Theater, New York, being listed
lamentable
the cast
more, Thomas
Warwick, each
very oh, very
as a

failure despite the fact

that

John BarryMeighan, and Robert
of whom were playing
minor roles.

—

!

included

i— 1908— FRIDAY— Shirley
as the

not venture into the cold
wintry outdoors with hands ungloved;
then surely your face deserves equal protection from the harsh winds and snappy
frosts of winter. The soft texture of a fine
skin must be guarded to be retained. Use

Mason

was an engaging, pathetic
figure

You would

—

little

half-Indian boy,

"Hal" in "The Squaw Man," supporting
William Faversham, then playing at
Powers' Theater, Chicago, Illinois.

D. SlR. Perfect Cold Cream and you will
that your skin is getting the best of
care to keep it at its best.
D. &. R. Perfect Cold Cream will insure

know

W E D N ES D A Y—TheoQ ^—1893—
dore Roberts was a vastly

you

against the inroads of bitter weather.
of a really good skin never
This "perfect" toilet
loses its appeal.
requisite keeps your skin fine and soft.
In tubes, 12c, 30c, 60c. In jars, 40c, 60c,

The charm

pic-

turesque figure as the Indian
father, "Scar-Brow," in "The Girl I
Left Behind Me," which was the opening attraction at the Empire Theater,
New York, a playhouse eventually

gathered

Lasky

$1.00, $1.65.

TRY IT FREE- Write for free tube

by the Famous Players-

in

perfect skin cleanser

interests.

tifier.
Address: Daggett &.
R. Building,
Dept. 2424, D.

&

'^^— 1897—TUESDAY— Dustin

of this

and complexion beauRamsdell,
York.

New

Farsimply bursting with
the importance of making his
first appearance on a Broadway stage
this all-important event occurring at
Wallack's Theater, New York.

DAGGETT^ RAMSDELLS

*)»^—1908— M O N D A Y— Dorothy

"TheKindThatKeeps"

num was

—

PERFECT COLD CREAM

\,

1

Phillips, just free from short
skirts, was making a modest
bid for histrionic glories, contributing
her bit as a maid in "The Frisky Mrs.

Johnson," as offered by the Fawcett
Stock Company, at Albaugh's Theater,
Baltimore, Maryland, in which city she
was born and bred.

r\

0-1895— M O N D A Y—Thomas

PROFESSIONAL TONE
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

H

and lessons sent on free trial. Violin, Tenor
Banjo, Hawaiian Guitar, Ukulele, Mandolin, CorBanjo Uliulele, Cxultar, ISaujo Guitar,
or Banjo. Wonderful new copyrighted system of teaching
note music by mail. Four lessons will teach you several
pieces. Over 100.000 euccesstul players.
Do not miss
this free trial offer. Write for booklet. No obligations.
net, Banjo Mandolin.

H.

Ince was determined to find his
place in the dramatic arena
vv'hen
one has just espoused long
trousers all things are possible and he
was playing young "Nat Berry" in
"Shore Acres," with James A. Herne,
at McVicker's Theater, Chicago, Illi-

SLINGERLAND SCHOOL OF MUSIC,
1815 Orchard Street,

Dept. 134,

Inc.,

Chicago. Illinois

WATER-WAVE)

—

nois.

VOUR HAIR

/^— 1910—S A T U R D A Y— Mahlon
Hamilton knew perfectly well

TO LAUGH!

IT IS
She's

Learn

_

,

,

,

,

_

cians nnd heads of State

skilledplayerof piano or or^an in
your own home, at one. quarter usual
cost. Dr. Quinn's famous Written
Method la endorsed by leadins tmisi-

Con servatoriea.

Succesaful 25 years Play
chorus at once and complete piece in every key. within 4 lessons.
bcientiBc ret easy to understand. Fully illiistrated. For beulnners or
teachers, ol. or young. All music free.
Diploma granted. Write
tonay for 64-page free hook. "How to Learn Piano." IVl. L. Quinn
Conservatory, Studio PP41 598 Columbia Rd. Boston. 2S. Mass.
I

.

O|-1904—SUNDAY— Apparently
was

date

"Baby Zena Keefe

versatile,
not
hard-working, child for

a

to

she
say

on

this

~

/TP\
(\'-'

—

Send for Water Wavers (patented) today stop
burning hair with hot irons or twisting with
which breaks the hair. Absolutely sanitary — universally successful endorsed by society*sleaders. If your dealer doesn't handle them
send $2 for set of 6 mailed with full directions.
curlers

—

WATER. MAID WAVER

117-

B West Seventh St.

CO.

Cincinnati,

IN

THIS

DAY

I

My latest Nose-Shape>-, "Trados Model 25," U. S. Patent, with si.x adjustable
pressure regulators and made of light polished metal, corrects now ill-shaped noses
without operation, (Juickly, safely and permanently. Diseased cases excepted. Is
pleasant and does not interfere with one's daily occupation, being worn at night.
ll'rite

today for /ree boo/det, -which telis holv to correct Ill-Shaped Noses luWlojU cost if not satisfactory

M. TRILETY. Face

Specialist, 14S7

Ohio

Bound volumes of Picture-Play Magazine now ready.
Price S3. 00 per volume. Address Subscription Department,
Street & Smith Corporation, 79-89 Tth Avenue, New York.

BUT YOUR NOSE.?

some

Opera House, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

weather or when perspiring. If the
hair is fluffy only use the wavers once
after every shampoo.

l^iyiMttUlly

and AGE attention to your appearance is an absolute
necessity if you expect to make the most out of life. Not only should
you wish to appear as attractive as possible, for your own selfsatisfaction, which is alone well worth your efforts, but you will find the
world in general judg-ing you greatly, if not wholly, by your "looks,"
therefore_ it pays to "look your best" at all times. Permit no one to see
you looking otherwise; it will injure your welfare! Upon the impression
you constantly make rests the failure or success of your life. Which is
to be your ultimate destiny ?

contributed

clever dancing, whistling, and
singing," this to that uplifting lesson,
"The Fatal Wedding," which upon this
Lord's Day was the bait at the Bijou

llllUUIll/iUil//l

YOU HAVE A BEAUTIFUL FACE

National Theater, Rochester,
New York, where she made everybody
sit up and take notice as "Jennie Yokem," the log-cutter's child, in "The
Volunteer Organist."
the

^1

Piano!

This Interesting Free Book
shows how you can become

Theater, Boston.

at

wave that remains in straightest
week or more, even in damp

^^'^ ^

/

that he could hold his own with
if given the
right opportunity, and this night he did his best
to prove the fact, as the "Count of
Morice" in "Israel," at the Hollis Street

OA—

Produce a natural, beautiful ripple

dolled up and looks like she has a black eye.

all

HER MAKE-UP RAN. Can't happen if you use Wm.
J. Brandt's Red Fox Liouid COL-Y-BROW.
For eyebrows and eyelashes.
WILL NOT RUN. Colors: Black
and Brown. By mall $1.00.
H.4IR SPKHAI.l'V CO., Dept. E. 24 E. 21sl ST.. NEW YORK

Edwin Booth,

1906—T U E S D A Y— Dorothy
Gish was determined that all
the family stage fame should
not rest upon her older sister's shoulders, so upon this occasion we find her

Water-Maid Wavers '

Ackerman

Bldg., BIngtaamton. N. Y.

Also For Sale at Riker-Hegeman, Liggetl's and other First-Class

Drug Stores

!
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The Minutenian of

Dr. Lawton's Guaranteed

the Movies

Continued from page 68

FAT REDUCER
FOR MEN AND WOMEN

Rosary." It proved a great picture,
but with the advance in motion-picture art he has long desired to give
this wonderful old story the broad
it deserved.
secured Bernard McConville,
who has more successes to his credit
this year than any other writer, to
adapt Edward E. Rose's famous

picturization

He

stage
Dr. Lawton
October, 1916—

Dr.

Vi-'

/

weight 211 pounds ^

\

\

^

\

\

Lawton

—

February. 1917
weight 152 pounds
reduction of
I

59

pounds

Few Days
Shows Reduction
No need

of being fat
will use Dr.

you
Lawton's

if

DUCER.

FAT RE-

In my own
reduced 59
pounds as my above

case

Fatty arms quickly reduced, also takes away
fatty parts top of corsets
and reduces fatty ankles

to me complete and I
will gladly refund

your money.
You gently apply
Reducerto fattyparts
and by easy manipulation it performs a
deep rooted massage
which extends well

fatty

This manip-

down
and dissolves the
fatty tissues into
ulation breaks

elimination organs of the body.
Dr. Lawton's FAT

the

non-

made from

and

weighs

but

few

ounces.

You can

a

re-

duce where you wish
to lose whether 10 or

pounds over-

100

weight.

Enlarged abdomens, thighs
and hips reduced quickly.

REDUCER

is $5.00 (nothing
cost of FAT
more to buy). Add 20 cents with your remittance
to cover parcel-post and insurance. Send for your

The

REDUCER TODAY. Remember it is guaranteed.
Free private demonstrations in

my

office 9 to 6

daily.

ter

episode concerns the
of the two-reel

rise

BEAUTIFIES EYES INSTANTLY
More than all else, well defined eyebrows and luxuriant
lashes create the beauty and expression of your face. The
slight darkening, the accentuation of line and shadow, 10
the secret. Instantly and unfailingly the eyes
appear larger, deeper and more brilliant.
"M A YBELLINE" makes scant eyebrows and lashes appear naturally
long and luxurious. Used regularly
by beautiful girls and women everywhere. Unlike other preparations,
will not spread or smear on the face. Perfectly harmless. Each dainty box contains
mirror and brush for applying. Two shades.
Brown for Blondr.t, Black for Brunette.
75c AT YOUR DEALER'S or direct from
BS. Accspt only crenuino "MAYBEUINB"
and your satisfaction is assured.
•

MAYBELL LABORATORIES
CHICAGO
Blvd.

430S-47 Grand

Selig

started

something

is

at

hand

$325

l-F You Can Tell it -from
Send itback
DIAMOND
GENUINE MEXICAN
DIAMOND
To prove ourblue-white
a

GENUINE DIAMOND

cannot be told from

and has same

DAZZLING RAINBOW

will send a selected 1 carat cem in ladies Solitaire Rior,
rCat. price $5.26) for Half Price to Introduce. S2.63. or in Genta
Heavy Tooth Belcher King (Cat. Price S'S.BU) for S3.2S. Ourfineet
20 YEARS.
12k Gold Filled mountings.
MONRY. Just mail postcardor this ad. SUte Size.
will mail at
once. When ring arrives deposit $2.63 for Ladies ring' or $3.25 for
Gents with postman. If not pleased return in 2dayB for money back
teas handling charges. Write for Free catalog. Agents Wanted.

FJRE. we

GUARANTEED

MEXICAN DIAMOND IMPORTING

CO.,

iEr.clusive controllers

'

A
/'MV

I
I

W©

SENDNO

DepiCD.LasCruces.N.Mei

Mexican Diamonds)

Wrestling Book
Be an expert wrestler.

FREE

Learn at home by mall.
Wonderfal lessons preparedbyworld'schampions
Farmer Burns and Frank Gotch, Free book
tells yon how. Secret holds, blocks and tricks revealed. Don't delay. Be strong, healthy. Handle
bigmenwithoase Write for free book. State age^
[Farmer Bnnis> )75lRy. EicfaangeBldg..QmahaJ<A.

In their desperate efforts to fill
the ever-increasing demand for film
entertainment many producers have
deliberately padded ordinary short
stories into feature pictures,
Such a
condition could not continue. There
must be a place in the sun for all
kinds of pictures.
"The time has come at last," said
the minuteman, "when we must produce motion pictures in the length
the story deserves
and no more.
In the old days the short dramas
never got a square deal. They were
relegated to the cheaper directors and

—

My free

printed

and reetmvunda Mavbellin

the first feature.
He had always believed in the value
and need of the short subject, such
as the. two-reel drama, because some
of the greatest stories that have ever

The day

waste matter which
is then carried off by

is

viola Dana, Beautiful Metro Slav, uses

includes

of

DUCER

soft rubber

It

competition.
No more was the
short picture wanted.
Therefore,
gradually and despite everything such
men as Selig could do, the two-reeler
slipped into obscurity.
But through
all these years the minuteman has
clung to the idea that some day the
two-reel drama would come back into
its own, to take its deserved place
beside the feature picture.

full trial period, you
either keep the REor return it

REDUCER

all-star.

been written are short stories. But
with the sensation created by the success of ''The Spoilers," he found
himself swept away in the mill race

days; at the end of
eleven days, which is

electrical,

is

and

Colonel

TION TAKING
PLACE in a few

into

to

when he produced

FIND REDUC-

tissues.

Storm

drama.

and method as per
instructions and you

down

cast

The fourth

my FAT REDUCER
will

The

decline

pictures

ments of any kind. All
I ask is that you use

Jerome

Lewis Stone, Jane Novak, Wallace
Beery, Robert Gordon, Eugenie Besserer, Dore Davidson, Harold Goodwin, Mildred June, Pomeroy Cannon,
Bert Woodruff, James Conway, Walt
Whitman, and Ann May.
The Return of Short Subjects.

I

That
show.
was five years ago and
during these years my
FAT REDUCER has
been reducing fat from
thousands of other men
and women.
I don't ask you to
starve nor exercise,
take medicine or treat-

and

play,

direct.

mat-

"HOW

TO REDUCE
FAT' mailed
upon request.

actors.

"Through

the years I have been
of
scores
good short
These will not conflict with
stories.
In partnera legitimate big story.
ship with Sam Rork, I am now carrying out this policy of producing a
And,
picture in its proper length.
most important, is the fact that we
are giving each of these short stories

acquiring

Dr.

Thomas Lawton, 120 W. 70th

St.,

Dept. 186,

New York

an

all-star cast."

Don't

Envy Shapely Ankles

You, too, may have them! Indeed
you may! Use FLEC Ankle Reducingr Cream. It works wonders.
Actually!
In a remarkably short
time straight, thick, unshapely
ankles can be transformed into neat,
trim ankles which all women crave,
all men admire.

and

S 2.00 a jar.

Postpaid.

THE FLEC COMPANY
New Rochelle, N. Y.
Dept. D,

"

s
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The Selig-Rork
at this writing,

by the

two-reel dramas,
have been acclaimed

critics as the

to the overflow of

necessary relief

bad features.

The

biggest theaters in the country, such
as the Capitol and Strand, New York,
are showing them with Chaplin,
Keaton, or Lloyd comedies for a
novel evening's entertainment, and

they have met with flattering success.
Imagine allowing a
No wonder
two-reel drama such an all-star cast
as Lewis Stone, Wallace Beery, Ethel
Grey Terry, William Desmond, Jack
Mulhall, and many others. And the
stories filmed are from the vast Selig
library, such authors as James Oliver
Curwood, E. Phillips Oppenheim,
Randall Parrish, Sir Gilbert Parker,
Hallie Erminie Rives, B. M. Bower,.
!
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Winston

Churchill,
Harold MacBertrand Sinclair, Salisbury
Field, General Charles King, Robert
Hichens, Clarence L. Cullen, Mrs.
Otis Skinner, and others.
Thus I close the last page of the
quarter century of romance of the
entire life of motion pictures, that
of Colonel William N. Selig, who

Gj»th,

for twenty-five years has unceasingly
labored for the progress of his beloved art.
What will the next quarter of a
century bring forth?
Will it produce another man who will do as
much for motion pictures? Let us
hope so. But in any event, the minuteman is starting anew on the next

BABE RUTH
SAYS:
"I have examined
Diamonds
a lot of cities
will
say gl-
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B3—Ladies
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gold ring set with
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white
Diamond

Here's to the Brave

$35.00.

Continued from page 48

glue and paper. It isn't by any means
a soft thing to be hit with, but it
is a good deal softer than glass.
But
in this scene the one fake bottle stood
among a number of real ones, and
when the time came to hit Beery the
excited actor who was to make the
hit grabbed the wrong bottle and hit
hard. Beery went down and out for
an hour. These might be regarded
as accidents, only they happen so
often they may be classed as hazards
of the profession which every actor
knows he has to run.
Sometimes the hazard grows out
of altering an accustomed thing to
something especially designed for the
picture.

Wallace Reid

is

a

marvelous

auto driver. In almost every picture
he makes there are real hazards, and
many of them. When they were
making "Excuse My Dust," a race
was run along the old way to San
Francisco, which runs right straight
through Hollywood out Cahuenga
Avenue. Wally followed the exact
route from the Plaza in Los Angeles.

This story, however, was supposed
to be laid at a time when this par-

roadway was

pike or
still
not Warrenite or asphalt as it is now.
Wally takes corners at the Speedway or on asphalt
like a racer, and when he got to the'
Corner of Hollywood Boulevard and
Cahuenga Avenue it never occurred
to him that the two inches of sand
laid by the director to insure realism
in the picture was going to do anything to him or his car. He just forgot about the sand, turned as he always does, and the excited populace,
watching, saw in terror his car turn
round twice entirely and fetch up at
the far curb.
Wally was still in it
and uninjured, but almost mobbed
by the crowd, who wanted to make
sure he was safe. Had the road been
ticular

macadam and

as usual the turn
all

right.

And

would have gone

—

often
honest I am going to
stop soon the collapse of materials
makes a very nice hazard. In making "The Cottage of Delight," a King
Vidor production, Lloyd Hughes had
to
shoot some rapids along the
Truckee River. This was dangerous
enough, but after going through successfully once, it was necessary to
make a second shot. Hughes was
offered a double, but he preferred

—

do it all himself.
Things went
very well on the second trip, when
suddenly the raft, held together by
nails, collapsed under the strain, and
Hughes and the tangle of lumber
were swept into the waters whirling
about the rocks in the river. Director, camera men, and helpers started
to rescue Hughes, but, not finding
him, felt certain he had drowned.
But Hughes was on the bank, in
the thick underbrush, nursing two
severely lacerated legs, a black eye,
and various cuts and bruises.
to

Risk, hazard, danger, seem to be
the order of the day in motion pictures.
The serials and the comedies
have the most, but the straight features, as I have shown, have so many
they run a close third.
You may
read that Gloria has a double whose
ankles are photographed for hers,
but when it came to the lion's paw
it was Gloria who took the chance.
There are fakes, and there are doubles, trained acrobats who do things
impossible without years of training.
But in addition there is a big streak
of bravery and daring running right

through the ordinary actors and actresses, a daring which enables them
to take the most extreme hazards
just as a part of the day's work, or,
if you like it better, as a part of the
picture;
Won't you join with me?
Here's to the brave
.
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Pay Next Year
for your

Christmas Gifts!
ORDER NOW
DON'T SEND A PENNY
—goods conne to you for examination.
Pay (1-5) 20'7o only if you are satisfied
Take a full year to pay the balance.
"ROYAL" diamonds are genuine first
Every
quality blue white perfect cut.
All goods
article an exceptional value.
Satsent on approval for 30 Days' Trial.
No referencef;
isfaction guaranteed.

demanded — no red tape— no money in
advance. 10% Discount for Casli.
S% yearly Dividends in exchange
allowance guaranteed on every
diamond purchased from us.

"ROYAL" CHRISTMAS
CATALOG FREE
The most complete catalog ever published
of Diamonds, Watclies.Jewelry.Silvervvare.
Cameras, Ivory Toilet Sets, etc., sent free.
Prices the lowest—quality the highest. 30
Days' Trial and a lull year to pay on
everything you order from our $2,000,000.00
Send fo' your froo copy today.
stock.
Address Dept. 446.
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The

Glorious Adventuress
Cuntiiiued from page 28

It

is

this

Old World atmosphere

which characterizes Maude George,
her home, her garden diametrically
opposed to the atmosphere of modernity which permeates her screen

—

such roles as the aforesaid
Malot, the malicious modiste of the "The Devil's Pass-key,"
and the equally malicious adventuress, the Princess Olga of Von Stroheim's as yet unreleased picture,
in

self

Madame

"FooHsh Wives."
another case of shock,"
I gave
utterance to the thought that was in
my mind. "We movie adventuresses
"It's just

Miss George when

agreed

Gentl

ostery

All-Rubber shrewdly
fashioned Oblong Button the

With

the

We

are quite different in real life.
to be wicked and villainous, because the expression of intrigue is the
work of a theatrical heavy woman."
It is difficult to believe in her as
a villainess, even a play adventuress,
because she has such a keen, ready
sense of humor, such generosity and
sympathy. And, besides, hadn't she
spoken emphatically about her hus-

have

HOSE SUPPORTER
holds the

stocking

—but

securely

the most

in place
without injury to

delicate

silk

fabric.

Sold Everywhere

GEORGE FROST

CO..

BOSTON

Makers of the famous

she

Face Powder
Ma mere— Vividly remember the
I

^
delicate fra-

grance of her lightly powdered cheek. Lablache
always suggestive of her cooiplexion,
her powder
beautiful as wild rose petals,
More than ever I appre

—

Refuse Substitutes

Thoy may be

danffer-

White,

Fleah,

Pink or Cream, 65c a
box of drutrtrlats or by
mail. Over two mlllloa
boxefl

annually.

sold

Send lOc for
sample box.
BEN.

I

have a husband!"

LEW

a.

on

CO.

C

AMBITIOUS WRITERS send toT?
^""^ FREE copy of America's
ll* fvtiCj
*
leading magazine for writers of
Stories,

Poems.

Songs.

Instructive,

Writer's Digest, 624 Butler Bldg.,
Cincinnati.

helpful.

La Goutte-a-Goutte
RESTORES

—

me," Miss George, or,
Mrs. Arthur Forde, laughed,
"because I can't smoke cigarettes
without getting just the least bit suffocated. All through 'Foolish Wives'
I had to smoke long, intriguing Ruscalling

rather,

French Pcrfumere, Dept. iS
125 Kingston SS., Boston, Mass

Photoplays,

—

^^]tla 1%

GRAY HAIR

Gray, faded, streaked
or lifeless hair restored
to any shade in one
application.
Does not
discolor scalp, fade, nor
rub off on the pillow.
Makes a lasting, rich,
lovely color. No after

cigarettes
because
Princess
Olga, the character I played, thought
nothing of the bad effects of to-

sian

bacco.

"But personally

much more

—her— nickname
"has
times! —

"And Mr. Von"
for

Eric von

me

oh,

—

Stroheim

many

so

told

that

I've

the wickedest smile he's ever seen.'"

"Smile!" I entreated, and she
smiled a very amused, very uii-xillainous smile. I entreated her to be
wicked, however, because I wanted

how she'd do it.
"Look," she instructed, lifting one
eyebrow a shade higher than the
other, drawing the corners of her
to see

mouth downward ever
and disclosing her
gether

vampirish,

a

in

so

slightly

teeth, set firmly tocalculating-

grin.

"Nevertheless," and she dropped
the acting pose and became herself,
the lady o' the gingham, again, "I
want some day to do a really dramatic, beautiful part. I've always ad-

mired Pauline Frederick I should
be happy to be able to do something
like her type of work and
who
knows but that some day the oppor;

"He

doesn't in the
least object to my being on the stage
or in pictures.
He helps me with
my work lets me rehearse scenes
using him as a foil.
He gives me
pointers regarding the subtlety of doing certain bits of villainy in a picture scene, and"
and she sighed
fondly "he's so zcoiidcrfiil about
doing errands at the grocery store
for me
He's gone now to get
oranges."
At this there was a decided twinkle in her gray eyes.
"I guess I'm a peculiar sort of
adventuress, if that's what }-ou insist
declared.

!

the refreshing

purity of Lablache.

OU3.

?

—

^
ciate

band

"Of course

Men

Boston Garter for

just before the last fade-out.
It is
difficult to avoid being crvide in stage
villainy, and to be subtle is always a
trying adventure.
Villainy, wickedness, on the screen or off, is just disgusting if it lacks subtlety.

I think it is so
interesting to be wicked

on the screen than to be merely a
straight leading woman where you
can alwavs count on the hero's kiss

—

present, itself ?"

may

tunity

In private hfe Miss George has
only one mission.
She is truly in
love with her husband. Mr. Forde,
a quiet, scholarly gentleman who is
scenario editor of a film concern and

who

addition,

in

is,

the

father

of

Mrs. Tom Mix, who was before her
marriage Victoria Forde, one of the
earlier

coterie of

And, being

comediennes.
with her husband,

film

in love

she is intensely interested in everything pertaining to him and his work.

She is a glorious admixture of the
She
adventurous and the Quaker.
has all the verve and brilliance of a

De Maupassant heroine, and yet, in
the confines of her unique Devonshire
House, where she wears gingham
morning dresses and old gloves to
protect her hands, and where her
chief duty is seeing that her husband's wants are promptly attended
to, she is as quaintly conventional,sweetly sympathetic as the fralovely, old-fashioned flowers
she has planted in her garden.
as

grant,

shampoo

neccRsary,
it in the
of your own
in a few minutes.

You can apply
privacy

home

of 32 shades given from
$1.67 postpaid. Order direct, or

Anyone

Send

me

ONE

package.

a Little Lock of Your

Hair-Pll color It Without Charge
Cut it close to head and say what color you wish,
I have helped thousands of ladies with dandruff,
oily or

Write

dry scalps, falling hair, getting bald, etc.
fully.
No charge for frank opinion.

of BEAUTY,"
mailed free on request.

"SECRETS
I.

my new

PIERRE VAILIGNY, Room 98, No. 34'West 58Hi

booklet,

St.,

New

Yorli

Winners

in

Film

Stories' Picture

In accordance with the announcement which appeared in the November loth issue of Film Stories Magazine, we are printing herewith the
names of the winners in the picture
contest conducted by that publication.
Miss Flora Krug, 2735 South Karlove Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, was

awarded the
dred dollars
21

Amy

Island,

first
;

prize of one hun-

Miss Eva B. Casey,

Street,

won

Contest
Providence, Rhode

the second prize of fifty

and Mr. Frank Power, 53
South Park Street, Halifax. Nova
Scotia, received the third award of

dollars,

twentv-five dollars.

—

—

:

.
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Where Do You Buy Beauty?

ASPIRIN

Continued from page 23

Name "Bayer" on Genuine

the very simple
at her

life.
But a glance
proves the worth of this sys-

tem.

combines

Gish

Lillian

these

all

For exercise she turns to
a wooden wand, such as children use
in gymnasiums
even when she goes
on a journey which is to last a week
or so she takes it along.
She bemethods.

;

lieves in cosmetics, too

Warning Unless you see the name
"Bayer" on package or on tablets you
are not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians
for twenty-one
years and proved safe by millions. Take
Aspirin only as told in the Bayer package for Colds, Headache, Neuralgia,
Rheumatism, Earache, Toothache, Lumbago and for Pain. Handy tin boxes of
twelve Bayer Tablets of Aspirin cost iew
!

ages.

Druggists also
Aspirin is the

Bayer

I\Ianufacture

cents.

larger packtrade mark of

sell

of

Monoaceticacid-

contains such delightful ingredients

as

French rose water, English almond
just plain Ameri-

meal, and honey

A
Instrument
Any

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY

Chicago, lUinoia

QUICK HAIR GROWTH!
Box Free To You I

rappp
of K!os-

letter, asking for FREE BOXi
This famouB preparation is for dandruff, thinBj*
ning h»ir and several forms of

by poBtoardor

p
p
T V^EiEi

BALDNESS* In many cases,
a new hair growth has been reported when

I all

else

had

yourself f

failed.

So

why

not see for

Eoskott la used by

women

men and

la perfectly harmless and oftea
I It
starts hair growtn in a few dayi. Address t

Koskott Laboratory. East 32d

St.,

KC-151,

New York

N. Y.

Don't Wear
a Truss
Brooks' Appliance, the
modern scientific invention.the
wonderful new discovery that,
relieves rupture, will

on trial.
or pads.

salt

—plain

corn

gets impossibly

—

"The Two Orphans," where
is

covered with cinders.

hot bath in which soap

is

supple-

mented by handfuls of corn meal

No obnoxious springsl
MR. C.

E.

BROOKS

Brooks' Rupture Appliance
Has automatic Air Cushions. Binds and
draws the broken parts together as you would
a broken limb. No salves. No lies. Durable,
cheap. Sent on trial to prove it. Protected by
U. S. patents. Catalog and measure blanks
mailed free. Send name and address today.
Brooks Appliance Co., 215-B SUtti St, Manball, MicL

can

take things easy. I tell you, Nell, taking
that course with the I. C. S. was the best
thing I ever did."
Spare-time study with the I. C. S. is winning;
promotions for thousands of men and bringing
happiness to thousands of homes all over tlie
world. In offices, shops, stores, mines, mills and
on railroads, I. C. S. trained men are stepping up
to big jobs over the heads of older men, past

There

'

—

D

so that many actresses who look too
thin in real Hfe are just right on the
Consequently many of them
screen.

&

BUSINESS MANAQ'M'T

SALESMANSmP

Bys.

ADVEBTISINQ

Railroad Positions

ILLUSTRATING
Show Card & Sign

MECHANICAL ENGB.

Ptr.
Cartooning
Private Secretary
Business Correspondent

3 CIVIL ENGINEEK
Surveying and Mapping

H MINE FOR'N

ENGB.
STATIONARY ENGB.
or

a

3

BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer & Typist
Cert. Pub. Accountant
TRAFFIC MANAGEB
Railway Accountant
Commercial Law

J Marine Engineer
3 ABCmTECT

GOOD ENGLISH

Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer

Com. School Subject!

CIVIL SERVICE

AUTOMOBILES

Railway Mall Clerk
Mathematics

PLUMBING & HEAT'G
Sheet Metal Worker
Text. Overseer or Supt.

Navigation
Agriculture
Poultry

3 CHEMIST

Name-

ing, of course, so I

please explain how I can
or in the subject le/ore which
in the list below:

Machine Shop Practice
Toolmaker
Gas Engine Operating

Streei

diet-

X

Mechanical Draftsman
I]

8CEANT0N, PA.

position,

Electric Lighting
Electric Wiring

"Order whatever you

— I'm

the

elec. engineer

turn to diet it's almost to be expected that, when you lunch with one
of the screen's beauties, she'll say:
like

for

marked an

Telegraph Engineer
Telephone Work

sorts of

;

—

45 72-B
Without cost or obligation,

U

expert care massage to banish the
bugaboo of increasing weight is one
of the most important ones not that
any of her friends have ever felt that
she was too stout, but of course the
motion picture magnifies one's size

long service.

'

BOX

in regaining cleanliness.
all

is

Ahead of YOU

—^ —
TEAR OUT HERE
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
guahfy

has

a Job

promotion. You can do it in spare time in your
own home through the I. C. S., just as nearly two
million men and women have done in the last 30
years, just as more than 130,000 men are doing
today.
The first step these men took was to mark and
mail this coupon. Make your start the same way 1

I have

Norma Talmadge

is

Some man is going to be picked for it. The
boss can't take chances. When he selects the one
to hold it he is going to choose a trained man
with sound, practical knowledge of the work. Get
busy right now and put yourself in line for that

is

D Banking

Pbarmacy

I

Spanish
Teacher

and No.

have just a cup of

tea."

LiUian Gish has her hair cleansed
with an herb shampoo, which makes
fragrant as well as beautifully
it
clean, and which is supplemented by
Betty Blythe hies her to
massage.
a hairdresser who is an expert on
massage, and has her head rubbed
scientifically
and expensively, one
hastens to add.

—

be sent

I was bound to make good.
Now we
move over to that house on Oakland
Avenue and you can have a maid and

that

the best thing in the world to help

—

Icott* that has proved successful In bo many
oases? Iffio, youneedonly to answer this adv.

[

up with a most

this

bath

grubby in
you know --especially
when working out on location, on a

A

been watching all the men. When he
found I had been studying at home with
the International Correspondence Schools
he knew I had the right stuff in me

those whose only qualification

picture making,

built for

IVlsiil great American and European teachers.
Endorsed by Paderewski. Master teachers guide and coach
you. Lessons a marvel of simplicity and completeness.
Write tellingus course
Y_;~<^. ..^A
you are interested inPiano. Harmony.Voice, Public School Music, Violin, Comet,
and we will send
Organ—
Mandolin, Guitar, Banjo, or Reed
oor Free Catalog with details of course yon want. Send now.

Would You Like Such a Hesult as This?
Do yon want, free, ft trial box

One

meal.

the ground

study^music lessons under

463, Siegel-Myers BIdg.

—

can honey.

dirty field, or in such a city as that

Conservatory Course
home

she

it

Dorothy backs

^t=Home:
By

is,

—

invigorating

A Complete

that

French descent, you know, and that's
always a synon3'm for knowing interesting beauty secrets. Her mother
has always prepared this cream, and

ester of Salicylicacid.

MusicLessons

—

uses a special kind of cold cream,
the formula for which has been in
her family for generations she is of

"I'm to be Manager of my Department
starting Monday. The boss said he had

It's likely to

be an expensive busi-

ness, this keeping one's beauty.

But

—

and
too
interesting one,
it's
you'll find that some of the market
places described here are expensive
in time and effort rather than in
an

money.

Occupatloa

2S

yCAIfS THE

STAHDRRD TmiM/iO

SCHOOL FVR THCA TRE ARTS

ALVIET^E SCHOOtr
jy&SMSa^C ARTS
FOUl? SCHOOLS IN ONE. PRACTICAL STAGE
TFJAININC.THE SCHOOL'S STUDENTS STOCKW.
THEATRE Af FORD PUBLIC STAGE APPEARAMCES"
Write lor catalog mentioning study desired to

D.

IRWIN,

43 W. 72d St.
^Between B'way

Secretary
New York

&

City

Central Park West

Skin Tortured Babies Sleep

Mothers Rest
After Cuticura
Soap, Ointraent,TaIcum,25c. everywhere. Foreamplee
address: Cuticura Laboratories, Dept.D, Maiden, MaiB

Advertising Section
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Raving Versus Reason

^^reYouA

Continued from page 30

Vegetarian?

''Well,

You have

bility.

dances well, plays tennis well, and is
I quite envied the
host.
guests at the birthday party the night

a pretty big responsi-

it's

to

know

just

an excellent

where

money goes and attend to a thousand Httle details you never thought
of when you were working under

the

the human body healthy. Those who
an abundance of such foods seldom
suffer from indigestion, sour stomach, biliousness, constipation, headaches, and the
eat

endless

which

symptoms

train of distressing
such disorders cause.

great satisfaction
or it will be if this
picture goes over, as
hoping it

tune time.

able to choose
your diet carefully or to avail yourself of
the benefits of a scientifically-selected
variety of foods, but you can give your
system the benefit of the same vegetable
laxative properties contained in vegetable
foods.

Remedy

Nature's

(

M? Tablets

)

made

is

entirely of concentrated vegetable ingredients which are therapeutically the same
as Nature furnishes in the most healthful
of foods. That is why millions of persons
use this pure, mild, natural aid to health
in preference to anything else.

Remedy

does more
It tones the stomach,
than a laxative.
increases the assimilation and elimination,
Nature's

(

—

—

hR Tablets

)

helps to cleanse, purify and enrich the
blood by aiding nature to re-establish the
vigorous and harmonious functioning
which makes the body feel like new.

me that fTWas terribly hard
Dick Barthelmess to talk must
have come upon him at an inoppor-

who

For he chatted without
self-consciousness, talked of the Gish
girls, of Griffith, of his favorite stars,
and of the books he had been reading

Fm

Mr.

Hergesheimer

seemed

much pleased the way we
and when an author gives

did

it,

his

told

to get

—

very

we should
The person

lingered long after

have been on our way.

will.

You may not always be

We

But I like it, of course. I
have a good release First National
and I can pick the kind of stories
I want to do.
On the whole, it's a
salary.

places in fruits and vegetables
NATURE
certain elements which help to keep

before.

Hay

Barthelmess upthat we had
kidnaped her husband.
"Well," said Ye Editor as we left
the Algonquin, "what do you think
^lary

lately.

O. K. to his brain child on the screen
it must be good."
Richard Barthelmess has a straightforward way of talking that makes
you forget that he is a star. I doubt
very much whether he himself thinks
of it. Behind his charm of manner
there is an earnestness which you feel
not so much from what he says, but
by the way he looks at you. I imagine that he could relax and play
with the same whole-heartedness that
he puts in his work.
No doubt he

stairs

must have thought

him ?"
"Wonderful,"

of

I

answered promptly

;

"

"a regular fellow. I think he's
almost collided with the jaded
fan writer.
I felt her eyes boring
acaisingly into the back of my neck,
but I avoided her neatly. If I wanted
to rave a little it was my own busi-

We

ness.

All Druggitts Sell

Romances

The Dainty

25c.

Box

rA

Famous Film Folk

of

Continued

o(

Tablets

one has to

know about

that to appre-

and
what you

ciate his really poetic tenderness

Chips

off the

Old Block

VR JUNIORS — Little N?s
One-third of regular dose.

Made

then

children and adults.

Send a
sample

2c,

stamp

of

same

ingredients,

candy - coated. For
tried them?

Have you
for

postage on liberal
and yellow

in the attractive blue

box.
A.
Dept. P,

H.
St.

LEWIS MEDICINE

CO..

Louis, Mo.

love for his wife. It's like
see of him in his pictures, so when
you behold him, gentle and kind and
gallant to women, you needn't think

merely camouflaging.
the oddest engagement,
Tom and \"icky. And yet I wonder

he's

They had

if

was

it

so odd, after

Coffee Boiled Over

Professionnl
Latest fox trot comedy bit.
copy, complete words and music, sent free
poetry
Short
advertisin.g
purposes.
for
wanted, NOT song poems. Pay on acc(>ptance.
Black Knight Maoazine, Atlantic City. N. J.

"Oh,
I'll

well, don't tell

bet I

A

delicately

per-

fumed powder; removes hair, leaves
skin smooth, white;
for arms, limbs,
face. Price in U. S.

and Canada, 50e and
sizes containing

complete mixing
outfit. Elsewhere
75c and $1.50. At
drug and depart-

•

ment stores.
Send 10c for
trial

sample

and

booklet.

HALL & RUCKEL
104 Waverly PL,

New York

about that!"

know how

it

happened,

Tom

and Vicky
bet
drifted along in a happy love affair
that was really an engagement, talked
about their mutual plans, the home
they hoped for, until all of a sudden
had never
Vicky realized that
said. "Will }-ou marry me?" in so
I'll

Tom

many words.

That's an awful moand she's never

ment

in a girl's life,

really

happy after

that

until

she's

made him do the thing up right.
At any rate, three years ago,
the spring, the two went down

and the two
together.

then he and Mrs. JNIix always
work out his screen stories together.
In fact we began talking about his
current one that day at tea.
It was Tom himself who took me
after tea, and on the way we
got to talking about men, women, and
marriage.
"You've got to study your domestic business same as any other," declared Tom as we bowled along.
"And men are so selfish they don't
study to see what a woman wants.
For one thing, I try to bring Vicky
home some little present every once

home

in a while.

you ought

and Mcky came right home to
same pretty little house they still

live in.

in the old days,

many days hunting

in

to the beautiful Mission
Inn there, and were married. It was
all done picturesquely, with orange
blossoms banking the little chapel,
and when it was all over and the wedding breakfast had been gayly eaten,

the

spent

to

Riverside,

Tom

Tom is a very busy man and a very
contented one.
Besides working in
pictures he's preparing notes for a
book he means to write on Colonel
Theodore Roosevelt as he knew him.
You see, Roosevelt used to come out
to iMontana to his hunting lodge
there, where Tom was working as a
And

Tom.

said

though.

Famous FRENCH Depilatop'
for removing hair

bit

"

shyly, "until

om page 32

cowboy

all.

"W^e just knew," said \"icky a

Then the

fi

A woman likes

that.

But

how some

of the
men talk to me. 'You oughta cut that
stuf¥ out, Tom,' they say to me.
'You're making it awful hard for
to hear

"

us other husbands.'
Just one thing is needed to make
the happiness of the Tom ]\Iixes
complete. Whv, of course vou know.
Will it be? Vicky Mix says it will.
And she should know.

Advertising Section

Bebe's

Way

Continued from page 61

think

should be simple.
because I studied to be
a sculptor before I took up dress designing that preserving the natural
lines of the body is such a hobby with
me. But whatever the reason, 1 do
like simple lints for every one.
the

Perhaps

lines

it is

"When Bebe

is

represent just her

to

103

Be the "Tom Brown"
of Your Town
You may

have the talent to develop into a Saxophone wizard like Tom Brown, of the famous Tom Brown's
Clown Band, the highest priced musical act, and enjoy this
most pleasant of vocations. True-Tone Musical Instruments
have helped make famous Tom Brown, Art iijcKman, Clyde
Doerr, Donald Clark, Clay Smith, Guy Holmes and thousands of others. $500 to $1000 weekly for but two hours a
day is not uncommon for musicians of such ability to earn.

be dressed to

own exuberant

True-Tone Saxophone

self

design quite different dresses for
her.
She has such a lovely figure

the easiest of all wind instruments to play and one of
the most beautiful. Three first lessons sent free. You can
learn the scale in an hour's practice and play popular music
in a few weeks.
Practice is a pleasure because you learn
so quickly. You can take your place in a band within 90
days, if you so desire. Unrivaled for home entertainment,
church, lodge or school. In big demand for orchestra dance
music. A Saxophone will enable you to take an important
part in the musical development of your community. It increases

I

It is

that I use almost no trimming on
them, and to get a rich and colorful
effect without using trimming I use
unusual and interesting fabrics.
I
made one of metal brocade, trimmed
with monkey fur, that I think just
suits Bebe.
The fabric was so beau-

your popularity and your opportunities, as well as your pleasure.

and so effective that I made the
sash of the same material so as not
to detract from the effect at all.

tiful

"Of course a

girl

would have

have a striking personality

Free Trial Easy Payments
You may
or<)er any Buescher Saxophone, Cornet, Trumnet. Trombone or other Band or Orchestral Instrument without paying: in ad~
Vance, and try it six days in your own home, without obligation. If perfectly satisfied, pay for it on
easy payments to suit your convenience. Mention
the instrument interestei in and a complete catalog will be mailed free.

SaxopHone Book Free

"The new long

to

to

sleeves are going

me

I
'

I

Town

State.

Street Address

"One kind of dresses that I just
love to design are frilly, frivolous
party dresses for very young girls.
For the sweet young girl in her

who

.

STRAIGHTEN YOUR TOES
^BANISH THAT BUNION
ACFIELD'S
Perfection Toe Spring

Are you seeking a safe way to rehair and uestroy

move superfluous

ii

the roots

I

I

'

C. R.

of the enlarged joint and bunion. Sent
on approval. Money back if not as
represented.
Send outline of font.
Use my Improved Instep Support for
weak arches.
Full particulars and advice free in
plain envelope.

ACFIELD, Foot

The marvelous French hair deatroycr
removes hair fr'^m face, neck, onderarma, etc., in 3 minutes. Guaranteed
harmless. FRANCO removes the hair
and stops its future growth. $1.00 and
$2.00 per bottle, postpaid.

Marbridgc Building

Dept. 2 53.

1

328 Broadway, & 47 W. 34th

St.,

French American Pharmacal Co.,
1035 Tiliany St..

Dept. B,

New York

Plots accepted any form; revised, criticised, copyriphte<f,

marketed.

Advice free. Universal Scenario Corporation,
910 Western Mutual Life Bldg., Los Anpeles, Cat.

m

N. Y. C.

M**^
H
W

Vaudeville Acts
Musical Comediesi*!
JkHowtoStageaPlay
and Kevues, MIn-i fcMll wMake-up Goods
strel Opening Choruses, Blackface plays. Everything
for Burnt Cork Shows and All Amateur Entertainments.
MonoloKo, Dialogs. Speakers. CATALOGUE FREE.
CHICieO
T. S. DENISON & CO., 6:13 So. WabMh, Uept 6!
Comedles.Dramas,

For Ideas. Photoplay

It's different

othe

frotr

'

iEstab, 1901^

Specialties,

'Ihen send for a bottle Of

'.'

FRANCO

Removes the Actual Cause

must have our flapper
styles, for people want young-looking girls on the screen, and no matter

youthful they really are they
won't look young if we dress them
in those long skirts.

Elkhart, Indiana

Name
[

We

how

Band and Orchestra Instruments

Buescher Band Instrument Co.
2441 Buescher Block, Elkhart, Ind.
Please send me a free copy of ".The Origin of the Saxophone."

can't yield to the long skirts,

though.

1

Buescher Band Instrument Co.

2441 Buesolier Block

gowns

"We

best adapte

for free copy.
iers of Everything in

in designing"

for Bebe, for her arms are so
beautiful that it seems a shame to
cover them up.
Fortunately sleeves
are being made of transparent material and frequently slit from shoulder to wrist, so yielding to the Paris
vogue of long sleeves won't be too
much of a hardship.

is

for; when to use singly, in quartettes, sextettes, octettes, or in regular band or Saxophone Band, ^nd how to t ranspose for cello
parts in orchestra. Send coupon below

carry
off a dress like that.
She must be
so chic herself that the very plainness of the frock is offset.
to be a great trial to

what each Saxophone

Tells

<

.

just full of whimsicalI think
frocks should be made as delicate as
moonlight. Bebe loves frills and rib-

teens,
ities

is

and dainty mannerisms,

bons and rosebuds, and they suit her
so perfectly that I am always glad
when I have a chance to design a
dress for her like that."

Now

Miss Chafhn could go on
about

in-

the lovely
gowns she has made for the lovely
Bebe, but you can see them for yourAnd if you want
self on the screen.
to try this scheme of fitting your
clothes to your character, I know of
no better way for you to take your
first lesson than to send you to a
theater where you will see characters
garbed in clothes designed by clever
definitely

telling

Ethel Chaffin.

JVear Genuine

DIA-GEMS

Genuine DIA-GEMS are now offered direct to you from importers
at wholesale prices. We guarantee that If you can tell a Genuin?
DIA-GEM from a high priced blue white diamond we'll refund your
money. Compare a DIA-GEM with your diamond. See the marvelous
resemblance. Notice the same fiery radiance, Eleaming brilliance, fascinating sparkle. All rings guaranteed to be SOLID GOLD.

SEND NO MONEY— 15 DAYS FREE
DIA-GEMS

are absolutely perfect in color and cutting; no flaws or imperfections. Stand all diamond tests. So marvelous is the resemblance
that you will be amazed. Your friends will be fooled. Don't tell them
it's not a real diamond, and they will never know. The snappy, fiery,
dazzline brilliance and color are guaranteed forever. Each is set in a
real solid frold ring, like diamonds. DIA-GEMS can be had in any
desired weight at proportionate prices.

^DIA-GEM COMPANY,
| j!

ri
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Just Send

same day. You deposit only
S4.00 with postmaster to show
your pood faith or you can send
cash with order. It Is only a doposit, nota payment. TakelOdays
to decide. If you or your friends
can tell a genuine DIA-GEM from
the

a diamond, send It back within
ten days and we'll refund your deposit at once. Ifyouaresatisfied,
pay only $2.00 each month for
9

i

X

^'"•^fB'w*Y^RK^N.^"°°
i)iiiniHiiiiNr iiiiiiiniiiifi niu tiH!iVii^
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Your Name

Select ring, give your fingersizo
and show yourfulladdress. We'll
send a DIA-GEM weighing about
one carat to yoa by parcel post

months. Send Order Today

|

..
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What

the Fans

Think

Continued from page 74

would

Why

American
American acWhenever some one from abroad

break.

authors good enough
tresses?

for

comes here a great fuss

A Big Raise
in Salary

is

made about

think these people should be given
the credit due them, but I do not think
they should be led to believe they are
better than our own folks.
Cecil B. De
LVlille's picture "Why Change Your Wife?"
was wonderful and so was Gloria, then
along comes Madame Glim and writes
"The Great Moment" and, as I have just
read, the critics seem to think the same
There is absolutely nothing in it
as I do.
to hold your interest.
Well, so much for
complaints.
Emily E. O'Brien.

them.

I

Henry

701

Savannah,

East,

Street,

Georgia.

If

You

in the Right

Way

Very Easy to Get,

Is

Go About

It

You have often heard of others
who doubled and trebled their
salaries in a year's time. You
wondered how they did it. Was
a pull? Don't you think it.
a man is hired he gets
paid for exactly what he does,
it

When
there's

no sentiment

in business.

It's

preparing for the future and knowing
what to do at the right time that
doubles and trebles salaries.

Remember When You
Were a Kid
tried to ride a bike for the very
time? You thought that you would
never learn and then all of a sudden

and

first

—

you knew how, and said in surprise:
"Why it's a cinch if you know how."
It's that way with most things, and getting a job with big money is no exception to the rule, if you know how.

Tastes in Heroes Differ,
Picture-Play
that some one is disappointed in a picture
made from a book. When people cease
I

notice by the October

to expect a -screen production, a stage production, and a book to be identical in every
respect, it certainlj' will be a great day
for motion-picture directors.

On

loss to you of a single working
hour, we can show you a sure way to
success and big pay. A large number
of men in eacli of the positions listed
are enjoying their salaries because of
our help we want to help you. Make
check on the coupon against the job
you want and we will help you get it.
Write or print your name on the coupon
and send it in today.

Without

—

Drexel Ave.

& SSth St.,

Chicago

American School
Drexel Ave.

Dept. G-176
I

want

job checked-

Architect«B,000tol6.000
.....Building Contractor
$5,000 to $ir~ 000

Aatomobile Engin«;er
(4,000 to $10,000

Aatomobile Repairman
$2,600 to $4,000

Civil

—

portrayed in "The Conquest of
Canaan," think how many people have
never seen that part of this great country
and therefore will not be dismajed by
faitijfull3^

$6,000 to|16,00C

,

Certified Public Accountant $7,000 to $16,000
Accountant & Auditor
$2,600 to $7,000

,

Draftsman

&

Designer

$2,600 to $4,000
,

me how to

Electrical Engineer

Name.
Addres

Sapermtendeot
$3,000 to $7,000

..Employment Manager
$4,000 to $10,000

..Steam Engineer
$2,000 to $4,000
...Foreman's Course
$2,000 to 84,000
..Sanitary Engineer
$2,000 to $5,000
...Telephone Engineer
$2,600 to $5,000
...Telegraph Engineer
$2,600 to $6,000

.,.Hieh School

$4,000 to $10,000

General Education
Id one yeat

get it.

14,000 to 510,000

,..Shop

...Fire

slight inaccurac}-.

if Thomas Meighan is not the man
you would have chosen for Booth Tarkington's hero, remember that tastes in

And

heroes differ as much as in an>-thing else.
I do not wish to make enemies of all
authors and plaj'wrights, but it is my opinion that the star's name is a bigger drawing card than the author's. I wonder how
many thousands of people will go to see
"The Conquest of Canaan," not because
the title appeals to them, nor because it
is by a well-known autlior, but simply because Thomas JMeigban is in it and they
are sure to enjo3' seeing him so big and
IMildeed Taylor.
strong and smiEng.
Sonthport, Connecticut.
Little Minister."

Cincago

..Lawyer $5,000 to $15,000
...Mechanical Engineer

Engineer

$6,000 to $16,000
Stractaral Engineer
$4,000 to $10,OOC
Easiness Manager
,

tell

The

Concerning "The

& SSth St.,

be just as

—

American School
Dept. G-176

may

actors and actresses
must have strong personalities and very
expressive faces, gowns have to be judged
by their beauty of line, and we have what
the stage can never give us ^the beauty of
the great outdoors.
So, why not be satisfied with different
forms of entertainment at different times?
And be a little lenient with the director
who, for the sake of a pleasing result,
strays a bit from the path of realiti' ?
For instance, if the Middle West is not

some

We Will Show You How

the screen a picture

interesting, just as beautiful as a play or
a book, but of necessity different things

are emphasized.

Graduate

In two years
Insurance Expert
J3,000 to $10,000

wish to register a protest against casting Bett?- Compson for the role of Babbie
I

in ''The Little Minister.'' I know that many
of the fans will join me in saying that
Miss Compson is not fitted to play Bahhie.
Not that I don't admire Miss Compson. I

do immensely, and I think she did very
unusual work in "The Miracle Man." But
I cannot believe that she has the soul behind her pretty face to play tenderher
Bahhie,
with
impulsive
hearted,
She is too'
witchery and her versatility.
modern, too sophisticated. I think little
May Mac.'Kvoy, with all her comparative
plainness, is far more capable of plaj'ing
the part with feeling and understanding.
To me she is the perfect Barrie heroine.
only wish that Gareth Hughes could
I
share honors with her as the Little MinE. F. A.
ister himself.

Bangor, Michigan.

From

aren't

a Native of

Denmark.

For some time I've been a reader of
Picture-Play,
and your department.
What the Fans Think, has been of especial interest to

me.

I've long been

want-

ing to become a contributor, but have
hesitated because I wasn't sure of my
English, having been over here only a
short time.
At last I've decided to try,
be it right or wrong.
Recently I saw "Passion," starring
Pola Negri. I saw it last iear in Denmark, but enjoyed seeing it again as I
think it a fine picture and fully deserving
the fine reception it received everywhere
I can't help wishing that
over here.
more foreign pictures would be shown in
American theaters, because, though it is
true that the European mo^ne industry
is microscopic compared with the American—due, I believe, to the fact that the
people there lack money the3' do turn
out some pictures well w-orth seeing. I believe it both interesting and valuable to
Americans to see pictures from other
countries, and am sure that people here
would love and admire players from
across as much as American actors and
actresses are beloved over there.
native land, Denmark, claims the honor
of having Europe's most famous movie

—

My

Her name
actress.
she's considered a
than Pola Negri,
herself of

is

Asta Nielson and

far

who

greater

actress

has not yet freed

imitating Asta

Nielsen.

She

has been playing in German^' and Austria
most of the time and the last picture I
saw her in was made by a German company, the cast consisting only of German
It was a
actors save for Asta Nielsen.
version of the Swedish author,
"Brott and
Strindberg's plaj',
Brott," pla^-ed under the title of "Love
Madness." It was a tragedy, but the acting and directing were so wonderful that
the audience after the show was sitting
motionless for minutes, there were no
comments, no attempts even to express
appreciation, because words couldn't express the feelings which the picture
aroused.
How I should love to have
my American friends see it!
Of other well-known players there is
Clara Pontopiddan and Olaf Jones, who
has his own 'company— the only one left
in my countr3', since the others went
Norway has
bankrupt during the war.
only a few well-known movie players of
which the best known are the three sisNissen,
ters. And, Gerd, and Ada Egede
Sweden has the greatest movie industry
of the Scandinavian countries, and a great
many talented players, among whom the
best known are Thora Teji, Edith ErasMary Johnson, Karin jMolander,
toff,
screen

August

—

Hanson,
Tore
Richard Lund,
Lars
Svemberg, and Gosta Ekmann.
In Pola Negri, Henny Porten, and
Erna Morena, Germany has three verjtalented stars.
I think the supporting
actors in the German companies are running close to the stars, and I wish they
would print their names so we could get
Ernest Lubitsch is a
to know them.
clever director I think I'm safe in comparing him with Thomas Ince or Griffith
it is he who has made the German film
industry what it is. France's movie productions are not much at present, and
personally I don't think they have one
really great movie actor besides Max
Linder. The last French picture I saw was
"The Count of Monte Cristo," and every
role was played by actors and actresses

—

—

Continued on page 106
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Agents and Help Wanted
BE A DETECTIVE. Excellent opportunity,
good pay, travel.
Write C. T. Ludwig, 430
Westover Building, Kansas City, Mo.

MEN — Age

17 to 55. .Experience unnecesmake secret investigations, reSalaries expenses. American Foreign
Detective Agency, 114, St. Louis.

Travel

sary.
ports.

;

;

WORTH

$10.00
of finest toilet soaps, perfumes, toilet waters, spices, etc., absolutely
free to agents on our refund plan. Lacassian
Co., Dept. 427, St. Louis, Mo.

RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTORS earn
from $110 to $200 per month and expenses.
Travel if desired.
Unlimited advancement.
No age limit. We train you. Positions furnished under guarantee.
Write for Booklet
CM 28, Standard Business Training Institute,
Buffalo, N. Y.
AGENTS, $60

to $200 a Week, Free SamGold Sign Letters for Store and Office windows.
Any one can do it. Big demand. Liberal offer to general agents. Metallic
Letter Co., 431T N. Clark Street, Chicago.
ples.

SHIRT MANUFACTURER wants
work and dress

sell

Big values.

shirts

agents to
direct to wearer.

Exclusive patterns.

Free samples.
Madison Mills, 503 Broadway, New York.

Personal
You want success?
To win friends
and be happy?
Wonderful results.
"Success" key and Personality sketch for 10c and
birthdate.
Thomson-Heywood, 300 Chronicle
Bldg., San Francisco.

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG.

on 35 linen cards and case 20
Big profits. John
W. Burt, Coshocton, Ohio.

Agents

outfit free.

DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY.

Travel.
unneces-

Excellent opportunity.
Experience
sary.
Particulars free.
Write, American
Detective System, 1968 Broadway, N. Y.

WE WANT MEN AND WOMEN

who

of

hundred other uses

in every home.
Nothing
Nature's mightiest cleanser.
lime, acid or wax.
Fastest
selling article ever sold through agents.
Free
Samples make sales easy.
Enormous repeat
orders.
300% profit.
Exclusive territory.
We guarantee sale of every package. No capital or experience
required.
Baker, Ohio,
made $600 last month. You can do as well.
Send for Free Sample and proof. L. Mitchell
& Co., Desk 333, 1308-1314 E. 61st, Chielse

like

it.

Contains no

cago,

lye,

111.

MEN WANTED
tions

Write
St.

to

make

Secret Investiga-

and reports.
Experience unnecessary.
J. Ganor, Former Gov't Detective, 120,

Louis.

WRITE A SONG POEM.

gerald Bldg.,

ens Ave., Chicago.

New

York,

ZEE Beautiful girl pictures.
poses $1.00: 18 specials $2.00.
125. St, Louis, Mo.

10 wonderful
Bairart Co.,

tell Life's Story. Send
and dime for trial reading. Eddy,
Westport St., 33 74, Kansas City, Missouri.

—

ASTROLOGY.

Send dime and birth Information for reliable scientific test to Plato,
oldest astrologer. Box 102, Buffalo, N. Y.
One year's future one dollar.

ARB YOU INTERESTED

in

your future?

Trial reading for birthdate and 10c.
840 Advertising Bld.g., Chicago,

F. Crane,

Patents and Lawyers

INVENTORS desiring to secure patents
should write for our guidebook "How To Get
Your Patent." Send sketch or description for
our opinion of its patentable nature.
Randolph & Co., Dept. 412, Washington. D. C
for Evidence of Conand free guide book.
Send
sketch and description for free
opinion of its patentable nature.
Highest
references.
Prompt Attention.
Reasonable
Terms.
Victor J. Evans & Co., 767 Ninth,
Washington, D. C.

ception

model

Blank

or

PATENTS.
sonable.

Booklet

Highest references. Rates reaBest results.
Promptness assured.
free.
Watson E. Coleman. Patent

Lawyer, 624 F Street, Washington, D,

PATENTS.
most word

Mother,

Chicago.

HAVE YOU SONG POEMS?

I have best
Hibbeler. D102, 4040 Dick-

Ray

proposition.

SONGWRITERS! Learn of the public's
for songs suitable for dancing and
the opportunities greatly changed conditions
offer new writers,
obtainable only in our
"Songwriters Manual & Guide" sent free.
Submit your ideas for songs at once for free
criticism and- advice.
We revise poems, compose music, secure copyright and facilitate
free publication or outriglit sale of songs.
Knickerbocker Studios, 304 Gaiety Bldg., New
York.
demand

-

ASTROLOGY— Stars

birth date

Love,

Home, Comic or any subject. I compose muand guarantee publication.
Send words
today.
Edward Trent, 625 Reaper Block,

C.

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG— We

write the music, copyri.ght and print professional copies which are distributed to over
200 performers and theatres and submitted
Our Chief
to 80 publishers for outright sale.
of Staff wrote the Greatest Ballad Success of
All Time.
Millions of copies of bis songs
have been sold. Bell Studios, 1400 Broadway,
Dept. 707. New York.

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG —We

poems, compose music and guarantee
on royalty basis by a
publisher.
Our Chief Composer and Lyric Editor is a song-writer of
national reputation and has written many
big song-hits. Millions of copies of his songs
have been sold. You can write the words for
a song if you try. Do so now. Submit poems
Send today. Do not
to us on any subject.
revise

secure publication

to

New York music

Broadway Composing

delay.

Fitzgerald Building,

SONG POEMS

New York

—You

write

159C

Studios,
City.

words,

we'll

autograph copies.
Write for terms,
Suite 5, 469 Broad St.,

music
print 100
Copyright in your name.

write

;

&

B.

Studios,

C.

Newark, N.

J.

Farm Lands

Trademark, Copyright, foreCorrespondence solicited.

free.

CLAY LOAM LANDS

—

Results procured.
Charges reasonable. Write
Metzger, Washington.

tracts

INVENTIONS WANTED. Cash or Royalty
for ideas.
Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., 223, Sir.

$15 to $35 acre. Easy terms. Send for
Free booklet.
Swigart Land Co., X-1265,
First National Bank Bldg., Chicago.

clover

in

80
40,
20,
of Michigan

district

acre
;

rich

soil;

Louis. Mo.

INVENTORS If you have an invention
and don't want to spend unnecessary money

—Female

Help Wanted

:

—

AGENTS Steady income, large manufacturer
of Soaps, Perfumes, Toilet Articles and Pure
Food Products, etc., wishes representatives in
each locality.
Manufacturer direct to Consumer. Big profits. Honest goods. Whole or
spare time. Cash or Credit. Send at once for
particulars.
American Products Co., 5726
American Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.
FIREMEN, Brakemen. Baggagemen.

in securing a patent, write to Inventors
gineers Consulting Co., P. O. Box 344,
ington, D. C.

Men. over 17, Railway Mail
Clerks.
$135 month.
List positions free.
Write Franklin Institute, Dept. T 2, Roch-

Submit sketch or
of your invention for examination.
for Record of Invention blank and
valuable book. Free. .1. L. .Jackson & Co., 305
Building,
Washington, D, C,
Ouray

ester, N. Y.

WE

START' YOU IN BUSINESS, furnishing
everything; men and women $30 to $100
weekly operating our "Specialty Candy Factories" anywhere.
Booklet free.
W. Hillyer
Ragsdale. Drawer 29, East Orange, N. J,

MONEY FOR AGENTS,

Crew Mana-

Write at once for particulars
regarding the quick selling "Common-Sense"
Electric Iron.
Big Money can be made. Every
home needs an iron. We have several plans
which sell these irons.
Write for details
today.
Address Corporation Appliance Company, Household Department 10, 538 South
Dearborn Street, Chicago.
gers, Salesmen,

Shorthand

SHORTHAND —Best

practical system, learn
in 5 hours
speed with easy practice. Proof
lessons, brochure free. King Institute, EB-26,
Station F, New York.
;

Owners,

;

—

—

WANTED Girls Women. Become Dress
Sample lessons free.
.$135 month.
Write immediately. Franklin Institute. Dept.
Designers.

T

561, Rochester, N. Y.

Short Stories and Photoplays

Automobiles

AUTOMOBILE

—

$6 $18 a dozen decorating pillow tops at
home, experience unuecessar.v particulars for
stamp.
Tapestry Paint Co., 110, LaGrange,
Ind.

PATENTS SECURED.

;

WANTED.

& EnWash-

model
Write

$140-

$200
Colored Porters by Railroads everywhere.
Experience unnecessary.
915 Ry,
Bureau, B. St. Louis, HI.

BIG

Write the Words for a Song.
We'll
compose the music free and publish same.
Send Song-Poem to-daV.
B. Lenox Co., 271
W. 125th St:, New York.

sic

PATENTS. Write

are

making $25.00 to $200.00 per
week clear profit from the start in a permanent business of their own. Mitchell's Magic
Marvel Washing Compound washes clothes
spotlessly clean in ten to fifteen minutes. One
desirous

We

Poems, Etc.

YOU

compose music and guarantee to secure publication on royalty basis by New York publishei.
Our Chief Composer and Lyric Editor
is a song-writer of national reputation and has
written many big song-hits.
Submit poems
on any subject. Broadway Studios, 275 Fitz-

YOUR name

cents.

bong's.

DO

Garagemen,

Me-

chanics, Repairmen, send for free copy of our
current issue. It contains helpful, instructive
information on overhauling, ignition troubles,
wiring, carburetors, storage batteries,
Send for
Over 120 pages, illustrated.
etc.
free copy today. Automobile Digest, 530 Butler Bldg., Cincinnati.

FREE to writers — a wonderful little book
of money-making hints, suggestions. Ideas
the A B C of successful Story and Movie
Just address
writing.
Absolutely Free.
Authors' Press, Dept. 89. Auburn, N, Y.

WRITE News
pay

Items and Short Stories for
Copyright Book and plans
Reporting Syndicate (406), St.

in spare time.

free.

Press

Louis, Mo,

Stammering
ST-STU-T-T-TERING

And

Stammering

Instructive booklet free.
Cured at Home.
Walter McDonnell, 80 Potomac Bank Building, Washington, D. C.

Salesmen Wanted

—

SALESMEN Ambition and training. That's
We
it takes to get the Big Jobs today.
write totrain you and secure the position
American School of Salesmanship,
day.
Eighth Floor, 20 E. Jackson St., Chicago.

what

;

TRAVELING Field Representatives wanted.
Choice of terriShould net $10,000 yearly.
tory.

Merchants School of
22 Quincy St., Chicago.

Weekly advances.

Advertising, Dept. 14,

WRITE PHOTOPLAYS: $2.5^$300 paid
Experience unany one for suitable ideas.
Producers
necessary
complete outline Free.
League, 439 St. Louis.
:

AMBITIOUS WRITERS send today for
Free Copy. America's leading magazine for
writers of Photoplays. Stories. Poems, Songs.
Writer's Digest
605
Instructive, helpful.
Butler Bldg.. Cincinnati.

WRITERS Stories, Poems, Plays, etc., are
wanted for publication. Literary Bureau, 175,
Hannibal Mo,
!

PHOTOPLAYS WANTED

for California
also Stories, Submit manuscripts,
a be.ginner, write for Free Plot Chart
and Details.
Harvard Company, 560, San
Francisco.

Producers

or,

if

;

!
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What

from leading Parisian theaters. It was
good acting, though, and the settings were

the First National

fine.

In Austria there are two stars of note:

Mia May and Max Landa. Italy, too, has
some wonderful actors, such as Frances

Trademark Stands For!
OUR
independent

and Lydia Borelli, who, if they
were given half a cha^oce would surprise
the world, but it doesn't seem that any
la Bertini

one likes pictures as art in Italy. None
of the Italian pictures which I have ever
seen have had any more, if as much,
artistic value as the average American
However, their standards will
serial film.
pick up, I'm sure, and in time America
will have to consider a competition from
abroad, which will mean "better moving pictures" something that every fan
desires.
Mrs. Henry Cole.
Sterling, Colorado.

made by stars and directors who are their own bosses,
artists who are responsible only to the people for the pictures

pictures are

which they produce.
bear the stamp of

These pictures are therefore
individuality.

The

distinctive in character

and

Trademark stands

for

First National

pictures of high quality and exceptional entertainment value.

Associated First National Pictures, Inc., is a nation-wide organization of
independent theatre owners who foster the production of finer photoplays and
who are devoted to the constant betterment of screen entertainment.
It

—

accepts for exhibition purposes the pictures of independent artists strictly on

Watch

their merit as the best in entertainment.

for

Down

our trademark on the

with the European Fihns.

screen at your theatre.

The worst

picture I ever saw was "The
Cabinet of Doctor Caligari." I don't see
what is so wonderful about these European pictures. "Passion" was very good,
but it's a foreign picture, and it really
showed it. A friend of mine was anxious
to see "Deception," and when I saw her
later, she said it was awful.
And another said the same thing. I didn't see
it,
but "The Queen of Sheba," I thought
was verj- good. And "The Connecticut
Yankee," I think, is the best of the year!

Ask Your Theatre Owner If He
Has a First National Franchise

A

instant Relief
Don't send
let me prove

i*

to you as I have
Here's an acid proof test! Wear a genuine blue white
CORODITE gem and a diamond on the same finger.
Your money back if you can tell the difference!

an absolute succesful bunion remedy. Hundreds
of thousands say so and I want
you to let me send it to yoa
is

FREE, entirely at my expense.
I don't care how disgusted yoa
with yourbunion— you have
not tri ed
y remed y and I have
such absolute confidence in it
that I am going; to send you
this treatment absolutely
FBEE. It is a wonderful yet
simple home treatment which
relieves you almost instantly of
all pain; it removes the cause of
the bunion and thus the ugly
deformity disappears— all this
while you are wearing as tight shoea
asever. I know it will do all this and
I want you to send for "Fairyfoot"
FREE becauBe I know you will then
feel

I

>

'

I

m

tell all

your friends about

it

I

I

'

L

I

Your word is final, CORODITE gems positively
match genuine diamonds in fire, brilliance, flash and
rainbow beauty. But only a fraction of a diamond's
cost. Each stone is a full ct. Your choice of gold
mountings or latest White Platinum finish, carved or
plain design. Unqualified 20-year guarantee. Order
by number. The mountings are beauties of the very
latest fashionable design.
No. 1 Ladies' Tiffany Style 14K Gold S. Ring • •
No. 2 Gent's Heavy Belcher 14K Gold S. Ring . •
No. 3 Gent's Massive Hexagon Platinum Finish •
No. 4 Ladies' Carved Platinum Finished Ring • .

SEND NO MONEY. Don'thesltate. Nomoney wanted with
Fay postman after ring arrives. Wear ring a week.
ey back if you want it. Just write U9 your name, address,
riog size and number. Each rin? sentinbandsome giftbox.
E.

RICHWINE

CO., 333 S. Dearborn SL, Dept.

9, Chicago,

I

,

,

S2.84
$3.48
54.27
$3.76

order.
^

"All
i

I

I

III.

STOMACH TROUBLE

just as

these 72,500 others are doing. Write now, as thia
announcement may not appear in this paperagrain
Jqst send your name and address and "Fairyfoot"

cured with food.

foot Remedy

DR. EUGENE CHRISTIAN.
Dept. 251
Broadway at 71st Street New York

"HOW FOODS

will be sent promptly in plain sealed envelope.
Co..

2207 Millard

Ave., Dep. 133, Chicago

Bobbed Hair

Send postcard for free booklet—
CnjRE."

is

the prevailing fashion

Secrets otBeauty

ParhrsBevealed

Wonderful Opportunity to Become a
national System of Beauty CulRAailf- w GnA#»'ialic^
DeaUXy
OpeCiailSX ture
needs women everywhere. $40
to$75awcek. Experience not necessary. In a few weeks' spare time
athomo, we make you expert in all branches, such as Muscle Strap,
Mud Packs, Hair Dyeing. Permanent Wave, Marcelling-, Skin Work,
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HaU

to Antonio!"

seems to me, that at the present
time the whole country is wild over Mary
Pickford, Wallace Reid, Douglas Fairbanks, and the Talmadges.
But there
is another star who is a thousand times
brighter than any of these.
His name
is Antonio ]\Ioreno.
I have followed his
serials from "The House of Hate" to
"The Veiled Mystery," and have enjoyed
each and every one.
He certainly deserves all the credit that we can give
him. When it comes to doing stunts he
sure is there to do them.
I have seen
him fight a bloody battle with the villain
on the top of a speeding taxi, hang at
the end of a rope amid flames, and left
at the mercy of the ocean after being
His serials are altied to a small boat.
It

of action, and that is what I
for good looks, Antonio Moreno is better looking than all of the other
And what better
heroes put together.
could be recommended as a sure cure for
the blues than to go to the movies and
there see that wonderful smile that only
Antonio Moreno can smile?

ways

full

like.

As

Next
pictures

order is Pearl White.
are always interesting.

in

Her

There are several others that should
receive praise, among them are William

Duncan and Edith Johnson. Ruth Roland and Juanita Hansen are the greatest
serial queens since Pearl White left serials.
Snub Pollard, Marie Mosquini, EdHoot Gibson, Joe R^-an,
die Boland,
Helen Gibson, and Louise Fazenda are
becoming more popular every da3'. Pauline Curley is great, and I hope that we
have more Vitagraph serials with her as
the leading ladj'.
In conclusion, I'll say "All hail to
Antonio, long may he live to cheer us by
his presence on the screen."
E. G. T.
LaFayette, Ind.

—

:

!
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Fan Club Talk
Continued from page 87

We

my

are anxious to begin corresponding
with other fan clubs.
are grateful to
Picture-Play for this splendid idea and
mean to make the most of it. Those girls
who had the Wallie Reid party surel}'
were clever, and we hope to have an idea
as original as that some time soon.

traveling around enables me to be
position to find out things, which information the members might otherwise
be unable to secure.
favorite players
are Douglas Fairbanks, Richard BarthelI am sixteen
mess, and Conway Tearle.
and very anxious to join a club.

How would some of you clubs like
an answer man of your own? Miss

our chat.

Sunny Colton, Orpheum Theater,
Grand Rapids, Michigan, makes the

and proceeded with

We

following suggestion
read of the fan clubs, and I
very much to belong to one,
but I do not know of any I could join
as I am in the theatrical profession and, of
course, never very long in any one place.
I was wondering if there wasn't some club

To-day,

would

that
I

and

I

like

would accept me as a member?
a few of the stars personally,

know

could be quite useful as an Answer
should I say Answer Woman.
Perhaps, I could be a research reporter,
I

Man— or

as

in a

My

And now we come
of

to the end of
You've learned how soine

other

the

have organized,

clubs

their meetings,
and, perhaps, it will be easier for you
now to begin your activities. Your
club is not restricted in any way, except that it must be a fan club, so
do not hesitate to use any original
"What youth
ideas of the members.
wants most," once said a great
author, "is room," so now that you've
plenty of it, let's see how unique you

can make your club.

If

You Like to Draw
Write for Free Book

The

Picture Oracle

**How to Become An Artist?

Continued from page 94

Shakespeare

—

Roland has
Once upon
Dorothy Gish

Ruth
Jr.
but isn't now.

been married,
a time she was Mrs. Kent.
is married to James Rennie.
Mary Pickford was born Gladys Smith. Mary Pickford is her legal name, however, the
courts changing it from Gladys to Mary
at her request, and she in turn changed
it to Mrs. Fairbanks at "Doug's" request.
Olive Thomas' body was brought from
Paris to

New York

for burial services.
not married again.

Jack Pickford has
Louise Lovely is married to William
Welch.
Gloria Swanson has a baby
daughter a little over a year old. She is
Mrs. Somborn in private life. Dual roles
are made possible by means of trick photography, or "double exposure" as the
camera men call it.
Florence Vidor's
correct name was Florence Arto, until
she married King Vidor, the director.
They have a daughter, Suzanne, two years
old.
Robert Harron's death v^^as accidental.
Your other questions have already been answered in this issue.

L

_J.

K.

—William

married and divorced.
is
Mrs._ Allan Hale.

Russell

has

been

Gretchen Hartman
They have a new

arrival in their family.
Edith Sterling is
not working in pictures at the present
time.
"Trumpet Island" was a Vitagraph

production with Wallace MacDonald and
Marguerite De la Motte in the leading
roles.
"Black Beauty" was also a Vitagrapher with Jean Paige (Mrs. Albert
Smith) and James Morrison in the leading

roles.

—

Larry. Mona Lisa is not married.
Charles Ray is married to a nonprofessional.
Jane and Eva Novak are sisters.
Jane has not married William S. Hart
as yet. Constance Talmadge is married to
John Pialoglou, a tobacco merchant.
Ethel Barrymore is not appearing before
the camera at the present time. Marguerite
Clark has her own company and is making
pictures for the First National Exhibitors.
Mary Miles Minter's correct name is
Juliet Shelby. Her sister does not appear
regularly on the screen. Margaret Shelby
is
her name.
Douglas Fairbanks' fir.st
wife was Beth Sully. She has the custody
of their son.

By our new method

—

is

Brown-Eyed Flossy. G. M. Anderson
Buck Jones
not making any pictures.

married to a nonprofessional. Anita
Stewart
i\frs.
Rudolph
Cameron,
is
"Playthings of Destiny" is her latest First
National offering. Tom Mix and Victoria
Forde are married. Tom has, however,
been married before and has a child by
his first \vife.
"The Road Demon" is one
is

Fox

of his latest

features.

Audrey Hope.^I am
the space to name all the

sure I can't find
players who have
brothers and sisters. ]\Iost of them have,
just like any person.
Douglas Fairbanks,
Mary Pickford, Charles Chaplin, Charles
Raj', Norma Talmadge, Lillian Gish, Mae
Marsh, Owen Moore, in fact, the big
majority of the players have brothers or
sisters, and many of them working in pictures, too.

—

Just Curious. Lewis Stone, Jane Noand Marjorie Daw had the leading
roles in Marshall Neilan's feature. "The
River's End."
You must write Wallace
I
Reid personally for his photograph.
haven't any pictures of him to send out to
fans.
No
I don't mind what you call me.
matter what it is, if you think hard enough
you can always find something worse.
Douglas Fairbanks' latest feature is the
much-heralded, "The Three Musketeers."
His previous picture was "The Nut."
Both were directed by Fred Niblo.
vak,

—

A. C. Corinne Griffith is five feet four
inches tall and weighs one hundred and
twenty pounds. Her hair is light brown
and her eyes are blue. Elsie Ferguson

and weighs five whole
pounds more than Corinne.
She has
golden-brown hair and blue eyes.

is

five

six

feet

mail you

R.—You

all the
addresses given at the end of this depart-

will

find

ment.

'''100

Many

—

else

would

readers

If

my

there would be
be out of a job.

no
So

stop a.sking questions.

did,

then

Oracle, and I would
have a heart.

illustrating,

One Drawing

for

receive $100 to $1000
for a single drawing. Magazines and
newspapers are always seeking good
drawings and cartoons.
furnish a
complete Outfit free to all students.
Includes everything required to produce hundreds of dollars' worth of
artists

We

pictures.

Write Today
for

the

most remarkable

ever

offer

made by any recognized and

reputable
school of art. Special terms to a limited number of new students and complete Artist's Drawing Outfit given Free /
Fill out and mail /
to new students*
the attached coupon or write a postal
and we will send you, at once, a
beautiful Booklet, "How to >

Become an Artist, filled with ^
drawings and full particu- y
FREE
lars of our extraordinary y
rAITPAN
'

'

offer.

vou
on

Do it now—before

fore-et
lorger.

WASHINGTON SCHOOL
OF ART.
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^
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WASHINGTON
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•

.
,

-
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^y
Name

Address

^
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>

Inc.

Washington.
D. C.

>^

.

Room 1729, Marden

Inquisitive Inquirers. Antonio Moreno is not married. Little Zoe Rae Beck
is not appearing in pictures at this time.
Baby Marie Osborne was born in igii.
Of course, I don't wish you or any one

of teaching by

cartooning, commercial art in your own
'home. Hundreds of successful students
and graduates are now making splendid
incomes. Get into this fascinating work
yourself and earn $50 to $100 or more
a week! Our method makes it easy for
anyone to learn. Instructions given by
Will H. Chandlee, artist with over 30
j'ears' experience. The study is fascinating. Only a few minutes a day
Have j'our own studio or secure high
salaried position.
Or work in spare
time. I\Iany students earn while they
are learning!

3

Mrs. B. M.

can learn

/

|°^e^iaf
Outfit

terms to

Iren^S

Offer
with reduced
students.

new

_

(State whetlier Mr. Mrs. or Miss)
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Mrs.

I

^•oung

J.

G.

— Roscoe

man who

Karns

portrayed

the

was
role

the
of

Jr., in the Gladys Walton feature, "The Man Tamer."
All addresses at the end of this department.

Bradley Caldivcll,

—

Lester .\. John Jones and Lucille
Rickson are the two youngsters who appear in the Goldwyn-Booth TarkingtonEdgar comedies. They are both in Cali-

You

fornia.

you asked for
Thos. B. H.

$35.(

.5325.1

on

$?5.01I

you

J.

Warren Kerrigan

say,

when he was

then he was ten
He arrived

born.

hemisphere at Louisville, Kentuckj-,
Figure it out for yourself.
Charles Meredith played the leading male
role opposite Dorothy Dalton in "A Romantic Adventuress."
1889.

W ILMA
35A,

— If

this

in

527.50

Jk.

lost ten years, as

years old
130.00

will find all the addresses
at the end of The Oracle.

H.

— Marguerite Cortot and June

Caprice are not sisters. They aren't even
June Elvidge has flitted from the
screen to the stage. She is headlining on
the Keith circuit.
Gladys George played
opposite Charles Ray in "Red Hot dollars."
Your other questions have been
answered elsewhere in these columns.
related.

Miss

Bf.rth.\

P.

— "Hoot"

Gibson was

in Takamah, Nebraska, in 1892.
He
has light hair and blue eyes. He is making feature pictures for the Universal.
His latest is "The Sheriff of Cinnabar,"
adapted from the Peter B. Kyne story of

born

Jt22.50

Malone, the former
lady, has the important
feminine role in this picture. He has no

that

Molly

name.

Goldwyn leading
$137.50

$132.25.

No Money Down
JUST send your name and address
for our 128-page book of diamonds,
watches and jewelry on credit. Millions
of dollars worth of jewelry from which to
choose your Xmas gifts. Your choice sent
you on approval, without a penny down.

Charge Account Plan
Don't send a penny in advance.

Your

Eimple request brings any diamond or piece of
jewelry you choose. When it comes examine
it and if it is not the ereatest bargrain you
have ever seen send it back at our expense.
If you decide to keep it you can pay at the
rate of only a few cents a day,

8%
You

Yearly Dividends
are guaranteed an 8% yearly inall diamond exchanges.

crease in value on

Also

6% bonus

privilege.

Catalog

tells

how.

Wriie Today
for Xmas Catalog
Send your name and address

No

noiv.

Beautiful Christmas catalog comes
free by return mail. It explains eiI about Lyon
Charge Account Plan. See this great collection of jewelry bargains now. Send your name
icr cacalog today to Dept. 1751
oblig-ation.

1
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Maide.n

Maxixe

New

I.aiie.

BOUDOIR

(S

GO.

York N.Y.

SAFETY RAZOR

Ready for the occasion which
requires an evening gown
or bathing suit.

The ordinary safety razor
too wide for the curves
under the arms. The
"Maxixe" is made just for
this purpose, only % of an
is

inch wide.

The "Maxixe"

is

beauti-

fully gold plated, packed one
in a box, four blades, and a
cake of antiseptic soap. All
for $1.00.
If

your shop cannot supply

you we will mail you one on
receipt of price.

OVERLAND MFG. CO,
Dept.

B

71

West 23rd Street

New York

children and has not married again.
He
five feet ten and weighs one hundred
and sixty pounds. You will have to write
to him personally for his autographed
photo.
is

—

Suz.AXXE D. Ward Crane does not appear with any one company. He is free
lancing and takes what parts he is cast
for, no matter who the company maj- be.
Your other questions concerning him have
already- been answered in this issue.

—

Rosalie W. Robert Brunton is not the
husband of Kitty Gordon. She is Lady
Beresford in pri\-ate life. Wallace Reid
was born in St. Louis, ^Missouri in 1892.
Harold Lockwood will continue to be seen
on the screen only should they decide to
reissue
his
old
Metro
productions.
Joseph Schenck is married to Norma
Talmadge.
Wallace Reid has one son,
William Wallace Reid, Jr. Jack Mulhall's
wife is dead.
Her name w"as Laura
Bunton.
She left a son four years of
age.
Wheeler Oakman will not appear
opposite his wife, Priscilla Dean, for the
present at least, as he has signed a contract with another company-.
It looks as
if Geraldine Farrar has deserted the silver
sheet for some time to come, as she is at
present planning an extensive operatic
tour for the coming y-ear. Harold Lockwood died on October 27, 1918. "The
Oft' Shore Pirate" was released some little
time ago. "Peter Ibbetson" is the latest
picture in which Elsie Ferguson appears.
In the same cast are Wallace Reid and

You

Elliott Dexter.

will find y-our other

questions already answered.

Texas Blue

Bonnet. —

?ilay Allison
Gloria Swanson is
really the proud mother of a baby girl.
Colleen Moore has one blue eye and one
brown. Odd, isn't it? It is not noticeable
however, and you wouldn't think so unless
your attention was called to the fact.

not

married.

is

Yes,

Gwendolyn R.
Parsons. Kansas,

—ZaSu

was born in
She is five and
a half feet tall and weighs one hundred
and fifteen pounds. She is the wife of
Tom Gallery, the juvenile leading man.
in i8g8.

Pitts

They were married on the 25th of July,
Tom Moore and his brother Owen
1920.
both have brown hair.
AIiss
Helen
Louise
P.
Thomas
Meighan was born in Pittsburgh, Penn-

—

sylvania.
He is six feet tall and weighs
one hundred and seventy pounds.
His
hair and eyes are dark brown.
Some
people might think it black. It's that dark.
He is the husband of Frances Ring. His

pictures

latest

be

to

released

are

"The

Conquest of Canaan" and "Cappy Ricks."

Elden

S.

— The

"The False

for

cast

Road," was as follows
Enid Bennett was
Betty Palmer, Lloy-d Hughes was Roger
Moran, Wade Boteler was Sapphire Mike
:

Wilson, Lucille Young was "Frisco" MinCharles Smiley was Joshua Starbitck.
Edithe York was Mother Starbuck, and

nie,

Gordon

^lullen

was the crooked chauffeur.

—

Mess AIer Rizer. Fannie Ward is not
making any pictures. I don't think she intends to return to the United States for
some time, as she recently sold her home
and art treasures in the United States.
She is in Italy at the present writing.

—

Ralph

Grax-es Admirer. Ralph Graves
in Cleveland, Ohio, just twentyone years ago. His screen career consists
of two years with Essanay, Universa',
World, Tourneur, and Griffith. Some of
his better pictures were, "Sporting Life,"
"The \\'hite Heather," "The Greatest

was born

and "Dream

Question,''

Street."

He

is

at

present in Los Angeles, California, where
he is playing the leading male role in
Raoul Walsh's production of Peter B.
Kyne's, "Kindred of the Dust." I do not
know anything good or bad about the
school of acting y-ou speak about.

—

Ruth Roland was born
San Francisco, California in 1893.
George Larkin was born in New York
three years before Ruth made her debut
^Marguerite C.

in

into this world.

— Wanda

Hawley- played opposite
"The Lottery Alan."
^largaret Loomis appeared opposite him
in "Alway-s .\udacious," and Ann Little
P.

D.

Wallace

in

Reid

"Excuse

My

in

Dust."

—

Hands Across the

Speaking of
Sea.
you being near icebergs reminds me that
the heat

terrific here.

is

I

w-ould like to

have one of those "bergs" to bathe my
heated brow with right now. Bobby and

Brownie Vernon are not related. Lincoln
Steadman is My-rtle Steadman's son.
Faire and Constance Binney are sisters.
Hope by
Sorry- to hear of your illness.
this time you are O. K. once more.

—
—

Miss Anna H. Address at the end of
The Oracle.
Miss Velma. Earle Williams is marFlorence Walz.

ried

to

I\lrs.

James Regan,

end of

this

Lucy M.

Jr.

Alice Joyce is
Addresses at the

department.

—Bebe

Daniels

is

not engaged

Thomas H. Ince,
to Harold Lloy-d.
Ince, and John Ince are all brothers.
mel Meyers was born in 1901.

Ralph
Car-

Edna B. —Robert Leonard is married to
Mae ^Murray-. He also directs her. Ella
Hall is the wife of Emory Johnson. They
have two

Ella does not play
I expect that the
care of her two small sons keeps her
quite busy^ Emory, however, is to be seen
on the silver sheet. Viola Dana is not
Her husband died during the
married.
epidemic.
She has no children.
"flu"
Viola has been on the stage since she
was a little girl. She started in pictures
several years ago with the Edison comlittle

in pictures

pany-.

any-

boys.

more.

She was born

in 1898.

—

'

—

Advertising Section

—

Fred G. Jr. I don't remember the letter
so perhaps, as you say it didn't reach me.
If you have watched for your answers
and have not seen them, then I guess your

went astray.
to write them again,
I will answer them.

It

letter

if

B.— Ormi Hawley

Mrs. Natalie M.

is

She is five feet three inches tall and
1890.
weighs one hundred and thirty pounds.
Her hair is blond and her eyes are gray.
P. B.

J.

— You certainly do win the hand-

crocheted teapot.
Where did you get
the gossip? In the first place, William
S. Hart has never been married. So that's
out
Mary Pickf ord's correct name was
Gladys Smith.
Mary is also her own
name.
So when she went with David
Belasco, appearing in legitimate, they decided Smith was not a good stage name
and so they hunted around for a more
suitable one and lighted on Pickford, her
father's
mother's
name.
Then they
dropped the Gladys and used Mary. Now
all

!

you have the whole story. Hazel Dawn
uses Hazel Dawn as her name in the profession and out of it.
She has been in
pictures as well as on the legitimate. She
is even now taking turns at first one and
then the other. She was born in Ogden
City, Utah.

—

I don't know where you got the idea that
there was a large family. Charles has an
only sister. No brothers. Albert has an
only brother. No sisters.

—

Alphabet. You will find your questions have been answered elsewhere in
the columns.
You will have to ask the
_

for those pictures

you would like to
like the Magazine

see.

in
I

the

am

gallery

glad you

you
from

so well, and hope

continue to derive so

much

pleasure

it.

Constance Talmadge Admirer.

—There

have been several pictures published of
your favorite and her husband.

DoROTHA. — "Way

Down

East" has been

released from its "first-run houses only"
policy and will be allowed in the smaller

houses now.
You will probably see it
appearing in your town one of these days.
You will find the addresses below that you
desire.
You are young yet and have lots
of time. I wouldn't try to rush matters.
Write again when you can spare the time.
I am always here.

—

Kathryn C. I wasn't going to tell you
not to try to get in the movies. When
people ask my advice that is what I tell
them, but, when they do not, I say nothing.
The

addresses are below.

friends.

KNUW

—

A

Madge Evans Admirer. Madge was
born in New York City in 1909. That is
her correct name. The Lee children have
been

in

vaudeville

made

a

few pictures
in

!

YOU

could write stories and plays
Don't lau^h at the idea
it!
"Oftfinien one can do icfii the
don't scoff
YOU may possess
Ihinu lie h'ust siisiJcctK.''
hidden talent only waiting to be developed

JIaybe

und don't know
!

and

brought

You

out.

may not suspect this, but
true just the
it may be
same. Many of our great-

and they have also
lately.
June Caprice

Arlington, Massachusetts, in

—

D. You will have to write Lloyd
personally for his photograph.
His latest release is "Mother O' Mine,"
with Betty Ross Clark, Betty Blythe, and

Qaire McDowell.

was Shakespeare who said
"All the
men and women

it

:

world's a stage and all the

merely players." Life's stage all around you
is filled with people and incidents that will
make stories without number. From the great
Screen of Humanity, with its constantly
changing tide of Human Emotions Love,
Hatred, Jealousy, Happiness you can create

—

—

endless interesting plots for stories and photoplays. There is never a lack
it flows on in an

— —

Endless Stream of Circumstance like Tennyson's brook
forever
Every person you know
is
a type, a character,
"Every house has a

—

!

And

story,"

who

those

within

dwell

have im-

pulses, ideas, hopes, fears,

covered they could write
when they least thought
they could.
"Millions of people can
write stories and photoplays and don't know it,"
the surprising stateis
ment made by one of the
highest paid writers in
the world.
Is his astonishing statement true ?
Well, come to think of it,
most anyone can tell a

fancies that furnish material for you.
The columns of the daily newspaper are filled to the
The Footlights of
brim.
Fate reflect scenes and incidents providing rich

Why

story.

can't
icritc a story

food for the Pen of
Realism,

There

nothing in

is

this world that
inates the heart

all

so domand mind

as the fascination o f
WRITING, It gives you

most

new power, a new
that charms all
around you. It

anyone
For years the mistaken
idea prevailed that you
had to have a special
knack in order to write.

a

was a gift,
a talent.
Some imagined
you had to be an Emo-

You are looked upon with

?

magic,
those
lends a

your

it

They vowed
try

to

was no

it

eyes of envy.
For the world of story
playwriters is no
longer the starve-in-a-garNo,
ret fraternity of old.
a n y of t h e
indeed
Story Kings these days
cruise around in large limousines, have elegant

iis('

unless you'd been
by
the
Magic
of the Muse. Thev

MISS CLAIRE WINDSOR, famous

!

!

;

;

heart-throbs, pathos, passion, pain.
You may learn, it just as yon may learn
anything else under the sun! There are certain simple, easy principles to guide you.
There are new methods that prodtice asresults for
THE KIND OF PROOF tonishing
beginners.
A great
SEE
LIKE
literary bureau a t

YOU

TO

to-day. This is the golden age
for writers. Any man or woman
with an original idea, or even an
orii:inal way of handling an old
idea, can sell their manuscripts as
fast as they can turn them out."
-R O B T. H
or
is

,

DAVIS,

MuNSEY's Magazine.

"It requires no literary experience or ability."

-MARION

FAIRFAX,

writer for

Mary Pick-

ford.
In every man and every woman
there is some great moving pict re scenario.
There is material
for screen masterpieces in the
life of the dullest person you
meet on the street to-day. Your
neighbors ore living stories that,
if told naturally and spiritedly,
would toucli and thrill the world.
-D. W. GRIFFITH, producer of
"Birth of a Nation," "Way
'

Down East,"

"Intolerance."

Auburn, New York,
which is indorsed b.y

some of A merica's
greatest editors, authors,
zines,

and

maga-

now busy

is

night and day supplying this information broadcast. .\nd
this free information is everybody's
property.
It is not
for the select few.
Not for those specially gifted.
for the rich or

—

education and no
writing
experience
whatever t h o u -

—

sands who

playwriiflit.

taking

"The best reading matter is as
frequently obtained from absonew writers as it is from

of

writers,"— .JOHN

famous

M.

SIDDALL, Editor of American
Magazine.

"There

a popular impression
writer has no chance
—that his contributi 'ns are given
scant attention. Tile impression
would be quickly dispelled if the
public could see how eagerly
magazine editors go through each
mail —hoping always thiit the
Great Unknown may at last have
appeared. "Editor of Collier's
is

new

for-

tunate, but for anybody any man or
of ordinary

even DREAM
can write

lutely

Not

woman

"Original five-reel plots by
au'hors sell for from
$500.00 to $5,000. 00.
EMERSON, well-known photo-

"-JOHN

film star.

message in " The Wonder Book
free to anyone.

Read her insmrino
discouraged and often
Writers," sent
scoffed at attempts of ambitious people to express themselves.
Yet only recently a great English literary
authority declared that "nearly'all the Erifilish-speakinfj raee iraiit to 11-rite ! It's a craving for self-expression, characteristic of the
present century."
So a new light has dawned
A groat New
Truth that will gladden the hearts of "all the
English-speaking race who want to write 1"
Astounding new psychological experiments
have revealed that "the average person" may
learn to write
Yes, write stories and photoplays
thrilling, human, life-like
filled with

"There never has been such a
market for good fiction as there

M

!

by Evans, L. A.

touched

Wand

new attraction to
entire personality.

and

tional Genius with long
hair and strange way;.

that the

1899-

know

*?

suddenly dis-

est authors

unknoum

been answered.

Helen
Hughes

Don't sny you CAN'T because you
Thousands of
vou can't
who thought they COULDN'T,
found out they COULD, and now make big
uiouey in their spare time, live comfortably
aud happy, envied and admired by all their
!

don't
people,

'

—

was born

WAIT

'

—

H. H. B. Clara Kimball Young is not
married at the present time.
She was
the wife of James Young.
Verna D. You will have to write the
editor for the picture you wished to see
published. Viola Dana is neither married
nor engaged. Your other questions have

Stories

and Movie Plays

People said

U. No. Charles Ray has no children.
Albert Ray has a small son.
Only one.

editor

Why Dont YOU Write

won't do any harm
you are not certain,

not a regular player any inore. Once in
a while she appears in some picture. Miss
Hawley was born in Massachusetts in

109

don't

they

fc

country homes or town
social spheres in

houses, live in the highest

America
No society is too high or exclusive
No marble mansion but
for them to enter.
Men and women
what is open to them.
writers, from humble stations in life, have
been the honored guests of Kings and Presi!

dents.

\X7E have just published a new book for you
' '
and the most
that amazes every reader
This
amazing thing of all is IT'S FREE
new

now being

;

;

literary

of

hope,

1

up

idea

swept the
b y storm

encouragement,

M

hints

helps,

know
"THE WONDER BOOK FOR WRITERS"

you've long wanted to

simplify
directed
test

how

everything!
How one's imagination properly
bring glory and greatness.
How to really

may

How stories and plays
your natural writing ability.
How to turn Uncertainty
built up step by step.

are
into .Success,

This book .md all its secrets are YOUKS! Tou may
hare a copy ABSOLUTELY FREE. You need not send
a penny.
You need not feel
obligated.
You need not hesitate
The book will
for ANY reason.
be mailed to you without any
charge
whatever.
There is no need to let your
laudable ambition stand still
no need to starve the Noble
Flame that burns at the Altar
of your Dearest Hope no need
wish to
merely
wait,
to
to

—

—

of being a writer.
brilliant opportunity, your

chance,

is

Your
golden

HERB AND NOW!

—

use the coupon
below.
This little act may prove
lucky stroke of your
the big,
Destiny!

Get your pencil

The

country
People

need is an ordinary
education, an o b serving mind, some
will power, and a
little confidence. You

tells

and plays are conceived, written, perfected, soid.
suddenly realize they can write, after years
How story and play writers
of doubt and indecision.
began.
How they quickly rose to fame and fortune.
How simple plots and ordinary incidents become thrilling stofies and plays through new easy methods that

How many

has

!

;

!

stories

S

are dumbfounded at
the ease with which
the.v learn to write
a n V
people find
that about all the

new
—things

fame coming unexpectedly

dream

EVERYBODY

WRITINO.
fascination

!

—

!

the

—

—

distributed by the thousand, is pouring glad sunshine into the lives
of aspiring people who want to become writers,
who want to improve their condition, who
want to make money in their spare time.
Within its covers are surprises and revelations for doubting beginners that have caused
a sensation everywhere, because it is crowded
with things that gratify your expectations
good news that Is dear to the heart of all
illustrations that
those aspiring to write
enthuse stories of success, brilliant instances
book,

i

THE AUTHORS' PRESS,

Depl.126,

Auburn, N. Y.

;

Send me ABSOLUTELY FREE. "The Wonder Book
for Writers." This does not obligate me in any way.

Z

Address

.

City

Name

.

State,

"
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Advertising Section

—

Every Movie Fan
Should Have
3 This Book 2
"Positively true to

life."

The

stars in

personallife of the screen favorites in a true
light.

20 Talks

In

remarkable book, excellently
printed and hound, written by Edward
Weitzel, Associate Editor of the Moving
Picture World, a man who comes into
daily personal contact with the stars, you
will find twenty intensely interesting talks
by the stars themselves, telling all about
this

a reproductio7i

ing the stars just as they look in reallife.

20 Autographs

Now,

for the first

time, you can have
the inside story, the
portrait and the au-

tograph of

all

your

favorite stars in one
binding.

bears an autograph.

These 20 Stars
Richard Barthelmess
Brady
Calhoun
Helene Chadwick
Douglas Fairbanks
Geraldine Farrar
Elsie Ferguson
Lillian Gish
Dorothy Gish
Alice
Alice

Act Quickly

Louise Glaum
Charles Hutchison

The

Mae Murray
Nazimova

first

edition of this

bound and
printed volume s almost

beautif-ully

i

exhausted.

Ifyouwisha

Pickford
Gloria Rvranson

Norma Talmadge

Clayton

—

Inquisitive Betty. Vincent Coleman
has brown hair and blue eyes.
He is
six feet tall and weighs one hundred and
seventj'-eight pounds.
Katherine MacDonald has blond hair and blue eyes.

She

is

has

light-brown

feet

five

eight.

hair

Wallace
and blue

Reid

Send

eyes.

Wheeler Oakman has brown hair and
eyes.
Norman Kerry has dark hair and

M.— Mr.

and Mrs.

Carter

Him Health

—His Rightful Christmas

hazel eyes.

De

Heritage

is "The Girl in the
from the stage success by
that name.
Enid Bennet's latest picture
is
"Keeping Up with Lizzie."
Wallace
Reid's latest release is "The Hell Diggers."

latest picture

Over 12,000 children of
five years

Charles Ray's late pictures are "Scrap
Iron" and "R. S. V. P." In the first he
is a prize fighter, in the second an artist.

Kathleen

year.

—

O'Connor,

Can there possibly be a
gift more truly expressive
of the Christmas spirit
than that which helps to
save the lives of these

innocent babies

Mr. a. Noah Beery has appeared with
Douglas Fairbanks in "The Mark of
Zorro," and in Marshall Neilan's
"Bob
Hampton of Placer." He was born in
1884.
Noah weighs two hundred and
twelve pounds and is six feet one.

N. Y.

Tiny.

— Priscilla

and under die

of tuberculosis every

Forever. At
last your patience has been
rewarded.
Your favorite was born in Dayton, Ohio,
in 1897.
She was educated at St, Joseph's
Convent and Notre Dame Academ}-. Her
screen career has been with Keystone,
Rolin-Pathe, Fox, and Universal. She is
five feet four and one half inches tall and
weighs
one hundred and twenty-five
pounds. Kathleen's hair is fair and her
e3^es are blue.

PoLLV

DALE PUBLISHINC CO.
New York City,

— Ethel

has two daughters.

—

Mary

copy at this special short
Constance Talmadge
time price, act quickly,
Pear! White
send only $1,50 in cash,
Clara Kimball Young
money order or check
Billie Burke
and receive the book by
return mail. Send $i.50today. Address Desk" B."

General P.O. Box 349,

Miss Mathilda M. K.

Jackson

Taxi," taken

beautiful, full cabinet portraitshow-

And each picture
All Yours

as Jcanettc's Aunt, and Peaches
as Mademoiselle Peaches.

Haven's

Portraits

With each talk is included
from a

Elmo Lincoln an American soldier, Edward Piel a German officer, Kate Bruce

L H.

their daily lives off the screen.

20

:

twenty

America all say that "/);iimate Talks with Movie Stars" is the only
book ever published that shows the human,
?st

Griffith Fan. The cast for "The
Greatest Thing in Life" is
Lillian Gish
as Jeanette Perct, Aclolphe Lestina as
Leo Pcret, Robert Harrin as Edward Livingstone, David Butler as M'sietir le Bebe,

Dean's
Mildred

Give them

a

?

chance to

live by helping the or-

ganized

latest

fight

against

tuberculosis

picture is "Reputation."
Davis
plays
opposite
Harold Lloyd in his
comedies.
"Bride 13" was a Fox serial.
Natalie Talmadge is the younger Tal-

in

your

community.

She is now Mrs. Buster
sister.
Keaton.
Charles Ray's latest picture is
"R. S. V. P." Wanda Hawlej^ played opposite Wallace Reid in the "Lottery Man."
That picture looked very much like
"Daddy Long-Legs." I think it was very
good for a small youngster like you.

madge

Once
I was
Mail the coupon for free trial bottle or
T. Goldman's Hair Color Restorer
and you can soon make this statement

yourself.
It proves how a clear colorless
liquid and a little comb will restore your
hair to its original color in from 4 to 8

days, whether your gray hairs are
or few.
Test as directed on a single lock.

Note

clean daintiness— how soft and fluffy
it
makes your hair. No streaking, no
discoloration, nothing to wash or rub off.
Fill out coupon carefully and enclose
lock of hair if possible. Trial package
and application comb come by return
mall. Full sized bottle from druggist or

direct from us. Don't risk cheap substitutes and ruin your hair.
MaryT.Goldmao.l010Goldman6ldg.,St.PauI,Minn.

Mary T. Goldman, 1010 Goldman Bide.. St. Paul, Minn.
Please send me your free trial bottle of Mary T.
Goldman's Hair Color Restorer with special comb.
I am not obligated in any way by accepting this free
offer. The natural color of my hair is
black
jet black
dark brown
light

Name
Street

Co

Town
State

brown

that

National, State and Local Tuberculosis
Associations of the United States

and William Farnum

BE POPULAR!
Learn to Dance Well, at home,
my fascinating new method:

by

surprisingly easy! You need no music or
partner.
60,000 learned dancing by maU.
I guarantee to teach you! To prove
'^^'1 learn quickly and easily
Tfrv^nt
/ tV:
you one lesson
I will send
FREE. For mailing, etc., send 10c today!
ARTHUR MURRAY, Studio 56, 290 B'way.N.Y.

X"

A.— The William
"Ben-Hur" many

Elizabeth M.

;Miss

Farnum

played

is the
same William Farnuin
so popular in pictures to-day.

ago

3-ears

who

The

brothers.

serial.

many

Its

—Dustin

Franklj-n is no relation.
John Henry's parents are nonprofesDoroth}' Gish and Constance Talsional.
madge were married the day after Christmas. Yes, they had a double cerem.ony.
Charles Hutchison's birthplace is Pittsburgh.
"Hurricane Hutch" is his latest
are

Mary

medium brown

T. H.

J.

gray

Christmas Sea^^^hristmas Mail

is

Jessie B.

MacL.—John

Griffith

Wray's

wife has her own stock company in San
Diego, California.
Your friend Corinne
does not play leads in pictures.

—

j

Mrs. John H. The picture you speak
was made from an original scenario.
It has never been published in book form.
Edith Johnson is the wife of William
Duncan.
of

—

Francis
E.
]\I.
pronounce
You
Meighan, Mee-an, with the accent on the
first syllable.
Farrar has the accent on
the last syllable.

Former retail eash price S3i
New low prices
discount.
carat SI 46.25;
carat S97.50;
carat S48.75. If
tsfied,
in

40%

K

K

10

pay

X

20^

montti'

Advertising Section

Have A

Clear, Rosy,

Velvety Complexion

K. M. Lavender.

name

is the
the lead-

Phillips

ing role in the old Alutual serial "Runaway June." She also did a serial called

"Our Mutual

You

ALL THE WORLD ADMIRES
A PERFECT COMPLEXION

— Norma

young lady who had

of the

Ill

Remember

Girl."

are going back quite a

Anxious

Ai,.

—Eddy

Polo

that one?

Ijit.

an Ameri-

is

can. He was born in San Francisco. California.
Wyndham Standing is married;
so is William Dc Millc.

—

Katherine K. I am sorry, but I cannot give you the address of any correspondence clul). Against them there rules.

—

F.\N Belt. They change their cars so
often that by the time you would learn
what make they are now driving they

would have purchased some

Km

The

hubby of

Himself.

— Ben

other.

Wilson

is

Trial

the

Cleo Madison,
Neva Gerber, and Violet Mersereau are
not married.
Jessie McAllister.

—

Mrs. F. R. B. Martha Hedman is not
working in pictures at present. She de-

WURLITZER
^

No

obligation to
buy. Return the in-

votes her time almost exclusively to the
footlights.

Doro are

Dexter

Elliott
still

married.

and

Marie

Farnum

Dustin

strument at our expense at the end of

is

the week, if you
decide not to keep
Trial won't cost
you a penny.

married.

W.

Don't doubt— because

I

give you aguaranteewhich

dispels doubt. I refer you t'lwomen who testify to
the most astonishing and gratifying results. Your complexion may be of the mndfliest, it may be hideously disfigured with pimples, blacldieads, whiteheads,
red spots, enlarged pores, wrinkles and other blemishes., Tou may have tried a dozen remedies. I do not
make an exception of any of these blemishes. I can
give you a complexion, soft, clear, velvety beyond your
fondest dream.
And I do It in a fevir days. My statements are sober, serious, conscientious promises. I

want you

to believe, for I

know what my wonderful

treatment will do.

YOU HAVE NEVER HEARD OF ANOTHER METHOD
LIKE MINE. SCIENTIFIC

My method

— DIFFERENT.

absolutely different. It has to be to
warrant my statements. You know that. I get away
from all known methods of cosmetics, lotions, salves,
soaps, ointments, plasters, bandages, masks, vapor
eprays, massage, rollers, or other implements. There is
nothing to take. No diet, fasting or any interference
is

whatsoever with your accustomed way of life. My
treatment is absolutely safe. It cannot injure the most
delicate skin. It is pleasant, even delightful. No messy,
greasy, inconvenient applications. Only a few minutes
a day required. Yet, results are astounding.
I want to tell you in detail about this wonderful
treatment. So send for my booklet. It is free. You are
not obligated. Send no money. Just get the facts, the
indisputable proofs.
This is the one method that has
restored to beauty the complexions of tens of thousands of women.
Don't say your case is an exception.
You have my unqualified promise. You have nothing
to lose
everything to gain. Mail Coupon today!

—

14

DOROTrjy RAY
E. Jackson Blvd.

Suite 20,

I^^orothy Ray,
I 14 E. Jackson Blvd., Suite zo,
Free and without obligation
I booklet "Complexion Beautiful"
_ scientific, harmless method of
I beautifying the complexion.

CHICAGO, ILL.

^Tl
Chicago, III.
send me your
telling of

cleansing

I
your H
and I

^ Name

I
p

_
I

Street

City

j

State

lErRw"""""

Movie Acting!
A

Would you
pays hiix:
Send
adapted to this work ?
Twelve-Hour Taleii t-Tester or Key
to Movie ActiiiK" Aptitude, and find whether or not
A novel,
you are suited to take up Movie Acting.
Send dime or stamps
instructive and valuable work.
today. A large, interesting, illustrated Booklet on Movie
Acting included FREE
fascinatirif? profession
like to know if you are
lOc for our

that

!

FILM INFORMATION BUREAU,

Sta. R,

Jackson,

Mick

—

Your favorite has
intention of returning to
the screen at an early date.
The type of
stories that he will undertake upon starting his new contract has not been announced as yet. Will let vou know as
soon as I hear. Bill is in New York at
the present writing, completing arrangements for the distribution of his forthcoming screen productions.
FIart Fan.

S.

announced

Miss Hamilton.

Outfit

You get with the instrument everything that
you need — velvet and
^

plush lined carrying
case with lock and key,
all accessories, extra
parts, self instructor,
music, etc.
all at
direct cost, practically for the cost of

—

instrument alone.
Wurlitzer has made
the finest musical
instruments more
than 200 years.
All instruments in-

cluding Pianos and
Victrolas, are embraced in the Wur-

— How do you get that way?
— All addresses the end
of The Oracle.
Kenneth. —Write to the players personBarbara T.

at

their

litzer plan.

Send for

at

studio

addresses

outfit.

Complete

A. B. C.

New
Music

for their

photographs.

Book

—

Big Brown Eyes. Vivian ^Martin has
Marjorie Daw has
light-brown hair.
Ruth
light-brown hair and hazel eyes.
Roland's hair is reddish-brown and her
eyes are violet. Your other answers are
given elsewhere in these Gcilumns.

two

W.— See

the reply to Kenneth,
questions above, for your answer.

Bobbie

—

Betty G. Alma Hanlon is not making
any pictures at present. Your other questions will be found answered elsewhere in

No Charge
f,

'.

_

Every known

J; instrument
i 1 1 u s t ra ted
*' with prices,

monthly payments and
free trial blank.
is absolutely free.

Book
Send

the coupon now.

The RudoIphWurlitzer Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio
New York, N.Y.
Chicago, 111.

these columns.

— Wallace

Reid

AMERICAN SHOW CARD SCHOOL

Branson, Agnes Ayres as Annie Elliot,
Theodore Kosloff as Na:;cer Singh, Raymond Hatton as Hoffmeier, Julia Faye as
Tihra, and Polly Moran as the orchestra

Toronto, Canada

complete

him.

can earn from
$2 an hour
Youyour
time writing show

236 Ryrie Building,

A few cents a day will
pay for instrument and

to the editor.
He has charge of all interviews. Mahlon
is thirty-five.
His wife is a nonprofessional.
Hale Hamilton is not related to

Mrs. Grace L. Green.

$1 to
cards.
in
spare
Quickly and easily learned by our new simple
No canvassing or soliciting. We teach
method.
you how; sell your work and pay you cash each
week. Full particulars and booklet free.

Monthly
Payments

—Write

plays Anatol in "The Affairs of Anatol."
Gloria Swanson was his wife in this film.
The other members who made the affairs
possible were Elliott Dexter as Max Runyan, Bebe Daniels as Satan Syniic, Monte
Blue as Abner Elliot, Wanda Hawley as
Theodore Roberts as Gordon
Emilie.

MAKEHATnOME

5it.

his

Sara B.— The "Market Booklet" has
been sent to you by the editor of PicturePlay Magazine. The other booklet published by this magazine is the "Guideposts for Scenario Writers," and can be
secured by sending ten cents in stamps
to the editor.. It deals, as does the "Market Booklet," with the scenario-writing
end, and has nothing to do with the history- of the various plaj'ers.

ally

will

send you any instrument with complete outfit for a
vveek's Free Trial
in your own home.

leader.

THE RUDOLPH WURLITZER CO.
117 East 4th Street, Cinciniuti, Ohio
Dent 17S1
700JacI[senBM,CIiicago,lll.;120W.42odSt.,NewYork,N.y
with illustrations in color
catalog
Send me your new
and full description of the WurlitEer Complete Outlitg
and detail3 of the free trial and easy payment offer.

State muaical instrrnnentin which you're espeeiallu interested

Copyright 19&U The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.

Z
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Advertising Section

Why Love
Illliilllllliilllll

nil

Story Magazine?

Illiiiillllliilllllllllllllilllliillllliillliiilllliillllllillllllllilllilllllllllllllll^

Love Story Magazine

is

published because:

The
THE PRINCESS
DIAMOND RING

WRIST

SQC Cashor

WATCH

Solid 18-k White Gold, engraved;
looks like genuine Platinum. Full
Jeweled Imported movement, guaranteed. Silk Ribbon bracelet. Special at
S3S. Other Solid Gold Wrist Watches,
S26 up. Gold fliled, S15 up. Men a
Watches, Euaranteed. 517.50 up.

Solid 18-k White
Gold. pierced. Fine
Diamond. S160 val-

ue reduced

it.

JlOO

^

is

life into which love has not entered is barren and empty, indeed.
the greatest thing in the world. Empires have been built upon

All of the good deeds inscribed indelibly

history of civilization

cas'h or' credit

were inspired by

al
Rinrs

other

r

at

Love Story Magazine

DEPT.H-927
108N.StateSt,.Chicago.III.

R

Cities

Revised, Published, Copyrighted, Marketed.
Free
advisory service.
Screen production assured exceptional stories. Scenario Service Corp., 517 Mason

Opera House, Los Angeles.

THE ONCE OVER
— Wear

Hit in Years

It

on Your

Little

Snappy— Stylish— Full

Finger

Color

ol

THE VANITIE RING
Made

in sterlincr

ver,

sil

green

finish,

set with green and blue hrilliants—
worn from 5th Ave. to Frisco get yours now— beat your friends
to it— money back if not satisfiedstate finger size and the ring is

yours

is

published because:

Everything else which men can possibly desire pales into insignificance when contrasted with love. Love, then, is the most desirable and
greatest blessing in the world.

Scenarios Wanted
GIVE THIS

the pages of the

$75.S125.SIS0,
SITS. S200 up.

BROS&CO. I8S8 stores in Leading
SEND FOR HOLIDAV CATALOG

The Greatest

upon

love.

Proportionate re-

THE OLD RELIABLE
CREDIT JEWELERS

lOFTIS
i
n
1^^^

Love

but

is

Best of

present everywhere there are

factory, in the fields.

of love

No man

upon some worthy

is

all

it

human

is

not given to a chosen few'

beings

—in hovel, in palace, in

so poor that he cannot lavish the riches

object.

Love Story Magazine

is

published because:

There are many different kinds of love, but foremost stands the love
of the good man for the good woman.
In fact, this is the rock upon
which modern civilization and progress are built.

$1.00.

for

THE MANGAN CO.

GREYSTONE, R.

I.

Love Story Magazine

is

published because:

You need such a magazine in your home, in your daily journey
through life. It will encourage and cheer you through hours which otherwise would be dull.

"Looking more faS'
cinating than ever,

famous primadonna r e t u r n e d
from abroad with
bobbed hair** —
from a New York
news item.

a

Price, Fifteen Cents

OPERA STAR RETURNS
WITH BOBBED HAIR

Published Twice Monthly
of the operatic stage have
turned to bobbed hair for ad'

ditional

charm and

fascination.

Just picture yourself, too.

in

an artistic mass of bobbed hair, with
the lovely little curls making you
beautiful and attractive (and underneath the bob, your
hair safe)

.

BOB

With the bevpitching NATIONAL

...

own

STREET

your hair can be

BOBBING
BOBBED-WITHOUT
uncut)
{For the girl whose hair
CURLING
WITHOUT
CURLED—
bobbed)
already
hair
(For the girl "whose

&

SMITH CORPORATION

is

79 Seventh Avenue

is

The NATIONAL BOB

slips

on

in

a

jiffy. It wrill brinp: to

you

the irresistible fascination— the charm and loveliness 'you
have long sought! Tuck the tiny combs into place— lightly
pat the invisible pins and be radiantly beautiful in your

NATIONAL BOB.
Send us a strand of your hair avd $10.00. The Bob will
besent to you at once postpaid. Satisfaction guaranteed.

"The National Bob is an Investment in Personal Charm"
Send for free hair goods catalogue.
Artificial Eyelashes — $1.50 per pair.

NATIONAL HAIR GOODS CO.
Dept. L.

368 Sixth Avenue

New York

New York

City

:

—

)

Advertising Section

—

A Eugene

O'Brien Admirer. The picyou refer to was a Cecil B. De Mille
production for Artcraft, called "For Better, For Worse."
Gloria Swanson played
Sylvia Norcross; Elliott Dexter, Doctor
Edward Meade; Tom Forman, Richard

May MacAvoy,

Nancy.

—

Carol Holloway was married
Jack Holloway, an assistant director.
They have been divorced. Tom Moore
and Rene Adoree have been married about
six months.

to

—

Lillian
Mary Pickford has
C.
golden hair and hazel eyes. She is just
five feet tall and tips the scales at one
hundred pounds. Douglas Fairbanks has
dark hair and dark eyes, with an olive
complexion.
He is about five feet ten.
Mary was born in 1893 and "Doug" in
1883. Norma Talmadge was married October 31, igi6, to Joseph Schenck. They
have no children.

Realart

of

Studios,

Hollywood, Calitoinia.

ture

Burton; Sylvia Ashton, Gloria's aunt;
Rayrnond Hatton, Bud; Theodore Roberts,
the hospital head; Wanda Hawley, Betty
Hoyt; and Jack Holt, a Crusader. Harold
Austin is not married. May Allison's beau
is her husband, Robert Ellis, the Selznick
director and film star as well.
Rubye de
Remer is not with any special company.
She recently completed "Pilgrims of the
Night" for J. L. Frothingham's release
through First National. She has gone to
Europe to join Douglas Fairbanks and
Mary Pickford in their tour of the world.

care

113

Winusor and Louis Calhern, care

Claire

of

Lois Weber Studios, Hollywood, California.

Frank Mayo,
-

Marie I'revost, Eddie Polo,
Dean, Gladys Walton, and Miss

Friscilla

du Pont at Universal

City,

California.
iU'bi^t

Statement of the Ownership, Manage=
ment, etc., required by the Act of
Congress of August 24, 1912, of

24,

lt)12,

embodied in

— —

STRONGFORTISM

—

Address Johnny Jones, Lucille Rickson,
Lon Chaney, Russell Simpson. Helene Chadwick, Mary Alden, Cullen Landis, Richard
Dix and Renee Adoree at the Goldwyn Studios,

'

Culver City, California.
Chai-les Kay at the Charles Ray Studios,
Fleming Street, Los Angeles, California.

Mary Pickford, Mary Thurman, Jack PickClaire Adams, and J. Warren Kerrigan
«t the Brunton Studios, Melrose Avenue, Los
Angeles, California.
Rudolph Valentino, Wallace Reid, Tully
Marshall. Theo'iore Roberts, Agnes Ayres,
Gloria Swanson, Ethel Clayton, Lois Wilson,
Edith Roberts, Lea trice Joy, and Mildred
Harris at the Lasky Studios, Vine Street,
Hollywood, California.
Franklyn Famum, Allan Forrest. George
Cheseboro, Edith Sterling, Eva Novak, Ann
ford.

May,

ZaSu

Pitts,

Rosemary

Theby,

Betty

Blythe, Mitchell Lewis, James Morrison, and
Claire Anderson, care of Willis & Inglis,
Wright & Collender Building, Los Angeles,
California.

Wallace MacDonald, Albert Ray, Thomas
Meighan, William Desmond, and Antonio
Moreno, at the Los Angeles Athletic Club,
Los Angeles, California.
George B. Seitz and Marguerite Courtot,
at Pathe Exchange, 35 West Forty-fifth Street,
New York City.
Rod LnRocque and Madge Evans, care of
Edward Small, 1493 Broadway, New York.
Douglas Fairbanks, Marguerite De la Motte,
and Mary MacLaren. at the Douglas Fairbanks Studios, Melrose Avenue, Los Angeles,

David

Powell

and

Billie

Burke,

Players, 485 Fifth Avenue,

care

which
.

.

.

Pictures

Corporation,

6

Culver City. California.
Pearl White, at the William
Corporation,
Tenth Avenue at
Street.

New York

City.

Fox

Film

Fifty-fifth

.

.

Asthma

..Hay

Fever

.

.Obesity

.

.

.

Headache

.

Increased

.

Height
Pimples
Blackheads
Insomnia

.Thinness
Rupture

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.Successful

.

.Gastritis

Heart Weakness
.Poor Circulation

.

.Skin

.Stomach

Neuritis

Disorders
.Constipation
Biliousness
.Torpid Liver
.Indigestion

Marriage

Hair

.Weak Eyes

Lumbago
Neuralgia
Flat Chest
Deformity
(Describe)

Rheumatism

.Falling

.Short Wind
.Flat Feet

.

.

.

Disorders

Despondency
.Round Shoulders
.Lung Troubles
.

.

.Stoop Shoulders

.Muscular
Development

Nervousness
.Poor Memory
.

.Great Strength

Name
Age

Occupation

Street
City

State

"

FREE

DIAMOND
RING OFFER

Jast to advertise our famous Hawaiian im.
diamonds— the greatest discovery the world
has ever known. We will send absolutely
free this 14k gold f. ring, set with a l-2k

Hawaiian im. diamond— m beautiful ring
box postage paid. Pay postmaster $1.48
(>, D. charges to cover postage, boxing,
advertising, handlini?, etc. If you can tell
from a real diamond return and money

C.
it

refunded. Only 10.000 given away. Send no

money. Answer quick. Send

KRAUTH &

size of finger.

REED, Dept. 35

Masonic Temple

Chicago

FREE DRESS DESIGNING LESSONS

Girl or Woman, 15 or over, can easily ^""^
CutnndMailto
DRESS and COSTUME DESIGNING and MAKING in 10 WEEKS, /Franklin Institnle
usnig spare moments,
Design- *
Dept.T703
Rochester, N.Y.
ers
earn $50 t o ip^yj\j
$100 #
w gg^^
ONCE.

Any

/

learn

WEEK.

M thefree
sample lessons in
subject here checked

Hundreds Learn
Millinery

By

Mail

[]

^ Name

Dress DesiirnED^
fllillinery

Address.

Perfume!

of

West Forty-eighth

Coupon

interested.

;

New York

Street. New York City. Also Richard Barthelmess and Marguerite Clark.
Dorothy Gish, Mae Marsh, and Lillian Gish,
at the Griffith Studios, Mamaroneck, New
York. Also Carol Dempster.
May Allison, Viola Dana, Alice Lake,
Gareth Hughes, and Bert Lytell. at the
Metro Studios, Hollywood, California.
Juanita
Hansen,
Warner Brothers'
at
Studios. Hollywood, California.
Ruth Roland, Mildred Davis, Snub Pollard,
and Harold Lloyd, at the Hal Roach Studios,

am

I

Colds
.Catarrh

;

The most exquisiteperfumem the world, send
for sample- sells at $15 an ounce and worth
made without,
Eieger's Flower Drops
it.
alcohol; made direct from the essence of the
flowers themselves. The most refined of
all perfumes, yet concentrated in such a
manner that a single drop of the delicate
odor lasts a full week. Hence, an absolutely
superior odor becomes economical at $15 an
ounce ! Kever anything like this before !

City.

Walter Long, care of the American Legion,
Hollywood, California.
Helen Ferguson,
Eileen
Percy.
Shirley
Mason, Tom Mix, and Buck Jones, at the Fox
Studios. Hollywood, California.
Mabel Normand and Ben Turpin. at the
Mack Sennett Studios, Edendale, (.California.
Norma Talmadge, Dorothy Phillips, Gladys
Leslie, and Pola Negri, at the First National

this

FREE CONSULTATION COUPON

;

A New

Newark, New Jersey

602.

Mr. Lionel Strougfort, Dept. G02, Newark, N. J.
Please send lie your book. "Promotion and Conservation of Health, Strength and Mental Energy,"
tor postage on which I enclose a 10c piece (one
dime).
have marked (X) before the subject in
1

;

California.

Famous

Specialist

Dept.

Cut out and Mail

:

:

Lionel Slrongfort
Pkysical and Health

STRONGFORT
The Perfect Man

;

;

—

I

1.

;

The Modern

Health Promotion will aid
Nature in Restoring your Flagging
Pov;ers and Manhood and Fit you for
the Joys of Life.
guarantee it no
matter what your condition is, or
what caused it.
Mark the subjects on the free consultation coupon on whicli you want
special confidential
information and
send with 10c to help pay postage,
etc.,
on my free boolc
"Promotion
and Conservation of Health. Strength
and Mental Energy."
It's
a manbuilder and a life-saver.
Send for it
Right Now.

l^ostal

Corporation,
70-89
Seventh Avenue, New
York, N. Y.
editor, Charles Gatchell, 79 Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y'.
managing
editors. Street & Smith Corporation, 79-89
Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y.
business
managers. Street & Smith Corporation, 79-89
Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y.
2.
That the owners are
Street & Smith
Corporation,
70-80
Seventh Avenue, New
Y'ork, N. Y'.. a corporation composed of Ormond G. Smith. 89 Seventh Avenue, New
York N. Y'.
George C. Smith. 89 Seventh
Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Annie K. Smith,
89 Seventh Avenue, New Y'ork, N. Y. ; Grace
H. Smith, 89 Seventh Aventie, New York,
N. y.
George C. Smith. Jr., 80 Seventh Avenue, New Y'ork. N. Y.
Cora A. Gould, 80 Seventh Avenue, New Y'ork, N. Y.
Ormond V.
Gould, 89 Seventh Avenue, New Y'ork, N. Y.
That the known bondholders, mortgagees,
3.
and other security holders owning or holding
1 per cent or more of total amount of bonds,
mortgages, or other securities are None.
4.
That the two paragraphs next above
giving the names of the owners, stockholders,
the security holders, if any, contain not only
the list of stockholders aiid security holders
as they appear upon the books of the company,
but also, in cases where the stockholder or
security holder appears upon the books of
the company as trustee or in any other
fiduciary relation, the name of the person or
corporation for whom such trustee is acting,
also that the said two paragraphs
is given
contain statements embracing afiiant's full
knowledge and belief as to the circumstances
and conditions under which stockholders and
security holders who do not appear upon the
books of the company as trustees, hold stock
and securities in a capacity other than that
and this alEant has no
of a bona fide owner
reason to believe that an.y other person, association or corporation has any interest direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds, or
other securities than as so stated by him.
ORMOND G. SMITH. President,
of Street & Smith Corporation, publishers.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 30th
Francis S. Duff,
day of September, 1921.
Notary Public, No. 239, New York County.
(My commission expires March 30, 1923.)

weaii-

Science of

section 443,

Laws and Regulations, to wit
That the names and addresses of the
publisher, editor, managing editor, and business managers are: Publinhers, Street & Smith

sapping

tlie

a wretched

Itupture, Nen'ousness, and the other
results of neglect and abuse (see coniultation coupon).
Kebuild your Body
rtid Brain and fit yourself tor the joys
of a healtliy, happy, successful life.
1 want to help you
I can help you.

Before me, a Notary Public, in and for the
State and county aforesaid, personally appeared Ormond G. Smith, who having been
duly sworn according to law, deposes and
says that he is President of Street & Smith
Corporation,
publishers
of
Pictdre-Plax
Magazine, and that the following is, to the
best of his knowledge and belief, a true statement of the ownership, management, etc., of
the aforesaid publication for the date shown
in the above caption, required by the Act of

August

are

life

Stop
experimenting
with
dangerous dope and drugs and foolish fads.
Shake off Catarrh. Constipation,
Dyspepsia,
Blood,
Bad

pubHshed monthly, at New York,
N. Y., for October 1, 1921.
State of New Y'ork, County of New Y'ork, (ss.

;

:

that

liauiaii

failure.

PICTURE=PLAY MAGAZINE,

the

:

Asked for by i-eaders whose letters are
answered by The Oracle this month

forces

nesses tliat nialce your

;

Addresses of Players

tlie

your vital powers,

—

Send

for

Sample

20e (silver or stamps)
for a sample vial of this
precious perfume. Your
choice of odors. Lily of the
Valley, Rose, Violet, Lilac,
or Crabapple. Write now.

Send

Other Offers
Direct from as or at dealers.
Bottle ofjlower drops with
long alasB stopper contain-

ing SO drops, a eupply for
SO weeks.
LDac, Crabapple $1.50
"Lily of the Valley. Rose,

PAUL RIEGER & CO.
139

Firs! St.

San Francisco. CaL

{Since 1872)

$2.00

Violet

Mod Amoar Perfume
sample

offer,

loz.

.

?1.50

SOUVENIR BOX

Extra special box of

five

26c bottles of five different
$1.00
{lerfames

....

PER nSk^E & TOIL|T'^ATEI»

Plain or Cork Tip. Made of selected Pure Turkish
Tobacco, with a distinctive blend which is appreciated by smokers of discrimination and taste. 100
Bud Cigarettes securely packed in Mahogany Wood
Boxes. Send us $2.00 (post office, express money
order or check) for a box of 100. Sent postpaid to
any address. The Bud Cigarette Company, 2 Rector
Street,

New York City.

1
114
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110-Piece Dinner Set

OO

A wonderful, exclusive bargain for Straus &

snow-white glaze.

YoiBt Initial on Every Piece

Down

Jost$l with the coupon brines you
this set for 30 days use in your own
home. Our groarantee protects yon. If not satisfied after
80 days, return the set at oor expeilse and we will refund
your $1, plus any freight or express charges you paid.

& Schram, Dept.

1751

W

.

If

I

If satisfied, pay

balance
of rock-bottom priceon small monthly payments. Almost
a year to pay! We trust honest people anywhere in the
for
cash; nothing extra for credit. No
U. S. No discount
C. O. D. Easy terms OD everything in our bargain catalog.

35th St, Chicago |

Ship special advertised 110-PHce Blaebird I
I am to have 30 days' free
B
I will pay $2.70 monthly. $29.90 in all.
If not satisfied, 1 am to return the set within SO days and you I
are to refund my money and any express chargres I paid.
9
find $1.00.

Monogram Dinner Set. No. G6702A.
trial.

keep the set

CutPrice-SendNow

,

State Initial desired. (One letter only)

Name.
Street, R. F.

or Box

No

Rock bottom prices now.
j

Lowest since before the
war. So send coupon at
once with only $1 and
will ship this complete

D.

30 days trial.

funded

Post
State
It

You Only Want Catalog, Put X In Box Below:

Farnitiire, Slo?es,

we
110-

Piece Bluebird Monogram
Dinner Set at once to you on

Shipping
Point
Office

Jewebj

FREE

NOTICE!

|St.°oUe'l
standard patReplacements may
be secured from as for

first quality,

tern.

Ye3^ we will famish you this set with your choice of any Initial in the distinctive shaded
Puritan letter on every one of the 110 pieces— and no extra charge! This wonderful dinner
get ia yours for only §1.00 down and $2.70 a month; $29.90 in all. Satisfaction guaranteed.

30 Days Trial! EaSV P^VMCntS
J * ^J"*^"^*^

Enclosed

A

Schram customers.
dinner set which combines the
emblem of happiness, with the distinctive monogram, all woven together with a harmonious floral pattern in pink, green and lavender. Lovely blue border on each
piece. Popular Colonial shape. Each piece is fired in the slaze and guaranteed not to check or craze.
That splendid Old English finish is applied to the clay before firing and gives that indestructible,
exquisite Bluebird design, that

"*

Straus

Monogram Design

Men's, Women's, Children's Clothio;

if

Money

not satisfied.

Straus

re.

Free Bargain
Catalog
Shows thousands of bargains ia furniture, jewelry,
carpets, rugs, curtains,
silverware, stoves, talking
machines, porch and lawn
furniture, women'Sj men's
and children's wearing apparel. Send coupon today.

& Schram, W.35th

St.,

three years.

a complete service for 12 People
This splendid, et consists
12 dinner plates, 9 In.
12 breakfast plates,
7 in.
12 coupe Bonps, 7K In.
12 fruit saacers, SX >»•
12 cups.
12 saucers.
12 oatmeal dishes, 6!n.
12 bread and butter
plates, 6 in.
1 platter, llH In.
1 platter, liX in.
1 gravy boat.

oh

1 gravy boat stand.
1 covered vegetable
dish, (2 pieces).
1 oval open vegetable
dish, Sk in.

1

round

dish,

8X

vegetable

in.

1

bowl, 1 pint.

I

sugar

bowl and

cover, 2 pieces.
cream pitcher.
1 pickle dish.
1 butter dish, IH in.
1

This set ia one that will add tone and beauty to
any dining room. With ordinary care it will last
a lifetime. Weight packed, about 100 pounds.

Order by No. G6702A. Send Sl.OO with
order, $2.70 monthly. Price of llO pieces,
$29.90. No C. O. O. No discount for cash.

Dept. 1751

,

Chicago, Dl.

Buy Today ^T^^2y«"
XI— Oup

pf;rfertly

cut.

diamond set in
"Merry Widuw" mounting

hlne-wliite

of white gold.

X2— Artistic,

X!7^"Hexagon-set

hwa-

diamond, in hand-oarv<^d platinum mount-

engraved mountint^ frf
platinum. 2 biue-white
diamonds in hexagon
settings.

iiiL'.

-Sioi;.

Yta

—•"'^Wful

-X-lf—'l"**!^*" dazzling

%l2b.

.\:;0-Ladie5' Belcher ring, one fine
^.5.

One ,biue-whit*diastyle,

diamond

style. $50.

.

X21— Tiffany

—

—

diamond

cluster.

set 7$65.

one perfectly cut
diamond. S65.
ring:

X37 Seven fine perfect-cut, bluewhite diamonds, uniform in size, color
and brilliancy, crown set, resembling a
53.50 solitaire.
Hand-engraved, white
gold mounting (looks like platinum.)

X6 EicIBsive sfarf
gold handengraved mounting, 1

X22— Platitttim
style

pin; white

perfectly cut, blue-white

diamond.

XT

— Su p

.S30.

mounting.

iieir]

Beautiful

Xmas

o r
diamond, set Tiffany
gold
solid
style,
e r

1

$85.

On
X8—

Beautiful mounts
ing of white gold, combined with green gold;

one

superior

diamond.

SoO.

Credit

—at

—

Hii One superior
mond m tooth setting.

dia-

Gifts
Cash

Prices

Blue white, perfectly cut diamonds, handsome
watches, dainty toilet articles. Your choice ON
APPROVAL. If satisfied after examination, pay
only one-filth the price balance in ten monthly
payments. ABSOLUTELY NO RISK.
Our Guarantee Value Bond guarantees you a 1^2%
yearly increase in exchange value on every
diamond purchased.

—

X26

—Seven

blue-

white

diamonds,
white
gold mounting. S75.

hexagon

set in

XIO—Genuine, hand-j
carved cameo in hand-j
solid
engraved,
bezel.

$6.50.

bW- SWEET INC

THE HOUSE OF QUALITy
1650-1660 BROADWAY. NY.

Appreciated Present
WatermarisffiFountainPen
'

I

world-wide reputation of Waterman's Ideal Fountain Pen
it as the perfect present for every member of the family.
In addition to pride of possession, it brings with it years of
faithful service that endear it more and more each year.
Three Types: Regular Safety Self-filling
with a choice of natural iridium pointed gold nibs to
fit any individual pen preference.

""HE

suggests

1.50

Selection

to

'250

and Service at Best Dealers the
World Over

The

quality standard in all Waterman's
Ideal Fountain Pens is the s-«me. The
difference in prices is determined by
size

or ornamentation.
L. E.
191

Waterman Company
Broadway,

New

129 So. State St.,

York

Chicago

24 School Street

Boston
Stockton St.
San Francisco

17

i

r

MACAVOY

.

12 Individual Bread and
Butter Plates,
inches
1 Platter, 13H inches
1 Platter, 113^ inches
1 Celery Dish, 89^ inches

12 Sonp Plates, 7X inches
12 Cups
12 Saucers
12 Cereal Dishes, 6 inches

This Superb 110-piece Set, with initial
in 2 places in wreath with 5-color
decorations on every piece and gold
covered handles, consists of:
12 Dinner Plates. 9 inches
12 Breakfast Plates. 7 inches

Dishes— 5)i inches

12 Fruit

1

Sauce Boat Tray, 7V inches

1
1

Butter Plate, 6 inches
Vegetable Dish, lOH inches
with lid (2 pieces)
Deep Bowl. 8^ inches

1

1

Oval Baker, 9 inches

Small Deep Bowl, 6 inebea
Gravy Boat, 7>i inches
1 Creamer
1 Sugar Bo wl with cover (2 pieces)
1
1

Brings this 110^' Piece Gold Decorated
IHartlta Wasltington Dinner Setf.
368 Pages

—

we

ship the full set 110 pieces in all. Use it 30
Send only $1 and
days. Then if you are not so delighted that you would not part with these superb,
gold decorated dishes, return them and we will refund your $1 and pay transportation charges both ways. If you keep them, take nearly a year to pay on easy terms. ^

i

j

Vout Initial in 2 Places on Every Piece
S'Color Floral Decorations and Gold
Wonderful artistic effect is given not only by the new and attractive shape of
every dish, but by the wreath and the rich design surrounding the initial. The one initial with
these superb decorations of scrolls, leaves and roses in natural colors, put on by special fired
process, appears in 2 places on every piece. As handsome as enameling you see on fine jewelry.

~

kYRSr^fCarpet
Dept. 4117

1\

Co.
Chicago, Illinois

Washington Dinner Set No! 324DMA13. I am to \
have 30 days' free trial. If not satisfied, will ship
it back and you will refund my SI. 00 and pay transportation charges both ways. If I keep it 1 will pay
per month until full price, $32.85. is paid. Title
remams with you until final payment is made.

53.00

Name

.

^

.

Street Address

D

R. F.

Box No

Town

State.

FREE

BARGAIN CATALOG

This great free 368-pagre
catalog gives you the most
amazing bargains in furniture, rugs, linoleum,
stoves, watches, silver\
ware, dishes, washing
machines, sewing ma\
chines. aluminum ware,
\
phonographs, gas
\
engines and cream
\
\
separators, etc.— all
\ on our easy terms—
\ 3D days' FREE trial
\ on e V e r y t h 1 n g.
Post card or letter
\

I

brings

\

State your

Occupation
Give

Initial

Color

Wanted (Any One

Letter)

it

Free.

"Let Hartman
Feather
\
Your Nest"
^

^

All

Handles

Every handle

is

Coi^ereil with
itself is beautiful,
'

ltnpo¥iantl
Hartman guarantees that every
piece in this Bet

is

absolutely

first quality— no seconds. This
is a standard or' *open" pattern

Replacement pieces may be had
of us for 8 years. Each piece
wrapped in tissue paper. Excellent

tpacking to prevent
Shipped at once.

breakage.
No delay.

Order No.

324DMA13.

white.
No other pattern to equal
the famous "Martha Washington."

Elegant, refined, artistic, and yours
now at a bargain price. Shipped on
30 days' free trial direct from our
Chicago warehouse. Shipping weight
about 90 lbs. You must not miss this
opportunity. Mail the coupon today.

Bargain price, $32.85. Pay $1 now. Balance $3 monthly.

HARTMAN

Dept.

4117

Gold

The ware
lustrous, snowy

covered with polished gold.

b,^^^h.^ifii^o

Furniture

&

Carpet Co.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

!

Advertising Section

a

Amazing Low
For Brand
Here

New

Price

Oliver Typewriters

the most wonderful opportunity for buying a typewriter. It saves you from paying the
usual price. Never has such a liberal offer been
made before by any other typewriter maker.
Get the facts. You'll be astonished.
is

This offer is made to Picture-Play Magazine readers.
brings you an unusual opportunity to own a tine new
Oliver, shipped direct from the factory at a remarkably
low price the greatest saving today.
In addition to the rock-bottom price, it is offered to
you on easy payments over a year to pay.
It

—

—

Furthermore, it is sent to you for Five Days' Free
Trial, without your paying a single penny in advance.
These are only several of the remarkable details of
this offer to Picture-Play Magazine
readers.
You should mail the coupon

Over a Year To Pay
Our plan of payment is as liberal as the price. You
get the use of the Oliver and hardly know you're paying for it.
Remember, what we offer is a brand new Oliver, our
latest Model No. 9.
Do not confuse it with rebuilt,
second-hand or used machines. Frequently they are
offered at apparently low prices, but in this case you
can get a brand new Oliver for less
than the usual price for rebuilt type-

We

once for complete information.
will agree that this is the
greatest bargain you've heard of in
at

manv

Think
you accept

writers.

know you

of that

this offer, you get a
typewriter that has never been used
before and which will last you indefinitely. It has not been mis-used nor
has deterioration- set in. So it just
If

a dav.

FREE
TRIAL

can't be compared in any way with
offer you have ever known.

any

—

Just think of it this offer includes
a free trial of the famous Oliver No.
9, in your own office or home.
ship it direct from the factory, and
you can keep it or return it.
leave
the decision to you.

All the facts about this amazing
will
be sent to Picture-Play
Magazine readers who mail us the
coupon below.
Do not send one
penny. Just get the facts, then decide.
It takes only a minute to clip the
offer

We

Over 900,000

We

Olivers Sold

you want to keep it, you can pay
on unusually low terms, just like renting. If you want
to return it, remember you've not obligated yourself in
If

the slightest.

You are dealing directly with the Oliver Typewriter
Company, a $2,000,000 concern, with a reputation of
over 20 years' standing. The Oliver Typewriter Company has developed an entirely new way of selling and
has abandoned the price of $100.
Yet the Oliver you get on this offer is in every way
a $100 machine. It is our latest and finest model, the
identical one used by some of the foremost businesses
the country, such as The New York Central Lines,
Hart, Schaffner & Marx, U. S. Steel Corporation, N. Y.
Edison Company, National Cloak & Suit Company,
Morris & Co., and a host of others.

fill it out.
Then mail it.
including beautifully illustrated catalog and a startling expose, entitled "The
High Cost of Typewriters the Reason and Remedy,"
will be sent at once by return mail.

coupon and

Our

offer,

—

Remember, this is the most astounding typewriter
made and you cannot afford to be without

offer ever
the facts.

So mail the coupon

at once.

1252 Oliver Typewriter Bldg., Chicago, IlL

in

Regardless of price, you cannot buy a finer typenor one more durable, nor one with so many
superiorities. This offer is your greatest opportunity
to own the finest typewriter conceivable at the lowest

writer,

possible price.

Mail today and learn

all

about

this

THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER COMPANY
125Z Oliver Typewriter Bldg., Chicago,

SEND NO MONEY
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Paramount Pictures
order.of release

listed in

December

1921

1,

March

to

1922

1,

Ask your Theatre Manager
when he will show them

—

Clayton in "Exit tlie
by Clara Beranger.

Ethel

Vamp"

"Get-Ricli-Quick Wallingford"

From George M. Cohan's famous

A

play

a

Cosmopolitan Production.
by Frank Borzage.

Directed

^ammoml

Wallace Reid. Gloria Swanson
and Elliott Dexter in
"Don't Tell Everything!"
by Lorna Moon.

!'

picture

"Just Around the Corner"
by Fannie Hurst.
A Cosmopolitan Production.

William S. Hart in "White Oak"
A William S. Hart Production.

Swanson in "Under the Lasli"
Frow the novel "The Shulamite"

Gloria

by

and

Alice

Betty

Claude

Compson

Askew.
in

"The Little Minister"
by James M. Barrie.

A Penrhyn Stanlaws

Production.

A William

de Mille Production
"Miss Lulu Bett"
Lois Wilson, Milton Sills, Theodore
Roberts and Helen Ferguson.
From the novel and play by

with

Zona

Gale.

Wallace Reid in "Rent Free"
by Izola Forrester and Mann Page.

"Back Pay." by Fannie Hurst.

Not

motion pictures

all

are Paramount Pictures
but most of the good ones are

Directed by Frank Borzage.
Cosmopolitan Production.

A

Thomas Meighan In
"A Prince There Was"
From

George

M. Cohan's play and
novel "Enchanted
Hearts"
by Darragh Aldrich.

Agnes Ayres

the

in

"The Lane That Had No Turning"
by
Cecil

Sir

Gilbert

De

B.

Parker.

"Boomerang

Bill"

A

Dian

A

Two

George

Clayton

Calthrop.

Fitzmaurice

by

Walter Woods and

all

for

some

less.

Compare

You can

that

the year round,

Production.

You know how.
from second-rate be-

the brands.

tell first-rate

fore half a reel

is

shot.

Anybody can make a picture and say it's
great.

"One Glorious Day" with
Rogers and

an event

you need great entertainand that's just the
knotty problem Paramount is solving.

"Three Live Ghosts" with
Anna Q. Nilsson and Norman Kerry.

Will

hours or

You know

Robertson's Production

S.

Boomerang" with Ann Forrest.
From the novel "Perpetua" by

'Love's

is

But how long does one picture keep you
keen fans satisfied?

ment

with Lionel Barrymore
by Jack Boyle.
Cosmoooiitan Production.

good picture

producers.

Mille's Production

"Fool's Paradise"
Suggested by Leonard Merrick's story
"The Laurels and the Lady."

John

ONE

Lila Lee
0. B. Barringer.

Betty Compson in
"The Law and the Woman"

Adapted from the Clyde Fitch play
"The Woman in the Case"
A Penrhyn Stanlaws Production.

Who

can make eight or ten pictures a
,200 audiences
month;right along and have
great?
say they are
1

Paramount, and nobody

1

else.

George

Melford's Production.
"Moran of the Lady Letty"
with Dorothy Dalton
From the story by Frank Norris.

Marion

"The
by

Davies

in

Bride's Play"

Donn Bryne

Supervised by Cosmopolitan
Productions.
Elsie

Ferguson and Wallace
in "Forever"

Reid

A George Fitzmaurice Production
Based on the novel, "Peter Ibbetson"
by George Du Maurier
and the play by John Nathan Raphael.
Ethel Clayton in

"Her Own Money"
the play by Mark Swan.

Adapted from

Follow every Paramount Picture for a
while and you will see what we mean.

Paramount ^Lciure^
If

it's

a Paramount Picture

tkf
t.

it's

the best

FAMOUS PLAYERS ~LASKY CORPORATION

^^^^^^^^^^^^

show

in

town

!
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Vl/HEN

Ethel Sands was chosen ag
a typical fan to visit the studios

East and to tell you about
used to rush
home from an afternoon with Elsie Ferguson or Constance
Binney or Pearl
White and sit right
in the

she

down

to write
impressions.

her

But that, alas,
was not possible
Hollywood
in

No

theni,

IN

HOLLYWOOD.

that has been the exciting turn of events
ever since she arrived in Hollywood.
From the day when Betty Compson met
her at the train hers has been a visit of
surprises.
As soon as she has time to

catch her breath and
start
writing
she
will tell you of her
experiences.
She
will tell you about
the
exciting
boat
trip she took with
Bebe Daniels, what

sooner

almost as

read her
with

much

to

like

at

spend
AVally

Reid's home,
'

"Adventures"

in-

you have.
Adventures came to
her so thick and

terest

is

day

a

uged with invitafrom stars
tions

who have

.

.

it

did
she arrive there
than she was del-

as

fast that she didn't

have a chance to
write of them in
time for this numAll we have
ber.
to show you so far
glimpse of
this
is

her
Richard
by
"supported
Dix and Cullen Landis."
the Goldwyn studios.
They seem to be enjoying
And
it as much as she is.

of

*

our readers.

WHAT HAPPENED
"

,

how

go
around with a crowd
of motion-picture
it

feels

to

stars to their favorite
Perhaps you
haunts.
already
heard
have
about the playgrounds
of the stars but to see
these places through
Ethel Sands' eyes that
is a new and delightful
experience.
feel sure
that her articles will be
fascinating
even more
and interesting than her

—

—

We

first "Adventures in
Movieland." Don't miss
They are full
them.
of surprises, thrills, and
packed with interesting
observations.
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H

het us send you our book, ""The Care and Feeding of
Infants/' and a Free Trial Bottle of Mellin's Food.

Mellin's

Food Company,

Boston. Mass.
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OMTS WITH SCREEN AUTHORS

One

of the prevalent illusions

is

any one can write a photo play
Illusions

that

—that

—

technique write better photo plays than will immature
or superficial people.
That is, of course, obvious and
palpable and verges on being platitudinous
but never-

—

creating scenarios is the crudest type of
writing, requiring neither the large mentheless true.
tal background nor technical skill necThose who believe they can write photo plays should
essary to the novelist or short-story writer.
prepare themselves for the same heartaches and disTrue, the screen writer does not need the vocabulary
appointments and setbacks they would encounter if enrequired for the subtle passages of a novel or short
deavoring to master short story, novel, or play writing.
story; the very obvious limitations of the screen preThey must expect the same rebuffs from scenario editors
clude the expression of abstractions; but the screen
as they would receive from magazine editors or book
writer does need language, the language of color, mass,
publishers. There is but one fundamental question: Is
and line, the language of the objective the pictorial unithe photo play your medium ? Have you creative imagiverse.
nation, dramatic insight, and the pictorial sense?
C. Gardner Sullivan's scenario of "Hail the Woman"
opens as follows "A spring twilight
There is a proneclothes the harsh little New Hampness on the part of
shire town of Flint Hill with brief
young screen writers
Vanity
For our readers who wish to enbeauty.
On the low hills that burwho chance to sell
gage in screen writing we publish
geon against the sky line, weary
a booklet called "Guideposts for
their first or second
Scenario Writers" which covers
plowmen unyoke their horses from
stories for a few hundred or a thouabout every point on which beginthe plows and plod wearily homeward
sand dollars to become imduly inners wish to be informed, and
in the blossom-scented dusk.
flated with pride.
Of all the dangers
The
which will be sent for ten cents
tall church spires of the town still
besetting the beginner, none is so subin stamps.
For those who have
shine in the last high rays of suntle or insinuating as a small success.
written stories which they wish to
light, while a lilac-tinted darkness
I have known several erstwhile
submit to producers we publish a
slowly envelops the streets and lowmere students of screen writing to
Market Booklet giving the adlier buildings."
dresses of all the leading companies,
immediately discontinue study and
Here you have a picand telling what kind of stories
ture, a picture which will inspire dihie themselves to the wilds of Hollythey want. This booklet will be
rector and cinematographer to a scene
wood, after disposing of one screen
sent for six cents.. Orders for these
of soft, pastoral beauty.
story
at perhaps a very negligible
booklets should be addressed to
However, the very next lines in
figure.
The objective, of course, was
the Scenario Writers' Department,
Mr. Sullivan's photo play deal with
a
studio
job.
Seventh
Picture-Play Magazine, 79
a girl in wistful repose wondering
Now the person who chances to
Please
Ave., New York City.
about a problem as old as time. In
sell his first short story to a magazine
note that we cannot read or
this way the ultimate audience is incriticize scripts.
does not usually pack up and depart
trigued, in this made reposeful and
for New York, the seat of the pubreceptive.
lishing and magazine business, in
The combination of dusk
that time in the day when strange, pathetic longings
search of a stafif job. Now just why is this?
or vague regrets are apt to faintly sweep over one
Well, the printed word has several centuries behind it.
plus a girl in perplexed meditation, creates a poignant
People read books and immediately feel themselves inadequate to so high or subtle or colorful expression.
atmosphere it is with beauty and strangeness that Mr.
But the photo play is still young, a product of the past
Sullivan, a master craftsman, arrests and fixes the attendecade, younger than many people who are still contion.
sidered young. Youth has no reverence for youth thereThat not every one can write photo plays is evidenced
fore young people feel very cocky in approaching screen
through the wholesale failure of writers of books and
plays to create worth-while photo dramas.
Men who writing. Old age considers youth as untried, half-baked;
therefore the disdain of the few of the older generation
could create novels replete with deft nuances, striking
for the screen drama.
situations, and impressive crises were impotent when it
Even those who study scenario technique at the studios
came to stalking the movie muse.
Yet comparaoften feel that they want to hurry through, in order
tively obscure persons have leaped into fame in a fortnight as creators of powerful photo dramas.
What is to begin active work. They expect to be able, after a
few months' study, to eclipse Jeanie Macpherson or
Simply that the writing of photo plays
the answer?
However, disillusion is inevitable
requires a temperamental predisposition, just as does the
C. Gardner Sullivan.
then the real, earnest study begins.
composing of music, verse, or prose. The ability to
The outside writer must remember this. His first
create in sequential pictorial terms.
That is the rub.
or second story may bring a check from a producing
Moreover, people rich in experience and of developed
providing they master the
insight and mental scope will
Continued on page 10

—

:

—

—

;

;

—

—
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Photoplay Corporation Searches
For Screen Writers Through
A Novel Creative Test
THE

motion picture

industry faces

Critical

its

With

photoplay

leading

office

that

it

wants good original human

The Palmer Photoplay Corporation

Scores of good stories could be sold at once, if they
available.
The Palmer Photoplay Corporation exIts
ists first of all to sell photoplays to producers.
Educational Department was organized for one purpose
and one only to develop screen writers whose stories
it can sell.
Look over the list of leaders in the motion picture
industry who form its Advisory

—

These are the leaders behind the search for screen
They form the Advisory Council
writing' talent.
of the Palmer Photoplay Corpora'.ion.

each, by
Thomas H. Ince

Jesse

H. Ince

Vice

Thos.

Studios

i

in the

Lois

Weber

L.
-

Lasky

Jnc.

ers-Lasky
Corp.

*

—

C.

Gardner

Sullivan

Author and

Producer

R.

Quirk

Kditor and PubPhoio1 i s h e r
play Magazine

Allan Dwan
Frank

E.

Woods

Chief S u p e r

everybody only
those gifted with creative
imagination and trained in
the language of the studios.

James

President
Play-

Famous

Lois Weber
Productions

Scenario Technique

vising

Direc-

Fam

Allan D IV a n
Productions

-

or
ous
Players - Lasky
Corp.
t

Rob Wagner

Author and
Screen

( 1 )

drama is absolutely dependent
upon the discovery and trainThey realize
ing of new writers.
(2) that writing ability and story
telling ability are

your story so the director can see

Au-

thority

its

You

;

The Palmer Photoplay
form.
Corporation is finding these story
tellers in homes and offices all over

are invited to try; clip the coupon

The whole purpose

of this advertisement is to invite
Picture-Play to take the Van Loan questionnaire test.
If you have read this page up to this
point, your interest is sufficient to warrant addressing
In all sincerity, and with
the invitation to you directly.
the interests of the motion picture industry at heart,
the Palmer Photoplay Corporation extends you its corWho can tell what the reward
dial invitation to try.
may be in your case?
For your convenience the coupon is printed on this
page. The Questionnaire is free and your request for it

readers of

incurs no obligation on your part.

^

action as he reads.

PALMER PHOTOPLAY
exact series of psycholos^ical test
questions and problems, the degree of natural aptitude
which you may possess can be accurately determined.
It resembles the vocational tests employed by the United
States Army, and an evening with this novel device for
scientifically

entirely dif-

the land.

Send for the Free Van Loan Questionnaire
this

two

Only a few can
ferent gifts.
write many can tell a story, and,
with training, can tell it in .scenario

unoriginal person can never

sell a scenario, no matter how well he masters
the screen writers' technique; and the gifted
story teller may as well write his idea in Chinese
as to prepare it without the technicjue.
But how can you know whether you possess
creative imagination?
Should you acc[uire the
technique, and attempt to enter this fascinating
and handsomely paid profession?
First, there is no way to endozv you with natural
ability.
Put
Either you have it, or you have not.
if you possess creative talent, the Palmer Photoplay
Corporation can, by its novel psycholoc^ical home test,
discover it.
Then, if you so elect, the Corporation
can train you to think in terms of the studio; to write

By

These leaders realize
that the future of the screen

Council.

ducers at from $500 to $2,000

The unimaginative,

this

were

original

stories are being written for
the screen, and sold to pro-

just

you

Scores of Screen Stories are needed by producers

—

Not

ofifers

in-

—

Everyday People, Trained

was prepared by

H.

free test because

not "warmed over'' novels and
plays. Professional novelists and fiction writers
have definitely failed in the motion picture field.
Hundreds tried a handful succeeded. They
are trained for expression on the printed page,
not upon the screen two widely dififerent arts
rarely combined in the talents of a single writer.
excellent

highly

Van Loan, the
celebrated photoplay wright,
and Prof. Malcolm MacLean, form.erly of Northwestern Lmiversity. Through this test many successful
photoplaywrights were encouraged to enter their profession.
It is a simple test applied in your own home.
Its record is held confidential by the Corporation.

terest stories,

But

It

ful.

H.

house invites
examination at home.

—

box

World's

writers.

clearing

personyou to take free
nel at the artistic peak,
its apparatus close to
mechanical perfection, the fourth greatest industry in the United States acutely lacks the one
thing it must have to go on original stories.
Literature and the drama have virtually been
exhausted. The public has demonstrated at the
its acting"

is

fascinating as well as use-

by discovering new film

supreme crisis.

self-examination

Shortage of Stories can be met only

Corporation, Dept. of Education,

PLEASE send me With
out coJt or obhfjation on
my part, your questionnaire. I wiU answer the
questions in it and return
it to yon fnr analysis. If
pass the test, I am to
receive further informa-

about your Course
and Service.
tion

\Vest 4th

Name
.

-

,

AaClreSS

St.,7

Y-2

Cal
Los Angeles,
=>
'

—
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Chats with Screen Authors
Continued from page 8

organization which has no intention
of fihning the story.
The story just
happened to contain an idea or two,
a situation or a character that the
scenario editor vi^anted to hold for
future use.
The most successful photo dramatists are always students.
The sale
of a story or two should not excite
the beginner too much
lest he rest

—

on

his oars.

One
tion

What Do You

Owe Your

of the inost

important and essential phases of screen
writing is the power

Visualiza-

of

visualizing.

As

Wife?

one writes a photo play one does not
think of smart phrases or poetic

Do you remember the promises

and to this extent at least
screen writing valid writing smart
phrases and poetic wording may be
employed if absolutely necessary for
effective description, but never for

you made when you wooed the
who is now your wife? Have you

girl

for-

gotten the scenes your fancy painted
that home of your own a real yard for
the Icids a maid to lighten the household burdens
a tidy sum in the bank
a wonderful trip every summer? She
has not forgotten. She still hopes that
you will make true these dreams. She
still has faith in you.

—

—

—

—

You don't want to disappoint your wife
and make her life a burden, do you?
You want to put the light of happiness
in her eyes. You have in you the power,
the ability and surely the desire to
make good your promises, and you can
you could only realize how
came to thousands of other
splendidly they made true the
dreams of courtship days, then nothing in
the world could stop you from your succes:s
and happiness.

do

it easily.
If
qUiickly success

husbands,

After

and

wording

their

said and done, it is money
right use that promotes con-

Lack of money makes the cold
present day life a bitter trial and
constant worry. It makes young wives old
before their time it brings bitterness into
homes where happiness should rule.
realities of

sake.

idiosyncrasies

of

characters

—must

In writing scenarios one always
of a man or woman doing
something not tha't either, or a
group of characters, mill do something or has done something.
Past
writes

—

or future must be indicated or revealed through some present action
or activity.
The ablest screen writer, therefore,
will be the one who can close his eyes
and see his own story march across

an

imaginary

down

the

screen,

scenes

in

and can set
adequate lan-

guage.

Never was the

langttage of feeling
say this, despite the
popularity in some quarters of the

so necessary.

I

skeletonlike scenario.
Btit I believe
there is twenty times the opportunity
for acceptation where the writer can
make the scenario reader "feel" his
be
story.
the
heartstrings
Let
clutched through deft characterization and the whole mood of your
writing. For the director, if he, too,

can feel your story, will be more
deeply inspired in the filming of it.

News Notes from

the Studios

Items of interest about popular players
and the productions in which they appear.

DW.

A BIG

RAISE IN
for you. Go

YOUR SALARY

is

pos-

after it. You can easily
double your pay by the PROMOTION PLAN.
It is nothing new and untried.
The PROMOTION PLAN has helped thousands of men
and women for the last quarter of a century.

Mark the coupon for the job in which you are
interested and we will send you our free book
and copies of voluntary letters from some of

who have made good in the line
which you want to succeed through the
Send coupon today.
You owe it to your wife.
our students

in

PROMOTION PLAN.

AMERICAN SCHOOL
Dept. G-27€ J)renl Ave. and 58th

St..

Cbicaco. ID.

AMERICAN SCHOOL
Dept. G-276, Drexel Ave. and 58th

Send me full
TION PLAN

St.,

Chicago

how the PROMOme win promotion in the

information on
will help

job checked.
Architect
Building Contractor

Automobile Engineer
Automobile Repairman
Engineer
Structural Engineer
Civil

Lawyer
Machine Shop Practice
Photoplay Writer
Mechanical Engineer
Shop Superintendent

Employment Manager

Business Manager
Cert. Public Accountant

Steam Engineer
Foremanship

Accountant and Auditor
Bookkeeper
Draftsman and Designer
Electrical Engineer
Electric Light & Power
General Education

Sanitary Engineer
Surveyor (& Mapping)

Telephone Engineer
Telegraph Engineer
High School Graduate
Fire Insurance Expert

GRIFFITH'S

ture

*

—

Address

own

Screen acting is very akin to pantomime, and therefore the screen
writer must take cognizance of the
facial expressions, mannerisms, and

jective pictures.

all is

its

Name.

;

how

tentment.

sible

—

is

depict even inner struggle, the most
psychological drama, in terms of ob-

Shipman.

next picbe "East Is West."
the play by Samuel

may

from

"The Two Orphans"

is

almost finished, and Mr. Griffith is
looking around for a worthy successor.
It is probable that the Shipman play will be the basis of his
next production. Mr. Griffith is also
considering
"The White Slave,"
Bartley Campbell's famous old melodrama for future prodtiction.
Agnes Ayres and Jack Holt will be
costarred in William De Mille's latest picture, an original story by Clara
Beranger, as yet untitled.
William Farntun has returned
from Europe, and is working on a

new Fox picture, "A Man's Weakness."
Holmes Herbert and Paul
cast, and HerBrenon will direct.
"The Bigamist" is the title of a
new English picture which is said to
be the best thing that England has
produced.
Guy Newall wrote and
directed the story and also plays an
important part. Ivy Duke, a beauti-

McAllister are in the

bert

The
English star, is featured.
production will soon be shown in this
ful

country.

The title of Richard Barthelmess'
second starring picture is "AH At
Louise Huff plays opposite
Sea."
him, and Anne Cornwall is in the
cast.

Mary Buck is in the movies. Yoti
never heard of her before, but you
will probably hear a great deal about
her in the future. Mary was Lillian
Miss Gish beGish's manictirist.
came

so interested in the beautiful
that she made her her
protegee and secured a small part for
her in "At the Stage Door," William
girl

little

Christy Cabanne's latest R-C picture.
is working very hard to justify
Miss Gish's interest and hopes some
day to be a star herself.

Mary

American

stars

and directors

at the

studios in London
Diare certainly seeing the world.
rector John S. Robertson will take a
company to Madrid, Spain, to film
"Spanish Jade," from the novel by
Maurice Hewlett, and George Fitz-

Famous Players

maurice

will

teriors for

invadte

Italy

for

ex-

"The Man From Home,"

based on Booth Tarkington's novel

and
visit

The company, which will
Rome, Naples, Sorrento, and

play.

Continued on page 12
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Suppose This Happened
on YOUR Wedding
All the guests are assembled.
Even
is ready for the ceremony.
clergyman has arrived. You are taking your last hasty glance in the
mirror when a messenger arrives with a gift. It is an elaborate gift, one of
the finest you have received. And it is from some one you have not invited!
What would you do? Would you immediately send a telegram of thanks?
Would you write a personal letter offering an apology or an excuse? Would
you just send an ordinary card of thanks a few days after the wedding? Would
you ignore the incident completely?

Everything

the

—

And Then
How

way

After the Ceremony

would

you

acknowledge

con-

the

What would be
gratulations of the guests?
the first thing to say to your husband, to his
mother, his father? Do you know just how
to arrange the reception, and the wedding
breakfast?
And the cards of thanks, the
"at home" cards, the announcements do

—

you know how

to

word them and when

to

blunder, one little unexpected mistake
and that happiest day becomes one so
humiliating and miserable that it brings a
blush of shame to the cheek whenever one
thinks of it.
Perhaps you do not realize how many important little things enter into the planning
preparing
of
wedding receptions,
and
wedding ceremonies.
There are so many
opportunities for mistakes, so many chances
One must knowto do the wrong thing.
absolutely, before venturing upon so important an affair as a wedding, just what is
right to do and say and wear.
little

—

Were These Embarrassing
Moments Ever Yours ?
Did you ever overturn a cup of coffee on
your hostess' table linen? If you did, you
know what an embarrassing moment it was.
Did you know what to do, what to say?
Should you have overlooked it? Should you
have excused yourself to the hostess?
Should you have made an apology to all the

company?

If

you knew the right thing

to

Would you return the enWould you send back any

the Dance
Very often you make mistakes in
the ballroom that condemn you as a
boor, a person of no culture and
breeding. They may be mistakes that
you are not conscious of, mistakes
that you do not realize you are making
but every cultured man and
woman in that ballroom perceives
them, and labels you immediately as
uncouth, ordinary.
Let us see what you know about
the etiquette of ballrooms. If you were
not asked to dance, do you know how
to avoid being a wallflower?
Do you
know how many times etiquette allows you to dance with one partner?
Do you know whether or not it is cor-

—

rect, in good society, to wander away
from the ballroom with a fiance?
Or if you are a gentleman, do you know
how to ask a lady to dance, and how to take
leave of her when the music ceases?
Do
you know the right dancing positions? Do
you know what to do and say if a young lady
refuses a dance?
The ballroom is an ideal place to impress by
one's culture and delicacy.
It is here that
the woman is judged as charming or awkward,
and the gentleman is judged as well-groomed

the broken
and relatives?

engagement to your friends
a wedding date has been set and invitations issued, how would you recall them?
How would you explain the broken engagement to those who had been invited?
Every day certain unexpected conditions
arise, certain awkward and difficult circum-

If

stances present themselves.
To be able to
meet them calmly, without being embarrassed or confused, is to win the admiration
and respect of all those with whom you

come

into contact.

How Do You

Introduce People?

If a friend visited you, how would you introduce her to your parents?
Would you

"Mother, I'd like you to meet Miss
Smith" or "Miss Smith, I'd like you to meet
say,

my

mother"?

an elderly uncle were present would you
"Mr. Jones, meet Miss Smith," or "Miss
Smith, meet Mr. Jones"? And when Bobby
comes running in, would you say, "Bobby,
this is Miss Smith," or "Miss Smith, this is
If

say,

Bobby"?

Now

let

Even

the

that

she

messenger boy saw

was

humiliated,

embarrassed, undecided.

valuable information, it brings you dignity,
poise, refinement
it prepares you to meet the
highest society and command respect wherevsr

—

you happen to

be.

or hopelessly uncultured.

The Book

SENT FREE

of Etiquette in

Two-volumes
know

that it is the first impression
„
4V,
mi,
u
„ i us andJ see
thati counts. The
people who
meet
us every day judge us by our outward appearance
not
auce, our dciioub,
actions our manners
manners, Thev
xney uo
do nut
wait until they know us before they judge
comfine
coarse,
cultured
or
whether we are
or
1
A
4 J
mon-place. They judge by their first impresSions of US
and first impressions are always
T\'e all

4.

Would you announce

letters?

intro-

Made At

Mistakes

do and say there would have been no embarrassment, no confusion.
And suppose your engagement were suddenly broken.
gagement ring?

the

man, or would you rise?
Would
you offer yotir hand in greeting?
Would you use any of these terms,
"Pleased to meet you," "How do
you do," "Glad to know you'

mail them?

The wedding day is the happiest day of
But one
any man's, any woman's life.

acknowledge

to

ductions? Would you remain seated
UDon being presented to a gentle-

1

.

.

,

—

,

.

lasting.

Then

you want to^ enter the world of good

if

.

.

.

.

want

society, if you
brilliant men

^,

^

company of
must make
-t'..,,
lou must be

to enjoy the

and women,

vou

4-1.
^.,^44;.,^4.^4^
^
first lapressions
perfect,
these
able to do and say and wear at all times, under
all conditions, the thing that is absolutely
correct.
You must know how to enter a room
and how to leave it. You must know how to
•

and how

to accept it.
You must
make introductions and how to
acknowledge them.
You must know how to
oL'er a seat,

know how

to

meet the most perplexing andJ embarrassing
circumstances with quiet dignity, and poise,
instead of becoming flustered and confused.
If you can do these things, if you know the
the
rules of correct conduct
of etiquette
world will recognize you as a lady, a gentleman, and treat you accordingly.
.

,

.

.

.

,

—

For 5 Days

Do you know dinner etiquette so well that you can
dine with the most cultured neoole without feeline embarrassed?
Do you know the right thing to wear to
dances, parties, balls, weddings?
"in find invaliiable aid
the sDlendid two-

m

J"^
volume

set of the Book of Etiquette.
Tou will want
to keep it handy where you can refer to it again and
again.
Let us prove it.
Let us send you both volumes
absolutely free to read, examine and test,
coupon will do.
Fill it in with your name
and address and send it to us NOW. at once.
No
t'?''
eounon.
The complete Book of
Etiquette will be sent to you at once.
Keep the books
for 5 days at our expense.
Read a page here and there.
Glance at the
Notice
the
table of
illustrations.
contents.
After 5 days you may send us S3.o0 in full
payment or return the books, as you please.
There
'/„"°»,o'',''f'\*'°",-

,. I?", ^^KJ°,l
absolutely delighted
with them,
mail the coupon today.
Tou cannot afford
miss this opportunity of examining for .yourself the
famous Book of Etiquette.
Clip the coupon and mail

are

But

to

nelson DOUBLEDAY.

^ ^OW.

Oyster Bay.

—

New York.

NEXSON DOUBLEDAY,

inc..

Dept.

402.

-

Inc.

Dept 402, Oyster Bay,

New

York.

obligation on my part,
set of the Book of Etiquette,
either return the books or send
,J
you S3. 50 in full
payment. It i3 understood that I am
not obliged to keep the books if I am not delighted

^^^J^

send

me

the

Two Volume

"ith them,

—

'^^^

And that's just what the famous Book of
Etiquette does teaches you the right thing
to do and say and wear on all occasions, at all
times
It solves the problems that have been
puzzling you, corrects mistakes, dispels doubt.

—

!

us pretend that you are the one

ryiotot.

T^/iii

r.i,-fn/.+

1 r,

n, a o T-f

A,t.?i^\r^

ofinncft^,

RtJf

ChecK thls „„„.—
sQuaTe

w
IT

™,.
watlt these books with
you ™o»t
liidin g at Ave dollars
t

^

Beautiful Full Leather
I

I

—
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News Notes from

the Studios

Continued from page 10

Capri, includes James Kirkwood, who
plays the title role; Anna O. Nilsson,
Norman Kerry, John Miltern, Geoffrey Kerr, Clifford Grey, and Annette Benson.

years ago.

In the ParamoLmt comedy "Is ]\Iatrimony a Failure?" T. Roy Barnes

the cast.

be seen in the role created by
Leo Ditrichstein in the stage production. AValter Hiers will also have an
will

Do You Want

A

Better Job?

THE

only difference between success and failute
a matter of training.
Edison and Steinmetz
and Scliwab and Vanderlip and Thayer and
Wanamaker these men did not reach their present
success through luck or chance.
is

—

They

got into the

—

work

for

which they were

and then trained themselves to
their jobs than anyone else.
opportunity came as it always comes
these men were ready to grasp it and turn it
best

fitted

know more about

—

When
into

fame and

You have
men had

dollars.

good a chance to succeed as these
perhaps better
Good positions are always
waiting for trained men positions that you can get
if you train yourself to deserve them.

—

just as

1

—

You can secure this training easily and quickly
at home through spare-time study with the
Correspondence Schools, just as
done. The I. C. S.

International

so many other men have
way is the practical way

—the

—the

way

fascinating

way.

profitable

—

All that we ask is this: Fill out the coupon printed
below and mail it to Scranton. This doesn't obligate
you in the least but it will bring you full information about the I. C. S.
Today is the day to send in
"Tomorrow never comes."
that coupon.
i»
EAR OUT HERE

—

——

I

I

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX

8CBANT0N, PA.

4573-B

Without cost or obligation, please explain how I can
qualify tor the position, or In the subject ielore which
I have marked an
la the list below:

important part.

Hugo

Electric Lighting
Electric Wiring

be "The Luxury Tax," in which

Bys.

3
H

Telegraph Engineer
Telephone Work

D

Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Toolmaker
Gas Engine Operating

3

Renee Adoree, who recently became Mrs. Tom Moore, will be seen
in the Fox production, "The Count
of Monte Cristo."
"Second Hand Rose," that jazzy
popular song, is being made into a
picture for Gladys Walton, Universal star.

Helen Jerome Eddy
tion,

Ptg.
Cartooning
Private Secretary
Business Correspondent

original screen story

make a picture
"The Divorcee,"
and Norma plans to make an ambitious production of "The Du^diesse
Constance

temporarily

Railway Mail Clerk
Mathematics
Navigation

Sheet Metal Worker
Text. Overseer or Supt.

U Agriculture _ Spanish
Poultry

will,

titled

de Langeais," based on the novel by

.

CHEMIST

Banking

Pharmacy

i

Teacher

Honore Balzac.
"Beyond the

Rocks" is Elinor
second contribution to the
screen.
As with "The Great Moment," Madame Glyn wrote the story
Glyn's

Street
No..

and

City-

especially
will

.Occupation .
THE STHNOftRD TRflWmO
SCHOOL FOR THEATRE AFITS

£3 YOl/rS

DIJAMaSic ARTS
FDUl? SCHOOLS IN ONE. PRACTICAL STAGE
TRAILING. THE SCHOOL'S STUDENTS STOCK"™.THEATRE AFFORD PUBLIC STAGE APPEARANCES
Write ror catalog mentioning study desired to

D.
43

IRWIN,

W. 72d

St.

Between B'way

&

Secretary
New York City

Central Park West,

Piano!

.earn

This Interesting Free Book
shows how you can become a
skilledplayerof piano or orpran in
your own home, at one-quarter usual
cost. Dr. Quinn's famous Written
Method is endorsed by leading mnsiand heads of State Con aervatories. Successful 25 years. Play
s at once and complete piece in every key, within 4- lessons,
For beelnnei s or
tific yet easy to understand.
Fully illust rated
Diploma eranted. Write
era. old or younjT. All music free.
? for 64-pa(?e
free hook. "How to Learn Piano. " M. L. Quinn
.

rnnrnnntpi

Ttiirtiniir^?

-jjfirniiimh

iiiMaiiiiii^^

is Gareth Hughes'
Grace Darmond is in

George Ade, famous humorist, has
been converted to the screen. He has
written "Our Leading Citizen" for
Thomas Meighan, and will supervise
personally at the Lasky studio.
Mr. Ade and the Paramount star
have been friends ever since Meighan
played the lead in the Ade play, "The
College Widow," on the stage. After

Arthur GLiy Empey, of "Over the

Top" fame,

work

for

Gloria Swanson, and
Lasky studio during

at the

the filming of the picture.

Alice Terry and
m.arried.

Of

Rex Ingram are
knew

course everybody

—

"A

Millionaire for

a Day."

Glenn Hunter, who played with
Burke in the stage play, "The
Intimate Strangers," and who supported Constance Binney in "The
Case of Becky," will be starred in a
series of pictures with the American
boy as the theme. "Apron Strings"
is the first production, and it will be
made by Tuttle & Warner. Marguerite Courtot, Beatrice Morgan,
A\'illiam
Tooker, Osgood Perkins,
Townsend Martin, and Lois Smith
Billie

are in the supporting cast.

Tom

Mix, Harry Carey,
had
better look to their laLirels, for Jim
Logan, a yoLmg cowboy, will invade
Hart,

and other

their

own

stars of "westerners,"

particular field in a series

westerns for James P. Hogan.
Besides being good looking, he is considered one of the most daring riders
and "stunt" men on the screen. Although Mr. Logan has been in picof

"Shotgun Jones,"
from the novel by Bertram Sinclair,
will introduce him to the fans as a
tures several years,

full-fledged star.

After spending several months at
Goldwyn studios writing and
titling his original screen stories and
the

would happen the surprise was
that the wedding was not according
to schedule.
The couple had announced that upon completion of
"The Prisoner of Zenda" they woLild
be married in Dublin, Ireland, by
Mr. Ingram's father, who is a proit

will return to the screen

in a picture called

Bill

her sister
Constance are working in California
again.

PLUMBING & HEAT'G

and Green," an
by GouverneLir

Norma Talmadge and

Com. School Subjects

CIVIL SERVICE

have the

Morris.

Commercial Law

n AUTOMOBILES

will

Goldwyn produc-

Warm

"Always

Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer

GOOD ENGLISH

picture.

ture author.

is.

Marine Engineer

ARCHITECT

Ma-

Irene Castle is working on "The
Rise of Roscoe Paine," from the
story by Joseph C. Lincoln. This picture will bring Miss Castle back to
the screen after a long absence.

Railroad Positions

BOOKKEEPER

England.

prise

leading role in the

O CIVIL ENGINEEB
Q Stenographer & Typist
Surveying and Mapping
Cert. Pub. Accountant
TBAFFIC MANAGER
n MINE FOK'N or ENGU.
Railway Accountant
O STATIONARY ENGB.

new

in

Home"

listening to Tommy's eloquent discourse on the fascinations of picture
making Mr. Ade decided to see for
himself.
Now every one is eagerly
awaiting his debut as a motion-pic-

SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING

ILLUSTRATING
Show Card & Sign

MECHANICAL ENGE.

"Stay

spring something new on the fans.
The statement has naturally created
wide interest in the picture, and every
one is eager to see what the sur-

BUSINESS MANAG'M'T

&

"Ivanhoe"

it

Ballin's next production will

The nature
bel Ballin has the lead.
of the story is being kept secret, but
Mr. Ballin says that he is going to

X

ELEC. ENGINEER

They will go abroad on a
honeymoon tour and expect to make

learning the motion-picture business
from the bottom, Rupert Hughes,
eminent author, has taken up the

megaphone and

will

direct his

own

temporarily titled, "Remembrance," for which he also wrote the
continuity.
CuUen Landis, Patsy
story,

Ruth

Miller, Claude Gillingwater,
Richard Tucker, Dana Todd, Kate

fessor at Trinity College. But, right
in the middle of the picture, they
slipped off to Pasadena, California,
and were married in a little tea shop

and Esther Ralston will compose the
cast for Mr. Hughes' first directorial

where

effort.

they

first

met,

almost

two

Lester, Nell Craig. Lucille Ricksen,

—

!!

!
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"In Every Man and Every Woman There

Some Great Moving
THIS
made

Picture Scenario"

the astonishing statement
by the world's greatest mopicture
producer
David

No, indeed! Many of the
Story Kings these days cruise around in
large limousines, have elegant country
homes or town houses, live in the highest
social spheres in America
No society is
too high or exclusive for them to enter.
No marble mansions but what is open to
them.
Men and women writers, from
humble stations in life, have been the

is

ternity of old.

—

tion

Wark

man who made "Birth
"Way Down East," "Broken

Griffith, the

of a Nation,"
Blossoms," "Intolerance." Is his surprising statement true?
Can it be possible
that there is "some great moving picture"
in the life of every man and every woman

YOUR

—in

life

!

?

"Every man or

woman

honored guests of Kings and Presidents.
have just published a new book for
you that amazes every reader and
the most amazing thing of all is IT'S

has known, has

WE

seen, or has lived part of a great story,"

says Mr. Griffith. "There is material for
screen masterpieces in the life of the dullest person you meet on the street today.
Your neighbors are living stories that, if
told naturally and spiritedly, would touch
and thrill the world."
Why don't
get the story out of
life?
Wait!
Don't say jou
CAN'T, because you don't
you
can't! Thousands of people who thought
they
COULDN'T, found out they
COULD, and now make big money in
their spare time, live comfortably and
happily, envied and admired by all their

prove their condition,

KNOW

money

by Evans. L. A.

MISS CLAIRE WINDSOR, famous

film star.

Read her inspiring message in '^The Wonder Book for
Writers," sent free

to

YOU

can

write

stories

and

plays and don't know it! Don't laugh at
the idea
"Ofttim.es one can do best the
thing he least suspects."
may pos!

YOU

hidden talent only waiting to be developed and brought out.
You may not
sess

suspect this but it may be true just the
same. Many of our greatest authors suddenly discovered they could write when
they least thought they could.
For years the mistaken idea prevailed

you had

that

have a special knack

to

order to write.

People said

it

touched bv the

Magic Wand of the Muse. They discouraged and often scofifed at attempts of ambitious people to express themselves.

But to-day men

like D. W. Griffith— and
other of the greatest minds in the
literary world
declare that "the average
person" may learn to write
Yes, write
stories and photoplays; thrilling, human,
lifelike; filled with heart-throbs, pathos,

many

—

!

passion, pain.
Some of the world's greatest writers
and editors claim that you may learn to
write just as you
THE KIND OF PROOF may learn anything
else under the sun!
YOU LIKE TO SEE
"There never ha3 been such a
There are simple,
market for irood fiction a3 there
IS to-dav.
This is the golden age
easy principles to
for writers. Anv man or woman
with an original idea, or even an
guide you. There
pri.inal wav of handling an old
idea, can sell their manuscripts as
are new methods
fast as they can turn Ihem out."
-R O B T. H DAVIS, OF
that produce asMuNSEY's Magazine.
tonishing
results
"It requi
for beginners.
great
literary
buOriginal five-reel
lots by
unknoivn au'hors sell or from
reau at Auburn,
$500.00 to $5,000.00." -JOHN
.

A

EMERSON,

well-knov

photo-

plavwriifht.

"The best reading matter is as
frequently obtained from absolutely new writers as it is from
famous

writers."— J

O H N M.

SIDDALL. Editor of American
Magazine.
"There is a popular impression

new

writer has no chance
given
scant attention. The impression
would be quickly dispelled if the
public could see how eagerly
magazine editors go through each
mail-hoping always that the
that thp

—that

his contributions are

Great Unknown may at last have
appeared. "Editor of Collier's

New

York, which
indorsed
by
some of America's
is

greatest
editors,
authors, and magazines, is

now busy

night and day supplying
this
in_

formation
cast.

And

—

—

up the idea of
WRITING. The fascination has swept
the country' by storm
People are dumbfounded at the ease with which they learn
is

!

in

was a gift,
a talent.
Some imagined you had to be
an Emotional Genius with long hair and
strange ways. They vowed it was no use
to try unless you'd been

.information is everybody's property. It is
not for the select few. Not for those specially gifted.
Not for the rich or fortunate, but for anybody any man or
woman of ordinary education and no
writing experience whatever thousands
who don't even
they can write

DREAM
EVERYBODY taking

broadthis free

Many find that about all they
need is an ordinary education, an observing mind, some will power, and a little
confidence. You know it was Shakespeare
who said
"All the world's a stage and
all the men and women merely players."
Life's stage all around you is filled with
people and incidents that will make stories
without number. From the great Screen
of Humanity, with its constantly changing
tide of Human Emotions
Love, Hatred,
Jealousy, Happiness you can create endless
interesting plots for stories and
photoplays.
There is never a lack it
flows on in an Endless Stream of Circumstance like Tennj'son's brook forever
Every person yon know is a t\-pe, a character.
"Everj^ house has a story." And
those who dwell within have impulses,
to write

!

:

—

—

—

—

—

!

world that
and mind as the
fascination of WRITING.
It gives you
a new power, a new magic, that charms
all those around you.
It lends a new
attraction to your entire personality. You
are looked upon with ej'es of envy.
For the world of story and playwriters
is no longer the starve-in-a-garret franothing

make

—

This surprising book called, ^'The Wonder Book for Writers'' tells how stories

and plays are conceived, written, perfected,

How

sold.
many suddenly realize tliey can
write, after years of doubt and indecision.

How story and play writers began How
they quickly rose to fame and fortune How
simple plots and ordinary incidents become
thrilling stories and plays through new
easy methods that simplify everything
How one's imagination properly directed
may bring glory and greatness. How to
really test 3'our natural writing ability.
How stories and plays are built up step by
step. How to turn Uncertainty into Success.
This book and

all its secrets

are

YOURS!

You may have a copy ABSOLUTELY
FREE- You need not send a penny.
You need not feel obligated. You need
not hesitate for ANY reason. The book
mailed to you without any charge
whatever
There is no need to let your laudable
ambition stand still— no need to starve
the Noble Flame that burns at the Altar of
your Dearest Hope — no
need to wait, to wish, to
merely dream of being a
/'"VriterS
will be

writer.

hopes, fears, fancies that furnish
material for you.
The columns of the
daily newspapers are filled to the brim.
The Footlights of Fate reflect scenes and
incidents providing rich food for the Pen
of Realism.
is

to

;

ideas,

There

who want

spare time. Within its covers' are
surprises and revelations for
doubting beginners that have caused a
sensation everywhere, because it is crowded with things that gratify your e.vpectations good news that is dear to the heart
of all those aspiring to write; illustrations
stories of success, brilliant
that enthuse
instances of literary fame coming unexpectedly; new hope, encouragement, helps,
hints things you've long wanted to know
in their

—

anyone.

friends.

Maybe

—
—

FREE! This new book, now being distributed by the thousand, is pouring glad sunshine into the lives of aspiring people who
want to become writers, who want to im-

YOU

YOUR

Is

Your

brilliant

opportunity, your golden
chance, is

HERE AND

NO^V! Get your

pencil

use the coupon below.
This little act may prove
the big lucky stroke of
your Destiny!

in all this

so dominates the heart

J
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Rend me ABSOLUTELY FREE. •'The Wonder Book
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and refinement
meet in RC Pictures
'T^LEASE TELL ME A STORY,"

From

iT race.

ern writer of
ear of the

is

craving as old

a

as the

human

the days of the ancient minstrel to the

King and

mod-

has had the

fiction, the successful teller of tales

the applause of the people.

Centuries of authors, actors and painters of pictures have
carried a fascinated world away on the wings of fancy to
scenes of adventure, of love, intrigue and daring.

And

then

.came moving pictures, the greatest achievement of the story
teller's art.

me

Today, the age-old craving, "Tell

a story,"

is

greater

than ever. To supply this need with sparkling, absorbing,
wholesome entertainment is the sole aim and ambition of

R-C

Pictures.

We

have

demands
and

all

artistic

To

set

for

ourselves

the best there

is

standard of

a

quality that

in stories, in acting, in directing

motion picture photography.

help us in realizing these ideals we have employed the
famous artists as Pauline Frederick, Sessue

talents of such

Hayakawa and Doris May, and

the versatile experience of

such able directors as Louis J. Gasnier,

Wm. Christy Cabanne

and Colin Campbell.

Already such successes as "The Stealers," "The First
Born," "The Foolish Age," "Kismet," "Turn in the Road,"
and "Possession" bear the distinguishing mark of

C PICTORES
"AT

THE STAGE DOOR"

''^recMi'jCiiym.Chrishj

This

is

Cabanne

the ivistful story of a
from childhood con-

girl luho

stantly "gives up" to her
younger sister.
Then comes
the tragedy of learning her
lover prefers "the baby." Unable to endure the torture of
having her heart break daily
at the happiness she thought
to be her ovjn, she leaves home.
At the brink of disaster a great
love finds and claims her.

,

,

Advertising Section
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"TWO KINDS OFWOMENCom'ing home, at her father's untimely death, to take charge of
his enormous cattle interests

Judith

Sanford

(Pauline

Frederick) finds herself surrounded by treacherous and avaricious
interests ivho plan to despoil her.
A feiv staunch adherents, loyal
to their old employer, unflinchingly stand by. Fraud, brute
force and flagrant villainy run
the gamut of their evil poujers,
calling into superb action all the
audacious courage, all the sweetness and culture of perfect iwomanhood ivhich this talented star so
ivell knoivs hoio to delineate.

"FIVE DAYS TO LIVE
Recognized critics state there
is
no more finished dramatic

jebmary

5th

to

12th

This is a special occasion arranged to
acquaint all lovers of the silent drama
with the wholesome, magnetic entertainment afforded by R-C Pictures.

Make

a point to see one or more
of these new, cleverly written, skillfully

actor for the screen today than
Sessue Hayakaiua. In his latest picture, "Five Days to
Live," he draws the veil from
that deep, spiritual, fatalistic
love that Eastern stoicism completely shadows from Occidental eyes.
This picture is a
peep into the soul of the

ancient East.

"POSSESSION"/)''"" SirAnthony Hopes novel "Phroso"

a Mercanton production

it

acted and beautifully photographed
Pictures during R-C Week.

R-C

Anthony Hope, master

—

dramatic stories
Mercanton, the "Griffith of Europe," a rare combination of
matchless talents, resulting in a picture of such intense
realism as to hold the spectator breathless.
This tale of
adventure, intrigue and romance, acted amid the identical
surroundings that gave the novel its atmosphere and color,
the background a real and famous old castle and a great
natural cave 300 feet below ground, has all the thrill of a
Sir

teller

of

vivid personal experience.

"SILENT YEARS"
d'-ecMby

One

of

the

most

delightful

books of recent years is Harriet
T. Comstock's "Mam'selle Jo."
It is a story in ivhich mother
love, touching the supreme
heights of sacrifice and devostands as a rock against
iL-hich the evil forces of malice
and slander hurl themselves to
their own destruction.
"Silent
Years" is a thrilling dramatization of "Mam'selle Jo:
tion,

•'EDEN AND

RETURN"

SlarringQofls'^a^

{^uisJ.Gasnier

Dainty Doris May, who delivered a landslide of mirth
in "The Foolish Age," repeats with a vengeance in
"Eden and Return." For
sheer fun, marvelously ingenious situations, the snappiest kind of rollicking
riotous action, this
offers

an

roarious

evening
hilarity

comedy

of
that

up-

you

—
16
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Advertising Section

Actual -photograph of
hand-made bedspread
unslreaked and unfaded after 15 Ivory

—

Flakes washings
Spread and statement
of original owner on
file in the Procter

washings

Gamble

offices.

—yet the creamy tint ofthis bedspread^ and the pinks and greens
ofits hand applique and embroidery are as pretty as new

THE

Illinois

woman who

sent in

the bedspread in the photograph
to the manufacturers of Ivory Flakes
described the washing in this way:

Send f or Free Sample
and booklet

telling

how

to keep silks,
wools,
knitted things, and all
fine fabrics looking like

new. Address Section
47-BF, Department of
Home Economics, The
Procter & Gamble Co.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

In laundering this spread I always used
water just warm enough for the hands, and
heat the Ivory Flakes to a lather and let
the bedspread soak for several minutes,
after which I rubbed it lightly between the
hands and rinsed it in water the same
temperature as the suds".

What Ivory

Flakes has done for this

do just as easily for your
embroidered linens, cretonnes, hangings, cushion covers, and counterpanes
wash them repeatedly without fading
or streaking any color that water alone
will not harm.
spread

—

it

will

The beauty about Ivory Flakes

is that
enables you to enjoy using your
loveliest household linens all the time
without fear that they will be ruined
in the washtub.
The Ivory Flakes
way of cleansing them is so easy that
it

you can do it yourself, even if you
never have washed anything in your
before.

life

Ivory Flakes gives you the proven
purity and safety of Ivory Soap in instant working, rubless form.
Try it
see
for

how much
all

better you will like it
your "special" washing, whether

a georgette blouse that just needs
a dipping in the bathroom washbowl, or
the colorful cretonne curtains from the
it is

sun porch.

lYORYsoAP FLAKES
The Biggest, Heaviest, Lowest Priced Package of the Whitest Flakes.
Makes Pretty Clothes Last Longer

!
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The Calendar

^
^ ^
^
^ ^
eriormances

^ As

-C

1—1915 —MONDAY. —Mary

MacLaron could
be recognized
that is, if you knew what
she lool5ed like
dancing ai-ound in the

——
!

chorus of "Dancing Around," which was in its
final weeks at the Winter Garden, New York,
and she further complicated matters in those
seven years ago by using her real name of

Mary MacDonakl.

WEDNESDAY.— Anita
2— 1010—
probably weighted down with
very

Stewart,
the re-

—

sponsibilities of life
why, she was then
within fifteen days of her fourteenth birthday
could be seen trudging along the streets of
Brooklyn, N. Y., textbooks in hand, bound for
the daily grind at Erasmus Hall High School
in that city.
And what dreams did she not

—

dream?

3—1908—MONDAY.— Eugene

— 1907— MONDAY. — Gladys

-J

rv— 1909— WEDNESDAY.— Eulalie

J_

\j

was

Hulette

an independent wage earner, though still
struggling with the Intricacies of the alphabet and the multiplication table, contributing her mito to the drama's uplift as the
little boy, David, in "The Kreutzer Sonata,"
the star of which was Bertha Kalich, being
settled for this night at May's Opera House,

Revealed by
johnson Bnscoe

Jcnsen was a carefree exponent of the
joys of musical comedy, being a most
handsome and distinguished Mm. Tulvott in
"The Time, the Place, and the Girl," then delighting theatergoers at the Globe Theater,
Boston, Mass., and to hear her sing "Honeymoon Hall" was alone worth the price of admission.

— 1917— SUNDAY. — Douglas

MacLean

had not at this time felt the call to
filmdom, this despite the fact that he
was a resident of Los Angeles, Cal., a memlier
of the stock company at the Morosco
Theater there, and was doing very well for
himself as Philip Martin in "We Are Seven."
And he had his famous smile even then.
-J

O'Brien, certainly with no thought in the world then
of the thousands of times he would read
in print these words, "Eugene O'Brien is not
married," was the cause of a distinct feminine
flutter at the Opera House, Jamestown, N. D.,
where this night he was to be seen as Claxton
iladileni in "Brown of Harvard."

Past

of

r)

_|_^

—was
1907— TUESDAY.— Marguerite
confident
the
that
of

fact

Snow
while

Sarah Bernhardt knew her business,
there were also other actresses worthy of consideration, a fact which she did her best to
impress upon the gathering assembled this
evening beneath the roof of the Loewen
Theater, Enid, Okla.. where she was to be
seen as Mile. Danf/lars In "Monte Cristo,"
supporting .lames O'Neill.

H

O— 1891—THURSDAY.
—With nothethought
future wild career
of his

in

films,

Hohart Bosworth was nothing if not a
contented Thespian, working under that past
master, .\ugustin Daly, at whose New York
theater he was playing the role of Careles.i in
"The School for Scandal," which was then in
the midst of a most successful run.

Plqua, Ohio.

Q—
^

to the
about in the minor part of
Manuel Sarceda in "Carmen," in which the
fervid Olga Nethersole was then the rage of

buckling

— maybe
William —

the hour, attracting crowded houses

some of which came to see our

!

the Broad Street Theater, Philadelphia, Pa.

to

M—

1908—FRIDAY.— Lew

Cody

have been nothing if not philosophical
in his contribution to the uplift of the
being a very nifty villain.
Norman
Canby, in that dainty classic. "The Hired
Girls' Millions," in which the Russell Brothers
were starring, at this time paving a week's
visit to the Arch Street Theater, Philadelphia,

r— 1882—
WEDNESDAY.— There was considerable excitement and hubbub in the
J_ 3
home of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Blythe
-|

1905—MONDAY.— Mack

Sennett
was
away, glad of the

cheerfully plodding
line or two which fell to his lot in the
character of Chow Suru in "Wang," which
musical classic De Wolf Hopper was offering,
everybody concerned including Marguerite
Clark and Gladys Hulette hoping that all
would be well at the Royal Opera House,
Guelph, Ont.

—

—

upon this particular day, for their third child
was born, he who was ultimately to achieve
considerable screen and stage fame as John
Barrymore, son of the well-known actors,
Maurice and Georgie Drew Barrymore, that
you see, being a stage name.
/"

M. Moreno,
f
J"st as handsome and almost as debonair as now, was a candidate for
musical comedy honors, doing his best to bring

XO
WEDNESDAY.—
Ferguson,
7—1906—
bravely struggling along with very
Elsie

slight

opportunities, was altogether in the picture as Caroline in ".Tulie Bon Bon," with
Louis Mann, then running at the Lew Fields
Theater, New York, and though she had only
a few lines to speak, these were done with
the air of a stage veteran.

8—1918 — FRIDAY.— Constance

Binney, now
a Realart star, with a stage career of
less than a year to her credit, was a most
festive sight as Parker in "Oh. Lady
Lady !"
wherein she did a most fetching solo dance,
that being her specialty in those days, appearing at the Princess Theater, New York.
'.

9—1912—FRTDAY.— Harrison

Ford

was

reveling in the glories of playing leading
heroic roles, though his comedy opportunities were predominant, this as Harr]/
Mallory in "Excuse Me," which gay farce was
a potent lure at the Russell Theater. Ottawa,
Ont.
And the girls loved the shy Harrison
almost as much in those days as they do now.

—1912— FRIDAY.— Antonio

the fore the rather inconspicuous role of
Stuhbs in "The Man From Cook's," an entertainment then in the early days of its existence, holding forth at the Academy of Music,
to

Baltimore, Md.

n—

1008— MONDAY.— Edward

Earle was

delighted in this long ago

opportunity came

when

the

to

'

Q—

—

—

MONDAY. Ethel Grey Terry
doing her childish best to respect
Shakespearean traditions, bravely going through her paces as the Dvlce of York
in "Richard TTI." supporting Thomas W.
Keene. and she unquestionably made a profound impression upon the audience asseraWed
at the Coates Opera House, Kansas Citv, Mo.

XO

^^^'"^

'"'as

1

1

Hammer-

n e

frankly

star,

a career benevertheless a dutiful

dislike for

Sweet was

undoubtedly doing her level best to
keep a straight face as she was nightly
compelled to listen to Chauncey Olcott's tenor
solos
and as she was little more than a baby,
she probably was in terror of a spanking If
she didn't
all this being In "Terence," at the
Boston Theater, Boston, Mass.

—

—

—1906

r\-i

y J_

— WEDNESDAY. — Vivian

Ogden,

who has been immortalized upon

the
screen through her work as Martha
Perkins in the Griffith picturization of "Way
Down East," was to be seen these seventeen

ago in this same mischief-making role,
in the flesh and speaking lines, her stopping
place this particular date being the Grand
Opera House, Salem, Ore.

.years

— 1009 — MONDAY.
—excitement
Milton
state

Sills was in
of
yes, of
^ great
course, he knew it was Washington's
Birthday but, far more important, he was
making his initial bow before a IJroadway
audience, being Norris Townsend in "This
Woman and This Man," opening at Maxine
Elliott's Theater, and, most important of all,
he scored a great hit.

e\f\

—

—

—^FRIDAY. —Marion Davies
— 1917
Justine Johnstone caused a

and

visible

flutter

among the masculine contingent

gathered at the Princess Theater, New York,
where these two extraordinary beauties were
gracing the musical entertainment known as
"Oh, Boy !" and, what's more, the girls were
obviousl.v on good terms with each other
And even now they are good friends.

—

—managed
1908 —MONDAY. — Pauline Frederick
maintain her usual poise
to

and calm, though these were busy days
with her, in the evenings appearing at the
Savoy Theater, New York, in "Twenty Days in
the Shade," and rehearsing "Toddles" during
the day.
And "Toddles," though Miss Frederick and John Barrymore headed the cast,
was a lamentable failure when produced.

f\C — 1901 —MONDAY. — Buster

^3

Keaton.then

3 venerable actor, aged seven years,
yet with six months' stage experience
behind him, was capering merril.v upon the
vaudeville stage, assisting his parents, Joe and
Myra, upon this date being one of the features
of the bill at Proctor's Theater, Albany. N. Y.
/T

— 101 —MONDAY. — Franklyn
admitted to-day
be one
2

Farnum,
most

of the

to

dancers in the Hollywood
colony, was earning his bread and butter by
skipping
pirouetting
musical
comedy,
in
blithely about as Edward Sherry in "Madame
Sherry," and It is to be hoped, despite his
surroundings, that he gave the audience their
money's worth, at the Opera House, Petaluma,
graceful

spend two consecutive nights in the same bed. as he was
chasing hither and yon as Bohhie Srott in
"The Blue Moon." with .Tames T. Powers, his
brief resting place this night being Dorris'
Opera House, Phoenix, Ariz., with a departure
after the performance for Tucson

1

—FRIDAY.—
E a
now a Selznick

avowing her

— 1904 — MONDAY. — Blanche

r)rv

must

stage,

191.'-.

stein,

hind the footlights, was
daughter, and in her father's, Arthur Hammerstein's, production of "The Trap," she was doing alt she could to uphold family tradition, as
Helen Car.son, at the Booth Theater, New
York. And, incidentally, she succeeded.

r)0

FRIDAY.— William Farnum, ever
5—1897—
with an eye
romantic, was swash-

6—

J
_|_

Cal.

O'T — 1914 —FRIDAY. — Nazimova

^I

was mak-

a comprehensive tour of these
United States as Mrs. Chepsfoiv in
"Bella Donna." playing this night
at the
Overholser Theater. Oklahoma City, Okla.

f\Q —

ing

—

—

1 906
WEDNESDAY. Earle Williams
strove to bring sinister villainy to
the part of Count Karloff in "The
Man on the Box." at the Colonial Theater,
Cleveland. Ohio, and celebrated his twentysixth birthday, too.

ji^Cj

:

-

Our

Is
A

million fans

would probably

Ideal Girl in the

Movies?

Penrhyn Stanlaws who knows girls, public taste, and motionyou will be surprised at his frank presentation of his case.

say, "Yes," but

picture stars emphatically says

"No"

—and

By

Barbara Little

TAKE

heed, "you who look to the stars of the
screen to teach you poise and grace and charm.
You can learn much from them, but remember
that, no matter what star you have chosen as your model,
sJic is not the ideal American girl.
That, at least, is the statement of Penrhyn Stanlaws,
the famous painter of beautiful .types' of young womanhood, whose delicate creations you have seen smiling out
from countless magazine covers. Stanlaws knows girls.
For years he has been studying them. And of late,

eyes as an ideal

girl, and that essential is her aptitude
for exploiting herself, her ability to project her emo-

tions."

"All her life the ideal girl has been taught reserve.
a great part of her charm. It suggests unplumbed
depths.. But the motion-picture star must be able not
only to express what she feels, but to project it so forcefully that every one in her audience feels it, too.
Girls
who as youngsters were street gamins were never taught
That is why they make the
to repress their emotions.
most successful motion-picture stars.
as you know, he has added to his knowledge through
his experiences as a motion-picture director.
"Just consider the humble beginnings of most of our
motion-picture stars. Many of them
"The ideal Ariierica girl," he rewere on the stage at the age of four
marked as he "settled back into the
or five years
many of them came
recesses of a softly upholstered armfrom tiny, out-of-the-way places
chair and glanced approvingly at the
where they never met cultured peotea-hour pageant of fashion passing
with this article, but you'll admire
ple
some of them never even knew
before us in one of New York's most
the courage of the director who is
what it was to have a comfortable
the
exclusive hotels, ,."is- not in
fearless enough to say what he
liome before they earned the money
movies. Why should she be? Isn't
really believes.
And if you don't
agree with him, and will write and
for them themselves.
she brought up: to be a connoisseur
tell us why, we'll try to find room
nf life who is concerned with taking
"Now contrast them with the girl
to print what you have to say.
who is taken abroad as a child, who
not with giving ?• And the business
lives in leisurely and beautiful surof the screen actress is constantly
roundings, and who is accustomed to homage from the
to give to her public. No one, I believe, would deny this.
time she is little.
As a youngster she probably rides
"So you must look for the ideal girl outside of the
well, at an early age she studies music, dancing— has a
studios
in the crowd at one of the big college football
few fencing lessons perhaps. She swims and plavs golf
games, for instance at house parties and country clubs.
You will find her there— perfectly groomed, well poised, and tennis, and possibly she goes in for polo and skiing.
A\'hatever -she does of that sort, she fits the picture, for
vivacious in a quiet way. She has clear, unswerving eyes
she was to the manner born.
and glowing cheeks. The most striking thing about her
"Give these tremendously clever girls who are motionWhen you look at her you don't think so
is her poise.
much of what she 'is as you think of the generations it picture stars all the credit that is due them, but don't
make them out as ideal."
has taken to produce her."
"But there mu,st be some," I insisted, "who are almost
He is that type of man
I glanced at Mr'. Stanlaws.
ideal.
Wlio are thev?"
seen so often on the' stage and so rarely in life whose
And so, just to satisfy me, he suggested a nearly
perfect composure makes him seem capable of something
ideal girl, a composite of motion-picture stars.
like the following
I suspect
that in his pictures he accedes to the wishes of the public
Enter butler. ."Pardon, sir, but your wife has eloped
rather than always following his own taste
with the chauffeur, and in their haste they ran over the
in the
same debonair way.
gardener."
His ideal girl would have Mary Pickford's innocence,
"Very good James," you can imagine Mr. Stanlaws
Betty Compson's deviltry. "She has a wicked eye, you
replying with the suave air of a man about town. "There
know," he offered in an aside. "You want to watch
Send for an undertaker, and
will be only one at dinner.
out for the gleam in it." And his ideal girl would have
draw the portieres. I feel a draft."
Helene Chadwick's cheeriness, too.
So, perhaps, his ideal girl is not typical of the prefer"She is one of my old models," he paused to remark.
ences of the average man. But who wants to be the ideal
"I'm delighted to see her and the rest of them doing
of an average man?
"You find my ideal girl everywhere here in New so well on the screen. There are dozens of them in
pictures now, and some of them right at the top. Anna
York," he went on, "but she will slip past you unnoticed
O. Nilsson was once my model, and so was Alice Joyce
oftentimes if you aren't watching closely for her. At
and Mabel Normand. She was a lovely little thing when
first nights, for instance, where there are many luxurishe was about sixteen.
ously gowned women, you will notice the actresses in
I'll never forget her.
"But to go back to that ideal girl she must have
bizarre costumes rather than the tastefully dressed girl
who comes in inconspicuously. But after you have found a tremendously sympathetic nature without being in the
least mawkish or sentimental.
her you will never be satisfied with observing the others.
Her capacity for sweetness and tenderness and mercy must be unlimited. Of
For she has every charm they have -and some more
course there is only one star who fits that Lillian Gish.
in an infinitely more subtle form.
I know her only as the motion-picture fans know her,
"There are more beautiful girls than she is in motion
But
but I am sure she must be wonderful to know personally.
pictures, and there are girls who are more clever.
"My ideal girl must have exquisite grace, too, in her
there isn't a girl in motion pictures who lives up to the
The very essential that makes
hands and in the way she turns her head in all her
ideal type in other ways.
movements, in fact. And the one who best exemplifies
her a success as an actress makes her a failure in my
It is

YOU MAY NOT
AGREE

;

;

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
Is
that

is

whose

Asta Neilsen, the Danish
picture,

'Hamlet,'

Ideal Girl in the Movies?
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actre.>s

just

is

Our

beinj.',

My

ideal girl must
sho\/n over here.
have a certain eagerness, but I know
of no motion-picture star who has il
Most of them
in just the way I mean.
have either too much or too little. And

the ideal girl must have an air of dreamand I don't know of any one
iness, too
who is a good example for that. Thereis such a narrow line between dreaminess and dullness."
"Claire Windsor," I suggested hope"No one could call her dull, and
fully.

—

I

"

With

encouragement
always do.
"I have never seen her," he assured

she

is

little

would have raved as

me

I

diplomatically.

Perhaps you remember a composite
girl Mr. Stanlaws drew some time ago.
It

so

was

—

a composite of ideal

— or

facial features that time.

—a

He

nearly
called

drawing of which appeared in Picture-Play a year ago
the Paramount girl, and she had Elsie
Ferguson's hair, Mae Murray's mouth,
Billie Burke's eyes, and Dorothy DalSuch a composite repreton's nose.
sented no lasting ideal, however, he assured me, because it was concerned only
his

creation

with externals.

"The ideal girl of any age will have
the qualities I have named. Her actual
physical appearance doesn't matter so
much.
Styles change in figures and
faces, and our ideal girl is in the height
of the reigning fashion of her time.
Years ago she had an hourglass figure,
a little later she was the stately Gibsongirl type, and now she more nearly resembles a medieval page boy than anything else. She is small and lithe, hipless and boyish in figure.
But she has
the innocence, the deviltry, the cheeriness, the sympathy, the grace, the eagerness, and the dreaminess I have spoken
It is the girl's personality that
of.
makes her ideal the looks are just an

—

accompaniment.
"It isn't what girls do," he observed
a few minutes later as we watched a
well-known motion-picture star officiously and loudly demanding a table
at the edge of the dance floor in the cafe
just beyond.
"It is the way they do it.
Betty Compson offered to continue playing for Mr. Stanlaivs even if his name reIn England I've seen a princess act as
placed hers in the electric lights.
no motion-picture star would dare to,
cultured, most refined girls in the world, especially the
but she did it with the air of a princess. We have no
"
princesses in motion pictures, so we have to hew to the
Famous Players' stars
line of conventionality.
To me the one star on the
"Oh, don't, please!" I begged of him. "Tell me the
screen who carries the air of refinement is Elsie Fertruth some more. If we fans had our choice we'd probguson."
ably rather be motion-picture stars, no matter what you
say, but, since we can't, tell us how to be ideal young
"But, Mr. Stanlaws," I protested. "What about Betty
ladies."
Compson? She has been wonderful in your pictures."
He looked at me quizzically, and remarked with an
But, instead, he .fell to talking about "The Little
air of finality: "Betty Compson is very acceptable."
Minister," which he had just finished, and about what
Then he laughed heartily, leaping in one moment his
happened when he was notified that in the future he
thick English wall of reserve.
was to cease being an obscure director of stars and to
"Do you want to start this interview all over again?" become a star director whose name would be featured.
he asked. "If you do I will say all of the things that
On learning this, he assumed of course that he would
might be expected of a director. I will tell you that
no longer be able to work with Miss Compson, who, as
Continued on page 98
girls in motion pictures are the most beautiful, most

News weekly camera men,

By
A

stationed before the amphitheater at Arlington, taking the last part of the ceremonies.

Aeroplane Limited

story of the heroic efforts which the

news weekly make

to

get

the

film

members

of the staff of a motion-picture

reproduction

of an

event of national im-

portance upon the screens throughout the nation in the shortest possible time.

Bv Charles Gatchell

A

FEW

weeks ago, on Armistice Day, there took
place at Washington, the burial of America's un-

known

soldier.

camera men at many different stations along the line
of march, and in and about the great marble amphitheater at the cemetery
five miles from the heart of
Washington had to be assembled and started for New

Never was an important ceremony impressed more
vividly upon the composite mind of
the entire nation. Newspapers carried
the most complete accounts on the
same and on the following day. In
who see the news weeklies
New York, San Francisco, and other

—

York at the moment when
mony ended and a crowd of

FEW PERSONS

large cities thousands of persons
heard, by means of an invention
which amplifies the sounds sent b}'
telephone, the words of President
Harding, just as he uttered each of
them, and at the precise instant that
he uttered each of them, at that cere-

mony.

Much

publicity

was given

to that

idea of the terrific struggle against
time and obstacles that have to be

theaters, scenes of every part of the ceremonies,

from

the time the casket left the Capitol Building until the
final wreath was laid upon the casket in Arlington Cem-

And

tireless

men who

are responsible for the making of
these celluloid newspapers.
This article will give you a new
interest in news reels. After read=
ing it, you will feel, on seeing them
in the future, a little thrill of ad=
miration for the work of the men
who make them.

marvelous mechanical achievement.
But nothing was said in any newspaper about the fact that on the day
of the funeral persons in New York,
who, early in the afternoon, had listened to the addresses
as they were reproduced in Madison .Square Garden, saw,
in the evening, on the screens of the larger New York

etery.

flashed

on and off the screen each time
they go to the theater have any

overcome by the

that this second achievement was no less
first you will better appreciate on

remarkable than the

learning that New York is five hours from Washington
by the fastest train, and that the films, taken by many

—

the cerecountless
thousands of persons started to leave,
filling the roadways with long lines
of hurrying pedestrians and longer
Not
lines of blockaded motor cars.
only did they have to be started for

New York

— on

under such

terrific

diffi-

arriving there they had
to be delivered to the laboratories,
developed, dried, cut, titled, the positive prints made and then delivered
at the theaters.
The reason that this seemingly superhuman feat received no notice is
that such exploits on the part of the
culties

agencies which disseminate news by
means of motion pictures have become as commonplace as those that work by telegraph
and the printed word. But few persons who see these
news reels flashed on and off the screen each time
they attend the theater have any idea of how this
incredible speed is attained, nor have they any conception of the planning, the effort, and money that must
be expended to reproduce on the screen any one of these
news items, few of which last more than a minute or so.
It

was

to

watch one of these

celluloid reproductions

By Aeroplane Limited

Just outside the amvhitheater, where the ^Ims were collected before being taken to the aeroplane.

of a news event in the making that I attended the burial
services of the unknown soldier in company with Em-

had therefore outlined

in ad-

a scenario providing
for certain striking and symbolic touches.
For example, the picture

vance

manuel Cohn, editor of the
Pathe News, which is probably the most widely circulated of the news weeklies.
For weeks previous to the
ceremony Cohn had been
working on the arrangements for, as in the case of

was to begin with a title,
"Armistice Day Dawns in

anything managed by army

which
Washington,"
into
would gradually appear a
picture of the shadowy dome
of the Capitol Building, from
behind which the sun would
gradually rise and burst into

and government

s

;

officials, this

event was bound round with
red tape, and the procuring
of the necessary permits and
passes had required the over-

p

e

peace
that

n d

—

suggestive,
the new day

r

of

which
the

it

was hoped

conference

might

and interpretative bits,
of which had to be made

bolic
all

in advance,

some

at consider-

able cost.

Three days before the

ence.

emony Cohn, two

the preparations

consisted solely in making
the arrangements with the

era

men,

and

cer-

of his

cam-

left

for

I

AVashington. For a dav and
a half I followed the ener-

government. It was Cohn's
belief that an event so mo-

Pathc News
from bureau to bureau, from
Arlington Cemetery to Boil-

getic chief of the

mentous in its' I'^Mtion to
the disarmament conference
should be presented on the
screen in something more
than a
few glimpses of
parading diplomats, gesticulating orators, and views of
a moving crowd. He wanted
his pictorial account of it to
impress the meaning, the significance of the event, and he

of
of

bring al)out. Throughout the
picture, as he had planned it,
there were other special sym-

coming of the most unexpected and difficult obstacles,
and had occasioned several
trips to Washington, almost
diplomatic conferences, and a
great mass of correspond-

Nor had

1

course,

ing

Flying

Field,

watching

him checking up on every
arrangement that he had
made. This was too important an assignment on which
run the least chance for
failure to get the stuff and
to deliver it on time.
And
to

Tm films

were quickly bundled

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii»iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iim

into

a traveling bag.

Continued on page 87
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ATennis-Loving
Thespian
Bert Lytell is an anomaly in Hollywood; he does not pose for tennis
pictures in high-heeled shoes, and he
tells the truth even when it is unflattering to himself.

By

Hazel Shelley

"Only once in all my association
with Mr. Lytell have I seen him angry," his secretary had told me, when
the clerk at the desk of the hotel where
he lives had informed us that the object of my search was out on the
tennis court.
"And that was when I
interrupted him one afternoon while

he was playing tennis.

If you persist
him now, remember. I'm
not responsible.
I warned you."
Nothing daunted, I insisted on being announced, and to my surprise
and his secretary's he rushed to meet
in bothering

—

us before

we reached

and welcomed us
ward we found that

apartment
Afterthe courts were
his

cordially.
all

occupied, so we hadn't really interrupted him.
At that, I wouldn't be
afraid of having seen his good-natured
""'
smile.

Inside Mr. Lytell's sitting room,
from which we could hear the pat,
pat of the balls on the tennis court
and the monotonous calling of the

we

score,

faced one another questionon the edges of our re-

ingly, sitting

spective chairs.
His skin was

tanned

leathery

a

brown from constant exposure to the
sun in fact it was burned almost
;

And

black.

glowed

from

his
his

face
recent

He

wore white
exercise.
trousers, a shirt open at
the neck, with no tie of
any sort, and a brown
sweater
Bert Lytell's chin

is

so square and prominent that he seems strong

in character

ONE

of

as welt as physique

my

pet aversions
is publicity pictures of
jfilm stars playing tennis

You and I
shoes with heels.
He plavs tennis because he
that the people in pictures of that
for what court owner would really likes to,
sort are not real players
because
not
allow heels to tear up his ground, no matter how the publicity
famous the feet that wore them?
photographer
Almost the first thing I noticed when I met Bert thinks it
makes a good
Lytell was his tennis shoes, and I liked him right
picture.
away because they showed hard wear. Obviously
he plays tennis because he likes to, not just because
the photographer thinks a tennis costume helps make an attractive picture.
I had been warned a few minutes before I met Mr. Lytell that
he would probably be grouchy.
in

know

which

had

appar-

ently fitted itself well to his
figure from much usage, but,
most important of all, his

Sljuri-

shoes were honest-to-goodness tennis shoes.
"Do you get your love of the outdoors
from your parents ?" I asked the sinewy,
brown man in front of me.

"Heavens,

—

no_,

child."

said

Mr.

"I was raised in a trunk in a
father and
stage dressing room.
mother were on the stage all their
lives and I always traveled with them.

Lytell.

My

\

I

stage debut when I
thirteen years old in 'The Lights
London,' a Drury Lane melodrama. The dust of

made my own

was
of

behind the scenes is
the very breath of
Continued on page 102

The Big

Brother

Little

Moores

of the

He is full of surprises, is Matt Moore.
when you think you know all about
you

you

find

By Haniette

ONEup

Just
him,

don't.

Underbill

day recently Seena Owen called us
and said that they were going to

do some interesting night scenes for
"Sisters," and wouldn't we like to come up
and see them. So we went, and that was how

we happened

to meet Matt Moore, who is Miss
Owen's leading man.
funny how much he looks like his
It's
brother Tom when he has his make-up on.
He looks like Owen, too, and yet Tom and
Owen do not look a bit alike. So there you
are.
Miss Owen said the next time she invited us up to the studio she would do it while

her leading man wasn't there, for she never
got a chance to see us at all.
Matt Moore,the youngest of the three brothers, is a charming,

interesting,

emphasize

this

cordial

young man, and we

fact especially because for the

years we have been laboring under
a delusion.
We thought he was a distant,
not very interesting, and upstage young man,
and we really had every reason to believe so.
We got so well acquainted with him that we
finally told him all about how he appeared
last three

we saw him. That was
over at the Fort Lee studio, when he was
playing with Marion Davies in the "Dark
Star" and "Getting Mary Married."
Alan
Dwan was directing, so he invited us over
to spend the day.
Besides Miss Davies,
to us the first time

Mr. Moore, and Mr. Dwan, there
were Norman Kerry, Ward
Crane, and Dorothy Green,
the villainess.
We had
luncheon at a funny little
place where they had a
graphophone with six
cylinder records.

were

Matt, the youngest of the Moore
brothers, is a charming,
ing, cordial

You

They

Among

the
"

Your Gold." We asked
Mr. Moore if he remembered
and he said that he

"And wasn't it
had SO' much fun
ing,

my

life

as

when

didn't act very jolly.

•

You

Owen

Pl'^y^lf
the
in

production,

never opened

your mouth even to smile, and we decided that either you were an old grouch or that you
had taken a violent dislike to me. Now which was it.''"
"Neither one. I remember the day you were over
just hanging around, and I
there.
I wasn't working
was sort of walking in my sleep, trying to catch up
on some of the sleep which I had been losing for weeks.

—

re-

Why,

And so, when we
every night.
thought you were upstage, you were
Here the director, Albert
only sleepy."

I

worked with Miss Davies and Alan Dwan."
,,T 11
i)>
J
<(iT[7 11
Well, you
we exclamied.
Jolly!
1

we
!

early.
Only pampered
too
newspaper people can stay out

addI never

did,

jolly?
in

was working too

we used to see you out
dancing every night, and no
motion-picture actor can do
that.
They have to get up

"Glow-worm,"

"Hiawatha,"
"Just
Break the News to
Mother," and "Take Back

it,

see, I

interest-

young man.

hard."
"Yes, you were,"
torted, "after hours

"Love's
Old
Song," "Silver

Sweet
Threads
Gold,"

Photo by Evans

""^''^'I'lZ
Cosmopolitan
-

'Sisters."

Capellani, called Miss Owen and Mr. Moore
for a scene.
It was the first part of the
If
story, but the last part of the picture.
there's one place that it's true, "the first

shall be last and the last shall be first," it's in a motionpicture studio, for there's no such thing as continuity
in the bright lexicon of the movie star. That only comes
So, although the picture
after a picture is assembled.
was nearly finished, they had just arrived at the spot
Continued on page 102
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What

It
An

Costs to Be a Star

expose of the true condition of

stars'

pocketbooks.

By Gordon Gassaway

A RE all movie
/A stars millionaires

— or

before, but because he
is a movie star, and
therefore
rich
they
believe that he can
hand over three or
four hundred dollars
to hel]> them out of
whatever kind of hole
they have got them-

even

thousanclaires ?
What of the thou-

sands they make every
?
Are they sav-

week

ing it
old age

all

— or

vi'eather

for

their
for rainy

selves into financially.

?

opinion
says that because "he"
or "she" is a motionpicture star, he or she
must be rich. But is
it true?
You'd be surprised

When he was in Philadelphia on his last
trip to New York a

how

rich

pital.

are.

authorities

Popular

most

far
of

After

from
them

man

to
announced
him that his wife and
child were "in hock"
at

maternity

The

hos-

hospital

would not
them out until the
hospital bill was paid,
and the man didn't
have enough money
to pay the bill. Would

investigating

let

the matter fully, and
getting so personal in

my

probe that I momentarily expected to
be thrown out of several of the best dressing rooms in Holly-

a

Wallie please loan it
him? Wallie had
she makes no claim to being rich
never seen or heard
of the man before.
wood, I have come to
But W^allie is good-natured, and paid the bill so the
the sad conclusion that the glamour of wealth surroundman could get his family out of soak.
ing a movie star is as nebulous as the air of which
Wallie didn't want to tell me that incident, but he
castles in Spain are built.
did when I goaded him beyond all endurance by accusTake the case of W'allie Reid.
He's perhaps as
briglit a star as looms in the cinema firmament.
ing him of being rotten rich. Movie stars, despite their
It is
press agents, have a natural reticence when it comes to
reputed that he receives anywhere from four thousand
mentioning their charities.
to six thousand five
Anita Stewart's shoivy home bears mute testimony

hundred

dollars

a

week, which, by the
way, is not true.
When he travels
across the continent
he is waylaid here
and there by sob sisters and sob brethren

who never saw him

to

wealth

—yet

"Do you know how much

>to

I

am making?" this darling
we had reached

of the gallery gods asked me when
the point where he was pacing up and

down

the billiard

handsome Hollywood home and I was rocking back and forth in front of the open fire.
"Well." I replied, "they say you make about thirtyMaybe more."
five hundred dollars a week.
"I make just twenty-five hundred dollars every week."

room

in his

"That's a whole

lot

of money," said

I,

for so

it

seemed

who is proud to own a flivver.
"You may think it is, but look what
I'm not living for
costs me to live.

to one
If you had ever talked to Wallie Reid
about what it costs to be a star you
would wonder how he can appear so
light-hearted on the screen.

it

I
I'm living for the public.
myself.
have just about as much privacy as the

goldfish they

move
"^'-•X.

"If

I

jf
y'^^f^
'j^-^Jft,

about.
'live

up

Every time

I

to the public'

want a certain make of auto-

I

can't have it because it isn't
flashy enough. I couldn't live in a comfortable little bungalow if I wanted to,

mobile

/j

tell

have to
I

it would look as though Reid
were miserly. Every time I leave the
house I have to play up to what the
public thinks I ought to be
not to
what I want to be.
"But the actual expenses of
being a star are enough to mal<e
vour hair curl. For instance.

because

—

What

People expect motion-picture stars to

It

own a showy

make of car, and Earle Williams expensively

lives

up

to

their ideas.

employ an attorney by the year. He costs
one hundred and seventy-five dollars a
week. My wardrobe for each picture must be
different from the last
it must be extensive
and it must be expensive. And, believe me, the
tailors see me coming
An ordinary business
man can go to a tailor and get a mighty good
I

me

;

!

suit

costs

now for eighty or ninety dollars.
me one hundred and seventy-fivC

A

suit

dollars.

Sometimes I hdve fifteen or twenty complete
changes in a single picture and I make a new
picture every five weeks.
Figure it up for

—

yourself."

And in probing around throughout Hollywood, stopping a star here and accosting a
star there, I found out that among the men
lumiuaries it is always the same. Everything
costs them more than it does us ordinary
.

It's a case of the more they get the
they have. Tom Moore told me that when
he was getting fifty dollars a week he could
save more than he can now, and he's getting
several times fifty.
The reason, he explained,
is that the higher he goes the higher go his
expenses.
May Allison, in a moment of confidence,
explained that it cost her twenty thousand
dollars in one year to send out personal photographs to her fan admirers. Think of that.
Now she has the fan-picture business down
to a science, as have many other picture stars.
Wallie started the system of collecting twentyfive cents from every girl or boy who asked
for a picture of him.
The proceeds of the
collections, amounting to thousands of dollars
every year, are turned over to a worthy charity
after the general expenses are paid.
Tommy
Meighan and many others are doing the same

mortals.
less

thing.

"What

does

Swanson?"

I

it

cost

asked

you

to be a star.

Miss

when we met one day

just outside a set for her

"The Husband's
Trade-mark," being directed by the genial Sam

inff

Wood.

drain on her pocket-

picture,

"It costs

me my

nerves,

Next

to

Viola

Dana

her charities.
finds bav-

clothes the

book.

worst

Costs to Be a Star

25

—
What

26

Costs to Be a Star

It

what shreds of disposition

I once had, and sometimes
friends!" she exploded with a luscious pout.

my

"But

I

mean

in actual cash.

Your gowns, your

—

er

general living expenses.
Are you saving millions out
of your salary?"
"Do you think I could save 'millions' and dress the
way I do ? They've wished beautiful gowns on me in
pictures, particularly those with Mr. De Mille, and I
have to live up to that reputation off the screen. It's
no joke dressing better than any woman in America,
or Europe either, for that matter, every time I appear
on the street or in a cafe.
"I don't dare wear the same gown twice, and I can't
stay home forever.
"If I even think in terms of five or ten dollars when
I am shopping, trying to save a little here or there, I
am thought miserly.- Even my servants cannot understand why I would like to save a few dollars
in the management of my home, just as any
good housewife should want to do. I have to
'keep up with Lizzie.' I have to seem prodigal

money

with

or stand the sneers of those

who

believe that I am very wealthy."
But the actual cost of being a picture star,
according to Miss Swanson, is not so

much

in the

in the cost to

—

the reputation of one who has
gained stardom.
Pet charities are a truly ter
rible drain on stars' incomes.
Viola Dana says she is gettrying to
ting cross-eyed
keep her left hand from
knowing what her right hand
doeth. Appeals pour into her
every day for financial aid in
some measure, and she admits
that she is so tender-hearted she can refuse
only the most outrageous requests.
One man, who seems to be a particular
client of hers when it comes to charity, has
lost count of the number of "new babies" his
wife has had within a year, and to Viola's
personal knowledge he has come to her with
sad stories of the arrival of six, without a drop
milk in the house. Miss Dana told
to drink
me yesterday that she wonders if he really means

—

them?
rible

Viola

The income-tax

Continued on page 99

you could af¥ord it
pretense at being rich.

if

collectors bother

That's another thing.

What

me enough

as
the charities

a passion for real

told me, opening her

is.''

Stewart claims that
From her diamond anklet
appearances in the
to her Paris hut, Conthe
California pageants
at
stance Talmadge shows
Ambassador and Alexandria
where her monev goes.
hotels have almost bankrupted
her both during and since the
war.
"Honestly," said Anita with
that queryfui raise to her eloquent eyebrows above the
bridge of the famous Stewart nose, "I spend thousands
of dollars every six months for special costumes which
Not that I mind doing
I wear in charitable pageants.
it, but I can't see why people think I must be rich just
Of course I own a
because my salary is very good.

make no

She

and the

Anita

I

Dana has

she has acquired it she will go to any
lengths to satisfy it.
Then there's Wallie Reid's saxophone
collection.
They cost real mone}-, and he
has dozens of them cluttering up the house.
Pauline Frederick, who must have been
bitten by a horse fly, maintains an elaborate
stable.
When I asked her if she was a
millionaire she laughed a short, nasty laugh
and pointed to her stable.
were
perched out on the brick wall along the
garden back of her big Beverh' Hills home
at the time.
"Could I be rich and keep up a bunch of
cayuses like that?
I am not rich, and now
some lawyer is suing me for more than I really
have. If they would stop suing picture stars maybe we
would have a chance to save a little. But as long as I
have my horses I don't care."
In a moment of affluence a star gets a hobby, and
then it is all off, for all stars have their ups and downs,
and when they are temporarily "down" they are ridden
by their hobby just the same. It may be fancy automobiles, it may be real estate, or it may be pink monkeys,

charitable

would you,

also something ter-

long-lashed blue eyes very wide, that
she'd go into debt now for Irish lace.
Of course, she explained, if she had
not been making a good salar}- as a picture player she might never have acquired the taste for real lace, but since

milk.

on time payments.

It's

I

Irish lace.

—

large home, but so

—

—

lavish outlay of cash as
nerves in continually
having to live up to what the public
expects of you and to withstand
the constant attempt of the newspapers and of individuals to assail
it is

up to the public' don't do to what would
otherwise be a neat bank roll for the star, the income
tax does.
Charles Ray, one of the most conservative of our
stars when it comes to display, is nicked by the incometax man harder than by any one else. Nevertheless, the
astute Charley is saving more than many another star
because he -spends less than some, though his beautiful
Los Angeles home and its swimming pool are somewhat of a drain on his pocketbook, he admits.
Katherine MacDonald, who has a reputation as a
beauty and "good dresser, on and ofif" to maintain, told
me that she is in the position of Gloria Swanson at
great expense for new clothes all the time.
She appears very little in public, but every time she does
appear she must be freshly garbed.
Stars, in pictures, usually have to supply their own
costumes.
Miss Dana paid almost five thousand
dollars for the gowns she wore in one picture.
She is five weeks making a picture, and then
starts on a new one.
If she is getting one thousand seven hundred and fifty dollars a week, as
it is reported, then it can easily be seen that
she is no Hetty Green.
Wealth, as such, can be attributed to the
canny three Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks, and Charlie Chaplin,
and of the three the first and the
last named are richest.
I think
it
is safe to say that here we
have two really rich young people, but the average star is
far from wealthy.
If the bare necessities of
life keep the stars "broke,"
then what would you think
the addiction to hobbies does to
cost of 'living

it

We

:

:

Around the Lot with the Manuscript
From

the shooting of the

an indispensable part

first

scene to the

in the

By Helen
lot

I first

woman sitting, manuscript on knee, writing madly.
wondered what on earth she was doing. And as I
watched her pencil fly it seemed to me that I dimly
remembered that on every set I had been, no matter
what the picture, some young woman, or some young
man, sat near and wrote and wrote and wrote
as if possessed. So I edged nearer and nearer,
and finally peeped over her shoulder. I saw a
manuscript, the top page of which looked as
if it had been stormed upon.
Up and down
and in the margins and between the lines it
was marked and remarked. The girl herself
paid no attention to me.
She was writing
furiously.

"What
the man

cutting she plays

making of every motion

picture.

Christine Bennett

was on the
at Lasky's, when they were making
IT "The
Great Moment," that
noticed a young
I

final

Girl

station which was made right at the
The minute William De Mille walked out on
he saw that something was wrong some things,

railroad

—

was a small-town

studio.

the set
rather.

and there wasn't a railroad
truck carrying milk cans, there was no semaphore target
to warn of the approach of trains, this in the backIt

station,

ground, of course.
The telegraph instrument didn't
work like a real one, and the ticket rack was
big
a rack intended for a city, not a small
There was some baggage, but it did not
:e.

—

on it. And all these things had
altered at once.
t isn't," said another of the assistant direc"that the motion-picture audience will see
of these things or care very much about
11
them it is so that the actors themselves
will get to feel that the scene is real and react to its reality."
e real tags

3e

;

she doing?" I demanded of
standing next to me he was
an assistant director on some other picWhen Thomas Meighan came on the
ture, not busy for the moment.
He
set to play the scene in the Italian bedlooked at the girl and said
room in "Conrad in Quest of His Youth"
"Oh, she's the manuscript girl. She
he was in dressing gown and slippers,
records any changes made on the set
apparently ready for bed.
Supposedly,
while taking the picture, yoti know."
he had undressed in that room, and his
"She seems to be kept pretty btisy
toilet articles were all laid out
brushes and
doing it," I ventured.
comb and so on ready for morning. Mag"Oh," said the man, "we really make very
azines and tobacco jar were on the table
few changes in this studio.
in case of a restless night.
Apparently
work out
everything carefully beforehand."
everything was complete.
That is what every one said to me, every
"But," said William De Mille, "where
director to whom I talked.
And yet right
are the things that came out of your
under my eyes every time I went on a set
pockets when you undressed ?" And at once
was some young woman or some young man
every man on the sdt knew he was right.
working like mad, recording those few
Every man on earth does that little act as
changes. I got a look at one manuscript, corhe undresses, takes out his knife, keys,
rected and changed all through, which the
wallet, notebook
if he is afflicted in that
director said had hardly been touched, read it,
way and half a dozen little pet things he
and finally got his viewpoint.
carries about with him and lays them on
No big thing in the story had been altered.
table or dresser.
It is an act sacred to
But minor points, all the way from the hanging
the undressing of the male. And everybody,
of a picture to the hasty redressing of all the
Meighan included, felt that he had really
characters and the shifting of a scene from
imdressed and was ready for bed when the
indoors to out, had been changed.
little assembly of these was brought and
You may
think such small things would not matter, but if
placed on the table, although probably the
Scene 256 reads
audience would not notice them at all. But
"Ethel comes in. She walks to the picture
the height of realism was reached
to reof her mother on the wall and stands before it
turn to "Miss Ltilu Bett" when, in the
musing," and the director decides that the speckitchen scene, where Lulu is preparing
everything real was used real
dinner,
tators
you and I won't see Ethel's mother or
Now
Ethel's musing well enough with that picture
bread, real vegetables, et cetera.
on the wall, and it has to come down and out
these had to stay a good while during
The manuscript girl liad to
rehearsals, and when the time for the
of its frame and be put in a table stand on the
write in tlie descriptions
camera came it was fotmd that the busy
table, that involves a rewriting of the entire
of Pauline Frederick's
little California ants had discovered the
scene or it will be lost entirely and things will
costumes for "Tlie Lure
kitchen and had made a trail to the piles
come to a terrible pass when the mass of scenes of Jade" as IVliss Frederick appeared on the set,
on the table. De Mille took a close-up of
arrive for the final assembly.
for none of them were
No doubt the manuscript girl
the ants
The assistant director was right things are
made in advance.
wrote it in.
carefully planned beforehand, so carefully that
W'hen Pauline Frederick played "The Lure of Jade"
you think everything is going through with a bang. And
then before an actor gets on the set the director beno costumes were written in anywhere. Miss Frederick said that she would design the costumes herself
gins making changes.
In the making of "Miss Lulu Bett," one set was a
when she got the feel of the picture. And early in
is

—

—

—

We

—

—

—

—

—

—

!

;

—

—

—
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A wonderful Christmas

-

:

the

Lot with the Manuscript Girl

party in "The Grim Comedian" was cut out entirely because
manuscript girl stoically recorded the cut.

it

made

the picture too

long—and

the

the morning of the day when the)' were to begin on
the South Sea Island scenes she went into the city and
selected yards and yards of silks.
She brought these
to the studio at eight-thirty, picked out one, and, standing before a long mirror, directed her maid to drape it.

phere and change and change to rub it in.
Take
"Ropes," a picture being made at Universal City from
the story by Wilbur Daniel Steele.
In making the continuity the producer wanted to keep as near to the

At nine

followed

draped and pinned on. Miss Frederick directing the
draping and pinning.
Once after a long session with
the mirror she said
"This doesn't feel right. Let me sit in it ten minutes
and see what is wrong." So she sat for twenty-five
minutes, and then rose and redirected the unpinning
and repinning of the silks, finishing up with black jet
bracelets, darkened nails, and a particular perfume.
I wonder sometimes if they will get to writing in
the perfume.
For just as certainly as you see exotic
or emotional scenes made, just as sure as the studio
orchestra, are the studio perfumes, scenting the air,
lending their atmosphere to every mood.
Maybe some
day Scene 367 will read
"Leonora, in afternoon dress, perfumed with lilacs,
Of course we in
is seen walking down the street."
the audience won't know it, but, just like the unseen
little assembly taken from the man's pocket at night,

hundred and seventy-five scenes took place in one small
room. The producer saw at once that this would not
do. In the story the room was described once and then
let alone, and you could forget how it looked and keep
your mind on the action. But in the picture that room
would be thrust at yon until you were heartily tired
of it.
The story is a lighthouse story, and the producer promptly moved over twenty scenes out of doors,
where the sea would make the background. In so doing
he saved you and me from the monotony of that small
room and gave us something of which we rarely tire
the sea
to look at, and he repeated sea scenes until
he got the atmosphere of the story into the spectators.
In the same story there was a scene where Mary Philbin
takes a walk down a country road, on her way to a
dance. The road in the story was just a countr)- road.
But the producer made it a road by the sea just to keep
the smell of the brine in the air.
For the same reason
he changed the scenes showing the arrival of the heroine.
Miss Du Pont.
In the story the heroine came in a

o'clock she was on the set, working.
All her
costumes for these scenes were made in the same way,

we

will get the effect.

so easy to get atmosphere over to the audience
In a book a description of a place is
via the screen.
you have time to get your imagination
a long thing
to work, and by the time the author has completed it
you have it well visualized. But the screen can flash
all that in an instant, and your imagination cannot get
So on the
all that so quickly and get to work on it.
screen they repeat and repeat and repeat to get atmosIt isn't

;

original story as possible,
it

to the letter.

and so the continuity writer
ninety-eight of the two

And

—

—

train, but for atmosphere's sake she arrived in the
picture on the sea front as if she had come in a boat.
The person in charge of the manuscript was right busy
in the making of "Ropes."
Some atmosphere is undesirable we can stand just
and no more. When they made "Should a
so much
Tell?" founded on "Tess of the D'Urbervilles."
a man was killed by a fall from a window high up in

—

Woman

;

—

;

:
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But such a fall,
involved a revolting
mess on a sidewalk, so the scene was
moved bodily to a Mexican town where
the apartment houses are two story, and
the man fell from the second story, a fall
which might easily kill him, but which
''would not make his body a terrible thing
to look upon.
The manuscript ^irj is busiest on those
scenes which just cannot be made as they
are written.
No writer however gifted
can tell just how a ship is going to sink.
And in "L3ang 'Lips'" where a real ship
was sunk, the scenes were written in as
the ship went down according to her own
sweet will. In the making of "The Queen
of Sheba" the chariot races were made out
at Mixville Ranch, owned by Tom Mix.
apartment house.

an

shown

He

in

pictures,

arranged the races and saw to

it

that

When everything
they were real races.
was ready Tom rode to the boys standing
in the chariots, and thus addressed them
"Boys, I want this to be a real race. I
want you to race as if a quart of good
Scotch whisky was the prize, and, by
George,

W

to

it's

it,

going to be."

They went
was some race
and the days of Sheba never saw

ell,

that

!

more ardent racers. They fought for the
inside like madmen, and several went over
as no one could have written it in before, but as a mad young person w^ith a
manuscript before him wrote it in atjthat

—

minute.

«*r-.'r-

Mix

scene some of it went
as written, and some did not, both to the
surprise of the actors.
Mix had to take
a girl on his shoulder, rope a chimney from
a roof, make the rope fast, and travel over
the rope some twelve .stories from the

In another

Tom was willing to try the stunt,
and so was the girl, and they went into
Los Angeles early in the morning to put
it over.
It was done just as planned
Mix actually did rope the chimney and
carry the girl on his shoulder while he
worked his way along the roofs about
twelve stories from the ground. But when
it was all over, successfully, as written, it
was realized that they needed some gaping
crowds below, as per the mss.
So at
ground.

twelve o'clock, the busiest time of the da}-,
they returned to get the gaping crowds.
Of course there was no intention of getting

Helen Ray,

who works for Famous

was urged

to continue acting,

Mix and

the girl to risk their lives a second time, but
a steeple jack consented to dress as a woman in skirts
and a picture hat and walk along a twelve-story-high
coping in the center of town. The director figured he
would snap the gaping crowd. The steeplejack appeared
and walked, and the picture-wise people of Los Angeles,
hurrying to lunch,"glanced up and said wearily:
"Oh, pictures!" and walked on. Nobody stayed to
gape. And after an hour of futile trying to get a crowd
the director hired thirty-five men to stand and look up-

ward, a staged scene, never written in the manuscript.
When an animal, even a house dog or cat, is shown
in a picture the manuscript girl works fast.
Animals
are hard to depend upon.
And then, too, they put in
acts of their own, which add to the picture. And often
they give the manuscript girl an unexpected and welcome
In the making of "Foolish Wives," in the hotel
rest.

stant

Playcrs-Lasky, played

in

"Experience" and

but she preferred the more diversified and con-

work of

the manuscript girl.

scene which featured the society folks from San Franguests, there appeared four trained Siberian
wolfhounds. They were supposed to be dragged in on
leash.
Some one about the set had a little yap terrier
who took a great fancy to the wolfhounds. One morning he must have invited them to a party, for they broke
loose and tore with him out over the hills, followed by
wildly shouting keepers. They had a lovely time, those
dogs, the four pedigreed animals and the little mongrel
they never stopped except when something seemed worth
while. Pet rabbits said their last prayers, chickens died
by the dozen, dogs rushed out to meet them and returned to patch up the remnants, cats hissed and ran
up the telegraph poles. But the height of excitement
was reached when, turning a corner, they ran full upon
a lady wearing a squirrel-trimmed hat.
The foremost
cisco as

Continued on page 92

have to go on the stage in less than ten
minutes, stood there and raged because
her

gown

wasn't right.

"It has no accent
is

dubby!" she

—

it

—

says nothing
it
"It has

fairly screamed.

no soul."
"Well, why not give
she did.

it

one?"

asked.

I

And

It was a gown of uncut velvet, so
dark a purple that it was almost black.
It had an interesting neck line, cut

straight across, so that the glory of her
fair hair was thrown into relief.
It
hung in long, beautiful lines to her
pretty little sandals. But she was right.

had no accent it was merely a dress.
She caught up a very stunning girdle,

It

;

a fine metal chain of tiny, exquisitely
carved links, with curious old stones
set into the larger ones, stones of that
strange blue that one sees in desert
skies.
She twisted it around her waist,
and let it hang to the floor. It gave
atmosphere at once it gave the soul
which she had wanted.
;

Now
gowns

;

not every one can wear such
it

all

depends on one's disposi-

Pauline Starke can because she
has that little hint of somberness in her
eyes, that poise, that deep calm which
suggests such things. Consequently she
wears gowns that have soul. The color
is very simply used, and so is extreme!}effective.
long line, such as the girdle
forms in the coat ffdck which is shown
in the corner of this page,
tion.

A

and which is duplicated in
the trimming of sleeves
and collar, gives abundant
color and leads the eye of
the observer on and on.

Frocks with Souls or
Smiles
—

Pauline Starke's have one Doris May's the other, and
all of them carry a lesson in how to dress effectively.

instead of interrupting
its progress.
Hats for a girl
of this t>'pe should
avoid the bizarre,

and

than

and years," a beautithe other day.
"And never was I dressed
distinctively.
I looked well in spite of my clothes, not because
of them. They didn't help me the least bit, and I couldn't see why.
"And then, one day when I was shopping for gowns for a new
role, a designer said to me, 'This woman you play has fire, soul,
And right then I knew
will dress her soulfully.'
temperament.
what had been wrong with my clothes. I'd been dressing my looks,
and not my disposition."
And that's often the case with a woman who has tried all the usual
schemes of dressing, and still hasn't found just the right one that will
make her look effectively gowned even though she wears the same
Nor is it always necessary to buy
old frock over and over again.
brand-new gowns in order to get the right effect; you
She matches her costumes
dress your disposition with just a single flower, or

they
should be

can
a knot of ribbon, added to an old gown, in some instances. to her disposition.
For example, I sat the other day in a very beautiful
dressing room, and watched the actress whom I've just mentioned
trying a new frock. The orchestra was playing; there was a vague
rumble and murmur as the audience assembled. It gave me a deBut the actress, who would
liciously creepy feeling up my spine.

is,

beautiful
and be-

me

We

stylish.

That

By Louise Williams
I]\IATCHED my frocks to my eyes for years
'ful actress told

be
should
rather

beautiful

com ing
to
wearer

the

and

first,

should be notable
for these qualities
rather than for expressing the mode.

The woman who
lovely,

and

so

is

can

ignore the styles of
the moment if she

wishes

member

to,

should re-

that if she has
a becoming hat she can
wear it or its duplicate
year after year, and defy
the modes.
You will notice the
small hat which Pauline

Frocks with Souls or Smiles
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Starke is shown wearing here. It is close fitting, unostentatious in shape, save
Starke's beauty and emphasizes the contour of her
it supplements Miss
Clothes of this type,
face.
It achieves beauty most subtly by quiet emphasis.
which one knows are beautiful without always knowing just why, are the
ones that have soul, as the actress said, or, to put it less extravagantly, have
subtle charm.
Opposed to them are the clothes which smile, which gayly hold out their
hands to you, offering brilliant color, striking line to delight the eye. Doris
May wears frocks of this type, and does it most effectively. Hers is a vivid,
When she wears
gay personality, which is well expressed in such gowns.
creamy lace, combined with tulle, she makes it cry "Hello !" with a brilliant
splash of color in the form of a big flat flower or a bunch of grapes or foliage
^anything that will tone it up, make it exclamatory.
charming little, black lace frock uses this same plan for expressing its
Dull-gold flowers,
wearer's characteristics.
crushed tight and flat against the waistline, have metallic ribbon streamers,
and the same gold tone is reproas

—

A

duced on the black
frock

slippers.

The

itself is delightful in its

simplicity and gets around
the mandate against which
many flappers rebel "No
sleeveless

—
frocks" — by

having pretty

little

apol-

ogies for sleeves in the
shape of lace flaps that
hang loose over the

arm.
The skirt has
long side panels, much
longer than the

Flowers or

ffuit,

crushed against the

make a frock

main part of the

blouse,

and the whole gown

is

as

belt,

smile.

charming as a

child's

laugh.

Perhaps the most characteristic costume

in

Doris May's whole wardrobe

street

—

!

;

The scarf

in

this

case makes a vivid

exclamation point.

is

dress of midnight-blue duvetyne.
In itself it's as quiet as a soulful
frock but, oh, its scarf
Nowadays much depends on a scarf, you know, and
in this instance it's a gay, Roman-striped one, so arranged that it's part of the
frock and yet quite separate. If you want to add a cheerful note to your street
dress or school frock, get one of these Roman-striped scarfs, in silk or wool,
and fasten it to the neck line at the back then either drape it about your throat
or let it hang loose or do almost anything you like with it; it's sure to look well.
And if you want to look as smart as Doris May does, get a soft, turned-up
hat that will crush down over your hair, one which depends on its color for its
personality.
And supplement it with a narrow fur collar, if you want to one
can wear as many scarfs as one wishes this season.
If you've found it hard to strike just the right note in selecting your clothes,
I'd advise you to go about the matter from this new angle.
Study your own
And then match your
disposition; decide whether you're really grave or gay.
clothes to that decision.
You will find that the effects which you get as a
result are far more subtle than those which you obtain by matching eyes or
hair, and they are likely to be highly satisfactory.

a

;

The Real
A

glimpse at the great
friend
Lil

—

dearest

By

Inez

of her oldest and best friends,
Lillian Gish, that I am going
to show her to you.
Lillian always says, "Oh,
Mary's wonderful; there's nobody like her!" Incidentally,
Mary says the same thing

about Lillian.

"Mary and I were driving
up Fifth Avenue not long ago
in her Rolls-Royce," she told

me

"And she
the other day.
said to me, 'Oh, Lillian, who'd
ever have thought that we'd

be doing this
old days?'

Remember

!

the

"And I certainly do. I remember 'way back to the first
time Mary and I met.
"I had been playing on the

road

'The

in

Little

Schoolhouse,' and when
got to Toronto, mamma,

was

in

that I

New
was

pany when

York, wired

Red
we
who

me

to leave the comthere.
it got

A

woman who

played character
parts was going to leave, too,
and so the manager of the

company had to get
to take our places.
to

the

some one
He went
stock company,

local

they didn't have
a little girl.
They did have, but if he took
them he'd have to take two
Photo by Melbourne Spurr
other children, too, because
Wealth and adulation have not clianoed Marv Pickford at all; she is still the same sweet,
the
woman couldn't leave
unassuming girl that she was when she and Lillian Gish were child troupers.
them behind.
He said he
would, that he could use the
LITTLE, golden-haired figure, wrapped in a white other children in the schoolroom scene usually he hired
evening cloak, perched on a man's shoulder, and
all the children for that in the towns where we played,
laughing down at the cheering throngs below her
and gave them each fifty cents a night.
that's one of the glimpses which the public has several
"So the woman and her three children came Mrs.
times had of Mary Pickford. It's one of the most specPickford, Lottie, Mary, and Jack. At first they weren't
tacular ones, too, as well as one of the most frequent.
allowed to play with me Mrs. Pickford was always
very careful about them.
It's the one over which New York exclaimed with deBut after a day or so she
light on the evening when "The Three Musketeers" was
decided that I was a nice little girl, and we all played
together the rest of the week.
formally opened, and "America's Sweetheart" was borne
W'e were on the way
back to New York then, and the Pickfords were rethrough the crowds on her husband's shoulder, while
hearsing with the company, but wouldn't begin to appear
Charlie Chaplin struggled along behind them alone.
The public has had other glimpses of Mary it has on the stage till we left. Mary was about six or seven
then, I think.
seen her through many interviewers' eyes, has met her
"When we got to New York mamma met me at the
when she appeared personally at the openings of some
station.
And she says that she never saw any one look
of her own pictures, has read in the newspapers statemore forlorn than Mrs. Pickford did. She'd never been
ments which she has made.
in New York before, and didn't know which way to turn.
But the very fact that the public has made her an
So mamma asked her to come to our house, and she did,
idol has made it impossible for it to get. an intimate
and they stayed there with us till the company went on
glimpse of the real Mar\' Pickford to know her as she
And it is through the eyes of one the road. That's how I came to know Mary,"
is to her friends.

and asked
a

A

if

woman and

;

—

—

;

;

;

;;

;

The Real Mary

Mary

Pickford

est of stars as only her
lian

Gish

—knows

her.

so
queer to
think
back to
those days, when

I wished at that moment that the public that
Lillian Gish on the screen, and doesn't realize
keen insight into character she is capable of, and

what
what

intelligence she possesses, could have been with us.

We

stage

children,

and to think of
them now
Be!

fore Mary left
New York I had seen her exquisitely dressed, charming, well poised
a beautiful young woman of the world,
who could lay her hand on the heart of half America.
I looked at Lillian that day, in her trim little suit of
dull-blue corduroy and her soft blue hat, with her yellow
hair blowing across her fine, sensitive face.
It surely
seemed as if Old Dame Fate had dipped her hands into
fairy dust and sprinkled the cradles into which those
two girls were born.

—

"But we had

to work awfully hard," Lillian assured
said something of the sort to her.
"Pay
wasn't very big; a woman like mamma, with two children, would get forty or forty-five
dollars a week during the season for
herself and the children
and ex-

me when

I

came in off the road, we took an
apartment together, down in Thirtyseventh Street. We youngsters used
to sit out on the front steps and plan
what we'd do some day. We had
big dreams
but of course we never
thought of the movies, quite naturally.
Sometimes we'd go to the theater, if there was one open
we'd
march up with our professional cards
and demand passes. Sometimes we
got them.
"Mary was the one we all minded
she looked after us all.
And how
she could fight
When Jack got into
rows and the other boy was bigger
than he was, Mary would rush right
into the midst of things and fight
his battles for him."
"Now don't tell me that she has
a temper," I warned her.
"Everybody's heard for years about how
sweet Mary Pickford is so be care-

all

—

—

!

—

ful."

so

wrong to call her sweet she's
much more than that," Lillian an-

swered.
hot one.

;

"And she has a temper a
More than that, when she
;

—

sees

were walking about the grounds of the Griffith studio
at Mamaroneck, sauntering through the garden, scuffling
along the fallen golden leaves at the edge of the Sound,
and watching the gulls that had gathered in hundreds
on two rocks near by.
"I suppose they're discussing where they'll spend the
"Divided up that way, chatwinter," laughed Lillian.
tering at each other, they look like the Senate and the
House of Representatives, don't they? But what else
do you want to know about Mary?"

"What about education?" I asked. "I know that she
speaks French beautifully, and seems to know all about
everything, but when did she find time to study ?"
"That's one of the most remarkable things about her,
and about her mother. The rest of us reached the stage
where we were all arms and legs and couldn't get an
But you
engagement, so we were sent off to school.
might know that Mary would be different.
She just stayed little and
lovely, so she went right on playing.
And her mother educated her. You

Fate took two girls on whom she
had chosen to bestow every gift
of talent, and beauty and lovable=
ness and threw them together
from the time when they were
Not as happy,
children.
little
carefree children but as fairy
mites who bore the burden of
helping to support their families.
She made them love each other as
the put)lic was soon to love them
and then she tossed each one to
the heights of success and pop=
ularity. But of such fine fiber had
she formed them that they re=
mained the same two generous=
hearted little girls, open=hearted
to the world, devoted to each
other, and proud x)f each other's

—

—

success.

Mary Pickford and

Lillian Gish

—the

two great screen artists
whose supremacy is never chal=

lenged.

Gish

Mary Pickford and

—who

see each other

Lillian
still

as

know how hard

to hold a child's

and the orchestra playing just outside the door
Mrs. Pickford educated Mary in spite of those drawbacks. Wasn't that wonderful?"
I agreed that it was, and asked
how Mary happened to go into pic!

tures.

"She wanted work
was the prompt reply.

summer,"
"So she began with the old Biograph Company,
and pretty soon people who went to
pictures began to ask for more releases that showed the little girl with
the curls
nobody knew her name.

their story.

but Lillian Gish could
see Mary Pickford as
she really is for no one else
knows her so well. And in her
telling of Mary the incomparable,
you will get a glimpse also of Lil=
lian the real
Lillian who
has
never before been so fully re=

—

—

"She used to manage things for all of us. She has
a real mother heart it's that kind of love that she has
for everybody. One time she stayed with us, when her
people were away somewhere, and she used to write
letters to her mother, and then bring them to mamma
to correct.
And mamma says they'd be full of such
things as 'Is Lottie wearing her heavy underwear, now
that it's cold?' and *Be sure that Jack doesn't go out
in the rain without his rubbers.'
Mary's always like

is

in

tubes of grease paint, and photographs of actresses all over the walls,

pushing on toward their
ideals of achievement!
Here is

No one
make you

it

a regular schoolroom
imagine doing it in a stage dressing
room, with a slate propped up on the
table between jars of cold cream and

attention

little girls

vealed.
gets angry she has an Irish brogue,
too, and it's the cutest thing in the
world to see that little bit of a thing raging arovmd and
telling somebody what she thinks of them with an Irish
flavor to every word.

—

;

UNLIMITED

And we

didn't work in summer. The summer
after we met the Pickfords, when we

"It's

that

STAR DUST

—

penses came out of that.

her heart never shuts up against any one. I think
one reason why people love her so it's because
she's always holding out her hands to them."

that's

and Mary
were just little

—
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looked at
I
her rather curiously; it seemed

she

Klumph

Pickford

in

—

She'd been in for quite a while

Dorothy and

I

came

to

when

New York

one of us couldn't get a job
which Mr. Belasco was
going to put Mary in the fall, 'A
Good Little Devil.' Mary, wanting,
as usual, to share what she had with
her friends, urged us to come down
to the studio and meet Mr. Griffith
she said she was sure he'd give us

to see if

in the play in

a part in a picture.
So we went
down, and then were afraid to go in, and stood out
in the hall with Mary, laughing and giggling, when
Mr. Griffith came out and went up the stairs, singing
!'
'She won't bring them in she won't bring them in
We met him then, and he cast us as sisters in a picture,
and tied different colored ribbons on us so that he could

—

tell

That's how we got into pictures."
drifted on then into talk of the present; of

us apart.

We
Mary

is

like

what

now.

"She adores her home I don't know whether that's
when she was little she spent so much time
traveling around and living, in theatrical hotels and
;

because

—

;

The
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Real Mary Pickford
tion

machine

in the house, you know.
Usuthey show scenics or travel pictures;
Mary loves them. Or perhaps they'd give
a vaudeville show.
Charlie Chaplin loves
charades, and he'd get us to do those, or
he'd give imitations.
Mr. Fairbanks does
amazing stunts, and Mary is awfully clever.
And sometimes they'd do just fool things.
I
remember one night in summer when
Charlie Chaplin and Mr. Fairbanks got to
shooting butcher birds.
They waded into
the swimming pool and shot from there
with slung shots. They shot from the bedroom windows, and the kitchen door as
solemnly as if they'd been stalking moose.
It was screamingly funny.
ally

—

amusements like that that Mary likes.
jazz parties don't appeal to her at all.
You couldn't drag her to a champagne supper.
She doesn't even go to the movies any
more, now that she can see them at home."
"It's

Wild

"What

about

ability ?" I asked.

her

My

brains

—her

business

sister says that

when

I'm with Lillian I ask questions as if I were
turning a hydrant on and off. That isn't
so.
But it's such a joy to find some one
who not only knows about the movies but
thinks about them
from way on the inside
that it's a temptation not to waste a moment talking about anything else.
"She has a lot more business ability than
any one who doesn't know her credits her
with," Lillian answered.
"She is one of

—

—

best business vvomen in the industry.
she has respect for her money
she
has worked too hard not to appreciate its
value.

the

And

;

"When she was here I was admiring that
gorgeous sable scarf of hers it's four
And I said, 'Oh, I wish
skins, you know.
I could afford a scarf like that, Mary, to
Lillian Gish is the one girl beside Mary Pickford on whom Old Dame Fate
wear with my black dress.' What did she
do but get in touch with the man from
seems to have sprinlcled fairy dust with a lavish hand.
whom she buys furs not a man with a big
shop on Fifth Avenue, but one who has a
boarding houses, or whether she'd love being at home
little place on a side street and whose workmanship is
anyway.
She's always had a home when she could
wonderful. And she talked and talked to him, and barbefore she went West for Famous Players-Lasky she
gained with him till he agreed to make me a scarf like
had a house down at Beechhurst, and I used to go down
hers for a price that was unusually low.
"
there and spend the week-ends with her when I was
e work too hard to throw our money away,' she
working in the East," Lillian told me.
said.
"Her home now 'Pickfair' is the most beautiful
"She does work hard, too, all the time. She's one
place.
And it is perfectly run. There are fourteen of the few people who could keep up with Mr. Griffith
servants, but they never obtrude somehow
they just
and now that she is her own boss she works just as
are on hand when you want something, and the rest
hard.
I stayed two days with her, at the Ritz, when
of the time you don't see them at all.
Her popularity has robbed her of her
It's not like
she was here.
to
some houses, where you feel as if you were being
privacy, and she really has less than a goldfish
watched by guards and were in a sort of institution,
misquote Irvin Cobb. There are always dozens of peobecause there are so many servants about all the time.
ple with her, and dozens more on the phone, and
"When Mary was here she told me that since the she has hundreds of things to attend to.
last time she was in New York she had spent just one
"And she can seldom go out without being recognized.
I don't wonder..
People
evening away from home.
We went shopping for some negligees, and of course
don't ask Mary and Mr. Fairbanks out, because they
somebody saw and knew her when we went through
know they'd rather stay at home, and, anyway, every the shop, and we were besieged when we were looking
one goes to their house. All their friends are welcome
Imagine buying a negligee for your mother
at things.
And when we got down to
under such circumstances
at dinner nobody needs to wait for an invitation. When
I was out West Fd go over there from the studio, in
the street there was the most awful mob; the sidewalk
my make-up and costume, and peek through the window, was simply solid.
and if there wasn't any one there I'd go on in, just
"I said to Mary, when we were finally in the car,
Or are you used
'Oh, how do you ever stand it?
as I was, and stay to dinner.
Charlie Chaplin was
often there, and so were their other intimate friends.
to it by this time?'
Continued on page 99
"After dinner they'd run a picture there's a projec-

—

—
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Photo b» Path Brother*

MARGUERITE CLAYTON

her beatific charm
in spite of the turbulent life she leads in Charles
Hutchinson's latest Pathe serial, "The Record Breaker."
retains

Brass Bands and Baseball and Pearl
Typically American, hugely popular, the

White

favorite is a wonderful subject for interviewing.

By Malcolm H.
you were to stop the first five people you met
ask them who Tagore is the answers would
probably range from Italian opera stars to English
colonies in South Africa.
Nor would four fifths of
the gentry be able to identify George Arliss or Minnie
]\Iaddern Fiske.
And Urban would mean less than
Parrish, just as Zuloaga might be guessed an also ran

Oettinger

Pearl nodded emphatically.
the educated dog of the Mack Sennett didoes
-" I wavered a trifle uncertainly.
he, he is
But the celluloid oracle gal was not one whit dismayed.
"Sure he's an artist," she said.
Her dressing room was a chaotic heap of Lucille
frocks, empty perfume bottles, and odd shoes, with a
at Saratoga.
dash of cigarette ash strewn here and there.
On the
But ask any of these gentlefolk what Babe Ruth is,
walls were four or five sketches of Pearl, the gifts,
or who Sousa is, or who Pearl White is, and the reshe told me, of admiring artist friends.
sponses will be rapid, precise, and informative to a
She is acting, she continued, to make a living, and
degree.
Every one enjoys baseball,
the company that ofi^ers her the best
brass bands
and Pearl
These are
wage gets her services, regardless of
Real Truth
American to the core, bold pictures
the kind of pictures she will be rePearl
broadly done on a huge canvas, surequired to turn out.
fire successes in the land of ''Yankee
As a matter of course, I attempted
No one need ever announce in a
meaningful
whisper that they
Doodle," P. T. Barnum, and George
to introduce a literary strain into the
know the real inside story of Pearl
M. Cohan.
conversation. I had heard that Pearl
White for Pearl White has al=
I expected Pearl White to drive
was an avid reader. But the strain
ready told it frankly. In the whole
to the studio either in a Rolls-Royce
was too great, for when I asked her
world of motion=picture celebrities
there is not a person more frank,
or a Ford.
who her favorite author was she
It would be something
more unassuming, less of a poseur.
extreme, I felt certain. And it will
grinned and said promptly, "Pearl
She never says to an interviewer,
relieve your mind, as it did mine,
White," and pointed to a check book
"Now don't quote me as saying
know that Pearl arrived ento
lying on the table before her.
this
I'm afraid the public wouldn't
understand."
She knows, and
sconced in English luxury, i. e., the
"But you have written, by the way,
trusts, and loves her public and
Rolls.
She looked out of place in
haven't you ?"
she is not afraid to be herself. You
the tawdry alleyway leading up to
"By the way is good," she replied.
will enjoy this typical Pearl White
the Fox film factory.
Her plumed
"I wrote my life by the way. Here,
expose in which she tells what she
thinks of art, critics, money, and
hat, her gleaming boots, her all-enthere, all over the studio, between
the public.
veloping cape belonged rather to a
scenes, on location. I guess it's fairly
salon than a studio.
Funny
But there was
illiterate, but it made money.
the way that happened. Bob Chambers, the author, told
nothing suggestive of salons about Pearl.
me I ought to write my life because it was so colorful.
"No, I don't know what we're working on," she said
He said that. So I did. Took it to him to doctor up
as she hurried into the barren reaches of the film
foundry and slowed down ascending the iron stairway.
the saggy spots, and he thought it far too natural and—
"We just shoot, that's all. And after we've been going oh, you know unrestrained to go to press as it stood.
But a friend of mine published it. 'Just Me,' it's called.
five weeks we stop, and there's a picture."
"
"Is that the way you made 'A Virgin Paradise?'
It's all true, too.
Honestly." She solemnly crossed her
heart.
She stopped at the door to her dressing room, and
"There may be mistakes in it, but it's all true
faced me abruptly.
stufif."
That the gelatin serial prima donna is frank cannot
"It pleases the crowds, doesn't it?" she asked defensively.
"And that's what all the shootin's for, isn't be gainsaid. She told me tales that made my publicityfed pulse leap two beats to the second.
it?
Even if the critics kidded us on the 'Paradise'
Pearl has shed
all of her illusions, especially those having to do with
picture, the people enjo\ it, and that's what I want,
Art.
Art, according to Pearl, is the bunk.
And her
and what Mr. Dawley wants, and Mr. Fox, in all
argument was not tmsubstantiated by telling points.
probability."
There is a White sense of humor, you
"To most people Art is velvet curtains and plush. In
see, and will continue to see, if you read further.
vaudeville, for example, to be artistic a singer simply
"These critics give me a pain." she continued, seating
needs an extra lamp and a velvet drop curtain. Belasco
herself at her littered dressing table and turning to pat
In
gets away with high Art by dimming his border lights
the marcelled blondness of her famous blond wig.
Arthur Hopkins
and eliminating the orchestra pit.
a corner stood a bald knob, the parking place for the
achieves Art by playing 'Macbeth' as a free-verse etchtop, I supposed, during ofl^ hours.
ing.
And in the movies" she paused in order to let
"But," I protested mildly, "you wouldn't call 'A Virher next shaft sink in to the hilt "in the movies they
gin Paradise' exactly art, would you?"
call it Art if nobody does anything but mope around
Then it was that the serial queen held forth.
all the way through the works and the photographer
"Anything that accomplishes what it sets out to accomplish is Art.
made that picture just like we shoves in a raft of blurred close-ups. Art, ha !" she

IF and

—

The

!

—

"And

About

—

:

—

—

—

We

make

According to all
our pictures, to entertain.
Therefore it's
exhibitors' reports, it docs entertain.
Art, with a capital A and shaded letters."
"Then," I suggested treacherously, "if the gentleman
who slips on a banana peel in one of your Fox Sunshine
an artist?"
strips makes the multitude snicker he is
all

—

snorted.

"Art

is

the

bunk

—

!"

philosophy behind this cynical
Pearl thinks that the theater should
definition, however.
entertain and amuse and banish dull care. She maintains
that it is to stimulate happiness rather than thoughtful-

There

is

a

definite

Continued on page 100

The New Swimmin'
Hollywood

is

dotted with them, and as

is

the

way

of

placed the old s wimmin' holes of childhood memories with

By May

photo copyritrht hv

Mack Sennett Comedfes

The

bathing girl

who

"didn't go near

the water," has been

replaced

by

stars

whose daily dip is
part of a regular
schedule.

NOT

long ago the word "bathing" in connection with the movies
suggested only the curiously costumed beauties of the Mack
Sennett lot, who were alwa3's seen disporting on the beaches,
but never in the water.
The old bathing girl has been replaced by the movie stars whose leisure
moments are spent yes, actually swimming in the magnificent private
pools which they have had built on their Hollywood estates.
Glorious indeed are these shimmering pools. Especially attractive
is the irregularly shaped one at the Douglas Fairbanks place, set
It looks like a giant
high among the Beverly foothills.
matrix, its turquoise blue tiling flung into vivid relief
against its setting of emerald lawns and trees, while
a flame-colored marquee lends another dash of
futurist glory to the daring intensity of the color
scheme.

—

—

Here Douglas and Mary entertain themand guests when they are home.

selves

Will Rogers has a magnificent circular pool of glistening ivory tile. On
one side rises a wall of russet-toned
bricks edged by a band of velvet
•

lawn, while from the pergola side
a view of all southern California vies with the pool in fascinations. There is also a
friendly
sand
pile for the
three little Rogerets.

Wallie

Reid

contributes to
the delinquency of the
"wets" with a tiled lakelet tucked away in his lovely
grounds at Beverly.
high plastered wall, beneath
which are hidden luxurious dressing rooms and
showers, bounds one side, the other being protected
from the eyes of passing strangers by the semialso

Will

and

Rogers
the

little

Rogerets have a
magnificent view

of Southern California from their
pool.

A

formal gardens of the Reid home.
Here often may be seen many celebrities of the
screen

— Mabel

Normand,

Wanda Hawley, May

Alli-

son, and others of motionfor the Reid
picture fame

—

swimmin' hole has become
the "reservoir rendezvous"
of the elite of the silver

\

sheet.

Charles Ray,

—

,

—

Holes
motion-picture

folk,

they have re-

luxurious

glittering,

new

ones.

Ridgway

who

emhodied "the old
has
swimmin' hole in pictures, finds
from his less luxurisolace
ous amusements of the screen
magnificent plunge at
in his
You don't have to
Beverly.
''look before you leap" into Mr.
Ray's pool, for he's made it safe
by dotting it with life-saving
aids in the way of gayly painted
canvas porpoises, inflated dragon
flies, and luxurious air cushions.
Here the star and his guests
sit about restfully
usually men
smoking the peace pipe after a
strenuous game of water tag or

—

polo.

The pool, which cost eleven
thousand dollars and is one of
the loveliest of the uncut gems
that dot the Eeverly Hills country,

is

tile,

a

a faint green-tinted
picttiresque Japanese tea

of

room decorating one approach,
while a row of green-tiled dressing rooms and showers marks
the opposite side.
plunge at sunrise

A

another at
keeps these

working

trim,

The U'allie Reid pool is daily the
scene of a water carnival, with
Wallie himself at the extreme
right, Lester Cuneo
at tlie left
end, and Mrs. Reid next him participating in every event from
water polo to general roughhoase.

—

—

—

and

sunset
hard-

stars in

and

Naz mova
i

Mme.
Nazimova
disports
herself in
her pool
twice
daily to
keep fit
for her

strenuous

round of
studio

work.

who

presides
over a dazzling
white affair set in
dull-green shrubbery,
combines both beauty and
utility in the happiest mood.

Whenever thev

This busy star
makes it a daily habit to dip in the cool and
invigorating waters, and dives like a sea bird
or Annette Kellermann
from a trickv voung

—

springboard.

The Water Babies

of Charles Kingsley

mem-

would never have deserted these fairy
water gardens where the acme of artistry,
luxury, and utility is so temptingly combined.

ories

can be spared

from

their stu-

dios during the

ftern oon,
Mary Pickford

a

and

Douglas

Fairbanks frolic

about

their

beautiful pool.

—

You Have
And

to
a
how

this story tells

they

are

called

by

for

By Edwin

burst out. Then suddenly her manner
changed. Her temper awakened. "I'm
not a dub !" she shrieked. "You haven't
any heart. You're just a great big bru-

No wonder I can't act.
beast.
tal
You've worn me all out. Some day I'll
"
I'll show you
get even with you.
There was a hysterical catch in her
voice. She gave a sob and then another,
and buried her face in her handkerchief.
Her shoulders shook, her hands gripped
frantically at her eyes as she strove to

Then she raised her head,
gasping, and hoarsely ejaculated:
!"
"I hate you
Tears glistened on her face, which
wore a terrified but defiant expression.
Her breath came short, her body
dry them.
half

Gloria Swanson, highly experienced, requires only a

few moments of thought

swayed.
Immediately
grinding.

to brino on tears.

It

THE

girl's hands clutched
nervously at her handkerchief,
her
bosom
heaved
unsteadily,
her
lips
trembled as she turned an ex-

Silence, broken only by agitated breathing, answered the
question.
The man emitted a
guttural
expression
of
dis-

gust
haven't the
idea what acting means.
!"

lief.

The suggestion

there

was

A

scene.

Take

a

still

of

it,

smiling.

How many times
have you personally beheld the episode of the
letter, the girl, and the
tears
on the screen?
many times have
you not marveled at the
emotion displayed by the
player, seemingly so intense and so real? And

silence again.

How

"Now, you !" he barked at the
girl.
"You might as well go

—

this

but better use the glycerin for that," he added,

few moments and

home. Get into a laundry or
back of a ribbon counter.
You're not fit for picture work.
You're just a plain ordinary
!"
dub.
So get out
"Oh, please please !" the girl

You have by

time recognized him as
"It's gothe director.
ing to make a great

of a snicker
was heard from a small group
of people behind him.
"Stop that racket !" he thundered, turning on his heel.
"What kind of a game do you
think this is?" The snickering
abruptly ceased, but in its place
came the sound of distant hammering.
"Make them cut that
out, too."

it

her, like the

tance
"That's fine !" said the
man with a sigh of re-

Why, you

You're dead

of

—

her more quietly
gave her directions. In
a sort of daze she picked
up a letter lying on a
table and looked at it.
She sought to clear her
eyes and read the lines.
She raised her face and
looked
into
the
dis-

act?" he yelled.

least

ear

to

toward the man, who
angrily shook his fist at her
"Who told you you could
cited face

!

girl's

sound
of a rattlesnake's warning.
Her sobs were unabated, but she seemed
under some mesmeric influence.
The man spoke

seemed to fascinate

"Act

was a whir

there

caught the

yet-

A few

measures of 'To a Wild Rose" and Helene Chadwick
bursts into tears.

By the description of
that scene in the making

—

Weep, to Be
Star
of weeping,

fits

whenever

the story, are brought on,

Schallert
iii

you will know that while it was intense
enough and real enough, it had nothing
to do with the letter, but was just a
plain case of exasperated nerves brought
on by the strenuous haranguing of the
director.

As soon as the scene was finished he
probably went over and told the actress
that
that he didn't mean a word of it
she had fulfilled his highest hopes in
finally getting over the pathos of her

—

part

— and

tional star

All

on.

that

her

future as an emoif she kept

would be assured
salve

maimed

for

feelings.

After she comprehended the method in
the madness of movie making, she forgot
about her anger, but made up her mind
that she wouldn't weep under such circumstances again.
A personal barrage on the player is

now

a rare expedient to induce tears
as rare, perhaps, is the glycerin
Yet it is used occasionally in obbottle.
stinate cases of dry eyes.
In most cases screen acting has developed to the
point where actresses have
real
ones,
at
teardrops,

just

their

command.

At

''Just

a Little Love, a Little Kiss" makes Alice Lake cry.
state.
Such players as Viola
Dana, Betty Compson, and Alice
Terry readily react to the inspira-

tion of sorrow.
Quite the antithesis, these, of
the novice, whose feelings have to
be mined for in pick-and-shovel
style.
Here the problem taxes the
brains, ingenuity and even reserve

least,

takes only a little coaxing
by a proficient director to
conjure these forth.
Such
directors are often successit

— although,

as a rule,

for the
the crying.

left

Most

women

expert

weepers truly

it

to

he must actually lay siege to the
sensibilities of a player.

Nowadays it is often the minor
character in a picture who has to
register the tear in the pathetic

is

do

feminine

feel the

scene.

human
may recall

of

principals

meet

life.

For

is

their

typical

instance,

you

"The Old Nest,"
Rupert Hughes photo play,
that in

the
dealing

with mother love, Mary
Alden pulled herself together fol-

lowing the keen disappointment
over the failure of her son to make
his long-anticipated return home,
whereas Fanny Stockbridge, as the
maid of all work, was called upon
display a hectic fit of crying
in a humorous outburst
In
aajainst the negro gardener.
"Under the Lash," a new picture
made by Gloria Swanson, there is
to

ending

Norma Talmadge,

Gloria
Lillian
Swanson,
Gish, and others of the
highly experienced require
only a few moments of
thought and concentration
to bring on the lachrymose

The

tragedy with a calm that

emo-

tions of the character they
are portraying.
They can
put themselves in her place.
Mary Pickford, of course,
has such a depth of tender
feeling that she has always
been able to vibrate to the
mood of her creation like
wood of a rare violin does
to a touch on the strings.
Colleen Moore, who has
had many pathetic roles, is
a veritable
fountain
of
tears.

At times

force of the director.

even in making men
register sorrowful emotions
ful

who does an emoexpressing her sorrow over an event that befell the
heroine, while the heroine herself
The strikremains undisturbed.

a negro servant
tional
Viola

Dana

reacts readily to the inspiration

of sorrow.

scene,

'

You Have
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to

Weep,

ing feature of this was that the negress who played the
bit had never acted before, but managed to cry with
httle hesitation.
In "The Great Moment," the EHnor
Glyn picture starring Miss Swanson, there was a similar
occurrence where the nurse of the heroine cried because
of the seeming disappointment of her mistress in love.
Even so long ago as "The Right of Way," one of the
big scenes of sorrow was put over by the weeping of
minor characters, while Bert Lytell, the star, remained
tearless.
In "The Faith Healer," in "Madame X," and
other plays, even extras produced the tears to accompany a heart-affecting sequence.
More human-interest themes have brought a greater
fund of emotion to the screen. So, too, have the tragic
elements in certain modern photo plays, like "The Four
Horsemen." Alice Terry was the victim of this picture's
sadness. She has become an expert of the tear. In "The
Conquering Power," your impression is that she is conSimilarly Colleen Moore has reincarstantly weeping.
nated Niobe in many of her plays. Probably one of the
most striking is "The Wall Flower," but recently completed.

Throughout such pictures music

is

a primary stimulus
deeply touched by

Nearly all stars are
emotion.
Probably more than anything else,
melodic strains.
music has served to eliminate the older, harsher strategies
to

to

make

players register tears.

Practically

keep a small ensemble of musicians on their
and for other reasons.

The
is

all

directors

sets for this

susceptibility of various actresses to certain tunes
Music of the heart, old melodies in par-

interesting.

appeal to the majority. Then, again, it will be
sentimental or even trivial popular song.
Alice Lake, for instance, can always register tears, provided she hears a few strains of "Just a Little Love, a

ticular,

some

light,

to

Be

a

Star

She is also affected by "A Perfect Day."
Helene Chadwick responds best to MacDowell's lovely
"To a Wild Rose." Mary Alden has a weakness for
"Dear Old Pal of Mine." Myrtle Steadman generally
hums the "Meditation," from "Thais," to herself whenever she wishes to cry. Molly Malone, whose association
with comedy might seem to belie the fact, answers readLittle Kiss."

so fine a musical number as Massenet's "Elegie."
Just before a crying bit a director will speak to an
actress quietly, endeavoring to arouse her feelings by
If this does not prove
a description of the episode.
effective, he will seek to recall some personal experiences
Even
to the player that have a painful significance.
extraneous tragic events may be linked with the player's
ily to

life.

One man who
accomplishing this

has been particularly
is E. Mason Hopper,

successful

in

who produced
and who made

"Edgar" series of Tarkington stories
"Dangerous Curve Ahead" and "The Wall Flower" for
Goldwyn. I recall that he had some difficulty in causing
Miss Chadwick to cry over an automobile accident. He
the

bethought himself of a real catastrophe of a similar
nature that had occurred the previous day. He related
for he deit to Miss Chadwick, but with variations,
His
scribed her own mother as one of those injured.
manner of depicting the tragedy was so realistic that
the actress broke into a flood of tears and did some
important emotional work in the picture.
The same method has been used with equal success
in the instance of men by Mr. Hopper.. He has extracted
tears from race-track touts and prize fighters simply
by asking them to tell him about their past experiences
and then emphasizing to them the sorrowful characteristics of some calamity that had touched their hearts.
Continued on page 95

Unsung Heroes
Wherein a

little

latedly given
credit

credit is be-

where much

has long been due.

By John Addison
Elliott

Kathenne
liker,

Hil-

now

Goldwyn

of
is

,

one of the most
expert of film
editors.

She

made "Passion" and
'

Theodora

"

what thev are
to-day.

WHEN

the Sapphos of the silver sheet unpack their harmonicas, dust off their lyres,
and begin to strum preliminaries on their
ukuleles, it never occurs to them to sing of aught
save the curly-haired ingenue and the marcelled
miracle man who gets her just before the news
weekly starts. The historian of celluloideeds cares
more apparently for the home life of the saturnine
villain
who turns out to be a loving husband when
interviewed and the hobby of the carbonaceous
siren
which proves to be marshmallow toasting bethan for the why and wherefore
fore an open fire

—
—
—

—

Who makes a good picture good?
you say, and the cast and the story. And
You have
perhaps, as an afterthought, the director.
been trained to figure it out in this manner, and you're
far, far from the truth of the matter.
Before calling down
the wrath of the gods
upon the writer's typeof

good

The

star,

pictures.

writer consider the burYou
den of his song.
'

a

Unsung Heroes
neglecting,

are

claims, the
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he

men behind

—

the screenery
the artisans
and electricians

men and
who labor

camera

and

architects

and

unnoticed and

toil,

And

unsung.

it

is

the

work of

these unsung
heroes that will concern us to-day. Let the
stars engage their press

agents

We

!

brief

hold

a

for the stars beh n d the stars the
power that makes 'em

—

i

twinkle

!

Books could be written about the art of
the i^hotographer. One

man

camera

who

is

hardly an unsung hero
is

former

the

marksman,

Griffith

Billy Bitzer,

the lens magician who
trapped those wondrous
vistas

and

ings that

delicate etch-

make "Broken

Blossoms" the highwater mark in photo-

Film cutters aren't

known

play craft to-day. The
great army of photographers, however, is unknown to
the outside world.
They are not handsome, but necessary.
It is the camera man who focuses his instrument so
as to catch the aging star in a flattering light that will
gloss the wrinkles and hide the thinning hair; it is
the sharpshooter of the Bell-Howell who suggests to
the director a more effective grouping of characters

—

more

intense arrangement of the action it is the camera
grinder who directs great batteries of lights above and
beside and on the set during interior scenes, and who
orders the placing of the glistening silvered reflectors
during the taking of outdoor stuff.
At Ince's there is a camera man whose opinion on
the action of a scene is always regarded as most important
A^on Stroheim has an operator who he says
is an invaluable aid at all times; Mary Pickford has
retained young Rosher through all of her recent pictures
for obvious reasons.
Any star who discovers a photographer who can get the best results with her or
him immediately signs him up for a long term, if she
or he
is wise.
And none is wiser than our Mary.
Cecil De Mille's camera man has a whistle system
for lights.
He merely trills once, and the Kliegs and
Cooper-Hewitts flash and sputter he whistles twice
and the lights fade. Another camera man, now with
Fox, calls his star "baby," be the star big or little, male
or female.
And he is eagerly sought after as a true
artist with an appreciation of the value of light and shade.
It rests with the camera man whether the great director's carefully staged cabaret scene will look subtly
lighted or garishly unreal, whether the love scene will
be dimly suggestive and tinged with the rose of romance, or obvious "clinch stuff" of 1910 vintage. It is
up to the man behind the gun whether the rich interior
will look like a corner of a Grand Rapids furniture
exhibition or the luxurious home that it is supposed
to represent.
Lighting, focusing, and deft screening
make the cold studio become warm, delicately imaginative film fiction.
Griffith has appreciated the importance
of good photography all along; Dwan and De Mille and
;

;

—

—

.

—

;

,

throughout the motion-picture industry the Smiths, Rose

to the fans, but

and Jimmy, are given due

—

work on

credit for their

Ince and Tourneur

all

Griffith films.

have fallen

in

line,

and make

the photography a vastly important part of their production machine.

After the camera man has finished his work, the film
turned over to the developer, and then to the cutting
room.
The editor of an embryonic photo play has a
life that is a dream
a bad dream. Big directors shoot
about five times as much as they require for a picture,
sometimes more. Tucker is said to have exposed one
hundred thousand feet to get his "Miracle Man." Then
is

—

they

tie

the cans of celluloid neatly together,

and

dump them

"Here's a wonderful
feature.
Have it assembled by day after to-morrow."
Then the F. E.'s work begins. O. Henry's single-armed
paper hanger with the hives was a loafer in comparison.
By judicious cutting, a poor film may be transformed
into a good picture, while a good film can be chiseled
into a box-office riot, to use the phraseology of the
exhibitor.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Smith have been Griffith's cutters since the days when Lionel Barrymore
played a bit in sujiport of Florence Lawrence and Owen
Moore. The above-mentioned Dwan allows no one to
touch his work he cuts his own pictures.
At some
at the film editor's office,

say,

;

studios the directors aid greatly in supervising the cutters.
But these film-editing birds certainly are among
our un.sung heroes. They make stories from celluloid.

They speed up slow action, they cut dragging episodes
to the marrow of interest, introduce flash-backs and
cut-ins,

render

and harmonize the story in general, so as to
coherent, unified, and engrossing to the eye

it

of the beholder.
After the picture has been cut it is run off in its
still unfinished state for the benefit of the title writers
and title artists. The former get in their deadly work
first, then collaborate with the brush men on appropriate
No modern subtitle,
embellishments for the captions.
you know, is complete without a picture or a hazy still
or an oil-painting effect.
The writer of subtitles is a force for good, if he is
Anita Loos made her reputation
a good title writer.
by writing the titles of the Fairbanks Fine Arts come-

—

—

—

!

Unsung Heroes
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on

one

this

order.

It's

an

art.

The

also conthe artistic
production.
If

artist

title

much

tributes

to

value of a
a comedy title

wicked

"

says,

The

the
neck," you do not split your
sides snickering at it, do you?
gets

rival

in

it

But what if that same title
were adorned with the drawing of a turkey looking timshiny ax?
at a large,
Wouldn't the giggle sprout
That is not
more surely?
what I should term a pat exidly

ample, but

my
way,

this

at least illustrates

it

which

point,

by the

is,

make

Illustrations

:

good title even better.
Think it over.
In rounding up the rest of
our unsung heroes two secare
These
remain.
tions
a

—

the assistant directors hardworking, uncredited slaves
and the studio architects,
draftsmen, and carpenters

those

who

whose

lads

practical

but
themselves are never able

work makes a

picture,

come forward to receive
even a small slice of glory.
The draftsmen of the film
foundries are the most imperimaginable.
chaps
turbable
Nothing mars their complacency, nothing worries them,
nothing jars their sensibilities.
An order to design a gold
to

mine is to them as simple as
A
hanging a canary cage.
call for a summer-hotel lobby
excites the architect no more
than a short-order demand for
They have
a Senate interior.
libraries that they consult for
correct details, and plenty of

drawing paper on which
the

to set

up to
men with the hammers

their ideas.

Then

is

it

and saws.
Among

other things, the assistant director

is field

marshal, chaperon, watchdos, and

trainer of the extras.

—

dies
and aided Doug in attaining nation-wide fame.
Ralph Spence, of Fox, formerly wrote all the leaders for
the George Walsh capers, and now free lances all by
himself, doing titles for any one who has the picture
and the long green. It was the lowly title writer

—wlio put across Willie
the
only — picture for Triangle back
days.
slapstick comedy
was a

name unknown

—and,

I believe,

Collier's

in

is

the

carpenter

that massive producOf course
tions really grow.
it would be stretching things to give the carpenters screen
mention, but don't forget what they do just the same.
They are the backbone of the director's stafif.

But

it

work.

first

the assistant director who really does the
a poet has sung of the director:

is

As

They're fond of laying down the law,
And oh! the salaries they draw!
I'll say they lead a grand existence

in

ante-bellum
It
pretty,
afifair, but the written portion of the film was one long
roar of mirth.
So the dear old public laughed, and
came out of the Bijou Dream saying, "Haw, haw, haw
That fella Collier sure is a great comedian !" But the
little boy with the typewriter that tapped out the gigglegrabbing titles was the fair-haired lad who made the
a success. No less a person than Rupert
film a "seller"
Hughes is now doing titles out at Goldwyn. And
Katherine MacDonald has a specialist at work for her

—

It

shops

The work

is

done by their

assistants.

Never was truer word spoken.
With the ever-increasing importance
his work has lessened.
The assistant

of the director,
is

called

in

to

chalk the position of the actors before they move for
lunch work resuming at the point it was interrupted
where before the director himself would have done
the chalking
The assistant checks up on the contents

—

—

Continued on page 101

When

the producers of motion picflung to the breezes the slogan
^^^^
"fewer and better pictures" a few seaBetter'
sons ago they didn't mean that the fan
should adopt the idea. The phrase was
really just an advertising catchword.
But of late the
producers really have succeeded in carrying out the first
half of their slogan
thanks to the general difficulty in
getting money for financing catch-as-catch-can companies, though there has been some question as to whether
the pictures were any better.
There is no doubt that the pictures released this fall
are a decided improvement over last spring's crop, but
This is a
there still is a fairish supply of bad ones.
state of afifairs that no resolutions or slogans can elim-

"Fewer

tures

—

Man

can decree that there shall be fewer picBut as long as brains are brains
no human being can go out and make better pictures
just because somebody thinks it would be a good thing.
Pictures will get better through a process of developinate.

tures,

and make good.

— by

ment

the training of directors, actors, and authors,

—

by experimentation but never will they improve one
nickel's worth by the use of the wishing stone.
No man ever deliberately started out to create a poor
picture.
No author, no artist ever had to be told to
The flops are
try hard to make his work first class.
.

unintentional.
The man who tries the hardest is not
necessarily the most successful.
The producers had good intentions when they promised "fewer and better pictures," but they couldn't carry
them out. Why? Because, although the average quality
of the pictures is steadily improving, there still are produced a lot of nubbins, and there always will be. Even
Old Mother Nature has not succeeded well in delivering

fewer and better members of the human race.
The real way to push up the average of motion pictures is much the same as bringing up a family of kittens

—the

runts should be drowned before they -have their
Kill the stupid pictures before they reach
eyes open.
the public, and overnight the motion-picture business
will become a thing of grandeur, perfection, and worthy
of a place among the Arts.

Nobody, perhaps, put the idea into
the minds of the Great American Public,
I ney re
j^^^^ nevertheless the G. A. P. is doing
Doing It
what the producers will not do drowning the runts.
producer sinks one hundred and fifty thousand
dollars in a production.
He shows it to the best critics
in his organization and out.
They admit the picture
is a bit weak, but figure that perhaps they can at least
get the cost of production out of it, so they go out and
sell it to the theaters and the theaters sell it to you.
The producer will never shelve an expensive producfor two reasons.
tion
unless it is obviously impossible
First he wants to get part of his money back. No man

Alld So
rp,

>

—

A

—

—

brave enough to sacrifice one hundred and fifty thousand dollars just for the good of the cause. Secondly
he honestly cannot tell until the public gives its decision
whether a picture is fair, good, or great. No
one has yet built a barometer that will tell what the
public is going to like in entertainment of any kind.
Very well, then. The producer won't drown them.
But why has the public suddenly got
That's settled.
is

—

—

into the affair?

The Observer

for years has been advising his readers
shop for their pictures to stop going to just any
sort of a picture show, to use care in selecting their
As has been pointed out, patronage of
entertainment.
good pictures encourages the production of more good
And the best way to kill a bad one is to stay
pictures.

—

to

away from it.
Only lately, however, have they been heeding good
advice, and The Observer can hardly take credit for
the whole affair. The public is now out for fewer and
better pictures and is drowning the runts by staying
away from the ordinary shows.
year ago a fairly good picture could pay big
it takes a mighty good show to make
dividends.

A

Now

for the theater and for the producer. The reason
bad times. People are out of jobs or
is simple to see
are afraid they will be. They are not spending money
as freely, so where they formerly went to three picture
shows a week, they are going to two, and the fellow

money

—

his family who went every Friday night, whether
they knew anything or hot about the show, now are
going only when they are convinced in advance that
they will get their money's worth.
Because money is now hard to accumulate, the folks
are spending it more carefully, and just because a theater
manager says a show is all wool and a yard wide doesn't
make it so to the fans. They want to burn a thread
They're asking their friends
and use the yardstick.
who have seen the picture, and the result is that a theater
with a bad picture may have big crowds there on
Sunday and Monday, but business will go to pieces
through the rest of the week when the news gets around
that here is a good time to put on a drowning bee.
It is hard on the producers of bad pictures, and not
at all pleasant for the theater manager who shows them.
But it is great for the fans and for the fellow who has

and

a first-class picture to

sell.

We

fJi^
rj.j

1 neaters

have been looking over reports
of theater managers, which are printed
-^^ ^ number of the motion-picture trade

papers Vt'hich have departments in which
one m-anager reports on pictures, so that
other managers may benefit by his experience and so
pass up the bad ones and book the good ones.
Most of the theaters are starving to death when they
show ordinary pictures the sort that formerly brought
in enough people to pay the overhead and a small profit.

Say

So, Too

—

The
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Observer

It takes something extra to get the crowds, but the
encouraging thing about it is that every very good picture is making a profit.
The public is rewarding the
best performances.
The theater reports show that Goldwyn is doing splendidly with "The Old Nest;" that Paramount's best is
"The Affairs of Anatol ;" that the public is rewarding

Fox

for making "Over the Hill ;" that the money put
"The Three Musketeers" by Fairbanks was a firstclass investment that Metro is to be congratulated for
"The Four Horsemen;" and that First National made
no mistake in releasing "One Arabian Night."
That the people know what they want and will take
no substitutions is shown by the experience of an acquaintance of The Observer's. He was out in a town
in Wisconsin on a chilly night and went down to see
"The Old Nest." There was a line two blocks long
waiting for the second show. Across the street was a
theater playing a cheap Western picture to an almost
empty theater. The people who went to see "The Old
into

;

Nest" were willing to wait a long time in line to see
it and the lure of a seat at a show they knew nothing
about tempted them not.
A theater manager confirmed this. "There is no such
"It used
thing as getting the overflow now," he said.
to be that when the other houses were turning 'em
away folks would go to almost any other theater that
they could get into. Not so now. If they can't see whar
they want to see, they go home."
W'e confided our discoveries to a veteran Broadway
producer.
He laughed.
"That's been the rule in the show business for years,"
he said. " 'It's always a good season for a good show'
Bad shows will have good seasons
IS an old saying.
when people are flush and are spending freely, but when
monev is tight nothing but the best plays to capacit}-.
The picture business is just learning what we have
always known and it's a good thing for the picture
business and a good thing for the picture fans."
And so the runts are drowning.

—

How Do
You Like
Your Casts?

Gleichman, managing director
Broadway-Strand Theater in Detroit has a suggestion.
He wants a
uniform plaij for introducing characters
on the screen. He points out that some
Phil
of the

producers open the picture with a complete

list

of the

The Observer always

is

entations," and never
ture begins.

is

a bit restless through the "presentirely at home until the pic-

Do we really need the big orchestras, gayly costumed
ushers, and elaborate dancing acts?
fans have to
pay for it. Is it worth it? What do you think? Did
you ever stay away from a theater because the orchestra
was made up of only five pieces, or did you ever go
to one solely because there were twenty-five or fifty
in the orchestra?

We

^^'6

The
for Asking
is

in

ask because

we have

just heard

reports that two of the finest motionpicture theaters in the United States
have decided that they cannot continue
unless they cut the "overhead."
One

'Rpmnn

New York

and one

in Chicago.

to reduce their orchestras

They have decided

and to put on

singing and dancing acts.
It is our guess that the

less elaborate

fans never will

know

the

changes have been made.
Charlie Chaplin has a few words to
about subtitles, and we agree with
Chaplin on
h'ln in every word.
There has been
/
Q
^iUbtttles
a lot of gossip to the effect that the
rerfect picture would be one without
subtitles.
Chaplin uses few subtitles, and it has been
hinted that he was trying to get along entirely without
them.
"The question of more or fewer subtitles," he says,
"is unimportant.
\\'hile one picture might be excellent
through the absence of words, another might be excellent because of them.
It depends upon the picture."
It has always been our idea that cliscussion regarding
the number of subtitles was bosh and piffle. There never
has been a fine picture without a fair number of subThe
titles, and we don't believe there ever will be.
motion picture is not pure pantomime, thank goodness.
To our mind, nothing is more dreary than actors trying,
through motions alone, to express to you the idea that
they are going to shoot each other next Thursday afternoon unless one gives the other a bottle of gin smuggled
I

in

from [Montreal.

Let's leave the wordless
open <-he vaudeville shows.

How

drama

to the acrobats

who

.Ti-ist howmany pictures come to your
town every week ? Probably you get
^ chance to see most of the best ones
and a good many of what you someBut
times believe are the worst ones.
come to any one town, and if they did

and the names of the actors portraying them, and then let it go at that.
Mr. Gleichman
believes that the spectator forgets the names by the
time the character enters the action and that the enjoyment of the picture is impaired. For, as he says: "The
action starts, a new player flashes on the screen, and
you can't just place him in }0ur mind. You want to
know who he is. You stop and think. Your eyes

you could hardly get around to see all of them, even
if you wanted to.
A recent compilation shows the following number of

see the action of the picture as it goes right on, but
Your mind is working on that
your mind doesn't.

feature pictures released since April ist:
Features released in April

cast of characters

And when
puzzling problemi: Who is that fellow?
you stop thinking about that and get your mind and
eyes back on the picture a couple of hundred feet have
rolled by."

We agree with Mr. Gleichman. W'e like the plan of
naming the character and the actor when the actor first
appears. How do you like your casts introduced ?
How much money do you suppose is
being wasted by motion-picture theaters
wonder often
in "presentations?"
Ftrst?
whether the big orchestras and the
dances and the fine singers are really
worth while. After all, we go to a picture theater to
see a picture and the setting is rather unimportant.

What
_

We

1^
X la ly
^

^

Pictures?
they don't

all

Mav

40
50

"

Tune

51

"

tuly

"

39
"
" August
32
"
"
" September
65
"
October
69
A total, if our addition is correct, of three hundred
and forty-six features released in seven months. Two
are always the smallof the months July and z-\ugust
est in the year in number of releases, since in the sum-

—

—

mer many

It is safe to estimate theretheaters close.
fore that 1922 will have a record of between six hundread and fifty and seven hundred feature pictures.

Almost two a day.

What

a lot of acting for one year!

—

"Those

Bums

Boys!

The neighbors used to despair of their ever
doing anything serious — and they haven't.

By

DACK
call

Peter White

in Bristol, Pennsylvania, the neighbors used to
them "Those Burns Boys" in about the tone

of voice a former generation used for Jesse James and
his gang.
They didn't approve of Neal's getting his
education on the beach at Atlantic City, and they didn't
feel that behind the scenes at a musical comedy was just
the place for Eddie.
But the boys knew best as subsequent events the Christie comedies, to be precise

—

—

have proved.

For d single young man, Neal Burns has had quite a

fling at

marital woes in comedies.

The name Eddie Burns
nothing

in

your

life,

mav mean

but Eddie Barry

of such Christie comedies as "Nothing Like It" that's another story.

—

PDDIE BARRY

and Neal
Burns, as they are known
on the screen, broke into motion pictures by way of musical comedy. The}' have played
with all of the actresses who
have won fame on the Christie lot
in fact, Neal has married
Betty Compson fortyeight times on the screen.
Perhaps that is one of the
reasons why back in Bristol
they speak of "Those Burns
Boys" now with awe in their

—

voices.

—

!

Pity the Poor Screen Villain
When

you look

that there

is

into his case carefully you'll find

a great deal

.to

be said in his favor.

By Grace Kingsley
Illustrated bv Lui Trueo

F

I

were the screen heroI'd cotton right to

ine,

the villain.

Do I hear hisses coming
me from all quarters?

to
I

probably do. But I don't care.
Listen
In the first place,
think how madly devoted the
villain always is to the heroine.
Let lier treat him as she
may he still remains true to
!

her.

In the .second place, he's the only person in

who seems

tlie

picture

have any brains.

to

have lingering illnesses.
In fact he's so strong and
healthy and wise that it usually takes an act of Providence, like lightning or an automobile accident, to bump

him

off.

Once

of course, he gets his comeL'sually in the library.
There's always a table in the library handy to choke the villain
over.
Or sometimes he gets shot with a pistol from
the library-table drawer, for there isn't a single film
familv I ever heard of that didn't keep a pistol in the
If I were a villain and had any
library-table drawer.
dirty work to do I'd keep away from
/TK
Sometimes
bljrary tables.
They're fatal to vilifsthelove
lains.
j\\
in a great while,

uppance indoors.

—

j

In the third place, he's a regular he-man, strong and
healthy and with such good nerves, prol^ably incidental
to his health, that it's likely he'd be a pretty decent
person to have around the house.
Also, he must either make or have inherited a lot
of money, and is not only a snappy dresser himself
but also a good provider, judging from
the looks of his womenfolks and lady
friends.

of a

little

I
I

child

that

I
1

|

reforms

|j

the villain.

\\

-

1

!

who

slaps his face.
Sometimes, indeed, to sort of
console himself, he gets a

hero on sight.

And

this alone should
be enough to engage
anybody's sympathies.
Yes, take him all in
all,

is

the

scree.n

entitled to

cute,

little

respect.
I

refer,

of course,

to the king-pin villain,

not the bush leaguers.
He is methodical and conscientious in his own wav
and he is tirelessly persistent. He always knows what
he wants, and nothing short of death itself is going
to stop him.
It's a sort of art with him, is villaining.
No bungling methods for him. Like the other sorts
of artists, he often sacrifices all for it. A'illainv in fact
often seems to be its own reward.
Friends and fortune often go by the board for the
sake of a little expert job of villaining.
But he dies
with his boots on.

—

No

lingering illness

for

ways

him.

It's

al-

the good people in pictures who

on the side

—

a sweet,
entertaining little
thing, too
but his heart's
not in it.
^^'hy, the villain will go
to perdition and the demnition bow-wows for the girl
he loves, while the hero,
often as not, will turn away from her, peeved, on the
slightest suspicion
when he sees her kissing her brother,
just home from Europe or something.
But the heroine
falls for the dimple in the hero's chin or the way he
coiubs his hair or something, right in the first reel, and
is all off for the rest of the evening.
And the hero is
usually poor, on account. of not 'tending to business as
much as he should, because he's so noble he's always
'tending to other folks' affairs and doing acts of quixotic bravery.
AVhereas, on the other hand, the villain, nearly always
lieing a money-maker, the heroine would be much better
off to marry him.
Especially as she doesn't seem able
to take care of herself, unless, indeed, she strikes out
for a grand-opera career, in which she is always a success, because in the movies that's easy!
Sometimes, indeed, the heroine does marry the villain
girl

villain

no

!

heroine slaps him around and mistreats him, he continues to adore her.
How pathetic it all is Sitting alone
by his solitary hearth, or breasting the
ocean waves, he simply cannot forget the sweet girl

Last, but not least, he's always out
to kill the curly-haired

—

But ah, come what may
how
faithful the villain always is to the
heroine.
No matter how much the

—

—

!

!

Pity

the

But, no matter how
kind and indulgent and generous he is, she never
grows to love her husband. He may give her
presents of motors and jewels, but she
throws his jewels out of the window
//,
when she remembers the addle-pated
hero who couldn't make a living for
her.
Why, she never even lets the
villain kiss her hand
Then she
doesn't
understand why he gets
peeved and won't send her family an

'

wouldn't hurt her a

to

make

things

much

bit

truly pathetic.
She insults
early maidenhood until her

little, any
and would

a

gillie

The poor

daughter
And at the last, though
an old man with potential rheuma-

villain, take it all around, 1
generally with the girls.
Eve
when he has a girl of his own, she's
hardly ever true to him.
He's
good as he can be to her about
clothes
that's one thing about the
villain, you can't accuse him of be
sting)'
and as clothes seem to be tl
only thing which a villain's girl cares
about, you'd think she might have a
little consideration for him.
Sometimes, to be sure, he does come
home a bit cross after a hard
day's villaining, but what
^
man doesn't occasionally
come home cross? No, the
truth is, the minute his back is
turned she's oflf with some curlypated lounge lizard without half
No
the brains of the villain.
wonder the villain has it in for the
noble-hearted breed.
Often, indeed, the villains are loving husbands

!

tism in his knees, he braves death
in an avalanche for one kiss
And
she wouldn't give it to him, stingy
thing
If a villain in a picture has a
twin brother, they always look
exactly
alike,
and the other
brother is always good. And the
good brother is always the goat. I
saw a picture the other day in which
the villain killed a man, and then
came to his brother to tell him about
it.
The brother was doing a brisk
business as a young mining engineer, but his brains must have been
confined to his engineering work,
for, instead of letting the brother
go away to hide, what did he do but he
himself go away to hide, leaving his
brother, who knew nothing whatThe villain
ever about engineering, to remain
strong, and healthy,
in his place
!

—
—

'

good
Kim,

Even

fathers.
to their

whom

I

in
the

"The Four Horsemen,"

Germans, were awfully
Then take Robert Mcsaw doing some high-power villain-

archvillains,

families.

and wise, that

—

!

ing his daughter?
They did not.
Thev busilv
told'her

all

PM^^i

it

takes some-

thing like lightning or an auto

After filching a
ing in a picture not long ago.
fortune from the widows and the orphans all his life,
he reforms when his wife dies, and gives all the money
back to the people he stole it from. He didn't even seem
There was devoto save himself car fare downtown.
tion for you.
I saw a picture the other day in which the villain
ran a gambling establishment. But oh, how good he
She and her pet cat must never
was to his little girl
When she grew up and began to suspect that
know
all was not well in her household, he sent her away
And it nearly killed him when she
to boarding school.
suddenly came home from school to surprise her daddy,
and found him dumping the ill-gotten long green into
Did anybody give the
his coffers by the wagon load.
villain credit for lov
1

re-

he keeps his love all in the family,
so to speak, does the villain, and
faithfully falls in love with her

pleasanter arounc

time

those

him from
death,

him and marrying a common
on her father's estate.
But

I^udiating

house.

and
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about him, with the result that she ran ofif with the
soft-headed hero, who hadn't a cent to bless
/
himself with.
I've often and often seen villains remain bachelors their whole lives long
rather than marry anybody except
the heroine.
There's "Hearts Are
Trumps," for instance. In that story
the villain's devotion to the heroine is

!

It

!

Poor Screen Villain

to save the family fortune.

more money
She might kid him along

!

bump

Once
Bill

in

Hart

And

a

while,

principally in

plays, the villain reforms.

then indeed we have some
hero
Bill is the sly dog
he knows
the villain of the play is the man with the brains. Sometimes it's the love of some pure girl that reforms the
villain.
But it's more often a little child, usually a girl
The little thing climbs on his knees all covered
child.
with bread and jam, and it touches his heart so much
that, even though he does have to send his clothes to
the cleaner's that very day, still his heart is full of grat-

to

iiim off.

!

—

itude pathetic to see.
It might do a lot of good indeed if people would
be kinder to the villain instead of always scorning
him.
It's truly marvelous how everybody in the play
Honestly you
seems to "have a feeling about him."
can't wonder he turns
run
Children
sour.
away from him, little
legs,
his
nip
dogs

women

shudder at his

.

Let the Public Judge.

WISH

to reply to Maurice Castleton, of St. Louis,
who, in a recent issue of your magazine, so warmly
defended the so-called critics as against popular
opinion.

I

I

read the critics of at least twelve magazines each

But do

month.

like or dislike?

cause

think

I

my own

I

I

let

tell

me what

no!"

I

shall

Why?

Be-

selections.

Moreover,
critics

these critics

"A thousand times,
am qualified to make

half
disagree.

of

the

Recently

Norma Talmadge

time

the

saw

I

"The Passion
Flower" and Lionel Barrymore "in
"The Great Adventure." One critic
declared the former excellent and
in

they are worthy of us and we are worthy of them. It
may also be admitted that it is unfair to blame everything on the director, seeing there are so many, from
with special mention of
the author to the exhibitor
that intolerable nuisance the censor
who may be at

—

—

fault.

there are certain points on which the director
patently to blame. The average of taste has improved
greatly in the last few years, while,
apart from mechanical excellence and
stunt photography, the films have not.
Still

is

WE WELCOME

The American movies have

controversy and discussion. There
are two sides to every question
and you will And both sides of a
good many questions printed on

into the

fallen

same error as the American

stage of thinking the star instead of
"the play's the thing." In time, this
indifl:"erence of American producers
to detail and the fitness of things is
going to land their films in the same
relative position that American stage
plays now hold to British and continental productions.

this page, from month to month.
Our printing a letter does not
the latter very bad another informed
necessarily mean that we agree
the world that the first was without
with it; it simply means that we
a redeeming feature of any sort and
want to give every one of our
bar
readers his, or her, say.
still another stated that Lionel Barryonly such letters as are disagree=
more in the last-mentioned picture
able or quarrelsome in tone, or
was absolutely delightful. This beI would like to ask your satisfied
which indulge in sarcastic person=
ing the case, in what respect are the
prize winners if they would not enalities about the people with whom
they are debating.
critics any diff^erent than the muchjoy the films as much if the leading
maligned public?
parts of plays dealing with love and
In conclusion, I take exception to
marriage and the trials and tribulations of life in general were taken by men and women
this statement of Mr. Castleton: "The puerility of the
of character and individuality instead 'of by pretty boys
public taste in artistic matters, and especially in the
and flappers who look as if they should still be going
matter of the photo-dramatic art, is lamentable, and it
to high school?
is the duty of every critic to lift the standards of the
public by reviling all that is bad."
Would they not enjoy them as much without their
The best critics of to-day are not trying to elevate sex and suggestive titles? Not on high, moral grounds,
the public, but simply to give us their honest opinions
but because such titles are vulgar, misleading, and unfor what those opinions are worth.
necessary.
Admitting that occasional inconsistencies of appearMrs. M. M. Scott.
ance are hard to avoid or inconsequential when inci510 W. Yakima Avenue, Yakima, Washington.
dents have a bearing on the main action or keynote
Plea for Common Sense.
of the piece and where knowledge does not depend on
I wonder if many of your readers were, like myself,
intimate technical familiarity but plain common sense,
disappointed in the answers to your "Do You Want
why should a play be rendered ridiculous to the observant
Better Movies" competition?
I had looked for some
ones through the indifference of the director?
pungent criticism and sturdy defense of what has been
Is it unreasonable to expect a director or sonie of his
;

;

We

.

A

and

is

being accomplished, but your letters seem merely

of the fan sort, with the exception of the second prize
winner, who, however, seems to think that by better

movies is meant Sunday-school stories and nursery tales.
Right here I would like to say that the approval of
preachers, women's clubs, and such ilk is the surest
way I know of to kill a film. Apart from their general
lack of fitness to pass on the merits of a film, these
people and institutions are the main forces behind that

archenemy of good movies, the censor, and their recommendation is tantamount to advertising a play as an
egg without
It is

a large

salt.

quite evident that the movies as they are please
number of people, and that, taken by and large.

know that a girl cannot become snow-blind from
wandering for a few hours in open bush country, or,
in another case, that an air pocket in the hold of a
sunken vessel, in which a diver comes across his mortal
enemy, followed by instant mutual recognition, would
be about the darkest hole on earth?
staff to

unreasonable to expect that directors, in
should select types in keeping
are to portray?
they
with the characters
In a recent spectacular film dealing with biblical char-

Again,

is

making up

acters,

why

it

their casts,

is

the screen's finest example

of

modern

English patrician beauty cast for a part that calls for
the
a pronounced Semitic type? Perhaps we can guess
Continued on page 104

—

Record-Breaking Baby Peggy
She IS too young to grant an interview, but old enough to stand
'em up in the theaters and keep a line at the box-office.

By Edna Foley

YOU may

admire the precocious Wesley
Barry, you may be thrilled by the
dramatic ability of little Miriam Battista, you may marvel at amazing little Jackie
Coogan but there is another star who is
much younger than any of these who merits
This is Baby
a share of your attention.
Peggy, star of Century Comedies, who, on
her second birthday, was given a starring contract at one hundred and fifty dollars a week,
and who already only a few months after
the beginning of her career
has a goodsized fan following.
Bab}- Peggy was brought to the Century
studio by her father in answer to an advertisement for a child to appear in pictures with
Brownie, the Century Wonder Dog. Out of
three hundred applicants she was chosen, but
soon Brownie had to look for another leading
lady because her box-office value became so
great that it was decided to star her alone.

—

—

—

Her older associates all envy the perfection
of her acting technique. "Cry, Peggv," says
the director, and Peggy cries.
"Laugh,
Peggy,"

and

Peggy

without
any wear and tear on
her emotions.
One
minute she can be on
the set bringing
laughs,

all

tears to the eyes

Baby Peggy

lias

the

pi

of a veteran actor.

of the onlookers,
and a moment
later she can be
found off in a
corner
of
the

Baby Peggv carries
aP the Interest in
"The Muddy Bride."

studio unconcernedly playing with her
doll, or, more likely, with one of the
many Century pets, for Peggy loves animals and they love her.
No one has ever accused Baby Peggy
of being beautiful, but she has that
something which is far more valuable
to a screen actress than mere beauty
an ingratiating personality. She is the
cuddly sort of child that no one can
resist playing with.
That, say her diis
what makes it difficult to
pictures with Baby Peggy.
She
is patient and docile and quick to grasp
an idea but she is so cunning that
ever\- one would rather sit around and
play with her than to plug away at picHer director frequently
ture making:
feels like a hard-hearted schoolmaster
when he calls the company to order and
threatens, "H you don't stop playing

rectors,

make

—

and get down
the rest

all

to

work Baby Peggy and

of you will have to stay

late."

Baby Peggy

is

so absolutely fearless

wouldn't be surprising if she
grew up to be a serial star. Come what
may, however, there are few motionpicture honors left for Baby Peggy, for
two of her star pictures, "Seashore
Shapes" and "The Muddy Bride," have
been shown with great success on Broadway, and she has refused offers to appear in support of several of the most
popular stars.
that

it

Claire Windsor isn't telling

FANNY,
hadn't

what

is

it?"

I

what Charlie Chaplin brought her from abroad, but perhaps

demanded

frantically.

I

heard of any hereavement in her family,
she looked perfectly healthy
yet there she sat,
staring at me across the tea tahle from out the depths
of a melancholy gloom that was like a thundercloud.
Instantly there flashed across her face a beaming smile.
Fanny was only
I slumped back in my chair, relieved.
imitating somebody new. All that remained was to find
out who it was.
"Charlie Chaplin says," she began, setting, down her
cup, "that you must break a tear with a smile, a laugh
with a sob to be really effective."
"So you're trying to be gloomy enough to make up
for all the times you have ever smiled, I suppose? But
where did you learn all this? You didn't see Chaplin
when he rushed through New York, did you ? You

—

know you promised me

that

if

you did

"

"But I
"No, I didn't," Fanny admitted ruefully.
lunched to-day with a man who got started talking to
Chaplin in New York and was so interested in what he
was saying that he went all the way out to Salt Lake
City with him so as to hear the whole story. He told
me about a little Russian girl who is verA^ beautiful
whom Chaplin met in a cafe in Paris. He may bring
And what do you
her over here to make pictures.
think? When he was on the ship, just about to sail
from Liverpool and all sorts of high dignitaries were
rushing around making a fuss over him, and the
,

it

was a

solitaire!

crowds were cheering, he got a telegram from her,
and he was so touched he had eyes for nothing but
that, and he almost cried.
Perhaps she'll be the next
"
Mrs.
"He brought May Collins a gorgeous silver-fox scarf."
I interrupted coldly.
When Fanny gets sentimental
there is no curbing her imagination.
"And there is
Claire Windsor to consider, too.
Nobody that is no-,
body but Claire knows what he brought her, but I hope

—

—

it was a solitaire."
"Wouldn't it be a good idea if Charlie continues to
have such a hard time trying to make up his mind who
to marry if he let the public vote on it?" Fanny suggested. "There is a popularity contest that would arouse
some real enthusiasm. You would vote for Claire ^^'indsor, I suppose, and I'd vote for the little Russian girl
"
or Edna Purviance.
And that reminds me
"That it is rumored Edna Purviance is going to marry
Paul Hunter, a society man, polo player and all that.

that

I

heard

it,

"But

to

too," I broke in.
go back to London and

Fanny remarked

Charlie Chaplin,"

always makes her furious
"He
if some one else has heard what she wants to tell.
hunted up his first sweetheart when he was there. Her
name was Hetty. Long ago he used to get dressed up
every afternoon at four o'clock and go to a certain street
corner, wearing his little derby hat and carrying a dapper
cane, and stand there waiting for her. And when she'd
coldly.

It

—
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get off the street car they'd go off

down the street arm in arm.
"He went to see her brother, and
they talked and talked, and finally
Charlie summoned up all his nerve
and blurted out, 'How's Hetty?'
And her brother said, 'She died

months ago.'
"That afternoon Charlie slipped
away from his friends, and while
all London was looking for him
he went back to that street corner.
And a car stopped and a girl got
off and he started forward.
And
"
I wonder
"Fanny, they have Lady Balti-

six

more cake to-day

!"

I

exclaimed,

and she squirmed around so that
she could see the pastry table that
always lures us into the Algonquin at tea time. In her joy she
forgot what she was wondering,

Ld been interested in
me about Chaplin,

apj)arently.

what she

told

but when she reached the maudlin
stage I thought it would be a good
idea to take Chaplin's advice and
break a tear with a piece of cake
at least.

"I like that hat you have on,"
remarked in an effort to get in
her good graces.
"Oh, do you?" She beamed at
me, and turned her head slowly.
I don't know whether I was supposed to admire her profile or
whether she wanted to see who
was just coming in.
"It's Glenn Hunter," she announced breathlessly.
"How do
you suppose he ever has time to
I

stop for tea? He has just finished
'Smiling Through' with Norma
Talniadge, and now he is being
starred

as

the

typical

American

boy in some stories written and
produced by Frank Tuttle, who
used to be Charles Maigne's assistant over at Famous Players. And
at night he is playing with Billie
Burke on the speaking stage. I
don't see how he does it, but if he
can only keep it up he'll be one
of the best-known players on the
screen pretty soon.
And I bet
he'll be awfully popular.
"But about this hat. It is copied

from the one Norma Talniad<re
wears in 'Smiling Through.' I'll
never say again that history is dull
when its pages can produce hats
like
this.
Norma looks more
beautiful than ever in quaint, oldPhoto by Puffer

fashioned costumes.

"She had

to

work

nights

and

Never again

will

Fanny

Fan say that history is dull when its pages can yield
one Norma Talniadge wears in "Smiling Through."

the

this quaint
days to get the picture finished
in time to leave for California
when she had planned to go. And every one who had
arranged to give farewell parties for her just had to
call them off and go over to the studio to say good-by
to her. Finally they finished the picture two whole days
before she was to leave, and all she had to do was have

liats like

some photographs taken, buy a lot of clothes, have
ten costumes for her next picture fitted, close her country house, and give up her apartment here in New York.
She had to move all her stuff out of the studio, too
you know she has rented her studio to the Selznick

Over the Teacups
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the studio and work for eight or
ten hours more he'd make all the extra scenes that were necessary. Norma
was delighted.
think she would
I
work till she dropped to save that picture.
So they sent out a hurry call
for the principal players who appeared in it fortunately they were all
in New York
and started in making
at

—
—

new scenes.
"The last day

they were crowded

'way back into a corner.
Norma's
trunks were being carried out, and the
Selznick companies were moving their
scenery in. There were so many peo\-)\t there to say good-by to Norma that
the place looked like lunch time at the

Norma was

and though

Ritz,

so tired

she could hardly hold up her
head she made some highly dramatic
close-ups and chatted with her friends
that

between times.

"And now
fornia

W

—

she

to stay for

has gone to Calitwo years perhaps.

ho will take her place

see

the

latest

— how

will

we

styles?"

don't know," I admitted sadly.
let's not talk about people going

"I

"But
away.

know

you

Don't

anvthing

cheerful ?"

"Yes.

Terry and Rex InAfter making all

Alice

gram are married.

their plans to wait until they finished

'The Prisoner of Zenda' they skipped
out one day between scenes and did

any

it
without
blossoms.

And

film

'Is

and

music

orange

Jacqueline Logan is
engaged to a business man.
Don't
}0u love the way people say to
stars,

tion

your husband
or

pictures,

man ?'

"

"That's quite
her,

though

I

all

was

is

he

a

right,"

I

in

assured

more

really

mo-

business

inter-

ested in the fascinating goldJace hat
Corinne Griffith, who had just come
in, had on than in any remarks of
Fanny's.
"Motion pictures do not
need any business men
they have
;

Fhoto

L-y

Ireulich

]\Iary

Dagmar Godowsky

recently married

any one

company
and

Frank Mavo, which didn't surprise

particularly.

—

two years and she had all the fan mail
had accumulated ever since she became a
take care of.
She can't bear to throw anything
for

gifts she

star to
like that

away she is so appreciative.
"Well, just as she was wondering how on earth she
would ever do it all, along came John Emerson and
said, 'Remember "Regeneration Isle," Norma?'
"Did she? I should say she did! That's a picture
she made down in Bermuda last year. She and Harrison Ford did some wonderful bits in it, but somehow,

when

;

the picture was all finished, the story didn't seem
quite strong enough, so the picture was never released.
It has been the tragedy of the Talmadge studio that that
picture wasn't fit to be a member of screen society.
For a long time they have referred to it as 'The Bermuda Onion.'
"But John Emerson had run the picture over and
discovered how he could write in some more plot and
make it a good picture, so he said if Norma would stay

Pickford and Katherine Mac-

Donald and Mae Murray."

"Dagmar

to be surprised

got his divorce
Juana, Mexico,

them

to choose

Godowsky

has married
but I don't expect you
at that.
No one was. As soon as he
he and Dagmar slipped down to Tia
and were married.
Wasn't it like
picturescjue surroundings for the cere-

Frank

J\Iayo

mony ?

And that is all the
"Alice Joyce has a daughter.
romantic news I know.
The terrible divorce season
seems to be upon us."
"Isn't it too bad about
"I know," I admitted sadly.
.Mice Bradv? I guess Grace Kingsley will have to start
writing the 'Divorces of Famous Film Folk' if this keeps
up.
Constance Talmadge told some reporters that if
her husband didn't change she would never go back to
him. He wanted her to give up her career, you know,
and Connie simply couldn't. I suppose she will be the
next one in the divorce court, and oh, by the way, her
new picture is called 'The Divorcee.'
"Oh, don't worry about Constance getting a divorce,"
"1 imagine that she and John are the
I reassured her.

—
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sort of people who have grand rows just so
that they can have wonderful reconciliations."
"I didn't know she had Irish blood," Fanny
chirped.
" I cut in.
"And that reminds you
"Of Colleen Moore, of course," Fanny
announced. "Jimmie Hogan, the director, has
named their new baby after her, and a popular
song writer has dedicated a song called 'Col-

though of course

leen' to her,

I

heard about

from some one else.
Colleen never tells
those things.
She and Marjorie Daw and
ZaSu Pitts were as excited over the Writers'
Ball in Los Angeles as a crowd of schoolgirls.
ZaSu, being conservative, went with her husband, Marjorie with Dana Todd, and Colleen
with John McCormack, her favorite First Nait

tional official, not the singer.

Even

at their

own

party the writers played an unimportant
part because those three girls and Pauline
Starke, Claire Windsor, Lila Lee, and Virginia
Faire were all on the committee to sell favors,
and who could be expected to have eyes for
mere authors under the circumstances ? Every
time I hear of a party like that I wish I were
"
back in California
"And if you were there you would hear
about the opening of the Ziegfeld Roof and

wish that you were back here. Only Tommy
]\'Ieighan can afford to have a temperament
He is on his eighth or is it his
like that.
trip East this year now."
eighteenth
"I don't know," Fanny admitted, an unusual
remark for her. "I used to add another pic-

—

—

him

ture of

to the

my

on

collection

wall every time he
but
East,

came

when he began
'

to

crowd out Richard
B a r thelmess, I

called

halt.
a
Dick's finished a
new picture called

'AH At

Sea,'

and

heard it is terDo
funny.
you suppose if I
eat any more pasI've

Jenny Hasselquisf, the Swedish Riograph star, wears a pearl
headdress that Fanny the Fan is sure would create a sensation
even at a gathering of motion-picture stars.

ribly

try

get fat ?"

I'll

Fanny can
breach the gap between the sublime

ridiculous,
and
Dick and fat reducing, in a single
sentence.
Sometimes
I'm afraid
that her allegiance
to

him is wavering.
"Ask Eugene

O'Brien,"

gested

"He

I

sug-

helpfully.

knows

all

about fat reducing.
He has been out in
Colorado losing his
embonpoint
in

made jellies on the table. But now that Eugene is
nice and thin he is to be starred in a he-man picture
of the great West.
Can you imagine Gene in whiskered trousers and a sombrero? I can't."
"You probably couldn't imagine Will Rogers in pink
satin slippers, blond curls, and a taffeta dress either,"
Fanny chuckled. "But he gets away with it on the
Ziegfeld Roof. First the chorus girls come out wearing masks that represent Douglas Fairbanks, Charlie
Chaplin, Harold Lloyd, and some other men stars, and
then out comes the largest pink taffeta caricature of
Mary Pickford that you can possibly imagine. And
luider the billows of pink is none other than Will
Rogers in the old blue flannel shirt and cowboy
trousers.
York
"All the motion-picture people left in
were at the Ziegfeld Roof opening night. Mrs. Hoyt,

New

woman who played with Norma Talmadge
'The Wonderful Thing,' would have been the most

the society
in

Mae Murray was

so

fact

tired after the premiere

mother
would put
tempting h o m e -

of "Peacock Alley " that
she wasn't half awake

spite

that
just

of
his

the

for days afterward.

woman there if it
beautiful
hadn't been for Catherine CalAnd Marguerite Clayton
looked charming, and George
Stewart was there glowering at
vert.

Continued on page 91

The Screen
The month's motion

pictures

—a

pag

units can be found entertainment for

our

criiics praise

and blame,

By

Alison

extraordinary picture is to get Shakespeare out of your head, not to men-

John Barrymore. For the film
not the Shakespeare drama at all,
and the title role is played here is
where the real shock comes bv a
woman, Asta Nielsen, a famous
tion

is

—
—

Copenhagen actress.
Perhaps you are prejudiced. I was
when I first heard it. It seemed exlike seeing Juliet played by a
leading man. as in the merry but
topsy-turvy old days of Queen Elizabeth.
But after the opening of the

actly

first

reel

'Hamlet," with Asta Nielsen

in the title role, is beautiful

and

artistic,

of the greatest novelties since films began.

T

HE

screen
oscope.

month

exactly like a kaleid
those fascinating- toys of colored glass
which used to hang on the Christmas
tree and which were usually broken
before New Year's? As you turned
them before your eyes the colored
glass
made fantastic patterns
that were never twice the same.

The game

is

You remember

lay in guessing

altogether

what

ter's

Asta Nielsen, in
woman Hamlet,

makes an unforgetable picShe has one of those

ture.

intense,

smoldering

faces

which could convince you of
anything

—that

Lady Machetli

was a man, for

instance, if she
pursue this interpre-

cared to
tation of Shakespeare farther.

She
"Hamlet."
It is a Danish film which comes
right out without the slightest covness
and calls itself "Hamlet." "Ah, Shakespeare," you say learnedly and watch for
a title which announces, "John Barry-

But the
thing vou must do when vou see

sex.

the role of a

beautiful.

leading role."

The

tunate prince in black velvet.
For the rest, the story follows most of the Shakespeare
version, but all the incidents
are of course changed and
colored by this strange reversal of its principal charac-

passed, as I write, has brought
one of the strangest and most
interesting designs into the kaleidoscope of the picture world.

in the

was wrong.

and forced to hide her devotion you
have more tragedy than Shakespeare ever heaped on the unfor-

But the suspense is the same.
And this month it was justified.
For the month just

more

I

This was enough to make any
child a melancholy Dane, but when you
have her falling in love with Horatio

even more fantastic and not
are

saw

is

Denmark.

pattern would come next.
Now a month of reviewing
motion pictures gives you the
same impression of curious
patterns,
though some are
all

I

beautiful and artistic, besides being one of the greatest novelties since films began.
It is based on the old Danish legend
which existed before Shakespeare was
born, and which has been made into
a book called "The Mystery of Hamlet." by Edward P. Vining.
This tale
explains all Hamlet's strange conduct
besides being one
b}' the
fact that he was really the
For
daughter of a Danish queen.
reasons of state this queen mother
brought her girl up as a boy. the Prince of

picture

first

this

is

not,

however,

merely

.She imstriking in appearance.
derstands acting to the last dramatic

moment. Often you forget the fanscheme of the scenario in the
interest you feel in her scenes. I am quite
aware that the credit for much of this
probably goes to her director, Sven
Gade.
Most perfect pieces of acting
tastic

"A

Prince There Was" shows
Thomas Meighan as a reformed
young hero again.

Review

in

eant drab and gay in

whose many

every one, and which

elicits

from

taunts and tributes.

Smith

may

be traced to some mute, inglorious director.
The only serious flaw in the picHere the
ture is in the subtitles.
writer has mixed Shakespeare and
his own ideas to a puzzling degree.
You see Hamlet lifting her hands
to heaven and exclaiming, "How
long, dear Lord, must I live my
mother's lie?" and in the next
breath she is back to our familiar
high-school quotations
such as
"There's a divinity that shapes our
ends, rough hew them as we may."
The effect is disconcerting. Why,
as Whistler might have said, drag
in

Shakespeare?
Alma

"Doubling for Romeo."
Into each life some rain must
but I hope I will never be
obliged to live through a month
without a Will Rogers picture.
He is back again this month
with a burlesque of Shakespeare all the screen stars
seem to be discovering the
bard at the same moment.
This, however, is quite another thing again from the
Asta Neilsen triumph. It is
the most amusing liberty that
has ever been taken with the
Elizabethan classics on or off
the screen.
Imagine, if you can, Will
Rogers as Romeo. "Well, anyhow," he announced to an intei'viewer, "I can't play it any
worse than it has been played
before." There may have been
louder
worse
Kouieos
and
Romeos, but certainly none

)e

the Ziegfeld roof.

"A Prince Tiiere Was."
Here is Thomas Meighan as the reformed
young hero again. A George M. Cohan hero
the variety known to the wicked clubat that

—

men

Eut like all such
as a prince of a fellow.
interesting and handsome roues he is brought
back to the straight and narrow path by a slip
She writes books and dresses charmof a girl.
ingly and reforms nice }-oung men all at the same
time

a

cowboy who

—

astrous results.
He also goes to a moving-picture
studio to learn how to make love.
This results in uproariously
funny satire on the studio
methods of filming romance.
Biit

he

finally

gets his girl

fatally difficult feat, but

Mildred Harris

Broadway.

"AH

for a

Woman."

In spite of its Bertha M. Clay title this is a foreign
It is, in a sense, a
film with a period background.
For it takes up the story
supplement to "Fassion."
of the French Reign of Terror where "Passion" dropped

sees the

—
—

—a

The picture version naturally
gets away with it.
hasn't the glib repartee of the Cohan lines, but otherwise is a worthy successor to the stage comedy on

have been funnier.
is

old

will see that this variety of action gives

—

He

You
cave-man methods.
him a chance to
funny in every possible mood. And there is nothing
furmier than Will Rogers on the screen, the stage, or

hy reverting to the good

fall,

feud between the Montagues and
Capulets as "the same old row
betvv^een the cattlemen and the
cave men." He wants to be a good
lover
for a personal reason of his
own so he starts reading Romeo
as the best authority. Of course he
dreams himself in the role with dis-

on the right, plays a pretty sob sister in ""The Iron Trail,"
which is almost as full of scenery as it is of plot.

Tell,

it,

and features many members of the

Marion Davies
a spoiled
society darling

plays
in

first

picture's cast.

Du

Barry, the principal character is Danton, who shares the spotlight
with that other revolutionary leader, RobesInstead of

pierre.

It

is

the conflict between the

two

guiding spirits of the Terror that makes up
Certainly it is not "all" for a
the action.
^'Enchantment."
woman in fact the various beauties drifting in and out the plot are only the usual
decorative accessories of a man with Danton's temperament.
The struggle for power between the two men
is the real theme.
So we have the violent, impulsively human Danton
and the suave, icy Robespierre as a striking study in

—

—

,
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flood by a three-minute

Wyndham

gin.

mar-

Standing

is

who looks so well
and Alma Tell the

the engineer
in puttees

pretty sob sister.

"CindereUa of the Hills."
Perhaps you remember a
slim little girl with an expressive

little

who was

face

dis-

covered by Maurice Tourneur
in "The Last of the Mohicans." She was Barbara Bedford, who now arrives as a
I'^o.x star under not altogether
fortunate circumstances. For
her scenario is the same old
}arn of the neglected waif in
the Ozark Mountains, and her
director has set his teeth and
resolved that she shall be cute
at

There are moments of the old Charles

Ray

in

''Two Minutes

to

Go," but not enough of

them.

all

The

costs.

result

is

hardly a fair test for any
debutante, least of all for as
yo_ung a star as Miss Bedford
seems to be. If the company
will shuffle their cards and
start her all over again we feel
sure that she will justify the
])romise given in the Tourneur
shots.

character contrast. Emil Jennings
as Dantoii adds another briUiant
historical picture to his former
studies of Louis in "Passion," and

Henry

the Eiglitli in "Deception."
^^'erner Krauss, the recent Doctor
Caligari, was less satisfactory as

Robespierre. Evidently impressed
by what he knew of the cold tem-

perament of this rigid celebrity,
he froze his face into a mask
which was often ludicrous and
never

The

realistic.

women

—

various

a beggar maid, a wanton,
a lady of quality were as natural
The
as they were ornamental.
mob scenes were handled with
great dramatic force.

—

"The
There
film and
I

is

is

plot.

my mind
There

are.
This provides
a hectic tribe battle,
through which the

champion two-gun
man emerges with
the girl in his arms.

original,

Hardly

This

those

—

m

proposed

The y
and

together save a
bridge from the

melodramat ic
story o^ers

no

test

of her

emotional

ability.

fair

"Enchantment."

how-

reporter out to write a front-page,
scare-head
expose.
She goes Priscilla Dean does
to
u c k r a k' e
her best tvith the
but remains to
thrilling;
tale
of
fall in love with
"Conflict." but this

join forces,

moves out West
where the Indians

on the

is,

and moonlight. A voung civil engineer in Alaska is fought by
crooked promoters, who sent a girl

her

long,

—

scenery in this
so entrancing that

ever, a great deal of plot
almost
as much as there are mountains
and placid lakes and ice and snow

victim.

there

stay

however, but

much

couldn't keep

Rex Beach

—

shark, of
course. He doesn't

card

but never tiresome
Hart couldn't be.

Iron Trail."

so

it

"White Oak."
William Hart on
a Mississippi River
boat again as a

eclair

one of
chocolate-

is

stories,

mixed
fairy

all

up

with

tales

and

debutantes' dreams

and Shakespeare
more Shake-

yes,

speare

Davies

!

Marion
plays a

spoiled society darwhose father
takes her to see
"The Taming of

ling

the
gets

Shrew,"
an idea.

and

He

persuades the hero
to act like Pctrucliio, and of course

"

The
it

works out exactly as

it
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did

The
Sliakespeare's day.
heroine is not only tamed, but
fascinated by the firm hand
and by her master's voice. It
seems an odd plot for this
day and age, but perhaps there
said for
is something to be
in

the brute-man hero when he
has material like this to deal
Miss Davies succeeds
with.
fairly well in her fits of temand as usual looked
per,
charming in a series of frilly
frocks.
No stretch of imagination could call this sort of
thing acting.

"Two

Minutes to Go."

Won't Charles Ray

please
stop being a director and take
His earlier
to acting again?

comedies with Jerome Storm
and Julian Josephson have
But
never been surpassed.
directly he took up the mega-

phone and started to direct his
own work his magic vanished.
There are moments of the old
Charles Ray, but not enough

The important thing about "The Wonderful Thing" is that it features Norma Talmadge, and
them.
In this matter he
that she is radiant in her own April-day manner.
has heen his own worst enemy.
This football picture, for instance, doesn't give him
her best with the tale as its heroine.
I have always
Moreover, he is surrounded with portly,
thought that this young woman had possibilities as an
half a chance.
emotional actress. Of course the only emotion she can
middle-aged college freshmen shouting "Wow !" and
"Rah!" and pretty things who act like chorus girls for
feel in this sort of thing is the fear
coeds and all the other misfits that romp about film uniof falling oi¥ a log.
Herbert
have never seen them on any real
versity scenes.
Rawlinson plays the dauntless
campus, and we don't believe Mr. Ray has either. If
hero and thoroughly enjoys
he would only go back to "The Clodhopper" style
melodrama, although
the
again we would start a celebration to welcome
there is always a wink behome the screen's best juvenile comedian.
hind his heroic deed, as
if he were sharing the
"Conflict."
joke of the prepostei'ous
Not so very long ago Mr. Griffith captured
events with the audian ice jam. It was probably the most exciting
ence.
and convincing ice jam ever held in captivity,
"What Do Men Want.'"
and its thrills shared honors with the acting
of Lillian Gish in the many attractions of
Women have been
" 'Way Down East." But ever since that day
we have been greeted by a deluge of ice jams,
In their more quiet moments
snow jams, and every conceivable other type
Mae Murray and Monte Blue
of jam in any picture that would hold one.
some sympathetic bits
give
Now comes "Conflict" with a log jam.
in ''Peacock AllevIt is almost as breath taking as Mr. Griffith's
and quite as elaborately planned. But it hasn't
the force of the " 'Way Down East" incident
because it has not the benefit of contrast as in
In following
the Griffith rural romance.
the plot you become so bewildered by

of

We

wicked old uncles and
housekeepers that you
don't care
logs
the
Priscilla

how much

do jam.
Dean does

murderous

—

!
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He rescues her from a band of
Mexican kidnapers in a surrounding background of cactus, sand,
and stampeding cattle. The casualty list among the Mexicans is
something awful, but William
Desmond doesn't seem to mind.
In fact, he enjoys his violent en-

Counters as thoroughly as his
author intended he should. And
to think that the last time we saw
him he was a peaceful and pious

young clergyman

"The Wonderful Thing."
This picture has what the city
editor of any newspaper would

Of
recognize as "news value."
course the really important thing
is
that it features Norma Talmadge and that she is radiant and
tragic by turns in her own AprilBut this is no news
So the headlines beMrs. Lydig Hoyt, who is

day manner.
to the fans.

long to

the first of New York's upper-ten
society set to try her fortunes in
the films.
She was brave enough to take

debut a most unsympaand thankless role that of

for her
thetic

Whatever merit there is in "The Lure of Jade" sliouU be credited to Pauline
She seems younger and more vital than ever before.

Fredericic

—

the heartless sister who persecutes
a modern Cinderella. What moments it had gave evidence of be-

ing cut unmercifully so that
scolding

men

a lot in the best-selling novels these days.
There was "Mr. Waddington of Wyck," and later there
was "Vera."
comes Lois Weber with a
stern scenario lecture for the sex which she

Now

"What Do Men Want?" You might
have guessed from the title that it was
written and directed by a woman. For
no man would have the courage to
calls

ask such a question,
it,

much

less

answer

in six reels.

pains me to report that Miss
thinks men want
or lack
intelligence.
She shows a husband
who is always chasing rainbows
and who doesn't learn that what
he really wants is sense enough
to appreciate his home until he
has nearly lost it.
It takes one
patient wife, one vamp, one betrayed girl, and any number of
kiddies to teach him the value of
these things.
I like to think that
he finally gained intelligence in the
last reel, but, alas, I have only a
subtitle's word for it.
It

—

Weber

"Fightin'

This

is

Mad."

undoubtedly the

we

saw Mrs. Hoyt only in sudden, fleeting glimpses. These
were enough, however, to indicate that she has that
Furrarest of qualities, film magnetism.
thermore, it was a relief to see a "society lady" played as a matter of
^course.
So many of our screen
society folk register aristocracy

by looking down their nose and
crooking their little finger in
a gesture as haughty as it is
not refined.
As for Miss Talmadge,
she gives a new and refreshing interpretation of
a little French bride. Her
husband, whom she
adores, has married her
and
for her
brought her into a home
of frigid and merciless

money

relatives.

Her

ingratiat-

manner

of winning the
entire family, including the

ing

husband, makes up another
of those romances which begin after marriage instead of
before.

fisrhtinge?

"Peacock Alley."
picture ever screened. It is William DesThe long-awaited first production
mond as a cowboy, back from the war,
made by Mae Murray's own comwho stages the battles, all single-handed, and
pany, has at last been screened, and every
mostly victorious.
Now, of course, when you
one who likes her pictures at all
have a hero who fights all the time, the next
Bill Desmond's "Fightin' Mad" is
She
will like this one particularly.
thing you need is a sweet young girl who
undoubtedly the fightingest picture
will make him promise not to fight.
So
also plays a young French girl, and
ever screened, and he seems to enjoy
in her rural scenes she is a demurely
along she comes in the person of Doris
Ills encounters thoroughlv.
Pawn and the plot is off.
Continued on page 96

The Revelations
The concluding
rative

about

of a Star's

installment of the

motion-picture

Wife

most amazing nar-

people ever

published.

ILLUSTRATED BY EDGAR FRANKLIN WITTMACK
CHAPTER

XXIII.
was Gypsy even as I hugged her
demanded, "What's happened now?"
Some-

SURE
I

enough,

it

;

thing has always just happened to Gypsy.
"Sal, it's awful !" she declared, following me as I
went to my own room to take off my hat, and joining
me in a brief expedition to the nursery to have a peep
"Honestly, it's the worst yet."
at Junior.

We

were

still living in the little bungalow we moved
when we first went to Los Angeles, I remember,
though we were studying plans for houses and talking
about getting a new car even then. And I was absorbed

into

"No, but almost, as usual. I wish somebody'd chloroform me and lead me to a justice of the peace I
wouldn't care much who the man was
But this everlasting
well, I told my press agent that if he announced

in trying to decide whether I'd rather have a limousine
or a grand piano, and almost resented it when Gyp
came tearing into the house to tell me of the tragedy
that had broken her heart
at least she thought it had.
She threw her tam on the floor and plumped herself
down on the nearest chair, right on my sewing, but
her eyes were so red and she looked so forlorn that
I didn't say anything about it to distract her attention,
btit just sat there and hoped that the needle wouldn't

to the papers this time that I

stick into her.

"Not married?"
;

!

—

had backed out because
freedom that's what
he always says, you know I'd fire him.
If any girl
on earth needs a guiding hand and wants it any more
than I do well, I wish her better luck than I've had,
couldn't bear to renounce

I

—

—

my

—

that's all."
I collapsed on the window seat and shrieked with
laughter.
Gypsy's matrimonial adventures are as long
.

drawn out

as a serial and as funny as Charlie Chaplin
and the fact that she's so serious about
them makes them funnier than ever.
The motionpicture world has amused itself with them for years,
but her press agent has somehow managed to keep them
from the public. All it knows is that she can't be
inveigled into matrimony.
"I just blew in from the Coast this afternoon," she
at his funniest,

announced, running her hands through the swirl of
bobbed curls that crowns her pretty little head. "Stayed
in bed all the way, trying to get rested and prepare to
meet my bridegroom oh, yes, I was coming East to
again
get married, Sally
But I found a wire instead
of him, saying that he'd been detained in Winnipeg,
so here I am.
Cross your fingers, Sally, and hope the
jinx will pass me by this trip."
I tried to be as serious as she wanted me to, but

—

—

!

—
—

was impossible. You see, Gypsy that's just the
nickname her friends have given her is one of the
cleverest comediennes on the screen
her work is tmusually good, and she has a big following, so big that
she's never been able to get out of comedies and into
straight drama, which she longs above all else to do.
She started in two-reelers, and then went to five, and
Hugh had read me a note in one of the trade papers
a few nights before that announced that she was to
make a big special feature that would run much longer.
That should have been good news for her, but I could
imagine how she must have felt about it she has always
yearned for a chance to do big emotional roles and
have a home with an Italian garden and a husband who
would be masterful, instead of one who would sit back
and howl with laughter at the funny things which she
it

;

;

does so naturally that she doesn't know she's doing
them.
She always falls madly in love with big, dark men
with black mustaches that is, I know of three times
that she's done it
and each time she thinks she's going
to have a wonderful, romantic love affair.
I'll never
forget the first one; it was when she was just making
good in two-reelers, and Hugh and I were beginning to

—

feel that

we were

—

—

well started on the

way

to success.

in

"He was so
her many

big and so nice, Sal," she lamented, fishing
pockets for a handkerchief, as her eyes

began to fill with tears. "Honestly, I simply adored that
man. But what do you think we went to the movies
last night, and something had happened to the regular
program a film didn't come or something and they
slipped in one of mine. Oh, it was terrible !"
"Why, didn't he like it?" I demanded.
"Like it? Yes, that's just the trouble. He did. He
laughed so hard that I moved over one seat and tried
to pretend that I wasn't with him.
He'd never seen
me on the screen before, and, my dear, I truly thought
he'd break something inside him if he laughed any
more. I slipped out finally and went over to my aunt's
to stay all night, so he wouldn't know where I was, and
this morning I sent him a note saying that everything
was over. Oh, it's terrible !"
She really felt broken up over it. Try as I would,

—

—

I

couldn't

make her

—

see that his very sincere

amusement

had been a tribute to her ability as an actress.
"It's not ability," she sobbed
she was using my sewing to dry her tears on by that time.
"It's just^ being
a perfect fool. I want a man to love me for something
fine and noble in me, whether I'm really fine and noble
or not.
But do you suppose there could ever be any-

—

thing beautiful about our relationship when he couldn't
look at me without thinking about how funny I looked
when I made myself cross-eyed and pigeon-toed and
knock-kneed and got hit with a bucket of whitewash?"
Thus ended that romance. The next year there came
another.
Gyp was no longer playing broad slapstick;
she had progressed to subtler forms of amusing the
populace.
She was demurely funny by that time, but
every little while her director would tuck in some bit
of buffoonery that was reminiscent of the old days,
and it always caused such an uproar that one could be
sure she would never be able to get away from that
sort of thing while she worked for him.

The second man was romantic in exactly the melanway that she adored. They became engaged, and
Gypsy finished a picture in a hurry and departed for
New York to buy her trousseau. She was going to
be married in the little New York town where she had
choly

been brought up, with four of her girlhood friends for
bridesmaids and a flower bell hanging over her while
the ceremony was performed.
"I'm going to have the wedding ring carried up the
aisle in the middle of a calla lily," I remember her telling
me when she ran in to say good-by just before she

—
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for Buffalo.
"And
the time comes."

started

when

Rudolph

Revelations of a
will

pick

it

Star's

Wife

out

But Rudolph never performed that iMt of aesthetic
gardening.
He had gone South some time before to
look after his business
he had met Gypsy when he was
on a Rotary Club trip to the Coast and while he was
at home he made the fatal mistake of taking his mother
to one of Gyp's pictures.
Now Gypsy had thought that disappointment never
could come to her again through her work.
She had
taken Rudolph to one of her pictures almost as soon
as they met, and when he staxed on in Los Angeles
long after he should have gone home, pretending that
business kept him, but quite obviously staying because
he was interested in her, she did everything that she
could to disillusion him. She let him see a picture of
hers in the projection room before it was cut. while
the bad parts were still glaringly bad.
She took him
to the studio and planted him on the side lines while
she did the broadest of Inroad comedy scenes. She did
everything that she could thinj< of, and still he remained
devoted, rather melancholy in. manner, quite capable of
plucking a ring from the heart of a calla lily and
wedding Gypsy with gloomy calm beneath a bell of
white sweet peas and smilax.

—

—

Now
ing.

after

Rudolph's mother was tall, stately, commandGypsy showed me a photograph of her shortlyRudolph proposed.

"Isn't she perfect!" exclaimed the enraptured Gvp,
with her characteristic gesture of running her hand
tln-ough her upstanding red curls.
"She's a perfect
dowager, isn't she? Rudolph says she has a will of
iron
absolutely nobody has ever dared oppose her in
anything.
Rudolph says the whole town stands in awe
of her.
I shall simply adore her, I know.
Imagine
just imagine, Sally, walking up a flight of steps to a
big porch with those tall white columns, and magnolia
trees all around
on the lawn, of course, not on the
porch, Hugh.
I think that's mean of you
and having
a woman like that greet you and take you to her arms
!"
as her daughter-in-law
Hugh shouted at that, much to Gyp's disgust the
thought of the giddy Gyp, who never was known to
take more than three steps without inserting a hop
somewhere, in such stately surroundings was too much
for him.
But Gypsy couldn't be upset over his mirth
very long she was too happy, though I remember telling
Hugh afterward that it seemed to me it was the stately
mother-in-law with whom Gyp had fallen in love rather
than Rudolph.
But, as I have said, Rudolph took his mother to the
movies to see a picture of Gyp's while he was at home.
And disaster befell the little comedienne's second ro;

—

—

;

;

/

slipped through the

crowd and went out

into the hall.

It

wasn't

mother-in-law into something or other as an extra.
That's what I told her the day I came home from
New York and found her camped on mv doorstep, so
to s])eak, all ready to embark on her third matrimonial
endeavor.
"I know it," she agreed.
"And I couldn't have been
really in love that first time, either, when I broke it
oft' because Lucius laughed so at my picture.
Of course
I was awfully sensitive then; I am now for that matter.
Peo])le think because I do such wild things in pictures
that I like them, but I don't.
I simply hate being such
^^"hy, the last time Carter"
a fool,
that's her director
"told me that I was to do one of those awful stunts
I sat down and cried.
But I'm not going to do any

—

—

more

of 'em."

"Why

not?" I demanded, sitting up straight, as I
caught a glimpse of Hugh's car turning into the driveway
below.

"Because I've stopped.

I

made

a real picture just

before I left the Coast nobody knows anything about
it. but it's a big one, sort of tragic, like those Pauline
Frederick does, and I'll never do comedies again. You
;

!"

mance.

see

"Oh, Sally, what do you think?" she exclaimed when
she bounced into our house in Los Angeles on the very
day set for the wedding. "It's all off! I got a letter
from Rudolph here it is, but it's so long, don't stop
He wrote me that
to read it; I'll tell you what it says.
his mother was perfectly crazy about my work, and
told him that never, under au\ circumstances, was I
Think of it making me do those awful
to give it up.
comedies all my life, when I'd been planning to save
up my nionc}' and have a company of my own and do
'Macbeth!'
And she said" Gyp drew a long breath
and fixed me with a baleful eye, as if I'd Ijeen the
dowager mvself "she said she'd like to get into the
movies, and would I please arrange it as soon as I pos-

stairs beside me almost to the
then apparently remembered her new digNot
nity, and walked sedately the rest of the way.
even Hugh's hilarious greeting could make her forget
But I wasn't convinced that she could get
it again.
away with it for long, or that the public would accept
her in a new kind of role, no matter how capably she
might play it.

—

—

—

—

sibly could."

Of course, if she had reallv been in love with Rudolph, she would have agreed to do comedies till she
was ready for the Old Ladies' Home, and tucked her

She danced down the

first

landing

;

CHAPTER XXIV.
Gvp was so excited over the prospect of getting out
of comedies and getting married as well that her feet
didn't seem to touch earth all evening.
"You'll go with me, Sally?" she asked, when I told
her good night. "Promise me that you'll go with me!
Don't back out at the last minute, will you? I'm scared
to death, truly !"
"Church and projection room both, I'll be there." I

—
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enough, with her yellow

and blue eyes and
nice-featured little face,
but she was no beauty,
and she certainly could
not act.
But Uncle
Daddy's money paid
for the most beautiful
sets that had ever been
made for the screen,
for the best-known and
most popular leading
hair

men

to support

"Baby,"

as he called Clarice, for
everything that would

make her

pictures

draw

even though
Clarice was no good.

crowds,

They had
hibitors

several ex-

from the West

in tow that morning,
and they wanted a projection room, at once,
in which to show Clarice's last picture.

The

announcement

that

there wasn't one vacant
made not the slightest impression; Clarice
exactly secluded there; people were crowded into the

doorways.

But they weren't looking at me, anyway.

Clark wanted a projection

assured her.
I'd rather have gone to the studio with
Hugh, heaps; his picture was nearly finished only the
titling remained— and I hated to be away for an instant.
Not that I ever dared offer any suggestions I'd learned
that a star's wife, if she hasn't any official capacity, isn't
supposed to have brains.
But sometimes, when the
author and the director and the man who was titling
the picture got to arguing about something, I'd have an
inspiration, and take Hugh aside and pass it along to him.
The projection room to which we went the next morning was hot and stuffy, despite the brilliant coolness of
the early-autumn air. It was owned by a company that
rented its rooms to people who wanted to run off a
picture and hadn't a room of their own, and that morning the outer office was crowded with people who were
perfectly certain that their own stuff was more important than anybody else's, and that the affairs of the
industry would come to an end if they couldn't show it.
"But we've got only four rooms. They're all booked
till ten o'clock to-night; I can give yoii one then," protested the man who was in charge.
"What only two
reels?
Well, let's see. I've got some advertising films
coming in in fifteen minutes; if you can get out by
"
then

—

;

—

"Oh, sure, sure !" The fat little man who had been
pleading with him gathered up his flat, round metal
containers of film and bustled off down the corridor,
while the rest of us smiled; we knew all too well that,
once he got into that projection room with his prospective buyer, a man who dealt in States' rights stuff,
he'd stay till he was dragged out.

We were a bit early, and had
which had been reserved for us

to wait for the

to be vacated.

room

And

while we waited Clarice Clark came in'.
Gyp and I
frankly stared even the dark charms of her Warren
could not hold Gyp's attention when that colorful vision
swept in.
For, like every one else, we had heard of
Clarice, of "Uncle Daddy," the tremendously wealthy
man who was backing her productions, and could keep
them going and somehow manage to get a good company to release them, bad as they were. She was pretty
;

have

She stood there

room

;

she

must

the middle of the stuffy
little waiting room, her sable scarf trailing on the floor,
the hand that held it weighed down by diamonds and
rubies that made me catch my breath, and waited, with
a complacent smile, while Uncle Daddy raved and protested that he was going to have the best projection
it.

in

in the place or know the reason why.
learned that it was being reserved for Gyp, glanced
at her, and then came over and tried to get her to give
it up.
He offered to pay her "handsomely, my dear
oh, handsomely," if she would relinquish it.
She refused, and turned her back on him really, his manners
and smirking smile deserved such treatment. Besides,
Gyp had been in pictures for years, working for everything she got, and it rather hurt her professional pride
to see a girl who had no ability or real beauty or anything else but money that she wasn't getting decently
walk in and demand the recognition that wasn't due her.
Obviously stunned. Uncle Daddy went back and reported to Clarice. And she, slipping back her tinkling
bracelets, sauntered over to Gyp.
"My dear, I wouldn't insist on this, but I have an
engagement for luncheon, and it's most important that
this picture of mine be shown for these gentlemen," she
announced in a drawling voice that would have kindled
any one's wrath.
Gyp's was already blazing, however.
She whirled
around, her eyes narrowed, her pretty chin set.
"Well, / have an engagement to be married," she
began, with emphasis that brought a guilty flush to the
cheek of the resplendent Clarice. And then, quite forgetting herself, she lavmched into a comment on Clarice,
her ways of doing things, the reason for her undeserved
stardom, the real worth and drawing power of her
Many a perpictures, and various other little matters.
son had yearned to do just what Gyp was doing, but
as I caught her by the arm and hustled her into the
projection room, while Uncle Daddy tried to quiet the
outraged and vehemently protesting Clarice, I couldn't
help being the least bit glad that Gyp had cut loose.
Of course there aren't so many of these girls like

room

He

;

!
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—

Clarice in the industry now as there used to be
girls
the public doesn't particularly like and whose pictures are failures, but who are backed by so much money
that somehow or other their pictures reach the screen.
Sometimes that means that a good picture is crowded
out; often it means that a girl with real ability can't
get anywhere because one of these others has taken
However, the public has
the place that should be hers.
refused to accept this type of star, and I think that,
as the industry develops, we'll have still fewer of them

whom

we have now.

than

was

really eager to see Gyp's picture
like the rest
of the world, I couldn't imagine her in anything but
comedies, and I was interested in finding out whether
she really could handle that sort of thing.
As we
settled down in the big leather chairs at the back of
the' room I stole a glance at her
she was very white,
and her face had a drawn, frightened look that [
attributed to anxiety over the picture rather than to
her approaching marriage.
There was one man there al)out whom she was especially anxious; if he liked it, he might offer her a conShe glanced
tract to go on doing that type of thing.
at him occasionally, but he was smoking and discussing
censorship with several other men, and she slumped
down in her chair and sighed, then smiled up at Warren.
With a premonition of what was coming, I told myself
that I was glad she had him, no matter v/hat happened.
She hadn't seen the finished picture she had brought
a print of it East with her, but while we were waiting
in the outer office we had learned that it was another
print that we were to see. one which had been sent
from the Coast after she left.
I shudder to think of what that picture must have
been before, as it would have been if they'd run the
Evidently it was so bad that the
print Gyp brought.
men behind her had agreed that it was too awful to
show anywhere, for it had been cut and doctored and
rearranged until Gyp hardly appeared in it. It would
lead up to a big scene, in which she should have had
the center of the stage, and then somehow the situation
would be twisted so that somel:)ody else got that scene,
I

:

;

;

and

interest in the

stor_\'

would slum])

flat.

Even so, the scenes that she did do were hopeless.
She absolutely could not act when she got out of the
comedy field. Her efforts were so bad that they were
I tried hard not to look at her, feeling sure
pathetic.
that she must be horribly humiliated surely she wouldn't
want to realize that any one she knew was there to
see her failure.
But I had to look at her when the picture ended and
;

I glanced at her, looked away unthe lights went on.
And as the truth
believingly, then glanced back again.
dawned upon me I sank down in my chair again. Gyp
thought her picture was a great success

There she stood, positively beaming she gave me
such a proud, happy smile that I was absolutely stunned.
Of course every one had to tell her that they liked
it, just in common decency, and as they crowded around
and shook hands and told her how much they'd en;

joved

it

she laughed happily, believing everything they

said.

shock to me on my way home,
You
thought it over fearfully.
whether your own pictures are good

It was a terrible
after the wedding,

see,

you

can't

tell

;

I

When you see them on the screen
or not, sometimes.
you put into them everything that you know ought to
be there at least that's what Hugh says. He implores
me to criticize his stuff, because he says that when he
knows a certain emotion is supposed to be expressed
he's likely to think he put it over whether he really

—

did or not.

And now, with the biggest venture of our Hves, his
picture that he'd made with his own company, just about
ready to be released. I began to be panic-stricken.
Maybe it was just as bad as the picture I'd just seen,
and we didn't know it. Hugh had done some things
as he'd never done them before, simply because he
wanted

Perhaps he was wrong, and nobody knew

to.

Nobody would know

it until it was too late to make
a change.
Thinking of the big presentation we had
planned, as the first showing of "Unredeemed," I felt
sick with mistrust.
If we were wrong, as Gypsy had
been, what hideous humiliation was in store for the man
I loved.
it.

CHAPTER XXV.
Danny was

house when I got home, pacing the
porch distractedly.
"Something's got to be done about Carol, Sally." he
told me before I could take my hat off.
"It's ghastly.
Do you know what's happened? Well, she's paying that
St. Mark man's bills
even giving him money to pay
his barber.
Think of it
And they're going to be married.
Her mother's nearly crazv. It will kill her on
at the

—

!

the

screen,

you know;

I

saw

this

picture

she's

just

he suggested, and I give you
my word it's the most awful thing that's ever been turned
loose.
I don't see how any exploitation scheme on earth
can possibly make it go. And now she's going to marry
"
him she'll never get rid of him she'll
playing

finished,

as

it

—

—

"Danny, you sit right down where you are and listen
to me !" I commanded.
"Carol's been a fool, and she's
got to get over it don't you suppose that this experience
is just what's going to make her do it?
Let her marry
it'll
She's always been
St. Mark
be good for her.
selfish and spoiled; now, if she has to suffer a bit, she
It
ma}- learn a thing or two that she ought to know.
;

;

won't

He

kill

her."

sat there for a

up and

moment, staring

at

me

;

then he got

down

the front steps.
"You're right, I suppose," he said slowly. "Butwell, if Ji^mior was a girl I'll bet you wouldn't give
that advice."
"Thank goodness Junior's a boy," I retorted. "And,
even though he is one, he's going to be kept out of
!"
the motion-picture industry, I can tell you that
\Mien Danny phoned me from town the next morning to say that Carol had married Philip St. Mark, and
that, as the company she was working for had refused
to sign him up. she was going to break her contract
and go into vaudeville, I was gladder than ever that
Junior was a boy. He might marry foolishly, of course,
but somehow a man gets over that sort of thing more
And more than ever did
easilv than a woman does.
I

started

determine that he'd have nothing to do with the movies.
"This is our last appearance as members of the in,-

if you say so," Hugh told me the night we
were dressing for the big showing of his picture as I
was tying his tie for him. He must have read my
thoughts, I suppose, for all day long I'd been thinking,
"Oh, if this picture goes well Hugh will clean up on
it, and then maybe he'll get out of pictures and we can
go around the world and come home and buy a ranch
and be regular people." It seemed to me that that was
the most desirable thing in the world.
Yet, glancing up and meeting the quizzical look in

dustry,

his eyes, I felt guilty.

"You know what

think about it, don't you?" I asked,
his coat as I put my cheek
down on his shoulder for an instant.
"Sure, and I don't blame you," he answered quietly.
"You've got a right to have a husband whose profession
risking getting

I

powder on

Continued on page 88
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PICTURE

Rubye de

Renter, being a sunny blonde, prefers such reading as

people are an

illiterate

lot

if

one takes

into account the things written about them.

never read anything except Shakespeare.

They
Occa-

sionally they toss oi¥ Tolstoy as a chaser.

Whenever

I read one of those essays about a star
cannot wait until she gets her make-up off to
immerse herself in "Macbeth" or "War and Peace" I
always want to do something for her. I want to send
her a copy of Ring Lardner. These poor, hard-reading
stars miss so much that is worth while.
They don't
know that there have been any writers since the Elizabethan era. Tolstoy is admitted because he's from Russia, and they figure Russia still is in the Elizabethan
era.
I often wonder why stars never read the stories
in which they appear on the screen.
It might help if
they did.
As it is, I have seen an actress dragging
through a comedy as if under the impression she was
Hcdda Gahlcr. She had that morning-after expression.
It isn't good for a beautiful girl to stay up late imbibing to excess of Ibsen, Tolstoy, and Sophocles.
So I decided not long ago to call a meeeting of stars
to organize a literary society.
It was my purpose to
show them that there are things worth reading aside
from William Shakespeare and Grace Kingsley. There's
Emma-Lindsay Squier, for instance. Even Joe Conrad
might not be too frivolous.
At an impromptu affair, held as a preliminary to the
literary concourse, I felt my way by asking how George
Moore stood with the stellar literati.
"I hear he's left Selznick," piped one of the Shakespearean fans. "I always liked Tom much better."
I decided that a literary society would not do.
Most of the stars
I started a house-to-house canvass.
were out or were so busy reading Euripides' latest they
couldn't see me. I left my questionnaires. A few days
Evilater I received lists of "My Favorite Authors."
They were
dently the press agents had been at work.
They might have been prepared
fearful symposiums.

who

by

"The Seven That Were Hanged.

Mark Twain's

Blucher,

who

doted on Gibbons, Hip-

pocratus, and Sarcophagus.
It seemed hopeless.
Was it possible that the Brains
and Beauty of the world scorned the simple books that
Roosevelt and Eliot recommended for our bookshelves ?
I couldn't think so,
Harrison Ford's library is reasonable.
I had occasion to visit it when Mr. Ford gave
me a list of what every young fan should read, a list
which I duly submitted to Picture-Play readers along
with that compiled by Miss Mary Alden. Could it be

Miss Alden and Mr. Ford were the only squat
brows in the colony?
Then one day while Mahlon was pouring me tea from
his shaker I met Mabel Normand.
She came into the
Hamilton drawing-room with two books in her arm.
I glanced at them and shuddered.
Shakespeare and
Tolstoy! I closed my eyes and felt their hides. They
didn't feel like Leo and Will.
They had a coarser inthat

tegument.

"They don't bite," said Mallei cheerily. "Haven't you
read any of Stephen Leacock?"
I sat down weakly and requested Mahlon to shake
out another.
"You haven't read Leacock !" cried Mabel. "I will
"
send you 'Literary Lapses.'
She made a memorandum in her notebook alongside
that of "old clothes for Armenian children."
few days later the book arrived at my chateau.
"I have marked my favorite stories," said the accom-

A

panying note.

The favorites were "How to Avoid Getting Married."
"Borrowing a Match," "Boarding-house Geometry,"
"How Tennyson Killed the May Queen."
Heartened by Mal:)el and Stephen, I decided to resume my quest for the Illiterary. My first stop was
Miss Normand 's bungalow on the Mack Sennett lot. A
maid admitted me and asked me to make myself
congenial with the cigarettes until Miss Normand
:

:

!
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came

the

off

The maid

stage.

Now
my

was

my

chance

bel's

literary

took
the

a

my

get

umes on

shook my head and mumunintelligent
something
about "The Interpretation of
Dreams."
"No wonder," said Ma-

bled

don't

Ma-

lapses.

crafty

I

slant

of

pile

little

I

Now was my

that.

wrong.
send you the book

started

vol-

These
what I

Mincius,

—

a cherry fhp.

and 'Painted
by James Hune-

.

.

,

I'd subscribed to a year's

in a discussion of

,

lect.

"Have

you
read George
jean Nathan's
•A
Without a

favorites include

"Alice in Won-

Zena Keefe
her reading no more

translations

of Chinese

box

of

tion.

there

Remain

Rinehart.

Rolland,

And

George
Ade,
Conrad
were others, but I can't

remember

them.

"When do you

get

time to read ?"

I

de-

manded.

Name ?'

"

"Every night before I go to sleep," said Mabel.
Thereupon I vowed I was old enough to cut out
"Now I Lay Me" and substitute "Thus Spake Zarathu,stra."

My

than.
like

Roberts

Cabell,

chocolates

ing the tables of inquisi"I'm crazy about Na-

"Do vou

Mary

attests.

demanded Mabel turn-

poetry-

the

average flapper, as
the accompanying

Book

and

than

seriously

extension course

On

the list were George Jean
Nathan, Theodore Dreiser. Arthur Symons,
Walt Whitman, Nietzsche, Freud, Hamsun,
iterature.

takes

books,
never hinting that the evidence would be held
against her intelHelen Jerome Edd\

Potter,'

dale's "Love Songs?" No?
Another jotting. Of course
I must read George Moore.
Some of him was superb, and
some not so good.
When Mabel finished with me Tfound

Sy-

"The Chinese Nightingale,"
by Vachel Lindsay.
Then Mabel pranced in. wearing
like
a comedy suit and a hat that looked
engaged her

'The

want

She made another
short-handed flourish.
Had I read Sara Teas-

mons.

I slyly

the

of

ker."

My

Arthur

Hand
too.

Moore.
of

jotting

omnipresent

Veils,'

"Memoirs
Dead Life," by George

Poems

to

her
notebook.
"You'll
in

of

and other sages.
Psychology
"The
of Dress." by Frank
Alvah Parsons.
of

I'll

start with."

ConLao-Tzn.
Yang-Chu,

Chinese"

fucius,

all

She made a

Wisdom

"The

"You

bel sympathetically.

at

a table.

are precisely
sherlocked

derland"'

could

I

filled

I

!

But

chance for detecting

the

I

breath.

cigarette case.

mean

before

continued

she

then

retired.

next stop was

Freud?"

had

i

Mary Miles

M inter's

set.

Mary

Europe, but her press agent
was sunning himself under the glass top.
I asked Mary's literary diet.
"Shakespeare," he said, and I fled.
Poor Shakeni, he isn't half as bad as
he's read.
The other day I picked up one
of

sailed for

those

parlor-plush copies

of

"Selected

Poems," and started reading aimlessly. I
was struck with the beauty and truth of what
I was reading.
Surely this was not Ella
Wheeler Wilcox, nor yet Michael Strange. Some one new

made

I turned to find the author's name
Shakespeare.
No doubt I'd read the words of
that sonnet in the classroom, but I'd been so busy looking
for the hidden meaning, the moral, and the strophes that
I'd missed the sense.
With Mabel's list as a flowerpot of hope, I decided

I'd

—William

a discovery.

that after

all

there were things suitable for your

fall

reading aside from "Agamemnon."
Anita Stewart's mother quite shamelessly reMark
vealed her daughter's literary addiction.
Twain and Longfellow, she said, had been indulged in heavily. Anita even stoops to George
Eliot. Jeffrey
Farnol, Eugene Sue, and
Leonard Merrick. I was surprised to
learn that she took surreptitious
slants

at

Daisy Ashford.

I

didn't approve of that, and

^^^^^

told her

mother

so.

But

I

!
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forgave all indiscretions when informed that Anita
simply adores Ring Lardner. At last I'd found my
own literary level Mabel and Anita.
Mabel says that it is a very bad thing to tell
people what you read.
"Tell them what you read and they'll tell you
what you are," she avers. I suspect Mabel cribbed
this line from "The Wisdom of the Chinese." I'm
a slapstill puzzled so far as Mabel is concerned
stick comedienne reading Freud
But it seems the lower the comedy the higher

—

—

The slapstick is fine discipline for
the intellect.
study. Louise Fazenda is one of the most versatile
She doesn't write a bad fable herself.
readers.
Louise prefers W. N. P. Barbellion's "The Journal
of a Disappointed Man," Vornich's "The Gadfly,"
:

Lord Byron, "The Seven Purposes," George Bernard Shaw, Schnitzler's "The Affairs of Anatol,"
and "The Green Cockatoo," Strindberg, Anatol
France, and Wilde.
Just now Louise is in the
throes of psychoanalysis-.
Note "The Seven Purposes."
Stars seem bent on philosophical and metaphysical
research.
Booksellers tell me this is typical of the
times. The war gave our souls nervous prostration.
Doug and Mary give most of their leisure to
philosophy. They have been reading Herbert Spencer's "First Principles," and Mary finds value in
Trine's "In Tune with the Infinite" and similar
treatises.

"It
fiction

Mary

our work to read the modern
to read the classics," said
with a mischievous twinkle. "We read curis

part

of

and our pleasure

rent novels and short stories in quest of screen
material, and so we need the classics as a relief."

The Fairbankses have been studying French.
They read Dumas' "Three Musketeers" in the origand now are stalking the irregular verbs of
Gautier and Flaubert.
Judging by the list of books which Colleen
Moore's representative submitted Colleen ought to
be deported Chekov, Gorky, Andriev, Artsybashev
inal,

—

—

I

trust I

spell correctly

Her

!

— Goncharov,

and Dos-

is Gogo's "Dead
always advertised as
"The Glad Girl." But don't blame her for the
gladness; blame the Bolshevists.
Of course this
Colleen herself told me that she had
isn't true.
started the struggle with Emerson and was holding
her own pretty well. She's conscientiously involved

toyevski.
Souls."

You

May MacAvoy makes

no effort

flaunts them, paper covers

favorite, I believe,

see.

in Dickens, too.

Colleen

Colleen

is

is

nineteen.

come under the ban were it not
She loves Shakespeare and Robert W. Chambers.
"Oh, and of course Stevenson,
Thackeray, Dickens, and that crowd."
In Gloria Swanson I found a star who actually
does read the stories in which she figures pictorially.
She adores Elinor Glyn.
"Alexandre Dumas and Elinor Glyn, I believe,
are my favorite authors," said the brave Miss
Lila Lee would
for her catholicity.

Swanson. Her father is a captain or colonel or
something. "Dumas because his colorful writings,
with their historical background, appeal to my
imaginative sense. Madam Glyn
because she knows life romantic
life.
I like
I like her realness
her books because she puts things

—

;

so differently, because she under-

stands human nature and makes
her readers understand it."
catching the
I made a note

—

Continued on page 90

to con-

ceal her taste for popular novels;

Colleen

Moore recently

started

to

Emerson

struggle with

and

announces
that she
is

holding

her

own

pretty
well.

\

'

and

all.

she

—

—

:

What About Gareth Hughes?
Fads and

fancies of one of the

most

interesting stars

By Margaret

^FTER expecting to
\ especially a male

Ettinger

bringing forth intricate variations of his own composion with the expression and sureness of a professional.
Just as one is surprised at the ease with which he writes
poetry.
He could make his living in that direction,
we are certain that is, if any one could. And we
began to wonder if there is anything he could not do.
W'e were invited to have a cup of tea, and Gareth
regretted that we didn't arrive earlier so that he might
have made us some tea biscuits.
tried not to show
our disappointment.
Then it appeared that a dinner
engagement was due in a little while, and he must dress
for it.
One couldn't go in puttees
and a blue shirt, could one?
Impressions of Gareth
were told that the orchard was
well worth looking at, and hied off
in that direction to see three peach
A bit of Wales.
and two apple trees the former with
Peter Pan.
a few last peaches of summer, provThe Little Shepherd of Kingdom
Come.
ing that they are not part of a mo-

a motion-picture star
motion-picture star in the
kitchen, deep in the act of mixing up muffins for
dinner, one is rather disappointed and surprised to find
said star draped in a hammock, reading a late magazine,
with J. M. Barrie by his side.
had been told so
much about Gareth Hughes' ability in the culinary line
and had been assured that we would find him besmeared
with flour or baking powder or both. But that's that,
and he wasn't.
To resume Mr. Hughes told J. M. Barrie that we

j

find

—

We

:

had arrived.

wagged
dale

bark,

come

us.

We

J.

his tail,

M. seemed

pleased,

barked his best Aire-

and jumped up

to

directed

our

first

glance to-

—

AND HE TOLD
my own

I

do

I

save money.

I

do not drink.
I smoke.
like every story

And

I

1

have done on

the screen.

Every company
for has given

me

I

have worked

a square deal.

I know Shakespeare — every vol=
ume — every word, and I love every

line.
I

am

looking for a wife.

extravagance on his
making the two purchases at one
time, for he saves his money, and until that very day
had been tooting about in a most disreputable-looking
motor.
Then up a flight of stairs we had our choice, either
the exterior or interior ones.
The latter landed us in
the kitchen. The color scheme is orange and blue, which,
Gareth Hughes told us, is a perfect inspiration for
cooking corned beef and cabbage.
white enamel
stove labeled Hughes set us to wondering if it is one
of his own invention.
It is in this very kitchen that
Gareth wields the wicked soup ladle and works the magic
wasn't

tion-picture

US:

cooking.

Nor do

—

part,

—

A

hand

that brings forth the most delicious concoctions
for his gtiests, himself, J. M. Barrie, and the Princess.

hear more about her.

kitchen we were led on to an inclosed
porch with a pool studded with water lilies. Then on
to the living room
an every-color-of-the-rainbow effect
a bit dazzling at first and rather pleasing after one
gets accustomed to it.
True, you are apt to stumble
over the leopard skins flung upon the floor, but yoti
won't if you are careful. There is a fireplace a real
one though it can't be demonstrated, for the day is
much too warm. There are books of every kind and
description, from his adored Shakespeare to "Main
Street," and if you think he doesn't know old friend
William just get some one who does to question him.
Our host asked tis to be seated, but was afraid we
had chosen an uncomfortable chair, so we moved to a
divan and were backed and sided with soft silk cushions.
With nary a lesson to his credit Gareth played for us
upon the piano. One marvels at his artistic fingers
the

—

—

We

Hughes

shingle structure immediately before us, but could not
determine whether it was a house or
garage.
It proved to be both, one
of those strange underbuilt garages
so typical of California with the
There was a sign,
house the loft.
"Bryn Mawr." over the doorway
because Gareth likes the sound of it.
Inspecting the garage first, at Mr.
Hughes' invitation of course, we
found two new cars one a sedan
and the other an open flivver. Mr.
Hughes hastened to explain that it

—

—

We

wel-

ward a brown

You will
From

on the screen.

—

set.

we became acquainted
with the Princess. Mr. Hughes had
told us that she was the most important member of his household,
which is the position one of title
should naturall}- hold.
She is quite
the best-bred Princess we have ever
met has taken a blue ribbon or two,
then

;

and carries Mr. Hughes to and from
the studio when he isn't in too great
a hurry. She has been in the Hughes

family only six weeks, but has bein her master's heart.
He is a will-o'-the-wisp sort of boy, is Gareth. De
cidedly a dreamer, and you are not at all surprised to
learn that he thinks real thoughts.
He is unquestionably an individual
has his own ideas, which he carries
out, and has set a certain standard which he is deter-

come

a

permanent fixture

—

mined to follow, come what will.
His moods vary quickly.
He'll be matter of fact
enough to go in pursuit of a coyote there is just one
roaming through Laurel Canon, where he lives and
in the next instant start in the same serious manner
to catch a sunbeam that comes wafting in through the
balcony window. He has a spontaneous fund of knowledge not the kind that makes one feel as though he had
He
eaten a heavy Christmas dinner and regrets it.
scintillates with a new oldness, and it is puzzling for
one to decide whether he is twenty or a thousand. One
moment a boyish remark, followed directly by another
that seems to come from a philosopher as old as the

—

—

—

world.

He
if

puts so much in his work it would be too bad
Gareth Hughes did not go on and on in the world

of art.

Born

in the south of Wales, twenty-two years ago,
appeared on the Continent in a small role with
a Shakespearean company.
It was while touring this
country, after some notable achievements on the stage,
that he was coaxed into pictures.
He is not married,

he

first

but would like to be.
And with all life holds for him, Gareth Hughes finds
it fascinating to mix up a batch of muffins.
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Some scenes of "The Street of the Flying Dragon,"' an R-C 'picture in which Sessue
Hayakawa and Tsuru Aoki appear, have the intaglio like delicacy of Japanese carvings.
They bring an odd sense of beauty to the screen, and provide the something new and
something better that fans are always seeking.

.
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The Screen Claims
the
.

.

Beauty of the

Z'Rubaiyat"

.

.

For years an exquisitely mounted production of "The
Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam" has been promised the
public by Ferdinand Pinney Earle, and at last it has
been completed. As these scenes show, it is a gorgeous
spectacle, worthy ot the poem which almost every one
has read and loved. Above is shown the story-teller in
the market place, at the left an Egyptian slave girl and
at the right a snake charmer all of whom play picturesque parts in this beautiful production.

There "is humor, too, in this beauteous production of the " Rabaiyat," the
principal comedian being the old Chamberlain, shown. at the right in the
above picture. This part is played by Warren Rogers.
'

Omar Khayyam's

left, is made an
and Hedwiga Reicher, above, one of
the most talented actresses on the stage to-day, plays a striking part. On
the following page is shown one of the charming scenes in an Oriental
garden in which Kathleen Key and Ramon Ssimoniegos appear.

attendant, counselor apd slave, at the

Interesting figitre by Snitz Edwards,

\
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her favorite as Romeo,
was great rejoicing when
John Barrymore appeared in the role at the

Every
so

of

girl longs to see

course there

Actors' Equity

Show

last year.

And

as a relic

memorable occasion we have the photograph of him at the left.
In "The Lotus
Eaters." his new picture, a scene of which is
shown below, he brings his subtle satiric sense
to the delineation of a romantic role on the
screen, and in Colleen Moore he has a leading
of that

woman who

catches the spirit of his playing

and lends him

Hioto by Kendall
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brilliant support.

John the Magnificent
In which an idol

a

monument

is

is

knocked
to an

built

down and

broken, and out of the pieces

wonder and charm.

of enduring

artist

By Helen Klumph

—

THE woman who

of 'Richard III.'
or whatever he happens to be playing
went to see John Barrynrore in
that night."
"Doctor Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" so 'many times
The "Doctor Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" lady was shocked
that her, husband suggested that it miglit be
at first, but, on thinking it over, she liked her idol even
cheaper for him to buy a print of the film and install
In her imagination she had made him a god,
better.
a projection machine in their own home met a woman
and, after all, gods do not have to be clever.
She
who had played with him on the stage.
admired him more when she found that he was only
"Isn't he the most superb and fascinating creature
a man clever enough to make people occasionally think
yoti ever saw?" asked the first breathlessly.
him a god.
"No," replied the actress in the distraught tone of
Perhaps you, too, will be momentarily disappointed
one who has suffered much. "He is the most exasperatI think I aged ten years
at some of the things I am going to tell you about him.
ing man I ever worked with.
But piece them together and see if they do not make a
the season I played with him because we were never
picture of a man more prepossessing
quite sure that he would show up in
in a way than any other you have
time for the performance. He came
known.
Though it is a matter of
on late in the first act, and I lived
Triumphant Return
many months since his last picture
through that season in a sort of chill
Too long has America's greatest
appeared, no one who saw his "Dochorror that some night I would say
character actor been absent from
you
tor Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" can ever
my lines, 'Here he comes now
motion pictures; the screen needs
him.
Since "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
forget it.
tell him what we have planned to do,'
Soon he will be on the
Hyde" first flashed before the pub=
screens before you again in "The
and no John would enter."
lie many months have passed, but
Lotus Eaters," directed by Marshall
"But weren't you crazy about
none who saw it have forgotten
?"
Neilan, and after that you can see
him
persisted the first.
the powerfully wrought character=
John
Barrymore.
izations
of
him in "Sherlock Holmes," for which
The actress looked at her in amazeHideous and sinister romantic
ment.
he has been making scenes abroad.
and beautiful whatever his char=
"Crazy about him?" she repeated.
acterization, he makes it enthrall=
It is told of John Barrymore that
"I'd as soon be 'crazy' about a load
ing. And now that he is returning
to the screen in Marshall Neilan's
he reads people at a glance not what
of dynamite. If any girl in his com"The Lotus Eaters," a great wel=
they are, but what they expect of
pany was so fatuous as to fall in
come awaits him. He is one of the
him.
love with John Barrymore, he'd give
And this thought, unconmost admired and least known ac=
her something else to think about.
tors on the screen to=day.
Here
sciously perhaps, molds his mood for
for the first time is given an in=
He is such an infernally clever actor
the moment.
He gives people, not
timate glimpse of the real John
what
that he can put something new into
they expect, but something quite
Barrymore. You will enjoy get=
a part every night, and put the nerves
dififerent.
In an attempt to shock
ting acquainted with him.
of all the other actors in the compeople and make them stop idolizing
Dany on edge for fear they'll get so
him he makes himself more of an
idol.
He is Panlike, austere, tempestuous, disdainful,
interested in what he is doing that they'll let their own
meticulous, or insouciant, as the case may warrant. And
work droop. Well, that is what he would do to any girl
so one! sees this: John-— hero to the matinee girls, and
who began to look at him through sentimental eyes,
ihferha.Hy. clever- projector to all who know the art of
or any actor who began to get conceited, too, for that
the actor
matter."
/
in a gtjise just opposite to whatever was
expected./
His ardent admirer was- crestfallen, but not downed
y
Thet;e, is' one '.guiSe that you and I and every one
by any means.
else will, ilevet' see him ill.
"But it must be inspiring just to be near him." she
'We .will never see him
offered.
"He is so sensitive. Is he always so deep in bowing and sniiling from his 'automobile to admiring
and applauding crowds. That would be impossible for
his thoughts that he is quite aloof from everything?"
him.
The actress looked like an exasperated nursemaid
And do not think because of that that he is
abotit to. take candy away fron;i a child.
disdainful of your admiration; rather it is the mark of
"He is about as aloof as a thunderstorm. If you real humility. Though he has slaved at his art as few
want a real picture of John Barrymore, try to imagine
men have ever done, and though he started with such
a man with the eerie soul of Chinese music that thrills
professional equipment as most actors achieve only after
you and terrifies you at the same time. Picture him
long experience, he still looks ahead at what he hopes
escaping after a matinee from a dozen or more reto do.
He has no realization of the greatness he has
porters, photographers, and visiting celebrities who want
already achieved.
to meet him, and going to a little restaurant off BroadI see him always as he was that brilliant autumn
afternoon in 1912 when I first met him. The theater
way, frequented by teamsters, to eat quantities of his
favorite food
Hamburg steak. While he is there he where he was playing "The Affairs of Anatol" quite
will probably draw a fir.st-rate cartoon of the waiter
different incidentally from the tawdry affairs in which
and give it to him. And then he'll wander about the
Wallace Reid indulged in the film of that name was
city
a neighbor of the Chicago Little Theater, whose comno one knows where or why and arrive back
pany was also performing "Anatol." Ordinarily this
at the theater just as his manager is about to go out
and tell the audience they'd better go home, and he'll
group frowned superciliously on efforts of the commergive the greatest performance that has ever been given
cial theater, but the work of John Barrymore was a
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John the Magnificent

It always is, I might pause to. remark.
always the breath-taking surprise, the eternal
exception that makes accepted standards seem common-

different matter.

He

is

place.

But to go back to the Little Theater; its company
gave a special performance of "Anatol" one Sunday
afternoon and invited John Barrymore to attend.
It
was rather like asking a sailor on leave to go rowing
on a mill pond, but John Barrymore was courteous

enough to accept.
He was shy that afternoon

;

of in short order.
His failure to expand and become
discursive and pose as other actors had done dismayed
them. And so he was able after a while to edge through
the crowd and go over to a girl who was much too
young to be at a party like that. She was choking
with suppressed laughter because a portly woman, in
her mad rush to get near the lion of the occasion, had
bumped into the tea table and upset a pitcher of cream.
John Barrymore sat dov/n beside the girl and chuckled
with her over the incident, and I remember particularly
that he said nothing about his art or his early struggles
or his ideals that afternoon.
He told instead about a
dog he had who had far more agility and craftiness
than most human beings.
I remember distinctly that
that giggling and self-conscious youngster thought he
was the most entertaining man she had ever seen, and
never gave a thought to his ruthless behavior toward
the effulgent women who were his hostesses.
For I
was the giggling youngster.
.

is

remarkably youthful

in

appear-

ance, though he is thirty-nine years old.
He comes of
the most distinguished American theatrical family, and
since 1903, when he went on the stage, has upheld their
fine traditions in acting.
He has played fast and loose
with his life, but never with his art, and since he refuses
to let the public share his life, and is lavish in giving
to them of his art, the public readily forgives him.

He was married in 1912 to a society girl who later
went on the stage, but their marriage was unhappy, so
she divorced him.
Two years ago he married Mrs.
Leonard Thomas, a famous beauty, who, under the pen
name of Michael Strange, has written poems, and who
was the author of "Clair de Lune," in which he and
his sister Ethel appeared on the speaking stage last
They have one child, a girl, and, like any
season.
proud young father, Mr. Barrymore adores her.
John Barrymore never wanted to be an actor he
wanted to be an artist. He worked for a time on a
New York newspaper, writing stories and illustrating
them, but though his work was distinctive it was not
particularly successful.
So he drifted naturally to the
work for which he was supremely fitted the stage.
There, despite his famous name, he won his laurels
gradually. Managers seemed to think that light comedy
was his field, so it was principally in light comedies
that he spent the years from 1903 to 1916.
Then, in
Galsworthy's "Justice," he showed himself for the first
time one of the greatest actors on our stage, and this
was followed by several brilliant successes, "Peter Ibbetson," "Redemption," "The Jest/' and "Richard HI."
Curiously enough, his career in motion pictures followed the same lines.
He played without distinction
in farcical comedy dramas until "Doctor Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde" established him at once as the screen's great;

—

est character actor.

He

is

slight in stature,

Don't think, however, that he

and he moves with the

gracile

is

a

solemn

figure.

Far from it. After Marshall Neilan had been directing
him for two days, he sent a telegram to Mary Pickford
saying "At last I have found your equal at entertaining
:

the director.

he seemed always to be
trying to step out of the center of attention and back
into an obscure corner. The women who clustered about
him to pay him extravagant compliments were disposed

John Barrymore

ease of a dancer.
His hair is dark, but his eyes are
curiously light.
He has a poetic air about him like a
figure out of a Japanese print, and in his eyes there is
a look that tells that life is not giving him all that he
has a capacity to demand.

company

in

J. B.'s

And

a marvel."

"The Lotus Eaters"

the actions he invented

on the

he kept the whole
by

in gales of laughter

set.

Have

I made him out a selfish figure?
He is not
for he is always helping the people in his companies.
He is eccentric, however, maddening to systematic people.
During the making of "Doctor Jekyll
and Mr. Hyde" he became so interested in some chemical experiments with the props on the set that was supposed to represent Doctor JekyU's laboratory that it was
only after hours of waiting that he could be persuaded
to drop his experiments in favor of acting.
And the story of how the idea of his playing the
fiendish Mr. Hyde was born is an odd one, in a way
a repellent one. He realizes that his greatest asset is
the extreme mobility of his sensitive face, so he is constantly working to make his face more expressive. It is
evil impersonations that he is always working toward,
not collared types of manly beauty.
In one of his early pictures he was given a colorless
leading woman whose disposition was so phlegmatic that
her calm was never ruffled. As usual, John spent the
time between scenes distorting his face into horrible
and grotesque grimaces. Apparently he was seized by
a desire to see their effect on her, for one day, just
after playing a love scene, while he was still holding
her in his arms and his face was close to hers, he
changed his expression to a hideous leer.
The girl
shrieked and ran to her dressing room, and John only
smiled as he might have over the result of one of his

that,

chemical experiments.
But John Robertson, who was
afterward his director, remarked: "Man, you're a perfect

Doctor Jekyll and Mr. Hyde!"

And
tireless

do not think that John Barrymore is always the
worker, the moody student. He, too, will have

Yes, John, the magnificent, likes to play
with people offstage as well as on. One evening a little
group of people stopped in one of the streets that leads
out of Washington Square and looked up at a house
that had a high green trellis on the roof.
"John Barrymore must be a queer chap," one of
them said, looking up at the trellis. "He has a little
cottage built up there on the roof, with flowers all about.
his little joke.

He

sleeps

"A

up there

— says

house on the roof

it's

quieter."

men

?" the

with him said in-

credulously.

"John Barrymore?" the women cooed delightedly.
"Oh, tell me about him."
And so the man told them for the benefit of the
;

men he

told all about the quaint

little

cottage constructed

on the roof of the apartment building where John Barrymore found fresh air and quiet and privacy. For the
of the women he repeated the store of tales
about the moody, erratic, young actor who was delighting all of New York that season as the wondrously
beautiful and ingenious artist in "The Jest."
After a few moments passers-by began to stop and
ask what they were looking at, and the man repeated
his story to them, embellishing it in the telling with
more of the details of the legend that has grown up
benefit

Continued on page 101
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The Conrad Nagels are just two quiet, well-bred people, and a

and plays
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full

of talk about bool<s,

everything but gossip.

Famous Film Folk

love story of Conrad Nagel and

Ruth Helms.

By Grace Kingsley

THISsome
is

like a regular storybook,

correct

romance by,

say,

writer of the old school
nothing modern, thrilly, or the least bit spicy
oh, dear, no.
There are no wild heartburnings in it,
no unseemly haste in their love story. Everything that
happened to them might easily have happened in a
Louisa M. Alcott story.
And as for that remark about the course of true love
and its traditional joltiness, I'm sure I shall never make
it again .after knowing the Nagels and their charming
home in Hollywood. Theirs is a thoroughlv delightful
little love story, full of clean, youthful ideals and pure
lady

;

romance.

The two young people met very properlv indeed
through a friend in Chicago who was engaged in some
charities in which they were both interested.
A pretty
feature of their romance is that they both happened to
be interested in the same little bov in an orphanage,
whom they often visited, though they never chanced to
meet ea^^h other there.
.'^he did it very cleverly, the friend, bringing the two
young people together. At least she meant to do it
cleverly, and it all turned out right anyway.
She invited

them both

to visit one of her
could she know that Conrad
hand and eye on a hunting trip the
day before, so that he had to come to lunch with
his hand bandaged, while his eye showed the effects
of the accidental ripping of a branch of a tree
across it.
"I could just see, the minute he came into the room,"
explained Mrs. Nagel, "that he was thinking, 'My
heavens
Of all things, to have to entertain a strange
"
young lady to-day !'
However, Conrad seems to have forgotten all about
his infirmities immediately, and to have gazed so admiringly at the pretty, clever Miss Helms out of his
good eye that she forgot all about them, too.
From that time on they were dear friends, and it
was less than a week afterward that they went to a
As Mr. Nagel was playing every
matinee together.
night in one of the Chicago successes, the courtship
proved a little difficult, because moonlight is such a helpPerhaps, indeed, that was
ful thing in a case like that.
whv thev were so very sensible. I'm sure it's hard to
believe in young lovers being so superhumanly sensible
to lunch,

orphanages.
had hurt his

!

and afterward

And how

—

!

!
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two seem to have been, unless, indeed, explained
by the absence of moonlight.
It's an ill wind that blows nobody any good, and
while it's perhaps going too far to allege that the coal
shortage was sent by a fostering Providence for the
as these

two young

special benefit of the

lovers,

still

the fact

remains that said coal shortage did prove a great boon,
inasmuch as Conrad's theater was after a time closed
on Tuesday nights, which naturally became their evening together. Heaven knows what might have become
of their romance if it hadn't been for those Tuesday
evenings
"Mother always let us have the fire," declared Mrs.
Nagel gleefully, with a bright look at her husband.
"She would go into the back parlor and wrap herself
up, or go to bed, so as to leave us in the room with
the fire in

"

and

it,

"But sometimes," interrupted her husband, "we'd
for walks along the lake
front and nearly freeze to
death,
when there were
too many people around

home."
Afterward,
actors'

strike,

during
they

honeymoon,

their

so

the

had
you

can see for yourself that
they always made vise of
adversity.

But early in their courtship Ruth was always telling Conrad that she should
never marry him for fear
of

hurting

Which was
Cupid

trick

to think of
set

Conrad

his

career.

a pretty

little

when you come
it.

Naturally

to thinking

it

and

go

They had

and

when he was on

gifted.

How

Well

Do You Know the

Stars?

You know the new ones, probably. Gordon Qassa=
way told you all about them recently in "The New
Star Shower."

But do you know the rising ones?
Grace Kingsley will tell you ail about them next
month in an engrossing article, "Stars of To=morrow."
And following that in an early issue, clever Agnes
Smith will tell you about "Falling Stars Why and

—

Want

to New England to play
of Laurie, in "Little Women,"
became a member of the staff of a

role

and Miss Helms
picture-fan magazine.
Just then our country entered the World War, and
young Conrad Nagel was one of the first to volunteer
for service.
He joined the navy, and then wired Miss
Helms, "li you're going to be in Chicago day after
Miss Helms wired back
to-morrow I'll be there."
piquantly, "If you're coming to Chicago I'll be here."
"And about forty-eight hours after I arrived we were
engaged," Mr. Nagel announced triimiphantly.
"She saw me coming from the window," he went
on imagine being able to see down into the street from
a Chicago apartment I'm sure nobody but a lover could
do it "and we went right out for a walk. I got her
out on the end of a pier in the moonlight. We had to
go about a mile to find a lonely pier. That's where we
became engaged."
But his fiancee still persisted that the test must go on.
She kept on with her magazine work, and he went

—

to a

and

once,

at

;

naval training station.

Always when they

to Miss This Series
Know All About The Stars.

it

was

while he was playing with
Alice Brady in "Forever
After" that they were wed.

These are great days in motion pictures. Memorable
achievements crowd each other in trying to gain the
public's lasting favor.
No longer can a popular star
hold her following with indifferent offerings. Rarely
now can a star be made overnight because of promise
shown in acting some bit. Quick to pass is the fame of
a new star in the keen competition of others ambitious

Then Conrad Nagel went

away

ried

RISING STARS
FALLING STARS!

No

—

!'

then but for his mother, who advised against the step.
It was very wise of her, I suppose.
So I listened, packed
up, and left quietly.
It was awfully hard, but I did it.
I kissed him good-by when he went downtown, and.
when he came home that afternoon to try once more
I couldn't have trusted
to persuade me I was gone.
myself not to marry him if I saw him again."
\\ hen Conrad came out of service, at the end of the
war, he wanted to be mar-

NEW STARS

arguing why he should
Where They Go."
marry.
But Miss Helms
Fan Will
remained quite firm about
one thing, and that was that
Be Up To Date.
they should make a test of
their love through separation before being really engaged to each other.
.So they were separated after that for six months,
while he was traveling on the road and playing in New
York, with oodles of matinee girls after him all the
time.
And it's very reasonable to suppose that Miss
Helms wasn't being neglected either.
the leading male

were absent from each other each went to dances and
theaters with some other young man or woman.
So it
does look as though fate intended them for each other,
since neither's loyalty ever wavered.
They were separated this time for nine long months.
"But the day he went away to train for the war,"
confessed Mrs. Nagel, "we came near being married.
I was visiting his mother in New York, and he came
to me the morning he was to leave, exclaiming, 'W^e'll
be married to-day
I guess I should have weakened

their

honeymoon

during the actors'
before,

said

I

when

strike, as

and

then,

was

Nagel

over, Mrs.
used to travel on the

road

with

it

used to
the

sit

her
in the

theater,

husband
She

tour.

back of
his

criticize

and listen to comments on it.
"But I got an awful
shock when we came home
work,

our New York apartment," declared Mrs. Nagel, "and here I was a bride
of only a few months. The
telephone rang, and I heard
to

my

husband exclaim,

'^^'hy,

sweet!
How are
you ?' And then run on in
more or less excited conversation.
Finally he said,
'Won't you come up, sweet?'
" 'My heavens
I
said to myself.
'What sort of a
hello,

!'

man have

I

married anyway?'

up to my full height, angry as I could
minute there appeared in the doorway
a big, burly, blond man, the janitor of the building
His name was Sweet. Conrad had known him a long
time, as he had rooms in the house before, and the man
had always taken a sort of a fatherly interest in his
"I straightened

But

be.

in a

welfare."

The Nagels live in a cozy, pretty home in Hollvwood,
but are intending to build another house soon, just the
way they want it. There is a baby Ruth Margaret
Nagel, who is of course the most delightful babv in
the world.
They are just two quiet, well-bred people, like those

—

you would meet

in

good society anywhere, and a

visit

home is a pleasing occasion, full of good talk
about new books and plays and other current topics,

to their

Hollywood gossip included.
a sweeter, more charming young maHollywood than Mrs. Nagel, but I don't be-

with very

Maybe
tron in
lieve

little

there

is

it.

Ah, and by the way, Mrs. Nagel takes care
her husband's correspondence,

no

so

mash

avail.

Continued on page 95
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Continued from page 21

there were so
possible slip-ups

The

final

—the

tion

re-

last

between

ence

laboratories

the

pilot

would have

to

leave

not

hearsal, so to speak

was the

machine were
Pathe

to land near the

prepara-

dress

the

if

many

later

o'clock.

confer-

It

than

was

and-a-half-hour

Cohn

two

a twotrip

New

York, and he
would not undertake
to land on an unto

and his seven camera
men, for by that time
his
staff
had been

lighted field later than
augmented. One man
four-thirty in Novemwho had been accomber.
That was his ulpanying the president
timatum when he aron a speaking trip
rived at the hotel at
had arrived, another
six.
had just come in on
The films were dumped into the n\u cockpit.
a
Cohn
thought
a train with Marshal
moment.
too
"It's
dark to see the fields to-night," he said, "but we've
P'och, and two more had been sent down from New York.
Over a table in, a hotel room they worked for two
two hours of daylight in the morning before the parade
hours, each man receiving and jotting down explicit
starts.
There's a field below the cemetery. We'll shoot
over there at six to-morrow morning and look it over.
directions as to just where and when he was to set up
his camera, just what he was to take, where and when,
If that field will do you can hop over and wait for
us there.
to the minute, he was to deliver his film.
If necessary we can run with the films to
And then, after an anxious wait, a telephone call that point."
announced th""e fact that the two aeroplanes which had
That plan was carried out.
The field was found,
been ordered from New York had arrived at Boiling
on careful examination, to be satisfactory, and with
Field.
Under the conditions nothing but aeroplanes
barely time to get back and pick up his first lot of film,
would do to get the films to New York.
Cohn left the pilot of the second plane. At nine-thirty
his machine stopped at the place where he was to meet
The funeral ceremonies consisted of a long march
his camera men.
on foot from the Capitol to the amphitheater at ArlingTwo already had arrived. A third
ton Cemetery, where the services were held. Cohn had
was seen coming on the run then another and another.
The films were quickly bundled into a traveling bag.
decided to send his films in two lots, the first the shots
taken of the procession by a plane that would leave
"Let her out !" yelled tohn to his chaufl^eur. "Don't
worry about the cops they're busy with the parade!"
before noon, so that the laboratory would be able to
Away we shot for Boiling Field, and a moment after
get that part of the work completed by the time that
our arrival the first plane hopped off, circled once, and
the second lot arrived. That was comparatively simple.
He had merely to select a central location to which each then, mounting higher and higher, headed north.
camera man would bring his parade films at a specified
Just then the pilot of the second plane came running
from whence they
"I'm afraid they won't let me leave this field," he
time nine-thirty in the morning
up.
exclaimed anxiously. "They're afraid that the other is
would be shot by a rnotor car to the waiting plane at
Boiling Field.
too near the amphitheater and that I'll interfere with the
ceremonies."
The thing that worried him was getting the pictures
For those films could not
"Yoti see," cried Cohn, turning to me, "what's likely
of the services under way.
Wait a minute, though. I
to break at the last minute
be started until the enormous crowd had begun to break
guess my word is good with the major." He was ofl^
up, and in the confusion and congestion anything was
Moreover,
on the run, and back shortly. "It's all right," he said
likely to happen not according to schedule.
"Hop
to the pilot as he scrambled into the auto again.
there was a distance of four or five miles to be covered,
over as quick as you can. I've promised him that you'll
with crowds blocking the way, before the aeroplane was
lie as quiet as a mouse till it's over.
Start warming up
reached, and with the ceremonies lasting until one-thirty
your engine when you hear them blow taps—we'll get
in the afternoon not much time could be lost if the pic!"
there by two if it kills us
tures were to be shown that night in New York as they
And we were ofif again.
And at the last minute we learned that
had to be.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

!

—

He was
off,

Cohn
waving
him
goodby.
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Revelations of a Star's Wife
Continued from page 70

men won't

other

take as a joke.

—

I

Be-

with the kid growing up well,
guess the time has come for us

sides,

to clear out, Sally.

night

It

depends on to-

thing goes well, I'll
put through the releasing end of it,
and then we'll head for the nearest
if

;

this

steamship

office."

That was what I'd wanted, of
course.
Yet somehow, as we drove
into town, I wasn't quite happy about
it.
I wonder if women ever do get
exactly whaf they want
We had decided on a big professional showing at the Ritz as the best

way

of presenting

the

public.

"Unredeemed" to
The whole profession

had been invited, as well as all the
newspaper and magazine people, and
every one else whom we knew. We
were throwing our cards down on
The picthe table with a flourish.
ture could have been shown in some
projection room, of course, to members of the different releasing organizations, but Hugh had voted against
that.

"Let's do

with a splurge, honey,"
he had said. "It'll cost a lot more,
but let's put it through this way anyit

soon filled; Hugh, amid a burst of
applause, led his pretty leading lady

down in front, and Mae
Murray and Bob Leonard, who sat

to a seat

just behind, leaned
to them.

ifying success.

Hugh had begged me to sit with
him. but I simply couldn't. I couldn't
trust myself.
I'd thought I'd hide
in a corner somewhere, but when the
lights went down and the name of
picture, "Produced by
Hugh
Beresford," was thrown on the screen
a lump came up in my throat, and I
slipped through the crowd and went
out into the hall.
Occasionally there was a little murmur of approval once a man who
stood in one of the doorways remarked
"Well, this isn't worth
standing up for," and went non-

the

;

:

chalantly
sank as
him go.
I

—

was coming well, all our world
would be there to see how we took
oh, if it were
If it were success
it.

—

success

We

were very early, but the promachine was in place, and
the operator was running the picture
jection
off

to

be sure that everything was

all right.

Superstitiorisly, I wouldn't look at
the screen. Hugh had gone off with
the publicity man, and was standing
just outside one of the long doors
that led from the great hall to the
ballroom, he was laughing as unconcernedly as if this were a first
showing of somebody else's picture
instead of his own. The leading lady
came running up the stairs, her rainbow gown fluttering about her like a
brilliant cloud, and kissed me on the

cheek.

"I'm so excited
prettily.

night

!"

"Just think

she

—

this

exclaimed
is

the big

!"

—

to her.

Presently the crowd began to come,
streaming up the wide stairway, settling down in the gilt chairs, calling
back and forth. It didn't mean anything vital to them, either. The room

down

the stairs.
stood there

I

My

heart

watching

if the picture didn't take well.
Hugh
could get a contract with one of the
good companies, I was sure
he's
tremendously popular. Yet, with the
star idea falling off as it has, he
probably wouldn't get the salary he
used to. Quite likely he'd be asked
to make pictures with some other
star, as Wallace Reid and Elsie Ferguson did in "Peter Ibbetson" not
there's
that
anything undesirable
about that, of course.
We'd get
along as we always had.
But I didn't want to do that. In
;

—

place,
if
"Unredeemed"
would be a bitter disappointment to Hugh. He had had faith in
himself, and it had not been justified
that's what it would come to.
I
was afraid things would never be
quite the same with him again. Then,
too, I felt that "Unredeemed" was
as big a picture as "The Miracle
Man ;" that it was a picture with a
real message for the public and one
that would force the people who
scoffed at the movies to make an ex-

the

first

failed,

it

—

Down

of it, along with " 'Way
East and "The Four Horse-

men."

Oh,

couldn't fail
quiet
that was a
And only that one man

it

The crowd was
good sign.
had gone home.

I

—

began

to feel hap-

pier.

Then

I

me up

to say,

Sally

if

—

from a platform swung

—
above—

we

"Now
shot

just a

" or "I don't think

it

it

little

would

do to cut to a close-up there, do you?

Seems to me it'll make the thing drag,
instead of adding suspense."

And now, in a few moments, that
scene would be up for judgment, and
people who didn't care anything about
it would be condemning or approving it.
didn't dare look into the room,

I

could tell, from comments made
near the door beside which
I stood, that it would be thrown on
the screen in a few moments. I had
a panicky desire to run down the
stairs and wait for Hugh in our car,
but wouldn't let myself move.
And then, slowly, like a great wave
roUing up toward the shore, the
crowd began to express its interest
and growing excitement in murmured
exclamations.
There was a spattering of light applause
another, brief,

but

I

by a

girl

—

staccato music to

louder

— suddenly

me

!

Louder and

a roar broke from

the crowd.

"Good boy, Hugh!"

began to wonder what we'd do

ception

always liked her, but that night
I just murmured something polite and
slipped away; she had signed a contract with one of the big companies
a few days before the success or
failure of this picture wasn't vital
I'd

speak

to

"Well, they know what it is, anyway," I consoled myself, thinking of
the way they'd made "The Gilded
Lily," with Mae acting and Bob directing, and met with the most grat-

how."

So we had taken the ballroom at
the Ritz, and now everything was in
readiness.
If it were failure that

forward

once he'd waked
listen a second,

remembered the big

scene,

and turned cold again. That ought
to get them, ought to rouse them
right out of their seats.
Hugh had
walked the floor nights, working that
scene out in his head
more than
;

"Big stuff,
have never heard anything like that surging storm of applause and cheering, save on the night
when " 'Way Down East" was first
shown in New York and the crowd
went wild over the big ice scene.
They shouted and clapped even
after the lights had gone on.
Peeping through the door, I caught sight
of Hugh standing on a chair, with
his leading lady beside him, acknowledging the appreciation of the mob
that thronged about him.
I couldn't
hear the brief speech that he made
I didn't need to. as I watched him
standing there above the crowd, his
dark hair rumpled, his eyes glowing
with happiness. A lump came into
Beresford!"

I

—

my

throat as I stood there this was
the biggest triumph of his career, and
how well he deserved it
I did hear the conclusion of his
speech, however.
For he raised his
voice a little, to ask eagerly
"Has
anybody seen my wife?" The crowd
:

Claudia
joined

and

and told me what a success the

pic-

laughed

at

Danny,

who had

that,

and

me,
caught my arms and dragged me
through the crowd to where Hugh
was standing. He insisted then on
telling the press people
how I'd
helped him how I'd arranged the incidental music and written some of
it
and adapted the story for the
screen and a lot of other things that
I'd thought we just wouldn't mention.
They applauded for me then,
and some of our best friends crowded
forward and shook hands with me
just

;

Continued on page 103
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7V5 Mire QrayTUim
Satfs Science
Wonderful, Colorless, Stainless
Liquid Restores Normal Color
— Results in a Week
by Thousands

Secret Sought

Now

Revealed

every physician, knows that gray hair is simply hair that has
ceased to receive its normal supply of coloring matter or pigment from certain
"
tiny cells (called follicles and papillae) in the scalp,
Always— Youthbecause these cells have become inactive from illness, ful Appearance
shock of some kind, scalp disease, dandruff, infection, Wins the
Admiration
neglect of the hair or lack of circulation, etc.
It was due to the skill of a painstaking chemist that
the proper combination of ingredients was found for
a solution which quickly stimulates the follicles and
papillae, causing them again to secrete and give the
necessary pigment supply, which also improves the
scalp nutrition so that this pigmentation is kept up.

Every

scientist,

Pure and Colorless as Water
This wonderful treatment comes in the form of a liquid, pure and
and contains the health-giving properties which
Quickly renew the functions upon which the hair depends for its
strength and color. Simply apply it to the scalp and soon you will
see the lost color returning to give your hair its former luxuriance
and beauty.
Now you have the secret. Its name is Kolor-Bak. And now also
you have the means to banish your grayness simply by giving the
necessary aid to Nature.
You will find also that Kolor-Bak brings perfect uniformity in
the restored color. It will be the same color from roots to tips.
As the hair grows it will not be dark on top, and gray beneath.
It will not appear streaked or faded.
And, wash and clean your hair as often as you wish, the restored
color will not be changed because it is within,
actually a part of
the hair
not on the surface.
You not only have this uniformity, but you see your hair the
actual shade it had in the past. Hair once brown becomes brown
once more, once red it becomes red, once black it becomes black,
once blonde it becomes blonde.
That faded appearance is gone, any brittleness is absent also.
Your hair is luxuriant, brilliant, soft, glistening, beautiful as it
ever was in youth.
Think of what this change would mean to you. Not only the
appearance of youth but the feeling that you really are young
again. You will be simply amazed. Kolor-Bak must give you this
or your test of it costs you nothing.
colorless as water,

—

—

A Marvelous Relief for Dandruff,
Itching Scalp

and Falling Hair

Thousands have found also that Kolor-Bak works wonders in the
most persistent cases of dandruff, itching scalp and falling hair.
It contains only beneficial ingredients. No nitrate rf silver, no
mercury, no coal tar, no henna or sage tea, no wood alcohol or sny

Gray Haired

dther ingredient injurious to hair orscalp in Kolor-Bak. Itis not greasy or mussy.

Special Free
Trial Offer

This Guarantee Your Protection
With every full treatment we send our legal, written, binding agreement
and guarantee
—That Kolor-Bak will restore gray hair to its original color, will remove
dandruff, stop itching scalp and falling hair, and will promote the health of
hair and scalp.
—Also that it contains only beneficial ingredients, and that it is harmless
and stainless to scalp and hair.

Thousands Tell You
"Have used Kolor-Bak

to

my

utmost satisfaction where others have

failed."

"What do I think of Kolor-Bak ? Simply wonderful. No more gray
for me and dandruff a thing of the past."
"Words cannot praise Kolor-Bak enough."

hairs

"It restored the natural color to my hair and cured my little girl of dandruff.
hair was perfectly white
now brown as when young."
"Delighted ! One bottle did the work."
]_'My hair began to turn natural color in twelve days."
"Am 60 years old. Hair was white.
brown as in youth."
"One bottle restored my gray hair to its original color and put my scalp
in healthy condition."
"Hair was streaked with white. Now a nice even brown and dandruff

—

"My

Now

To giye you the fairest opportunity to
learn by actual experience what Kolor-Bak will do, we are making a special
proposition, particulars of which will be sent by mail to those who ask for
it.
No money to send, only the coupon.
No matter what you have used, unless you have already tried Kolor-Bak,
you have not found the truly natural way to restore the vanished color. Of
course you will want to compare this scientific method with other kinds of
treatment— and we want you to make the comparison at our risk. All that
we can say, convincing as it may be, means nothing beside an actual test
of Kolor-Bak.
When you see that wonderful change come over your appearance, when you
see youth return in the glorious abundance of healthy, luxuriant hair, restored
to its original color, when you enjoy that clean feeling which freedom from
dandruff brings, when you see your hair stop failing out and when you are rid
of itching scalp— then you will know Kolor-Bak as thousands of others know it
Don't put this off a day. Send the coupon which not only entitles you to
receive the free trial privilege, but brings our valuable book on Treatment
of the Hair
free.
No need to send any sample of your hair as the one pure Kolor-Bak
solution is for all hair regardless of former color. Mail only the coupon to
Hygienic Laboratories, 3334-3338 West 38th Street, Dept. 2317, Chicago. 111.

—

allpone."

My

hair

was

falling out badly.

Kolor-Bak has stopped

it

and put

it

in

I

fine condition."

"I would not take a thousand dollars for my Kolor-Bak," writes a grateful
man who' owes to Kolor-Bak the appearance of youth which enables him to
hold his position."
"My hair turned gray when fighting in the trenches," writes a soldier of
the "Old Hickory Division," (Tenn.). "Kolor-Bak has completely restored its

former color."
From everywhere come words
treatment for the hair.

like

the

above praising this

HYGIENIC LABORATORIES
3334-38 West 38th

I
I

St.,

Dept. 231 7, Chicago,

•

111.

Please send your Free Trial Offer on Kolor-Bak and your Free Book on
Treatment of the Hair and Scalp.

wonderful
Address.

|
I

!
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Continued from page 73

—

from Mabel to learn about
from Elinor and Gloria. I was
going to see "The Great Moment,"
anyhow.
habit
life

Ethel Clayton has a library which,
according to the publicity census, contains ten thousand books.
I didn't
count them. I only know that Carnegie could never have afforded to
give away such a library.

"Some

people deem it a duty to
read good books," says Miss Clayton.
"If I thought it was a duty to
read good books I should never read
one again. When I was a young girl
I thought good books were stupid.

But when
I

I

accidentally read a

few

discovered they were the most en-

joyable things

I

had. ever touched,

and I learned that books are called
good only because they are not stujiid.

The

stupid

things

are

the

modern

novels that aim only at one subject

—

to give the reader a forgetfulness

equivalent to sleep.

"So many great authors are misI was told Ibsen was
a gloomy pessimist.
Why, he's the
understood.

most invigorating optimist who ever
"

lived

Dunsany's "Gods and Men;"
Browning's "Pippa Passes;" Rolland's "Jean Christophe ;" Arthur
Waley's translations from Chinese
poetry; H. G. Wells' "Outline of
History" and "The World Set Free;"
Selma Lagerlof's "Invisible Links"
and "From a Swedish Homestead."
She also urged upon me Maeterlinck's "The Life of a Bee," which I
Ion;"

suspect to be the scenario

Goldwyn

Mae Busch

is a stoic.
She reads
and the Bible every day.

For dessert she takes the fiction of
James Stephens. I demanded proof.
.She offered to lend me Epictetus and
to quote from Stephens' "Here Are
Ladies."
I told her to quote from
Epictetus and lend me Stephens. She
obliged.

Ru1)ve de Remer, being a sunny
blonde, prefers .such delights as "The

Were

Hanged" and
Were Men."
But for the most part the modern
novel suffices. She read without system until recently, when she secured
a list of the best novelists. The faThat

Seven

"Creatures That Once

vored

W. Somerset
Walpole, Joseph

are

tale-tellers

Maugham,

Hugh

:

Hergesheimer, Thomas Hardy, AnaFrance, Joseph Conrad, Gilbert
Cannan, and D. H. Lawrence.

"But what about Gene Stratton
Porter and Doctor Frank Crane ?" I

tole

interrupted.

Nazimova reads in a half dozen
languages.
L^nless authors show a
little speed there will be nothing left
for Alia to read. She read Turgenev
in Russian, D'Annunzio in Italian,
Louys, Loti, Gautier, and others in

Miss Clayton ignored.
"Shakespeare is another poor chap

who

misrepresented.

is

The way

good books are misrepresented
criminal.

is

pos-

most

are."

French.
Of contemporary novelists
she has the highest regard for Hugh
Walpole.

After hearing what Miss Clayton
had to say I went right home, de-

was

itively

folk

It

prevents

from learning what sports they

termined to be a glad boy.
"Ghosts."
in

I

read

Helen Jerome Eddy reads "Alice
Wonderland" once a year. She

worthies for my
consideration, including one William
Sharp, a Scotch poet, who evidently
wasn't proud of his work because
he always signed his wife's' name,

exhumed

several

Fiona MacLeod.
Fiona must have
been something of a prophet, for he
wrote "The Washer of a Ford."
And he was a contemporary of Rossetti

Miss Eddy also indorses "The Sin
"The Divine Adventure,"
"Pharais and the Mountain Lovers,"
and "lona." Other volumes on her
shelf
are:
Synge's
"The
John
Shadow of the Glen" and "Riders
to the Sea ;" The Irish of Yeats and
Lady Gregory Rostand's "L'AigEaters,"

;

"I

wanted
here, but

to
I

meet him when he
didn't know how,"

she remarked with incredible naivete.

Florence Deshon is known as one
of the most intelligent readers of the
picture colony. She told me she preferred biographies.
"Lives of great
men oft' remind us we can make our
lives
sublime,"
Miss
declaimed
Deshon, adding "So I read the lives
of all great men who died in jail."
The biography of Napoleon Bonaparte is a prime favorite. Just now
her interest is centered on the "Life
of the Brontes." She considers Emily Bronte's "W'urthering Heights"
the
greatest
novel
ever
written.
Poetry is close to biography in preference.
Miss Deshon is enthusiastic
concerning the poetry of John Masefield, which she thinks every poetic
fan should read. Keats and Shelley
of the older poets are regularly read.
:

Believe

I haven't hauled out any awful
male examples of illiteracy. I know
very well v/hat they were reading
while this canvass was being made.
They were reading the sports pages

of their local gazettes.

James

rejected.

F.pictetus

the library. I haven't a list of Miss
Bara's favorite books, but I know
that recently she has been reading a
great deal of French literature in the
native tongue.

me

or believe

me

not, but

Theda Bara is one of our literary
The vampire's den is really
circle.

Kirkwood

prefers fiction
O'Brien's
"White Shadows in the South Seas''
is among current shelf holders.
Fiction containing unusual characterization appeals to the actor of him. He

with a side dish of travel.

wants to do "The Wandering Jew,"
which he has read several times.
Other books of the category are
"The Merchant of Venice" with a
covetous eye
on Shylock "King
Lear,"
Theodore Dreiser's "The
Titan," Ring W^ Lardner's "You
Know me, Al," W. Somerset ]\Iaugham's "The Moon and Sixpence,"
Edith Wharton's "Ethan Frome,"

——

"The Dark Flower,"
"The Romantic,"
Montague Glass' "Abe and Mawruss," Sir Gilbert Parker's "The
Right of Way" and "The Money
Master," Conrad's "Lord Jim." He
Galsworthy's

May

Sinclair's

finds

Thomas

in
philosophical
stimulus
a Kempis' "The Imitation of

Christ."

Charlie Chaplin is reading everyHe reads for information
His twelve
rather than amusement.
volumes of the history of science will
hold him for a time, I should say.
But he also is reading the best plays
by such as Wilde, Sudermann, Ibsen,
Pinero, Jones, Galsworthy, Schnitz-

thing.

ler,
Maugham, and Drinkwater.
Knut Hamsun's "Hunger" and "The
Growth of the Soil" have been the

to attract him.
cares little for history or travel,
and as for philosophy he has his

most recent novels

He

own.

As The Bystander has told you in
her teacup chatter, H. G. Wells'
"Outline of History" is the book of
the day in film row. Thus, it would
seem. Wells had displaced ShakeThe bookshops on Hollyspeare.
wood Boulevard report a run on all
the author's books.
The coming of
eminent authors to Hollywood undoubtedly has something to do with
If one is
the revival of literature.
to mingle socially one must be able
to talk intelligently with Sir Gilbert
Parker, Elinor Glyn, W. Somerset
Maugham, and Mrs. Rinehart. If
these authors undergo the ordeal of
seeing one's pictures and still are
courteous, the least one can do is to
read their books.

—

—

—

By Aeroplane Limited
Cohn waving him good-by

Continued from puge 87

But halfway to Arlington we found
jammed. For a few min-

we waited

Then,

anxiously.

"We'll have to run for it," Cohn
exclaimed. And run we did, across
fields

and through mud,

briers,

and

brambles, arriving at the cemetery
out of breath and perspiring just as
now of
President Harding's words

moment

—were

—

resounding
for a mile around through the huge
amplifying machines.
historical

Then another nervous

wait.

Would

the ceremony end on scheduled time?

The minutes dragged on. From our
position just outside the marble building we could see the camera men
not only Pathe's, but also those of
grinding away.
the rival companies

——
one-twenty-five
and then,
— taps and

One-fifteen came
one-thirty,

at last

the final salute.

Of what

have only a
blurred recollection.
There were a
few moments of wild, frantic confusion, during which camera men were
followed

I

shouting, tossing cans of film down
from the upper part of the amphitheater,
and fighting their way
through the dense, surging crowds
that had already begun to swarm over
the sloping hillsides, and the next
thing I knew we had broken through

and were running

at

breakneck speed

for a waiting auto, Albert Richard,
Cohn's huge six-foot assistant carrying on his back the precious load of

Before the motor traffic could
get fairly started we were off, dodging in and out and hurtling past the
astonished sentries stationed along
quick turn and we
the roadway.
were bumping over the rough field.
The aeroplane motor was already
pop-pop-popping, the pilot in his
place.
Into the rear cockpit the bag
of film was dumped and he was ofif.
film.

A

—

he

as

turned and started on his course.
That,

the roads
utes

91

thought, ended Cohn's
it did not.
He rushed

I

But

worries.

New

York, and
frantically asked whether the first
plane had landed. It had landed, he
to

the hotel, called

was

but not at the

told,

field

near

the laboratory.
It seemed that a
football game was going on there.

Cohn as we got out at the Pennsylvania Station.
don't
know," he answered.
"I
"Your guess is as good as mine till
come

the bills

And

is as good as mine,
but I should think that, counting in
the aeroplanes, autos, hotel bills, the
specially built stands, and countless
incidentals, it would be about three

thousand

"Have

that field cleared before the
second plane gets there, no matter
what it costs !" Cohn yelled. "Buy
off the teams
appeal to the mayor
call out the fire department
do anything!
can't I be in two places

—

in."

your guess

dollars.

"You'll take a

little

rest

now?"

I

asked as we walked up the station
steps.

the final steps in the finishing
and delivering of the prints I only

"Rest!" he exclaimed. ""'When I've
been away from my desk for four
days? Why, man, this is only one
story
it's a big one and I had to
handle it personally but there are
stories breaking all over the country
that I've got to direct the covering
And
of by telegraph and telephone.
That reminds
then there's Europe.
me, I want to cable my man in Ber-

know what

told.

lin

train

in

—

Why

once?" he fumed as he slammed
up the receiver. "Come on, we can
just make the Congressional Limited.
at

I

want

stuff is

to

get in and see that the

going out

all

right."

Of

I was
had arrived

Before our

New York

at

nine that evening the negatives had
been developed, cut, and assembled,
and the first of the positive prints
made and started on their way, not
only to the theaters, but also to the
fast trains for the South, and by special messenger to the New England
There is, I was informed, a
cities..
special process used in finishing news
films
of too technical a nature to
be of interest here which shortens
the work, that usually takes hours
and days, to some thirty minutes. At
daybreak on the following morning
U. S. mail planes started with the
prints for the West, which were delivered in Cleveland before noon, in
Chicago in time for the night performances, and in San Francisco four
days after the ceremony, to be relayed from these points to the smaller

—

—

cities.

"What

did this job cost ?" I asked

—

—

to-night

to

start

for

Warsaw.

Rest? I wish I could."
But I could, and did, and so I
waited until the next day to see the
pictures I had followed in the making.
Though the camera men had
taken about five thousand feet

enough

—

film to

make

a five-reel fea-

found that only about five
hundred feet was actually used, which
took only about five minutes to show.
ture

I

And

since the news reel is issued
twice a week, these pictures were
shown only for three or four days.
At first glance it seems as though
a film so short and of so brief a
showing could scarcely be worth so
But
great an effort and expense.
if, as it is said, ten millions of persons see motion pictures each day,
For the
there is the explanation.
news reel is a part of practically every
program, and anything which reaches
so vast an audience is worth any ex-

pense and

effort.

Over the Teacups
Continued from page 61

Jack Pickford every time he danced
with Marilyn Miller, the star of the
musical show downstairs, and lovely
Kathlyn Martin was in the show.
"Will Rogers was the hit of the
evening, especially when he joked
about Ziegfeld getting his wife, Billie
Burke, to go back to work. He says
he's going to stop going 'round telling jokes, though, and go back to
making motion pictures because he's

found a better

man

game than he

is

Harding.

When

;

at the
that's

repartee
President

Will met him he

you some political
jokes?'
'No,' said Harding, 'I appointed most of them.'
said, 'Can't I tell

"When

Will got to

New York

'Doubling for Romeo' was playing

his
in

eight or ten.,of the biggest theaters,
and 'The Ropin' Fool' was playing
in the biggest
the Capitol
and he
was advertised to appear at the Shubert Vaudeville and the Ziegfeld

—

—

Roof.
'Heard I was coming,' Will
remarked, 'and tried to make up for
neglecting me, I guess.'
And later
on, when the press agent at the Shu-

him that there
young ladies from
various newspapers and magazines
waiting to interview him he said it
was more than had gone to see his
pictures in two years.
"Everywhere he appears there is a
mob, and, speaking of mobs, will you
bert vaudeville

were

told

thirty-five

forget Mae Murray's private
showing of 'Peacock Alley' at the
Commodore Hotel ?
There were

ever

over fifteen hundred people there in
the grand ballroom and lots were
turned away. It is the first private
showing Corinne Griffith ever attended she hates crowds so but she
admires Mae Murray so much that
she would submit -to any amount of
elbowing to attend the premiere of
one of her pictures.
"Alice Calhoun got there late and
couldn't get in, and she felt terrible
about it because it was her last chance
to see everybody before she left for

—

—

California.

"Mae Murray was so dead tired
that for days afterward she wasn't
She invited me up to
half awake.
her house one morning, and then,
when I
But I

got there, she was still asleep.
couldn't be provoked. at her

"

:

—

:
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when she remarked in that wide-eyed
way of hers the next time I saw her
that 'To sleep

was human,

to forgive

divine.'

Fanny gazed hungrily
try,

but settled back

began to

in

at the pasher chair and

beaded affair
In a minute she was
busily sewing on more pearl beads.
"What on earth is that?" I defish a heavily

out of her bag.

manded

of her.

"My

newest imitation," she replied
with obvious relief that I had asked.
"Jenny Hasselquist, the Swedish Biograph star whose pictures are just beginning to be shown over here, wears
one, and it is so startling that the next

Around
gave

and
leaped.
And when the bills came
in for the spree they were headed
with one for one squirrel-trimmed
hat.
It took two days to hunt those
dogs and get them fit to put in the
picture again, for they were happy
but bloody and torn when found.
Meanwhile the company rested.
Perhaps the reason most often
heard for changes around the lot at
present

it

one

look

is

"The censors won't stand for it."
Last week when Mr. Burt Dorris
was going over some changes with me
he pushed toward me a manuscript.
"Talk about changes having to be
made," he said.
"Look at that."
Obediently I read

"Wolfbreed." by Lucien Hubbard.
"Scene 3. Hounds in full cry
after fox
"Scene 11. Hounds catch fox

—
—

be careful
here."
"I don't
to

not

to

offend

if

censors

know how we are going
have a fox killed without offend-

I

Mae

—

—

He feels his jaw and there the picture as originally made cut to another
scene.
But the preview audience
started to laugh at Landis' rueful
handling of his injured jaw, and then
stopped because the scene changed

little

Miss

started the struggle to break into pictures in dead earnest.

—

course, with Lillian's faith in
she couldn't fail even in these
hard times. And now Christy Cal)anne, who used to be with Griffith
long ago, has given her quite a part
in a Robertson Cole picture he is pro"
ducing.
The child is so happy
"But not nearly so happy," I broke
in, "as you would be if you knew
that Lillian's car was stalled in the
traffic jam just outside.
Come on."

heard about Lillian
Gish's manicurist going into pictures?" I asked idly, supposing that
she probably had, as every one was
talking about Lillian's kindness.
"Heard about it !" Fanny exploded.
"I started it
at least in a way I did.
I sent her up to the place where I
go to have my hair treated, and that
is where she discovered little Mary

Buck.

"She had her come up

to

Mamaro-

"Of

her,

Lot with the Manuscript Girl

too fast for the laugh to be a real

daubs on her lashes.

So Landis made new scenes
showing a complete handling of the
injured face, and these scenes got a
full and hearty laugh.

came

rolling over her lids

down

her cheeks.

one.

In

the

comedies

made about

as

the

much by

laughs

are

the actors

as by the writer.
Recently I happened in on a Century Comedy and

saw several scenes made in "Whose
Baby Are You?" The young husl^and,
played by Harry Gribbon,
comes into the living room in his
nightshirt, yawns, and proceeds to
wake up bit by bit and examine the
morning paper.
Gribbon came in
and yawned and stopped.
"How about some of this?" he inquired, scratching his back and sides
and head, as a sleepy man will do,
especially one who is
overwarm.
Everybody on the set laughed, for
everybody on the set, in the privacy
of his bedroom, had done that very
thing some time. And it went into
the scene.

Scenes in "I
little

get their laugh out.
Cullen Landis
had a fight with a rowdy, and later
he was shown trying to fix up his
face so that it would be presentable.

play a bit in

Orphans,' and

"Have you

"We

"The Man With Two Mothers," a
Goldwyn production, scenes were
put in after the picture was about
completed, after the preview.
The
people who saw the preview didn't

summer and

last

Two

will be.

tirely rewritten

to object.
Maybe before we finish
the whole hunt will come out."
To get a laugh, that is to make you
and me laugh, any studio will crisscross whole pages of manuscript. In

neck
'The

Buck was so carried away with the
work that she gave up her job and

ing some censor," said Mr. Dorris.

might have it caught off screen,
but even then some censor is likely

—

go to a private showing even
]\Iurray is there
I expect to

be noticed."
And I'd be willing to bet that she

the

Continued from page 29

wolfhound

time

Am

Guilt}'"

were en-

because a child in

it,

Mickey Moore, proved so good
that extra bits were written in for
him. And in the making of this picture certain scenes had to be remade
without manuscript changes.

Glaum had been weeping

all

Louise
day re-

hearsing, weeping big, natural tears.

But when they were at last ready
for the camera. Miss Glaum found
herself dry-eyed.
As she usually
has plenty of tears at hand she was
unprepared for the emergency, and
some one in the studio hastily handed
her a bottle of eyewash to be used
in place of tears.
Miss Glaum used
the wash, and it worked very well,
the effect was fine, and every one re-

garded those particular scenes as finished.
But when, thirtv-six hours
later, the "rushes" were viewed Miss
Glaum's lovely face came into view
with what appeared to be two ink

Spots of ink
and ran

She cried ink right

through those scenes for some reason the eye wash had photographed
black. So new scenes, with real tears
this time, had to be taken.
The manuscript girl worries me
most after the rushes, for she is still
on hand then, when they begin to cut
and cut and cut. So many delightful
scenes I have seen made in the stu;

dios

come out

bodily, rejected ruth-

because of "footage," which
means a picture must be just so long,
lessly

and the scenes which seem most fitted
to build the story stay in and all
others come out.
When they were
making "The Grim Comedian" there
was a wonderful Christmas party,
elaborately
costumed and staged,
where Martin gives Marie, played by
Phoebe Hunt, a diamond necklace as
a Christmas gift.

And

all

that lovely

party came out just to keep the picture within so many feet. Of course
even I would not stay until midnight
for any number of extra scenes, but
sometimes when I sit in the darkened orchestra and wait and wait

through

several

terrible

vaudeville

numbers and a modern song

I

feel

could dispense with the song
and the vaudeville and have a few
more feet of picture honest I do.
Back in the East, where I came from,
as

if

I

;

I saw most pictures in a lovely little
theater where they had no songs, no
vaudeville, nothing at all but pictures.
It cost less than any theater I have
attended since, and I saw what I went
to see.
There was a good orchestra
I
for the pictures, but no extras.
often wonder if any one feels as I
do about it and wants the picture

—

and foremost and last. Dear
But it
me, how I am wandering
makes no difference. For we have
been all oyer the lot by now with
first

!

the manuscript

girl.

;
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Q>nce Slashed to $ 1O90
Madam: The biggest bargain inyears\ A complete set of genuine "Lifetime
Ware" Aluminum, each utensil stamped with the manufacturer's brand; heavy
than
gauge, extra hard, pressed sheet, 5eam/ess aluminum — and at a price less man
is asked by others today for thin ordinary aluminum ware
We, ourselves, had to charge $23.90 for a set like this only a

Down

!

few months ago; but now on a special factory offer we have
smashed the price to $13.90 (on eas monthly payments) lower
-

,

tkan pre-war prices on aluminum ware of this ^ade. This is an
exclusive offer to Straus & Schram customers by special arrangement with the factory. We had the cash; they needed business to
keep their employees working— that's how we can make you this
amazing price-smashing aifer.

Everything in

tlie

Kitchen of Pure Aluation tea kettle
e boiler (3 piece

8 1-4

_

i double boiler 2-quart
uue <^uiuimiii uesiKn conee oercolator <2 pieces)
8-car> size with welded spouc. dome cover, fully polis-ied; one roaster consisting: of 9 pieces, measures 10 1-2
Inches wide and 6 inches high. These 9 pieces have
dozens of different u.-ses, some shown In illustration, includini? bread or bake pan (7 pint capacity/; stew or
.

cupiic] ty

:

puddinKpan

(7 pint capacity); puddinff pan or mixinp:
'4 pint capacity : egg poacher (5 eggs at a time
muffin oan; biscuit baker with 5 custard cups or jelly
moulds; deep locking self-basting roaster, double boiler
cereal cooker or triple steamer. The outfit also includes
2 bread pans, 1 lip stew pan (1 quart capacity). 1 lip
stew pan (1 1-2 quart capacityi. Two 9-inch pie plates;
two 9 1-2 inch extra deeo cake pans: one colander with
9 mch top. 2 1-8 Inch bottom and 2 1-4 Inch depth (can
al--io be o'^ed as a steameri.
5-piece combination set.
having 12 different ases as shown In illustration, conBists of 6 quart convex kettle with cover. 2 quart cake
and DudHincr pan with cakp tube; strainer or colander.
Shipping weight about 15 lbs. All piece<: (except the

bowl

I

j

and bread oansj are highly polished,
made o1 genuine pure sheet alummum. extra hard,
absolutely guaranteed the famous 'Lifetime Ware."
Order hv No. A6729'V. Send $1,00 with order.
$1. SO monthly: Price, 28 pieces, $13.90.
pte

plates

30 Days Trial— Easy Payments

i

down brings the

set to your home for thirty days' trial.
cooks and bakes better than any other kitchen ware, heats
quickly, will not crack, chip or peel, polish can't wear off. If not perfectly satisfied, return the set at our expense within 30 days and we
will refund your SI plus any express charges you pay. If satisfied,
start making small payments of 51.50 a month antil you have paid
We trust honestpeople anywhere in the U.S. No discount
S13.90 in all.
for cash; nothing extra for credit. No CO. D.

Only
See

SI 00
i*

how

Send

NOW

Only $1.00 with the coupon brings this
28-piece "Lifetime Ware" Aluminum
set on 30 days' trial. Money refunded
not satisfied. Don't miss this slashed
price offer. Send coupon now.

if

Straus

Free Bargain
Catalog

Bl>\MOND BrA(;J
BiamondBrancT
5ANrTARY BRIGHT
OUFlABLfi

stoves, talking machines, porch and lawn furnimen's and
ture, women's,
children's wearing apparel
aend the coupon today— NOWI

ware,

sets

offered for sale are made of
cheap, soft alaminum which
bends easily, dent a wi t h
every fall ro knock and is not
durable.

The

s et

offered

is made
of genuine
pare sheet aluminam, heavy
gauge and extra nard. Guaranteed "Lifetime Ware,"

here

&

W. 35th St., Chicago
Schram, Dept. 1752
I Straus
Enclosed find $1.00. Ship special advertised 28-piece Alummum
Kitchen Set. I am to have 30 days' trial. If I keep tne set t
will pay you $1.50 monthlv. If not satisfied. I am to return the
set within 30 davs and you are to refund my money and any
freight or express charges I paid.
28-PieceAlumfnum Kitchen Set No. A6729A. $13.90.

Name
Street, R. F.

or

gains in furniture, jewelry,
carpets, rugs, curtains, silver-

& Schram, Dept.

^j.^

Notice: Some

Box No.

D.

,

Skipping
Point

—

1752

W. 35th St.

CHICAGO

State

Post Ofice
If

you ONLY want catalog, put X below:

Famitare. Stoves, Jewelry

Men's, Womeo's, C3uldrcD*sCIo£!iiiu

:

MOVIE

FAN.— lilary

Allies
inter dereports of any engagement
except one to make pictures for Realart.
She says she is still as free from any other
engagements as a grouch is free from
friends.
I cannot send you a picture of
the late Clarine Seymour, as I have none
to give away.
You will probably be able
to secure one through the many firms who
sell pictures of the various stars.
Look
in- the advertisements of this issue.
Monte
Blue played the leading role opposite Mary

nies

all

]\Iiles
Minter
mance."

"A Cumberland

in

Ro-

—

Miss Monroe. Madame Petrova has
deserted films and has been headlining on
the Keith Circuit.
Miss Edwards is not
appearing in any picture that I know of.
Your addresses are given at the end of
The Oracle.

—

Stage Door Johnny. Madge Evans
was born at lo West Ninety-eighth Street,
New York City, in 1909. The Oracle happened to be living in the same apartment
house when

Madge

arrived on this
hemisphere.
She received her education
from private tutors and was a famous
child model before entering pictures. Her
screen career has been with such '-ompanies as Famous Players, Peerless. World
Film, et cetera.
She is not appearing
little

with any one company at present. You
will have to write to the little lady personally to secure one of her photos.

Frozen

Dainty.

— What's

the

matter?

cold in Mississippi? Norma's latest
pictures are:
"The Branded Woman,"
Is

it

"The Passion Flower," and "The Sign on

Some

Door."

of Constance's are
"Mamma's Affair," "Lessons in Love."
and "Wedding Bells." Norma's hair is
bobbed.
Crane Wilbur appeared with
Pearl White in "The Perils of Pauline."

the

—

A. B. Brown Eyes. William Russell
has dark, curly hair and dark eyes. He
has been divorced. His wife was Charlotte Burton.
Yes, you can write him personally for his photograph.

Miss Y. W.

— Carol Dempster played the

leading feminine role in "Dream Street,"
opposite Ralph Graves.- She has brown
hair and eyes.
You will have to write
direct to them for their photographs.

Sarah L

— Your

questions have already

been answered.

—

the

greatest

from

in

—

Frenchy S. Olga Petrova was
Warsaw, Poland. You will find

addresses

the

The Oracle.
Texas Fan.

}'ou

want

at

the end

oL'

this

standpoint

was

—

AIiss Sidney R. Bebe Daniels is not
married.
Kenneth Harlan is married to
Flo Hart, a legitimate performer in New

York.

— Louis

Calhern, before entering pictures, was a legitimate player.
For some time he appeared as leading
man with the Oliver IMorosco stock company in Los Angeles, California. Ormer

—

AIary K. You will find the addresses
of the players at the end of The Oracle.

Wallace and Bebe

Forever.

—You most

He was

likely missed seeing your answers, if that
Dorothy Dalton has no chilis the case.
Natalie is the youngest of the Taldren.

land

madge

Locklear was killed on August

2,

1920,

just twenty-seven. Yes, Ruth RoShe toured the
quite a singer.
Pantages circuit some time ago in a singis

ing act. Crane Wilbur has lieen appearing
in vaudeville lately with Alartha Alansfield.

T^HE OR.4CLE

will

answer in

these columns as many questions of general interest concerning the movies as space will allow.
Personal replies to a limited
number of questions such as will
not require unusually long answers
will be sent if the request is accompanied by a stamped envelope, with return address. Inquiries
should be addressed to The Picture
Oracle, Picture-Play INIagazine. 79
*

—

—

Seventh Avenue, New York City.
The Oracle cannot give advice about

becoming a movie actor or actress,
since the only possible way of ever
getting such a job is by direct
personal application at a studio.
Questions
concerning scenario
writing must be written on a
Those
separate sheet of paper.
who wish the addresses of actors
and actresses are urged to read
the notice at the end of this

department.

girls.

Your

other questions have

been answered.

—

Very Inquisitive. I think it much
more interesting to keep you guessing.
Thomas Meighan is the husband of Fran-

Thomas weighs one hundred
Ring.
and seventy pounds. Neal and William S.
Hart are no relation. Billie Burke is her
'She was named for her
correct name.
Lillian
father, a famous circus clown.
Rich and H. B. Warner plaj^ed in "The
Dice of DestinJ^" Lillian does not- appear
She is enwith any certain company.
gaged by the picture only. She has anpeared with Frank Mavo is several of his
I would certainly love to
latest releases.
find a packaee of candy on my desk some
There are several players by
morning.
ces

name

the

of Davidson, but not stars.

—

Mabel V. You failed to inclose
stamp with 3^our request, so you will
have to look at the end of The Oracle for
J\liss

a

that address j'ou desired.

Lois
swered.

Z.—Your

question has

been

an-

C—

Wallace Reid's son is
^^Iary B. M.
He has
about four or five j^ears old.
been appearing in a picture recently with
The
Dorothy Davenport.
his mother,
Reids have been married about six years.
Charley Ray's wife is Clara Grant Ray.
Wesley Barrv Is about fourteen. "The
Hell Diggers"" "The Affairs of Anatol,"
and "Peter Ibbetson" are some of Wallace
Reid's latest pictures.

Freckles.

— You

have that address correct for the Talmadge sisters.
Geraldine
Farrar is still married to Lou Tellegen.
Miss Farrar is appearing in grand opera.
Tiny.

— Earle

Williams

is

not Katherine

MacDonald's husband. Earle is the husband of Florence Walz.
Hallam Cooley was born in
J. E. W.

—

F. C. K. I am sure what you ask me
concerning the most popular pla^'ers is
merely a matter of opinion. Of course,
considering the box-office popularit}^ is
by no means a matter of guesswork.
Every one knows that certain players draw
better than others.
I think your list of

about correct.

;\Iiss

born

New York

cation

in

He

received his eduin 1888.
LTniversitj^ of ^Minnesota.

the

After playing in stock, he entered pictures,
and appeared with American. Selig, Keystone, Universal, ]\Iarv Pickford, Goldwj'n. Paramount, and National. He is six
His hair is brown and curly
feet tall.
and his eyes are blue. He is married to
a nonprofessional.

A
son

i\TovTE

Fan, D. D.

think, is
the screen.
I

D.—Blanche

about the

tallest

Pay-

actress

She is six feet three and
on
weighs two hundred and fifteen pounds.
She was once in Keystone comedies. Now
she does character work.

C—

Doris Mav has
Berntce B. Van B.
onlv recently become the wife of Wallace
Ann Forrest was born in
MacDonald.

Denmark in T8q7. Billie Burke was born
August 7, 1886. Virginia Lee Corbin is
not making pictures at present.

Henry

C— Marie

with Universal.

Her

starring
is
release for that

Prevost
first

called "Moonlight Follies."
Continued on page 107

company was
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Famous Film

Folk
Continued from page 86

Conrad Nagel comes of a fine and
family.
His father was a
pianist, his mother a singer, and they
artistic

frequently did concert work together.
Nagel, senior, was also head of the
musical department in Highland Park
College, Des Moines, Iowa.
From
the time he was fourteen years old
Conrad took part in all sorts of ama-

teur theatricals, principally at school.
"I used to build the scenery, play
in the piece, and write all the newspaper notices," he said to me. '"Of
course the notices were the best I
have ever had, and naturally my pictures got into the local papers oftener
than anybody else's did."
Conrad graduated from college at
seventeen, carrying off honors in academic subjects as well as having become a musician and an actor. The
very next day after graduation he
went to work as an actor with a Des
Moines stock company, playing small
parts and old men at first and then
playing juveniles.
Afterward he

This test will delight you

New

York and entered
to
vaudeville, remaining in that work
for six months.
Then he got a
York,
chance to play juveniles in
finally landing in Richard Bennett's
From
role in "Damaged Goods."
that time on he was a success.
"We came to California to make
one picture," said Mr. Nagel.
"And then baby Ruth came along,
went

New

we won't ever want to
Mrs. Nagel.
Just then baby Ruth awoke in her
basket and crowed as the California
sun shone into her pretty eyes.
grinned papa
"It's unanimous !"

and

Ask Us Now

I

think

leave," said

You Have

to Weep, to
Star

Be

a

Continued from page 48

When
directors

you see Hopper and other

who

use a similar procedure

working with an actress to produce
tears you would suspect that the two
principals were going through a romantic love scene instead of a mere

The
process of mental suggestion.
words that suggest the emotion are
spoken in a whisper. Oftentimes the
director will hold the actress' hands
or put his arm around her shoulder
as he talks.
His face will reflect the
intensity of his desire to sketch
clearly

drama.

offer, and urge you to accept,
teeth-cleaning method.
Leading
Millions
now employ it.
dentists, nearly all the world over, are
urging its adoption. The results are visible in whiter teeth wherever you look
today.
Bring them to your people.

new

The war on

the

The

pathetic

moment

in

the

eyes will gradually
begin to kindle with the light of grief.
Finally, after the words have had
their effect and the actress has burst
into tears, he will back away and give
instructions for the scene.

Also starch and acids

Now

They must be done
These things must be done.

teeth

Teeth with

or starch or acids are not white or
You know yourself, no
clean or safe.
doubt, that old tooth-brushing methods are

film

inadequate.

See what the new way does.

Make

this

ten-day

pleasant

test

and

watch your teeth improve.

A

few

days will tell
Send the coupon for a 10-Day Tube.
Note how clean the teeth feel after using.

film combatants

Mark the absence of
See how teeth whiten as

two combatants have been found.
careful tests have proved their ef-

the viscous film.
the film-coats dis-

appear.

ficiency.

A

Do this now. The effects will delight
To
you and lead to constant delights.
all in your home they may bring new

new-day tooth paste has been created,
and these two film- combatants are emin
bodied
Pepsodent.

Jll^

also

forms

To fight it Nature puts a starch diShe also puts alkalis
gestant in saliva.
there to neutralize the acids.
Pepsodent multiplies the salivary flow.
It multiplies the starch digestant in the
Thus
multiplies the alkalis.
saliva.
It
these teeth protecting forces, twice a day,
are much increased.

It
look dingy.
It is the basis of tartar.
holds food substance which ferments and
forms acid. It holds the acid in contact
with the teeth to cause decay.
Millions of germs breed in it.
They,
with tartar, are the chief cause of pyorVery few people have escaped the
rhea.
troubles caused by film.

Many

It
it

acids.

Film is that viscous coat you feel.
It
clings to teeth, enters crevices and stays.
Then night and day it may do serious

Two

time you brush your teeth
those film-coats in these ef-

Another tooth enemy is starch.
clings to teeth, and in fermenting

film

making the

fight

fective ways.

Dental science has declared a war on
That is the cause of most tooth
troubles.
And brushing methods of the
past did not effectively combat it.

stains,

every

you can

film.

damage.
Film absorbs

Nagel.

Now

Again we

this

it.

The

paste

is

called

beauty,

^BHMBHM^HMBM

PAT. OFF

new

protection for the teeth.

|

10-Day Tube Free
REG. U.S.

fclMi^"™^^"^"™^"^^""^™"

The New-Day Dentifrice

girl's

The

scientific

film

combatant, which

THE PEPSODENT COMPANY,
Dept.

538,

U04

S.

Wabash

Ave., Chicago.

Approved by
and now advised by
leading dentists everywhere. All druggists

brings five desired effects.

modern

authorities,

supply the large tubes.

111.

Mail 10-day tube of Pepsodent to

Only one tube

to a family

!

—

!
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Pity the

Poor Screen

Villain!

Conlinued from page 55

approach.
Altogether
life he leads.

$8.00
a half
ounce

The Most

j\

FLOWER DROPS

are unlike anything you have
ever seen before. The very
essence of the flowers themselves,
made without alcohol. For years the
favorite of women of taste in society

\^

and on the

stage.

The regular price

is

$15.00 an ounce, but for 20c

you can obtain a miniature bottle of this
perfume, the most precious in the world. When
the sample comes you will be delighted to find
that you can use it withoutextravagance. It i3
so highly concentrated that the delicate odor

from a single drop will

last

a week.

Sample
20?
Send 20c (stamps or
silver)

with the cou-

pon below and we will
send you a sample
vial of Rieger's

Flower

Drops, the most

Other Offers
Direct or from Druggiiti
Bottle of Flower Drops
with long glass stopper,
coDtaintng' 30 drops, a
supply for 30 weeks;
Lilac, Crabapple. $1.50

Rose, Violet

Romanza.
Above odors.
.

$2,00
$2.50

.

$15
M " * 8

1 02.

Your choice of odors,
Lily of the Valley,
Rose, Violet, Romania, Lilac or Crabapple,
Twenty cents for the
world's most precious
perfume!

Souvenir Box
Extra special box of
25c bottles of
ent perfumes

five
five differ-

lots

work.
of a dozen or

.$1.00

They come
so.

in

and seem to

The

any perfume does not
exactly suit your taste,
do not hesitate to return
and money wdl be reIf

funded

cheerfully.

San Francisco
Enclosed find 20c for which please send me
sample bottle of Rieger's Flower Drops in the
odor which I have checked.
Lily of the Valley

Rose
Lilac

say.

stance, they'll kidnap the heroine for

But do they ever so much
hand? Not they.
And the way they'll carry money
around in gobs without ever thinking
their boss.

as try to hold her

of running off with it
If the heroine ever should bring
herself to love the villain and marry
him, I'm sure they'd have a fine race
of children. I'll say one thing for the
villain
he's a good sport and generally picks out a husky girl.
That's
proven when he tries to steal a kiss
Those
and they get to scrapping.
scraps would put an embryo DempRound after round
sey to shame.
they go at it, and at the end the girl
is still going strong.
Between biffs on the villain's nose,
the heroine gets a peek out of the
window and sees the hero coming.
Then she faints conveniently in order to impress her lover, though we
know well enough she is quite inde-

—

structible

up

in-

The hero breaks down

the

and could keep

definitely.

it

door and rushes in, and the villain
never gets that kiss at all.
But he'll keep right on being faithful to her to the bitter end of the
And even as he falls off
last reel.
the cliff he'll murmur her sweet name.
No, try as he may, no villain ever
triumphs in a picture. Villainy must
remain its own reward to the end
unless the villain takes to going to
Then he may learn
picture shows.
a thing or two. For he's an apt boy,
as I said before.

Q

Violet

Crabapple

Screen in Review
Continued from page 66

But it is in her
beautiful picture.
gay cabaret scenes that her public
will probably love her best, for there
she wears the bizarre costumes and
does the fantastic dances that only
Mae Murray is capable of. The
story is the old one of the chorus girl
with the heart of gold which Miss

Murray has presented in such myriad
forms. For the most part it is glitteringly artificial, but in their more
quiet moments Monte Blue and Mae
Murray give some sympathetic bits.
"The Lure

of Jade."

and imaginative actress

all

over again

to the screen.

of Jade" is not a weak
follows the path pf least
resistance in a commonplace, fair-tomiddlin' plot. It is a story of army
life and of the South Sea Islands
which, to its credit, gives Miss Frederick a chance for two violently con-

"The Lure

story, but

it

trasting roles.
see her first as the daughter
of a navy commander whose interest
in a collection of jade leads her to
the quarters of one of the officers at

We

an

unconventional

hour.

We

all

Name.

Pauline Frederick seems to defy
all laws of time and screen history.

know what

Address.

She grows younger and more

she leaves the post and seeks refuge
in the "white shadows" of the South

SoMvenir

Box—$i.oo
$

V

who do

second-raters, or A'illainettes,
chief's

in-

I'll

sample offer, 1 oz.Jl.50

144 First Street,

Romania

always rich

is

in a place that looks like

—

their

A

For

lot,

Mon Amour Perfume,

^Send The Coupon Now!^
Paul Rieger & Co., (Since 1872)

O

society villain

lives

a public library. Here the subvillains
come to plan their dirty work. If he
is a serial villain, his house is always
full of trapdoors and secret wells,
where he drops the heroine after he
has kidnaped her.
Then there's the adventurous villain, who steals cattle, robs trains,
holds up stagecoaches, or gambles.
He's a picturesque guy not handsome perhaps, but sturdy looking.
He always wears a wide, becoming
hat, and nearly always has a nattylooking kerchief knotted around his
neck.
And as for health, he's the
healthiest kind of villain in the bunch.
He can drink gallons of forty rod,
and come out in the morning looking as fresh as a dais}'.
I've been talking about the kingpin villains. Of course there are the

Lily of the Valley,

allur-

ing and most costly
perfume ever made.

and

villain is

too.

The

Precious Perfume
in the World
CT)IEQER'S

tion,

have no thought for themselves.
pretty faithful

a man of imaginaThat's another thing I
like about him.
He's the guy that
keeps the picture going. He thinks
up things, he does. Only the other
day I saw a picture in which the villain had thought out the most original
scheme for taking care of his stolen
gold.
He kept it in a submerged
submarine at the bottom of the sea.
Think of being able to get hold of
a submarine that way without attracting anybody's attention

The

$15.00

a tough

it's

RismlKr,

if aol

enclosed.

enclosed.

phased jwnMiyvriU be rclnnud.

vital

Now if some
with every picture.
one would only write her a really
significant story with a plot worthy
of her fine and intense work we
would be able to introduce a beautiful

tion.

She

means in a naval stahounded by gossip until

this
is

Seas.

Here she

suffers one of those de-

changes
transformation in
plorable

which

recall

her

"Madame X." She

:
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becomes a

who

bedraggled

bitter,

the

directs

woman

fortunes of a dis-

She treats the men
reputable inn.
stationed about her as pawns on a
chessboard until sudden intrigue ends
her career in a tragic touch of heroism.
It must be said for the author
that he had courage enough to refrain from tacking on the illogical
happy ending.
word of credit also belongs to
the director for his selection of picturesque sites for both phases of the
story.
But, when all is finished, it
I
Pauline Frederick's triumph.
is
shudder to think of what the picture

A

might have

l^een

In the strenuous round of Winter's social
activities,

without her.

"Molly O."

You would

hardly

recognize

the

hand of Mack Sennett in
this soft and romantic love story.
Not a pie is thrown from reel to reel.
Moreover it stars that late champion
slapstick artist, Mabel Normand, as
a more or less demure young thing.
The plot is an old favorite. In
fine Italian

It

shows

Molly Adair

little

happier than ever.

The

TRY

this

picture

of

realistic

Molly's

Sometimes they were

&

PERFECT COLD

writers of Irish scenarios always consider dirt the most amusing and captivating thing in the world?

"Don't Tell Everything."
This is the most extraordinary bit
of patchwork ever pieced together on
the screen.
The rumor goes that it
was made up from cuts left over
from "The Affairs of Anatol." They
do say that Anatol's affairs were so
numerous that one of them had to
be taken out bodily from the completed film and that it was this one
which forms the basis of "Don't Tell

La Goutte-a-Goutte
RESTORES

d or

reunite the two
the triangle.

members of
Mille's name

is

legitimate
Cecil

not on the credit

De

title.

^

Produce a natural, beautiful ripple

wave that remains in straightest
week or more, even in damp

hair a

weather or when perspiring. If the
is fluffy only use the wavers once

Ma

You can apply

it

hair

after every

Send

WATER-MAID WAVER

me a Little Lock of Your
Hair— I'll color It Without Charge

Send

oily or

dry scalps,

falling- hair,

getting bald,

etc.

No charge for frank opinion.
of BEAUTY," my new booklet,
mailed free on request.
Write

1 17-

PIERRE VA1LI6NY. Room 98, No. 34 WestSStli

St.,

B West Seventh St.

CO.

Cincinnati,

Reduce Your Flesh

fully.

in

Ohio

Spots

Arms, Legs, Bust, Double Chin

"SECRETS
1.

shampoo.

Water Wavers (patented) today— stop

—

ONE

Cut it close to head and say what color you wish.
I have helped thousands of ladies with dandruff,

for

burning hair with hot irons or twisting with
curlers which breaks the hair. Absolutely sanitary—universally successful endorsed by society'sleaders. Ifyourdealerdoesn't handle them
send $2 for set of 6 mailed with full directions.

in the

privacy of your own
home in a few minutes.
package.
of 32 shades given from
Order direct, or
$1.67 postpaid.

Anyone

In fact the entire body or any part without dieting

NewYorli

by wearing

DR. WALTER'S

Famous Medicated Reducing

32 Photos

of Movie Stars
reproduood in half-tone.
On cardboard suitable
for framing.
ArbucUle,
Bara,
Chaplin,
Pickfords.
Anita
Stewart,
Pearl White, etc. Both
male and female STARS
are all here in CLASSY
POSES. By mall postStamps
paid l.T cents.
or Coin.
Ardee Pub-

film

which

CREAM

Water-Maid Wavers '

streaked

or lifeless hair restored
to any shade in one
application.
Does not
discolor scalp, fade, nor
rub off on the pillow.
es a lasting, rich,
lovely color. No after
shampoo necessary.

this is truth or fiction, the

does bear remarkable evidence
of being patched together from various bits of material.
It features
Wallace Reid, Gloria Swanson, and
Elliott Dexter in one of those aftermarriage romances which defeat the
"other woman" at her own game and

New

WATER-WAVE!

GRAY HAIR

Gray, faded,

Everything."

Whether

R. Building,

"The Kind T/iatKeeps"

realistic

to be actually unpleasant.

&

DAGGETT^ RAMSDEIB

life.

enough
Why do

free tube of this perfect
beautifier. Daggett

and complexion
Ramsdell, Dept 2425, D.

DACCETT-'RAMSDELLS

slums than

home

FREE— Write for

York,

—

have seen more

IT

skin cleanser

direction and photography is
imusually good
I don't know when
I

is lia-

30c, 60c. In jars, 40c, 60c, $1.00, $1.65.

liv-

ing happily in her sordid surroundings
tmtil she falls in love with the picture
of the wealthiest doctor in town. The
meeting, the masked ball, the marriage follow just as they did in the
earlier classics.
And the ending is

your complexion chat

D. Si. R. Perfect Cold Cream has been favored by
American women for three generations. You, too,
will be just as enthusiastic over it:; marked efficiency
to keep your skin in its best condition. In tubes, 12c,

the }ellow-backed dime-novel days it
was called "The Millionaire and the
or.
\A'asher
Woman's Daughter
From Suds to Diamonds." Still farther back it was known as "Cinderella."

it is

ble to suffer most. It needs constant care
to protect it from the relentless tax of
many dances, suppers and parties. The
woman with the clear, girlish skin will ever
be admired, for her face is young. D. &. R.
Perfect Cold Cream will keep your skin
youthful, clear and withoutsign of fatigue.
Before retiring, apply it freely and rub in
well. You will find your skin will soon
begin to take on that healthy glow which
so greatly enhances feminine charm. „

lishins

Co.,

Dept.

500,

Stamford. Conn.

PROFESSIONAL TONE
inETir
nC-C- MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

I

and lessons sent oa free trial. Violin. Tenor
Ban,io, Hawaiian Guitar, Ukulele, Mandolin. Cornet, Banjo Mandolin. Banjo Ukulele, Guitar, ISan jo Guitar,
or Banjo. Wonderful new copyrighted system of teaching
note music by mall. Four lessons will teach you several
pieces. Over 100,000 successful players. Do not miss
this free trial offer. Write for booklet. No obligations.

SLINGERLAND SCHOOL OF MUSIC,
1815 Orchard Street,

Dept. 134,

Inc.,

Chicapo, Illinois

RUBBER GARMENTS
For Men and Women
Anklets for Reducing anil
Shaping the Ankles, $7 00
per pair. Extra liigii, .$9.01).
Send ankle measurement
when ordering.
Bust Reducer, $6.00
Chin Reducer. S2.50

Send for

Illus-

trated Booklet

Dr. Jeanne G.
353 Fifth Avenue

A. Walter
New York

::
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FAT REDUCER
FOR MEN AND WOMEN

Our

Is

Dr. Lawton's Guaranteed

Ideal Girl in the
Movies.?

Continued from page 19

LEarnlngs

you kno-w, has the leading role in his
last picture and -whom he had directed
succeeding

several

in

productions.

So he

-went to see her to express his
regret that they had come to the part-

ing of the ways. But she only smiled
friendly -way and said, "That's

in a

right.

all

I'll

weight 152 pounds
-a reduction of
59 pounds

Few Days

you want
put your

tionbluGsteell

same
want

No need

of being fat

you will use Dr.
Lawton's FAT RE-

if

DUCER.
case

59
above

my

as

That

show.

pictures

was

my own

In

reduced

I

pounds

years ago and
during these years my
FAT REDUCER has
been reducing fat from
thousands of other men
five

and women.
don't

I

ask you to

starve nor

exercise,

take medicine or treat-

ments of any
ask

I

kind. All
that you use

is

Fatty arms quickly reduced, also takes away
fatty parts top of corsets
and reduces fatty ankles

my FAT REDUCER

and method as per
instructions and you
will

FIND REDUC-

TION TAKING
PLACE in a few
days; at the end of
eleven days, which is

complete and

gladly'

tissues.

waste matter which
is then carried off by
the

elimination organs of the body.
Dr. Lawton's FAT

AU-American

fine

of

these

and

weighs

but

few

ounces.

You can

a

re-

duce whe e you wish
lo lose whether 10 or
100 pounds over-

and be

rerolvers

Handsome blue

protected.

steel,

HAS DOUBLE SAFETY ami

proof" against accidents.
aim.
Rifled l)arrel. hard
safety
lies

finish.

rubht-r. checkered crips,
Small, compact,
7 eartridses.
not bulce out pocI;et.
Shoots the

Holds

lever.

:ind will

flat

always fully

frun-metal

practically "foolPerfect Kri|).
accurate
is

famous Colt Auto Cartridges.

SEND NO MONEY
Order to-day.

and say which
No. 374
Resular

Tust send your
you want.

name and address

revolver

$975

25 calibre. 7 shot.
price
Our
$22. 50.

is

price

No. 774

is larcer size. 32 calibre military model. 10 shot,
extra magazine FREE.
Regular price $25.00.
Our special
price only

$12
to-da.v.
tlie

Write

Number

of

Paramount Trading Co.
34 West 28

SEXUAL

Enlarged abdomens, thiglis
hips reduced quickly.
^
-

The cost of FAT REDUCER is $5.00 (nothing
more to buy). Add 20 cents with yom- remittance
to cover parcel-post and insurance. Send for your

REDUCER TODAY. Remember it is guaranteed.
Free private demonstrations in my office 9 to 6
daily.

My free

of Emmanuel
Dushane, and wears a cloth hat.

sumed the

stage

name

KNOWLEDGE.

320 PAGES, ILLUSTRATED,

By Winfield Scott

Hall,

CLOTH

M.D.. Ph.D.

SEX FACTS MADE PLAIN
What every young man and
Every young woman should know
What every young husband and
Every young wife should know
What every parent should know

Silver Cornet Band.

Chris Crouse, who leaned his elbow on the bar in such a realistic
manner in the first four r^els of
"Ten Nights in a Barroom," has as-

NEW YORK

St.

non-

made from

soft rubber

printed

—

Bmv

Revolver .vou want to order.
Send no cash.
sbiu by return mail.
Pay Postman on arrival,
our price, nlus iiostaKe. Send for free Cataioeue.

"Alone in the World at Thirtytwo," pleased a capacity audience at
the Idle Hour matinee and night.
The film carries a baggage car of
special scenery, one trick mule, three
Siberian bloodhounds, and a property man with a cow-lick. The highnoon street parade was spectacular,
led by Professor Samuel Ronsheim's

down
and dissolves the
fatty tissues into

weight

Keep one of these safety brand new revolvers in
your home and be fully protected against burslars,
and hold-up men. It's a terrible friffht to
awake up in the nifrbt—hear noises down stairs or
in the next room
and realize your neglect has left
you wholly UNPROTECTED.
thieves

We

Fugitive Flickers

I

fatty

is

OUR PRICE

let

Don't wait.
Order this bargain
your name, address and

This manip-

REDUCER

Regular Price

the

ulation brealts

electrical,

I

While they last

her do that, you
know," he told me. "So I just told
her we'd go on as hefore. That's the
only time I have ever heard of a star
being willing to give up the honor
that was due her, and Betty did it
without a moment's hesitation. Most
of the stars spend their time fighting
to get every bit of advertising that
their contracts call for. She is a dear
girl; in spite of all of her popularity
in the studio and out, she is unaffected and warm-hearted and gen"
erous
And I wonder if in this imperfect
world there could be a more ideal
girl than that?
couldn't

refund

into

AUTOMATIC

clearly

your money.
You gently apply
Reducer to fattyparts
and by easy manipulation it performs a
deep rooted massage
which extends well

down

can

erosity.

DUCER
will

electric lights they

EEVOLVERiJ
22.50"^^

either keep the REor return it

me

to

you

full trial period,

to

if

take mine down."
Even Mr. Stanlaws, who knew her
pretty well, was amazed at her gen"I

Shows Reduction

in

_

25Calr6g'uia^

pictures just the
to.
If they

name up

this

go on playing in your

me
Dr. Lawton
February. 1917

wim

Mailed in plain
wrapper. Table

AMERICAN PUB

CO.,

236 Winston

request.
BIdg.. PhiladelphU

STOMACH TROUBLE
cured with food.

Send postcard for free booklet—

"HOW FOODS CURE."
DR. EUGENE CHRISTIAN,

Dept. 252

Broadway

at 71st Street

New York

"Fanchon The Cricket," will be the
bill at the Grand Opera House
Saturday evening.
Between the
third and fourth reels, a plush album, platform rocker, and hanging

closing

mat-

"H O W
TO REDUCE
FAT mailed
ter

'

upon request.

lamp, displayed in Case's drug-store
window will be given to holders of
the lucky numbers.

Those who saw the problem
"Dishwashing," claim it was

film,

im-

mense, with the hero always getting
into hot water.
Oscar Moss, with
the world against him, also appeared
the subtitle, "Twenty Years
After," wearing the same derby hat.
after
Dr.

Thomas Lawlon, 120 W. 70th

St.,

Dept. 186,

New York

f-F You Can Tell it -from
Send
DIAMOND
GENUINE MEXICAN
DIAMOND

itbacfc

cannot be told from
Tojproveourblae-white
a GENUINE DIAMOND and has same DAZZLING RAINBOW
FIRE, we will send a selected 1 carat setn in ladies Solitaire RiDr.
(Cat. price $5.26) for Half Price to Introduce. $2.63. or in Genta
Heavy Tooth Selcber Ring- (Cat. Price S6.5U) for $3.25. Ourfineat
12k Gold Filled mountinga. GUARANTEED 20 YEARS. SEND NO
MONEY. Just mail postcard or this ad. State Size. We will mail at
once. When rinR arrives deposit $2.63 for Ladies ring or S3. 25 for
Gents with postman. If not pleased return in 2 days for money back
less handling charges. Write for Free catalog. Agents Wanted.
CO., DepiCD.lasCruces,N.Mei.
(Exclusive controllers Mexican Diamonds)

MEXICAN DIAMOND IMPORTING

—
;

—

.
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Pickford

Continued from page 34

" 'I'm not,

and

never will

she
answered as she tried to straighten
her hat.
'But isn't it wonderful?'"
"What's she going to do in pictures
as she goes on?" I wanted to know.
"I saw 'Little Lord Fauntleroy,' and
didn't like it much, except when she
was Dearest. Why doesn't she play
grown-up parts ?"'
"That's just what she can't decide
on.
She says she doesn't know what
to do
that the critics find fault with
her when she plays children, and ask
when she's going to do up her curls,
and the public likes her best as a
child.
She's really worried about it."
"She'll do the right thing, though
she can't help it," Lillian went on
after a moment
we had progressed
to the lunch room by that time for
afternoon tea, a chaste repast, at
which she ate pie a la mode and I
had a baked apple and coffee without sugar; Dorothy Gish and I are
reducing by the same riiethod, which
is said to be infallible, but by way
of a precaution we're dieting as well,
and the waiter in that lunch room
takes the sugar bowl off the table
now when he sees either of us comI

"

be,'

;

;

—

'And forget
I'm just

got to

work

—but

them

if

they don't im-

go.

What

It

"
all.'

does she get out of

"Happiness

because

—

much

And

it

she

pleases

what you have

as

made

she's

inside you.'
for herself such a

She is a really wonderShe has so much bigger perspective on life than most
people have
if that's what you'd call
I've known her when she was
it.
very unhappy and when s'ne was very
happy, as she is now, and always she
could rise up out of her own mood
She's
and consider someljody else.
really more wonderful than people
lot 'inside.'

ful character.

—

can realize

"And

she seems

Family Secret
under the blue
SASKTNQ
of sunny Italy centuries

slcies

now ?"
The
!

last

her she said to me,
ing married is wonderful.

time

warmth of her native land. She had
finished her toilette and was admiring, by the aid of a hand mirror, the
magic effects produced by the appUcation of that formula which had
been a guarded secret in her family
for generations.

Ah

you marry some marvelous

And

men

I told

all

too true," I replied
highly privileged

JO-VE'MY

to find."

as

"Which is
Sammy,

the

Sempre

boy, appeared to announce in
the dulcet tones which he reserves
for Lillian that the bus was about
"But from
to leave for the station.
what you say I'm inclined to think
office

Giovine

marvelous girls like Mary are
harder to locate."
"There isn't another one in the
world !" retorted Mary's best friend.
that

Co

still

Sem-prav Jo-ve-fiay is not a cold
cream nor a soap but a comhxr^aixon
tkin nourisher, cleanser, beautitier
made in cake form of pure vegetable
oils, which have a close affinity to
the natural oils of the skin.

Costs to Be a Star

Applied to your face at night, it
softens the secretions and thoroughly
cleanses the pores of the dust and
grime of the day, produciri-i a satiny

Continued from page 26

but nearly every- star of to-day has

him

some hobby which

has a swimming pool.
automobiles one a
high-powered roadster which cost six
thousand dollars, and a limousine for
the use of his wife, which cost five
thousand dollars.
The upkeep^ of

is

just as expen-

or the necessities of a bare life,

you prefer the term.
Taking the field by and

if

large/- I

am

convinced that with the exception
of the Big Three already named there
are few, if any, very rich stars.

Take the

case,

for instance, of a
personally

know rather well
you may guess who it
star I

year.

sixty-five

Yes,

it

He owns two

sive as the bare necessities of life

is.
His annual income, which is paid as a salary, happens to be approximately one

hundred and thirty thousand dollars.
He employs a secretary, a valet, and
a business manager as his own personal staff or retinue.
The aggregate salaries of these is nearly fifteen
thousand dollars a year. The building of his home in Hollywood cost

ds but !cr<i-?w the
in beauty she
has solved

Science

SEM^PMY

like

Douglas were hard

ma

rivals

her secret.

her that mar-

like

other

what

would have!

don't

man

If

I

secret,

'Oh, Lillian, be-

Why

a beautiful maid, reflecther ciieeks the color and

ing in

saw

I

ago

waj

much bigger person."
she as perfectly happy as

'Oh, yes

Old

Ci4n

—a

is

velous

let

Pick-

and popularity, only she
people
doesn't let that blind her. 'It doesn't
count, Lillian,' she told me. 'Not as

'She's
always working toward
good pictures," Lillian explained.
"And when a new director goes to
work for her she says to him, 'Now
the first thing we've got to have, and
the biggest thing, is harmony.
If

prove

for, first of

"And what

Douglas?'

dissatisfaction

Mary

like

besides the money'?"

ing.

any one makes trouble he must go
no matter how big a part he plays.
Don't ever call any one down before any one else, and give everybody a chance, even if they create

that I'm

everybody else
and a good picture is what we've all
ford.

thousand dollars

—

smoothness, and the fr:;shness and
bloom of youth. "Alwais Voung"
indeed is the girl or woman who
uses Sem-pray ]o-ve-nay.

last

,

these cars, which includes the salar}of a chauffeur, is annually four thousand and forty dollars. The maintenance of the house, with maids,
nurse, and cook, and good old Hollywood taxes nicks him for another ten
thousand dollars. His picture wardrobe cost him seven thousand five
hundred dollars, and his personal
wardrobe, which is a thing apart
from the pictures, since he never
wears the same clothes on the street
that he wears in a picture, added
three thousand dollars to his ex-

Send you name and
dress for seven-day

size cake

charm

free.

and

adtrial

Bring

loveliness

to ^our skin.

FuZI size packages at clmost
all toilet counters

Sem-pray Jo-ve-nay Company
Department 1282

Grand Rapids, Michigan

A Powder
Foundation

— 50C

\

Exquisiticely

Perfumed

— 50C

,

v,

Natural
Health Tints

—

—

—
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Do you know

that Clear-Tone

—the wonder-working lotion
used like

toilet

water

resjionse to

Clears

total ten

Your Skin
of Pimples, Blackheads.

Acne

Eruptions, Enlarged Pores, Oily or
Shiny Skin? Elegant after Shaving.
Indispensable for sensitive and refined

His charities, which include
heavy contributions to the Crippled
Children's Guild and caring for an
orphan from France, as well as the

penses.

women.

GUARANTEED

to banish unsightly
blemishes easily and quickly, and
leave the skin clear and smooth.

many

individual appeals,

thousand dollars a year.

If yoti will stop at this point to
consider for a moment yoti will see
that he has spent one hundred and
twenty-five thousand five hundred
and forty dollars so far and without even considering" his income tax
we are leaving him just four thousand four hundred and sixty dollars
out of his salary. Pity the poor star
Of course the si-xty-five thousand
dollars which his home cost him during the year can be deducted from
some of the money he had saved.
However, you can imagine the worst,

—

and maybe he

is paying the contracthe month even now.
li there are any tears to be shed
as I unwind this lugubrious tale pre-

tor

b}-

pare to shed them now. His income
tax for last year was fifty thousand
si.x
hundred and fourteen dollars.

Being

c^uick at figures,

say, "Well, he

was

you instantly
end

niiiuis at the

You are
out more
than he took in.
Now ask me how
he managed to exist. I don't know.
His case is just about the same as
that of the majority of actors who
are very high up in the screen world,
and, as far as I can see, thev all are
worthy cases for chartiy themselves,
so keep it in mind the next time you
see a poor starving star.
of that depressing year !"
right
he was.
He paid
;

Brass Bands and Baseball and Pearl
Continued from page 43

ness. Whether or not you agree with
her is, of course, entirely up to you,
hite idea
the individual.
But the
was delivered with clarity, and, I

W

would

A Clear- Tone Skin'
This Free Booklet tells how you can
easily and quickly at home obtain a
clear skin, free from all blemishes,
like Nature intended you to have.
Thousands of copies of this interesting book are distributed every month.

f*lt»i%mt-'Tnna
Oierfr- UnC

POt a cure-all or mail^^^^^ treatment, but a
perfected
experience by Mr. E. S.
is

SKIN LOTION,

scientific, reliable
after 15 years personal

Givens, who knows every embarrassment one
has to suffer with a bad com ilcxion. Endorsed
and prescribed by physicia is, druggists, and
thousands of enthusiastic users, and sold on a
direct .i.d positive guarantee of satisfaction or
money back! The marvel of Clear-Tone is that
it clears the complexion so quickly, no matter

what the cause.
has had an unprecedented
ClCSI'- Tone
«#
success as evidenced by
thousands oi voluntary letters written by

men

and women who had very bad blemishes and
tried various soaps, ointments, and doctors
withou re ief.

Read These

Letters!

From

U. S- Hospital— "Find myself improving
wonderfully. Any one I see that has skin trouble
your wonderful Clear-Tone will be recommended." Chas. A. Eein, U S. Hospital 41, Staten
Island, N. Y.
From a BarbGr""Have been a barber for 30 years
and never saw anything: as good as Ciear-Tone.
All barbers should know about it." Otto Van
Burin, Kansas City, Mo.
From a Musician--' I am obliged to be in public
a great deal and my complexion was a great embarrassment. Clear-Tone improved me so greatly
that I strongly recommend it." C. H. Lindeman,
Steubenville, Ohio.
From a Lady""I cannot thank you enough for all
the good it has done me. One bottle has cleared
my face wonderfully." Miss Mary Yonks, Haverstraw, N. Y.
From a Soldier--"Iti3 certainly wonderful. "Louis
Langer. Troop F,3rd Cavalry, Ft. Ethan Allen, Vt.
From a Flyer--"Cleared my face of Acne." H.J.
Howald, N. H. Station, Pensacola, Fla.
People Amazed -"Has cleared my skin completely
of pimples and blackheads. Everybody who sees
me is amazed." R. R. Wilson, Pearson, Ga.

Thousands

off

Others — men and women--praise

Clear-Tone. We'll gladly send copies of most
interesting testimonials.

L'U
L'li'
M^SjMj
r

Simply send name today for FREE
booklet,

telling how I cured
for 15 years, and

"a

Clear-Tone Skin"

myself after being afflicted
$1,000 Guarantee to clear
your skin of the above blemishes.
E. S. GIVEHS. 237 Chemical BIdg., Kansas Ciiy. Mo

my

like to believe, sincerity.

"Pictures," she said earnestly, "are
the best entertainment in the world
when proper]}- handled. People want
action and comedy and movement,
people who really go to movies regularly.
Of course," she allowed herself a snap of the fingers, "I don't
mean the highbrows when I speak
of the people.
"If I were told to go carte blanche
on my own ]n"oductions I would go
out and make a big, smashing melodrama with heart interest, a handful
of villains, and a good, strong, handsome hero and," this modestly, "me.
And I think it would be a huge suc-

—

know

—

and a

I

couple

million

of

others."

At

she looked adamant. Every
crown stood firm.
Then she smiled slowly, steadily, and
decided that the cat might be let out
of the bag.
"\A-hen I first went into the contintied-in-otir-next style of celluloids
I was just Pearl White, e.x-comedy
girl.
And-i^id- everything that was
first

crinkle in her blond

demanded, from jumping oft burning aeroplanes to throwing locomotives for a loss.
I was comparatively
unknown, and my life wasn't worth
more than any one else's.
"But after 'The Perils of Pauline'
made such a walloping success, and
I became known all over the world
as Fearless Pearl White, the Pathe
people

decided

was too valuable a

It would be called "The Hokum
Queen," I would suggest. But Pearl

itself.

over real

cliffs

Fearless

that

cess."

Pearl

bet to be hanging

and laughing

at death

So they emplo3-ed doubles on

not going to be given carte blanche,
At
is going to go into Art.
least she is going to make a noble
efl:ort.
Some time during the current theatrical season she is to flash
forth on a Broadway stage in an
Arthtir- Hopkins play, the nature of
which she was not at liberty to

the nasty stuff.
And
so fast that no one

divulge.
As the original take-a-chance lady,
the first female Steve Brodie of the

Down in her heart Pearl can- not
think that Art is "the bunk," for
after speaking to her, undisturbed,
within the brick walls of her nonchalantly disarranged dressing room,
I am positive that Art guides her in
her commitments. Art dictates her
blond aura, and Art sways her in her
choice of attitudes.
Art may be Art, and then again it
may be an ingenious abbreviation for

is

and she

Pearl White would be able, I
reasonably sure, to enlighten me
regarding the authenticity of the
film,
felt

dare-devil

feats

of

skill

performed

every two thotisand feet.
smiled to throw her off her
I
guard.
"Miss White," I asked offhandedly,
"now that you're out of serials, and
more or less dramatically inclined,
won't yoti tell me just how mtich
vour stunts were faked? I want to

we went along
knew the dift".

But during my first serial tell the
world that little Pearl took a chance
not once, but many times. Those
days" she smiled mockingly as she
imitated
Fannie Brice's patois
"those days were not so good by^me !"

—

—

Artificial.

And
Pearl's?
cide.

which,

you

I leave it

ask,

which

is

with yon to de-

M

—

;

!
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the Magnificent

Continued from page 84

around the most interesting young
actor on the American stage.
The
speaker was quite obviously enjoying
importance.
No question, howintimate or personal, daunted
him he told his listeners whatever
they wanted to know about the young
eccentric.
Since Barrymore never
grants interviews, this was an unusual treat.
Questions were showered at him, and the little group continued to be augmented by passers-by.
his

ever

;

Ethel Clayton, Photoplay Star, one of the many famous
American Beauties who know the value of

YOUR EYES WILL BE BEAUTIFUL
thousands
other
girls
you will follow the example of
of
and women. "MAYBELLINE" instantly darkens and beauthe eyelashes and browa, making them
anpear naturally loner and luxurious.

also if

tifies

How much "MAYBELLINE"

will

add to your beauty, charm and ex- y
pression will never be appreciated
until you have tried it. Unlike other
preparations,

is

AT YOUR DEALER'S or

75c

direct

fronns. AcceH:ONLYgrenoine "MAYBELLINE" and yoa will be delighted.

,

CHICAGO

Blvd.

LEARN

Movie Acting!
A

profession that pays ibig.
"Would you
you are adapted to this work?
Send
or Key
to Movie Acting' Aptitude, and find whether or not
you are suited to take up Movie Acting,
A novel,
instructive and valuable work.
Send dime or stamps
today. A large, interesting, illustrated Booklet on Movie
Acting included FREE
fascinating

like

10c

to
for

know
our

if

Twelve-Hour Talent-Tester

!

FILM INFORMATION BUREAU,

had it in you to get
1 ahead. But for a time I was afraid
your natural ability would be wasted because you had never trained yourself to
do any one thing well. Yes, I was afraid
you would always be 'a jack of all trades
and master of none.'
"But the minute you decided to study
in your spare time I knew you'd make
good. You seemed more ambitious more
cheerful more confident of the future.
And I knew that your employers couldn't
almost like Mr. Hydef" "Does he help but notice the difference
in your
really have a pet snake he takes work.
"Think what this last promotion
everywhere with him ?"
"Are the means!
More money more comfortswomen in hiS' company all in love more of everything worth while. Tom,
those hours you spent on that I. C. S.
with him ?" But he had lost his for- course were the best investment you ever
mer volubility. The interested peo- made."
about you? Are you always going to work
ple in the crowd were disappointed
Are you going to waste
for a small salary?
natural ability all your life? Or are you going
your
the speaker himself was dismayed.
It all depends on what
to get ahead in a big way?
At the rear of the little group of you do with your spare time.
Opportunity knocks — this time in the form of that
people who were listening to him he
familiar I. C. S. coupon.
It may seem like a little
had seen a young man who appar- thing, but it has been the means of bringing better
jobs and bigger salaries to thousands of men.
ently had been there for some time
Mark and mail it today and without cost or obligaand who was listening in rapt atten- tion,
learn what the I. C. S. can do for you.
Finally the man who was expatiating so nobly on the subject of J. B.
blushed furiously and- started to move
on.
More questions were hurled at
him "Is it true that he has terrible
fits of temper that make him seem

Jackson. Mich.

Sta. R,

STRAIGHTEN YOUR TOES
^ BA N SH THAT BUN ION

HOW

The

tion.

interested,

listener

was

John Barrymore.

BOX43 74-B

ELEC. ENGINEEB
Electric Lighting
Electric Wiring

Unsung Heroes
Removes the Actual Canse

C. R.

ACFIELD. Foot

Specialties,

I

and accessories of each

CEstab. lOOt)

I

328 Broadway, & 47 W. 34th

L

Large List New
Vaudeville Acts,
Stage Mnnnlngn.

St.,

New York

PLAYS
I
|

-_

l

—

INew Minstrel Opening Ulioruses
land Finales, Blackface AfterI/pieces and Crossfire, Musical
/Comedies and Revues, Musical

Readings Novelty Entertainments, Wigs, Beards, Grease
Paints and other Make-up

Goods.

IttUSTRATED CATAIiOGIJE

FREE. WRITE NOW.
T. S.

DEKISON &

10.,

623 So. Wabash, Dept. 52

OfllCAeO

Secrets of Beauty

Parlors Revealed
Formerly Closely Guarded Secrets, Nov/ Yours
We make yon expert mail branches, snchastnueele strap,

mud

pack, dyeing, marcel, skin work, manicuring, etc.
Earn $40 to $75 a week. No experience necessary. Study at
home in spare time. Earn while you learn. Authorized
diploma. Money-back guarantee, flet FREE boot. Oriental
System of BeantyCiiltiire,Dept. stJ. 1000 DiTersey BlTd, Chleago

T7|3
W*

i\

f-'

Photoplays,
helpful.

|-«
Y*

AMBITIOUS^ WRITERS

send

to-

FREE copy of America's
leading magazine for writers of
Stories, Poems. Songs.
Instructive,
day for

Writer's Digest. 624 Butler BIdg..

Cincinnati.

Cuticura Soap
Will Help

You

Clear Your Skin
Soap. Ointment, Talcnm,

26c.

everywhere.

Samples

free of Cnticara Laboratories, Dept. D, Maiden, Mass.

he

set,

and

it

is

who

shoulders the responsibility
for those accessories overnight. Some
one must.
The assistant director
may be considered in the light of the
official goat
royal receiver of the
buck.

—

When mob
it

is

the A.

BUSINESS M.\NAG"M'T
Eys.

ENGB.
S MECHANICAL
Mechanical Draftsman

I

I

&

Telegraph Engineer
Telephone Work

Continued from page 50

I

Marbridee Building

Dept. 254,

SCBANTON, PA.

X

ACFIEUJ'S
Perfection Toe Spring

of the enlarged joint and bnnion. Sent
on approval. Money back if not as
represented.
Send outline of foot.
Use my Improved Instep Support for
weak arches.
Full particulars and advice frt
-plain envelope.

ENTERNA'nONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Without cost or obligation, please explain bow I can
qualify for the position, or in the subject ietore which
I have marked an
in the list below;

I

I

—

—

—

MAYBELL LABORATORIES

4305-4 7 Grand

Make Good"

:

absolutely greaseless, will not spread and smear on the
face, perfectly harmless. Each dainty box
contains mirror and brush for aDplyinf?. Two
Bhades: Brorxm for Blondes, Black fnr BtunetUa.

"I Knew You'd
UT ALWAYS felt you

scenes are under

way

Machine Shop Practice
Toolmaker
BGas Engine Operating

CIVIL ENGINEER

n Surveying

and Mapping

MINE FOR'N or ENGB.
STATIONAET ENGB.
Marine Engineer

ABCmTECT

Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer

PLtTMBING & HEAT'Q
Sheet Metal Worker
Text Overseer or Supt.

CHEMIST

SALESMANSHIP
ADVEKTISINQ

Railroad Positions

ILLUSTEATINO
Show Card & Sign

TBAFFIC MANAGES
Railway Accountant
Commercial Law

GOOD ENGLISH

Com. School Subjects

CIVIL SEBVICE

ACTOMOBXLES

Railway Mail Clerk
Mathematics

B Navigation
Agriculture
„
n „Spanish
Poultry
.

,

Banking

Pharmacy

Ptg.

Cartooning
Private Secretary

D Business Correspondent
BOOKKEEPEE
Stenographer & Typist
S Cert.
Pub. Accountant

.

Teacher

I

D. who assembles the

swarms of extras and coaches them.

The

director parks under a cool tree,
chatting with the star or the best-

NameStreet

and No.-

looking lady in view.

And yet who ever heard of an
A. D. getting screen mention? Some
day, you see, they'll be directors, and
sit beneath trees themseh-es, and then
will come fame and billboarding and
all that sort of thing.

So perhaps it works out
But when you

in the end.

shadow stage

Appliance,

all

right

Brooks'

your

Vfonderf ul new discovery that,
relieves rupture, will be sent]
on trial. No obnoxious springs
or pads.
MR.

—

of the
think
just for a moment
people ioehind the magic screen, the
army of workers who make the feature really flicker, the unsung heroes
of the

Don't Wear
a Truss

see

next feature film, pause a moment
between the Sunshine Comedy and
the Wander Holme Travelogue, and

—

OccupatioU-

the

modem scientific invention, the

C. E.

BROOKS

Brooks* Rupture Appliance
Has automatic Air Cushions. Binds and
draws the broken parts together as you would
a broken limb. No salves. No lies. Durable,
cheap. Sent on trial to prove it. Protected by
U. S. patents. Catalog and measure blanks
mailed free. Send name and address today.
Brooks Appliance Co., 215-B State St, HanhaD,

MicL

;
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Big Little Brother of the Moores
Continued from page 23

where Peter was proposing to Sister.
Mr. Moore is Peter n\ the picture.
He is the worthy man who gets the

places in
NATURE
certain

fruits

and vegetables

elements which help to keep

human body

healthy. Those who
eat an abundance of such foods seldom
suffer from indigestion, sour stomach, biliousness, constipation, headaches, and the
endless train of distressing symptoms
which such disorders cause.
the

You may not always be

able to choose
your diet carefully or to avail yourself of

the benefits of a scientifically-selected
variety of foods, but you can give your
system the benefit of the same vegetable
laxative properties contained in vegetable
foods.

Remedy

Nature's

(

N? Tablets )

is

made

entirely of concentrated vegetable ingredients which are therapeutically the same
as Nature furnishes in the most healthful
of foods. That is why millions of persons
use this pure, mild, natural aid to health
in preference to anything else.

Remedy

Tablets ) does more
tones the stomach,
increases the assimilation and elimination,
helps to cleanse, purify and enrich the
blood by aiding nature to re-establish the
vigorous and harmonious functioning
which makes the body feel like new.
Nature's

(

than a laxative.

It

All Droggiits Sell
Tile

Dainty

25c. Box
of

^R

TableU

worst of everything.
"But I suppose it all ends happily
in the picture," we remarked.
"You
movie people are sticklers for the
hajjpy ending."
"No, we are not," he replied. "At
least I'm not.
I'm a stickler for
realism even when it leads one on to
-

a tragic ending.

"And

me."

"Tom and Owen

fully.

He

off the

?"

For Ideas. Photoplay
copyrifihteii,

Universal Scenario Cornoraiion.

Western Mutual Life BlJg.. Los Angeles. Cai.

— the stage actor sleeps away

days except when he

—-and

to play tennis

in a car.

Oh,

it's

is

at the

his

matinee

and run around

a great life!"

He

DIAMOND looked anxiously toward the tennis
RING OFFER courts.
very the world
"You played often on the New
?nd absolutely
this
Kold
l-2k
Ha
bea itui
York stage?" I quizzed relentlessly.
pnstagre paid.
Pay po;
SI. 48
D. ehartjes to cover postage
C.
"Yes. the last time was in 'Mary's
ad ertisirig, handlinE. etc. If you
iiom a real diamond return an_
^,
refunded. Only 10,000 given away Send no
Ankle.'
Then I signed a contract
money. Answer quick. Send size of tineer.
KRAUTH & REED, Dept. 35 with Metro. I have been fortunate
Masonic Temple
Chicago with my pictures.
I have had good
stories to work with, and they have
been successful. I am glad, for there
is one rule of life which one must
Success
live up to
'Never fail.'
IT IS TO L.AUGH!
brings success.
The one unforgivShe's all dolled up and looks like she has a black eve.
HER MAKE-UP RAN. Can't happen it you use Wm.
For eye- able sin of this day and age is to
J, Brandt's lied Fox Liquid COL-Y-BROW.
WILL NOT RUN. Colors: Black
brows and eyelashes.
be a failure. The pitiful part of picand Brown. By mail $1.00.
HAlli SPKCIAI.TV CO.. l)e|il. E. 24 H. 21st ST.. NEW YOlIK
tures is that often those that work
the hardest and are the most sincere
in their endeavors fail. I don't know
why this should be true, except that
Any Standard Make Guaranyou cannot tell whether you have
teed TYPEWRITER With Every
Modern Writing Convenience.
caught a success or a failure until the
WriieTodw/ForriuatratedCfttalooEx,
!

.

14l<

had several

offers to star, principally,

suppose, because of the popularity
of my brother, but so far I have resisted all temptation."
"You are too modest. Of course
they want you to star because you
are a corking actor."
"Well, if I am not an actor now
I never could be one.
I've had years

—

enough

to learn
fifteen in all."
the screen all the time ?"
"No, only eight j'ears of screen
vi^ork.
Before that I was on the
stage so was Tom and so was Owen
I am the youngest, you know."
"No, I didn't know that you all
look the same age.
If I were a
producer I should make a picture of

"On

;

;

'The Three Twins' and have you
Moores star in it a three-star-brand
Here Monsieur Capellani
picture."

—

said again, "All ready for this scene,"
to pro-

pose to the blushing Seena.

Continued from page 22

me. I love it. I love everything connected with the stage. But
I'd be a fool if I didn't appreciate
what pictures have done for me,
given me a chance to see the day-

FREE
_

should be beautiful and wicked, but
not beyond reformation, so that in
the end virtue may triumph."
"Whether it is logical or not, I suppose ?" said Mr. Moore sadly. "And
another thing of which I disapprove
is this star system; I mean where
stars become stars overnight. I have

Tennis-Loving Thespian

life to

light
Plots accepted any form; revised, criticised,

agree with you," said IMiss
"People to be interesting

and Mr. Moore dashed away

A

children and adults. Have you tried them?
Send a 2c. stamp for postage on liberal
sample in the attractive blue and yellow
box.
A.
H.
LEWIS MEDICINE CO..
Dept. P, St. Louis, Mo.

Advice free.

"You
Then

would !" But he looked it.
he said, "But President Harding and
General Pershing.
They never put
on make-up when they go before the
camera, and vou like them, don't

Old Block

Little N7s
One-third of regular dose.
Made of same ingredients,
then candy - coated. For

910

much

asked.
last picture that
I

didn't actually say,

m JUNIORS —

marketed.

never use

do they?"

"Yes, but not as .screen heroes."

30 years

Chips

either,

"I noticed in Tom's
you could actually see his freckles in
his close-ups.
But at a risk of having you think me frivolous I must say
that I like handsome heroes with long
eyelashes, nice white faces, and red
lips."
Mr. Moore regarded us scorn-

you

Used for over

I

I

make-up

I

I

don't believe in make-up,
play a scene without any
whenever I get a chance, and I'd play
them all that way if they would let
either.

"And
Owen.

t.

badly,

and

it

seems inexcusable be-

stories to work
with, good actors, and the best of
assistants all along the line. One was
"

cause

we had good

'The Message from Mars.'
"Who do you think was to blame ?"
I asked.

"It was thirty per cent my fault,"
he admitted honestly, "thirty per cent
the director's, and thirty per cent the
scenario.
I can see just where the
trouble lay now, but at the time we
all thought we were doing splendidly.

.

<),

it

.

:

TYPEWRITER SENSATION

\

plaining Tru- Bpfora-You-Buy Plan.

SMITH TYPEWRITER SALES CO-

picture is finished.
I have had two
pictures which have turned out rather

The

was we

trouble

tried

to

force

the comedy. Some one once said that
getting comedy across is like taking
care of a seven months' old infant.
It must be very gently nurtured*."
"Heh, Bert!" a peevish, masculine
voice called from outside. Mr. Lytell,
who had become interested in his
topic, failed to

"Bert!"

—

hear

it.

in louder

and more em-

phatic tones.

The court's vacant and
"Bert!
we're waiting for you!"
Mr. Lytell sprang to his feet. "I'll
be there in a few moments." Then
turning to me apologeticalh^ "This
:

the last day of my vacation. Tomorrow I start a new picture. You'll
is

pardon me, won't you?"

Advertising Section

The Revelations of a Star's Wife

Tom Brown's Clown Band "Stopping the Show"
Tom Brown and his famous Clown Band are known to almost everyone.
Tom Brown wrote Jan. 4, 1920:

Continued from page 88

"The face of your having eliminated nnreiiable features that existed in
other makes in the development of your improved models of True-Tone
baxophones has prompted me to Adopt
Generally for my
several different musical organizations, nearly every member of which
are using them and to their entire satisfaction."

Them

There was no doubting
occasion— I didn't need to re-

ture was.

on

this

103

assure myself.

When Hugh

and I were in our car
on our way home, I looked
out through the misty rain that was
beginning to cloud the windows and
smiled to myself. Hugh was loungagain,

ing contentedly in his corner, hold-

my

ing one of

hands tight

in

one of

and congratulating himself that
we had been able to slip away from
the people who wanted to have a
his

party for us as a celebration of his
success.

"And

me

a success, Sally," he told

it is

"Macy asktd me

earnestly.

if

—

could have it he's coming
around with contracts and things tomorrow. And they want me to make
a regular agreement with them for

they

four

pictures

a

vear

— not

so

bad,

it?"

is

Macy was
the industry

the

man

behind one of

;

for

him

to

come out

at

once meant that the picture came up
to our highest hopes.

him I'd talk it over with
you," Hugh went on more slowly.
"What do you think, dear? Shall
we give up the game and clear out?
"I told

we

shall

stick

with it?"

answer for a moment. We
were driving through a small town,
and I could see one of the local motion-picture theaters, its gaudy posters bright even through the rain, a
" legible as we
huge "To-morrow
flitted past.
How would I feel to
have Hugh drop out, so that after a
while I'd never see his name on a
theater like that again? How would
it seem to have the movie world in
which we had lived for so long go
on without us ?
I

knew

just starting to pick out a

few popular

— every one

airs

now

is

playing a

Easy
to

Play

True-Tone Saxophone
the easiest of all wind instruments to play and one of the most beautiful. You
can learn the scale in an hour's practice and play popular music in a few weeks.
Practice is a pleasure because you learn so quickly with the three first lessons we
send you free. You can take your place in a band within 90 days, if you so desire.
Unrivaled for home entertainment, church, lodge or school. In big demand for
orchestra dance music.
Saxophone will enable you to take an important part
in the musical development of your community. It increases your popularity and
your opportunities, as well as your pleasure.

of Leading Professionals

a day
talent

not uncommon for musicians of such ability
and enjoy the most pleasant of vocations.

is

and shouting electricians and disgruntled directors, would take from
him something that had become part
of his life.
gave him the answer that
would mean that I would go on be-

to earn.

You

professionals
Davis,

Meyer

Guy Holmes,

but two hours
may have equal

Free Trial— Easy Payments
or Orchestral Instrument without paying in

the studios, with the sputtering lights

ing a star's wife.

The Choice

True-Tone Instruments have helped make famous such well known
as Paul Whiteman, Joseph C. Smith, Art Hickman, Ben Kreuger,
Ben Selviii, Henrv Santley, Clyde Doerr, Donald Clarke, Clay Sniitii,
Duane Sawyer and thousands of others. $500 to $1,000 weekly for

in that

And

and hours of waiting and
annoyance and disappointment that
would be his lot if he stayed in the
game, he'd be unhappy outside it.
He might leave pictures and go to
ranching, as he'd so often said he
wanted to, but the wrench of leaving

I

A

that, in spite of the

anxiety

And

is

You may order any Buescher Saxophone,
Cornet, Trumpet, Trombone or other Band

glanced at Hugh.

moment

who

It is

I didn't

I

One

and the members of his Clown Band and hunfrom Tom
dreds of other v/ell known professionals, to the young boy or girl
Brovi^n

the biggest releasing organizations in

Or

Everybody's Playing

advance and try it six days in your own home,
without obligation.
If perfectly satisfied,
pay for it on easy payments to suit your
convenience. Mention the instrument interested in and a complete catalog will be
mailed free.

'Origin of fhe

Saxophone"

A

booklet that tells what each Saxophone is best adapted for; when to use

singly, in quartettes, sextettes, octettes,
or in regular band or full Saxophone
Band, and how to transpose for cello (
parts in orchestra. Ask for your

Buescher Band Instrument Co.
Makers of Everything in Dand
and Orchestra Instruments
Elkhart

is

excep-

tionally easy to blow, yet possesses a

tone of wonderful volume.
With a
Buescher-Grand, you can own an instrument similar to that with which
the greatest cometistsof America have

made
in

their reputations.

If interested

a Cornet or other instrument, aslc
Catalog— sent free.

for our complete

Boescher Band Instnunent Co., 2412 Elkhart, Ind.
Please send me a free copy of the **0rigin of the
Saxophone." Also send me special intormatioD

copy.

2442 Buescher Block

Buesclier-Grand Cornet
The Buescher-Grand Cornet

(mention instrument

and prices of
i.nterested in).

tJame
liii.

Town

_

State..

—
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was

—

necessary and "is it
art?" And, in a him based on a famous
horse story, why should a girl of typical
Yankee face and manner be chosen for
the part of a young mid-Victorian English
girl?
Defects such as these may not be
specifically noticed but if they are not
present the general excellence is invariably
noticed and appreciated.
I feel sure it would not detract from the
enjoyment of the satisfied ones if direc-

Intelligent people might better give encouragement to the j'oung director who
works steadily and quietly to make each
picture better than the one before, to
pioneer and to progress. He tries to get
dramatic values from whatever script he
is attempting J;p diTPcLin terms of pictures,
not subtitles of conversation accompanied
by illustrations of the characters.
The situations in "What's Your Reputation Worth?" seem far removed from

were to show originality in the treatment of ideas. We are constantl}- being
told that movie editors are always on the

the ordinary life o f folks, but the spectator is convinced because throughout the
story the psychology is sound and the
people seem real and sincere. The director has had the courage of his cenviction
that the dramatic values are to be found
in the way his characters change and develop, not merely in the situations which
bring about that
development.
And
furthermore the development is all accomplished through pictures and reliance
on the acumen and intelligence of the
audience.
Throughout the picture the backgrounds
are suitable and unobstructive but interesting.
Corinne Griffith's individuality and
beauty make the freakishness of the De
!Millc manikins seem more cheaply theatrical than ever.
I love her and admire her
husband's genius for the "homy" picture.
C. L. J.

but

rea.son,

it

tors

ookout for new ideas, w'hereas the\" are
No play the
mortalh' afraid of them.
least out of the ordinary has a ghost of
a chance unless its popularity has first
been demonstrated on the stage or in
book form. What they want is some one
to ring the changes, in the shape of thrills,
on V. hate\er type of play happens to be
in vogue.
We are also told that the producers
know what the public wants Ixit the output
shows that the majority merely know what
they can get away with. We do not want,
and 1 think I speak for a large number of
the average man, the morbid muck of the
pseudo highbrows nor the predigcstcd
pap of the purists nor j-et the emasculated
remains of censorship. What we do want,
and let directors tack this up where it can
readily be seen, is simply, "a good story

A

well told."

Quebec

\'oTCK FRo^r

City,

Its

Own

Sake.

seems to me that the readers of Picture-Pl.w, in choosing their eight artistes,
did not adhere strictly to the. term "l)eauty"
ut allowed acting, personality, appeal, and
perhaps soul to influence them in their
It

choice.

The following

eight are m.v choice, taken
they were mere marble statues, in
other words chosen solely for cold beauty,
a beauty that compels the eye to be
directed toward it upon first appearance
as if it were a piece of art on exhibition.
as

if

First.

Impression.

Actress.

Corinne

Exotic

Griffith

Anna

Queenly

Q. Nilsson
ilay J\lcAvoy
Katherine IMacDonald
Gloria Swanson

Sensuous

Ferguson

Womanly

Elsie

Xaomi

Childers

Jane Novak

Cameo
Haughty
.Patrician

Lackadaisical

In choosing the last, I deliberated for
My other choice could have
time.
been Agnes Ayres but she and Jane -Novak
are very similar, so we'll let it go at that.
MoNROK R. Owsley.
Avenue, Hollywood,
1439 Sycamore

some

California.

A

Protest Against the "Superspecials."

Why

the hue and cry over the proFitzducers of these superspecials?
maurice, Holubar, De Alillc it seems to
all

—

A

delicntcly perfumed powder removes hiilr,
for arms, limbs,
leaves skin smooth, white
Price in U. S. and Canada, 50c also $1
faop.
;

;

;

outfit.
mixing
complete
containing
At drug and deElsewhere 75c and .fL.'jO.

size

partment

stores.

Send 10c

for trial

sample and booklet

HALL & RUCKEL, 104 Waverly

PI.,

New York

One is
only "know in part."
famous for lavish settings, another for the
But
latest in fashions or colored subtitles.
what one of them capably uses or attempts to use the possibilities of the
Their picscreen for true pantomime?
tures are messed up with elaborate sets,

me

the>"

subtitles
furniture, gowns, and many
these last introduced to explain what they
are too lazy or too lacking in ingenuity to

express pictorially.

242

]\Iain Street,

Hornell,

High Praise

the Audience.

Canada.

Beauty for

—

New

York.

for Wallie.

I'm for Wallace Reid first, last, and all
the time. With me he is, and always shall
In the first place
be, a perennial favorite.
he is romance personified, and as I am a
member of the gentler sex, naturally that
goes strong with me.
However, besides
his unusual good looks and romantic appeal, there is a great deal more in his
fa^•or.
His personality is so darned likable and "hail-fellow-well-met"
so clean
his sense of
cut, unaffected and manljhumor so apparently keen and contagious
in short, he is such a regular fellow iat
all times, that one can never make the mistake of placing him in a class with certain
other "Alovie Kings," famous for their
faces and figures and little else. Besides,
Wallace Reid can act. If being absolutely
natural, or at least seeming to be so, is
one of the requisites of an actor why
then I\Ir. Reid is there a million ways. I
can't think of another so-called film star
to-daj' who could play the sort of parts
in which he excels, and put them across
as he does. For I cannot think of another
star who has just his winning combination
of graceful acting ability'', personalit\-, and
good looks, plus a saving sense of humor.
I certainly think Mr. Reid is capable of
far stronger acting than that for which
his parts seem to call
but no doubt he

—

—

—

—

;

What

a romantic and
absorbing picture "The Prisoner of Zenda"
would make and to think of Rudolph
Rasscudyll, in my mind, is to think of
Wallace Reid. If ever a part fitted an
actor that one would seem to fit Mr.

knows

his public.

—

—

Reid.

The best actor on the screen, in m>opinion, is Bert Lytell with the possible

—

exception of John Barrymore. Mr. Lj-tell
Each role is a comis a finished artist.
well studied and
plete characterization
beautifully drawn veritable cameos of
No role is ever haphazard or ill-conart.
ceived. Who could ever forget, who once
saw it, his magnificent portra)-al of Charlie
Steele or his masterly conception of the

—

—

—

smug

selfish

From Mars?"

egotist

There

in
is

"The

Message

acting for you!

Continued on patre 106
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Agents and Help Wanted
BE A DETECTIVE. Excellent opportunity,
good pay, travel.
Write C. T. Ludwig, 436
Westover Building, Kansas City, Mo.

MEN—Age

17 to 55.

Travel

sary.
ports.

;

make

Experience unneces-

;

WORTH

$10.00
of finest toilet soaps, perlumes, toilet waters, spices, etc., absolutely
free to agents on our refund plan. Lacassian
Co., Dept. 42 7. St. Louis, Mo.

RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTORS

earn

from .$110 to $200 per month and expenses.
Travel if desired.
Unlimited advancement.

No age limit. We train you. Positions furnished under guarantee.
Write for Booklet
CM 28, Standard Business Training Institute,
Buffalo. N. Y.

AGENTS,

.$60 to ,$200 a Week, Free SamGold Sign Letters for Store and Ofwindows.
Any one can do it. Big demand. Liberal offer to general agents. Metallic
Letter Co., 431T N. Clark Street, Chicago.

ples.

fice

SHIRT MANUFACTURER wants

agents to
shirts direct to wearer.
Big values. Exclusive patterns. Free samples.
Madison Mill s. 503 Broadway. New York.

work and dress

YOUR name

on 35 linen cards and case 20
cents.
Agents outfit free. Big profits
.John
W. Burt, Coshocton, Ohio.

DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY

Excellent opportunity.
sary.

I'articulars

Experience

free.

Write,

tions

and reports.

Write

J.

make

to

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A

today.
Edvi^ard
Chicago.

Secret Investiga-

Experience unnecessary.
Ganor, Former Gov't Detective, 120,

New

FIREMEN, Brakemen, Baggagemen

York.

and advice. We revise poems, commusic, secure copyright and facilitate
publication or outright sale of songs.
Knickerbocker Studios, 304 Gaiety Bldg., New
York.

criticism

pose

Mo.

free

—
—

ASTROLOGY Stars tell Life's Story. Send
birth date and dime for trial reading. Eddy,
Westport St., 33 74, Kansas City. Missouri.

ARE YOU INTERESTED

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SOXG —We

revise poems, compose music and guarantee
to secure publication on royalty basis by a
New Y'ork music publisher. Our Chief Composer and Lyric Editor is a song-writer of

your future?
Trial reading for birthdatc and 10c. F. Crane,
840 Advertising Bldg., Chicago.
in

—

national reputation and has written many
big song-hits. Millions of copies of his songs
have been sold. You can write the words for
a .song if you try. Do so now. Submit poems
to us on any subject.
Send today. Do not
delay.
Broadway Composing Studios, 159C
Fitzgerald P>ui]ding. New York City.

ASTROLOGY Stars tell life's story, send
birthdate and dime for trial reading. Arthur
Faber.
Box lOG, Bridgewatcr, Mass.
"INNER Secrets of Astrology Revealed"
contains Forecast your Destiny, and Horoscope your Life.
I'repaid $1.
Send Birthdate.
Prof. H. Hayford, Dept. K2, Orange,
"

WRITE the words for a song. Submit
your song-poems to us.
We have the best
proposition.
Investigate our plan before you
sign a contract.
Our Chief of Staff wrote
the Greatest Ballad Success of All Time.
Millions of copies of his songs have been
sold.
Bell Studios. 1490 Broadway, Dept.

Conn.

Patents and Lawyers

INVENTORS desiring to secure patents
should write for our guidebook "How To Get
Y'our Patent."
Send sketch or description for
our opinion of its patentalile nature.
Randolph & Co., Dept. 412, Washington. D. C.

New Y'ork.
SONG-WRITER'S

706,

Highest references. Itatcs reaBest results.
Promptness assured.
Watson E. Coleman. Patent
Lawyer, 624 F Street, Washington. D. C.

sonable:

Booklet

WE

START YOU IN BUSINESS, furnishing
everything; men and women $30 to $100
weekly operating our "Specialtv Candy Factories" anywhere.
Booklet free.
W. illllyer
Ragsdale. Drawer 29. East Orange, N. .1.
U. S.

GOVERNMENT

Clerks.
positions.

Commence

Common

wants Railway Mail
$135 month.
Steady

education
suflicient.
Sample examination questions free.
Write
immediately.
Franklin Institute, Dept W-2,
Rochester, N. Y.

MONEY AND FAST

BIG

owner buys gold

initials

SALES.

for his auto.

Every

You

charge $1.50, make $1.35. Ten orders daily
easy.
Write for particulars and free samples.
American Monogram Co., Dept. 170, East
Orange, N. J.

WE

pay $200 monthly salary, furnish rig

and expenses to all who qualify introducing
guaranteed poultry and stock powders. Bigler

Company,

X

Trademark, Copyright, foreCorrespondence solicited.
Charges reasonable. Write
Jletzger, Washington.

INVENTORS

If

:

you

have

an

money
& EnWash-

needs Railway Mall Clerks,
$192 month. Write for free specimen
Columbus Institute, B-3, Colum-

Owners.

Garagemen,

Me-

Shorthand
practical system, learn

in 5 hours
speed with easy practice.
Proof
lessons, brochure free.
King Institute. EB-26,
Station F, New York.
;

Stammering
ST-STU-T-T-TERING

And

LANDSEEKERS ATTENTION
!

!

20, 40,

80

acre tracts in Michigan. Rich cla.y loam soil
Splendid
$15 to $35 per acre. Easy terms.
opportunitv. Write for Free booklet. Swigart
Land Co., X-1265, First Natl. Bank Bldg.,
Chicago.

OWN YOUR OWN ORANGE GROVE

in

Write today for
own it on easy
Lake Count.v I^and Owners' Associaterms.
321 Beauty Street, Fruitland Park,
tion.
Fruitland Park.
information how you can
beautiful

Stammering

Help Wanted

—Female

Miscellaneous

MASTER KEYS

with novel chain only
$1.00.
Only keys of their kind in existence.
Thousands different locks they open and test.
Master Key Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

!

'

'

I

Gold Crowns and Bridges, Watches, Diamonds. Silver. Platinum & Old False Teeth.
Highest prices paid at once.
Packages held
4 to 12 days and returned at our expense if
our offer is refused. United States Smelting
Works (The Old Reliable) Dept. 65, Chicago,
111.

Short Stories and Photoplays

FREE

Ind.

WANTED —^<iirls — Women.

Become Dress

Designers. $135 month.
Sample lessons free.
Write imraediatelv. Franklin Institute. Dept.
W-562, Rochester, N. Y.

to

writers

—a

wonderful

little

book

money-making hints, suggestions, ideas
C of successful Story and Movie

.Autliors'

Free.
Absoiut<'lv
.lust
Press. Iippt. S9. .Auliurn. N.

address
Y'.

WRITE News

Items and Short Stnrii'S for
pay in spare time. Copyright Book and plans
free.
Press Reporting Syndicate (406), St.
Louis. Mo.

—

WRITE PHOTOPLAYS: $25 $300 paid
Experience unany one for suitable ideas.
nccessar.v
Producers
complete outline Free.
:

I>eague. 439 St. Louis.

"AMBITIOUS WRITERS send today for
Free Copy. America's leading magazine for
writers of Photoplays. Stories. Poems. Songs.
Instructive, helpful.
Writer's Digest
605
Butler Bldg.. Cincinnati.

—

$6 $18 a dozen decorating pillow tops at
home, experience unnecessary particulars for
Tapestry Paint Co., 110, LaGrange,
stamp.
;

5

I

the .A. B
writing.

Florida.

Cured at Home.
Instructive booklet free.
Walter McDonnell. 80 Potomac Bank Building, Washington. D. C.

Wanted to Buy
MAIL US YOUR DISCARDED JEWELRY.

of

-arm Lands
L-an
;

SHORTHAND — Best

Adams

Automobiles

380. Springfield, Illinois.

questions.
bus, Ohio.

WRITERS

SONG
submit your poems to me,
Howard Simon, 22 West
for best proposition.
Ave., Detroit, Mich.

PATENTS. Write for Record of Invention
Blank and free guide book.
Send model or
sketch and description for free opinion of its
patentable
references.
nature.
Highest
Prompt Attention. Reasonable Terms. Victor
Evans & Co. 767 Ninth, Washington, D. C.
.1.

AUTOMOBILE

Send

poser of such songs as "Meet Me Tonight in
Dreamland." "Let Me Call You Sweetheart,"
Dreaming of Old Erin." etc., is our chief composer.
The sales of his songs have run into
the millions. Submit ideas or song poems for
free criticism and advice, on an.v subject.
We compose music, secure copyright, and
print.
The Seton Music Company, Suite 109,
920 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

invention

chanics, Repairmen, send for free copy of our
current issue. It contains helpful, instructive
information on overhauling, ignition troubles, wiring, carburetors,
storage batteries,
Send for
etc.
Over 120 pages, illustrated.
free copy toda.v. Automobile Digest, 530 Butler Bldg., Cincinnati.

Ideas for songs.

free booklet, "How You Can Write
The Words For a Song."
Leo Friedman,
"Composer To The American People," com-

INVENTIONS WANTED. Cash or Royalty
Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., 223, St.

and don't want to spend unnecessary
in securing a patent, write to Inventors
gineers Consulting Co., P. O. Bos 344,
ington, D. C.

FREE—

for our

free.

for ideas.
Louis. Mo.

GOVERNMENT
,.$133 to

WANTED — Original

PATENTS.

Results procured.

—

AGENTS Quick sales, big profits. Outfit
Free.
Cash or Credit. Sales in every home
for our high-class line of I'ure Food Products,
Soaps, Perfumes. Toilet Articles, etc.
Write
toiTay for Money-Making Plan.
American
Products Co., 5727 American BIdg., Cincinnati, Ohio.

free.

most word

BOOKLET

instructive booklet.
"The SongSubWriter's Guide." sent absolutely free.
mit your latest poems.
We write music,
print, and secure copyright.
The Metropolitan Studios, Room 210, 914 South Michigan
Avenue. Chicago.

wonderful

PATENTS.

.$140-

;

Block,

'.

Beautiful girl pictures. 10 wonderful
poses $1.00; 18 specials §2.00.
Bairart Co.,

Colored I'orters by Railroads everywhere.
Experience unnecessarv.
015 Rv.
Bureau, E. St. Louis, III;

?200

Reaper

SONGWRITERS
Learn of the public's
for songs suitable for dancing and
the opportunities greatly changed conditions
offer new writers,
obtainable only in our
"Songwriters Manual & Guide" sent free.
Submit your ideas for songs at once for free

Louis.

St.

625

demand

ZEE

125. St. Louis,

Trent,

have best
I
proposition.
Ray Hibbeler. D102, 4040 Dickens Ave., Chicago.

compose music and guarantee to secure pubon royalty basis by New York publisher.
Our Chief Composer and Lyric Editor
is a song-writer of national reputation and has
written many big song-hits.
Submit poems
on any subject. Broadway Studios, 275 Fitzgerald Bldg.,

Mother,

HAVE YOU SONG POEMS?

We

SOX(;.

Love.

Home, Comic or any subject. 1 compose muand guarantee publication.
Send words

sic

lication

Travel.
unneces-

American

Detective System, 1968 Broadway, N. Y.

MEN WANTED

Songs, Poems, Etc.

WRITE A SONG POEM.

secret investigations, re-

Salaries expenses. American Foreign
Detective Agency, 11 4, St. Louis.

sell

Personal
You want success?
To win friends
and be happy?
Wonderful results.
"Success" key and I'crsonality sketch for 10c and
binhdate.
Thomson-Heywood, 300 Chronicle
Bldg., San Francisco.
L)U

WRITERS

:

Stories,

wanted for publication.
Hannibal Mo.

Poems, Plays, etc., are
Literary Bureau, 175,

PHOTOPLAYS WANTED

for California
also Stories.
Submit manuscripts,
a beginner, write for Free Plot Chart
and Details.
Harvard Company, 560, San
Francisco.

Producers

or,

if

;
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Among

many

so

poor and indifferent, he

stands out preeminently as the actor.

The Sign on the Screen

The best-dressed man on

the

screen

—among the
I should add.
He looks
the boys
know— conservaquietly, and correctlj' dressed — none

Richard
Barthelmess
younger celebrities, perhaps
is

like

of Artistic Pictures!
INDEPEXDEXT
make

6

is

the reason

it

of the theatricalis'ms of attire which seem
to spoil the tout ensemble of a few of our
otherwise pleasing movie stars and leading men. How manj' disagree with me ?

artists who are their own bosses,
belief of First X'ational, and that
distributes the pictures of independents only.

stars

the best pictures.

and directors,
That is the

think that D. W. GriflSth could make
splendid picture from George Eliot's
"The Mill on the Floss." Possibly I maj"
be mistaken, as the storj- may be unsuited
for screen purposes. At any rate, I cannot seem to conjure up in my mind an
actress who pictures Maggie to me.
I

a

Their independence assures j-ou, their public, that the}- will make ever\produce pictures that are clean, wholesome and fascinating. Thej'
are subject to no outside influences and make pictures according to their
efifort to

own

ideals.

Associated First X'ational Pictures, Inc. is a nation wide organization
of independent theatre owners who foster the production of finer photoplays and who are devoted to the constant betterment of screen entertainment.

on

First Xational accepts the work of these independent artists
merit as the best in screen entertainment.

A Wallace

Trademark on

Wallie Again.
strict!}-

H

Associated First National Pictures, Inc.

Drtam
Book

6y|isy

Here at 60%
This blue

and

mond

7-8

— 3-32

ct.

among

at S52. 50

bargains last list. Many other big
valuesinour lists. Buy
Loan
values the price basis, not market
values. This 75 year old diamond
banking firm has thousands unpaid
loans and other barpraina must sell NOW.

Why

Pay

Full Prices

Anydlamond aent forabsolutelyf ree examination at our risk. No oblig-ation. No cost to yoo.

Send for Latest List
Diamond Barg^aina described in detail Telle of
ffuaranteed loan values, unlimited exchange
privilege, details of free exaailUi.tion Send now.
.

you be successful in
IrOve, Marriage, Health,

or Business.
Tells fortunesby Cards
Teacup, Palmistry, etc.
Gives Lucky and Uulucky days. Tell vour friend;
Fortunes.
Bvmail. 10 Cents

2983 DeRoy

& SONS

Brdg.
Only Opposite Post Office. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Dept. 410,

FIRST
SCENARIO
\V. E. Spencer, whose picture
you see oti the left, was just
He had
short time ago in the amateur class.
never sold a story to any of the studios despite
the fact that he had good Ideas and had tried
repeateilly
get recognition by submitting his
to
^renai-iii.-i direct to the studios.
an invitation to join the
received
Tlicn
lie
did.
League of America— and
PhotoplaTOTights
Shortly thereafter with the prestige and influence
of tlie organization bacl; of him. his first story was
the
League
to
the
through
It was sold
accepted.
Fox Company for Eileen Percy, and was produced
under the title of "Maid of the West."
That put Mr. Spencer into the professional class
thanks to his memljership in
of screen writers.
Now the readers at the studios do
the League.
not have such a good opportunity to return his
stories with a printed rejection slip attached.
The P L. A. is the accredited agent of the
film industry in discovering new writers, wlio must
be found in order to help furnish the hundreds of
are needed to keep the
stories which
original
studios going.
,
Membership in this associatfon g-ives you the same
chance at the s'udios as is enjoyed by professional scenario
All stories submitted
writers.
by members are protected
against thefc by the League's
Registry system, and are either
accepted for sale or rejected
with helpful criticism by the
Editor.
Write for particulars about membership and a li^t of stories that are
wanted now at the studios. It f ree.

—

—

THE WALTER

i.=i

PHOTOPLAYWHIGHTS LEAGUE
OF AMERICA
621 Union League

Building,

Los Angeles, California

(A

Leasrue of Writers,
Scenario School)

not a

Tni?
«lTal>
IHt ?»IAK

No Drugs

A.

HOFFMAN

CO.,

Destroys

Morenci, Mich.

/

I

"ZIP is indeed the
only actual hair

/ccaci^ irs out

its off

Appreciation of EUiott Dexter.

am

a one-hundred-per-cent movie fan,

and of course

I

have

my

favorites.

But

think of the men on the screen
whom I admire most, I do not think of
the men with the most beautiful eyes or
hair. I think of the men of character and
of personalitj-.

when

I

When

I

think of

men

of character and

one man comes up distinctly
before me he is Elliott Dexter. He is a
man of character and a magnetic personality.
Our thoughts are registered in our
personalit}',

—

faces and surely Elliott Dexter must have
good thoughts and a clean mind, to have

y

Superfluous

Hair & Roots

^fll^p\

such character in his face. He is a person that children could go and see, and
it would teach them a lesson because he
is always strong enough to resist temptation.
I think he is making the picture
industry better, don't you? Let us hope
for more men of character more Elliott
Dexters upon our silver screen.
When I saw "The Last of the Mohicans," I was ver}' much taken with Barbara Bedford's personalitj- such a romantic little dreamer.
I certainly wish
her success and I shall hope to see her
in more of those kind of parts.
Another pla^-er who I am very fond of
seeing is I\Ionte Blue.
He has a very
wholesome way, and a most good natured,
and I would imagine, a heart}- laugh. I
-

—

—

.

No Inconvenience

No Pain

you have moles which hinder your beauty, we vrill
obsolutely guarantee to remove them right in your
own home, without loss of work, pain or poisonous
drugs.
Not even causing the slightest inconvenience. Eight years of experience.
No samples.
stamp
for reply.
Send

The Author
a

Ralph Graves was forced to
portray in "Dream Street."
When you
"come to think of it, Ralph did some remarkable emotional acting, and received
barely a word of praise from the critics.
Meanwhile, Wallace walks off with a good
deal of praise merely for getting in and
out of a racer or smiling at a beautiful
leading woman. ~ Perhaps, though, Wallace Reid once worked as hard as Ralph
Graves is working now, for the privilege
of merely being pictorially pleasing.
Detroit, Michigan.
C. N.

^Stamford. Conn,

If

been

difficult role

An

MOLES REMOVED
Sells His

puzzling about Wallace
Reid, the ideal of so many girls. What is
the reason for his popularity?
Is it his
ability or his appearance?
I always enjoy seeing Wallie, but whether it is due
to his splendid support, his talent, or his
handsomeness, I have been unable to figure
out. Also I have been comparing the easjroles he has been plaj'ing, to the extremely

tJMVEBSAL "DISTBIBUT0R8

.

JOS. OeROY

Modern Fortune Teller

Have our DREAM Book at your
bedside to interpret your dreams
and conduct the business of the
day accordingKnow thy
ly.
future.
Will

cut dia-

have

I

the screen at j-our theatre.

of Market Price
white perfectly

Reid Admirer.

Brookline, Alassachusetts.

its

\\'atch for the First X'ational

I

tively,

cyt/Iargaret Irving

V^Mfci^^'

Rapid, harmless, painPraised
as the only effectual

yB|l|^B
T^^^Hl^

Jess, fragrant.

remedy

for

perman-

ently destroying hair

A

'l

YOUR DEALER

direct

OT

by mail. Write

FREE Illustrated
Book: "A Talk on

.for

Fli^^^B

—

\B|

^K^^B
^f^F
#;

o

M/V)i
^-

L>

^

'^St^
/

like to see him star in good stories
suitable to his personality.
He has many

//fdoC^/MJl ^^^^^^
'
(
SPECIALIST
have FREE DEMON-

would

STRATION. Avoid

in

Superfluous Hair." Or
call at my office to

Imitations.

Dept.l, S'jJ
A"v,i-.
S(,3 r.tlh AVff.

New York

admirers

among

high-school

girls.

And

closing I might add I am a high-school
girl of
Sincere Sixteen.
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

—

—

——

Advertising Section

The

Picture Oracle
Coiiiiiiued

from page 94

—

A. AI. Bmous. So many persons have
asked us of late to tell them how they can
get into the movies that we have gotten
out a ninety-six page booklet containing
everything that we can tind out on the
1 think it's the best thing of its
ve ever seen because it tells j'ou as
nearly as possible just what your chances
would be and just how to go about it. It
Chance as a Screen
called "Your
is
Actor," and you can get a copy by sending
twent3'-five cents to the book department
of Street & Smith Corporation, 79 Seventh

subject.

kind

I

Avenue,

Xew York

City.

—

Mary Garden made one screen
J.ACK,
play, 'Thais,'' from the novel by Anatole
France. Belle Bennett used to be a popuShe has given
lar star a few j-ears ago.
up the screen and

now on

is

the legitimate

stage.

—

V. L. B. Xo photographs of players are
brought out in book form but you will
find the names of companies selling indi\-idual
photographs in the advertising
columns of Picture-Pl.w M.-\gazixe.

Thelma

D.

— Some

record—

read

^>-ou've

The Oracle

for four years and never
Grace
asked a question of j'our own.
Cunard is still on the screen. She appeared in "A Daughter of the Law" and
"The yian Hater.'' Francis Ford is devoting his lime mostly to directing these
His latest pictures are "Thunderdays.
3.1ahlon
bolt Jack" and "Cyclone Bliss.''

Hamilton,

]\lilton Sills,

and Harrison

I-"ord

Yes, W'allie Reid was
a newspaper man before going on the
screen. He was born in i8g2 and has one
son, Wallace, Jr., familiarly known as
Billy.
Kenneth Harlan played the lead in
"Alamma's Affair" opposite Constance
"The Conquest of Canaan"
Talmadge.
are leading men.

ago and Thomas
Meighan, Doris Kenyon, and Diana Allen
are busy on new pictures. Jack Pickford
was born in 1896 and Alary in 1893.

was

finished

Hele^t

long

—You

have

to write
Johnny Walker himself for his photograph. Address at the end of The Oracle.
CerIt is customary to inclose a quarter.
I'll look for
tainly you maj- write again.
a long letter next time.

B.

Wattixg AIary.

will

—Jane

Cowl

did

not

"Common Clay." This was a
Fannie Ward picture. Margaret Gibson,
Edna Goodrich, and Ann Alurdock are

play

in

.

not on the screen at present.
you're happy.

Avenue.

New

Richard Barthelmess

husband of Mary Hay; Dorothy
Gish is Mrs. James Rennie: Norma T;dmadge is ATrs. Joseph Schenck; arid I
is

the

thought everybody

knew

that

Mary

Pick-

ford was Airs. Douglas Fairbanks. Alice
Brady is married to James Crane, bul
recently filed suit for divorce.

H. J. S.—Lillian Gish was born
She is not married.

in 1896.

— Stars

answer as many of their
they can, but

if

they

answered every one of the hundreds they
get they wouldn't have ^ny time left to
Alaybe you'll be lucky enough to
act.
Jack Dempsey is
get a personal letter.
not a movie actor he made one picture,

$10,000
a year and more
has coine to men
through reading
this little Book.
Send for it today.
-

—

the serial "Dare-devil Jack."

A

Hk;h-School

Girl.

— Realh-,

Louise,

you have the wisdom of eight3^ If all
girls felt as you do about completing their
before trying to get into the

education

movies there'd be less heartbreaking disAnita Stewart is the perillusionment.
You ask
sonification of pep and health.
what actor was born in Honolulu
Alayl^e fift}- were born there.

W.

K.

J. J.

— Cullen

Landis appeared

in

"The Infamous Miss Revell," and "The
Old Nest," "Snow Blind," and "The Night
Don't mention

Rose."

that Brings

it.

—

Paper Doll. Please don't remind me of
wheel chairs and collections. I'll get there
soon enough.
But if you'll keep your
promise to wheel me around I'll entertain
you with all the movie news. Your ques-

Aniaziii^Junips

tion about Lillian Gish has been answered.
KenDoroth}- Green was born in 1895.

neth Harlan was Connie's leading

man

mEarnings

in

"Lessons in Love."

— Why

do so manj- girls like to
called Bobbie?
Send for the psychology experts. \\'allace Reid was born
in 1892.
Agnes Aj^res
Yes, I like him.
is in her twenties and is a blonde.
Yes,
"The Four Horsemen'' was a great picture. You're pardoned for the spelling of
"-\pocalypse."
It's a mean w^ord to imBobbie.

book has shown hur
T HIS wonderful
pay
from
men

be

small
dreds of
the wu.v
It has
jobs to magnificent eai'uings.
they
mone.v
than
bigger
brought
dreamed possible to men in all parts of
the country, engaged in all lines of
Suddenly, as if by m.ngic. they
work.
have stepped up to big positions that
pay them five, ten and fifteen times as
much money as the.y ever made before.
For example. Charles A. Berry of
Winterset. Iowa, who has been a farmhand at .$50 a month, now reports
earnings of over .$1,000 a month.
C.
W. Campbell of Greensburg, Pa., writes
that his income for thirty days is
$1.,t62 and Oeorge W. Kearns stepped
from a .$60 a month job to earnings of
.$524 in two weeks.

pose on poor movie fans.

AIabel

N.

with

— Zena

She

Selznick.

Keefe

is

pla^-ed in "After

Conway

Tearle.

still

with

Midnight"

Sometimes

plaj-crs

various companies for a
special picture. That explains your seeing
her in a Cosmopolitan production.
are loaned to

—

Inquisitive Thirteen. I'm surprised at
your not knowing that Gareth Hughes
v,"as

Tommy

Miss

AIc.A-voj'

Realart

in

"Sentimental

Just One Step From
Small Pay to Big Money

Tommy."

was elevated to stardom by
work in this picture.
Mason and \^iola Dana are sisters.

What these men and hundreds of
others like them have done, you can
do.
Their good fortune came to them
in an amazingly easy way through the
help of tile National Salesmen's Training Association.
They have found
their success in the great field of
Salesmanship the biggest paying, most
fascinating branch of modern business.
They are all Master Salesmen no-.v
yet a- short time ago the.v had never
had a day's selling experience.

her

for

ShirlejTheir real

name

was born

in

N^azimova
Russia i'l
Irene
Treman is married.
1879.
Treman is her husband's name. She was
born in 1893. Addresses at the end of The
is

Flugrath.

Yalta,
Castle

Crimea,

—

Oracle.

C.^rdwell M.
shortly

—

York.

Dick.

letters personall}- as

I'm glad

AIich.
After filling two
whole pages with questions and inclosing
stamp and everything, you forgot the litI cannot
tle detail of signing your name.
advise you about getting into the movies
if I did there wouldn't be room for anyPicture- Play has recently
thing else.
published a booklet, though, that w'ill
answer all your questions. "Your Chance
As a Screen Actor" is the name and it
Adcan be had for twenty-five cents.
dress your order to the book department.
Street & Smith Corporation, 79 Seventh

Tecumseh,

107

— Beatrice Dominguez died

after

Horsemen,"

in

No Cost — No

completing "The Four
which she played the

Spanish dancer.

Eugenia

L.

— "The

Norma Talmadge's

Wonderful Thing"

free: Simply mail the coupon today.
addition you will read how you too can
become a Master Salesman in your spare
time at home—and how tlie Free Employment
Service of the X. S. T. A. will assist you in
securint; a Sales position as soon as you are
qn^ilified and ready.
Just mail the coupon

Ethel
probably write about Norma
in an early issue. You know she has gone

is

Sands

lutely

latest release.

In

will

to California to visit all the studios there
and as Aliss Talmadge is on the coast
now they will most likely meet each other.
Don't you wish 3"ou were Ethel Sands ?

easily

NOW.

National

—

—

Salesmen's

Tramingf Association,

I

Dept. 30-B, Chicago,

—

Interested. Whaddaye mean, "Cowboy
by birth?" ^^'illiam S. Hart wasn't exactly horn in the saddle
in fact he came
into the world at N'ewburgh, New York,
and I can conceive of nothing more uncowboylike than Newburgh but he w-ent
West at a tender age. Although he lived
there fo.r a nurhber of years he was never
a professional cow-boy. Dorothv Gish was
born in Dayton. Ohio in 1898. Your questions about Lillian have already been answered. Francis X. Bushman and Beverly
Bayne are still touring in vaudeville.

Obligation

The same oDDortunity that brought them such
Great, sudden success, is now open to you.
The
S-ime remarkable little Book that showeil them
the way to bin money is offered to you abso-

III.

National Salesmen's Training Association,
Dept. 30-B, Chicago.

III.

Please send me free the Book that brings amazing
jumps in earnings. Also Free Proof that I can become
a Master Salesman and information about your Free
Employment Seryice and list of business lines with

openings for Salesmen.

Name
Address

City

State

—
Advertising Section
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Fan.

RiDGEWooD

The Other Day

Two

I

was Watching

Fellows Exercising
One was

Gymnasinm

a

in

straininjr desper-

ately to do the same feats
of strengrth his ccmpanions were accompIiFhinp-.
cllorts
Li i s
wt'io in vain. He

but

did not have the
iihysique anil liis
\v e r f
inetliods
wrun-.
entirely

Close
tine

by was u
robust man

every

whoso

suiout.jly

iini.-ele

he

as
ri|H»U'd
went thront;li

Ins

it

tiuiu-'.h

play.

lie

;;ie..t

a.;-

,

of

strung

men and

|jiujiv-r

Miner

-:

where

asked

Unaek

cuntractidLj.
niy
;;ralHjed

U

a d

a

and

was born
1893, and

hawieiice. oiis' ijf
New York's well
known s t r t, n g

satisfied

nuii.

week

the thousands of
letters

w

into

h

i

e

in

mv

ins

^y;^tllH.

Self praise means
n o t h i n - so 1
le ive
it
to
my

pupils to publish

my achieveThey are

ments.

my best

argu-

JiAULK

E.

J.IEDERMAN

ments t lat the
Liederman pru.iessive system is the
perfect "Muscular Development."

The Answer
Why

did

the^'e

is

road

sitre

to

Simple

two men work side by side

the

in

One
results?
bavih-r than the other but he
burned up bis vitality anti destroyed his body.
wbi!e the other had learned the science of muscular
contr.iction, which not ordy brings a rapid increase
in the ileveiopnient nf muscle, but makes it possible
to acccmiplish double the
results with the sime
amnuiit of deve'opment.
This is the secret of my
own success.
After ye rs nf soientilic study and
applicatio!!. I discovered the trvie basis of mnsrular
The
ilevelopnr.'nt and applied it to mv own body.
,]i st
imagine a system
result wa.s
astoundin*;.

same gynnia.num
apparently

'

sncli

witli

>

would do twice the wor' <*f any ottier ni less
It is this very system that I
than half the time.
tliat

am now
among

imparting;
le^Klers

th.?

to
in

My

others.

both

atliletic

flie

are

now

world

and

pupils

$1 ,000

in

Don't Delay
"He who

duction,

—

is
ve yourself from a
lost"
I et
this day be the
of misery an<l despair.
of a new life and a l)i^;ger one.
Success is
knocking at your door.
Do not turn her away for
Strength,
she has big thinL's in store for you

hesitates

life

start

Anxious,

The m::n
impulse.

The 8th Edition of

My

who succeeds

is

Pick ford has not reborn in Toronto,
Canada, in
1896 and educated at St.
Francis Military Academy, Xew York.

"MUSCULAR DEVELOPMENT"
is

just

off

the

press.

It

tells the secret, and is
2(i fu'l page photograph.s

hantlsomely illustrated with
of myself and some of the wdvM's l-est athletes
whom I have trained, also fidl particulars of my
splendid offer to you.
The valuable l)ttok and
special ofTer will be sent to you on receipt of only
10 cents, to cover cost of wrapping and mMling.
Sit right down now ami fill in the coupon.
The sooner
you get started on the road to hea'th and strength
the easier it will he to reach perfect manhood.
Don't drag along one day long'T— mail the coupon

today.

EARLE

E.

Department 1402, 305

LIEDERMAN
Broadway, New York City

EARLE

E. LIEnERMAN.
Dept. 1402, 305 Broadway,

—

New Tork

City.

enolnpe herewith lOf for which you
Sir:
T
are to send me, without any obligation on my part
whatever, a copy of your latest hook, "Muscular
Development,"
(Please write or print plainly.)

Dear

Name
Address
€lty

He

Hfxen
mother

in

Betty,— Mary Carr was the
"Over the Hill," Write me
get letters

and answer

Blond Blonde,— May iMcAvoy was born
New York in 1901, That is her correct name.
She has dark hair and blue
in

eyes.

Fm

sure she'd send you a photoBetter inclose a quarter, though.

—

Eleanore C. There's no getting away
from it, Eleanore, Conrad X;;gcl is a
blond with blue eyes. I know dark hair
and eyes are considered more romantic,
but judging from your letter }-ou don't
think less of Conrad because he was born
a blond.

Write to him
Conrad is married

photograph.

Helms.

seen soon in a picture.
end of The Oracle.

Dorothy N.

Yes,

she's pretty.
Paradise" is his latest picture.
you'll like it.

Ruth

to

"A

Fool's
sure

Fm

—

Pauline's Admirer. The December issue had a rotogravure picture of Pauline
Frederick and the January issue a fine
story, illustrated.
That ought to satisfy
you.
She is starrin.g for R-C pictures.
Her latest picture is "The Lure of Jade,"
reviewed in this issue. Write me some
more news from England,
the screen,

—Lottie Pickford

Mae Marsh

will

is still

on

probably be

— Pola

Addresses

Xegri

is

a

at the

Famous

"The Last Payment"
and "The Red Peacock" are two of her
Players star now.

Write

pictures.

latest

her personally

to

lor a photograph.

—

A. W-. I never heard of Henr\- Edwards, or the picture "Xature's Gentleman." Mr. Edwards must be an English
actor since you saw the' picture in England.

—

You sign your"Betty Compson Fan'' and yet j'ou
never mention Betty.
What sliameful
neglect! William S. Hart is not married
to a blonde
not married at all, in fact.
Xo, he's not half Indian. Remember me
Betty Compson Fan.

self

—

to

Theda when 30U

see her.

—

Th.vnk You. You won't "look in vain"
for the handsome Ward Crane's address
this time.

—

Elite Fan. Certainly I think McLeansboro, Illinois, deserves more up-to-date
pictures than "The Clodhopper" and "Jordan is a Hard Road.
cannot get
I
any information about the latter. It is
probablj- so old that people have forgotten
it.
It is not mentioned in the list of Owen
Moore and the Gish sisters' pictures.
"The Clodhopper" is probably a reissued
"

tilm.

—

A. AT. F. Donald Crisp and Donald
Hall are two different people.
Donald
Crisp was the one you saw in "Broken
Blossoms."

Barbara
fi\-e

madge

B.

— Irene

Castle

five

is

Treman

Constance

seven inches;

feet,

is

Tal-

five.

feet,

—Ralph Graves

recently married
Marjorie Seaman. They met at the Griffith studio during the filming of "Dream
Street" and fell in love with each other
m\ the spot. What could be more thrillMarjorie is going to play in picing?
tures and Ralph is at present working opposite Colleen Moore in "Sent For Out,"
a Rupert Hughes-Goldwyn production.
He has been on the screen two years and
His hair is brown
is about twenty-one.
and his eyes are blue, but I've never been
near enough to see if his cheeks are pink.
]\fANDY.

—

W. M. B. You have the right idea.
The only way to get a thing is to go after
it.
"The Affairs of .'\natol" has been resome time. Wallace Reid's hair is
brown. His son has appeared with
I\Irs. Wallace Reid in "Pat O'Paradise,"
but whether he will support his father in
leased
light

a picture

can't say.

I

—

Ann

K. A\] your questions
Rudolph Valentino w'ere answered,

Joseph

I,

S,

—Anne Luther was

about

born in

X^ewark, X^ew Jersey, in 1894. "X^eglected
Wives" for Wistaria Productions is her
latest release.

Anne

is

five feet, five inches,

weighs one hundred and twenty-nine
pounds and has titian hair and blue eyes.
X^ow, forget all the
thinking of me,

personally for his

Just a Fan.
State

was

again.
I love to
questions.

graph.

Latest Book!

—Jack

married.

:

health and happiness.
the one who oljeys that

—

Grace Cunard is still in pic"The Alan Hater" is a recent reShe is married to Joe !Moore, a
lease.
brother of Tom and Owen,
A, P. B.

tures,

One

re'-em ly xvus given a single
a contest for tlie most perfect
man, while many are living a life of ease through
the money they receive by teaching othets.

world.

l)usiness
prize of

Xew

ojiposite

wctrked

—

Leatrice Joy was born
Orleans, Louisiana, and educated
at the Sacred Heart .\cadcm>- there. Alter
eight months in '^tuck she entered pictures,
placing with William Farnum, Bert Lytcll,
Then she
and J. Warren Kerrigan,
joined the Goldwyn company, pla\ing in
"Bunty PulLs the Strings," "A Tale of
Two Worlds," and "The Xi.ght Rose,"
She is now taking a leading role in "Saturday Xight," the latest Cecil De !\Iille pro-

Southern Fan.

]i

mv

eonmuTid-

office

—

V'aleska Suratt,
a motor accident in 1917.
Lillian \\'alker, Bcverh- Bayne, and Francis X, Bushman are in vaudeville.

passes that I do
nut hear of such
eases.
it W(nild
take many volumes to eontain

stream

?

J, ^^'arren Kerrigan, Edna
^fayo and William Courtlcigh are still in
pictures,
Florence Labadie was killed in

Many
a

Bh'the

in

Blui; Eviis,

Only One
of

was born
Betty

in

Los Angeles, California, in
is married to Paul Scardon, a
director.
Bctt\' Ross Clarke was born in
Langdon, Xorth Dakota, She is married
Pearl While has
to a nonprofessional.
dark red hair but no freckles. Are you

ex-

claimed
Jiiederman.
Mr.
I'm mighty t;l;;d
I'm
to meet you.
one of your pupils." lie turned
out to be Ariiii;r

Hardly

—

—

"Why.

:

is

O, U. Tommy Aleighan is married to
Frances Ring.
1 11
let him know 3'our
preference for dress-suit roles. Constance
Yes,
is
the youngest Talmadge girl.
Wallie really plays all those musical instruments.
So you never saw Gloria
Swanson or Bctt\' Bljthe? You have my
S3mpalhy.
Jackie Lodgan is six years
old and was born in Nevi" York Cit}'. Cullen Landis is twenty-six, and was born
in Xashville, Tennessee.
His hair is his
own, naturally curly, gnaramecd.
Jack
I.

Ell.\ E,
Lloyd Hughes
Bisbee, Arizona, in 1899.

niuseu-

(if

lie

lar

in

he
the

learne.l

hail

Wayne

His latest appearance
"The Snob" with Wanda Hawley.

Holt is his real name. Did you know he's
a star now? He was born in Winchester,
Virginia.
Glad\s Walton was born in
Her curls are natural.
1904.

iuin hu'tluiils,
1 introilneeil myseit'
tu t.ns se, und ni a n a ii d
tr,;

was

— Richard

pictures.

in

still

mean

things you were

—

CoNNY', I have no information about
Edith IMav. What company is she with?
Rex Beach is a famous author he has

—

written a great many screen plaj-s, among
them "The Spoilers," which, by the way,
was the first lon.g feature ever made
"The Auction Block," "Heart of the Sunset," "The X^orth Wind's I\Ia1ice," and
"Rainbow's End," "The Iron Trail" is
the first of a series of special pictures he
is producing with his own company for

—

United

Artists,

—

Ina Jean, Jack Hoxie
and unmarried. Address
The Oracle,

is

at

twenty-nine
the end of

Advertising Section
KiTTiE.

— Of

course

I

don't

object
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to

your questions. If you didn't ask them, I
wouldn't have a job. So ease your conscience on that point. Your question about
Thomas Meighan has been answered.
There are lots of good-looking men single
but not lonesome. Constance Talmadge
married John Pailoglou.
The working

Trial

Bottle

—

Free

name

of the picture is '"The Divorcee."
never heard of a Catherine Bush.
There's a Mae Busch, working for Universal, and Catljeri;!^, Culvert played in
a picture called The Career of Catherine Bush."
i\Iaybe that's where you got
I

Coupon
Below

See

'

the name.

—

Your writing is strangely familbut the last time I heard from you,
you were "Jack."
How many names
have you anyhow? Maxine Elliott did
not play with Mae ^larsh in "Nobody's
Kid." Maxine is a prominent stage star
and appeared only in one picture, several
years ago.
I
never heard of Scena
Oliver.
Perhaps you mean Seena Owen
now in Cosmopolitan productions. Gail
Kane is returning to the screen after a
long absence.
Tom.

iar,

Aurora

Orealis.

B.

— The

Nothing to Wash Off

cranberry

Forbes

Off

You aren't compelled to keep your hair dry when you
restore it with Mar>' T. Goldman's Hair Color Restorer.
There is nothing to wash or rub off because it isn't
a crude dye, but a real restorer, clean and clear as

wine intrigues me. I hope you keep your
promise to send me some. The parts of
Claudia in "The Prince Chap" at the ages
of three, nine, and eighteen were played
respectively by
Charlotte
("Peaches")
Jackson, ]\Iay Giraci, and Lila Lee. "The
Passing of the Third Floor Back" was a
stage play, featuring
a legitimate actor.

Rub

or

water.

You can safely dry it in the sun, because the restored color is perfectly natural no streaks or discoloration to betray you.
Just the satisfaction and
joy of beautiful, youthful hair which takes ten years

—

off

Robertson,

your age.

Very

easily

—

applied,

You do

certain.

it

with

results
safe,
sure
in private, with no

yourself,

and
one

MARY
Goldman

1352

T.

T.
1362 Goldman Bldg., St. Paul. Minn.

Please
T.

send

me

MARY T. GOLDMAN'S
Hair Color Restorer

your

free

trial

bottle

black....

jet

my

hair

black....

medium brown....

of

The

Goldman's Hair Color Restorer.

natural color of

!

GOLDMAN

Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.

GOLDMAN

MARY
Mary

to guess your secret.

Just a Lassie. The inconsistency of
woman
You were French at the beginning of your note and Scotch at the
end.
What were you in the middle?
Goodness, everybody is asking about
Rudy. You'll find everything you want
to know in the letter,, at the head of The
Oracle.
I hope he never goes to Newport, Kentucky
I'd feel sorry for your
boy friends.
Dick Barthelmess has no
children.
Write again. I enjoyed your

Mail the Coupon^
Send for the free trial bottle and test as
directed on a single locl<.
Watcli the srav
disappear and tlie natural color return.
When the restoration is complete and you
know how natural and beautiful you can
make your hair, get a full-sized bottle, from
your drugKist or direct.

is

dark brown....
light

brown

Name

—

letter.

Peggy

S.

— Conway

New York

in

1880.

^

Face Powder
Tearle was born in
He is married to

Adele Rowland, a legitimate actress. He
is appearing on the stage in New York in
"The Mad Dog." He will not desert the
screen, however.

^r\c^
iJvJ^Pow
Pre War Price
Per Box

IHtHEHAinDliE
earn
Youyourcan spare

from $1 to $2 an hour in
time writing show cards.
Quickly and easily learned by our new simple
method. No canvassing or soliciting, we teach
you how, guarantee you steady work at home
and pay you cash each week. Full particulars

"Queen of Toilet
ders" The favorite o

AMERICAN SHOW CARD SCHOOL

Superior, Wis. "The Golden Snare"
was a First National picture. "Kazan"
was produced by William N. Selig. Rich-

three generation:

238 Ryrie Building,

ard

ous.

—

Barthelmess
is
five
inches
Sessue Hayakawa
seven and a half.
;

feet,
is

five

seven
feet,

—

Her
J-

and

—Frank

J.

is

five

feet,

The7 may be danger-

mail.

Flesh.

White,

Over two
sold

million

annually.

Send 10c for a
sample box.
BEN. LEVY CO.
French Perfumera, Dept.
125 Kingston

St.,

any

Mayo was

An /ifea
Fay A Mavis Staf?

He

W.

P.

B.

— Richard

Barthelmess

never on the stage, except in amateur
productions at Trinity College. His first
screen appearance was in "War Brides."
He was born in New York City in 1895.
A.

B.—William S. Hart has ofannounced that he will continue
pictures for Paramount.
His
release is "Three Word Brand."
other questions have been an-

R.

ficially

making
latest

Your

swered.

—

Pickford Fan. I don't know
is going to make another picShe and Doug are in Europe now.

i\Iary

when Mary
It

is

rumored

picture to be

that they will costar in a

made

in

France.

NO MONEY

your examination. First
payment to be made
only after you have
convinced yourself that
SWEET values cannot
be equalled.
If not
what you wish return
at our expense.

WRITE FDR
THE MOVIES

was

B/gManEyJ/f/t —
Ideas

moving picture
wanted by producers
for

plays

SPEOM

Big prices paid for accepted material
Submit ideas
and

amination

in any form at once for our free exadvice.
Previous experience un-

necessary.
Tills is not a school.
We have no course, plan,
book, system or other instruction matter to sell you.

A strictly bona fide service for those
turn their talents into dollars.
An Interesting Booklet

"The Photoplay

in

who would

the Making"

BRISTOL PHOTOPLAY STUDIOS
New York,

Svreet's Cluster
7 Fine Diamonds, set
in Flutinura.
Looks
like 1^; ct. Solitaire

Only $3.80

N. Y.

Tape— No

No Red
Every

transaction

FIDENTIAL.

NOW

Delay

CONdon't

to

Dept. 502-O

.

Capital $1,000,000

THE HOUSE OF QUALITr

LWswi
BROA
(650-1660

You

do justice to yourself and
your dollars unless you inspect our unusual values
in
Diamonds. Watches,
Jewelry, Silverware, Leather Goods,
etc.
Send
TODAY for SWEE'J DeLuxe Catalogue.
Write

a montln.

Sent free for the asking.

Suite 602 E, Bristol Building,

months' credit on
from the SWEET
IN ADVANCE.
Shipment made for

article select;ed

/f^K^ Ybu

born in 1886

recently
married
Dagmar Godowsky.
Write again, and don't forget the poem.

ture.

^FECIAL TERMS -Ten

Boston,

catalogue.

eleven and a half.

Toronto, Canada

Pink or Cream, 5T)c a
box of druKfrista or by

latest is "Conflict."

R.

free.

Refuse Substitutes

boxes

Eleanor V. M. You must mean "The
Wildcat of Paris," starring Priscilla
Dean.
Miss Dean is with Universal.

and booklet

|

—

)
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Advertising Section

—

Daisy R. So jNIonte Blue is your favorite ?
He was born in Indianapolis,
Indiana, in 1890 and educated at Purdue
University.
After two years in vaude-

ASPIRIN

he

ville

Name "Bayer" on Genuine

—

almost

like

the movies

every one else in
his screen career with

— began

Then he played with Douglas
Fairbanks, Mary Pickford, Ethel Clayton,
2\lary Miles Minter, and various other
stars.
Now Monte is one of our most
popular leading men, and back under the
direction of the man he started with, for
he's playing in Griffith's "The Two Orphans."
He has brown hair and eyes
and is married to a nonprofessional. So
far as I know no song has been dedicated to him.
Griffith.

You

too can learn to play

your favorite instrument
Wonderful borne study music lessons under great
American and European teachers. Endorsed by
Paderewski. Master teachers guide and coach you.
Lessons a marvel of simplicity and completeness.
The only recognized Conservatory of Music giving lessons by the UNIVERSITY EXTENSION

Beware
Unless you see the name "Bayer"
on package or on tablets you are not getting
genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians
!

twenty-one

for

and

years

proved

Take Aspirin only

millions.

METHOD.

The ideal of a genuine Conservatory of Music for
home study based upon legsons containing the cream

by

safe

of the life's teaching experience of Master Musicians,
reinforced by the individual instruction of spe-

as told in the

cialists, is

Bayer package for Colds, Headache, Neuralgia,
Rheumatism, Earache, Toothache,

Lumbago, and

Handy

for Pain.

tin

boxes of

twelve

Bayer Tablets of Aspirin cost few

cents.

Druggists also

Aspirin
facture

mark

the trade

is

sell

larger packages.
of

I

of

Salicylt

icacid.

—

Write, telling us course you are
Anv inSirUineni.
Inefviimomf interestedin—Plano.
/\ny
Harmony.
Voice, Public School Music, Violin, Comet, Mandolin, Guitar,
Banjo, or Reed Organ— and v?e will send our Free Catalog
with details of course you want. Send now.

Bayer Manu-

Monoaceticacidester

of

I

now attained.

The instruction of a master the individual
touch of an accomplished teacher— is yours to
command from the very moment you enroll.
The University Extension Conservatory, by adopting the
Peraonal Instruction Method, has placed home nousic study
beyond question as to results. Anyone can learn at home.

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY
497 Siegel-Myers Building

DI/IMONDS

Chicago,

Illinois

Stop Snuffling
Get rid of nasty Catarrh. vSton sneezing, hawking, spiltins and cousliinK.
weren't born with that itistjusting
it because your
Kidneys, and
all otlier orcans designed to eliminate
functioning
waste matter
are
not
Now your vitality is failins.
pronerly.
your tongue is coated, your breath is
foul and your Nose. Throat. Lungs
and every part of your body are
Don't
loaded with Catarrh poisons.
waste your time and money on dope
and drugs, spraj's and wasbes. pills
These can never help
and powders.

—

Olive E. T. Clyde Fillmore was Tom
Jaffrey in "Sham," opposite Ethel Clayton.

—

H. V. W. Doris Pawn played opposite
Will Rogers in "The Guile of Women."
J. P. McGowan played the lead in "Cold
Steel," an R-C picture.

Colleen

I

I

Genuine Diamonds
Prices Greatly Reduced
far Catalog, It is free^
Write for Free Wonderful
Bargain Catalog today.
Credit Terms fully ex
plained. Amazing money-

Send

saving prices on Dia-

The only way to gain relief is
you.
to drive out the waste matter and
build
up your body all of it

monds, Watches and
Diamond
Rings reduced to $50.

Jewelry.

—

S75

J

tbrough

RinKS reduced to^
S66.75 Proportionate re-

Nature's

T..aws.

$100

STRONGFORTtSM—The

ductions

ence

on

other

Dia-

mond Rings from $160 up
—you save one-third.

of

Health

Modern

Promotion

will

Sci-

and restore every part of your
body and aid Nature in forever banishing Catarrh and all other ailments.
guarantee

Tha Lady Louise Diamond
BIng, enlarged to ehow the

it.

Mention the subjects on which you
want special information and send

exquisite mounting, ia Solid
14-K Green Gold; Diamom
Bet In Solid White Gold,

with 10c for postage, etc.. on my
"Practical Talk on Catarrh" and my
free book. "Promotion and Conservation of Health. Strength and Mental
Energy." Send for tliem Right Now.

9125 Values reduced to

OP
$QQ.33 Cash
Credit
Solid Gold Wrist Watches, S26
up. Gold Filled, «15 up. Men's

UONEL STRONGFORT

Watcbee, Guaranteed. S17.50 up.

UBEBTY BONDS ACCEPTED

v-

^s&VmaOm

THE NATIONAL JEWELERS
Oept.K.927

lOS N. State St.

CHICAGO,

STORES

IN

j

ILL.

i':;^tr^1

New

is

— "Buck"

Jones has changed his
Charles Jones.
He has been
formally christened Charles because he
has no record of his birth and didn't
know who his parents were or where he
was born. His first release under the
new name is "Riding With Death."
Louise.

name

to

Fanny.
ture

is

— Gloria

Swanson's

pic-

latest

Wallace

"Don't Tell Everything.''

Reid and Elliott Dexter are also featured.
Walter Long has the role of Captain
Kifchcll in "Moran of the Lady Letty,"
Dorothy Dalton's latest picture.

Helen
Speed

R.

— Bebe

Daniels' latest

The

Girl."

Bebe's famous
speeding.

storj^

ten-day

is

stay

"The
on

is

based
in

jail

for

Charley iM.— Fritzi Brunette

York.

Jack

is

Holt's leading woman in his second star
picture "The Devil Driver."
Dorothy
Davenport, who is Mrs. Wallace Reid,
will return to the screen in a Lester

Cuneo production "Pat O'Paradise." Her
son

small

will

also

Reid will
Wallace Reid."

use

]\Irs.

Bound volumes of PiCTURE-rLAY Magazine
now ready. Price $3.00 per volume. Address
Subscription Department, Street & Smith Corporation. 79-SO Seventh Avenue.

LEADING CITIES

favorite

re-

build

Cash or Credit

— Your

playing in Rupert Hughes' latest
story
for
Goldwyn
opposite
Ralph
Graves.
The title is "Sent For Out."
Will Rogers has gone back to vaudeville,
but only for a short time.
His latest
release is "Doubling for Romeo."

You

disease. You acquired
Luntis. Liver, Bowels.

]\1oore F.\n.

now

.'Xlice

sweet

be in
the

the

picture.

name

"Mrs.

Calhoun Fan. — Yes, Alice is a
Her next picture will be

girl.

from Barrie's
Paramount is also making
a version of "The Little Minister" with

"The Little
famous play.
Betty

El
their choice
1

wear Corodite diamonds and are proud of them.

Wear a Corodite Diamond
Make

this test.

You

Wear a Genuine Corodite
by side on the same finger for 10 days. If

and a diamond side
you or your friends can tell the difference, return the Corodite.
You won' t be out a sinple penny.
you decide to keep the ring,
the price printed here is all you pay. No installment catches.

Remember, only Corodites

h;ive exactly the

same cutting as

genuine stones. Don't be deceived. Choose your ring
No. 1 — Ladies' Tiffany Style 14K Gold S. Ring . . .
No. 2— Gents' Heavy Be'cher 14K Gold S. Ring . .
No. 3— Gents* Massive Hexagon Platinum Finished .
No.4'-Ladies' Carved Platinum Finished

E.

RICHWINE

CO.,

II

.

.
.

S2.84
S3. 48
$4.27
$3.96

ufeVa„T™o,tf\4",™a'b%Te"i^^^^^^^
WHITE PLATINUM finish and bear an UNQUALIFIED 20-YEAR
GUARANTEE. Hnndsome silk and velvet hned art leather case
free with each

rinj^.

SEND NO MONEY

fe1,°d%r/n?^,"e!y'd^L"i„''dTu'™b/r"„1
ring wanted and size aa shown by strip of paper fittinii: end to
end around finder joint. Your ring will come by return mail.
When ring arrives deposit amount shown with postman. If you
decide not to l*eep ring after 10 days' wear, send it bacic and
your money will be immediately returned. Could a Fairer,

Squarer offer be made

333 South Dearborn

7

role.

Forrest Stanley

is

—

M. Mary Glynne is an English acmaking pictures for Famous PlayShe played
ers at their London studios.
in "The Call of Youth" and "The Prin"The Inner Chamcess of New York."

Prove this yourself. Sole Importers of Genuine Corodite Diamonds.

lO DAYS FREE

risk nothing.

leading

"Enchantment."
her leading man.
is

tress,

^GET THIS WONDERFUL RING. IF YOU CAN TELL IT FROM A GENUINE DIAMOND SEND IT BACK
These amazing, beautiful CORODITE diamonds positively match genuine diamonds in every way
same glitter,
flash and dazzling play of living rainbow fire. They, alone, stand the diamond tests, including the terrific
acid test. Even lifetime diamond experts need all their experience to see any difference,
That'3 why people who can take

I'lll

the

in
latest

ber"
I

Compson

Marion Davies'
S.

i^al

—

J

Minister"

SEND TODAY.

Street, Dept. 53, Chicago,

III.

is

a recent Alice Joyce picture.

Thelma

J.

— Yes,

Alice Terr^- recently

married Rex Ingram. She has finished
"Turn to the Right" and is engaged for
the leading role in "The Prisoner of
Zenda," both Rex Ingram productions.
Lois Wilson plays the title role in "Miss
Lulu Bett.
George Fawcett played the
leading role in "Silas Marner," from the
Crauford Kent,
story bv George Eliot.
Marie Edith Wells, Marguerite Courtot,
Emily Chichester, Hugh Cameron, and
Helen Rowland are in the cast.

Advertising Section
Otto

F.

— "The

and

Girl in the Taxi"

"My Lady

Friends" are the latest Mr.
and Airs. Carter de Haven comedies.
Harold Lloyd's latest release is "Never

Weaken."

Mae Murray Fan. —"Peacock

Alley" is
production by her own company.
It was directed by her husband,
Robert Leonard.
"Put anc^ Take" will
he their next joint offering.
Helene
Chadwick was born in Chadwick, N. Y.
The town was named for her family.
She is a leading lady in Goldwyn pro-

Mae's

first

Her

ductions.

release

latest

"Danger-

is

ous Curve Ahead," opposite Richard
Joe.

—

know when Marguerite
make another picture. Her

don't

I

Clark will

was
H.

last

Mrs.

l5ix.

"Scrambled Wives."
Palmerson Williams

She
off

screen.

S.— Edith

Jackson

Universal and
in_

De

Cecil

is

Roberts has left
playing a leading role

Mille's

—

"Salome" and Ibsen's "A Doll's
House." They will be released through

^Vilde's

United Artists.
T. R. S.
the screen.

—Robert

Gordon

back on
His first appearance is in
"The Rosary," a Selig-Rork production,
and he will be seen in future pictures of
this company.
is

—

Wondering. Sigrid Holmquist is a
Swedish actress, known as the Swedish
Marv Pickford. She appears in Frances
Marion's

production for Cosmopolitan,
.A.round the Corner," so }-ou can
judge for yourself. Pat O'Malley is lead"Just

ing man for Miss DuPont in "Ropes."
In case you never heard of Miss DuPont,
she is Marguerite Armstrong.
Eric von
Stroheim, who directed her in "Foolish

Wives"

didn't
like
her name, so he
christened her Miss DuPont.
His inspiration must have run out because he
didn't give her a christian name— so she
will be known as plain Miss DuPont.

Kitty.

—"Idle

Hands"

is

the

title

of

George Arliss' next picture. "Rent Free"
is Wallace Reid's latest opus.
Lila Lee is
leading lady.
Pauline Starke will
support Thomas Meighan in "If You Be-

his

lieve

It,

It's

So."

—

Richard Dix Admirer. Ah, so you're
a victim of the handsome Richard, are
you? He was born in St. Paul, Minnesota, in 1894, and educated at the St.
Paul Central High School and the Uniof
Minnesota.
After several
years on the stage and in stock he felt
the call of the screen and jumped right
into leading roles.
He is now with Goldwyn.
Some of his latest pictures are
"All's Fair in Love," "Dangerous Curve
Ahead," "Yellow Men and Gold," and
"The Poverty of Riches." Richard is six
versity

weighs one hundred and sevpounds and has brown hair
and eyes. Lester Cuneo is six feet, one
inch and a half, weighs one hundred and
eighty pounds and has black hair and
gray eyes.
He is starring in his own
productions. Charlie Chaplin is five feet,
four, weighs one hundred and twenty-five
pounds, has brown hair and blue eyes.
"The Idle Class," a two-reel comedy, is
feet,

tall,

enty-eight

his latest release.

—

Theresa J. Louise Huff was born in
Columbus, Georgia. She is just five feet
tall, weighs one hundred and six pounds,
has fair complexion, blond hair, and violet ej'es.
She had an important role in
"Disraeli," starring George Arliss, and
will play opposite Dick Barthelmess in
his second independent starring production.

1^*

Anna

C. S.— Ethel Sands' impressions
Lillian
Gish were printed in the
March, 1921, issue of Picture- Plav, and
those of Richard Barthelmess in the June,

of

Miss Sands has met
1921, issue.
in California, and will tell

Reid

Wallace
you her

impressions soon.

—

Robert K. Ethel Clayton was
"The Girl Who Came Back."
This was a Paramount picture released
Elliott Dexter
about three years ago.
was leading man.
Mrs.

the star in

Bessie

K.

—A

course by mail

mo-

in

tion-picture acting could not help you get
into the movies.
Don't waste your time

and money on such schemes. Your other
questions have been answered.

"Saturday

latest,

Night."
Nazimova is making repertoire
films
the first will consist of Oscar

—

"Intolerance" was supposed to
L.
upward of a million dollars. Yes,
there were more people in "The Four
Horsemen" than in "The Birth of a NaRudolph Valentino is twenty-six.
tion."

M.

•cost

is

the

111

Mary
born

R.

B.

—^Raymond

was

Hatton

You Want to Earn
Big Money

Red Oak, Iowa.

Clyde Cook, the
Fox comedian, was an English music hall
favorite
before going on the screen.
Neither Barbara
Bedford nor Edna
Murphy was ever on the stage.
in

M. E. M.—Write to William
personally for his photograph.

Thelma

F.

— Sylvia

S.

f

And you

not he
you earn steady promotion. But are

you prepared for the job ahead of
you? Do you measure up to the
standard that insures success? For
a more resoonsible position a fairly
good education is necessary. To write

Hart

Ashton was the

fat

wife in "Old Wives for New.'' Kathryn
Perry was the chicken in Owen Moore's
picture
"The Chicken in the Case."
Pauline Frederick and Doris May are

R-C Pictures
Margaret

a sensible business letter, to prepare
estimates, to figure cost and to compute interest, you must have a certain
amount of preparation. All this you
must be able to do before you will

stars.

—

Your questions about
Cullen Landis have been answered.
His
L.

jNIargaret,

sister,

was born

Tennessee, and educated at

in

earn promotion.

Nashville,

Many

business houses hire no men
whose general knowledge is not equal to a

Ward Sem-

high school course. Why? Because big
business refuses to burden itself with men
who are barred from promotion by the lack
of elementary education.

inary.

—

Bobby. Jack Hoxie is twenty-nine, unmarried, and has been on the screen four
and a half years. "Hills of Hate" is his
latest
picture.
"Thunderbolt Jack" is
about six months old. The part of Bud
Morgan was taken by Alton Hoxie, a
brother of Jack.
I'm sure Jack would
send you a photograph.

Dolly W.
Meighan's
Road."

— Gladys
leading

the

Can You

Qualify for
Position?
Better
a

We have a plan whereby you can. We
can give you a complete but simplified high
school course in two years, giving you all
the essentials that form the foundation of
practical business. It will prepare you to
hold your own where competition is keen
and exacting. Do not doubt your ability, but
make up your mind to it and you will soon
have the requirements that will bring you
success and big money. YOU CAN DO IT.

George was Thomas
lady in "The Easy

Merrill P. Jones.
min'

—"The

Old Swim-

starring Charles Ray was
picture made entirely without

Hole,"
first

road to success.

—

Agnes
P.
S.
G. Gloria
Swanson,
Ayres, Jack Holt, Thomas Meighan, VValReid,

MacLean

how to get on the
It will not cost you a single
working hour. We are so sure of being able
to help you that we will cheerfully return to
you, at the end of ten lessons, every cent
you sent us if you are not absolutely satisfied.
What fairer offer can we make you ? Write
today. It costs you nothing but a stamp.
Let US show you

subtitles.

lace

satisfied unless

wilj

Elsie Ferguson,
are Paramoimt

and Douglas
Constars.

stance Binnej", Marj' Aliles Minter, May
McAvoy, Alice Bradj', Justine Johnstone,
and Bebe Daniels are Realart stellar

-

AMERICAN SCHOOL
Dept. H276 Drexet Ave. &. 5 8th

St.,

Chicago

lights.

—

Antonio Moreno was born
Madrid, Spain, in 1888. He was never
engaged to Viola Dana at least he never
Of course he reads his fan
told me so.
mail he'd rather go without his breakfast than miss it.

Evelyn M.

in

—

—

—

E. D. M.
One way to learn motionpicture photography is to take a job as
It
assistant camera man in some studio.
depends on the individual how long it
takes to master it. There are one or two
good schools, but they are very expensive.

A

—

Dorchester Fan. .'\ntrim Short is
five feet, seven and a half inches tall,
weighs one hundred and twenty-five
pounds, has medium brown hair and blue
He played with William S. Hart
eyes.
in "O'Malley of the jMounted," and in
the Vitagraph productions "The Son of
Wallingford" and "Black Beauty."

American School
Dept.

H27e

Chlcagclll.

Explain howl can quali fy for position checked:
.Lawyer $5,000 to $16,000
.Mechanical Engineer

Architect$5,000tol5,000

Building Contractor
S5,000 to $10,000

64,000 to $10,000
.Shop Superintendent
83,000 to $7,000

Antomobile Engineer
84,000 to $10,000

Automobile Repairman

.Employment Manager

$2,600 to $4,000

Civil

$4,000 to 310,000

Engineer

.steam Engineer

$5,000 to $16,000

Structural Engineer
$4,000 to $10,000

$2,000 to $4,000

.Foreman's Course

Business Manager

$2,000 to 84,000

$5,000 to $15,000

Sanitary Engineer

Certified Public Accountant $7,000 to $16,000
Accountant & Auditor

$2,000 to $5,000

.Telephone Engineer
$2,500 to $5,000

$2,500 to $7,000

Draftsman

&

.Telegraph Engineer
$2,500 to $6,000
High School Graduate
In two years
Fire Insurance Expert
$3,000 to $10,000

Designer

$2,500 to $4,000

Electrical

Engineer

$4,000 to $10,000

General Education
In one year

S^Name

„

Address..,

—

—
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Have A

Clear, Rosy,

M. M. You must have us confused with
some other magazine. The last interview
with Nazimova to be published in PicturePlay was in the Ma}-, 1920 issue.

Velvety Complexion

Gordon

ALL THE WORLD ADMIRES
A PERFECT COMPLEXION

named "The

C.

—Bert

Lytell

about thirtyhas been re-

is

His

Stop!
Don't

picture "Junk"
Wilfred Lytell
Idle Rich."
played in the Fox picture "Know Your
Men."
Harrison Ford plays opposite
six.

Norma Talmadge
and

Thing,"

in

"The

Gaston

Glass

man

Wonderful
Shirley-

is

"The Little
"Garments of Truth" and "The
Alien."
Hunch"- are two of Gareth Hu.ghes' starMason's

leading

in

ring pictures.

—

How.vrd

P.

— Rockcliffe

Fellowes

was leading man for Constance
madge in "In Search of a Sinner."

Lucy

AI.

— Stars'

salaries

The

$100 to $10,000 a week.
serial

"Hurricane

is

Bobbed Hair
Without Cutt'mg

VOUR hair may be too

Mrs. Rosa O. So far as we know
Wallace Reid has never played inider an^other name.

Mrs.

Do This

Tal-

range

from

latest

Pathe

starring

Hutch,''

Elinor Glyn is not
She just played a
actin.g in pictures.
small part in "The Great Moment,'' the
picture .'^hc wrote for Gloria Swanson.

Charles Flutchiiison.

^ straight or too thin
to look well if cut. But

you can have perfectly
bobbed hair without cutting—bobbed hair always
curled and fluffed— without
ruining your own hair.
Just slip the National Bob into place, attach
the ends with invisible hairpins, and you can
have all the youth and charm and style of a
perfect bob without sacrificing your own hair.
Also wonderful if your hair is already cut. No
more curling, burning or cutting.
Send a strand of your hair, and $10.00
We will send a National Bob, perfectly matched.
Satisf -tction absolutely guaranteed or money back. With
every National Bob we send six National Hair Nets
FREE. Send for free catalog. Artificial Eyelashes
$1.50

per pair.

NATIONAL HAIR GOODS CO.

— Alvin

Don'tdoubt— because

Igrive

you a guarantee \yhich

dispels doubt. I refer you t-^ women who testify to
the most astonishing and gratif.ving results. Your complexion may be of the muddiest, it may be hideously disfigured "with pimples, blackheads, whiteheads,
red spots, enlarged pores, wrinkles and other blemishes. You may have tried a dozen remedies. I do not
make an exception of any of these blemishes. I can
give you a complexion, soft, cleav, velvety beyond your
fondest dream.
And I do It in a few days. My statements are sober, serious, conscientious promises. I

want you
treatment

to believe, for I
will do.

know what my wonderful

YOU HAVE NEVER HEARD OF ANOTHER METHOD
LIKE MINE. SCIENTIFIC

My method

is

— DIFFERENT.

absolutely different.

It

has to he to

warrant my stateme7its. You know that. I get away
from all known methods of cosmetics, lotions, salves,
soaps, ointments, plasters, bandages, masks, vapor
sprays, massage, rollers, or other implements. There is
nothing to take. No diet, tasting or any interference
"whatsoever with your accustomed Avay of life. Sly
treatment is absolufely safe. II cannot in.iure the most
delicate skin. It is pleasant, even delightful. No messy,
greasy, inconvenient applications. Only a few minutes
a day required. Yet, results are astounding.
I want to tell you in detail about this wonderful
treatment. So send for my booklet. It is tree. You are
not obligated. Send no money. ,J\ist get the facts, the
indisputable proofs.
This is the one method that has
restored to beauty the complexions of tens ot thotisands of women.
Don't say your case is an exception.

Ton have my

to lose

14

—

unqualified promise. You have nothing
everything to gain. Mail Coupon today!

DOROTHY RAY
E. Jackson Blvd.

Suite 38,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

""3
I^Dorothy Ray,
I 14 E. Jackson Blvd., Suite 38, Chicago, III.
|
Free and without obligation send me your I
I booklet "Complexion Beautiful" telling
of your g
scientific,
harmless method of cleansing and I

I

H

beautifjing the complexion.

b

Name

_

Street

I

C. A. ^I. Jr.
tor of the l^'amous

Califm-nia.
Oracle.

in

tory-

The

of

Hari'cy

pla_\-cd

lar

A SlimandFigure
way
One
safe

sure
obtain it

to

Reduce your superfluous
Externally throug-h
your daily bath with
fragrant
flesh

FLO-RA-ZO-NA

Eliz.vceth

ANTEED

Fourteen Treatments— $3.00.
If your drvggist cannot sujml'l you
send $3.00 t$i.00 in Canada direct to
Royal Pharmaceutical & Perfumery
Co.lnc.Dept.RL,49 E.102dSt. N.Y.

DIAMONDS
Few
Day

B.

J,

—John

For

Cents a

?L

Send No Money
We will send yon—upon
your simple request —
your choice of diamond
bargains — the greatest

Barrymore

Marshall Xeilan production
This title was
Lotus Eaters."

"The
changed to "The Hidden Paradise," but
was switched back again to the original

America! Do not send a
When
In advance.
the ring comes, examine (t.
In

penny

You

are the judge. If it is
not, without exception, the
greatest valne you nave ever

title.

seen, send

—

expensel

Lorexe S. Anita Stewart was born in
Brookhn, X. Y., in 1896 and educated at
Erasmus Hall. She has brown hair and

Some

e\-es.

stars

sell

keep

Two

new

their old evening

Griffith

it

If
It

Is

back— at oar

you decide to
yours— for a

order direct from this advertisement if you wish.
Don't send a cent. You do
Dot risk • yenny.

Charge-Account Plan

and some have them remade.
Long
Pearl White
lives
in
Bayside,
Irene
Island.
I
don't know whether
Castle ^vould send you an evening .gown.
Both Lillian and Dorothy Gish are playing in the

it.

few cents a day. You may

gowns

By oar new charge-account
plan, yoa may pay for your
choice of hundreds of pieces
of exquisite jewelry in sums
BO small that you would
never think of saving them.
You arc also guaranteed 3

percent yearly dividends
-~ and a 6 percent bonus

production "The

may be

Orphans."

earned.

Send forBargainBook
Bend your name and address

today for our new 128-pa6e
book, showing hundreds of

nnmatchabie diamond barSent absolutely

f:ains.

ree. It explains the dividend offer and bonoa plaD.
Write today to Dept. 1752

unionCanBeOired

<S CO.
J M LYON
New

«nse
Don't send me one cent— fust
me prove it to you as I have
done for hundieds and thousands
of others in the last Gix months. I
claim that**Falryfoot"isan abBolutelysuccessful bunion remedy
and 1 want you to let me send it
to you FREE,entirelyatmy expense. I don 't care howdisgusted you feel with your bunion
you have not tried Fairyfoot
and 1 have such confidence in it

York N.Y.

Maiden Lane,

1

Instant Relief
let

that

I

will

NU-ART

home treatment which

you almostinstantiyof
pain; it removes the bunion
enlargement and thus the ugly
deformity disappears. I know
it will do all this and I want
you to send for "Fairyfoot"
FREE because 1 know you will then

lestrovs superfluous hair and roots^.
lis.

No

Un-

electricity

Absolutely harmless and painless

GUARAMTEED.

A

SEND NO MONEY
Don't send a penny in advance. Just write for a package and
when you actually receive it, pay the postman the low price of
and postajre. You will be delijrhted in seeine that yon
can absolutely tree yourself of superfluous hair with the roots.
SI. 00

NU-ART LABORATORIES, Dept.

J

^

26F, So. Orange. N.J-

'

FREE DRESS DESIGNING LESSONS
Any

,

Girl or

Woman,

15

/

or over, can easily

J^J^

t^"*
DRESS and COSTUME DESIGNMAKING in 10 WEEKS. /Franlilin Institute
using spare moments
Desig-n- >
Dept.WTOS
Rochester, N.Y.
ers
earn $50 t o $ 1 00
Send me At ONCE.

learn

i

ING
|

your friends about it just as
others are doing. Write now. as thiaa
ment may not appear in this paper aRam. JuBt
send name and addresB and * Fairyfoot" will be
sent in plain sealed envelope.
tell all

positively

like depilatories whit h leave the roots to thrive.

nor irntatinpr cliemic

marvelous discovery.

sendyoua sample

treatment absolutely FREE,
and afterwards a full size box
C. O. D. which you can accept
or not, just as you wish. It is a
simple

DESTROY HAIR ROOTS

all

re-

ducer. Safe andHarmless. GUARto contain no alum,
epsomsaltsor harmful ingredient.
No violent exercises, no deprivation—Just Bathe and Grow Thin.

'

"The Ten Dol-

Jl'ilkiiis in

the

in

City

Mong

V.

—

pla}-s

368-6th Ave.,

Dcpt.62,

New York

relieves

Bath Cartons
The One and Only external

the National
Label

the end

at

Alice T. Jack IMower was born in
Honolulu, Hawaii, in i8go.
He is six
feet tall, weighs one hundred and ei.ghiy
pounds, has brown hair, and gray eyes.

J
Scenarios Wanted
Free
Revised, Published, Copyrighted, Marketed.
Screen production assured exadvisory service.
ceptional stories. Scenario Service Corp., 517 Mason
Opera House, Los Angeles.

Look for

Raise."

state

J^ty

Address

H.— A\'illiam

Wm.

:\[rs.

W'yckoff is direcPlayers-Lasky labora-

and

WEEK.
4
^

Foot Remedy Co.,2207 Millard Ave.Dept. 133 Chicago^

Hundreds Learn
Millinery

By Mail

X^thefree
sample lessons in
subject here checked
Uross l>esii:ning
nillinerj

y

Name

Address.

.!
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Ethel

She seems to write just
as all of them would feel in her position.
Adelaide Ambrose is not well known.
Don't neglect to write because you
Sands'

articles.

Your handwriting

haven't a typewriter.
is

very legible.

—

Gordon K. "The Sea Wolf" was a
Jack London story. "The Little Fool,"
a Metro production was adapted from the
Jack London story "The Little Lady of
the Big House."

—

Frederic B. Bryant Washburn is playing in the Goldwyn production "Hungry
Hearts."
He made one picture with his

own company, "The Road

He

is

and

six

feet

fifty-five

to London."
weighs one hundred
pounds, has dark brown
tall,

and brown eyes.
Mrs. George B. Ward

hair,

—

was

Crane

Burke's leading man in "The
Frisky Mrs. Johnson."
He is five feet,
eleven, and has dark hair and brown
eyes.
Owen Moore, Eugene O'Brien,
Zena Keefe, Elaine Hammerstein, and
Conway Tearle are Selznick stars.
Billie

Addresses of Players
:

Address Carmel Myers, "Hoot" Gibson, .Tack
Perrin, Priscilla Dean, and Clara Horton at
Universal City, California.

Rudolph Valentino, Agnes Ayres, Gloria
Swanson, Conrad Nagel, William S. Hart, Ann
Forrest, and Lois Wilson at the Lasky Studios,
Vine Street, Hollywood, California.
Also
Betty Compson.
Martha Mansfield, Conway Tearle, Zena
Keefe, and Elaine Hammerstein at Selznick
Pictures Corporation, 729 Seventh Avenue,
New York City.
Lillian
and Dorothy Gish at Griffith

Mamaroneck,

Oriental

New

Point,

York.

Mary Miles Minter and Bebe Daniels at the
Morosco Studios, Los Angeles, California.
Clara Kimball Young at the Harry Garson
Studios, Edendale, California.
Eileen Percy, Tom Mix, Buck Jones, William Russell at the Fox Studios, Western Avenue, Hollywood,
California.
Also Johnny

Walker.
Constance and

Norma Talmadge, Harrison

Ford, and Kenneth Harlan at the Talmadge
Studios, 318 East Forty-eighth Street, New

York

City.

Elsie

Ferguson and Pola Negri at Para-

mount Pictures Corporation, 485 Fifth Avenue,

New York

Constance

City.

Binney

and

May McAvoy

at

Realart Pictures Corporation, 469 Fifth Avenue,

New

Y'ork City.

Thomas Meighan and Antonio Moreno

at

the Los Angeles Athletic Club, Los Angeles,
California.

Kathleen Clifford, Ward Crane, Marguerite
and David Butler care of Willis &
Wright and Callender Building, Los
Angeles, California.
Also Gordon Griffith,
Gaston Glass, Mahlon Hamilton, and Rosemary Theby.
Douglas MacLean. Thomas H. Ince, Florence Vidor, Lloyd Hughes, and Leah Baird at
the Ince Studios, Culver City, California.
Anita Stewart at the Mayer St'jdio, Los
Fisher,
Inglis,

Angeles, California.

Dorothy Phillips, Miriam Cooper, Marguerite
Clark, and Richard Barthelmess at the First
National Pictures Corporation, 729 Seventh
Avenue, New York City.
Valeska Suratt care of B. F. Keith Vaudeg«^«»7.„,
ville Circuit,

New York

Y'ork City.

Ben Turpin, Mabel Normand, Charles Murray, and Phyllis Haver at the Mack Sennett
Studios,
fornia.

Allesandro

Street,

Edendale,

Jack Hoxie at the National
pany, Hollywood, California.

Film

Cali-

Com-

Bobby Vernon, Vera Stedman, and Helen
Darling at Christie Studios, Sunset and
Gower, Hollywood, California.
Mildred Davis, Ruth Roland, and Harold
Lloyd at the Hal Roach Studios, Culver City,
California.

Rarle Williams, Jean Paige, Edith Johnson,
William Duncan at the Vitagraph
Studios, Los Angeles, California.

and

makes

possible for

it

Illustrating, Cartooning, or

Com-

mercial Art. Hundreds of our students are now making
splendid incomes. And most of them never touched a drawing pencil before they studied with us.
The

method will
amazed at

of this

simplicity

You

astound you.

will be

your own rapid progress. You learn by
mail yet you receive personal instruction from one of America's foremost
Commercial Artists.
Get into this

—

each day

NOW.

game

fascinating

easily qualify.
is all

A

You

can

begin

making

ing, action, perspective,

follow

Shad-

pictures.

and

all

the rest

their right order, until you
pictures that bring you
from $50 to $500 or more
Many
artists get as high as $1,000 for a single
in

making

are

!

drawing

few minutes' study

that

Write for Interesting Free Book

needed.

is

Crying Demand for Trained Artists
agencies,
advertising
Newspapers,

—

magazines, business concerns all are
looking for men and women to handle
their art work. There are hundreds of
A trained
vacancies right this minute
commercial artist can command almost
any salary he wants. Cartoonists and
designers are at a premium. Dozens of
our students started work at a high
salary.
Many earn more than the cost
of the course while they are learning!
with a little spare-time study in
your own home can easily and quickly
get one of these big-paying artists' jobs.
!

YOU —

Now you

—

No

Talent Needed
This amazing method has exploded
the old idea that talent is an absolute
Just as you have
necessity in art.
learned to write, this new method
start you
teaches you to draw.
with straight lines, then curves. Then
you learn how to put them together.

We

Mail coupon
free

book

now

"How

to
Explains about this

for this interesting

Become an Artist."
amazing method in

—

Tells of our students
and their
wonderful progress and how we can
qualify you for a high-salaried artist's
position. Also tells of our free artist's
outfit to new students and special low

detail.

—

offer to a limited
dents.

number of new

stu-

MAIL COUPON NOW!

Washington School of Art
Room 1 760, Marden Building, Washington, D.C.

p~-_„FREE COUPON—
I
I
I
I

5

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART
Room 1 760, Marden Bldg.,

I

Washington, D. C.

Please send me. without cost or obligation on my
"How to Become an Artist."

part, your free book,

Name.
Please state whethe

Address

City.

Leatrice Joy, Helene Chadwick, Molly Malone, Richard Dix, and Cullen Landls at the
Goldwyn Studios, Culver City, California.
Catherine Calvert and Corinne Griffith at
the Vitagraph Company, 469 Fifth Avenue,

New

wonderful new^ method
THIS
anyone
learn
to

Asked for by readers whose letters are
answered by The Oracle this month

Studios,

Become An. Artist

PEARLS FREE

10

—

FRECKLES

DAYS

Send no money your name and
a Genuine French Indestructible

receive

Don't Hide

RIVOLI PEARL NECKLACE
The

nerfection, like the masic
man which changed the ridiculous to the
sublime,
French scientist has
so the
produced in the Rivoli Pearl the exact
reproduction of ocean depth's most beautiful
Oriental, guaranteed
indestructible,
insoluble.
Will not break, peel or discolor.
18 inches long, solid gold clasp.
Deposit with the postman $3.75
wear
them 10 days.
If
not satisfied your
money will be refunded.

peer

:

OTHER VALUES AT
RIVOLI
Dept.

Veil;

of

Nfiw

TO

$5.00

PEARL

CO..

City

Hall

CI.

York

City.

$100.00

Box

179

Them With

a

Remove Them With

Othine

— Double Strength

There's no longer the slightest need
of feeling ashamed of your freckles,
as Othine -double strensth— is guaranteed to remove these homely spots.
Simply get an ounce of Othine double
strength —from any druggist and apply a
little of it night and morning and you should
soon see that even the worst freckles have begun
to disappear, while the lighter ones have vanished
entirely.
It is seldom that more than an ounce i3
needed to completely clear the skin and gain a beautiful clear complexion.
Be sure to ask for the double strength Othine, as this is
sold under guarantee of money back if it fails to

remove

freckles.

J

'
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Brings ,

^HARTMANS
Richly Upholstered

7-PieceSuite

Quatier-Sawed and Solid Oak
Send only $1 for this complete suite
of library, parloror living room furniture—seven splendid, massive pieces.
Use it 30 days, on free trial, then if you don't say that it
is even more than you expected, ship it back and we return
your $1 and pay transportation charges both ways.

•I

4

Upholstered

fBackSandSeatsl
Comfortable
kSprin^SeatSi

IMPORTANT!
Do not confuse this
Hartman euite
with furniture

fine

which may look like
it

in pictures, but

inferior in constructionand finish.
Every Hartman piece
is

made to give lasting
service as well as to
is

have an elegant apNote also
upholstering, spring seats*
ornamented backs,
rounded arms and
pearance.

handsome

cjuarter- sawed

oak

in this special suite.

Pay

Full Year to

Only by seeing this splendid quarter-sawed and solid oak suite can you realize
how it will add to the appearance of yaar home. Only by examining it can
you appreciate what a record-breaking bargain it is at our smashed price.
Furniture like this — elegant, comfortable, massive can be bought nowhere else at anywhere near the price, nor on such liberal terms.
solid oak with top 24x 36 inches.
FSni«hf table,
HstMH«ei»ntt» runWVU
Faaant^H rmiSn.
nHnUS»UniC
rocker, solid oak with quartersawed top panH and arm rests; seat 18x19 inches. SIDE ROCKER, solid oak with quarter-

—

ARM

CHAIR, 37 inches hi^h. and PIDE CHAIR. 36 inches
sawed oak top rail; seat 16x14 inches.
high, with seat 16x14 inches. Table and chairs stand on nciseless glides. Backs and seats upholstered in durable, imitation Spanish brown leather. Comfortable spring seats. TABOURETTE.
BLOCKS, heavy enousb to support a
16M inches high with 10-inch top. is solid oak. _
liberal number of volumes. Shipped (fully boxed,'Jknocked down'' to lessen
368-Page Book
freight charges) from factory in Central Indiana, Western New York State

BOOK

or Chicago warehouse.

FREE

Send the coupon today.

Order by ^9o. 112DIVIA7. Reduced Bargain Price, $37.95.
Send $1.00 now. Pay balance $3.00 per month.

FREE

BARGAIN CATALOG
368 pages of the world's greatest

price-smashing bargains. Everything
you need for the home — the pick of the markets in
Furniture, rugs, linoleum, stoves, watches, silverware, dishes, washing machines, sewing machines, aluminum ware, phonographs, gas
engines, cream separators, etc.
'
all sold on our easy monthly payment plan and on 30 days' Free Trial.
Hartman

™

—

Postal card or letter brings this^^68-paoe
Bargain Book by return mail, FREE.

"Let Hartman Feather

YOUR

Nest"

||

m

HARTMANi
FURNITURE

& CARPET

Dept.4155

CO-i

Chicago

&

Fumiture
Dept.415S,

Caroet Co.
Chicago,

SI.

days' free trial. If not satisfied, will ship it back
$1 and pay freight both
and you will refund
ways. It I keep it I will pay S3 per month until
the full price, $37.95. is paid. Title remaina with
you until final payment is made.

my

Name

.

Street Address..
jj

la

I

III.

Send the 7-Piece Living Room
Suite No. 112DMA7 as described. I am to have 30
Enclosed find

R. F.D.

Town.

,

Box No.
.State.

n

^

fhe

lis

Alanac
Eunopean

and. American Plans

Sea Water Baths
m

REDUCTION IN RATES
AMERICAN PLAN:
Room with Running Water
Double Room with Running Water
Double Room with Sea Bath
EUROPEAN PLAN:
Single Room
Double Room
Double Room with Bath
Single

SI

Mack

Latz Co.
Also From

.

.

.

.

.

.

weekly
$65 weekly
$75 weekly

May

$35

$2.50
$4.00

$5.00

up
up
up

The

to October

ALAMAC-IN-THE-MOINTAINS

on Lake Hopatcong, N.

J.

daily
daily

daily

"A Mountain Paradise"

My!

thai looks like

c/ImQiicds Most Famous Dosserf
A MERICA'S Most

Fa-

mous Dessert can be
made wherever hot water
available. Its convenience, its economy, and

is

its

deliciousness have ta-

ken it everywhere.'^ The
above is one of a series
of pictures from our new
Jell-O

upon

book,
request.

sent

free

the other hand
ONhave
a "Book

we
of

Menus" written by an eminent authority and

illus-

by silver and china
service from the most exclusive shop on the Avetrated

nue. This will be sent for
twenty cents in ^amps.
Our address is on our

package.

